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SKIPPER MYERS LOOKS FORE AND AFT
From his post on the bridge of the S. S. Allied where

he has spent quite some years now charting the course for

independent exhibitors, skipper A. F. Myers sent a message

to his crew during the holiday period—a message we
thought might bear repeating to the trade at large.

Poring over the ship's log for its voyage through the

stormy waters of '42, the skipper reflects with the air of a
man seeking a crumb of comfort that, at least, the industry

survived. Then, with furrowed brow, he contemplates the

cloudy skies and warns the crew that it must be every man
to his job if the industry is to weather the storms ahead.

Now the skipper takes the wheel.

COULD HAVE BEEN WORSE
When we entered upon 1942 our situation was vastly

more desperate than it is now. Our armed forces had just

been dealt a stunning blow from which it took many months
to recover. We were unprepared for modern warfare.

Our Allies were barely holding on. Everywhere the enemy
was on the march.

During the year the damage inflicted at Pearl Harbor
was repaired. The Navy now is stronger than it was before

the attack. A powerful Army has been raised, equipped

and trained. A million men have been sent overseas.

For several months now America and her allies have

held the enemy on all fronts. Recently they seized the

initiative which they will continue to hold until victory is

won.

During this period of monumental achievement Ameri-

cans continued to be the best fed, best clothed, best housed

and best paid people in the world. Under the Lend-Lease

program billions of dollars worth of supplies and materiel

have been sent to the United Nations. Wherever possible

the innocent victims of the Axis have been aided. Produc-

tion of all kinds has increased by leaps and bounds. The
accomplishments of private enterprise outshine those of the

Government.

Everyone now knows^—including Hitler-—that Hitler

cannot win. The question is: How long will it take for

him to lose? Hard years lie ahead; to see them through

will tax all of our spiritual and material resources. But

last year, enveloped in doubt and despair, we could only

hope that we would win. Now we know that we shall.

This tremendous effort has resulted in some disloca-

tions, has inflicted a degree of inconvenience, has given rise

to some injustices. To the extent that these were the

unavoidable consequences of the war, they were cheerfully

borne. To the extent that they were the results of bureau-

cratic bungling, they are being remedied by mandate of

the people. The American people have made it plain that

the war must be prosecuted efficiently; also that democracy
must be preserved at home.

THE INDUSTRY SURVIVED

During the year the problems of the industry and of

all engaged therein multiplied. A limitation was put on
the cost of sets, but the releases have been well mounted.
Stars have gone to war, but the pictures have been well

acted. Raw stock and transportation have been curtailed,

yet there has been no reported instance of a miss-out.

Exhibitors in so-called defense areas have prospered to the

extent that ever-increasing film rentals would permit.

Exhibitors in non-defense areas have suffered from both a

falling off in attendance and from increased film rentals.

The solution of their problem must be carried over into the

new year. The major producer-distributors have enjoyed

an unprecedented popularity.

The last best chance of securing self-regulation, sta-

bility and peace—UMPI—after a short period of coddling

was finally put to death. Who shot Cock Robin is a popu-

lar guessing game among those who feel that Thurman
Arnold's sudden about-face was not altogether spontaneous.

In any case, the murder ostensibly was committed for the

highest motives—to prevent a return to block booking and
blind selling. But it is ironical that complaints are now
being raised that distributors are peddling as many as three

groups of feature pctures linked together— 15 in all—with-

out any cancellation privilege whatever. That is what
Allied predicted would happen. What are the assassins of

UMPI going to do about it?

The greed of the producer-distributors for higher and
still higher film rentals is the greatest problem facing the

exhibitors as we pass into 1943. It is painfully evident that

the major companies do not intend to ease the strain; on
the contrary, they have made it plain that they intend to

extract from the exhibitors the last possible penny. What
the industry needs is a practical, self-imposed ceiling on
film rentals that will keep it in line with the industries that

are subject to Government-imposed price ceilings. If that

is not soon forthcoming, the growing demand for Govern-

ment regulation will break into the open.

In combatting high film rentals the information service

supplied by the Caravan will play a major part. Support

of the program should intensify and spread during 1943.

JOBS TO BE DONE
The exhibitor associations have their work cut out for

them. Conditions of transportation are growing more
acute. They should take up with the exchanges the mat-

ter of insuring against miss-outs. A limited number of

(Continued on Next Page)
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EDITORIAL BROADWAY
(Continued from Preceding Page)

emergency films should be located at strategic points so as

to be available in case a booked film is not received. Tak-
ing note of the terrible holacaust in Boston, they should

work out with and for the members adequate safety meas-

ures for all emergencies. It is regrettable that the OCD
booklet was devised with the advice of a volunteer group
of large theatre operators and consequently is not very
helpful for those theatres having less than 10 employees on
duty at all times. The associations that have not already

done so should refer to Allied bulletin dated June 11, 1942,

and establish a card index of surplus repair parts owned
by the members so that they can borrow from one another
in case of necessity.

Most important of all, exhibitors should strengthen

their associations so that they can muster their maximum
strength, best brain power and influence in resisting de-

mands for exorbitant film rentals, in combatting the increas-

ing tendency towards political censorship and bureaucratic

domination, and in preserving in business the independent
exhibitors despite a wartime economy which tends to favor

big business as against little business.

This is a tough assignment but no one who has studied

the history of the motion picture business and knows the

amazing versatility and resourcefulness of the exhibitors

can doubt that the job will be done. They would no sooner

think of giving up their fight for a place in the sun—for

the right to carry on their operations as independent busi-

ness men—than they would think of surrendering to Hitler.

The next holiday season will find them doing business at

the old stand, not, perhaps, "as usual," maybe with their

belts drawn a little tighter, but supplying the basic enter-

tainment of the American people which is even more
necessary in war than in peace.

l
i

GRATEFULLY ACKNOWLEDGED ARE

the splendid efforts of our president, M. A. Rosenberg,

whose energy, character and fairness have won for him the

respect and affection of all his associates. The outstanding

work of AUied's UMPI Committee, Col. Cole, Sid Samuel-

son, Jack Kirsch, Martin Smith and Roy Harrold. Special

mention must be given Jack Kirsch for presiding over the

sessions so ably and fairly and Col. Cole for his leadership

in presenting the views of the independent exhibitors. The
really great job done by the Caravan Committee headed

by M. A. Rosenberg in carrying into execution a plan con-

ceived by Sid Samuelson. The efficient work of Treasurer

Martin G. Smith. The unwaivering support and confidence

of all directors and leaders, especially Maxwell Alderman,

Joe Reed, Harry Lowenstein, Lee Newbury, Joe Conway,

Frank Hornig, Meyer Leventhal, Ray Branch, P. J. Wood,
Don Rossiter, Fred Herrington, The Walkers and Beedles,

Bill Ainsworth, Harry Perlewitz, Ernie Peaslee and Fred

Strom, and dozens of others whose names cannot be

included for lack of space.

One beneficial by-product of UMPI was the relation-

ship established between the members of the Allied Com-
mittee and the representatives of the unaffiliated associa-

tions. Allied acknowledges the cooperation of and sends

greetings to such outstanding men as Bob White, Hugh
Bruen and Bob Poole on the West Coast and Bill Crockett

in Virginia. These outstanding men who had not pre-

viously had the opportunity to know and understand each

other worked together for the common good. They built

a confidence and good will that insures future cooperation

on a nation-wide basis in matters of importance to the

independent exhibitors.

ABRAM F. MYERS.

NEWSREEL
Broken attendance records and outstanding grosses

again were the rule at Broadway's first-run film palaces

during the first week of 1943 and, as a result, the majority

of theatres held over attractions which are still doing
above-average business. Radio City Music Hall, the

world's largest house, leads the field, of course, with a

three-week attendance of 490,000 for "Random Harvest"

which shattered all records for a similar period in the 10-

year history of the playhouse. During the second and
holiday week, the theatre was compelled to open its doors

at 7.45 a. m., earliest opening ever scheduled there, and
box-office lines frequently encircled the block in which

the theatre stands. The M-G-M film started a fourth

week on Thursday, Jan. 7th and a fifth week is likely. . .

The Roxy, second largest theatre, boasted a 530,000 gross

on Jan. 1 which the management claims is the largest

single day's take ever recorded in the theatre industry

throughout the world and the first week's business for

"The Black Swan," with a gala stage show headed by
Carmen Miranda, was the second largest in the history

of the house being exceeded only by "The Cockeyed
World" in pre-depression days. Here the entire show
started its third week on Jan. 6th and is expected to hold

until "China Girl" arrives later this month.

Opening on Dec. 30th, "Star Spangled Rhythm" gave

the Paramount Theatre the biggest opening day in the

six years of its current stage band policy and Benny
Goodman, now heading the stage show, helped to boost

the first week's gross to the highest since the house opened
in 1926. The second week also started off strong on Jan.

6th and long lines continue to form at the box-office at

an early morning hour... The Strand, with the first

popular-price engagement of "Yankee Doodle Dandy"
and Jimmy Dorsey and His Orchestra on the stage, re-

ported an opening week's business which was the highest

since "Little Caesar" 12 years ago and, after a sensational

second week, the picture started its third week on Jan. 8th

. . . Loew's State, with one of its occasional first-runs, "A
Night to Remember," made a poor fourth among stage

show houses but attracted good holiday crowds, never-the-

less.

The Canitol lead the straight film houses with an

opening week's business for the widely-acclaimed "In

Which We Serve" which was exceeded only by "The Great

Dictator" and "Gone With the Wind" which played at

higher admission scales. The Noel Coward film did al-

most as well during its second week and started a third

stanza on Jan. 6th . . . Even the Rivoli, w ith "Arabian
Nights," claimed a record first week's business over the

holiday period but the Universal picture will close after

its third week to be succeeded, on Jan. 13th, by "Shadow
of a Doubt" which will have a S5.50 premiere the night

previous . . . At the Hollywood, business continues so strong

for "Casablanca," now in its seventh week, that the pic-

ture will remain several weeks longer postponing the open-

ing of "Air Force" until late in January. Another long-

run film, "For Me and My Gal," finally closes a 12-week

run on Jan. 11th and the succeeding attraction will be

"Tennessee Johnson" which will remain for an extended

engagement at popular prices . . . "Whistling in Dixie" at

the Criterion, and "Jacare" at the Globe completed two-

week engagements to good holiday business but "The
Commandos Strike at Dawn" and "Silver Queen," their

successors, are expected to do equally well during the cur-

rent week... Walt Disney's Technicolor feature, "Saludos

Amigos," will have its local premiere at the Globe later

this month.
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"SWELL picture... real-

istic and inspiring.

— N. Y, Journal-American

"The REAL thing . . •

something you ought

to see." — N. y. Post

"Brisk . . . lively . . .

dramatic: -N.r.s„„

"Pulls no punches . . •

STIRRING film.

"

— N.y. Herald Tribune

"Absorbing . . exciting:
— N. Y, Times

"Marines have the

BOXOFFICE situation

well in hand."
— N. y. Daily News

"ROUSING tribute to

the greatest fighting

men on earth.

— N. y. World-Telegram

1«
;entu(iy-fox

RELEASE

A FU Lt-tENGTtt
Fighting FEATURE
Produce,/ btr THE MARCH OF TIME
in cooperation with the U. S. MARINE CORPS

Send In your Pledge today I UNITED NATIONS WEEK, Jon. 14-20



RKO-RADIO . . . 1 in Fourth Block

'HITLER'S CHILDREN' POWERFUL AND MOVING PROPAGANDA FILM
Rates • • • if exploited

RKO Radio (Edward A. Golden)

83 minutes.

Tim Holt, Bonita Granville, Kent Smith,

Otto Kruger, H. B. Warner, Lloyd Corr;-

gan, Erford Gage, Hans Conreid^ Nancy
Gates, Gavin Muir, Elsa Janssen.

Directed by Edward Dmytryk.

Bound to be widely discussed among
picture-goers, "Hitler's Children" is a pow-
erful and moving protest against Nazi bar-

barism with a title and subject matter

which lend themselves to the strongest

possible exploitation. Based on Gregor Zie-

mer's widely-read book, "Education for

Death," this is a propaganda film that is

shrewdly presented dramatically and truth-

fully, without undue preachment. Emmet
Lavei-y's engrossing screen-play and Ed-

ward Dmytryk's direction deserve particu-

lar commendation especially for ruthlessly

exposing the Nazi methods of molding Ger-

man youth into fanatical fighters while, at

the same time, the picture treats the terror-

stricken older generation with sympathy.

This is not a pleasant tale and no attempt

has been made to soften the tragic finale

or to inject any suggestion of a happy

ending. However, this very adherence to

fact makes it a more forceful document

likely to leave an impression on the avei-

age patron. While the cast has no out-

standing names, the title can be heavily

sold in fiist-runs. Word-of-mouth will help

business in subequents and naborhoods.

Grosses should be well above-average gen-

erally.

The story opens in Berlin in 1933 where
Kent Smith, professor in the Ameiican
Colony school, is having difficulty keeping

his pupils from arguing with students

from the nearby Nazi Party school. Tim
Holt, young membei' of the Nazi Party, is

attracted to Bonita Granville, daughter of

German-American parents, and Smith fos-

ters the budding romance until the boy is

swept into the gathering Nazi storm. Sev-

eral years later, Miss Granville, now as-

sistant to Smith, is taken away by the

Gestapo because of her German blood and
sent to a labor camp. Endeavoring to get

permission to visit the girl. Smith again

meets Holt, now a Gestapo lieutenant, and
together they find her feigning enthusiasm

for the New Order. But, when Holt recom-

mends her for promotion, she denounces

Nazi methods and is sent to a Klinik to be

sterilized. She escapes but is again cap-

tured and sentenced to a public flogging.

When Holt saves her from this, he is of-

fered a hero's death if he will confess his

crime in a nation-wide broadcast. At the

last moment, he, too, denounces Naziism

over the air and both he and the girl

are killed by storm troopers.

Tim Holt is ideally cast as the stubborn

young Nazi and he gives a splendid por-

trayal throughout. Bonita Graiville, is

dramatically effective and looks both the

part of the youngster and the attractive

young girl. H. B. Warner contributes a
memorable scene as a Catholic bishop who
vainly pleads for tolerance and Lloyd Cor-

rigan ably plays a gentle German of the old

school. Otto Kruger and Erford Gage do
well as Party leaders, but Gavin Muir is

too obvious a British type for his Nazi role.

DENLEY

RKO-RADIO ... I in Special Block

'THEY GOT ME COVERED' GOLDWYN-HOPE COMBINATION IS DISAPPOINTMENT
Rates • • • in first runs; less in subseq

RKO Radio (Samuel Goldwyn)

95 minutes.

Bob Hope, Dorothy Lamour, Otto Premin-

ger, Lenore Aubert, Edward Ciannelli, Mar-

ion Martin, Donald Meek, Phyllis Ruth,

Philip Ahn, Mary Treen, Donald MacBride,

Mary Byrne, Walter Catlett, Margaret

Hayes, John Abbott, Florence Bates, Wil-

liam Yetter, Greta Meyer, Henry Guttman,

Ferike Boros, Frank Sully, Bettye Avery.

Directed by David Butler.

ents

pletely fail to register. The production is

handsomely staged, in the best Goldwyn
tradition, while the one song, "Palsy Walsy,"

business in first-runs, but unfavorable word-

of-mouth will reduce returns in the subse-

quents.

Bob Hope's role is that of a foreign

news correspondent who, while in Moscow,

fails to cover the German invasion of

Russia. Fired after returning to America,

is sung by Marion Martin during a bur-

<^ -<J>

Bob Hope and Dorothy Lamour aie mar-

quee magic, but their Samuel Goldwyn ve-

hicle, "They Got Me Covered" is only

intermittently amusing and far below the

entertainment value of their Paramount
winners. The Goldwyn-Hope-Lamour com-

bination promised much, but, except for a

few good comedy moments and an occa-

sional exciting episode, the picture, as a

whole, is a distinct disappointment. The

story, which permits a rattle-brained news
correspondent to outwit scheming enemy
agents is rarely believable and whenever
Director David Butler slackens the pace to

insert a Bob Hope gag, it falls to pieces.

The star's slapstick antics and silly dis-

guises win laughs, but much of the humor
is forced and many of Hope's gags com-
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lesque loutine which ends on a melodra-

matic note. The star names will mean good

Hope visits his girl friend, Dorothy La-

mour, in Washington where he runs into

an "inside story" about Axis sabotage. La-

mour assists Hope in tracking down his

"scoop" while Otto Preminger and a power-

ful spy ring try to outwit him. Hoping to

completely discredit Hope so that his es

pionage story will be laughed at. Preminger

has him drugged and he wakes up in

Niagara Falls married to Marion Martin,

a burlesque queen. The latter is killed

when she learns the real reason for the

marriage, but Hope manages to follow the

spies to their hide-out in a beauty salon.

There, while posing as a wax dummy, he

learns their schemes and, after a riotous

struggle, the FBI rescue Hope and round

up the spies.

Dorothy Lamour, an attractive figure in

modern clothes and hair-do, gives a lifeless

performance as the worried heroine. Far

better are the portrayals of Otto Premin-

ger, as the chief enemy agent: Lenore

Aubert. as his lovely, cool-headed assistant:

Marion Martin, as the voluptuous burlesque

queen, and such dependables as Donald

MacBride, Walter Catlett and Florence

Bates.
DENLEY
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PARAMOUNT. . . 1 in Special Block

-STAR SPANGLED RHYTHM' STAR-STUDDED PARAMOUNT HtT
Rates • • • + generally

Paramount
99 minutes.

BIng Crosby, Bope Hope, Fred MacMurray,
Franchot Tone, Bay Milland, Victor Moore,
Dorothy Lamour, Paulette Goddard, Vera
Zorina, Mary Martin, Diclt Powell, Veronica
Lake, Betty Hutton, Eddie Bracken, Alan
L.add, Rochester, William Bendix, Jerry

Colonna, MacDonald Carey, Walter Abel,

Susan Hayward, Marjorie Reynolds, John-
nie Johnston, L y n n e Overman, Betty

Rhodes, Dona Drake, Gary CroSby, Gil

L,amb, Walter Catlett, Sterling HoUoway,
Sterling Holloway, Cass Daley, Ernest Tru-

ex, Arthur Treacher, Katherine Dunham,
Walter Dare Wahl & Company, Anne Re-
vere, Edward Fielding, Marion Martn,
William Haade, Maynard Holmes, Cecil B.

DeMille, Ralph Murphy, Preston Sturges,

Golden Gate Quartette.

Directed by George Marshall.

Glittering like a Christmas tree decked

out with every star on the Paramount lot,

"Star Spangled Rhythm" is a great big

package of musical entertainment and sure-

fire box office that will pack 'em in every-

where. It's a mammoth show in every

sense of the word with laughs galore, some
superb stepping and tunes which are pleas-

ing, if not "Hit Parade" numbers. Althoup'-

Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, Vera Zorina and

most of the others make brief appearances
like headline vaudeville turns, there is also
a highly amusing little plot which makes
a satisfactory framework for the various
acts and keeps interest alive throughout.
Of course, in order to give all the stars a
showing, the picture is forced to wind up
with a gala studio show staged for the
benefit of the Navy boys—and with Bob
Hope as master of ceremonies. Ably di-

rected by George Marshall, the picture is

not afraid to poke fun at studio production
methods and top-flight executives and even
Cecil B. DeMille, Preston Sturges and
Ralph Murphy takes obvious delight in giv-

ing tongue-in-cheek portrayals of them-
selves. This will crack records in some
situations and crowd the peak figures in

most others.

The slight story has to do with Victor
Moore, a former western star now a gate-

man at the Paramount studio who has led

his sailor son (Eddie Bracken) to believe

that he is an important film executive.

When Bracken and some of his sailor pals

arrive for a surprise visit, Betty Hutton,

studio phone girl, arranges for Moore to

pose as Walter Abel, studio manager.
When the boys insist on a gala show, Moore
is in a spot until another executive agrees

to let a star-studded revue b2 staged for

the benefit of the Navy men.
Of the impressive list above, the stand-

out numbers are contributed by Ray Mil-
land, Franchot Tone, Fred MacMurray and
Lynne Overman in the hilarious old sketch,
"If Men Played Cards as Women Do;" Bob
Hope and William Bendix in a bedroom
skit; Vera Zorina dancing to a dream
melody, "That Old Black Magic;" Paulette
Goddard, Dorothy Lamour and Veronica
Lake and their burlesque imitators, Walter
Catlett, Arthur Treacher and Sterling Hol-
loway in "A Sweater, A Sarong and a
Paek-a-Boo Bang" and, the biggest laugh-
getter, Betty Hutton with Walter Dare
Wahl and Company in an acrobatic mix-
up. Numerous others are good but among
the slow spots are Dick Powell and Mary
Martin singing a saccharine lov-^ ditty and
Bing Crosby doing the inevitable patriotic

finale, "Old Glory."

Victor Moore gives a heart-warming and
humorous, as well as faintly pathetic por-

trayal of the gate-keeper who must put on
the act for his son and Walter Abel is

properly exposive as the outraged film ex-

ecutive he impersonates. Of the lesser-

knowns Betty Hutton is a blonde soubrette,

on the Martha Rave order but far more
attractive and gifted with a genuine comedy
talent. Eddie Bracken is a likeable sailor

hero and Cass Daley and Gil Lamb are

energetic and loose-jointed comics who
also register.

LEYENDECKEIt

PARAMOUNT ... 4 in Fourth Block

'NIGHT PLANE FROM CHUNGKING' EXPLOITABLE ESPIONAGE PROGRAMMER
Rates • • for action spots; OK dualler e

Paramount
69 minutes.

Robert Preston, Ellen Drew, Stephen Geray,

Otto Kruger, Sen Yung, Tamara Geva,

Ernest Dorian, Soo Yong, Alien Jung, Loren
Baker.

Directed by Ralph Murphy.

With a full quota of suspense and thrills,

"Night Plans from Chungking" will make
good supporting fare for the average dual-

ler. The basic story idea—that of a motley
group of bus passengers being exposed to

countless dangers—has been employed count-
less times, but the Sino-Japanese locale gives
it renewed interest, as well as topical flavor.

The characters are of assorted nationali-
ties, including Chinese, Russian, French and

sewhere
American, and the audience is kept guess-

ing as to the motives for their trip, as well

as the identity of the villian, almost until

the plot reaches its exciting climax. Action
is stressed throughout and the romantic
scenes are held down to a minimum. Al-

though the players are well-cast as to type
and give excellent performances, their mai-
quee value is mild, but with strong selling

this will hold up alone in the action houses.

The story opens as a bus traveling from
Chungking to the Indian border is halted

when Japanese bombs destroy the road.

Ordered to a nearby airport, the passengers,
among whom are a Dutch missionary
(Stephen Geray), a French major (Ernest
Dorian), a mysterious Russian (Tamara
Geva) and a Chinese lady of high-caste and
her American companion (Ellen Drew),
protest to the American pilot who is finally

ordered, against his will, to fly them to

India. First Miss Geva is arrested as a spy

then, when the plans is forced down, Geray
guides the party to a nearby Buddhist mona-
stery. On their arrival Geray reveals him-

self to be a Nazi in charge of this Japanese

stronghold. After they are imprisoned, Pres-

ton manages to fight his way out and, al-

though Dorian gives his life to save them,

the others finally reach a plane and con-

tinue to India.

Robert Preston and Ellen Drew do capa-

ble work as the romantic leads bu the out-

standing peiformances are those of Stephen
Geray, as a treacherous Nazi posing as a
wild-mannered missionary; Otto Kruger. as

a cowardly and excitable passenger, and Soo
Yong, as the calm and philosophical Chinese
noblewoman,

LEYENDECKER

'LADY BODYGUARD' INANE COMEDY QUICKIE i

Rates •

Paramount
70 minutes.

Eddie Albert, Anne Shirley, Raymond Wal-
burn, Roger Pryor, Maude Eiburne, Ed
Brophy, Clem Bevans, Mary Treen, Donald
MacBride, Gus Schilling, Charles Haltou.

Directed by William Clemens.

An inane comedy, acted and directed in
slapstick style, this is the weakest feature
to date on Paramount's 42-43 program. Deal-
ing with the strenuous efforts of an attrac-
tive insurance saleswoman to sell a policy
to a daredevil test pilot—and later to get
him to cancel it

—"Lady Bodyguard" has

only a few honest laughs and a heavy
burden of silly, obvious comic situations.

William Clemens' direction is so half-heart-

ed that even the usually-dependable Maude
Eburne burlesques her role to the point of
absurdity and Raymond Walburn and Ed
Brophy fail to contribute the laughs patrons
have come to expect of them. Eddie Albert
and Anne Shirley make an attractive pair
even if their romantic interludes are rarely
believable. Tne film moves fast at times,
almost never funny, and is suited only to
the lesser naborhood duals—in supporting
spot.

In the story, because of an error made by
a spiteful secretary, Anne Shirley, insur-
ance manager, sells a $1,000,000 policy to

Eddie Albert, test pilot, under the impres-

sion she was getting him to sign a $1,000

advertising agreement. When Miss Shirley

learns about the mistake, the news that Al-

bert has made Maude Eburne, Raymond
Wayburn and Ed Brophy, three of his night
club cronies, his beneficiaries, has been
widely publicized. The girl is now forced to

use her wiles to persuade Albert to tear
up the policy while hia grasping beneficia-
ries do everything in their power to thwart
her plan. In the frantic climax, after Miss
Eburne has doped Albert, they all find them-
selves trapped in his plane while he is

dozing at the controls.

DENLEY
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IS THE SECRET

OF
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Western
RECORDS

Republic LEADS IN HAVING
69% OF ALL WESTERNS RAT-

ING 100% OR OVER AT THe|

BOX OFFICE. ^
Pet.

STARDUST ON THE SAGC 150l
HOME IN WYOMIN' 130|
HEART OF THE RIO GRANDE 1251
SIERRA SUE I25I
BELLS OF CAPISTRANO, THE 125

1

COWBOY SERENADE 125
CALL OF THE CANYON 1231
SUNSET ON THE DESERT 1171
APACHE KID, THE 116

1

RED RIVER VALLEY Ill
[

SOUTH OF SANTA FE Ill
JESSE JAMES AT BAY Ill I

MAN FROM CHEYENNE, THE 110

1

ROMANCE ON THE RANGE 110

1

SONS OF THE PIONEERS 109
SUNSET SERENADE 107
PHANTOM PLAINSMEN 100
JESSE JAMES JR 100
DEATH VALLEY OUTLAWS 100

* Ue TOPS *

Republic HAS 71% OF ALL

TOP WESTERNS RATING 110%

OR OVER AT THE BOX OFFICE.

P<t.

STARDUST ON THE SAGE 150

HOME IN WYOMIN' 130

COWBOY SERENADE 125

HEART OF THE RIO GRANDE 125

SIERRA SUE 125

CALL OF THE CANYON 123

SUNSET ON THE DESERT. 117

APACHE KID, THE 116

JESSE JAMES AT BAY Ill

RED RIVER VALLEY Ill

SOUTH OF SANTA FE Ill

MAN FROM CHEYENNE, THE 110

Western Star
• RECORDS

Republic HAS THE 4 TO
WESTERN STARS AND HER

IS THEIR UNPRECEDENTE
RATING. it

Pet.

GENE AUTRY 130

SMILEY BURNETTE..130

ROY ROGERS Ill

GEORGE "GABBY"
HAYES m

*
He's Climbing Fast

DON "RED"
BARRY 100

THE AIM OF REPUBLIC STUDIOS IS_

fHAT IMPORTANT INTANGIBLE USE^

DOWI TO-JARTH ENTERTAIN M''^



tells you why republic
'westerns are better

1 St

Western Writer

RECORDS
Republic LEADS WITH THE TOP
WESTERN WRITER RECORDS,

AND HERE'S THEIR RATING.

Pet.

DORRELL and STUART McGOWAN....150

STUART PALMER 130

NEWLIN B. WILDES 125

EARL FELTON 125

JULIAN ZIMET 125

OLIVE COOPER 124

MAURICE RAPF 123

ELIOT GIBBONS 116

MALCOLM STUART BOYLAN Ill

HARRISON JACOBS Ill

JAMES WEBB Ill

GERALD GERAGHTY 109

MAURI GRASHIN 109

ROBERT T. SHANNON 109

RICHARD MURPHY 105

WINSTON MILLER 104
ROBERT YOST 104

Western Screenplay

RECORDS
I

Republic LEADS WITH THE TOP
WESTERN SCREEN PLAY
WRITERS, AND HERE'S THEIR
RATING.

ic •»«•

ROBERT TASKER 130
EARL FELTON ^ 125
LILLIE HAYWARD 125
JULIAN ZIMET 125
OLIVE COOPER 124
BETTY BURBRIDGE 121

M. COATES WEBSTER 120
ELIOT GIBBONS 116
MALCOLM STUART BOYLAN Ill
WINSTON MILLER Ill
JAMES WEBB Ill
MAURI GRASHIN 109
ROBERT T. SHANNON 109
EARL FELTON 107
GERALD GERAGHTY 107
RICHARD MURPHY 105
FRED MYTON 104
BERNARD McCONVILLE 101
TAYLOR CAVEN 100
ROBERT YOST 100

Bl^:rs<

F

iFASHION PICTURES THAT ARE IN GOOD lASTB

tBY THE THEATRE PATRON TO DISTINGUISH

FROM THE OVERSTUFFED TINSEL VARIETY



PARAIv^OUNT—Continued

'HAPPY-GO-LUCKY' DIVERTING TECHNICOLOR MUSICAL FROLIC
Rates • • + or better generally

Paramount
78 Minutos
Mary Martin, Dick Powell, Eddie Bracken,
Betty Hutton, Rudy Vallee, Mabel Paige,

Clem Bevans.

Directed by Curtis Bernhardt.

One exhibitor rising from his projection
room seat next to this reviewer observed,

"Well, that's a pleasant relief from all those
war pictures." That remark and the title

just about sums up "Happy-GoLucky."
Paramount, specialists in escapist movies,

has delivered a light, jolly, diverting musi-
cal comedy, embellished by handsome Tech-
nicolor. It will bring no critical raves, but
audiences everywhere will find much herein

to enjoy. Opening on a festive and color-

ful musical note, director Bernhardt keeps

his lightweight plot bouncing along at a

lively clip, interspersing song and dance at

the most opportune moments. Some of the

dialogue is sparkling. The proceedings aie

enlivened considerably by the comic per-

formances of explosive Betty Hutton, Eddie

Bracken and Rudy Vallee. The latter is a

surprise in a non-singing character comedy
role. Mary Martin and Dick Powell are a

pleasant enough pair in the singing, rom-

ancing department. "Happy-Go-Lucky" will

garner above-average grosses in all theati-es.

It may do surprisingly well in some spots.

The setting is a Caribbean island to which
comes Mary Martin posing as a wealthy
in the hope of nabbing a rich husband.

Betty Hutton, entertainer, arrives on the

same boat. Dick Powell and Eddie Brac-

ken are a couple of carefree island loafers.

Powell promptly learns that Mary is a

phony when he dives for a supposedly valu-

able bracelet she lets fall over the ship's

rail. Appraisal proves that it is paste. He
lets Mary know that he is aware of her

secret, then tells her that he will help her

land Rudy Vallee, dull but filthy rich. Bal-

ance of the plot concerns itself with many
plans to nab the resisting Rudy for Mary,

all the while she is loving Powell. When
she finally wins Vallee's cold heart, Dick

realizes he loves her. Meanwhile, Betty

Hutton is breathlessly pursuing Bracken,

who succumbs only when he inhales a love

potion.

There are six songs. Powell and Martin

sing the title song and "Let's Get Lost,"

fair tunes. Miss Hutton delivers two novel-

ty numbers with all her grimaces and
exuberance.

BARTON

'HENRY ALDRICH GET GLAMOUR' ABOVE AVERAGE ENTRY IN SERIES
Rates ® • for fannily and rural duals

Paramount

72 Minute.s

Jimmy Lydon, Charlie Sm'.th, John L'.tel,

Olive Blakeney, Diana Lynn, Vaughan
Glaser, Frances Gilford, Lucien Littlefield,

Gail Russell, Harry C. Bradley, Janet

Beecher, Johnny Arthur.

Directed by Hugh Bennett.

The Aldrich series, which still relies on
over-drawn adolescent comedy for its

laughs, receives a slight story lift in the

latest, "Henry Aldrich Gets Glamour." The
Hollywood glamour girl angle, with its epi-

sode laid in the Paramount Studio, puts

Henry in a new background and makes the

succeeding Centerville scenes seem less dull

and repetitious. In the main, however, this

film is directed and acted in typical Aid-

rich Family style with its awkward, love-

struck high school kids getting into hot

water and their exaspaiated elders trying

to set matters aright. Like the popular

radio program designed to appeal to un-

sophisticated listeners, this is typical family

fare and will serve well on dual bills in

naborhoods and rural houses.

Henry's current adventure starts when
his contest letter for a date with Frances
Gifford, movie star, wins a prize and he is

sent to Hollywood to meet the star. His
father, John Litel, who is being petitioned

by the Centerville Voters' League to run

for public office, accompanies Henry but the

youngster is almost overlooked at the stud'o

while Miss Gifford argues with the studio

head. Back in Centerville, Henry is treated

like a celebrity and when Miss Gifford is

booked to appear at a nearby town, his

classmates arrange to bring her to a local

dance. She accepts and plays up to Henry
hoping to convince her studio that she is

suitable for the youthful role of Juliet.

However, the Voters' League, believing the

worst, withdraw their support from Litel

until Miss Gifford becomes remorseful and

makes a speech describing Henry as a loyal,

unspoiled youth.

Jimmy Lydon remains the ideal choice

for the role of the naive, worrisome Henry
Aldrich and the other regulars, Charlie

Smith, John Litel, Olive Blakeney and

Vaughan Glaser — the latter as the stern

school principal — give familiar portrayals.

Frances Gifford, who exudes glamour as the

sarong-clad film star, gives an assured and

convincing performance.

YORK

M-G-M...1 in Second Block

'THREE HEARTS FOR JU^LIA' MILDLY AMUSING DOMESTIC FARCE
Rates 9 9 as dualler on name value

M G-M
90 Minutes

Melvyn Dougla.s, Ann Sothem, Lee Bowman,
R'.chard Ainley, Felix BreSsart, Marta Lin-

den, Reginald Owen, Russell Hicks, Robert

Greig, Chester Clute, Russell Gleason, Mar-

ietta Canty.

Directed by Richard Thorpe

Sophisticated domestic farce along fa-

miliar story lines, "Three Hearts for Julia"

is never more than mildly amusing and

must depend on its stars to carry it to av-

erage business generally. The opening

scene, laid in Lisbon, suggests a timely note

but the picture soon degenerates into the

formula theme dealing with a wandering

husband who is asked to settle the romantic

problems of his career-girl spouse. The ef-

forts of the husband to win back his wife

by playing one suitor against the other

furnishes a few laughs even if the outcome
is quite apparent from the start. Several

obvious gags, including the out-dated singing

telegram and even a custard pie flung in

the face, are used during the action but the

picture follows a slow pace throughout and
would be greatly improved by cutting. The
several musical interludes, played by a wom-
en's symphony orchestra, might add class

appeal although they seem to clash with the

slapstick moments. Too weak for first-runs

and best suited to duals.

In the story, Melvyn Douglas, war cor-

respondent, returns to America after two

years abroad, to find his wife, Ann Sothern.

has resumed her musical career. She tells

Douglas that their married life is finished

and, as chief violinist for a women's sym-

phony orchestra, she has met two musically

inclined men who are rivals for her affec-

tions. Asked to help her decide on a new
husband, Douglas plays one man against the

other and finally shows each in his worst

light. Douglas then joins the Army and

Miss Sothern, after playing with the orch-

estra at a nearby camps, is reunited briefly

with her husband.

Melvyn Douglas gets the utmost in humor
out of the material at hand but Ann Sothern

is only occasionally effective as the musician

and impresses as being far better suited to

her "Maisie" characterizations. Felix Bres-

sart has a rich comedy role as a European

conductor grateful to be in America even if

compelled to lead a women's orchestra and

Lee Bowman and Richard Ainley are hand-

some and capable as the two stuffy suitors.

LEYENDECKEF...
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
Rationing of raw film stock began January 1. For Harry

Cohn it provided an opportunity to announce a drastic revision

of Columbia's production plans because, as he put it, he wants his

producers to get the best possible use out of the film allotted by

the government.

More to the point is the fact that head man Cohn is aware

of the growing precariousness of Columbia's position in the pro-

duction scene unless a substantial improvement in the quality of

product released is achieved before the next selling season. Steady

encroachment by Republic, Monogram and PRC into secondary

theaters where Columbia B. product played formerly is a factor

contributing to the current uneasiness on Gower Street.

The only sensible alternative is a program carrying more
pictures of A proportions. This, we have been given to under-
stand, is the plan for the first months of 1943. Accordingly, the
go-ahead signal has been given a number of important stories:

"Attack by Night," with Merle Oberon and Brian Aherne under
Dorothy Arzner's direction; "Sahara," with Zoltan Korda megging
an all-male cast; "Women at War," "Wingmates" and "Victory
Caravan." Gregory Ratoff has "Tropicana" on his schedule and
others are "The Land Is Bright," from the Edna Ferber-George
Kaufman play; "Cover Girls;" "Our Friend Curley," with Hum-
phrey Bogart and Rita Hayworth, and "Mississippi" under the
sponsorship of Sam Bischoff.. .Sam Wood is expected at Columbia
in the Spring.

Samuel Briskin's Columbia contract comes up for approval
at the next stockholders' meeting and gives him $300 weekly while
he is in military service. . .Harold Lloyd is talking a production
deal here... Erik Charrell's comedy about a New York theatrical

agent, "10 Percent Woman" will be Rosalind Russell's next pic-

ture after the birth of her child. . .Jinx Falkenburg and Joan Davis
will be teamed in "Two Senoritas from Chicago". . .Photographer
Rudolph Mate has been contracted by Columbia under a deal
v/hich bought his services from Alexander Korda. He lensed
"Pride of the Yankees" and "They Got Me Covered" for Samuel
Goldwyn . .

.
"If the Shroud Fits," by Kelly Roos, has been pur-

chased as a vehicle for Loretta Young and Brian Aherne. The
yarn is a sequel to the previous Aherne-Young starrer, "A Night
to Remember."

IN PRODUCTION—"Destroyer" (Edward G. Robinson-Glenn
Ford), "Broadway Daddies" (Jinx Falkenburg-Tom Neal), "Boy
from Stalingrad" (Scotty Beckett-Bobby Samarzich), "Attack By
Night" (Merle Oberon-Brian Aherne).

CASTINGS: Claire Trevor in "Right Guy"...Adele Mara, Leslie Brooks. Jefl

Donnell in "What's Buzzin', Cousin ?".. .Jinx Falltenburg, Joan Davis in "Two
Senoritas from Chicago" .. .Lupe Velez in "Redhead from Manhattan" .. .J.

Carrol Naish, Bruce Bennett, Lloyd Bridges In "Sahara" .. .DIRECTOR AS-
SIGNMENTS: Charles Barton to "Two Senoritas from Chicago" .. .Lew
Landers to "Redhead from Manhattan."

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Edward Arnold has been named for the central role in "In-

flation," a projected Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer short subject inspired

by a suggestion from the Office of War Information, with profits

going to the Red Cross. Another Metro short subject, "You, John

Jones," sponsored by the War Activities Committee, will be dis-

tributed to theatres during United Nations Week with James
Cagney, Ann Sothern and Margaret O'Brien. . ."Bathing Beauty"

will replace "Don't Go Near the Water" on the company's pro-

duction schedule. Esther Williams, swimming star under contract

to the studio, will appear in the screen story by Virginia Kellogg

...The studio has engaged Albert Basserman to play Dr. Perot, in

"Madame Curie," with Greer Garson...Guy Kibbee will be seen

in "Girl Crazy," the Rooney-Garland starrer.

Pete Smith's short, "Marines in the Making," is the first film

to receive the Corps' endorsement .. .Fay Bainter has been given

a lead in "Cry Havoc" joining Merle Oberon and Joan Crawford
in the all-star cast.. .Producer Sam Marx has gone East to obtain

material for a forthcoming film, "Army Chaplain". . .They say
Spencer Tracy is out of the King Vidor film, "America."

IN PRODUCTION—"Salute to the Marines" (Wallace Beery-

Fay Bainter), "Private Miss Jones" (Kathryn Grayson-Gene Kelly),

"Above Suspicion" (Joan Crawford-Fred MacMurray), "I Dood It"

(Red Skelton-Eleanor Powell), "Dr. Gillespie's Criminal Story"
(Lionel Barrymore-Donna Reed), "Bataan Patrol" (Robert Taylor-

Lloyd Nolan), "Air Raid Wardens" (Laurel and Hardy), "Swing
Shift Maisie" (Ann Sothern-James Craig).

CASTINGS: Greer Garson, Albert Basserman, Henry Travers in "Madame
Curie"... Guy Kibbee in "Girl Crazy" ,.. Richard Carlson in "Faculty Row"
...Michael Duane. William Lundigan. Aileen Pringle, Frances Rafferty in
"Dr. Gillespie's Criminal Case" ... Butterfly McQueen in "I Dood It"... Fay
Bainter in "Cry Havoc" ... Margaret O'Brien in "Lost Angel" .. .Ann Sothern
in ".Tenny Was a Lady."

MONOGRAM
Credit the King Brothers with assembling one of the finest

casts in Monogram's history for "No Escape," now in production.
Leads are played by Dean Jagger and John Carradine with Frances
Farmer, Bill Henry and Sidney Blackmer featured in the support-



in- cast "No Escape" is the first of nine pictures scheduled to go

before the cameras within the next few weeks. In various stages

of preparation are "Grand Street Boys" with the East Side Kids,

"Call of the Jungle," "Sarong Girl" with Ann Corio, "Here Come

the Marines," William Howard's "Storm Out of the West," "Re-

venge of the Zombies," "Nearly Eighteen" and "Saddle Cyclone"

with the Range Busters.

Another musical is on the agenda here — "Rhapsody in

Rhythm" which has been assigned to Lindsley Parsons for pro-

duction.

IN PRODUCTION—"No Escape" (Dean Jagger-John Car-

radine).

PARAMOUNT
Paramount will have its busiest January with four pictures

in production and nine new films scheduled to start. Included in

the latter group are "Five Graves to Cairo" with Franchot Tone

and Anne Baxter; "Riding High," starring Dorothy Lamour and

Dick Powell with Victor Moore; "Let's Face It," with Bob Hope;

"Incendiary Blonde," in which Betty Hutton will impersonate

Texas Guinan opposite Alan Ladd; "Hostages," with William

Bendix; "Henry Aldrich Plays Cupid;" "The Good Fellows," adapta-

tion of a George Kaufman play with Susan Hayward and the

Pine-Thomas production, "Alaska Highway," with Richard Arlen

and Jean Parker.

Stories with predominately feminine casts are popular these

days and the latest to be announced is "Girls' Town," which will

be made at Paramount with Mary Martin, Veronica Lake, Mai-

jorie Reynolds, Helen Walker and Barbara Britten. It is the

story of a small Pennsylvania town where young women war

workers outnumber the men by a ratio of twenty to one... Lewis

Allen, Broadway stage director, will make his film bow at the

helm of "Incendiary Blonde." He was responsible for the Gilbert

Miller stage production of "Ladies in Retirement" and his direc-

tion of that work would certainly recommend him as a man to be

watched. . .David E. Rose, Paramount managing director in Great

Britain, is in Hollywood for a series of conferences with studio

executives.

IN PRODUCTION—"China" (Loretta Young-Alan Ladd),

"Dixie" (Bing Crosby-Dorothy Lamour), "So Proudly We Hail"

(Claudette Colbert-Paulette Goddard), "Lady in the Dark" (Gin-

ger Rogers-Ray Milland)

CASTINGS: Fortunio Bonanova. Pctfr Ten Eyck In "Five Graves to Cairo"...

Eve Arden in "Let's Face It" ... Michael Harvey in "Riding: High". ..John

Litel. Marion Martin in "Henry Aldrich Plays Cupid" ... Dorothy Lamour.
Betty Hutlon. Diana Lynn. Mimi Chandler In "Four Angels" .. .Su.san Hay-
ward. James Brown. Cecil Kellaway in "Good Fellows" ... -Man Ladd. Helen
Walker in ".Salty O'Rourke" . . . DIKErXOR ASSIGNMENTS: Rene Clair to

"Salty O'Rourke". . .Frank Tuttle to "Hostages" ... CONTRACTS: Miacha
Auer to term pact

PRODUCERS RELEASING
With 11 pictures in the cutting room, representing the biggest

backlog of product in its history and certainly an impressive one
for any independent company, PRC has eight features ready for

immediate production — "The Ghost and the Guest," "Submarine
Raiders," "Girls in Chains," "Gateway to Freedom," "Career Girls,"

a Lone Rider western, a Billy the Kid western and a "Texas
Ranger" sagebrush drama with Dave O'Brien and Jim Newill.

NEW RELEASES
For details on these pictures see Release Charts in the PRODUCTION RECORD

Second

COLUMBIA
Commandos Strike at Dawn January 7

City Without Men January 14

One Dangerous Night January 21

Power of the Press January 28

M-G-M '^V; 1

Journey for Margaret •

Northwest Rangers \

Whistling in Dixie
}

Dr. Gillespie's New Assistant
Andy Hardy's Double Life
Keeper of the Flame ( Block
Reunion in Prance
Stand By for Action
Three Hearts for Julia
Tennessee Johnson

MONOGRAM
Two-Fisted Justice January 8

Silent Witness January 15

Cosmo Jones, Crime Smasher January 22

You Can't Beat the Law January 29

Kid Dynamite February 12

Silver Skates February 15

Haunted E.anch February 19

PRODUCERS RELEASING
Man of Courage .lanuary 4

The Payoff January 21

The Kid Rides Again January 22

Dead Men Walk February 10

Follies Girl February 12

Night for Crime February 24

PARAMOUNT
The Forest Rangers ^
The Road to Morocco
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch
Henry Aldrich, Editor
Street of Chance

. 2nd
block

The Avengers
Wrecking Crew

]

My Heart Belongs to Daddy 1

Palm Beach Story r block

Lucky Jordan J
Star-Spangled Rhythm February 12

RKO

They've Got Me Covered December 25

Cat People January 1

Saludos Amigos January 8

The Great Gildersleeve January 16

Seven Miles from Alcatraz January 23

REPUBLIC

Mountain Rhythm January 8

London Balckout Murders January 15

Thundering Trails January 25

Fighting Devil Dogs January 29

Dead Man's Gulch December 5

20th CENTURY-FOX
(BLOCK No. 6)

Life Begins at 8:30 December 25

China Girl January 1

We Are the Marines January 8

Over My Dead Body January 15

Time to Kill January 22

UNITED ARTISTS

In Which We Serve December 25

The Crystal Ball January 1

The Powers Girls January 15

McGuerins from Brooklyn January 22

Young and Willing January 29

G-String Murders February 12

UNIVERSAL

Eyes of the Underworld January 8

Shadow of a Doubt January 15

Mug Town January 22

The Amazing Mrs. Holliday February 5

Tenting Tonight on the Old Camp Ground February 5

WARNER BROS
Yankee Doodle Dandy . Januarv 2
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otto Kruger, Elissa Landi and Donald Woods, the trio of

"Corregidor," are being lined up for another drama titled "Sinners
at Work". . .Returning from New York, Leon Fromkess stated

that PRC will complete its 1942-43 program by February 1. For
the new year, he promises upped budgets and a larger share of
the gate to the company's producers. . .With technical men becom-
ing increasingly scarce because of the defense industries located
here. PRC is signing a number to contracts assuring them regular
salaries and continuous work — a milestone in the independent
field.

REPUBLIC
Substantiating this department's contention that Gene Autry

would be unwilling to set a precedent by seeking leave of his
Army duties to make the series of pictures announced by Republic
on its 1942-43 program, is the announcement that the company will
re-issue eight of his old pictures during the season. Although the
studio declares this move does not preclude the possibility that
new Autry films will be available, executives admit privately that
the sales department has been talking through its hat. One is
compelled to point out that the Republic product announcement
of a few weeks back which advertised new pictures with Sergeant
Gene Autry displayed rank bad taste.

Like most studios in Hollywood Republic expects a busy
month in January with three pictures now before the cameras
and five ready to start — "Daredevils of the West." a serial co-
starring Kay Aldridge and Allan Lane; "Carson City Cyclone,"
with Don "Red" Barry; "King of the Cowboys," with Roy Rogers,
the Mary Lee musical "Shantytown" and an untitled Three Mes-
quiteers western.

The Weaver Brothers and Elviry, veteran comedy trio, have
been optioned for another picture Their latest, "Mountain Rhy-
thm," is now in release.

IN PRODUCTION—"Idaho" (Roy Rogers-Smilev Burnettei
"The Purple V" (John Archer-Mary McLeod). "Tahiti Honey"
(Simone Simon-Dennis O'Keefe).

RKO-RADIO
Welcome news to RKO accounts is the fact that Jerrv Brandt's

unit has abandoned its production of the "Scattergood Baines"
pictures. Brandt is in the Navy now but his organization willremain in operation maintained by a skeleton staff. Training
films will be assigned it for the duration.

Frank Melford, veteran producer, has been signed to handleyueen of Burlesque," comedy musical, with Joan Davis Leon
Errol starts a new series for RKO — "Mr. and Mrs. America"
Leo McCarey and the studio are huddling on a long term contract.

With only one picture now shooting activity will pick udconsiderably as this issue goes to press with six pictures slated totake off during the month — "Look Out Below." starring Fred

l^K^'w
^"'^

•^.?f"
"^'"^^ ^"h Jean Arthur andJohn Wayne; Petticoat Larceny," headlined by Joan Carroll; "TneFallen Sparrow, with Maureen O'Hara, John Garfield and AnnaLee sharing stellar honors; "The Falcon Comes Back," with TomConway, and "The Leopard Man."

er Reed in Pettv-
DIRECTOR ASSIGX-

Cary Grant to 5-

o^t?'^^'^''' Carroll. Ruth -n-arrlck. Walt
MFVTs'R'h ^''"""'^ "Government Girr'...Dra

20th CENTURY-FOX
William Perlberg has been assigned to produce the story ofmodern China which Claire Boothe wrote in collaboration withJo Swerlmg. Miss Boothe finished her whirlwnd iob just in time

to be in Washington for the opening of the new Congress How-
ever, she expects to continue assisting 20th Century as the story
progresses by long distance phone, air mail and pigeon post. BusvMiss Boothe made a great impression in Hollj-wood circles and it
is conceded that her advice and cooperation in the preparation
of this picture will insure a higher degree of authenticity than
IS the usual lot of films dealing with matters Oriental.

^,
""^"fdalcanal Diary," by Richard Tregaski, Book of the Month

Club selection, has been bought for 20th Century production
John Sutton has been awarded an important role opposite Joan
Fontaine in "Jane Eyre".

. .Eugene O'Neil. supervisor of writers
will add a producership to his title by taking over Ralph Die-

trich's "Condors of the Sky" and "Ground Pilots." Dietrich is in

the Signal Corps... Sol Wurtzel is back from a month in New
York and is preparing his three final pictures of the season...

Katharine Dunham has been added to the Negro musical, "Stormy
Weather," formerly "Thanks, Pai"... Alice Faye replaces Betty
Grable in "The Girls He Left Behind Him," with Carmen Miranda.

IN PRODUCTION—"Coney Island" (Betty Grable-George
Montgomery), "Hello, Frisco, Hello" (Alice Faye-John Payne),
"The Moon Is Down" (Sir Cedric Hardwicke-Margaret Wycherly),
"School for Sabotage" (George Sanders-Anna Sten).

CASTINGS: Brenda Joyce in "Imagine Us" .. .George Montgomery. Annabella
in "Bomber's Moon" . . . Allyn Joslyn in "Heaven Can Wait" . . .DIRECTOK
ASSIGN .UKXTS: AlfrL-d Hitchcocli to "Lifeboat."

UNiTED ARTISTS
Gregor Rabinowitsch will do two pictures for UA this year —

a musical and one called "Gibraltar" .. .Expected that beefs from
state censor boards over the title "The (^String Murders" will

bring a change .. ."Gunmaster," story of "Bat" Masterson, famed
sheriff of Dodge City, has been placed definitely on Harry Sher-
man's schedule. . .There's a rumor that Mrs. Roosevelt will appear
in "Stage Door Canteen."

IN PRODUCTION—"Stage Door Canteen" (All Star), "The
G-String Murders" (Barbara Stanwj'ck-Eddie O'Shea), "Uncon-
quered" (Brian Donlevy-Anna Lee).

UNIVERSAL
Nelson Eddy, one-time valuable MGM star, has been cast in

the leading romantic role in "The Phantom of the Opera," under
the direction of George Waggner. Claude Rains will be seen as

the Phantom. Universal is again to be congratulated for realizing

that a player's boxofflce potency needs only the stimulus of a good
picture to be effective and that the crumbling of the MacDonald-
Eddy team may be traced solely to their inept management by
Metro. Susanna Foster will be seven in the part of the young
soprano.

Quite a few contracts were issued at Universal within the last

fortnight. Susanna Foster, formerly of Paramount, was signed
to a term pact; Anne Rooney, 17-year-old singing actress and
former child star, has been signed for "School for Jive;" Maureen
Connon, another youngster, has been given a term contract.
Radio songstress Frances Langford will return to the screen after

a year's absence opposite Robert Paige in "Swing It, Soldier."

Expecting to clean up its current program within ninety days,
home office executives will be at the studio later in the month to
discuss plans for next year.

IN PRODUCTION—"We've Never Been Licked" (Richard
Quine-Anne Gwynne), "Oh, Doctor!" (Abbott and Costello), "Flesh
and Fantasy" (All Star), "Good Morning, Judge" (Dennis O'Keefe-
Louise Albritton), "Cowboy from Manhattan" (Robert Paige-
Frances Langford).

t'.\STIXGS; Nelson Edd.v Susanna Foster in "Phantom of the Opera" .. .Leo
C irrillo in "Cro.ss Your Fingers" .. .Basil Rathbone. Nigel Bruce in "Sherlock
Holmes Faces Death" .. .Grace MacDonald. Patric Knowles. Edith Barrett in

"Always a Bridesmaid" ... Frances Langford. Robert Paige. Walter Catlett in

"("on boy from ManhattEin" ... DIRECTOR ASSIGNMENTS: Arthur Lubin to

"Phantom of the Opera."

WARNER BROS.
Warners scored a beat last week when it signed George Holle,

13-year-old "honorably discharged marine," to play his own ex-

citing life in a screen story to be titled "The Fighting Baby
Marine." Standing six feet one inch. Holle arrived in Hollywood

for the stint and production will start just as soon as a script is

ready. David Butler, newly signed Warners director, has already

put in his bid to direct the picture.

"Night Shift" is going to be an important 1943 picture at

Warners as indicated by the assigning of Ann Sheridan, Olivia

de Havilland and Joan Leslie to begin an all-star cast under
direction of Raoul Walsh... Jack Chertok is in Washington con-

ferring on his first Burbank assignment, "The Liberator". . .War-
ners expects "Mission to Moscow" to run over three hours because

executives can't see how the vitally important action and speeches

can be clipped.

IN PRODUCTION—"Thank Your Lucky Stars" (Joan Leslie-

Dennis Morgan), "Mission to Moscow" (Walter Huston-Ann
Harding), "Devotion" (Olivia de Havilland-Ida Lupino), "Old
Acquaintance" (Bette Davis-Miriam Hopkins).

C.VSTINGS: Dennis Morgan. .John Garfield. Sydney Greenstreet In "Broolilyn
r. S. A."...Olivia de Haviliand. Joan Leslie in "Night Shift."
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PRODUCTION
& RELEASERECORD
In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc.,

appeared. "Rel" is the national release date. "No." is the release number. There may be variations in

the Running Time in states where there is censorship. All new productions are on 1942-43 programs unless

otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title and running time denotes Technicolor production.

1941-43 Features (48) Completed (48) In Production (0)

Westerns (16) Completed (16) In Production (0)

Serials ( 4) Completed ( 4) In Production (0)

1942-43 Features (48) Completed (23) In Production (4)

Westerns (16) Completed (15) In Production (0)

Serials ( 4) Completed ( 3) In Production (0)

M. Lindsay

G. Ford 3-23..
Enemy Agent Meets Ellery Queen (63) W. Gargan

Flight Lieutenants (80) P. O Brien

Details under title: He's My Old Han
My Sister Eileen (95) R. Kussell

Overland to Deadwood (58) C. Starrett

Perils of the Royal Mounted (Serial) R. Stevens

Prairie Gunsmoke (56) B. Elliott

Sabotage Squad (60) K- Harris

Details under title: Fingeri

TaU of the Town. The (118). Grant - Arthur - Colman

Details under title: The Qeiillemcn Miibthavi

Vengeance of the West (60) B. Elliott - T. Ritter 4-20.

B. Ah:rne 6-1. .

. R. Hayden 5-4.

N. O Oay . .. 4-20. .

T. Ritter 12-29.,

B. Bennett 5-4.

1-26.

.7-30.

.

. .7-9.

.

.9-30. .

.9-25.

. 5-29 . .

.7-16. .

.8-27.

.3031

.3012

.3002

.3208

.3180
, .3215
. . 3046

, 8-20 . . . 3001

. .9-3. . .3216

ATTACK BY NIGHT
Drama—Shooting started December 31.

Cast: Merle Oberon, Brian Aherne, Lewis Wilson, Fritz Leiber.
Director: Dorothy Arzner Producer: Harry Joe Brown
Story: A drama about the Commandos. After the invasion of Norway by

the Nazis. Merle Oberon. a loyal Norwegian widow, becomes the mis-
tress of a German Ma.ior to obtain information about the Nazi plans,
that she sends to England via the underground, to guide the Com-
mandos in making their surprise raids.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast
Broadway Daddies j. Falkenberg
Boys from Stalingrad S.

Destroyer E.

T. Neal.

.

Becket - 8. Samarzich.

G. Robinson - G. Ford,

Details

.12-28.

.12-28.

.11-16.

1942-43
A. Savage 12-14.

,

P. Lorre 7-13..

C. Worth 6-29. .

- D. Dudley 8-24..
A. Lee 7-20. .

H. Brooke.

After Midnight with Boston Blackie C. Morris
Boogie Man Will Get Vou, The (66) B. Karloff
Boston Blackie Goes Hollywood (68) C. Morris
City Witliojt Men L. Darnell
Commandos Strike at Dawn (98) P. Muni -

Counter Espionage (72) W. William
Details under title: The Lono Waif in Scttland Yard

Daring Young IMan, The (70) j. e. Brown - M. Chapman
Deadline Guns r Hayden - S. Patterson..
Desperadoes, The (T) r. gcott - G. Ford
Fighting Buckamo C. Starrett - K. Harris
Frontier Fury C. Starrett • J

Hail to the Rangers C. Starrett -
I

Junior Army
F. Bartholomew - B. Halop. .8-24

Laugh Your Blues Away r. Gordon - M. Lindsay 8-10
Details under title: How Do You Do?

Law of the Northwest C. Starrett-8. Patterson.
Let's Have Fun B. Gordon - M. Lindsay

Details under title: Shall I Tell Em?
Lone Prairie (58) r. Hayden - B. Wills..

Details under title: Law of the Badlands
Lost Horizon of Shangri-La r. Colman - J. Wyatt Riltiat

Davis. .

Harris.

.4-20.

7-13.

. .11-2.

. .8-10.

..7-27.

.12-28.

. .9-21.

.8-10.

.8-10.

10-22. .

.11-5.

.

.1-14.

.

. .1-7.

.

. .9-3. .

.10-8. .

4026
403C

4027

4021

.11-26.

.11-12.

.7-13. .10-15. .4209

Lucky Legs (64) j. Falkenburg
Man's World (60) M. Chapman -

The More the Merrier J. Arthur - J.

Details under title: Merry-Go-Round
Murder in Times Square E. Lowe -

Night to Remember, A (82) L. Young -

UetaiU under title: The Frightened Stiff

No Place for a Lady W. Gargan

Details under title: Thirteen Steps to Heaven
One Dangerous Night W. William

Pardon My Gun C. Starrett

Power of the Press L. Tracy -

Reveille with Beverly F. Slack -

Riders of the Royal Mounted R. Hayden
Riding Through Nevada (61) C. Starrett

Deiaili under title: Shotgun Guard
Riding West C. Starrett

Robin Hood of the Range C. Starrett

Saddles and Sagebrush R. Hayden
Deinils under title: Outlaw Busters

Secret Code, The (Serial) P. Kelly •
,

Silver City Raiders R. Hayden
Smith of Minnesota (66) B. Smith
Something to Shout About D. Ameche
Spirit of Stanford, The (73) F. Albert -

Stand By All Networks (64) J. Beal -

Suicide Range R. Hayden

K. Harris. .

W. Wright.

McCrea. . . .

Chapman . . .

Aherne. . ,

. .6-1.

. .5-4.

.9-21.

.

. .11-2.

.8-24.

.10-1.

.9-17.
.4032
.4044

12-10.

- M. Lindsay. . .9-21. . .

- M. Chapman. .9-21.

.

A. Carroll 6-1. .

G. Kibbee 10-5..

B. Crosby 1019. .

- B. Wills 8-24..
- E. Cobb 5-18.

S. Patterson. .12-14.

.

- K. Harris 10-5. .

' A. Savage 10-19.

- A. Carroll.

- A. Judge. . .

- J. Oakie. . .

M. Chapman.
F. Rice

- B. Wills...

.1-21.

.12-1.

.1-28.

.10-1. . .4201

Details under title: The Trail's End
Underground Agent B. Bennett -

Valley of Vanishing Men (Serial) W. Elliott -

Wyoming Hurricane R, Hayden -

Yon Were Never Lovelier (96) F. Astaira -

Details under title: The Gay Senorlta

1941-42—
Sad Men of the Hills (58) C. Starrett

Dotalls under title: Valley of Lawleii Men
BUndie for Victory (70) p. Sin|lit»B

C. Morales. .

S. Patterson.

R. Hayworth

B. Haydin.

A. Laki

. .7-13. . . .9-4.

.

.4120
. .9-7. .

. .6-29. . 10-13.

.

.4035
. .8-10. .

. .6-15. . .9-10.

.

14622
. .6-1. .10-29.

.

.4042
. .6-29.

.

.11-30. .12-15.',".4210

8-10. . .12-3

.11-16.

.

. .11-2.

.

. .6-15. . 11-19

.

.'.4062

,...4-6. . .8-13. . .3207

...5-4. ..3019

1 ME >LD -M AY ER

1

1941-4'i Features (—

)

CoiiipieteJ ( In Production (0)

1942-43 Features Completed (35) In Production (8)

Ottails Rel. No.

11-30
12-14
12-14

11-30
11-30
. 10-5

SWING SHIFT MAISIE
Comedy Drama—Shooting started December 21.

Cast: Ann Sothern, James Craig, Jean Rogers, Fred Brady, Con-

nie Gilchrist, John Qualen, Marta Linden, Celia Travers.

Director: Norman McLeo(J Producer: George Haight
Story: Ann Sothern as Maisie is working on the swing shift in a defense

factory and falls in love with a test pilot, but as usual circumstances
keep her from getting her man.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast

Above Suspicion J. Crawford-F. MacMorray..

Bataan Patrol R. Taylor - L. Nolan

Dr. Gillespie's Criminal Case L. Barrymore 0. Reed...

Details under title: Dr. Gillespie's Prison Story

I Dood It R. Skelton - E. Powell

Private Miss Jones (T) K. Grayson - G. Kelly....

Salute to the Marines (T) W. Beery • F. Bainter. . . .

1942-43
BLOCK NO. ONE

Apache Trail (66) W. Lundigan - D. Reed..,
Cairo (101) J. MacDonald - R. Young..
Eyes in the Night (79) E. Arnold - A. Harding...

For Me and My Gal (103) J. Garland - G. Murphy...
Details under title: Me and My Gal

Omaha Trail (102) J. Craig - D. Jagger
Details under title: Ox Train

Panama Hattie (79) A. Sothern - D. Dailey. .

Seven Sweethearts (97) V. Heflin • K. Grayson...
Details under title: Tulip Time

Somewhere I'll Find You (108) C. Gable • L. Turner....
Tish (84) M. Main - Z. Pitts

War Against Mrs. Hadley, The (85) F. Bainter - E. Arnold...
Yank at Eton, A (88) M. Rooney - I. Hunter...
White Cargo (90) H. Lamarr - W. Pidgeon.

BLOCK NO. TWO
Andy Hardy's Double Life (92) M. Rteney - L. Stone....

Details under title: Andy Hardy's Lait Flint
Dr. Gillespie's New Assistant (87) L. Barrymore - V. Johnson
Journey for Margaret (81) R. Young - I. Day
Keeper of the Flame (100) K. Hepburn - S. Tracy...
Northwest Rangers (63) J. Craig - W. Lundigan..

Details under title: Gambler's Choice

Reunion in France (102) I. Crawford - J. Wayne.

Details under title: Reunion

Stand by for Action (109) R. Taylor - C. Laughton.

Details under title: Cargo of Innocents

Three Hearts for Julia Sothern M. Douglas.

Tinnessce Johnson (103) V. HcHin - R. Hossey ...

Details under title: The Man on America's Conscience

Whistling in Dixie (74) R. Skcllon . A. Rutherford

NOT DESIGNATED
Assignment in Britany R. Whorf - S. Peters....

Cabin in the Sky E. Waters - L. Home...

Careless Cinderella L. Turner - R. Young....

Details under title: Nothing Ventured

Half-Pint Kid, The B. Readick - W. Gargan.

Mr. Justice Goes Hunting F. Morgan • R. Carlson..

Pilot No. 5 F. Tone - M. Hunt

Details under title: Skyway to Glory

Presenting Lily Mars J. Garland - R. Carlson..

Random Harvest R. Colman - G. Carson...

Sabotage Agent R. Donat - V. Hodson

Youngest Profession, The V. Weidler - E. Arnold..

1941-42
Affairs •! Martha (65) M. Hunt - B. Ntlson

.3-23.

.4-20.

.6-1.

.4-20.

. .6-1

.9-20.

. .4-6.

.1-26.

. .5-4.

.6-1.

. .4-6.

. .6-1.

.6-15.

.8-24.

. 6-29

.

.7-20.

.7-13.

.7-13.

.6-29.

9-21.
.6-29.

6-29.

.9-21.

. .9-7.

.9-21.

.11-2.

11-16.

, .7-20.

. .8-10.

..5-18.

.10-19.

,
.11-2.

.304

.306

.309

.312

.311

.303

.308

.301

.302

.306

.305

.310

3-9. . .7-42. .245
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Ayr»i-L. Btrrymofi 2-23... 7-42.
Calling Dr. GlllMPli (82) L.

Oetalli gnder: Untitled Or. Klldari

Crossroad! (82) W. P»well - H. Limarr 3-9.

rier Cardboard Lover (93) N. Shearer - R. Taylor 1-26.

I Married an Anjel (84) J. MacDonald-N. Eddy 11-1.

Jackass Mail (77) W. Beery - M. Main 3-23.

Lassie Come Home (T) K. MeDowall - E. Gwt. J 9-7..

Maisie Gets Her Man (85) A. Sothern - R. Skelton 3-9.

Details under title: Get Rich Quick Maisi*

Mrs. Miniver (133) G. Garson - W. Pidgeen ... 11-17 .
.

Pacilic Rendezvous (76) L. Bowman - J. Rogers 3-9.

Details under title: Secret Operator

Pierre ol the Plains (66) J. Carroll - R. Hussey 3-9.

Sunday Punch (76) W. Lundigan-D. Dalley. Jr 2-9.

Tarzan s New York Adventure (71) J.Weisirauller-M.D'Sullivan ,
.12-29.

.

Details under title Tanan Afalnst Xht World

.7-42.

.6-42.

.6-42.

.7-42.

.6-42.

.247

.244

.241

.238

.243

.240

. .6-42.

.7-42.

.6-42.

.239

.246

.234

.242

MONO CRAM
1941-42 Features (32)

Westerns (24)

1942-43 Features (32)

Westerns (16)

Completed (32)

Completed (18)

Completed (14)

Completed ( 6)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

W. Ford

R. Bell

W. McKay.
' R. Cromwell.

Details

.12-28.

.

.10-19.

,

. .8-24.

.11-30. .

Rel.

12-18.

10-30.

No.

NO ESCAPE
Drama—Shooting started January 4.

Cast: Dean Jagger, John Carradine, Frances Farmer, Bill Henry,
Sidney Blackmer, Paul Fix, George Pembrooke, Ian Keith,
Norman Willis, Billy Marshall.

Director: Harold Young Producers: King Brothers
Story: A Xazi oisa nization in this country lielps a forger (Dean Jagger)

to escape from prison and tlien employs him to engrave forged bonds,
passes to ships, etc. Jagger finally realizes that he is helping enemy
saboteurs, and assists the F. B. I. in the capture of the enemy agents.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

Title— Running Time Cast
Age Man, The B. Lugosi
Beyond the Great Divide B. Jones -

Bowery at Midnight B. Lugosi
Crime Smasher, The F. Graham

Details under title: Adventure of Cosmo Jones
Dawn on the Great Divide (63) B. Jones -

Foreign Agent i64)
j. shelton

Isle of Missing Men (67) j. Howard
Details under title: Isle of Fury

Kid Dynamite L. Gorcey
Details under title: Little Mobsters

Living Ghost, The L. Go.'cey
Lure of the Islands (61) M. Hart -

'Neath Brooklyn Bridge (64) J. Dunn - J. Woodbury
One Thrilling Night (69) J. Beal - W. McKay..

Details under title: Army Bride

Rhythm Parade R. Lowery - G. Storm

.

Details under title: Bye, Bye, Baby
Ridin' Double j. King - D

Details under title: Saddle Cyclone
Robber's Roost r. Corrigan -

Silent Witness B. Page - M
Silver Skates K. Baker -

Texas to Bataan J. King - M,
frail Riders J. King - D.

Details under title: Dead Men Don't Ride

Two-Fisted Justice j. King
Details under title: Dead Man's Trail

Western Mail (55) T. Keene
West of the Law B. Jones

You Can't Beat the Law E. Norris

T. McCoy. . .

- G. Storm. .

• G. Roland.

B. Jordan.

• B. Jordan.

R. Lowery . . .

Sharpe. . .

D. Moore.

Wri«on . .

Belita

Tcrhune . .

Sharpe. . . .

. .10-5. .12-18.

. .7-20. . .10-9.

. .6-15. . .9-11.

.10-5. . .2-12.

. . .9-7. .11-27.

. .5-18 7-2.

. . .9-7. .11-20.

. .4-20. . .8-28.

. .9-21. .12-11.

.11-2

.12-28.

.

. .11-2.

.10-19.

. .8-10.

. .10-5.

D. Sharpe 9-21.

J. Trent.
. .

T. McCoy..

J. Woodbury.

. 12-29

.

. 8-24.

.12-14.

.1-15.

. .2-5.

10-16.

.12-4.

. .1-8.

.2-13.
. 10-2.

.1-29.

King. . .

Miljan . .

1941-42
Arizona Stagecoach (58) R. Corrigan J.

Criminal Investigator (61) E. Fellows - J.

Details under title: Homicide Squad
Death Cell (66) J. Mason - M. Vyner...
Hillbilly Blitzkrieg (63) E. Kennedy - 8. Duncan.
King of the Stallions (63) C. Thundercloud D. O'Brien

.

Phantom Killer, The (61) D. Purcell - J. Woodbury.
Details under title: Man and th( De«il

Police Bullets (60) J. Archer

Kidtrs of the West (60) B. Jones -

Rubber Racketeers (66) R. Cortei

Details under title: Hot Robber
Smart Alecks (66) L. Gorcey - B. Jordan..
Spring Meeting (— ) N. Pilbeam - B. Sidney.
Texas Trouble Shooters (55) R. Corrigan - J. King.

War Dogs (63) B. Lee - K. Linaker...

. 6-29

.

.8-10.

- J. Marsh.

T. McCoy. .

R. Hudson.

. . For.

.

. .6-1.

. 6-29

.

.7-13.

.7-13.

.6-20.

. .6-1.

. .6-1.

For..

. .5-4.

.8-24.

. .9-4.

10-23.

.6-19.

.8-14.

.9-18.

.10-2.

.9-25.

.8-21.

.6-26.

.8-7.

. .7-9.

.6-12.
11-13.

PARAMOUNT
1941-42 Features (—

)

Westerns (—

)

1942-43 Features;

Westerns (—

)

Completed (37)

Completed ( 7)

Completed (30)

Completed ( 0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (4)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast Details Rel.

Dixie (T) B. Crosby - D. Lamoiir. .. 11-16
Lady In the Dark (T) G. Rogers - R. Mllland. . .12-28
So Proudly We Hall C. Colbert - P. Goddard ... 12-14

1942-43
BLOCK NO. ONE

lilass Key, The (85) B. Donlevy - V. Lake 3-9.
Major and the Minor, The (100) G. Rogers - R. Mllland 3-23.
Priorities on Parade (79) A. Miller - B. J. Rhodes 4-6.
Wake Island (78) B. Donlevy - R. Preston 4-6.
Wildcat (73) R. Arlen - A. Judge 1-26.

.4203
. .4202
..4201
, .4205
. .4204

BLOCK NO. TWO
Forest Rangers, The (T) (87) F. MacMorray - P. Goddard. 1-26 4206
Henry Aldrich, Editor (72) J. Lydon - C. Smith 4209
Road to Morocco, The (89) B. Crosby - B. Hope 3-23 4207
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch (80) F. Bainter - H. Herbert 2-9 4208
Street of Chance (72) B. Meredith - C. Trevor 1-26 4210

Details under title: Black Curtain, The

BLOCK NO. THREE
Avengers, The (88) B. Richardson - D. Kerr For 4213
Wrecking Crew (73) R. Arlen - C. Morris 4-20 4212
My Heart Belongs to Daddy (75) R. Carlson - M. O'Driieoll . . .2-9 4214
Palm Beach Story, The (88) C. Colbert - J. MeCrea 4211
Lucky Jordan (84) A. Ladd • M. McDonald 7-20 4213

Details under title: Prelude to Glory

BLOCK NO. FOUR
China l. Young -

Happy-Go-Lucky (T) (78) M. Martin
Henry Aldrich Gets Glamour (72) J. Lydon -

Lady Bodyguard (70) E. Albert -

Night Plane from Chungking (69) R. Preston

SPECIALS
Star Spangled Rhythm

A. Ladd 11-16.
• D. Powell 5-4.

C. Smith 7-20.

A. Shirley 5-l«.
- E. Drew 8-24.

(99) All Star 6-29. . .2-12.

NOT DESIGNATED
Aerial Gunner R. Arlen -

For Whom the Bell Tolls (T) G. Cooper -

Great Without Glory J. McCrea -

Details under title: Triumph Over Pain
Henry Aldrich Does His Bit I. Lydon -

Henry Aldrich Swings It J. Lydon •

High Explosive C. Morris -

Details under title: You Can't Live Forever

Miracle of Morgan's Creek B. Donlevy

No Time for Love C. Colbert •

Salute for Three B. Rhoades

True to Life (T) M. Martin -

1941-42 —

C. Morris. .

I. Bergman.

B. Field. . .

. .11-2.

.7-13.

.

.4-20. .

0. Lynn 9-21.

C. Smith 12-14.

J. Parker 8-24.

. B. Hgtton 10-5.

F. MacMurray. .6-15.
' D. Drake 11-16.

F. Tont 9-21.

Details under title: Mr. and Mrs. Cugat
Beacncomber. The (80)

Details under title: Her Jungle Mate
Or. Broadway (67)

Holiday Inn (101)

Night in New Orleans (75)

Details under title: Morning After, The
Outlaws of the Desert (66)

Reap the Wild Wind (124) T

Riders of the TImberline (59)
Details under title: Timber Wolves

Secret of the Wasteland (66)

Stick to Your Guns (63)

Sweater Girl (77)

Details under title: Sing a Song of Homicide

Take a Letter. Darling (93) B. Russell-F.

Tombstone—The Town Too R. Dix - D.

Tough to Die (79)

Twilight on the Trail (58) W. Boyd - B
NOTE: Figures in No. Column denote Block-of-Five

R. Mllland - 8. Field. . . 12-1 ,7

.Reissue. . .7-24

D. Lamour-R. Denning. .

.

.. .7-26 .6

M. Carey - J. Phillips. . . .11-1 .6

B. Crosby - F. Astaire. . .12-1

B. Dix - P. Foster . .12-1 .7

. R. Preston-M. O'Oriscoll. . .9-6 6

B. Boyd - B. King . . .5-31 Wl
R Milland-P. Goddard. . . .6-14

W. Boyd • B. King . . .6-14 wi

W. Boyd - B. King . . .5-17 Wl
W. Boyd - B. King . . 7-12 Wl

. E. Bracken - V. Lee. . .

.

. .7-12 6

MacMurray. ,. .12-1.

Caitio 10-4.
.6. ..

.7...

George Wl

PRO D U CERS RELEASING
1941-42 Features (24)

Westerns (18)

1942-43 Features (24)

Westerns (18)

Completed (23)

Completed (16)

Completed (16)

Completed ( 6)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

R«l. No.

. .9-15.

. .12-7.

.10-12.

. .2-26.

. .2-10.

. .2-12.

317
.310
.308

.311

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

Title—Running Time Cast Details

After Tomorrow A. Baxter G. Michael. . .11-30.
Baby Face Morgan (65) M. Carlisle - R. Cromwell ... .6-1

.

Boss of the Big Town, The (64) J. Litel • F. Rice 8-24.
City of Silent Men (64) F. Albertson - J. Lang 7-20.

Details under title: Silent Men
Cerregidor 0. Kruger - E. Landl 12-14.
Uead Men Walk G. Zucco - M. Carlisle 9-21.
Follies Girl (— ) W. Barrle • G. Oliver

Fugitive of the Plains B. Crabbe - M. Leslie 12-14.
Details under title: Billy the Kid No. 3

Kid Rides Again, The B. Crabbe - A. St. John.. 11-30.
Details under title: Billy the Kid No. 2

Lady from Chungking A. M. Wong - H. Huber 10-5.

Man of Courage L. Talbot • B. MacLane. . . .9-21.

Details under title: Permit to Kill

Miss V from Moscow (68) L. Lane - N. Madison 8-20.

My Son, the Hero P. Kelly - R. Karns 12-28.

Mysterious Rider, The B. Crabbe - A. St. John .... 10-5

.

Details under: Untitled Billy the Kid

Night for Crime, A (78) G. Farrell - L. Talbot 7-13.

Overland Stagecoach B. Livingstone • S. Moore. . .11-2.

Pay-0(f, The L. Tracy - T. Brown 10-19.

Queen of Broadway R. Hudson - B. Crabbe. .. .10-19.

Rangers Take Over, The D. O'Brien • J. Newhall. . .11-16.

Secrets of a Co-Ed (67) 0. Kruger - T. Thayer 8-10.

Tomorrow We Live (67) R. Cortez - J. Parker 7-13,

Western Saboteurs B. Livingston - A. St. John. 12-28.

Yanks Are Coming, The (67) H. King & Band - M. Hcaly. .8-10. .

.

.1-22 358

.12-21.

. . .1-4.

.11-23.

.11-20.

. .2-18.

.12-11.

. .1-21.

. . .3-2.

. 12-25

.

.10-26.
. .9-29.

.302

.319

.318

.357

.304

.389

.303

.312

.551

.309
. .307

11-9. .301
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—— 1941-42-
Along llie Sundown Trail L. P«well
Mitl«r, Beast of Berlin R. Drew -

Jungle Siren (68) A. Corio

Law and Order B. Crabbe

Lone Rider in Border Round-up (60) G. Huston
Outlaws of Boulder Pass U. Huston

Prairie Pals A. Oavis

Prisoner of Japan (64) A. Baxter

Sheriff of Sage Valley B. lirabbe

Tumblewted Trail (54) B. Boyd -

- A. Oavis 8 10. .10-19 256
S. Duna Reissue

B. Crabbe 6-29. . .8-21.

A. St. John. . . .7-20. . .8-21.
- A. St. John 9-18.
- A. St. John 9-7. .10 28.

G. Boyd y-4...9-ll.
• G. Michael 5-4. . .7-22.
- M. Leslie 810. . .10-2.

A. Davis 5-18... 7-10.
Yank in Libya, A (64) H. B. Warner • I. Woodbury .. 6-1 ... 7-31

.

.203

.261

.266

.267

.255

.204

.262

.254

.220

REPUBLIC

Westerns
Serials

1942-43 Features
Westerns
Specials
Serials

(32) Completed (32) In Production (0)

(30) Completed (30) In Production (0)

( 4) Completed ( 4) In Production (0)

(34) Completed (13) In Production (2)

(26) Completed ( 9) In Production (0)

( 6) Completed ( 1) In Production (1)

( 4) Completed ( 2) In Production (0)

TAHITI HONEY
Musical Comedy—Shooting started January 4.

Cast: Simone Simcn, Dennis O'Keefe, Lionel Stander, Michael
Whalen.

Producer-Director: John H. Auer
Story: Simoiic Simon, a Free French sinsrer. is stranded in Tahiti, when a

travelling- band. Url by Dennis O'Keefe. reaches the islands. The
band is bioke. and .SiniDne sinss with them, helps to put them over.
O'Keefe sives hei a contract aKreeinp to take her to the United
.States, but the band members ob.iect because they think girls bring
bad luck. Simone .stows away on the ship, travels through U. S. with
band on pretext of hunting for her fictitious husband, and eventually
marries O'Keefe.

THE PURPLE V
Drama—Shooting started January 4.

Cast: John Archer, Mary McLeod, Walter Sande, Peter Lawford,
William Vaughn, Lester Scharf, Ludvvig Hart, Frederick
Brunn, Irene Seidntr, Walter Soderling, Eva Hyde, Sigurd
Tor, Frank Reicher, Michael Dyne, David Lennox, Richard
Aheme, Arthur Blake.

Producer-Director: George Sherman

tvom t'wr'^ik"? -Y^'-"^^"
"'"^ Germany

for RommM '
'""^ possession of some secret plansfor Rommel s retreat in Africa. Archer is aided by a piofessorh.s son. and daughte,, and manages to escape from the pursuingNaz.s and gets back to England with the plans

Pu.su.ng

IN PRODUCTION
Title—Running Time

RELEASE CHART

Idaho
Cast

Rogers - S. Burnette.

1942-43
Blocked Trail, The j
Chatterbox

i

Dark Command ( Reissue) ............. ^
Fighting Devil Dogs (

—

)..... ,.

i

(Adapted from the Serial 'oV the Ume name)".
G-Men vs. The Black Uragon (beri.iO «
Hangman, The (— )

j'

Heart of the Golden West (65) r
Hi, Neighbor (72). ,'

Hit

Tyler - B. Steele. . .

E. Brown - J. Canova.
Pidgpon - J. Wayne.

Def.Tils

.12-28.

.12-28.

.12-14.

Powell - E. tSewart.

Cameron

Carradine

Rogers -

Belle - V

Carroll -

C. Worth . .

P. Morison.

R. Terry. . . .

V. Vague

S. Hayward. .

R. Denning . . . .

- W. Demarest.

P. Drake

M. McLeod. . .

.10-5.

Parade of 1943 ' "
i

Ice Capades Revue (19) ".'.'...V. c "o";'Johnny uougnooy ,

"

Ui„. „« .u .« .. J- Withers
King of the IHounties (Serial)... ^ Lane
London Blackout Murders (58) l Ahhntt

::=n^'i^:<W^^:;:;::;;::-- •

Old Homestead, The (68) ^^,11
'

; ;

;

'

0 flaws of Pine R.dge (59) o. Barry - L Merrick.

lit , '^.V'^""""" '^5* R- G. Hayes
Secrets of the Underground (71) j h

Details under title: The Corpse Canic C.6.D
Shadows of the Sage (57) j Tvlcr
Sombrero Kid, The (i6) o' Barry
Sundown Kid (56) 0 garry .

Thundering Trails g' 5,^^!^
Traitor Within (60) j.' parker

Details under title: Eleven Were Brave
Valley of Hunted Men g Steele -

X Marks the Spot (55) .0 O'Flynn
Youth on Parade (72) j. Hubbard

Details under title: Chatterbox

. .9-21

. . .6-1.

11-16

. , 6-29

.

. . .9-7.

. .7-13.

. .11-2.

Hubbard - V. Grey. .

.10-19.
. . .6-29.
. . .8-24.

. .10-5.

, . .9-21.

B. Steele. . .

L. Merrick . .

- t. Merrick.

T. Tyler. . .

- D. Barry..

. .7-20.

. .6-29.

, .10-5.

.11-2.

.9-21.

T. Tyler

• H. Parrisli.

- M. O'Drisco!

. . . .9-7.

. .8-24.

I. .7-13.

1941-42
Bells of Capistrano (73) G. Autry - S. Burnette 7-20
Call of the Canyon (71) g. Autry - S. B.rnetle. . . 6-15
Flying Tigers (102) ). wayne - J. Carroll '5.4
Hurricane Smith (67) r. Middlelon - J. Wyalt 5-31
Joan of Ozark (80) j. Canova J. E. Brown .. 5-4"

Details under title: Lazybones
King of the Te>as Rangers (Serial) ... S. Baugh -

Miuntaifl Moonlight (68) Weaver Bros
Details under title: Thunder Over the Ozarks

Perils of Nyoka (Serial) K. Aldrieh
Sons of the Pioneers (61) R. Rogers •

Sonut Serenade (58) r. Rogers -

D. Renaldo.

& Elviry .

- C. Moore.

G. Hayes . .

G. B. Hayes.
.

.6-28

.4-19.

4-6.

.6-1.
.7-20.

Rel. No.

. .1-29

.12-11.
. . .251

. .7-27. . . .201

.12-24.'. .206

.12-31.

.

. .205
.10-10.

.

. .281
. .1-15. . . .210

. . .1-8.

.

. .209
. .8-21.

.

. .202
.10-27.

.

. .27?
.12-30. . . .253
.12-18.

.

. .8-14. . . .261
. .7-31. . . .271
.12-28.

.

. .273
. .1-25.

.

. .263
.12-16 . . .207

.11-12. . . .262

. .11-4. . . .204

.10 24.

.

. .203

9-15.

.

.
13^

. . .8-5.

.

. .131
. .10-8. . .

.77-'

. .7-20.

.

. .108
. . .8-1.

.

. .104

. .10-4. . . .181

. .712.

.

. .107

.6-27 18'
. . .7-2.

.

. .157
. .9-14.

.

. .158

1941-42 Features (40-50)

Westerns (—

)

1042-43 Features (46)

Westerns (—

)

Completed (40)

Comjjleted ( ft)

C-Jmpleted (27)

Completed ( 6)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (2)

in Production (0)

FREE FOR ALL
Romantic Comedy—Shooting started January 4.

Cast: Jean Arthur, John Wayne.
Director: Henry Hathaway Producer: Frank Ross
.Story: An ultra-mod rn irjve story with comedy angles, which opens In

New York Cit.y. progre.sses during a transcontinental trip, and
reaches a climax on the I'acific Coast.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCnON

Title-— Running Time Cast
From Here to Victory C. Grant - L. Day.

Details

.11-16.

L. Ball 5-4.

F. McGee 6-15
J. Randolph 4-6.

L. Errol

• R. Newton.

- T. Conway.

,

- D. Del Rio.

' R. Scott .

M. Hayes.

L. Ball

K. Taylor 4-6.

T. Conway 8-10.
J. Darwell 10-5.
C. Grant 6-1.

B. Granville 8-10.

F. MacMi:rray.8-24.

Boyer

Hull - B.

Weissmuller

Hope - 0

A. Lee

I. tranv.lle. . . .10-1:*.

F. GiHord .

Lamo^T

1942-43 -

BLOCK NO. ONE
Big Street, The (S'J) H. Fonda
Here We Go Again (77/ E. Bergen
Highways by Night ((52) R. Carson

Details under title: Silver Spoon
Mexican Spitfire's Elephant (64) L. Velez •

Wings and the Woman (97) A. Neagle

BLOCK NO. TWO
Falcon's Brother, The (6.3) G. Sanders
Journey into Fear (70) j. Gotten
Navy Comes Through, The (87) P. O'Brien
bcatlergcod Survives a filLrdcr (66) G Kibbee
Seven Days Leave (87) v. Mature

OetaiU under title: Swett or Hot

BLOCK NO. THREE
Army burgeon (63) J. Wyatt •

Cat Ptople (72) j. Simon
Great Gildersleeve, The (62) H. Peary
Once Upon a Honeymoon (117) G. Rogers
Seven Miles from Alcatraz (62) J. Craig -

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Flight for Frtedom R. Russell

Details undrr title: Stand Ry to Dia

Forever and a Day (—) c.
Hitler's Children (85) i.

Ta;zaii Triumphs j

They Got Me Covered (95) B.

NOT DESIGNATED
Avenging Rider, The T.

Bandit Ranger (56) T.

Bombardier p.

Fighting Frontier T.

Details under title: Son of the Saddle
I Walked wilh a Zombie F. Dee - T. Conway
Ladies' Day L. Velei - E. Albert ...
Pirates of the Prairie (57) T. Holt - N. O'Day
Red River Robinhood T. Holt - B. Moflet ...
Sagebrush Law T. Holt - C. Edwards..

Details under title: Gun Law
Saludos Amigos Dsiney Cartoon Feature

,

Cinderella Swings It G. Kibbee - G. Warren..
Details under title: Scattergood Swings It

This Land Is Mine C. Laughfon - M. O'Hara

Two Weeks to Live G. Loock- N. GoB

SPECIALS
Bambi (70) (T) Disney Cartoon Feat:ire .

Magnificent Ambersons (88) J. Gotten - D. Costello .

Pride of the Yankees. The (120) G. Cooper - B. Rith...

1941-42
Come On, Danger (58) T. Holt

Gunga Dm (117) C. Grant
King Kong (100) B. Cabo! -

Mexican Spitfire Sees a Ghost (69) L. Velez -

My Favorite Spy (85) K. Kyser -

Powder Town (79) V. McLaglen
Thundering Hoofs (60) T. Holt - R

. .6-29.

. Foreign

.

7-13
.1-26.

.6-1.

.4-20.

.6-1.

. .9-4.

10-9.

.10-2.

.9-11.

.9-18.

11-16.

10-30
10-16.
11- 13.

, . 12-4

.

. .1-1.

.1-15.

11-27.
.1-22.

.301

.305

.302

.303

.309

308
306
.310

Holt - C

Holt - C.

O'Brien •

Holt - A.

Dee - T.

Edwards

.

Edwards. .

R. Scott.

.

Summer. .

.7-20.

.

. .7-27.

.

.11-2 . .

.6-15.

.

.11-2. .

.7-20. .

...61.
. .7-13.

.

. .6-29. .

.9-25 .381

11-20 382

. .810.

.11-2

.10-5.

.11 29.
.1-26.

F. Neal 9-6.

J. Fontaine .... Reissue.

.

F. Wray Reissue

B. Rodgers 2-9. .

F. Drew 12-29. .

E. O'Brien. . .1-12 ,

Whitley 10-4. .

.8 21

.7-10.

.6-5.
.6-12.

.

6-12.

.

.6-26. .

.612. .

.6-19.

.7-24. .

391
.371

.230

.228

.229
286

20th C6NTURYFO
1941-42 Features (30-60)

1942-43 Features (—

)

Completed (54)

Completed (36)

In Production (0)

In Production (4)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast Details Rel. No.

Coney Island (T) B. Grable - G. Montgomery . . 10-5

Hello, Frisco. Hello (T) A. Faye - j. Payne 11-2

Moon Is Down, The C. Hardwicke - H. Travers 11-30

School for Saboteurs G. Sanders - A. Sten 12-14

1942-43
BLOCK NO. ONE

A-Haunting We Will Go (67) S. Laurel - 0. Hardy 4-6. . . .8-7. . . .302
Footlight SereiLide (80) B. Grable - V. Mature 3-23 8-1 301

Details under title: Strictly Dynamite
Little Tukio. U. S A. (64) B. Joyce • P. Foster 5-18 . 8-14 . .303
Loves of Edgar Allen Poe. The (67) L. Darnell - J. Sheppard. .3-23. . .8-28. . .305

Pled Piper, The (86) M. Woolley - R. McDowall . . .4-6. . .8-21 304
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BLOCK NO. TWO
Berlin Correspondent 170)

Careful, Soft Shoiilders (69)

Icdand (79)

Just Off Broadway (C6)

Details under title: 12 Men in a Box

V. Gllmore • D. Andrews. . .5-18. .9-11.

.

. .311

V. Bruce - J. Ellison 5-18. .9-18.

.

. .312

s. Heine - J. Payne .... . .5-4. .10-2.

.

. .306

L. Nolan - M. 5-18. .9-25.

.

..310

G. Montgomery L. Bari. .4-20. . .9-4. . .308

All Star.

Ameche

Nolan -

Roberts

. J. Bennett.

G. Landis. . .

G. Holmes. .

BLOCK NO. THREE
Tales of Maiiliattan (118)

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Girl Trouble (82)

Manila Caliino (81)

Man in the Trunk, The (70) ...

Springtime in the Rockies (TO) (T) B. Grable - C. Miranda

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Black Sw.in. The (85) (T) T. Power -

Dr. Renault's Secrft (58) J. Sheppard

Details under title: Buried Alive

That Other Woman (75) L. Bar! - J

Thundcrbirds (T) (78) G. Tierney

Undying IVIonster, The (60) J. Howard •

BLOCK NO. SIX
Life Begins at 8:30 (85) M. Woolley

China Girl (95) G. Tierney -

We Are the Marines (69)

Over My Dead Body (68) .

Time to Kill (61) L. Nolan

Details under title: Brasher Doubloon

NOT DESIGNATED
Crash Dive (T) T
uixie ungan L,

Chetnlks, The Fighting Guerillas P.

Details uader title: bcvciith Column
He Hirfd the Bo's S. Erwin - V. Blaine

Details under title: $10 Raiso

Imino.tal Sergeant, The H. Fonda -

Margin for Error J. Bennett -

Mean-st Man in the World J. Benny -

My Friend Flicka (T) R. McDowell

.11-1. .10-30 313

. 6-15

.

.6-29.

,
.6-15.

.6-15.

M. O'Hara 4-20.
- L. Roberts 7-13.

. Ellison 6-29..
- P. Foster 3-9.

J. Ellison 8-10.

- I. Luplno. . . .8-10.

G. Montgomery 6-15.

M of T Doeumcntary

M. Berle - M. B. Hughes. . .8-24.

H. Angel 9-7.

. .10-9.

.10-16.

.10-23.

. .11-6.

. . 12-4

.

.12-11.

11-13. .

.11-20.

.11-27.

.12-25.

. . .1-1.

. . .1-8.

. .1-15.

. .1-22.

Power - A. Baxter 8-24.
Andrews • I. Ellison .... 9-21

.

Dorn - V. Gllmore 10-5.

6-29.

O'Hara 9-21.

. .2-5.

M
M. Berle 10-19.

P. Lane 7-13.
- P. Foster. . .7-20.

. .1-29.

. .2-19.

. .2-12.

Ix-Bow Incident H. Fonda -

Oulet, Please, Murder (70) R. Denning

Secret Mission Annabella -

Young Mr. Pitt (105) R. Donat -

1941-42 —
It Happened in Flatbush (80) L. Nolan -

Details under title: Dem Lovely Bums
Ten Gentlemen from West Point (104) M. O'Hara
This Above All (109) T. Power
Through Different Eyes (67) D. Woods

P. Foster 615.
- G. Patrick 9-7.

J. Sutton 10-19.

R. Morley For.. .2-26.

C. Landis 3-9 6-5.

I. Sutton 1-12. . .6-26.
J. Fontaine 12-1... 7-24.
M. Howard 4-6. . .6-19.

United We Stand (70) L. Thomas Documentary 7-10.

. .309

. .314

. .315

. .317

.320
. .321

.3-18

. .307
.319

. .322

, .323

. .324

. .325

.326

.11.

.11.

. .12.
.11.

.12.

Bar-20 Threo W.

Border Patrol W.
uucxsKin t-ronticr r.

Details under title: Buckskin Empire

Calaboose i-

Colt Comrades W.

Crystal Ball, The P.

Devil with Hitler, The (44) B.

Details under title: Hitler's Valet

Fall In W.

Foreman Wen* to France, The R.

I Married a Witch (76) F.

In Which We Serve (115) N.

Jacare (65) F

Kukan, Battle Cry of China (61) Oo

l<\^th'- Burners W-

Lost Canyon W.

Meet John Bonniwell R.

Moon and Sixpence, The (90) G.

McGuerins from Brooklyn A.

Details under title: Mr. and Mrs. Brooklyn

Nazi Nuisance B.

One of Our Aircraft Is Missing (S.0) E.

Powers Girl, The (93) G.

Prairie Chicken J-

Silver Ouecn (82)

Taxi, Mister

Texas Law
Undercover Man (68) '"V.

Details under title: Across the Border

Victory Through Air Power (T) 01

Yanks Ahoy W.

Young and Willing (— ) W,

Details under title: Out of the Frying Pan

Boyd - A. Clyde 11-2,

Boyd - J. Kirby 6-29. .

Dix - J. Wyatt 9-7. .

.V\m
.Shn
Sim

Rogers - N. Beery, Jr. ...4-20 Reh

Boyd - A. Clyde 10-19 Shro

Goddard - B. IMilland 7-20 1-1... C.G.

Watson - J. Devlin 3-23... 10-9 Rch

Trauy •

Morley

March

Coward

Buck

I. Sawyer. . . .

C. Cummings.

V. Lake

J. Mills

.6-29. .11-20 Rch

. . For Bin

. .5-4. .10-30. . .C.G.

For.. .12-25. . .Cwd
11-27. . . Mfr

cumentary 8-7 . . Edw»

Boyd - J. Kirby 6-15 .. 12-18 ... Shm
Boyd - J. Kirby 6-15 Shm
Dix - J. Wyatt 11-30 Shm
Saunders - H. Marshall ... 3-23 ... 10-2 LL

Judge - W. Bendix 4-6 ... 1-22 ... Rob

Watson - S. Leonard .... 7-13

Portman - G. Tcarle For..

Murphy - P. Lane 9-7.

Rogers - N. Beery, Jr. ...6-15

Brent - P. Lane 4-20.

Bendix - G. Bradley 6-1

Boyd - J. Kirby 7-20

Boyd - B. King 2-9. .10-23

10-16.
.1-15.

.11-13.

. . Ren

. . Kor

. . Rgi

. .Rch

. .Shm
. . Rch

. .Shm
. Shm

sney Feature Osj

Tracy - J. Sawyer 7-20 Reh

Holden - S. Hayward 1-10. . .1-29. . .C.C.

1941-42-

Brooklyn Orchid (51)

Flying with Music (46)

Details under title: Cobana
Friendly Enemies (92)

Three Cockeyed Sailors (77)..,

1941-42 Features
Westerns
Actions
Serials

1942-43 Features
Westerns
Serials

UN I V

w. Bendix - M. Woodworth

.

.2-20. .Rcfi

M. Woodworth - G. Givot. . .12-15! . .7-3. .Rch

r Winninger - C. Ruggles. . .2-23. .6-26. .SmI

r, Hulbert - T. Trinder For. . .7-4. Snl

(47) Completed (50) In Production (0)

( 7) Completed ( 7) In Production (0)

(7) Completed ( 7) In Production (0)

( 4) Completed ( 4) In Production (0)

(55) Completed (36) In Production (6)

(7) Completed (7) In Production (0)

(4) Completed (4) In Production (0)

1941-42 FEATURES
Balcon (Bin.) Completed ( 1) In Production (0)

Goldwyn (Gdn.) Completed ( I) In Production (0)

Korda (Kor.) Completed (1) In Production (0)

Mayfair (Mfr.) Completed ( 1) In Production (0)

Pascal (Pas.) Completed ( 1) In Production (0)

Pressburgrer (Psb.) Completed ( 1) In Production (0)

Roach (Rch.) Completed (10) In Production (0)

Small (Sml.) Completed ( 8) In Production (0)
Szekely (Sky.) Completed ( 1) In Production (0)
Wanger (Wan.) Completed (1) In Production (0)

1942-43 FEATURES
Balcon (Bin.) Completed ( 1) In Production (0)
Benny (Buy.) Completed (0) In Production (0)
Bogeaus (Bog.) Completed ( 0) In Production (0)
Bronston (Bro.) Completed ( 0) In Production (0)
Cagney (Cgy.) Completed (0) In Production (0)
Chaplin (Chn.) Completed (0) In Production (0)
Cinema Guild (C.G.) Completed ( 3) In Production (0)
Coward (Cwd.) Completed ( 1) In Production (0)

Edwards (Edws.) Completed ( 1) In Production (0)

Korda (Kor.) Completed (1) In Production (0)

Lesser (Lsr.) Completed ( 0) In Production (1)

Loew-Lewin (L.L.) Completed ( 1) In Production (0)

Mayfair (Mfr.) Completed (1) In Production (0)

Pressburger (Psb.) Completed ( 0) In Production (1)

Rabinovitch (Rvn.) Completed (0) In Production (0)

Roach (Rch.) Completed (8) In Production (0)

Rogers (Rgs.) Completed ( 1) In Production (0)
Selznick (Szk.) Completed (0) In Production (0)
Sherman (Shm.) Completed (10) In Production (0)
Small (Sml.) Completed (0) In Production (0)
Stromberg (Smg.) Completed ( 0) In Production (1)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast Details Rel. No.

G-String Murders, The B. Stanwyck - E. O'Shea 12-14. , .2-12. .. Smg.
Stage Door Canteen W. Terry - C. Walker 12-14 Lsr.

Unconquered B. Donlevy - A. Lee 11-16 Psb.

Details under title: Never Surrender

1942-43
American Empire (81) R. Dix - P. Foster 12-1. .12-11. . .Shm

COWBOY FROM MANHATTAN
Musical Comedy—Shooting started December 3L
Cast: Robert Paige, Frances Langford, Leon Errol, Walter Catlett.

Director: Frank Woodrufl: Asso. Producer: Paul Malvern
story; A youn.i;- sons; writer from Texa.s g:oes to New York, where he poses

as a wealthy man and buys all the seats for a new musical show for

a whole weel< to gei a chance to revamp the show. The leading lady,
Frances Langrford, falls in love with the song- writer, Robert Paige,
and sings his songs, which make a big hit, and everybody is happy.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast Details Rel. No.

Corvettes in Action . .0. Foran - P. Knowles . .9-7.

Flesh and Fantasy .8-10.

D. O'Keefe - L. Albritton. 12-28.

B. Abbott - L. Costello. . 12-14.

. . R. Ouine - A. Gwynne .11-2.

1942-43
Adventures of Smilin' Jack (Serial) , T. Brown - T. Bey . .5-18. . . .1-5. .7581
Arabian Night (T) (86) . .Sabu - M. Montez . .7-13. . 12-25

.

.7063
. H. Hall - G. Raymond. . . 11-30.

Behind the Eight Ball (60) . . Ritz Bros. - C. Bruce. . . . . .6-29. . .12-4 . .7029
Details under title: Oft the Beaten Track

Between Us Girls (89) . . .9-4. .7010
Details under title: Love and Kisses, Caroline

12-28.
Cheyenne Koundup . J. M. Brown - T. Bitter. . . . .b-b.

Deep in the Heart of Texas (61) . J. M. Brown - T. Bitter . . 6-15 . 9-25. . .707]
Details under title: The Lene Star Trail

1 Hervey . W. Gargan . . . . 4-20. . .10-9. . .7030
Don Winslow of the Coast Guard (Serial) . . .D. Perry - M. Barrie 10-19.

Eyes of the Underworld (61) . R, Dix - W. Barrie . . .4-6. . . .1-8! .7037
Details under title: Destiny

. . D. Durbin - E. O'Brien . . . . . . 6-29

.

. . .2-5.

Frankenstein Meets the Wolf Man 1 Chaney - B. Lugosi . . . 1019.
Details under title: Wolf Man Meets Frankenstein

Get Hep to Love (77) . . 6-29

.

. .10-2. .7022
Give Out, Sisters (65) . /u^J

Details under title: 1 Want to Dance
. .4-20. .12-18. .7032
. . 3-23

.

. .9-18. .703':

12-14.

Hi, Buddy . . R. Paige - M. Lord 11-16.

A. Jones - J. Frazee. . . . 11-30.

.Abbott & Costello 10-5. . .2-19
. .G. Jean - 1. Hunter. . . . .7-20.

Details under title: On the Beam
.Dead End Kids 3-9. . 6 30 .7881

Little Joe the Wrangler 1 M. Brown - T. Rittcr. . . .6-29. .11-13. .7072
. . I. M. Brown - T. R tier. . .9-21.

. .8-10. .12-11! ! 7034
.4. Jones - J. Frazee . .8-10. .10-16. .

.8. Halop - H. Hall 7-13. . .1-22. .7027

. ,«-15. .10-23.

.
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Nlfhtmir* (81) 0. Barrymore - B. Danltvy.

Night Moniter (72) I. Hervey - L. Erikson...

Old Chlsholra Trail, The J. M. Brown - T. RItter. .

0»wlai»d Mall (Serial) H. rarrish - L. Chaney, Jr.

PiftsburBh (91) M. Dietrich - R. Seott

Balden «f tan Joaquin J. M. Brown T. RItter..

Shadow of a Doubt T. Wright -

Iherloek Holmei In Waihlniton B. Rathbone

Sherlock Holmes and the Voice of Terror (65)B. Rathbone

Sherlock Holmes and the Secret Weapon (68). B. Rathbone

Sin Town (74) C. Bennett

Solid Senders Andrews Sisters - R. Paige.

Strictly In the Groove L. Errol li. Mcuonall .

Tenting Tonight an the Old Camp Ground... J. IM. Brown - T. Ritter.

When Johny Comes Marching Home (74) . . . . A. Jones - J. Frazee

White Savage (T) J. Hall • M. Montei

Who Done It (77) Abbott t Cosfello

J. Gotten. . .

N. Brace. .

. N. Bruce.

.

- N. Brace. .

B. Crawtord.

. .9-17.

.7-20.

. . 8-24

.

. .8-23.

. .9-7.

.7-27.

. .8-10.

.7-20.

. .5-18.

.6-15.

. 8-24.

12-28.
..46.
. .8-10.

. .10-5.

.11-2.

. .6-15.

11-13.

10-B3.
.21-11.

. .9-21.

12-11.

.115.

. .V-is.

.2-12.

, .'>-V!3.

.7015

11-2U.
.2-5.

. .1-1.

1941-42-
Oan WiniUw •! the Nary (Serial) D. Terry

Drame «f the Congo (61) S. Erwin

Eagle Sqiadron (109) R. Stack .

Invisible Agent (81) I. Massey

Men of Texas (82) R. Stack -

Details ander title: Deep In the Heart at Texas
Pardon My Sarong (84) Abbott and Costello 3-9.

Riders of Death Valley (Serial) 0. Foran - L. Carrlllo 11-16.
Timber (60) L. Carrillo - A. Devine 5-4.

Toigh as They Came (63) B. Halop - B. Punsley . . . .12-1.

carrlllo 4-6.

12-29.
.1-26.

. .5-4.

.5 18.

L.

0. Munson..

D. Barrymore

J. Hall

3. Crawford. .

.7-10.

.7-17.

.7-31.

. .7-3.

.8-7.

. .7-1.

.8-14.

.65

.7073

.7781

.7020

. VOzB

.7074

.11-6. . .7022

.6056

.6040

. 6049

.6010

.6003

.6781

.6057

.6019

WARNER^ B R OTH£ liiit:
1941-42 Features (35) Completed
1942-43 Features (— ) Completed

(35) In Production (0)

(25) In Production (4)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Ruanlng Time Cast Details Rel.

Devotion 0. DeHaviltand - I. Lopino. 11-16
Mission to Moscow W. Huston - A. Harding. . .11-16
Old Acquaintance B. Davis - M. Hopkins 11-16
Thank Yoor Lucky Stars E. Cantor D. Shore 11-2

B. Marshall . . .

F. EfflFrson . . .

A. Sheridan. .

C. Lehmann.

A. Smith

.6-lg

.4-20

. .For

. .6-1

1942-43
BLOCK NO. ONE

Across the Pacifle (97) H. Bogart - M. Astar
.

.

Busses Roar, The (60) R. Travis - J. Bishop..

Desperate Journey (107) E. Flynn - R. Reagan..

Secret Enemies (59) C. Stevens - F. Emersoi.

Now, Voyager (117) B. Davis - P. Hearled..

BLOCK NO. TWO
You Can t Escape Forever (77) G. Brent

Midden Hand. The 163) C. Stevens

George Washington Slept Here (93) I. Benny
Flying Fortress '68) R. Greene

Gentleman Jim (104) E. Flynn

BLOCK NO. THREE
Air Foice J. Garfield - G. Yoong. .

Casablanca (99) H. Bogart - I. Bergman.

Gorilla Man (64) J. Loder - R. Ford...

Hard W.iy, The (97) I. Lapino - 0. Morgan.

Track Busters «. Iravis E. Parser..

SPECIALS
Yankee Doodle Dandy (126) 1. Cagney - J. Leslie...

NOT DESIGNATED
Action in the North Atlantic H. Bogart - R. Massey..

Adventures of Mark Twain F. March • A. Smith...

Arsenic and lid Lace (— ) C. Grant - P. Lane...
Background to Danger G. Raft - B

Constant Nymph, The C. Boyer -

Crime by Night C. Bennett -

Details under title: Forty Whacks
Desert Song, The (T) D,

Edge of Darkness. The E

Mysterious Doctor I.

Princess O'Rourke 0.

Varsity Show (81) (Relssoe) D

Watch on the RWne B. Davis -

1941-42-
Blg Shot, The (82) H. Bogart

Details under title: Escape from Crimo
Escape from Crime (51) R. Travis - J. Bishop 4-6.

Gay Sisters. The (108) B. Stanwyck - G. Brent 1-26.

Lady Gangster (62) F. Emerson - F. Wiltax

Prime Minister, The (93) > Gielgud - D. Wynward . . . For .

.

Sergeaat York (134) G. Cooper . J. Leslie 2-28.

Spy Ship (62) C. Stevens - I. Manning .... 4-6

.

Wiags for the Eagle (85) * Sheridan - R. Reagan
. . . 1-26

.

, . . .9-5. . . .302
a io

. .

. . .9-26.

.

. .204
. .10-17 .

.

. .205
1. .10-31. . . .206

1. .10-10. . . .207

. . .11-7. . . .208
1. .11-28. . . .210
. . .12-5. . . .211

L. .11-14.

.

. .212

.6-29. .

. .6-1. .

. . For.

.

.3-23.
.y-21. .

.12-1.

. .9-7.

.

.7-13.

.

.11-1.

.

Marshall 9-7.

.

J. Fontaine. . . 3-9. .

J. Cowan. . . .10-19.

.

I. Manning. . .6-29.

.

A. Sheridan 8-24.

.

L. Matthews For..

DeHavilland-R. Commings 7-20. .

Powell • F. Waring

P. Laeas 6-15. .

.2-20.

.1-2.

Morgan '

Flynn -

Loder -

12-19.

B. Marshall . . .1-12. . .6-13.

.7-25.

. .8-1.

. .6-6.

.209

.201

.135

.137

.138

.134

. .7-4.

.8-15.

.7-18.

.101

.139
136

Coming Soon . .

.
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JOURNEY FOR MARGARET. One of the greatest human-interest
stories to come out of this war, this, by the author of "They Were
Expendable," just begs for exploitation and according to raves by New
York critics, thoroughly deserves everything the smart showman can
put into it. The Mirror calls Margaret O'Brien "the year's outstanding
discovery." And the Times term."; it "a rare and shining achievement."
The Readers Digest ran a condensed version of the story and it was
pre-sold in Life by a four-page spread on the real-life Margaiet. The
story about a homeless orphan in bomb-blitzed London who worms her
way into the life and heart of an American War Correspondent has
Robert Young and Laraine Day for the maiquee. It's a waim, human,
emotion-packed drama that will make the boxoffice buzz if you treat it

right.

.V M«-tro-<i<>l<l»v.Mi-Ma.> er rictiin'. Dirertcd t>y Ma.ior \\. S. Van D.vke II. Ca-.t

:

Ko!>f rt Voiiiif;. Karaiiir Dii.^ , Vny ISaiiiter. NiK*'l Brure, William Srvern, .Marifarct
O'ltrifii, F!j>alietli Kisiliiii. Si'rt-fn I'la.v It.v Daviil Hertz, and William I.iidwint; from
tlif l><>ol» hy William I.. White. Uricetor of I'hotograph.r, Ka.v June, .\. S. ('.



20th CENTURY-FOX ... 1 Not Designated

'QUIET PLEASE, MURDER' FAST MOVING AND CONFUSING
Rates • • — as supporting dualler or in action spots

wildered library employees and indignant
20th Century-Fox

70 minutes.

George Sanders, Gail Patrick, Richard Den-
ning, Lynne Roberts, Sidney Blackmer, Kurt
Hatch, Margaret Brayton, Byron Foulger,

Paul Porcasi, Charles Tannen, Bert Roach,
Arthur Space, George Walcott, Chick Col-

lins, Mae Marsh, Theodore von Eltz, Harold
Goodwin, Bud McAllister, Bud Geary, James
Farley, Minerva Urecal.

Directed by John Larkin.

Always fast moving, frequently confusing,

best describes "Quiet Plea:e. Murder" an
average murder mystery for the duallers or
lesser action spots. At least, the novelty of
the setting—that of a big city public li-

brary—and the profusion of suspects will

intrigue the amateur detectives among film

patrons and keep them guessing until the
denouement. Director John Larkin has cer-
tainly spaced his murders well, for a cold-
blooded killing starts off the film, several
deaths occur during the action and a
strangling ends the proceedings. The story's
sadistic implications and references to Freud
and Havelock Ellis will interest only the
sophisticates and merely slow up matters
for the average fan. The reactions of be-

readers furnishes neat comedy relief. The

title, coupled with George Sanders' name,

will mean a fair marquee pull.

In the story, George Sanders plays a

ruthless, egotistical forger who commits

murder to secure a priceless Shakespeare

folio, copies of which are passed on to his

partner, Gail Patrick, to sell to unscrupu-

lous collectors. Sanders and Miss Patrick,

realizing a detective (Richard Denning) is

on their trail, plan to dispose of him at the

public library, but a mix-up takes place

which involves some saboteurs as well as

the entire library staff. Sanders steals some

rare books, Mi3s Patrick double-crosses him

and there is considerable activity amidst

the book-shelves and reading rooms before

the lawless folk receive their just desserts.

Although George Sanders is worthy of

better roles, he gives his customary suave

performance. Gail Patrick is at her best

in this type of well-dressed, heartless siren

role. Sidney Blackmer, Kurt Katch and

Paul Porcasi do well in villainous parts and

Byron Foulger is a delight as a fuss-budget

librarian. Richard Denning's artificial ap-

pearance detracts from his portrayal of the

smooth-tongued detective.

LEYENDECKER

'IN WHICH WE SERVE' TRULY-GREAT WAR DRAMA
Rates • • • in first runs and class soots;

United Artists (Noel Coward)
110 Minutes

Noel Coward, Bernard Miles, John Mills,

Celia Johnson, Kay Walsh, Joyce Carey,

Derek Elphinstone, Philip Friend, Robert
Sansom, Michael Wilding, Hubert Gregg,

Kathleen Harrison, Ballard Berkeley, Dora
Gregory, George Carney, Gerald Case,

Penelope Dudley-Ward, Walter Fitzgerald,

James Donald, Ann Stephens, Daniel Mas-
sey.

Directed by Noel Coward.

Noel Coward scores a triple triumph in

"In Which We Serve," a truly great and
inspiring British war drama which has al-

ready received a critics' circle award and
been acclaimed at private showings every-

where. As producer and director of this

intensely realistic and tremendously moving
presentation of the life and death of a

British destroyer, Mr. Coward deserves

highest honors. As the author of this

glorious tribute to the British Royal Navy,
his ability shines not so much because of

the episodic tale, which consists mainly of

intimate glimpses into the lives of the cap-

tain and average members of his crew, as

it does in the remarkably true-to-life scenes

and the completely natural dialogue

throughout. As an actor, Mr. Coward con-

tributes a simple and wholly sincere per-

formance in the role of the heroic captain

whose life is bound up in his ship. The
co-operation of the British Army, Navy and

slightly less in naborhoods
Air Force has resulted in a series of scenes

showing air and sea battles; a ship's sink-

ing and the rescue of air-bombed survivors;

the evacuation from Dunkirque and a Lon-

don blitz which far surpass all of Holly-

wood's similar staged effects and leave the

spectator thrilled and sharply aware, as

never before, of war's grim horrors. A
thoroughly impressive film which merits ex-

tra exploitation, this will score in class spots

and the better first-runs. Word-of-mouth

will help to overcome lack of name strength

in many naborhoods.

The H. M. S. Torrin, a destroyer, is

launched with Noel Coward, as her cap-

tain, Bernard Miles, Chief Petty Officer, and

John Mills, an ordinary seaman, both proud

to be members of her large crew. After

engaging in a stiff battle with enemy planes,

the Torrin is sunk and Coward, Miles and

Mills, as they cling to a rubber life-raft,

review happy scenes of their home life be-

fore the declaration of war. When they

are finally rescued. Coward bids farewell to

his remaining crew members and expresses

the hope that they will all serve together

again.

Bernard Miles, as the home-loving petty

officer whose wife is killed in the blitz, gives

a memorable performance and John Mills

injects a few light touches as the Cockney
sailor who exhibits real bravery under fire.

Celia Johnson, Joyce Carey and Kay Walsh
are exactly right as the waiting wives and
numerous bits stand out in a huge cast.

LEYENDECKER

with Jerry Colonna,
Barbara Jo Allen

(Vera Vague), Harold
Huber, Marilyn Hare,

Bill Shirley

Ftaturing Th6

Ice-Capades Company
Kllli InlemallDUllii Famiut

Skitlnc StifS

including Vera Hrtiba,
Megan Taylor, Lois
Dworshak. Donna

Atwood

Directnl by BERNARD

VORHAUS. Serein

play by Btsdforil

Ropes, Gertrude

Purctll. Bued on

an oriiinal story by

Robert T. Slunnon,

Mauri Grasbin.

It s a
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What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

'IN WHICH WE SERVE' UNANIMOUSLY GRIAT
(UNITED ARTISTS) "...Great in every right sense of a badly misused adjective .. .A masterpiece of film making. . .Likely to shake
you to the depths of your being, but it should also leave you proud and exalted." Barnes, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Bril-

liantly realistic film that will stand among the great pictures of this war... Every emotion is kindled. . .Thrilling, moving and impres-
sive — the kind of picture you can't afford to pass up." Werner, N. Y. MIRROR. ".. .One of the finest ever made and certainly

the best to come out of England. . .Talk is held to a minimum, with the directorial emphasis on action." Cameron, N. Y. NEWS.
"...There have been other pictures which have vividly and movingly conveyed in terms of human emotion the cruel realities of this

present war. None has yet done it so sharply and so truly ... Large cast of truly excellent actors." Crowther, N. Y. TIMES.
"...One of the great screen achievements of our time... Don't get incredulous and say no picture is that good. This praise isn't

nearly enough...A great picture." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...So damned exciting that the spectator feels as if

he too had been under fire...A fine picture, a major thrill for the moment as well as a solid piece of work which will endure as a
record when its timeliness declines." Winsten, N. Y. POST.

'THE BLACK SWAN' TERRIFIC BOXOFFICE NATURAL — MORTIMER
(20TH CENTURY-FOX) ". . .Terrific boxoffice natural. . .Action i 3 always fast and furious, but due to excellent direction, always okay."
Mortimer, N. Y. MIRROR. "...Starts out as a swashbuckling tale... Bogs down badly .. .Technicolor does help a little." Pihod-
na, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Worthwhile adventure and a picture that fans can thoroughly appreciate, not only for

its workmanlike production value and beauty in Technicolor but for its forget-the-world quality .. .Always something happening."
Hale, N. Y. NEWS. "...Enough Technicolored sword-play and double-barreled oaths to make a 12-year-old's eyes pop... Small
fry probably will be brandishing wooden swords in the parlor. But a lot of grown-ups are going to like it, too... One of the waning
season's prettiest adventures." T. S., N. Y. TIMES. "...Juvenile, of course, and something to fill a grown man with an exul-

tant spirit of youth. . .Eye-filling production ... If you are in a critical mood, it's better to skip any of these pirate pictures. This one
is on an unusually lavish scale but otherwise more skippable than most." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Buckets of

blood, clashing sabers, pistols popping and rough and lusty love-making. . .Action - packed. . .Rowdy carryings-on and Ben Hecht's
dialogue are strictly not for kiddies." Lee, PHILA. BULLETIN.

'STAR-SPANGLED RHYTHM' CALLED SUPER DUPER VARIETY SHOW
(PARAMOUNT) "...Filled with a variety of amusing acts that are sure-fire laugh-getters and make this a super-duper variety show
...You are sure to get your money's worth of entertainment." Cameron, N. Y. NEWS. "...Star-spangled variety entertainment
is ample, at least, and has its points. . .Assumes the uneven proportions of a whopping big benefit show... Its ups and downs spread
all over the place." Crowther, N. Y. TIMES. "...If the v/hole picture were as entertaining as some of its scenes, it wouldn't
seem to be so long... Big idea seems to be to overwhelm film audiences with a sheer weight of stars and featured players... We are
not likely to see such a grand production for the duration." Pihodna, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE "...Informal, high-spirited
jollity and a lot of fun. . .It's all easy and gay, no great moments—but a lot that are mighty pleasant at the time." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-
TELEGRAM. "...Rings out with 'names', songs, dances, comedy, specialty routines, and tiny but real honest-to-goodness plot.

The results are highly exhilarating. . .Constantly amusing and often hilarious script ... First-rate, bang-up, chuckleful. tuneful, dance-
ful." Thirer, N. Y. POST. "...One of those big bargain basement special packages in which they throw everything at you...
and you are getting something. . .Almost every one of the expensive 'names' does something and shows up swell...A super-duper of a
musical." Scott, N. Y. MIRROR.

'ARABIAN NIGHTS' CRITICS LIKE THE COLOll AND ACTION
(UNIVERSAL) ".

. .Melodramatics of the story are relieved by touches of broad comedy... A delight to the eye. with its gorgeous
blending of color.

. .Times when it moves with the swiftness and melodramatic excitement of a good old western horse opera." Cam-
eron, N. Y. NEWS. ".

. .A positive must for escapists; also for art lovers. . .Action, fantasy and entertainment wholesale. . .Plenty
of thrills, even for grownups." Mortimer, N. Y. MIRROR. "...Lush Technicolored romance, completely devoid of fantasy, that
seems more inspired by Western movies... Lot of spirited action and it all looks highly sensational in Technicolor, especially the blood
...Costumed horse-opera and not much more." Crowther, N. Y. TIMES. "...Technicolor wins most of the credit for a grand
holiday show.

. .Pretty girls make up for a lot in the story .. .Wanger has outdone himself in lavishness." Pihodna. N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE. "...Essentially for juveniles, preferably adult ones, since kiddies might find the romance 'mushy' despite the swash-
buckling that cushions it." Winsten, N. Y. POST.

'A NIGHT TO REMEMBER' REVIEWS MIXED ON MYSTERY-COMEDY
(COLUMBIA) ".

. .You won't for a moment believe in any of the wild happenings, but if you want your nerves jangled, here's the place
...Players go in more for general uproar than acting." Cook, N Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Hair-raising, latch - sticking,
door - slamming, fuse - blowing, corpse -flying adventures. . .A c^mic thriller to remember .. .Motivated for suspense, giggles and
horror." Thirer, N. Y. POST. "...Plot is tedious and involved .. .Largely a succession of looming shadows, conversations and
mediocre gags." Crowther, N. Y. TIMES. "

. . . Eflfective only in spots. . .Often the strain to be funny is too much and the dis-
torted humor snaps in your face. Same with the suspense." Hale, N. Y. NEWS. "...Taut little melodrama neatly leavened with
humor.

.
.Entertaining and engrossing. . .A film you should enjoy." Pihodna. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. ".

. .The first unfinished
mystery in films... A turtle named Old Hickory contributes considerably to the picture's pace." McManus, PM.

'CAT PEOPLE' REVIEWS MIXED
(RKO-RADIO) "...Instead of blood-curdling horror stoiy, proves to be an inane psychological study... Cast are adequate and strive
to do their best." E. G., N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...T-^dious and graphically unproductive .. .Labored and obvious attempt
to induce shock." Crowther, N. Y. TIMES. "...Certainly the most original movie idea in a coon's age, and perhaps the most in-

teresting venture into fantasy since "Here Comes Mr. Jordan." McManus, PM. "...May be far fetched but if you care to ex-
ercise your imagination a little the picture has a certain quality -..A picture of mood and legend, a neat little achievement, though
maybe not exactly raw meat." Winsten, N. Y. POST.

'JACARE' REACTION MODERATE AT BEST
(UNITED ARTISTS) "...More an exhibit than a tense account of danger in the jungle. . .Here and there a momentary excitement
flickers into the film." T. S., N. Y. TIMES. "...Hasn't the same sort of thrills that most Frank Buck adventures usually have
...An ideal children's picture .. .Lush tropical scenery makes up for a lot of the dull spots in the picture." Pihodna. N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE. "...Animals are well photographed for character. A couple of action sequences have been neatly staged. . .Moder-
ately interesting animal travelogue." Winsten, N. Y. POST. — "...Not Mr. Buck's best, but it does have a few high moments for

his more persistent enthusiasts. . .He has padded Jacare with a great many uneventful moments of preparation and men merely sit-

ting around." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
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my
For the "Show Me Showman," ask

Col. Arthur Frudenfeld about the

'Johnny" engagement at theAlbee,

Cincinnati f/ie weeiir before Xmas...

GOOD NEWS FOR YOUR EYE ... EAR .. . AND BOXOFFICE!



'WHEN JOHNNY COMES MARCHING HOME' TUNEFUL, TIMELY MUSICAL PROGRAMMER
Rates + in naborhoods and snnall towns

Universal
74 Minutes

Allan Jones, Gloria Jean, Jane Frazee, Don-
ald O'Connor, Peggy Ryan, Richard Davies,
Clyde Fillmore, Maria Shelton, Olin Howlin,
Emma Dunn, Four Step Brothers, Phil Spi-

talny and His Hour of Charm All-Girl Orch-
estra with Evelyn and Her Magic Violin.

Directed by Charles Lamont.

Universal's musical stock company, includ-

ing Allan Jones, Jane Frazee and Gloria

Jean, for the vocalizing, and Donald O'Con-
nor and Peggy Ryan, to take care of the jive,

again do their stuff in this tuneful and time-

ly programmer. Although "When Johnny
Comes Marching Home" is no world-beater

as regards story values, its song are pleas-

ing and exceptionally well rendered and it

has many amusing youthful comedy mo-
ments. "Say It with Dancing" and "One of

Us Has Gotta Go" are a couple of lively

numbers, while such old favorites as "Ro-
mance" and "You and the Night and the

Music" are stand-outs as sung by Allan Jones
and Gloria Jean. In addition Phil Spitalny

and His All-Girl Orchestra put over two pa-

triotic tunes, "We Must Be Vigilant" and
the popular "This Is Worth Fighting For" in

fine style. The title and theme, as well as

Spitalny's famous orchestra, desei-ve special

exploitation. It will be able to stand on its

own nicely in naborhoods and small towns
and will make a very good dualler for the

better class situations.

In the story, Allan Jones, arriving home
as a world war hero, soon becomes tired of

the succession of dinners and parties plan-

ned for him. He slips away to his former
rooming house where, before the war, he

'JACARE' SLOW-MOVING WILD ANIMAL PICTURE
Rates • + as secondary dualler generally

United Artists (Mayfair Productions)

65 minutes.

James M. Dannaldson, Miguel Rojinsky.

Commentary by Thomas Lenhon. Narration

by Frank Buck.

Another wild animal feature, filmed in

the Amazon jungle, "Jacare" has a few
authentic thrills and many slow-moving pas-

sages. Although presented by Frank Buck,

who appears only in an introductory se-

quence, the picture actually is a photo-

graphic record of a South American expedi-

tion made by James Dannaldson, young
zoologist and Buck protege. The camera
shots of strange birds, reptiles and animals,

especially the long-nosed ant-eater, are un-

deniably interesting, but the natural history

lesson begins to pall after the first half-

hour. However, two excitement-filled epi-

sodes—Dannaldson's tussle with a giant

Anaconda python and his climactic flght-

for-life with a wide-jawed jacare (alligator)

supply the necessary thrill highlights. While
this fails to measure up to Buck's previous
adventure films, it can be heavily exploited

and, by using his name, it will be a fair

business-getter in action spots, at least, or
in naborhood houses where youngsters pre-
dominate. Elsewhere it will mean little.

With a good luck ring given him by
Frank "Bring 'Em Back Alive" Buck, Dan-
naldson sets out for the Amazon to capture
specimens or shipment to the U. S. At
Belem, he is joined by Miguel Rojinsky,
seasoned hunter, and, with a safari of

natives, they start their journey into the

had been a singer with an orchestra. The
other roomers, suspicious of Jones' chang-
ing to civilian clothes, believe he is a de-
serter. When the town dignitaries turn the
police on his trail, Jane Frazee, who has be-
come interested in Jones, and Gloria Jean
and the other roomers try to protect him.
Jones is to be an honored guest at a .social

function and when the youngsters tell him
about their suspicions, he insists that Miss
Frazee appear at the same party and even-
tually everything is straightened out.

Allan Jones and Jane Frazee are good in
the romantic and singing roles and Gloria
Jean sings better than ever and is develop-
ing into an attractive adolescent. Donald
O'Connor is a likeable jitterbug and Peggy
Ryan is an amusing hoyden. Spitalny's All-
Girl Orchestra is an asset although the lead-
er is not a screen type.

YORK

big game country. The vicious harpy eagle,
the ant-eater, the huge water buffalo, the
jaguar, the boa constrictor and baby capy-
baras are among the Amazonian creatures
the expedition succeeds in capturing as
they push deeper into the jungle. After
many days of journeying in canoes, they
sight their chief objective, the man-eating
jacare. One black-skinned creature heads
for Dannaldson's canoe, capsizes it and
comes to grips with him in the water
until the hunter manages to free his knife
and kill the beast. After two other jacares
are securely tied, the adventurers return
to the U. S. with their prize catches.

Frank Buck's narration of the commen-
tary by Thomas Lenhon is occasionally
more dramatic than the action shown on
the screen.

YORK

-LONDON BLACKOUT MURDERS' CRIME FILM LACKS NAME VALUE
Rates • + as suppo rting dualler in acti on

Republic
58 Minutes

John Abbott, Mary McLeod, Lloyd Corrigan,

Lester Matthews, Anita Bolster, Louis Bo-

rell, Lumsden Hare, Billy Bevan.
Directed by George Sherman.

An occasionally suspenseful crime film,

"London Blackout Murders" is handicapped
by its complete absence of familiar marquee
names. With its London locale and British

players in the majority of the leading roles,

this resembles nothing more than an Eng-
lish film of the program variety. This is

the first venture into melodrama by George
Sherman, producer-director of Republic's

spots
Don "Red" Barry westerns, who apparently

planned to heighten the mystery by getting

away from well-typed portrayers of villain-

ous roles. Unfortunately, the story twists

soon make the identity of the blackout
murderer fairly obvious even if his motives
are not revealed until the finale. The cast,

particularly John Abbott as a pathological
killer, does good work, Sherman's direction

is excellent and the photography is effec-

tively shadowy throughout. However, in the
last analysis, is lemains an unpretentious
film, lacking in name value, which will make
a fair supportnig dualler for action houses.
The attention-compelling title is its best
asset.

The story is laid in London's Soho dis-

trict, (scene of the 60-year-old Jack, the

Ripper, murders) now being heavily bombed
by enemy aircraft. Mary McLeod, who has
lost both her parents and her home in an
air-raid, is settled in a house run by John
Abbott, kindly tobacconist. Abbott, actually

a former surgeon wanted for the murder
of his wife during the last war, is kind to

the girl although she secretly fears him.
During the investigation of recent blackout
murders, the girl remembers a hypodermic
needle Abbott had hidden in his pipe. The
net closes in around Abbott and his real
identity is eventually revealed and he is

brought to trial. Although his recent victims
were all killed because they were engaged
in sabotage against Britain, Abbott must
pay the penalty for his crimes.

YORK

'RIDIN' DOWN THE CANYON' RUN OF-THE-MILL ROGERS WESTERN
Rates • • in action spots

Republic
55 Minutes
Roy Rogers, George "Gabby" Hayes, Bob
Nolan and The Sons of the Pioneers, Linda
Hayes, Dee (Buzzy) Henry, Addison Rich-
ards, Loma Gray, Olin Howard, James Seay,
Hal Taliaferro, Roy Barcroft, Forrest Tay-
lor, WaUis Clark.
Directed by Joseph Kane.

Although Roy Rogers and the Sons of the
Pioneers deliver the goods in the riding,

shooting — and especially the singing— de-

partments and the supporting cast is above-
average, "Ridin' Down the Canyon" remains
run-of-the-mill western fare. The chief fault

is the rather-tame story dealing with horse-

rustling conducted behind a dude-ranch
front. Except for the fast opening scenes,

most of the typical chase and gun battle ac-

tion is in the climax. No less than seven
tunes are used with Rogers' rendition of the
old favorite, "In a Little Spanish Town," and
the title song being stand-outs and The Sons
of the Pioneers putting over "Blue Prairie,"
"Sagebrush Symphony" and "Curley Joe" in

pleasing style. Picture will entertain the
Rogers fans and dyed-in-the-wool cowboy
devotees but it is considerably below the
quality of the star's recent special, "Heart
of the Golden West."

In the story, Roy Rogers and The Sons of
the Pioneers play the roles of a famous
band of western troubadours who come to

the aid of Linda Hayes and her nine-year-old

brother, Dee (Buzzy) Henry, in their fight

against a gang of rustlers who have stolen
their horses. The rustlers are employed byi

Addison Richards, who poses as manager of
a swanky dude ranch and pretends friend-
ship with Miss Hayes. The youngster idolize.s

Rogers and the latter sets to work to un-
cover evidence which shows that Richards
gives the signal for his raids by playing a
certain tune over his nightly radio show.
Richards, however, turns the tables on Rog-
ers and makes it appear that the cowboy is

leading the rustlers. To save the youngster,
who is being held captive by Richards' men,
Rogers and The Sons of the Pioneers break
jail and, in a gun battle. Richards' crooked
methods are exposed.

DENLEY
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SHORT SUBJECTS
About People and Events. . .From Here, There, Everywhere

The 25% slash in film, which became ef-

fective on January 1, is slated to save ap-

proximately 400,000,000 feet and reduce con-

sumption to a total of 1,400,000,000. The 25%

applies to the amount used in 1941, and the

cut affects all the major motion picture pro-

ducers. The smaller companies take a 12%

reduction. There will be no restriction on

the use of the allotted amount, but with the

cut in newsreel footage to 750 feet per print

(a reduction of 100-150 feet), indications are

that a specific amount will be set aside for

newsreel consumption.

,f * *

Red Kann, trade paper editor, assumed his

new post on Jan. 3 as vice-president of the

Quigley Publishing Company and will leave

for the coast to take complete charge of Hol-

lywood operations. Kann, among other du-

ties, will write bylined columns regularly for

the papers in this group, including Motion

Picture Herald and Motion Picture Daily.

* *

There is a possibility that an anti-blind

checking bill will be introduced in the Iowa
legislature. The bill is aimed at eliminating

the practice of blind checking and has the

support of the Allied-Independent Theatre
Owners of Iowa-Nebraska.

* *

Motion Picture companies will continue to

pay salaries to executives and studio person-

nel as usual until the maximum set under the

wage ceiling, which became effective on Jan.

1, has been reached. The problem, of course,

will become more acute as time passes and
the salaries paid out start mounting and con-

tracts start calling for work to be done after

the maximum has been reached. The actor's

case was stated in an issue of Screen Actor,
official organ of the Screen Actor's Guild; in

which the publication contended that the
players do not argue with the $25,000 limita-

tion, but feel that the equitable way to have
incomes regulated is through taxation, rather
than through the application of an arbitrary-

ceiling. They say, "If an actor's income is

not permitted to exceed $25,000 net, he would
like to know that everything he can earn in
excess of that amoimt is turned over to the
Government. Instead, as the regulations now
stand, his excess earnings are retained by
the producing company for which he works."

best picture of 1942 by the New York Film
Critics. The Noel Coward film was chosen on

the fifth ballot by a vote of 11 to 7, with

"Wake Island" running a close second. James
Cagney received the award for the best actor

of 1942 for his performance in "Yankee

Doodle Dandy" and Agnes Moorhead was se-

lected the best actress for her work in "The

Magnificent Ambersons." John Farrow was
chosen as the best director for his "Wake
Island." "Moscow Strikes Back" took top

honors in the war fact film class. John T.

McManus, of PM, acting for Rose Pelswick,

president of the N. Y. Critics Circle, made
the presentations over the Blue network on

Sunday, Jan. 3.

* *

20th Century-Fox's seventh block on its

1942-43 program was announced by Tom J.

Connors, vice-president in charge of distribu-

tion. The block contains five features: "Im-

mortal Sergeant," released Jan. 29; "Chet-

niks," Feb. 5; "Meanest Man in the World,"

Feb. 12; "Margin for Error," Feb. 19 and

"Young Mr. Pitt," Feb. 26. The first four

were trade-shown on Jan. 7 and 8, while the

last was trade-screened some time ago.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer closed its second block

with the trade-showing of "Three Hearts for

Julia." The block will contain ten pictures,

all of which have been trade-shown.

* * *

Pat Casey, producer-labor contact for the
government, told studio labor unions that

the government wants to stretch the work-
week to 48 hours. The purpose of this move
would be to release more men to other war
industries, but the question of whether time
and a half should be paid from the 36th hour,

as is now in effect, or from the 40th hour
was not decided. The lengthening of the

work week would also provide a virtual guar-
antee of steady employment for those tech-

nicians remaining in the industry and will

tend to eliminate occasional workers who are
required for emergency work and rush calls

only.

WUiam J. Heinenian, assistant general

sales manager for Universal, will head the
company's W. A. Scully sales drive, sched-
uled to run for 21 weeks to May 8. The drive

this year will have the competitovs grouped
into three main divisions, each of compara-
tive equal selUng strength, with the top five

offices in each of these groups to be prize

winners. Virtually every department in each
branch will be eligible for prizes which range
from three weeks' salary for the winning
group to one week's pay for the fifth place

offices. District and division managers will

have an opportunity to win additional money
prizes.

* * *

Considerable opposition is expected in ad-

ministration circles in Washington to the

proposed idea of closing of theatres because

of the oil crisis. The most potent arguments

advanced are the dependence of the public

in general and war workers in particular on

motion pictures as their sole source of

amusement and the part the motion picture

plays in carrying the war program to the

public.

* * *

Coinciding with the observance of "United

Nations Week" in over 16,000 threates

throughout the country, Jan. 14-20, the post

office department will issue a new 2-cent

"United Nations" stamp. The new stamp

will be placed on sale for the first time on

Thursday, Jan. 14th in Washington. Ned E.

Depinet, RKO president, told the United Na-

tions Week Committee that a special preview

presentation of "Hitler's Children" in a num-

ber of theatres throughout the country has

been made available to the committee. The

presentation will be for one performance

only—at reserved seat road show prices with

the entire receipts to be turned over to the

United Nations Fund.

* *

The War Production Board, which recently

requested exhibitors to stage "copper ma-

tinees," has announced that it is possible to

reclaim copper from the metals alloyed with

it in brass and bronze, thus enabling thea-

tres to put on their special shows with tick-

ets given to bearers of copper, brass »r

bronze. The WPB has released a list of

household items which usually contain cop-

per which theatres can use in connection

with the special campaign.

"In Which We Serve" was selected as the

"Nol a (lark house in more than
20 years of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE

Mnnlier Nnlimuil Film Carrit-rs' Ass'n

250 N. JUNIPER STREET
rilir.ADKI.IMlIA

'.()( rsr J8-.".> RACE 4G00

SAVE Time . . . Es^ergy . . . Insurance . . . Worry . . . Money

Economically Sensible for All Your Deliveries to Be Made by

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, Inc.

HORLACHER
PHILADELPHIA BALTIMORE

1225 or 1239 Vine St. 1801 Bayard St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
1638 3rd St., N. E. 447 W. 17th St.

Member National Film Carriers. Inc. Miss Yolanda Cicchetti, Notary Public, 1239 Vine St., Pbila.
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DAWN ON THE GREAT DIVIDE .

Buck Jones, whose name had become
a tradition in the motion picture in-

dustry, makes his last and, according
to FB reviewer York, his best West-
ern. Jones, Rex Bell and Raymond
Hatton are seen as U. S. Marshals
who save a town from plundering
raids. The support in this Monogram
release includes Mona Barrie as a
gambling house proprietress, Robert
Lowery, Maude Eburne, Robert Frazei
and Betty Blythe. Scott R. Dunlap
handled the directorial reins for the
two-fisted cowboy's last picture.

WRECKING CREW . . .

The latest Pine-Thomas
production for Paramount
co-stars Richard Arlen,
Chester Morris and Jean
Parker in a story of the
men who tear down build-

ings. Arlen is seen as a
crew foreman and Morris
portrays the "jinx" wreck-
er familiar to every wreck-
ing crew. Alien and Mor-
ris vie for the fair Miss
Parker until a near-fatal
accident makes them fast

friends. Joseph Sawj-er,

are seen in the supporting
cast. Frank McDonald
directed.



COMMANDOS STRIKE
AT DAWN . . . Columbia
stars Paul Muni in its war
drama about a Norwegian
patriot who escapes from
his Nazi-infested country
to return as a Commando
in a raid which wipes out

a German garrison. The
picture reveals Commando
tactics and maneuvers,
enacted by real soldiers

and directed by Lieuten-
ant Commander John Far-
row, a Commando leader
himself. The cast includes
Anna Lee, Lillian Gish and
Sir Cedric Hardwicke.



TIME™,

The wise Exhibitor today, is the one who
checks closely, the materials and equip-

ment that are keeping him in business.

When projection equipment starts to

break down from lack of proper replace-

ment parts, that booth is one place that

will bear constant watching.

But if the contrivance that delivers the

performance warrants constant inspec-

tion —how about the show itself!

The chemicals that go into the making
of film are SO valuable to this nation —

or any nation at war— that film must be

husbanded and treasured as any other

part of your operation, even though it is

not your physical property* Fight the

clock with it. Stretch it. Nurse it. Make
it last*

The war won't last forever, and some day

when Peace comes — you4l still be in bus-

iness. Your equipment a little rickety

perhaps; maybe the film a little scratchy,

and the lobby ads perhaps showing a

little wear. But everything still function-

ing. And you, with the

satisfying knowledge
that you*ve licked Time
— Time — the Saboteur!

nnTionni^ ĉfieen service
PRIIE anBY Of THE inOUblRY

STANDARD ACCESSORIES • SPE lALTY ACCESSORIES • TRAILERS
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*'Has plenty on the ball to win strong aud-

ience response everywhere!" -Film Daily

A unique plot with a strong romantic

flavor keeps the action rolling!" -Variety

Smart comedy has lots of appeal!'

—The Exhibitor



Yes, Paulette and Ray are doing a great wartime job of lifting the

public's spirits with the hit that Daily Variety calls "fast moving

comedy that spells complete relaxation for theatregoers!"

Gross for gross, it has topped all United Artists pictures in the last year at

STATE, PROVIDENCE

LOEWS, RICHMOND

STATE, ST. LOUIS

VALENTINE, TOLEDO

LOEW'S, SYRACUSE

LOEW'S, READING

LOEWS, HARRISBURG

LOEWS, LOUISVILLE

LOEWS, ROCHESTER

LOEW*S, INDIANAPOLIS

MIDLAND, KANSAS CITY

ALDINE, WILMINGTON VENDOME, NASHVILLE

LOEWS, AKRON
STATE, NEW ORLEANS

LOEWS GRAND, ATLANTA

0 dCOH CAPITOL THEATRE, New York City

r

Fight ihe-uar on Infantile Paralysist

Pledge your heart and your theatre

MARCH OF DIMES DRIVE . . .Feb. 18-24
'



THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

December 12, 1943

Dear I'.r, Schenck:

I am delighted to leam, through Basil O'Connor,
of the generous offer vdiich you and your associates have
made in connection with the 1943 fund-raising effort of the
National Foundation for Inftintile Paralysis.

I think you know how much I value the raagnificent
performance of the notion picture theatres in the National
Foundation's 1942 Campaign, and I hope that this year's
effort will be equally as successful.

Sincerely yours,

COAST FLASH!
GREER GARSON
IS MAKING THE
APPEAL TRAILER!

i:r. Nicholas I.:

1540 Broadway,
New York City.

Schenck,

"HE REMEMBERED!
WON'T YOU.'"

The gallantry of showmen throughout the land has again been evidenced in

the returns of pledge cards for this year's fight against infantile paralysis. If your

pledge is not in, please send it today. You will receive a showman's press book
— and what a trailer! Few will resist Greer Garson's appeal. Your patrons

know how splendid this work is. They will give gladly so that the little girl

on this page and thousands of her fellow sufferers may walk again!

MARCH OF DIMES, FEBRUARY 18th to 24th

MAIL YOUR
PLEDGE TO
MARCH OF DIMES
AS T O R HOTEL
N. Y. . Room 773
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STALINGRAD MIGHT HAVE FALLEN!
^'Throughout the terrible sieges of Stalingrad and

Leningrad by the Nazi armies, Premier Josef Stalin

ordered all motion picture theatres in the beleaguered

cities to remain open 24 hours daily to help maintain

the morale of the Russian people during those nerve-

shattering months"
—From a news dispatch.

We would like to know how firm a bulwark the motion picture is around

the mental fortress of the American people, besieged as they are by the tur-

moil, the sacrifices, the dangers of war.

We would like to know what other medium of education can better teach

the people their duties in a nation at war — what other agency can better

serve the many fund-raising requirements of the war effort.

We would like to know if the weapons of war for our fighting men might
not be coming off the assembly lines just a bit slower if the millions of

American workers were deprived of their favorite means of respite from
toil.

We would like to know how delicious the relaxation of a film show is to

our fighting men in training and to those on the far-flung battlefields.

We would like to know what other form of entertainment, as refresh-

ing, as wholesome, as inspiring, can be offered as an alternative to the mil-

lions of Americans who find surcease from a war-torn world in the film

theatres of the nation.

We would like to know if the leaders of our Government, Executive and
Legislative, realize that the Motion Picture is a powerful, an indispensable

weapon in the Arsenal of Democracy.

Yes, we would like to know.

—FILM BULLETIN.
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FUEL OIL
AND THEATRES

BROADWAY
NEWSREEL

With many film houses facing the possibility of being

closed donu as the result of fuel oil curtailment in Eastern

states, the following bulletin recently issued by A. F.

Myers of Allied may prove of value to exhibitors facing

such a situation.

In the publicity about the oil shortage there arc fre-

quent references to the theatres, always to the effect that

they are "unessential" and may be cut off to insure an ade-

quate supply for homes and other essential uses. Of
course, the theatres were warned to convert and Allied

spread the warning. But for many, especially the inde-

pendents, that was impossible. They must use oil or close.

The question is: How much oil would be saved if the

theatres were put out of business?

Those who assume that the amount of oil consumed

by the theatres would be saved for other use are losing

sight of the fact that in each movie audience there are

persons who have turned down the furnace before leaving

for the theatre thereby saving, in the aggregate, vastly

more fuel than the theatre consumes.

Not only do families leaving for the theatre turn

down the heat, but they also turn off the lights, thereby

reducing the consumption of fuel at the power house.

It would seem that public officials, if they want to

conserve fuel, should urge the people to congregate in

places of amusement and absorb comfort from a central

plant instead of operating their own furnaces 24 hours a

day.

It might be a good idea for exhibitors by trailer (if

obtainable), or by announcement in the theatre, to urge

patrons to be sure and turn down their furnaces before

coming to the movies. This probably is unnecessary, as

everyone is fuel conscious these days, but it would at least

call attention to the saving that is effected by keeping the

theatres open.

The theatres which were unable to convert are

mainly the neighborhood and small town theatres. Fortu-

nately these are the theatres that cater to and serve the

family trade. This type of audience is more likely to rep-

resent a substantial saving of fuel by the banking of home
fires than any other. Certainly much more than the tran-

sient downtown audiences.

Also it is this class of audience that the Government
should be most eager to reach with its informational pic-

tures. These subjects are more likely to be appreciated

and discussed by family groups than by the downtown
theatre-goers. In the shaping of attitudes on important

issues and problems the neighborhood and small town

theatres are supreme. The authorities should do all in

their power to help, not cripple, the independent theatres.

This side of the argument has not been sufficiently

stressed. It is up to the exhibitors to see to it that it is

properly understood in their communities, especially by

local officials.

Again it is the long run holdovers which lead the first-

run field as five, six and even eight week engagements are

becoming the rule rather than the exception in many
of New York's downtown film palaces. At the Radio

City Music Hall, "Random Harvest" which started its

eighth week on Feb. 4th, is the third M-G-M picture to

play six weeks at the world's largest theatre during the

past year and has only two more weeks to go to equal the

all-time ten week-record run of "Mrs. Miniver" "Harvest"

passed the million mark in attendance on Feb. 3rd . . .

At the Capitol, Noel Coward's prize-winning "In Which
We Serve," has started a seventh week and is set for an

eighth, this without aid from a supporting stage show . . .

"Casablanca," which grossed ^250,000 during nine and

one-half weeks at the Hollywood, also without a stage

show, has moved down Broadway to the Strand where it

followed "Yankee Doodle Dandy". Latter attraction just

completed a six-weeks popular-price run with Tommy Dor-

sey and later Sammy Kaye and His Orchestra. Kaye is

holding over on the stage with "Casablanca."

Now in its sixth week at the Paramount, "Star

Spangled Rhythm" is only the third film in the 16-year

history of this theatre to play so long, both others, "Holi-

day Inn" and "Road to Morocco," being 1942 musicals.

Johnny Long and His Orchestra now heads the stage show

following four stanzas of Benny Goodman. "Rhythm"
will complete eight weeks here and will be followed on

Feb. 24th by "Hitler's Children," the Edward A. Golden
production, which will be the first RKO Radio picture ever

to play the Paramount . . . Two other RKO attractions

are also set for Broadway premieres this month, Goldwyn's
"They Got Me Covered" at the Music Hall, and Disney's

"Saludos Amigos" at the Globe. Latter goes in Feb. 12th

following the three week run of "Margin for Error,"

which drew mediocre grosses.

The week's new films, both dealing with the war,

started off strong and look set for extended runs. Warn-
ers' "Air Force" will stay many weeks at the Hollywood, a

straight film house, while "The Immortal Sergeant," at

the much larger Roxy, has a stage show headed by Connee
Boswell. "China Girl," which just finished two weeks at

the Roxy, had Guy Lombardo and His Orchestra to boost

business . . . Still another war film, "Commandos Strike

at Dawn," is now in its fourth week at the Criterion where

it has been attracting the largest crowds in the history

of the theatre, even greater than the recent Abbott 8C

Costello smash hits . . . Another straight film house, the

Rivoli, is now in its fifth and final week with Hitchcock's

"Shadow of a Doubt" and it will be followed by the

Durbin picture, "The Amazing Mrs. Holliday." The little

Rialto, which specializes in mystery and action films, has a

winner in "Lucky Jordan," which is running 20 percent

ahead of the former record-holder in the seven years'

boost in admission prices . . . The weak sister on Broad-

way is "Tennessee Johnson" at the Astor, but is holding

on at poor business until a new film is set.

The other stage show house, Loew's State, has been

sticking to second-run films like "For Me and My Gal"

and "Road to Morocco" and doing well thereby. The good
gross for the Hope-Crosby film was in spite of its seven

week run at the Paramount, merely a block away . . .

Walt Disney's "Fantasia" is still a capacity draw in its

tenth week at the Little Carnegie and will be followed by
"Disraeli' later this month.

FILM BULLETIN
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WARNZR BROS...1 Not Designated

'AIR FORCE' 4-ENGINE BOXOFFICI BOMBER BUILT BY WB
Rates + generally

Warners
124 Minutes

John Garfield, Gig Young, Harry Carey,

George Tobias, Arthur Kennedy, James
Brown, John Ridgely, Ward Wood, Ray
Montgomery, Charles Drake, Stanley Ridges,

Willard Robertson, Moroni Olsen, Edward
S. Brophy, Richard Lane, Addison Richards,

Bill Crago, James Flavin, Faye Emerson,

Dorothy Peterson, Ann Doran.

Directed by Howard Hawks.

A stirring war film which grips the spec-

tator during its 2-hour unreeling, "Air

Force" is great entertainment with a

powerful box offlce pull. As the saga of a

Flying Fortress, affectionately named the

"Mary Ann," this Warner action epic is

vividly told through the eyes of its crew of

nine young officers and men during the

early days of the War. A factual tale with
fictional characters, the entire production
reflects credit on Jack L. Warner, who is

said to have brought the idea to life; to

Dudley Nichols, for a taut and realistic

screenplay; to Howard Hawks, for his mag-
nificent direction. The picture is both in-

formative, in that it advances a reason for

the unprepared state of the bombers on
arrival at Hawaii, and thrilling as it follows

subsequent air encounters with the enemy
en route to the Philippines and Australia.

Although the story is lacking in romantic
values, the human qualities of the tale are

splendidly brought out and the sentimental

bits have been effectively handled by the

veteran, Harry Carey, and several new
young players. Except for John Garfield,

and to a lesser degree, Carey and George
Tobias, this has minor name value, but
laudatory reviews and favorable word-of-
mouth will combine to build business gen-
erally. Exhibitors can go the limit in ex-

ploiting this as an inspirational and power-
ful dramatic film.

As "In Which We Serve" was the story of

a British battleship, this starts as a Boeing
B-17 bomber, the "Mary Ann," and her as-

sembling crew are ordered to take part in a
routine training flight to Hawaii on Dec. fi,

1941. The crew, headed by John Ridgely
and including crew chief Harry Carey and
several young gunners, is joined by John
Garfield, a surly aerial gunner who plans to

quit when his enlistment expires. As the
"Mary Ann" approaches Hickam Field, the
men learn that the Japs have attacked ani

RKO-RilDIO ... 2 Not Desl(|ncited

'FLIGHT FOR FREEDOM' NEAT BLEND OF ROMANCE AND ADVENTURE
Rates • • + generally

RKO Radio
99 Minutes
Rosalind Russell, Fred MacMurray, Herbert
Marshall, Edward Ciannelli, Walter Kings-
ford, Damian O'Flyrm, Jack Carr, Matt Mc-
Hugh, Theodore Von Eltz, Frank M. Thomas,
Donald DiUovvay, Richard Loo, Charles
Lung.
Directed by Lothar Mendes.

A neat blend of romance and adventure,
resembling incidents in the flying career of

Amelia Earhart, "Flight for Freedom"
should be a business-getter, especially where
the stars are popular. The plot, which is

largely fictional, centers about a pioneer
aviatrix who breaks the Los Angeles-New
York record, attempts a round-the-world
flight and, as Miss Earhart is popularly
supposed to have done, goes to an heroic
death while flying for the U. S. Navy in

the South Pacific. Although Fred MacMur-
ray, as the ace flier who loves her, and
Herbert Marshall, as a flying school opera-

tor, are not modelled on real people, a few
minor flgures, such as a noted one-eyed
aviator, are easily recognizable as headline
folk. Covering the period from 1932-1938,

the picture is necessarily episodic, but Direc-
tor Lothar Mendes alternates the romantic
scenes with flying sequences in a manner
to please feminine patrons as well as action
fans. The photography by Lee Garmes rates

special mention. The Russell-MacMurray
co-starring team will carry this to above-
average gi'osses generally.

After a short present-day prolog showing
American planes bombing Jap bases in the
Pacific, the main story starts in 1932 as
Rosalind Russell, while still a fledgling
pilot, meets and falls in love with Fred
MacMurray, ace flier. When she realizes,

after his sudden departure for South Am-
erica, that flying comes first with Mac-
Murray, she enters the National Air Meet
in a plane designed by her instructor, Her-
bert Marshall. Her flrst attempt to shatter
MacMurray's record is a failure, but when
he again tries to take up with her, she

they are warned not to land. They Anally
take off for Manila, by way of Wake Island,

with James Brown, a pursuit pilot, joining
the crew. The "Mary Ann" arrives at Clark
Field, Manila, just as the Americans are
evacuating. The Japs attack and seriously

damage the "Mary Ann" and all the men,
except Garfield and the wounded Ridgely
bail out. Garfield brings the ship down and
before Ridgely dies, he makes the crew
promise to keep the "Mary Ann" in the air.

The crew gets to work and patches up the
ship and, after an encounter with the ad-
vancing Japs, they get away to Australia.

Harry Carey, as the crew chief who is

proud of his flying son, and George Tobias,
as his assistant who gets a few laughs, are

best among the veterans. John Ridgely, as

the captain pilot; Gig Young, as co-pilot;

Arthur Kennedy, as bombardier; James
Brown, as a pursuit pilot, and Ray Mont-
gomery, as a young turret gunner, give flne

performances which are all the more effec-

tive because the actors are not too familiar

as screen faces. John Garfield is capable

enough and Stanley Ridges, Edward S.

Brophy and Richard Lane stand out.

LEYENDECKER

makes a sudden flight and becomes famous
overnight. When she and Marshall are both

wealthy, she agrees to marry him, although

still carrying a soft spot in her heart for

MacMurray. While Miss Russell is on a solo

flight round the world, the Naval Reserve
notifies her that they want her to feign a

crack-up so that they can send out planes

and photograph Pacific bases being illegally

fortified by the Japs. Although the Japs
find out about the Navy's scheme, Miss Rus-
sell takes off alone and deliberately crashes

her plane into the sea and — years later —

•

MacMurray bombs the enemy fortiflcations

with photos made following her great

sacrifice.

Rosalind Russell gives her famous lighter

touch to many of the early scenes as the

courageous aviatrix and her dramatic moni-
ents are sincerely projected as well. Fred
MacMurray, as the devil-may-care flyer, and
Herbert Marshall, as the dependable instruc-

tor, are nicely contrasted, and Edward Cian-
nelli has a good comic bit.

DENLEY

the British Intelligence hounding him and
almost the entire nation seeking him. Port-
man nearly loses his life, but eventually he
makes good his escape in a stolen English
plane. However, the ironic finale sees him
shot down in the course of a Germpn air

raid.

Eric Portman gives a magnificent pei-

formance as the handsome, bestial flyer.

Barry Jones, Walter Fitzgerald and Henry
Oscar also do fine work. The picture's most
moving and effective portrayal is that of
Martin Miller, as an excitable Swiss cook
who is forced to assist a man he despises.
Beatrice Varley, as his terrified wife, also is

outstanding. Ann Dvorak, well-known in

American films, is adequate as the heroine.

LEYENDECKER

'SQUADRON LEADER X' INTEREST-HOLDING BRITISH FILM
Rates • • generally; slightly more In c

RKO Radio
99 Minutes

Ann Dvorak, Eric Portman, Walter Fitz-
gerald, Martin Miller, Beatrice Varley, Barry
Jones, Henry Oscar, Charles Victor, Mary
Merrall, Frederick Richter.

Directed by Lance Comfort.

Intelligently - produced and engrossing
throughout, "Squadron Leader X" is first-

rate melodramatic fare. The topical nature
of this British-made thriller and the sus-

penseful quality of its Nazi agent plot more
than compensate for its occasionally deliber-

ate pace and the lack of marquee names.
Eric Portman, remembered from "The In-

lass spots
vaders," gives a vivid portrait of a cruel
and calculating Nazi ace and several charac-
ter actors contribute really memorable per-
formances. Like "One of Our Aircraft" and
other superior British product, this deserves
selling in action spots. Should also click in

class houses.

The story tells of the adventures of an
ace German flyer, detailed to pose as an
RAF man and let himself be captured in

Belgium. With some genuine RAF men,
Portman escapes to England where he con-
tacts some pre-war cronies of his, including
Ann Dvorak, now the wife of a British
Army doctor. Portman blackmails Miss
Dvorak into assisting him to escape detec-

tion and he also forces a loyal Swiss couple
into helping him get back to Germany. With
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RKO-RADIO ... 1 in Fourth Block

TWO WEEKS TO LIVE' MORE LUM AND ABNER CORN FOR THE STICKS
Rates • • — for rural houses

RKO Radio
76 Minutes

Chester Lauck, Norris Goff (Lum and Ab-
ner), Franklin Pangborn, Kay Linaker, Ivan
Simpson, Irving Bacon, Herbert Rawlinson,
Rosemary LaPlanche, Charles Middleton,

Evalyn Knapp, Danny Duncan, Luis Alberni,

Jack Rice, Mary McLaren, Edward Earle,

Tim Ryan, Nora Cecil, Oscar O'Shea, Frank
Jacquet.

Directed by Malcolm St. Clair.

Possibly Lum and Abner and their hay-

seed antics have developed a film as well as

a radio following in the sticks, for "Two
Weeks to Live" is just as corny as their

two previous RKO vehicles. Chester Lauck
and Norris Goff, as the country store-

keeper, are again burdened with mojs-

covered jokes and backwoods comedy, which
seems unbelievably out-moded in these mod-

ern times. Truth to tell, however, they're a

likeable pair of hicks and some of their

humor is bound to draw a smile from the

old folks. The plot is typical two-reeler

material and it has been directed in exag-

gerated fashion by Malcolm St. Clair, once-

famous director who has apparently fallen

on evil days. This will go over in the rural

houses and lesser naborhood spots.

The disjointed story opens in Pine Ridge
where Lum is notified that his uncle has

died and made him sole heir to a railroad

line. With Abner, Lum goes to New Yoik
where he learns that the railroad is an un-

used, broken-down line and the cash sale

nets him only enough to pay lawyers' fees.

On leaving the lawyer's office, Lum slips on

the stairs and, through an error, is told by
the company doctor that he has just two
weeks to live. Realizing that they must pay
back money that Pine Ridge folk invested

in their railroad, Abner advertises for dan-

gerous jobs such as flag-pole painting and

sleeping in a haunted house. Matters are

finally straightened out and the Pine Ridge

folk get back their savings but, in the end,

Abner rides a rocket to Mars and lands in

a deserted field.

Chester Lauck and Norris Goff are mildly

amusing at times and Franklin Pangborn,

Irving Bacon and Luis Alberni contribute

typical character comedy portrayals. Kay
Linaker has a good bit as a designing widow

and Herbert Rawlinson, Evelyn Knapp and

Edward Earle stand out in small roles.

DENLEY
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defense factory. Miss Goddard is forced to

reveal herself to Milland, but even though

he knows the truth about the fake crystal-

gazing, he finds he really loves her.

Paulette Goddard does her best screen

work to date as the designing little beauty

contest winner stranded in a big city. Ray
Milland is suave and personable as the gul-

lible attorney and Virginia Field is attrac-

tive and capable as the wealthy widow.

Others who score are Gladys George, as the

hard-boiled crystal-gazer; Cecil Kellaway, as

a friendly concessionaire; William Bendix,

as a thick-headed chauffeur, Mabel Paige

and Sig Arno.

LEYENDECKER

THE CRYSTAL BALL' LIVELY. SOPHISTICATED COMEDY
Rates • • + except for action and rur

United Artists (Cinema Guild)

81 Minutes

Paulette Goddard, Ray Milland, Virginia

Field, William Bendix, Gladys George, Cecil

Kellaway, Frank Conlan, Mabel Paige,

Ernest Truex, Iris Adrian, Sig Arno, Mary
Field, Don Douglas, Regina Wallace, Peter

Jamieson, Fay Helm, Nestor Paiva.

Directed by Elliott Nugent.

With a clever cast, members of which get

the utmost in laughs from sophisticated

lines and comedy material, "The Crystal

Ball" is entertaining fare. Elliott Nugent

has directed with a deftly farcical touch

and kept interest alive throughout the light

and inconsequential plot. The pace is fast,

the performances are delightful and the

story is designed merely to amuse—which it

al spots
does successfully. Name value is good and

the picture is probably the best of those

bought by U. A. from Paramount last Fall.

Will garner well above average grosses ex-

cept in action and rural spots.

In the story, Paulette Goddard, beauty

contest winner down on her luck, is be-

friended by Gladys George, fortune-teller,

who gets her a job at a nearby shooting

gallery. When Miss George meets with an

accident, the girl is drafted to pose as the

crystal ball-gazer, and, in this capacity, she

meets Ray Milland, attorney, and his

wealthy fiancee, Virginia Field. As the

fortune-teller. Miss Goddard advises Milland

about buying oil land and, in her own guise,

she determines to win him away from Miss
Field. Complications pile up and Milland

gets in trouble with the U. S. Government
which is trying to buy the same land for a

'IT COMES UP LOVE' YOUTHFUL AND REFRESHING MUSICAL PROGRAMMER
Rates • • for duals generally

Universal

64 Minutes.

Gloria Jean, Donald O'Connor, Ian Hunter,

Louise Albritton, Mary Lou Harrington,

Charles Coleman, Frieda Inescort, Raymond
Boe, Leon Belasco, Maynard Holmes, Bea-

trice Roberts, Mantan Moreland.

Directed by Charles Lamont.

Pleasing entertainment, with a youthful

and refreshing strain, "It Comes Up Love"

makes a highly satisfactory supporting

dualler. The two stars—the sweet-voiced

Gloria Jean and the lively hep-cat, Donald
O'Connor, are a neatly-contrasted juvenile

team who continue to gain in assurance
and comedy style with each film appear-

ance. Little Miss Jean's high soprano voice

is heard to advantage in three classical

tunes, "Say Si Si," "What the Rose Said to

Me" and "Love's Old Sweet Song." Al-

though this programmer has a formula plot,

the laughs are frequent and the capable di-

rection of Charles Lamont and the engaging
performances of the entire cast make it

enjoyable throughout. Fine for naborhood
spots.

In the story, the two motherless daugh-
ters of Ian Hunter arrive in the city to

make their home with him. The oldest girl

(Gloria Jean) has been brought up in

straight-laced fashion and takes a dislike

to Louise Albritton, her father's business
associate who is devoted to him. The father
is also being pursued by Frieda Inescort, a
wealthy widow who gets in his good graces
by playing up to the two girls. Miss Al-
britton's young jitterbugging nephew (Don-

ald O'Connor) meets Miss Jean and takes

her to a night club where she makes a hit

singing with the band. Miss Inescort has

almost managed to capture Hunter when
O'Connor is reported to have eloped with

his daughter. He and Miss Albritton go in

pursuit and eventually straighten out af-

fairs all around.

Donald O'Connor has one of the most
likeable personalities on the screen and a

splendid comedy sense for one still in his

teens. Gloria Jean (who has apparently

skipped the awkward age) gives an appeal-

ing portrayal and Mary Lou Harrington is

good as the wise little sister. Ian Hunter,
Louise Albritton and Frieda Inescort do
well in the grown-up roles and Raymond
Roe does well as a love-sick youth.

LEYENDECKER
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MOn€ GffEAT RADIO PROMOTIONS ON THE WAY IN
ALL IMPORTANT LISTENING AREAS coast to coast and border

to border! . . . Blankets of intensive showmanship parallelling that spectacular

and sensational 50-City World Premiere staged under the sponsorship of Radio

Station WLW, Cincinnati . . . the amazing promotion that helped skyrocket

grosses in every one of the theatres anywhere from 150% to 300% of the

average for TOP GROSSING pictures of the past . . . paving the way for a per-

fect record of HOLDOVERS, and setting the stage for unheard-of business for

every theatre in the territory!— Now ifs headed YOUR way on a tidal-wave

of box-oFFice publicity that's sweeping everything before it!

S^- LOUIS

TIM HOLT*BONITA GRANVILLE - KENT

SMITH* OTTO KRUGER •H.B.WARNER and

LIOYD C0RRI6AN • ERFORD GAGE • HANS CONRIEO

GAVIN MUIR • NANCY GATES
Produced by Edward A. Golden • Directed by Edword Dmytryk • Based on the book

"Educotion for OeotK" by CRECOR ZIEMER • Screen Ploy by Emmel Lovery



'STRICTLY IN THE GROOVE' MINOR MUSICAL FOR JIVE ENTHUSIASTS
Rates • • — as naborhood dualler

Universal

60 Minutes.

Mary Healy, Richard Davies, Leon Errol,

Grace McDonald, Shemp Howard, Franklin

Pangborn, Ozzie Nelson, Russell Hicks,

Martha Tilton, Eddie Johnson, Charles

Lang, Jimmy Davis, Ken Stevens, Beatrice

Roberts, Dinning Sisters, Jimmy Wakely
Trio.

Directed by Vernon Keays.

While the jive enthusiasts and the major-

ity of younger fans will find "Strictly in the

Groove" to their liking, older patrons will

label it "noisy and dull." This is one of

Universal's minor musicals with some pleas-

ing performers but an over-abundance of

vocal and dancing interludes. The make-
shift plot is neither amusing or believable

and no less than 12 songs are jammed into

one hour's running time. Of these, "I

Never Knew" and "Somebody Else is Tak-
ing My Place" are nicely rendered by Ozzie

Nelson while the Jimmy Wakely Trio put

over such old favorites as "You Are My
Sunshine" and "Be Honest With Me."

Strictly a program filler and, as such, will

fit in the naborhood duals.

The story concerns Richard Davies who,
with Ozzie Nelson and other college pals,

organizes a college orchestra. On gradua-
tion, Davies' wealthy father, who resents

swing music, sends his son off to a dude
ranch in Arizona. Davies takes along Nel-

son and the entire gang and, out west, they

try a broadcast to the home of Leon Errol,

cattle dealer, who, they hope, will sponsor

a radio show. The plan fails, but after

opening up at a rival dude ranch, the or-

chestra makes a hit. Errol and Davies'

father both arrive on the scene and enter

into the spirit of things.

Leon Errol, of the rubber legs, puts on a

number with the dignified Russell Hicks
that is the hit of the picture. Shemp How-
ard also contributes a few comic moments.
Grace McDonald stands out on the feminine

side of the cast.

DENLEY

'MUG TOWN' AVERAGE DEA
Rates • • — for action and naborhood

Universal
60 Minutes.

Billy Halop, Himtz Hall, Bernard Punsley,

Gabrial Dell, Grace McDonald, Dick Hogan,

Edward Norris, Virginia Brissac, Jed

Prouty, Tommy Kelly, Paul Fox, Murray
Alper.

Directed by Ray Taylor.

This melodramatic comedy again finds

The Dead End Kids slapping each other,

shouting and frolicking about in a manner
to amuse their fans. Except for the novelty

of a small town setting, everything goes ac-

cording to formula in "Mug Town" and the

D END KIDS DUALLER
spots

results will satisfy the youngsters and
naborhood audiences in general. Directoi'

Ray Taylor stresses knockabout action at

all times and devotes only passing atten-

tion to romantic or sentimental scenes. Of
the four members of the original gang who
appear in this, only Billy Halop gets the

opportunity to act and talk like a level-

headed grown-up. The quartette wind up
in the U. S. Army—where they might stay

for the duration.

In the story, The Dead End Kids get in

a flop-house fight and are run out of town.

With Tommy Kelly, a newcomer, they hop
a freight, but while trying to outwit the

brakeman, the boy is killed. The four kids

go to a small town to break the news to

his mother, but the latter is so kind and
gentle they fail to do so. After she gets

Halop a job in a garage, he learns that her

other son (Dick Hogan) is assisting out-

siders hijack valuable merchandise being

sent by truck. Hogan plans to put the blame
for the thefts on Halop, but the other boys

come to the rescue and save the day for

all concerned.

Billy Halop gives a sincere performance

as the leader of the Kids and Grace Mc-

Donald makes an attractive heroine. Of

the others, Virginia Brissac contributes a

convincing portrayal of the kindly small

town mother.

YORK

'LADY FROM CHUNGKING' CHEAPLY-MADE QUICKIE HAS TOPICAL VALUE
Rates • • — If exploited for action du

Producers Releasing Corp.

70 Minutes.
Anna May Wong, Harold Huber, Mae
Clarke, Rick Vallin, Paul Bryar, Louis
Donath, Ted Hecht, James Leong, Archie
Got, Walter Soo Hoc.

Directed by William Nigh.

An inde action melodrama that has only

its topical value to make it suitable for

the supporting spot on action house duals.

In other respects, "The Lady from Chung-
king" is too far below par to rate playing
time in the better class houses. An episode

allers

in Chinese guerilla warfare against the

Japs, this PRC release suffers most from
faltering direction and story weakness.

Anna May Wong makes a valiant attempt,

but she isn't always convincing as a Chinese
aristocrat masquerading as a coolie. Where
the topical angle is exploited, it should be

of some aid to the boxoffice.

As the story opens a group of Chinese
coolies are planting rice under the super-

vision of a Japanese overseer. In an air

battle, an American bomber (Rick Vallin)

is hit and, when he falls, he is rescued
from capture by Anna May Wong. He
learns that the lady is actually a Chinese

aristocrat who is working with her people

to keep supplies from the Japs. Posing as

Madame Cho-Sen, she is brought to the Jap
General (Harold Huber) who is attracted to

her and gives her valuable information.

The American fiyer escapes, but Miss Wong,
after killing the General, is ordered shot.

With her dying breath, she tells the Japs
that the Chinese will live forever.

Rick Vallin shows promise in the role of

the American aviator and Mae Clarke is a

good type for a hard-boiled entertainer.

Harold Huber is adequate as the Japanese
General and the others suffice.

YORK

'THE SUNDOWN KID' WELL-PLOTTED. FAST-MOVING WESTERN
Rates • • + in action spots

Republic
59 Minutes
Don "Red" Barry, Ian Keith, Helen MacKel-
lar, Emmet Lynn, Linda Johnson, Wade
Crosby, Kenneth Harlan, Ted Adams, Fern
Enmiett, Bob Kortman, Bud Geary, Ken
Duncan.
Directed by Elmer Clifton.

A full measure of hard hitting action, as

well as an interest-holding plot, makes "The
Sundown Kid" one of the better westerns.
Don "Red" Barry again gives one of his like-

able, two-fisted portrayals while Ian Keith,

an expert at suave villainy, and Helen Mac-
Kellar, as an embittered recluse, stand out

in the above-average cast. The story has its

familiar twists, of course, but it has been
ably directed by Elmer Clifton, who keeps it

going at a fast pace throughout. Good fare

for the action spots.

The story opens in jail where "Red" Barry
gets important information from an unsus-
pecting cell-mate before being released to

pursue his detective activities. On the trail

of a counterfeiting ring, Barry gets a job

with Ted Adams, ringleader of a gang ac-

tually working with Ian Keith to pass the

fake money. Keith, who is handling the legal

affairs of Helen MacKellar, wealthy recluse,

has been handing her counterfeit bills when-
ever he collects on her loans to ranchers. A
newspaper girl, who has found a clue to Miss

MacKellar's missing son, joins with Barry in

rounding up the counterfeiters. This gang,

having learned that Barry is a detective,

capture him but he escapes in time to save

Miss MacKellar from a murderous attack

made by her treacherous law>-er. Barry is

wounded in the scrap and recovers to learn
that he is actually the long-missing son.

In addition to the capable acting of Barry,

Keith and Miss MacKellar, Ted Adams gives

a good performance and Emmett Lynn and
Fern Emmett get a few laughs with a moss-
covered comedy routine about a talking

duck. Linda Johnson makes an attractive

heroine although she dresses like a dude
ranch cowgirl.

YORK
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

By DAVID HANNA

COLUMBIA
Immediate effect of the suspension of Rita Hayworth is the

indefinite postponement of "My Client Curly" in which the actress

was to have co-starred with Humphrey Bogart. Production was
slated to begin last week. A number of other stories had been

scheduled for the star, who objected to the "Curly" assignment

because she felt the role was too small. Studio insists it will stick

by its guns in the matter and there will be no attempt at concilia-

tion. . .Humphrey Bogart has gone into "Sahara" to fulfill his one
picture pact with the studio and Brian Donlevy, also in the pic-

ture, has withdrawn from the lot.

Harold Lloyd, the bespectacled ex-comedian, signed a pact to

produce one feature for this outfit. . .There's a report Columbia
may establish an exploitation department at the studio. . .Studio

has one of the biggest backlogs in its history, 21 finished pictures

...Jess Barker, recently signed, has been awarded lead in "Right
Guy" opposite Claire Trevor. . .Status of B. P. Shulberg will be
settled this week on the arrival of production head Harry Cohn
...Columbia is concentrating its production energies for the next
few months on the quintette of musicals on its schedule — "Two
Sencritas From Manhattan," "What's Buzzin' Cousin," "The Cover
Girl" and "Doughboys in Ireland."

IN PRODUCTION—"Destroyer" (Edward G. Robinson-Glenn
Ford), "Attack By Night" (Merle Oberon-Brian Aherne), "Red-
head from Manhattan" (Lupe Velez-Douglas Leavitt), "Blondie
Buys a Horse" (Penny Singleton-Arthur Lake).

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Within three weeks King Vidor will be directing one of the

most ambitious projects since "Gone With the Wind." It is

"America," the script of which represents eighteen years of work
on developing the idea of a semi-documentary film dealing with
America's industrial power. Already six reels of Technicolor film
have been shot, showing scenes of mines, steel mills, aircraft
plants, etc. Thirty major roles are to be cast within the next
fortnight.

Return of Greta Garbo to the screen has been finally arranged.
She will appear in "Dancing Soldiers," story of modern Russia in
which the star will play the role of a dancer who turns sniper
when she is stranded in a city beleaguered by the Nazis ... Prints
of "Gone With the Wind" will be withdrawn in April after having
played 3,000 dates on its third release. It will be distributed againm 16 months.

. .Albert Coates, composer of such musical trivia as
"Gainsborough's Duchess," and a second rate conductor, has been
signed by MGM with the fanfare usually accorded a Toscanini
He will help Herbert Stothart write an original score for Joe
Pasternak's "Russia".

. .MGM's contract list is at a new high —
including 142 players and 16 directors. As usual the Culver City

plant does not mention the number of producers and executives

who flourish there so abundantly.

IN PRODUCTION—"Private Miss Jones" (Kathryn Grayson-

Gene Kelly), "Above Suspicion" (Joan Crawford-Fred MacMurray),

"I Dood It" (Red Skelton-Eleanor Powell), "Bataan's Last Stand"

(Robert Taylor-Lloyd Nolan), "Swing Shift Maisie" (Ann Sothern-

James Craig), "Girl Crazy" (Mickey Rooney-Judy Garland),

"Faculty Row" (Mary Astor-Herbert Marshall), "Best Foot For-

ward" (Lucille Ball-Billy Gaxton), "Right About Face" (Kaj
Kyser-Marilyn Maxwell).

MONOGRAM
Johnny Mack Brown has been signed to a long term Monograir

contract and will be co-starred with Raymond Hatton in a western
series to be produced under the supervision of Scott Dunlap.
Series will digress sharply from the formula established in "Ths
Rough Riders" group, of which Buck Jones was the star, in order

to offset any possible comparisons.

IN PRODUCTION—"Clancy Street Boys" (East Side Kids),

PARAMOUNT
One of the most interesting of recent story buys is the Para-

mount acquisition of "Our Hearts Were Young and Gay" by
Cornelia Otis Skinner and Emily Kimbrough. Yarn is the auto-
biographical recollections of the gay happenings of the two writers
when they made a visit to Europe in the twenties. . ."For Whom
the Bell Tolls" will be given a roadshow release first.

Director Sidney Lanfield has been signed to megaphone 4 pic-
tures over a two-year period .. .Gary Cooper is definitely set for
the title role in De Mille's "Dr. Wassell" . . .Word from London has
it that Laurence Olivier will make "The Admirable Crichton" there
and David Nivsn will film "The Old Lady Shows Her Medals"...
John Steinbeck's original, "A Medal for Benny," has been bought
for Dorothy Lamour and Fred MacMurray ... Mabel Paige, one of
the most interesting character actresses recruited from the stage,
has been borrowed by Republic to star in "Prodigal's Mother"...
Mary Martin is slated to go into a musical play on Broadway.
Paramount is giving her leave of absence.

IN PRODUCTION—"So Proudly We Hail" (Claudette Colbert-
Paulette Goddard-Veronica Lake), "Lady in the Dark" (Ginger
Rogers-Ray Milland), "The Good Fellows" (Helen Walker-Cecil
Kellaway), "Five Graves To Cairo" (Franchot Tone-Anne Bpxte -)Ridmg High" (Dorothy Lamour-Dick Powell).

PRODUCERS RELEASING
Steve Sekely has been added to the PRC list of producersHe has been designated to produce and direct "Raiders of the

Paciflc," which is scheduled to start in March. . .Producer Jack



Schwarz bought an original story entitled "Murder with Music,"

and will begin shooting on February 23. Schwarz is negotiating

with a major studio for the loan of a topflight male player for

the lead.

Nearly all PRC producers henceforth will be required to spend

more on the cost of their pictures than the price returned to them
on delivery of the negative. This greater financial participation

by producers is part of PRC's plan for increasing budgets this

year. In return for this individual investment, producers are being

given larger profit percentages. Since PRC tried this plan last

year and found it successful, it will be used on practically all pic-

tures regardless of cost... Leon Fromkess, production head, is

talking deals for additional producers in PRC's line-up. . .This out-

fit has its biggest backlog of productions in the company's history,

with 14 pictures now being edited.

IN PRODUCTION—"Shanty Town" (Mary Lee-Marjorie Lord),

"The Man Trap" (Henry Stephenson-Joseph Allen), "Sante Fe

Scouts" (Three Mesquiteers).

REPUBLIC
First three months of 1943 will be one of the busiest stretches

in the history of Republic. Seven pictures will have started before

January is past, nine will roll in February, and eight more will get

the go signal in March. With six films in the cutting rooms and
five in production, this brings the number of pictures in which the

studio is now engaged up to 35.

Republic has re-shuffled the re-issue schedule on the eight

Gene Autry westerns, and the ones in which Mary Lee has the

femme lead are being moved up into early release, with "South
of the Border" set for March 1, "Gaucho Serenade" April 15, and
"Ride, Tenderfoot, Ride" June 1... Young Miss Lee will be starred

in "Dancing Debs," a yarn recently bought from Paramount for

her.

IN PRODUCTION—"Girls In Chains" (Arline Judge-Roger
Clark), "The Ghost and the Guest" (James Dunn-Florence Rice).

RKO-RADIO
Into the big time has gone erstwhile independent producer

Edward Golden, whose "Hitler's Children" looms as one of the

biggest RKO money makers of the season. The former Monogram
sales manager came to Hollywood a couple of seasons ago with a

modest bankroll for a sexer, "No Greater Sin." It turned out to

be a rather interesting film — far superior to the average offering

of its type. When Golden acquired the screen rights to "Hitler's

Children," RKO was in the process of one of its reorganizations

and, as happens in cases of the sort. Golden promoted a releasing

deal. RKO must be happy about it now, for "Hitler's Children" is

an enormously dramatic film — packed with a forthrightness and
honest approach that is distinctive and effective. More than just

a profit-making picture for the studio and its accounts, this is a
document whose influence on those who see it will not be negligible.

Samuel Goldwyn has three big films scheduled for production
during 1943 — "North Star," the Lillian Hellman Russian yarn;
"Up In Arms," musical comedy starring Danny Kaye, and "Treas-
ure Chest," in which Bob Hope will be headlined .. .Apropos of
"North Star," Goldwyn has cast Jane Withers in an important role

NEW RELEASES
For details on these pictures see Release Charts in the PRODUCTION RECORD

COLUMBIA

Second

Reveille With Beverly February 4

No Place for a Lady February 11

Riders of the Northwest Mounted February 15

Something to Shout About February 25

M-G-M

Journey for Margaret
Northwest Rangers \

Whistling in Dixie |

Dr. Gillespie's New Assistant
Andy Hardy's Double Life
Keeper of the Flame

( Block
Reunion in France
Stand By for Action
Three Hearts for Julia
Tennessee Johnson

MONOGRAM
Kid Dynamite February 5

You Can't Beat the Law February 12

Haunted Ranch February 19

Silver Skates February 26

PRODUCERS RELEASING
Dead Men Walk February 10

Night for Crime February 18

Bad Men of Thunder Gap March 5

Fugitive of the Plains March 8

Queen of Broadway March 8

Corregidor March 15

RKO
They Got Me Covered

Journey Into Fear ...

Hitler's Children

Saludos Amigos

Flight for Freedom .

Cinderella Swings It ,

Pride of the Yankees
Tarzan Triumphs ....

.February 5

.February 12

.February 12

.February 19

.February 19

February 26

. . . .March 5

March 12

REPUBLIC
Dead Man's Gulch

Blocked Trail

Hit Parade of 1943

Idaho

. February 5

.February 12

March 12

. . . .March 19

20th CENTURY-FOX
Chetniks (The Fighting Guerillas)

The Meanest Man in the Wor ld . . .

Margin for EIrror

The Young Mr. Pitt

. February 5

.February 12

.February 19

Februar-y 26

UNITED ARTISTS

young and Willing

Unconquered

Calaboose

. February 5

.February 12

. . . . March 5

PARAMOUNT
The Forest Rangers
The Road to Morocco
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch
Henry Aldrich, Editor
Street of Chance
The Avengers
Wrecking Crew .

My Heart Belongs to Daddy Ivff*^,
Palm Beach Story
Lucky Jordan
Star-Spangled Rhythm February 12

. 2nd
block

block

UNIVERSAL
Tenting Tonight on the Old Camp Gi-ound .. ..February 5

How's About It? February 5

Sherlock Holmes and the Secret Weapon February 12

The Amazing Mrs. Holliday February 19

Hi, Buddy February 26

WARNER BROS
Truck Busters . . .

The Hard Way . .

February 6

.February 20
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in the picture — her first dramatic assignment. Goldwyn also has
signed Elliot Nugent to direct "Up In Arms."

IN PRODUCTION—"Petticoat Larceny" (Joan Carroll-Ruth
Warrick), "The Sky's the Limit" (Fred Astaire-Joan Leslie), "The
Fallen Sparrow" (John Garfield-Maureen O'Hara), "Falcon Strikes

Back" (Tom Conway-Jane Randolph).

20th CENTURY-FOX
Winfleld R. Sheehan will produce the life story of Captain

Eddie Rickenbacker, the flying hero. Sheehan, a former Fox
executive and production head, has been inactive in recent years

...Quite a flareup is expected over the allocation of the footage
used by March of Time to RKO when the films aie now being
released by 20th Century. . .Starting date of "Jane Eyre" has been
pushed back because of the illness of Orson Welles. . .Studio has
abandoned plans to interest itself in a series of stock companies
throughout the country. . .Martha Raye has been signed to a
termer and will be used in musicals. . .Production plans on "Song
of Bernadette" are being mapped and the problem is to decide
whether film should be shot on location sites in California or away
from the state ... Fiery Carmen Miranda will get the top spot in

"Mexico City," a Technicolor musical. William LeBaron will pro-
duce... Lewis Milestone will direct "The Russian People" for the
Morros-Eagle unit.

IN PRODUCTION—"Stormy Weather" (Bill Robinson-Lena
Horne), "Bombers Moon" (George Montgomery-Annabella).

UNITED ARTISTS
Arthur Lyons expects to have 201 artists available to him when

he begins production on the four pictures he will produce for UA
this year. First will be an original filmmusical by Jerome Kern
...Eugene Frenke has signed Maria Manton to a long term con-

tract. She is Marlene Dietrich's teen age youngster. . .Vivien Leigh
and Alan Marshal will be co-starred in "She Walks in Beauty," to

be produced in England by Two Cities Productions for UA release

...Harry Sherman has signed the young son of the late Will
Rogers, Jimmy, for the romantic lead in the "Hopalong Cassidy"
westerns.

IN PRODUCTION—"Stage Door Canteen" (All Star), "Lady
of Burlesque" (Barbara Stanwyck).

UNIVERSAL
Frank Ryan, newcomer to the Universal lot recently signed as

a producer-director-writer, will direct the next Deanna Durbin

picture, "Hers to Hold." Starting date is early in March. Ryan
was formerly a writer who directed "Call Out the Marines" at

RKO. He came to U to do a polish job on "The Amazing Mrs.
Holiday," Durbin's latest film, still unreleased.

Walter Wanger has bought "Looking For Trouble" and will

build a film story around the material, which deals with the au-

thor's experiences as a correspondent in war-time Europe. . .Skinny
Ennis and his band and Frances Langford go into "Trombones
From Heaven."

IN PRODUCTION—"We've Never Been Licked" (Richard
Quine-Anne Gwynne), "Always a Bridesmaid" (Andrews Sisters),

"Destiny" (Lon Chaney), "Cross Your Fingers" (Allan Jones-Kitty
Carlisle), "Phantom of the Opera" (Nelson Eddy-Susanna Foster).

WARNER BROS.
Bette Davis' next will be "Mr. Skefflngton," to start when her

vacation ends... Joan Leslie got the femme lead in "This Is the

Army." Warners is adding a story to the Berlin musical. . .They
plan to co-star Humphrey Bogart, John Gaifield and Walter Hus-

Continued on Page 22
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PRODUCTION
& RELEASE
In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc.,

appeared. "Rel" is the national release date. "No." is the release number. There may be variations in

the Running Time in states where there is censorship. All new productions are on 1942-43 programs unless

otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title and running time denotes Technicolor production.

RECORD
1941-42 Features (48) Completed (48) In Production (0)

Westerns (16) Completed (16) In Production (0)

Serials ( 4) Completed ( 4) In Production (0)

1942-43 Features (48) Completed (26) In Production (5)

Westerns (16) Completed (15) In Production (0)
Serials ( 4) Completed ( 3) In Production (0)

BLONDIE BUYS A HORSE
Comedy—Shooting started January 24.

Cast: Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake, Danny Mummert, Larry
Simms, Hugh Herbert, Alan Dinehart.

Producer-Director: Frank Strayer
Story: Arthur Lake, mistaking directions from his boss, buys a horse in-

stead of a house, and is fired for his trouble. A rich customer of the
firm invites Lake and the horse to the country, and they both make
such a favorable impression that his boss is compelled to rehire him.

REDHEAD FROM MANHATTAN
Comedy—Shooting started January 21.

Cast: Lupe Velez, Douglas Leavitt, Lewis Wilson, Michael Duane,
Frank SiUly, Gerald Mohr, Dewey Robinson, Frank Rich-
ards, Richard Talmadge, Roger Gray.

Director: Lew Landers Producer: Wallace MacDonald
Story: Unavailable—see next issue

SAHARA
Drama—Shooting started January 26.

Cast: Humphrey Bogart, Lloyd Bridges, Bruce Bennett, Lewis
Wilson, J. Carrol Naish.

^ZV^Z- ^^'f^!?
^"''^^ Producer: H. Joe Brownbtory: Unavailable—see ne.xt issue.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title— Running Time Cast
Attack by Night M. oberon -

Our Friend Curly
r. Hayworth

B. Aherne.

- B. Donley.

Details

. .1-11.

.

. .1-25.

.

1942-43
After Midnight with Boston Blackie C. Morris - A. Savage
Boog.e Man Will Get You, The (66) B. Karloff - P. Lorre

'

'

'

"

Boston Blackie Goes Hollywood (68) C. Morris - C Worth
Boys from Stalingrad

g. Becket - B.' SamarzichV.

?T ? m'" Falkenberg - T. Neal...
C.ty W.thoal Me,,

L. Darnell - D. Dudley..
Commandos Strike at Dawn (98) P iviuni - A Lee
Counter Espionage (72) w. William

'
H. Brooke"

Details under title: The Lone W»lf In Scttland Yard
''O'

). E. Brown - M. Chapman
• • • R- Hayden - S. Patterson. .

R. Scott - G. Ford

G. Robinson - G. Ford. .

Starrett - K

Deadline Guns
Desperadoes, The
Destroyer

Fighting Buckarao ....C
Starrett - J.

Starrett - K
Bartholomew

Hayden - B.

Harris. .

Davis . . . .

Harris. . .

' B. Halop

Wills

B. Gordon - M. Lindsay

Wills.

Frontier Fury

Hail to the Rangers r'

Junior Army
. . . . . .f

Last Horseman, The
_ u'

Details under title: Suicide Range
Laugh Your Blues Away

Details under title: How Do You Do?
Law of the Northwest r c.,„... e > .

Let s Have Fun l' ? ? „
n . 1 J . .. .1. °- Gordon - M. Lindsay
Details under title: Shall I Tell Em?

Lone Prairie (58) p
Details under title: Law of the Badlands

List Horizon of Shangri-La d
Lucky Legs (64) .'j.'

palke'nburg -

Chapman -

The More the Merrier
j Arthur - J

Details under title: Merry-Go-Round
Murder In Times Square E LojKe . ^
Night to Remember, A (82) ]l. Young - B.

Details under title: The Frightened Stiff

No Place fi; a Lady W. Gargan
Details under title: Thirteen Steps to Heaven

One Dangerous Night W. William
Pardon My Gun C. Starrett
Power of the Press L. Tracy -

12-14. .

. .7-13.

. 6-29.

12-28.

.

12-28. .

. .8-24.

.

. .7-20.

.

. .4-20.

7-13.

.11-2 . .

.8-10. .

11-16. .

. .7-27. .

12-28. .

, .9-21.

.

. .8-24.

.6-29.

.

. 8-10.

.8-10. .

.8-10.

.

10-22.
.11-5.

.4026

.4030

.1-14.

. .1-7.

. .9-3.

.10-8.

.4027

.4021

. .2-1.

11-26.

11-12.

.4038

.4033

Hayden - B

Colman - J.

.7-13. .10-15. .4209

Wyatt

K. Harris.

W. Wright

McCrea. . . .

Reliiui.

. . .6-1.

. .5-4.

9-21

.

.10-1.

.9-17.
.4032
. 4044

Chapman

.

Aherne. .

.11-2.

.8-24.

M. Lindsay. . .9-21.

M. Chapman
A. Carroll. . .

;. Kibbee. . .

.

. .9-21.

. . .6-1. .

..10-5..

12-10.

.2-11.

.1-21.

.12-1.

.1-28.

B. Crosby 10-19.
- B. Wills 8-24

E. Cobb 5-18.

Reveille with Beverly F. Slack -

Riders of the Northwest Mounted R. Hayden

Riding Through Nevada (61) C. Starrett

Details under title: Shotgun Goard
Riding West C. Starrett

Robin Hood of the Range C. Starrett

Saddles and Sagebrush R. Hayden

Details under title: Outlaw Busters

Secret Code, The (Serial) P. Kelly -

Silver City Raiders R. Hayden

Smith of Minnesota (66) B. Smith

Something to Shout About D. Ameche
Spirit of Stanford, The (73) F. Albert - M. Chapman
Stand By All Networks (64) J. Beal - F. Rice ....

. .2-4.

.

2-15

.10-1.

.

S. Patterson. .12-14.

.

K. Harris 10-5. .

A. Savage 10-19.

Nagel 7-13.
A. Carroll 9-7 . .

A. Judge 6-29.

J. Oakie 8-10. .

6-15.

.61.

. .9-4.

Tornado in the Saddle, A R. Hayden - B. Wills 11-30.
Details under title: The Trail's End

Underground Agent B. Bennett

Valley of Vanishing Men (Serial) W. Elliott

Wyoming Hurricane R. Hayden
You Were Never Lovelier (96) F. Astaire

Details under title: The Gay Senorita

1941-42

10 15
.2-25.

.9-10.
10-29.

12-15.

.4120

.4035

.4022

.4042

.4210

Bad Men of the Hills (58) C. Starrett •

Details onder title: Valley of Lawless Men
Blondie lor Victory (70) P. Singleton

Enemy Agent Meets Ellery Queen (63) W. Gargan •

Flight Lieutenants (80) P. O'Brien -

Details under title: He's My Old Man
My Sister Eileen (95) R. Kussell -

Overland to Deadwood (58) C. Starrett

Perils of the Royal Mounted (Serial) R. Stevens -

Prairie Gunsmoke 156) B. Elliott -

Sabotage Sguad (60) K. Harris -

Details onder title: Fingers

Talk of the Town, The (118) Grant - ArtI

Details under title: The Gentlemen Misbehave

Vengeance of the West (60) B. Elliott -

L. Brooks .
. 8-10. .12-3

C. Morales. . .11-16.

.

S. Patterson

.

. .11-2. .

R. Hayworth

.

. .«-15. . 11-19

.

.4002

B. Hayden . . . . .4-6. . .8-13. .3207

A. Lake . ...5-4. . .8-6. .3019
M Lindsay 7-30. .3031

G. Ford . . .. . .3-23. . . .7-9. .3012

B. Aherne 6-1. . .9-30. .3002
R Hayden 5-4. . .9-25. .3208

N. O'Day . ,. 4-20. . . 5-29

.

.3180
T. Bitter . . .12-29. . .7-16. .3215
B. Bennett 5-4. . .8-27. .3046

ur - Colman . . 1-26. . .8-20. .3001

T. Ritter 4-20. . . .9-3. .3216

MITRO-COLDWYN-MA Y£R
1941-42 Features
1942-43 Features

Completed (50)

Completed (37)

In Production (0)

In Production (9)

BEST FOOT FORWARD
Musical—Shooting started .January 18.

Cast: Lucille Ball, Harry James and his band, Billy Gaxton, Vir-

ginia Weidler, Tommy Di.x, Nancy Walker, Kermy Bowers,
Chill Wills, Gloria deHaven, June Allyson.

Director: Edward Buzzell Producer: Arthur Freed
.Story; Lucille Ball receives an invitation to be Prom Queen at TVinsocki

Preo Scliool. William Gaxton. her p. a., sets aflame a bang-up
publicit.v campai.an for bis client. But when Tommy Dix. the kid
who .sent the invitation, reads Gale's acceptance, he's on a spot.
Bud had no idea Gale would accept it. He's already invited his
heart throb, Virginia Weidler. Ensuing complications almost lead to
Dixs ixpnlsinn but he manages to graduate with honors and Mi$«
Ball gets herself a Colonel as a reward for her effort.

RIGHT ABOUT FACE
Musical—Shooting started January 18.

Cast: Kay Kyser and his Kollege of Musical Knowledge, Marilyn
Maxwell, Lena Home, William Gargan, Curt Bois, Howard
FrL'eman, Nat Pendleton.

Director: Tim Whelan Producer: Erving Starr
Stor.v: L'Tiavailable—see next issue.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title— Running Time Cast Details Rel. No.

Above Suspicion J. Crawford-F. MacMurray. .11-30
Bataan's Last Stand R. Taylor - L. Nolan 12-14
Faculty Row IH. Astor - H. Marshall . . . 1-25
Girl Crazy IVI. Rooney - J. Garland. .1-25

I Dood It R. Skelton - E. Powell 11-30
Private Miss Jones (T) K. Grayson - G. Kelly .... 11-30
Swing Shift Maisie A. Sothern - J. Craig 1-11

1942-43
BLOCK NO. ONE

Aoache Trail (66) W. Lundigan - 0. Reed.... 3-23 304
Cairo (101) J. MacDonald - R. Young. . .4-20 306
Eyes in the Night (79) E. Arnold - A. Harding 6-1 309

FILM BULLETIN



- D. Dailey.

K. Grayson . .

Z. Pitts

- E. Arnold. . .

- I. Hunter. . .

- W. Pidgeon.

J. Wayne.

Laughton . .

M. Douglas.

. Hussey. . . .

for Me and My Gal (103) J. fiarland - G. Murphy

Details under title: Me and My Gal

Omaha Trail (102) J. Craig - D. Jagger....

Details under title: Ox Train

Panama Hattie (79) A. Sothcrn

Seven Sweetliearts (97) V. Heflin -

Details under title: Tulip Time
Somewhere I II Find You (108) C. Gable - L. Turner

rish (84) M. IMain

War Against IWrs. Hadley, The (85) F. Bainter

Yank at Eton. A (88) M. Rooncy

White Cargo (90) H. Lamarr

BLOCK NO. TWO
Andy Hardy's Double Life (92) M. Rooney - L. Stone....

Details under title: Andy Hardy's Last Fling

Dr. Gillespie's New Assistant (87) L. Barrymore - V. Johnson

Journey for Margaret (81) R. Young - I. Day
Keeper of the Flame (ICQ) K. Hepburn - S. Tracy...

Northwest Rangers (63) ). Craig - W. Lundigan..
Details under title: Gambler's Choice

Reunion in France (102) ). Crawford

Details under title: Reunion

Stand by for Action (109) R. Taylor -

Details under title: Cargo of Innocents

Three Hearts for Julia (70) A. Sothcrn

Tennessee Johnson (103) V. Heflin -

Details under title: The Man on America's Conscience

Whistling in Dixie (74) R. Skelton •

NOT DESIGNATED
Assignment in Britany R.

Cabin in the Sky t.

Dr. Gillespie's Criminal Case L.

Harrigan's Kid d.

Details under title: The Half Pint Kid

Stranger in Town, A F.

Details under title: Mr. Justice Goes Hunt

Pilot No. 5 F.

Details under title: Skyway to Glory

Presenting Lily Mars J.

Random Harvest R.

Sabotage Agent R.

Slightly Dangerous L.

Details under title: Nothing Ventured

Youngest Profession, The V. Weidler - E. Arnold . .. .11-2.

1941-42
Affairs ef Martha (65) M. Hunt - B. Nelson

Calling Dr. Gillespie (82) L. Ayres-L. Barrymori

Details under: Untitled Dr. Kildare

Crossroads (82) W. Powell - H. Lama
Her Cardboard Lover (93) N. Shearer

/ Married an Angel (84) J. MacDonald-N. Eddy...
Jackass Mail (77) W. Beery - M. Main ...
Lassie Come Home (T) H. McUowal! - E. Gwi,..?i.

Maisie Gets Her Man (85) A. Solhern - R. Skelton. .

Details under title: Get Rich Quick Maisie

Mrs. Miniver (133) G. Garson - W. Pidgeon.

Pacific Rendezvous (76) L. Bowman - J. Rogers...

Details under title: Secret Operator

Pierre of the Plains (66) J. Carroll - R. Hussey 3-9
Salute to the Marines (T) W. Beery - F. Bainter 10-5.
Sunday Punch (76) W. Lundigan D. Dailey. Jr 2-9
Tarzan's New York Adventure (71) J.Weissniuller-M.O'Sullivan

. .12-29.
Details under title: Tarzan Against the World

A. Rutherford.

Whorf - S. Piters

w.ntHri L. Home . . .

Barrymore - D. Reid . .

Kciuick - W. kaiyan.

Morgan - R. Carlson . .

ing

Tone - IM. Hunt

Garland - R. Carlson . .

Colman - G. Garson . ..

.

Donat - V. Hodson

Turner - R. Young

.4-20 Hi

. .6-1 311

9.20 303
4.5 308

1.26 301
. .5-4 ... 302
. .6-1 306
. .4-6 305
. .6-1 310

.6-15 318

.8-24 317

.6-29 314

.7-20 320

.7-13 319

7-13 315

.6-29 316

.9-21 322

.6-29 313

.9-21
<4-7

12-14.

.ii-z.

11-16.

.7-20.

.8-10.

.5-18.
10-19.

.9-21.

R. Taylor.

3-9. .7-42.

.

. .245
2-23. .7-42.

.

. .247

3-9. .7-42. . . .244
1-26. .6-42.

.

. .241
11-1. .6-42.

.

. .238
3-23. .7-42.

.

. .243
. . .9-7.

. . .3-9. .6-42. .240

.11-17.

.. .3-9. .6-42.

.7-42.

.6-42!

.239

.246

.234

.242

NOC R A M
1941-42 Features (3-3) Completed (32) In Production (0)

Westerns (24) Completed (18) In Production (0)

1942-43 Features (33) Completed (15) In Production (1)

Westerns (16) Completed ( 6) In Production (0)

CLANCY STREET BOYS
Melodrama—Shooting started January 28.

Cast: Leo Gorcey, Bobby Jordan, Himtz Hall, Benny Bartlett,
Noah Beery, Sr., Lea Ward.

Director: William Beaudine Producer: Sam Katzman
Story: A rich relative of Leo Gorcey's mother who has been supporting the

family believes that there are seven children, when in reality there
is only Leo. When this relative comes east the gang decides to help
Gorcey in the deception by pretending to be the family. One of the
gang impersonates a girl.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

Title— Running Time Cast
Ape Man, The B. Lugosi - W. Ford. ...
Bowery at Midnight B. Lugosi - W. McKay..
Crime Smasher, The F. Graham - R. Cromwell.

Details under title: Adventure of Cosmo Jones
Dawn on the Great Divide (63) B. Jones - R. Bell
Foreign Agent (64) j. shelton - G. Storm
Haunted Ranch j. King - D. Sharpe

Details under title: Saddle Cyclone

Isle of Missing Men (67) J. Howard - G. Roland...
Details under title: Islt of Fury

Kid Dynamite L. Gorcey - B. Jordan...
Details under title: Little Mobsters

Living Ghost, The L. Gorcey - B. Jordan...
Lure of the Islands (61) M. Hart • R. Lowcry
'Neath Brooklyn Bridge (64) J. Dunn - J. Woodbury...
No Escape D. Jagger - IM. Brian...
One Thrilling Night (69) J. Seal - W. McKay

Details under title: Army Bride

Rhythm Parade R. Lowery - G. Storm. ..

Details under title: Bye, Bye, Baby
Robber's Roost R. Corrigan - D. Moore..
Silent Witness B. Page - M. Wrixon

Details

.12-28.

. .8-24.

.11-30.

. .10-5.

. .7-20.

. .11-2.

. .6-15.

. .10-5.

. . .9-7.

. .5-18.
. . 9-7.

.1-11.

.

. .4-20.

. .9-21.

. 12-28

.

. .11-2.

Rel.

. . .3-5.

.10-30.

. .1-22.

.12-18.

. lo-y.

. .2-19.

. .9-11.

. . .2-5.

.11-27.

. . .7-2.

.11-20.

. . 8-28

.

.12-11.

. .3-12.

. .1-15.

Silver Skates K. Baker
Texas to Bataan j. King
frail Riders j. King -

Details under title: Dead Men Don't Ride
Two-Fisted Justice j

Details under title: Dead Man's Trail

Western Mail (55) T. Keene
West of the Law B. Jones
You Can't Beat the Law E. Norris

- Belifa 10-19.
M. Terhune 8-10.

0. Sharpe 10-5.

.2-26.

10-16.

.12-4.

King - D. Sharpe 9-21 1-8.

J. Trent. .

T. McCoy. .

J. Woodbury.

.12-29.

. .8-24.

.12-14.

.

King. .

Miljan

.

6-29 .

.

8-10.

1941-42
Arizona Stagecoach (58) R. Corrigan - J

Criminal Investigator (61) E. Fellows - J.

Details under title: Homicide Squad
Death Cell (66) J. Mason - M. Vyner For.
Hillbilly Blitzkrieg (63) E. Kennedy - B. Duncan 6-1
King of the Stallions (63) C.Thundercloud-D. O'Brien . ...6-29

. D. Purcell - J. Woodbury. .7-13.Pnantora Killer, The (61)
Details under title: Man and the Devil

Police Bullets (60) J. Archer
Kiders of the West (60) B.

Rubber Racketeers (66) R.

Details under title: Hot Rubber
Smart Alecks (66) L. Gorcey

Spring Meeting (— ) N. Pilbeam • B. Sidney For..

fexai Trouble Shooters (55) R. Corrigan - J. King 5-4.

War Dogs (63) B. Lee - K. Linaker 8-24.

J. Marsh 7-13.
Jones - T. McCoy 6-2*.
Cortez - R. Hudson 6-1.

B. Jordan. ....6-1.

.2-13.

.10-2.

.2-12.

. .9-4.

10-23.

.6-19.

.8-14.

.9-18.

.10-2.

.9-25.

.8-21.

.6-26.

. .8-7.

. .7-9.

.6-12.
11-13.

PARAMOUNT
1941-42 Features

Westerns
1942-43 Features

Westerns

Completed (37)

Completed ( 7)

Completed (32)

Completed ( 0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (5)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast

Riding High D. Lamour -

Five Graves to Cairo F. Tone - A

Good Fellows, The H. Walker

Lady In the Dark (T) G. Rogers

So Proudly We Hail C. Colbert

D. Powell

.

Details

. .1-25.

Rel.

Tamiroff 1-25.

- J Brown

.

R. Milland.

P. Goddard.

. .1-25. .

.12-28. .

.12-14.

.

Donlevy

Rogers

Miller -

Donlevy

Arlen -

1942-43

BLOCK NO. ONE
Glass Key, The (85) B.

Major and the Minor, The (100) G.

Priorities on Parade (79) A.

Wake Island (78) B.

Wildcat (73) R.

BLOCK NO. TWO
Forest Rangers, The (T) (87) F.

Henry Aldrich, Editor (72) J.

Road to Morocco, The (89) B.

Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch (80) F.

Street of Chance (72) B.

Details under title: Black Curtain, The

BLOCK NO. THREE
Avengers, The (88) R.

Wrecking Crew (73) R.

My Heart Belongs to Daddy (75) R.

Palm Beach Story, The (88) C.

Lucky Jordan (84) A.

Details under title: Prelude to Glory

BLOCK NO. FOUR
China L.

Happy-Go-Lucky (T) (78) M.

Henry Aldrich Gets Glamour (72) J.

Lady Bodyguard (70) E.

Night Plane from Chungking (69) R.

SPECIALS
Star Spangled Rhythm (99) All

NOT DESIGNATED
Aerial Gunner R.

Dixie (T) B.

for Whom the Bell Tolls (T) G.

Great Without Glory J.

Details under title: Triumph Over Pain

Henry Aldrich Does His Bit ).

Henry Aldrich Plays Cupid J.

Henry Aldrich Swings It J.

High Explosive C.

Details under title: You Can't Live Forever

Miracle of Morgan's Creek B.

No Time for Love C.

Salute for Three B.

True to Life (T) M.

- V. Lake 3-9
- R. Milland 3-23

B. J. Rhodes. . . . 4-6
- R. Preston 4-6

A. Judge 1-26

4203
4202
4201
4205
4204

MacMurray - P. Goddard. 1-26 4206
Lydon - C. Smith 4209
Crosby - B. Hope 3-23 4207
Bainter - H. Herbert 2-9 4208
Meredith - C. Trevor 1-26 4210

Richardson - D. Kerr.... For 4213
Arlen - C. Morris 4-20 4212
Carlson - M. O'Driscoll . . .2-9 4214
Colbert - J. McCrea 4211
Ladd - M. McDonald 7-20 4215

Young -

Martin

Lydon -

Albert -

Preston

A. Ladd 11-16
D. Powell 5-4

C. Smith 7-20

A. Shirley 5-18
- E. Drew 8-24

Star .6-29. . .2-12. .4231

Arlen - C. Morris 11-2.

Crosby - D. Lamour ... 11-16 . .

Cooper - I. Bergman .... 7 -13 . .

McCrea - B. Field 4-20. .

Lydon - D. Lynn 9-21.

Lydon - C. Smith 1-25.

Lydon - C. Smith 12-14.
Morris - J. Parker 8-24.

Donlevy - B. Hutton. . . .10-5.

Colbert - F. MacMurray. .6-15.

Rhoades - D. Drake. .. .11-16.

Martin - F. Tone 9-21.

1941-42 —
..R. Milland B. Field.

Carey -

Crosby

Dix - P.

Preston-M

Are Husbands Necessary? (79)

Details under title: Mr. and Mrs. Cugat
beacncomber. The (80) C.Laughton-E.Lanchester

Beyond the Blue Horizon (76) T D. Lamour-R. Denning.

Details under title: Her Jungle Matt
Dr. Broadway (67) M.

Holiday Inn (101) B.

I Live on Danger (73) R.

Night in New Orleans (75) R.

Details under title: Morning After, The
Outlaws of the Desert (66) B. Boyd - B.

Reap the Wild Wind (124) T R. Milland-P.

Riders of the Timbcrline (59) W. Boyd - B,

Details under title: Timber Wolves

Secret of the Wasteland (66) W. Boyd -

Stick to Your Guns (63) W. Boyd -

Sweater Girl (77) E. Bracken
Details under title: Sing a Song of Homicide

Take a Latter, Darling (93) B. Russell-F. MacMurray

12-1.

.

. Reissue. .

. .7-26.

.

.7. .

.

.7-24.

J. Phillips 11-1 6.

F. Astaire. . . .12-1

Foster 12-1 7.

O'Driscoll.

King. . .

Goddard

.

King. . .

.9-6.

. . .5-31.

. . .6-14.

.

...6-14. , .Wl

B. King 5-17.
B. King 7-12.
- V. Lee 7-12.

,

.Wl

.Wl

.12-1.
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.10-4.tombstone—The town too R. Dix - D. Casfle. .

Tough to Die (79)
Twilight on the Trail (58) W. Boyd - B. George Wl

NOTE: Figures in No. Column denote Bloek-of-Five

PRODUCERS RELEASING
1941-4:> Features VZi)

Westerns (18)

1942-43 Features (24)

Westerns (18)

Completed (23)

Completed (IG)

Completed (16)

Completed ( 7)

III I'ludiictioii (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

In Production (1)

GIRLS m CHAINS
Melodrama—Shooting started January 30.

Cast: Arlene Judge, Roger Clark, Barbara Pepper.
Director: Edgar Ulman Producer: P. R. Van Duinan
Stoiy; Uiama of lift; behind the walls oC a women's prison, in which Arlene

.ludge is regenerated by Roger Clark, young district attorney who
enlists her aid in nncovering a racket wiliiin the prison.

THE GHOST AND THE GUEST
Comedy—Shooting started February 1.

Cast: Florence Bice, James Dunn.
Director: William Neigh Producer: Alexander, Stern Productions

Screwball comedy with complications ensuing when the corpse of a
gangster invades the honeymoon suite of .limmy Dunn and Florence
Rice.

Story;

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

Title—Running Time Cast
Bdby Face Morgan (6^) M. Carlisle R. Crdmwcll
Behind Prison Walls 4. Baxter - G. IM.chael.

Details under title: After Tomorrow
Boss of the Big Town. The (64) .J. Liirl - F. Rcc
Billy, the Kid No. 4 3. Crahbe - A. St. John.
Ciiy ol SilBiiI Men 164) h. Alocnsoii • J. Lang.

Details under title: Silent Men
Corregidor 0. Kruger
Ueaii Men Walk G. Zucco •

Follies Girl (— ) W. Barrie
Fugitive of the Plains B. Crabbe

Details under title: Billy the Kid No. 3
Kid Rides Again, The B. Crabbe

Details under title: Billy the Kid No. 2
Lady from Chungking (69) A. M. Wong - H. Huher.
IMan of Courage L. Talbot - B. IHacLane

Details under title: Permit to Kill

Miss V from Moscow (68) L. Lane

E. Landi .

.

M. Carlisle.

G. Oliver. .

' M. Leslie.

A. St. John.

Details

. 6-1.

.11-30.

. 8 24.

.1-25.

.

- . 1-ZO.

.12-14.

. .1>-21.

N. Madison . . .

R. Karns. . . .

A. St. John. .

My Son, the Hero P. Kelly

Mysterious Ridir. The B. Crabbe
Details under: Unlilled Billy the Kid

Night for Crime, A (78) G. Farrell - L. Talbot

Overland Stagecoach B. Livingstone - S. Moore.
Pay-Off, The L. Tracy - T. Brown .. .

Queen of Broadway R. Hudson - B. Crabbe..

Rangers Take Over, The D. O'Brien - J. Ncwhall..
Riders of the Sage B. Livingston - A. St. John

Details under title: Western Saboteurs

Secrets of a Co-Ed (67) 0. Kruger - T. Thayer...
Tomorrow We Live (67) R. Cortez - J. Parker....

Yanks Are Coming. The (67) H. King & Band - M. Healy

— 1941-42
Along the Sundown Trail L. Powell - A. Davis 8-10.
Hitler, Beast of Berlin R. Drew - S. Duna Reissue.

Jungle Siren (68) A. Corio - B. Crabbe 6-29.
Law and Order B. Crabbe - A. St. John .... 7-20

.

Lone Rider in Border Round-up (60) G. Huston - A. St. John

Outlaws ol Boulder Pass G. Huston - A. St. John 9-7.

Prairie Pals A. Davis - G. Boyd 9-4.

Prisoner of Japan (64) A. Baxter • G. Michael 5-4.

Sheriff of Sage Valley B. Crabbe - M. Leslie 8-10.
Tumbleweed Trail (S4) B. Boyd - A. Davis 5-18.
Yank in Libya, A (64) H. B. Warner - J. Woodbury .. 6-1

.

.12-14.

.11-30.

. .10-5.

. .9-21.

. 8-20.

. 12-28

. .10-5.

. .7-13.

. .11-2.

.10-19.

10-19.

.11-16.

.12-28.

. .8-10.

. .7-13.

. .8-10.

Kel.

.9-13

.3-22.

.12-7.

lU-lii.

. .3-1.

. .2-10.

.3-15.

.3-26.

.1-27.

12-21.

, . .1-4.

, 11-23.

.4-5.
.11-20.

.2-18.
12-11.

, .1-21.

. .3-8.

12-25

.

.2-12.

10-26.
. .9-29.

.11-9.

10-19.

No.

317

.313

.310

3U15

.311

.358

.302

.319

.318

.311

.3^7

.304

.363

.303

.312

.351

.364

.309

.307

.301

.256

.8-21.

.8-21.

.9-18.
10-28.
.9-11.

.7-22.

.10-2.

.7-10.

.7-31.

.203

.261

.266

.267

.255

.204

.262

.254

.220

1941-42 Features (32) Completed (32) In Production (0)

Westerns (30) Completed (30) In Production (0)

Serials ( 4) Completed ( 4) In Production (0)

1942-43 Features (34) Completed (15) In Production (2)

Westerns (26) Completed (11) In Production (1)

Specials ( 6) Completed ( 2) In Production (0)

Serials ( 4) Completed ( 2) In Production (0)

MAN TRAP
Mystery—Shooting started February 1.

Cast: Henry Stevens, Dorothy Lovett, Joseph Allen, Jr., Lloyd
Corrigan, Edmimd McDonald.

Producer-Director: George Sherman
Story: A I'Mmous i*ld .Scotland Yard detectiye comes to .\morica to retire.

In order to honor him on his 80th birthday New York police call

him in to ".solve" a crime they think they have already solved.
The old fellow proves they have the wrong man by detecting the
real criminal.

L. Merrick . .

E. Stewart. .

- C. Worth . .

- P. Morison.
- R. Terry. . . .

V. Vague
• S. Hayward. .

R Denninq
. . .

S. Burnette.

Details

.1-25. .

12-28.

Reissue

12-14.

.

.2-13.

10-5.

.2-12.

1-15.

. 1-15

.

.2-74.

.1-29.

12-11.
.7-27.

12-24

.

12-31

.

.2>1

.201

.206

SANTE FE SCOUTS
Western—Shooting started February 1.

Cast: Three Mesquiteers, Bob Steele, Billy Dodd, Tom Tyler.
Director: Howard Bretherton Producer: Lew Gray
Story; Bob .Steele is left a ranch by his grandmother, but the heavieB try

to disjKissess him of his land by framing him. However, hi» fellow
Mesquiteers comi- to tin: rescue.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast
Shanty Town M. Lee - M. Lord . .

1942-43
Blocked Trail, The T. Tyler - B. Steele...
Boots and Saddles g. Autry - J. Allen ...
Chatterbox j. e. Brown - J. Canova
Dark Command (Reissue) w. Pidgeon - J. Wayne
Dead Men's Gulch D. Barry -

Fighting Devil Dogs (— ) L. Powell -

(Adapted from the Serial of the same name).
G-Men »s. The Black Dragon (Serial) «. Cameron
Hangman, The (— ) j. Carradine
Heart of the Golden West (65) R. Rogers -

Hi, Neighbor (72) i.. ujnj
Hit Parade of 1943 j. Carroll
Ice Capades Revue (79) e. Drew
I 'la''" R. Rogers
Johnny Doughboy (63) J. Withers - W. Demarest
King of the Cowboys R. Rogers - S. Burnette
King of the Mouniies (Seri.il) A. Lane - P. Drake ...
London Blackout Murders (58) I. Abbott - M. McLeod.,
Moscow Strikes Back (55) Russian Documentary
Mountain Rhythm (70) Weaver FamHy
Old Homestead, The (68) Weave.- Fa.iiily

Outlaws of Pine Ridge (59) 0. L'a.-ry - L. Merrick.
Ridin' Down the Canyon (55) R. Rogers - G. Hayes..,
Secrets of the Underground (71) ). Hubbard - V. Grey..

Details under title: The Corpse Came C.O.D.

Shadows of the Sage (57) T. Tyler B. Steele...
Sombrero Kid. The (-6i D. Uarry - L. Merrick...
South of the Border ..G. Autry - M. Lee

Sundown Kid (56) D. Barry - L. Merrick.

Tahiti Honey S. Simon
The Purple V ). Archer

Thundering Trails . B. Steele - T. Tyler

Traitor Within (60) J. Parker - D. Barry ...
Details under title: Eleven Were Brave

Valley of Hunted Men B. Steele - T. Tyler

X Marks the Spot (55) 0. O Flynn - H. Parrish..

Youth on Parade (72) J. Hubbird - M O'Oriscoll

Details under title: Chatterbox

1941-42
Bells of Capistrano (73) G. Autry - S. Burnette...

Call of the Canyon (71) G. Autry - S. Burnette..

"^lying Tigers (102) J. Wayne - J. Carroll . .. .

Hurricane Smith (67) R. Middle:on - J. Wyatt.

loan of Ozark (80) J. Canova-J. E. Brown.. .

Details under title: Lazybones

King of thi- Te>as Rangers (Serial) S. Baugh - D. Renaldo. . .

Mountain Moonlight (68) Weaver Bros. & Elviry . ..

Details under title: Thunder Over the Ozarks

Perils of Nyoka (Serial) K. Aldrich - C. Moore...

Sons of the Pioneers (61) R. Rogers - G. Hayes... .

Sunset Serenade (58) R. Rogers - G. B. Hayes..

. .9-21.

. . .6-1.

11- 16.

.

6-29.

12-28.
. . .9-7.

.1-25. .

. .7-13.

. .11-2.

10-19.

.8-24.

.10-5.

.9-21.

D. O'Keefe . .

M. McLeod

. .7-20.

. .6-29.

Reissue.

. .10-5.

.1-11.

.1-11.

. .11-2.

.9-21.

10-10.
.1-15.
10-1.

.1-8.

10-27.

12-30.

12-18.

.8-14.

.7-31.

. 3-1.

12-28

.

.1-25.

12-16.

.281

.210

.209
.

.27

.253

.208

.261

.271

.273

.263

.207

. 9-7. .11-12. . . .262

.8-24. . .11-4.

.

. .204
.7-13. .10 24.

.

. .203

.7-20 r-15.

.

. 1
3^

.6-15. ...8-5.. . .131

. .5-4. . .10-8.

.

.
.77""

.5-31. . .7-20.

.

. .108
5-4. . . .8-1.

.

. .104

.6-28. . .10-4.

.

. .181
4-19. . .7-12.

.

. .107

. 4-6. . .6-27. .18!

.6-1. . . .7-2.

.

. .157
.7-20. . .9-14. . . . 158

R KO-R AD lO
1941-4'i Features (40-50) Completed (40) In Production (0)

Westerns (— ) Completed ( 6) In Production (0)

1942-43 Features (46) Completed ('^7) In Production (5)

Westerns (— ) Completed ( 6) In Production (0)

THE FALLEN SPARROW
Drama—Shooting started January 18.

Cast: John Garfield, Maureen O'Hara, Walter Slezak, Patricia
Morison, Martha O'DriscoU, John Miljan, George Lloyd,
Walter Kingsford.

Director: Richard Wallace Producer: Robert Feljows
.story: flased on Dorothy B. Hughes novel about an .\nierican in Spain

during the Spanish Civil "War. wlio manages to ol>tain valuable relic?

which the Nazis desire in order to receive monetary credit in neutral
countries. The Gestapo agents follow him to New York in order to
retrieve the relics.

FALCON STRIKES BACK
Mystery—Shooting started January 18.

Cast: Tom Conway, Jane Randolph, Harriett Hilliard, Cliff Ed-
wards, Wynne Gibson, Rita Corday, Joan Barclay, Erford
Gage, Margie Stewart, Joyce Compton, Grady Sutton.

Director: Ed'ward Dmytrylt Producer: Maurice Geraghty
Story: Unavailable—.see next issue.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCrriON

Till''— Running Time

Free for All I.

Cast Details

Arthur - J. Wayne 1-11.

Petticoat Larceny J. Carroll - R. Warrick. ... 1-25 . .

Sky's the Limit F. Astaire - J. Leslie 1-25..

1942-43
BLOCK NO. ONE

Big Street. Tlie (89) H. Fonda - L. Ball 5-4..
Here We Go Again (77) E. Bergen - F. MeGee 6-15..
Highways by Night (62) R. Carson - J. Randolph 4-6..

Details under title: Silver Spoon
Mexican Spitfire's Elephant (64) L. Velez - L. Errol 6-29..

. 9-4.

.10-9.

.10-2.

.9-11.

.301

.305

.304

302
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0. Del Rio.

R. Scott.

M. Hayes.

L. Ball. .

.

.1-26.

. .6-1.

.4-20.

. .6-1.

. K. Taylor 4-6.

- T. Conway 8-10.

J, Darwell 10-5.

- C. Grant 6-1.

B. Granville 8-10.

Warren . .

A. Neagle.

Wings and the Woman (97) A. Neagle - R. Newton ... Foreign

BLOCK NO. TWO
Falcon's Brother. The (6J;) G. Sanders - T. Conway 7-13

Journey into Fear (70) J- Cot'^

Navy Comes Through, The (82) P. O'Brien

Sc.ittergood Surv.ves a Murder (66) G. Kibbee

Seven Days Leave (87) V. Mature

Details under title: Sweet or Hot

BLOCK NO. THREE
Army surgeon (63) i. Wyatt

Cat People (72) S. Simon

Great Gilderslceve, The (62) H. Peary -

Once Upon a Honeymoon (117) G. Rogers

Seven Miles from Alcatraz (62) J. Craig

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Cinderella Swings It (70) G. Kibbee - G

Details under title: Scattergood Swings If

Forever and a Day (104) C. Laughfon -

Hitler's Children (85) T. Holt - G. Granville 1019.

Tarzan Triumphs (78) J- Weissmuller - F. Gifford . .
.9-7 .

Two Weeks fo Live G. Loucli- N. GoB 10-5.

NOT DESIGNATED
Avenging Rider, The T. Holt

Bandit Ranger (56) T. Holt

Bombardier P. O'Brien

Fighting Frontier T. Holt -

Details under title: Son of the Saddle

Flight for Freedom R. Russell

Details under title: Stand By to Die

I Walked with a Zombie F. Dee - T

Ladies' Day L. Velez - E

Pirates of the Prairie (57) T. Holt - N.

Red River Robinhood T. Holt - B.

Sagebrush Law T. Holt

Details under title: Gun Law
This Land Is Mine C. Laughton

SPECL^S
Bambi (70) (T) Disney Cartoon

Magnificent Ambersons (88) I. Gotten - D.

Pride of the Yankees, The (128) G. Cooper - B

Saludos Amigos (42) Disney Cartoon

They Got Me Covered (95) B. Hope - D.

1941-42
Come On, Danger (58) T. Holt - F.

Gunga Din (117) C. Grant - J.

King Kong (100) B. Cabot - F.

Mexican Spitfire Sees a Ghost (69) L. Velez - B.

My Favorite Spy (85) <• Kyser - F

Powder Town (79) V. McLaglen -

Thundering Hoofs (60) T. Holt - R.

. .9-18.

11-16.

.2-12.

10-30.
10-16.

.1113.

.12-4.

12-25.

. .1-1.

11-27.

. .1-8.

.309

.307

.308
306
.310

.312

.313

.314

.311

.315

8-10. . .2-26 318

.3-19.

.2-12.

.3-12.

.320

.316

.319

C. Edwards 7-27.

C. Edwards

R. Scott 11-2.

. Summer 6-15.

F. MacMurray. .8-24.

Conway. .

.

Albert . .

O'Day. . .

Molfet. .

C. Edwards.

11-2. .

7-20.

.

6-1.

.

. ..7-13.,
6-29.

.

,9-25.

.1-29.

.2-19.

11-20.

.381

.383

.317

.382

M, O'Hara. . .11-2.

Feature. . 8-21. . . .391

Costello. . . .11-29. .7-10.

.

. .371

Ruth . 1-26. . .3-5 . . . .351

Feature 2-19. . . .392

Lamour. . . . .7-20. . .2-5. . . .352

Neal. . .

Fontaine.

9-6,

.

. Reissue.

.

Wray Reissue

Rodgers 2-9.

Drew 12-29.

E. O'Brien. . .1-12.

Whitley 10-4.

.6-5.
6-12. .

6-12. ,

6-26.

,

.6-12.
6-19.
7-24.

.230
,228
.229
.286

1941-42 Features
1942-43 Features

(50-60) Completed (54)

(— ) Completed (36)

In Production (0)

In Production (2)

BOMBERS MOON
Drama—Shooting started January 28.

Cast: Annabella, George Montgomery, Kent Taylor.

Director: Edward Lud-wig Producer: Sol Wurtzel
Story: George Mnntgomery, an En.glish pilot, is shot clown over the con-

tinerit and is taken prisoner by the Nazis. His subsequent escape is

engineered by the underground.

STORMY WEATHER
Musical—Shooting started January 23,

Cast: Bill Robinson, Lena Home, Doofey Wison, Fats Waller,

Ernest Whitman, Shelton Brooks, Florence O'Brien, Babe
Wallace, Cab Calloway and band.

Director: Andrew Stone Producer: William LeBaron
Story: Bill Robinson returns from first World War and is employed as a bus

boy in a night club where Lena Horn is the star. Plot concerns his

rise to stardom, and includes a cavalcade of Negroes in the enter-

tainment world,

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast Details Rel. No,

Coney Island (T) B. Grable - G. Montgomery . .
10-5

Hello, Frisco, Hello (T) A. Faye - J. Payne 11-2

Moon Is Down, The C. Hardwicke - H, Travers 11-30

School for Saboteurs G. Sanders - A. Sten 12-14

1942-43

BLOCK NO. ONE
A-Haunting We Will Go (67) S. Laurel - 0. Hardy 4-6.

. , . 8-7
, . . .302

Footlight Serenade (80) B. Grable - V. Mature 3-23 8-1 301

Details under title: Strictly Dynamite

Little Tokio, U. S A. (64) B. Joyce - P. Foster 5-18... 8-14 303

Loves of Edgar Allen Poe, The (67) L. Darnell - J, Sheppard ... 3-23, . .8-28 305

Pied Piper, The (86) M. Woolley - R, McDowall .. .4-6. . .8-21 304

BLOCK NO. TWO
Berlin Correspondent (70) V. Gilmore D. Andrews. .. .5-18. . .9-11 311

Careful, Soft Shoulders (69) V. Bruce - J. Ellison 5-18. . .9-18 312

Iceland (79) S. Heine - J. Payne 5-4... 10-2 306
Just Off Broadway (66) L. Nolan - M. Weaver 5-18. . .9-25 310

Details under title; 12 Men in a Box

Orchestra Wives (97) G. Montgomery - L. Barl. . .4-20. .. .9-4. .. .308

BLOCK NO. THREE
Tales of Manhattan (118) All Star 11-1. . 10-30 313

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Cirl Trouble (82) D. Ameche - J. Bennett .... 6-15 ... 10-9 .... 309
Manila Calling (81) L. Nolan - G. Landis 6-29.. 10-16 314

Man in the Trunk, The (70) L. Roberts

Springtime In the Rockies (90) (T) B. Grable -

BLOCK NO. FIVE

G, Holmes.

C. Miranda.

.6-15.

.6-15.

.10-23.

. .11-6,

, ,315

. .317

Black Swan, The (85) (T) T, Power - M. O'Hara. . . . .4-20. . .12-4.

.

. .320
Or. Renault's Secret (58) 1 Sheppard - L. Roberts. . .

.7-13. .12-11.

.

. .321
Details under title: Buried Alive

That Other Woman (75) L, Bar! - J, Ellison .... .6-29. 11-13.

,

.3-18

Thiinderbirds (T) (78) G. Tierney - P. Foster. . . . .3-9 .11-20. . .307

Undying Monster, The (60) . . . J. Howard - J. Ellison . . . .8-10 .11-27. . .319

8-10.

ery 6-15.

BLOCK NO. SIX
Life Begins at 8:30 (85) M. Woolley
China Girl (95) G. Tierney -

We Are the Marines (69) IVl cf T
Over My Dead Body (68) M. Berle

Time to Kill (61) L. Nolan
Details under title: Brasher Doubloon

BLOCK NT). SEVEN
Chetniks, The Fighting Guerillas (73) P. Dorn - V. Gilmore 10-5

Details under title: Seventh Column
Immortal Sergeant, The (91)

- I. Lupino

G. Montgom
Documentary. . . ,

- M. B. Hughes
- H. Ansel...

, ,8-24.

, . .9-7.

McDowell

Fonda -

H. Fonda - M. O'Hara. .

Margin for Error (74) 1. Bennett - IH. Berle...

Meanest Man in the World (57) ). Benny - P. Lane

NOT DESIGNATED
Crash Dive (T) T. Power - A. Baxter..
uixie uugan l. Andrews - J. Ellison.

He Hired the Boss S. Erwin - V. Blaine...
Details under title: $10 Raise

My Friend Flicka (T) R

Ix-Bow Incident H

Ouiet, Please, Murder <70) R

Secret Mission Annabella

Young Mr. Pitt (105) R. Donat

1941-42
It Happened in Flatbush (80* L. Nolan - C. Landis..

Details under title: Dem Lovely Bums
Ten Gentlemen from West Point (104) M, O'Hara - J. Sutton..

This Above All (109) T, Power - J. Fontaine.

Through Dilftrcnt Eyes (67) D. Woods - M. Howard..

United We Stand (70) L. Thomas Documentary.

.9-21.

10-19.

.7-13.

.12-25.

. . .1-1.

. . .1-8.

. .1-15.

. .1-22.

. .2-5.

.1-29.

.2-19.

.2-12.

.322

.323

, .324

.325
. .326

.328

.327

.330

.329

.8-24.

.9-21.

.6-29.

P. Foster

.

P. Foster. . . .

Denning - G. Patrick . .

J. Sutton . . . .

R. Morley. . .

.7-20.

.615.

. .9-7.

10-19.

. . , For. , .2-26 316

. .3-9.

. .1-12,

. .12-1,

. . .4-6.

, . .6-5. .

. .6-26.

.

. .7-24. .

. .6-19. .

. .7-10. .

. .11.

, .11.

. .12.
,11.

. ,12.

UNITED ARTISTS
1941-42 FEATURES
Balcon (Bin.) Completed ( 1)

Goldwyn (Gdn.) Completed ( 1)

Korda (Kor.) Completed (1)

Mayfair (Mfr.) Completed ( 1)

Pascal (Pas.) Completed ( 1)

Pressburger (Psb.) Completed { 1)

Roach (Rch.) Completed (10)

Small (Sml.) Completed ( 8)

Szekely (Sky.) Completed ( 1)

Wanger (Wan.) Completed ( 1)

1942-43 FEATURES
Balcon (Bin.) Completed ( 1)

Benny (Bny.) Completed (0)

Bogeaus (Bog.) Completed ( 0)

Bronston (Bro,) Completed ( 0)

Cagney (Cgy.) Completed (0)

Chaplin (Chn.) Completed (0)

Cinema Guild (C.G.) Completed ( 3)

Coward (Cwd.) Completed ( 1)

Edwards (Edws.) Completed ( 1)

Korda (Kor.) Completed (1)

Lesser (Lsr.) Completed ( 0)

Loew-Lewin (L.L.) Completed ( 1)

Mayfair (Mfr.) Completed (1)
Pressburger (Psb.) Completed ( 1)

Rabinovitch (Rvn.) Completed (0)

Roach (Rch.) Completed (8)

Rogers (Rgs.) Completed ( 1)

Selznick (Szk.) Completed (0)

Sherman (Shm.) Completed (10)
Small (Sml.) Completed (0)

Stromberg (Smg.) Completed ( 0)

In Production
In Production
In Production
In Production
In Production
In Production
In Production
In Production
In Production
In Production

In Production
In Production
In Production

Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production

In Production
In Production
In Production
In Production
In Production
In Production
In Production
In Production
In Production
In Production
In Production
In Production

In
In
In
In
In
In

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(1)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(1)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Ca^i

Lady of Burlesque B. Stanwyck - E. O'Shea
Details under title: The G. String Murders

Stage Door Canteen W, Terry

1942-43
American Empire (81) R. Dix - P. Foiter.

Bar-20 Three W. Boyd - A. Clyde.

Border Patrol W. Boyd - J. Kirby.

D<>l:>il< Rel

. .12-14. . .2-12.

C. Walker 12-14.

.Smg.

.Lsr.

uucKsKin frontier. ^

Details under title: Buckskin Empire
Calaboose 1. Rooers

Dix - J. Wyatt.

. . .121. .1211.
, . .11-2

.6-29

. . .9-7

N. Beery, Jr,

Colt Comrades W, Boyd - A. Clyde.

- R. Milland.

J. Devlin . . .

Crystal Ball, The (81) P. Goddard
Devil with Hitler, The (44) B. Watson

Details under title: Hitler's Valet

Fall In W. Tracy -

Foreman Went to France, The R. Morley

I Married a Witch (76) F. March -

In Which We Serve (115) N, Coward
lacare (65) F. Buck
Kansan, The R. Dix - J. Wyatt

Details under title: Meet John Bonniwell

J. Sawyer. . , .

C. Cummings.

V. Lake

J. Mills

. .4-20 3-5. .

.10-19

. .7-20. . .1-22.

. 3-23. .11-20.

. .6-29. , .1-29. .

. . . For

. . .5-4, .10-30.

. . . For

11-27.

. . .11-30

.Shm

.Shm
Shm

, Shm

. .Rch

Shm
C.G.

..Rch

.Rch

. .Bin

.C.<\

.Cwd
. Mir

.Shm
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.6-15.

.6-15.

.3-23.

.4-6.

.

.7-13.

Kukan. Battle Cry of China (61) Documentary
Lost Canyon W. Boyd - J. Kirby

Lp.nther Burners W. Boyd - J. Kirby
Moon and Sixpence, The (90) G. Saunders - H. Marshall
McGuprins from Brooklyn A. Judoe - W. Bendix. . . .

Details under title: Mr. and Mrs. Brooklyn

Nazi Nuisance B. Watson - S. Leonard.
One of Our Aircraft Is Missing (SO) E. Portman - G. Tearle For..

Powers Girl, The (93) G. Murphy - P. Lane 9-7.
Prairie Chicken J. Rogers - N. Beery. Jr.... 6-15
Silver Queen (82) G. Brent - P. Lane 4-20.
Taxi, Mister W. Bendix - G. Bradley 6-1
Texas Law W. Boyd - J. Kirby 7-20.

Unconquered B. Donlevy - A, Lee 11-16.
Details under title: Never Surrender

Undercover Man (68) W. Boyd - B. King 2-9.

Details undrr title: Across the Border

Victory Through Air Power (T) Disney Feature

Yanks Ahoy W. Tracy - J. Sawyer 7-20
Young and Willing (— ) W. Holden - S. Hayward 1-10.

Details under title: Out of the Frying Pan

1941-42
Brooklyn Orchid (51) W. Bendix - M. Woodworth
Flying with Music (46) M

Details under title: Cobana
Friendly Enemies (92) C.

Three Cockeyed Sailors (77) C.

, , . .8-7.

.12-18
.12-18.

. .10-2.

12-31.

.

.10-16. .

. .1-15.

ii-13.

.

.2-12. .

.10-23. .

Edwi

Shm
.Shm
. .LL

. Rch

. . Ren

. Kor

. . Rgs

. .Rch

. Shm
. Rch

.Shm
Psb.

. Shm

Woodworth • G. Givot. . .12-15.

.2-5.

.2-20.

, .7-3.

Wrnninger

Hulbert -

- C. Ruggles. . .2-23.

T. Trinder For.

.6-26.

. .7-4.

. Ds)

.Rch

C.G,

. Rch

.Rch

. SmI

.SmI

UH I Y S

A

1941-43 Features (47) Completed (50) In Production (0)

Westerns ( 7) Completed ( 7) In Production (0)

Actions (7) Completed ( 7) In Production (0)

Serials ( 4) Completed ( 4) In Production (0)

1942-43 Features (55) Completed (41) In Production (4)

Westerns (7) Completed (7) In Production (0)

Serials (4) Completed (4V In Production (0)

.7581

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA
Musical-Mystery—Shooting started January 25.

Cast: Nelson Eddy, Susanna Foster, Claude Rains, Edgar Barrier,

Jane Farrar, Barbara Everest.
Director: Arthur Lubln Producer: George Waggner
story: Nelsnn Eddy, sponsor of young singer Susanna Foster, is attempting

to lielp police in eerie manhunt in tlie catacombs beneath the Paris
opera liouse. Claude Rains is the hunted killer. It develops that
Susanna Foster is his daughter. Similar story to original Lon
Chaney thriller.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title— Running Time Gas' n»taMs Rel. No
Cross Your Fingers A. Junei - K, Carlisle 1-25
Destiny L. Chaney - A. Curtis. .. .1-25
We've Never Been Licked R. Oiiinc - Anne Gwynne . . . . 1-25

• 1942-43
Adventuids of Smilin' Jack (Serial) T. Brown - T. Bey 5-18
Always a Bridesmaid Andrew Si'iter^ - P. Knowles.1-25

.

Amazing Mrs. Holliday. The D. Durbin - E. O'Brien 6-29
Details under title: Forever Yours

Arabian Night (T) (86) Sabu - M. Montez

Bad Company H. Hall - G. Raymond.
Behind the Eight Ball (60) Ritz Bros. - C. Bruce..

Details under title: Off the Beaten Track

Betwpen Us Girls (89) R. Cummings
Details under title: Love and Kisses. Caroline

Captive Wild Woman J. Carradlne

Cheyenne Hoiindup J. M. Brown

Corvettes in Action 0.

Deen in the Heart of Texas (61) 1.

Details under title: The Lone Star Trail

Destination Unknown (61) I. Hervey

Don Window of the Coast Guard (Serial) ... D. Perry -

Eyes of the Underworld (61) R. Dix -

Details under title: Destiny

Flesh and Fantasy C. Boyer - E. G, Robinson . . 8-10.

Frankenstein Meets the Wolf Man L. Chaney - B, LugosI .... 10-19

.

Details under title: Wolf Man Meets Frankenstein

Get Hep to Love (77) G. Jean - J. Frazee 6-29.
Give Out, Sisters (65) Anorews a.siers

Details under title: I Want to Dance

Good Morning, Judge D. O'Keefe

Great Impersonation. The R. Bellamy

Half Way to Shanghai (62) I. Hervey

He's My Guy I. Hervey -

Hi. Buddy R. Paige -

How's About It? Andrews Sisters

Details under title: Solid Senders

Isle of Romance A. Jones

It Ain't Hay Abbott &
It Comes U.n Love (64) G. Jean

Details under title: On the Beam

. .7-13.

.11-30.

. .6-29.

D. Barrymore. .5-4.

. .1-3.

.2-19.

12-25.

.12-4.

. .9-4.

.7063

.7029

.7010

E. Ankers. . .12-28.

.

T. Ritter 9-5. .

Foran - P. Knowles 9-7 . .

M. Brown - T. Ritter. . . .6-15.

- W. Gargan.

M. Barrie. . .

W. Barrie. . .

- L. Albrltton.

E. Ankers. .

K. Taylor . .

D. Foran ....

M. Lord

R. Paige.

J. Frazee.

.

Costello. . . .

. .4-20.

.10-19.

.

. . .4-6.

.9-25.

.10-9.

. .1-8.

.707]

.7030

^7037

.3-18.
.10-2. .7022

12-28.

.

. .4-20.
. 3-23.

12-14. .

.11-16.

.12-28.

.

,11-30.

.

.10-5. .

.

12-18.
.9-18.

.2-26.

. .2-5.

.7032

.7035

Junior G-Men of the Air (Serial) Dead End KIdi

Little Joe the Wrangler i M Brown - T. Ritter..

Lone Star Trail J. M. Brown - T. R.tttr. .

Madame Spy (63) C. Bijnet - D. Porter..

Moonlight in Havana (63) A. Jones - J. Frazee

Mug Town (60) B. Halop - H. Hall

Mummy's Tomb. The <61) 0. Foran - L. Chaney

Nightmare (81) 0. Barrymore - B. Donlevy

NIghl Monster (72) '

Jh! Doctor B.

Hervey - L. Erikson.

Abbott - L. Costello.

Old Chisholm Trail. The (60) J M. Brown - T. Ritter.

Overland Mail (Serial; H

Pittsburgh (91) M
Raiders •( San Joaquin J.

Shadow of a Doubt (108) T. Wright - J

tbtrleck Holmes in Washingttn 8. Rathbone -

Sherlock Holmes and the Voice of Terror '6 )B. Rathbone -

Sherlock Holmes and the Secret Weapon (68). B. Rathbone -

Sin Town I 741 ' C. Bennett I

Strictly in the Groove (60) L. Errol - G.

fenting Tonight on the Old Camp Ground...!. M. Brown

When Johny Comes Marching Home (74) A. Jones

White Savage (T) J- Hall

Who Done

Parrish - L. Chaney, Jr

Dietrich - R. Scott .

M. Brown - T. Rilltr.

Gotten . . .

N Bruce .

.

N. Bruce.

N. Broee. .

. Crawford.

McDonald . .

T. Ritter

J. Frazee

M. Montez....

It (77) Abbott i Costello

1941-42
Don Window at the Navy (Serial) 0. Terry

Drums of the Congo (61) S. Erwin

Eagle Squadron (109) R- Stack

Invisible Agent (81) ' Massey

Men of Texas (82) R. Stack

Details under title: Deep in the Heart of Texas

Pardon My Sarong (84) Abbott and Costello

Riders of Death Valley (Serial) 0. Foran - L. Carrillo.

Timber (60) L. Carrillo - A. Devine

Tough as They Come (63) B. Halop - B. Punsley

L. carrillo . .

0. Munson .

0. Barrymore

J. Hall. . . .

3. Crawford . .

. . .3-9

. .
6-29

.9-21. .

. 8-10

. .8-10.

.

. .7-13.

. 6-15.

. .9-17.

.7-20

12-14.

.

. .8-24,

. 8-23

. . .9-7.

.7-27 . .

. .
8-10

. .7-20. .

.5-18.
. .6-15.

. .lS-ii4.

. . .4-6.

. .8-10.

. .10-5.

. .11-2.

. .6-15.

. . .4-6.

, . 12-29

.

. .1-26.

5-4.

. . .5-18.

. .6-30

11- 13.

12- 11.

.10-16.

. .1-22.

.10-23

.11-13.

10-23

7881
.7072

.7034

.7026

.7027

.7019

.7015

.7038

.12-11,

. y-2i.

12-11,

7073
1 it\

7008

.1-15 .7065

. .9-18.

.2-12.

,11-20,

. . .2-5.

. .1-1.

, .7020

.7028

.7074

.7016

. .11-6. . .7022

. . .3-9.

.11-16.

. . .5-4.

. .12-1

.7-10.

.7-17.

.7-31.

. .7-3.

.8-7.

. ,7-1.

,
.8-14.

6-5

6056
.6040

.6049

.6010

.6003

.6781

.6057
6019

WARN 1^^,
1941-42 Features
1942-43 Features

(35)

(—

)

Completed (35)

Completed (26)

In Production (0)

In Production (3)

RELEASE CHART

.11-16.

M. Astor 3-23.

J. Bishop

R. Keagan 2-9.

F. Emerson

. Henried 4-20.

.6-ls.

I. Hunter 7-20.

IN PRODUCTION
Title— Running Time Cast Details

Devotion 0 DeHavilland - I. Lupino. 11-16

Mission to Moscow W. Huston - A. Harding. .
.11-16

Old Acquaintance B. Davis - M. Hopkins..

1942-43

BLOCK NO. ONE
Across the Pacific (97) H. Bogart

Busses Roar. The (60) Travis

Desperate Journey (107) E- F'ynn

Secret Enemies (59) C. Stevens

Now. Voyager (117) B. Davis -

BLOCK NO. TWO
You Can t Escaoe Forever (77) G- Brent -

Hidden Hand. The (63) C. Stevens

George Washington Slept Here (93) Benny

Flying Fortress I68) R- Greene

Gentleman Jim (104) E- Flynn -

BLOCK NO. THREE
Casablanca (99) H. Bogart - I. Bergman 6-1.

Gorilla Man (64) 1- Loder - R. Ford For^ .

Hard Way. The (97) Lupino - D. Morgan 3-23.

Truck Busters (58) R- Travis - E. Parker 9-21.

SPECIALS
Yankee Doodle Dandy (126) J- Cagney

NOT DESIGNATED
Action in the North Atlantic H. Bogart

Adventures of Mark Twain F. March

Air Force (124) > Garfield

Arsenic and lid Lace (—) C. Grant

Background to Danger G. Raft -

Constant Nymph. The C. Boyer

Crime by Night C. Bennett

Details under title: Forty Whacks

Desert Song. The (T) O- ""fSan - ' Manning.
.
.6-29.

Edge of Darkness, The E- E!*"" • * Sheridan 8-24.

Mysterious Doctor I- Loder - L. Matthews For.

Princess O'Rourke 0. DeHavilland-R. Cummings 7-20.

Thank Your Lucky Stars E. Cantor D. Shore 11-2.,

Varsity Show (81) (Reissue) 0. Powell

Watch on the Rhine B. Davis -

1941-42-
Blg Shot. The (82) H. Bogart

Details under title: Escape from Crime

Escape from Crime (51) R.

Gay Sisters, The (108) B.

Lady Gangster (62) E.

Prime Minister, The (93) > Gielgud

Sergeant Yirk (134) G- Cooper -

Spy Ship (62) C. Stevens

Wings tor the Eagle (85)

B. Marshall.

F. Emerson

A. Sheridan 4-20.

C. Lehmann. ... For.

A. Smith 6-1.

J. Leslie 12-1.

. R. Massey 9-7. ,

A. Smith 7-13. .

- G. Young 6-29. .

P. Lane 11-1..

B. Marshall 9-7. .

. J. Fontaine. . . .3-9. .

- J. Cowan. . . .10-19.

.

. .9-5.

.

. .202
919. . . .203
.9-26. . . .204
10-17. . . .205
10-31 . . . .206

10-10. . . .207
11-7 . . . .208

11-28. . . .210
.12-5. . . .211
11-14. . . .212

.1-23. . . .21':

.1-16.

.

. .216
.2-20. . . .209

. .2-6. . . .213

. .1-2.

.

. .201

- F. Waring

P. Lucas 6-15.

. 12-19

.

B. Marshall 1-12. . .613.

Travis •

Stanwyck

Emerson

. A. Sheridan

J. Bishop 4-6.

- G. Brent . .

- F. Wilcox.

D. Wynward.
J. Leslie . . .

I. Manning.
- R. Reagan.

.1-26.
,
.7-25.

, . .8-1.

. .6-6.

For. . .

2-28.

.

.4-6.

.

1-26.

,

. .7-4.

.8-15.

.7-18

.135

.137

.138

.134

.101

.139
136

SIZE-UPS
(Continued from page 17)

ton in "Treasures of the Sierra Madre." Quite a cast! .. .Ethel

Levy has brought suit against WB charging she -was Ubelled in the

film biography of George M. Cohan when the story referred to her

as "a former -woman" in George M.'s life. She -was his -wife. . .WB
has dropped plans to picturize the life of General De Gaulle —
reasons unknown ... Gene Lockhart has taken over role of Molotov

in "Mission to Mosco-w."' Oscar Homolka had played it, but his

characterization -was said to be unsatisfactory .. .Director Raoul

Walsh has had his contract renewed.

IN PRODUCTION—"Old Acquaintance" (Bette Davis-Miriam
Hopkins,) "Mission to Moscow" (Walter Huston-Ann Harding),

"Devotion" (Olivia de Havilland-Ida Lupino).
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THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi-Weekly Review of the Trade's Events

Product Shortage 'Inevitable'—Rod'gers
If exhibitors were present at meetings

between the film leaders and the War Pro-
duction Board, they would have a better
understanding of the wartime problems con-
fronting the industry, William F. Rodgers,
vice-president of Loew's Inc., told a group of

tradepaper men at a luncheon in New York
last week. The only reason WPB officials

have not invited them, said Rodgers, is that
they regard it as "impractical." The MGM
executive warned that a product shortage is

"inevitable," perhaps even this year, most
certainly next season. "Raw stock curtail-

ment has gone beyond the point where the
difference can be made up just by reducing
the number of prints," he said. The print

shortage is something that will have to be
worked out by joint discussions between ex-

hibitors and the distributors. Rodgers also

gave the tradepaper men some highlights
about the next MGM block of pictures. There
will be from nine to twelve in the group,
including "DuBarry Was a Lady," "Slightly

Dangerous," "Cabin in the Sky," "The Young-
est Profession," "Presenting Lily Mars," "As-
signment in Brittany" and Air Wardens."
He referred to "The Human Comedy," the
original story by playwright William Saroy-
an, starring Mickey Rooney, as "the best

picture" ever made by Metro. It will be sold

separately.

* * *

Wm. Goldman Strengthens Hand
The monopoly suit recently filed by Wil-

liam Goldman, prominent Philadelphia thea-

tre operator, against the Warner Bros. Cir-

cuit and the major film distributors, took an
odd twist last week when Goldman an-

nounced his purchase of the Keith theatre

in the downtown aiea. The sale, involving

$250,000, was made by Harvard University
and the new owner will take possession
April 1. Acquisition of this theatre gives

Goldman three central city houses in Phila-

delphia. He also owns the News, which
plays old reissues, and the Erlanger, which
is closed. It is on behalf of the Erlanger
that Goldman is suing the circuit and the

film companies, alleging that they have con-

spired in violation of the anti-trust laws to

prevent him from obtaining representative

first-run product. Goldman's hand has been
strengthened immeasurably by his owner-
ship of the Keith. This house is now being

operated by Warners with second-run prod-

uct usually. The distributors will be seri-

ously compromised if they refuse to sell

product to Goldman for a theatre which has

had no difficulty on that score under Warner
management. The independent operator's

position is improved greatly, too, by the fact

that he now has available three theatres

totaling approximately 5,000 seats to offer

any film company seeking to break away
from the Warner strangle-hold on the first-

run film situation in Philadelphia.

Salary Ceiling Moves
Hollywood is intensely interested in the

effort by Rep. Bertrand K. Gearhart of Cali-

fornia to kill the $25,000 salary ceiling. Gear-

hart's move was prompted, he sa'd, by his

consideration of the hardships the salary

edict works on the film stars. Washington
insiders are of the opinion that even if the

California Congressman's measure is passed,

that it will encounter a presidential veto.

Meanwhile, as the film city was striving to

overcome the handicaps imposed by the sal-

ary ceiling, some assistance was tendered

by the Screen Actors Guild, which adopted

a resolution urging its members not to quit

any production in which they are engaged

when they reach their maximum salaries.

The concern of the Guild board is for the

extras, bit players and other studio workers

who would be deprived of their incomes if

production were interrupted by a star's re-

fusal to work beyond his salary ceiling. The
SAG recently rejected a proposal to place in

escrow all salaries above the $67 200 (before

taxes) maximum until after the $25,000 sal-

ary ceiling is lifted and the excess wages
can be legally paid. The actors' group based

their objections to the plan on several

grounds. First, they oppose the idea of a

salary ceiling and urge substitution of taxa-

tion of all income 'above the ceiling. They
feel that the ceiling idea prejudices them
to the advantage of the producers, who de-

rive much of their income from their per-

centage interests in the pictures they make.

Second, the SAG did not like the escrow

plan because they feared it would legally

establish the validity of their contracts with

the producers, whereas, they claim contracts

become void when the studios can no longer

pay them under the ceiling restriction,

* * ^

Abbott & Costello Honored
Bud Abbott and Lou Costello were crowned

boxoffice champions at a gala luncheon party

tendered them by Universal last Wednesday
at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel in New York.

The comedy stars were honored by 300

guests, including Mayor La Guardia, who
told the audience that "these boys work hard

giving two and three shows a day. It has a

great effect on the morale. We must not

forget to laugh; when we do, we're done."

There was some nice by-play between the

rotund mayor and the equally rotund Cos-

tello, when the latter offered La Guardia his

crown "because you are the best Mayor
New York ever had." The Mayor lefused

the honor.
* * *

Blind Checking Under Attack
The practice of blind checking used by

certain distributors has been endangered by

the introduction of bills in the New Jersey

and Iowa legislatures. Representative Frank
W. Less, who, in addition to his legislative

activities, is an exhibitor, introduced a bill

in the lower house of the Iowa legislature

which would prohibit "spying upon the busi-

ness of any person engaged in manufactur-
ing, merchandising, operation of a motion
picture theatre for the purpose of identifying

or counting the customers of, or of ascer-

taining the amount or value of the business

done by such other persons." Violations of

the measure would incur fine, imprisonment

and would prevent the violator from having

any business transactions in the state. In

New Jersey, Mattie A. Doremus introduced a
bill making it illegal for a distributor to

station a checker at a theatre to determine

the number of patrons attending during the

exhibition of a flat rental picture. Allied of

New Jersey, in support of the measure, feels

that blind checking is done solely to raise

film rentals and constitutes a violation of

the state's fair trade act.

* * *

Conn. Nabes Close Weds.
Naborhood theatres in Connecticut have

selected Wednesday of each week as their

non-operating day in compliance with the

State's request for a six-day week to conserve

fuel First-runs will close on Tuesdays, with

a new program starting on Wednesday. The

nabes' choice of Wednesday was made for

its convenience in reducing changes from

thrice to twice a week. Many of them

raised a rumpus over the fact that their

buildings, open anyway to accommodate

businesses not required to close, must use

heat during their operation and thus negates

the purpose of their closing.

*

Allied Caravan In Cal.

The Allied Caravan plan to combat higher

film rentals is being presented at Los An-

geles at a meeting, February 8, of independ-

ent exhibitors of Southern California and Ari-

zona. The Caravan committee, composed of

M. A. Rosenberg, of Pittsburgh, Sid Samuel-

son of Philadelphia, W. L. Ainsworth of Mil-

waukee, H. A. Cole of Dallas and A. F.

Myers, Washington, will hold the meeting at

the Elks Club. The Pacific Coast Conference

of Independent Theatre Owners, an inde-

pendent organization including units in Los

Angeles, San Francisco, Portland and Seattle,

is now holding meetings with the Caravan

Committee to discuss the Allied plan. It is

reported that this organization may align

itself with National Allied.
* * *

O'Connor Heads Charities

John J. O'Connor, vice-president of Uni-

versal Pictures, was named chairman of the

Motion Picture Committee for Catholic

Charities in the New York Archdiocese. Bert

Sanford, of Altec Service Corp., was ap-

pointed vice-chairman. New York Catholic

Charities distributes - its funds among 182

hospitals, child care homes, day nurseries,

family relief and other agencies in Arch-
diocese of New York.

(Continued on Page 28)
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wi.h SMILEY BURNETTE and JUDITH ALLEN • RA MOULD
Joseph Kane — Director

• Screen Ploy by Jack Nolteford, Oliver Drake

Original Story by Jack Natteford

SOUTH OF THE BORDER
with SMILEY BURNEHE and JUNE STOREY - LUPITA TOVAR
MARY LEE • DUNCAN RENALDO ondThe Checkerboard Band

Directed by George Shermon * Screen play by Betty Burbridge, Gerry Geroghty

Original story by Dorrell and Stuart McGowon

GAUCHO SERENADE
with SMILEY BUI^NETTE and JUNE STOREY . DUNCAN RENALDO • MARY LEE

SMITH BALLEW and WENDELL NILES . THE VELASCOS . JOSE ESLAVA'S ORCH.

Directed by Frank A^Donoid

Original screen play by Betty Burbridge, Bradford Ropes *.

REPUBUt PICTURES * BUV



EXHIBITORS AND PUBLIC ALIKE, WE WILL RE ISSUE
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MEXICALI ROSE
with SMILEY BURNETTE and

NOAH BEERY • LUANA WALTERS • WILLIAM FARNUM
Directed by George Sherman

Screen play by Gerald Geraghty • Original story by Luci Ward, Connie Lee

IN OLD MONTEREY
with SMILEY BURNETTE and JUNE STOREY • GEORGE "GABBY" HAYES • THE

HOOSIER HOT SHOTS . SARIE AND SALLIE - THE RANCH BOYS - STUART HAMBLEN
Directed by Joseph Kane • Screen play by Gerald Geraghty, Dorrell .and Stuart McGowan

Original story by Gerald Geraghty, George Sherman

u. s

TUMBLING TUMBLEWEEDS
with SMILEY BURNETTE and

LUCILLE BROWNE • NORMA TAYLOR . Joseph tCane- Director

Story by Alan Ludwig • Screenplay by Ford Beebe

Supervised by Armond Schoefer
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What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

'CHINA GIRL' FAST ENTERTAINMENT, SAYS CROWTHER
(20TH CENTURY-FOX) "...Great stuff for what it is. . .Highfalutin' movie, full of tough-guy talk, romance and bold intrigue...

Fast, diverting entertainment." Crowther, N. Y. TIMES. ——— "...Typical war-front adventure. . .But in spirit it adds to our lagging
undersrtanding and regard for the Asiatics. . .Starred with soaring moments. . .Never lets the picture sag." McManus, PM. "...

Director Hathaway has done his best to make it an exciting adventure by keeping the story moving at a fast clip, but fails to take
the beholder's mind off the essential cheapness and phoniness of the plot." Cameron, N. Y. NEWS. "...Without pretense, it's

the formula spy-meller blood-and-thunder plot .. .Action is fast and still the picture runs slightly overboard on footage. Melodramatic
and thrill-action shots never cease. . .Swell entertainment." Mortimer, N. Y. MIRROR. "...Sprawling Oriental melodrama...
Script is always falling apart at the seams and no amount of expert staging can make it look like whole cinematic cloth... Ad-
ventitious and meagerly acted." Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. ".. .Unhappy mixture .. .Assembly, rather than a creative
job...Hecht has put in everything that came to mind without thinking. . .Will serve as an action frame for young Montgomery and
pretty Oene." Winsten, N. Y. POST. "...For people who like their adventure with a strong flavor of brawn and invincibility

...Jumps around a lot, hurrying constantly from massacre to bedroom." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

'LUCKY JORDAN' ABOVE AVERAGE GANGSTER MELLER
(PARAMOUNT) "...Mailer worthy of a higher budget. . .Above its class because of Ladd's intelligent acting." Mortimer, N. Y. MIR-
ROR. ".

. .Latest frill in gangsters is still cut from the old movie gangster stencil. . .Not a great picture, not even a good one. . .

You're always ahead of the picture, not to mention the difficulty of belief." Winsten, N. Y. POST. "...Punctuated by numerous
fights, torture and narrow escapes ... Hollywood has been having difficulty getting good spy plots. Incredible as this one is, it is one
of the better so far." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Employs all the cliches known to gangster-melodrama fans...

A

bit of excitement despite the labored script... If it had lived up to its opening scenes, it might have ranked with the offerings of the
golden age of the gangster film. Unfortunately, it doesn't." Pihodna, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. ".

. .A lot of stuff about secret
plans, Nazi agents, AWOL adventure and final unconvincing redemption. Most noteworthy item is the newcomer heroine, Helen
Walker." McManus, PM

'MARGIN FOR ERROR' GETS PLACID RECEPTION
(20TH CENTURY-FOX) "...Little melodrama seems very dated and certainly out of place...As whodunits go, it may have some
moments." McManus, PM. "...Barely permitted to gather the momentum of suspense and excitement that it deserves. . .Was a
far better play than a film. It was far better three years ago than it is today. . .Time and translation have not added to its entertain-
ment values." Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Not very funny but it is not very musty, either, and altogether adds up
to a good show. . .Preminger has considerably improved on his original job. . .The play had its dragging moments, the movie is brisk."

Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "
. . . Short-on-footage, lots-on-action, plenty-on-laughs vehicle which does agreeably by the

comic talents of Milton Berle." Thirer, N. Y. POST. "...Contains enough punch and action, especially for New York audiences,
to put it over with a whoop locally. . .Berle, even minus slapstick, is always Berle, which is one reason why this film will hold over."
Mortimer. N. Y. MIRROR

'ICE CAPADES REVUE' REVIEWERS RATE SKATING TOPS
(REPUBLIC) "...Some lovely ballet numbers and some fine championship figure skating, nicely spaced throughout the picture...
Three Stars." Cameron, N. Y. NEWS. "...As a photoplay, just another movie plot. But as a skating spectacle, it is lively, in-

ventive, sometimes a shade over-glittery, but always as rhythmic as only fine skating can be... As the poor man's ice show, it is really
quite rewarding." McManus. PM. "...If as much thought had been given to the script (as to the rink numbers) result would
have been far more gratifying. . .Principals are personable and capable." Werner, N. Y. MIRROR.

'TRUCK BUSTERS' ACTION MELLER MAKES GOOD FILLER
(WARNEIR BROS.) "...Violence, rough-house and gun play straight out of a dozen films of the same caliber .. .Just a chore to fill

out the lower half of a two-picture program." Pihodna, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. ".
. .Main theme is fights, wrecks and riots.

and these are jampacked in almost solid .. .Short (58 minutes) and doesn't have much time to spare for anything except stirring up
excitement.

. .Strictly for the double feature market." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Just another racketeer picture...
Everybody does his or her best, which is prettv far from excellent." Hale, N. Y. NEWS. "...Lightweight, light budget filler...

Familiar 'virtue always triumphs' theme." G. R. S., N. Y. MIRROR. "...Just another muscle picture—a Grade B 'They Drive
By Night'... For those who have a mania for mayhem ... Strictly a film for armchair gymnasts." Crowther, N. Y. TIME:S.

IT COMES UP LOVE' CRITICS LIKE ITS YOUTHFUL FUN
(UNIVERSAL) ".

. .Pleasant little comedy. . .O'Connor is vastly amusing." Cameron, N. Y. NEWS. . .Proves that a B film can
be entertaining.

. .Dotted with amusing situations and dialogue. . .Light and easy to take." Warner, N. Y. MIRROR. ".
.
.Unless

you are young enough to go slightly daffy over jitterbugging orold enougn to set back pleasantly and watch the young people have
their fun, this is not your picture." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Refreshment comes from the general youth and
good nature of the proceedings. . .Laughs come easily as long as you don't inquire too closely as to whether there's a reason." Win-
sten, N. Y. POST. "...Has a few interludes of obvious amusement ... Staged smoothly but conventionally .. .No more distin-

guished than its title." Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Modest bit of comedy and romance in the adolescent vein...
Fairly amusing.

. .Humor is very obvious. . .Acceptable for teen-age patrons on a double bill." Crowther, N. Y. TIMES.

'WHISTLING IN DIXIE' FUNNY TO SOME. NOT TO OTHERS
(METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER) "...Intermittently amusing exercise in comic insanity. . .Skelton's double-takes, lunatic facial con-
tortions and fainting spells do tend to become repetitious after several reels." T. S., N. Y. TIMES. "...Mostly like an Abbott
and Costello comedy without Abbott and Costello. . . Just isn't good enough as a mystery story to pass as a sober thriller and unless
you are content with people falling down and making noise, there isn't much comedy." Cook, N. Y. WORLD - TELEGRAM.
"...Followers of Red Skelton are assured a joyous time. . .Director Simon maintains suspense throughout the funmaking. never per-
mitting the pace to slacken." E. G., N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. — ". . .Except in frenzied moments, it doesn't seem half as funny
as it did the first time." Levitas, PM. "...Falls short on laugh situations, and lacks the bounce of the previous 'Whistling in
the Dark'... An occasional snappy gag; for the most part, however, the fun lacks freshness." Werner. N. Y. MIRROR.
"...Even funnier than 'Whistling in the Dark'... As spooky as it is funny and moves speedily along to an hilarious climax. . .Gags
keep up, fresh and amusing, right on through." Hale, N. Y. NEWS. "...Making the folks giggle a-plenty and shiver a little...
Action turns into terrific slapstick. . .Pratfall whodunit." Thirer N. Y. POST. ".

. .lUuslve quest for laughs. . .Forced, overzealous
and seldom genuinely funny." Finn, PHILA. RECORD.
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THE NEWS DIGEST
(Continued from Page 25)

Neif Hayes Program
After considerable planning and prepara-

tion, a new program of industry public rela-

tions approved by the MPPDA board of di-

rectors is ready for launching. The Indus-
try Service Bureau, formerly the Public Re-
lations Council, has prepared a number of
pamphlets, with more to come, which will

present the various industry activities to the
general public. The pamphlets will be in-

troduced to the press, reviewers, clergy, civic

groups and theatres by a field contact staff

consisting of Gordon White, Duke Hickey
and Mark Larkin. The field staff will ar-

range for speakers to point out the vital po-
sition of motion pictures in the community.
Charles Francis Coe, vice-president and gen-
eral counsel for MPPDA, said the field con-
tact staff's function will be to "fill the thea-
tres and keep them filled." He called the
films "the most important educational me-
dium in wartime" and said that "many of

the government's own aims would be de-

feated" if theatres should close.

Disney Vs. Hitler
Walt Disney on his recent visit to New

York, said that he planned a picture de-

bunking the Nazi racial superiority theory.

Disney intends to go to Cambridge to con-
fer with Dr. Ernest Hooton, professor of

anthropology at Harvard. He also expects
to do a fantasy concerning existence on
earth a hundred years hence under a regi-

mented totalitarian state. Meanwhile, the
Disney short on income tax opened at 677
theatres throughout the country on Feb. 4

and National Screen Service, which is re-

leasing the short, reports that it has readied
thousands of bookings which will assure
maximum playing time of Donald Duck's
tax message.

* * >ii

No Oil For N.E.
Theatres throughout Massachusetts, Con-

necticut and Rhode Island, which had not
converted to coal, faced a cold prospect
following the order of O'PA Administrator
Kenneth B. Backman that no fuel oil will

be delivered to sports and amusement
establishments for a ten-day period starting
February 2. Although many of the larger
independent houses and circuits have con-
verted, many theatres will be required to
close if their oil supply does not last the
10-day period. Even those houses that use
coal face a possible shortage because of the
severe weather which has ravaged the New
England territory. The order was deemed
necessary to insure uninterrupted operation
by vital war industries and to meet the re-

quired share of fuel oil to homes.
* »

Westerns For First-Runs
Now that United Artists is handling dis-

tribution of the Harry Sherman westerns,
it is the company's intention to put on a

real campaign to make a large section of jobs in film production was contained in a

"Not a dark house in more than
20 years of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE

Member National Film Carriers' Am'd

250 N. JUNIPER STREETT
PHILADELPHIA

IX)CrST 482S RACE 4«00

the American movie-going public western-
conscious. This word was given to the trade
last week by Arthur W. Kelly, vice-presi-

dent and chief of foreign distribution for
UA. By adding "glamour" to the advertis-
ing of westerns, Kelly believes that hoss
operas can get first-run playing time. The
Pavilion, London, has already contracted
to give the Hopalong Cassidy pictures
extended playing time.

* * *

Universal's Profit Up
Consolidated net profit of Universal Pic-

tures Co., Inc., and its subsidiaries for the
fiscal year ended Oct. 31, 1942, after all

charges and taxes, was $2,968,231 as com-
pared with net profit of $2,673,249 in the
preceding year, according to the annual
report released by J. Cheever Cowdin, chair-
man of the board. Before Federal t^x de-
ductions, net income of the company was
$7,255,531 (including an adjustment of re-

serves of $171,217 for prior years' taxes).
This compared with $4,396,499 the previous
year. Universal Corp. (parent company for

Universal Pictures) has a consolidated net
income of $2,806,952 after all charges, includ-
ing provision for Federal taxes.
Mr. Cowdin states that domestic revenue

amounted to $25,101,506, more than the
world-wide revenue three years ago. He
also stated that foreign business continues
to increase. Universal was recently reported
planning to simplify its financial structure
would be used to pay off the preferred stock
by borrowing six million dollars. This sum
and liquidate all other outstanding loans.

* * *

M-G-M Promotions
Edward M. Saunders, Western Sales Man-

ager, has been appointed assistant getieral

sales manager of MGM by W. F. Rodgers,
vice-president in charge of sales. Saunders
takes over his new post Feb. 15. This was
one of a number of changes in the sales

staff made by Rodgers. John E. Flynn has
been advanced to Western sales manager
with headquarters in Chicago. Edward W.
Aaron, assistant to Rodgers, moves into the
new position of circuit sales manager. John
J. Maloney, Pittsburgh district manager,
will take over Flynn's Central division. Other
changes in the MGM sales staff involve
Burtus Bihhop, Jr., who moves to Dallas;
William B. Zoellner, promoted to branch
manager in Atlanta; Jacques C. Reville,

who succeeds Zoellner as Oklahoma City
branch manager; John J. Byrne, district

manager in Denver, assumes Maloney's post
in the Pittsburgh area.

* * *

Film fobs Essential
Recognition of the essentiality of certain

recent bulletin issued by the War Man-
power Commission. The twelve po-sitions
in which workers might be deferred from
the armed services were listed as follows:
Animator, architect for production sets,
cameraman, film cutter, film editor, equip-
ment maintenance, technician, illuminating
technician, process and effect technician,
production set technician, production super-
visor, sound engineer and technical (script)
writer.

* * *

Golden Film Into Paramount
The first RKO picture ever to play the

Paramount Theatre on Broadway will be
the Edward Golden production, "Hitler's

Children." This heralded exploitation fea-

ture will open an extended run on Feb. 24,

according to a statement by Ned E. Depinet,

RKO president. The huge Broadway house
has been devoted almost exclusively to

Paramount product in the past, but since

that company is withholding its large back-
log of completed features, it was made
available for the RKO film.

• • *

Tenn. Bill Hits Chains
One of the strangest pieces of legislation

affecting the motion picture industry ever
introduced in this country is the bill pre-

sented to the Tennessee Legislature to

force the closing of any theatres operated
at a loss to stifle opposition. The aim, it

seems, is to prevent operation of circuit

houses against independents for competitive
reasons solely. The proposed measure, in-

troduced in both houses, would also abolish

block booking, making illegal exclusive

film contracts and prohibit the issuance of
an excessive number of passes.

Do You Need A
LIVE-WIRE

THEATRE MANAGER?
I have 30 years' experience

in theatre management and
film exploitation. If you
want better, more original

advertising, I'm your man.
Will go anywhere in the

East. Write me

F B BOX 7 2

FILM BULLETIN
1239 Vine Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

SAVE Time . . . Energy . . . Insurance . . . Worry . . . Money

Economically Sensible for All Your Deliveries to Be Made by

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, Inc.

HORLACHER
PHILADELPHIA BALTIMORE WASHINGTON NEW YORK
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Uember National Film Carriers. Inc. Miss Yolanda Cicchetti, Notary Public, 1239 Vine St., FhlU.
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IISTEM!
Victory is not coming to us solely

from the gallantry of our courageous

youth around the world^s far-flung

battle fronts.

*

Victory will also come because of

loyal, self-sacrificing Americans, who
would give up anything, that the boys

in the field may have the best there

is, to finish the job quickly.

Victory therefore must monopolize

the daily thinking of every one of us

on the home front. Don't let the

boys in the tanks and planes and

trenches do it all.

Victory will be speeded too, by the

Theatre-man who refuses to see val-

uable film wasted, or other badly-

needed materials sabotaged by
careless handling and neglect.

Victory— it must not be forgotten

either—can be retarded too, by whin-

ing and fault-finding and complain-

ing. We are all soldiers in a common
cause, and there must be but one

thought ever in our minds—

Victory!

nnrionnL ^(yieCit service
PRIZE BUSY OF THE inOUSTRY
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CHINES RAM:

"W loud braying counted for anything-

'The ass would be King of the jungle!''

Dr. Lee-o*s American translation:

PICTURES/ NOT
CONVERSATION
FROM M-G-M!
Completed and in production at the great M-G-M Studios in Culver City are the finest shows this

industry has ever seen. With confidence in the future, with an enthusiastic willingness to go full speed

ahead you can depend on the Friendly Company now and in months to come. With our first two groups

giving a fine account of themselves at box-offices nationwide, with "Random Harvest" outgrossing

"Miniver," look ahead with us and remember: "Not for just a day, not for just a season, but Always!"

Metro-SOLL / / 1
1 I

-Mayer
PICTURES IN PRODUCTION

"PRESENTING LILY MARS"
Judy Garland, Van Heflin. Bob Crosby & Band

"ASSIGNMENT IN BRITTANY"
Pierre Aumont, Susan Peters

"THE HUMAN COMEDY"
Mickey Rooney in Saroyan's Book-of-the-Month Club masterpiece

"THE YOUNGEST PROFESSION"
The Season's Surprise with top M-G-M names as Guest Stars

"DESTINATION —TOKYO I"

Franchot Tone, Ruth Hussey, Gene fs.'e(/>'

"SALUTE TO THE MARINES"
Wallare Beery

"BEST FOOT FORWARD"
Lucille Ball, William Gaxton, Virginia Weidler, Harry James & Band

"DR. GILLESPIE'S CRIMINAL CASE"
Lionel Barrymore, Van Johnson, Donna Reed

"PRIVATE MISS JONES" (Technicolor)

Kalhryn Grayson, Gene Kelly, Mary Astor, John Boles, Jose hurbi

"FACULTY ROW"
Susan Peters, Herbert Marshall, Mary Astor

"DU BARRY WAS A LADY" freclmfcofor)

Red Skelton, Lucille Ball, Gene Kelly, Tommy Dorsey & Bar\d

"CABIN IN THE SKY"
Etfiel Waters, 'Rochester,' Lena Horne, Duke Ellington & Band

"SLIGHTLY DANGEROUS"
Lana Turru^, Robert Young

"LASSIE COME HOME" fTcc/inKro/or)

Roddy McDouall, Donald Cnsp

"AIR RAID WARDENS"
Laurel L'nd Hardy

"BATAAN'S LAST STAND"
Robert Taylor, George Murphy, Thomas Mitchell, Lloyd hJolan

"ABOVE SUSPICION"
Joan Crawford, Fred MacMurray

"GIRL CRAZY"
Mickey Rooney, Judy Garland, Tommy Dorsey & Band

"SWING SHIFT MAISIE"
Ann Sothem, James Craig

"I DOOD IT"
Red Skelton, Eleanor Powell, Jimmy Dorsey & Band

Sell

Bonds (or

Uncle Sam



The least you can do l«r the country you lov«

SELL AI^D BUY WAR BONDS AMD STAMPS
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FORECAST FOR 1943
Much of this issue of FILM BULLETIN is devoted

to the story of film production for the year past and

the months to come. The Studio Forecast is an annual

feature that has grown swiftly in the estimation of the

trade and is now widely recognized as the most authori-

tative report on the state of filmdom available to exhibi-

tors and film men.

There are definite reasons why the Forecast for

1943 assumes greater import than any prior edition. Of
primary moment is the war and Its blanket effects on

industry at large, as well as the changes it will bring

about in each film company. The individual studios

must be considered In the light of such factors as ceil-

ings on sets and salaries, and losses of manpower.

World War II is putting its mark upon the motion

picture Industry. Some studios are suffering more than

others; to some it actually will be a boon. The un-

settled times make it more imperative than ever that

the exhibitor keep abreast of the fluctuations In the for-

tunes of the film production plants. What, for instance,

will be the effect of Metro's losses from Its star roster?

How will Columbia be affected by the $25,000 salary

ceiling? What is the startling news about PRC? Which

studio will rank on top for the 1942-43 season?

Well, let's turn to the Production Section on Page

Eleven.

RODGERS PLEA
No distributor in film business Is more respected

than William F. Rodgers, so his plea last week for one

national theatre organization will be considered thought-

fully by everyone.

Unity is an attractive word and a worthy objective

for industries, as well as nations and peoples. It is not

an easy target to shoot down, especially when raised

by so sincere an individual as Bill Rodgers. He made

out a strong case for one theatre body, yet it is not

unlikely that the sentiment of the vast majority of Inde-

pendent theatre operators will be against such a project.

We intend to listen carefully to the views of the

exhibitor leaders and, yes, of the rank and file. There

will never be a truly national theatre association unless

the mass of independent theatremen are convinced that

it will not throttle their American right to protect their

interests. Satisfaction of that problem looks to us like

a very big order.

SERVICE GOES TO WAR
By this time every exhibitor employing more than

two people Is keenly aware of the manpower problem

that has been created by the demands of the war effort.

He knows, too, that every shipping facility has slowed

down a bit and that some of America's firmest institu-

tions rendering services to the public have had the sharp

edge of their former promptness and accuracy dulled

by losses of key workers.

Knowing this, every theatreman using the National

Screen Services should understand the tremendous prob-

lems faced by the company. In spite of all the handi-

caps, this splendid organization continues to render

service to its thousands of customers with an amazing

degree of efficiency. In spite, too, of the fact that its

facilities are often taxed by the free service it grants

such charitable institutions as the Red Cross and March

of Dimes, not to mention its distribution of the Disney

tax short and other War Activities Committee items.

We know that every considerate exhibitor will think

of these facts when an advertising accessory is late once

in a while, and we hope that occasionally he will give

National Screen a pat on the back in appreciation of

the job it is performing.

FILM BULLETIN, an Independent Motion Picture Trade Paper pnblished every other Mdndav bv Film Bullftin Company, Mo Wax, Editor and Publisiier.
BUSINESS OFFICE: 509 KKO Building. Rockefeller Center, N. COIambas 5-2125. PUBLICATION-EOITOKIAL OFFICES: 1239 Vine Street, Phila-
delphia, Fa., RITtenhouse 7424; Barney Stein, Publication Manager; Ted Barlow, Circulation Manager; Frank Leyendecker, Staff Representative. HOLLY-
WOOD OFFICE: 643 North Hayworth Avenue, Holl.vwood, Calif., Webster 58 23; David Hanna, HoUywood Editor. Subscription Bate: ONE TE.\R, $3.00
ia tli« United States; Canada, $4.00; Europe, $5.00. TWO YEARS, 95.00 la the United States; Canada, $7.50; Europe, $9.00.



M-G-M...2 Not Designated

'CABIN IN THE SKY' COLORED NAME STARS SHINE IN MUSICAL FANTASY
Rates • • + if heavily sold; less in rural

M-G-M
98 minutes.

Ethel Waters, Eddie "Rochester" Anderson,
Lena Home, Louis Armstrong, Rex Ingram,
Kenneth Spencer, Oscar Polk, "Bubblei"
(J. VV. Sublett), Manton Moreland, WiUie
Best, Butterfly McQueen, "Buck" (Ford L.

Washington), Moke and Poke, (Leon James
and Fletcher Rivers) Bill Bailey, Ruby Dan-
dridge, Ernest Whitman, Nicodemus, Duke
Ellington and His Orchestra, the Hall John-
son Choir. Directed by Vincent Minnelli.

Outstanding Negro star3 from the "taj^?.

night club and rado fields give excGptioml
protrayals which do much to make this

musical fantasy colorful, amu«-ing and en-
tertaining. "Cabin in the Sky," like "Green
Pastures," is an imaginative tale, but it has
been livened up with modern orchestrations,
torch songs and fast stepping, including
some whirlwind jitterburg routine^. Of it'?

all-Negro cast, Eddie "Rochester" Ander-
son and Duke Ellington and His Orchestra
are highly exploitable names for the younger
crowd, and Ethel Waters and The Hall

spots

Johnson Choir are also favorites. Lena
HDrne, the nite club singer, photographs
beautifully and will be much talked-about.

The two Vernon Duke tunes from the rtage

shDv/, the title number and "Taking a
Chance on Love," are outstanding and two
new Arlen and Harburg songs, "Happiners
Ii a Thing Called Joe" and "Life's Full of

Consequence's," are superbly rendered. Like
the stage musical, this will be intensely

papular with some first-run audiences and,
of cDurse the Negro element, but it will

need strong selling in naborhoods and
small towns.
The fanciful story centers around shift-

less RDChe-^ter, given to gambling and
v/Dman-cha-ing, and his loyal and devoted
wife, Ethel Waters, who is eternally trying
to reform him. After being hurt in a gam-
bling brawl, Rochester lies dying as Rex
Ingram, the devil tries to take him to Hades
while Kenneth Spencer, the good angel, savi
that his wife's praving has spared him for

six more months. Rochester gets started on
the straight and narrow path until Ingram
arranges for the seductive Lena Horne to

inform him that he has won the sweep-
st.-ike-. V/hMe Miss Home dr.-^rs R-;cherter

to a night spot, Miss Waters decides to do
a little stepping to make him jealous. This
leads to a fight and, following a terrific

windstorm, Rochester ii injured and made
unconscious.

While in the coma, Ingram and Spencer
again fight over their prize, but Miss
Waters' prayers again win out and Ro-
chester rouses out of his dreams of the

after-life and really repents.

Ethel Waters, as Petunia the devoted

wife, gives a truly magnificent portrayal

filled with warmth and tenderness. Eddie
"Rochester" Anderson excels in his comedy
moments, but is also effective in his dramatic
scenes. Lena Horne makes the Wicked
Georgia Brown a most seductive charmer
who puts over several sultry ballads. Other
notable performances are given by Rex In-

gram, as the oily Lucifier, Jr.; Kenneth
Spencer, as the upstanding Reverend;
"Bubbles" as a double-crossing gambler,
and, especially by Butterfly McQueen, whose
every squeaky-voiced utterance gets a laugh.

Film fans will recognize Mantan Moreland
and Willie Best, as agents of Satan. Sepia
photography is excellent.

LEYENDECKER.

•A STRANGER IN TOWN' WELL-ACTED, ENTERTAINING PROGRAMMER
Rates • • generally

M-G-M
67 minutes.
Frank Morgan, Richard Carlson, Jean
Rogers, Porter Hall, Robert Barratt, Donald
MacBride, Andrew Tombes, Walter Baldwin,
Olin Howlin, Chill Wills, Irving Bacon,
Gladys Blake, Holmes Herbert, Kenneth
Harlan, Eddie Dunn, Virginia Sale, John
Hodiak. Directed by Roy Rowland.

A well-acted, entertaining comedy on an
always-popular theme, "A Stranger in Town,"
is one of M-G-M's better programmers and
a good choice for any dual bill. Borrow-
ing its central situation from "Talk of the
Town," this story of a Supreme Court Jus-
tice on vacation in a small town is far-

fetched in spots but handled with humor
and understanding by Roy Rowland, former
short subjects director. The average spec-

tator is certain to take delight in feeing the

grafting politicians receive a well-deTerved

"bums' rush" from an upstanding young
lawyer. The picture's chief asset, both from
the marquee and an acting standpoint is

Frank Morgan, in one of his cccasional
dramatic portrayals, who delivers a stirring

speech praising the American way of life.

The love scenes have a pleasing light touch
and the picture has enough action, includ-

ing a free-for-all street brawl, to satisfy the
younger fans.

As the story opens, Frank Morgan, ira'--

cible U .S. Supreme Court Justice, informs
his secretary (Jean Rogers) that he is

spending his vacation going duck hunting
incognito. Morgan finds the rural community
he visits to be filled with petty grafters, all

under the protective wing of Mayor Robert
Barrat. After paying an exhorbitant hunting
fee, he takes an interest in Richard Carl-

son, the opposition mayorality candidate.
Barrat and his crooked politicians go to

great lengths to difcredit Carlson and his

middle-aged friend—known only as a
stranger in town. With Morgan's aid, Carl-
son digs up a pettv law infringement and
almost frightens Barrat and all of his

henchmen. However, Barrat puts up a stiff

fight until he learns Morgan's real identity.

He then bows out and Carlson is elected
mayor by the grateful townspeople.

Richard Carlson does nicely as the square-

jawed young lawyer and Jean Rogers fur-

nishes the other half of the romantic

interest as Morgan's efficient secretary.

Robert Barrat, as the mayor; Porter Hall,

as the small-town judge; Donald MacBride
and Andrew Tobes are all excellent types

who contribute sturdy performances.
DENLEY.

*YOUNG AND WILLING' A WEAK AND WACKY FARCE
Rates • + as naborhood supporting dualler

United Artists (Cinema Guild)
83 minutes.
William Holden, Eddie Bracken, Susan Hay-
ward, Robert Benchley, Martha O'Driscoll,
James Brown, Barbara Britton, Jay Fassett,
Mabel Paige Paul Hurst, Florence Mac-
Michael, Olin Howlin, Fay Helm, Billy
Bevan. Directed by Edward H. Griffith.

A wacky farce acted and directed in ama-
teurish fashion, "Young and Willing" will

seem boring and silly to the majority of in-

telligent patrons. Echoing one of the char-
acters, the story is "like a jig-saw puzzle
that hasn't been put together" and its over-
drawn situations and inane dialogue are
mildly amusing at best. The stage play,
"Out of the Frying Pan," which showed
three aspiring actors and three would-be
actresses all living in one New York apart-
ment, was a fair success but the present
film adaptation, with most of the risque

humor and spicy lines deleted, is a decid-

edly tame affair. Even Robert Benchley
has dfficulty in making any sort of an
impression in this welter of burlesque
comedy. It is unquestionably the weakest
of the feature group U. A. bought from
Paramount. The Benchley, Hayward and
Holden names will get it by as a supporting
dualler in naborhood spots.

Six hopeful stage aspirants are all living

in a New York apartment of Martha O'Dris-
coll, whose father is sending her money
from Illinois. One of the other girls, Bar-
bara Britton, is secretly married to James
Brown, despite the bargain made bv all of

them not to let romance interfere with their

careers. While the sextet tries to avoid
meeting the landlady about the rent, they do
try to get the attention of Robert Benchley,
a producer in the apartment below. Mean-
while Miss O'Dricoll's father arrives and
when he learns that his daughter has been
living with five others, he suspects the worst

and orders her to return home. The young-
sters have been rehearsing a manuscript
left in the house by Benchley years before

and he is finally persuaded to listen to his

old play. Various crazj' interuptions and ac-

cidents ruin the performance, but. just

when Miss O'Driscoll is about to return

home, Benchley announces that he will pro-

duce the play and have them all act in it

as a burlesque murder mystery.

It is to the credit of William Holden and
Susan Hayward, the two best marquee
names, that they seem far too rational for

the silly antics they are forced to go
through. Both Eddie Bracken and Martha
O'Driscoll act "completely nuts" and Bar-

bara Britton and James Brown are an
attractive young pair as the romantic and
worried members of the sextet. Mabel Paige,

recruited from the stage cast, gives just

the proper touch of absurdity to the role

of the simple-minded landlady.
LEYENDECKER.
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• IMMORTAL
IN KANSAS CITY
Topping ALL records in
tliree smasli lioldover openings!

• IMMORTAL
IN NEW YORK
Rocking tlie Roxy^s
longest'Standing records!

• IMMORTAL • IMMORTAL

Join the industry's March of Dimes Drive . . . Feb. 18 to Feb. 24



'THE AMAZING MRS. HOLLIDAY' SLOW-MOVING TALE HAS HUMAN INTEREST
Rates • on name value; slightly more

Universal

97 Minutes

Deanna Durbin, Edmond O'Brien, Barry-

Fitzgerald, Arthur Treacher, Harry Daven-
port, Frieda Inescort, Grant Mitchell, Elisa-

beth Risdon, J. Frank Hamilton, Gus Schil-

ling, Wade Boteler, Esther Dale, Charles

Trowbridge, Irving Bacon, Jonathan Hale,

Christopher Severn, Yvonne Severn, Mila

Rich, Vido Rich, Diane Dubois, Billy Ward,
Teddy Infuhr, Linda Bieber, Michael Chann.

Directed by Bruce Manning.

A charming, full-blown Deanna Durbin

(back after a year's absence) and a group
of children of assorted nationalities give

"The Amazing Mrs. Holliday" some nice

human interest, but these assets fail to out-

weigh the fact that the picture is over-long,

contains innumerable flashbacks and drags

considerably during the rather obvious com-
plications. While the title suggests a

sophisticated divorcee tale, this is actually

sugary in spots and just as implausible as

the average story from "True Romances."

in naborhoods
Although Director Bruce Manning has in-

jected many whimsical and heart-warming
touches, which should appeal to the fem-
inine trade, the pace is far too slow to sat-

isfy action-minded audiences. And Miss
Durbin's splendidly-rendered songs, includ-

ing "Visi D'Arte," "Mighty Lak' a Rose"
and "The Old Refrain," will appeal more to

the oldsters than to the younger element.

This should go over better in naborhoods
than the first-runs; it will be weakest in

the action spots.

The story opens on a war note as the

Japs bomb a Chinese mission forcing

Deanna Durbin, a young American teacher,

to evacuate nine refugee children. With
the aid of Barry Fitzgerald, a ship's stew-
ard, she stows them away on Commodore
Holliday's ship. When a torpedo strikes,

Miss Durbin, Fitzgerald and eight of the
children are rescued and the others be-

lieved lost. In San Francisco, she takes
her brood to the Holliday mansion where,
to insure their admission to the U. S., she
tells his grasping in-laws, she had married
the Commodore at sea. When the "widow"
and "children" are installed in the man-

sion, Edmond O'Brien, Holliday's grandson,

arrives and starts a romantic conflict in

Miss Durbin's mind. Even after she con-

fesses her lie, O'Brien wants her to stay,

but at a China Relief Party, Holliday

(Harry Davenport) makes a surprise re-

turn with the missing refugee child. In-

stead of exposing her, Davenport introduces

her as his "wife" and later relinquishes her

to his grandson while he decides to adopt
the youngsters.

In her first screen appearance in more
than a year, Deanna Durbin shows further
evidence of her lovely, well-rounded singing
voice while she gives a charming, sym-
pathetic performance in this Cinderella-

like role. Harry Davenport's salty old

Commodore Holliday and Barry Fitzgerald's

sly ship's steward are stand-out character
portrayals, while Elisabeth Risdon, Grant
Mitchell, Gus Schilling and several others
contribute fine support. Edmond O'Brien
does nicely as the hero and, of the children,

the adorable Chinese tot will win the hearts
of most patrons.

LEYENDECKER

'SILVER SKATES' ENTERTAINING ICE SPECTACLE IS MONOGRAM'S BEST
Rates • • + as dualler generally; less

Monogram
75 minutes.

Kenny Baker, Patricia Morison, Belita, Frick
and Fr"ck, Irene Dare, Danny Dare, Eugene
Turner, Joyce Compto", Frank Faylen, Paul
McVey, Donald Kerr, Jack Rice, Henry
Wadsworth, Ruth Lee, Ruby Dandridge,
JoAnn Dean, Creorge Stewart, Ted Fio Rito
and Orchestra. Directed by Leslie Good-
wins.

A glittering ice spectacle generously

sprinkled with comedy specialties and
pleasing tunes, "Silver Skates" is designed to

attract all types of patrons. It is Mono-
gram's most lavish production to date. The
skaters, especially the lovely, lissom Belita

and Frick and Frack, are leaders in their

field; Kenny Baker and Ted Fio Rito are

popular with radio listeners, while Patricia

Morison supplies fair marquee value for

screen fans. Although the story follows

familiar paths, it is light and entertaining
and entirely adequate as a peg on which to

hang the numerous elaborate ice routines.

Most important—it never drags and scarcely

seems to run its 75 minutes. Leslie Good-
wins' direction is good, especially for the

manner in which he blends the plot and the

skating specialties. Two of the eight songs
—"A Girl Like You—A Boy Like Me" and
"Lovely Lady" are standouts and the finale,

"Sing a Song of the Sea" is the type of

flashy patriotic pioduction number audiences
relish. Can be heavily exploited and should

get good grosses in the average theatre.

In the story, Patricia Morison, o-wner of
a touring ice show, is just getting out of

debt when Belita, her name skating star,

announces she is leaving to get married.
Meanwhile, Miss Morison's financial worries
have caused her to postpone marrying her
fiance, Kenny Baker, vocalist with the

show. The latter, who gets the idea that

pretending to love Belita might cause her
to stay with the show, suddenly finds him-
self engaged to both girls. However, Belita
has been using this new romance as a means
of bringing her own fiance to New York
and, after the difficulties are straightened
out, the show is booked for a long tour.

Patricia Morison, as the level-headed
owner of the ice show, and Kenny Baker,
as the flustered young vocalist, carry their

acting assignments nicely but it is Belita

who turns in the outstanding performance,
both on skates and in her role of the de-

signing little blonde star. Frick and Frack
do a sure-fire knockabout comedy act and
little Irene Dare also cuts a cute figure in

several ice numbers. The veteran baby-talk
girl, Joyce Compton, and Frank Faylen help
out with a few laughs.

LEYENDECKER.

'SECRETS OF THE UNDERGROUND' FAST-MOVING DRAMA WITH COMEDY TOUCHES
Rates • • as dualler for naborhood and

Republic

70 minutes.

John Hubbard, Virginia O'Brien, Lloyd Cor-
rigan, Robin Raymond, Miles Mander, Olin
Howlin Ben Welden, Maria Shelton, Neil
Hamilton, Pierre Watkin, Dick Rich, Ken
Christy. Directed by Willam Morgan.

Minor mysteiy-nielodrama in "The Thin
Man" vein, "Secrets of the Underground."
is entertaining dual fare. Although tho

story becomes implausible and too involved
in spots, it's compact, fast-moving and
packed with excitement. In addition. Di-

ector William Morgan gives considerable
footage to the public prosecutor and his

action spots

sob-sister fiancee a pair of bickering roman-
tics who add a light comedy touch whenever
the picture threatens to become too grim.

The climax is a neat combination of slap-

stick farce and thrills. Not for the first-

run spots, but will satisfy patrons in the

average naborhoods and action spots.

As the story opens, John Hubbard, public

prosecutor is on the track of a gang of

Nazi agents who have been counterfeiting

war stamps. On a tip from Miles Mander,
French painter who has been forced to work
for the enemy agents, Hubbard meets the

latter's daughter (Robin Raymond) on her

arrival in the U S. This act incurs the

jealousy of Virginia O'Brien, Hubbard's
fiancee, a news reporter who frequently in-

jects herself into his important cases. After
Mander has been murdered and Miss Ray-
mond kidnapped by the Nazi agents. Miss
O'Brien manages to trail the girl to the
dairy farm hideout of the counterfeiters.

The two women are almost smothered in

fertilizer before Hubbard, backed up by a
troop of energetic WAACS. rescue them
and break up the counterfeiting ring.

John Hubbard and Virginia O'Brien
handle their love scenes capably and give

smartly amusing performances throughout.
Olin Howlin is a delight as a taciturn bag-
gage agent and Miles Mander and Lloyd
Corrigan contribute their usual expert

character portrayals.

DENLEY.
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rific top-grossing successes— wit

such regularity — in so short a

time...And as we've said before

it's just the end of the beginning



THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi-Weekly Review of the Trade's Events

Rodgers Urges Nat'l Theatre Group
The reaction to William F. Rodgers' plea

for the creation of a national theatre organi-

zation, which would include "all motion pic-

ture theatre interests and be representative

of all theatremen's views," was favorable in

some quarters, tinged with skepticism in

others. Rodgers told members of the Motion

Picture Associates in New York that the

time would inevitably come "when this indus-

try and those in it will realize the benefits of

a united front and will by consultation with

and trust of each other then commence to

realize and reap to the fullest extent the pos-

sibilities of this great industry."

Some industry leaders felt that the project

should be expanded to cover all the branches

of the industry, notwithstanding the recent

failure of the UMPI plan. Ed Kuykendall,
MPTOA prexy, expressed a strong concur-

rence wtih Rodgers' plan, warning that ex-

hibitors must organize themselves into a

solid, unified group. Kuykendall noted that

the industry is "plainly overlooking the fact

that wartime delegation of authority and
power for the drastic control and regulation

of industries has created a much more dan-

gerous situation than has ever existed hereto-

fore" and that industry is completely unpre-

pared to "meet these attacks with a co-

ordinated defense."

Meanwhile, Harold Hopper, WPB motion
picture head, admitted Rodgers' previous

suggestion that WPB meet with a joint

group of distributors and exhibitors to clear

up the controversial raw stock question had
merit, but declared his objection to the argu-

ment that it was necessary. Hopper felt

that all the exhibitors could learn from the

sessions that there was a film shortage,

which they already know, and added that

"the actual physical difficulties of handling

s large industry committee" would make it

virtually impossible for exhibitors to join

the already swelled group. He ruled out

special meetings with exhibitors only on the

grounds that "not enough could be accom-

plished to justify it."

* * *

PCC Joins Allied Caravan

The Allied Caravan Committee announced

that the Pacific Coast Conference of Inde-

pendent Theatre Owners had adapted the

Allied Caravan Plan. Col. H. A. Cole, act-

ing chairman of the committee, issued the

following statement in Hollywood last week:

"We are authorized to announce that the

Pacific Coast Conference of Independent

Theatre Owners, acting through its board

of trustees, today approved and became a

participant in the Allied caravan plan. Pur-

pose of the caravan plan is to strengthen

the position of independent exhibitors by

affording them an information service rela-

tive to conditions in the film market com-
parable to that enjoyed by distributors.

"Adoption of the plan followed a series of

exhibitor meetings in Seattle, Portland, San
Francisco and Los Angeles. At these meet-

ings the plan was presented by the caravan

committee and in each instance was unani-

mously approved by the assembled exhibitors.

"Last Fall the caravan plan was adopted

by regional associations formerly affiliated

with Allied States Association of Motion Pic-

ture Exhibitors. Addition of the four strong

Coast units, functioning through the confer-

ence, brings into participation the largest

number of independent exhibitors ever enlist-

ed in support of a protective movement.

"Members of the Allied committee stress

the fact that their only authorized mission

was to present to the Conference units the

plan and to enlist their support thereof.

Gratified at the success of their mission,

they expressed their appreciation of many
courtesies extended by Coast representatives.

Cordial relations that have been established

insure the fullest co-operation in carrying

plan into execution."
* * *

Seek Compromise On Salary Ceiling

The Disney amendment to the Gearhart

bill to revoke the limitation on salaries

passed the House Ways and Means Commit-

tee and looked like a good bet to pass the

House. The Gearhart measure appeared as

a rider to the bill to raise the National debt

limit. Rep. Wesley Disney's amendment
aims to freeze salaries in excess of $25,000,

after taxes, at their Dec. 7, 1941, level and

to limit the increase in lower salaries to not

more than $25,000 after taxes. The amend-

ment, as applied to the motion picture indus-

try, would be only a partial solution of the

salary ceiling problem, since it would still

limit the income of players and technicians

whose earnings had increased to in excess of

the ceiling since Pearl Harbor. The Disney

amendment was offered as a compromise to

the anti-ceiling forces and should the House

accept it, it is still highly probable that the

Senate with the Republicans and Southern

and other anti-administration Democrats in

a majority would press for complete revoca-

tion of the limitation on salaries. President

Roosevelt requested that the salary question

be eliminated from the National debt limit

bill.

* * *

Vital Meeting In Hollytvood

A conference of major importance to the

industry took place in Hollywood last week.

The chief executives of the distributors and

studios huddled in a series of meeting last-

ing all week, which took into consideration

the various war problems affecting the indus-

try. Discussions centered around industry

relations with the OWI; manpower prob-

lems due to enlistments, the Manpower Act

and the newly-ordained 48-hour week; train-

ing films and further cooperation with the

armed forces; gas rationing and set ceilings

as they affected production; raw stock limi-

tations and the public relations matters.

Union executives were scheduled to meet
with the group to consider establishment of

a labor pool and problems encountered by the

48-hour week edict. The company presidents

attending included: Nicholas M. Schenck,

Spyros Skouras, Barney Balaban, Harry M.

Warner, N. Peter Rathvon, Nate Blumberg
and Harry Cohn. The studios were repre-

sented by: Samuel Goldw>'n, Eddie Mannix,

Y. Frank Freeman, Charles Koerner, M. J.

Siegel, C. W. Thornton, B. B. Kahane, Wil-

liam Goetz and Cliff Work. Lowell Mellett

represented the Government. Will H. Hays
was also present.

* * *

Industry Lauded In Quiz

Col. Kirk B. Lawton, head of the Army's

Pictorial Division, was glowing in his praise

of the work done by the industry, and par-

ticularly Col. Darryl F. Zanuck, in a hear-

ing before the Truman Committee, which is

investigating Army training film contracts

and commissions received by industry mem-
bers in the armed forces. Lawton said

Zanuck is "invaluable to us because he can

go to any company executive where a film

is lagging and tell them to 'get on your

bicycles.' Zanuck has done a remarkable

job." Lawton did not confine his praise to

Zanuck only. He described that in his per-

sonal contact with the industry executives

he has "never found such a group of whole-

hearted, sincere, patriotic people — anxious

to do something for their Government. I

know of no other industry. . .turning over

to the Government items of war material

absolutely without profit. In answer to a

question as to why Zanuck should hold the

rank of colonel. Col. Lawton stated that

Zanuck's prestige in the industry entitled

him to that rank and when quizzed as to

why it was necessary for a man in uniform

to handle Zanuck's duties, the colonel cited

the former's activities in Alaska and North

Africa. It was revealed that over one mil-

lion dollars was paid by the Army between.

January 1 and December 10 of last year

for training films from Hollj-wood.

* » *

Warner Sales Staff Changes

Warner Bros, elevated a number of execu-

tives in their sales department, most not-

able of which was Arthur Sachson to the

post of Assistant General Sales Manager,

it was announced by Ben Kalmenson, sales

chief. Sachson has been active in the home
office sales department for the past 18 years.

Five others were named to higher posts:

(Ccntlnued cn Page 37)
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WHAT HAPPENED IN HOLLYWOOD DURING 1942—
AND WHAT TO EXPECT THIS YEAR

STUDIO FOBECAST
FOR 1943

STORY FROM HOUYWOOD

COLUMBIA. . STILL FAILS TO LIVE UP TO ITS PROMISES
Columbia n 1941-42 season hit a new low for major

studio product. Not until the tail end of the film year di'd

this outfit deliver its initial first-class picture and it wound
up the miserable season with exactly two (2) really major
productions to its credit. These were "Talk of the Town"
and "My Sister Eileen," both of which garnered good
grosses in the large cities, but did not fare so well in the
hinterland.

Let's glance back at the comment on this studio in last

year's Forecast. We said: "Columbia is lacking in the one
important factor which means the difference between suc-

cess and failure to its policy of continuing operations with-

out maintaining a heavy list of important contract names

—

production manpower. The men who are now guiding the
company's production are not doing a major job . . . Add
to the above the very obvious shortcomings of the com-
pany's secondary product, including action pictures and
westerns, and you have the reason why Columbia occupies
the cellar in the major league."

There is little to indicate that Columbia's lack of pro-
duction manpower, so apparent a year ago, has been
remedied. Harry Cohn, shrewd star-trader, is in the top
spot, assisted by Sidney Buchman, ex-writer. No great pro-
ducer-director has appeared on the scene to replace Frank
Capra, standby that he was. Gone, too, are Everett Riskin
and William Perlberg. The studio's foremost producers
have been George Stevens, Lester Cowan and Harry Joe
Brown. Stevens' one picture this year will be "The More
the Merrier," after which he goes into the service of Uncle
Sam. Cowan made "Commandos" and is planning "Heart
of A City" as his next. Brown produced "Desperadoes"
and is now on "Attack By Night," but that winds him up
at this plant. Thus, two of the best men on the Columbia
lot are exiting shortly.

The remainder of the producer roster is not very im-
pressive. Gregory Ratoff is as good as any of the others,
aside from Cowan. The balance is comprised of B. P.
Schulberg, Sam Bronston, Louis Edelman, Burt Kelly (just
in from Paramount), Samuel White, Ralph Cohn, Jack Fier,
Wallace MacDonald, Colbert Clark, Dave Chatkin, Frank
Strayer ("Blondie"), Sam Bischoff, Robert Sparks. One or
two of these men might develop, but on the basis of de-
livery, they do not occupy prominent positions in the pro-
duction ranks.

Some hope can be taken from the announcement that
Sam Wood will arrive at this lot in the Spring to set up a
unit, with "The Land Is Bright," the Edna Ferber-George
S. Kaufman play, named as his first production. However,
this undoubtedly will not be included in the current pro-

gram. Another newcomer will be Isadore Goldsmith, hailed

as a noted European producer, who is scheduled to make
"Women At War" with an all-femme cast.

Early last Fall we began to have illusions of Columbia
rising from the ashes of its previous season to deliver a

first-rate major product. Announcements were coming
thick and fast of this star and that director being signed,

of this and that story property being purchased, of

grandiose plans for the new season. We heralded the

studio's impressive production plans, but thus far the 1942-

43 season has been filled with much promise and little sub-

stance. The season is half gone, but exhibitors have seen

only two A pictures, "You Were Never Lovelier" and
"Commandos Strike At Dawn." The Astaire-Hayworth
musical opened strong in many first-runs, but reports from
the subsequents have been disappointing. "Commandos,"
curi'ently in the deluxers, has enough action to make it

a uniformly good grosser, but the marquee value of Paul
Muni, Anna Lee and Lillian Gish outside of the metropoli-

tan areas is questionabl^. So, actually, neither of these

first two A releases for '43 can be rated in the big time.

In the program picture field, which comprises by far

the largest portion of Columbia's program, this company
does not compare with, say. Universal. The "Boston
Blackie" and the "Lone Wolf ' series continue to fill the

dual bill requirements of action houses, while the rurally

popular "Blondie" comedies are being resumed after the

delay during Penny Singleton's confinement. The "Ellery

Queen" series was dropped. Beyond those regular groups

Columbia offers very little in the C class. Quickies like

"Smith of Minnesota," "Spirit of Stanford," "Laugh Your
Blues Away," "Lucky Legs," "Man's World," among others,

afford the exhibitor very little opportunity to realize a

profit. There is only an occasional B picture like "A Night
To Remember."

The chief asset possessed by this company for years has

been the shrewd star-trading faculty of Harry Cohn. Each
season he has managed to negotiate deals to bring several

top ranking names to the Columbia lot. This year has
been no exception, as testified by the single picture ap-

pearances of Merle Oberon, Edward G. Robinson and Hum-
phrey Bogart under the Columbia banner. However, the

war may strike a serious blow at these one-picture deals

and the three above-mentioned stars may be among the

last to trek to this plant for the duration. Under the $25,-

000 salary ceiling it is doubtful if most high-salaried playei's

will agree to accept commitments away from their home
lots. Lacking a sizeable star roster of its own, Columbia

(Continued on Page 15)
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19 4 3 —A YEAR OF READJUSTMENT
(Continued from Page 12

)

liibirors may be obliged fo go to bat for the "poverty

row" producers, since it Is of elemental Importance that

oven this meager competition In the film market be

kept alive.

The most serious problem faced by the major stu-

dios today Is the $25,000 salary celling. Already some
of the stars, directors and writers have received their

allowable Income for 1943 and the Inclination on the

part of some is to curtail their work to an absolute

minimum. Hedy Lamarr has taken the lead In making

a rest of the edict as it stands and while her personal

popularity might be diminished by the move, she is help-

ing to force some clarification of the issue.

The argument of the stars is simply that the bal-

ance of their contracted high stipends Is pouring back

into the coffers of the studios. They want the privilege

of contributing the money to the Treasury by direct

taxation, rather than via the film companies. That

seems to be a wholesome demand.

War and the Independents

In a measure, the combination of the war and the

Consent Decree has been of benefit to the smaller stu-

dios. The drainage of famous actors from the major

companies and the celling on sets are factors which en-

able the Independents to compete with the majors on a

scale in closer proportion than heretofore. As marquee
names become fewer, the emphasis will fall more and

more on story values and exploitation angles. The les-

ser companies have a far better chance to approach
the standards of the big studios In these elements than

they ever had when striving to match their big name
casts.

Another boon for the Indies will be the greater

need for more product If the majors persist in their

policy of hoarding pictures for the future. Exhibitors

who never before booked independent features may be
compelled to turn to them as a last resort to keep their

theatres open the full week.

With the increase In opportunity has come also

added dangers for the Independents. The Government
Is too busy with the war to stand guard over the little

fellows, so there is bound to be a renewal of efforts by
the I arger companies to control that trade and direct It

into channels designed to suit their best interests. Eter-

nal vigilance will be required of the indies to keep com-
petition as free and open as possible in the film market.

Fewer Pictures

Fewer features were produced by the majors in

1942 and it is certain that programs will be curtailed

still more this year. Already Metro has announced that

only 35 features will be released this season and that,

hereafter, no seasonal programs will be planned in

advance.

Contributing to the reduction In the number of

pictures which exhibitors can expect in the future are

the salary celling, raw stock cuts, loss of stars to the

armed forces, diversion of technicians and artists to

war industries and depletions of stocks of materials.

The outlook for a tight film situation in coming
months is increased by the practice of hoarding com-
pleted films, being Indulged by certain of the majors.

Anticipating an acute product shortage in the future,

these companies, of which Paramount is the chief offen-

der, seem to be operating on the theory that they will

control the market and exact exorbitant terms from ex-

hibitors when that situation arises. It Is logical to make
provision for spreading all available product over the

maximum period of time, but the policy is being carried

to excess in some quarters and the result may bring un-

foreseen reactions against those studios.

An artificial product shortage might be used by

some film moguls as the excuse to launch another drive

to bring about governmental ban on double features.

This angle will have to be watched closely by Indepen-

dent exhibitors and film men.

The Future

Many changes will be wrought In Hollywood dur-

ing 1943. The past year's accomplishments Is proof

that the film people are basically Intelligent enough

and capable of handling the problems created by the

war. Much has been learned In Hollywood lately of

conservation. Ingenuity, economy. Much Is being

learned of the screen as a purveyor of fine, mature

stories — not just as a vehicle for displaying personali-

ties. There has been a fuller appreciation of the merits

of the producer-director and the writer-director idea.

Writers have been enjoying a greater measure of rec-

ognition than ever before. All these are advances that

make for better films.

The entrance of war-born factors make It difficult

to estimate the role played by the Consent Decree in

Hollywood's Improved attitude. We are convinced that

It has had a most vital role, so It Is with dismay that we
contemplate the future with "trust-buster" Thurman

Arnold no longer In the Department of Justice to re-

strain those who are always eager to overstep the

bounds of equity and fair play.

Truly, It might be said that every misfortune has its

compensation. On the site of a careless, smug, petul-

ant, notoriously extravagant and overly self-conscious

movie industry, the war is forcing Hollywood to build a

new, sounder foundation, to tighten Its belt, use Its

brains and face the world with courage and pride. Just

as boys are becoming men in the hell and fire of the

battlefield, Hollywood might grow to Its full stature in

this day of trial.

DAVID HANNA
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will be seriously handicapped if Cohn is precluded from
making the usual trades and loans.

Aside from the players brought here on loan, this

studio has few names to sell. Rita Hayworth is probably

the most valuable personality, but she is currently under

suspension following a row about her role in "Our Friend

Curly." Miss Hayworth was the most widely publicized

film star of 1942, yet Columbia has failed to capitalize her

fame, except by the use Cohn has made of her in trades

with other studios. She bounced around the Columbia
lot for a long time before Warners gave her a break in

"Strawberrv Blonde" and 20th-Fox used her effectively in

"Blood and Sand" and "My Gal Sal."

With Melvyn Douglas and William Holden now in the

armed services, there isn't a single first-rate male name on
the studio's contract list. Feverish efforts are being made
to build up Janet Blair and Jinx Falkenberg, but the record

of Columbia's efforts in this direction promise little suc-

cess. There are encouraging possibilities contained in the
announcement that Mae West has been signed to appear
in "Tropicana," a musical to be produced and directed by
Gregory Ratoff. If given the proper material, there is a

good likelihood that the buxom blonde will be able to re-

capture some of her tremendous popularity of a few sea-

sons back.

This outfit's western department has suffered serious

losses in recent months. Bill Elliott left the lot and was

M-G-M . . . MOST SERIOUSLY AFFECTED BY

1942 saw Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer continue to roll up
handsome profits, but its customers did not fare nearly so

well in proportion.

After taking Leo's studio to task in the '42 Forecast

for the deficiencies of the story department, we adopted a

more optimistic view of the company's future in the Mid-

Year Production Check-up last July. However, Leo has

failed in large measure to substantiate those rosier predic-

tions. The Check-up pointed to the promise in such then
forthcoming releases as "Cairo", "Tennessee Johnson",
"Panama Hattie", "Somewhere I'll Find You", "White
Cargo" and "Random Harvest".

Examination of that list in retrospect brings into sharp
focus the undeniable fact that, with one exception, the

stories were weak. Yes, the stars on the marquee twinkled,

but too many fans attracted by them were disappointed in

the pictures. "Somewhere I'll Find You" had Gable and
Lana Turner, but the story was strictly a warmed over dish.

"Panama Hattie" on the Broadway stage had a common-
place book; it was altered — and made worse — for the

picture. "Tennessee Johnson" was a serious effort, but it

failed to achieve importance or entertainment. "White
Cargo" could have been boxoffice dynamite if the story had
been brought up to 15-year-old intelligence. The script for

"Cairo" was something remarkably bad. Only "Random
Harvest" lived up to (and it exceeded) its promise.

Look over the other releases in the first two Metro
blocks for the current season. "A Yank at Eton" was an
ill-timed vehicle for Mickey Rooney. "The War Against
Mrs. Hadley" had a sound plot promise that was messed

promptly signed by Republic. Russell Hayden, whose fol-

lowing never approached Elliott's, rushed through his series

of oateaters and went into the army. Charles Starrett is

the only outdoor star remaining. The westerns have al-

ways brought Columbia hundreds of contracts it might not

have obtained otherwise and a weakness in that depart-

ment will affect the decision of many exhibitors with re-

spect to the product.

At present there are five pictures completed or in pro-

duction which hold promise of better news for the ex-

hibitor's boxoffice. "Destroyer," with Edward G. Robinson
and Glenn Ford; "Reveille With Beverly," featuring several

bands, and "Something To Shout About," with Don Ameche
and Jack Oakie—these are awaiting release. In production
are "Attack By Night," with Merle Oberon and Brian
Aherne, and "Sahara," in which Humphrey Bogart fulfills

his one-picture commitment to this studio.

Promises have long been one of the chief stocks in

trade of this company, so exhibitors must always take its

announcements with a liberal dash of salt. Columbia oper-

ates pretty much like the clever fighter, who waits until the

last 15 seconds of each round to put on a flurry of punching
for the purpose of impressing the judges and referee. The
1942-43 program will definitely wind up much better than
the horrible output of last season, but this still leaves

much to be desired by those committed to play Columbia
product. The restriction imposed upon stars by the salary

ceilin,g will be a vital factor in this company's operation
for the duration of the war and makes it a riskier proposi-

tion than ever for next season.

up in the script. "Tish" is an old ladies' tale. "Eyes in the

Night" and "Seven Sweethearts" were the best scripts in

the first block—but both were comparatively minor pic-

tures. The immense popularity of "For Me and My Gal"

must be attributed to Judy Garland and Gene Kelly, as well

as the nostalgic songs, not to the slapdash plot. The two

outdoor pictures in the first group were just westerns.

The second block is an improvement, but still not

worthy of a great production organization. "Keeper of

the Flame" is a fine story. "Reunion in France" is a bit

above average. "Stand By for Action" is not bad, not

good. "Journey For Margaret", a secondary production,

has a first class story. The remainder, "Andy Hardy's

Double Life", "Dr. GiUespie's New Assistant", "Three

Hearts for Julia", "Northwest Rangers" and "Whistling in

Dixie" are all routine stuff.

From this summary it is evident that a repetition of

last year's report on M-G-M is in order: "It is neither do-

ing the job of which it is capable nor delivering a pi'oduct

generally commensurate with its pre-eminent position in

the motion picture industry. It has manpower, resources,

money, prestige, influence—everything that should culmi-

nate in the most consistently fine program of motion pic-

tures year after year . . . Yet M-G-M is fallling far short of

its promise—all because of shocking weakness in the story

department."

In view of this criticism, it must be noted that the

effects of the war will be more serious on this studio than

LOSS OF STARS
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most others. As long as it could boast of "more stars than

there are in heaven", Metro could enjoy its dull complac-

ence in contemplation of the lush annual profit statements.

But Uncle Sam has snatched some of the brightest lumin-

aries from Leo's heaven. Gable, Stewart and Taylor are in

uniform and they leave quite a dent. Gone, too. are Lew
Ayres, Van Heflin, John Carroll—and Mickey Rooney is

slated to join up soon. The absence of these famous names

from Metro casts puts more boxoffice pressure on the un-

reliable story department.

Nor has there Ijeen any improvement in the situation

on the feminine side of the star roster. Such formerly

potent personalities as Shearer, Garbo, Loy, MacDonald

have either left the lot or lost much of their popularity due

to poor story material. Right now, Hedy Lamarr is an

absentee, too, while she tiffs about the salary ceiling that

restricts her earnings to $25,000 per year. Garbo, inci-

dentally, is slated to return for one picture, "Dancing

Soldiers"', story of Russia at War.

There have been some replacements of note: Charles

Laughton, Ronald Colman, Irene Dunne, Mary Astor, Lu-

cille Ball. But these people do not possess quite the same
boxoffice magic of a Galile or a Taylor. Most promising

of the newcomers is Gene Kelly, who scored so brilliantly

in "For Me and My Gal".

The $5000 ceiling on sets also affect Metro more seri-

ously than most of the other studios, since it stymies Leo's

policy of spreading on thick "production values" to dis-

guise weak stories.

Lest all of the foregoing be taken as painting the

Metro picture wholly black, we hasten to explain that our
criticism is predicated on the claim of M-G-M to the top-

most position in filmdom. While the product from this

studio for the ])ast two years certainly does not place it in

a class by itself, there is no denying that it is among the

best. There were outstanding M-G-M films last year, there

will be some this year. There are leasons to be encour-

aged again about the prospects.

Among the pictures completed or in production are:

"Presenting Lily Mars," the first Joe Pasternack produc-

tion here, with Judy Garland: William Saroyan's "The

Human Comedy," with Mickey Rooney: "Sabotage Agent,"

with Robert Donat; "Slightly Dangerous,'' with Lana

Turner and Robert Young: "Bataan's Last Stand," starring

Robert Taylor ( his last I and Lloyd .\olan: "Girl Crazy,"

with Rooney and Garland; "Above Suspicion,'' with Joan

Crawford, Fred MacMurray; "Private Miss Jones," Paster-

nack's second, featuring Gene Kelly: "Best Foot Forward,"

with Harry James and his band and Lucille Ball: "Right

About Face," another musical, with Kay Kyser's band.

Another livelv prospect is the use of famous name
bands in forthcoming musicals. Taking a leaf from 20th-

Fox's book, Metro signed this whole galaxy of top bands:

Harrv James, Duke Ellington, Louis Armstrong, Bob Cros-

l)y, Jimmy Dorsey, Tommy Dorsey, Kay Kyser, Gene Krupa.

Vaughn Monroe and Dick Jurgens. They will add much
boxoffice value to the pictures in which they appear.

The producer and writer rosters here have undergone

no large scale changes wdthin the year. Most prominent

of the additions are Wesley Ruggles, Robert Sisk. Arthur
Hornblow, Irving Starr and B. P. Fineman. The untimely

death of W. S. Van Dyke II was a loss to the directorial

staff.

The big question mark here remains the choice and

preparation of stories. William J. Fadiman recently re-

placed Kenneth MacKenna as head of the story depart-

ment. Louis B. Mayer instructed Fadiman and the entire

staff to seek stories that will build up the younger and
newer faces on the lot. That might be taken, at least, as

an indication that the big boss is aware of the need for

greater effort at this studio.

Leo can no longer be content to live in the shadow of

his former glory. If it is to remain in the tussle for pro-

duction leadership through 1943, Metro-Gobh>yn-Mayer
must exhibit more initiative, more enterprise, more intelli-

gent planning of production. Failing that, it may find it-

self left behind bv aggressive studios like Warners. Para-

mount and Fox.

MONOGRAM. . .ALWAYS MOVING STEADILY FORWARD
Every year since this company was organized the report

has been the same: the greatest period of progress in its

history. 1942 was no exception, the only difference being
that the advance exceeded that of any prior year.

Monogram continues to flourish under the administra-

tion of W. Ray Johnston and Trem Carr, because they are

progressive, alljeit conservative, businessmen. They made
Monogram crawl liefore it walked and now there are definite

signs that they are going to let it climb a bit. From a strug-

gling, always-in-the-red, minor outfit, it has grown to be
an important factor in the Hollywood scene. Steady im-
provement in the quality of the product has been reflected

in a consistent increase in the number of playdates, which
in turn, has turned the red ink on the l)ooks to black.
From a $179,000 deficit in 1940 to a $10,000 profit in '41 to

a net of $157,000 last year tells the financial story of
Monogram.

Like all independent studios, the war's effect on the
big, starry majors is giving this company a golden oppor-
tunity. With restrictions on raw stock and sets, a ceiling

on salaries and star losses hitting the biggies where it hurts

most, the gulf lietween Monogram product and the majors
is being shortened considerably. It is safe to predict that

the number of theatres using this product during 1943

and for the duration of the war will increase by leaps and
bounds.

Johnston and Carr have already given evidence that

they do not intend to allow any grass grow under their

feet. "Silver Skates"' is by far the costliest production ever

ventured by Monogram. Vi hile it does not rival the la^^sh

Sonja Henie ice spectacles, it stands far above the ordinarj'

indie class and will be welcomed into many first class

theatres. Budgets are being stepped up on other pictures.

"Rhythm Parade," with the famous N. T. G. (Nils T. Gran-

lund I and Hollywood's Florentine Gardens revue featuring

the Mills Brothers and Ted Fio Rito"s Orchestra, and "No
Escape,"' with Dean Jagger. John Carradine and Mary Brian,

are two more examples of Monogram's policy of raising its

production standards closer to the majors.
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The bulk of product from this studio, however, still

consists of the action and western varieties. One of the

most popular groups in the former category are the East

Side Kids pictures. These slam-bang comedy-mellers, pro-

duced by the Sam Katzman-Jack Dietz unit, and featuring

most of the former '"Dead End" Kids troupe, have a large

and enthusiastic following in thousands of action and family

theatres throughout the country. The Bela Lugosi horror

mysteries, another Katzman project, are also getting a wide

range of bookings and the horror star recently was signed

for another term. The same producer has just made ar-

rangements to turn out a series of feature comedies starring

Billy Gilbert and the juvenile team of Butch and Buddy.

One of the most important divisions of the Monogram
output is the westerns and this is where the exigencies of

war and the horrible fire holocaust in Boston, which num-
bered the one and only Buck Jones among the fatalities,

have hit the company hardest. Scott R. Dunlap's "Rough

Riders" series, one of the most popular western groups,

was decimated by the death of Jones and Col. Tim McCoy's
return to active service with the U. S. Army. The "Range
Busters," produced by George W. Weeks, lost John King
and David Sharpe to the armed services. Johnny Mack
Brown, formerly with Universal, has been hired to star

in a new western series, four of which will be made for

the current season. Raymond Hatton, one of the original

"Rough Riders" trio, will be featured with Brown. The
"Range Busters" will continue to roll along with Ray Corri-

gan, Dennis Moore and Max Terhune.

The future of Monogram looks ever brighter. A bonus
system was recently instituted, providing added incentive

for maximum effort and efficiency on the part of the entire

personnel. The wise and showmanly management of John-
ston and Carr attracts an increasing number of competent
players, directors, producers to this lot. You can count on
these two executives not to wait for the war's effect to

force the majors' standards down, but to strive always to

raise Monogram's standards to meet them.

PARAMOUNT. . . HAS BIG JOB TO MATCH GREAT '42 PRODUCT
1941-42 was the greatest season in Paramount history.

The product as a whole was outstanding—^almost a full

dozen high grossers interspersed among a well balanced

program of B and C features. The company outstripped

all other majors in earnings and the studio functioned like

the best oiltd machine in all Hollywood.

Naturally we derive gratification from the fact that we
called the turn on this outfit. Studio Forecast for 1942 had

this to say more than a year ago: "Paramount has the

manpower and the stars. It has two of filmland's finest

executives in Freeman and De Sylva . . . Watch Paramount

is our suggestion for 1942!" Well, when a studio turns out

during one season an array of A's like "Birth of the Blues,"

"Fleet's In,'" "Holiday Inn," "Louisiana Purchase," "Hold
Back the Dawn," "My Favorite Blonde," "Reap the Wild
Wind," "Take A Lettter Darling," "Nothing But the Truth"

and "Skylark," it has been worth watching!

We called Paramount "the industry's leader in light

entertainment" last year—and that it was. Theatres re-

quiring a heavier diet of action and drama probably did

not fare so well with this product, but wherever the demand
was for frivolity, comedy and music. Paramount was tops.

Now the question we want to discuss is: will it pursue the

same trend and maintain the same pace through 1943?

There is every reason to believe that this organiza-

tion will continue to operate smoothly and efficiently under
the guidance of the triumvirate of Y. Frank Freeman,
Henry Ginsberg and B. G. De Sylva. The first two are

sound business men, while Buddy De Sylva brought to

Paramount his wide experience in the legitimate theatre,

which he has applied to the production of excellent "es-

capist " film entertainment. Recently, De Sylva's contract

was renewed for a long term. Through the coordinated ef-

forts of these three men, the production wheels at Para-

mount grind with amazing alacrity and smoothness, with
veiy happy results for the company's stockholders.

So prolific was this studio during 1942 that it had a

backlog of thirty completed features at one time last July.

In the first deal of its kind, Paramount sold to product-
hungry United Artists three of its regular features, six

Harry Sherman specials and a group of his Hopalong Cas-

sidy westerns. No serious dent was made in Paramount's
program by the deal.

The manpower situation here has not changed ma-
terially within the year. Several minor producers have
come and gone. Colbert Clark and Burt Kelly have gone
to Columbia. Harry Sherman's unit has moved over to

United Artists, leaving Paramount without a western series.

Walter MacEwen, Jules Schermer, Charles Brackett, Paul
Jones and Richard Blumenthal are newcomers. The three

important producer-directors remain: DeMille, Mark Sand-
rich and Sam Wood, although the latter has a deal at

Columbia coming up in the Spring. Also, there is the

William Pine-William Thomas unit. The director roster is

as strong as last year's. Headed by DeMille, Wood and
Sandrich, it boasts such consistent meggers as Mitchell

Leisen, Preston Sturges, Frank Tuttle, John (Wake Island)

Farrow, A. Edward Sutherland and Elliott Nugent.

The player roster has not been too seriously affected by
losses to the armed services. Most keenly felt will be the

absence of Alan Ladd and Stirhng Hayden, two of Holly-

wood's most promising newcomers. Ladd, especially, had
a meteoric rise and it was believed that he would be availa-

ble for a lon§ time, but the call came suddenly several

weeks ago. He leaves following the completion of "China."
Other contractees now working for LIncle Sam are William
Holden, Bruce Cabot, Robert Preston and MacDonald
Carey. However, Paramount is still well situated with re-

gard to male stars, having available Bing Crosby, Bob Hope,
Fred MacMurray, Ray Milland and Brian Donlevy. A wise

move was the signing of Dick Powell, who comes back into

the big time in the Technicolored musical, "Happy Go
Lucky."

The list of feminine stars is as imposing as that at most
other studios. Claudette Colbert, Dorothy Lamour, Paulette

Goddard, Veronica Lake, Mary Martin are under contract,

and Ginger Rogers, Luise Rainer and Loretta Young have

special pacts for several pictures. Thus, this studio is

assured of a flow of product with some marquee value, at

least on the distaff side.
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One of the brightest factors at this plant has been its

development of several promising new personalities. In

addition to Ladd and Hayden, Paramount has "discovered"

and is shrewdly promoting the careers of the following:

Bettv Hutton, Susan Hayward, Eddie Bracken, William

Bendix. It was this company, too, which first turned the

spotlight on Marjorie Reynolds, who had been kicking

around in westerns for years until Paramount gave her the

spot opposite Crosby and Astaire in "Holiday Inn." Hut-

ton, Bracken and Bendix have already begun to catch the

public fancy and we expect them to rate marquee space

before the end of this year.

Following its policy of producing far ahead of scheduled

release dates, Paramount has again assembled a large back-

log of completed features. It has at this writing some

twenty pictures in the vaults or in the latter stages of pro-

duction. Among them is the highly publicized "For Whom
the Bell Tolls" and such important-looking films as "Dixie"

! Crosby-Lamour )
, "No Time For Love" (Colbert-MacMur-

ray), "Lady In the Dark" (Rogers-Milland) , "So Proudly

We Hail" (Colbert-Goddard), "Riding High" (Lamour-

Powell)

.

The Henry Aldrich series and the Pine-Thomas action

mellers, with Richard Arlen and Chester Morris, continue to

form the framework of the program product. The other

B's and C's are nicely diversified so far this season.

For the exhibitor who contemplates Paramount for the

balance of 1943, this would be our report:

It will continue to be the most efficiently operated
studio in Hollywood. The product, while still laying the
emphasis on "escapist" light comedies and musicals, will be
better balanced for the theatres requiring stronger action
and dramatic fare. The product as a whole will not quite
come up to that of '42, but not far behind. The great
big problem for the consideration of the theatreman who
leans on this outfit is its apparent intention to hoard pic-
tures for reasons directly connected with film rationing.
The question, then, is this: Will Paramount deliver the
fine product it is producing this year, or is it to be held for
another season? It may weli be the deliberate plan of this
company to hold back until there is an acute shortage, at
which time it may demand a premium from its customers.
That possibility, however, is the problem of the organized
exhibitors and the editorial province of another depart-
ment of FILM BULLETIN. We mention it merely be-
cause it is vital to any Forecast of Paramount for 1943.

P. R. C. . .CHANGE IN METHOD OF OPERATION PROMISES MUCH
In the light of important information concerning a

revolutionary change in the manner of operation of this

company, disclosed to us as this material was being pre-

pared, it is difficult to make any definite predictions about

its future. As a matter of fact, within a short time the name
might no longer be Producers Releasing Corporation.

The startling news is that preparations have been going

forward quietly for P. R. C. to do an about-face and start

financing its own production as of March 15th.

Leon Fromkess will function as head of production un-

der this new setup, with Martin Mooney his chief aide. One
other executive, not now associated with the company, may
be brought in to form a supervisory trio.

The existing production roster is being combed care-

fully and those producers, directors and writers who meas-

ure up to specifications will be signed to exclusive long

term contracts. Negotiations are also under way to obtain

the services of players now held to commitments by in-

dividual producers. In addition, other personalities are

being invited into the new PRC organization.

This move indicates the confidence of Pathe money men
in the potentialities of the independent market in spite of

wartime conditions. It also reflects their favorable opinion

of Fromkess' production talents. It is not unlikely that the

Pathe tag will become part of a new name for the com-
pany. This step has long been anticipated by the trade,

but it was illogical as long as Producers remained in the

bush league.

This is the outstanding news event in the independent
field since Herbert J. Yates similarly consolidated a group
of independent producers into the present Republic or-

ganization. It is a noteworthy move from the exhibitors
viewpoint, as well, for direct Pathe backing of such a com-
pany should mean that a new source of first class film prod-
uct will be opened as soon as the studio gets organized to

produce.

Leon Fromkess apparently is the man Pathe was pati-

ently waiting for before making this move. He brought a

keen appreciation of showmanship and a thorough knowl-
edge of all phases of production to the position when presi-

dent O. Henry Briggs named him vice president in charge

of production last Spring. Mr. Briggs expressed himself as

being certain that Fromkess was the right man for the job

and he was not wi'ong, for under his guidance, the units

were soon delivering a very saleable product, the principal

element of which was action, and always containing ex-

ploitable angles.

Since the advent of Fromkess. we have taken particu-

lar note of the choice of stories and titles for PRC features.

Perusal of the list indicates clearly that this man knows

a great deal about the needs of the average theatreman.

Titles like "Corregidor." "A Yank In Libya." "Bombs Over

Burma," "Dead Men Walk," "The Pay Off." "The Lady From
Chungking," "Secrets of A Co-Ed," "Behind Prison ^ alls."

"Queen of Broadway" and "My Son. the Hero" are replete

with exploitable potentialities and give the showman an

opportunity to overcome the absence of big time marquee

names.

Since the new plans for this company will bring about

many changes which cannot be foreseen at this time, little

more can be forcasted than the firm belief of this individual

that with Pathe backing and Fromkess at the helm, the

new PRC has a broad vista of success spread before it.
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REPUBLIC. . SOUND MANAGEMENT MAKES THIS OUTFIT RELIABLE

The fortunes of war favor Republic, as they do all the

independents. The ceilings on sets and salaries can be

construed as beneficial factors for such companies, inasmuch

as they partially bridge the gap between the majors and

the indies in production and name values. Furthermore,

reductions in raw stock allotments, which ultimately must
compel all studios to curtail the number of films they pro-

duce, will create a wider need for independent product to

satisfy the total playing time of the nation's theatres. If

there were no other elements to brighten Republic's pros-

pects this year, these war-born factors would he sufficient

reason to predict a highly profitable season. But there are

other factors.

1942 was not an extraordinary year for Republic, al-

though the steady, over-all advance which has been evident

throughout its seven year history continued. The general

policy of boss Herbert J. Yates might aptly be termed safe

and sane. Its chief purpose is to make a product aimed at

the large mass of American moviegoers. That it is meeting
with success is attested to by the ever-widening circle of

theatres using Republic pictures.

Two outstanding items headlined this company as the

current season was getting under way. One brought cheer,

the other blues. "Flying Tigers" was the happy news. This
major calibre air drama received playing time in some of

the country's leading theatres and it is reported to be on
its way to a $2,000,000 gross, tops for this outfit and terrific

for any independent. The sad news was the exit of Cow-
boy Star No. 1, Gene Autry, who enlisted in the Air Corps.

It is not like Mr. Yates or his aggressive crew to cry
over spilled milk. With Sgt. Autry lost to them for the
duration, they proceeded to lay plans to fill the void he had
left. First, it was announced that eight of Autry's best

westerns woulJl be reissued. But this was not enough; an-

other saddle star must be fashioned to replace him. So it

was that Roy Rogers, who had been a dim figure in the
shadow of the great Autry, was brought out into the glar-

ing spotlight of one of the most intensive publicity cam-
paigns the trade has witnessed in years. In the brief span
of a few months, the name Roy Rogers has been as well

known to the American public as corn flakes. A notable
job of exploitation, it has caused the industry's foremost
publiciteers to sit up and take notice.

Every opportunity will be given Rogers to make the
grade. His first big-scale western, "Heart of the Golden
West," is as lavish as the biggest of the Autrys and is get-

ting first-rate playing time. For his second, "Idaho," he was
furnished with a strong supporting cast, including Ona
Munson and Virginia Grey, as well as Smiley Burnette, his

predecessor's comedy sidekick.

The Republic production staff has given two important
members to the armed services: Edmund Grainger, who
produced "Flying Tigers," and Leonard Fields. To a large

degree these losses have been compensated for by the addi-

tion of Albert S. Rogell, recently brought to the lot as a

producer-director. George Sherman has been elevated to

the same status as the result of his splendid job on the

Don "Red" Barry westerns. Harry Grey, formerly associate

producer on the Autrys will have charge of the Mary Lee
musicals and the Roy Rogers. Outside of Autry, the most
important star loss to the army was Ray Middleton.

The Republic product released so far on the 1942-43

program has definitely not been noteworthy, with the sole

exception of "Flying Tigers." However, the outlook is

brighter, for on the completed and in production list are

several pictures that hold much boxoffice promise. "Hit

Parade of 1943"
( John Carroll-Susan Hayward), "Chatter-

box" (Judy Canova-Joe E. Brown), "Ice-Capades" (Jerry

Colonna-Ellen Drew), "Idaho" (Roy Rogers-Ona Munson),
"Tahiti Honey" (Simone Simon-Dennis O'Keefe) and
"Shanty Town" (Mary Lee) are among the releases that

make it appear certain that the second half of the season

will be considerably stronger than the first.

Among the other films rounding out the program are

the Weaver Bros, and Elviry hill-billy comedies, which are

favorites in the rural areas and even find much favor on

dual bills in the larger cities.

Republic anticipates great things from young Mary
Lee, for whom several musicals are being planned. Taking

cognizance of the increasing demand for filmusicals, this

studio has been busy lining up a roster of song and dance

specialists which now number 22 on the lot. Musicals will

play a larger role in the company's future plans.

The western field has long been Republic's forte and

Herbert Yates has no intention of allowing the leadership

to be wrested from his company. Besides building up Roy
Rogers to the premiere spot in the division, Yates reached

out and acquired Bill Elliott, formerly Columbia's king-

pin western star. George "Galjljy " Hayes moves over from

the Rogers westerns to supply tKe comedy for the Elliotts.

Other standard sagebrush series emanating from this studio

are the "Three Mesquiteers" and the Don "Red" Barry

group. It is the belief of Republic executives that disloca-

tions in the nation's population will create an ever-widening

demand for westerns in the large cities, as small-towners

move to the metropolitan areas where defense plants re-

quire their labor.

Last year's Forecast had this to say about Republic:

"This organization makes no pretense of being on par with

the big majors, wisely recognizes its limitations and frank-

ly functions within them. It is making, with very few ex-

ceptions, program pictui-es—but it is making them better

and better. In that field it can be rated on a par with the

lesser majors. And exhibitors can appreciate the honesty

of Republic in presenting its product for what it actually

is, and not trying to bamboozle the theatreman with one

or two big specials each season as a blind for an inferior

flock of programmers."

This bears repeating at this time, with the added word
to exhibitors that Republic's pictures will become more and
more important as the restrictions on film production aris-

ing from the war effort increase.
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RKO. . STBLL STRUGGLING TO GET OUT OF
In a recent statement to the Atlas Corporation, largest

stockholder in RKO, tycoon Floyd Odium declared that the

production prohlems which retarded this studio for years

had been cleaned up last Fall and that steady improve-

ment and progress in the company's affairs could l)e re-

ported. Well, Mr. Odium should know, but this depart-

ment must report that if he was referring to improvement

in the general quality of the pictures, it is not yet visible

to the naked eye.

1942 was a year of upheaval in this organization. Last

May, Charles Koerner replaced Joseph Breen as head of

the studio, becoming the eleventh man to occupy that post

in the turbulent 12 year history of the company. Shortly

after Koerner's appointment, the financial wizards ousted

George J. Schaefer from the presidency and replaced him
with a dual leadership composed of Ned Depinet and

Peter Rathvon.

Riding in on the slogan, "showmanship in place of

genius," and armed with substantial finances, the new re-

gime appeared determined to bring an orderly, showmanly,
commercial production program to the RKO lot. So far

there is little material evidence that their plans are being

realized. There is better coordination and better admin-
istration, but still lacking is that spark of showmanship
which, alone, can deHver a product attuned to the box-

offices of the nation.

Upon taking over the reins from Joe Breen, Koerner
set out to make good on his promise of showmanship by
tossing Orson Welles and Pare Lorentz off the lot. These
two talented individuals fell into that tabooed category of

"genius," so Koerner cabled Welles to forget his South
American film venture and called a halt to the Lorentz
production, "Name, Age and Occupation," despite the ex-

penditure of a considerable sum already. The value of men
like Welles and Lorentz in Hollywood can be argued pro

and con at great length. It is our opinion that "Citizen

Kane" and "The Magnificent Ambersons ' brought RKO
much prestige. However, we readily concede that such
films are luxuries which a company like RKO cannot afford,

nor does it need them nearly as much as it needs solid

boxoffice hits.

Of far greater import to the business of converting the

studio from genius to showmanship was the selection of

proper story material and the acquisition of a stronger

roster of stars and directors. The progress in this direction

since Koerner took over has been disappointing.

RKO has the smallest star contract list of anv of the

majors. Most of the prominent names are signed for only
one, or a maximum of two pictures annually. Most of them
make more pictures at other studios than they do here. The
past year has seen few important additions. Claudette Col-

bert was signed to make one picture annuallv for three

years. Joan Davis has been signatured on the basis of

her radio click. Johnny Weismuller came here after many
years at Metro to continue his "Tarzan" series.

The production staff under Koerner and his assistant,

Sid Rogell, has undergone a fe^Y changes for the better.

Cliff Reid was dropped after 8 years with the company.
William Dieterle was allowed to go after his two box-
office failures, "All That Money Can Buy" and "Syncopa-
tion." Robert Fellowes, formerly with Warners, came to
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this lot and produced "Bombardier," which won him a

term contract. Casey Robinson, another ex-Warnerite and
a topflight writer, was penned to a writer-producer contract

recently. His first will be "This Is Russia." Continuing

are David Hempstead, the busiest producer on the lot, Lou
Ostrow, Dudley Nichols, Val Lewton, Harrv Edington, Bert

Gilroy, Maurice Geraghty, Herman Schlom, Tim Whelan.

The greatest RKO production strength is derived from
the several independent units headed bv Samuel Goldwvn,
Leo McCarey, Frank Ross, Sol Lesser and newcomer Edward
A. Golden.

Golden is the best thing that has happened to RKO
in a long tme. Formerly with Monogram, then producer

of the sexer, "No Greater Sin," this enterprising and cour-

ageous independent last year purchased the screen rights to

Gregor Ziemer's book, "Education for Death," and obtained

a contract for RKO release, tinder the title of "Hitler's

Children," he has delivered what may well be the com-
pany's biggest grosser of the season. Golden is a man
worth watching in the future.

Samuel Goldwyn, of course, continues to lend prestige to

this outfit. While "Pride of the Yankees" doesn't rank with

his greatest films, and "They Got Me Covered*' (Hope-
Lamour) again reveals Goldwyn s weakness in the comedy
field, both are more than adequate boxoffice material. Leo
McCarey and Frank Ross can be relied upon for only one
picture per season each. McCarey's current production is

"Once Upon A Honeymoon, " while the Ross unit is now
makin<5 "Free For All." Sol Lesser will produce the

"Tarzan" series, with Johnny Weismuller. These jungle

epics always grossed well for Metro.

Walt Disnev continues to distribute the short subjects

through RKO. but his future cartoon features go to Lnited

Artists.

The part of the 1942-43 program completed so far could

hardly be classed with the better major products. The first

three blocks include "Big Street, ' "Seven Days Leave" and
"Once Upon A Honeymoon," none of which drew critical

raves or are creating any great boxoffice stir. Sold separate-

ly are the two Goldwyns. two Disney features and "Amber-
sons." Starting M'ith the fourth block there is a definite

pickup in the quality of the releases. In that group are

"Hitler's Children'' and "Flower and A Day," the all-star

cavalcade. Among the pictures awaiting designation or in

production are the following: "Bombardier"' (Pat OBrien-

Randolph Scott). "Flight for Freedom" (Rosalind Russell-

Fred MacMurray), "This Land Is Mine" (Charles Laugh-

ton-Maureen O'Hara), "A Lady Takes A Chance" (Jean

Arthur-John Wayne). "The Sky's the Limit" (Fred As-

taire-Joan Leslie), "The Fallen Sparrow" (John Garfield-

Maureen O'Hara) and "Mr. Lucky" (Gary Grant-Laraine

Day).

Good news for exhibitors was the announcement that

the "Scattergood"' series has been discontinued. Now they

can hope that the "Great Gildersleeve," "The Mexican Spit-

fire" and "Lum 'n' Abner" will no longer be foisted on them.

Tim Holt completed a whole season's group of westerns

before he entered the service of L^nclc Sam.
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At this moment, RKO cannot be said to have come

out of the rut in which it has floundered for so many

years. However, the men presently in active control of

the studio are entitled to more time to make their promise

of showmanship in the product. They are in a difficult sit-

uation, having acquired an organization long beset by in-

ternal strife engendered by conflicting financial interests.

Depinet, Rathvon and Koerner truly stepped onto the hot-

test spot in all Hollywood when they undertook this as-

signment. A check-up at the end of the current season

will tell whether they are the men to perform the job.

Meanwhile, RKO remains a great big question mark.

20th CENTURY-FOX. . .MUSICALS AND PROGRAMMERS MAKE IT GOOD BET

Two years ago our chief squawk about this studio was
its complete domination by one man—Darryl F. Zanuck.

Our Arguments, presented often and at length, for de-

centralization of 20th Century-Fox's production setup were
never intended to disparage Zanuck's ability, for he had al-

ready proved himself one of the titans of Hollywood since

the davs of the original 20th Century company. They were
based solely on the contention that it is physically impos-

sible for anv individual to devote all the time and thought

required to supervise a major studio's complete program.

Last year's Forecast hailed the acceptance by Zanuck of

the unit svstem. He surrounded himself with an array

of topnotch producers and confined his work to the pro-

duction of a limited number of features and to general

supervision of the major problems. Actual production on
the larger part of the program was left to the individual

producers. Thus, Zanuck was free to oljserve from a better

perspective the whole production panorama of 20th

Century-Fox.

The benefits of the unit system were not visible at the

outset, for its product throughout the first half of 1942 was
not something about this company could gloat. However,
it started to pick up momentum in the latter half of the

vear and was clicking with releases like "Shores of Tripoli,"

"This Above All" and "My Gal Sal" as the 1941-1942 season

drew to a close.

The intrinsic wisdom of the unit production setup was
finally completely justified when Col. Zanuck took leave of

the company to devote his services to the U. S. Armv Signal

Corps. The studio was now a coordinated, smoothly-func-
tioning organization. William Goetz stepped in as vice-

president in charge of studio operations and the plant con-

tinued to roll along with scarcely a step lost. Bryan Foy,
the former Warner Bros, "quickie expert, " was named as-

sistant to Goetz and there are already indications that the
studio's lower grade product might be benefitting by his

presence.

Under Goetz's over-all supervision is" functioning an
imposing group of no less than 18 producers. Nunnallv
Johnson has delivered two surprise hits in "Piped Piper

'

and "Life Begins At 8:30," both of which brought Monty
Woolley effectively to public attention. Robert Bassler
produced the high-grossing "Black Swan." Lamar Trotti

is credited with "Immortal Sergeant" and William LeBaron
scored with "Springtime in the Rockies,, and is now at

work on the all-Negro musical "Stormy Weather." From
Columbia came William Pcrlberg on a five-year pact. Ernst
Lubitsch, although he seems to have lost his famous "touch,"
is a valuable addition to a studio roster and mav break out
with a hit or two any season. Writers Ben Hecht and
Damon Runyon have producer contracts, but we think they
should stick to their typewriters. Then, there is the Boris
Morros—S. P. Eagle unit, which made "Tales of Man-
hattan" and is again contemplating something unusual.

20th's program picture output has shown a decided

pick-up so far this season. This department was pitifully

weak last year and the fault was laid at the door of Sol

Wurtzel. However, it is now evident that the studio de-

manded too much of Wurtzel, requiring him to turn out

far more product than one man can handle. The program-
mers this season are being divided between Ralph Dietrich,

Walter Morosco and Wurtzel—and the results are much
more gratifying. Among the lesser releases thus far have
been "Little Tokvo, LT. S. A.," "BerUn Correspondent,"
"Manila Calling," "Dr. Renault's Secret," "Undying Mon-
ster" and "Chetniks" (the latter a Wurtzel production), in

addition to the Michael Shayne mystery series. For a

studio which had delivered so few good programmers dur-

ing the previous season, these films are a marked improve-
ment and can be taken as fuither vindication of the unit

production plan. Of course, unfortunate things like "The
Loves of Edgar Allen Poe" still occur occasionally, but
definitely not with the frequency of the past.

In the A picture bracket, musicals have been the big
news from this outfit. The first three blocks-of-five head-
lined song-and-dance shows and three more are currently in

pioduction. Fox pioneered the name-band idea which
has reaped some handsome grosses for musicals like "Orches-
tra Wives" and "Springtime in the Rockies." It has also

made very shrewed use of Technicolor as an embellishment
for musicals and other features. With the present wartime
restrictions on expenditures for sets, color has become a

more valuable asset with which to garnish films. This com-
pany is utilizing it extensively, simulating production values

for outdoor scenes. In "Springtime in the Rockies" even
musical numbers were shot outside in color and looked like

a million. "My Friend Flicka" has been filmed largely out-

doors with the aid of Technicolor. "Black Swan," "Thun-
derbirds" and the forthcoming "Crash Dive" also utilized

color most effectively.

Not all has been milk and honey at this studio, how-
ever. There have been disappointments, most notable of

which have been the grosses on "Tales of Manhattan'' ( with
all its stars!) and the soon-to-appear Jack Benny vehicle,

"Meanest Man in Town," which was so badly slashed in the

cutting room that it resembles an overgrown two-reeler.

The pre-production squabble about the story between the

comic and the studio should have served as a warning.

Benny did not like it from the outset and it is now clear

that the executives would have done well to heed his ob-

jections, since the success of the film depended so much on
the star.

20th also received a stiff jolt when, after paying S300,-

000 for Steinbeck's "The Moon Is Down," the play folded

on Broadway after only 54 performances. However, we
harbor a feeling that this will be one of those stories that

will make a better picture than a play.
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THE AKNUAK INSIDE STO^H
The war has hit this studio hardest by taking from its

star roster Tyrone Power, Henry Fonda, Victor Mature and
John Payne (now working on his last picture). Of course,

there has been depletions in the ranks of the technicians,

too. However, William Goetz and the other Fox officials

have launched a sound counter-attack against the serious

wartime problems facing the studio. Over one million dol-

lars have been expended within recent months to purchase

important story properties. Two plays, "The Moon Is

Down" and "The Eve of St. Mark," alone debited the com-
pany's ledger for $600,000. Franz WerfeFs best-seller,

"Song of Bcrnadette," was another valuable story-buy. The
other lots were scooped when 20th Century consummated
its deal with David O. Selznick, whereby it acquired that

producer's three important properties, "Keys of the King-

dom," "Jane Eyre" (to co-star Orson Welles and Joan Fon-

taine) and "Claudia," as well as the contracts of such top-

flight personalities as Joan Fontaine, Ingrid Bergman, Gene
("For Me and My Gal"» Kelly, Alan Marshall, Dorothy

("Claudia") McGuire, director Alfred Hitchcock and some
expert technicians.

This company will aim to overcome the loan of its

star manpower to Uncle Sam by concentrating on big stor-

ies. After the rousing success of "The Pied Piper," whose

main assets were a fine story and little-known Monty
Woolley, Goetz decided to reverse the usual procedure and

let the pictures make the stars. "The Moon Is Down" and

"Song of Bernadette" will have no top-ranking star names,

but both are receiving tremendous publicity campaigns and

will be well-known to the movie-going public when released.

20th Century, fortunately, is well fortified with femi-

nine star names. Betty Grable, Sonja Henie, Gene Tierney,

Alice Faye (returning after a years absence in "Hello,

Frisco, Hello"
)

, Carole Landis, Carmen Miranda. Maureen
O'Hara (shared with RKO), Joan Bennett, Lynn Bari and
the Selznick acquisitions, Joan Fontaine and Ingrid Berg-

man, comprise a roster for a large part of its program.

Looking to the future, we can report that 20th Century-
Fox is in a sound and substantial position to weather the

war storms. The vast improvement in the calibre of its

program pictures gives this studio a much better balanced
product than it offered last year. The musicals, best-seller

stories and hit plays should furnish a goodly number of

A pictures, rounding out a program for 1943 that will rank
with the vei-v best. Let's sum up bv saying: Fox is a good
bet for '43!'

UNITED ARTISTS. . SLOWLY CLIMBING BACK UP THE LADDER
What happened to United Artists during 1942 shouldn't

happen, as the saying goes, to a dog. The season almost

proved disastrous, as months went by without a single out-

standing picture being released. Only as the year was

drawing to a close did anything happen to give rise to hope

that the company would survive. Then came the startling

announcement of the transaction with Paramount and the

trade hailed Gradwell Sears, Edward Raftery and the

other LIA executives who had engineered the unusual deal

whereby this company obtained a new lease on life.

The three Paramount features, six Harry Sherman
"specials" and the Hopalong Cassidy westerns seemed
hardly enough to cause once-proud United Artists to shout

from the house tops, yet it was a historic occasion for this

organization. Had it not been consummated, there is no
telling if the companyy could have weathered the ordeal

through which it was passing.

When the Raftery-Sears-Kelly regime took over the

reins here they had pretty much of a dead horse on their

hands. Strife had ripped the vitals from the outfit and the

situation demanded nothing short of genius in reorganiza-

tion to make it a going concern again. Of the two former
bulwarks, gone was Goldwyn, inactive was Selznick. Chap-
lin and Pickford talked only vaguely of their plans, and no
one considered them seriously as production factors.

New producers were signed, announced production pro-

grams—and failed to deliver. Then Waiter Wanger stepped

out and over to LTniversal; the David Loew-Albei-t Lewin
unit made "Moon and Sixpence" then quit for the dura-

tion; Alexander Korda stopped producing. Finally, Selz-

nick declared he was retiring for the war period and sold

his valuable properties to 20th-Century-Fox. Truly it

seemed that misfortune had besieged United Artists and
was determined to destroy it.

But the men who had assumed the job of extricating

LTA kept right on plugging. The agressive Grad Sears fer-

ried between New York and the West Coast, conferring,

negotiating, fighting for new blood. Gradually, an organi-

zation began to take shape. James Cagney and his brother,

William, were signed to produce a series starring the dy-

namic ex-Warner star. Hunt Stromberg. fresh from a suc-

cessful career at M-G-M, formed a production unit to release

through this company. Jack Benny followed suit (although

we now hear his plans are indefinitely postponed I . Harry
Sherman was acquired as part of the deal with Paramount.
Charles R. Rogers, Sol Lesser, Gregor Rabinovitch, Samuel
Bronston—each was penned to a deal for one or more pic-

tures. Walt Disney chose UA as distributor for his future

feature cartoons. A verv recent addition to the list of L A
producers is Andrew L. Stone, a former Paramount man
and one of Hollywood's most enterprising individuals.

Thus, while the deal with Paramount gave L nited

Artists a breathing spell, its leaders have been utilizing

the time to rebuild the organization.

At this time it is still difficult to appraise L A for 1943.

I)ut let us examine what is definite in its program. Strom)-

berg is shooting his first, "Lady of Burlesque. " which first

appeared as "The G-String Murders. " with Barbara Stan-

wyck in the top role. This pioducer is also at work on his

second feature, "Dishonored Lady," which was a successful

Katherine Cornell play of several seasons back. His third

will be "Guest In the House. " Broadway stage success of

last season. Charles Rogers has completed "The Powers

Girl.'" Sol Lesser is shooting "Stage Door Canteen,"" which

will boast a huge cast of stage, radio and screen celebrities.

The Cagney unit is slow in getting into actual production,

but "McLeod s Follv' has been announced as the first

vehicle for Jimmy. Arnold Pressburger, whose "Shanghai

Gesture" was a boxoffice freak in many theatres last sea-

son, has completed "L nconquered"" (title may be "Hangmen
Also Die") in conjunction with Fritz Lang. The star is

Brian Donlevy. Disney is working on "Victory Through
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Air Power," a cartoon feature of great promise. Harry
Sherman has finished shooting "The Kansan,"' with Richard
Dix and Jane Wyatt, as well as having completed his first

two Hopalong Cassidy westerns since moving over from
Paramount.

Meanwhile, in addition to the feature acquired from
Paramount, UA is distributing Noel Coward's sensational

war drama, "In Which We Serve" (wliich tied the 8-weeks

run record of "Gone With the Wind" at the Capitol on
Broadway!). "The Crystal Ball," best received of the fea-

tures taken from Para, is a current release. On the other

hand, the general opinion is that Paramount was tickled

to get rid of a dud like "Young and Willing," and "Jacare"

is the weakest of all Frank Buck jungle films.

It occurs to this reporter that the fortunes of war may
cast some favor in the direction of this company. We refer

to the effect of the salary ceiling on plans of high bracket

stars and directors. Limited as they are by the Govern-

ment edict, it is quite possible that certain of these people

will consider the advantages of organizing their own pro-

duction units, so that they might be owners instead of em-
ployes. United Artists would be the logical distributor for

their product. This is, at the writing, purest speculation

but it is definitely not outside the realm of possibility.

Two more immediate assets give the company better

than an even chance to shake off its depression. First, in

Grad Sears, Ed Raftery and Arthur Kelly, it has aggressive

and talented manpower which is respected in the trade.

Second, United Artists has long enjoyed exhibitor good-

will and the present management seems inclined to nurture

that invaluable asset. With thousands of theatremen all

over the nation ready to "play ball" while the going is

tough, you can take a wager that before 1943 has passed

UA will be well on its way to a high place in the major
ranks.

The most that can be said at this time is that it has

started the trek uphill. The first rays of hope have just

begun to pierce the dark clouds that have shrouded it for

the past two years.

UNIVERSAL. . GREATEST STRENGTH IN ITS PROGRAMMERS
This company has settled down after five years of

meteoric growth under the leadership of Nate Blumberg.

The close of the 1941-42 season found Universal in the

best financial condition of its history. It has come a long

wav since the present regime took over. Blumberg's sound,

conservative, intelligent management has brought order

out of chaos and the ink on the ledger is very definitely

black.

When w^e sav "settled down," we mean that Universal

has found its groove in the industry and is usually content

merely to fill it. Theie is little inclination on the part of

businessman Blumberg to elbow his way out and start push-

ing the big majors for the more clamourous roles in the

industry. He seems to feel that there is ample profit in

playing a strong supporting role.

Universal's policy is aimed at giving the large mass of

theatres an adequate supply of good program pictures.

True, there is the occasional A picture, and once in a great

while even a "prestige" film, but by and large B and C
pictures are this company's specialty.

The studio is governed by Blumberg and Cliff Work.
The former has been devoting more time than ever to

production since Matty Fox went to Washington on behalf

of the war effort. There is little experimentation, the bosses

preferring to follow successful patterns created by them-
selves and others. Thus, when it is found that there is a

field for minor musicals, Universal proceeds to turn them
out with regularity and a nice consistency. The perennial

demand of a large group of theatres for horror 2>rogram-

mers finds Universal readv to debver them as a steady diet.

The company's profit statement attests to the wisdom of its

pohcies.

During the past two years the production staff at this

plant has been steadily strengthened. The producer roster

now includes Walter Wanger, Howard Hawks, George Wagg-
ner. Alex Gottlieb. Howard Benedict, Erie C. Kenton and
Felix Jackson. Also, there is the Jack Skirball unit, with
Alfred Hitchcock as director, and the Charles Boyer-Julien
Duvivier unit, with Boyer as star and Duvivier as director.

Lost to the studio for the time being is Bruce Manning,
who has been granted leave of absence to perform some
duties for the War Department. A number of lesser lights

hold ranks as associate producers, producer-writers and
producer-directors.

Abbott and Costello, amazing fellows, continue to be
the big gun on the star list. Last year the Forecast re-

marked that they seemed to be going "arty," but they have
been anything but. The same low comedy routines that sky-

rocketed them to popularity have remained their chief

stock in trade and the public still rushes to see them and is

convTilsed. Deanna Durbin, relegated to the No. 2 position

on the lot, was absent for almost a year as the result of a

scrap about her rights to select stories, directors, etc. She
returns in "The Amazing Mrs. Holliday." Beyond these, no
other top ranking star names grace the Universal contract

list. Marlene Dietrich, Randolph Scott and John Wayne
are seen in an occasional picture. Diana Barrymore has
been pressed forward, but so far has failed to act up to the

prestige of her famous name. The popular Andrews Sisters

lend harmony to the little musicals, and Alan Jones is

being used extensively for song and romance. Basil Rath-
bone is under contract for the "Sherlock Holmes" myster-

ies. Maria Montez is getting a build-up as a sultry sarong
girl. The Dead End Kids have had their wings clipped

by age and the taboo on rough stuff in wartime.

In former years this studio had contrived to entice

several outside stars here to make one picture each. George
Raft, Bing CrosJjy, Irene Dunne were among those brought
here before for one-picture commitments. This season,

only the group of stars assembled for the Boyer-Duvivier

enterprise, "Flesh and Fantasy," embellished the company's
program. The policy was a splendid one and we can only

hope that the executives are not becoming too self-satis-

fied to recognize the importance of bringing in a few first-

rate marquee names each season.

About the "42-43 program, which is practically com-
pleted at this early date, it just about matches the previous

season's. Whereas the 1941-42 output contained, in addi-
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tion to the Abbott and Costellos, "Spoilers," "Broadway,"
"Hellzapoppin," "Saboteur," "Eagle Squadron," "Lady In
A Jam"—no record-breakers, some flops, some so-so—the

current program will include the following top bracket
releases: "Arabian Nights," "Flesh and Fantasy," "Shadow
of A Doubt," "Amazing Mrs. Holliday," "Corvettes In Ac-

tion," "White Savage," "Phantom of the Opera" and, of

course, the Abbott & Costello comedies. Some of these arc

still unknown quantities and may not turn out to merit A
classification at all. Our early reports on "Mrs. Holliday,"

Dur])in"s first in over a year, are not very optimistic. Hitch-

cock's "Shadow of A Doubt" is better than his "Saboteur."

"Arabian Nights," the Technicolor novelty, seems destined

to get mixed grosses. "Flesh and Fantasy," composed of

four stories, might be a risky venture in the light of the

boxoffiee failure of "Tales of Manhattan." Moviegoers seem
to prefer one solid story, not a combination of short stories.

One important advance made here this season is the

decision to use Technicolor in four films. The pictures
are "Arabian Nights," "Phantom of the Opera." "White
Savage" and "Cobra Woman." As noted in our comments
on 20th Century-Fox, this is a logical development of the
restrictions on sets and definitely increases the value of the
pictures.

The programmers list heavily to the musical side, most
of the balance being distributed between horror and
mystery melodramas. It certainly makes for a product that
is very useful to theatres that double feature regularly.

1943, then, should witness Universal reaping a harvest

of profit on its assembly line product. The mass of second-

ary theatres can count on this company to fill the (double)

bill as well, if not better, than any other major. The
danger lurking in its policy and manner of management
is the tendency to become too pat and repetitious. We can
trust the judgment of Messrs. Blumberg and Work to avoid
that pitfall.

WARNER BROS.. . . HAS EARNED HOLLYWOOD LEADERSHIP THIS YEAR
A year ago Studio Forecast was discussing a slump into

which this organization had fallen, the cause being internal

friction. We expressed the belief that it was temporary

and that this studio would soon again be functioning in

its usually smooth and efficient manner. When overworked

Hal B. Wallis stepped out of the executive producer post

to organize his own unit, Warners started to move forward

once more in that bold^ dynamic, showmanly stride that

had carried it very close to leadership of the entire Holly-

wood parade. So marked has been the advance of Warner

Bros, in the last six months that it is, today, in the con-

sidered opinion of this reporter, the foremost film produc-

tion organization in the world.

Credit for the steady progress of this studio during the

past decade has been attributed by Hollywood observers to

several people. We recall when Darryl Zanuck was as-

sistant production chief that the "insiders" acclaimed him
the instigator of Warners' punch-packed topical films. Yet,

when Zanuck left to form the 20th Century company, this

studio continued to turn out better and better topical films.

When Hal Wallis was elevated to the executive pioducer-

ship, the general opinion was that he was the "brains" of

the outfit. Yet we have witnessed the Warner studio achieve

its most affluent position since Wallis stepped down. Who,
then, is the guiding genius of this organization? Obviously,

he is the man who was always behind Zanuck and Wallis,

always the ultimate authority — Jack Warner. He has

assembled over a period of years an organization of artists

and craftsmen who have the fullest appreciation of the

meaning of the word "movie." Producers, directors, writers

and players on the Warner lot have an acute sense of the

dramatic that gives their films a vitality unpossessed by the

product from other studios. This applies both to choice

of subject matter and filmic execution. The boys in the

advertising department call it "the Action Company," and

that is quite descriptive. It is a dynamic product that War-
ners makes, movie in its most basic sense. It is the most

alert, most daring, most progressive studio in Hollywood.

For its accomplishments, the lion's share of credit must go
to Jack Warner.

There have been a number of changes effected in the

production and player personnel since last vear. The war
has taken Frank Capra ( although he completed "Arsenic

and Old Lace" I , the promising young director, John Hus-

ton. Norman Krasna. William Keighlev and Anatole Litvak.

Also gone are players Jeffrey Lynn, Ronald Reagan, George

Brent and Wayne Morris. Another serious loss was the

defection of James Cagney, who formed his own unit for

United Artists release. George Raft, always a stormy petrel,

is out after his current vehicle is completed. A noteworthy

acquisition is Gary Cooper, who was signed to star in

"Saratoga Trunk, ' which will be megaphoned by ace di-

rector Sam ood. The producer ranks were swelled by the

addition of the following: Jack Chertok. who came from

Metro after 18 years with that company: Benjamin Glazer,

back after a two years absence fiom this lot. L pped from

the writer staff were Mark Hellinger, Jerry Wald, Robert

Buckner and Philip and Julius Epstein.

This is a pioneer company. It plunges in where more

timid studios fear to tread. Think back. "Public Enemy."

"I Am a Fugitive from a Chain Gang." "Black Fury."

"Emile Zola." "Louis Pasteur. " "Confessions of a Nazi

Spy." It required daring and courage to undertake such

ventures, but those qualities have long been possessed by

Warners. Looking ahead, what other film lot would have

the gumption to produce "Mission to Moscow"?

Warner Bros, scooped Hollywood on the war. For

several years prior to Pearl Harbor it was warning the na-

tion of its peril. And our entry into the conflict found this

companv in the soundest condition, by the very nature of

its type of production, to serve the war effort, as well as

the boxoffiee. Among the war topic films already released

have been "Sergeant York.'' which told a stirring story of

patriotism; "\ankee Doodle Dandy * carries its inspiring

message through the story of the late George M. Cohan s

life. "Across the Pacific," "Desperate Journey * and "Casa-
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THE AlUMUai. INSIDE STORY FROM HOUYWOOD
blanca" are illustrative of Warners' uncanny sense of tim-

ing its topical subjects. And speaking of scoops, it is in-

teresting that one of the films now being planned here is

"The Liberator" — a story of the peace to follow this war!

An imposing hst of pictures dealing with various

phases of the war are awaiting release or are in production.

"The Edge of Darkness" (Errol Flynn-Ann Sheridan-Walter

Huston) tells of the struggle of simple Norwegians against

the Nazi conquerors. "Air Force" (John Garfield-Gig

Young) has been hailed by the critics as tops in air drama.

"Action in the North Atlantic" (Humphrey Bogart-Ray-

mond Massey) exploits the heroism of our Merchant Ma-
rine. "Watch On the Rhine" (Bette Davis-Paul Lukas) is

the adaptation of the famous anti-Nazi hit play. "Mission

to Moscow" (Walter Huston-Ann Harding), from ex-

Ambassador Davies' book, will give a picture of our fighting

Russian ally. "Background to Danger" (George Raft-

Sidney Greenstreet) deals with Turkey's position in the

war.

Not all of the forthcoming class A releases on the

Warner schedule are concerned with the war, however.

Also completed or shooting are the following: "Arsenic

and Old Lace" (Gary Grant-Priscilla Lane), "The Constant

Nymph" (Charles Boyer-Joan Fontaine), "Thank Your
Lucky Stars," the all-star musical featuring Eddie Cantor,

Dinah Shore, Joan Leslie; "Princess O'Rourke" (Olivia De
Havilland-Robert Cummings), "Adventures of Mark Twain"
(Fredric March-Alexis Smith), "Devotion" (Olivia De
Havilland-Ida Lupino-Paul Henreid), "Old Acquaintance"

(Bette Davis-Miriam Hopkins) and "Night Shift" (Ann
Sheridan)

.

We contend that this is the most imposing backlog of

film owned by any studio today, and even if that list were
not augmented by another A picture for the balance of the

season, Warner Bros, have earned the Hollywood leader-

ship for 1942-43.

NEW RELEASES

:}OLUMBIA

For details on these pictures see Release Charts in the PRODUCTION RECORD

aKO
Riders of the Northwest Mounted February 15
Something to Shout About February 25
Let's Have Fun March 4

After Midnight with Boston Blackie March 18

M-G-M

Journey for Margaret
Northwest Rangers
Whistling in Dixie
Dr. Gillespie's New Assistant ,

Andy Hardy's Double Life (

Second

Keeper of the Flame / Block
Reunion in France
Stand By for Action
Three Hearts for Julia
Tennessee Johnson

MONOGRAM
Haunted Ranch February 19
Silver Skates February 26
The Ape Man March 5

Land of Hunted Men March 12

PRODUCERS RELEASING
Night for Crime February 18
Bad Men of Thunder Gap March 5

Queen of Broadway March 8

Fugitive of the Plains March 12

Corregidor March 15

Behind Prison Walls March 22

My Son, the Hero April 5

PARAMOUNT
The Forest Rangers
The Road to Morocco
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch
Henry Aldrich, Editor
Street of Chance

. 2nd
block

The Avengers
Wrecking Crew 1

My Heart Belongs to Daddy lu^^^
Palm Beach Story fblock

Lucky Jordan J
Star-Spangled Rhythm February 12

Saludos Amigos

Flight for Freedom .

Cinderella Swings It

Pride of the Yankees

Tarzan Triumphs . . . .

Two Weeks to Live .

.

Forever and a Day .

.

Sagebrush Law
Ladies' Day

.February 19

.February 19

February 26

....March 5

March 12

.February 19

March 19

April 2

April 9

REPUBLIC

Blocked Trail

Hit Parade of 1943

Idaho

Purple V
Chatterbox

.February 26

March 12

March 19

March 26

April 1

20th CENTURY-FOX
Margin for Error . . .

.

The Young Mr. Pitt .

UNITED ARTISTS

Calaboose

.February 19

February 26

.March 5

UNIVERSAL
The Amazing Mrs. Holliday

Hi, Buddy
Hi' Ya Chum
Frankenstein Meets the Wolf Man.

It Ain't Hay

.February 19

February 26

. . . .March 5

March 12

March 19

WARNER BROS
The Hard Way . . .

Mysterious Doctor

Air Force

.February 20

. . . .March 6

March 20
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PRODUCTION
& RELEASERECORD
In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc..

appeared. "Rel" is the national release date. "No." is the release nunnber. There may be variations in

the Running Time in states where there is censorship. All new productions are on 1942-43 programs unless

otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title and running time denotes Technicolor production.

33
1942-43 Features (48) Completed (27) In Production (3)

Westerns (16) Completed (16) In Production (0)

Serials ( 4) Completed ( 4) In Production (0)

1942-43 Features (48) Completed (2(5) In Production (5)

Westerns (16) Completed (15) In Production (0)

Senais ( 4) Completed ( 3) In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast

Attatli by Night M. Oberon - B.

Blondie Buys a Horse P. Singleton -

Somewhere in Sahara H. Bogart - L.

Details under title: Sahara

Aherne.

A. Lake.

Bridges. .

Oetaib

. .1-11.

. . .2-8.

. . .2-8.

1942-43
After Midnight with Boston Blackie C. Morris - A. Savage
Bgogje Man Will Get »ou, 1 lie (6b) B. Kanotf - K. Lurre

Boston Blackie Goes Hollywood (68) C. Morris • C. Worth. ..

Boys from Stalingrad S. Becket - B. Samarzich..
Broadway Daddies J. Falkenbcrg - T. Neal...
City Without Men L. Darnell - D. Dudley...
Commandos Strike at Dawn (98) P. Muni - A. Lee
Counter Espionage (72) W. William - H. Brooke..

Dttails under title: The Lone W*lf In Seitland Yard
Daring Young Man, The (70) J. E. Brown - M. Chapman
Deadline Guns r. Hayden - S. Patterson..
Desperadoes, The (T) R. Scott - G. Ford
Destroyer E. G. Robinson - G. Ford..
Fighting Buckarao C. Starrett • K. Harris...
Frontier Fury C. Starrett - J. Davis
Hail to the Rangers C. Starrett - K. Harris...
Junior Army p. Bartholomew - B. Halop
Last Horsuman, The r Hayden - B. Wills

Details under title: Suicide Range
Laugh Your Blues Away B. Gordon - M. Lindsay...

Details under title: How Do You Do?
kaw of the Northwest C. St«rritf-S. Patferten . . .

.

Let's Have Fun B. Gordon - M. Lindsay...
Details under title: Shall I Tell Em?

Lone Prairie (58) R. Hayden - B. Wills
Details under title: Law of the Badlands

Lest Horizon of Shangri-La R. Celman - J. Wyatt....
Lucky Legs (64) J. Falkenburg - K. Harris.

Man's World (60) M. Chapman - W. Wright

The More the Merrier j. Arthur • J. MeCrea
Details under title: Merry-Go-Round

Murder in Times Square E. Lowe - M. Chapman...
Night to Remember, A (82) L. Young - B. Aherne....

Oetails under title: The Frightened Stiff

No Place fs.- a Lady W. Gargan

Details under title: Thirteen Steps to Heaven

One Dangerous Night W. William - M. Chapman
Pardon My Gun C. Starrett • A. Carroll...

Power of the Press L. Tracy - G. Kibbee....

Redhead from Manhattan L. Velez - D. Leavitt

Keveille with Beverly F. Slack -

Riders of the Northwest Mounted R. Hayden

Riding Through Nevada (61) C. Starrett

Details under title: Shotgan Guard
Riding West C. Starrett - S. Patterson..

Robin Hood of the Range C. Starrett - K. Harris....

Saddles and Sagebrush R. Hayden - A. Savage....
Details under title: Outlaw Busters

Secret Code, The (Serial) P. Kelly - A. Nagel

Silver City Raiders R. Hayden - A. Carroll...

Smith of Minnesota (66) B. Smith - A. Judge....
Something to Shout About D. Ameche - J. Oakie. . . .

Spirit of Stanford, The (73) F. Albert - M. Chapman..
Stand By All Networks (64) J. Beal - F. Rice

Tornad* In the Saddle, A R. Hayden • B. Wills

Details under title: The Trail's End
Underground Agent B. Bennett - L. Brooks...
Valley of Vanishing Men (Serial) W. Elliott - C. Morales..

Wyoming Hurricane R. Hayden - S. Patterson.

You Were Never Lovelier (96) F. Astaire - R. Hayworth.
Details under title: The Gay Senorita

1941-42

. C. Starrett • R. Hayden. .

12-14.

.7-13.

. .6-29.

12-28.

.

12-28.

.

.8-24.

.7-20.

. .4-20.

7-13.
.11-2.

.

.8-10.

.

11-16. .

.7-27.

12-28. .

.y-21.

. .8-24.

.6-29.

.

.3 18.
10-22.

.11-5.

.1-14.

. .1-7.

. .9-3.

, .10-8.

. .2-1.

11-26.

.8-10. .11-12.

.8-10.

.8-10.

.7-13.

. .3-4.

.10-15.

Reiiine.

.

. . .6-1.

. .5-4.

9-21.

.

.10-1.

.9-17.

.11-2.

.8-24.

- M. Lindsay. . .9-21.

.9-21.

.

. .6-1. ,

.10-3.

.2-18.

.

10-19. .

.8-24. .

. .5-18.

12-10.

.2-11.

.1-21.

.12-1.

.1-28.

B. Crosby . .

- B. Wills.

• E. Cobb. .

. .2-4.

.2-15.

.10-1.

12-14.

.

.10-5.

.

.10-19.

.7-13.

. .9-7.

.

. 6-29

.

.8-10. .

.6-15.

. . .6-1.

.11-30.

.9-4.

Bad Men of the Hills (58)

Details onder title: Valley of Lawless Men
Blondie tor Victory (70) P. Singleton

Enemy Agent Meets Ellery Queen (63) W. Gargan -

A. Lake

I. Lindsay.

,
.8-10.

11-16.

.

.11-2.

. .<-15.

.4-6

. .5-4.

10-15.

.2-25.

.9-10.
10-29.

12-15.

. 12-3

.

.4026

.4030

.4027

.4021

.4033

.4209

.4032

.4044

.4201

.4120

. 4035

.4022

.4042

.4210

.8-13. . .3207

Flight Lieutenants (80) ... .P. O'Brien - 6. Ford 3-23.

.

. .7-9. .3012
Details under title: He's My Old Man

My Sister Eileen (95) R. Kussell - 8. Aherne 6-1. .9-30. .3002

. . . .C. Starletl - K. Hayden i-4. .3,208

Perils of the Royal Mounted (Serial) . . . R. Stevens - N. O'Day . .. 4-20. .5-29. .3180
Prairie Guiismoke (56) B. Elliott - T. Bitter . .

.

.12-29. .7-16. .3215
K. Harris - B. Bennett . . 5-4. .8-27. .3046

Details under title: Fingeri

Talk of the Town. The (113) . Grant - Arthur - Colman . . 1-26. .8-20. .3001
Details under title: The Gentlemen Misbehave

Vengeance of the West (60) B. Elliott - T, Ritter .
.4-20. . .9-3. .3216

MEfRO-COLDWYN-Miil
1941-42 Features
1942-43 Features

Completed (50)

Completed (37)

In Production (0)

In Production (5)

Rt&HT ABOUT FACE
(Other details issue February 8)

story: Kay Kyser, playing bandleader Kay Kyster, is the possessor of an
hynotic eye. William Gargan. fight promoter, uses this peculiar talent

Id tlx a bout in which he is interested. Marilyn Jla.\well, Gargan's
girl friend, pretends interest in Kyser in order to facilitate the deal

but ultimately realizes she lovs him.

RELEASE CHART

.S-6.

.7-30.
.3019
.3031

IN PRODUCTION
Title— Running Time Cast

Best Foot Forward L. Ball • H. James

Faculty Row M. Astor • H. Marshall..

Girl Crazy M. Rooney - J. Garland..

I Dood It B. Skelton - E. Powell...

Right About Face K. Kyser - M. Maxwell...

1942-43
BLOCK NO. ONE

Apache Trail (66) W. Lundigan • 0. Reed..

Cairo (101) J. MacDonald - R. Young

Eyes in the Night (79) E. Arnold - A. Harding .

For Me and My Gal (103) J. Garland - G. Murphy...
Details onder title: Me and My Gal

Hangman, The (— ) J. Carradine • P. Morison.

Umaha Trail (102) J. Craig - D. Jagger

Details under title: Ox Train

Panama Hattie (79) V. Heflin • K. Grayson...

Seven Sweethearts (97) A. Sothern - D. Dailey..

Details under title: Tulip Time
Somewhere I'll Find Y»u (108) C. Gable - L. Turner ...

Tish (84) M. Main - Z. Pitts

War Against Mrs. Hadley, The (83) F. Bainter - E. Arnold....
Yank at Eton. A (88) M. Rooney - I. Hunter

White Cargo (90) H. Lamarr - W. Pidgeon.

BLOCK NO. TWO
Andy Hardy's Double Life (92) M. Rooney • L. Stone. ..

Details under title: Andy Hardy's Last Fliif

Dr. Gillespie's New Assistant (87) L. Barrymore - V. Johnson

Journey for Marpret (81) R. Young - I. Day
Keeper of the Flame (100) K. Hepburn - S. Tracy...
Northwest Rangers (63) J. Craig - W. Lundigan..

Details under title: Gambler's Choice

Reunion in France (102) I. Crawford - J. Wayne
Details under title: Reunion

Stand by for Action (109) R. Taylor • C. Laughton . .

Details onder title: Cargo of Innocents

Three Hearts for Julia (70) A. Sothern - U. Douglas.

Tennessee Johnson (103) V. Heflin - R. Husscy. . . .

Details under title: The Man on America's Conscience

Whistling in Dixie (74) R. Skelton - A. Rutherford

NOT DESIGNATED
Above Suspicion J. Crawford-F. MacMurray.
Assignment in Britany R. Whorf - S. Peters ...

Bataan's Last Stand R. Taylor - L. Nolan....

Cabin in the Sky (98) E. waters L Home
Dr. Gillespie's Criminal Case L. Barrymore - D. Reid .

Harrigan's Kid S. Readick - W. Gargan.

Details under title: The Half Pint Kid

Stranger in Town, A (67) F. Morgan - R. Carlson..

Details under title: Mr. Justice Goes Hunting

Destination—Tokyo F. Tone

Details under title: Skyway to Glory

Presenting Lilv Mars J. Garland - R. Carlson.

Private Miss Jones (T) K. Grayson - G. Kelly..

Random Harvest R. Colman - G. Garson.

Oitails

.2-8.
1-25.

1-25.

11-30.

. .2-8.

.3-23.

.4-20.

.6-1.

.4-20.

.6-1 311

.4-6 308
9-20 303

1-26 301
.5-4 302
.6-1 306
.4-6 305
.6-1 310

6-15 318

8-24 317
6-29 314
7-20 320
7-13 319

7-13 315

6-29 316

9-21 322
6-29 321

6-29 313

11-30.
.9-21.

12-14.
.9-7.

12-14.
.11-2.

11-16.

M. Hunt 7-20.

8-10.
11-30.
.5-18.

.304

.306

.309

.312
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Sabolaqe Agent R. Dm'al - V. Hodson 10-19.

slightly Dangerous L. Turner - R. Young 9-21..
Details under title: Nothing Ventured

Swing Shift Maisie A. Sothern - J. Craig 1-11..

Youngest Profession, The V. Weidler - E. Arnold .. .11-2. ,

1941-42

Details under: Untitled Dr. Kildare

Jackass Mail (77).

M. Hunt - B. Nalson 3-9. .7-42.

.

. .245
L. Ayres-L. Barryuiuie . .2-23. .7-42.

.

. .247

W. Powell - H. Lamarr. . ....3-9. .7-42. . . .244
biiearer R. Taylor. . . .1-26. .6-42. . . .241

1 MacDonald-N. Eddy 11-1. .6-42. . . .238
A', 3-23. .7-42.

.

. .243
H IMcUowall . E. Gwi...^. . . .9-7

. A. Su:hi:rri - R. Skelton . . . . .3-9. .6-42. . . .240

G. Garson - W. Pidgeon.. .11-17
1 3-9. .6-42. . . .239

Maisie Gets Her Man (85)
Details under title: Get Rich Quick Maisie

Mrs. Miniver I13J)
Pacilic Rendezvous (76)

Details under title: Secret Operator

Pierre ol the Plains (66) J. Carroll

Salute to the Marines (T) W. Beery

Sunday Punch (76) W. Lundigan-0. Dailey, Jr 2-9
Tarzan's New York Adventure (71) J.Weissmuller-M.O'Sullivan

. .12-29.
Details under title: Tarzan Against the World

Hussey 3-9
Bainter 10-5.

. . .7-42.

.'.6-42.

.246

.234

.242

1941-42 Features (32)

Westerns (24)

1942-43 Features (33)

Westerns (16)

Completed (32)

Completed (18)

Completed (16)

Completed ( 6)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

In Production (1)

GHOSTS (N THE NIGHT
Mystery Drama—Shooting started February 8.

Cast: The East Side Kids, Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Bobby Jordan,
Bennie Bartlett, Bela Lugosi, Ava Gardner.

Director: Wm. Beaudine Producers: Sam Katzman, Jack Dietz
Stoi-y: Mystery drama in which the East Side Kids are responsible for the

rounding up of an espionage ring headed by Bela Lugosi, foreign
agent.

GHOST RIDER
Western—Shooting started February 15.

Cast: Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton, Edmund Cobb,
Harry Wood, Bay Miller, Bud Osborne.

Director: Wallace Fox Producer: Scott R. Dunlap
Story: Johnny Mack Brown avenges the murder of his family by ridding

his western community of the law-breakers who have taken it overand are operating it as a wide open town.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43 —

Title—Running Time Cas)
*"« "a". The B. Lugosi -

sowery at IVlidnight r •

,.„„^j

Clancy Street Boys L_ gorcey -

Crime Smasher, The / Graham
Details under title: Adventure of Cosmo Jones

Dawn on the Great Divide (63) B Jones -

Foreign Agent (64) sh,„„„ .

Haunted Ranch
j ^j^j

Details under title: Sadulj Cyc.oi.e
Isle of Missing Men (67) j Howard -

Details under title: Isle of Fury
Kid Dynamite L

Details under title: Little Mobsters
Living Ghost, The L. Go.cey
Lure of the Islands (61) M. Hart -

'Neath Brooklyn Bridge (64) Go-ccy
I Escape from the Gestapo

Details under title: No Escape
One Thrillino Night (69)

Details under title: Army Bride
Rhythm Parade

Details under title: Bye, Bye. Baby
Robber's Roost

Silent Witness B
Silver Skates K
Tf»as to Bataan. ... i

frail Riders I.

Details under title: Dsnil Men Don t Ridi

Two-Fisted Justice j. k
Details under title: Dead Man's Trail

Western Mail (55) T. Ktenj
nf the Law "., lones

You r.»n't Beat the Law (65) Norris

W, Ford. . . .

W. McKi\y

B. Jordan . . .

R. Cromwell

R. Bell. . .

G. Storm.
D. Sharpe..

Details

.12-28.

. .K i!-4.

. .2-8.

.11-30.

. .10-5.

. .7-20.

. .11-2.

Gorcey

Jaggsr

I. Beat

R. Lowery

G. Roland.

B. Jordan.

- B. Jordan.

R. Lowery . . .

• B. Jordan .

- M. Brian.

.6-15.

.10-5.

. .9-7.

.5-18.

. .9-7.

.1-11.

Rel. No

. .3-5

10 30

. 1-22 . .

12-18
. 10

.2-19.

.

.9-11.

.

. .2-5

11-27 .

. .7-2

11-20

W. McKay. .

- G. Storm. .

R. Corrigan - D. Moore.
Page -

Baker

King

King -

M, Wrixon.
- Belita. . .

M. Terhune.

0. Sharpe. .

ing - 0. Sharpe.

I. Trent

T. McCov
.

J. Woodbury.

1941-42

Arizona Stagecoach (58) R.
Criminal Investigator (61) E.

Details under title: Homicide Squad
DMth Cell (66) J.

Hillbilly Blitzkrieg (63) E.

King of the Stallions (63) C.

f-hanlora Killer, The (61) D.

Details under title: Man and the Devil
Police Bullets (60) J.

Riders of the West (60) B.

Rubber Racketeers (66) R.

Details under title: Hot Rubber
Smart Alecks (66) L.

Spring Meeting {— ) N.
Texas Trouble Shooters (55) R.

War Dogs (63) 1.

Corrigan - J. King.
.

Fellows - J. Miljan

Mason - M. Vyner. . .

Kennedy - B. Duncan.
Thunderctoud-0. O'Brien

.

Purcell - J. Woodbury.

. .4-20.

. .9-21.

.12-28.

.11-2.

.10-19.
. 810.

. .10-5.

. .9-21.

.12-29.
. 8-24.

.12-14.

.6-29.

.8-10.

Archer - J. Marsh.
Jones - T. McCoy. .

Cortez - R. Hudson.

Gorcey - B. Jordan. . .

Pilbeam - B. Sidney. .

Corrigan - J. King. .

Lee - K. Linaker. . . .

. . For.

.

.6-1.

.6-29.
7-13.

7- 13.
C-20.
.6-1.

. 6-1.

for..

.5-4.

8-24

.

.8-28.

12-11.

.3-12.

.1-15.

.2-26.
.10-16

.12-4.

. .1-8.

.2-13.
. 10-2

.2-12.

. .9-4.

. 10-23.

.6-19.

.8-14.

.9-18.

.10-2.

.9-25.

. .8-21.
.6-26.

. .8-7.

. .7-9.

.6-12.
.11-13.

lilt 1-12 Features
Westerns

1942-43 Features
Westerns

Completed (37)

Completed ( 7)

Completed (32)

Couliiii-tcl I I.)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (7)

111 Production (0)

HOSTAGES
Drama—Shooting started February 7.

Cast: Luise Rainer, Arturo de Cordova, William Bendix, Oscar
Homolka, Katina Paxinou, Eric Feldary, Mikhail Basum-
my, Philip Van Zandt, Paul Lukas.

Director: Frank Tuttle Assoc. Producer: Sol C. Siegel
story: Love story woven against the background of Nazi-held Prague and

dealing with activities of the underground in that vicinity.

LET'S FACE IT

Comedy—Shooting started February 3.

Cast: Bob Hope, Betty Hutton, Zasu Pitts, Marjorie Weaver, Eve
Arden, Cully Richards, Dave Willock, Dona Drake, Phyllis
Povah, Raymond Walburn, Phyllis Ruth.

Director: Sidney Lanfield Assoc. Producer: Fred Kohlmar
story: Concerns the complications that set in when a group of matrons in-

vites a trio of soldiers to spend a weekend with them. tJnexpectedly
the hu.'jbands of the ladies show up on the scene as do the girl friends
of the service men.

IN PRODUCTION
RELEASE CHART

Title— Running Time Cast

Five Graves to Cairo F. Tone - A.

Good Fellows, The H. Walker -

Lady In the Dark (T) a. Rogers
Riding High o. Lamour
So Proudly We Hail C. Colbert

1942-43 -

BLOCK NO. ONE
Glass Key, The (85) B. Donlevy
Major and the Minor, The (100) . . ';. Rogers
Priorities on Parade (79) \. Miller

Wake Island (78) 1. Donlevy
Wildcat (73) R. Arlen

Details

Tamiroff 1-25.

Rel.

J. Brown

.

R. Milland.

D. Powell.

P. Goddard.

. .1-25.

.12-28.

. . 1-25

.

.12-14.

- A

V. Lake

R. Milland..

B. J. Rhodes.

R. Preston . .

Judge

.3-9.

.3-23.

. .4-6.

. .4-6.

.1-26.

BLOCK NO. TWO
Forest Rangers, The (T) (87) F. M.icMurray - P. Goddard . 1-26

.

Henry Aldrich, Editor (72) J. Lydon - C. Smith
Road to Morocco. The (89) B. Crosby - B. Hope 3-23.
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch (80) F. Bainter - H. Herbert. .. .2-9.
Street of Chance (72) B. Meredith - C. Trevor. .. .1-26.

Details under title: Black Curtain, The

BLOCK NO. THREE
Avengers. The (88) R. Richardson - D. Kerr For..

Wrecking Crew (73) R. Arlen - C. Morris 4-20.
My Hrart Belongs to Daddy (75) R. Carlson - M. O'Driscoll. . .2-9.
Palm Beach Story, The (88) C. Colbert - J. McCrea
Lucky Jordan (84) A. Ladd - M. McDonald ... .7-20

.

Details under title: Prelude to Gimy

BLOCK NO. FOUR
China L. Young -

Happy-Go-Lucky (T) (78) I. Martin

Henry Aldrich Gets Glamour (72) i. Lydon -

Lady Bodyguard (70) Albert -

Night Plane from Chungking (69) R. Preston

SPECLU.S
Star Spangled Rhythm

.4203
1202

1201

1205
^204

'206

4209
J207

4208
4210

4213
1212
4214
.1211

.4213

A. Ladd 11-16.
• D. Powell 5-4. .

C. Smith 7-20.

A. Shirley 5-18.
- E. Drew 8-24.

(99) All Star 6-29 ... 2-12 ... 4231

NOT DESIGNATED
Aerial Gunner R. Arlen

Dixie (T) 8. Crosby

For Whom the Bell Tolls (T) . . . ... Cooper •

Great Without Glory I. McCrea
Details under title: Triumph Over Pain

Henry Aldrich Does His Bit I. Lydon -

Henry Aldrich Plays Cupid I. Lydon

Henry Aldrich Swings It 1. Lydon -

High Explosive „. Morris

Details under title: You Can't Live Forever

Miracle of Morgan's Creek B. Donlevy

No Time for Love C. Colbert

Salute tor Three ". Rhoades

True to Life (T) M. Martin

1941-42-

C. Morris 11-2.

D. Lamour. . . 11-16. .

I. Bergman. . . .7-13. .

B. Field 4-20. .

D. Lynn 9-21.

C. Smith 1-25.

C. Smith 12-14.

J. Parker 8-24.

- B. Hutton. . . .10-5.

F. MacMurray. . 6-15.
- D. Drake 11-16.

• F. Tone 9-21.

Are Husbands Necessary? (79)

Details under title: Mr. and Mrs. Cugat
Beachcomber, The (80)

Beyond the Blue Horizon (76) T
Details under title: Her Jungle Matt

Dr. Broadway (67)

Holiday Inn (101)

I Live on Danger (73)

Night in New Orleans (75)

Details under title: Morning After, The
Outlaws of the Desert (66)

Rfap the Wild Wind (124) T
Riders of the Timberline (59)

Details under title: Timber Wolves

Secret of the Wasteland (66)

Stick to Your Guns (63)

Sweater Girl (77)

Details under title: Sing a Song of Homi

Take a Letter, Darling (93)

R. Milland - B. Field. .

C. Laughton-E.Lanchester

.

D. Lamour-R. Denning. .

M. Carey - J. Phillips.

!t. Crosby - F. Astaire.

f. Dix - P. Foster, . . .

II. Preston-M. O'Driscoll.

B. Boyd - B. King. ...

R. Milland-P. Goddard . .

W. Boyd - B. King

W. Boyd B. King
w. Boyd - B. King
f. Bracken • V. Lee. . . .

cide

B. Russell-F. MacMurray.

12-1.

.

7. . .

Relttui. . .7-24
.7-26.

.

t...

.11-1.

.

6...
.12-1

.12-1.

.

7. . .

. .9-6.

.

6. . .

. .5-31. Wl
.6-14.

.

. .6-14. . . . . . . . . wi

. .5-17. Wl
7-12. Wl

.7-12.

.

6. . .

.12-1. . 6. .

.
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Tombstone—The Town Too.
Tough to Die (79)

Twilight on the Trail (58) .

NOTE: Figures in No

.
R- Oix - D. Castii 10-4 7.

W. Boyd - B. George m
Column denote Bloek-of-Fi«e

1941-42 Features (24)

Westerns (18)

1942-43 Features (24)

Westerns (18)

Completed (23)

Completed (10)

Completed (18)

Completed ( 7)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
1942-43 —

Cast

Carlisle

Baxter

F. R:cc

Crabbe - A. St. John.

Albertson - J. Lang. . .

E. Landi . . .

M. Carlisle. .

G. Oliver. . .

M. Leslie. .

Title— Running Time

Baby Face Morgan (65) M
Behind Prison Walls Baxter - G

Details under title: After Tomorrow
Boss of the Big Town. The (64) J. Litel

Billy, the Kid No. 4 B
City of Silent Men (64) f

.

Details under title: Silent Men
Corregidor 0. Kruger -

Dead IVlen Walk G. 2uccd -

Follies Girl (— ) W. Barrie -

Fugitive of the Plains b. Crabbe -

Details under title: Billy the Kid No. 3
Ghost and the Guest, The F. Rice -

Girls in Chains A. Judge
Kid Rides Again, The

Details under title: Billy the Kid No. 2
Lady from Chungking (69) 4. M. Wong
Man of Courage L. Talbot - B.

Details under title: Permit to Kill

Miss V from Moscow (68) L. Lane - N.

My Son, the Hero P. Kelly - R.

Mysterious Rider, The B. Crabbe - A.

Details under: Untitled Billy the Kid

Night for Crime, A (78) G. Farrcll - L.

Overland Stagecoach B. Livingstone

Cromwell

Michael

.

Details

. 6-1.

.11-30.

. .8-24.

.1-25.
.

. .7-20.

.12-14.

. .9-21.

.12-14!

Rel.

.9-15.

.3-22.

.12-7.

No.

.317

.313

.310

10-12.

. .3-1.

.2-10.

.3-15.

.3-26.

.311

J. Dunn . . .

- R. Clark.

B. Craobe - A. St. John.

H. Huher. . . .

i. MacLane. . .

Madison . . . .

Karns

St. John. .

Talbot

• S. Moore. .

Brown ....
Crabbe.

.

Newhall. . .

A. St. John.

Pay-Off, The L. Tracy - T.

Oueen of Broadway R. Hudson - B,

Rangers Take Over, The D. O'Brien - J

Riders of the Sage B. Livingston -

Details under title: Western Saboteurs

Secrets of a Co-Ed (67) 0. Kruger - T. Thayer...

Tomorrow We Live (67) R. Cortez - J. Parker....

Yanks Are Coming, The (67) H. King & Band - M. Healy

1941-42
Along the Sundown Trail L. Powell

Hitler, Beast of Berlin R. Drew -

Jungle Siren (68) A. Corio

Law and Order B. Crabbe

Lone Rider in Border Round-up (60) G. Huston - A.

Outlaws of Boulder Pass G. Huston - A.

Prairie Pals A. Davis - G.

Prisoner of Japan (64) A. Baxter - G.

Sheriff of Sage Valley B. Crabbe - M.

. .2-8 . .

. .2-8 . .

.11-30.

. .10-5.

. .9-21.

. .8-20.

12-28.

. .10-5.

. .7-13.

. .11-2.

.10-19.
10-19.

.11-16.
12-28.

.8-10.

.7-13.

.8-10.

Tumbleweed Trail (54) B. Boyd

- A. Davis 8-10.

S. Duna Reissue.

B. Crabbe 6-29.
- A. St. John 7-20.

St. John

St. John 9-7.
Boyd 9-4.

Michael 5-4.
Leslie 8-10.

A. Davis 5-18.
Yank in Libya, A (64) H. B. Warner - J. Woodbury .. 6-1

.

.1-27.

.

. .358

12-21.
. . .302

. .1-4. . . .319

11-23. . . .318
. .4-5.

.

. .311
11-20. . . .357

.2-18. . . .304
12-11. . . .363
.1-21. . . .303
. .3-8 . . . .312

12-25. . . .351
.2-12. . . .364

10-26. . . .309
.9-29. . . .307

.11-9. . . .301

.10-19. . . .256

.8-21.

.

. .203
.8-21. . . .261
9-18. . . .266

.10-28.

.

. .267
.9-11.

.

. .255

. .7-22.

.

. .204
.10-2. . . .262

. .7-10.

.

. .254
.7-31.

.

. .220

1941-42 Features (32) Completed (32) In Production (0)

Westerns (30) Completed (30) In Production (0)

Serials ( 4) Completed ( 4) In Production (0)

1942-43 Features (34) Completed (17) In Production (0)

Westerns (26) Completed (12) In Production (2)

Specials ( 6) Completed ( 2) In Production (0)

Serials ( 4) Completed ( 2) In Production (0)

CALLING WILD BILL ELL30TT
Western—Shooting started February 10.

Cast: Wild Bill Elliott, George "Gabby" Hayes, Ann Jefferys,

Fred Kohler, Eve March, Buzzy Henry, Roy Barcroft.
Director: Spencer Bennet Producer: Harry Grey
Story: Wild Bill Elliott, with the aid of the Federal Troops and his friends,

breaks the power of the dishonest governor in office and in doing so
flnil.-i the eirl that he love.<!. Ann Jefferys.

DAYS OF OLD CHEYENNE
Western—Shooting started February 12.

Cast: Don "Bed" Barry, LjTin Merrick, Emmett Lynn, William
Haade, Charles Miller, Harry McHim, Herbert Rawlinson.

Director: Elmer Clifton Assoc. Producer: Eddy White
Story: Don "Red" Barry pretends to be the friend of the leading politician

in town in order that he may work as an undercover man and stop
the graft and plundering that is going on. After his quick rise to
governor, he succeeds in doing so.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

Title—Running Time Cast Details Rel. No.
Blocked Trail, The j. Tyler - B. Steele 12-28.. 2-26 264
Boots and Saddles G. Autry - J. Allen Reissue 1-15
Chatterbox j. E. Brown - J. Canova ... 12-14 4-1
Dark Command (Reissue) w. Pidgeon - J. Wayne 1-15

Dead Men's Gulch p. Barry - L. Merrick
Fighting Devil Dogs (— ) i. poweil - E. Stewart

(Adapted from the Serial of the same name).
G-IMen vs. The Biack Uragon (Serial) K. Cameron - C. Worth .... 10-5 . .

Heart of the Golden West (65) R. Rogers - R. Terry 9-21.
Hi, Neighbor (72) l. Belle - V. Vague 6-1.
Hit Parade of 1943 J. Carroll - S. Hayward ... 11-16

.

Ice Capades Revue (79) t. Urtw - R. Denning 6-2:1.

R. Rogers - S. Bnrnefte 12-28.
Johnny Doughboy (63) J. Withers - W. Demarest 9-7.
King of the Cowboys R. Rogers - S. Burnette .1-25. .

King of the Mounties (Serial) A. Lane - P. Drake 7-13.
London Blackout Murders (58) I. Abbott - M. McLeod 11-2.
Man Trap Henry Stevens - D. Lovett . . . 2-8 . .

Moscow Strikes Back (55) Russian Documentary
Mountain Rhythm (70) Weaver Family
Old Homcslead, The (68) Weaver Family
Sante Fe Scouts jhree Mesquiteers
Outlaws of Pine Ridge (59) o, oarrj - l. Merrick..

Ridin' Down the Canyon (55) R. Rogers - G. Hayes...
Secrets of the Underground (71) j. Hubbard - V. Grey...

Details under title: The Corpse Came C.O.D.

Shadows of the Sage (57) T. Tyler - B. Steele....

Shanty Town M. Lee - M. Lord ...
Sombrero Kid, The (56) u. Barry L. Merrick...

South of the Border G. Autry - M. Lee

Sundown Kid (56) D. Barry - L. Merrick..

Tahiti Honey S. Simon - D. O'Keefe. .

The Purple V J. Archer - M. McLeod.
Thundering Trails... B. Steele - T. Tyler....

Traitor Within (60) J. Parker - D. Barry...
Details under title: Eleven Were Brave

Valley of Hunted Men B. Steele - T. Tyler 9-7.

X Marks the Spot (55) D. O FIynn - H. Parrish 8-24.

Youth on Parade (72) J. Hntibird - M. O'Driscoll . . 7-13.

Details under title: Chatterbox

1941-42
Bells of Capistrano (73) G. Autry - S. Burnette..

Call of the Canyon (71) G. Autry - S. Burnette..

"^lying Tigers (102) J. Wayne - J. Carroll...

Hurricane Smith (67) R. Middleton - J. Wyatt..

loan of Ozark (80) J. Cano*a-J. E. Brown..

Details under title: Lazybones

King of the Texas Rangers (Serial) S. Baugh - 0. Renaldo..

Mountain Moonlight (68) Weaver Bros. & Elviry...

Details under title: Thunder Over the Ozarks

Perils of Nyoka (Serial) K. Aldrich - C. Moore..

Sons of the Pioneers (61) R. Rogers - G. Hayes...

Sunset Serenade (58) R. Rogers - G. B. Hayes.

.2-13.

.1-29.
.274
.211

12-11.
.7-27.

.3-12.

12-24

.

.3-19.

12-31

.

.251
.201

.206

.205

10-10

.

.1-15.
.281
.210

.10-19.
. .6-^^.

. .2-8 .

. 8-24

.

. .10-5.

. .9-21.

. .7-20.

.1-25. .

. . 6-29

.

Reissue.

. .10-5.

.1-11. .

. .1-11

. .11-2.

. .9-21.

10-1.

. .1-8. .209

. 10-2/ .

,12-30.

.12-18.

. .8-14.

. . 7-31.

. .3-1.

.12-28.

3-26

. .1-25.

.12-16.

.11-12.

. .11-4.

.10-24.

.27 r

.253

.208

.261

.271

.273

.263

.207

.262

.204

.203

.7-20. .9-15.

.

. .J3?
.6-15. . .8-5. . . .131

5-4. ,10-8. . .
.77-'

.5-31. .7-20. . . .108
. .5-4. . .8-1.

.

. .104

6-28. .10-4.

.

. .181
.4-19. .7-12.

.

. .107

. .4-6. .6-27 . . . 181

. .6-1. . .7-2.

.

. .157
.7-20. ,9-14. . . .158

RKO - RADIO
1941-42 Features (40-50)

Westerns (—

)

1942-43 Features (46)

Westerns (—

)

Completed
Completed

Completed
Completed

(40)

( 6)

(31)

( 6)

In Production
In Production

In Production
In Production

(0)

(0)

(5)

(0)

GILDERSLEEVE'S BAD DAY
Comedy—Shooting started February 11.

Cast: Harold Pearj-, Jane Darwell, Nancy Gates, Freddie Mercer,

Charles Arnt, Lillian Randolph.
Director: Gordon Douglas Producer: Herman Schlom
i^toiy: Huiold Feiuy in role of Gildersleeve. loud-mouthed business man of

the small town of Summerville serves on a jury and is accused of

accepting a bribe. He clears himself after a number of ramifications.

THE LEOPARD MAN
Mystery Drama—Shooting started February 9.

Cast: Dennis O'Keefe, Margo, Jean Brooks, Richard Martin, Ben
Bard, Ariel Heath, Isabel Jewell, Margaret Landrj, Alan
Carney, James Bell.

Director: Jacques Tourneur Producer: James Bell
.^tory: A .series of murders are committed and the evidence left behind would

indicate that the killines were the sava.se work of a leopard. It is

discovered that the only leopard whereabouts has been dead for sev-
eral days and the notice follow a trail leading: to a deadly and mad
murderer who used the leopard to cover up his crimes.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title— Running Time Cast

Fallen Sparrow. The J. Garfield

Lady Takes a Chance. A J. Arthur - J.

Details under title: Free For All

Sky s the Limit F. Astaire - J

1942-43

BLOCK NO. ONE
Big Street. The (89) H. Fonda

Details

M. O Hara 2-8.

Wayne 1-11.

Leslie 1-25.

L. Ball 5-4.

F. McGee 6-15.

J. Randolph 4-6.

. .9-4.

.10-9.

.10-2.

.9-11.

.9-18.

Here We Go Again (77) E. Bergen

Highways by Night (62) R. Carson

Details under title: Silver Spoon
Mexican Spitfire's Elephant (64) L. Velez - L. Errol 6-29.

Wings and the Woman (97) A. Neagle - R. Newton ... Foreign

.

BLOCK NO. TWO
Falcon's Brother. The (63) G. Sanders

Journey into Fear (70) J. Gotten -

Navy Comes Through, The (82) P. O'Brien

Scattergood Survives a Murder (66) G. Kibbee

Seven Days Leave (87) V. Mature
Details under title: Sweet or Hot

BLOCK NO. THREE
Army Surgeon (63) J. Wyatt - K. Taylor 4-6. . . 12-4.

- T. Conway 7-13.

D. Del Rio 1-26.

- R. Scott 6-1.

- M. Hayes 4-20.
- L. Ball 6-1.

11-16
.2-12.

,10-30.
10-16.
11-13.

.301

.305

.304

302
.303

.309

.307

.308
306
.310

.312
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Cat People (72) S.

Great Gildersleeve, The (62) H.

Once Upon a Honeymoon (117) G.

Stven Miles from Alcatraz (62) J.

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Cinderella Swings It (70) G.

Details under title: Scattergood Swings It

Forever and a Day (104) C.

Hitler's Children (85) T.

Tarzan Triumphs (78) J.

Two Weeks to Live (76) G.

NOT DESIGNATED
Avenging Rider, The T.

Bandit Ranger (56) T.

Bombardirr P.

Falcon Strikes Back (— ) T.

Fighting Frontier (57) T.

Details under title: Son of the Saddle

Flight for Freedom R.

Details under title: Stand Ry to Die

I Walked wilh a Zombie F.

Ladies' Day L.

Mr. Lucky (— ) C.

Details under title: From Here to Victory

Petticoat Larceny J.

Pirates of the Prairie (57) T.

Red River Robinhood T.

Sagebrush Law T.

Details under title: Gun Law
This Land Is Mine C.

SPECIALS
Bambi (70) (T) Di

Magnificent Ambersons (88) J.

Pride of the Yankees, The (128) G

Saludos Amigos (42) Oi

Squadron Leader X (99) A

They Got Me Covered (95) B

Simon - T. Conway. . . .

Peary - J. Darwell

Rogers C. Grant

Craig - B. Granville. . . .

Kibbee • G. Warren . . . .

Laughton - A. Neagle. .

Holt - G. Granville. . . .

Weissmuller - F. Gilford.

Louck - N. Golf

Holt - C. Edwards. . ..

.

Holt - C. Edwards

O'Brien - R. Scott

Conway - J. Randolph.

Holt - A. Summer

Russell - F. MacMurray.

.8-10. .12-25.

.

..313
10-5. . . .1-1. . ..314

. .6-1. .11-27.. ..311

. 8-10

.

. . . 1-8.

.

. .315

.8-10. . .2-26.

.

..318

3-19.. ..320
10-19

.

. . 2-12 . . . .316
. .9-7

.

. . 3-12, . . .319
.10-5. . .2-19.

.

7-27

.

9-25. . '.'.iii

11-2.

.2-8.

.6-15. . .1-29.

.

".'.383

.8-24. . . .4-2.

.

. .317

Dee - T. Conway.

.

Velez - E. Albert.

Grant- L. Day. . . .

Carroll - R. Warrick.

Holt - N. O'Day. . .

.

Holt B. Moffet

Holt - C. Edwards

.

. .11-2.

. .7-20.

.11-16

.1-25.

. . .6-1.

.7-13.

. .6-29.

.4-30.

.

. .4-9.

.

4-23

Laughton - M. O'Hara. . .11-2.

,11-20.

. .4-2.

. .5-7.

sney Cartoon Feature...

Gotten - D. Costello..

Cooper - B. Ruth. . .

sney Cartoon Feature

Dvorak - E. Portman.

Hope - D. Lamour. .

.11-29.

, .1-26.

. . For.

.

. .7-20.

. .8 21.

. .710.

. . .3-5.

2-19.

.4-16.

. . .2-5.

.382

.391

.371

.351

.332

1941-42

Cmie On, Danger (58) T. Holt '

lionga Din (117) C. Grant

King Kong (100) B. Cabot

Mexican Spitflre Sees a 6host (69) L. Velez

My Favoritt Spy (85) K. Kyser

Powder Town (79) V. McLaglen - E. O'Brien ... 1-12

.

Thundering Hoofs (60) T. Holt - R. Whitley 10-4.

F. Neal 9-6.

J. Fontaine. . . . Reissue.

.

F. Wray. ... .Reissue

B. Rodgers 2-9..

F. Drew 12-29. .

. . .6-5.

.6-12.

.

6-12..
.6-26..
.6-12.

.

.6-19.

.

.7-24.

.

3.2

.W2

.230

.228

.229

.28fi

10th CEHTIIUV-FOX
1941-42 Features

1942-43 Features

(50-60) Completed (54)

(—) Completed (36)

In Production (0)

In Production (2)

HEAVEN CAN WAIT
Fantasy—Shooting started February 2.

Cast: Don Ameche, Gene Tiemey, Cliarles Coburn, Marjorie Main,
Louis Calhern, Spring Byingrton, Eugene PaUette, Dickie

Moore, Dicltie Jones, AUyn Joslyn, Signe Hasso.
Director-Producer: Ernst Lubitsch
Story: Don Ameche, as a man of the world, reviews his life at the gates

of hell. The film is a series of flash backs that show just what he
and Gene Tierney did on earth.

JANE EYRE
Drama—Shooting started February 4.

Cast: Orson Welles, Joan Fontaine, John Sutton, Agnes Moore-
head, Sara Allgood, Peggy Ann Gardner, Aubrey Mather,
Barbara Everest, Margaret O'Brien, Eldith Barrett.

Director: Robert Stevenson Producer: Kenneth Macgowan
story: Orson Welles plays the unhaooy Baron who is In love with Joan

Fontaine but because of an insane wife is kept from her.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast Details Rel. N*.

Bambers Moon Annabella - G. Montgomery. .2-8

Stormy Weather Bill Robinson • L. Home. .. .2-8

1942-43

BLOCK NO. ONE
A-Hionting We Will Go (67) S. Laurel - 0. Hardy 4 6

F»«tllght Serenade (80) B. Grabio - V. Mature 3 23.

Details under title: Strictly Dynamite

Little Tukio, U. S A. (64) B. Joyce - P. Foster 518.

L«»ei of Edgar Allen Poe, The (67) L. Darnell - J. Sheppard . . . 3-23

.

Plod Piper. The (86) M. Woolley - R. McDowall . . .4-6

.

BLOCK NO. TWO
Berlin Correspondent (70) V. Gilmore • D. Andrews 5-18.

Careful. Soft Shoulders (69) V. Bruce - J. Ellison 5-18.

Iceland (79) S. Heine - J. Payne 5-4.

Just Off Broadwriy (66) L. Nolan - M. Weaver 5-18.

Details under title: 12 Men in a Box
Orchestra Wives (97) G. Montgomery - L. Barl...4-20.

BLOCK NO. THREE
Tales of Manhattan (118) All Star 11-1.

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Girl Trouiile >82> D. Ameche • J. Bennett 6-15.
Manila Callinq (81) L. Nolan - G. Landis 6-29.
Man In the Trunk. The (70) L. Roberts - G. Holmes 6-15.
Springtime in the Rockies (90) (T) B. Grable • C. Miranda 6-15.

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Black Swan, The (85) (T) T. Power - M. O'HaJ-a 4-20.

. .8-7.

. .8-1.

.8 14.

.8-28.

.8-21.

.9-11.

.9-18.

.10-2.

.9-25.

.302

.301

.303

.305

.304

.311

.312

.306

.310

.9-4 308

10-30 313

.10-9.
10-16.
10-23.
.11-6.

.12-4.

.309

.314

.315

.317

.320

. 6-29

.

. . .3-9.

. .8-10.

V. Gilmore 10-5.

Dr. Renault's Secret (58) J. Sheppard - L. Roberts

Details under title: Burled Alive

That Other Woman (75) L. Barl - J. Ellison...

Thnnderbirds (T) (78) G. Tierney - P. Foster

Undying Monster, The (60) J. Howard - J. Ellison.

BLOCK NO. SIX
Lift Begins at 8:30 (85) M. Woolley - I. Lupino 810
China Girl (95) G. Tierney - G. Montgomery 6-13
We Are the Marines (69) M of T Documentary
Over My Dead Body (68) M. Berle - M. B. Hughes. . .8-24
TiBO to Kill (61) L. Nolan - H. Angel 9-7

Details under title: Brasher Doubloon

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Chetniks, The Fighting Guerillas (73) P. Dorn

Details under title: Seventh Column
Immortal Sergeant, The (91) H. Fonda - M. O'Hara...
Margin for Error (74) I

Meanest Man in the World (57) 1. Benny
Young Mr. Pitt (105) R. Donat

NOT DESIGNATED
Cuney Island (T) B. Grable -

Crash Dive (T) T. Power •

uiiie uugan l. Andrews - J. Ellison.

He Hired the Boss S. Erwin - V. Blaine...
Details under title: $10 Raise

Hello. Frisco. Hello (T) A. Faye - J. Payne ...

oon Is Down C. Hardwicke - H. Travers

My Friend Flicka (T) R. McDowell - P. Foster

x-Buw Incident H. Fonda - P. Foster...

tuiit. Please. Murder (70) R. Denning - G. Patrick.

Ichoel for Saboteurs G. Sanders - A. Sten....

Tonisht We Bomb Calais Annabella - J. Sutton...

Details under title: Secret Mission

1941-42

It Happened in Flatbush (80) L. Nolan -

Details under title: Dem Lovely Bums
Ten Gentlemen from West Point (104) M. O'Hara

This Above All (109) T. Power -

Tkruigh Different Eyes (67) D. Woods -

Unitod We Stand (70)

7-13. .12-11.

Bennett - M. Berle. . .

.

P. Lane
- R. Morley. . .

.

G. Montgomery.
- A. Baxter. . . .

.9-21.

10-19.
.7-13.

. . For.

.

.10-5.

. .8 24.

. .9 21,

. .6-29.

. .11 2.

.11-30.

. .7-20.

. .6-15.

. . .9-7.

.12-14.

.10-19.

11-13. .

. 11-20

.

. 11-27

.

.12-25.

. . .1-1.

. . .1-8.

. .1-15.

. .1-22.

. .2-5.

. 1-29

.

.2-19.

.2-12.

.2-26.

.321

.3-18

.307

.319

.322
. .323
. .324
. .325
. .326

.328

.327

.330

.329

.316

C. Landis 3-9. .6-5 11.

• J. Sutton 1-12.

.

J. Fontaine 12-1..

M. Howard 4-6.
.

L. Thomas Documentary

.6-26.

.7-24.

.6-19.

.7-10.

.11.
. .12.
, .11.
, .12.

UNITED ARTISTS
1941-42 FEATURES
Balcon (Bin.) Completed ( 1)

Goldwyn (Gdn.) Completed ( 1)

Korda (Kor.) Completed (1)

Mayfair (Mfr.) Completed ( 1)

Pascal (Pas.) Completed ( 1)

Pressburger (Psb.) Completed ( 1)

Roach (Rch.) Completed (10)

Small (SmI.) Completed ( 8)
Szekely (Sky.) Completed ( 1)

Wanger (Wan.) Completed ( 1)

1942^3 FEATURES
Balcon (Bin.) Completed ( 1)

Benny (Bny.) Completed (0)

Bogeaus (Bog.) Completed ( 0)
Bronston (Bro.) Completed ( 0)

Cagney (Cgy.) Completed (0)

Chaplin (Chn.) Completed (0)

Cinema Guild (C.G.) Completed ( 3)

Coward (Cwd.) Completed ( 1)

Edwards (Edws.) Completed ( 1)

Korda (Kor.) Completed (1)

Lesser (Lsr.) Completed ( 0)

Loew-Lewin (L.L.) Completed ( 1)

Mayfair (Mfr.) Completed (1)
Pressburger (Psb.) Completed ( 1)

Rabinovitch (Rvn.) Completed (0)

Roach (Rch.) Completed (8)

Rogers (Rgs.) Completed ( 1)

Selznick (Szk.) Completed (0)

Sherman (Shm.) Completed (10)
Small (SmI.) Completed (0)

Strombberg (Smg.) Completed ( 1)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

TiUi-—Running Time Cast

Stale Door Canteen W. Terry - 0. Walker.

Details

.12-14.

.

1942-43 -

. . R. Dix -

Boyd

Foster

.

Clyde.

.12-1.

.11-2.

American Empire (81)
Three W.

Border Patrol W. Boyd - J. Kirby 6-29.
buciL>a.n rroniier r. dIx - J. Wyatt 9-7..

Details under title: Buckskin Empire

Calaboose J. Rogers - N. Beery, Jr. ...4-20.
Colt Comrades W. Boyd - A. Clyde 10-19.

Crrtal Ball, The (81) P. Goddard - R. Milland 7-20.

Devil with Hitler, The (44) B. Watson - J. Devlin 3-23.

Details under title: Hitler's Valet

Fall In W. Tracy -

Hangmen Also Die B. Donlevy -

Details under title: Never Surrender

I Married a Witch (76) F. IMarch -

In Which We Serve (115) N. Coward - J.

Jacare (65) F. Buck

12-11.

J. Sawyer 6-29.

A. Lee 11-16. .

Lake .

.

Mills.

.5-4.

. For.

.

.3-5.

.1-22.

11-20.

.1-29.

,2-12.

10-30.

.11-27'.

No.

.Lsr.

.Shm

.Shm

.Shm
Shm

Rch

.Shm

.C.G.

..Rch

.Rch

.Psb.

.C.G.

.Cwd
.Mfr
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Kansan, The R. olx - J. Wyatt 11-30
DHails under title: Meet Jnlin Bonniwell

Knhan. Balllp Cry ol Ctiina (61/ nnpn-nf "tarv .. R.7.

Lady of Burlesque B. Stanwyck - E. O'Shea. .. .12-14. . .2-12. .

Details under title: The G. String Murders
Losi Canyon W. Boyd - J. Kirby 6-15.. 1218.
lealhp- B-.f.-rv W Boyil • J. Kirliy. .6 15 1218 .

Moon and Sxp-^nce. Th" (90) G. Saundm H. Mnrshall 3 23 10-2
McCu'Tins frnm Brooklyn ft. ludje - W. Bendix 4-6. . 12-31..

Details under title Mr. and Mrs. Brooklyn
Nazi Nuisance 8. Watson • S Leonard 7 13
Bne ol Our A rtrafl I. Missing CO) E. Portmnn • G Tiarle For. . . 10-16 .

Powers Girl, The (93) G. Murphy - P. Lane 9-7... 115..
Prairie Chicken J. Bogers - N. Beery. Jr. .6-15

Silver Oueen (82) G. Brent - P. Lane 4-20. . 11-13 . .

Somewhere in France R Morlty C. Cummings . . . For

Taxi, Mister W. Bendix • G. Bradlty 6-1

Texas Law W. Boyd - J. Kirby 7-20
Undercover Man (68) W. Boyd - B. King 2-9.. 10 23

Details und r title: Across the Border

Victory Through Air Power (T) Disney Feature

Vanks Ahnv W. Tracy - J. Sawyer 7-20

Voung and Willing (83) W. Holden - S. Hayward . . . . 1-10 2-5...
Details unoet title: Out ol the Frying Pan

1941-42
Brooklyn Orch-d (51» W. Bindix - M. Woodworth 2-20.
Flying with Music (46) «. Woodworth • G. Givot ... 12-15 7-3.

Details under title: Cobana
Friendly Enemies (92) C. Winninger - C. Buggies. . .2-23. . .6-26.

Three Cockeyed Sailors (77) C. Hulbert - T. Trinder For.. . 7-4.

ShD

Fdwi

S-l.

.Shm

. Shm
. IL
.Reh

. Ren

Kor

Rfi

Rch
Shm
.Bin

Reh

. Shm
Shm

Ihl

.Rcb

.c.e.

.Rch

.Rch

Sml
Snl

UNI VIERSAL
1941-42 Features (47) Completed (50) In Production (0)

Westerns ( 7) Completed ( 7) In Production (0)

Actions (7) Completed ( 7) In Production (0)

Serials ( 4) Completed ( 4) In Production (0)

1942-43 Features (55) Completed (46) In Production (3)

Westerns (7) Completed (7) In Production (0)

Serials (4) Completed (4> In Production (0)

.7581

CORVETTES IN ACTION
Drama—Shooting started February 8,

Cast: Randolph Scott, J.ames Brown, Barry Fitzgerald, Noah
Beery, Jr., Andy Devine, Fuzzy Knight, Murray Alper,
Gene O'Donnell, Walter Sande, James Flavin, David Bruce,
Ella Raines, Thomas Gomez.

Director: Richard Rosson Producer: Howard Hawks
Story: Factual sinrv nf tlie lives and accomplishments of the men who man

the .small boats which act as convoys across the Atlantic and Pacific.
Footage shot durin.? several such trips provides the accurate back-
frrounil for the drama.

TROMBONE FROM HEAVEN
Musical—Shooting started February 8.

Cast: Leon Errol, Mary Beth Hughes, Eddie QuiUan, Anne
Rooney, Samuel S. Hinds, Skinnay Ennis and his orchestra
with Frances Langford and Hilo Hattie.

Director: Jean Yarbrough Producer: Paul Malvern
Story: See next is.sne.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title— Running Time Cast Detail
Phantom of the Opera N. Eddy - S. Foster 2-8..

1942-43
Adventures of Smilin' Jack (Serial) T. Brown - T. Bey 5-18.
Always a Bridesmaid Andrew Sisters - p. Knowles.1-25 . .

Amazing Mrs. Holliday, The (98) 0. Durbin - E. O'Brien 6-29.
Details under title: Forever Yours

Arabian Nights (T) (86) Sabu - M. Montez 7-13.
Bad Company H. Hall - G. Raymond 11-30..
Behind the Eioht Ball (60) Ritz Bros. - C. Bruee 6-29.

Details under title: Off the Beaten Traek
Betwpen Us Girls (89) R. Cummings - 0. Barrymore . . 5-4

.

Details under title: Love and Kissel, Caroline
Captive Wild Woman J. Carradine - E. Ankers ... 12-28.

.

Cheyenne Roundup j. in. Brown - T. Ritter y-5.
.

Cnrvettps in Action n Foran P. Knowles 9-7..
Cross Your Fingers A. Jnn»s - K. Carlisle 1-25..
Deen in the Heart of Texas (61) J. M. Brown - T. Ritter 6-15.

Details under title: The Lone Star Trail
Destination Unknown (61) I. Hervey - W. Gargan 4-20.
Destiny L. Chaney - A. Curtis. .. .1-25. .

Don Winslow of the Coast Guard (Serial) .. .D. Perry - M. Barrie 10-19.
Eyes of the Underworld (61) R. DIx - W. Barrle 4-6.

Detail! under title: Destiny
Flesh and Fantasy C. Bfyer - E. G. Robinson . . 8-10 . ,

Frankenstein Meets the Wolf Man L. Chaney - B. Lugosi .... 10-19.
Details under title: Wolf Man Meets Frankenstein

Get Hep to Love (77) c io,n . j F-szee 6-2".
Give Out. Sisters (65) Andrews a:sters 3-iB.

Details under title: I Want to Danet
Good Morning. Judge 0. O'Keete - L. Albrifton .. 12-28. .

Great Impersonation, The R. Bellamy - E. Ankers .... 4-20
Half Way to Shanghai (62) I. Hervey - K. Taylor 3-23.
He's My Guy |. Hervey • D. Foran 12-14.
Hi, Buddy (68) R. Pa^n- - M. Lord 11-16.
Hi Ya Chum (61) Rifz Bros. - J. Frazee
How's About It? Andrews Sisters - R. Paige .. 12-28.

Details under title: Solid Senders

Human Comedy, the M. Rooney-D. Reed
Isle of Romance A. Jones - J. Frazee 11-30.

. .1-5.

.2-19.

12-25

.

.12-4.

.9-4.

.706J

.7b2»

.7010

.9-25.

.10-9.

.7071

.7030

.1-8. . .7037

.3-12.

.10-2.

.y-11

.

12-18.
.9-18.

.3-26.

.2-26.

. .3-5.

. .2-5.

. .8-7.

.7022

.7032

.7035

It Ain't Hay Abbott t Costello 10-5.

It Comes Up Love (64) b. iean - I. nunur I-M..
Details un.er title. O.i the beam

Jonior G Men ol the Air (Serial; Bead End Kids 3-9.

Little Joe the Wrangler I. M. Brown - T. R.lter . .
6-2i>

.

Lone Star Iran J. M. Bro«n - T. Rl.er ...9 21.

Madaae Spy (63) C. B»jnet - D. Porter 8-10

Moonlight in Havana (63) A. iones - J. fra«e 8-1'J

Mil Town (60) B. Halop - H. Hall 7-13.

Manny's Tomb, The t61) D. Foran - L. Chaniy 615
Nlfklauro (81) 0. Barrymore - B. Donlevy. . .9-17

.

Night Monster (72) I. Hervey - L. Erikson 7-20.

lb! Doctor 8. Abbott - L. Costello. . . 12-14

.

014 Chisbolm Trail, The (60) )• M. Brown - T. Ritter ... 8-24

.

Otarlaisd Mail (Serial) H. Carrish - L. Cnaney. Jr.. 8-i;3

Plttskorgh (91) M. Dietrich - R. Scott 9-7.

aiders •! San Joaquin J. M. Bruwn I. Riiter .7-;^/.

Shadow ol a Doubt (108) T. Wright - J. Gotten 8-10.

tkerlttk Holmes in Washington B. Rathkone - N. Broco I M
Sherlock Holmes and the Voice ol Terror (65)B. Ratlikone - N. Briie 5-l».

SkorlMk Holmes and the Secret Weapon (68). B. Rathbone • N. Briee 6-15.

iin Town (74) C. Bennett - B. Crawford ... 8-24

.

Strictly in the Groove (60) L. Errol - G. McDonald 4-6.

Tenting Tonight on the Old Camp Ground...!. M. Brown - T. Ritter. .
.8-10.

Wt'w Ne»tr Been Licked R. 0"ine - Anne Gwynne 1-25.

Wkea Johny Comes Marching Home (74) A. Jones - J. Frazee 10-5.

White Savage (T) J. Hall - M. Montez 11-2.

Who Done It (77) Abbott & Costello 6-15.

1941-42

Boa Winslow ol the Navy (Strlal) D. Terry - L. Carrillo 4-6.

Onait oi the Congo (61) S. Erwin - 0. Munson .... 12-29

.

Eaglo Sfliadron (109) R. S ack - 0. Barrymore. .. 126.
Invisible Agent (81) I. Mas>ey J. Hill 3-4.

Men of Texas (82) R. Slack • B. Crawtord 5-18

Details onder title: Deep in the Heart of Texas

Pardon My Sarong (84) Aiiboti and Costello 3-9

Riders of Death Valley (Serial) 0. Foran . L. Carril 0 .... 11-16

Timber (60) L. Carrillo A. Devine ;-4

Toigh as They Come (63) B. Halop - B. Punsley . .
12-1

W AR N I R B

. .3-19.

.

. .6-30. .7881

.11-13.

.

.7072

.12-11 .7034

.10 16 7026

. .1-22. .7027

10-23 .7019
.11-13. .7013
10-23 .7038

12-11

.

.7073
11*1

.12-11. .7008

.1-15. .7065

. .9-18. .7021
•.19
<<-2S

.11-20. .7028

. . .2-5. .7074

. . .i-i. .7016

.'.ii-s. . .7022

. .710 . (056

. .7-17. . 6040

.
.'7-31. .6049

. . .7-3. .6010

. . .8-7. . .6003

. . .7-1. . .6781

. .8-14. . .6057
6 3 . 6019

1941-42 Features
1942-43 Features

(35) Completed (35)

(— ) Completed (29)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

NIGHT SHIFT
Drama—Shooting started February 1.

Cast: Ann Sheridan.
Director: Raoul Walsh Producer: Benjamin Glazer
story: Ann Sfieriflan plays the oldest sister in a family that lives in the

outskirts of Detroit. The story has been taken from the novel by
Maritta Wolf and is told in a strong, harsh manner and deals with
the nenole who are down in the world but have the desire and
strength to fight back.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

M. Astor. .

J. Bishop. .

R. Reagan . .

F. Emerson.

f. Henried . .

.6 IgB. Marshall.

F Emerson

A. Sh-ridan. . . .4-20.

C. Lehmann. ... For.

A. Smith. .6-1,

Bergman

.

Ford

Morgan . .

Parker. .

BLOCK NO. ONE
Title—Running Time Cast

Across the Pacific (97) H. Bogarl

Bosses Roar. The (60) R. Travis -

Desperate Journey (107) E. Flynn -

Secret Enemies (59) C. Stevens .

Now. Voyager (117) B. Davis -

BLOCK NO. TWO
Yo« Can t Escaoe Forever (77) G. Brent -

Hidden Hand. The (63) C. Stevens -

George Washington Slept Here (93) I. Benny -

Flying Fortress '681 R. Greene

Gentleman Jim (104) E. Flynn -

BLOCK NO. THREE
Casablanca (99) H. Bogart

Gorilla Man (64) I. Loder -

Hard Wsy The '97) I. Lupino -

Track Rasters (58) R. Travis

SPECIALS
Yankee Doodle Dandy (126) J. Cagney •

NOT DESIGNATED
Action in the North Atlantic H. Bogart

Adventures of Mark Twain F. March -

Air Force (124) J. Garfield

Arsenic and tid Lace (— ) C. Grant

Background to Danger G. Raft

Constant Nymph, The C. Boyer

Crime by Night C. Bennett

Details under title: Forty Whacks
Desert Song, The (T) D. Morgan - I. Manning.. 6-29.

Devotion .0. DeHavilland - I. Liipino .
11-16.

Edge ol Darkness. The E. Flynn - A. Sheridan .
8-24.

Mission to Moscow W. Huston • A. Harding. .. 1116 .
.

Kystericis Doctor J. Loder - L. Matthews For..

Old Acquaintance B. Davis - M. Hopkins 11-16..

Princess O'Rourke 0. DeHavilland-R Cummings 7-20.

Thank Yoor Loeky Stars E. Cintor D. Shore 11-2..

Varsity Show (81) (Reissue) D. Powell - F. Waring

Watch on the Rhine B. Davis - P. Lucas 6-15.

Details Rrl. No.

. .3-23. . . .9-5.

.

. .202
. .9 19. . . 203

. . .2-9. . .9 26 . .204
10-17.

.

. .205
. .4-20. . 10-31 . . .206

. J. Leslie

R. Massey. . .

- A. Smith. . . .

• G. Young. . .

- P. Lane

B. Marshall . . .

- J. Fontaine.

J. Cowan . . .

.6-1.
, . For.

.

.3-23.

.9-21.

.12-1.

,
. .9-7.

.7-13.

. .6-29.

. .11-1.

. . .9-7.

. . .3-9.

10-19.

10 10
.11-7.

11-28.

. .12-5.

.11-14.

.1-23.

.1-16.

.2-20.

. .2-6.

. .1-2.

.3-20.

207
208
.210
.211
.212

.21'

.216

.209
. .213

. .201

.3-6.

.12-19.

Big Shot, The (82) H. Bogart - B. Marshall.

Details onder title: Escape from Crime

Escape from Crime (51) R. Travis -

Say Sisters. The (108) B. Stanwyck

tady Gangster (62) F. Emerson

frlmo Minister, The (93) I- Gielgud -

Sergeant York (134) G. Cooaer •

Spy Ship (62) C. Stevens -

Wiajs for the Eagle (85) A. Sheridan

J. Bi'hop .

- G. Brent . .

F. Wilcox.

0. Wynward.
J. Leslie

1. Manning.
• R. Reagan.

1-12. .6 13 . .135

4-6. .7-25.

.

. .137
1-26. . .8-1. . .138

. .6-6 . . .134

For

2-28. . .7-4. . . 101
.4-6. 8-15. . 139
1-26. .7-18. . . 136
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THK IMMORTAL SERGEANT ... Here is the show-

man's story about this highly exploitable piece of film

merchandise from 20th-Fox, plucked right from the

inside cover of the seat-selling press sheet: "As the

world still thrills to their smashing victories, here is

the heroic story of those valiants who turned the tide

of war in Africa... and the stirring drama of th ?

emotions that set their hearts aflame! Boxotttce-

powerful marquee names! Dozens of ads alive with
ticket-selling interest! 11 pages of exploitation, pub-

licity accessories, posters for every campaign angle!"





^'•WBIIC WESTERN STAR*

WESTERNS



What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

'AIR FORCE' ACTION FILM RATES UNANIMOUS RAVES
(WARNER BROS.) "...Virtues of a Warner Bros, action melodrama in epic style .. .Though scarcely twice as long as the average
film, 'Air Force' must possess at least three or four times the amount of damage and destruction. This, in turn, is passed along to
the gaping spectator whose senses reel and stagger at the impact. . .Mountain of enjoyment." Winsten, N. Y. POST. "...K«u»-
ingly exciting pattern of events. . .That final imaginary battle is a high point in the filming of such spectacles. . .Set of vivid perform-
ances brings each character into sharp relief." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Continuously fascinating, frequently
thrilling and occasionally exalting show that leaves you limp and triumphant at the end of its two-hour ordeal .. .Tingles with the
passion of spirits aglow... Mr. Hawks has directed the action for tremendous impact." Crowther, N. Y. TIMES. "...Written
with great feeling and restraint and staged superbly, it is a notable screen drama as well as a smashing war film... Clear and
absorbing continuity ... No irrelevant romance .. .Always explicit, persuasive and pictorially stunning." Barnes, N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE. "...On your 'must li.-f as the most exciting, most credible and humanest move of the war to date .. .True-to-life
casting, without the distracting bold-relief of big-star faces, he'ghtens the drama immeasurably. . .Dialogue is straightforward and
typical, full of humanness and humor and never maudlin." McManus, PM. "...Action is so furious, the scope so comprehen-
sive, the horizon so limitless, that one sees and still one cannot grasp in full the racing, roaring, ripping rush of drama, almost un-
adorned by emotion other than a passion to win the war...Havks surpasses all his former triumphs." Lait, N. Y. MIRROR.
"...Four stars... One of the finest and most thrilling on the wir and by far the best of all airplane films." Cameron, N. Y. NEWS.

•THE IMMORTAL SERGEANT' RECEIVES MODER ATE REACTION GENERALLY
(20TH CENTURY-FOX) "...Disappointing, de pite tv.'o tightly drawn encounters ... Theme is serious, its background dramatic, but
its execution trivial .. .Might have been a better film if it had more of the courage it relates. As it is, its truth is half-hearted; its

hokum gets the best of it." T. S., N. Y. TIMES. ".
. .Offers many stirring and suspenseful passages. Takes quite a while to get

going however, and often lags just before building up to a terri Ic punch scene. . .Emphasizes the realistic and manages, too, to inject

a certain amount of humor to offset the grimness of the yarn." Thirer, N. Y. POST. ".
. .If you don't mind a little incredibility,

this is good, robust wartime entertainment. . .A hard-boiled picture." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Substantial and
entertaining fireworks. . .Flash-back technique is used not always effectively, as it halts the desert odyssey . . .Fine performances."
Pihodna, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "

. . . BeautifuUy-built film which moves with ever-increasing interest, a standout job...
Excellent cast...Socko fare." Werner, N. Y. MIRROR. "...After such conviction on this relentless battlefront (desert terrors
and battles), becomes surprisingly ill-at-ease when Fonda dreams of his girl at home. This part is a distracting bore." Levitas, PM.

"...Parts are as intensely dramatic as you can stand, yet the drama loosens up to an almost boring degree when the film, by
flash-back, tries to give you an insight into character .. .A good picture." Hale, N. Y. NEWS.

'TARZAN TRIUMPHS' CRITICS LIKE IT — FOR THE KIDS
(RKO-RADIO) "...Kids will like this because it adheres to the familiar Tarzan formula of providing plenty of animal shots (most
of them stock) and plenty of action .. .Weissmuller, as usual, is stronger on the muscles than on the miming, which is what the
juveniles certainly want." Mortimer, N. Y. MIRROR. "...For better or for worse, the latter as far as this reviewer is con-
cerned, the aquatic ape-man is still very much himself, illiterate amphibian, powerful and given to yodeling in emergencies." Win-
sten, N. Y. POST. "...As all good Tarzan pictures should, this one ends with a whopping big fight... As usual, most of the
picture is stolen by the comical chimpanzee." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Audience made up mostly of young-
sters responded heartily to Tarzan's battle with the Germans. .. Filled with action and again features the cunning chimpanzee who
furnishes the comedy relief." Cameron, N. Y. NEWS. "...Pretty good entertainment .. .There may be a moral in 'Tarzan
Triumphs' but the chances are that one will find the antics of Cheta far more refreshing than the story." Pihodna, N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE. ".

. .As a bit of theatrical entertainment, it is pretty much of a piece with the previous Tarzan fables. . .May please
a lot of people to see Tarzan banging Nazis right and left. But the jest is decidedly hollow. Cheta the Chimp still has the best brain
in the film." Crowther, N. Y. TIMES.

'ANDY HARDY'S DOUBLE LIFE' DULL INTERLUDE IN SERIES—WINSTEN
(M-CJ-M) "...Dull interlude in that steadily deteriorating series. . .Beginning to give you a strange feeling, as if something had gone
wrong, like a phonograph needle that has jumped the groove and is repeating." Winsten, N. Y. POST. "...Farcical episodes
are stuck together by the stickiest of Hollywood sentimentality and the characters seem to pattern their acting on memories of nurs-
ery days jumping jacks. . .Repeats its self-consciously soap opera spirit in acting, writing and direction." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-
TELEGRAM. "...Just another and markedly inferior ... Quality of the Hardy pictures seems to be on an obvious decline...

The ageless juvenility of Mr. Rooney as Andy is beginning to wear." Crowther, N. Y. TIMES. "...In the simple, straight-
forward and unassuming original pattern of the series. . .Acting of all the principals is up to their very high standard." Mortimer,
N. Y. MIRROR. "...Good, lively opus fashioned in the best Hardy tradition, gives audiences a gay time." Finn, PHILA.
RECORD. "...Rooney's Andy Hardy is typical and boyish enough to keep fans in a constant uproar." Lee, PHILA.
BULLETIN.

'SALUDOS AMIGOS' CALLED CHARMING. DIFFERENT, BRILLIANT
(RKO-RADIO) "...Charming cartoon-live action... Gay forty-minute pot-pourri ... Humor is bright and sly, with touches of gentle

satire laced in with jovial fun .. .Excellent musical score." Crowther, N. Y. TIMES. "...Will not be listed among the Disney
masterpieces, but its timeliness and the freshness of treatment makes it more than passable." Mortimer, N. Y. MIRROR.
"...In a class by itself .. .Quality is amazingly fine on all counts. . .This reviewer was completely entranced from beginning to end
...Not calculated to bowl over the younger folk, except in patches." Winsten, N. Y. POST. "...Gay and spirited combination
of photography and drawings, all done in the best Disney spirit...A return to the old light-hearted Disney .. .Take the children, by
all means, but don't neglect Grandma, Uncle or yourself ... One of the great treats of the season." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...Charming and amusing travesty on the American traveler. .. Departure from the technique that has distinguished other Disney
cartoons." Cameron, N. Y. NEWS. "...Potent piece of propaganda and a brilliant job of picture-making. . .Most amiable enter-
tainment ... Singularly beautiful and diverting show. . .Certain to enchant local audiences." Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

'LAUGH YOUR BLUES AWAY' UNFUNNY FOLDEROL SAYS MIRRROR'S CRITIC
(COLUMBIA) "...Bit of nonsense. . .Direction is clumsy, tale is draggy and unfunny. . .Gordon's heavy-handed mugging and dialect

add more strain than comedy. . .Jinx Falkenburg is wasted on such folderol." Werner, N. Y. MIRROR. "...Plot gets compli-

cated and is loaded down with wisecracks -^principally those whereby Bert CJordon juggles the English language with typical Mad
Russian inflection." Thirer, N. Y. POST. "...If only the Mad Russian had done a better job of stealing the show, everybody
including Columbia, could have said good riddance. . .Precious little story... Bert Gordon's comedy leaves much to be desired." Mas-
ters, N. Y. NEWS.
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^HOLLYWOOD REPORTER SAYS:

j"It is a good, timely, intelli-

gently written yarn—many fine

entertainment ingredients in

!the picture. Miss Durbin
looked beautiful. Edmond
O'Brien made his every scene

believable. Barry Fitzgerald ex-

:ellent. The production and di-

rection of Bruce Manning are

nost capable. Deanna Durbin

;vill satisfy any audience with

his new portrayal. The picture

ihould do top grosses every-

vhere because of its fine enter-

ainment qualities."

iOLLYWOOD VARIETY SAYS: "
In 'The Amazing Mrs. HoUiday'

)eanna Durbin comes to full bloom of her dual talents as singer and

ctress in one of the most appealing and memorable of her list of

uccessful starring pictures for Universal. The story is carefully fitted

3 her matured abilities, she is smartly directed, the supporting cast

i> well selected and the lavish presentation has been handled with

{onsummate showmanship."

lOTION PICTURE HERALD
AYS: "Universal has provided

heart-warming story of the

ar's homeless children, with

good measure of comedy to

|

:aven the sentiment. The film

lould satisfy completely the

rge audiences which the stel-

r name will undoubtedly
tract."

HOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW
\YS: "The Universal-Deanna

urbin combo has done it

again. It will hold one of the

very top spots in the hearts of

your patrons."

MOTION PICTURE DAILY
SAYS: "Combining the talents

of Deanna Durbin with a touch-

ing story of nine refugee chil-

dren, 'The Amazing Mrs. Hol-

liday' has great boxoffice power.

Plus the marquee attraction of

the star there is the universal

appeal of youngsters bombed

out of their homes in China by

ruthless Jap fliers."

DURBIN
Of

^,th EDMOND O'BRIEN
BARRY FITZGERALD
ARTHUR TREACHER
HARRY DAVENPORT GRANT MITCHELL

FRIEDA INESCORT ELISABETH RISDDN

Screen Play by Frank Ryan . lohn 'acoby • Adaplatior, by
Boris Inqster • Leo Townsend • From an Onamai Story
by Sonya Levien- Associate Producer. FRANK SHAW

Produced «nd Diractad by

BRUCE MANNING

JOIN THE INDUSTRY'S "MARCH OF DIMES"—Feb. 18-24

Sign your pledge at once!





THE NEWS DIGEST broadv^ay
(Continued from Page 10) E^/^SRttLL

Roy Haines, Eastern division head, was
transferred to the western division as man-
ager, a post which has been vacant since

Kalmenson's appointment as sales manager,

Jules Lapidus, New York metropolitan

manager, replaced Haines as Eastern sales

manager. Harry Seed, Central district head,

was promoted to the New York metropoli-

tan division managership, with Charles

Rich going in to head the Central district.

Leo Blank, former district manager in the

Chicago territory, who had been inactive

due to poor health, marked his return to

active duty by assuming the post of Cleve-

land branch manager, formerly held by
Rich.

* * *

Goldstein Heads Fox Publicity

Jack Goldstein will head the 20th Century-

Fox Publicity department, it was announced
by Hal Horne, advertising and publicity

director. Goldstein takes over the post from
Richard Condon, who has been delegated

to special exploitation duties at the com-
pany's studios on the West Coast.

* * *

Selznick's Plans

Contrary to rumors that he was planning

to produce films in England personally,

David O. Selznick stated that the only ar-

rangements he has made for English pro-

duction are a series particularly designed
to maintain and further the status of Vivien
Leigh, who is under contract to him, as a
star of the first rank. Miss Leigh went to

England last year to join her husband,
Laurence Olivier, and to star in the London
stage play, "The Doctor's Dilemma." The
first picture in which Selznick's players will

be used is, "She Walks in Beauty," which
will star Miss Leigh and Alan Marshal,
another of Selznick's contract players. The
director, story and scenarist will also be of

Selznick's choice. Because of a decided
shortage of leading men in England, he may
leave Marshal there to co-star with Miss
Leigh in further films. Selznick, one-fourth
owner of United Artists, will distribute his
personally produced pictures through that
company. However, those pictures for which
he will supply the talent and finances have
not been set for distribution, although the
probability is that UA will handle their
release.

* * *

Industry Mourns
The death of Dr. A. H. Giannini, leading

financier and former president of United
Artists, was mourned by the entire film in-

dustry as the loss of a great friend and
benefactor. Dr. Giannini, who died at the

age of 69, was renowned for his faith in

the motion picture as a cultural and recrea-

tional medium whieh went b^ond mere lip-

service. Tribute was paid to the highly

respected Doctor from every branch of the

industry.

The demise of Major W. S. Van Dyke II,

renowned Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer director

and officer in the U. S. Marine Corps Re-
serves, was another saddening event of a
fortnight in the industry.

* * •

30-Day Clearance Bill

A bill requiring that pictures be made
available to all subsequent runs not later

than 30 days after first-runs was introduced
in the New Hampshire legislature. The
measure, if paired, would wreak havoc with
clearance and release schedules in the state.

The proposal carried an alternative — that

all pictures be made available to the state's

theatres within 60 days after the national

release date. The sponsorship of the

measure was not known, but it was believed

that banks interested in Manchester theatre
properties were favoring the legislation.

* * •

Tenn. Gets Sunday Pix
A law, effective fOr the duration of the

war and for six months after has been
passed in the Tennessee I^pLslatiu-e, reliev-

ing the restriction on Simday movies in

that state. The law nullifies the former
requirement that Simday shows must be
legalized by a majority vote of each city

council. Amiong the towns which will bene-
fit from the legislation are Knoxville and
Jackson. Opening time on Sundays will be
2 p. m. Two more bilfis affecting motion
pictures were in the Iieg:islature, but were
believed doomed. One called for restriction
of exhibitors operating a theatre at a loss
and overbuying fHms to discourage com-
petition, while the other makes mandatory
ai ten percent state- taix: inerease in admis-
sions.

"Not a dark house in more than
20 years of film tfetrrery servicer*

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE

Member >'ati»m»I Film rarriera* Am'b

250 N. JUNIPER STREET
rHII^IHCI.>'U>.%

r.OCVST 48» R.%(-E «<M

Snow, rain and even the bitter cold of the
past week failed to cause an appreciable
drop in attendance at the Broadv/ay film
palaces, and once again, the long-run hold-
overs are more numerous than the new
films. However, except for the Radio City
Music Hall, the Main Stem theatres have
all announced definite dates for new pic-

tures, several of which have been awaiting
a Broadway showing for many weeks. Even
"Random Harvest," which started a tenth
week on Feb. 18th (thus equalling the all-

time long run record set by "Mrs. Miniver"
at the world's largest house) will soon be
succeeded by "They Got Me Covered," al-

though there is still a possibility of an 11th

week for the Garson-Colman starring film.

Washington's Birthday crowds are expected
to bring the attendance figures close to the
1 500.000 mark... "Star Spangled Rhythm,"
which broke three all-time records at the
Paramount Theatre by playing an eighth
week, will be succeeded on Feb. 24th by
Edward Golden's "Hitler's Children," first

RKO film ever to play here. "Rhythm,"
which had the stage show support of Benny
Goodman for the first four weeks and
Johnny Long for the last four stanzas, has
played longer than any other p'cture in the
Paramount's 16-year history; it has earned
$500 000 total gross, a new high, and also
set a new record for a first week gross.

Actually playing longer than "Harve~t"
is "Casablanca," although the run has been
divided between two moderate-size first-run

theatres. After nine and one-half weeks
without stage show support at the Holly-
wood, the Warner film is now in its third
stanza at the Strand with Sammv Ka--e
and His Orchestra on the stage. The Bogart
picture is expected to finish five weeks here
and will be succeeded early in March by
"The Hard Way."... The other important
stage show hou'-e. The Roxv. is now in its

third smash week of "The Immortal Ser-
geant" with strong support from Connee
Boswell and Herb Shriner and His BanH.
"The Meanest Man in the World" is set to
follow.

After eight weeks at the Capitol, a. run
exceeded only by "Gone With the Wind," at
this straight-film hou'-e, "In Which We
Serve" has been succeeded by another U A.
release, "The Crystal Ball." The Noel Cow-
ard prize-winning picture will begin city-

wide bookings on Loew's Metropolitan
theatres on Feb. 25th and continuing
through all of March... The Criterion, too,
after six strong weeks of "Commandos Strike
at Dawn," which puts it in the long-run
class of "Great Guy" and "Pardon My
Sarong" at this Loew's first-run house, will
be followed, on Feb. 24th, by "Pittsburgh."
— Another Universal film, "The Amazing
Mrs. Holliday," opened on Feb. 20th at the
Rivoli where "Shadow of Doubt" did fine
business for the first three weeks and only
mediocre for the final two weeks of its run.
None of these three houses has stage show
support.

Such smaller flrrt-run spots as the Rialto,
wh'ch gets a predominantly male trade,
and the Globe have been doing smash busi-
ness of late. The latter house opened
"Saludos Amigos" on Feb. 12th and had the
biggest Friday, Saturday and Sunday gross
in more than a year. The Disney fea-
turette is sustaining its opening pace and
will hold over into March, at least.

SAVE Time . . . Energy . . . Insurance . . , Worry— Money

Economically Sensible for All Your Deliveries to Be Made by

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, Inc.

HORLACHER
PHILADELPHIA BALTIMORE WASHINGTON NEW YOKK

1225 or 1239 Vine St. 1801 Bayaxd St. 1638 3rd St., N. E. 447 W. 17th St.

Member National Film Carriers. Inc. Miss Volanda Cicchetti, Notary PnMie, I23S Viae St.^ FhUa.
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THE POWERS GIRL. . .Charles R.

Rogers' lavish pi-oduction for United

Artists release recounts the career of

a John Roberts Powers' model played

by Carole Landis, and her small town
sister, Anne Shirley. George Murphy
is seen as a magazine photographer
who wins the demure Anne, despite

H Carole's efforts to keep them apart.

H Benny Goodman and his orchestra

I and Dennis Day are also featured.

H Norman Z. McLeoddirected.

r

CITY WITHOUT MEN. . .Columbia pre-

sents an action melodrama about the

women who live in a prison town to be
near their confined husbands. Linda Dar-
nell is seen as a prison widow whose
fiancee, Michael Duane, has been unjustly
jailed for smuggling in aliens. She suc-

ceeds in her fight to clear him. Edgar
Buchanan, Sara AUgood, Glenda Farrell
and Doris Dudley head the supporting
cast. Sidney Salkow directed from an ori-

ginal story by Budd Schulberg.



THE NEW YORK PAPERS WERE

UNANIMOUS IN THEIR RAVES...

A SKIRBALL PRODUCTION
Produced by Jack H. Skirball

"when Alfred Hitchcock is right, nothing else on the screen can come

close to the excitement and suspense he gets into a completely en-

grossing mystery story. And, boy, how right he is in 'Shadow of a

Doubt'!" — NEW YORK WORLD TELEGRAM

one of the season's entertainment aces, i strongly advise you to

see this film." —NEW YORK DAILY MIRROR

Hi
shadow of a Doubt' is guaranteed to send the chills racing up and

down any spine The picture is well worth seeing."

—NEW YORK SUN

"This is a Hitchcock movie in the old hypnotic manner, with action,

lighting, and music building up to an overpowering climax of terror."

— PM

. . suspenseful and intriguing . . . sufficiently good to warrant your

seeing and enjoying it." —NEW YORK JOURNAL AMERICAN

"it goes without saying you will want to see this picture ... it lives

and excites in its moments." -NEW YORK POST

TERRIFIC RAVES ABOUT A TERRIFIC PICTURE

NOW PLAYING TO RECORD-BREAKING BUSf-

NE55 AT THE RIVOLI THEATRE IN NEW YORK!
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ONE EXHIBITOR
BODY NEEDED

"... So-called 'unify' schemes are Hie result of the disinclin-

ation on the part of people to face truths squarely . . . Munich

should have taught all of us that unity can be a snare and a
delusion, far more disastrous in its consequences than frank

and open opposition . . . The sort of unity this industry tries

to achieve every so often is not reasonable, feasible or logi-

cal. Unity is possible — but only between one national

INDEPENDENT exhibitor body, as party of the first part,

and the producer-distributor-affiliated theatre group, as

party of the second part."
From Editorial by MO WAX. Page 3

Reviews in This Issue

THE HUMAN COMEDY' HEART-WARMING PICTURE
•SLIGHTLY DANGEROUS' HIGHLY ROMANTICIZED YARN
•YOUNGEST PROFESSION' MILD DUALLER
'MYSTERIOUS DOCTORS WB SILLY CHILLER QUICKIE
•IDAHO' ROY ROGERS GETS ANOTHER BOOST

AND OTHERS Pages 6. 7, 20. 23
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CENTURY-FOX!



The least you can do lor the country you I«»vt9

SELL AND BUY WAR BONDS AND STAMP.S

Vol. 11 No. 5 MARCH 8, 194 3-

THERE IS A NEED FOR ONE EXHIBITOR BODY
William F. Rodgers' plan for organization of a uni-

fied national exhibitors' body proposed, of course, in-

clusion of affiliated theatre groups. We hardly felt

clairvoyant when we conjectured that his scheme would

be received with little favor in independent exhibitor

ranks. Allied lost little time in putting the quietus on

the Rodgers proposal at the annual Board meeting last

week in New York. A bulletin issued at the close of the

confab clearly stated Allied's position, and this can be

accepted as the attitude of the vast majority of inde-

pendent exhibitors.

"The thought was expressed that the failure

of the distributors to cooperate through the United

Motion Picture Industry in matters of the gravest con-

cern to the independent exhibitors, especially the action

of two of the companies in walking out on the tentative

agreements embodied in the report of the Committee on

Intra-lndustry Relations, makes it plain that the distribu-

tors will not cooperate in measures that will be of bene-

fit to the independent exhibitors.

"As regards proiposals for an all-inclusive exhibitor

association, it was. the consensus that this runs counter

to the trend in exhibitor circles; that the current thought

among independent exhibitors is that they should first

organize into a single national body of their own before

risking an alliance with the affiliated interests. More-
over, since the major companies would not cooperate

through their distributing departments, as demonstrated

by the failure of UMPI, there is no reason to suppose

that they will cooperate through their theatre depart-

ments.

"The directors were firmly of the opinion that the

independent exhibitors should not now allow themselves

to be enveloped in any flanking movement that would

have the effect to halt the progress now being made in

strengthening the independent exhibitor associations

and in promoting cooperation and good will among such

bodies."

These so-called "unity" schemes are the result of

the disinclination on the part of people to face truths

squarely. Wishful thinking, it might be called. Unity

sounds so very cosy and agreeable in contrast to such

harsh terms as conflict or disunity that many people

grasp at the friendlier word without appraising the con-

sequences logically.

Munich should have taught all of us that unity can

be a snare and a delusion, far more disastrous in its

consequences than frank and open opposition.

Producers, distributors and theatre units affiliated

with them are all part of the same industry with the

independent exhibitors. Yet the interests of the latter

generally stand diametrically opposed to the otiier three

allied branches. When producers make poor pictures;

when distributors demand exorbitant film rentals; when
affiliated theatres demand unreasonable clearance—the

independent exhibitors must oppose them with all the

strength they can muster. That breaks down the con-

flict to elementary factors, but It expresses quite simply

the reason why the sort of unity this industry tries to

achieve every so often is not reasonable, feasible or

logical.

Unity is possible. Yes, it is urgently needed—but

only between one national INDEPENDENT exhibitor

body, as the party of the first part, and the producer-

distributor-affiliated theatre group, as the party of the

second part. These are really the two component
branches of the industry. At times, their interests run

parallel. The majors would be doing themselves a serv-

ice if they were to encourage the development of one
such exhibitor organization and recognize it as the sole

agency for the nation's independent theatremen. On
matters of common Interest, the cooperation of this

body could be of immeasurable advantage to the pro-

ducer-distributor-affiliated branch, and vice versa. A
common front of the two powerful all-industry groups

would present an imposing and discouraging defense to

those who might otherwise view our Industry as "soft

pickings" for unwarranted attacks.

We're all for that kind of unity. But the other

kind is like having the cousin of your closest competitor

to help you formulate the policies by which you compete
with him. The independent exhibitors are willing to

talk over their mutual problems with the majors, but

they want the cousins to be seated on the proper side

of the conference table.

MO WAX.

KILM Bl'KI.ETIN. an Independent Motion Picture Trade Paper publiflhed every other Monday by Film Bulletin Company, Mo Wax, Editor and Publisher.
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delpliia. Pa.. RITtenhouse 7424; Barney Stein. Publication Manager; Ted Barlow. Circulation Manager; Frank Leyendecker, Staff Representative. HOLLY-
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NEVER

REAP THE WILD WIND
At Advanced Admissions

Four separate and sensational down-

town first runs at advanced admis-

sions! Coming back month after

month to hold over and pull top

money in competing houses stones'

throws apart. No other picture had



ORE!

done it. But "Reap" did! Just one

proof of the tremendous pull and

stamina of this sensational attraction

. . . just a hint of what will happen

when you break the news of the big

gest bargain in town—

(D

PARAMOUNT
Will Advertise It to 34 Million Souls— On Top of

Coast- to- Coast Lux Program Broadcast Mar. 8th!



M-G-M ... 1 Special

'THE HUMAN COMEDY' HEART-WARMING PICTURE ABOUT GENUINE FOLK
Rates • • • generally

M-G-M.
118 Minutes.

Mickey Rooney, Frank Morgan, Fay Bainter,
J.ames Craig, Marsha Hunt, Van Johnson,
Jack Jenkins, Ann Ayars, Joiin Craven^ Don-
na Reed; Darryl Hickman, Mary Nash,
Henry O'Neill, Katharine Alexander, Alan
Baxter, Dorothy Morris, Clem Bevans, Rita
Quigley, Barry Nelson, Wallis Clark, Hobart
Cavanaugh, Adeline De Walt Reynolds.

Directed by Clarence Brown.

This intensely-human, tender and heart-
warming picture about ordinary, everyday
American folk is certain to be discussed by
critics and public alike and become a hold-
over attraction in almost every type of the-
atre. There's nothing spectacular about
"The Human Comedy," its story is even
sketchy and incomplete, but its remarkably
real and likeable characters exert a quiet
charm over audiences and hold them ab-
sorbed until the final fadeout. William Sa-
royan's original screenplay, since made into
a best-selling book, is a simple tale, studded
with mai.y poignant and several laugh-pro-

voking episodes. The author's understand-
ing of genuine small town people, especial-

ly the youngsters, and his gentle philoso-

phizing which makes much of the dialogue
memorable stamp him as one of America's
leading authors. While his characters spring
to life through the splendidly-natural per-

formances of almost the entire cast, it is

Director Clarence Brown who, next to Sa-
royan, deserves major credit for making
this an outstanding picture. It is he who
manages to supress Mickey Rooney's nat-

ural tendency to over-act and helps him
bring forth the finest portrayal of his

screen career. Picture needs and will get sell-

ing in first-run spots, after that the fa-

varoable word-of-mouth will boost business in

all the subsequents.
The story of the Macauley family and

their friends and neighbors of Ithaca, Calif.,

is a series of vignettes which show how
Mickey Rooney, second son of the widowed
Fay Bainter, got a job as messenger boy
to help support the family while Van John-
son, eldest, was away at army camp. At the
telegraph office, manager James Craig per-

mits Frank Morgan, veteran employee, to

stay on despite the latter's tendency to tip-

ple during the long evening stretch. While
Craig meets a society girl who wins his
heart, Rooney watches the office and sobers
up Morgan when he starts to miss incom-
ing messages. Many other Ithaca resident.?

young and old, contribute their bit to this
slice of life and, in the end, Morgan dies as
he receives the news of Johnson's death.
Rooney, about to deliver the sad news to
his mother, is heartened by the arrival of
John Craven, Johnson's buddy, who ha.s

heard about the pleasures of life with the
Macauleys in Ithaca.

Mickey Rooney's fine performance as the
hard-working messenger boy with love and
respect for his elders, is ably seconded by
Jack Jenkins, tiny five-year-old, whose truly

amazing portrayal of the wide-eyed young-
est brother rates the description "genuine"
above all else. Frank Morgan contributes
some touching acting as the veteran teleg-

rapher. Fay Bainter is superb as the hard-
working mother, John Craven scores as the
soldier buddy and Mary Nash delivers some
of Saroyan's choicest philosophy as the stern
school-teacher.

LEYENDECKER

M-G-M ... 2 in Third Block

'SLIGHTLY DANGEROUS' HIGHLY-ROMANTICIZED CINDERELLA YARN
Rates • • + generally on name value only

M-G-M.
94 Minutes.

Lana Turner, Robert Young, Walter Bren-
nan. Dame May Whitty, Eugene Pallette,
Alan Mowbray, Florence Bates, Ward
Bond, Pamela Blake, Millard Mitchell, Paul
Stanton, Grace Hayle, Howard Freeman,
Almira Sessions, Ray Collins, Harry Brad-
ley

Directed by Wesley Ruggles

A perfect example of a shopgirl's dream,
"Slightly Dangerous" is a highly roman-
ticized, improbable yarn which will ap-
peal to naborhood patrons and, of course,
Lana Turner's numerous fans. Sophisti-
cated audiences are likely to dismiss this
Cinderella film as dull entertainment, for
the ridiculous situations and inconsistencies
of the plot far outweigh its few plausible

scenes, and the comedy is mostly of the
extravagant, over-drawn variety. Some of

it is fairly amusing, but the film has many
slow spots and cutting would improve the
pace. Such sterling players as Walter
Brennan and Dame May Whitty are far

superior to their roles and, with the star'?

marquee draw, they should insure slightly

above average business in most locations.

As a soda jerker in a small town de-

partment store, Lana Turner rebels at hei
hum-drum existence and starts a near-

panic by serving her customers blind-

folded. Called to the mat by Robert
Young, new store manager, she quits hei

job and leaves a note hinting at suicide

Actually, she goes to New York where she

spends her last dollar at a beauty parlor
from which she emerges as a glamorous
blonde. An accident gives her the oppor-
tunity to pose as an amnesia victim and
she manages to persuade Walter Brennan,

millionaire, that she is his long-lost daugh-
ter, kidnapped in childhood. As an heiress,

she is caught up in the whirl of a gay social

life until Young, who has pursued her in

order to apologize for his actions, produces
a fake marirage certificate. After numer-
ous other complications take place, she is

forced to confess her hoax to Brennan.
However, he has become so attached to

the girl that he forgives her and permits
Young to marry her.

Lana Turner makes the role as believable

as the script will permit and she gives a

realistic portrayal both as the unhappy shop-

girl and as the glamorized heiress. Robert

Young tries hard with a silly comedy part.

Alan Mowbray and Eugene Pallette are out-

standing in the humor department. Walter
Brennan and Dame May Whitty are excel-

lent in the film's more serious sequences.

YORK

'THE YOUNGEST PROFESSION' STAR NAMES WILL HELP MILD DUALLER
Rates + as dualler generally

M-G-M
82 Minutes.

Virginia Weidler, Edward Arnold, Ann
Ayars, John Carroll, Marta Linden, Dick
Simmons, Agnes Moorehead, Raymond Roe,
Jean Porter, Scotty Beckett, Dorothy Mor-
ris, Marcia Mae Jones, Thurston Hall^ Mar-
jorie Gateson, Jessie Grayson, Sara Haden,
Aileen Pringle and Lana Turner, Greer
Garson, Walter Pidgeon, Robert Taylor,
William Powell.

Directed by Edward Buzzell.

Despite the presence of five topflight M-
G-M stars, who play themselves in brief se-

quences during the unfoldment of the plot,

"The Youngest Profession" emerges as mere
dual bill fare. Of course, exploitation of the
names of Lana Turner, Greer Garson,
Robert Taylor, William Powell and Walter

Pidgeon will attract some extra business,

but they should not be oversold, since many
people will be disappointed in the fleeting

bits they play. An amusing idea has been
worked to death in this script. It deals with
autograph hunting as a craze of teen age
youngsters and while some of the early se-

quences are entertaining, the humor soon
becomes repetitious and exaggerated. This
will get best returns in naborhood spots
where youngsters predominate. Even with
its "guest" stars, this will be relegated to

the secondary spot on most dual bills.

In the story, Virginia Weidler, high school
daughter of a well-to-do family, is president
of "The Guiding Stars," a movie star fan
club. Her well-filled autograph book is the
envy of her girl friends and, when she
learns that Greer Garson is in New York,
she forces her way in and has tea with her
idol. At home, a prying family nurse (Agnes
Moorehead), suspects the father (Edward

Arnold) of having an affair with his secre-

tary. The nurse destroys the father's anni-

versary present to his wife and then spreads

the rumor that he has taken his secretary

away on a business trip. Virginia asks man-
of-the-world Walter Pidgeon for advice and
then, to remedy matters, hires a handsome
strong man to flirt with her mother and
arouse the father's jealousy. When the nurse

is exposed as a trouble-maker and Virginia's

plan goes awry, she runs away to join the

Salvation Army, but is eventually brought
home to continue her autograph hunting.

Edward Arnold and Marta Linden are

capable enough as the long-suffering parents

of Virginia and of Scotty Beckett, whose
craze is radio serials. Agnes Moorehead. as

the spinster nurse, and John Carroll, as a

modern Hercules, both over-act to put over

their comic points. Ann Ayars and Dick
Simmons take part in a pallid romance.

DENTL.EY
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WARNEB BROS. . . 1 in Fourth Block

'THE MYSTERIOUS DOCTOR'
Rates • + for duals in action spots

Warner Bros.

57 Minutes.

John Loder, Eleanor Parker, Bruce Lester,

Lester 3Iatthews, Forrester Harvey, Matt
Willis, Art Foster, Clyde Cook, Creighton

Hale, Phyllis Barry.

Directed by Ben Stoloff.

This, Mr. Exhibitor, is undoubtedly one of

those "B" pictures Warners has been "dis-

continuing" for some years now. As a mat-
ter of fact, it would hardly earn a class G

WB SILLY CHILLER QUICKIE

rating, for the script is juvenile, the di-

rection is just as immature and the players

act like they feel silly about the whole
thing. To sum up, this little intended
piece of horror may get a squeak out of the

kiddies, but it will prove pretty boring to

anyone over age 12.

The story, as we could make it out, has
to do with a deserted mine in the Cornish
town of Morgan Head. The miners have
been kept out of the mine by a number of

murders, attributed to a headless ghost. It

turns out that John Loder is a Nazi agent

and he has been hacking off the heads to

keep England from getting the tin or copper

(we forget) for the war effort.

Perhaps it was a clever audience in that

projection room, but it seemed that every-

one spotted Loder for the villain within

the first five minutes. This picture's chief

claim to distinction is its discovery of Matt

Willis as a potential "Frankenstein" mon-
ster. He does the best job as the town idiot.

Two other players, unfortunately, do not

have roles as much in keeping with the

plot.

BARTON

RKO-RADIO ... 1 Western

'THE AVENGING RIDER' LIVELY WESTERN WITH GOOD COMEDY AND SINGING
Rates • • in western houses

BKO Radio
56 minutes.

Tim Holt, Cliff "Ukelele Ike" Edwards, Ann
Sununers, Davison Clarke, Karl Hackett,
Norman Willis, Earl Hodgins, Edward Cas-

sidy, Kenneth Duncan, Bob Kortman, Bud
McTaggart. Directed by Sam Nelson.

The youthful cowboy star, Tim Holt, and
his singing pal. Cliff Edwards, who also fur-

nishes the comedy, make "The Avenging
Rider" a lively western for action fans. The
plot is formula, but it has been well directed

by Sam Nelson, who has injected plenty of

fist fights and wound up the picture with a

rip-roaring gun battle. Cliff Edwards' ner-

vous comedy gets laughs while his cowboy

ballads, including "Minnie, My Mountain
Moocher," are exceptionally well rendered

to his own ukelele accompaniment. Play

up Tim Holt, whose recent appearances in

"The Magnificent Ambersons" and "Hitler's

Children" have raised his box-office value.

In the story, Tim Holt returns to join his

partner in a mining project only to find him
murdered and all available gold bullion

stolen. Just then, the sheriff and his posse,

who have been trailing the crooks, arrive

and arrest Holt and his pal. Cliff Edwards,

for the crime. The four real crooks hide

the stolen gold with Davison Clarke, a

crooked banker, who tears a five of spades

in five pieces to give each of them a receipt.

Holt and Edwards escape and, after finding

two pieces of the spade card, they are again

'IDAHO' ROY ROGERS' SECOND BIG-SCALE WESTERN
Rates • • + in western and action spots

Republic

70 Minutes.

Roy Rogers, Smiley Burnette, Bob Nolan
and The Sons of the Pioneers, Virginia

Grey, Harry J. Shannon, Ona Munson, Dick
IPurcell, Onslow Stevens, Hal Taliaferro,

Arthur Hohl, Jack Mulhall, The Robert
Mitchell Boy Choir.

Directed by Joseph Kane.

Roy Rogers' second high-budget picture,

•"Idaho," is a lavishly-filmed, heavily-plotted

xind song-fllled western which will give the

.star another boost toward general popular-

ity. A few more like this and Rogers
should be ready to jump into Gene Autry's

.saddle as the nation's top western star. The
supporting cast is above-average. Smiley
IBurnette's unaffected comedy gets laugh re-

.suits and the tunes are smoothly rendered

by the star, as well as the Sons of the

;Pioneers and The Robert Mitchell Boy
•Choir. Popularity of the title number is a
.decided asset, while "Lone Buckaroo" and

"Home on the Range" are also lively num-
bers. The story, dealing with a reformed
ex-bank robber, has a few slow spots in the

opening scenes, but there's riding and shoot-

ing aplenty for the dyed-in-the-wool action

fans before the chase climax. Playing up
Ona Munson and Virginia Grey will help

make this suitable for the average nabor-
hood dualler. It's sure-fire for action spots.

In Idaho, where Harry J. Shannon, re-

formed bank robber, makes a hobby of re-

habilitating wayward boys, Rangers Roy
Rogers and Onslow Stevens are rivals for

the affections of his daughter, Virginia

Grey. When two crooks confront Shannon
with the fact that they know of his crooked
past, he orders them out. However, Ona
Munson, whose gambling establishment

Shannon has been planning to close, decides

to frame him. She stages a bank robbery

and has her henchmen leave a note similar

to those left by Shannon when he was lead-

ing a life of crime. Shannon's own daughter
inadvertently exposes her father and Rogers
then resigns from the Rangers in order to

cast his lot with the former outlaw. In this

captured. Later, they notice that a pack of

cards stolen from the banker is lacking a

five of spades. They then make a second

escape and, after a terrific chase and gun-

battle, capture the banker and force him

to confess.

Tim Holt gives a clean-cut performance

and Davison Clarke, Norman Willis and

Bob Kortman give standard portrayals of

bad men. Ann Summers has a small roman-

tic part.

YORK.
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way, Rogers manages to trail Miss Mun-
son's henchmen and learn about her plot to

frame Shannon. Aided by the boys from

Shannon's ranch, Rogers organizes a posse,

apprehends the real crooks and gives the

reward money to the rehabilitation project.

Roy Rogers gives his usual natural and
pleasing performance. Harry J. Shannon
stands out in a strong and sympathetic

portrayal of the ex-bank robber and Ona
Munson is well cast as the hard-boiled

owner of the gambling establishment. Vii-

ginia Grey does well with the romantic as-

signment and Dick Purcell, Arthur Hohl
and Onslow Stevens are thoroughly capable

in their heavy roles.

LEYENDECKER
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THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi-Weekly Review of the Trade's Events

BROADVffAY

NLWSRELL
The Allied Meeting

The meeting of National Allied's board of

directors in New York on February 25-26

was culminated by the re-election of M. A.

Rosenberg of Pittsburg as president, Abram

F. Myers, general counsel and chairman of

the board, and Martin Smith, treasurer.

Myer Leventhal succeeded Charles Olive as

secretary and Pete J. Wood replaced Don
Rossiter in the post of recording secretary.

William Ainsworth was elected to the execu-

tive committee to fill the spot left vacant by

Nathan Yamins' resignation. The rest of

the members of the executive committee

were re-elected, including Rosenberg, Smith,

H. A. Cole, Sidney E. Samuelson, Jack

Kirsch, and Roy E. Harrold. The Allied

Caravan Committee remains intact with one

member from the Pacific Coast Conference,

recently affiliated with the committee, to be

added.

The highlights of the two-day board par-

leys included a report by Harold Hopper,

head of the motion picture division of the

WPB, in which Hopper said that there was
little likelihood of another cut in raw stock

apportioned to the industry. He disclosed

that 200,000,000 additional feet of film will

be manufactured in the duPont and Agfa
plants by the expansion of the companies'

production facilities in the 35mm. division.

DuPont already having received the neces-

sary priorities and Agfa is scheduled to re-

ceive them in the near future. The ques-

tion of curtailing double features to con-

serve raw stock, Hopper said, was one for

the industry itself to decide. He gave
Hollywood a pat on the back for its accom-
plishment in conserving 36 percent in raw
stock.

Abram F. Myers was authorized by the

board to submit a program of trade prac-

tice suggestions and amendments to the Con-
sent Decree which will expire on next No-
vember after a three-year trial. Myers was
instructed to prepare data to formulate a
strong policy under which independent ex-

hibitors could unite. The program will be
composed of recommendations made by
Allied to the Department of Justice at vari-

ous times throughout the negotiations on the
Decree. It was anticipated that Myers
would require several months to complete
the study and prepare his report, after

which a program will be offered for con-
sideration of all independent exhibitor
groups throughout the nation.

A letter was sent to Ben Kalmenson, sales

chief of Warner Bros., urging that care be
taken in the distribution of the WAC sub-
ject, "At the Front," to avoid discrimina-

• tion against independent exhibitors in favor
, of the affiliated circuits. It alleged that such
favoritism was shown in the distribution of

"The Battle of Midway."

The meeting discussed high film rentals

at considerable length. While this was
placed in the province of the Caravan Com-
mittee, it was decided to publicize the huge
profits of the major distributors to any
legislative groups from which Allied might
seek relief for independent exhibitors.

Among other subjects which received the
attention of the Board were: manpower,
blind checking, unity proposals and the de-

funct Umpi.

Status of Theatre Employees

Status of theatre employees in relation

to the draft and manpower regulations was
clarified to a large extent as the result of a

conference held by a group of exhibitor

leaders with Wai' Manpower Commissioner
Paul V. McNutt. Subsequently a report

was issued to the nation's theatre owners by

Si H. Fabian, chairman of the Theatres
Division of the War Activities Committee,
who denied that the trade seeks any special

privileges or exemptions for able-bodied men
within the draft ages.

"Our concern at the moment," Fabian
said, "is the confusion over the status of

theatre workers who have been given draft

deferment for disability, dependents, etc., or

are beyond the draft age of 38. Must these

men leave their theatre jods and go into war
plants or face reclassification in the draft?

Mr. McNutt says they do not, despite any
inferences or broad hints that the U. S. Em-
ployment Bureau may make in various lo-

calities. Mr. McNutt invites proof of any
such actions on the part of any agency and
promises prompt action in each case."

Others present at the conference, in addi-
tion to Fabian, were M. A. Rosenberg, R. J.

O'Donnell, Ed Kuykendall, E. L. Alperson
and Hariy Brandt.

* * *

Goldman Takes Another
Another link in the chain of theatres he

is assembling to dispute Warner Bros.'
domination of the first-run situation in

Philadelphia was forged by William Gold-
man, prominent independent exhibitor, last

week when he bought the Karlton, central
city house now operated by Warners. This
is the second WB theatre taken by Goldman
with the past month, he having previously
purchased the Keith. Acquisition of the
Karlton gives the inde operator four houses,
totalling 6500 seats, in downtown Philly.

They are the Erlanger, News. Keith and
Karlton, comprising the first serious com-
petitive threat in that city since the creation
of the old Stanley Company, which was
taken over by Warners more than a decade
ago. It is generally assumed in the trade
that Goldman will break Warners' mon-
opoly of first-run product, which is the sub-
ject of a suit Goldman recently filed on
behalf of his Erlanger, which has been kept
closed for lack of pictures.

The sale of the Karlton, for which
Warners were also bidding, involved $800,000.

The new owner takes possession on June
1st. He takes over the Keith on April 1st.

• • •

Lazarus New UA Ad Chief
Paul N. Lazarus, Jr. was appointed ad-

vertising and publicity director of United
Artists, succeeding David E. Weshner, whose
resignation became effective March 5. Laz-
arus, recently with Buchanan & Co. as execu-
tive on motion picture and theatre advertis-

ing accounts, was formerly with Warner
Bros, advertising department from 1933 un-
til last year, when he left to accept the

post with Buchanan.

Weshner joined the UA organization two
years ago as director of exploitation and
later moved up to the post of advertising

and publicity head when Monroe Greenthal
left UA to join the War Production Board.

(Continued On Page 24)

Another straight film house joins the rankij

of the theatres with combination stage show
and pictures when the Capitol starts an "in

person" policy to supplement its film pro-

grams beginning March 11th. This theatie

discontinued its stage shows in August 1935,

but recently "streamlined" bands, supple-

mented by radio, night club and screen per-

sonalities, have been breaking records at the

leading Broadway houses and Loew's have
finally taken cognizance of the situation.

This makes a total of four Broadway first-

runs—Paramount, Strand, Roxy and Capitol

—using name bands and two others—the

Radio City Music Hall and Loew's State

—

also employing stage shows, while the re-

maining six straight film theatres have a
smaller capacity.

While the recent blackouts have been re-

sponsible for a slight business drop along
Broadway, the new combination shows of

"Hitler's Children" and Xavier Cugat and
His Orchestra, at the Paramount, and "The
Meanest Man in the World," with Truth or
Consequences radio stage show, at the
Roxy, had powerful opening weeks. The
RKO picture, which followed eight weeks of

"Star Spangled Rhythm," is set for at least

four weeks, while the Jack Benny picture

will play the Roxy until March 10th, when
Grace Moore is due with "Young Mr. Pitt."

After eleven weeks at the Radio City Music
Hall, the world's largest theatre, "Random
Harvest" which was seen by more than
1,550,000 persons and grossed more than
$1,000,000, has been replaced by Goldw>'n's

"They Got Me Covered," which has been
waiting many weeks for its first Broadway
showing . . . With extended runs of four
and six weeks becoming the usual thing at

first-run film palaces, many pictures wait
weeks for a Broadway showing and, in the
end, are either forced to "open" at a
Brooklyn first-run spot or go direct to the
naborhood houses. One such was Republic's
"Ice-Capades," which had its first run at

the Brooklyn Strand. Now, "The Powers
Girl" has been booked for a minimum of two
weeks, starting March 25th, at Loew's State
—a run never before guaranteed by this

house, which ordinarily plays subsequents.
The State recently played "Andy Hardy's
Double Life" as first-run after it was forced
out of a Capitol showing.

"Frankenstein Meets the Wolf Man." has
finally opened at the Rialto where "Lucky
Jordan" played six smash weeks, the first

film to play an engagement of that length
since the opening of the house in 1935 . . .

Meanwhile, "Casablanca" is continuing at

the Strand, its fourth at this spot with Sam-
my Kaye on the stage, after playing nine
and one-half weeks further up the street

at the straight-film Hollywood ... At the

latter house, "Air Force," now in its fifth

week, has had its engagement extended un-

til mid-April at least, thus postponing
"Watch on the Rhine" indefinitely.

Among the more recent pictures. "The
Amazing Mrs. Holliday" had a smash open-

ing week at the Rivoli aided by the Wash-
ington's Birthday holiday, but business has
since slumped considerably and it will be
succeeded on March 12th by RKO's many-
starred "Forever and a Day" . . . Another
Universal film, "Pittsburgh." is doing well

in its second week at the Criterion, but will

be followed on March 10th by the newest
Abbott and Costello starrer, "It Ain't Hay"
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STUDIO SIZE'UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
Filmdom has finally come of age. It has been decided not to

besmirch the memory of Admiral David ("Damm the torpedoes")
Farragut by changing his "damm" to "darn." Decision to retain

the stronger word was made in the editing of George Stevens'
production, "The More the Merrier," in which the actor Charles
Coburn repeats the immortal lines.

"What's Buzzin' Cousin," big musical of the season, has one
of the largest number of songs in it of any film to date. There
will be no less than eleven ditties. It will feature Ann Miller,
Freddy Martin and his band, plus the one and only Rochester...
Ray Enright starts direction on "Right Guy," in which Claire
Trevor and Edgar Buchanan will have the top spots... Gale Son-
dergaard will have a sympathetic role for the first time in years
when she goes into the second lead in "Appointment in Berlin."

IN PRODUCTION—"Attack by Night" (M. Oberon-B. Aherne),
"Somewhere in Sahara" (H. Bogart-B. Bennett), "Right Guy"
(C. Trevor-E. Buchanan), "Two Senoritas from Chicago" (J.
Falkenberg-J. Davis), "Appointment in Berlin" (G. Sanders-M.
Chapman).

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Harpo Marx is coming back to the screen to do a picture with

the new singing discovery, Katherine Grayson. Busy recently
touring the U. S. O. camps, Harpo has built up a huge following
among our boys .. .Abbott and Costello, the Thin Man and Mr.
Five by Five, are checking in on this lot in the near future to do
two pictures, first of which will be "Red Mill" . . . Pandro Berman
will produce "Dragon Seed." Donna Reed may take the role
originally set for the striking Hedy Lamarr, while Charles Laugh-
ton is lined up for one of the principal characters.

Now that Robert Taylor has been accepted by the Naval Air
Corps, work is being rushed on the script of "Russia," the last film
that he'll be able to do before going into training. Gregory Ratoff
will handle the direction and hopes to have the picture started
within the week. Taylor has just finished "Bataan," formerly
titled "Bataan Patrol," which tells of the fighting Yanks in the
Philippines.

No Metro star has kept pace these past two years with Greer
Garson, whose last four pictures have played to SRO business
from coast to coast. "Random Harvest" broke the run-record
previously set by "Mrs. Miniver." This studio is capitalizing on
her popularity by having its top writers prepare scripts for her.
Next on the schedule is "Madame Curie," re-uniting her with
Walter Pidgeon again ... "Last Night" has been purchased and
goes mto production in the near future. The Storm Jameson
yarn deals with Nazi ideology as seen through the eyes of a cast-
off soldier.. .The title "Malta" may be the subject of a Hays Office
squabble, since Metro, Columbia and U. A. have all registered it

IN PRODUCTION-"Girl Crazy" (M. Rooney-J. Garland)'
'Best Foot Forward" (L. Ball-H. James), "A Guy Named Joe''
(S. Tracy-I. Dunne).

MONOGRAM
Production is being stepped up here with four pictures slated

for the cameras this week and a new series of westerns startingm the near future.
. ."Wings Over the Pacific," a Parson's produc-

tion, will star Edward Norris. Phil Rosen will be behind the
meg... Ann Corio is going into "Sarong Girl" — and, strangely
enough, she will be wearing some clothes. It should be interest-
ing to see what the effect will be, not so much from a biological
standpoint as for its effect on the b. o. The stripper will be
supported by Johnny Davis, William Henry, Damon O'Flynn
Henry Kolker, and the team of Tim and Irene. It is Philip

Krame's production and Art Dreifuss will handle the directing.

The next Max King production, "Time Bomb," is set to go

before the cameras this week .. ."Night Fighter," by Dixon Mc-

Arthur, has been bought but no cast as yet assigned. .
.There will

be a new western series starring Hoot Gibson and Ken Maynard

which will be called "Trail Blazers." The first of these, "Wild

Horse Stampede," is now shooting. . ."I Escaped from the Gestapo"

is the improved new title of "No Escape," which is ready for

rdGSSG
IN PRODUCTION—"Sarong Girl" (A. Corio-D. O'Flynn),

"Wild Horse Stampede" (H. Gibson-K. Maynard).

PARAMOUNT
Plans are underway for the filming of "Seek! Strike! De-

stroy!", which depicts the exploits of the American Army's tank

destroyers. Joseph Sistrom has the production under his guid-

ance, with Stephen Longstreet, remembered for his "Gay Sisters,"

doing the screen play. Longstreet, incidentally, has just sold an

original screen story titled "Stallion Road" as a prospective star-

ring vehicle for Bing Crosby. . .Crosby's next, by the way, will be

"All Around the Town" and there is a possibility that his "Holiday

Inn" partner, Fred Astaire, may appear in it also.

Eric Von Stroheim, finishing the playing of Field Marshal

Erwin Rommel in "Five Graves to Cairo" this week, is planning

to resume the work that he likes best in the movies, directing.

Negotiations are under way for him to direct at least one film

down in Mexico City. Long away from the Hollywood scene. Von
Stroheim has just returned after three years of making pictures

in France and starring in the play, "Arsenic and Old Lace."

"Star Spangled Rhythm" is piling up top grosses out here,

beating the records set by "Road to Morocco" in the first-run

houses. . .Frank Butler is laying off before starting on the John

Steinbeck script, "A Medal for Benny."
IN PRODUCTION—"So Proudly We Hail" (C. Colbert-V.

Lake), "Lady in the Dark" (G. Rogers-R. Milland), "Riding High"

(D. Lamour-D. Powell), "Let's Face It" (Bob Hope-B. Hutton),

"Hostages" (L. Rainer-A. de Cordova).

PRODUCERS RELEASING
EXCLUSIVE! .. .Your correspondent ran into Leon Fromkess,

head of production at PRC the other day and learned that there

are big things doing at this studio. Production has been stepped

up and there will be a strong bid for more "A" playing time for

future films. "A Night for Crime" is already set for the Woods,
Chicago, first-run house, and "Dead Men Walk" will go into the

Palm State in Detroit. Fromkess, financier, as well as a clever

showman, is also keeping a weather eye cocked on the Latin-

American market and is planning to inject elements in future

scripts that have a "South of the Border" fiavor. The report of

Robert D. Socas, export manager, shows that there has been a

forty percent jump in grosses this season compared to last.

What really held your correspondent's attention was the out-

line of a new script that, although it deals with the war, will be
handled quite differently from the run-of-the-mill formula. The
main character is a college professor who has a great yearning
to do something for his country, but, because of his runty size, is

turned down by the Army. Finally, after much finagling he be-
comes an instructor in navigation for the Air Corps. He does his
job well and faithfully, but still feels that he is "out of things"
until, one day, he gets orders that he will leave the country that
night on a special government mission for a period of six weeks.
He is not even permitted to tell his family why or where he is

going. It turns out that he is to be the navigator on a flight
taking the President of the United States to Europe. The out-



come of that flight and the conversation he has with the President

will pack a wallop right at your heart and your patriotism. What
makes the picture look like good b. o. is the fact that it hasn't

got a hero with medals, but a chap who is a composite of all the

unsung heroes of the assembly line and the home front, as well

as those who are doing so much in the fighting trenches of the

world. The screenplay is being written and production will start

soon. We will watch for this one.

Three westerns are scheduled between now and April 1st. The
next "Lone Ranger" opus, starring Bob Livingston and Al St.

John, went before the cameras March 2nd and "Billy the Kid,"

with Buster Crabbe and St. John will start on the 11th, both

oat-operas to be under the supervision of Sig Neufield. Alexander
Stern will place the third in production March 20th with Dave
O'Brien. Jim Newill and Guy Wilkerson heading the cast.

"Hate Ship," to be produced under the banners of the Arthur
Ripley Productions, will start shooting before "I Should Have
Ate the Eclair." Latter yarn by Milt Gross, making his debut
as a writer-director, concerns a man whose decision to refrain

from eating a chocolate eclair as a patriotic gesture provokes a
controversy that shakes France.

Atlantis will make "Isle of Forgotten Sins" for PRC. This
opus will not start until "Girls in Chains," with Arline Judge,
Roger Clark and Barbara Pepper, is out of the way.

REPUBLIC
The happiest news at this plant is the continued rise in fame

and popularity of sagebrush Roy Rogers. His rodeo tour, radio
guest appearances and the publicity he received from getting an
invitation to the President's Ball have put him over in a big way.
Incidentally, he gave the President a pair of spurs, specially made
for him with enough gold on them to disprove the idea that all

the gold is in Kentucky.
The Republic executives arc convinced that they nabbed a

real asset in Bill Elliott. They are tickled with the ex-Columbia
cowboy's first, "Calling Wild Bill Elliott." Work is being pushed
on other Elliott westerns, with associate producer Harry Grey
starting on "Overland Mail Robbery" on the 10th.

Republic is reaching out to some of the other studios for

players and has borrowed John Craven and Dorothy Morris from

the M-G-M lot, as well as Richard Fraser from the Burbank

studios. The former pair have the romantic leads in "Prodigal'.;

Mother," while Fraser goes into "Thumbs Up," which deals with

an English war factory.

The title of the new song that Republic has bought is some-

thing to bite your teeth on. It goes like this; "The Best Tunes of

All Move to Carnegie Hall, So What Became of That Song of

Mine"...;i; Studio is getting good cooperation from the Mari-

time Commission in the filming of "Merchant Marine." It will

have the use of any equipment needed, as well as of technical

advice... Bob Steele and Jimmie Dodd have had their options

lifted.

IN PRODUCTION—"Prodigal's Mother" (John Craven-

Dorothy Morris), "Swing Your Partner" (Esther Dale-Roger
Clark), "Riders of the Rio Grande" (Three Mesquiteers).

RKO-RADIO
Producer David Hempstead, judging from his schedule of

pictures, must be expecting the female of the species to play the

dominant role at the box-office for the duration. All the films

he is planning will be based on the idea of satisfying the "weaker"
sex. The reason for this approach is, of course, the war. Hemp-
stead feels that since millions of husbands and sweethearts are
away, that there will be an increased interest in films that have
the old romantic touch. In line with this approach, he will under-
play the war theme in his film version of "China Skies," the
Claudette Colbert starrer, and emphasize the love interest. "Skies"
is slated to hit the cameras some time in April.

Hempstead has just about completed one third of his picture
commitments at this studio and has his schedule for the coming
season pretty well laid out.

IN PRODUCTION—"The Sky's the Limit" (F. Astaire-J.
Leslie), "The Fallen Sparrow" (J. Garfleld-M. O'Hara), "A Lady
Takes a Chance" (J. Arthur-J. Wayne), "The Leopard Man" (D.
O'Keefe-Margo), "Gildersleeve's Bad Day" (H. Peary-J. Darwell),
"North Star" (W.Huston-A. Harding).

NEW RELEASES

COLUMBIA

For details on these pictures see Release Charts in the PRODUCTION RECORD

RKO

Second

Let's Have Fun March 4

After Midnight with Boston Blackie March 18

The Desperadoes Mai'ch 25

M-G-M

Journey for Margaret
Northwest Rangers \

Whistling in Dixie )

Dr. Gillespie's New Assistant
Andy Hardy's Double Life
Keeper of the Flame / Block
Reunion in France
Stand By for Action
Three Hearts for Julia
Tennessee Johnson

MONOGRAM
The Ape Man March 5

Land of Hunted Men March 12

PRODUCERS RELEASING
Bad Men of Thunder Gap March 5

Queen of Broadway March 8

Fugitive of the Plains March 12

Corregidor March 15

Behind Prison Walls March 22

My Son, the Hero April 5

PARAMOUNT
The Forest Rangers ''j

The Road to Morocco
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch
Henry Aldrich, Editor
Street of Chance

. 2nd
block

The Avengers
Wrecking Crew

|

My Heart Belongs to Daddy I

^''^

Palm Beach Story r block

Lucky Jordan I

Pride of the Yankees March 5

Tarzan Triumphs March 12

Two Weeks to Live February 19

Forever and a Day March 19

Sagebrush Law April 2

Ladies' Day April 9

Squadron Leader X April 16

REPUBLIC
Hit Parade of 1943 March 12

Idaho March 19

Purple V March 26

Chatterbox April 1

Carson City Cyclone April 9

20th CENTURY-FOX

The Young Mr. Pitt .

UNITED ARTISTS

Calaboose

February 26

.March 5

UNIVERSAL

Hi' Ya Chum March 5

Frankenstein Meets the Wolf Man March 12

It Ain't Hay March 19

He's My Guy March 26

Keep 'Em Slugging April 2

It Conies Up Love April 9

WARNER BROS
Mysterious Doctor March 6

Air Force March 20
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20th CENTURY-FOX
Kenneth Macgowan is setting a precedent by planning to make

entertainment pictures with a specific idea in mind that will be

aimed directly at the man-in-the-street. Realizing that the mo-
tion picture is an essential part of everybody's life and that many
of our ideas, impressions and knowledge of the world in general

is received from them, Macgowan has mapped out a program of

pictures that will "sell" the fundamental values of Demociacy.
He feels that a period like this, when any and all types of product
are doing such terrific business, is the time to experiment with
films that are off the beaten path in story content and production
technique. In this way the public will become accustomed to the
unusual and the studios will be able to get away from the set

cycles of the past. Once the public is educated to the type of

picture that is away from the common boy-meets-girl variety,

there will be no trouble in selling product that is "different." Thus
will the standards of film-making be elevated and the motion
picture will become something more than a mere vehicle of
"escapism."

Macgowan's idea is to clarify the United Nation's ideology
and the pictures that he has planned for the coming season will

follow this idea out. First picture on the schedule will be "Happy
Land," which traces the rejuvenation of a man's faith in the
world, and will stress the woith of spiritual values. Joseph Cot-
ton is being considered for the top role. The next one, to be
directed by Alfred Hitchcock, in Technicolor, will be "Lifeboat."
It will have no stars and will base its exploitation on the director's
name and the writer, John Steinbeck. The plot is about eight
men in a lifeboat and what each considers his stake in Democracy.
"The Story of Dr. Bethune" (tentative title) will show the kinship
of the little people of the United Nations in a more or less docu-
mentary fashion. The story will follow the medico's life in
Canada, Scotland, Spain, and China. The last pic on the schedule,
"Stars and Stripes Forever," is to be a musical based on the life
of John Philip Sousa and will feature his best known songs...
Incidentally, Macgowan will also handle the production of "Jane
Eyre," although he refuses screen credit, claiming that David O,
Selznick, during the two years that he spent in preparing it, laid
most of the ground work.

Busby Berkely is on the lot to meg "The Girls He Left Be-
hind," the Alice Faye-Carmen Miranda musical which will be one
of 20th's big-budget features of the season... Two title change?
are "Beach-Head" (formery "Condors of the Air") and "Paris,
France" (formerly "The French Underground") .. .The Walter
Morosco opus, "Torpedo Squadron," will be directed by Henry
Hathaway.

. .Otto Preminger has been assigned by 20th to pro-
duce and direct "Candle in the Wind." We hope that Preminger
will do a better job than on "Margin for Error".. .Jean Gabin has
been given his release. Couldn't agree on vehicles offered by the
studio.

IN PRODUCTION—"Stormy Weather" (B. Robinson-L
Home), "Bomber's Moon" (G. Montgomery-Annabella)

, "Heaven
Can Wait" (D. Ameche-G. Tierney), "Jane Eyre" (O Welles-J
Fontaine), "Jitterbugs" (Laurel & Hardy), "Sweet Rosie O'Gradv

'

(B. Grable-R. Young).

UNITED ARTISTS
Samuel Bronston, shoe-string producer for eo many years,

plunges into the big time with both feet. He will head a new
unit at the Goldwyn Studios which is planning to make fifteen
pictures in the next five years for release through United Artists.
The Bronston Company is being backed by Lazard Freres, of Wall
Street, the Guaranty Trust Co., of New York, and the Security-
First National here. Joe Nadel has been engaged as production
manager, Bernard Herzbrun as art director and Frank Seitzer as
head of publicity. The first picture will be based on the life of
Jack London.

Hunt Stromberg, over at General Service Studios is shootintj
some extra scenes for "Lady of Burlesque" (Barbara Stanwyck)
and soon will be starting on "Dishonored Lady." The additional
scenes are to build up the role of newcomer Michael O'Shea
Your correspondent spent many a day on the set of the Stanwyck
picture and is willing to go out on the proverbial limb in sayin"
that the production is not only different but looks like very good
box-oflSce. The story deals with a couple of murders in a burlesque
house, but most of the dialogue is in the comedy vein It is hard
to say whether the actors or the director, William Wellman gavethe better show. For every laugh line in the script, Wellman'swit went It one better. His humor should reflect itself in theperformances that will be seen on the screen. "Burlesque" willbe ready for release within a few weeks.

UNIVERSAL

hehin^^'^f* ?f
^° i-eleased by Universal, has a story

W^^Z J / exciting and interesting. It was produced in

Sfaltv f
' ^^"'^^^ ^^t, which carries the deathpenalty to any actor or technician revealing any facts about the

film. Originally intended to be released for military experts and

government officials only, it was finally decided that the picture

would be good propaganda for foreign consumption. So, boasting

an imposing list of English stars, all of whom devoted their time

gratis, the picture will be shown over here in the near future.

Throughout the filming a vast number of British secret agents

mingled with the cast and an armed military guard was thrown

around the Ealing studios — twice bombed by the Luftwaffe —
where the picture was made.

Paul Malvern, twenty-five years in the motion picture business

and an associate producer at the Valley studio, was handed his

first major assignment in "Raiders of the Desert," starring Jon
Hall, Maria Montez, and Sabu. He has been with this studio for

the past two years working on modest budget pictures. . .Joseph

Gotten gets the male lead opposite Durbin in "Her's to Hold."

Five more writers have been signed, bringing the roster up to

thirty-five. Among them are Samuel Hoffenstein, scheduled for

"His Butler's Sister," which Felix Jackson will produce, and Grif-

fin Jay, who starts on an original under associate producer Ben
Pivar. Henry Sucher, Al Martin, and Morgan B. Cox are the other

three newcomers preparing scripts soon to go into production.

The Canadian Government set a new precedent in the re-

leasing of actual combat stills for exploitation purposes with
"Corvettes in Action." These action shots will be sent out through
Universal to all of the newspapers to help in the selling of the
film. The stills show actual combat between Nazi submarines
and airplanes and United Nations convoys as they battled their

way across the Atlantic.

In line with its current policy, announced recently by sales

head Bill Scully, of promoting writers and directors to producer-
ships. Universal has raised Warren Wilson to the status of pro-
ducer-writer. Wilson, long with this studio, will work out of Joe
Gershenson's unit... The Boyei'-Duvivier special, formerly known
as "Flesh and Fantasy," will go out under the title of "For All

We Know." Betty Field and Robert Cummings will play the leads
in the last, the romantic, episode. Some sort of record was made
the other day when directoi' Edward Lilley shot six pages of the
"Cross Your Fingers" script in one continuous take!... The war
certainly has forced some economies on Hollywood ... Martha
O'Driscoll has had a long term contract tossed her way with quite
a jump in salary. . .Milburn Stone has also been given a term con-
tract and the studio is considering building him up for leading
man roles.

IN PRODUCTION—"Corvettes in Action" (R. Scott-C.
Raines), "Oh, Say Can You Swing" (Gloria Jean), "Phantom of
the Opera" (N. Eddy-S. Foster), "You Go to My Heart" (E.
Ankers-P. Knowles), "For All We Know" (C. Boyer-E. G. Robin-
son).

WARNER BROS.
There is a whiff of a tiff in the breeze at Warners which will

become more prominent in the very near future. Director Irving

Rapper went A. W. O. L. down to Mexico City because he didn't

like the B cast set by the studio for "Animal Kingdom." Alexis

Smith and Dennis Morgan are the ones causing the furore, were
handed the top spots and Rapper didn't like the idea.

This studio gave a nice break to the lads of "This Is the

Army." Before looking around for names, they tried to set sol-

diers for the major roles, but found they were a little too in-

experienced. However, the army lads will have the picture built

around them with the stars in the background. Look for Gene
Kelly to have the top spot in the film.

"Air Force" is reported to be doing a swell job of exploitation

for Uncle Sam's flying forces. Following the opening of the pic-

ture in New York there has been a marked increase in enlist-

ments for the Army Air Forces in that area.

The possibility of Norway stepping into the headlines has
been foreseen, so the release date of "Edge of Darkness," starring

Errol Flynn and Ann Sheridan, has been advanced. This one
might out-scoop "Casablanca!"

Warner Bros, is not going to be caught short as far as talent

or technical assistance is concerned. Latest personnel list shows
that there are 18 stars and 42 featured players, 13 contract direc-

tor (not including) the special deals with Howard Hawks — "Air

Force" — and Sam Wood — "Saratago Trunk"), three dialogue
directors, 27 writers, 12 producers and four composers — all under
the hand of executive producer Jack L. Warner.

Joan Leslie has gotten a new deal from the studio. . .Howard
Koch has been assigned to work on the script of "Rhapsody in

Blue" — story based on the life of composer George Gershwin...
Warner Bros, was offered an old, moldy trunk to be used as a prop
in the current shooting of "Saratoga Trunk." Regretfully, the
studio had to turn it down as the story is about a railroad — not
luggage! .. .John Richmond, formerly head of the magazine pub-
licity division of CBS. has been engaged by Mort Blumenstock
as a member of the publicity department ... Errol Flynn goes into
"To the Last Man" within a few weeks. Raoul Walsh will direct.

IN PRODUCTION—"Saratoga Trunk" (G. Cooper-I. Berg-
man), "This Is the Army" (All-Star).

MARCH 8, 1943
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PRODUCTION
& RELEASERECORD
In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc.,

appeared. "Rel" is the national release date. "No." is the release number. There may be variations in

the Running Time in states where there is censorship. All new productions are on 1942-43 programs unless

otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title and running time denotes Technicolor production.

1942-43 Features (48)

Westerns (16)

Serials ( 4)

Completed (32)

Completed (16)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (5)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

RIGHT GUY
Drama—Shooting started March 1.

Cast: Claire Trevor, Edgar Buchanan, Jess Barker, Ann Savage,
Tom Neal, Douglas Leavitt, Henry Armetta, Jonathan
Hale, Scotty Beckett, Conrad Binyon, Darvtrood Kaye, Lewis
Wilson, Constance Worth.

Director: Ray Enright Associate Producer: David Chatkin
Stoiy: Kdgar Buchanan, a small town jn-otessdr, is rejectr-d by the Army.

Through the help of his wife, Claire Trevor, he finally is shown how-
he can do his bit.

TWO SENORITAS FROM CHICAGO
Comedy—Shooting started March 1.

Robert Haymes.
Cast: Jinx Falkenberg, Joan Davis, Edmund Lowe, Ann Savage,
Director: Frank Woodruff Assoc. Prod.: Wallace MacDonald
Story: Two fhamher maiils (.linx and Joan) crash B'Way by posing as

Soulli -\nierican si noritas.

APPOINTMENT IN BERLIN
Drama—Shooting started March 1.

Cast: George Sanders, Marguerite Chapman, Gale Sondergaard,
Alec Craig.

Director: Alfred E. Green Producer: B. P. Schulberg
Story: An Enslishman, George Sanders, is caught in Berlin and is foroed

to broadcast propaganda for the Nazis. He manages to outwit themand send inlormation th,?.t helps his own country.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

*«. "^^^t Details Rel. No.
After Midnight with Boston Blackie C. Morris - A. Savage. . 12-14 3 18
Blondie Buys a Horse p. singleton - A. Lake... 2-8
Boogie Man Will Get You. The (66) B. Karloff - P. Lorre. . . .7-13 10-22' ' 4026
Boston Blackie Goes Hollywood (68) c. Morris - C. Worth 6-29 11-5 4030
Boys from Stalingrad

S. Becket - B. Samarzich. .12-28
Broadway Daddies

j. Falkenberg - T. Neal... 12-28
City Without Men L. Darnell - D. Dudley .... 8-24 ... 1-14 ... 4013
Commandos Strike at Dawn (98) P. Muni - A. Lee . . 7-20 1-7 4004
Counter Espionage (72) w. William - H. Brooke. ... 4-20 .... 9-3

. 4027
Details under title: The Lone W*lf in Settland Yard

Daring Young Man. The (70) j. e. Brown - M. Chapman 7-13. . .10-8. . .4021

n«„.'r?- tV/t\ S. Patterson. . .11-2De peradoes. The (T) „. s,„„ . ^ 8-10. . .3-25. ... !

ri.t. o' "l E- Rohinson • G. Ford.. 11-16

F n l r 'uVy
" Harris. .. .7-27, .. .2-1.

.

'.^263

r';: t^rVanger;:::::::::::::::::::- is : ic. r;?.;::"!:!?:;:::;

LJ„„p„;The.;:::::::;:::::::;:;S: wS.,r^^^-.?^:'^ ;;^°^«
Details under title: Suicide Range

Laugh Your Bl"es A„ay Gordon - M. Lindsay 8-10. .11-12 4033Details under title: How Do You Do?
o

.
.
i.x 1.^.. . .•tvjj

kaw .f the Ntrthwest
C. »t.rr.tt-S. Patterson g-10

' Detarunr titieV Shall I TelV Em? "
Lindsay. .. .8-10. .. .3-4

"".trilnd^^tleruwo, the Badlands
' 7-13. .10-15.

.
.4209

L(Kt Hofiion .f Shangrl-La r. ciman - J. Wyatt I.U...

wJ ,^l[
Falkenburg - K. Harris .... 6-1 ... 10-1 .. .4032Man . World (60)

. chapman - W. Wright. . .5-4. . .9-17. . .4044
The Mare the Merrier

j. ^rthtr - J. MeCret 9-21
Details under title: Merry-Go-Round

Murder In Times Square E. Lowe - M. Chapman... 11-2
Night to Remember, A (82) l. Young - 8. Aherne 8-24 .. 12-10 . . 4009

Details under title: The Frightened Stiff
No Place fv a Lady W. Gargan - M. Lindsay. . .9-21 . 2-11.. 4036

Details under title: Thirteen Steps to Heaven
One Dangerous Night W. William - M. Chapman . . 9-21 . . . 1-21 . 4028
Pardon My Gun C. Starrett - A. Carroll 6-1 ... 12-1 . . . 4202
Power of the Press (63) L. Tracy - G. Kihbee 10-5. . .1-28. . 4038
Redhead from Manhattan L. Velez - D. Leavitt 2-18
Reveille with Beverly F. slack - B. Crosby 10-19. . . .2-4. . .4014
RIderi of the Northwest Mounted R. Hayden - B. Wills 8-24. . .2-15. . .4211

Riding Through Nevada (61) C. Starrett

Details under title: Shotian 6wi
Riding West C. Starrett

Robin Hood of the Range C. Starreti

Saddles and Sagebrush R. Hayden
Details under title: Outlaw Busters

Secret Code, The (Serial) P. Kelly -

Silver City Raiders R. Hayden

Smith of Minnesota (66) B. Smith
Something to Shout About D. Ameche
Spirit of Stanford, The (73) F. Albert

Stand By All Networks (64) J. Beal -

Tornadf In the Saddle, A R. Hayden -

Details under title: The Trail'i End
Underground Agent (68) B. Bennett

Valley of Vanishing Men (Serial) W. Elliott -

Wyoming Hurricane R. Hayden -

You Were Never Lovelier (96) F. Astaire -

Details under title: The Gay Senorita

1941-42—
Bad Men of the Hills (58) C. Starrett

Details under title: Valley ol Lawleii Men
Blondie for Victory (70) P. Singleton

Enemy Agent Meets Ellery Queen (63) W. Gargan '

Flight Lieutenants (80) P. O'Brien •

Details under title: He's My Old Man
My Sister Eileen (95) R. Hossell -

Overland to Deadwood (58) C. Starrett

Perils of the Royal Mounted (Serial) R. Stevens -

Prairie Gunsmoke (56) B. Elliott -

Sabotage Squad (60) K. Harris -

Details under title: Fingers

Talk of the Town. The (118) Grant - Arthur

Details under title: The Gentlemen Misbehavo

Vengeance of the West (60) B. Elliott - T

E. Cobb 5-18. . .10-1. .4201

S. Patterson. .12-14. .

.

K. Harris 10-5. .

.

A. Savage 10-19. .

A. Nagel 7-13.
- A. Carroll 9-7 . ,

- A. Judge 6-29.
- J. Oakie 8-10.

M. Chapman .... 6-13

.

F. Rice 6-1.

- B. Wills 11-30.

.9-4.

10-15.

.2-25.

.9-10.
10-29.

12-15.

.4120

.4035

.4022

.4042

.4210

Brooks 8-10

Morales. . .11-16.

Patterson

.

Hayworth

11-2.

.<-15.

. 12-3 . . . 4039

11-19. . .4002

B. Hayden

A. Lake .

Lindsay

.

Aherne. .

Hayden

.

O'Day . .

Bitter . .

Bennett.

- Colman

Ritter. .

. .4-6 . 8-13 .3207

. .5-4. . .B-6. . .3019
7-30. .3031

3-23.. . .7-9.

.

.3012

. .6-1. . .9-30. .3002

. .5-4. . .9-25. . .3208
4-20.

.

.5-29.

.

.3180
12-29 . ,. .7-16.

,

.3215
. .5-4. . .8-27. . . 3046

1-26. . . 8-20

.

.3001

.4-20. .9-3 . .3216

1 METRO-G dLDWYN-MA YER 1

l!M'2-43 Features Completed (40) In Production (6)

A GUY NAMED JOE
Action-drama—Shooting started March 1.

Cast: Spencer Tracy, Irene Dunne, Van Johnson, James Gleason,

Ward Bond, Barry Nelson.
Director: Victor Fleming Producer: Everett Riskin
.Stor.v: A fast aviation plot that deals with the men who take up our planes

and what they are thinking about when tail-spinning to death.

THE MAN PROM DOWN UNDER
Drama—Shooting started February 19.

Cast: Charles Laughton, Binnie Barnes, Richard Carlson, Donna
Reed, Horace McNally, Clyde Cook.

Director: Robert Z. Leonard Producers: Orville O. Dull.

Robert Z. Leonard
story: This is the first story to deal about modern .Australia. I^au.srhton. a

World War veteran, tries to get into the present conflict but is

forced to do his bit on the home front.

MADAME CURIE
Drama—Shooting started February 26.

Cast: Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon, Robert Walker, Albert
Basserman.

Director: Albert Lewin Producer: Sidney Franklin
story: Greer Garsnn and Walter Pidgeon play the Curies, the discoverers of

radium, with the personal side, rather than the professional,
pointed up.

RILEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Titip— Running Time Cast Details Rel. Ni
Best Foot Forward L. Ball - H. James 2-8
Girl Crajy M. Rooney - J. Garland ... 1-25
Right About Face K. Kyser • M. Maxwell 2-8
Sabotage Agent R. Donat - V. Hodson 10-19
Swing Shift Malsle A. Sothern - J. Craig 1-11

1941-42
Affairs ef Martha (65) M. Hunt - B. Nelson 3-9... 7-42 245
Calling Dr. Gillespie (82) L. Ayre$-L. Btrrymore 2-23... 7-42 247

Details under: Untitled Dr. Klldart
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D. Reed . .

R. Young.

Harding . .

. Murphy. .

L. Turner. . . .

2. Pitts

- E. Arnold. . .

I. Hunter. . .

- W. Pidgeon.

V. Johnson.

Day

S. Tracy. . . .

Lundigan. . .

J. Wayne..

Laughton . . .

- U. Doaglas.

R. Hussey. . . .

A. Rutherford

.

1942-43
BLOCK NO. ONE

Apache Trail (66) W. Lundigan -

Cairo (101) J. MacOonald -

Eyes in the Night (79) E. Arnold - A.

For iVIe and My Gal (103) J. Garland - G

Details under title: Me and My Gal

Hangman, The (— ) J. Carradine - P. Morison

Omaha Trail (102) J. Craig - D. Jagger

Details under title: Ox Train

Panama Hattie (79) V. Heflin - K. Grayson...

Seven Sweethearts (97) A. Sothern - D. Dailey. .

Details under title: Tulip Time
Somewhere I'll Find Y«u (lOS) C. Gable -

Tish (84) M. Main -

War Against Mrs. Hadley, The (85) F. Bainter

Yank at Eton, A (88) M. Rooney

White Cargo (90) H. Lamarr

BLOCK NO. TWO
Andy Hardy's Double Life (92) M. Rooney - L. Stone

Details under title: Andy Hardy's Last Fling

Dr. Gillespie's New Assistant (87) L. Barrymore

Journey for Margaret (81) R. Young - I.

Keeper of the Flame (100) K. Hepburn -

Northwest Rangers (63) J. Craig - W.
Details under title: Gambler's Choice

Reunion in France (102) J. Crawford -

Details under titlu: Reunion

Stand by for Actlin (109) R. Taylor - C.

Details under title: Cargo of Innocents

Three Hearts for Julia (70) A. Sothern

Tennessee Johnson (103) V. Heflin -

Details under title: The Man on America's Conscience

Whistling In Dixie (74) R. Skelton

BLOCK NO. THREE
Assignment in Britany R. Whurf - S. Peters....

Cabin in the Sky (98) E. Waters - L. Home...
DuBarry Was a Lady (T) R. Skelton - L. Ball...

Harrigan's Kid B. Readick - W. Gargan.

Stranger in Town, A (67) F. Morgan - R. Carlson..

Pilot No. 5 F. Tone -

Details under title: Skyway to Glory

Slightly Dangerous L. Turner

Details under title: Nothing Ventured

Youngest Profession, The V. Weidler

NOT DESIGNATED
Above Suspicion J. Crawford-F. MacMurray

Bataan's Last Stand R. Taylor - L. Nolan...

Dr. Gillespie's Criminal Case L. Barrymore - D. Reid

Faculty Row M. Astor - H. Marshall

Details under title: The Half Pint Kid

Human Comedy, the M. Rooney

I Dood It R- Skelton

Details under title: Mr. Justice Goes Hunting

Presenting Lily Mars J. Garland

Private Miss Jones (T) K. Grayson

Random Harvest R- Colman

Crossroads (82) W. Powell

Her Cardboard Lover (93) N. Shearer

I Married an Angel (84) J. MacDonald-N. Eddy..

Jackass Mail (77) W. Beery - M. Main

Lassie Come Home (T) R. McDowall - E. Gwt..j

Maisie Gets Her Man (85) A. Sothern - R. Skelttn.

Details under title: Get Rieh Quick Malsle

Mrs. Miniver (133) G. Garson

Pacific Rendezvous (76) L. Bowman
Details under title: Secret Operator

Pierre of the Plains (66) J. Carroll

Salute to the Marines (T) W. Beery •

Sunday Punch (76) W. Lundigan-D. Dailey, Jr.,

Tarzan's New York Adventure (71) J.Weissmuller-M.O'Sullivan

.

Details under title: Tarzan Against the World

.3-23 304

.4-20 306

. .6-1 309

.4-20 312

6-1 311

4-6 306
.9-20 303

.1-26 301

. .5-4 302

. .6-1 30<

. .4-6 305

.6-15 318

.8-24 317

.6-29 314

.7-20 320

.7-13 319

.7-13 315

.9-21 322

.6-29 321

. 6-29 313

M. Hunt. .

.

R. Young. .

.

- E. Arnold.

. .9-21.

,

. .9-7. ,

. .9-7.

.

.11-2. .

11-16. .

.7-20.

.

.9-21. .

.11-2. ,

- D. Reed

.

E. Powell. .

R. Carlson.

• G. Kelly. .

G. Garson.

H. Lamarr.

R. Taylor.

,11-30.

.12-14.

12-14.

. 1-25

.

. . 8-7

.

11-30.

.8-10.

,

11-30.

.

,
.5-18.

. . .3-9.

. .1-26.

. .11-1.

. .3-23.

. .9-7.

. . .3-9.

.7-42.

.

.6-42. .

.6-42. .

.7-42.

.

.6-42. .

, .244
. .241

. .238

. .243

. . 240

W. Pidgeon.

J. Rogers. .

.

R. Hussey.

F. Bainter.

11-17

. . .3-9. . .6-42 239

. .246. . .3-9. . .7-42.

.10-5

. . .2-9. . .6-42 234
.12-29 242

1942-43 Features
Westerns

(33)

(16)

Completed (17)

Completed (10)

In Production (1)

In Production (1)

SARONG GIRL
Light drama—Shooting started February 16.

Cast: Ann Corio, Damian O'Flynn, Bill Henry, Henry Kolker,

Mary Gordon, Tim and Irene, Mantan Moreland and
Johnny "Scat" Davis and his Band.

Director: Arthur Dreifuss Producer: Phil Krasne
Story: When the burlesque show in which Ann Corio is starred closes, she

sallies forward into tlie world and manages to get into one scrape
after another.

WILD HORSE STAMPEDE
Western—Shooting started March 1.

Cast: Hoot Gibson, Ken Maynard, Ian Keith, Betty Miles, Don
Stewart, Bob Baker, Robert McKenzie, Cy Jinks, Glenn
Strange, John Bridges, Kenneth Harlan, Tom London,

Director: Robert Tansey Producer: Robert Tansey
.story: Hoot Gibson and Ken Maynard are the Trail Blazers who track

down a band of ruthless killers. This picture is the first of the
series.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

Title—Running Time Cast
Ape Man, The B. Lugosi - W. Ford
Bowery at Midnight B. Lugosi

Clancy Street Boys L. Gorcey
Crime Smasher, The F. Graham

Details under title: Adventure of Cosmo Jones

Details Rel.

12-28. . .3-19.

W. McKay 8-24. .10-30.

B. Jordan 2-8

R. Cromwell. .11-30. . .1-22.

No.

Hart - R

Gorcey

Jagger

0. Sharpe. . .

G. Roland. .

D. Moore.
,

3. Jordan . .

. Lowery. . . .

B. Jordan .

.

M. Brian . .

Dawn on the Great Divide (63) B. Jones - R. Bell
Foreign Agent (64) j. shelton - G. Storm
Ghost Rider j. lyj. Brown - R. Hatton
Ghosts in the Night East Side Kids
Haunted Ranch j_ ^jng .

Details under title: Saddle Cyclone
Isle of Missing Men (67) J. Howard

Details under title: Isle of Fury
Kid Dynamite L. Gorcey - B. Jordan..

Details under title: Little Mobsters

Land of Hunted Men R. Corrigan

Living Ghost, The L. Gorcey •

Lure of the Islands (61) M.
'Neath Brooklyn Bridge (64) L.

I Escape from the Gestapo 0.

Details under title: No Escape
One Thrilling Night (69) J. Beal - W.

Details under title: Army Bride

Prison Mutiny E. Norris - J.

Details under title: You Can't Beat the Law
Rhythm Parade R. Lowery - G. Storm

Details under title: Bye, Bye, Baby
Robber's Roost R. Corrigan -

Silent Witness B. Page - M.
Silver Skates K. Baker -

Texas to Bataan J. King - M.

frail Riders J. King - D.

Details under title: Dead Men Don't Ride

Two-Fisted Justice J. King - D. Sharpe.
Details under title: Dead Man's Trail

Western Mail (55) T. Keene

West of the Law B. Jones

McKay. .

.

Woodbury.

D. Moore.

Wrixon. . .

Belita

Terhune. . .

Sharpe. . .

.

Trent. . . .

McCoy. . ,

. .10-5. .12-18
7-20 10-9

.2-22. .

.11-2. .2-19 .

. .6-15. . .9-11

.10-5. . .2-5

. .3-26

. . . 9-7

,

.11-27
5-18. . . .7-2
9-7. .11-20

. 1-11

. .4-20. . . 8-28

.12-14. . .2-12

. .9-21. .12-11

.12-28. . .3-12
. .11-2. . .1-15
.10-19. . . .2-5

. .8-10. .10-16

10-5. . .12-4

. .9-21. . . .1-8

. 12-29

.

. .2-13
. .8-24. . .10-?

1941-42 -
Arizona Stagecoach (58) R. Corrigan

Criminal Investigator (61) E. Fellows

Details under title: Homicide Squad

Death Cell (66) J. Maion -

Hillbilly Blitzkrieg (63) E. Kennedy

- J.

King. .

Miljan

.

.6-29 9-4.

.8-10. .10-23.

M. Vyner. .

.

' B. Duncan.
King of the Stallions (63) C.Thundereloud-0. O'Brien

.

Phantom Killer, The (61) D. Porcell - J. Woodbury.

Details under title: Man and the Devil

Police Bullets (60) I- Archer - J. Marsh...
Riders of the West (60) B. Jones - T. MeCoy. . . .

Rubber Racketeers (66) R- Cortez - R. Hudson...

Details under title: Hot Rubber
Smart Alecks (66) L. Gorcey - B. Jordan...

Spring Meeting (— ) N. Pilbeam - B. Sidney..

Texas Trouble Shooters (55) R. Corrigan - J. King...

War Dogs (63) B. Lee - K. Linaker....

. . For.

.

. .6-1.

.6-29.

.7-13.

.6-19.

.8-14.

.9-18.

.10-2.

.7-13. . .9-25.

.6-ae. . .8-21.

. .6-1. . .6-26.

. .6-1.

For.

.

. .5-4.

.8-24.

. . 8-7

.

. .7-9.

.6-12.
11-13.

1942-43 Features
Westerns

Completed (35)

Completed ( 0)

In Production (5)

In Production (0)

Rel.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast

Hostages L. Rainer -

Lady In the Dark (T) G. Rogers -

Riding High 0. Lamour

So Proudly We Hail C. Colbert

Let's Face It B. Hope -

A. de Cordova

R. Milland . .

D. Powell. .

P. Goddard . .

B. Hutton...

Details

.2-22.

lZ-28.
.1-25.

12-14.

. 2-22

.

V. Lake 3-9 4203
R. Milland 3-23 4202
B. J. Rhodes 4-6 4201

- R. Preston 4-6 4205
A. Judge 1-26 4204

C. Trevor. .1-26. .4210

D. Kerr For 4213
Morris 4-20 4212

M. O'Driseoll. . .2-9 4214
J. McCrea 4211

M. MoDonald 7-20.

- D. PoweH 5-4.

C. Smith 7-20.

A. Shirley 5-18.
- E. Drew 8-24.

A. Tamiroff 1-25. .

A. Ladd 11-16..

C. Morris 11-2.

J. Parker 8-24..

.4213

1942-43 —
BLOCK NO. OICE

Glass Key, The (85) B. Donlevy -

Major and the Minor. The (100) G. Rogers -

Priorities on Parade (79) A. Miller -

Wake Island (78) B. Donlevy -

Wildcat (73) R. Arlen

BLOCK NO. TWO
Forest Rangers, The (T) (87) F. MacMurray - P. Goddard. 1-26 4206
Henry Aldrich, Editor (72) J. Lydon - C. Smith 4209
Road to Morocco. The (89) B. Crosby - B. Hope 3-23 4207

Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch (80) F. Bainter - H. Herbert 2-9 4208
Street of Chance (72) B. Meredith -

Details under title: Black Curtain, The

BLOCK NO. THREE
Avengers, The (88) R. Richardson

Wrecking Crew (73) R. Arlen - C

My Heart Belongs to Daddy (75) R. Carlson

Palm Beach Story. The (88) C. Colbert

Lucky Jordan (84) A. Ladd -

Details under title: Prelude to Glory

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Happy-Go-Lucky (T) (78) M. Mart™
Henry Aldrich Gets Glamour (72) J. Lydon

Lady Bodyguard (70) E. Albert

Night Plane from Chungking (69) R. Preston

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Five Graves to Cairo F. Tone

China L. ¥«UBg -

Aerial Gunner R. Arlen -

High Explosive C. Morris -

Details under title: You Can't Live Forever

Salute for Three B. Rhoades

SPECIALS
Star Spangled Rhythm (99) All Star ..

NOT DESIGNATED
Dixie (T) B. Crosby -

For Whom the Bell Tolls (T) G. Cooper -

Good Fellows, The H. Walker

Great Without Glory J. McCrea -

Details under title: Triumph Over Pain
Henry Aldrich Does His Bit J

Henry Aldrich Plays Cupid J.

D. Drake.

D. Lamour.

I. Bergman.
- J. Brown

.

B. Field. . .

Lydon

Lydon

Lynn.

.

Smith

.

. .11-16

. . .6-29. . .2-12. . .4231

,11-16
. . .7-13

. .1-25

. . .4-20

. . .9-21

. .1-25

Henry Aldrich Swings It J. Lydon - C. Smith 12-14
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Miracle of Morgan's Creek B. Donlevy • B. Hutton . . . . 10-5

.

No Time for Love C. Colbert - F. MacMurray . . 6-I5!
True to Life (T) M. Martin - F. Tone 9-21

1941-42
Are Husbands Neeessary? (79) R. Milland - B. Field... 12-1.

Details onder title: Mr. and Mrs. Cugat
Beacneonioer, The (80) C.Laughlon- E.Laiichesler . . . Reliioe.
Beyond the Blue Horizon (76) T D. Lamour-R. Denning 7-26.

Details under title: Her Jungle Mate
Dr. Broadway (67) M. Carey - J. Phillips 11-1.
Holiday Inn (101) B. Crosby - F. Astaire . . . . 12-1

.

I Live on Danger (73) R. Dix - P. Foster 12-1.
Night in New Orleans (75) R. Preston-M. O'Orlscoll.. ..9-6.

Details under title: Morning After, The
Outlaws of the Desert (66) B. Boyd - B. King 5-31
Reap the Wild Wind (124) T R. Milland-P. Goddard . . . . .6-14.
Riders of the Tiniberline (59) W. Boyd - B. King 6-14,

Details under title: Timber Wolves
Secret of the Wasteland (66) W. Boyd B. King ..5-17,
Stick to Your Guns (63) W. Boyd - B. King 7-12,
Sweater Girl (77) E. Bracken - V. Lee..,. ..7-12.

Details under title: Sing a Song of Homicide
Take a Letter, Darling (93) B. Russell F. MacMurray. .12-1.
tombstone—The Town Too R. Oix - 0. Caslle 10-4.

Tough to Die (79)
Twilight on the Trail (58) W. Boyd - B. George

NOTE: Figures in No. Column denote Blook-of-Five

.7-24

«...

6. .

1. . .

6. . .

Wl

. . . . . . . .'.'wi

Wl
Wl

6. . .

6. .

.

7. .

.

.Wl

1942-43 Features (24)

Westerns (18)

Completed (19)

Completed ( 9)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

TitlH— Ruiinino Time Cast Details
B.iby Face iVIorgan (65) M. Carlisle - R. Crnmwcll 6-1
Bad IMen of Thunder Gap (— ) j. Newill - D. O'Brien
Behind Prison Walls H. Baxter - G. Michael ... 11-30

.

Details under title: After Tomorrow
Boss of the Big Town, The (64) i. Lilrl - F. Rice

Billy, the Kid No. 4 B. Crabbe - A. St. John.
City of Silent Men (64) F. AlberlNon J. Lang

Details under title: Silent Men
Corregidor 0. Kruger

Oliver.

Leslie.

Landi.
Oead IMen Walk G. Zucco - M. Carlisle.
Follies Girl (— ) W. Barrie - G.
Fugitive of the Plains b. Crabbe - M

Details under title: Billy the Kid No. 3
Ghost and the Guest, The F. Rice

Girls in Chains A. Judge
Kid Rides Again, The B. Crabbe - A

Details under title: Billy the Kid No. 2

, 8-24.

.1-25.

, .7-20

.12-14.

. .9-21.

Rel.

,9-1=;

. .3-5.

.3-22.

.12-7.

.12-14.

J. Dunn . .

R. Clark.

.2-8.

.2-8.

10-12.

.3-29.

.2-10.

. .5-3.

.3-12.

.4-19.

No,

,352
.313

.310

308

. ,31

.320

.359

St. John. .11-30, , .1-27.

Details under title: Permit to Kill

Details under: Untitled Billy the Kid

- H . Huber.

Talbot - B. MacLane

1 Lane - N. Madison

,

Kelly - R. Karns , ,

B. Crabbe - A. St. John

G Farrell - L. Talbot. .

. .10-5.

. .9-21.

. .8-20.

.12-28,

.10-5.

. .7-13.

Overland Stagecoach B. Livingstone - S. Moore ... 11-2

,

Pay-Otf, The L. Tracy - T. Brown 10-19

Oueen of Broadway R. Hudson - B. Crabbe.. 10-19.

Rangers Take Over, The D. O'Brien - J. Newhall ... 11-16

.

Riders of the Sage B. Livingston - A. St. John. 12-28,

Details under title: Western Saboteurs

Secrets of a Co-Ed (67) 0. Kruger - T. Thayer 810
Tomorrow We Live (67) R. Cortcz - J. Parker... .7-13.

Wild Horse Rustlers (57) B. Livingston - A. St. John

Yanks Are Coming, The (67) H. King & Band - M. Healy .S lO

1941-42 -

Along the Sundown Trail L. Powell

Hitler, Beast of Berlin R. Drew -

Jungle Siren (68) A. Corio

Law and Order B. Crabbe

Lone Rider in Border Round-up (60) G. Huston

Outlaws of Boulder Pass ("• Huston

Prairie Pals Davis

Prisoner of Japan (64) A. Baxter

Sheriff of Sage Valley B. Crabbe

Tumbleweed Trail (54) B. Boyd

Yank in Libya. A (64) H.

- A. Davis 810.
S. Duna Reissue.

B. Crabbe 6-29.
- A. St. John. . . .7-20.
- A. St. John

A. St. John 9-7.

G. Boyd 9-4.

- G. Michael 5-4.
- M. Leslie 8-10.

A. Davis 5-18.

B. Warner - J. Woodbury . . 6-1

,

.12-21.

. . .1-4.

.11-23.

. .4-5.

.11-20.

. .2-18.

.12-11.

. .1-21.

, . .3-8.

12-25.

,
,2-12

,10-26,

, .9-29.

.2-12.

. 11-9

,10-19.

.358

,302

.319

.318

.311

.357

.304

.363

.303
,312
,351
.364

.309
,30-;

,364
,301

.256

.8-21.

.8-21.

.9-18,
10-28.
.9-11.

.7-22.

.10-2.

,
.7-10.
.7-31

.203

.261

.266

.267

.255

.204
262
.254
,220

SWING YOUR PARTNER
Light drama Shooting almlbd Febiuary 20.

Cast: Lulu Bell and Scotty, Esther Dale, Roger Clark, Dale
Evans, Pappy Chesire, Vera Vague, Ransom Sherman,
Shug Fisher, Tennessee Ramblers.

Director: Frank McDonald Assoc. Producer: Armand Schaefei
.Siory: A har<l-l)oik(I woman cof-s to work in her own fialry antl ttiroueti

conlact with the working class disoovc-rs that there is som»-thing
nioii- to hpi- Ijusiiic-ss hc-Hiih-s the dollar and cent side.

mOERS OF THE RIO GRANDE
Western—Shooting started February 23.

Cast: Tom Tyler, Bob Steele, Jlmmie Dodd, Edward Van Sloan,
Lorraine Miller, Ric Vallin, Harry Worth, Budd Buster.
Bud Osborne.

Director: Howard Bretherton Producer: Lou Gray
Sloiy: The Ihice >U-.si|uit(-ers are mistaken for bandiLs but through tht-

apprilicndintr of the real c-riminals clear their names.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

Title—Running Time Cast Detaih
Blocked Trail, The t. Tyler - B. Steele 12-28
Boots and Saddles g. Autry - J. Allen Reissue
Calling Wild Bill Elliott w. B. Elliott - G. Hayes 2-22
Chatterbox

j. e. Brown - J. Canova ... 12-14
Dark Command (Reissue) w. Pidgeon - J. Wayne
Days of Old Cheyenne d. "Red ' Barry - L. Merrick 2-22
Dead Men's Gulch 0. Barry - L. Merrick
Fighting Devil Dogs (— ) (.. fot^tiU - E. Ste*a.-t

(Adapted from the Serial of the same name).
G-Men vs. The Black Dragon (Serial) R. Cameron - C. Worth 10-5
Heart of the Golden West (65) R. Rogers - R Terry
Hi. Neighbor (72) l. Belie - V Vaoue
Hit Parade of 1943 j. Carroll - S. Hayward,

Kel.

.2-26
1-15,

,9-21.

. . 6-1

.

11-16.
6-29

,

12-28

,

9-7.

ice Capades Revue (79) E. Drew - R. Dennino
fO* R. Rogers - S. Burnette. .

Johnny Doughboy (63) j. Withers - W. Demarest ,

King of the Cowboys R. Rogers - S. Burnette. . .1-25
King of the Mounties (Scriali a. Lane . p. Drake 7-13
London Blackout Murders (58) |. Abbott - M. McLeod . . . ! . 11-2

.

I"^" Trap Henry Stevens - D. Lovett. . .2-8.
Moscow Strikes Back (55) Russian Documentary
Mountain Rhythm (70) Weaver Family 10-19.
Old lloineslead. The (68) Weave- Famitv 6-2'»

,

Purple V, The
j. Archer - M. McLeod 1-11.

Sante Fe Scouts jhree Mesquiteers 2-8.
Outlaws of Pine Ridge (59) 0. Barry - L. Merrick 8-24.
Ridin' Down the Canyon (55) r. Rogers • G. Hayes 10-5.
Secrets of the Underground (71) j. Hubbard - V. Grey 9-21.

Details under title: The Corpse Came C.O.D.

Shadows of the Sage (57) T. Tyler

Shanty Town m. Lee
Sombrero Kid. The (i6) D. Barry

12-11.
.7-27.

.3-12.
.12-24.

.3-19.

12-31.

.10-10.

. .1-15.

10-1.

. . .1-8.

. .8-21

. .3-26.

B. Steele

M. Lord .

L. Merrick

South of the Border G. Autry - M. Lee

7-20.

1-25. .

. .6-29.

Reissue

.

L. Merrick 10-5.

10 2'.

12-30.
12-18.

, .8-14

0. O'Keefe.

T. Tyler. . .

D. Barry. ,

.1-11.

.

.11-2.

. 9-21

.

Sundown Kid (56) D. Barry
Tahiti Honey s. Simon
Thundering Trails b. Steele

Traitor Within (60) J. Parker
Details under title: Eleven Were Brave

Valley of Hunted Men B. Steele • T. Tyler 9-7
X Marks the Spot (55) D. O'Flynn

Youth on Parade (72) J. Hubbard

Details under title: Chatterbox

1941-42
Bells of Capistrano (73) G. Antry - S. Burnette..

Call of the Canyon (71) G. Autry - S. Burnette 6-15
•^lying Tigers (102) 1. Wayne - J. Carroll 5-4

Hurricane Smith (67) R. Middleton - J. Wyalt 5-31
loan of Ozark (80) J. Canova-J. E. Brown 5-4

Details under title: Lazybones

King of th- Te>as Rangers (Serial) S. Baugh - D. Renaldo 6-28
Mountain Moonlight (68) Weaver Bros. & Elviry 4-19

Details under title: Thunder Over the Ozarks

Perils of Nyoka (Serial) K. Aldrieh - C. Moore 4-6

Sons of the Pioneers (61) R. Rogers - G. Hayes 6-1

H. Parrish . .8-24.

M. O'Driscoll. .7-13

.7-20

Sunset Serenade (58) R. Rogers - G. B. Hayes. .7-20,

. .7-31.

. . .3-1.

.12-28.

. .1-25.

.12-16.

.11-12,

. .11-4.

10-24.

.915
. .8-5.

.10-8.

.7-20.

.8-1.

.10-4.

.7-12.

. 6-27

.

. .7-2.

.9-14

264

4-1

. . .1-15.

.

. . .2-13. . . .274
1-29 211

.251

.201

206

.205

.281

.210

.209
202

27-

.253
208

261

.271

.273

.263
207

.262

.204

.203

1

.131

.77-'

.108

.104

.181

.107

181

.157
15?

1 R KO-R AO ro
1

1942-43 Features (46) Completed (34) In Production (5)

Westerns ( 6) Completed ( 6) In Production (0)

RiPU 9 Li C

1942-43 Features (34)

Westerns (26)

Specials ( 6)

Serials ( 4)

Completed (17)

Completed (14)

Completed ( 2)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (2)

In Production (1)

In Prodiiction (0)

In Production (0)

PRODIGAL'S MOTHER
Drama—Shooting started February 28.

Cast: Mabel Paige, John Craven, Dorothy Morris, Harry Shan-
non, Charles Dingle, Richard Crane, Tom Seidel, Micha?!
Towne, David Bacon, Chester Clute.

Director: Robert Siodmak Assoc. Producer: Robert North
."^tnr.v: Mabel I'aiKc plays a sweet old lady who refuses to be evicted from

a l)uildinK tliat is to be remodeled into a boys' dormitory. .John
Ciavcn, a student, and his sweetheart, Dorothy Moi'ris, suiip'y the
love enlanslemenls that Miss Paige takes upon herself to .strai'yhten
out.

Titli"— Running Timr

RELEASE CHART
Cast

Fallen Sparrow, The J. Garfield

Gildersleeve's Bad Day H. Peary -

Lady Takes a Chance, A J. Arthur -

Details under title: Free For All

Leopard Man. The D. O'Keefe

Sky's the Limit F. Astaire

1942-43 —
BLOCK NO. ONE

Big Street. The (89) H. Fonda -

Here We Go Again (77) E. Bergen

Highways by Night (62) R. Carson -

Details under title: Silver Spoon
Mexican Spitlire's Elephant (64) L. VeleJ •

Wings and the Woman (97) A. Neagle

BLOCK NO. TWO
Falcon's Brother, The (63) G. Sanders

lourney into Fear (70) J. Gotten

Navy Comes Through, The (82) P. O'Brien

Scattergood Survives a Murder (66) G. Kibbee

Seven Days Leave (87) V. Mature
Details under title: Sweet or Hot

Details

- M. O Hara. , . .2-8.

J. Darwell. . . .2-22.

J. Wayne 1-11.

- Margo. .

J. Leslie.

.2-22.

. 1-25

.

L. Ball 5-4.

F. MeGee 6-15.

J. Randolph 4-6.

L. Errol

. R. Newton

.

. . 6-29

.

Foreign

.

T. Conway 7-13.

D. Del Rio 1-26.

- R. Scott 6-1.

M. Hayes 4-20.

L. Ball 6-1.

. .9-4 301

.10-9 305

.10-2 304

9-11.

.9-18

11-16
.2-12.

10-30.
10-16
11-13

302
. .303

. .309

. .307

. .308

. 306
. 310
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BLOCK NO. THREE
Army Surgeon (63) J-

Cat People (72) S.

Great Giliersleeve, The (62) H.

Once Upon a Honeymoon (117) G.

Seven Miles from Alcatraz (62) J.

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Cinderella Swings It (70) G.

Details under title: Scattergood Swings It

Forever and a Day (104) C.

Hitler': Children (85) T.

Tarzan Triumphs (78) J-

Two Weeks to Live (76) G.

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Avenging Rider, The T.

Falcon Strikes Back (— ) T.

Flight for Freedom R-

Details under title: Stand Ry to Dis

I Walked with a Zombie F.

Ladies' Day L.

This Land Is Mine C.

NOT DESIGNATED
Bandit Ranger (56) T.

Bombardier P.

Fighting Frontier (57) T.

Details under title: Son sf the Saddle

Mr. Lucky (— ) C.

Details under title: From Here to Victory

Petticoat Larceny J-

Pirates of the Prairie (57) T.

Red River Robinhood T.

Sagebrush Law T.

Details under title: Gun Law

SPECIALS
Bambi (70) (T) Dis

Magnificent Ambersons (88) J.

Pride of the Yankees, The (128) G

Saludos Amigos (42) Dis

Squadron Leader X (99) A.

They Got Me Covered (95) B.

194
Cami On, Danger (58) T.

bunga Din (117) C-

King Kong (100) B.

Mexican Spittire Sees a Ghost (69) L.

My Favorite Spy (85) !<

Powder Town (79) V.

Thundering Hoofs (60) T.

Wyatt - K. Taylor. .

Simon - T. Conway.

Peary - J. Darwell . .

Rogers - C. Grant. .

Craig - B. Granville.

Kibbee G. Warren.

Laughton - A. Neagle. .

Holt - G. Granville. . .

Weissmuller - F. Gilford

Louck - N. Goff

Holt - C. Edwards. . .

Conway - J. Randolph.

Russell - F. MacMurray

Dee - T. Conway

Velez - E. Albert

Laughton - M. D'Hara.

Holt - C. Edwards.

O'Brien - R. Scott.

Holt - A. Summer,

Grant-L. Day.

Carroll - R. Warrick.

Holt - N. D'Day. . . .

Holt - B. Moffet. .

Holt - C. Edwards. .

ney Cartoon Feature. . .

Gotten - D. Costello. . .

Cooper - B. Ruth . . . .

ney Cartoon Feature

Dvorak - E. Portman

.

Hope - D. Lamour. . .

1-42
Holt - F. Neal

Grant - J. Fontaine. . .

Cabot - F. Wray
Velez - B. Rodgers. . .

.

Kyser - F. Drew

McLaglen - E. O'Brien.

Holt - R. Whitley

. . .4-6.

.

. 12-4 . . . .312
. .8-10. . 12-25 . . . .313

10-5.

.

. . 1-1 . . . .314
6-1. . 11-27. . . .311

8-10. . . .1-8. . . .315

. .8-10. . .2-26. . . .318

.3-19. .

.

.320
. 10-19 . 2-12 316
. . .9-7. . .3-12. . . .319
.10-5.

.

.2-19. . .

.7-27. . .5-28. . .

. .2-8

. .8-24. . . .4-2. . . 317

11-2 4-30
. .7-20. .

'. .4-9. . .

.11-2. . . .5-7. . .

.9-25. . . .381
.11-2. .

6-15.

.

.1-29. . . .383

11-16 4-23

.1-25. .

. . .6-1. 11-20 . .382

. . .7-13 . . .7-23.

. 6-29 . . . .4-2. . .

. 8-21 . .

.

. 393
.11-29. . .7-10. . . .371

. .1-26. . .3-5.

.

.351
2-19 . . . .392

. . For. . . .4-16. . .

. .7-20. . . . 2-5 . . . .352

. . .9-6.

Reissue.

Reissue

. . .2-9.

.12-29.

. .1-12.

. .10-4.

. . .6-5.

.6-12.

.

6-12.
.6-26.
.6-12. .

.6-19.

.7-24.

.230

.228

.229

.286

aOfh CEHTUaY-FOX
1942-43 Features (— ) Completed (41) In Production (6)

JITTERBUGS
Farce—Shooting started February 15.

Cast: Laurel and Hardy, Vivian Biane, Bob Bailey, Douglas

Fowley.
Director: Malcom St. Clair Producer: Sol Wurtzel
Story: Laurel and Hardy play a couple ot wandering musicians who gft

into one scrape after another as the result of not knowing- really how
to play.

SWEET ROSIE O'GRADY
Comedy—Shooting started February 22.

Cast: Betty Grable, Robert Young, Adolph Menjou, Reginald

Gardiner, Alan Dinehart, Virginia Grey, Byron Foulger,

Lilyan Irene.

Director: Irving Cummings Producer: William Perlberg
Story: .\ former burlesque queen (Betty Grable) winds up as the toast of

Europe and after much coyness lands one ot the nobility (Reginald
Gardiner). She is unmasked by a roving reporter (Robert Young)
and finds that he is the fellow for her.

CHARTRELEASE
IN PRODUCTION

Titl"— Running Timp Cast

Bombers Moon Annabclla - G. Montgomery

Jane Eyre 0. Welles - J. Fontaine. . .

Heaven Can Wait D. Ameche - G. Tierney..

Stormy Weather Bill Robinson - L. Home..

1942-43

BLOCK NO. ONE
A-Haunting We Will Go (67)

Feotllght Serenade (SO)

Details under title: Strictly

Little Tokio, U. S A. (64)

Leves of Edgar Allen Poe, The

Pled Piper, The (86)

BLOCK NO. TWO
Berlin Correspondent (70) ....

Careful. Soft Shoulders (69) . .

Iceland (79)

Details

.2-8.

2-22.
2-22.

.2-8.

S Laurel - 0. Hardy . 4-6. .8-7. . . .302

R Grable - V. Mature .3-23. . .8-1.

.

. .301

Dynamite

R Joyce - P. Foster 5-18. .8-14. . . .303

(67) 1 Darnell - J. Sheppard . . 3-23. .8-28.

.

. .305

M Woolley - R. McDowall. . .4-6. .8-21.

.

. .304

Details under title: 12 Men in a Box
Orchestra Wives (97)

BLOCK NO. THREE
Tales of Manhattan (118) All

BLOCK NO. FOUR

V. Gilmore - D. Andrews. . .5-18. .9-11.

.

. .311
V Bruce - J. Ellison 5-18. .9-18.

.

. .312

s. Heine - J. Payne. . . . 5-4. . 10-2 . . . .306
1 Nolan - M. Weaver 5-18. .9-25.

.

. .310

G Montgomery - L. Ban. .4-20. . .9-4.

.

. .308

Star 11-1. .10-30. .313

Girl Trouble (82)
. . D. Ameche - J. Bennett. . . .6-15. . .10-9.

.

. .309
Manila Calling (81) 1 Nolan - G. Landis. . . . . .6-29. .10-16.

.

. .314
Man in the Trunk, The (70) Roberts - G. Holmes. . . . .6-15. .10-23.

.

. .315
Springtime in the Rockies (90) (T) B. Grable - C. Miranda. . . . .6-15. . .11-6. . . .317

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Black Swan, The (85) (T) T. Power -

Dr. Renault's Secret (58) J. Sheppard
Details under title: Buried Alive

That Other Woman (75) L. Bari - J.

Thunderbirds (T) (78) G. Tierney

Undying Monster, The (60) J. Howard -

BLOCK NO. SIX
Life Begins at 8:30 (85) M. Woolley
China Girl (95) G. Tierney -

We Are the Marines (69) M of T
Over My Dead Body (68) M
Time to Kill (61) L.

Details under title: Brasher Doubloon

BLOCK NO. SEVEN

M. O'Hara..
- L. Roberts.

.4-20.

.7-13.

Berle

Nolan

Ellison 6-29.

P. Foster 3-9.

J. Ellison 8-10.

I. Lupino . . .8-10.

G. Montgomery 6-15.

Documentary
- M. B. Hughes. . .8-24.
- H. Angel 9-7.

. .12-4.

.12-11.

11-13.

.

.11-20.

.11-27.

.12-25
.1-1.

.1-8.

. .1-15.

. 1-22.

.320

.321

3-18

.307

.319

32-'

32-.

325
326

Chetniks, The Fighting Guerillas (73) P Dorn - V. Gilmore. . . . . .10-5 . .2-5 . 328
Details under title: Seventh Column

Immortal Sergeant, The (91) H. Fonda - M. O'Hara 9-21. .1-29.

.

. 327
1 Bennett - M. Berle. . . . .10-19. .2-19.

.

Benny - P. Lane . . .7-13. .2-12. . . .329
Voung Mr. Pitt (105) R Donat • R. Morley For.. .2-26. . . .316

- J. Ellison 9-21.

V. Blaine 6-29.

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
uijiie ougan l. Andrews
He Hired the Boss S. Erwin -

Details under title: $10 Raise

Hello, Frisco, Hello (T) A. Faye - J. Payne 11-2

Moon Is Down C. Hardwicke - H. Travers. .11-30

ftuiet, Please, Murder (70) R. Denning - G. Patrick 9-7

NOT DESIGNATED
Coney Island (T) B. Grable - G.

Crash Dive (T) T. Power - A

My Friend Flicka (T) R. McDowell -

fx-Bow Incident H. Fonda - P.

School for Saboteurs G. Sanders - A.

Tonight We Bomb Calais Annabella - J.

Details under title: Secret Mission

1941-42
L. Nolan - C.

Montgomery. .10-5. .

Baxter 8-24.

P. Foster. . .7-20. ,

Foster 6-15.
,

Sten 12-14. .

Sutton 10-19. .

It Happened in Flatbush (80i

Details under title: Dem Lovely Bums
Ten Gentlemen from West Point (104) M. O'Hara - J. Sutton..

This Above All (109) T. Power - J. Fontaine.

Thrtugh Different Eyes (67) 0. Woods - M. Howard..

United We Stand (70) L. Thomas Documentary.

1941-42 FEATURES
Balcon (Bin.) Completed ( 1)

Goldvvyn (Gdn.) Completed ( 1)

Korda (Kor.) Completed (1)

Mayfair (Mfr.) Completed ( 1)

Pascal (Pas.) Completed ( 1)

Pressburger (Psb.) Completed ( 1)

Roach (Rch.) Completed (10)

Small (Sml.) Completed ( 8)

Szekely (Sky.) Completed ( 1)

Wanger (Wan.) Completed ( 1)

1942-43 FEATURES
Balcon (Bin.) Completed ( 1)

Benny (Bny.) Completed (0)

Bogeaus (Bog.) Completed ( 0)
Bronston (Bro.) Completed ( 0)

Cagney (Cgy.) Completed (0)

Chaplin (Chn.) Completed (0)

Cinema Guild (C.G.) Completed ( 3)

Coward (Cvvd.) Completed ( 1)

Edwards (Edws.) Completed ( 1)

Korda (Kor.) Completed (1)

Lesser (Lsr.) Completed ( 0)

Loew-Lewin (L.L.) Completed ( 1)

Mayfair (Mfr.) Completed (1)

Pressburger (Psb.) Completed ( 1)

Rabinovitch (Rvn.) Completed (0)

Roach (Rch.) Completed (8)

Rogers (Rgs.) Completed ( 1)

Selznick (Szk.) Completed (0)

Sherman (Shm.) Completed (10)
Small (Sml.) Completed (0)

Strombberg (Smg.) Completed ( 1)

3-9. . .6-5. . . .11

1-12. .6-26. . . .11
12-1. .7-24.

.

. .12
.4-6. .6-19. . . .11

.7-10.

.

. .12

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Prodtiction (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

In Production (Oi

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time

Stage Door Canteen W.

Cast Details

Terry - C. Walker 12-14.
Nu

.Lsr.

1942-43 -
American Empire (81) R. Dix •

Bar-20 Three W. Boyd -

Border Patrol W. Boyd -

BucKSKin frontier r. qIx - J.

Details under title: Buckskin Empire

Calaboose J. Rogers -

Colt Comrades W. Boyd -

Crystal Ball, The (81) P. Goddard

Devil with Hitler, The (44) B. Watson

Details under title: Hitler's Valet

Fall In W. Tracy -

Hangmen Also Die B. Donlevy

Details under title: Never Surrender

P. Foster 12-1

A. Clyde 11-2.

J. Kirby 6-29..
Wyatt 9-7. .

.3-5.N. Beery, Jr. . . .4-20.

A. Clyde 10-19
- R. Milland 7-20. . .1-22.

- J. Devlin 3-23. .11-20.

J. Sawyer 6-29. . .1-29.
- A. Lee 11-16. . .2-12. .

. Shm

.Shm

.Shm
Shm

.Rch

. Shm

.C.G.

..Rch

. Rch

.Psb.
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I Married a Witch (76) F. March - V. Lake 5-4. .10-30
In Which W« Serve (115) N. Coward - J. Mills For
Jacare (65) F. Buck 11-27.
Kansan, The R. DIx - 1. Wyatf 11-30

Details under title: Meet John Bonnlweli
Kukan. Battle Cry of China (61) Ooci

Lady of Burlesque B.

Details under title: The G. String Murders
Lost Canyon W.

Leather Burners W.
Moon and Sixpence, The (90) G.

McGuerins from Brooklyn A.

Details under title: Mr. and Mrs. Brooklyn
Nazi Nuisance B.

One of Our Aircraft Is Missing (£0) E.

Powers Girl, The (93) G.

Prairie Chicken J.

Silver Queen (82) G.

Somewhere in France R.

Taxi, Mister W.

Texas Law W.
Undercover Man (68) W.

Details under title: Across the Border

Victory Through Air Power (T) Disney Feature

Yanks Ahoy W. Tracy - J. Sawyer 7-20.
Young and Willing (83) W. Holdcn - S. Hayward 1-10..

Details under title: Out of the Frying Pan

unienlary 8.7.

Stanwyek - E. O'Shei 12-14. . .2-12.

.

Boyd - J. Kirby 6-15. .12-18
Boyd - J. Kirby 6-15.

. 12-18.
Saunders - H. Marshall ... 3-23 ... 10-2

.

Judge - W. Bendix 4-6.. 12-31..

Watson - S. Leonard .... 7-13
Porlman - G. Tcarle For. .. 10-16 . .

Murphy - P. Lane 9-7... 1-15..
Rogers - N. Beery, Jr. ...6-15
Brent - P. Lane 4-20. .11-13. .

Morley - C. Cummings.
Bendix - G. Bradley.

.

Boyd - J. Kirby

Boyd - B. King

. . For

. .6-1

.7-20

.2-9. .10-23.

.C.G.

.Cwd
. Mfr

. Shm

. Edwi

. Sm|.

. Shm

.Shm

. .LL

.Rch

. . Ren

, . Kor

. . Rgi

. .Rch

. Shm
. .Bin

. . Rch

.Shm
Shm

.2-5.

1941-42

. .W. Bendix - M.

. . M. Woodworfh •

Brooklyn Orchid (51)
Flying with Music (46)

Details under title: Cobana
Friendly Enemies (92) C. Winninger -

Three Cockeyed Sailors (77) C. Hulbert - T.

Woodworth

G. Givot. . .12-15.
.2-20.

. .7-3.

C. Ruggles. . .2-23. . .6-26.
Trinder For. . . .7-4.

. Diy

.Rth

C.G.

.Rch

. Rch

. SmI

.SmI

UHlVCRSALi
1942-43 Features (55)

Westerns ( 7)

Serials ( 4)

Completed (45)

Completed ( 7)

Completed ( 4)

In Production (4)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

Junler G Min of the Air (Serial) Dead End KIdi

Little Joe the Wrangler J. M. Brown - T. Ritter.

Lone Star Trail J. M. Brown - T. Ritter.

Madame Spy (63) C. Bkjnet - D. Porter..,

Moonlight in Havana (63) A. Jonei

Mug Town (60) . . B. Halop

J. Frazee.

.

H. Hall..

Foran - L. Chaney. .

Barrymore - B. Donlevy

Hervey - L. Erikson . .

Abbott - L. Costello. .

Mummy's Tomb, The <61) 0

Nightmare (81) 0

Night Monster (72) I.

Oh! Doctor B

Old Chisholm Trail, The (60) J. M. Brown - T. Ritter..

Overland Mall (Serial) H. Parrish - L. Chaney, Jr

Pittsburgh (91) M. Dietrich - R. Scott...

laideri ef San Joaquin J. M. Brown - T. Ritter.

Shadow of a Doubt (108) T. Wright - J. Gotten...

Skerleek Holmes in Washington B. Rathbone - N. Bruce..

Sherlock Holmes and the Voice of Terror (ev)B. Rathbone - N. Brute. .

Sherlock Holmes and the Secret Weapon (68) .B. Rathbone - N. Bruce. .

Sin Town (74) C. Bennett - B. Crawford.

Strictly in the Groove (60) L. Errol - G. McDonald..

Tenting Tonight on the Old Camp Ground . J. M. Brown - T. Ritter.

Trombone from Heaven L. Errol - M. Hughes .

We've Never Been Licked R. Oiiine - Anne Gwynne. .

When Jehny Comes Marching Home (74).... A. Jones - J. Frazee

White Savage (T) J. Hall - M. Montez. ..

Who Dene It (77) Abbott & Costello

3-9

. . .6-29.

. .9-21.

. .8-10

. .8-10

. .713.
. .6-15.

. .9-17.

.7-20.

.12-14.

.

. .8-24

,. .8-23.

. . .9-7.

.
.7-27.

.8-10.
. .7-20.

. .5-18.

. .6-15

. .8-24.

. . .4-6.

. .8-10.
2-22

. .1-25.

. .10-5.

. .11-2.

. .6-15.

1941-42
L. Carrillo 4-6.

0. Munson. . . .12-29.

D. Barrymore. . .1-26.
- J. Hall 5-4.

B. Crawford 5-18.

Don Wintlew ef the Navy (Serial) D. Terry

Drums of the Cengo (61) S. Erwin

Eagle Squadron (109) R. Stack

Invisible Agent (81) I. Massey

Men of Texas (82) R. Stack

Details under title: Deep in the Heart of Texas
Pardon My Sarong (84) Abbott and Costello 3-9.

Riders of Death Valley (Serial) D. Foran . L. Carrillo. .. .11-16.
Timber (60) L. Carrillo - A. Devine 5-4.

Tough as They Come (63) B. Halop - B. Punsley . . . . 12-1

.

1942-43 Features (— ) Completed (3>) In Production (>)

. .6-30. . .78*1

.11-13. . .7072

12-11.

.

.7034
10-16 7026

. .1-22!
'.

^7027
.10-23 .7019

.11-1J. . .7013
10-23 .7038

12-11 7073
.77»J

.12-11. . .7008

. . 1-15 . . .7065

. . 9-18
.

'. .7021
2-12.

.

.7024
. .y-25.

.

11-20 7028
'.

. .2-5.

.

.7074

. . .1-1.

.

.7016

. .11-6. . .7022

. . 7-10 . . 4056

. .7-17. . .6040

. .7-31. . . 6049

. . .7-3. . . 6010

. . .8-7. . .6003

. . .7-1. . .6781

. .8-14. . . 6057

. 6-5. . . 6019

OH. SAY CAN YOU SWING
Comedy—Shooting started February 18.

Cast: Gloria Jean, Donald O'Connor, Peggy Ryan, Bobby Sheerer,
Mary Ellen Donohue, Robert Paige, Elyse Knox, Shemp
Howard.

Director: Charles Lament Assoc. Producer: Ken Goldsmith
story: Gloria Jean, a student in a tlramatic school, stases such a good

show when the teachers are away that the would-be thespians find
themselves on B'way — much to the consternation of all concerned.

YOU GO TO MY HEART
Comedy—Shooting started February 23.

Cast: Patric Knowles, Evelyn Ankers, Rosemary Lane, Neil
Hamilton^ Louise Beavers, Grant Mitchell.

Director: Felix Feist Assoc. Producer: Bernard Burton
story: Evelyn Ankers, a tired advertising e.vecutive, goes to her docloi-.

Patric Knowles, but what she discovers is that she needs love
instead of medicines.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title— Running Time Cast Details Rel. No
Corvettes in Action r. scott - J. Brown 2-22
Phantom of the Opera N. Eddy - S. Foster 2-8

1942-43
Adventures of Smilin' Jack (Serial) T. Brown - T. Bey 5-18
Mlways a Bridesmaid Andrew Sistm - P Knowles.1-25
Amazing Mrs. Holliday, The (98) D. Durbin - E. O'Brien 6-29

Details under title: Forever Yourj
Arabian Nights (T) (86) Sabu - M. Montez 7-13.
Bad Company H. Hall - G. Raymond 11-30.
Behind the Eioht Ball (60) Ritz Bros. - C. Bruce 6-29.

Details under title: Off the Beaten Track
Between Us Girls (89) R. Cummings - D. Barrymore. .3-4

Details under title: Love and Kisses, Caroline
Captive Wild Woman j. Carradine - E. Ankers. . .12-28. .

Cheyenne Roundup j. m. Brown - T. Ritter •j.^..
Corvettes In Action 0. Foran - P. Knowles 9-7..
Cross Your Fingers A. Jones - K. Carlisle 1-25..
Deep in the Heart of Texas (61) J. M. Brown - T. Ritter. ... 6-15

.

Details under title: The Lone Star Trail
Destination Unknown (61) I. Hervey - W. Gargan 4-20.
Destiny L. Chaney - A. Curtis 1-25..
Don Winslow of the Coast Guard (Serial) ... D. Perry - M. Barrie 10-19 ..

Eyes of the Underworld (61) R. DIx - W. Barrie 4-6
Details under title: Destiny

For All We Know C. Boyer E. G. Robinson .. 8-10. .

Frankenstein Meets the Wolf Man L. Clianey - B. Lugosi ... 10-19

.

Details under title: Wolf Man Meets Frankenstein
Get Hep to Love (77) G. Jean - J. Frazee 6-29.
Give Out, Sisters (65) Andrews s.siirs....

Details under title: I Want to Dance
Good Morning, Judge D. O'Keefe - L. Albritton . . 12-28.

.

Great Impersonation, The R. Bellamy - E. Ankers .... 4-20.
Half Way to Shanghai (62) I. Hervey - K. Taylor 3-23.
He's My Guy I. Hervey - D. Foran .... 12-14.
Hi. Buddy (68) R. Paige - M. Lord 11-16.
Hi Ya Chum (61) Ritz Bros. - J. Frazee
How's About It? Andrews Sisters - R. Paige .12-28.

Details under title: Solid Senders

Isle ef Romance A. Jones - J. Frazee 11-30. .

It Ain't Hay Abbott & Costello 10-5.
It Comes Up Love (64) G. Jean - I. Hunter 7-20.

Details under title: On the Beam

. .1-5

2-19.

12-25.

. .4-2.

.12-4.

.9-4.

.9-25.

. 10-9.

.3-12.

. 10-2.

12-18.
.9-18.

.3-26.

.2-26.

. .3-5.

.2-5.

.7581

. 7005

.7063

.7040

.7029

.7010

.7071

.7030

.1-8. . .7037

.7012

.7022

.7032

.703-

.7041

.7031

.7039

.7025

.3-19. . .7001

SARATOGA TRUNK
Action-drama—Shooting started February 22.

Cast: Gary Cooper, Ingrid Bergman, Flora Rob.son.
Director: Sam Wood Producer: Hal B. Wallis
.•-;iory: Oary Cooper i)lays a two-fisted, hard-headed business man who is out

to dominate the world in general and one woman (Inerid Bergman)
In particular. The stoiv is taken from the book of the same name
by Edna Perber.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

IN PRODUCTION
Title—Running Time Cast Details Rel. *>

Night Shift (— ) A. Sheridan 2-22

BLOCK NO. ONE
Across the Pacific (97) H. Bogart -

Busses Roar, The (60) R. Travis •

Desperate Journey (107) E. Flynn •

Secret Enemies (59) C. Stevens -

Now, Voyager (117) B. Davis - P

BLOCK NO. TWO
You Can't Escape Forever (77) G. Brent

Hidden Hand. The (63) C.Stevens
George Washington Slept Here (93) I. Benny
Flying Fortress '68) R. Greene

. .3-23.M. Astor.

J. Bishop

R. Keagan 2-9.

F. Emerson

. Henried 4-20.

.6-lg.B. Marshall . . .

F. Emerson

A. Sheridan. . . .4-20.

C. Lehmann. ... For.

. E. Flynn - A. Smith 6-1.

THREE
I. Bergman 6-1

.

R. Ford For..

D. Morgan 3-23.,

E. Parker 9-21.

Bogart

March

Garfield

Grant -

Raft -

Boyer

J. Leslie.

R. Massey. .

. 12-1

.

.9-7.

A. Smith 7-13.

Gentleman Jim (104) .

BLOCK NO
Casablanca (99) H. Bogart

Gorilla Man (64) I. Loder

Hard W,iy. The 197) I. Lupino

Truck Busters (58) R. Travis

SPECIALS
Yankee Doodle Dandy (126) J. Cagney

NOT DESIGNATED
Action in the North Atlantic H.

Adventures of Mark Twain F.

Air Force (124) J.

Arsenic and lid Lace (— ) C
Background to Danger G

Constant Nymph, The C
Crime by Night C. Bennett

Details under title: Forty Whacks
Desert Song, The (T) D. Morgan - I. Manning ... 6-29

.

Devotion 0. DeHavilland - I. Lupino. 11-16.
Edge of Darkness, The E. Flynn - A. Sheridan .. 8-24

.

Mission to Moscow W. Huston - A. Harding. .. 11-16

.

Mysterious Doctor (57) I. Loder - L. Matthews

Old Acquaintance B. Davis - M. Hopkins 11-16.

Princess O'Rourke 0. DeHavilland-R. Cummings 7-20.

Thank Your Lucky Stars E. Cantor D. Shore 11-2.

Varsity Show (81) (Reissue) D. Powell - F. Waring

Watch on the Rhine B. Davis • P. Lucas 6-15.

. .9-5.

.9-19.

.9-26
,10-17.
10-51.

10- 10.
.11-7.

11-28.

.12-5.

11-14.

.1-23.

.1-16.

.2-20.

. .2-6.

.1-2.

- G. Young. .

.

P. Lane

B. Marshall...

J. Fontaine.

- J. Cowan. . .

.6-29
.11-1.

,

. .9-7.

.

. .3-9 . .

10-19.

.

.3-20.

3-6

.12-19.

1941-42-
. . H. BogartBig Shot. The (82)

Details under title: Escape from Crime

Escape from Crime (51) R. Travis -

Gay Sisters, The (108) B. Stanwyck
Lady Gangster (62) F. Emerson

Prime Minister, The (93) J. Gielgud -

Sergeaat York (134) G. Cooper -

Spy Ship (62) C. Stevens .

Wiift for the Eagle (85) A. Sheridan

B. Marshall. . .1-12. . .6-13.

J. Bishop 4-6... 7-25.
- G. Brent 1-26 8-1.

- F. Wilcox 6-6.

D. Wynward . . . For

J. Leslie 2-28 7-4.

I. Manning. . . .4-6. . .8-15.
- R. Reagan. . .1-26. . .7-18.
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TWO VERY BAD BOYS MAKE GOOD
HOLLYWOOD REPORTER SAYSf^^This is the picture they've

been waiting for and its a nightmare, a symphony on the organ
of doom with all stops out, with Moussorgslcy's 'Night On Bald

Mountain' for a chaser. The business it is going to do will be
limited only by the seating capacity of the theatres in which it

will play. P. 5. The next in Universal's series, we are told, is to

be 'Captive Wild Woman,' in which a lovely girl turns into a
Gorilla when Dum-Dums sound."

Original Screen Ploy, Curtis Siodmak

Directed by ROY WILLIAM NEILL • Produced bv GEORGE WAGGNER



'HI. BUDDY' SONG-RLLED QUICKiC
Rates 9 9 — as supporting dualler

Universal
fi» Minutes.

Robert Paige, Harriet Hilliard, Dick Foran,

Marjorie Lord, Bobs Watson, Tommy Cook,
Jennifer Holt, Gus Schilling, Wade Boteter.

Drew Roddy, Lorraine Kreuger, Dick Hum-
phries, Dolores Diane, Norman Ollstead, the
Kings Men, The Step Brothers.

Directed by Paul Malvern.

A mildly-amusing musical programmer,
crammed with popular songs of another
day, "Hi, Buddy" will make a fair support-

ing dualler in naborhood spots. Among the

18 numbers In the film are such favorites

as "Star Dust," "Take Me In Your Arms,"
"Old Folks at Home" and "Camp Town

Races" and the slight story is constantly
being interrupted to bring on a chorus or

a specialty. A medley of martial airs is

heard in the finale which ends with a lively

new tune, ''Go to Town, Mr. Yankee
Doodle." The light, inconsequential story
stresses the comedy and juvenile appeal and
the romantic moments are mostly confined
to the musical numbers.
In the story, the Hi, Buddy Club for New

York boys is about to lose its clubhouse
due to lack of funds when Robert Paige,
young fireman and interested alumnus, re-

ceives a radio offer. Even though he plans
to enlist, Paige accepts the job singing on
the radio with Harriet Hilliard in order to

keep the club going. Although Paige makes
a hit singing and arranges with Gus Schil-

ling to pay the club's debts, his money

never reaches the youngs'terB. Dick Foran,
another alumnus, organizes a big army
benefit to save the club and when Paige
learns the truth, he also takes a hand. He
collars Schilling, drags him to the benefit

and makes him spend huge sums of money
at the various booths. Paige then hurries
to the nearest recruiting office and enlistis

in the army.
Robert Paige displays a pleasing singing

voice, especially in "Stardust" and also takes
care of his acting chores capably. Marjorie
Lord, as the heroine, and Dick Foran have
little to do. Harriet Hilliard not only sings
in her soft, crooning style, but plays a siren

role convincingly. Bobs Watson is a natural
boy actor and Gus Schilling is amusing as
the thieving agent.

DETNLET

TOWER OF THE PRESS' PROGRAM MELODRAMA HAS TIMELY ANGLE
Rates 9 9 — as supporting dualler

Columbia
64 Minutes.

Guy Kibbee, Lee Tracy, Gloria Dickson,

Otto Kniger, Victor Jory, Rex Williams,

Frank Sully, Larry Parks, Don Beddoe,

Bfinor Watson, Douglas Leavitt, Arthur
Hohl, Frank Yaconelli, Douglass Drake,

Joseph Crehan.

Directed by Lew Landers.

"Power of the Press" is a routine melo-

drama with only its capable performances
and a timely angle to lift it out of the

program rut. Among them, Guy Kibbee, as

a small town editor, and Lee Tracy, as a
dynamic newspaperman, make the most of

characterizations similar to those with
which they have become identified. Gloria
Dickson and several others also contribute
good portrayals. The story, laid against the
background of a metropolitan newspaper,
contains murder, arson and mob violence,

but it is almost always lacking in credibil-

ity. Unfortunately, the attempt to inject a
timely angle, through showing newspaper
attacks on the Administration, has been
inexpertly handled by Director Dew Lan-
ders. The cast names and title will get this

by as a supporting dualler in naborhood
spots.

In the story. Minor Watson, New York
tabloid publisher, is sharply criticized, via

an editorial in a small town weekly, for his

destructive news policy. Watson Is shot be-

fore he can make a public anouncement
about his plan to return to honest journal-
ism, but before he dies, he leaves his con-
trolling interest in the paper to Guy Kib-
bee, small town editor. The latter learns
that owner Otto Kruger dictates the policies

of the paper and Lee Tracy, live-wire man-
aging editor, brushes aside all attempts at

reform. Kruger not only tries to pin Wat-
son's murder on an innocent radical, but he
also prints a hoarding story which results

in the burning of a government warehouse.
Tracy casts his lot with Kibbee and to-

gether they print up a false headline to
frighten Kruger. The latter then confesses
his part in the killings and sabotage and
the paper is made into an honest sheet.

YORK

-PRISON MUTINY' INTEREST-HOLDING INDE MELODRAMA
P;it';<; 9 9 in action spots

Monogram
64 Minutes.
Edward Norris, Joan Woodbury, Mllbum
Stone, Jack LaRue, Robert Homans, Ken-
neth Harlan, Charles Jordan, Tristram Cof-

fin, Inna Gest, Selmer Jackson, Brjant
Washburn, Sam Bernard, George Kamel,
William Castello, Mauritz Hugo, Paul Mc-
Vey.
Directed by Phli Rosen.

Well-directed by Phil Rosen, who gets the

maximum of thrills from a formula melo-
dramatic plot, "Prison Mutiny" is one of the

belter independent productions. Picture was
originally released as "You Can't Beat the

Law," under which title it was shown in a
few first-run spots. Laid against a back-

ground of San Quentin prison, where some
of the scenes were actually filmed, the story
is engrossing throughout and contains many
realistic and suspenseful episodes. Edward
Norris does a first-rate acting job, first as
the wealthy playboy and later as the em-
bittered and unruly prisoner. He also ably
handles the romantic interest which has
been plausibly introduced into the prison

scene. Best suited to the action spots, but
will also make a fair supporting dualler in

naborhood houses.

As the story opens, Edward Norris, reck-

less playboy, is framed and sent to San
Quentin after his stolen car is found in a
hold-up. Embittered by the injustice of his

conviction, Norris becomes an unruly prison-

er and is put in the same cell with Jack
LaRue, hardened Inmate. When Milburn

Stone becomes warden, he wins Norris over
to his reforms by giving him work in the
prison garden, where he meets Joan Wood-
bury. During a prison break, one of the
hold-up gang is wounded and confesses that
Norris was framed. He then becomes a
prison gruard and, when LaRue and his gang
start a prison mutiny, he is able to persuade
the men to return to their cells.

Like Edward Norris. Milburn Stone, who
has been playing small roles for several
years, demonstrates he can make a good
impression in a leading part. Joan Wod-
bury is eood as the sympathetic heroine and
Paul McVey puts the proper touch of pathoa
into his few scenes as a condemned man.
Several others, including Jack LaRue, also
stand out.

YORK

-BORDER PATROL' LIVELY, WELL-FILMED HOPALONG WESTERN
Rates 9 9 in v/estern spots

United Artists (Harry Sherman)
67 Minutes.

William Boyd, Jay Kirby, Andy Clyde,
Claudia Drake, Duncan Renaldo, George
Reeves, Russell Simpson, CUff Parkinson,
Pierce Lyden, Bob Mitchum.

Directed by Lesley Selander.

"Border Patrol," third Hopalong Cassidy
western for United Artists relea"e, is ex-

citing and well-directed with ample comedy
and feminine appeal. Picture keeps up a
lively pace throughout with the last quarter
being packed with fast action and shooting.
The story, which takes place along the

Mexican border, stresses the good neighbor
policy in addition to providing the oppor-
tunity for some striking scenic shots. Jay
Kirby is highly acceptable as Breezv, new
romantic member of the trio, and William
Boyd and Andy Clyde turn in their U'^ual

first-rate portrayals as Hopalong and Cali-

fornia. Fine fare for the western spots and
can be used as a satisfactory supporting
dualler in some naborhoods.
This film adventure take« the trio of

Texas Rangers (Hopalong, California and
Breezy) to the Mexican border country to

investigate the disappearance of several im-
portant citizens. Although a lovely senorita
believes the trio responsible for the death
of a Mexican friend. Commandant Duncan

Renaldo permits them to continue their in-

vestigation. The trio then discover that
Russell Simpson, lawless mine owner, is en-

slaving both Americans and Mexicans and
forcing them to work at guns-point. Hoppv
and his two pals run into danger and are
almost hung, but Miss Drake smuggles gun",

to them and they shoot their way out. The
girl is then reunited with her long-lost

Mexican sweetheart—much to Breezy's cha-
grin.

The feminine role is a good one and
Claudia Drake handles it well and makes
an attractive picture in colorful costumes.
Duncan Renaldo and George Reeves also
make an impression in Mexican parts.

LEYENDECKER
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What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

'THE HUMAN COMEDY' SAROYAN MOVIE GETS GLOWING RECEPTION
(METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER) "...Glowing gem... Has achieved one of the screen's miracles in consistently brilliant performance
...Movie conversations are going to be so full of it, curiosity alone won't allow you to stay away...A rich experience remaining in
memory and constantly bursting out in your own talk." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Eloquent and deeply moving...
Understanding, compassion and beauty floods steadily. . .Separate strands are woven into a tremendous dramatic and emotional unity
...A show you will want to see more than once, if you can take it." Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Gives ample
promise of being the most hotly debated picture of the year... Some most charming bits of motion picture expression and some most
maudlin gobs of cinematic goo.

. .Sentimental showmanship." Crowther, N. Y. TIMES. "...Cannot say whether you will like it

or not... But I can assure you that if you do, you will like it very much indeed and want to see it more than once. If you don't,
you will wonder what all the shouting has been about .. .Tonic, a wish-fancy, truly wonderful and thoroughly Saroyan." Winsten,
N. Y. POST. ".. .A grand picture — a lovely, living thing that you will take to your heart and cherish." Blackford, N. Y.
JOURNAL-AMERICAN. "...Will get right inside you, pull at your heart strings... So much that is fine and stirring that any
weaknesses are overshadowed ... New York will pay off on it and less sophisticated communities will rave over it." Werner, N. Y.
MIRROR. "...One for the entire family and is hereby wholesomely endorsed without any reservations. . .Abounds in humor,
pathos, sentimentality, romance." Cameron, N. Y. NEWS. "...Wonderful movie, except where some slip of the philosophy gets
its tail caught in the wringer or some Saroyan de Bergerac holds the stage too loud and long." McManus, PM.

'HITLER'S CHILDREN' DISAPPOINTING. SAY MOST CRITICS
(RKO-RADIO) "...Muffs completely a fine opportunity. . .Obvious, conventional melodrama. . .Covers pretty much the same ground
as "Mortal Storm" and "Pastor Hall." Crowther, N. Y. TIMES "...More sensational than dramatically effective. . .Makes its p
oints with brutal emphasis. . .Much of it is tough, and all of it is inflammatory at the moment, but it is disappointing as a photo-
play." Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE "...Dramatizes with unusual frankness .. .Where it fails to satisfy is in its sur-
render to the boy-girl formula with so much more exciting and vital a story to tell." McManus, PM. "...One of the surprise
pictures of a big year... If you want fun, go elsewhere, but for an authentic tragic, graphic picture of what we are fighting for, this
is it!" Quinn, N. Y. MIRROR "...Manages to illustrate only the most familiar aspects of Nazi education. . .Attempting drama-
tization, succeeds only in reducing itself to one of the lower Hollywood levels. . .Could have been infuriating, terrifying and perhaps
great." Winsten, N. Y. POST "...Vigorous and arresting. ..The sale of war bonds should be brisk at the patrons leave." Cook,
N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

'THE AMAZING MRS. HOLLIDAY' GETS POOR RECEPTION
(UNIVERSAL) "...With the dearth of sound drama and amusing antics. Miss Durbin is generally out on a limb... Her occasional
vocalizing is not impressive enough to carry an unimpressive show." Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "... Synthetic work-
ing of the war orphan theme .. .Plot thrown together got certain purposes. . .Everything fails, though, when the picture fails to con-
vince." Winsten, N. Y. POST. ". . .With all its flimsiness, it is a pleasant trifle of romantic farce. . .Deanna being animated and
gay is enough to keep an audience pleasantly occupied." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Has the forced pattern of
the old catch-all formula: 'a little laughter, a little tears, etc' It has tried to be popular; it has succeeded in being cheap .. .Trivial
story upon a theme much too sensitive and real to be exploited in such shoddy fashion." T. S., N. Y. TIMES.

'THE MEANEST MAN IN THE WORLD' LITTLE BUT LAUGHABLE
(20TH CENTURY-FOX) "...For all its deficiencies, "TMMITW" is not to be denied its laughs, which are the wholesome, unsophis-
ticated kind that should register better off Broadway ... Pleasant little homespun comedy." T. M. P., N. Y. TIMES. "...You can
get approximately the same thing on a slightly smaller and quieter scale on the radio any Sunday night. " Cook, N. Y. WORLD-
TELEGRAM. "...Farcical situations are of the old school, but Benny and Rochester make them amusing through their expert
fooling. . .Had the film run much more than an hour, it could easily have become tedious." Pihodna. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

"...A natural for Jack Benny and for easy laughs. . .Loses no time putting you in a chuckling mood, then sustains a rollick-

ing pace." Werner, N. Y. MIRROR. "... An average of a good chuckle a minute as Benny and Rochester shoot wisecracks
at each other rapidly and effectively ... Skinny little plot is successfully padded with typical Benny funny business." Hale. N. Y.
NEWS. "...Goofy, gay and jammed with gags... One for the whole family—harmless and happy... from start to stop." Thirer,
N. Y. POST.

'PITTSBURGH' NOT AN EPIC, BUT ACTIONFUL
(UNIVERSAL) "...Action fans particularly will cheer 'Pittsburgh,' a rousing lusty drama, directed on the speedup plan. . .Bright,
humorous bits supplement the action." Werner, N. Y. MIRROR. "...Another lusty and totally synthetic film... Just another
chance on the popular box-office sweepstakes and it may hit a modest jackpot. But it is routine entertainment at best." T. S., N. Y.
TIMES. "...Not a bad film, but some judicious screen editing would make it a much better one... Acting is the best feature."

E. G., N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. ".
. .In its best vein, Pittsburgh is a fast tough action movie. . .Just a simple, glib little rags-

to-riches fable decked out in the trappings of an epic." Levitas, PM. ".
. .No deviation from the previous formula of 'The Spoil-

ers'." Masters, N. Y. MIRROR. "...A thing of many ups, downs and violent situations. . .Though it attempts to grapple with

the fundamentals of war production, steel and coal, it is really nothing but a Wayne-Scott-Dietrich melodrama." Winsten, N. Y.

POST. "...Pretty good brand of wild action picture, full of strong men and strong talk... Fight is not as epic as it was in

The Spoilers and neither is the rest of the picture." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

'THE CRYSTAL BALL' GENERALLY ACCEPTABLE AS LIGHT TRIFLE
(UNITED ARTISTS) "...Amiable bit of fiuff...Now and again the general course of the picture rises to the tolerable. The rest of

the time it nods along in complete inconsequentiality." Winsten, N. Y. POST. "...Strictly B-picture highjinks in class A trap-

pings." McManus, PM. "...Light-hearted trifle, an hour or so of frothy laughter .. .Really a musical comedy plot but no one
bothered to put in the songs." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Except for a few brief scenes, never achieves the goal

of hilarity intended .. .Halting story which seems to run on forever." Pihodna, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Lot of hocus-
pocus with plot and dialogue which adds up to practically nothing but an hour and twenty minutes tossed away... As limpid as an
overworked dish rag." Crowther, N. Y. TIMES. "...Personable cast, some amusing moments and a far-fetched script. N>>

more...A few humorous touches do much to perk up the thin tale; not enough, but it helps." Werner, N. Y. MIRROR.

'HI YA, CHUM' RECEIVES UNANIMOUS PANNING
(UNIVERSAL) "...If you like their (Ritz Bros.) wacky humor, you'll get some fun out of the picture. Outside of the Ritzes. how-
ever, the film is strictly B vintage, and not even a capital b." Werner, N. Y. MIRROR. "...Lines and gags are as stale and
dull as their brand of comedy is repetitious and boring. .. Story has little originality and less humor." 'Hale, N. Y. NEWS. "...

•Nature of the Ritz boys' affability—and of the picture, as a consequence—is that of a showoff youngster trying hard to draw atten-

tion to himself. Their—and this Universal picture's—cheap familiarity is exactly the kind which, in this quarter, breeds a mild con-
tempt." Crowther, N. Y. TIMES. "...Has every indication of having been made off the cuf¥, but it was a very frayed cuff...

Fragmentary without being funny ... Slapstick goes from bad to worse." Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
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'LOST CANYON' BELOW-AYERAGE HOPALONG WESTERN
Rates • • — in western spots only

United Artist-s (Harrj' Sherman)
62 Minutes.
William Boyd, Jay Kirby, Andy Clyde, Lola
Lane^ Douglas Fowley, Herbert Rawlinson,
Guy Usher, Karl Hackett, Gertrude Aster.
Directed by Lesley Selander.

A trite western tale, with just a fair

amount of blazing action, 'Lost Canyon' is

below the average of recent Hopalong Cas-
sidy films. This is the 42nd of the Harry
Sherman series starring William Boyd and,
as always, the latter's easy-going perform-
ance and the beautiful outdoor photography

are worthy of mention. However, the story

lacks strong motivation and there is a
scarcity of fast riding and shooting until

the climax. The popularity of Boyd and the

Hopalong series will carry this in western
houses.

In this story, Hopalong's task is to clear

the name of his pal, Jay Kirby, who has
been falsely accused of bank robbery. Kirby
had been chased out of town by a posse
and is now believed dead. Hoppy mean-
while gets a job on the ranch of Herbert
Rawlinson, who has been having trouble

with cattle rustlers. Rawlinson's daughter,
Lola Lane, is engaged to Douglas Fowley,

a crafty lawyer whom Hoppy suspects of
having a hand in the rustling. When Kirby
sneaks back to town, Hoppy hides him out
and then, after a series of adventures, he
learns that it is Fowley who was really re-
sponsible for the bank robbery. The bad
men are finally trapped in a lonely cabin as
Hoppy holds them at bay until the sheriff

and his men come to the rescue.

Jay Kirby is good as youthful member
of the trio and Andy Clyde gets a few
laughs as the old veteran who shares some
of his comic interludes with a flirtatious

widow, played by Gertrude Astor. Lola Lane
makes a colorless heroine.

'THE OLD CHISHOLM TRAIL' AVERAGE JOHNY MACK BROWN WESTERN
Rates • • — for western houses

Universal
60 Minutes
Johmiy Mack Brown, Tex Ritter, Fuzzy

Knight, Jennifer Holt, Mady Correll, Earle
Hodgins, Roy Barcroft, Fdmund Cobb, Budd
Buster, The Jimmy Wakely Trio.

Directed by Elmer Clifton.

An average Johnny Mack Brown western
with a fairly high quota of riding and shoot-
ing action, "The Old Chisholm Trail" will

satisfy devotees of cowboy pictures. Every-
thing goes according to the formula that has
proven successful in this series; that is,

everything except the inclusion of a new

type of villain—an attractive brunette fe-

male who proves more deadly than the male.
Otherwise, the stai' plays his customary stal-

wart, two-fisted hero; Tex Ritter again acts
like a bad man until he decides to help the
ranchers fight the unscrupulous property
owner; Fuzzy Knight supplies familiar com-
edy, and The Jimmy Wakely Trio furnish
pleasing musical interludes. Although the
story is a routine one, it has been well di-

rected by Elmer Clifton.

Brown, along with other ranchers, is driv-

ing his cattle along the Old Chisholm Trail
in Texas when they find themselves halted
at the gate of Mady Correll's ranch. The
latter, knowing that the cattle must cross

her property to re-ach water, demands an ex-

orbitant price. With the sheriff on Miss Cor-
rell's side. Brown and the other ranchers de-

cide to dig a well on proper ty where Jennifer
Holt runs a run-down trading post. Although
Miss Correll's men hi-jack the equipment,
the work goes ahead and, after her hench-
men raid the place, a charge of dynamite
luckily brings the water gushing out.

Mady Correll contributes both beauty and
authority to the role of the heartless prop-
erty-owner and Jennifer Holt furnishes some
mild romantic moments. The old favorite,

Stephen Foster's "Beautiful Dreamer,"
stands out among the five songs.

YORK

A SCENE FROM AT DAWN WE DIE

1

w„h JOHN CLEMENTS • GODFREY TEARLE • HUGH SINCLAIR - GRETA GYNT • JUDY KELLY
GEORGE KING—Director . original story by DOROTHY HOPE • Screen Play by ANATOLE de GRUNWALD . Script by KATHERINE STRUEBY

A REPUBLIC PICTURE BUY U. S. WAR SAVINGS BONDS



THE NEWS DIGEST
(Continued from Page 10

)

Weshner had been with Warner Bros.

Theatres for 13 years in a number of execu-
tive posts until he left for United Artists.

His plans for the future are expected to

be disclosed shortly.

• • •

Appeal for Rooney
In the first case of its kind in the industry,

M-G-M appealed the 1-A draft classification

of Mickey Rooney on the grounds that he
is an essential worker. The belief that this

might prove to be a test case upon which
future draft board decisions would be made
was squelched by both Selective Service

officials and representatives of the Associa-

tion of Motion Picture Producers. Although
the appeal is still resting with the state

authorities, a National Selective Service

spokesman said that the matter would be

treated purely as an individual case, decision

resting with the local draft board. Should the

local board's ruling be reversed, it would
not result in an all-inclusive policy for

motion picture stars. The AMPP also de-

clared M-G-M's appeal an individual studio

matter and that it did not constitute a test

case for the industry. Representatives of

the Screen Actors Guild restated their stand
taken in February, 1942, that actors and
everyone in the industry should be subject
to draft, unless the Government deemed it

advisable that those concerned could be
more useful to the war effort in their pres-

ent occupation. Metro officials refused to

comment on the appeal and whether it

should be regarded as a test case. The
Rooney appeal came right after Orson
Welles' induction into the Army for limited
service. Although his physical examination
showed Welles to be suffering from asthma,
arthritis, weak back and flat feet, the Army
ruled him eligible for limited service.

* *

Legislation

The anti-blind checking bill in the Iowa
legislature was killed by refusal to bring it

up for consideration until after the deadline
for filing bills in the State Senate. The
bill which would have prohibited "spying"
upon the business operations of manufac-
tarers, merchants, motion picture exhibitors,

etc., was refused consideration, among other
reasons, because it included all other mer-
chants and some deemed it an anti-picket-
ing measure.

In New Hampshire, the proposal to re-
quire maximum 30-day clearance for all

subsequent runs after a picture's first show-
ing in the state, died in the legislature after
it was termed "ill-advised legislation" at this
time at a committee hearing.

The North Dakota theatre divorcement
bill was recommended for indefinite post-
ponement, an action tantamount to death
for the bill.

"Not a dark house in more than
20 years of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE

^Ifiiibpr Niitiunal Film Carriers' Au'n

250 N. JUNIPER STREET
rilir^DEMMlIA

rX)CUST 4822 RACE 4S00

Trade Showings
Following trade screenings were by the

five consenting majors:
20th Century-Fox—Five features to be

screened on March 8 and 9: "The Moon Is
Down," "Hello, Frisco, Hello," "Dixie Du-
gan," "He Hired the Boss," "Quiet Please
Murder."
Paramount—Fifth block, "China," March

19; "Aerial Gunner," March 22; "High Ex-
plosive," March 23 and "Five Graves to

Cairo," May 3.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer — "Harrigan's Kid"
and "Assignment in Brittany" on March 9;

"Pilot No. 5 and "DuBarry Was a Lady"
on March 16.

RKO-Radio—on March 15 and 16, "I

Walked with a Zombie," "Ladies Day," "This
Land Is Mine," "Falcon Strikes Back."
Warners has cancelled its screening of

"Watch On the Rhine," scheduled for

March 22 and substituted "Edge of Dark-
ness" for the same date.

* * *

Loeiv's Re-elects

Nicholas M. Schenck, president and all

other officers of Loew's, Inc. were re-elected

at a meeting of the board, at which it was
announced by J. Robert Rubin, vice-presi-

dent that the company's earnings for the

cui'rent fiscal year are expected at least to

equal last year's $12,132,606 profit, despite

higher taxes. Rubin reported the condition

of the company in respect to domestic and
foreign business as "excellent." The officers,

in addition to Schenck, who remain in their

present positions are: David Bernstein, vice-

president and treasurer; J. Robert Rubin,
W. F. Rodgers, Edward A. Schiller, Edward
J. Mannix, Al Lichtman, Howard Dietz, C. C.

Moskowitz, J. R. Vogel and Sam Katz, vice-

presidents; Leopold Friedman, secretary.
* * *

Gallup Polls Audiences
Audience Research Institute disclosed the

results of its poll of theatre audiences for

the best liked picture of 1942. The survey
was divided into six categories with "Mrs.
Miniver" taking top honors in all but the
male vote and the age group 12-17 division,

where the M-G-M picture placed second.
"Wake Island" received the greatest num-
ber of votes in these divisions. The results
of the individual groups are as follows: with
the six leading choices in order: In the vote
by sex, the males chose "Wake Island,'
"Mrs. Miniver," "How Green Was My Val-
ley," "Pride of the Yankees," "Read to
Morocco" and "Flying Tigers"; the females
choice was "Mrs. Miniver," "How Green
Was My Valley," "Holiday Inn," "Kings
Row," "Man Who Came to Dinner," "Major
and the Minor." In the age group from

12-17, it was "Wake Island," "Mrs. Miniver,"
"To the Shores of Tripoli," "Road to Mor-
occo," "Black Swan," "Captains of the
Clouds,; from 31 up, "Mrs. Miniver," "How
Green Was My Valley," "Man Who Came to
Dinner," "Holiday Inn," "Pride of the Yank-
ees" and "Wake Island." For the frequent
movie-goers (more than once a week) the
choices were "Mrs. Miniver," "How Green
Was My Valley," "Wake Island," "Man Who
Came to Dinner," "Pride of the Yankees"
and "Kings Row"; For those who go to the
movies less than once a week, "Mrs. Mini-
ver," "Wake Island," "How Green Was My
Valley," "Flying Tigers," "Holiday Inn" and
"Pride of the Yankees." The Institute re-

ports that similar studies in previous years
have showed great disparity in the opinions
of men and women, rich and poor. This
year, however, the unanimity for the choice
was unprecedented.

* *

Red Cross Drive
The Red Cross Campaign scheduled for

the industry on April 1-7 is aiming at a 6 to

10 million dollar figure, according to a state-

ment by Barney Balaban, national chairman
of the drive. Balaban called the drive "the

most important fund-raising effort ever un-
dertaken by the industry." "Never before,"

said Balaban "have we had a cause that is

so universally understood, so vital to our na-
tion in wartime and so close to the hearts
of the public. We have not set a quota—but
if this drive does not result in a fund three
to five times that ever before piled up by
our industry, we'll be disappointed." In
addition to the April 1-7 collection-drive in

the theatres, the industry is lending coopera-
tion to the Red Cross for its fund-raising
drive in March. Groups of screen stars are
touring the country, appearing at Red Cross
dinners and rallies, under cooperation of
the Hollywood Victory Committee. Theatres
are now showing the 7-minute short subject.

"Since Pearl Harbor." produced by March
of Time to help the Red Cross get over its

message in March. The Red Cross total

goal is $125,000,000.

THEATRE GAMES

CONTROLLED BINGO GAME—12 ways
in which to win, S3.00 a thous.and. 16 or 70

ways to win, two colors, .S3.50 a thousand.
Box 281, c o FILM BULLETIN, 1239 Vine
Street, Phila., Pa.

DIE CUT BINGO CARDS—S17.50 in

10,000 lots. Smaller quantities, $2.00 per 1,000,

1-75, 1-100. IMMEDIATE DELn-ERY—
ORDER NOW. S. Klous, c o FILM BUL-
LETIN, 1239 Vine Street, Phila., Pa.

SAVE Time . . . Energy . . . Insurance . . . Worry . . . Money

tioiiomically Sensible for All Your Deliveries to Be Made bv

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, Inc.

HORLACHER
PHILADELPHIA BALTIMORE WASHINGTON NEW YORK

1225 or 1239 Vine St. 1801 Bayard St. 1638 3rd St., N. E. 447 W. 17th St.

Membnr National Film Carri<>r». Inc Mi8a Yolanda Ciccliettl, Notary Public, 1239 Viae St.. Phila.
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FRANKENSTEIN MEETS THE WOLFMAN. ..The c'elfght of every true show-m^n i« a good, meatv horror picture into
'-•frch he can dig his teeth Every ar-
i-ival of a new chiller is greeted with
^: en relish, for these monster shocker?
.-ro cho ce morsels to be fed with allhe shivery trimmings to a horror-hu-grv public One monster is enough
for the average exploiteer to set his|o-m a-quaking, but, lo and behold
Univer-al has merged the blackest, foul-
es,, most evil shenanigans of tw.^ (2)of filmdom's most gruesome Titans
of Terror—and Mr. Showman is
a ready drooling with delicious
thoughts of the malice he will
v-reak upon his jittery public
Go to it. beys! If ever you had
a chance to scare hell out
of your pa'rons—this is it
Th=v'ii love it!
A Universal picture. Produced by
GPOrge Wagrner. Directed by Roy
William Neill. Cast: Lon Cha-
ney, llona Massey. Patric
Knowles, Bela Lugosi Li-
onel Atwill.
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SOMETHING TO SHOUT ABOUT . . . "My Sister

Eileen" lends her charms to this Columbia musical

comedy starring Don Ameche, Janet Blair and Jack

Oakie in a back-stage story about a small-towr

girl who makes good on Broadway. Miss Blair por-

trays an Altoona (Pa.) songwriter who strikes press

agent Ameche's fancy, arouses filthy rich Cobina
Wright, Jr.'s ire and gives Broadway producer
William Gaxton something to shout about. Songs
are by Cole Porter and Hazel Scott supplies the

swing. Gregory Ratoff produced and directed.



THE AMAZING MRS. HOLLIDAY . . . Deanna
Durbin, grown up enough to represent herself

as her sweetheart's grandmother, is seen as an
American girl who takes a brood of nine chil-

dren from war-torn China to San Francisco
where she masquerades as a wealthy commo-
dore's widow and falls for his grandson—until

the old man returns from his water grave. The
cast includes Edmond O'Brien, Barry Fitzgerald,
Arthur Treacher and Harry Davenport. Bruce
Manning produced and also directed.



STILL OUT
IN FRONT!

Y'OU have read a

lot in this space

lately, about the necessity for saving

film; on conserving restricted materials;

about the rapid turn-over in war-time

help, and many printed pleas aimed at

keeping everybody Victory-minded.

As patriotic Americans, it is a genuine

pleasure and a privilege to dedicate

our white space and printer's ink to the

cause that is nearest all our hearts, and

we intend to do more of it.

But may we digress a bit now, and

only just enough to tell our clientele that

we are still warmly devoted to the idea

of serving them with the best box-office

aids possible- STANDARD ACCESSORIES-

SPECIALTY ACCESSORIES and TRAILERS.

We pledge ourselves also, to main-

tain—as far as war conditions will per-

mit—the same high standard of service

that this company has striven for ever

since its inception.

nnrion pieen service
PRIZE BRBY OF THE mOUSTRY

Rush your

Pledge for

RED CROSS
WEEK!
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M-G-M
NEW
ASTOR
CHAMP
TOPS
THEM
ALL!

«tro -Goldwyn -Mayer
cong^tulates these champs:

WILLIAM SAROYAN'S "THE
<4UMAN COMEDY" • Produced
iiad Directed by CLARENCE
BROWN • Starring MICKEY
HOONEY • with FRANK
MORGAN • James Craig • Marsha
tiunt • Fay Bainter • Ray Collir\s

Van Johtison • Donna Reed • Jack
Jenkins • Dorothy Morris • John
Craven • Ann Ayars • Mary Nash
Henry O'Neill • From the Story by
Villiam Saroyan • Screen Play by
tioward Estabrook

& ^AR. HYDE

^^^^
^^^SCOURAGEOUS

AND ALL THE OTHERS I

Pledge Feasc!

Red Cross Drive

April 1 — 7

OOOQOOOQOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOJ
CASTOR THEATRE :
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The least you can do for the country you l4»ve
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WHAT ABOUT
The Consent Decree has burst back into the trade

news with a resounding detonation as a result of the

recent action by the Board of Directors of Allied in

ordering its counsel, A. F, Myers, to prepare a program
of revisions to be submitted to the Department of

Justice some time prior to the expiration of the three

years trial period next November 20th.

It is just as well that the move created a stir, for

this is an opportune time for discussion of the Decree
and its effects on the industry after November. If there

are to be changes recommended and considered, it is

not too early to talk about them. Since the consenting

film companies are quite amply represented by eminent
counsel and their interests will be adequately protected,

it remains for the independent exhibitors to get their

bearings and formulate a program for the protection of

their interests.

To clarify some confusing reports about Allied's

plans and its mode of procedure in this matter, Mr.

Myers last week issued a statement setting forth pre-

cisely what the status of the Decree will be next Novem-
ber and what avenues of remedial action, if any is

desired, are open to the exhibitor body.

It is clearly set forth in the Decree that the term

is indefinite, that the three years trial period was only

an agreement between the Government and the defend-

ants to desist from certain actions while they observed

how it functioned. The Government agreed, for the

term of the trial period, to refrain from taking further

action to divorce production and distribution from

exhibition, while the defendants agreed to abstain from

any general expansion of their theatre chains.

Mr. Myers points out that the Department of Jus-

tice "made it plain that the decree was intended to be
provisional; that a test period of three years was estab-

lished in which to judge of its effectiveness; that if at

the end of the test period the desired results had not

been obtained, the Government would seek divestiture

and dissolution" of the affiliated theatres.

He quotes from a press release issued by the

Department shortly after the Decree was entered to

2 , 19 4 3

THE DECREE?
the effect that a special unit would be set up in the

Anti-Trust Division to observe its operation and to

handle complaints, in order that the Department "will

be in a position to determine what further action, if

any, need be taken at the end of the trial period."

The unit was established in January, 1941, under

the direction of Robert L. Wright. The announcement
of his appointment included a summary of the functions

of the unit, as well as the problems it will seek to solve

at the termination of the trial period. These problems

were summed up in three questions, to wit:

1. Has the three-year trial of the Consent

Decree demonstrated that the competition re-

quired by the Sherman Act can be achieved in the

motion picture industry without securing the di-

vorcement of production and distribution from
exhibition?

2. If it has, must the Decree be modified in

other respects in order to achieve such competi-

tion in the industry?

3. If it must be so modified, what are the

specific modifications which will achieve that end?

We believe that Mr. Wright has endeavored to

make a fair and practical analysis of the industry's

problems during the more than two years his Motion

Picture Unit has functioned. In a report issued after

one year of observation, he declared that there were
causes for both satisfaction and dissatisfaction with

the results of the Decree's operation. The statement

was rational and unbiased and indicative of an open*

minded attitude.

Much of the burden of deciding the Government's

future course of action with respect to the Consent

Decree will rest on his unit. Unquestionably, he will

lend an attentive and considerate ear to the recommen-
dations of an organization like Allied, which represents

so many exhibitors. Mr. Wright knows as well as any-

one that while they are not a party to the Decree, the

independent theatre owners are very much a part of it.

MO WAX.
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delphia, Pa., RITtenhouse 7424; Barney Stein, Publication Manager; Ted Barlow, Circulation Manager; Frank Leyendecker, Staff Representative. HOI,l.T-
WOOD OFFICE: 648 North Hayworth Avenue, HoUywood, Calif.. Webster 5823; David Hanna, Hollywood Editor. Subscription Rate: ONE YEAR, $3.09
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M-G-M ... 2 in Third Block

'ASSIGNMENT IN BRITTANY' SUSPENSEFUL WAR FILM
Rates # # generally as dualler

M-G-M
96 minutes
Pierre Aumont, Susan Peters, Richard
Wliorf, Margaret Wycherly, Signe Hasso,
Jolin Emerj-, Reginald Owen, George Coul-

oursis, Sarali Padden, Miles Mander, Morris
Ankrum, Odette Myrtil, Darryl Hickman,
George Brest, Juanita Quigley, William Ed-
munds, Lucien Prival, Rex Williams, AlmLra
Sessions, Rudolph Anders.
Directed by Jack Conway.

A thrilling and suspenseful drama of oc-

cupied France, "Assignment in Brittany" is

far more absorbing and realistic than ths
same company's "Reunion in France" on a
somewhat similar theme. Although this

adaptation of the Helen Maclnnes novel has
the advantage of first-rate casting and di-

rection, it lacks marquee power and will

need strong selling to bring it to the atten-
tion of audiences who are certain to enjoy it.

The dual role of the courageous Free French
officer and the wounded traitor whom he so
closely resembles gives Pierre Aumont a

splendid introduction to American film fans
and this handsome French actor who com-
bines some of the qualities of Paul Henreid
and Charles Boyer is a natural for popu-
larity with the ladies. Despite some overly-

melodramatic situations, the story never fails

to hold the interest and its last half is

replete with exciting moments that stir the
pulse.

In the story, Pierre Aumont returns from
a long siege of fighting in Africa and is

immediately given the difficult assignment
of impersonating a native of Brittany who
lies wounded in a British hospital. Sent to

the coastal town where the Briton lived be-

fore the war, Aumont is told to locate a
secret submarine base used by the Nazis.
Although he is accepted as his double,
Aumont detects a hostile attitude from the
townspeople, his fiancee (Susan Peters) and
even his mother, Margaret Wycherly. The
latter soon penetrates the disguise and grows
to like the newcomer better than her own
son who, he learns, was a traitor who sold

secrets to the Nazis. The girl, too, event-

ually learns his true identity and, after they

'HARRIGAN'S KID' SENTIMENTAL RACE TRACK DUALLER
Rates • + as supporting dualler only

M-G-M
80 Minutes
Bobby Readick, Frank Craven, William Gar-
gan, J. Carrol Naish, Jay Ward, Douglas
Croft, Bill Cartledge, Irvin Lee, Selmer Jack-
son, Matt Moore, Russell Hicks, Jim Toney,
Allen Wood, Mickey Martin, J. Farrell Mac-
Donald, Ruth CUfford
Directed by Charles F. Reisner.

A modestly-budgeted programmer, and
one sadlyTacking in marquee value, "Harri-
gan's Kid" will probably be relegated to the
supporting spot wherever it plays. Notwith-
standing, it's a well-told race track yarn,
somewhat on the sentimental side, but most
likely to appeal to male patrons of all ages.
Picture has no women characters (except for
one bit) and consequently is minus even a
suggestion of romance or general feminine
interest. Except for a few slow spots which
could stand cutting, Charles F. Reisner has

directed the story simply and effectively and
worked up to a touching and dramatic cli-

max. Picture is notable chiefly for the acting
opportunity it gives to Bobby Readick, a
newcomer to pictures who is ideally cast as
a cocky jockey who learns the value of true
sportsmanship. Young Readick gives a
stand-out performance that will have patrons
inquiring about him. For the naborhood
spots—coupled with a strong star attraction.

In the story, Harrigan (William Gargan),
a one-time jockey, has had a run of bad
luck while training Bobby Readick to ride
one of his horses. When the horse is in-

jured, Gargan farms Readick out to Frank
Craven, trainer for an important racing
stable, much against the boy's will. Readick
misses the free-and-easy life with Gargan
and he resents Craven's strict supervision
and daily routine of hard work. Gargan's
plan had been to get racing tips from Rea-
dick but, when the boy is finally permitted
to ride, his character has changed for the

declare their love for each other, she aids

him to escape through the French under-

ground movement. The British raid the

submarine base and, although many lives

are lost, the young lovers escape to England.
Susan Peters has her best acting oppor-

tunity to date and turns in a convincing

performance as the French country girl.

Margaret Wycherly is outstanding as the

brave mother and Richard Whorf, Odette

Myrtil, William Edmunds and little Darryl

Hickman are excellent as loyal French
folk. Signe Hasso, also new to the Amer-
ican screen, is a good type for the sophisti-

cated French girl who betrays her country

to the Nazis.
YORK
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better. Although Gargan asks him to lose

the big race, Readick rides to win. In the
finale, he receives praise for his sportsman-
ship from Gargan. who has been fatally in-

jured by a crooked confederate.

Frank Craven is completely natural as the
honest trainer and William Gargan is capa-
ble enough as Harrigan. Douglas Croft eon-
tributes a nice bit as a loyal jockey and the
others are mainly racing types.

LEYENDECKER

M-G-M... 1 Not Set

'AIR RAID WARDENS' TYPICAL LAUREL AND HARDY HORSE-PLAY
Rates • • as dualler

M-G-M
67 minutes
Stan Laurel, Oliver Hardy, Edgar Kennedy,
Jacqueline Wliite, Horace McNaUy, Paul
Stanton, NeUa Walker, Howard Freeman,
Donald Meek, Henry O'Neill, Russell Hicks,
Robert Emmet O'Connor, Don CosteUo,
Frederic Worlock, William Tannen, Philip
Van Zandt.
Directed by Edward Sedgwick.

Typical Laurel and Hardy horse-play
which permits these comedians to pull most
of their familiar tricks, "Air Raid Wardens"
will get laughs from their numerous fol-

lowers. During their many years of popu-
larity in two-reelers and later in features,

this fun-making duo has rarely deviated

from the old-reliable routine of getting them-
selves, and everyone else, in hot water.
Laurel and Hardy dispense with gags in

favor of the custard pie and kick-in-the
pants technique of silent screen days. The
plot's timely note has the pair anxious to do
their part in civilian defense and accidentally
rounding up a gang of Nazi spies who are
planning to blow up a defense plant. Edgar
Kennedy is of great help in the comic high-
spot wherein he becomes infuriated at the
pair's bungling. This is undeniably funny,
but in smaller doses, and more originality

is needed if Laurel and Hardy expect to win
new fans.

In the story. Laurel and Hardy, who have
unsuccessfully tried several lines of business
in a small town, get the inspiration to enlist.

After being turned down by the Army, Navy

and Marines, they return to town and are

overjoyed when Horace McNally is instru-

mental in having them appointed air raid

wardens. They bungle this job, of course,

but, while following a petty thief to an
abandoned house, they uncover a gang of

Nazi spies. After more mishaps, they pre-

vent the bombing of the town's defense plant

and wind up as heroes.

Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy act as usual

throughout but Edgar Kennedy has rarely

been better than in the one scene he shares

with them. Howard Freeman, Nella Walker
and Donald Meek add a few laughs and
Horace McNally is acceptable as the young
editor who defends the pair. Jacqueline

White, the blonde heroine, is practically lost

in the shuflSe.

YORK
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'Time* Magazine Says

IT'S ONE OF THIS

YEAR'S BEST!
Reviews at all openings

say likewise!

IDA LUPINO DENNIS MORGAN joan LESLIE THE HARD WAY'
with JACK CARSON • GLADYS GEORGE • FAYE EMERSON • Directed by VINCENT SHERMAN • Screen Ploy by Daniel Fuchs and Peter Vierfel

RUSH PLEDGE FOR RED CROSS WEEK I



20th CISNTURY-rOX ... 4 in ISghth Block

THE MOON IS DOWN' SOMBRE DRAMA A B.O. QUESTION MARK
Rates • • + ; more if heavily exploited;

20th Century-Fox
90 Minutes

Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Henry Travers, Lee
J. Cobb, Dorris Bowdon, Peter Van Eyck,
Margraret Wycherly, William Post, Jr., E. J.

Ballantine, Henry Rowland, Hans Schum,
Ernest Dorian, Irving Pichel, Violette Wil-
son, John Banner, Ian Wolfe, Helene Thlmlg,
Trevor Bardette, Kurt Kreuger, Ernest
Hausman, Dorothy Peterson, Charles Mc-
Graw.

Directed by Irving Pichel.

This presents a boxofRce problem for the
average exhibitor. John Steinbeck's short
popular novel was not very successful as a
Broadway play, due, some critics felt, to its

defeatist approach. This reviewer is inclined
to the opinion that the sombre tone and
depressing philosophy of helpfulness in the
face of the Nazi invaders' oppression will
adversely affect the returns on the film ver-
sion. The story of a small Norwegian town
under the Nazi heel has been translated
faithfully (too faithfully, we think) and
sometimes impressively by Nunnally John-

best for class spots

son's screenplay. Its dramatic weakness lies

in the stress on idea rather than a people.
Hardly any of the characters are fully de-

veloped. There is no comedy relief and the
romantic interest is almost negligible. Irv-

ing Pichel has directed in a straightforward,
deliberate style and the cast, for the most
part well chosen, will afford the exhibitor
little aid in his exploitation. The emphasis,
if above average grosses are to be realized,

will have to be on the Steinbeck story and
its anti-Nazi implications. Best returns will

be attracted in the class locations. Big city

deluxers should do well enough, but we can-
not see much in this for the naborhoods and
rural situations.

In the story, the Nazi occupation of a
Norwegian village takes place due to the
treachery of the storekeeper (E. J. Ballan-
tine) almost before the townspeople have
time to offer resistance. The elderly mayor
(Henry Travers), who receives the German
commander and his staff, is as confused as
his people but he realizes that they must
bide their time. The townspeople are forced
to work the mine for the iron the Nazis so
sorely need and the first to revolt (William
Post, Jr) is tried and shot. This act unifies

the people and they plan small annoyances
which make the Nazi officers fearful. One
lonely German (Peter Van Eyck) tries to be
friendly toward Post's widow (Doris Bow-
don) who realizes he means no harm but
kills him, nevertheless. Finally dynamite,
dropped by the British in tiny parachutes,
gives the Norwegians the weapons to blow
up the mine, bridges and public buildings.

And, although Travers and other officials

are executed, other patriotic Norwegians will

carry on until they win back their freedom.
Sir Cedric Hardwicke, as the ruthless

Colonel Lanser who nevertheless realizes the
futility of terroism, and Henry Travers, as
the gentle Mayor Orden who understands
his people, are equally fine in the two out-

standing roles. Dorris Bowdon, as the tragic

young widow, and Peter Van Eyck, as the
friendless, love-starved German, contribute
several moving interludes, and Margaret
Wycherly, Lee J. Cobb, Ernest Dorian, Wil-
liam Post. Jr., and Director Pichel, who plays
an innkeeper bit, are likewise excellent. E. J.

Ballantine, who created the stage role of

the Quisling seems not quite sure of himself
in his film portrayal.

BARTON

'HELLO, FRISCO, HELLO' MUSICAL PACKED WITH BOXOFRCE POWER
Rates • • • + generally

Rates generally
20th Century-Fox
98 minutes
Alice Faye, John PajTie, Jack Oakie, Lynn
Sari, Laird Cregar, June Havoc, Aubrey
Mather, Ward Bond, John Archer, Esther
Dale, George Barbier, Harry Hayden, Frank
Orth, Frank Thomas, Mary Field, George
Lloyd, Edward Earle, Frank Darien, Ted
I>forth, Eddie Dunn.
Directed by Bruce Humberstone.

"Hello, Frisco, Hello," will be a box office

smash in all locations. It is a gaily-Techni-
colored musical with old-time song hits

galore, ample comedy and real marquee
power, which make it a cinch for hold-overs
in most first-runs. Alice Faye's return to

the screen after more than a year's absence,
the title, the Barbary Coast setting and
turn-of-the-century period all combine to

make it sure-fire for the old-timers who
remember and the young folks who are in-

trigued by the lively doings of another era.

Miss Faye looks radiant in a series of

dazzling, plume be-decked costumes, sings
in her best crooning fashion and carries the
formula romantic plot capably. Although
the story is strictly formula, it is packed
with the life and charm of the period and
carries a rare nostalgic glow particularly
during the singing of such hit tunes as
"Has Anybody Here Seen Kelly," "Hello,

Frisco, Hello," "Bedelia," "The Grizzly Bear,"
"Tulip Time in Holland" and "By the Light
of the Silvery Moon." The two last-named
are given magnificent production numbers
and the Technicolor, which is a tremendous
asset throughout, enhances the beauty of the

scenic effects. One new (Jordon and Warren
song, "You'll Never Know," is headed for

popularity. It's great entertainment and
the expressions of "terrific," "marvellous,"
etc., heard on all sides at the trade screening
proves that exhibitors agree.

The story opens on San Francisco's Bar-
bary Coast where John Payne and his faith-

ful troupe (Alice Faye, Jack Oakie and June
Havoc) try out a new number, "Hello, Frisco,

Hello" and are fired because they attract

too many customers away from the bar.

Payne, however, works a clever blackmail
scheme on the saloonkeepers and soon is

able to open his own place, "The Grizzly

Bear," which attracts a Nob Hill crowd in-

cluding Lynn Bari, madcap heiress. Payne
goes on to greater success and eventually

gets into the Upper Crust by marrying the
heiress, while Alice, who really loves him,
accepts a London offer. Later Payne loses

his money by backing opera in San Fran-
cisco and, after Miss Bari leaves him. Miss
Faye returns and secretly supplies the

finances for a new night club. After some
further misunderstanding, she and Payne
are brought together.

Lynn Bari makes a gorgeous appearance
in her spangled gowns and she is splendidly

cast as the adventuresome heiress. John
Payne does a neat acting job as the hand-
some showman and Jack Oakie and June
Havoc are amusing as the quarrelsome
hoofers who complete his troupe. Laird
Cregar has a colorful bit as a bluff, bearded
miner. Bruce Humberstone's direction gives

the show a fine pace throughout.

LEYENDECKER

'HE HIRED THE BOSS' PROGRAMMER OFFERS SCANT FUN
Rates • + as supporting dualler only

20th Century-Fox
73 Minutes
Stuart Erwin, Evelyn Venable, Thurston Hall,
William T. Orr, Vivian Blaine, James Bush,
Chick Chandler, Bennie Bartlett, Hugh
Beaumont, Ken Christy, Robert Emmett
Keane, Charles Coleman, Harold Goodwin,
Emmett Vogan, Eddie Acuff, Syd Saylor.
Directed by Thomas Z. Loring.

Mild and amiable, like its Milquetoast
office-worker hero, "He Hired the Boss" is a
moderately amusing programmer with scant
box office value. Picture is headed for the

supported dualler spot but, in naborhood
houses, the average patron will enjoy the
turning-worm theme and the many pleasing
comedy bits. Director Thomas Z. Loring
makes his characters likeable and not too-

exaggerated but he permits the story to

amble along for almost an hour and then
winds it up with a few minutes of fast

action. Stuart Erwin. who excels in "the

timid soul" portrayals, and Evelyn Venable,
who returns to the screen after several
years' absence, are well cast in the leading
roles. However, they are lacking in ro-

mantic appeal and their marquee draw is

slight. Consequently, this is just a filler.

In the story. Stuart Erwin. hard-working,
underpaid bookkeeper for Thurston Hall's

importing firm, is also air-raid warden by
night. He feels he cannot ask Evelyn Ven-
able, Hall's secretary, to marry him until he
gets a $10 raise. Summoned to his draft

board, Erwin receives gifts and a farewell
dinner from his fellow-employees and then,

when the Army turns him down, Hall re-

stores his job, but at a lower salary. Erwin

FOX. . .Continued on Page 8

has also loaned money to Chick Chandler
who is unable to pay him back but gives him
the deed to four lots as security. Unex-
pectedly Erwin finds that the property is

rich in bauxite and his girl makes him ac-

cept $100,000 for them. That night, during
air-raid drill, Erwn stumbles on crooked em-
ployees robbing Hall's warehouse. He is

beaten but manages to round up the crooks
and. by taking over Hall's bank loan, to buy
the company. He tries to lord it over Hall
but. instead, lets him direct the compan"
while he demands a $10 raise—and gets it.

Thurston Hall, as the blustering bos?.

James Bush, as a worried employee, and
Chick Chandler, as a wisecracking salesman,
give standard performances but Vivian
Blaine and William T. Orr are below-par
in secondary romantic parts.

YORK
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A SALUTE TO THE
EXHIBITORS OF AMERICA!

At this moment, as the results of the March of Dimes drive pour in,

I wish it were possible for me to shake the hand of every exhibitor and

theatre worker who participated in this grand effort. I would like to thank

and congratulate each of you personally on the splendid job you've done.

While the returns are not all in, indications are that the total collected

may exceed that of last year— a remarkably fine showing.

And such a result could only have been attained through the generous,

earnest work of exhibitors throughout the country.

As chairman of the national committee and on behalf of my associates,

I thank you exhibitors of America from the bottom of my heart. Again

you have reflected credit upon our entire industry.

You did the work; you produced the results; to you goes that satis*

faction which comes from helping those who need help.

The National Foundation For Infantile Paralysis asks me to extend its

deep gratitude.

And, through Mr. Basil O'Connor, I have the privilege of conveying

to you— each and everyone of you— the deep, personal appreciation of

President Roosevelt, sponsor of this fine charity.

Please hurry your final accounting to your state chairman, so we may

complete the job and tender the final checks as quickly as possible. The

total will be announced when the certified accountants have completed

their work.

•THANKS
TO ALL!"

NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK
l^ational Chairman, Motion Picture

Committee 1943 March of Dimes

P. S.— And now let's all work together again for

the success of the Red Cross Drive.



FOX^-Continued

'DIXrE DUGAN' SLAPSTICK QUICKIE BASED ON COMIC STRIP
Rates 9 + as supporting dualler in naborhoods

20th Century-Fox
66 Minutes

Liois Andrews, James £Uison, Charlotte
Greenwood, Charlie Ruggles, Eddie Foy, Jr.,

Ra>Tnond Walburn, Helen Reynolds, Irving

Bacon, Ann Todd, George Lessey, Morris
Ankrum, Sarah Edwards, George Melford,

Mae Marsh, Byron Foulger, Ray Walker,
Dick French, Ruth Warren, Paul Burns, Em-
mett Vogan, Minerva Urecal, Sam Wren.

Directed by Otto Brower.

Based on the well-known comic strip of the
same name, 'Dixie Dugan' carries on in the
same vein with a succession of over-drawn
slapstick sequences but with very meager
laugh results. The Dugan family sequences
are amusing enough but the attempt to satir-

ize wartime Washington's crowded living
conditions and the mobilization of women

workers offered comic possibilities which Di-
rector Otto Brower and the scenarists failed
to utilize. Instead, sudden black-out drills

and adventures with a time bomb produce
a laugh at first then lose their humorous
value due to constant repetition. If a series
is planned, subsequent releases will need
brighter story material. Lois Andrews, who
makes her screen debut as Dixie, is well-
known chiefly as George Jessel's wife. She
is extremely attractive but needs more film
training to click in a lead role. This will
make a fair supporting dualler in nabor-
hoods, where the title will have most box
office value.

Attracted to James Ellison, chief of the
MOWWFW (Mobilization of Women for
War Work), as well as being imbued with a
desire to do her part in the war effort, Dixie
Dugan makes an application and is hired,
through Civil Service, as his secretary. Dixie's
family, who have taken in a phony "Judge"

(Raymond Walburn) as boarder, are pleased
but Ellison and his fiancee are annoyed but
unable to discharge the girl. To get rid of
her, Ellison sends Dixie out on a survey
which, when completed, is filed away. Wal-
burn then slyly suggests to Dixie that her
report should be publicized via the newspa-
pers. Of course, when Ellison hears this he
is frantic but the situation is saved just be-
fore Dixie's report is to be broadcast by a
Senator during his air-waves speech.

Charlie Ruggles and Charlotte Green-
wood, as Dixie's parents, get the utmost in

laughs out of their feeble material and Ray-
mond Walburn, as the phony "Judge" who
becomes a non-paying boarder, and Eddie
Foy, Jr., as Dixie's boy friend, give amusing
portrayals. James Ellison, who over-plays
throughout, is better in straight comedy per-
formance.

DENLEY

RKO-RADIO ... 4 in Fifth Block

'THIS LAND IS MINE' MOVING PROPAGANDA FILM IS SPLENDIDLY ACTED
Rates • • • in deluxe and class houses; si

RKO Radio
103 Minutes

Charles Laughton, Maureen O'Hara, George
Sanders, Walter Slezak, Una O'Connor, Kent
Smith, Philip Merivale, Thurston Hall,

George Coulouris, Nancy Gates, Ivan Simp-
son, John Donat, Frank Alten, Leo Bulgakov,
Wheaton Chambers, Cecil Weston.

Directed by Jean Renoir.

An absorbing, frequently moving drama
about civil resistance in a Nazi-occupied
country, "This Land Is Mine" has been
splendidly acted by Charles Laughton,
Maureen O'Hara and a carefully chosen cast.

While the players give this above-average
marquee value, the title, brilliant dialogue
and intelligent treatment of the subject
matter will have a stronger appeal to first-

run and class audiences than in the nabor-
hood spots. This is propaganda entertain-

ment of a superior type although Director
Jean Renoir concentrates less on action than

ightly less elsewhere

on inspirational speeches and human interest

details. Dudley Nichols' screenplay is a
powerful and heroic one, even if its central

character is a timid, middle-aged school-

teacher aware of his many shortcomings
and afraid to champion the cause of free-

dom. Charles Laughton gives a sympathetic
and completely convincing portrayal of this

blubbering coward who finally receives the
courage to defy the Nazis and denounce his

collaborationist countrymen in a brilliantly-

delivered and intensely-moving courtroom
speech. This and the classroom reading ot

"The Rights of Man" in the finale are the
outstanding moments in a sincere and force-

ful drama. It deserves the wholehearted
support of all showmen.
The action takes place in a small town

recently occupied by the Nazis where Kent
Smith and some of the more courageous
citizens espouse the underground fight for

freedom while the Mayor and George Sand-
ers find it more profitable to collaborate

with the Nazis. Among those continuing
their routine lives are Charles Laughton,

mild-mannered schoolteacher, who is secretly

in love with Maureen O'Hara, a fellow-
teacher. Sanders informs on Kent, who is

killed by the Nazis, and then he takes his

own life although Laughton is suspected of

the murder. At the trial, Laughton pleads
his own cause so eloquently that he is acquit-

ted by his countrymen. Although the Nazis
try to buy his silence, Laughton reads the
banned "Rights of Man" to his pupils but

he is arrested as Miss O'Hara continues the

reading.

Laughton is the stand-out but Walter
Slezak also does a fine acting job as the

NELZi major who is both philosophical and
ruthless. The refreshingly lovely Maureen
O'Hara contributes an intense and glowing

portrayal and Philip Merivale, as the mar-
tyred head-master; CJeorge Sanders, Kent
Smith, Thurston Hall and Ivan Simpson are

excellent in other important roles. Una
O'Connor over-acts in the showy part of

Laughton's hysterical mother.

LEYENDECKER

'I WALKED WITH A ZOMBIE' WEIRDLY EFFECTIVE HORROR FILM
Rates • • if exploited in action spots

RKO Radio
69 Minutes

James Ellison, Frances Dee, Tom Conway,
Edith Barrett, James BeU, Christine Gordon,
Sir Lancelot, Jeni LeGon, Darby Jones,
Teresa Harris.

Directed by Jacques Tourneur.

A weirdly-effective programmer, with a
fascinating and unreal plot, "I Walked With
a Zombie" should appeal strongly to the hor-
ror fans. Like the first in RKO's horror
series, "Cat People," this receives expert di-

rection from Jacques Tourneur, who utilizes

eerie photography and scary effects to put
over its shuddery theme. Especially do the
incessant drum beats and the wild native
ceremonies add to the picture's frightening
powers. Based on a non-fiction article by

;
strong dualler elsewhere

Inez Wallace about the voodoo beliefs of

West Indian natives, the story is highly melo-
dramatic and even less believable, if possible,

than "Cat People." However, the exploitable

title and theme may also make this a sur-

prise click in action houses. Too scary for

the younger children.

The story starts off like a "True Story"
with the nurse-heroine (Frances Dee) nar-
rating her first impressions on her arrival

in the West Indies. Her patient, wife of a
wealthy sugar-planter (Tom Conway), has
been stricken with a rare tropic disease
which has left her like a zombie—unable to

speak or feel, although able to walk about.
Miss Dee also meets James Ellison, Con-
way's dissolute half-brother, and their

mother (Edith Barrett) who works with the
natives. Although the girl grows to love

Conway, she is persuaded by a native to

bring the half-dead wife to the voodoo tem-

RKO-RADIO—Continued on Page 12

pie for a miraculous cure. When this fails,

the natives conduct ceremonies to bring the

zombie wife back to life. This makes Elli-

son, who had been in love with his brother s

wife, half-crazed and he murders her and

carries her body into the sea. Their drown-
ing then clears the way for Conway and
Miss Dee.
Tom Conway does a first-i-ate acting job

as the unhappy husband of a zombie while

James Ellison is less convincing as his sel-

fish half-brother. Frances Dee is a good

choice for the role of the attractive nurse

and Christine CJordon has a central part

that consists merely of applying bloodless

make-up and wearing flowing garments.

Edith Barrett does fine emotional acting as

the mother although she looks like what she

actually is—a young woman wearing a gray
wig.

LETENDECKER
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THE NEWS DIGEST broadw^ay

A Bi-Weekly Review of the Trade's Events NEWSRLLL
Decree May Continue

The question of whether the Consent
Decree continues in effect after the expira-

tion of the three-year trial period next No-
vember, or if it terminates seems settled, at

least as far as the Department of Justice

is concerned. Robert L. Wright, special

assistant to the Attorney General, declared

last week that the operation of the decree

would continue unless the Department en-

ters a suit against the distributors, or ex-

hibitors petition the Government for a
change in the terms of the decree. Up to

this point, general opinion in the trade was
that it ended in November and that the

Government would be required to take new
action. National Allied, anticipating this

eventuality, at its recent Board of Directors
meeting directed A. F. Myers to prepare a
report of all protests and suggestions offered

by the independent exhibitors for amend-
ment of the decree. The report will be
submitted to the Allied national board meet-
ing in Detroit in May and eventually to the
Department of Justice. The Crescent de-
cision delivered on March 3 by Judge Davies
of U. S. District Court in Nashville wa.s
seen as having an important effect on the
future policy of the Department of Justice,
particularly in reference to the Consent
Decree. The decision was handed down in
an anti-trust suit against the Crescent Cir-
cuit alleging conspiracy to violate the Sher-
man anti-trust laws and the Government
was upheld. An appeal will be taken
against this decision by the defendants, and
if it is upheld, the Department will consider
the Crescent case a precedent in the other
pending Government anti-trust suits against
the industry.

* *

OWI Control
Forty-seven Hollywood producers, in a

letter to Lowell Mellett, head of the OWI
motion picture division, proposed that they
submit to the OWI only the scripts which
deal with Army and Navy subjects and
which are now being submitted to the War
Department "in order to continue the re-
lationship between the OWI and the motion
picture industry on a voluntary basis and
to obtain full advantage of the advice of
OWI." The producers feel that "the effect
of this arrangement will be to avoid any
implication that OWI is directing or exer-
cising directly or indirectly any powers of
censorship, while affording OWI access to
the same information as the War Depart-
ment receives and at the same time it re-
ceives it, so that effective use may be made
by the producers of the advisory facilities

of OWI." Mellett had no comment on the
letter. The producers' proposal followed a
previous executive order signed by the
President extending the full control over all

propaganda activities outside the Western
hemisphere to the OWI. This, of course,
includes motion pictures under the Federal
program.

* » »

Wood Asks WMC Reconsider
Declaring that completed pictures are use-

less without means to project them on the
screen, Pete Wood, secretary of the ITO of
Ohio, asked the War Manpower Commission
to reconsider its decision on the essentialitj'

of projectionists. Wood said, "We are in-

formed that the Essential Activities Com-
mittee of the War Manpower Commission

had turned down the request of the I. A. T.

S. E. for the listing of projectionists as
'necessary' men. In making this announce-
ment, CoUis Stocking, Chairman of the

EAC, pointed out for the first time that

the naming of 'motion picture production'

among the essential activities was definitely

intended to exclude other branches of the

industry. Our personal observation on this

decision is that completed pictures, includ-

ing governir'ent shorts, are not worth the

raw stock they are printed on unless means
are found to project them upon the screen.

We hope the War Manpower Commission
will recui.sidor the matter to the end that

it wiil txi.r:nd to exhibition at least the

same treatment given production.

JVB-Goldman Feud
The Warner Bros. - William Goldman

theatre-buying feud in Philadelphia was
accelerated during the past fortnight when
the circuit rushed in to purchase several

more of the theatres it operates in the

Philadelphia territory on leases. Following
Goldman's acquisition of the Keith's and
Kariton, two central city houses formerly
under the Warner banner, Warners closed

the deal for the first-run Aldine for a re-

pcrted price of $600,000. The chain also

bought the Circle, a key naborhood house,
the Manor, Norwood, Pa., and the Stanley,

Bridgeton, N. J. In addition, they took a
lease on the Shubert, old legit and burlesque
house and is understood to have negotiated

a deal for the Arcadia, only other indepen-
dent central city house not operated by
Goldman.

Warner Bros, evidently intend to shift the
Kariton and Keith hold-over runs to the
r.cwly acquired theatres. However, they and
the film companies will encounter serious
opposition from the Goldman forces if this

is attempted. The distributors are definitely

on the spot in view of the monopoly suit

recently filed against them and the Warner
chain on behalf of CJoldman's shuttered
Erlanger Theatre.

* r ^

Senate Ousts Disney Rider
The Senate Finance Committee voted out

the Disney amendment pegging high salaries

at their pre-Pearl Harbor level but prevent-
ing raises to above the $15 000 limit and are
expected to adopt the amendment to destroy
the President's salary limitation order out-
right. They are expected to recommend an
amendment similai' to that offered on the
House floor by Rep^ Jesse P. Wolcott, but
rejected to provide that the Government
may not oider any decroafes in wages or
salaries below the level prevailing for the
same or similai' work between January 1

and September 15 of 1942. The Committee
justifies its action by their belief that the
Price Control Act provides the President
with sufficient authority to prevent "in-

flationary" increases in salaries, but no right
to curb salaries.

* * •

Korda-Metro Merge
Alexander Korda and Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer have merged their British production
interests, with Korda due to return to Lon-
don shortly to start on production under the
new arrangement. The deal was consum-

(Continued on Page 28)

Business at Broadway's down-town film
palaces continues so strong that the combi-
nation of Lent and income taxes (both of
which ordinarily make sharp inroads on the
box office take) had little effect on the high
weekly grosses. Two widely-advertised stage-
-and-screen bills, "Stand By For Action"
with the first of the Capitol's new "in person"
shows, and Grace Moore, Metropolitan Opera
star, on the Roxy stage, with "The Young
Mr. Pitt" on the screen, both had smash
opening weeks and are holding over. In
each case, the stage attraction was credited
with the major draw. That the Capitol's

waiting lines, longest since "Gone With the
Wind" played that house, came there primar-
ily to see Bob Crosby and His Orchestra
and Borrah Minnevitch's Harmonica Rascals
was proven when the first week's receipts

totaled three times that of the previous week,
which had "Reunion in France" and a
straight-film program. Miss Moore, with her
huge musical following, gave a tremendous
boost to "The Young Mr. Pitt," a British-

made film, although the booking was con-

sidered a "natural" since both are mainly a
class draw. The Capitol's current show will

probably play a third week but the Roxy
brings in "Hello, Frisco, Hello" on March
24th.

To date, the Capitol's marquee-heavy
shows have not cut into business at the

other five houses with "in person" entertain-

ment although the nearby straight-film, play-

ing the star-laden "Forever and a Day," was
not up to expectations. However, this house,

being on the less-travelled side of Broadway,
never gets the packed houses so common at

other nearby theatres. This RKO release,

which will donate its profits to the National

Paralysis fund, started a second week on
March 19th as did "The Hard Way," which
had a big opening week at the Strand with

Ina Ray Hutton and Band on the stage.

Two other holdovers, "It Aain't Hav" and
"Frankenstein Meets the Wolf Man," both

Universal films, clicked in their opening

weeks at the Criterion and the Rialto respec-

tively. Abbott and Costello's previous films

have played six weeks each at the Criterion

while the horror picture is sure-fire for the

small Rialto.

Sole important opening of the current

week was "Keeper of the Flame," which
came into Radio City Music Hall on March
18th after two good, although not sensa-

tional, weeks of "They Got Me Covered."

Miss Hepburn's latest is an ideal booking

for this huge film emporium where her two

previous M-G-M vehicles, "Woman of the

Year" and "The Philadelphia Story" each

played six weeks . . . "Hitler's Children"

has been holding up sensationally at the

Paramount where it is now in its fourth

stanza with strong stage support from

Xavier Cugat and Orchestra and Henny
Youngman. The theatre goes back to Para-

mount films with "Happv-Go-Lucky" on

March 23rd "' Another new film of the week
was "Chetniks," which followed the five

week run of Disney's "Saludos Amigos" . .

.

"Hitler, Dead or Alive" will open at the

Globe early in April, according to Ben
Judell, its producer . . . With the scarcity of

Broadway showing spots due to the tendency

for four and six week runs, the State has

frequently played first-runs, the Palace, re-

cently playing second-runs with a minor
first-run in support, is doubling two first-runs,

"Journey Into Fear," the Orson Welles pic-

ture, and Monogram's "Silver Skates," both

of which would ordinarily have played a

larger house.
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/ The Record shows Republic's

straight-shootin', hard-riding, red-

^ blooded Westerns play in over 11,000
m^'. theatres. Let's give three rousing cheers

for these daring cowboys, brave cow-

girls, and death-defying stuntmen.

GENE AUTRT • ROY ROGERS • SMILEY BURNEHE • DON GABBY HAYES • VVILD BlU EUlOn • BOB SU.





RKO-RADIO—Continued

'THE FALCON STRIKES BACK' PAR FOR THE SERIES
Rates • • • for action and naborhood d

BKO Radio
59 Minutes
Tom Conway, Harriet HiUrard, Jane Ran-
dolph, Edgar Kennedy, Cliff Edwards, Rita
Corday, Erford Gage, Wynne Gibson, Rich-
ard Loo, Andre Chariot, Cliff Clark, Ed Gar-
gan.
Directed by Edward Dmytryk.

Tom Conway picks up where George
Sanders left off with scarcely a falter in

the Falcon series, and the redoubtable ad-
venturer continues to have a way with
women and trouble. Conway slips smoothly
into the characterization, patterned upon
the original both in star and story struct-

ture. It is again the lissom lady-in-trouble

who involves the Falcon in a potpourri ot

crime from which he must struggle to clear

himself with the police and, at the same
time, apprehend the culprits. The action is

uallers

confined for the most part to the very early
and very late portions of the picture, with
only occasional spurts in between. How-
ever, the unusual assortment of characters
and a timely theme involving stolen war
bonds keeps the interest alive throughout.
Followers of the Falcon series won't be dis-

appointed and audiences will find Conway
a suave and likeable character. This is

suited for the secondary spot on action
house and naborhood duals.

Tom Conway wakes up to find lovely
foreigner Rita Corday in his bedroom. She
persuades him to accompany her to a cock-
tail bar in search of her missing brother.
Acting upon hei- suggestion, Conway is

knocked out and finds himself the next day
in a meadow with a murder and war bond
theft rap facing him. He takes the authori-
ties to the cocktail bar only to find that it is

a Volunteer Knitters group headed by
Wynne Gibson. He traces Gibson's address

'LADIES' DAY' WACKY BASEBALL QUICKIE
Rates • + as dualler in lesser spots

BKO Radio
L,upe Velez, Eddie Albert, Patsy Kelly, Max
Baer, Jerome Cowan, Iris Adrian, Jack
Briggs, Joan Barclay, Cliff Clark, Carmen
Morales, George Cleveland, Buss Clark, Tom
Kennedy, Eddie Oew, Nedrick Yoimg, Balph
Sanford.

Directed by Leslie Goodwins.

This is a wild and wacky farce which
gives its players the opportunity to mug and
over-act to the limit. Although many of the
scenes in "Ladies' Day," which deals with
the favorite American sport, take place on
the baseball diamond, there is equally as
much slapstick and rough-housing between
the players' wives on the train and in hotel
rooms. Leslie Goodwins has directed in the

Rates • O • — generally

Bepublic

86 minutes

John Carroll, Susan Haj'ward, Gail Patrick,

Walter Catlett, Eve Arden, Melville Cooper,
Mary Treen, Tom Kennedy, Astrid AUwyn,
Tim Byan, Jak Williams, the Harlem Sand-
man, Dorothy Dandridge, Pops and Louie,

The Music Maids, The Three Cheers, Chinita,

The Golden Gate Quartette, Freddie Martin,
Count Basie and Bay McKinley Orchestras.

Directed by Albert S. Bogell.

Republic steps forward with an entertain-

ing big-time musical, which has hit tunes
and three name bands to put them over.

Several of the songs, particularly "Do These
Old Eyes Deceive Me" and "A Change of

Heart," seem headed for inclusion on the
Hit Parade of the air and they are pleas-

ingly, if not spectacularly, sung by John
Carroll, Susan Hayward and such musical
groups as The Music Maids and Three
Cheers. It's a lively show with elaborate
production numbers featuring clever danc-
ing or vocal specialties and sophisticated
dialogue to brighten up its routine plot. The
title and the three top orchestras, particu-

12

'Mexican Spitfire' vein with Lupe Velez
straining her tonsils in an exaggerated por-
trayal such as she gave in that once-popular
series. Fast and furious as it is, the story is

bound to get some laughs even if the humor
starts to wear thin long before the end. The
cast names will give this marquee value as
a supporting dualler in naborhood spots. The
baseball theme may also be of aid later in

the season.
In the story, Eddie Albert plays the part

of Wacky Waters, a great baseball pitcher
whose weakness for the ladies frequently
throws him off his game. When he marries
Lupe Velez, fiery Mexican film star, the other
players' wives are worried about their World
Series chances and they persuade the bride

to return to Hollywood for another picture.

Just as the team wins the pennant, Lupe
notifies Albert that she is returning to him.

larly Freddie Martin's and Count Basic's,

rate strong exploitation and they give the
picture such marquee value that will pay
off with big grossees in most situations.

Everyone concerned, especially Director
Albert S. Rogell and Songwriters Styne and
Adamson, deserve credit for a lavish and
tuneful picture.

The story concerns an aspiring songwriter
(Susan Hayward) who arrives in New York
to learn that one of her songs has been
pirated by John Carroll, music publisher,
who has given it a new title and capitalized

MORE REVIEWS ON PAGE 23

to a high-class hotel run by Harriet Hilliard
and with an odd assortment of guests. One
is killed before Conway can learn her part
in the doings. Eluding the police, Conway
turns up the bond-stealing syndicate com-
posed of Gibson, Corday and Gage, who in

turn have been terrorized by Kennedy, a
maniacal killer seeking revenge for an
earlier theft by the syndicate which left him
penniless.

The cast is adequate, with Richard Loo
standing out as Conway's house-boy turned
Chinese ambassador. Cliff Edwards, who
takes Allen Jenkins' place as the Falcon's
Man Friday, is responsible for most of the
comedy, which is limited mainly to double-
takes. Edward Dmytryk's direction keeps
the plot from getting too complicated, while
withholding the solution to the very end,
which is no mean feat, considering the
devious turns taken by the tale.

STINE

The frantic wives again set to work and man-
age to keep Lupe captive in a hotel room
during the series. Albert then becomes wor-
ried about Lupe and his playing starts to

suffer until she escapes and makes her way
to him before the final game. He then
pitches wonderful ball to give his team the
Series.

The fiery Lupe Velez and the mild-man-
nered Eddie Albert are neatly-contrasted

types but the latter gives a far more con-
vincing portrayal. Patsy Kelly has several

really comic moments as the boisterous and
scheming wife of Max Baer, who is seen as
a dumb ball player. Iris Adrian and Joan
Barclay also give raucous-voiced perform-
ances and Jerome Cowan is amusing a^ a
penny-pinching manager.

YORK

BANDS

on its success. Instead of exposing Carroll,

the girl tries another method—that of ghost-

writing all his songs which she will claim

as hers when they have become well-known.

Of course, she eventually falls in love with

Carroll to the consternation of Gail Patrick,

a calculating songstress who is carrjnng on
a secret affair with him. Carroll plans to

announce Miss Hayward as the true com-
poser of his newest hit, but the jealous song-

stress uses her influence to bar the tune from
the air. Miss Hayward misunderstands and
Carroll then goes to great lengths and
finally manages to have it played as part of

a bond-selling campaign that is being broad-
cast.

Susan Haj-ward registers her strongest

screen hit to date as the designing little

song-writer and John Carroll plays the

attractive four-flusher with the proper dash.

Eve Arden, who returns to films after her

Broadway success, is outstanding as the

heroine's wise-cracking pal and Gail Patrick

is first-rate and makes a stunning appear-

ance as the shrewd songstress. Walter Cat-

lett and Melville Cooper contribute good
supporting comedy performances.

LEYENDECKER
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
This studio continues to set a fast production pace. With the

Humphrey Bogart starrer, "Somewhere in Sahara," and the co-

starring team of Merle Oberon and Brian Aherne in "Attack by
Night," there will be a total of no less than seven films launched
during the month of March... So far the films that are in produc-
tion are divided more or less between war backgrounds and light
musicals, with attention given to the daily headlines. .. "Right
Guy," featuring Claire Trevor, Jess Barker and Edgar Buchanan,
is before the cameras, with Ray Enright handling the meg and
David Chatkin in the producer's berth... Also on the schedule is

an untitled musical and "Let the Eagle Scream," which Sam
Bischoff will produce and Leigh Jason will direct.

Plans are being rushed to film the original story, "Constanti-
nople," a tale of modern Turkey, since the studio feels that this
spot will be the next field of action in the war. Osso Van Eyss
has been given the script assignment. . .In trying to keep up with
timely topics, work is under way for the filming of "Officers'
Candidate School," which Edward Kaufman will produce.

Since it has made quite a bit of money on the "Lone Wolf"
series, Columbia is planning to continue producing the mystery-
mellers. John Stone already has been assigned to the screenplay
of the next one, which Wallace MacDonald will produce.

IN PRODUCTION—"Attack by Night" (M. Oberon-B. Aherne),
"Somewhere in Sahara" (H. Bogart-B. Bennett), "Right Guy"
(C. Trevor-E. Buchanan), "Two Senoritas from' Chicago" (J.
Falkenberg-J. Davis), "Appointment in Berlin" (G. Sanders-M.
Chapman).

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
The movie industry has been watching with keen interest the

result of England's attempt to reclaim the stars and technicians
-who were drafted when war was declared in Europe. It has finally
been realized by the executives over here that a direct move must
be made, and in the very near future, or we will be faced with the
.same problem that England is now trying to correct.

If the industry is to be considered essential and if it is ex-
pected to do a good job for the government and for the sustenance
of morale, there must be an adjustment of the attitude toward film
players and workers. General Hershey, who stated a short time
ago that stars should be deferred on the grounds of working in an
essential industry, dumped the responsibility of the final decision
mto the lap of Elmer Davis, head of the Office of War Information,
who, in turn, shoved it over to Lowell Mellett. This buck-passing
act has done nothing toward solving the problem.

Things were brought out into the open by the recent visit of
Nicholas Schenck, who was not only speaking for his Loew's
organization, but for the whole industry. Schenck, in his talk to
Davis, stated that the war had already taken most of the male
stars and suggested that there should be consideration shown to
the few remaining ones before it was too late. He added that the
stars could not very well ask for deferments for themselves nor
were the studios in a position to do so and that it was up to the
Government to intervene.

The M-G-M chief went on to mention the attitude of the Rus-
sian Government toward its movie industry, which gives it the
highest rating and consideration, demanding only that it produce
more and more pictures. Schenck also pointed out that England's
movie industry was virtually closed because of the draft and that
there b^s been a sudden realization of the power of Alms In war

time and that the British Government was making every effort to

reinstate those film people put into uniform.
General Hershey, in charge of the draft, agreed with Schenck,

but did not feel that he was the one to make the decision and
thought the matter should be taken up with the President. It is

remembered by all that Clark Gable wrote the President asking

what he could do and the answer given was that Gable could best

serve his country by staying right where he was, in Hollywood.
It has been proven that personalities like Gable are more of a

liability than an asset, because they attract large crowds and in-

terfere with the training program of the soldiers.

M-(J-M went out on a limb a few weeks ago in asking a defer-

ment for Mickey Rooney on the ground that he is "essential."

However, the test case that was hoped for by other studios, in

addition to Metro never materialized — Rooney was placed in 4F
following his physical examination.

The industry has been seriously handicapped by the drafting

of top technicians, writers and actors and it is only a matter of

time until there will be a sharp falling off of product, unless steps

are taken to remedy the situation.

The studios aren't the only ones having troubles these days.

An exhibitor committee, representing the Theatres Division of

WAC, met with Manpower Commissioner Paul V. McNutt in

Washington to discuss minimum manpower requirements neces-

sary to maintain the continued operation of American theatres.

All aspects of the situation were covered and it is hoped out here
that there will be a favorable solution to the problem that is just

as important to exhibitors as the star situation is to the studios.

It is easy to see that if production is kept going, it is equally
important to keep distribution and exhibition in operation, since

the branches are interdependent.

IN PRODUCTION—"Girl Crazy" (M. Rooney-J. Garland),
"Best Foot Forward" (L. Ball-B. Gaxton), "Right About Face"
(K. Kyser-M. Maxwell), "A Guy Named Joe" (S. Tracy-I. Dunne),
"The Man from Down Under" <C. Laughton-B. Barnes), "Madame
Curie" (G. Garson-W. Pidgeon), "Russia" (R. Taylor-S. Peters).

MONOGRAM
The importation of foreign talent continues, the latest being

the signing of Russian Herman Millakowsky to a producer's con-
tract at Monogram. Millakowsky has a record of twenty years
film work in Europe, having produced 42 pictures in Germany and
Austria for distribution by UFA and Amelka previous to the ad-
vent of Hitler. He also worked with Pathe in Paris, where he
made pictures starring Simone Simon, Jean Pierre Aumont, Erich
von Stroheim and others. Contracts just signed by Monogram
and the Hollywood Pictures Corporation, name of the new Milla-
kowsky unit, vest in Monogram all distribution rights for the
United States, Hawaii and Alaska. First American production
will be "Hitler's Women" (we'll have his whole blasted family
pretty soon!) which is based on material Millakowsky gathered
during his many years spent in Europe.

Two pictures are slated for release in March. The first is the
Bela Lugosi bedtime story, "The Ape Man," which William Beau-
dine directed for producers Sam Katzman and Jack Dietz. Barney
Sarecky scripted.

Steve Sekely has been handed the directorial assignment on
"Casa Manana" which will go into production as soon as the
screenplay is finished ... Edward Norris has been signed to play
the lead in the forthcoming production, "Wings Over the Pacific,"
which will have Inez Cooper in the top feminine spot. Phil Rosen
will handle the direction and it will be under the production ban-
ner of Llndsley Parsons. . .The next Max King production will be



"Time Bomb," which Lew Collins will meg from the script by
Bart Lypton.

IN PRODUCTION—"Wings Over the Pacific" (I. Cooper-E.
Norris), "Cowboy Commandos" (R. Corrigan-D. Moore).

PARAMOUNT
Its vaults bursting with completed features, and six more

before the cameras now. Paramount plans to have at least six

more top budget films rolling within the next two months. Among
this batch is "The Story of Dr. Wassell," which will be produced
by Cecil B. DeMille and will be one of the most ambitious pictures
of his life. Gary Cooper will be in the title role. Another top
production will be "Frenchman's Creek," co-starring Joan Fontaine
and Arthur de Cordova. It will be in Technicolor under the guid-
ing hand of David Lewis.

E. D. Leshin's production, "Four Angels," will start in April,
Dorothy Lamour, Fred MacMurray, Betty Hutton, Diana Lynn
and Mimi Chandler holding the top spots. For the same month is

slated "The Uninvited," a serious ghost drama which will be pro-
duced by Charles Brackett and star Ray Milland.

One of the top producers on the lot, David Lewis, has let it

be known that he is going to concern himself chiefly with es-
capist themes in the films that he is to make in coming months.
He feels that there has been too much emphasis on the war and
that people go to the theatre to forget it, rather than to have it

brought home to them all of the time. At the present time he is

looking for the remainder of the stories that he will need to round
out his schedule, he being one of the few chaps that likes to have
his season completely mapped out before starting.

Contract writer Lester Cole and Jack Wagner, who collabor-
ated on the John Steinbeck original screenplay, "A Medal for
Benny," will commence on the script with Frank Butler, the pic
to be produced by Paul Jones with Dorothy Lamour, Fred Mac-
Murray and Akim Tamiroff in the top roles... As expected, Y.
Frank Freeman was unanimously elected for a fourth term as
president of the Producers' Association.

IN PRODUCTION—"So Proudly We Hail" (C. Colbert-V. Lake-

P. Goddard), "Lady in the Dark" (G. Rogers-R. Milland), "Let's

Face It" (B. Hope-B. Hutton), "Hostages" (L. Rainer-A. de
Cordova).

PRODUCERS RELEASING
The new restrictions by the Office of War Information has

held up the foreign release of three of PRC's pictures. "Paper
Bullets," "A Yank in Libya" and "Tomorrow We Live" have plots

that do not meet with the approval of the OWI and they will be
released only in the United States and Canada, the latter not
requiring an export license.

Producers are finding it difficult to find a substitute plot that

has the sure-fire selling angles of the average melodrama dealing
with the underworld, a lopic that is not popular with the OWI.
It is felt by the Government that this type of picture gives a
wrong impression of the United States abroad and that they
should be made only for home consumption in the future.

Arthur Greenblatt, PRC distribution head, claims a total of

816 new accounts for the company's western product and says
that the market and the returns are the best in the studio'3

history. He went on to say that during the 1943-44 season there
would be concentration on pictures which had exploitation values
aimed at the boxoffice. The sales chief is planning to make a tour
of his exchanges to see just what the exhibitor likes and wants
During this jaunt he will set-up first run and other circuit deals
on the two specials, "Corregidor," starring Otto Kruger and Elissa
Landi, and "Follies Girl," with Wendy Barrie and Gordon Oliver.

Greenblatt stated further that PRC would release a minimum
of 42 pictures foi' the 1943-44 season. The lineup will be as diversi-

fied as possible in respect to subjects and there will be 33-1/3
per cent more spent on the coming pictures than on the current
program.

Twenty-one stories have already been purchased for the com-
ing season and within 60 days nine pictures scheduled for dis-

tribution during the 1943-44 season will either be completed or in

production. The whole program is an effort to make a strong bid
for "A" playing time and to elevate the standards, not only of the
production end of the studio but of the exploitation as well.

NEW RELEASES

COLUMBIA

For details on these pictures see Release Charts In the PRODUCTION RECORD

RKO

Block

After Midnight with Boston Blackie March 18
The Desperadoes March 25
Law of the Northwest April 1
Murder in Times Square April 2

M-G-M

Journey for Margaret
Northwest Rangers
Whistling in Dixie
Dr. Gillespie's New Assistant
Andy Hardy's Double Life (

Second
Keeper of the Flame
Reunion in France
Stand By for Action
Three Hearts for Julia
Tennessee Johnson

MONOGRAM
The Ape Man March 19
Land of Hunted Men March 26
Ghost Rider April 2
Clancy Street Boys April 23

PRODUCERS RELEASING
Corregidor March 15
Behind Prison Walls March 22
My Son, the Hero April 5

PARAMOUNT
The Forest Rangers
The Road to Morocco
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch

f-

Henry Aldrich, Editor
|

block

Street of Chance
The Avengers
Wrecking Crew
My Heart Belongs to Daddy

I

^'^^

Palm Beach Story
(

t>lock

Lucky Jordan

Hitler's Children
Forever and a Day
Flight for Freedom
Sagebrush Law
Ladies' Day
This Land is Mine
I Walked With a Zombie

REPUBLIC
At Dawn We Die
Hit Parade of 1943

King of the Cowboys
Tahiti Honey
Sante Fe Scouts
Shantytown

.March 19

.March 26

..April 2

..April 2

..April 9

. .April 23

. .April 30

.March 20

.March 26

.March 27

. .April 6

. .April 10

. .April 20

20th CENTURY-FOX
Quiet, Please, Murder.
Hello, Frisco. Hello...
He Hired the Boss....
The Moon Is Down. . .

.

.March 19

.March 26

. .April 2

..April 9

UNITED ARTISTS

Hoppy Serves a Writ.
Hangmen Also Die. . .

Border Patrol
Lady of Burlesque. .

.

Taxi, Mister

.March 12

.March 26

..April 2

. .April 9

. .April 16

UNIVERSAL
Cheyenne Roundup . . .

.

Rhythm of the Islands.
White Savage

It Ain't Hay
He's My Guy
Keep 'Em Slugging . . .

It Comes Up Love

..April 9

..April 16

. .April 23

.March 19

.March 26

..April 2

..April 9

WARNER BROS
Air Force .March 20
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RKO-RADIO
This studio lately has developed an ear for music attuned to

the jingle of the boxofRce. There are no less than seven musicals
lined up for the coming months, with the lot's top names being
used, as well as some borrowed stars. Leading the parade is "The
Sky's the Limit," starring Fred Astaire and Joan Leslie. Next on
the program is "The Pretty Girl," followed by "Queens of Burles-
que," then "Higher and Higher," based on the Rodgers and Hart
B'Way success. Edgar Bergen and Kay Kyser are slated for
"Keep 'Em Singing," after which the Charles Koerner Navy
musical should be ready for the cameras. Last on the schedule is

the Herbert Wilcox tuner which will star Anna Neagle, but which
will be held up until they have both finished "The Yellow Canary,"
now being filmed in England.

This studio is far from being out of the woods, but the grosses
from its current pics aren't doing it any harm. "Hitler's Children"
is getting extended runs from coast to coast and Goldwyn's
Dorothy Lamour-Bob Hope starrer, "They Got Me Covered,"
scored holdover or moveover dates at four L. A. theatres.

The director-producer combination of Jacques Tourneur and
Val Lewton will handle the forthcoming production of "The
Seventh Victim." The current release made by the pair, "The
Cat People," has been cleaning up at the boxofflce and it is ex-
pected that this picture will be a repeat... The studio continues
its horror rampage with two new story buys, "The Amorous
Ghost" and "The Screaming Skull." Jean Gabin, on loan-out from
20th, will have a top spot in as yet untitled picture that Dudley
Nichols will script and Jean Renoir will direct.

IN PRODUCTION—"Lady Takes a Chance" (J. Arthur-J.
Wayne), "North Star" (W. Huston-A. Harding).

REPUBLIC
This studio is climbing up into the big league with steady

strides. If all of the pictures scheduled for the coming season
have the high quality of "Hit Parade of 1943" (reviewed in this
issue), there will be plenty more "A" playing time for future
Republic product.

Twenty-one stories are being readied for the cameras and it
looks like a busy spring ahead. At the top of the list are "Silver
Spurs," Roy Rogers starrer, to be produced by Joe Kane, and
"War of the Wild Cats," a Robert North production with John
Wayne having the lead. The latter will also be in "A Guy Could
Change," which Al Rogell will produce and direct.

Republic has used its head in lending Wayne to other studios.
As a result of the build-up that the star has gotten off his own lot
(at Metro and Universal), he is now more valuable than ever to
his own studio. Another very wise policy is that of borrowinc?
top names for specials, thereby getting "A" playing time and
building up a reputation for ability to turn out b o. product that
sells. There is still room for a lot of improvement, but Republic
can well be pleased with the strides that it has already made.

IN PRODUCTION—"Prodigal's Mother" (M. Paige-J. Craven),
"False Faces" (R. Williams-B. Henry), "Man from Thunder River''
(B. Elliott-A. Jeffrys), "Song of Texas" (R. Rogers-S. Ryan).

20th CENTURY-FOX
William Goetz, executive vice-president in charge of produc-

tion, is going to let the public pick the stories that they want to
see. He believes that the books and plays which meet with public
approval are the safest bets for film production, so 20th-Fox is

planning to pick most of the coming product for the new season
from those works that have proven their worth on Broadway and
the best seller lists. Production will not be limited to any par-
ticular trend. Stories will be chosen for their entertainment value
only, whether they deal with the war, comedy, romance or have
musical backgrounds.

Goetz believes that the factual story packs a wallop that goes
right to the theatre-goer's heart and is lining up scripts based on
true-to-life happenings. One of the first for the season will be
"Four Jills and a Jeep," which will tell of the trip taken by Carole
Landis, Martha Raye, Mitzi Mayfair and Kay Francis when they
toured the army camps in North Africa.

Every effort is being made to push newcomers Jennifer Jones,
Dorothy McGuire and Vivian Blane to augment the regular roster.
With the established names of Alice Faye, Betty Grable and Car-
men Miranda, plus those acquired in outside deals, like Joan Fon-
taine, Orson Welles, Robert Donat and Joseph Cotton, the studio
should be well fixed for top money names for the coming season.

Jack Benny, good boxofflce draw despite his "Meanest Man"
epic, is slated to do another picture on 20th's lot. . .Negotiations
are under way for the Clifford Odets play, "The Russian People,"
which will reach the screen under the name of "The Snow Is Red"
...Monty Woolley will be seen in Barry Fleming's "Colonel Effing-
ham's Raid," a Book-of-the-Month selection.

One of the studio's big stars, Alice Faye, makes a smash come-
back after a year's absence in "Hello, Frisco, Hello." She looks

lovelier than ever and sings in finer voice... It looks as though
Islin Auster's first production for Fox will be "Guadalcanal Diary,"

although "I Escaped from Hong Kong" and "Four Jills and a Jeep"

are also in preparation.

The studio wants to get "Diary" released while it is still timely

...Laurel and Hardy will be seen in "By Jupiter," a non-musical

based on the play "The Warrior's Husband" from which the Rod-
gers and Hart musical "By Jupiter" was taken.

Twentieth Century-Fox, now 48 per cent owners of the 580 or

more theatres comprising National Theatres, has negotiated for

the remaining 52 per cent held by the Chase National for a pu:-

chase price of .$13,000,000. The brokerage firm of Lehman Bros,
offered financing up to ten million with Fox supplying the remain-
ing three million.

IN PRODUCTION—"Bomber's Moon" (G. Montgomery-
Annabella), "Heaven Can Wait" (D. Ameche-G. Tierney), "Jane
Eyre" (O. Welles-J. Fontaine), "Jitterbugs" (Laurel and Hardy),
"Sweet Rosie O'Grady" (B. Grable-R. Young).

UNITED ARTISTS
Edward Small, inactive for the past year, is reported getting

ready for production and it looks as though his first picture will

be the dramatizing of the best seller, "The Raft" — story that
deals with a group of men adrift in the Pacific for thirty days.

Work is being held up on the Cagney unit due to the trouble

of casting one of the major parts, that of an old woman. Pic is

the newspaper story, "McLeod's Folly," first to be produced by
William Cagney for UA with brother James starred.

Harry Sherman has brought up his contract list to seven with
the signing of Rod Cameron, formerly with Paramount. . .Eric
Pommer is planning to produce "The Man Who Killed Hitler."

So far no cast is assigned. . .Charles R. Rogers, down on the
General Service lot, will start work on "The Gaunt Woman,"
story by Edmund Gilligan.

UNIVERSAL
The studios must be looking forward to a famine of talent,

stories and technicians if the tremendous backlog that they are
building up is any indication. Universal, for instance, has the
largest product supply in its history and yet is pushing ahead to
build its ready-for-release list to even greater proportions. Al-
though there are four major productions on the market now, nine
awaiting shipment, nine in the cutting rooms and five in produc-
tion, the executives are rushing work on a shooting schedule that
will maintain sound stage activity at peak for the next Ijew
months.

Under the scissors are such films as Walter Wanger's "We've
Never Been Licked," the Charles Boyer-Julien Duvivier special
"For All We Know" and "White Savage," which will be in Techni-
color.

Features completed and ready for release are "Hi'ya Chum,"
"Frankenstein Meets the Wolf Man," "It Ain't Hay," "He's My
Guy," "Keep 'Em Slugging," "It Comes Up Love," "Rhythm of

the Islands," "Sherlock Holmes in Washington," and the British-
made "Next of Kin."

It is being wondered around town if Deanna Durbin can come
back after a year's absence and re-win the public's favor as a
sophisticated young lady. The Universal star isn't clicking very
big in "Mrs. Holliday," which is proving a disappointment to all

concerned.
A deal has just been consummated by this studio with David

O. Selznick for the services of Joseph Gotten, slated to co-star
with Durbin in Felix Jackson's production of "Hers to Hold,"
which Frank Ryan will megaphone. Her next will be W. Somer-
set Maugham's "Christmas Holiday."

IN PRODUCTION—"Phantom of the Opera" (N. Eddy-S.
Foster), "Corvettes in Action" (R. Scott-J. Brown).

WARNER BROS.
There will be a new "cycle" started at the Burbank studio by

Mark Hellinger. Despite the fact that the pictures from WB
which have been cleaning up during the past few months have
been those that had war themes, Hellinger is going to make all

his future films strictly for the "escapist" market. First on the
list is the all-star show, "Thank Your Lucky Stars," with each of

the top names doing a specialty of sorts. Your correspondent has
been told that the surprise hit of the show is the singing of the
Cockney song, "That's What You'll Jolly Well Get," by none other
than Errol Flynn. Next on the Hellinger schedule will be "The
Life of Will Rogers," but the producer is running into casting

(Continued on Page 20)
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& RELEASE
In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc.,

appeared. "Rel" is the national release date. "No." Is the release number. There may be variations in

the Running Time in states where there is censorship. All new productions are on 1942-43 programs unless

otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title and running time denotes Technicolor production.

1942-43 Features (48)

Westerns (16)

Serials ( 4)

Completed (32)

Completed (16)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (5)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

IN PRODUCTION
Title—Running Timt Cast Details

Attack by Night (— ) M. Oberon - B. Aherne . . . . 1-11

.

Appointment in Berlin (— ) G. Sanders - M. Chapman . 3-8

.

Right Guy (— ) C. Trevor - E. Buchanan .... 3-8

.

Somewhere in Sahara (— ) H. Bogart - L. Bridges 2-8.
Two Senoritas from Chicago (— ) J. Falkenburg - J. Davis... 3-8.

RELEASE CHART

' A. Savage. . . .

- P. Lorre. . .

,

- C. Worth

B. Samarzlch

.

- D. Dudley..

A. Lee

- H. Brooke. .

J. Davis

K. Harris...

- A. Lake..

' B. Halop

Wills

S. Patterson

.

M. Lindsay. . .

1942-43 -

After Midnight with Boston Blackie C. Morris

Boogie Man WH] Get You. The (66) B. Karloff

Boston Blackie Goes Hollywood (68) C. Morris

Boys front Stalingrad S. Becket
Cjty Without Men L. Darnell

Commandos Strike at Dawn (98) P. Muni -

Counter Espionage (72) W. William
Dttallt under title: The Lone W*lf In Settland Yard

Daring Young Man, The (70) j. E. Brown - M. Chapman
Deadline Guns R. Hayden - S. Patterson..
Desperadoes. The (T) R. scott - G. Ford
•Mtroyer E. G. Robinson - G. Ford..
Fighting Buckarto C. Starrctt - K. Harris..
Frontier Fury C. Starrett
Hail to the Ranoers C. Starrett
It's a Great Life p'

singleton -

Details under title: Blondle Buys a Horse

Junior Army F. Bartholomew
Last Horseman, The r. Hayden - B.

Details under title: Suicide Range

Laugh Your Blues Away B. Gordon - M. Lindsay
Details under title: How Do You Do?

kaw (f the Northwest C. Starrett

Let's Have Fun B. Gordon
Details under title: Shall I Tell Era?

Line Pralrli (58) R. Hayden - B. Wills
Details under title: Law of the Badlands

LMt Horizon tf Shangri-La R. Ctlman - J.

Lucky Legs (64) J. Falkenburg

Man's World (60) M. Chapman •

The Mere the Merrier J. Arthur - J.

Details under title: Merry-Go-Reund
Murder In Times Square E. Lowe - M.

Night to Remember, A (82) L. Young - B.

Details under title: The Frightened Stiff

No Place 1x a Lady W. Gargan -

Details under title: Thirteen Steps to Heaven

One Dangerous Night W. William -

Pardon My Gun C. Starrett -

Power of the Press (63) L. Tracy - G.

Redhead from Manhattan L. Velez - D.

Reveille with Beverly F. Slack - B.

Riders of the Northwest Mounted R. Hayden -

Riding Through Nev?da (61) C. Starrett

Details under title: Shotgun Goard
Riding West C. Starrett - S. Patterson.

Robin Hood of the Range C. Starrett - K. Harris...

Saddles and Sagebrush R. Hayden • A. Savage...
Details nndrr title: Outlaw Busters

S»eret Codp Th» 'SfriaD P. Kellv - A. NagrI

She Has What It Takes J

Details under title: Broadway Daddies

Silver City Raiders Hayden

Smith of Minnesota (66) B. Smith •

Something to Shout About D. Ameche
Spirit of Stanford. The (73) .F. Albert -

Stand By All Networks (64) I. Beal - F. Rice

Tornado In the Saddle. A R. Hayden - B. Wills

Details under title: The Trail's End
Underground Agent (68) B. Bennett - L. Brooks...

Valley of Vanishing Men (Serial) W. Elliott - C. Morales..

Wyoming Hurricane R. Hayden - S. Patterson.

You Were Never Lovelier (96) F. Astaire • R. Hayworth.

Dttallt under title: Tho Gay Senorita

12-14
. .7-13

. .6-29

12-28.
.8-24
.7-20

. . 4-20

7-13
.11-2.

.8-10
11-16.

. .7-27

12-28.
.9-21.

. .2-8.

.8-24

.6-29.

.8-10

Wyatt

K. Harris.

W. Wright

MeCrti. . . .

Chapman .

.

Aherne ....

Rtiuii

. . .6-1

.11-2

.8-24

. . .318. .

. .10-22. .4026

. .11-5. .4030

. . .1-14. . . 4013
1-7. . .4004
9-3. .4027

. . .10-8. .4021

. . .3-25.
'.

.'.
. .2-1. .4203

. .11-26. .4038

. .11-12. .4033

4-1.

3-4.

1.1015. .4209

. . .10-1. .4032
1. . .9-17. . .4044

. . . .4-2.

I. .12-10. .4009

M. Lindsay. . .9-21. . .2-11.

M. Chapman
A. Carroll . .

Kibbee. . . .

Leavitt

Crosby. . . .

B. Wills...

E. Cobb

.9-21.

. .6-1.

.10-5.

.2-18. .

10-19.

, .8-24.

. .5-18.

.1-21.

.12-1.

.1-28.

.4036

.4028

.4202

.4038

. .2-4.

.2-15.

.10-1.

.4014

.4211

.4201

12-14.

.

.10-5.

.

. .10-19.

Falkenberg • T. Neal.

Carroll.

Judge. . .

Oakie. . .

Chapman

.

. .7-13.

.12-28.

. .9-7. .

. .6-29.

,
.8-10.

. .6-15.

. . .6-1.

.11-30.

. .8-10.

11-16.

.

. .11-2.

. .6-15.

.9 4.

.4-16.

.4120

Bad Men of the Hills (58)

.

Oetalli inder title: Valley of Lawless Men
Blondie for Victory (70) P. Singleton

Hayden.

I. Lake

. . .4-6.

...5-4.

10-15.

.2-25.

.9-10.
.10-29.

12-15.

.12-3.

11-19.

.8-13.

.S-6.

.4035

.4022

.4042

.4210

.4039

.4bb«

.3207

.3)19

Enemy Agent Meets Ellery Queen (63) W. Gargan - M.
Flight Lieutenants (80) P. O'Brien - G.

Detalli andir title: Ht'i My ON Han
My Sister Eileen (95) R. Russell - B.

Overland to Deadwood (58) C. Starrett - R.

Perils of the Royal Mounted (Serial) R. Stevens - N.

Prairie Gunsmoke (56) B. Elliott - T.

Sabotage Squad (60) K. Harris - B.

Details under title: FIngeri

Talk or the Town. The (118) Grant - Arthur •

Details under title: The SentlMien Mlibihave

Vengeance of the West (60) B. Elliott - T.

Lindsay 7-30. . .3031
Ford 3-23 7-9... 3012

Aherne 6-1. . .9-30. . .3002
Hayden 5-4 . . .5-25. . .3208

O'Day . .. 4-20. . .5-29. . .3180
Bitter ... .12-29. . .7-16. . .3215
Bennett 5-4. . .8-27 . . .3046

Colman

Ritter.

1-26.

.4-20.

.8-20. . .3001

. .9-3. . .3216

MITRO-GOil
1942-43 Features Completed (40) In Production (6)

RUSSIA
Drama—Shooting started March 11.

Cast: Robert Taylor, Susan Peters, Robert Benchley, Margrart't

O'Brien, Keenan W>-nn, Felix Bressart, Darryl Hickman,
Michael Chekhov, Morris Ankrum.

Director: Gregory Ratoff Producer: Joseph Pasternak
Story: Hubert Ta.vlor plays a musical conductor who goes to Russia and.

tlirough his marriage to Susan Peters, gets involved in the war.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast Details Rel. H:

Best Foot Forward L. Ball - H. James 2-8

Girl Crazy M. Roooey - J. Garland. .
.1-25

Guy Named Joe, A (— ) S. Tracy - I. Dunne 3-8

Madame Curie (— ) G. Garson - W. Pidgeon . . . .
3-8

Man from Down Under, The (— ) C. Laughton - B. Barnes 3-8

Right About Face K. Kysef - M. Maxwell 2-8

1942-43

BLOCK NO. ONE
Apache Trail (6<) W. Lnndlgan • D. Reed 3-23 304
Cairo (101) J. MacDonald - R. Young. . .4-20 306
Eyes In the Night (79) E. Arnold - A. Harding 6-1 309
For Me and My Gal (103) J. Garland - G. Murphy 4-20 312

Details onder title: Mo and My Gal

Omaha Trail (102) ..J. Craig - D. Jagper 6-1 311
Details under title: Ox Train

Panama Hattle (79) V. Heflin - K. Grayson 4-6 308
Seven Sweethearts (97) A. Sathern - D. Oalley 9-20 303

Details under title: Tulip Time
Samewhere I'll Find Yon (108) C. Gable - L. Turner 1-26 301
Tish (84) M. Main - Z. Pitts 5-4 302
War Against Mrs. Hadley, The (85) F. Bainter - E. Arnold 6-1 306
Yank at Eton. A (88) M. Rooaey - I. Hunter 4-6 305
White Cargo (90) H. Lamarr - W. Pidgeon .... 6-1 310

BLOCK NO. TWO
Aady Hardy'i Double Life (92) M. Rooney - L. Stone 6-15 318

etaili under title: Andy Hardy'i Lut Fllap
Or. Gillespie's New Assistant (87) L. Barrymore - V. Johnson .8-24 317
Journey for Margaret (81) R. Young - 1. Day 6-29 314
Keeper af tho Flaaio (106) K. Hepburn - S. Tracy 7-20 320
Northwest Rangers (63) J. Craig - W. Lundigan 7-13 319

Details under title: Gambler's Choice

Reunion In France (102) J. Crawford - J. Wayne... 7-13 315
•etalls under titio: Reialoo

Stand by far Action (109) R. Taylor - C. Laoghton 6-29 316
Details under title: Carp* of Innocents

Three Hearts for Julia (70) A. Sothern - H. Douglas. . .9-21 322
Tcnnauce Johnsaa (103) V. Hcllin - R. Hussey 6-29 321

Details under title: The Man on Anwiea's Conscience

Whistling In Dixie (74) R. Skelton - A. Rutherford . . 6-29 313

BLOCK NO. THREE
Assignment in Brittany (96) R. Wkorf - S. Peters 9-21
Cabin in the Sky (98) »»ai>^r» - L Hnrue y-7

DuBarry Was a Lady (T) R. Skelton - L. Ball 9-7

Harrigan's Kid (80) t. Readick - W. Gargan ... 11-2

Pilot No. 5 F. Tone - M. Hunt 7-20
Details under title: Skyway to Glory

Slightly Dangerous (94) L. Turner - R. Young 9-21

Details under title: Nothing Ventured

Stranger In Town, A (67) F. Morgan - B. Carlson ... 11-16

Youngest Profession, The (82) v. Weidler - E. Arnold 11-2

1« FILMBULLETIN



NOT DESIGNATED
Above Sajplclon J. Crawford-F. MacMurray.
Air Raid Wardens (80) Laurel & Hardy

Taylor - L.

Barrymore -

Astor - H.

Carradlne -

Rooney -

Nolan ....
0. Reid .

Marshall

.

P. Morison.

D. Reed..

Powell . . .

Bataan's Last Stand R.

Dr. Gillespie's Criminal Case L
Faculty Row M.

Details under title: The Half Pint Kid
Hangman. The (— ) J.

Human Comedy, The (118) M
I Dood It B. Skelton - E.

Details under title: Mr. Justice Goes Hunting

Lassie Come Home (T) R. McDowell - E. Gwenn.
Presenting Lily Mars J. liarlano - R. Carlson..

Private Miss Jones (T) K. Grayson G. Kelly ...

Random Harvest R. Colman G. Garsun...

Sabotage Agent R. Dnnat - V. Horison . .

Salute to the IMarines (T) W. Beery - F. Bainter. . .

Swing Shift Maisle A. Sothern - J. Craig ...

11-30.
12- 14.

.12-14.

12-14.
.1-25.

. .8-7.

11-30.

. .9-7.

8-10.
11-30.

.5-18.
10-19.

.10-5.

.1-11.

MOHOCRAM
1942-43 Features (33)

Westerns (16)

Completed (18)

Completed (11)

In Production (1)

In Production (1)

WrNGS OVER THE PACIFIC
Drama—Shooting started March 5.

Cast: Inez Cooper, Edward Norris, Robert Armstrong, Montagu
Love, Henry Guttman, Ernie Adams, John Ross, James
Lono.

Director: Phil Rosen Producer: Lindsley Par;ons
story: AH about Xazis and the fight for a girl on a lonely island in the Soulh

Pacific.

COWBOY COMMANDOS
Western—Shooting started March 9.

Cast: Ray Corrigan, Dennis Moore, Max Terhune, Evelyn Finley.
Director: Roy Luby Producer: George W. Weeks
story: Gang of Nazis trying to sabotage a mine and a group of cowboys from

a Commando oulfit wipe them out.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

Title—Running Time Cast

Ape Man, The B. Lugosi -

Bowery at Midnight B. Lugosi -

Clancy Street Boys L. Gorcey -

Crime Smasher, The F. Graham -

Details under title: Adventure of Cosmo Jones
Dawn on the Great Divide (63) B. Jones -

Foreign Agent (64) j. Shelton -

W. Ford...
W. McKay.

B. Jordan.

R. Cromwell

D. Sharpe.

M. Brian.

G. Roland.

Moore.

Jordan . .

Lowcry . . . .

I. Jordan . .

McKay . . .

Bell

. Storm
Ghost Rider j. in. Brown - R. Hatton
Ghosts in the Night East Side Kids

Haunted Ranch j. King -

Details under title: Saddle Cyclone

I Escape from the Gestapo D. Jagger
Details under title: No Escape

Isle of Missing Men (67) J. Howard
Details under title: Isia of Fury

Kid Dynamite (67) L. Gorcey - B. Jordan.
Details under title: Little Mobsters

Land of Hunted Men R. Corrigan - D.

Living Ghost, The L. Go.cey - B.
Lure of the Islands (61) M. Hart - R.

'Neath Brooklyn Bridge (64) L. Go cey -
1

One Thrilling Night (69) J. Real - W.
Details under title: Army Bride

Prison Mutiny (64) E. Norris - J.

Details under title: You Can't Beat the Law
Rhythm Parade R.

('etails under title: Bye, Bye, Baby
Robber's Roost d

Silent Witness B.

Sarong Girl A.

Silver Skates (75) K.

Texas to Bataan j. Ki„g
Frail Riders

j. |(ing
Details under title: Dead Men Don't Ride

Two-Fisted Justice j. King - D. Sharpe.
Details under title: Dead Man's Trail

Western Mail (55) T. Keene
West of the Law B. Jones
Wild Horse Stampede H. Gibson

Details

.12-28.
. .8 24.

. . .2-8.

.11-30.

. .10-5.

. .7-20.

2-22.

,2-22.

.11-2.

.1-11.

.6-15.

.10-5.

Rel.

.3-19.

.

.10-30
.

.4-23. .

.1-22. .

12-18. .

. .10-0. .

. .4-2. .

. .9 7.

.5-18.

.9-7.

.4-20.

Woodbury

.

Lowery - G. Storm . .

Corrigan

Page - I

Corio -

Baker

- D. Moore.

I. Wrixon . . .

D. O'Flynn.

Belita. . . .

. Terhune . . .

. Sharpe. . . .

J. Trent

T. McCoy...

' K. Maynard.

1941-42—
Arizona Stagecoach (58) R. Corrigan
Criminal Investigator (61) E. Fellows •

Details under title: Homicide Squad
Death Cell (66) J. Mason -

Hillbilly Blitzkrieg (63) E. Kennedy

King. .

Miljan

.

12-14.

.9-21.

12-28.

.11-2.

. .3-8. .

10-19.

. .8-fO.

.10-5.

.9-21.

.12-29.

. .8-24.

. .3-8.

.6-29.

.8-10.

.2-19

.5-14

. .9-11

, . .2-5

. .3-26

.11-27

. . .7-2

.11-20

. .8-28

. .2-12

.12-11

. .3-12

. .1-15

. .2-5

10-16

.12-4

. .1-8

.2-13

, .10-?

Vyner. . .

.

Duncan .

.

King of the Stallions (63) C. Thundercloud-D. O'Brien

.

J. Woodbury.Phantom Killer, The (61) D. Pureell
Details under title: Man and the Devil

Police Bullets (60) J. Archer - J.

Riders of the West (60) B. Jones - T.

Robber Racketeers (66) R. Cortez - R.

Details under title: Hot Rubber
Smart Alecks (66) L. Gorcey - B. Jordan..
Spring Meeting (— ) N. Pilbeam - B. Sidney.
Texas Trouble Shooters (55) R. Corrigan - J. King.,
War Dogs (63) B. Lee - K. Linaker...

Marsh . .

McCoy. . .

Hudson . .

. . For.

.

. .6-1.

.6-29.

.7-13.

.7-13.

.6-30.

. .6-1.

. .6-1.

For.

.

. .5-4.

.8-24.

. .9-4.

10-23.

.6-19.

.8-14.

.9-18.

.10-2.

.9-25.

.8-21.

.6-26.

.8-7.

. .7-9.

.6-12.

11-13.

PARAMOUNT
1942-43 Features

Westerns

Completed (36)

Completed ( 0)

In Production (4)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast Details

Hostages L. Rainer - A. de Cordova. .2-22. .

Lady In the Dark (T) G. Rogers - R. Milland. . .12-28. .

So Proudly We Hall C. Colbert - P. Goddard ... 12-14 . .

Let's Face It B. Hope - B. Hutton 2-22..

1942-43 -

BLOCK NO. ONE
Ulass Key, The (85) B. Donlevy

Major and the Minor. The (100) G. Rogers

Priorities on Parade (79) A. Miller

Wake Island (78) B. Donlevy

Wildcat (73) R. Arlen -

BLOCK NO. TWO
Forest Rangers, The (T) (87) F. MacMurray - P. Goddard. 1-26 4206
Henry Aldrich, Editor (72) J. Lydon - C. Smith 4209

V. Lake 3-9.

R. Milland 3-23.

B. J. Rhodes 4-6.

R. Preston 4-6.

\. Judge 1-26.

4203
4203
4201
4205
4204

.3-23.

,

. .2-9.

.

.1-26. .

.4207

.4208

.421C

. For

.4-20
.2-9

.4213

.4212

.4214

.A. Ladd M. McDonald. .7-20. .4215

- D. Powell.

C. Smith. .

A. Shirley. .

- E. Drew.

. .5-4. .

.
.7-20.

.

. .5-18.

.

. .8-24.

.

Road to Morocco, The (89) B. Crosby - B. Hope.

Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch (80) F. Bainter H. Herbert..

Street of Chance (72) B. Meredith - C. Trevor...

Details under title: Black Curtain, The

BLOCK NO. THREE
Avengers, The (88) R. Richardson - D. Kerr..

Wrecking Crew (73) R. Arlen - C. Morris

My Heart Belongs to Daddy (75) R. Carlson - M. O'Driicoll.

Palm Beach Story, The (88) C. Colbert - J. McCrea 4211
Lucky Jordan (84)

Details under title: Prelude to Glory

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Happy-Go-Lucky (T) (78)

Henry Aldrich Gets Glamour (72)

Lady Bodyguard (70) E.

Night Plane from Chungking (69) R.

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Five Graves to Cairo F.

China L. Young -

Aerial Gunner R. Arlen -

High Explosive C. Morris

Details under title: You Can't Live Forever

Salute for Three B. Rhoades

SPECIALS
Star Spangled Rhythm (99) All Star 6-29. . .2-12. . .4231

NOT DESIGNATED
Dixie (T) B. Crosby

For Whom the Bell Tolls (T) G. Cooper

Good Fellows, The H. Walker

Great Without Glory J. McCrea
Details under title: Triumph Over Pain

Henry Aldrich Does His Bit I. Lydon -

Henry Aldrich Plays Cupid I. Lydon -

Henry Aldrich Swings It J. Lydon

. M. Martin

. 1. Lydon -

Albert -

Preston

Tone A. Tamirolf 1-25. .

- A. Ladd 11-16..
- C. Morris 11-2.

J. Parker 8-24. .

D. Drake 11-16. .

0. Lamour. .

1. Bergman . .

J. Brown . .

B. Field

Lynn. . .

.11-16.

. .7-13.

.1-25.

. .4-20.

. .9-21.D.

C. Smith 1-25.

C. Smith 12-14.
Miracle of Morgan's Creek B. Donlevy - B. Hutton .... 10-5

.

No Time for Love C. Colbert - F. MacMurray .. 6-15

.

Riding High 0. Lamour - D. Powell .... 1-25

.

True to Life (T) M. Martin - F. Tone 9-21.

Carey - J. Phillips 11-1.
Crosby - F. Astaire. . . .12-1.
Dix - P. Foster 12-1.
Preston-M. O'Drlscoll 9-6.

1941-42-
Are Husbands Necessary? (79) R. Milland

Details inder title: Mr. and Mrs. Cigat
Beacneomber, The (80) C.Laughton-E.Lanchester.

Beyond the Blue Horizon (76) T D. Lamour-R

Details onder title: Her Jungle Mate
Or. Broadway (67) M
Holiday Inn (101) B.

I Live on Danger (73) R.

Night in New Orleans (75) R.

Details under title: Morning After. The
Outlaws of the Desert (66) B. Boyd - B.

Reap the Wild Wind (124) T R. Milland-P.

Riders of the Timberline (59) W. Boyd - B

Details under title: Timber Wolves

Secret of the Wasteland (66) W. Boyd - B.

Stick to Your Guns (63) W. Boyd - B.

Sweater Girl (77) E. Bracken

Details under title: Sing a Song of Homicide

Takr a Litter. Darling (93) B. Russell-F

tombstone—The Town Too R. Dix - D
Touoh to Die (79)

Twilight on the Trail (58) W. Boyd - B. George

B. Field. . . 12-1 7.

.Reissue. . .7-24
Denning 7-26 *. .

.

.7. . .

.6. . .

King. . .

Goddard

.

King. . .

King. .

King. .

V. Lee.

. .5-31

,
.6-14

. .6-14

. .5-17
7-12

. .7-12

Wl

.Wl

.Wl

.Wl
6.

.

MacMurray.

Castle

.12-1. . .

.10-4. . .

.Wl
N3TE: Figures in No. Column denote Bloek-of-Frve

PRODUCiRS RELEASING
1942-43 Features (24)

Westerns (18)

Completed (19)

Completed ( 9)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

Title—Running Time Cast Details Rel. No.

Baby Face Morgan (65) M. Carlisle - R. Cromwell .... 6-1 ... 9-15 .... 317
Bad Men of Thunder Gap (— ) J. Newill - D. O'Brien 3-5.... 352
Behind Prison Walls A. Baxter - G. Michael ... 11-30 ... 3-22 313

Details under title: After Tomorrow

Boss of the Big Town, The (64) J. Litel - F. Rice 8-24. .12-7.... 310

MARCH 22, 1943 IT



Billy, the Kid No. 4 B
City of S lent Men (64)

'

F.
Ditails under title: Silent Men

Corregidor 0
Ueaj Men Walk G.
Follies Girl (— ) . . W.
Fugitive of the Plains B.

Ddails under title: Billy the Kid No. 3
Ghost and the Guest, The F.

Girls in Chains A.
Kid Rides Again, The g.

Details under title: Billy the Kid No. 2
Lady from Chungking (69) ^.

Man of Courage L.

Details under title: Permit to Kill

Miss V from Moscow (68) L.

My Son, the Hero P.

Mysterious Rid(r. The B.

Details under: Unlilled Billy the Kid
Night for Crime. A (78) G.

Overland Stagecoach B.

Pay-Off. The L.

Queen of Broadway R.

Rangers Take Over, The 0.

Riders of the Sage 3.

Details under title: Western Saboteurs

Secrets of a Co-Ed (67) 0.

Tomorrow We Live (67) R.

Wild Horse Rustlers (57) B.

Vanks Are Coming, The (67) H.

Crabbe - A. St. John. .

Albertson - J. Lang. . .

Krugcr E. Landi. . .

2ucco - M. Carlisle, . .

Barrie - G. Oliver. . .

Crabbe - M. Leslie. . .

Rice - J. Dunn
Judge - R. Clark. . . .

Craobe - A. St. John.

M. Wong - H. Huber

Talbot - B. MacLane. .

Lane - N. Madison ...

Kelly - R. Karns

Crabbe - A. St. John. .

Farrell - L. Talbot

Livingstone - S. Moore.

Tracy - T. Brown ....
Hudson - B. Crabbe

. .

O'Brien - J. Newhall . .

.1-25.
.

. .7-20.

.12-14.

. .9-21.

.12-14.

. . .2-8.

. .2-8.

.11-30.

. .10-5.

.9-21.

. . 8-20

.

.12-28.

. .10-5.

. .7-13.

. .11-2

.10-19.
10-19.

.11-16,
Livingston - A. St. John. 12-28.

Kruger - T. Thayer 8-10.
Cortcz - 1. Parker 7-13
Livingston - A. St. John

King & Band - M. Healy. .8-10.

.10-12. . . . 308

. .3-29. . . . .31

. .2-10. . . .320
. . . 5-3 . .

. .3-12.

.

. .359

. . 4-19 . .

. .1-27. . . .358

.12-21.

.

. .302
. . . 1-4 . . . .319

. 11-23 . . . .318
. . .4-5. . . .311
.11-20. . . .357

. .2-18. . . .304
. 12-11 . , . . 363
. . 1-21 . . . . 303

3-8 312
.12-25. . . .351
. .2-12. . . .364

.10-26. . . .309
. .9-29. . . .307
2-12. . . .364

. .11-9. . . .301

1941-42
Along the Sundown Trail L. Powell . A. Davis 8 10 . 10-19.
Hitler, Beast of Berlin R. Drew - S. Buna Reissue

Jungle Siren (68) 4. Corio - B. Crabbe 6-29
Law and Order Crabbe

Lone Rider in Border Round-up (60) G. Huston

Oillaws of Boulder Pass fi.

Prairie Pals ^.

Huston
Davis .

A. St. John.

A. St. John.

A. St. John.

G. Boyd...
Prisoner of Japan (64) A. Baxter - G. Michael.

Sheriff of Sage Valley 3. Crabbe

Tuniblcweed Trail (54) B. Boyd
rank in Libya, A (64) H. B. Warner - I. Woodbury .6-1

M. Leslie.

A. Davis.

.7-20.

.'.9-7'.

. .9-4.

. .5-4.

.8-10.

.5-18.

. .8-21.

. .8-21.

. .9-18.

.10 28.

. .9-11.

. .7-22.

. .10-2.

. .7-10.

. .7-31

.256

.203

.261

.266
. .267

, .255

. .204

, .262

. .254

. 220

B. Sleile.

M. Lord .

Merrick.

KInj of the Mounties (Serial) A. Lane - P. Drake
London Blackout Murders (58) I. Abbott - M. McLeod...
Man Trap Henry Stevens - D. Lovett
Moscow Sirikes Back <b'^l Russian Ootumenlary ...
Mountain Rhythm (70) IVeaver Family
Uld Homestead. The (68) Weave- Family
Purple V, The j. Archer - M. McLeod..
Sante Fe Scouts Thrte Mesquiteers
Outlaws of Pine Ridge (59) D. Barry - L. Merrick...
Riders of the Rio Grande T. Tyler - B. Steele .. .

Ridin' Down the Canyon (55) R. Rogers - G. Hayes ...
Secrets of the Underground (71) J. Hubbard - V. Grey ...

Details under title: The Corpse Came CO O.

Shadows of the Sage (57) I.

Shanty Town M
Sombrero Kid. The (i6) 1

South of the Border G. Autry - M. Lee

Sundown Kid (56) D. Barry - L. Merrick...

Swing Your Partner E. Dale - R. Clark

Tahiti Honey s. Simon - D. O Keefe. . .

Thundering Trails . B. Steele

Traitor Within (60) J. Parker

Uetails under title: Eleven Were Brave

Valley of Hunted Men B. Steele

X Marks the Spot (55) D. O'Flynn - H. Parrish

Youth on Parade (72) J. Hubbard - M. O Driscoll

Details under title: Chatterbox

1941-42
Bells of Capistrano <73) G. Autry - S. Burnette 7-20
Call of the Canyon (71) G. Autry - S. Burnette.. ..6-15
'^lylng Tigers 1102) J. Wayne - J. Carroll 5-4

Hurricane Smith (67) R. Middleton - J. Wyatt 5-31

loan of Ozark (80i J. Canova-J. E. Brown 5-4,

Details under title: Lazybones

King of thp Te>as Rangers (Serial) S. Baugh - D. Renaldo 6-28
Mountain Moonlight (68) Weaver Bros. & Elviry 4-19

Details uKder title: Thunder Over the Ozarks

Perils of Nyoka (Serial) K. Aldrich - C. Moore 4 6

Sons of the Pioneers (61) R. Rogers - G. Hayes 6-1

Sunset Serenade (58) R Rogers - G. B. Hayes 7-20

Tyler

Lee

l-.»iry

.7-13. .10-10.

.

. .281
.11-2. ..1-15.. . .210

. .2-8.

,

.4-13.

.

10-1

10-19. ...1-8.. . .209
8-21

.1-11. . . 3-12

.2-8 . ,4-10

. .8-^4. .10-2/ . . . .'iU
. .3-8.

.

. .10-5. .12-30.. . .253

. .9-21. .12-18.

.

. .208

. 7 20. . .8-14. .261
1-25.

T. Tyler

D. Barry...

T. Tyler.

6-29

.

. Reissue

. . .10-5.

. . .3-8. .

.1-11.

. .11-2.

, . .9-21.

9-7.

. . .8-24.
.7-13.

.7-31.

.3-1.

12-28.

271

.2302
. .273

.4-6.

.1-25.

12-16.

.11-12.

. .11-4,

.10 24.

.915.
. .8-5.

.10-8.

.7-20.

. .8-1.

. 10-4

.

.7-12.

6 21

. .7-2.

914

.263
. .207

. .262

. .204
. .203

.131

.77-'

.108

.104

. .181

. .107

.157
15g

1942-43 Features
Westerns

(46)

( 6)

Completed (38)

Complete<J ( 6)

In Production (2)

In Production (0)

1942-43 Features (34)

Westerns (26)

Specials ( 6)

Serials ( 4)

Completed (19)

Completed (17)

Completed ( 2)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (1)

In Production (2)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

FALSE FACES
Mystery drama—Shooting started March 4.

Cast: Rex Williams, Bill Henry, Veda Ann Berg, Janet Shaw,
Stanley Ridges, Claire Wliitney, John Maxwell, Joseph
Crehan, Dick Wesseil, Billy Nelson, Etta McDaniel, Nicode-
mus, Chester Clute.

Director: George Sherman Producer: George Sherman
Storv: My.steiy drama uf a distriot attorney wlui is inycilyed in a murder an.

I

di spile eoniidieati'ins alj^olvfs liiniself.

MAN FROM THUNDER RIVER
Western—Shooting started March 11.

Cast: Wild Bill Elliott, George "Gabby" Hayes, Anne Jefferys,

Johti James, George Cooper, Ian Keith, Jack Ingram.
Director: Jack English Producer: Harry Grey
.story: Bill Elliott helps a family Iseep tlieir mine, anil outwits a cleyer hand

of outlaws.

SCNG OF TEXAS
Western—Shooting started March 12.

Cast: Roy Rogers, Sheila Ryan, Barton MacLane, Arline Judge,
William Haade, Harry Shannon, Sons of the Pioneers.

Director: Joe Kane Producer: Harry Grey
Riory: Tuo brotliers run a rodeo and despite the laek of eooiieralion from the

law, preyent a bunch of lackateers from muscleing in.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast Details Rel. No.

Prodigal's Mother J. Craven - M. Paige 3-8

1942-43

H. Sinclair . . , For.

.

Steele 12-28.

Allen Reissue

.

- G. Hayes. .2-22.

Merrick

Canova, , .12-14.

Wayne
"Red" Barry - L. Merrick 2-22.

Barry - L. Merrick

fji.JI E. S.ewart

At Dawn We Die (— ) I. Clements -

Blocked Trail, The T. Tyler - B.

Bnois and Saddles G. Autry - J.

Calling Wild Bill Elliott W. B. Elliott

Carson City Cyclone (— ) D. Barry - L.

Chatterbox I. E. Brown - J

Dark Command (Reissue) W. Pidgeon - I

Days of Old Cheyenne D.

Dead Men's Gulch D.

Fighting Devil Dogs (— )

(Adapted from the Serial of the same name).

Gaucho Serenade (— ) G. Autry - S. Burnette ... Reissue . .

I, Mpii v< III, Back M ,.i|,Mi K. Cameron - C. Worth .... 10-5 . .

Heart of the Golden West (65) R. Rogers - R. Terry 9-21.
M, Neighbor (72) L. Belle - V. Vague 6-1.,

Hit Parade of 1943 (86) J. Carroll - S. Hayward ... 11-16. .

irr Capaties Revue (79) E. Drew - R. Denning 6-29.

Idaho (70) R. Rogers - S. Burnette ... 12-28 . .

Johnny Doughboy (63) J. Withers • W. Demarest. . . .9-7.

King of the Cowboys R. Rogers - S. Burnette. . .1-25. ,

.3-20.

.3-12.

.1-15.

.3-16.

.4-27.

.1-15.

. .264

.2301

.2-13.
1-29

.274

.211

.4-1.

12-11
.7-27.

.3-26
12 24
.3-10.

12-31.
.3-27.

2 1

.201

.215

.252

.205

Details

J. Darwell 2-22..

J. Wayne 1-11. .

f:ORTH STAR
Drama—Shooting started March 1.

Cast: Anne Baxter, Walter Brennan, AValter Huston, Ann Hard-
ing, Dana Andrews, Jane Withers, Dean Jagger, Eric Von
Stroheim, Ann Carter, Barbara Everest, Carl Benton Reid,

Don Granger, Una O'Connor.
Director: Lewis Milestone Producer: Samuel Goldwyn
.story: The heroic stand taken hy a little Russian yillage asainsl the misht

of the Oerman Army.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title— Riinnino Time Cast

Gildersleeve's Bad Day H. Peary -

Lady Takes a Chance. A J. Arthur -

Details under title: Free For All

1942-43
BLOCK NO. ONE

Big Street. The (89) H. Fonda - L

Here We Go Again (77) E. Bergen

Highways by Night (62) R. Carson

Details under title: Silver Spoon
Mexican Spitfires Elephant (64) L. Velez - L. Errol 6-29.

Wings and the Woman (97) A. Neagle - R. Newton ... Foreign

.

BLOCK NO. TWO
Falcon's Brother, The (63) G. Sanders

lourney into Fear (70) 1. Gotten •

Navy Comes Through, The (82) P. O'Brien

Scattergood Survives a Murder (66) G. Kibbee

Seven Days Leave (87) V. Mature
Details under title: Sweet or Hot

BLOCK NO. THREE
Army burgeon (63) J. Wyatt .

Cat People (72) S. Simon
Great Gildersleeve. The (62) H. Peary -

Once Upon a Honeymoon (117) G. Rogers

Seven Miles from Alcatraz (62) J. Craig -

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Cinderella Swings It (70) G.

Details under title: Scattergood Swings II

Forever and a Day (104) C.

Hitler': Children (85) T.

Tarzan Triumphs (78) J.

Two Weeks to Live (76) G.

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Falcon Strikes Back (66) T.

Flight for Freedom (101) R.

details iiniler titlp: Stand Rv to Oi«

I Walked with a Zombie (69) F.

Ladies' Day (63) L.

This Land Is Mine (103) C.

NOT DESIGNATED
Avenging Rider, The T.

Bandit Ranger (56) T

Bombardier P.

Fallen Sparrow, The J.

Fighting Frontier (57) T

Details under title: Son ef th( Saddit

Leopard Man, The D. O Keefe • Margo 2-22.

Ball 5-4.

F. McGee 6-15.

J. Randolph 4-6.

T. Conway 7-13.

D. Del Rio 1-26

- R. Scott 6-1.

M. Hayes 4-20.

L. Ball 6-1

K. Taylor 4-6,

T. Conway 8-10.

J. Darwell 10-5.

- C. Grant 6-1

B. Granville 8-10.

Kibbee - G. Warren . .

Laughton - A. Neagle

Holt - G. Granville. .

Weissmuller - F. Gilford. .
.9-7

Louck - N. GofT. .

Conway - J. Randolph . .

Russell - F. MacMurray

Dee - T. Conway

Velez - E. Albert. . . .

Laughton - M. O'Hara.

. .9-4.

.10-9.

. .10-2.

.9-11.

.9-18.

11-16
.2-12.

10-30.
10-16.
11- 13.

. .12-4.

.12-25.

. . .1-1.

.11-27.

. . .1-8.

Holt - C. Edwards 7-27.

Holt - C. Frtwards

O'Brien - R. Scott 11-2.

M. O'Hara. .
2-8.

Summer 6-15.
Garlield -

Holt - A.

.5-28.

.5-14.

1-29.

.301

.305

.304

302
.303

.309

.307

.308
306
310

.312

.313

.314

.311

.315

. .8-10.

.

.1-22. . . .318

3-26 . . .320

.10-19. . .3-12. . 316

. . .9-7. . .2-19. . . .319

10-5 . . .2-26. . . .317

. . .2-8. . . .5-7

. .8-24. . . .4-2.

.

. .321

. .11-2. . .4-30.

.

. .324

7-20.
. . .4-9. . . .322

. .11-2. . .4-23 . . . .323

385
5«l

383
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Mr. Lucky (— ) C. Grant - L. Day

Details under title: From Here to Victory

Petticoat Larceny J. Carroll - R. Warrick. .

Pirates of the Prairie (57) T. Hnit - N. O'Day

Red River Robinhood T. Holt - B. Moffet...

Sagebrush Law T. Holt - C. Edwards. .

Details under title: Gun Law

Sky's the Limit F. Astaire - J. Leslie...

SPECIALS
eambi (70) (T) Disney Cartoon Feature...

Magnificent Ambersons (88) J. Gotten D. Costello..

Pride of the Yankees, The (128) G. Coaoer - B. Ruth...

Sahidos Amioos (42) Disney Cartoon Feature

Squadron Leader X (99) A. Dvorak - E. Portman

.

They Got Me Covered (95) B. Hope - 0. Lamour. .

Walt Disney's Surprise Package (T) Cartoon Feature

11-16. . .5-28

.1-25
6-1 . 11-20 . .382
7-13 . . .7-23.

6-29 . . . .4-2. . . .384

.1-25. .

' * ' * ' . o-^i . . . 391
. 11-29 .

.

. 7-10 . .

.

. 371
. .1-26. . . .3-5. . . .351

2-19. . . .392
. . For. . . .5-21

7-20.

.

. .2-5. . . .352

.6-11. . .

1942-43 Featiire.s -) Completed (42) In Production (5)

RELEASE CHART

Oetaih

Montgomery. .2-8.

FN PRODUCTION
Titif—Running Time Cast

Bombers Moon Annabella - G.

Jane Eyre 0. Welles - J. Fontaine. . . .2-22

Jitterbugs Laurel & Hardy 3-8

Heaven Can Wait D. Ameche - G. Tierney. . . 2-22

Sweet Rosie O'Grady B. Grable - R. Young 3-8

1942-43
BLOCK NO. ONE

A-Haunting Wt Will Go (67

Ftotllght Serenade (80)

Details under title: Strictly

Little Takia. U. S A. (64)

) S Laurel - 0. Hardy . 4-6. . .8-7. . . .302

R Grable - V. Mature .3-23. . .8-1.

.

. .301

Dynamite

R Joyce - P. Foster 5-18. .8-14.

.

. .303

(67) 1 Darnell - J. Sheppard . . .3-23. .8-28.

.

. .305

M Woolley - R. McDowall. . .4-6 .8-21.

.

. .304

BLOCK NO. TWO
Berlin Correspondent (70) V. Grlmore D. Andrews. . .5-18. . .9-11.

.

. .311

Careful, Soft Shoulders (69) V. Bruce J. Ellison. . . .5-18. . .9-18.

.

. .312
Iceland (79) S. Heine - J. Payne. . . . . .5-4. . .10-2. . . .306
Just Off Broadway (66) Nolan - M. Weaver. . . .5-18. . .9-25. . . .310

Details under title: 12 Men in a Box
Orchestra Wives (97) G. Montgomery - L. Barl. .4-20. . . .9-4.

.

. .308

BLOCK NO. THREE
Tales of Manhattan (118) All Star. 11-1. .10-30.

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Girl Trouble (82) 0. Ameche
Manila Callinii (81) L. Nolan -

Man In the Trunk, The (70) L. Roberts
Springtime In the Rockies (90) (T) B. Grable -

- J. Bennett 6-15

G. Landis 6-29

G. Holmes 6-15

C. Miranda 6-15

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Black Swan, The (85) (T) T. Power - M. O'Hara 4-20
Dr. Renault's Secret (58) J. Sheppard - L. Roberts 7-13

Detaili under title: Buried Alive

That Other Woman (75) L. Barl - J. Ellison 6-29.
Thunderbirds (T) (78) G. Tierney - P. Foster 3-9
Undying Monster, The (60) J. Howard - J. Ellison 8-10

BLOCK NO. SIX
Life Begins at 8:30 (85) M. Woolley - 1. Lupino . . . 8-10

Gif' <95) G. Tierney - G. Montgomery 6-15
.M of T Documentary

B. Hughes

Angel . . .

China

We Are the Marines (69) .

Over My Dead Body (68) M Berle - M
Time to Kill (61) L. Nolan - H.

Details under title: Brasher Doubloon

BLOCK NO. SEVEN

.8-24

. .9-7

. .10-9.

.10-16.

.10-23.

. .11-6.

. .12-4.

.12-11.

11-13.

.

.11-20.

.11-27.

.12-25
. . .1-1.

. . .1-8.

. .1-15.

. 1-22.

.313

. .309
, .314
, .315
.317

, .320
.321

.3-18

.307

.319

52.'

32-
32i
326

Chetniks, The Fighting Guerillas (73) P Oorn - V. Gilmore. . . ...10-5 . .2-5.

,

. 32*
Details under title: Seventh Column

Immortal Sergeant, The (91) . . H. Fonda - M. O'Hara. . . . .9-21. .1-29. . . 327
Margin for Error (74) . . . . Bennett - M. Berle. . . . .10-19. .2-19.

.

. .
33rj

Meanest Man in the World (57) . . 1 Benny P. Lane . . .7-13. .2-12. . . .329
Toung Mr. Pitt (105) Donat For.. .2-26.

.

. .316

J. Ellison..

Blaine. . . .

Payne. . . ,

H. Travers.

Patrick. .

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
Dixie Dugan (67) L. Andrews -

He Hired the Boss (73) S. Erwin - V
Detalli under title: $10 Raise

Hello, Frisco. Helln (T) A. Faye - J.

Moon Is Down (90) C. Hardwicke -

iPlet, Please, Murder (70) R. Denning - G

NOT DESIGNATED
Ctney Island (T) B. Grable - G. Montgomery.
Crssh Dive (T) T. Power - A. Baxter...
My Friend Flicka (T) R. McDowell - P. Foster.
Ix-Bow Incident H. Fonda P. Foster
Ichoel for Saboteurs G. Sanders - A. Sten
Stormy Weather Bill Robinson - L. Home..
Tonight We Bomb Calais Annabella - J. Sutton

Details under title: Secret Mission

1941-42

. .9-21.

. 6-29 . .

. .11-2.

.11-30.

. . .9-7.

.10-5 .

.8-24. .

.7-20.

.

6 IS. .

12-14. .

. .2-8. .

10-19.

.

.3-12.

. .4-2.

.3-26.

. .4-9.

.3-19.

.332

.334

.333

.335

.331

If Happened in Flatbosh (80) L. Nolan - 3-9. . .6-5.

.

. 11
Detaili under title: Dem Lovely Bums

Ten Gentlemen from West Point (104) M. O'Hara - J. Sutton. .. . .1-12. .6-26. . . .11
Th« Above All (100) Power - J. Fontaine.

.

. .12-1. .7-24.

.

. .12
Thrtngh Different Eyes (67) Woods - M. Howard . . . . .4-6. .6-19.

.

. .11.
United We Stand (70) Thomas Documentary.

.

.7-10..

UNITED ARTISTS ^
1941-43 FEATURES
Balcon (Bin.) Completed ( 1>

Goldwyn (Gdn.) Completed ( 1)

Korda (Kor.) Completed (1)

Mayfair (Mfr.) Completed ( 1)

Pascal (Pas.) Completed ( 1)

Pressburger (Psb.) Completed ( 1)

Roach (Rch.) Completed (10)

Small (SmI.) Completed ( 8)

Szekely (Sky.) Completed ( 1)

Wanger (Wan.) Completed ( 1)

1942-43 FEATURES
Balcon (Bin.) Completed ( 1)

Benny (Bny.) Completed (0)

Bogeaus (Bog.) Completed ( 0)

Bronston (Bro.) Completed ( 0)

Cagney (Cgy.) Completed (0)

Chaplin (Chn.) Completed (0)

Cinema Guild (C.G.) Completed ( 3)

Coward (Cwd.) Completed ( 1)

Edwards (Edws.) Completed ( 1)

Korda (Kor.) Completed (1)

Lesser (Lsr.) Completed ( 0)

Loew-Lewin (L.L.) Completed ( 1)

Mayfair (Mfr.) Completed (1)

Pressburger (Psb.) Completed ( 1)

Rabinovitch (Rvn.) Completed (0)

Roach (Rch.) Completed (8)

Rogers (Rgs.) Completed { 1)

Selznick (Szk.) Completed (0)

Sherman (Shm.) Completed (10)

Small (SmI.) Completed (0)

Strombberg (Smg.) Completed (1)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0>

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
[N PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast Details Rel.

Stage Door Canteen W. Terry - C. Walker 12-14

1942-43

American Empire (81) R. Oix - P. Foster.

Bar-20 Three W. Boyd - A. Clyde

Border Patrol W. Boyd - J. Kirby.

BucKSKin frontier r. oix J. Wyatt. .

Details under title: Buckskin Empire

Calaboose J. Rogers

Colt Comrades W. Boyd -

Crystal Ball, The (81) P. Goddard

Devil with Hitler, The (44) B. Watson

Details under title: Hitler's Valet

Fall In W. Tracy -

Hangmen Also Die B. Donlevy

Details under title: Never Surrender

I Married a Witch (76) F.

In Which We Serve (115) N.

Jacare (65) F.

Kansan, The R. Dix - I.

Details under title: Meet John Bonniwell

Kukan, Battle Cry of China (61) Documentary

Lady of Burlesque B. Stanwyck - E. O'Shea

Details under title: The G. String Murders

Lost Canyon (62) W
1 either Burners W
Moon and Sixpence, The (90) G.

McGuerins from Brooklyn (46) A.

Details under title: Mr. and Mrs. Brooklyn

Nazi Nuisance B. Watson - S. Leonard .... 7 -13

One of Our Aircraft Is Missing (fO) E. Portman • G. Tearle For..

Powers Girl, The (93) G. Murphy - P. Lane 9-7

Prairie Chicken J. Rogers

Silver Oueen (82) G. Brent -

Somewhere in France R. Morley

No.

. Lsr.

March

Coward

Buck

Dix -

Boyd -

Boyd -

Saunders

Judge -

Watson

N. Beery, Jr.

A. Clyde

- R. Milland.

- J. Devlin. .

.

J. Sawyer. . .

- A. Lee. . .

V. Lake . . .

- I. Mills. . .

W.

Kirby

KIrby

H. Marshall.

12-1 .12 n

.

. Shm

.11-2 Shm

6-29. . .4-2. . .Shm

.9-7 .

.

.4-20. . .1-29. . . .Rch

10-ly. Shm

.7-20. . .1-22. . .C.G.

.3-23. .11-20.

.

..Rch

6-29 . . . .3-5. . . . Rch

11-16. .3-26. . . .Psb

. .
5-4, 10-30 c

For.. . .2-12. Cwd

11-27

.

. Mfl

.11-30

8-7 Fdws

.12-14 . . .4-9. Smg.

. .6-15 .12-18 . Shm

. .6-15. .1218. .Sh>n

. .3-23. . .10-2. . .LL

4-6. 12-31. . . .Rch

Jr..

Bendix

- P. Lane.

- N. Beery

P. Lane

- C. Cummings

- G. Bradley. .

.10-16.

. .1-15.

6-15

4-20. .11-13.

. . For

.6-1. . .4-16.

.W.

Boyd - J. Kirky 7-20. . .3-12.

Boyd - R. King 2-9. .10-23.

Taxi, Mister

Hopoy Serves a Writ

Details under title: Texas Law

Undercover Man (68)

Details under title: Across the Border

Victory Through Air Power (T) Disney Feature

Yanks Ahoy

Young and Willing (83) W. Holden - S. Hayward 1-10 2-5

Details under title: Out of the Frying Pan

. Ren

.Kor

. . Rgi

. . Rch

Shm
. B'n

. Rch

Shm

Shm

.W. Tracy - J. Sawyer 7-20.

Brooklyn

Flying with Music (46)

Details under title: Cobana

Friendly Enemies (92) C.

Three Cockeyed Sailors (77) C.

Woodworth

Woodworth

G. Givot. . .12-15.

.2-20.

. .7-3.

Winninger - C. Ruggles. . .2-23. . .6-26.

Hulbert - T. Trlnder For.,,. 7-4.

. D<)

.Rch

.C.G.

.Rch

.Rch

.SmI

.SmI
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UHiViRSAL
1942-43 Features (55)

Westerns ( 7)

Serials ( 4)

Completed (45)

Completed ( 7)

Completed ( 4)

In Production (4)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTIOM

TItIt— Running Timi Catt

Corvettes in Action R. Scott - J. Brown ..

Ptiantom of the Opera N. Eddy - S. Foster.

Jean

Details

.2-22. .

. . .2-8.

D. O'Connor 3-8.You Can't Ration Love <— ) G.

Details under title: Oh, Say Can You Swing

You Go to IMy Heart (— ) P. Knowles - E. Ankers..

Never a Dull Moment (— ) Ritz Bros. - F. Langford..

.3-8.

1942-43
AdventurM o( Smilin' Jack (Serial) T. Brown - T. Bey 5-18 1-3.
Hlways a Bridesmaid Andrew SUters - P. Knowles.1-25
Amazing Mrs. Holllday. The (98) D. Durbin - E. O'Brien 6-29. . .2-19.

Details under title: Forever Youri

Arabian Nights (T) (86) Sabu - M. Montez 7-13.. 12-25.
Behind the Eiont Ball (60) RItz Bros. - C. Bruce 6-29. . .12-4.

Details under title: Off the Beaten Track
Between Us Girls (89) R. Cummings - D. Barrymore. .5-4. .. .9-4. . .7010

Details under title: Lgvo and KIssM, Caroline

Captive Wild Woman J. Carradlne - E. Ankers. . .12-28
Cheyenne Roundup J. M. Brown - T. Ritter 9-5 .... 4-9 ... 7075
Corvettes In Action j. foran - P. Knowles 9-7

Cross Your Fingers A. Jones - K. Carlisle 1-25
Deep In the Heart of Texas (61) J. M. Brown - T. Bitter. ... 6-15

.

Detalli under title: The Lene Star Trail

Destination Unknown (61) I. Hervey - W. Gargan 4-20.
Destiny L, Chaney - A. Curtis. .. .1-25.

.

.9-25.

.10-9.

Errol

Boyer

M. Hughes. . . .2-22.

E. G. Robinson . . 8-10.
- B. Lugosi. . . .10-19.

Don Winslow of the Coast Guard (Serial).. D. Perry - M. Barrie 10-19.
Eyes ot the Underworld (61) R. DIx - W. Barrie 4-6.

Details under title: Destiny

Follow the Band L.

Details under title: Trombone from Heaven

For All We Know C

Frankenstein Meets the Woif Man (75).... L. Chaney

Details under title: Wolf Man Meets Frankenstein

Get Hep to Love (77) G. Jean - J. Frazee 6-29.
Give Out, Sisters (65) Anorews asters 3-io.

Details under title: I Want t* Dance
Good Morning, Judge D. O'Keefe - L. Albrltton. .12-28.

.

Great Impersenation, The R. Bellamy - E. Ankers .... 4-20

.

Half Way to Shanghai (62) I. Hervey - K. Taylor 3-23.

He's My Guy I. Hervey - D. Foran .... 12-14

.

Hi, Buddy (68) R. Paige - M. Lord 11-16.

Hi Ya Chum (61) Ritz Bros. - J. Frazee

How's About It? Andrews Sisters - R. Paige .. 12-28

.

Details under title: Solid Senders

It Ain't Hay (81) Abbott & Costello

If Comes Up Love (64) G. Jean - I. Hunter....

Details under title: On the Beam
Jnnler G-Men of the Air (Serial) nead End Kids

Keep 'Em Slugging H. Hall - G. Raymond..

Details under title: Bad Company
Little Joe the Wrangler 1- M- Brown . T. Ritter.

Lone Star Trail J. M. Brown • T. R tter..

Madame Spy (63) C. B»jnet - D. Porter..

Moonlight In Havana (63) * Jones - J. Frazee ...

. .4-6.

. .1-8.

.3-12.

.10-2.

,
.10-5.

. .7-20.

3<*.

11-30.

12-18.
.y-18.

.3-26.

.2-26.

.3-5.

.2-5.

.3-19.

. .4-9.

.6-30

. .4-2.

Mug Town (60) B. Halap - H. Hall

Mummy's Tomb. The (61) D. Foran - L. Chaney...

Nightmare (81) Barrymore - B. Dsnlevy.

Nioht Monster (72) I

Jh! Doctor B,

Old Chisholm Trail, The (60) J-

Overland Mall (Serial) H

Pittsburgh (91) 1^1

aldtri ef San loaquin J. M. Brown

Rhythm of the Islands A. Jones - J

Details under title: Isie of Romance

Shadow of a Doubt (108) T. Wright -

Ihirletk Holmes in Washingten B. Rnthbone

Sherlock Holmes and the Voice of Terror 'fi'^iB.

Slwrlock Holmes and the Secret Weapon (68). B.

tin Town (74) C.

Strictly in the Groove (60) L.

Tenting Tonight en the Old Camp Ground... J.

Hervey - L. Erikson . . .

Abbott - L. Costello. . .

M. Brown - T. Ritter. .

Parrish - L. Chaney. Jr.

Dietrich

RathboRe

Rathbone

Bennett -

Errol - G

M. Brown

. .6-29.
.9-21.

. .8-10.

. .8-10.

. .7-13.

. .6-15.

. .9-17.

. .7-20.

12-14. .

. .8-24.

. .8-23.

. .9-7.R. Scott.

- T. Ritter. . .7-27. .

Frazee 11-30.

J. Gotten 8-10.
• N. Bruce 7-20
. N. Bruee. . . .5-18.

• N. Bruce. . . .6-15.

B. Crawford. . .8-24.

McDonald 4-6.

- T. Ritter. . .8-10.

12-11.
IO-J'5.

.1-22.

10-23.
11-13.
10-23.

12-11.
. .9-21.

12-11.

.7581

!7665

.7063

.702f

.7071

.7030

.8681

.7037

.7012

.7022

.7032

.70^-

.7041

.7031

.7039

.7025

.7001

.7023

.7040

11-13. . .7072

.7034

.709«

.7027

.7019

.7015

.7038

.7073

.77»1

.7008

.4-16.

.1-15.

.
.o-lR.

.2-12.

.9-25.
11-20.

. .2-5.

.7042

.7065

. 7n"<i

.7024

.7028

.7074

We've Never Been Licked R. Oulne - Anne Gwynne..
When Jehny Comes Marching Home (74).... A. Jones J. Frazee ...

White Savage (T) J. Half - M. Montez...
Who Dene It (77) Abbott t Costello

1941-42

. . D. TerryDon WInslew et the Navy (Serial)

Oromi of the Congo (61) S. Erwin -

Eagle Squadron (109) R. Slack •

Invis.ble Agent <81) I. Massey •

Men of Texas (82) R. S;aek -

Details under title: Deep In the Heart tf Texas
Pardon My Sarong (84) Abbott and
Riders of Death Valley (Serial) D. Foran .

Timber (60) L. Carrillo

Teogh as They Cime (63) B. Halep '

L. carrillo. . .

0. Munsen . . .

0. Barrymore.

J. Hall

B. Crawford . .

Costello

L. Carrillo..

- A. Oevlne.

B. Punsley. .

.1-25.

.

.10-5.

11-2

.6-15.

. . .4-6.

. 12-29

.

.1-26.

. . .5-4.

. .5-18.

. . .3-9.

.11-16.

. . .5-4.

. .12-1.

. .1-1.

4-23
.11-6.

.7-10

.7-17.

.7-31.

. .7-3.

. .8-7.

. .7-1.

.8-14.

. 6-5

.

.7016

.7022

•05<
6040

.6049

.6010

.6003

.6781

.6057

.6019

- I. Bergman

. M. Aslsr...

- J. Bishop . . .

.

R. Reagan . .

.

- F. Emerson . .

.

P. Henried

Details

. . 2-22

.

. . .3-8.

B. Marshall. . .

F. Emerson . . .

A. Skeridan..

C. Lehnann.

A. Smith

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

IN PRODUCTION
Title—Running Time Cast

Night Shift (— ) A. Sheridan

Saratoga Trunk (— ) G. Cooper

BLOCK NO. ONE
Aeross the Pacific (97) H. Bogart

Busses Roar, The (60) R. Travis -

Desperate Journey (107) E. Flynn -

Secret Enemies (59) C. Stevens -

Now, Voyager (117) B. Davis -

BLOCK NO. TWO
Yo» Can t tscaoe Forever (77) G. Brent -

Hidden Hand. The (63) C. Stevens -

George Washington Slept Here (13) I. Benny -

flyhig Fortress i68) R. Greene •

Gentleman Jim (104) E. Flynn -

BLOCK NO. THREE
Casablanca (99) H. Bogart -

Gorilla Man (64) I. Loder -

Hard Way. The <97) I. Lupino -

Truck Busters (58) R. Travis •

SPECIALS
Yankee Doodle Dandy (126) J.

NOT DESIGNATED
Action In the Norih Atlantic H

Adventures of Mark Twain F

Air Force (124) J.

Arsenie and tld Lace (— ) C.

Background to Danger G.

Constant Nymph, The C.

Crime by Night C.

Details under title: Forty Whacks
Desert Song, The (T) D.

Devotion 0.

kdqe nf Darkness, The E.

Last Ride. The (— ) R.

Mission to Moscow W.

Mysterious Doctor (57) I.

Old Acquaintance B.

Princess O'Rourke 0.

Thank Your Lucky Stars E.

Varsity Show (81) (Relssoe) D.

Watch on the Rhine B.

I. Bergman.

R. Ford

0. Morgan..

E. Parker.,

Cagney - J, Leslie.

Bogart

March

Garheld

Grant -

Smith 7-13.
- G. Young.

P. Lane. . .

Raft • B. Marshall.

Boyer - J.

Bennett J.

Fontaine.

Cowan. .

.

. .6-29.

. .11-1.

. . .9-7.

. . .3-9.

.10-19.

. 3-20

.

Morgan - I. Manning. . .6-29.

DeHavilland - I. Lupino. 11-16.

Flynn - A. Sheridan. . . .8-24.

Travis - E. Parker

Huston - A. Harding. . .11-16.

Loder - L. Matthews

Davis • M. Hopkins 11-16.

DeHavilland-R. Cummings 7-20.

Cantor D. Shore 11-2. ,

Powell • F. Waring

Davis - P. Lucas 6-15.

.4-24.

3-6

12-19.

1941-42—
Big Ikot, The (82) H. Bogart -

Details onder title: Escape from Crime
Escape from Crime (51) R. Travis -

Gay Sisters, The (108) B. Stanwyck
Lady Gangster (62) F. Emerson

Prime Minister, The (93) J. Gielgud -

Sergeaat York (134) G. Cooper -

Spy Ship (62) C. Stevens -

Winis for the Eagle (85) A. Sheridan

B. Marshall. . .1-12. . .6-13.

.7-25.

. .8-1.
J. Bishop 4-6.

- G. Brent 1-26.
- F. Wilcox 6-6.

D. Wynward. . .For

J. Leslie 2-28 7-4.

I. Manning. . . .4-6. . .8-15.
• R. Reagan. . .1-26. . .7-18.

N*.

.3-23. . . .9-5.

.

. .202
. .9-19.

.

. .203
. . 2-9 . . .9-26. . . .204

.10-17.

.

. .205
4-20. .10-51. . .206

.6-lg. .1010.. . .207

. .11-7. . . .208
.4-20. .11-28.

.

. .210

. .For. . .12-5. . . .211
6-1. .11-14.

.

. .212

, .6-1. . .1-23. . . .21'

For.. . .1-16. . . .216
.3-23. . .2-20. . . .209
9-21. . . .2-6.

.

. .213

.12-1. . . .1-2.

.

. .201

.9-7.

.217

.218

.215

.133

.137

.138

.134

.101

.139

.136

SIZE-UPS
(Continued from Page 15)

difficulties for the title role. The public 'will 'want an actor who
not only bears a reasonable resemblance to the late humorist, but

who also has his warm personality.

Setting a record for expenditures for advertising and ex-

ploitation on one picture, Warners is planning to lay out a quarter

of a million for the campaign on "Mission to Mosco-w," screen

version of former Ambassador Joseph E. Davies' book. Of the

total amount, 87 per cent will go to newspaper advertising. The
reason given for this -was the intelligent job that the papers did on
the coverage of the Russian Front. Mean'while, the picture is

getting a build-up as the result of the controversy (inspired, no
doubt, by the slick Warner publiciteers) about its political im-
plications.

The Burbank plant has some very good press agents, Gen-

eralissimo Chiang Kai-shek had let it be known that he thought
"Sergeant York"' to be a very fine picture and upon the return of

Winston Churchill to London, one of the first things that he wanted
to do was to see "Casablanca." Maybe he wanted to see what he
had missed! .. .The new release date for "Edge of Darkness"' is

April 24... At his own request, Raoul Walsh has been assigned to

direct the next Errol Flynn picture. . .Ida Lupino will be starred
with Paul Henreid in "In Our Time'". . ."Murder on the Water-
front" is the new title of the mystery thriller formerly known as
"The Navy Gets Through". . .Gracie Fields, England"s Sophie
Tucker, will soon be seen in a Technicolor featurette called "Young
and Beautiful."" which will be released March 14.

IN PRODUCTION—"Saratoga Trunk" (G. Cooper-I, Bergman >,

"This Is the Army" (J, Leslie-G. Murphy).
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KING OF THE COWBOYS
and SMILEY BURNETTE

with BOB NOLAN ondTHE SONS OF THE PIONEERS

VIRGINIA GREY

HARRY J. SHANNON • ONA MUNSON • DICK PURCELL

and THE ROBERT MITCHELL BOYCHOIR .

JOSEPH KANE -Director

;Originol Screen Ploy by ROY CHANSIOR and OLIVE COOPEIt

A REPUBLIC PICTURE
BUV U.S. UIRR sRuincs Bonos



HIT PARADE OF 1943...Are you an "escapist-minded"

showman? Do you believe that the people of a nation at

war seek complete relief and relaxation from the head-
lines when they go to a movie? Well, here's a dish you
will relish serving your public. Republic steps into the
big-time musical field with "Hit Parade of 1943," chockful
of songs, singers to sing 'em and great bands to play 'em.

Look 'em over. Freddie Martin and his Orchestra, Count
Basie and his Sepia Band, Ray McKinley and his Orches-
tra, Pops and Louie, The Three Cheers, the Music Maids,
Jack Williams, cute brown-skinned Dorothy Dandridge,
the Golden Gate Quartette, Chinita. All topnotch acts.
But they are only the "added" part of the cast. John Car-
roll, Susan Hayward, Gail Patrick are among those
present in this musical melange. It's a big show. Sell it

BIG!



'THE DESPERADOES' FAST-MOVING TECHNICOLOR WESTERN
Rates • • • for action and rural houses;

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW
Columbia
85 Minutes
Randolph Scott, Glenn Ford, Claire Trevor,
Evelyn Keyes, Edgrar Buchanan, Raymond
Walburn, Guinn Williams, Porter Hall, Joan
Woodbury, Bernard Nedell, Irving Bacon. . .

Directed by Charles Vidor.

This is a big time western. Producer
Harry Joe Brown hypoed "Desperadoes" with
a nifty screenplay by Robert Carson, a well-
chosen cast and Technicolor, while Director
Charles Vidor gave it the swift pace and
punch these outdoor melodramas demand.
The male trade will love it and grosses should

slightly less elsewhere

be high in all action spots. It might even
rate holdovers if placed in the proper first-

run situations. Marquee values reside more
in the title and Technicolor than in the well-

balanced, but starless, cast. Carson's script

is loaded with action-filled scenes, sure-fire

comedy and interesting characterizations.
The Technicolor is strikingly effective.

Randolph Scott, a Utah sheriff, and Glenn
Ford, his old pal who turns up as a quick-
shooting desperado, become involved in the
activities of a ring of bank holdup artists.

Banker Porter Hall loots his till and has
badman Bernard Nedell stage fake robberies,
while Hall poses as a philanthropist by giv-

ing the depositors back fifty cents on the
dollar. Edgar Buchanan, a wily old rascal.

acts as go-between. The crooks pin suspicion

on Ford and from there on it's one saloon

brawl, gun battle and posse chase after an-

other. Evelyn Keyes, Buchanan's daughter,

is the love interest for Scott and Ford are

strong he-men and Miss Keyes is a winsome
heroine. Claire Trevor, with more changes

of costume than lines in the script, plays a

heart-of-gold gambling hall queen. The
comedy is carried along for plenty of laughs

by Edgar Buchanan, droll as ever; Porter

Hall, the shifty banker; Guinn Williams, as

Ford's pal who loves to play with explosives,

and Irving Bacon, as the saloonkeeper whose
joint is always being wrecked.

COYLE (Hollywood)

'FRANKENSTEIN MEETS THE WOLF MAN' EXPLOITABLE HORROR HIT
Rates • • • if sold in action houses; less elsewhere

Universal
73 Minutes
Ilona Massey, Patric Knowles, Bela Lugosi,
Lionel Atwill, Maria Ouspenskaya, Dennis
Hoey, Dwight Frye, Don Barclay, Doris
Lloyd, Rex Evans, Harry Stubbs, Reginald
Sheffield and L.on Chaney.
Directed by Roy William Neill.

Fantastic as to story and replete with
spine-chilling moments and frightening sit-

uations, "Frankenstein Meets the Wolf Man"
is a natural for the horror addicts—and their
name is legion. The very title should be
enough to bring in smash business with the
Chaney and Lugosi names supplying addi-
tional marquee power. The gruesome effects
and shadowy photography are skilfully con
trived to give patrons the shudders and the
story has been well-directed by Roy William
Neill, who carefully builds up interest to the
moment when the two monsters meet. Truth
to tell, however, the climactic fight between
the two is somewhat of a disappointment and

seems to be cut rhort as both are swept
away in the v/iters of an exploded dam.
This su 1den end is probably necesrary to
leave Unive sal an opening in ca'-e they
decide to recurrect one or both of the mon-
sters on next season's program. The inci-

dental love story, which teams Dr. Frank-
enstein's widow with a young Welsh scien-
tist, is a tame affair and is almost over-
looked during the many thrill sequences. A
double order of horror, cooked to a turn,
makes this highly exploitable fare, especially
in action spots.

The story opens as two ghouls, bent on
robbing a grave, learn that Lon Chanev's
body is still alive. He returns from the
grave and, once again turning into a were-
wolf when the moon is full, commits several
murders. A Welsh doctor (Patric Knowles)
tries to help Chaney who, seeking death to

end the curse, goes to Europe to find the
Frankenstein diary which holds the key to

his fate. Again turning into a wolf man,
Chaney goes on another murder rampage
and later uncovers the buried Frankenstein

monster (Bela Lugosi) with whom he be-

comes friendly. Knowles reappears and when
the Baroness Frankenstein gives him her

dead father's diary, he conducts some elec-

tric experiments with which he hopes to

save Chaney and destroy the monster. How-
ever, Knowles reverses the charges and,

while Chaney again turns into the wolf man,
the monster becomes enraged. During the

struggle, the villagers dynamite the dam and
both monsters are drowned (perhaps for-

ever).

Lon Chaney creates some sympathy for the

helpless human unable to rid himself of a
curse and he gives a terrifying portrayal as

his facial characteristics change into a hor-

rible beast. Bela Lugosi's make-up is effec-

tive but he has an easy acting job as the

dumb monster. Ilona Massey is a glamorous
figure as the Baroness Frankenstein and
Patric Knowles gives a good performance as

the young doctor. Maria Ouspenskaya, as an
old gypsy, and Lionel Atwill also help with
the chilling sequences.

LEYENDECKER

'UNDERGROUND AGENT' WILD MELODRAMA FOR ACTION FANS
Rates • as supporting dualler in action

Columbia
68 Minutes

Bruce Bennett, Leslie Brooks, Frank Albert-
son, Julian Rivero, Rhys Williams, Rosina
GaUi, George McKay, Henry Victor, Addison
Richards, Warren Ashe, Hans Conried, Rus-
sell Gaige, Crane Whitley, Lloyd Bridges,
Jane Hazard, Sonny Schulman.
Directed by Michael Gordon.

With a story that is wildly melodramatic
and serial-like throughout, "Undergi-ound
Agent" proceeds at a breakneck pace and is

filled with the type of action made to order
for the kids' matinees. With Bruce Bennett,

spots

special investigator who cleans up Axis sa-
boteurs in true "Superman" fashion, "Under-
ground Agent" is solely for the inveterate
action fans, particularly the younger gener-
ation. Some attempt has been made to in-

ject a romantic note, but it never seems
important to the plot. For the naborhood
duallers and minor action houses only.

In the story, Bruce Bennett, trouble-
shooter for the telephone company, is drafted
by the Government to investigate reports of
wire-tapping by Axis agents. Bennett be-

comes friendly with Rhys Williams, who uses
his dairy farm as a front for his spv ring
activities. Bennett invents a word-scrambler
which stumps the Axii w're tanper- an'' Wil-
former Olympic star, playing a handsome

'BUCKSKIN FRONTIER' ACTIONFUL OUTDOOR MELLER
Rates • • -f for action spots; OK dualler for naborhoods

United Artists (Harry Sherman)
74 Minutes

Richard Dix, Jane Wyatt, Albert Dekker,
Lee J. Cobb, Victor Jory, Lola Lane, Max
Baer, Joe Sawyer, Harry Allen.

Directed by Lesley Selander.

Offering little new in plot construction, but
plenty of action, this latest Harry Sherman
outdoor feature will more than satisfy the
devotees of raw, two-fisted melodrama. The
hero gets the girl, the villain gets the
caboose and right triumphs over wrong

—

but it all happens at a lively pace and most
of the performances are good. Weakest
element is the attempted comedy, which 'S

handled by Max Baer. His antics might
have been a howl in the ring, but he is quite

unfunny in this film. Action and rural

houses will garner above average grosses
with "Buckskin Frontier" and it will be a

valuable dualler for the naborhoods.
Richard Dix, builder of railroads and ruler

of men, encounters dogged resistance in the
person of Lee J. Cobb, who has founded his

fortune on the hauling of freight by wagon,"
and who bitterly fights the coming of the

railroad which will deprive him of his wealth

Hams then goes to extreme lengths to

get information about U. S. defense plants.

After two of Bennett's co-workers are killed

and his girl-secretary is kidnapped by Wil-

liams, Bennett gets a clue which leads him
to the saboteurs. The telephone line-men
then come to the rescue and round up the
saboteurs after a fight in a cable tunnel.

Bruce Bennett gives a good surface por-

trayal as the hard-hitting trouble-shooter and
Miss Leslie Brooks and Frank Albertson are

competent enough as two young members of

his staff. Best performances are those of

Rhys Williams, as the ruthless Axis spy, and
Julian Rivero and Rosina Galli, as Bennett's
voluble Mexican friends.

DENLEY

and power. His daughter falls in love with
Dix, much to the dismay of her father and
Albert Dekker, a life-long friend. Conflict

arises between Jane and Lola Lane, lady of

shady reputation who backs Dix. However,
after Cobb uses every foul means to force
out Dix, he realizes the futility of opposing
progress and throws in with him. Dix gets
Jane and Dekker gets Lola.

Dix^Js his usual stolid, upright self. Lee
J. Cobb gives authority to his role of the
wagon tycoon. Lesley Selander's direction
is designed for swift pace.

COYLE (Hollywood)
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Leighton NOBLE ond His Orchestra
5cf««« flay. AlUn lor.f,. John GronI . Olrect.c* tCENTON Prodgeed by AlEX GOTTLIEB



What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

'REUNION IN FRANCE' STILTED AND ARTIFICIAL—MIRROR
(METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER) "...Stale melodramatic exercise for a very popular star... Has had the temerity to be glibly untruth-

ful on serious matters. It has slipped on its own banana oil." T. S., N. Y. TIMES. "...Pot-pourri of propaganda drama and

romance none of which rings the bell. . .Little that is stirring. .. Stilted and artificial." Werner, N. Y. MIRROR. "...Has

its weaknesses but enough strength to overcome its few faults... Not much story to tell and what there is has been padded with

uncalled for conversation." Hale, N. Y. NEWS "...Takes an unconfcionably long time to get started .. .Long and profitless

entertainment." Pihodna, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE "...For the customers who — as a recent cartoon put it — don't

mind having the war mentioned as long as it doesn't interfere with the story." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Spirit

and theme of the picture is indeed more stirring than its telling .. .Joan Crawford photographs extremely attractive in a resplendent

wardrobe." Thirer, N. Y. POST.

'THE YOUNG MR. PITT' CRITICS DISAGREE ON MERITS
(20TH CENTURY-FOX) "... Pedestrian ... Highly disappointing. . .Dull motion picture." Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Action slows up occasionally and locales change abruptly, but for the most part the film will grip you." Werner, N. Y. MIRROR.

"...Impressive, handsomely appointed and monumentally dull... To be taken when you are strictly in a thoughtful mood.''

Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...One of those eminently pictures, full of meaty speeches, which produce brain, eye and

ear fag in the audience .. .Talks itself and you to death." Winsten, N. Y. POST. "...Production is impressive. . Little action

...Sombre spectacle." Cameron, N. Y. NEWS. "...More informative than entertaining. . .Pays more attention to dignity than

drama ... Being a grave and sober man, the story of his life likewise leaves little time for humor or levity." Finn. PHILA. RECORD.

'IT AIN'T HAY' NOT UP TO FORMER A & C HITS
(UNIVERSAL) "...Abbott and Costello addicts won't want to miss this latest, but we've a notion they'll be let down a little... Not as

chuck full of belly-laughs as some of the earlier opuses." Thirer, N. Y. POST. "...Littered with a fantastic variety of special-

ty acts, song and dance, schmaltz and horse collars. . .For Abbott and Costello, the course of 'It Ain't Hay' leads straight to the glue

factory." McManus, PM. "...Abbott and Costello have skidded dangerously close to the margin of bad pictures several times,

and finally they have gotten just a little too negligent. . .Writers just failed to come through with gags." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-
TELEGRAM. "...Comedians are definitely out of the money... They have been paced through too many pot-boilers. Univer-

sal ought to reward them now with something resembling a script." Pihodna, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Not as funny

as the team's early pictures. . .Comics are in there punching, but the gag-writers were not." Werner, N. Y. MIRROR. "...Slip-

ping slightly, but still hanging onto better grade comedy, if by the tail end... Laughs enough to satisfy the team's following." Hale,

N. Y. NEWS.

'THE HARD WAY' RECOMMENDED FOR ADULTS—WINSTEN
(WARNER BROS.) "...Outstandingly good picture ... Sure of great success. . .Miss Lupino superb." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELE-
GRAM. "...A much better picture than its synopsis will reveal due to first-rate performances and excellent direction .. .Recom-
mended for adults and realists, but omitted from the kiddies-of-all-ages list." Winsten, N. Y. POST. "...Tops in back-stage
films. . .Proves imagination can give a new edge, new meaning to shopworn material. Broadway should find it accurate and absorb-
ing." R. C, N. Y. MIRROR. ". . .Chief asset is the acting of Ida Lupino. . .If the film lived up to the promise of its first half, it

would be more than an ordinary production. Unfortunately, it doesn't." Pihodna, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Extremely

well acted, absorbingly written and directed .. .For those who like their entertainment rare, tangy and emotionally red-blooded.
Escapists will find it hard to digest...A thoroughly good picture." Rob Reel, CHICA(30 HERALD-AMERICAN. "...Won't

appeal to the general public, unless we miss our guess. But, if you want to see a beautiful performance, by all means see it... Subject

matter will appeal to mature minds." Hale, N. Y. NEWS. "...Excellent production; poor story .. .Disagreeable and purposeless
charade. . .would become unbearable were it not for the terseness of much of the dialogue, excellent camera work and the perform-
ances of the cast." T. S., N. Y. TIMES.

'STAND BY FOR ACTION' COMEDY SUPPLANTS ACTION, DISAPPOINTING
(METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER) "...Not the hard-hitting naval epic one expects. . .Sentimental nosegay of cliches. . .There must be an
audience for this sort of thing, or else it wouldn't be made so often... For that audience it is loaded with tear charges, excitement,
bombs and salvos of excitement." Winsten, N. Y. POST. ".

. .There are no songs, but if you will let yourself slip into a musical-
comedy mood there is good entertainment .. .Combination of wild farce agd derring-do adventure. . .Hard to understand why thev
didn't call the picture Stand By for Comedy." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Comedy scenes overworked and much
footage is wasted before this really thrilling story gets under way... Parts better than the whole." Cameron, N. Y. NEWS.
. . .Talky. . . You have to stand by for seven-eights of it before you get your rousing action ... Much is mediocre, sprinkled with time-

worn cliches." Werner, N. Y. MIRROR. "...Against the vivid memory of the Coward film, it seems like a lot of bad and
tasteless posturing. . .It would — if one could — be better to laugh this picture off... The sort of mock heroics which insults our
fighting men." Crowther, N. Y. TIMES. "

. . . Supplementarj' human drama, gags or what you will are almost certain to get
popular approval, but scarcely come under the heading of good screen drama." Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

'FOREVER AND A DAY' BENEFIT PICTURE GETS GOOD NOTICES
(RKO-RADIO) "...Glittering array of stars is a guarantee of the picture's box-office success." Cameron, N. Y. NEWS. "...A
good picture. . .Great achievement is that with all its numerous writers and directors it could emerge as a coherent whole, each
episode leading into the next. . .Could stand on its merits as a good enough picture even if most of its small characters hadn't achieved
stardom." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Gentle and genuine ... Many amusing and often stirring moments. . .Acted
superbly." Thirer, N. Y. POST. "...Much more than a magnificent and generous gesture. It's top entertainment, superbly
acted, smoothly produced. . .Unusual and decidedly unique. . .Longer than most and better than most." Werner, N. Y. MIRROR.
".

. .Talent is so brilliant that it makes an absorbing and moving show. . .Scarcely an outstanding film, but it has undeniable fascina-
tion and quality." Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Some amusing and affecting passages derive in the main from su-
perb performances. . .Should be pleasant entertainment — especially for those who dote on the past." Crowther. N. Y. TIMES.

'FRANKENSTEIN MEETS THE WOLF MAN' A PHONEY—BUT BIG B. O.
(UNIVERSAL) "...Too bad. Not very horrible. Universal will have to try again... Why not unite with Monogram and turn out a
horror to end all horrors — 'Wolf Man and Monster Meet the East Sida Kids'?" Crowther. N. Y. TIMES. "...This reviewer
wasn't scared. Three monsters will be needed in the future." Pihodna, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...The proper atmos-
pheric touches that seem to delight the horror addicts. . .Hair raising screen adventure." Cameron, N. Y. NEWS. "...Horror-
happy occasion and should be Universal's brightest brainstorm. . .A scream and we don't mean one of fright... The boys carry on
like crazy for Universal and win their U, but sense is defeated." Rob Reel, CHICAGO HERALD-AMERICAN. "..^Horror pa-
trons will relish the horrendous goings-on, particularly a bang-up fight between the two monsters." Werner, N. Y. MIRROR.
"...If you like such playmates, you can probably shiver twice as hard at their joint venture. Or if your taste does not run to such
horrors, you have only one picture to skip instead of two." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
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THE NEWS DIGEST

mated at the Metro studios in Culver City
where Korda conferred with Louis B. Mayer
and other studio executives and is set for

several years with the British producer in

personal charge of production. Korda, who
has long been associated with United Artists

Corp., is offering his owner-partnership in-

terests in UA for sale. Although David O.

Selznick is interested in acquiring Korda's
holdings in UA, the by-laws of the corpora-
tion provide that an owner-partner's in-

terests must be offered for purchase to

United Artists before allowing an outsider

to bid on it. Korda did not mention the

value he placed on his stock.
* * *

IMPPA Plagued
The independent producers on the Coast

were faced with the prospect of soaring
production costs by demands for higher
wages and more personnel from writers,

western actors and sound technicians. The
most serious problem faced by the indepen-
dents was the demand of the Screen Writers
Guild that the producers sign a contract
calling for the same salaries and conditions

as major studios. The scale for writers at

the major studios starts at $125 weekly for

novices. I. E. Chadwick, IMPPA prexy, dis-

closed that the demands would not be met.
Another headache for the producers is the
Screen Actors' Guild demand that cowboys
be increased from $11 to $16.50 per day and
the lATSE demand that the studios aug-
ment their sound crews by a fourth man,
adding another $100 in wages weekly.

* * *

Rooney Rejectee
Mickey Rooney was rejected by the Army,

following his physical examination at the
local induction center, leaving the question
of the essentiality of film stars to the war
effort still undetermined. Rooney's case had
been looked upon in many industry quar-
ters as a possible test case, but his classi-

fication into 4F due to a weak heart and
high blood pressure dispelled any ideas to-

ward that end. The State Appeal Board
had referred Rooney back to his local board
pending his physical examination.

* * *

Kyser Appeal to FDR
The first known appeal by an entertainer

to reach the White House in the case of a
local draft board's refusal to reclassify was
that of Kay Kyser, whose appeal is sup-
ported by Elmer Davis, Office of War In-
formation chief. The decision by President
Roosevelt will be interpreted as a basis for
draft deferment for those engaged in morale-
building activities. Kyser's case will be the
eighth for which the OWI has asked defer-
ment, although the other seven never
reached the appeal stage. Deferred because
of the OWI's request previously were Bob
Hope, Edgar Bergen, Nelson Eddy, Lanny
Ross, Red Skelton, Freeman Gosden (of
Amos 'n Andy) and Harold Peary. Kyser

"Not a dark house in more than
20 years of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE

Member National Film Carrien' Am'd

250 N. JUNIPER STREET
PHILADELPHIA

LOCUST 482Z BACH 40*0

(Continued from Page 9)

spent $104,000 of his own funds last year to

cover some of his expenses of putting on
programs from army camps and other serv-

ice centers, Douglas Meservey, head of the
OWI Radio Committee, disclosed.

• * •

Profits

Paramount, Columbia and Universal ail

reported profits which exceeded those for

the same period the previous year. Para-
mount's net profit for 1942 was estimated

at $14,525,000 after deductions for Federal

taxes and all charges. This figure, the

largest Paramount has shown in thirteen

years, compares with a net profit of $10,-

251,242 for 1941. The company estimated

its earnings for the final 1942 quarter, ended
Jan. 2, 1943 at $5,247,000, including receipts

from foreign subsidiaries, compared with

earnings for the corresponding quarter of

the preceding year of $2,801,242 not includ-

ing dividends from non-consolidated sub-

sidiaries.

Columbia Pictures reported a net profit of

$750,000 for the 26 weeks ended Dec. 26,

1942, compared with a net of $737,000 for

the corresponding the preceding year. Op-

erating profit, however, for the 1942 second

half showed $2,350,000 compared with $1,-

514,000 for 1941, since provision for Federal

taxes, including excess profits tax, was
$1,600,000 for 1942 as compared to $777,000

for 1941.

Universal Pictures announced a consoli-

dated net profit of $1,135,763 after provision

for Federal taxes for the 13 weeks ended

Jan. 30, 1943. This compared with a net

profit of $845,941 for the same period the

preceding year. Before provision for taxes,

consolidated profit for the last quarter of

1942 amounted to $2,152,163, compared to

$1,518,315 for the final quarter of 1941. The
figures were announced at a stockholders

meeting at which all members of the board

of directors were re-elected.

* * *^

Stolz, Berg at UA
The appointment of Arnold Stolz as direc-

tor of exploitation for United Artists and
Herb Berg as trade press contact was an-

nounced by Paul Lazarus, Jr., director of

advertising and publicity. Stolz joins the

company this week after a stint as manager
of Warners' Avon Theatre in Utica, N. Y.

and before that, publicity agent for Loew's
Baltimore theatres, Atlantic Steel Pier and
the Chappelow advertising agency. Stolz

replaces James F. Gillespie who joined
Columbia's exploitation staff. Herb Berg
was formerly in charge of trade press rela-

tions at Paramount for the past seven years
and was previously associated with United
Artists.

Monogram Meets
A new production policy indicating a

smaller number of pictures and more costly

productions, with the cheaper films elimin-

ated was the main event at Monogram's
meeting in Chicago of franchise holders and
executives, headed by president W. Ray
Johnston. With "Silver Skates" piling up
record receipts for Monogram product, the
discussion favored the new production pro-

gram. Among those attending the meeting
in addition to Johnson, were Samuel Broidy,
vice-president in charge of distribution,

Norton V. Richey, Trem Carr, Mel Hulling,

George B. West, Howard Stubbins and Sam
Katzman.

* * «

Red Cross Drive

At least 15,000 theatres will take part in

the Red Cross War Fund drive throughout

the nation April 1-7, according to reports

reaching the national committee of the in-

dustry drive, of which Barney Balaban is

chairman. Meetings were being held

throughout the country at which exhibitors

and distributors are working out plans to

cooperate in the drive. Great emphasis is

being placed on the importance of making
audience collections at every show in every

theatre. A twelve-page press book has been

rushed to the theatres collaborating, stress-

ing methods of "showmanizing" the collec-

tions in brief and effecting manner.
* * *

Kirsch Re-elected
Jack Kirsch was again named president

of Allied Theatres of Illinois at the 13th

annual meeting of the association in Chic-

ago. The booking department of the or-

ganization, a new venture, now book for 4^

theatres in the group. Other officers electei

were Van Nomikos, vice-president, ar.d

Richard Salkin, secretary-treasurer. Elected

to the Board of Directors were: Verne Lang-

don, Lou Harrison, Joseph Stern, Jack Rose,

Ludwig Sussman, Benj. Bartelstein. Charles

Nelson, Sinuel Roberts, Harry Reckas, Ben
Lasker, Abe Goldstein and Abe Gumbiner.

THEATRE GAMES

CONTROLLED BINGO GAME—12 ways

in which to win, S3.00 a thousand. 16 or "0

vrays to win, two colors, $3.50 a thousand.

Box 281, c o FILM BULLETIN, 1239 Vine

Street, Phila., Pa.

DIE CUT BINGO CARDS—S17.50 in

10,000 lots. Smaller quantities, $2.00 per 1,000,

1-75, 1-100. IMMEDIATE DELtVEBY—
ORDER NOW. S. Klous, c o FILM BUL-
LETIN, 1239 Vine Street, Phila., Pa.

SAVE Time . . . Energy . . . Insurance . . . Worry . . . Money

Economically Sensible for All Your Deliveries to Be Made by

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, Inc.

HORLACHER
PHILADELPHIA BALTIMORE WASHINGTON NEW YORK

1225 or 1239 Vine St. 1801 Bayard St. 1638 Srd St., N. E. 447 W. 17th St.

Uembsr National nim Carrier*. Inc. Miss Tolan^ Cicchetti, Notary Public, 1JS9 Via* St., FbUa.
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P R E U II

YOUNG AND
WILLING ... Ta-
ken from the
Broadway comedy
"Out of the Fry-
ing Pan," this Ci-

nema Guild pro-

c'uc i n for United
Artists release
tells of six hope-
ful stage arpir-

ants who share a
New York apart-

ment while at-

tempting to

Broadway. Bill
Holden. Eddie
Bracken, Susan
Hayward, Martha
O'Driscoll, Barba-
ra Britton, James
Brown and Rob-
ert Benchley are

cast.

POWER OF THE PRESS . . This
Columbia melodrama features the glib

Lee Tracy in the type of role which
brought him fame, a live-wire news-
paperman, and Guy Kibbee as a small

town editor who is bequeathed a New
York tabloid. Kibbee, learning that

the paper is controlled by an un£crup>-

ulous and reactionary publisher. Otto

Kruger, joins forces with Tracy to

oust the owner. Gloria Dickson sup-

plies the romantic angle.



PREUUES

THE CRYSTAL. BALL . . . One of the

Cinema Guild productions for United

Artists release, this light comedy stars

Paulette Goddard and Ray Milland in a

story concerning a beauty-contest win-

ner who turns fortune teller to in'^ure

her getting her man, the stalwart Ray
Milland. Virginia Field complira'^- m-^'-

ters as a widow also interested in the

aforementioned Milland; Gladys George
is seen as a crooked soothsayer: Wil-
liam Bendix plays Milland's Brooklynese
butler and Cecil Kellaway is a philosoph-
ical rifle range proprietor.
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CHAIN MONOPOLY
"... The saddest and ugliest phase of tlie black Crescent
Circuit case Is the revelation of the callousness of major dis-

tributors toward their Independent customers ... It Is not a
pretty sight to see a wealthy and powerful film company so

subservient to the demands of a circuit as to countenance
and actually help the latter crush its independent competi-

tors . . . The big fellows must learn that until they defend the

right they will be allowed no peace by the thousands of little

fellows, who are determined to survive in spite of them."
From Editorial by MO WAX. Page 5

ABOUT WAR NEWS FILMS
Article by BOSLEY CROWTHER. Page 23

Reviews in This Issue

•EDGE OF DARKNESS' BIG NAMES IN POWERFUL PLAY
•CHINA' THRILLING MELODRAMA STRONG B. O.
•IT AIN'T HAY' WEAKEST A. & C. TO DATE
•HANGMEN ALSO DIE' NEEDS EXPLOITATION
•SALUTE FOR THREE' TRIVIAL MUSICAL QUICKIE
•TONIGHT WE RAID CALAIS' HAS EXPLOITABLE ANGLES

and
'Aerial Gunner' 'Kid Dynamite' 'At Dawn We Die'

'The Purple V 'Two Fisted Justice' 'City Without Men*
•The Ape Man' 'High Explosive' 'Hi Ya, Chum'

'Riding Through Nevada'
Pages 6, 7, 8, 20, 21
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TO THE NATION!
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OF THEATRES O'ER THE LAHD!"
-Film Dmily

Based on the newspaper feature "Don Winslow of the Navy'

Owned and copyrighted by Frank V. Martinek

with

DON TERRY • WALTER SANDE • ELYSE KNOX
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AT SPECIAL WORLD PREMIERE SHOWING
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SELL AND BUY WA K BOIVDS AND STAMPS

CHAIN MONOPOLY
The saddest and ugliest phase of the black Crescent

(Sudekum) Circuit case is the revelation of the callous-

ness of major distributors toward their independent

customers.

There is no denying that in any competitive busi-

ness the seller prefers to trade with the largest buyer.

That is the natural advantage enjoyed by the circuit

over the independent theatre. However, legitimate

business prides itself on observing certain ethics and

endeavors to operate under policies of basic fair play.

Th ese standards of business conduct too often are

sidetracked by the big firms in our industry in favor of

catch-penny deals. It is not a pretty sight to see a

wealthy and powerful film company so subservient to

the demands of a circuit as to countenance and actually

help the latter crush its independent competitors. Such

weakness, or abuse of power, if you prefer, merely tends

+o give substance to the charges of monopoly filed

against the industry. How much more fitting it would

be for the powers in film business to stand as bulwarks

against wrongdoing, rather than abet it!

The Crescent decision is a deep black record

against the manipulations of the large circuits and the

distributors who connive with them. Such dealings have

no standing in a democratic nation and the big fellows

must learn that until they defend the right they will be

allowed no peace by the thousands of little fellows, who
are determined to survive in spite of them.

MO WAX.

WHAT'SYOUR RECORD,
MR. SALES MANAGER?

You might recall that it was quite fad about a year
ago for sales managers of major film companies to issue

brave statements telling the world of their plans to

relieve the price pressure on theatres adversely affected

by shifts in population, gas rationing, and so forth.

Apparently some of them, at least, were issued just

because it was the thing to do, doncha know.

We have heard of situations which were granted

relief and we have heard of others which prove that

some sales executives are too determined to get their

bonuses—even if they have to be drawn from the hides

of their customers.

The cynical attitude of the average film man about

the problems of the exhibitor is not appropriate to these

wartimes, when most things are no longer fixed in their

familiar grooves. Many exhibitors outside of metro-

politan areas are battling with the issue of existence

and it is little short of criminal for the distributors to

ignore or dally with their pleas for readjustment of film

prices.

Each major sales manager would do well to remind

his staff of the helping hand promise he made last year.

It would pay to make certain that no exhibitor in a

difficult situation has been refused consideration.

OPERATORS' STATUS
In an effort to clarify the work-or-fight status of

projectionists, Allied presented concrete facts to the

War Manpower Commission to prove the contention

that they are not only essential, but virtually irreplace-

able. The following reply was received by A. F. Myers

from Collis Stocking of the WiMC:

War Manpower Commission's Committee on

essential activities has not included motion picture

projectionists in list and index of essential activities.

However, Committee clearly has excluded motion

picture projectionists from list of nondeferrable

activities and occupations which was released Febru-

ary 2, 1943. Unable verify information given to

Local Union lATSE and Motion Picture Operators that

Motion Picture Projectionists not essential. Would
urge that motion picture projectionists remain on

present jobs until specific need for change has been

indicated by War Manpower Commission.

Exhibitors should bring this message to the atten-

tion of their operators immediately.
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WARISTTB BROS. . . 1 Special

'EDGE OF DARKNESS' POWERFUL WAR DRAMA WITH STRONG NAME VALUE
Rates • • + generally

Warners
120 minutes
ErroU Flynn, Ann Sheridan, Walter Hus-
ton, Nancy Coleman, Judith Anderson, Ruth
Gordon, John Beal, Helmut Dantine, Roman
Bohnen^ Tom Fadden, Art Smith, Monte
Blue, Dorothy Tree, Morris Camovsky, Hen-
ry Brandon, Tonio Selwart, John Banner,
Helene Thimig, Richard Fraser, Torben
Meyer, Kurt Hatch, Charles Dingle.
Directed by Lewis Milestone.

An emotionally powerful, unrelenting and
starkly tragic melodrama, "Edge of Dark-
ness" impresses as one the strongest of thp
war films—especially in point of popular ap-
peal. The Errol Flynn-Ann Sheridan star-
ring combination, plus superb support from
such stage stars as Judith Anderson, Walter
Huston and Ruth Gordon will guarantee top
grosses in first-runs and naborhoods, to say
nothing of the class spots. The story is

strong, dealing with terror, cruelty, slaughter,
even rape, and almost the entire cast is

destroyed. It has been tellingly directed by
Lewis Milestone with a fine feeling for a
heroic subject. This is propaganda, natura'-
ly, and its portrayal of the Nazi conquerors
is considerably more theatrical than in "The
Moon Is Down," but geared to the public
taste. Although the love story has been
somewhat subordinated, numerous heroic

and human interest episodes are outstand-
ing and the climatic battle between the re-

volting Norwegians and the Nazi conquerors
has been thrillingly staged. This looks like

another Warner Bros, winner.

The picture opens as the Nazi patiol fly-

ing over Norway observes that the town
of Trolness is a shambles with bodies of
German soldiers and Norwegian citizens
everywhere. Although the investigating
troop captain dictates a different report, the
true stoiy starts when the fishing town is

boiling under the domination of Helmut
Dantine, ruthless commandant. The under-
ground leader (Errol Flynn) is waiting for

guns from England when a newly-arrived

Nazi officer (Henry Brandon) is finally able
to reveal that he is a British agent and he
gives them the code for smuggling in of
arms. The villagers then bide their time
until the ammunition arrives and is hidden
despite Dantine's suspicions. The latter

starts new atrocities with the beating of the
old schoolmaster and burning of his books.
Even Flynn is held back when his sweet-
heart (Ann Sheridan) is raped by a Nazi.
Finally, as all the leaders are lined up to be
shot, the pastor interrupts the execution
with machine gun fire. This touches off the
flame of revolt and, after a terrific battle,

Flynn and Miss Sheridan are able to escape
to the hills to join the guerilla fighters who
will one day return to avenge their people.

Both Errol Flynn and Ann Sheridan de-

serve credit for stressing realism rather than
glamour in their roles. They convey the

feeling that they are real, living characters.

The many supporting players who give

memorable performances include Ruth (Gor-

don, who has several touching scenes as a

simple, unwordly woman; Judith Anderson,
ideally cast as a stalwart widow who re-

presses her natural emotions; Walter Hus-
ton, as a peace-loving doctor who finally

joins the revolt; Morris Carnovsky, as the

tragic schoolmaster; Helmut Dantine, as the

sneering Nazi commandant, and Nancy
Coleman, as his Polish mistress.

LEYENDECKER

PARAMOUnrr ... 4 in Fifth Block

"SALUTE FOR THREE' TRIVIAL MUSICAL QUICKIE
R^+pt; ^ + .=^s s upporting dualler

Paramount
76 minutes

MacDonald Carey, Betty Rhodes, Marty May,
Dona Drake, Cliff Edwards, M'nna Gamb?!!,
Robert Emmett Keane, Catherne Crfi^^,

Charlie Smith, Linda Brent, George McKay,
Patti Brilhante, DeDe Barrington, Lorraine
& Rognan.
Directed by R,alph Murphy.

This completely inconsequential minor
league musical will best serve as support -njT

dualler in naborhood locations. The stor '

is familiar stuff, laid against a present-dav
Manhattan Canteen background, and the ac-
tion is frequently interrupted for song or

dance specialties that do little but slow up
the picture. However, at least one of the
songs, "I'll Do It For You," has hit possibili-

ties and it is pleasingly rendered by Betty
Rhodes. A clever acrobatic dance turn bv
Lorraine & Rognan is a stand-out. This is

light fare without marquee power, but nabor-
hood audiences are likely to find out it mild-
ly enjoyable.

In the storv, Martv May. press a"enf. h-=is

the idea of publicizing his client. Betty
Rhodes, radio singer, by building up a ro-

mance with MacDona'd Carey, returned war
hero. At the Manhattan Canteen for serv-

ice men v/here Betty helps out. she pre-
tends indifference to Carev while all the
other girls pursue h'm. This act aroures
his interest and, as a result, they really fall

in love. Several misunderstandings delay

the consummation of their romance and
when Carey learns that he was part of a
publicity scheme, he knocks out May and
walks out on Betty. It is only after May
enlists that Betty and Carey patch up their

differences before the men march off to war.

MacDonald Carey handles the role of the

modest young war hero convincingly and
Betty Rhodes is capable enough in the few
dramatic moments allotted her in the torch

singer part. Marty May makes an impres-

sive screen debut as the brash, fast-talking

press agent. Minna Gombell and Cliff Ed-

wards get a few—very few—laughs with

their wisecracking.

YORK

•HIGH EXPLOSIVE" MADE TO ORDER FOR ACTION FANS
Pa+'^<; • • in action spots or as naborhood dualler

Paramount (Pine-Thomas)
62 minutes
Chester Morris, Jean Parker, Barry S-iUivan
Ralph Sanford, Band Brooks, Dick Purcell,
Barbara Lynn, Vince Barnett, Barbara Pep-
per, Edward Earle, Arthur Hoyt.
Directed by Frank McDonald.

Starting off with a midget auto race and
ending up with a plane crashing into a
blazing oil well, "High Explosive" seem-
made-to-order for action lovers. Against th s

novel explosive background, the story, wh'ch
deals with the dangerous task of transport-
ing nitro-glyceiine by truck, fonov,?T a
familiar romantic formula This triint^u'ar
plot involves such ftock figure^ a-^ the de-
pendable owner of a trucking concern, hi,
pretty secretary and the cocky exhibitionist

who temporarily separates them Despite
th"; routine plot, the picture move^ at a fa t

pace, with Director Frank McDonald playing
up the breath-catching momenta. Exploit-
ing Chester Morris and the title should bring
results in action spots. Will also satisfy as
a naborhood dualler.

The story, which starts just before Pearl
Harbor, has Chester Morris, driver in midget
auto races, turning down a job with his

friend, Barry Sullivan, at a nitro-glvceiine
concern. Hov/ever, Morris later takes the
job and soon becomes the best nitro driver
for the company. He falls for Su'livan's
secretary (Jean Parker) and a'so takes it

upon hinT'elf to teach her brother (Rand
Brooks) to transport the dangerous explo-
sive. Morris and Miss Parker have a falling-
out and, while he takes another girl stunt-
flying, the brother makes his delivery for

him but has an accident and is killed.

Morris then plans to quit but when he
learns that an oil well is on fire and spread-
ing to a nearby munitions plant, he and
Sullivan take up a plane, in a heavy fog. to

put out the blaze by nitro. Morris then
tricks Sullivan into parachuting to safety
while he crashes the plane into the oil well

and puts out the blaze through his heroic

sacrifice.

Chester Morris plays one of his familiar

smart-aleck roles acceptably and Jean Park-
er does nicely as the worried heroine Barry
Sullivan, a newcomer from the stage, shows
considerable promise as the steady young
owner of the trucking concern. Such regu-

lar members nf the Pine-Thomas stock com-
pany as Ralph Sanford and Dick Purcell

have little to do in this picture.

DENLEY
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'CHINA' THRILLING MELODRAMA IS STRONG BOX OFFICE STUFF
Rates • • • generally

Paramount
78 minutes.
Loretta Young, Alan Ladd, William Bendix,
Philip Ahn, Richard Loo, Sen Yung, Mari-
anne Quon, Ching Wah Lee, Soo Yong, Bar-
bara Jean Wong, Irene Tso.

Directed by John Farrow.

A thrilling meloarama about present-day

China and her fighting people, "China" has

both the topical values and exploitation

angles, as well as a strong cast, to make it

a box office winner. John Farrow, who also

directed the authentic "Wake Island," has

handled this exciting story brilliantly and
his three white players, in addition to the

huge Chinese cast, come through with ex-

pert performances which make it a con-

vincing and engrossing film adventure. Alan
Ladd, now among the top name draws, has
a made-to-order role which permits to win
audience sympathy despite his hard-boiled
portrayal; Loretta Young, whose stock has
slipped because of her rece..,^ films, gives
a thoroughly believable performance as the
young American champion of the new China
which should put her back among the lead-
ers, and William Bendix has his best screen
part to date as the big, bluff truck driver
with a soft heart. These three Americans,

who meet in a Japanese air raid over China
in 1941, take part in a succession of har-
rowing experiences as they guide a group
of Chinese students to safety. It's strong
stuff which spares few details of Jap ruth-
lessness and shows the Chinese to be a
steadfast and courageous race. Although
action is the keynote. Farrow has neatly
introduced sentimental touches and a rom-
antic note which becomes plausible because
of its tragic conclusion. Selling the simple
title as the true picture of a brave, fighting
people will attract those interested in world

events, while the Ladd-Young romantic com-
bination should insure packed houses in any
type of theatre.

The story starts with the bombing of a
Chinese village during which truck driver,

Bendix finds a motherless baby and hides
him from his boss, Alan Ladd, tough young
oil salesman. Driving along the road filled

with fleeing Chinese, they encounter a level-

headed American girl, Loretta Young, who
orders them to take her and a Chines*
student (Sen Yung) as passengers. Unknown
to Ladd, she has also stowed 18 girl students
on the back of the truck. When he learns
about this, as well as the Chinese baby, he
agrees at pistol point to take them all to
safety. Ladd is interested only in his profits
from the Japs until the truck is bombed
and the baby and an old Chinese couple who
had agreed to care for it are murdered by
the invaders. These atrocities fire his blood
and, after machine-gunning the killers, Ladd
joins with the Chinese in their plan to blow
up a Jap batallion. Ladd also learns about
Pearl Harbor and, after a daring gueri'la
raid, he denounces a Jap general and is kilK
ed. Miss Young, who had grown to love
Ladd. and Bendix, go on to safety.
Marianne Quon. as a brave girl student,

Philip Ahn and Soo Yong are outstanding
;\mong the many Chinese plavers.

LEYENDECKER

plex causes him to crash to his death in
test flight, while Arlen and Morris graduate
and^ leave for service in the South Pacific.
On a bombing mission, a flock of Zero
planes pursue them and they make a forced
landing. Before they go up again, the two
men forget their enmity and Morris flnally

sacrifices his life holding off attacking Japs
that Arlen and his mechanic may return to
safety.

Richard Arlen and Chester Morris give
their customary two-fisted portrayals with
the latter having a slight edge in the acting
division. Jimmy Lydon contributes a first-

rate dramatic performance as the unhappy
student obsessed with fear — a direct con-
trast to his farcical role in the Aldrich
films. Dick Purcell and Billy Benedict help
out as two comic team-mates, but Lita
Ward is merely adequate as the heroine.

DENLEY

-AERIAL GUNNER' ABOVE-AVERAGE ACTION FARE
Rates • • + in action spots; OK dualler

Paramount (Pine-Thomas)
79 minutes

Chester Morris, Richard Arlen, Jimmy
L.ydon, Dick Purcell, Lita Ward, Keith
Richards, Billy Benedict, Ralph Sanford.

Directed by William H. Pine.

A compact, timely and action-packed pro-
grammer, "Aerial Gunner" impresses as the
best of the Pine-Thomas series to date.
Picture was made with the co-operation or
the Army's aerial training base at Harlingen,
Texas, and the scenes showing gunnery
practice with moving ground aerial targets
is informative in addition to carrying a
punch. The story, which is told flashback
style by a wounded bomber pilot, is the
familiar tale of the animosity and aerial

rivalry between two men who had been
enemies in civilian life. However, credit is

for naborhoods
due William H. Pine, in his initial direc-
torial effort, for stressing the action and
playing down the trite romantic interest.
Chester Morris and Richard Arlen give this
above-average marquee strength, with
Jimmy Lydon (the screen's Henry Aldrich)
an additional draw with the younger fans.
Should be sure-fire in action houses and will

satisfy in the lower spot on naborhood dual
bills.

The story opens in the South Paciflc where
a dangerously-wounded bomber pilot, mak-
ing his report from a hospital bed, tells of
his missing tail gunner's heroism which
enabled him to return alive. Richard Arlen
and Chester Morris, enemies since boyhood,
are again thrown together when the former
arrives at Harlingen Army Gunnery School
to find Morris is his instructor. The ani-

mosity is increased when both fall for Lita
Ward, sister of Jimmy Lydon, soft-hearted,
young, gunnery student. Lydon's fear com-

20th CENTURY-FOX ... 1 Not Set

TONIGHT WE RAID CALAIS' PROGRAMMER WITH EXPLOITABLE ANGLES
Rates • • generally, or slightly better, as dualler

20th Century-Fox
70 minutes

Annabella, John Sutton, Lee J. Cobb, Beulah
Bondi, Howard da Silva, Blanche Yurka,
Nigel de Brulier, Ann Codee, Marcel Dalio,

Robert Lewis, Leslie Denison, Lester Matt-
hews, John Banner, BiUy Edmunds, Regin-
ald Sheffield, Richard Derr, Leslie Vincent.

Directed by John Brahm.

A realistic and exciting story of the
French underground movement in a small
town, "Tonight We Raid Calais" is a pro-

grammer with timely and exploitable angles.

Its chief weakness from the box office stand-
point is the total lack of any real marquee

strength. Director John Brahm has stressed
the action and the climax is packed with
suspense and bombing thrills, although the
love story has not been neglected. Actually,
the attention-compelling title has little

reference to the story but it supplies a sure-

fire selling angle in action spots. It will

make a satisfactory companion feature in

the naborhood situations.

The story opens in England where the

British Intelligence, aware of a munitions
plant in nearby Nazi-occupied France, dis-

patches John Sutton on a secret mission to

destroy it. On arrival, Sutton enlists the

aid of Lee J. Cobb, patriotic farmer, despite

the violent objections of his daughter,
Annabella. Sutton poses as Cobb's son and,

aided by the villagers, he receives informa-

tion about four identical factories, three of
which are dummies to protect the real one.
Annabella softens toward Sutton but she
refuses to aid the villagers in their plan.
However, even after she turns informer,
the Nazis execute her family and this opens
her eyes to the truth. With the other farm-
ers who own land adjoining the true factory,

she sets the fields ablaze as a signal for
the raiding planes from England.
John Sutton makes a handsome and dash-

ing British Commando and he and Anna-
bella play their few romantic scenes con-
vincingly. Lee J. Cobb, Beulah Bondi, Mar-
cel Dalio and Blanche Yurka are excellent

as French villagers while Howard da Silva
stands out as a Nazi sergeant.

DENLEY
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TT AIN T HAY' WEAKEST ADBOTT AND COS I^ILO VEHICLE TO DATE
Rates • • O on star value only

Universal
80 minutes

Bud Abbott, Lou Costello, Grace MacDonald,
Cecil Kellaway, Patsy O'Connor, Eugene
Pallette, Eddie Quillan, Shemp Howard,
Dave Hacker, Samuel S. Hinds, Richard
Lane, Andrew Tombes, Wade Boteler, S?l-
mer Jackson, Lorin Raker, the Vagabonds.
Directed by Erie C. Kentcn. ^

Abbott and Costello's horseplay and
double-talk routines are the saving grace
of this weak comedy vehicle and only their
popularity will carry it to above-average
returns generally. "It Ain't Hay" is definite-

ly their poorest film so far and only the
most avid of the A & C fans will derive
much humor from it. Adapted from Damon
Runyon's "Princess O'Hara/' the script has
been given the comics all their familiar —
and a few over-ripe — gags. Four songs are
spotted in the picture, one of which, "Sun-
beam Serenade," is appealing sung by 12-

year-old Patsy O'Connor. Love interest be-

tween Grace McDonald and Band Leader

Leighton Noble is strictly minor. The stars

need fresher material than this if they are
to continue pulling in the coin. This one
will disappoint.

The story introduces Costello as a sym.-

pathetic taxi driver who feeds a cab driver's

horse some peppermint candy which make,
the animal deathly sick. When the horse

dies, Costello is scorned by all his neighbors
although he promises Patsy O'Connor, the
cabby's little daughter, to get her father a
new horse. After considerable maneuvering,
Costello and his pal, Abbott, get $200 and
mistakenly buy the champion horse at the
Empire Race Track. Anxious for the re-

ward which is posted for the missing thor-
oughbred, Abbott and Costello follow the
cabby to Saratoga where they recover the
horse and hide it in their hotel room. The
finish has Costello being tossed into the
racetrack and winning the big race with
oily Abbott having a ticket on the winner.
With the money, they put on an army show
which a band leader friend had been pro-
moting.
Eugene Pallette supplies some additional

humor as the exasperated butt of many of

the pair's antics. Cecil Kellaway and Patsy
O'Connor carry most of the plot as the

cabby and his daughter. Shemp Howard,
Eddie Quillan and Dave Hacker have few
opportunities as typical Runyon characters

called, Harrv, the Horse, Umbrella Joe and
Chauncey, the Eye.

LEYENDECKER

'HANGMEN ALSO DIE' DRAMATIC ANTI-NAZI FILM NEEDS EXPLOITATION
Rates • • • wherever heavily exploited

United Artists (Arnold Pressburger)
131 minutes
Brian Donlevy, Walter Brennan, Anna Lee,
Gene Lockhart, Dennis O'Keefe, Margaret
Wycherly, Alexander Granaoh, Nana Bryant,
Tonic Selwart, Hans V. Twardowski, Jona-
than Hale. Billy Roy, Lionel Stander. Byr-n
Foulger, Sarah Padden, Edmund MacDon-
ald, James Bush, Amo Frey, Arthur Loft,
Dwight Frye. Mimi Aguglia, Louis Donath,
CJeorge Irvinf,, Will'am Famum, Frank
Reicher, Reinhold Schunzel.
Directed by Fritz Lang.

A fiercely dramatic film stressing the
bestialitv and ruthlessness of Nazi oppres-
sors, "Hangmen Also Die" is a triumph for

the great Austrian director, Fritz Lang.
This is the first picture dealing with Heyd-
rich, the Hangman, to be shown and its

fidelity to unpleasant details, magnificent
photography and expert characterizations
are certain to excite favorable comment
Whether it will be a box office success de-

pends on the appetite of the average Ameri-
can patron for cruel, unrelenting drama,
somewhat overlong and unrelieved by

touches of humor. For Lang has spared no
opportunity to depict the Gestapo as sadis-

tic and inhuman and, because it will stir

audiences to a hati-ed of all things Nazi, it

is a highly effective propaganda film. Pic-

ture builds, although very slowly, to a
powerful climax and holds the interest

throughout. The subject demands a strong
exnloitation campaign to make it real box
office. It will fare best in action houses,

but will suffer loss of much feminine
patronage in family locations.

This is the story of the Czech under-
ground movement in Prague where He"d-
rich, known as "The Hangman," and his

Gestapo subdue open revolt until, in May
1942, he is shot. The murderer. (Brian
Donlevy) failing in his planned method of

escape, seeks refuge in the home of Walter
Brennan. The latter's daughter (Anna Lee)
had misdirected the pursuing Gestapo and
Donlevy escapes while Brennan is taken
hostage. The girl determines to reveal the
assassin to the Gestapo until she learns
that he has become a symbol of freedom to

the C-'.ech people. Alexander Granach, of
the Gestapo, has the girl followed closely

and to mislead him into thinking she and

Donlevy are in love, they stage a bedroom
scene. Meanwhile, the underground, having
discovered that one of their members (Gene
Lockhart) is a Quisling, frame him as the

assassin of Heydrich in order to save the

many hostages slated to die. The Gestapo,

forced to accept Lockhart as the assassin,

have him killed but not before the hostages

are also slaughtered. And Donlevy con-

tinues to fight for the freedom of his people.

Brian Donlevy offers a first-rate portrayal

of the Czech patriot, and Walter Brennan
contributes a moving performance as the

mild-mannered professor who becomes an
heroic figure. It is the supporting plavers

who give really memorable performances —
especially Alexander Granach. as a coarse,

hateful Gestapo pursuer, and Gene Lock-
hart. in one of the terror-stricken portrayals

in which he excels. Also outstanding are

Tonio Selwart, as an especially-repulsive

Nazi officer: Hans V. Twardowski. in his

brief bit as Heydrich; Jonathan Hale, as a
leader of the underground, and Margaret
Wycherly. Reinhold Schunzel. Sarah Padden
and many more. Anna Lee is earnest and
appealing as the troubled hero'ne

LEYENDECKER

'AT DAWN WE DIE' BRITISH
Rates • • — as dualler

Republic
78 minutes

John Clements, Greta Gvnt, Godfrev Tearle,
Hugh Sinclair, Judy Kelly, B'-ambv Wil-
liams, Yvonne Arnaud, Karel Stepan^k. F.

B. Wendhausen, Allan Jeayes, Gabrielle
Brune, David Ke-r, Gibb McLaughl'n, An-
thony Holies, Margaret Yards. O'af OI~.en.

D. J. Williams, John Salew, Victor Beau-
mont, Brefni O'Rourke, Walter Hertner.
Directed by S. W. Smith.

Interest-holding and well-acted though it

is, "At Dawn We Die" is a British-made
film handicapped as much by a similaritv
in theme to several important Hollywood
productions as it is by its total lack of
names known to American audiences. Al-
though now quite common as screen subject
matter, the activities of the underground in

WAR DRAMA LACKS NAMES
a Na'^i-occupied country make this an in-

spiring drama with frenuent moments of

excitement. Director George King has
pointed up the suspen«eful scenes and the
p'avers. especially Godfrey Tearle, Greta
Gynt, Yvonne Arnaud and F. R. Wend-
hausen contribute realistic portraits of
French re'^idents and Nazi oppressors. Ex-
ploiting the theme and title will attract the
action-minded fans but, otherwise, this may
have tough sledding.

The story takes place in a small river

port in occupied France where John Clem-
ents, who hopes to escape to England with
information about a submarine base, joins
the local underground movement. Clements
is attracted to Greta Gynt, daughter of the
Mavor, but she, apparently, favors the at-

tentions of the Nazi commandant. He then
turns to Judy Kelly, a waitress, and even
though she is secretly in the employ of the
Germans, she shoots the commandant to

(MORE REVIEWS ON PAGE 20)

safp'^uai-d Clement'^. Th° Ge^tano the" t-
r^~t 50 hi-tases. inc'udinof the Ma--or (God-
frev Tearle) who are to be =hot if th'? r^ur-

derer i"; not found. Although C'empnt'^ trie"

to save the live^ of th«^ hostages, the JtT-or

pleads with them to die bravel'" for uncon-
quered France The hostage- d'° v^hpn

the town is raided by the R A F.. C'eme'^ts

and Mi«s Gynt make good their e--cape to

England.

.John Clements, as the French hero, and
Hugh Sinclair, as a Nazi officer, are the best

known in this country. Both give good
performances despite their typically British

appearance. Greta Gynt and Judy Kelly

also do well in the leading feminine roles

but it is the character p'avers, Godfrev
Tearle, as the Mayor and Yvonne Arnaud,
as a warm-hearted Frenchwoman, who
really stand out.

LEYENDECKER
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THE NEWS DIGEST broadway
A Bi-Weekly Review of the Trade's Events NEW^SREEL
Allied on Projectionists Status

An Allied report by A. F. Myers was issued

in an attempt to clarify the status of oper-

ators Eind managers in the War Manpower
Commission's listing of essential occupa-
tions. The bulletin stated: "Much confusion
resulted from the report of the War Activi-

ties Committee and from published accounts
of a decision by CoUis Stocking of the War
Manpower Commission regarding the status

of operators. These matters all gave rise

to great anxiety and in some sections resulted

in a stampede of theatre employes to essen-
tial occupations. This office has been work-
ing with the WMC to clarify the status of

operators and managers. The attached
telegram from Mr. Stocking indicates satis-

factory progress so far as operators are
concerned. Contrary to published reports
of Mr. Stocking's decision, projectionists
have not been rated as non-essential. They
are still in the twilight zone. Allied instead
of pleading for deferment has submitted to

WMC concrete facts and excerpted from
State Laws demonstrating that they are
virtually irreplaceable. Exhibitors are urged
to communicate the contents of this tele-

grram to their operators at once." The^ tele-

gram to which Myers refers states: "Reurlet
War Manpower Commission's Committee on
essential activities has not included motion
picture projectionists in list and index of
essential activities. However, Committee
clearly has excluded motion picture projec-
tionists from list of non-deferrable activities
and occupations which was released Febru-
ary 2, 1943. Unable verify information given
to Local Union International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employes and Motion Pic-
ture Operators that Motion Picture Projec-
tionists not essential. Would urge that
motion picture projectionists remain on
present jobs until specific need for change
has been indicated by War Manpower Com-
mission."

Meanwhile, the appeal of lATSE for classi-

fication of projectionists as essential workers
is being studied by the WMC's classification

committee thus departing from its policy of
not considering draft deferments for persons
engaged in the distribution trades and will

submit its findings and recommendation to

Chairman Paul V. McNutt. Richard Walsh,
lATSE president, and Louis Krouse, secre-

tary, will appear for a hearing before the
committee to plead the case for the pro-
jectionists.

« * *

Red Cross Week
As Red Cross Week in the Nation's

Theatres swings into the final stretch. Na-
tional Chairman Barney Balaban's $5,000 000
mark seemed like a not-too-distant aim.
Over 13,000 theatres are collecting at each
performance, a greater number than has
ever taken part in such a project. New
York City theatres are enrolled 100 per cent,

a total of 579 houses. With every theatre
participating promised a trailer, the original
order of 11,000 trailers featuring a talk bv
Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker had to be in-

creased and rushed to National Screen
Exchanges.

* * *

Fox Doubles 1941 Profit

A net profit of $10,600,000 was estimated
by 20th Century-Fox for 1942, after estim-
ated federal and excess profit taxes. This
compares with the net for 1941 of $4,921,926.

Federal income taxes and excess profits

taxes are estimated at $7,460,000 compared
to federal taxes for 1941 of $2,275000, which
did not include the excess profits tax. The
1942 profits include income from London
due to the release by the British Govern-
ment of frozen funds. This amounted to

$3,500,000 with an expectation that sub-
stantially all income earned in England in

1942 will soon be available in dollars. The
company, after issuing its dividends on its

National Theatres holdings, announced that
20th Century-Fox would take over the en-
tire stock holdings in National Theatres
from Chase National Bank thus giving Fox
complete control of the circuit. The com-
pany's former interest amounted to 42'J'f of

the stock. The reported price is expected
to hit at least the $12,000,000 mark. Leh-
man Bros, will supply the money to 20th-

Fox through the floating of a stock issue.
* * *

WB Circuit Continues Buying
Continuing its theatre buying spree to

combat the inroads made by William Gold-
man, independent circuit operator in down-
town Philadelphia, the Warner Theatre Cir-

cuit signed a 10-year lease on its Capitol
Theatre in the central city area. Although
the present lease on the theatre does not

expire for another 18 months, Warners
signed to forestall Goldman's acquisition of

the house, with a $3000 increase in rental.

It is also understood that Warners is

negotiating for the purchase of three of its

neighborhood houses, the Columbia. Park
and York and an interest in the independ-
ent Carmen, neighborhood flesh house.

« He *

15 Producers for 11

A

United Artists will have product from 15

producers on its 1943-44 program announced
Arthur W. Kelly, vice-president. Notable
for his absence for UA's 1943-44 line-up is

Hal Roach who is a major in the Army and
whose studio has been taken over by the
Government. The fifteen named are:

Charles Chaplin, Mary Pickford, David O.

Selznick, Edward Small, Gregor Rabino-
vitch, Arnold Pressburger, Sol Lesser,

Charles Rogers, James Cagnev, Samuel
Bronston, Walt Disney, Jack Bennv, Andrew
Stone and Harry Sherman. Kelly was en-

thu'^iast'c over Sol Le=:?er's "Stage Door
Canteen" which, he expects, will gross $5

-

000.000 "Ladv of Burlesque," a Hunt Strom-
berg production, is expected to hit the high
grosses also, said Kellv. Edward Small
plans to spend $1,000,000 on each of his next

two pictures, "Winter Soldier" and "The
Raft." Small expects to make only high-

budget pictures in the future, having 24

story properties with eight scripts completed
and ready for shooting.

* * •

Capra Film Still Pending
Col. Frank Capra's "Prelude to War"

originally made for the armed forces and
later aonroved by OWI Director Elmer Davis
for public release, is still pendina: action on
its release from Lowell Mellett. OWI mot'on
picture division head. Mellett is skentical
about the wisdom of releasing pictures of

the length of the Capra film — one hour —
and al'JO that when the picture was made
originally, much footage was supplied bv
industry sources with the belief that it would
be for Army consumption only. OWI would

(Continued on Page 25)

Despite Lent, the Broadway first-run
houses continue to do sensational business
with frequent lobby hold-outs during the
week-day evenings and long lines starting
to form outside the Roxy, Capitol and Radio
City Music Hall on Friday, Saturday and
Sunday mornings. On Saturday night, the
Times Square district resembles New Year's
Eve with the streets almost impassable and
packed film theatres the rule until the early
morning hours. Biggest hit among the new-
comers is "Hello, Frisco, Hello" at the Roxy,
where it is supported by a strong stage
show headed by Chico Marx and His Orches-
tra. After a smash opening week, the
Technicolor musical is now in its second
stanza and seems headed for a four weeks'
run ... another Technicolor musical, Para-
mount's "Happy-Go-Lucky" has the popular
Les Brown and His Orchestra, Gil Lamb
and the Four King Sisters on the stage and
this bill, too, is in the second successful
week of a 4-week engagement. . .a third
musical, "The Powers Girl," is playing flrst-

run at Loew's State where the policy was-
altered to permit a two-week booking with
Powers and his models and Alan Mowbray,
who plays the role in the film, heading the
stage show.

The Capitol brought in the second of its

new combination screen-and-stage shows,
"Slightly Dangerous" and Charlie Barnet
and His Orchestra, and Mary Small, song-
stress, on April 1st. This followed three
profitable weeks of "Stand By for Action"
and Bob Crosby and His Orchestra with a
total gross in the naborhood of $140.000...

Another M-G-M film, "Keeper of the Flame,"
is now in its third week at the Radio City

Music Hall, with business said to equal that

of "Woman of the Year," the previous-

Tracy-Hepburn vehicle which played six:

weeks. . .M-G-M 's third Broadway first-

runner, "The Human Comedy," is in its fifth

week at the Astor where it stays in first

place among all continuous-run attractions-

at that theatre, exceeding the previous-

record-holder, "For Me and My Gal." during-

the fourth stanza... At the Strand. "The
Hard Way." and Ina Ray Hutton and Band
and Irene Manning in person, is in its fourth

and final week with business remaining-

good. "Edge of Darkness." even the trailer

of which brings audience applause, opens on
April 9th.

Headin°: the straight-film houses is the-

Rivoli where "The Moon Is Down" received

highly-favorable reviews and is pla^'ing to-

packed houses in its second week. The pre-

vious film here. "Forever and a Dav," had
a disappointing 13-day run despite its-

plethora of star names. . .The Criterion is in-

its fourth week of Abbott and Costello's "It

Ain't Hay" while another Universal film.

"Frankenstein Meets Wolf Man." finished

four good weeks at the small Rialto on-

April 3rd... The HolH'wood will hold "Air

Force." now in its ninth week, until Aprif

21st when "Mission to Moscow" will have-

it' world premiere. . .Two Republic specials,

"Hit Parade of 1943" and "At Dawn We-
Die," are both slated to open at the Criteriott

followed by bookings at Loe-w's State and
the Metropolitan circuit .. PRC's "Corregi-

dor" will play over RKO's national circuit,

according to Arthur Greenblatt. sales man-
ager . . . "Desert Victory," a 20th-Fox docu-

mentary filrh. goes into the Globe following"

"Hitler—Dead or A'ive " a Ben Judell pro-
duction which received bad notices from the-

New York press.
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
With six pictures now in work, Columbia is getting ready to

start four more during April. These are "Officers' Candidate
School," produced by Edward Kaufman with ten male leading
roles; "Cover Girl," a Technicolor musical with Arthur Schwartz
as producer and Rita Hayworth starred in a cast which will in-

clude 15 of the nation's leading cover models; "Without Notice,"
to be produced by P. J. Wolfson, and "The Clock Struck Twelve,"
Wallace MacDonald, producer. Just completed are "Appointment
in Berlin," "Right Guy," "Somewhere in Sahara," "Two Senoritas
from Chicago" and "Attack by Night."

Bill Berke returns to Columbia as a director after his current
assignment as director of "Tornado" at Paramount .. .Columbia's
1942-43 shorts program has been completed and producers Jules
White and Hugh McCollum have started work on next year's out-
put... Harold Lloyd's first picture for Columbia will be a film
version of the recently published novel, "Mr. Winkle Goes to War,"
by Theodore Pratt. Central character is a 44-year-old softie who
is drafted and the story concerns his bewilderment and adjust-
ment when thrown in with his 18 and 19-year-old fellow soldiers.
Lloyd is seeking a top "name" actor for the leading role. Pratt
has been brought on to work on the screenplay.

Columbia will use radio with a different approach in plugging
"The More the Merrier," starring Jean Arthur, Joel McCrea and
Charles Coburn. The most popular programs in 53 key cities will
be sponsored over an eight-week period instead of the usual
method of utilizing one or more national program... K. T. Stevens,
after obtaining a release from David O. Selznick, gets a term deal
at Columbia. His first will be "Nine Girls."

IN PRODUCTION—"Attack by Night" (M. Oberon-B. Aherne),
"Somewhere in Sahara" (H. Bogart-B. Bennett), "Right Guy" (C.
Trevor-E. Buchanan), "Appointment in Berlin" (G. Sanders-M.
Chapman), "What's Buzzin', Cousin?" (A. Miller-J. Hubbard),
"Crime Doctor" (W. Baxter-M. Lindsay).

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Things are humming on this lot with the starting of a busy

spring and summer production schedule. Nine pictures are cur-
rently under way with others scheduled to start within the next
few weeks. Already in work are "America," a Technicolor saga of
the nation's war industry starring Brian Donlevy with King Vidor
producing and directing; "Russia," starring Robert Taylor, pro-
duced by Joe Pasternak and directed by Gregory Ratoff, and "A
Guy Named Joe," aviation epic, co-starring Spencer Tracy and
Irene Dunne, produced by Everett Riskin and directed by Victor
Fleming.

After many postponements, "Madame Curie" also is finally
before the cameras with Greer Garson and Walter Pidgeon co-
starred. Originally bought as a Garbo vehicle, this story of the
famous woman scientist has had many setbacks due to difficulty
in finding the right approach. Mervyn LeRoy stepped in as direc-
tor when Albert Lewin quit after a dispute concerning treatment.
That LeRoy has been handed this difficult assignment means that
M-G-M is determined to get the picture ready for release with a
sure-fire combination of names to put it over. The final result
will be watched with interest since M-G-M's experience with bio-
graphical themes has not been a happy one, as witness "Parnell"
and "Edison."

No better proof that Hollywood's economy move is really
under way can be found than the fact that M-G-M is cutting some
Eleanor Powell dance footage from two of her former starring
films to be inserted into "I Dood It," which she just completed
with Red Skelton. The old routines are from "Honolulu," and
"Born to Dance," released in 1939 and 1936, respectively. Because
of a super-abundance of dancing solos the two specialties now

being edited into "I Dood It" could not be used in the pictures for

which they were shot. In ordinary times they would have re-

mained on the shelf, but now even mighty M-G-M is not above
dragging them out to help save production costs.

Production on "Harem Scare 'Em," which was to have starred
Abbott and Costello, has been postponed due to the latter's illness

...Hollywood's extra ranks are looking forward to "Quo Vadis"
which Mervyn LeRoy will start after his current assignment. Tho
picture will be filmed in Technicolor and all available extras used
for the mob scenes. . .Being readied for early production is a Paul
Gallico circus story with a war background published under the
title of "Romance of Henry Menafee," which will probably be
changed ... M-G-M is a much interested third party in the current
dispute between Republic and Angelus Pictures over distribution
rights to "The Hangman." After M-G-M had closed the deal.

Republic stepped into claim prior agreement and have taken the
matter to court. M-G-M paid $2^75,000 for rights to the film cover-
ing a seven-year period before reverting to Angelus.

With cooperation of the War Department and American Red
Cross, a story dramatizing the work of volunteer women workers
in government hospitals is being prepared under the title of

"Ladies in Gray". . .Blanche Ring, old time stage star, has been
signed to a termer and will have a part in "Man from Down
Under," which will star Charles Laughton. . .M-G-M will continue
to release the James A. Fitzpatrick travel shorts, having renewed
its contract for the 14th consecutive year, during which period
Fitzpatrick has made over 200 Technicolor subjects covering vari-

ous parts of the globe ... Mickey Rooney's next will be "Honey
Boy," a Technicolored musical based on the life of George Evans,
famous minstrel of the early 1900's. Gene Kelly is slated for the
second lead.

IN PRODUCTION—"Girl Crazy" (M. Rooney-J. Garland), "A
Guy Named Joe" (S. Tracy-I. Dunne), "Man from Down Under"
(C. Laughton-B. Barnes), "Madame Curie" (G. Garson-W. Pid-

geon), "Russia" (R. Taylor-S. Peters).

MONOGRAM
In the most ambitious ' product announcement of its career.

Monogram has scheduled a program of forty pictures during the

1943-44 season, of which three will be top bracket attractions

carrying negative costs of $400,000 to $500,000. A second bracket

of three productions has been allocated a budget of $200,000 each.

The remaining eighteen features will be turned out at a cost con-

siderably lower than the specials, although increased over previous

Monogram allocations.

Absence of any statement during the recent Chicago conven-

tion of Monogram's officials and franchise holders concerning the

studio's efforts in the western division would lead to the suspicion

that the status quo, so far as budgets are concerned, will be sus-

tained in the outdoor department. This is understandable in view
of Monogram's lack of a potent b. o. draw in the sagebrush
department.

In making known the new ambitions of Monogram, head man
W. Ray Johnston cited "Silver Skates" as impelling the radically

different production policy. The executive said, "The type and
number of high budget pictures which will be produced for the

season 1943-44 will be fully investigated by those present at the

meeting. We are thoroughly convinced that this is the opportune
time for Monogram to eliminate all low bracket pictures from its

schedule and to concentrate on a smaller number of important
productions. That we can produce and exploit such pictures has
been amply demonstrated by 'Silver Skates'."

Along with the announcement that Monogram is increasing its

budget expenditures for the new season comes word that a dif-

ferent selling system will be inaugurated — one by which the



company will sell its output of features in three blocks of eight

productions each. The purpose is twofold — it may serve to tie

up the occasional Monogram customer who buys only a few films

a year from the outfit and will provide uniformity of operation

for the exhibitor who is buying blocks elsewhere.

Obviously this Monogram set of plans for the new year spells

the beginning of a new era in the operation of this leading in-

dependent. Although by major standards the number of top pic-

tures promised is infinitesimal, the fact remains that the pros-

pectus offered by Messers. Johnston and Carr is far more attractive

than has ever been outlined by any company of its size in the

past.

And what is more to the point the promises are backed by
achievement and effort, by several seasons of fulfilling every con-

tract to the letter, of delivering product on schedule and main-
taining steady improvement as the months and years rolled by.

We may see in the outline for 1943-44 the widening of Monogram's
sphere of influence and a development in its importance to in-

dependent exhibitors that have been promised in the past, but

whose fulfillment has been delayed only because the smart men
running this outfit have insisted that the company learn to walk
before it tries to run.

IN PRODUCTION—"The Stranger from Pecos" (Johnny Mack
Brown-Raymond Hatton), "Time Bomb" (Richard Travis-Catherine
Craig).

PARAMOUNT
Having wound up "Lady in the Dark" and "So Proudly We

Hail," two of its most ambitious productions, Paiamount has seven
new pictures scheduled to start within the next month. These
will be "Four Angels," a musical starring Dorothy Lamour and
Fred MacMurray; "The Uninvited," spook drama with Ray Mil-

land; "The Man in Half Moon Street," starring Albert Dekker;
"The Hour Before Dawn," W. Somerset Maugham's best-seller,

with Franchot Tone and Veronica Lake, and "Henry Aldrich
Haunts a House," latest in that series, with Jimmy Lydon in the
title role.

Convinced that chiller films are what the public wants as a

relief from wartime tension. Paramount is going in for more such
product and is planning shortly to put into work "Double Indemn-
ity," a perfect crime yarn by James M. Crain, author of "The
Postman Always Rings Twice" ... Buddy DeSylva has instructed

the story department to find a good vehicle for Diana Lynn, whom
he plans to build up after seeing her work in the recently com-
pleted "Miracle of Morgan's Creek." Although only 15, Miss Lynn
has already appeared in "There's Magic in Music" and "The Major
and the Minor," besides being slated to play one of the four musi-
cal sisters in "Four Angels" ... Interest is attached to the signing
by this studio of Cornelia Otis Skinner, whose role in "The Un-
invited" will be her first screen part since she played a bit in

"Kismet," starring her late father, Otis Skinner, 17 years ago.
Paramount has bought "Tomorrow's Harvest," an unproduced

play by Alfred Maury, described as a love story with a modern
war background.

IN PRODUCTION—"Let's Face It" (B. Hope-B. Hutton),
"Hostages" (L. Rainer-P. Lukas), "Henry Aldrich Haunts a
House" (J. Lydon-C. Smith), "Tornado" (C. Morris-N. Kelly).

PRODUCERS RELEASING
Shades of cafe societyl We never thought it would turn up at

PRC, but the studio announces, in all seriousness, that it has
purchased the autobiography of Cobina Wright, Sr., who accord-
ing to publicist Aithur Eddy, is "an opera and radio singer and
actress." The plan is to produce the picture in June with Misi
Wright starred. Well, that is something PRC's customers — who
are accustomed to stronger fare — will appreciate no end. Ima-
gine "The Loves and Life of Cobina Wright, Sr." on the same bill

with "I Came from Hell's Kitchen."
Fifl D'Orsay's second starring assignment under her three-

picture deal with PRC will be "Mademoiselle from Armentieres."
which will be produced in June. First, she goes into "Jungle
Fury" with Buster Crabbe ... Steve Sekely has set "Phantoms in

the Night," a drama of underground France, for production this

summer. But, first Sekely wilTdirect "Casa Manana" and "Return
of the Zombies" for Monogram, and "The Night Is Long" at PRC.

IN PRODUCTION—"West of Texas" (Tex O'Brien-Jim
Newill), "Death Rides the Plains" (Bob Livingston-Al St. John).

NEW RELEASES
For details on these pictures see Release Charts in the PRODUCTION RECORD

COLUMBIA

Law of the Northwest April 1

Murder in Times Square April 2

^he Has What It Takes April 15

Saddles and Sagebrush April 22

M-G-M

Journey for Margaret
Northwest Rangers
Whistling in Dixie \

Dr. Gillespie's New Assistant ; „ .

Andy Hardy's Double Life (

becona

Keeper of the Flame ) Block
Reunion In France
Stand By for Action
Three Hearts for Julia
Tennessee Johnson

MONOGRAM
Ghost Rider April 2

I Escaped from the Gestapo April 16

Clancy Street Boys April 23

PRODUCERS RELEASING
ZJorregidor March 29

My Son, the Hero April 5

Terror House April 19

The Ghost and the Guest April 19

Death Rides the Plains April 30

West of Texas May 1

PARAMOUNT
The Forest Rangers
The Road to Morocco
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch
Henry Aldrich, Editor
Street of Chance '

The Avengers
Wrecking Crew
My Heart Belongs to Daddy Iki u
Palm Beach Story f block

Lucky Jordan J

2nd
block

RKO
Flight for Freedom April 2

Sagebrush Law April 2

Ladies' Day April 9

This Land is Mine April 23

30

7

I Walked With a Zombie April

The Falcon Strikes Back May

REPUBLIC
Tahiti Honey April 6

Sante Fe Scouts April 10

Shantytown April 20

Man Trap April 13

Calling Wild Bill Elliott April 15

King of the Cowboys April 15

Guacho Serenade April 15

Sante Fe Scouts April 16

Shantytown April 20

Days of Old Cheyenne April 22

20th CENTURY-FOX
He Hired the Boss April 2

The Moon Is Down April 9

UNITED ARTISTS

Border Patrol April 2

Lady of Burlesque April 9

Taxi, Mister April 16

Stage Door Canteen April 25

Buckskin Frontier May 14

UNIVERSAL
Keep 'Em Slugging April 2

It Comes Up Love April 9

Cheyenne Roundup April 9

Rhythm of the Islands April 16

White Savage April 23

Sherlock Holmes in Washington April 30

Next of Kin May 7

WARNER BROS
Edge of Darkness .April 24
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REPUBLIC
All stages busy here with seven pictures slated to get going

during April. Already under way is "Road to God's Country," a
story with the new Alaskan highway as background, and "East-
side Kids," George Sherman as producer-director. Others set to
roll are "War of the Wildcats," starring John Wayne; Roy Rogers
in "Silver Spurs," "Bordertown Gunfighters," with Bill Elliott, and
"Secret Service in Darkest Africa," a new serial.

The studio completed arrangements with high officials of the
U. S. Navy to film a motion picture around the Navy Construction
Battalions, the Seabees. The picture has been officially titled "The
Fighting Seabees." Herbert J. Yates and M. J. Siegel, in conclud-
ing the arrangements with Admiral Ben Moreell of the U. S. Navy
Bureau of Yards and Docks and his staff, announced that this
will be Republic's most pretentious production endeavor. The pic-
ture will cost more than a million and a half dollars and it is

estimated that it will take more than six months to complete.
The picture is being scripted by Robertson White, noted motion
picture and radio author.

Top grosses on "Idaho" throughout the country has moved
Republic officials to up budgets on all future Roy Rogers pictures.
At the same time, more money will be spent on national advertis-
ing to keep Rogers' name before the public, besides cooperative
advertising with exhibitors. In between pictures it is planned to
have the cowboy star make three sectional tours. First starts
May 1, covering the Northwest. Next, on August 2, takes in the
Middle West and final one in the new England states beginning
October 1st. He will appear at both service camps and theatres
...It has also been decided to have "Trigger" share equal billing
with Roy Rogers on future films, the first time a horse has been
so honored in filmland since the co-starring days of Tom Mix and
Tony.

Jane Withers' next starring picture for Republic will be
"Three Little Sisters," screenplay for which is now being written
by Aladar Laslo, noted European playwright ... Brenda Joyce hasbeen borrowed from 20th Century-Fox for femme lead in "Thumbs
Up," a musical which Joseph Santley will direct. Also on loanfrom the same studio is Sheila Ryan, playing opposite Roy Rogers
in 'Song of Texas," now on location .. .With the clamor on forhorror pictures. Republic's story department is happy over getting
the screen rights to "Donovan's Brain," current best-seller by CurtSiodmak Story deals with a scientist who keeps alive the brainof a dead tycoon and finally comes under its domination

..^J^J^P^VCTION^'-Song of Texas" ,R. Rogers-S. Ryan)•Thumbs Up" (B. Joyce-R. Fraser).
«yan),

RKO-RADIO
This studio has its Spring production schedule well under wayNow in work is "Mexican Spitfire's Blessed Event" and "Queens

AnHi'^'h^'^w f^^'^'
'° '^^^^'^ followed duringAp U by Walk Away from 'Em," "The Seventh Victim" "TheFalcon in Danger," "The Iron Major," starring Pat O'Brien; "KeepEm Singing, Kay Kyser-Edgar Bergen-Marcy McGuire comedvmusical and Pearl Buck's "China Sky." starring Claudette Colbert and Randolph Scott.

'tuueiie <^oi

.r^rr.^^^
pFoduccrs Under contract, largest for this lot in

r^rths'"%hi^Tr^.'°"''"''''' ^"^'^'^y the next fewmonths. This studio has also gone all-out for chiller films follow-ng the unexpected hit scored by "Cat People." made on a ve^ylow budget and set to gross well over a million. "I Walked wkh
cuSnt^v J'

"^'"'^'^^ "The Leopard Man" \s

wav
'^^'^t'"^' P'^^ "The Seventh Victim," about to get underway_ Now in preparation is "The Curse of the Cat Peopl! "

sequel

ground '

"''^ ""'^'"P' ^° cast'^and back

Having completed "Flight for Freedom" and "Mr Luckv "
David Hempstead has turned out a third of the product for whYc'h

r"""-""'^ '° th'« Convinced that womeT^ arenow the principal ticket buyers due to so many men SiL nservice, Hempstead feels that romance should be stressed Follo^ng this approach, the war angle in "China sLies will be

£mpstfa7has?n'"'""' T'^' ^^""^^^^^ °ther films whichnempstead has in preparation, including "Gibson Girl " ^Rogers starrer; .'Sister Kenny." ''Governmrn? SrP "Pc^-tfaif"fa Lady and "Prodigal Women"... The Disnev unit it VninJor more live action, after considerable expefimen aUon rhirf

bT D^nV'^rr tLis^r'^r-
°«-'-enrfi^ms"rj:.ned^t

TS'OOO fee"- of ^n'r aetSn fiTri '''onlv'r
^^^'^^^^

fnntao-^
action mm. Only two percent of the total

Which will be filmed under the title of "The Master Race " Theproduction will be supervised by Robert S. Golden. Lochner w^ll

act as technical adviser. While no distribution deal has been an-

nounced as yet, it is generally expected that RKO will endeavor

to tie up this new production by the maker of the very success-

ful "Hitler's Children." Since the latter picture was rele<'ised,

Golden has been besieged with offers of financing and distribution,

but it is not believed that he has made any commitments.

20th CENTURY-FOX
Harry Sherman's deal with this company is revealed as having

him working directly for 20th in making "Buffalo Bill" rather

than on an independent basis. This first Sherman picture here

will be made in Technicolor. An original by Frank Winch, life-

long friend of Buffalo Bill, will stress the latter's circus career

and is in the high budget brackets, with over a million dollars set

aside for its production. "Utah" is another outside picture on

Sherman's schedule, but no release deal has been arranged as yet.

Otto Preminger, Broadway producer, will produce and pos-

sibly direct "Paris, Tennessee." an original comedy about today's

Army wives, as the first of a trio with topical themes which he is

slated to turn out. Others are "Through Embassy Eyes," based

on the career of the late Ambassador Dodd. and Maxwell Ander-

son's "Candle in the Wind" ... Lloyd Nolan will play the title roie

in "The Life of Touhy" and Victor McLaglen will appear as his

chief henchman. Production is scheduled to get under way in a

few weeks to capitalize on the timely angles.

IN PRODUCTION—"Bomber's Moon" (G. Montgomery-Anna-
bella), "Heaven Can Wait" (D. Ameche-G. Tierney), "Jane Eyre"

(O. Welles-J. Fontaine), "Sweet Rosie O'Grady" (B. Grable-R.

Young), "Winter Time" (S. Henie-J. Oakie).

UNITED ARTISTS
William K. Howard, veteran director, has been given his first

major assignment in some years by James and William Cagney.
for whom he will direct the first of the Cagney independent pro-

ductions. "McLeod's Folly." Much ado is being made over the

fact that the Cagneys have lured Gladys George to the coast for

the pivotal character of the mother. Miss George, long one of

New York's leading character actresses and a fine one, may fill

the breach left in the ranks by the deaths of such screen notables

as Edna May Oliver. May Robson and Laura Hope Crews.
While the production plans of David O. Selznick become more

cloudy as the months pass on. it is to be recorded that the pro-

ducer is actively cooperating with the OWI in the filming of pic-

tures for the armed forces and the U. S. documentary subjects.

At the moment, he is mulling the possibilities of making a yarn
dealing with nurse aides — designed along lines to further the

enlistment of women in this vital branch of war work.
Andrew Stone, whose enterprise and temerity have been ap-

plauded frequently in the past by this department, is back in pro-

duction with a bang — after several unproductive seasons. Having
just completed "Stormy Weather" at 20th Century-Fox, Stone is

in the throes of organizing his own unit in collaboration with
former Monogram producer, Edward Finney. Their first joint

effort, "High Diddle Diddle," is being prepared for an April start

and will bring together Adolphe Menjou and his sophisticated
comedienne wife, Veree Teasdale. Frederick Jackson did the
original screenplay.

UNIVERSAL
The idea of using popular songs as titles of low budget musi-

cals has been an extremely profitable one for Universal and, as a

result, the studio whose program consisted in the past largely of

action and horror films appears dedicated to one in which prac-

tically 50 percent of all features now in preparation are either

outright musicals or comedies and dramas with music.
Not all follow the popular vein, however. Only last week the

studio hired Edward Ward to join its staff of composers and he
happens to be very much in the classical groove. And not all of

the musical pictures planned will be of the slim budget variety.

For instance, there is "Phantom of the Opera" in production —
an expensive Technicolor film which brings Nelson Eddy to the
lot for the first time. The former Metro star has been signed to a

two-picture yearly contract. He is still potentially as profitable a
player as when he first attracted attention in "Naughty Marietta."
Inept handling and weak stories set him back at Culver City, but
the Eddy following is sufficiently large to fit in with Universal's
plans to emphasize musical pictures. With more sympathetic
treatment, it is possible he may be restored to his former eminent
position at the boxoffice.

A sequel to "Arabian Nights" is being prepared under the title.

"Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves," which will reunite Jon Hall,

Maria Montez and Sabu. . .Robert Cummings has been awarded
the lead in "Fired Wife" ... "Anybody Seen Kelly?" is the provoca-
tive title of an original story bought by U and assigned to pro-
ducer Ken Goldsmith.

IN PRODUCTION—"Phantom of the Opera" (Nelson Eddy-

(Contlnued on Page 18)
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PRODUCTION
& RELEASERECORD
In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc.,

appeared. "Rel" is the national release date. "No." is the release number. There may be variations in

the Running Time in states where there Is censorship. All new productions are on 1942-43 programs unless

otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title and running time denotes Technicolor production.

COLUMBIA
1942-43 Features (48)

Westerns (16)

Serials ( 4)

Completed (33)

Completed (16)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (6)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

CRIME DOCTOR
Mystery drama—Shooting started March 25.

Cast: Warner Baxter, Margaret Lindsay, Ray Collins, John Litel,

Harold Huber, Don Costello, Constance Worth, Dorothy
Tree.

Director: Michael Gordon Producer: Ralph Cohn
Siorv : Basfii on the radio pioRram of the same name. Warner Baxter plays

till- title rule as an amateur sleuth who solves a perplexing muriler
mill acts as cupiil in the romance of a pair of young people.

WHAT'S BUZZIN' COUSIN?
Musical—Shooting started March 18.

Cast: Ann Miller, John Hubbard, Rochester, Freddie Martin and
Orchestra, Jeff Donnell, Leslie Brooks.

Director: Charles Barton Producer: Jack Fier
."^tory: A trio of youns girls. Ann Miller. Jeff Donnell and Leslie Brooks.

takes over B.n Arizona hotel and manage to put it on its feet finan-
cially hv promoting a show which turns out to be an enormou.s
success.

IN PRODUCTION
Till'—Running Tinu

Attack by Night (— ) M
Appointment in Berlin (— ) G.

Right Guy (— ) C.

Somewhere in Sahara (— ) H.

Cm Ottallk

Oberon • B. Aherne. . . 1-11

.

Sanders - M. Chapman .3-8

Trevor - E. Buchanan ... 3-8

.

Bogart - L. Bridges 2-8.

J. Davis..

K. Harris.

- A. Lake.

RELEASE CHART
m42-43

After Midnight with Boston Blackie C. Morris -

Bougie M.in Will Get Yoo. The (66) B. Karloff

Boston Blackie Goes Hollywood (68) C. Morris .

Boys from Stalingrad S. Becket -

City Without Men (76) L. Darnell

Commandos Strike at Dawn (98) P. Muni -

Counter Espionage (72) w. William
Dilails under title: The Lone Wtit In Sedland Yard

Daring Young Man, The (70) I. E. Brown - M. Chapman
neadline Guns r Havden - S Patterson..
Desperadoes, The (T) (85) R. Scott - G. Ford
Dtitroyar E. G. Robinson - G. Ford..
Fighting Bockareo C. Starrctt - K. Harris..
Frontier Fury C. Sfarreft .

Hail to the Ranoers C. Starrett
It s a Great Life p. singleton

Details under title: Blondle Buys a Horse

lunior Army F. Bartholomew - B. Halop.
Last Horseman. The R. Haydcn - B. Willi

Details under title: Suicide Range

Laugh Your Blues Away B. Gordon - M. Lindsay .. .

Details under title; How Do You Do?

taw of the Nerthwist C. Starrett

Let's Have Fun B. Gordon
Details under title: Shalt I Tell Em?

Lone Prairie (58) R. Hayden
Details under title: Law of the Badlands

Lest Horizon ef Shangri-La R. Colman
Lucky Legs (64) J. Falkinburg

Man's World (60) M. Chapman
The More the Merrier J

Details under title: Merry-Go-Rtond
Murder in Times Square E.

Night to Remember, A (82) L.

netails under title: The Frightened Stiff

No Place fsf a Lady W.

Details under title: Thirteen Steps to Heaven

One Dangerous Night (77) W
Pardon My Gen C. Starrett

Power of the Press (63) L. Tracy -

Redhead from Manhattan L. Velez -

Reveille with Beverly F. Slack -

Riders of the Northwest Mounted R. Hayden

Riding Through Nevada (61) C. Starrett

Details onder title: Shotgin Giird

Riding West C. Starrett - S. Patterttn

Robin Hood of the Range C. Starrett • K. Harris..
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Saddles and Sagebrish R.

Details inder title: Outlaw Bisien

Secret Codf. The (Serial) P.

She Has What It Takes J.

Details under title: Broadway Daddies

Lnemy Agent Meets Eliery Uueen (63) W.

Flioht Lieutenants (80) P.

Dctaili andar title: He's My Old Man
Silver City Raiders .

Smith of Minnesota (66) B.

Something to Shout About D.

Spirit ol Stanford. The (73) F.

Stand By All Networks (64) I.

Tornadt In the Saddle, A R.

Details inder title: The Trall'i En4
Two Senoritas from Chicago (— ) J.

Underground Agent (681 B.

Valley ol Vanishing Men (Serial) W
Wyoming Hurricane R.

You Were Never Lovelier (96) F.

Details onder title: The Gay Sanerlta

Hayden - A. Savage 4-22

Kelly - A. Nagel

Falkenberg - T. Neal

Gargan - M. Lindsay.

O'Brien - G. Ford . . .

Hayden • A. Carroll . .

Smith - A. JidK . .

Ameche - J. Oakie. . . .

Albert - M. Chapman.
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Hayden - B. Willi
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METRO^C -MAYER :

1942-43 Features Completed (47) In Production (5)
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RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Tillt— Running Time Cast

Girl Crazy M. Rooney

Guy Named Joe, A (— ) S. Tracy -

Madame Curie (— ) G. Garson

Man from Down Under, The (—) C. Laughton

Russia R. Taylor -

1942-43

BLOCK NO. ONE
Apache Trail (66) W. Lindigan - D. Reed

Cairo (101) J. MacDonald - R. Ysang

Eyes In the Night (79) E. Arnold - A. Harding.

For Me and My Gal (103) J. Garland - G. Murphy.

Details under title: Mt and My Gal
Omaha Trail (102) J. Cnl| - 0. Jagftr

Details under title: Ox Train

Panama Haltie (79) V. Hafli* - K. Craywi..
Seven Sweethearts (97) A. Stthcr* - D. Dallay.

Details under title: Tulip Tina
Semewhere I'll Find Yao (108) C. Gable -

TIsh (84) M. Main -

War Against Mrs. Hadley, The (85) F. Bainter
Yank at Eton. A (88> M.
White Cargo (90) H.

BLOCK NO. TWO
Aidy Hardy'i Dauble Life (92) M.

•etaili under title: Aady Hardy'i Uut Fllag

Or. Gillespie's New Assistant (87) L. Barrymore - V. Johnson.
Journey for Margaret (81) R. Young - I. Day
Keeper af the Flame (100) K. Hepburn - S. Tracy . . .

Northwest Rangers (63) J. Craig - W. Lundigan...
Detalli under title: Gambler's Chtice

Reunion In France (102) I. Crawford • J. Wayne..
Details ander tltlo: Kcioloo

Stand by far Aetlon (109) R. Taylor • C. Laighten

Details ander title: Caria af Innaeeiti

Three Hearts far lulla (70) A. Sothern - H. Douglas..

TennoHue Jahnian (103) V. Hellin - R. Hussey

Details under title: The Han on America's Conscience

Whistling In Dixie (74) R. Skeltan - A. Ratherfard.

BLOCK NO. THBEE
Assignment In Brittany (96) R. Wkarf - S. Pcten

Cabin in the Sky (98) t waters - L. Horse

DuBarry Was a Lady (T) R. Skelton - L. Ball . .

Harrigan's Kid (80) 0. Readick - W. Gargan..

Pilot No. 5 F. Tone - M. Hint
Details under title: Skyway to Glory

Slightly Dangerous (94) L. Turner - I. Yoang

Details under title: Nothing Ventured

Stranger In Town. A (67) F. Morgan - R. Carlson..

Youngest Profession, The (82) V. Weldier - E. Arnold..

NOT DESIGNATED
Above Suspicion J. Crawford-F. MacMarray.

Air Raid Wardens (67) Laurel t Hardy

Bataan R. Taylor • L. Nolan....

Best Foot Forward L. Ball - H. James
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FILM RUILETIN



D. (lelll . .12 14.
Marshall. . .

1-23.

br. Gillespie's Criminal Case L. Barrymore -

Faculty Row M. Astor - H
Details under title: The Half Pint Kid

Hitler's Hangman (— ) J. Carradine - P. Marison.

Human Comedy. The (118) M. Rooney - 0. fleed..

I Oood It R. Skelton - E. Po*eil . . .

Detals under title: Mr. Justice Goes Hunting
Lassie Come Home (T) R. McDowell
^'retrnlina Lll> aiai- i Udrianil

Private Miss Jones (T> K. Gray<on
•"•.iiiiini HSKHil K r.nlnian

Right About Face K. Kyser -

.8-7.

11-30.

.9-7.

Salute to the Marines (T) W.
Swinj Shift Maisie 4.

Beery -

Sothern

- E. Gwenn.
R. Carl>oii . .

- G. Kelly . . .11-30

G. Garton 5-18.

M. Maxwell 2-8.

I HiiiKoij
. . . in-19.

F. Bainter. . . .10-5.
- J. Craig 1-11.

MONOCR AM
1942-43 Features

Westerns
(33)

(16)

Completed (19)

Completed (12)

In Production (1)

In Production (1)

STRANGER FROM PECOS
Western—Shooting started March 25.

Cast: Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton, Kirby Grant, Chris-
tine Mclntyre, Steve Clark.

Director: Lambert Hillyer Producer: Scott R. Dunlap
story: Unavailable—see ne.\l issue.

T9ME BOMB
Drama—Shooting started March 29.

Cast: Richard Travis, Catherine Craig, Evelyn Brent.
Director: Harold Young Producer: Max King
story; Unavailable—see ne.\t issue.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

Title—Running Time Cast Details Rel. No.

Ape Man, The (64) B. Lugosi - W. Ford 12-28. . . 3-19
Bowery al Midnight B. Lugosi - W. McKay .... 8-24 .. 10-30
Clancy Street Boys L. Gorcey - B. Jordan 2-8... 4-23
Cowlioy Commandos R. Corrigan - 0. Moore .... 3-22
Crime Smasher, The F. Graham - R. Cromwell .. 11-30 ... 1-22

Details under title: Adventure of Cosmo J ones

Dawn on thi Great Dlyldi (63) B. Jones - R. Bell 10-5 . 12-18
Foreign Agent (64) J. Shelton - G. Storm 7-20... 10-9
Ghost Rider J. m. Brown - R. Hatton 2-22. . . .4-2

Ghosts in the Night East Side Kids 2-22
Haunted Ranch (64) j. King - D. Sharpe 11-2... 2-19

Details under title: Saddle Cyclone

I Escape from the Gestapo D. Jagger - IM. Brian 1-11... 5-14
Details under title: No Escape

Isle of Missing Men <67) J. Howard - G. Roland 6-15... 9-11
Details under title: Isle of Fury

Kid Dynamite (67) L. Gorcey - B. Jordan 10-5 ... 2-5
Details under title: Little Mobsters

Land of Hunted Men R. Corrigan - D Moore.

B. Jordan.

Lowery. . . .

I. Jordan .

McKay. . .

Lowery - G. Storm 9-21. 12-11.

Living Ghost, The L. Gorcey -

Lure of the Islands (61) M. Harf - R.

'Neath Broolilyn Bridge (64) L. Gorcey -

Ono Thrilling Night (69) 1. Beat - W.
Details under title: Army Bride

Prison Mutiny (64) E. Norris - J. Woodbury
Details under title: You Can't Beat the Law

Rhythm Parade R
Details under title: Bye. Bye. Baby

Robber's Roost r. Corrigan - D. Moore..

Silent Witness B. Page - M. Wrixon ...

Sarong Girl A. Corio - D. O'Flynn..

Silver Skates (75) K. Baker - Belita

te«ai to Bataan J. King - M. Terhune ...

frail Riders J. King - D. Sharpe
Oetaili under title: Dead Men Don't Ride

Two-Fisted Justice J. King - D. Sharpe
Details under title: Dead Man's Trail

Woitern Mill (55) T. Krene - J. Trent

West if the Law R iones - T. McCoy . .

Wild Horse Stampede H. Gibson - K. Maynard.

Wings Over the Pacific I. Cooper - E. Norris . .
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«»ARAMOUNT

TORNADO
Action drama—Shooting started March 24.

Cast: Chester Morris, Nancy Kelly, Bill Henry, Morgan Conway,
Marie McDonald, Joe Sawyer, Gwen Kenyon.

Director: William Berke Producers: Wm. Pine-Wm. Thomas
Stor.v : Ui aina ni' the Illiniiis coul mines in which Chesler Murris rises from

a worker to the position ol' coal baron in the area. He falls in love
with a night club singer as does liis business rival. Ultimately he
wins out but not before a tornado has struck the community which
has become complacent and coirupt in the face of increasing pros-
perity.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCMON

lull— Kuhii.iiu I imc

Let's Face It

Cast

B. Hutton.

- V. Lake. . , .

- R. Milland..

B. J. Rhodes.

- R. Preston .

A. Judge

B. Hope -

iy42-4i -

BLOCK NO. ONE
blas» Key. The ^^S^> B. Donlevy

«ajur anil the Minor, The (100) G. Rogers

frioriiies on Parade (79) A. Miller

Wake Island (78) B. Donlevy
"'""1 W3) R. Arlen -

BLOCK NO. TWO
Forest Rangers, The (T) (87) F. MacMurray - P. Goddard
Henry Aldrich, Editor (72) J. Lydon - C. Smith
Koad to ftiorocco. The (89) B. Crosby - B. Hope....
Mrs. Wiggs ol tne Cabbage Patch (80).... F. Bainter - H. Herbert..
Mieel 01 Chance (72) s. Meredith - C. Trevor..

Details under title: Black Curtain. The

BLOCK NO. THREE
Avengers, The (88) R. Richardson

Oetall>

.2-22. .

.3-9.
. 3-23

.

4-6

. .4-6.

.1-26

.1-26.

Ladd

Martin

Lydon -

Albert

Preston

Tone -

Young

Wrecking Crew (73) R. Arlen

My Heart Belongs to Daddy (75) R.

Palm Beach Story, The (88) C.

Lucky Jordan (84) A.

Details under title: Prelude to Glory

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Happy-Go-Lucky (T) (78) M
Henry Aldrich Gets Glamour (72) j.

Lady Bodyguard (70) E.

Night Plane from Chungking (69) R.

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Five Graves to Cairo F,

China (78) .L

Aerial Gunner (79) i. Arlen

High Explosive (62) C. Morris

uetaiK under titlf: Vuu Can't Live foiever

Salute for Three (75) B. Rhoades

SPECIALS
Star Spangled Rhythm (99) All Star ..

NOT DESIGNATED
Dixie (T) B. Crosby

for Whom the Bell Tolls (T) G. Cooper

Good Fellows, The H. Walker

Great Without Glory J. McCrea

Details under title: Triumph Over Pain
Henry Aldrich Does His Bit... J. Lydon

Henry Aldrich Plays Cupid J. Lydon

Henry Aldrich Swings It J. Lydon -

Hostages L. Rainer -

Lady In the Dark (T) G. Rogers

Miracle of Morgan's Creek B. Donlevy

No Time for Love C. Colbert

Riding High D. Lamour

So Proudly We Hail C. Colbert

True to Life (T) M. Martin

D. Kerr. .

C. Morris

Carlson - M. O'Driscoll.

Colbert - J. IWcCrea. . . .

M. McDonald . . .
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D. Drake 11-16.
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B. Field
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C. Smith . . . .

C. Smith

A. de Cordova

.

R. Milland. . .
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- D. Powell . . .

P. Goddard. . .

• F. Tone
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.12-14.

.2-22.

12-28.
.10-5.

.6-15.

.1-25.

12-14.
.9-21.

Are Husbands Necessary? (79) R. Milland - B. Field...

Details under title: Mr. and Mrs. Cugat
Heacneomber. The <8U) C.Laughton-E.Lanchester . .

.4203
4202
4201
.4205
.4204

.4206

.4209

.4207

.4208

.4210

.4213

.4212

.4214

.4211

.4215

.6-29. . .2-12. . .4231

Reliiue. . .7-24.

Beyond the Blue Horizon (76) T....
Details under title: Her Jungle Mat*

Or. Broadway (67) M.

Holiday Inn (101) B.

I Live on Danger (73) R.

Night in New Orleans (75) R.

Details under title: Morning After, Tho
Outlaws of the Desert (66)

Reap the Wild Wind (124) T R. Milland

Riders of the Timberlino (59) W. Boyd -

Details under title: Timber Wolves

Secret of tho Wasteland (66) W
Stick to Your Guns (63) W
Sweater Girl (77) E.

Details under title: Sing a Song of Homicide

Take a Letter. Darling (93) B, Russell-F.

tombstone—The Town Too R. Dix - D.

Tough to Die (79)
Twilight on the Trail (58) W. Boyd - B

NOTE: Figures in No. Column denote BInek-of-Five

D. Lamour-R. Denning 7-26 C.

Carey - J. Phillips 11-1.

Crosby - F. Astaire. . ..12-1.
Dix - P. Foster 12-1.
Preston-M. O'Driscoll. ..9-6.

. B. Boyd

Boyd -

Boyd -

Bracken

King 5-31.
Goddard 6-14.

,

King 6-14.

King. .

King. .

V. Lee.

,
.5-17.

7-12.
.7-12.

,

Wl

Wl
Wl

. .6. .

.

.12-1.MacMurray

,

Castle 10-4 7. .

George Wl

1942-43 Features

Westerns
Completed (39)

Completed ( 0)

In Production (3)

In Production (0) PRODUCERS RiLEASINC
HENRY ALDRICH HAUNTS A HOUSE
Domestic comedy—Shooting started March 29.

Cast: Jimmy Lydon, Charlie Smith, John Litel, Olive Blakney,
Gail Russell, Vaughan Glaser, Jackie Moran.

Director: Hugh Bennett Producer: Michel Kraike
story: Jimmy Lydon plays the title role in latest adventure of Henry .\ld-

rirli who falls in love with the daughter of a scientist who has in-

vented a fluid capable of tripling man's ordinary strength in a few
moments. When the .school principal disappears and is believed
to be murdered Henry believes the crime was committed by him while
under the influence of the potion. In order to extricate himself it is

necessary for him to solve the mystery himself.

1942-43 Features
Westerns

('^4)

(18)

Completed CiQ)

Completed ( 9)

In Production (0)

In Production Ci)

DEATH RIDES THE PLAINS
Western—Shooting started March 18.

Cast: Bob Livingston, Al St. John, Nica Doret, Ray Bennett, Stan
JoUey, George Chcsbro, John Elliott, Slim Whitaker, Ker-
mit Maynard.

Director: Sam Newfleld Producer: Sig Neufeld
Story: Bob L,\vingston cleans iip a racket whereby an elderly man has been

advertising property for sale and kiJling prospective customers for
their cnsh and jewelry.

APRIL 5, 1943 15



WEST OF TEXAS
Western— Shooting started March 19.

Cast: Dave O'Brien, Jim Nevvill, Guy Wilkerson, Frances Glad
win, Marilyn Hare, Robert Barron, Tom London, Jack
Rcckv/ell, Jack Ingraham. Henry iJall.

Director: Oliver Drake
Fro.'ucers; Alfred Stern a:":'' Ilax A'cxande-

Sliiiv: Tlir T;'x;is K:i,nyi-i-s yo inlu .New Mexico where tliey organize a bunil
III iiii'ii who oppose the niilroail's elTorts to seizt' citizens' raneii
pro|ierty.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

Tillt— KuiiiiinB iJiiie Cast Orl,ijl> Kd. Nu

Baby Fac« Morgan (65) M Carlisle • R. Criiniwull 61 9 15 it'

Bad Men of Tliiinder Gap (— ) J. Newill D. O'Brien 3-5. .. 352
Beliind Prison Walls \. Baxter - G. Micliael ... 11-30 . .3-22 .... 313

Details under title: After Tomorrow

Boss of the Big Town. The (64) J. Lilel - F. R:cc 8 24 .12-7 . . .3If

City of Silent Men (64) f. Albcrl^oll - I. L.iiiij 7-20 10-12 3u»
Ottails under title: Silent Men

Correoidor 0. Krugcr - E. Landi ... 12-14 . . . 3-29 31
Oead Men Walk G. Zucco - M. Carlisle 9-21 2-10 .... 320
Follies Girl (— ) W. Barrie G. Oliver 5-3

. . .330
Fugitive of the Plaini B. Crabbe - M. Leslie . . 12-14 ... 3-12 ... 359

Details under title: Billy the Kid No. 3

Ghost and the Guest, The F. Rice - J. Dunn 2-8 ... 4-19 . 314
Girls in Chains A. Judge - R. Clark 2-8... 5-17

Kid Rides Again. The B. CraDbe - A. St. John.. 11-30 .1-27 .3 8
Details under title; Billy the Kid Ns. 2

Lady from Chungking (69) A. M. Wong - H. Huber 10-5 . 12-21 . 302
Man of Courage L. Talliot - B. MacLane . . 9-21 .... 1-4 .... 319

Details under title: Permit to Kill

Miss V from Moscow (68) L. Lane - N. Madison 8-20 . 11-23 . . 318

My Son, the Hero P. Kelly - R. Karns 12-28 .... 4-5 . 311
Mysterious Ridtr, The B. Crabbe A. St. John .... 10-5 . . 11-20 . . 31-7

Details under: Untitled Billy the Kid

Night for Crime, A (78) G. Farrell - L. Talbot 7-13. . .2-18 304
Overland Stagecoach B. Livingstone - S. Moore ... 11-2 . . 12-11 .... 363
Pay-Olf. The L. Tracy - T. Brown 10-19 . 1-21 ... 303

Queen of Broadway R. Hudson - B. Crabbe.. 10-19 .... 3-8 ... 312

Rangers Take Over, The 0. O'Brien - J. Newhall ... 11-16 . . 12-25 .... 351
Riders of the Sage 1. Livingston - A. St. John . 12-28 . . 2-12 ... 364

Details under title: Western Saboteurs

Secrets of a Co- Ed (67) 0. Kruger - T. Thayer 8 10 . . 10-26 . 309

Terror House (— ) W. Lawson - M. Clare For. ...4-19

Inmorrow We Live (67) K. tor.i-z J y.uHei . i i

Western Cyclone 3. Crabbe - A. St. John . 1-25 ... 5-14
Details under title: Billy, the Kid No. 4

Wild Horse Rustlers (57) B. Livingston - A. St. John 2-12
. 364

YaiiVs Are Coming, The (67) H. King i Band M. He.ili 6 ij 11a 3U)

1942-43 Features (34)

Westerns i'iii)

Specials ( 6)

Serials ( 4)

Completed ii'i)

Completed (18)

Completed ( 2)

Completed (
'2)

In Production (1)

In Prodti:.(ion (1)

In Prodi:ct on (0)

III i'l .xliictidii (0)

THUMBS UP
Musical comedy- -Shooting started March 15.

Cast: Brenda Joyce, Richard Fraser, Elsa Lanchcster, J. Pat
O'Malley, Arthur Mars'etson, Queenie Leonard, Molly
Lamont.

Director: Joseph Santley Producer: Albert J. Cohen
.Storv: Brenda Joyce is an American gii'l who goes to London lo achieve

her ambitions for a theatrical career. Learning thai a show is being
staged in an aircraft factory she goes to worlt there. Meeting an
R. A. F. flier clianges her somewhat selfisli jihilosophy and slie real-
izes the great importance of tlie work she is doing in hi lpin.i; build
Dlsines and implements of war.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Tltlf— Running Time

Song of Texas R

U I II

. . 3-22

I'M
Alibi (— ) M.

At Dawn We Die (78) J.

liloekid Trail, The T.

Bi.o;s and Saddles G.

Calling Wild Bill Elliott W.

Carson City Cyclone (— ) D.

Chatterbox J.

DarTT Command (Reissue) W.

Days of Old Cheyenne D.

Dead Men's Gulch (56) D.

False Faces R.

Fighting Devil Dogs (— ) '

.

(Adapted from the Serial of the same name).

Gaucho Serenade (— ) G.

(i Men vv The Black Dragon iSerial) R.

Heart of the Golden West (65) R.

Hi. Neighbor (72) L

Hit Parade of 1943 (86) J.

Ice Capades Revue (79) E.

Idaho (70) R.

Cast

Rogers - S. Ryan

2-4 i

Lockwood - H. Sinclair For

Clements - H. Sinclair For

Tyler - B. Steele 12-28

Autry - J. Allen Reissue

B. Elliott - G. Hayes. 2-22

Barry - L. Merrick

E. Brown - J. Canova .. 12-14

Pidgeon - J. Wayne
' Red' Barry - L. Merrick 2-22

Barry - L. Merrick

Williams - B, Henry. . . .3-22.

PtocII - E. Stewart

Autry - S. Burnette. . Reissue

Cameron - C. Worth .... 10-5.

Rogers - R. Terry 9-21

BpIIp - V. Vague 6-1

Carroll - S. Hayward 11-16
Drew - R. Denning 6-29
Rogers - S. Burnette .... 12-28

Ki 1 Nil

. . 3-21. .

. . .3-20

. . .3-12.
. .264

. . .1-15. .2301

. . .4-16

. . .3-16. .

. . .4-27

. . .1-15.

. . .4-22. .

2-13.
. .274

1 2J 211

. . . .4-1. .

12 11 2 1

. . .7-27. 201

. . .3-26. . .215
>. .12-24. . 206

. . .3-10. . .252

Johnny Doughboy (63) J

King of the Cowboys R

King of the Mounties (Serial) A
London Blackout Murders (58) I.

Man from Thunder River

Man Trap

Withers - W. Oemarett . 9-7.

Rogers - S. Burnette. . 1-25

Lane - P. Drake 7-13.

Abbott - M. McLeod 11-2.

Bill Elliott - G. Hayes . . .3-22.

Henry Stevens - D. Lovett . . .2-8.
11I1.UW s r.kes Back Kussian Documentary
Mountain Rhythm (70) Weaver Family 10-19.
iil,i 11(1 ncMfail. The 1681 Weaver Family 6-2-J .

P.-od gil's Mother J. Craven

Purple V, The <58) J. Archer
ii'i iiiwv of fine Ridge lt,'J) U. Ba.-ry

Riders of the Rio Grande T. Tyler

Riiliii' Down the Canyon (55) R Rogers

Sante Fe Scouts Three Mesguiteers 2-18
Secrets of the Underground (71) I. Hubbard - V. Grey 9-21

Details under title: The Corpse Came CO D.

Shadows ol the Sage (57) I. Tyler

Shanty Town M
Sombrero Kid. The (.61 U
South ol the Border G.

Sundown Kid (56) 0

Swing Your Partner E.

Ini.iii Honry S. Simon -

Thundiring Trails . B. Steele -

Traitor Within (60) J. Parker

Uetarls under title: Eleven Were Brave

Valley of Hunted Men B, Steele -

X Marks the Soot (55) D O'Flynn

Youlh on Parade (72) J. Hubb.ird

Details under title: Chatterbox

M. Paige 3-8 . .

M. McLeod . . .1-11.

L. Merrick ... .8-24

.

B. Steele 3-8.

G. Hayes 10-5.

B. Steele 7-20.

Lee • M. Lord 1-25. .

Barry - L. Merrick 6-2s>.

Autry - M. Lee Reissue. .

L. Merriek 10-5.

R. Clark 3-8. .

0. O'Keefe 1-11

T. Tyler 11-2.

D. Barry 9-21

12-31.
4-15

10-10
.1-15.

.4-13
10-1.

. .1-8.

.8-21

3-i2

.

.10-2, .

.205

.281

. .210

Barry

Dale -

12-30

.

4-16
12-18.

.8 14

. 4-20

.

,
.7-31.

. .3-1.

.12-28.

.209
ZU2

.253

.208

.26i

271

2302
. .273

Tyler

H. Parrish. . .

M. O'Driscoll.

9-7

8-24
7-13.

. .4-6

. 1-25
12-16

11 12

.
11-4

10 24

.

263
207

262
204
.20;

1942-43 Feature ,

Westerns
I ;:i)

( 6)

( Onipletcd
(':)r»ipletc(l

(.'',!))

( «)

In l'r<idu(t;<-ii (.'))

In Production (0)

[MEXICAN SPITFIRE'S BLESSED EVENT
C imedy—Shooting started March 24.

Cast: I^upe Velez, Leon Errol, Walter Reed, Wally Brown, Alan
Carney, Eiisabfth Risdon, Erford Gaffe, Lydia Bilbrook.

Director: Leslie Goodwins Producer: Bert Gilroy
.'~'|iiiy: Willi Lime \'ilez in lille role and Leon Errol as Lord Kpping. comedy

complications revolve around the prospect of a new member in the
family.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Titli— Running Time Cast Details

Lady Takes a Chance, A J. Arthur - J. Wayne 1-11.

Details under title: Free For All

North Star . A. Baxter • J. Wayne 3-22. .

1942-43
BLOCK NO. ONE

Big Street, The (89) H. Fonda - L. Ball 5-4

Here We Go Again (77) E. Bergen - F. McGee 6-15
Highways by Night (62) R. Carson - J. Randolph 4-6

Details under title: Silver Spoon
Mexican Spitfire's Elephant (64) .. L. Velez - L. Errol 6-29
Wings and the Woman (97) A. Neagle - R. Newton ... Foreign

BLOCK NO. TWO
falcon's Brother, The (6J) G. Sanders - T. Conway 7-13
Journey into Fear (70) I. Cotten - D. Del Rio 1-26
Navy Comes Through, The (82) P. O'Brien - R. Scott 6-1
Scattergood Survives a Murder (66) G. Kibbee - M. Hayes 4-20
Seven Days Leave (87) . V. Mature - L. Ball.

Details under title: Sweet or Hot

BLOCK NO. THREE
Array burgeon (63) J. Wyatt
Cat Peonle (72) s. Simon
Great Gildersleeve. The (62) H Peary

Once Upon a Honeymoon (117) G

6-1

K. Taylor 4-6.

T. Conway 8-10.

J. Darwell 10-5.

Rogers - C. Grant 6-1.

J. Craig - B. Granville 8-10. .
Seven Miles from Alcatraz (62)

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Cinderella Swings It (70) G. Kibbee - G. Warren

Details under title: Scattergood Swings II

Forever and a Day (104) C. Laughton - A. Neagle

Hitler': Children (85) T. Holt • G. Granville 10-19
Tarzan Triumphs (78) J. Weissmuller - F. Gifford. . .9-7

Two Weeks to Live (76) G. Louck - N. GoH 10-5

BLOCri NO. FIVE
Falcon Strikes Back (66) T. Conway - J. Randolph . .2-8
Flight for Freedom (101) R. Russell - F. MacMgrray. .8-24

Details under title: Stand Ry to Di<

I Walked with a Zombie (69) F. Dee - T. Conway 11-2
Ladies' Day (63) L. Velez • E. Albert 7-20
This Land Is Mine (103) C. Laughton - M. O'Hara . . . 11-2

NOT DESIGNATED
Avenging Rider, The T

. . 9-4

. .10 9

. .10-2.

. .9-11.

. .9-18.

11-16

. .2-12.

.10-30
10-16
.1113

.12-4.

12-25

.

.1-1.
11-27.

. .1-8.

8-10. . .1-22.

.3-26

.3-12

.2-19

2-26

301

.305

.304

302
.303

.30<»

.307

308
30s
.310

.312

.313

.314

.311

.315

318

.320
316
319
317

Holt - C. Edwards
Bandit Ranger (56) T. Holt - C. Edwards...
Bombardier p. O'Brien - R. Scott

Fallen Sparrow, The J. Garfield - M. O'Hara
Fighting Frontier (57) T. Holt - A. Summer .

Details under title: Son of the Saddle

Gildersleeve's Bad Day H
Leopard Man, The D
Mr. Lucky (— ) c.

Details under title: From Here to Victory

Petticoat Larceny J. Carroll

Pirates of the Prairie (57) T. Holt - N. O'Dav
Red River Robinhood T. Holt - B. Moffet

sagebrush Law T. Holt -

Details under title: Gun Law
Sky's the Limit F. Astaire

SPECIALS
Bambi (70) (T) Disney Cartoon Feature...

7-27

11-2.

. 2-8.

.6-15

.5-7.

.4-2.

.4-30.

.4-9

.4-23.

5-28
.9-25.

.5-14.

.321

.324

.322

323

.383
SSI

1-29 383

Peary - J. Darwell

.

O'Keefe - Margo. . .

Grant - L. Day

R. Warrick

.

.2-22

.2-22.

11-16. 5-28.

1-25. . .

.6 1

. 7-13

Edwards 6-29 .

11.oo

. . .7-23.

. .4-2 . . .

J. Leslie 1-25

.8-21.

384

.391

FILM BULLETIN



UNITED ARTJSTs$
M.-ignlficent Ambers»ns (88) J. Gotten - D. Costello 11-29. . . 7-10 371

Pride of tlie Yankees. The (128) G. Coooer - B. Ruth 1-26 ... 3-5 .... 351

S.iliidos Amioos (42) Disney Cartoon Feature 2-19.... 392

Squadron Leader X (99) A. Dvorak - E. Portman .... For. ... 5-21

They Got Me Covered (95) B. Hope • D. Lamour 7-20 ... 2-5 .... 352

Walt Disney's Surprise Package (T) Cartoon Feature 6-11

lOtb CENTUR
10« 43 Fentj.rcs (— ) Completed (43) In Production (6)

SONG O? OE^.NADETTE
Drama—Shooting started March 29.

Cast: Jennifer Jones, Vincent Price, Mary Anderson, Charles

Bickford, William Eythe, Edith Barrett, Lee J. Cobb, Mona
Maris, Blanche Yurka, Charlis Dingle, RDinan Bohnen,
Anne Revere, Lynne Roberts, Aubrey Mather, Maicrl Dalio.

Director: Henry King Producer; Wm. Perlberg
Slory: Film adaptation of the Franz Weitel novel — the atory of tin-

miracles of Lourdes in wliich newcomer Jennifer Jones plays thf

air! who has a vision of the Holy Lady and dedicates her life to

reli.i;i(>n as a result.

WINTER TIME
Musical—Shooting started March 17.

Cast: Sonja Henie, Jack Oakie, Carole Landis, Cesar Romero,
Cornel Wilde, Woody Herman and his Band, S. Z. Sakall,

Geary Steffen.

Director: John Brahm Producer: William Le Baron
story: iSon.ja Henie. refugee, while awaiting her quota number to enter the

fnitc;rt States, puts a Canadian hotel on the map as a war time resort

through her skatins and a series of ice spectacle productions.

RELEASE CHART
Kel.

J. Sheppard.

4-6.
. .8-7. . . .302

3-23. . .8-1. . . .301

5-18. .8-14.

.

. .303
3-23. .8-28.

.

. .305
.4-6. .8-21.

.

. .304

IN PRODUC I ION
Tiilf— Running Time Cast Details

Bombers Moon Annabella - G. Montgomery. .2-8

Jane Eyre 0. Welles - J. Fontaine. .. .2-22.

Heaven Can Wait D. Ameche - G. Tierney. . .2-22.

Sweet Rosie O Grady B. Grable - R. Young 3-8

1942-43
BLOCK NO. ONE

A-Haunting We Will Go (67) S. Laurel - 0. Hardy.

ftotllght Serenade (80) B. Grable - V. Mature

Details under title: Strictly Dynamite

LIttIt T«kio, U. S A. (64) B. Joyce - P. Foster

Lives of Edgar Allen Poe, The (67) L. Darnell

Pled Piper. The (86) M. Woolley - R. McDowall ... 4-6 ... 8-21

BLOCK NO. TWO
Berlin Correspondent (70) V. Gilmore - D. Andrews .... 5-18
Careful. Soft Shoulders (69) V. Bruce - J

Iceland (79) S. Heine - J

Just Off Broadway (66) U. Nolan
Details under title: 12 Men in a Box

Orchestra Wives (97) G. Montgomery

BLOCK NO. THREE
Tsles of Manhattan (118) All Star

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Girl Trouble i82) D. Ameche - J. Bennett
Manila Calling (81) L. Nolan
Man In the Trunk. The (70) l. Roberts

Ellison.
.

Payne. . . .

M. Weaver. . .

L. Barl.

.5-18.

. .5-4.

.5-18.

.4-20.

. .9-11.

. .9-18.

. .10-2.

. .9-25.

. . .9-4.

.11-1. .10-30.

G. Landis . . .

- G. Holmes . .

B. Grable - C. Miranda . .

M. D'Hara. .

- L. Roberts.

J. Ellison

Tierney - P. Foster.

Ellison. .

Lupino

, . 6-15

.

.6-29.

.6-15.

, .6-15.

.8-10.

G. Montgomery 6-15.

H. Angel..

Oorn - V. Gilmore.

.8-24.

. .9-7

Springtime in the Rockies (CO) (T)

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Black Swan. The (85) (T) . . . j Power -

Or Renault'. Secret (58) j. sheppard
Details under title: Buried Alive

That Other Woman (75) L. Barl
Thunderbirds (T) (78) .... G Tier
Undying Monster, The (60) .....L Howard' - J

BLOCK NO. SIX
Lite Begins at 8:30 (85) m. Woolley -

I

China Girl (95) G. Tierney - G. ......
We Are the Marines (69) m of T Documentary

- B- Hughes
Tim. to Kill (61) L. n„,3„

Details under title: Brasher Doubloon

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Chetniks, The Fighting Guerillas (73) . . . . P

Details under title: Seventh Column
Immortal Sergeant, The (91) H Fonda
Margin for Error (74) j. Bennett „.

Meanest Man in the World (57) J. Benny - P Lane
»oun, Mr. Pitt (105) r. D„„a, . r. iv,„rley. .

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
Dixie Dugan (67) L. Andrews - J. Ellison
He Hired the Boss (73) S. Erwin - V. Blaine

Detalli under title: $10 Raise
Hello, Frisco. HkIIo (Ti ...A. Faye
Moon Is Down (90) c' Hardwicke - H. Travers. .11-30.
«uiet, Please, Murder (70) r. Denning - G. Patrick 9-7.

NOT DESIGNATED
Coney Island iT) B. Grable - G. Montgomery .. 10-5

'T) T. Power - A. Baxter... 8-24
Desert Victory British Commentary
''""•""Ss Laurel & Hardy 3-8
Mv Fnenrl Flicka (Ti R. McDowell P foster 7-20
•x-Bow Incident H. Fonda - P. Foster. . .

Stormy Weather Bill Robinson - L. Home
They Came to Blow Un America G. Sanders - A. Sten

Details under title: School for Saboteurs
Tonight We Bomb Calais Annabella - J. Sut»on

Details ander title: Secret Mission

. .10-9.

.10-16.

.10-23.

. .11-6.

. .311

. .312

. .306

. .310

. .308

. .313

. .309

. .314

. .315
.317

.4-20. . .12-4. . . .320

.7-13 .12-11. . . .321

6-29. 11-13.

.

.3-18
.3-9. .11-20. .307

.8-10 .11-27. .319

12-25
.1-1.
.1-8.

.1 15.
1-22.

32 .

32s
32i
326

M. O'Hara. .

M. Berle..

.10-5 . .2-5 . 32);

.9-21. .1-29
. . 327

10-19. .2-19 3JiJ

.7-13. .2-12.

.

. .329
For.. .2-26. . .316

. 9-21

.6-29.

J. Payne 11-2.

.3-12.

. . 4-2

.

.3-26.

. .4-9.

.3-19.

332
.334

.333

.335

.331

. .6-15.

. . .2-8.

.

.12-14.

.

.10-19.

.

l!)42-43 FEATURES
Balcon (Bin.) Completed ( 1)

Benny (Bny.) Completed (0)

Bogeaus (Bog.) Completed ( 0)

Bronston (Bro.) Completed ( 0)

Cagney (Cgy.) Completed (0)

Chaplin (Chn.) Completed (0)

Cinema Guild (C.G.) Completed ( 3)

Coward (Cud.) Completed ( 1)

Edwards (Edws.) Completed ( 1)

Korda (Kor.) Completed (1)

Lesser (Lsr.) Completed ( 0)

Loew-Lewin (L.L.) Completed ( 1)

Mayfair (Mfr.) Completed (1)

Fressburger (Psb.) . . . Completed ( 1)

Kabinovitch (Rvn.) Completed (0)

Roach (Rch.) Completed (8)

Rogers (Rgs.) Completed ( 1)

Selznick (Szk.) Completed (0)

Sherman (Shm.) Completed (10)

Small (Sml.) Completed (0)

Strombberg (Smg.) Completed ( 1)

In Product ion (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (Oi

In Production (()»

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production ((•)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production ( 1

)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

III Prodiictiiin (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running lime

Stage Door Canteen W
Ca>

Terry -

1942-43 -

Uelalls

C. Walker 12-14.

J. Sawyer.

- A. Lee.

. 6-29

.11-16.

American Empire (81) R. Oi« f fu-in . ,. IV 1

Bar-aO Three W, Biivil i riyni. 1 I

Border Patrol W. Boyd - J. Kirby 6-29.
Buckskin Frontier (74) R. Dix - J. Wyatt 9-7.

LfetHils under title: Buckskin Empire
i.iilaboose J. Rogers - N. Beery. Jr.

Colt Comrades w. Buyo v ' \\ '

Crystal Ball, The (81) P. Goddard S Millnnd

Devil with Hitler. The (44) B. Watson I Devlin.

Details under title: Hitler's Valet
fall In w. Tracy
Hangmen Also Die b. Donlevy

Details undrr title: Never Surrender

I Married a Witch (76) F, Marrli

In Which We Serve (115) N. Coward
lacare (65) F. Buck

Kansan, The R. Dix

Details under title: Meet John Bonniwell

Kukan. Battle Cry of China (61) nocimieni •

Lady of Burlesque B. Stanwyck - E. O'Shea

Details under title: The G. String Murders

Lost Canyon (62) W. Boyi)

Ip.ither Burners W. Boyd

Mnon and Sixpence. The (90) .•. . .G. Saunil

McGuerins from Brooklyn (46) A. Judae

Details under title: Mr. and Mrs. Brooklyn

Nazi Nuisance B. Wat«..ti S l^f-!<(l

Oiip nf Our Aircraft Is Missing (TO) E. Pnrlr-.| r, Tirlc...
Powers Girl, The (93) G. Mur-liy P Lane

Prairie Chicken J. Rogers - N. B!ery, Jr..,

Silver Oiiecn (82) Brc "

Somewhere in France R. Morley - C. Cumminjs.

Taxi. Mister W. Bendix - G. Bradley .

Hopqy Serves a Writ W. Boyd - J. Kirky

Details under title: Texas Law
Undercover Man (68) W. Boyd - R King

Details undrr title: Across the Border

Victory Through Air Power (T) Disney Feature

vanks Ahoy W. Tracy ). Sawyer

Young and Willing (83) W. Holdcn - S. Hayward . .

Details under title: Out of the Frying Pan

.4-25.

. .4-2.

.5-14.

4-20. . .1-29.

7-20 1-22

3-23 11 20

.3-5.

.3-26.

Lsr.

Sliih

Shm
Shm

C.G.

..Rch

Rch

. Psb

J. Mills.

I Wvntl

J. Kirby

J. Kirby

H Mir W.iW

W. Eenlix .

. For.

.

. .2-12. Cwd

11-30 *hm

K
-

12-14 . . .4-9 Smg.

fi-lS . 12-18 SSm
6-15 .5-28. Shm

4 6 12-31 . . Rch

1 1
1

. Km
rnr n 16 Ktir

.
"7 Ro.

6-15 .
.5-21.

. Rcli

. . For. . .5-17. . Bin

6-1 .4-16.

.

. . Rch

7-20. . .3-12 Shm

2-9 10-23 Shm

. .Os>

7 20 Rch

I-IO. . . .2-5. . . C.G.

1942-43 Features (5-3)

Westerns ( 7)

Serials ( 4)

(Completed (4!))

Completed ( 7)

Completed ( 4)

In Production (*>

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

&ET GOING
Musical—Shooting stafted March 24.

Cast: Grace McDonald, Robert Paige, Jennifer Holt, Vera Vague,
Walter Catlett.

Director: Jean Yarbrough Producer: Will Cnv/in
story: Orare McDonahl is a young girl from the country' who goes to New

York loi- a sl:i^e career.

HERS TO HOLD
Musical—Shooting stalled March 22.

Cast: Deanna Durbin, Joseph Gotten, Charles Winninger, Ludwig
Stossel, Nydia Westman, Gus Schilling, Irving Bacon, Nella
Walker, Evelyn Ankers.

Director: Frank Ryan Producer: Felix Jackson
,stur\-: Story tyf a spoiled and wealth.N' yirl whose ideas ai'e regenerated

under the influence of working in a defense plant — a i>ro.iect she
had embarked upon originally merely as a lark.

APRIL 5, 1943



RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTIOM

Tttli—Running Tinit Casi

Corvettes in Action R. Scott - J. Brown .

Phantom of the Opera N. Eddy - S. Foster

1942-43
Adunturw of Smilin' Jacl< (Serial) T. Brown - T. Bey.,
always a Bridesmaid Andrew Sl«fiir«

Amajing Mrs. Holliday. The (98) D. Durbin - E
Details under title: Forever Youri

Arabian Nights (T) (86) Sabu - M. IMontez

Behind the Eiunt Ball (60) [llti Bros. - C. Bi

Details under title: OH the Beaten Track
Belwren Us Gifis (89) R. Cummings

Details under title: Love and Kisses, Caroline

Captive Wild Woman J. Carradlne
cneyenne Ko-ndup j. M. Brown - T. Bitter 9-i
Corvettes In Action u. l-uran P. Knowles 9-/

Cross Your Fingers A. Jone« - K. Carlisle 1-25
Ueei) in ine Heart ol Texas i61) J. M. Brown - T. Hitter .... 6-15

Oetailt under title: The Lone Star Trail

Destination Unknown (61) I. Hervey - W. Gargan 4-20
Destiny L. Chaney - A. Curtis. ... 1-25

Oetailt

.2-22

. . .2-8

. .5-18
- P. Knowles. 1-25.
O'Brien 6-29

.7-13
Brueo

D. Barrymore. .5-4.

E. Ankeri. . .12-28

Perry

Dix -

' IVI.

W.

Barrie 10-19
Barrle

Boyer - E. G. Robinson.

B. Lugosi . . .

.8-10
10-19

Uoii Wiiislow of the Coast Gu.md (Serial) . . D.

Eyes ol the Underworld (61) R.

Details under title: Destiny

Follow the Band L. Errol - M. Hughes .... 2-22
Details under title: Trombone from Heaven

For All We Know C

Frankenstein Meets the Wolf Man (75).... L. Chaney

Details under title: Wolf Man Meets Frankenstein

Get Hep to Love (77) G. Jean - J. Fra
(.ive Out. Sisters (65) Anorews s.stcrs.

Details under title: I Want to Dance
Good Morning, Judge D. O'Keefe

Great Impersonation. The (71) R. Bellamy

Halt Way to Shangh.ii (62) I. Hervey

He's My Guy I. Hervey - [

Hi. Buddy (68) R. Paige - M.

Hi Ya Chum (61) Ritz Bros. - J

How's About It? Andrews Sisters

Details under title: Solid Senders

It Ain't Hay (81) Abbott &

It Comes Up Love (64) G. Jean

Details under title. 0:i the Ream
lonior G Men of the Air (Serial) nead End I'ld' 3-9

Keep 'Em Slugging H. Hall - G. Raymond .... 11-30. .

Details under title: Bad Company
Little Joe the Wrangler ' M. Brown

Lone Star Trail J. M. Crown

Madame Spy (63) C. Bijnet

Rel. No

. . . .1-S. .7581

. . .2-19. .7005

. . 12-23

.

. 706-
. . .12-4. .702»

»-4. .7010

4-9. .7075

>. . .9-25. ..0.1

). . .10-9. .7030

... .4-6. 8681
>. . . .1-8. .7037

. .3-12. .7012

>. . .10-2. .7022
S. . .^-il.

L. Albrltton. .12-28. .

E. Ankeri. . . .4-20. .

K. Taylor 3-23.
,

D. Foran. .. .12-14. .

Lord 11-16. .

Frazee

R. Paige. 12-28. .

Costello 10-5. .

I. Hunter 7-20.

. .6-29.

. .9-21.

MnonliQht in Havana (63) *• Jones - J.

Mug Town (60) B. Halop - H.

\<„mmv'! Tnmh Th. 'fill D. Foran - L.

Never a Dull Moment (— ) Ritz Bros. - F.

Next of Kin (86) N. Pilbeam -

Nightmaro (81) D. Barrymoro -

linht Monster (72) I. Hervey - L.

Old Chisholm Trail. The (60) J- M. Brown -

Overland Mall (Serial i H. Parrish - L.

Pardon My Ski B. Abbott - L.

Details under title: Oh, Doctor!

12-18.
.^18
.3-26.

.2-26.

.3-5.
2-5

3-19.
.4-9.

6 30
.4-2

.7032
. in

.7041

.7031

.7039
7025

.7001

.7023

.7040

- T. Bitter.

T. Ritter.

D. Porter 8-10.
Frazee 8-10.

I. Hall 7-13.
.. Chaney 6-15.
. Langford

B. Sidney. . . . For. . .

- B. Oonlovy. . .9-17.

Erikson 7-20

.

T. Ritter 8-24.
Chaney. Jr. 8-23.

Costello. . .12-14. .

11-13. . .7072

12-11.
10-16.
.1-22.

10-23.

.7034

.702<!

.7027

.7019

. .5-7.

11-lJ.
10-23
12-11.
.9-21

.7015

.7038

.7073
77»)

Pittsburgh (91) M. Dietrich - R. Scott. . . . . .9-7. .12-11. .7008
1 - T. Ritter. .7-27.

Rhythm of the Islands A. Jones - J. Frazee 11-30. . .4-16. 7042
Details under title: Isle of Romance

Shadow of a Doubt (108) T. Wright - J. Gotten... . .8-10. . .1-15. . 7065
tkirlocV Hnlmas in Washington B. Rathbone - N. Bruce . 7-20. 4-30.
*^herlo-k Hn'mes and the Vnicp of Tp-ror . Kal bn^ir N Bruce.

.

. .:>1S . ."-18. . 7n->«

Charlock Holmes and the Secret Weapon (68) B. Rathbone - N. Bruce . .6-15. .2-12. .7024
G Jean - D O'Connor 3-8

Details under title: Oh. Say Can You Swinj

Sin Town (74) C. Bennett - 8 Crawford

.

. .8-24 "•2')

Strictly in the Groove (60) L. ""rrnl . G MrOonaM 4 6 .11-20 .7028
Tentino Toniph' on thf Old Camp Ground 1. M. Brown - T Ritter. . .8-10. . . .2-5. .7074

We've Never Been Licked R. Quine Anne Gwynne. .1-25. .5-14

When Johny Comes Marching Home (74) . . .

.

A. Jones - J. Frazee . .10-5. . . .1-1. .7016

White Savago (T) J. Hall - M. Montez . . . 11-2 . . 4-2j

Who Doni It (77) Abbott t Costello 6-15. . .11-6. . .702e

You Go to My Heart (— ) P. Knowles - E Ankers . 3-8

1942-43 Features (— ) Completed (34)

WM
In Frodu<-tion (t)

IRVING BERLIN'S "THIS IS THE ARMY"
Musical—Shooting started March 15.

Cast: "This Is the Army" stage cast, Joan Leslie, George Murphy,
Lt. Ronald Reagan, George Tobias, Alan Hale, Charles
Butterworth, Una Merkel, Faye Emerson, Sgt. Joe Louis,

Ruth Donnelly, Rosemary De Camp, Ilka Gruning, Richard
Crane, John James, Stanley Ridges, Dolores Costello, Ger-

trude Niesen.
Director: Michael Curtiz

Producers: Jack L. Warner and Hal B. Wallis
Slor.v: L'navailaljle—soe next issue.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43 —

IN PRODUCTION
Title—Ruining Time Cast

Saratoga Trunk (— ) G. Cooper -

BLOCK NO. ONE
Atroii the Pacific (97) H. Bogart -

Busses Roar, The (60) R. Travis •

Desperate Journey (107) E. Flynn

Secret Enemies (59) C. Stevens

Now, Voyager (117) B. Davis

I. Berfoian

M. Astor . .

J. Bishop. .

R. Keagan

.

F. Emerson.

P. Henried . .

Ootalli

. . .3-8

3-23. . . .9-5. . . 202
. .9-19. . . .203

.2-9. . .9-26 . . 204
.1017 . 203

4-20. .10-31 . .206

Bogart - I. Bergman 6-1.

Loder - R. Ford For..

Lupino - D. Morgan 3-23.

Travis - E. Parker 9-21.

Cagney .12-1.

BLOCK NO. TWO
Yoo Can t fcsca e Forever (77) G. Brent - B. Marshall 6-li.

Hidden Hand. The (63) C. Stevens - F Emerson

George Washington Slept Here (63) I. Benny • A. Sh»ridan . . . . 4-20

.

Flytng Fortress i68i R. Greene • C. Lehmann . . . . For

.

Gentleman Jim (104) E. Flynn A. Smith 6-1.

BLOCK NO. THREE
Casablanca (99) H.

Gorilla Man (64) I.

Hard W.iy. The '97) I.

Truck Busters (58) R.

SPECIALS
Yankee Doodle Dandy (126) I

NOT DESIGNATED
Action in the North Atlantic H.

Advonturet of Mark Twain F.

Air Force (124) J.

Arsenle and tld Lata (—) c.

Background to Danger G.

Constant Nymph, Tha C.

Crime by Night C.

Details under title: Forty Whackl
Desert Song, The (T) D.

Devotion 0.

Edge of Darkness. The (118) E.

Last Ride. The (— ) R.

Mission to Moscow W.
Mysterious Doctor (57) I.

Night Shift (— ) A.

Old Acquaintance B.

Princess D'Ronrke 0.

Thank Your Lucky Stars F.

Varsity Show (81) (Relisao) D.

Watch on tha Rbino B.

10- 10
.11-7

.

11-28
.12-5.

11-14.

. .1-23.

.1-16.

.2-20.

. .2-6.

.1-2

Bogart - R. Massey 9-7.

March - A Smith 7-13.

G. Young . . 6-29.
P. Lane 11-1.

. Marshall 9-7.

J. Fontaine .3-9.

J. Cowan. . . .10-19.

Garfield

Gram
Rati -

Boyer

Bennett

3-20

Manning.
- 1. Lupino

Sheridan .

Parker. . .

Harding. .

Morgan - I

DeHavillanil

Flynn - A.

Travis - E

Huston - A

Loder - L. Matthews

Sheridan

Davis - M. Hopkins

DeHavilland-R Cummings
Can'or D. Shore

Powell - F. Waring . .

Davis - P. Lotas

6-29
11-16.
8-24

11-16.

.2-22.

11-16.
7-20
11-2.

. 4-24

.

. .3-6.

207
208
.210

.211

212

.21'

.216

.209

.213

201

.217

.218

.12-19. .215
6-15.

SIZE-UPS
(Continueid from Page 13)

Susanna Foster), "Corvettes in Action" (Randolph Scott-James
Brown), "Hers to Hold" (Deanna Durbin-Joseph Gotten), "Get
Going" (Grace McDonald-Robert Paige), "T-wo Tickets to Lon-
don" (Michele Morgan-Alan Curtis).

WARNER BROS.
This lot has taken on the appearance of an Army camp -with

350 soldiers around comprising the cast of Irving Berlin's "This
Is the Army." The situation has made it necessary for the studio
commissary to serve meals in shifts. An unexpected complication
arose when George Murphy was stricken with measles and for a
time it was feared that an epic'^emic might break cut among the
cast of this Army Emergency Relief show. Production is pro-
gressing according to schedule and picture version will contain
specialties not in the stage play. Kate Smith, Frances Langford
and Gertrude Niesen are all here to do song specialties whereas
the stage version had an all-soldier cast.

Five other musicals are slated to get under way in the near

future. These include "Shine On, Harvest Moon," "The Desert
Song," "Thank Your Lucky Stars," "Rhapsody in Blue" and "Mis-
sissippi Belle."

The Signal Corps four-reel Technicolor film on the invasion
of Africa, produced by Col. Darryl Zanuck, is being distributed
for the WAC by Warner Bros, through arrangements made by the

Office of War Information. To insure widespread and quick show-
ing, 677 Technicolor prints will be struck off... Lewis Milestone,
having scored with "Edge of Darkness," has had his option re-

newed by Jack Warner and will return to this lot after winding
up "The North Star" for Sam Goldwyn.

Cast additions include Ilka Gruning and Stanley Ridges to the
cast of "This Is the Army." and Helmut Dantine to "To the Last
Man" ... Robert Buckner will produce the recently purchased
comedy fantasy, "The Devil, George and Rosie," which will have
Errol Flynn, Ann Sheridan and Humprhey Bogart in the leading
roles.

IN PRODUCTION—"Saratoga Trunk" (G. Cooper-I. Bergman),
"This Is the Army" (J. Leslie-G. Murphy), plus entire stage cast.
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EXPLOITATION

PICTURE
of the issue

A 20th Centurj-Fox Pic-
ture. I*roduced and writ-
ten for tlie screen bj-

Nunnall.v Johnson. 1)1- o
reoted by Irving Piohel. >;

From the novel by Jolin

Steinbeck. Cast: Sir

C e d r i c

H a r d -

w I c k e ,

H e n r ,>

Travers, Lee J. Cobb, Dorris Bow-
don, Margaret Wycherly, Peter

Van Eyck, William Post, Jr.. Hen-
ry Rowland, E. J. Ballantine.

Photography by Arthur Miller.

A. S. C.

THE MOON IS DOWN There

are no great star names to en-

liven the marquee. Yet this can

be an outstanding money-getter

where the showman puts his

shoulder behind it. The ads at

the right stress the heroic pro-

portions of the story and the ap-

peal in the character of the young
woman whose husband is brutally

murdered by the invaders. She
has her revenge by taking the life

of one youthful, love-starved Nazi
soldier who pleads for her love.

This angle should bring the best

results for the average theatre.

you iviu 58 NOW



'THE PURPLE V MINOR ESPIONAGE MELODRAMA
Rates • as dualler for minor action houses

Republic
58 miniitei

John Archer, Mary McLeod, Fritz Kortner,
Rox Williams, Kurt Katch, William Vaughn,
Peter Lawford, Irene Seidner, Kurt Kreuger,
Eva Hyde, Walter Sande.

Directed by George Sherman.

This minor espionage melodrama has ex-

citement aplenty even if its story strains at
credibility throughout. The situation of an
R. A. F. pilot being forced down in Germany
is a familiar one, but George Sherman has
directed at a fast pace and has packed
many suspenseful moments into the short

hour's running time. And, although John
Archer is typically-American and could
scarcely pass for a German, Fritz Kortner,
Kurt Katch, Rex Williams and Kurt Kreu-
ger, among others, give convincing por-

trayals which add considerable to the film's

realism. However, none of these players
has marquee strength. This will serve only
as a dualler in the lesser action spots.

In the story, John Archer, American gun-
ner in the R. A. F., bails out of his damaged
plane and dons the uniform of a dying
Nazi pilot. In possession of a personal re-

port, which had been intended for Hitler.

Archer goes to the home of Fritz Kortner,
professor from his Berlin University days,
asking for shelter from pursuing Nazis.

'CITY WITHOUT MEN' MINOR COLUMBIA ACTION QUICKIE
Rates ® • — in nlncr action houses

Columbia
76 minutes

Linda Darnell, Edgar Buchanan, Sara All-

good, Michael Duane, Glenda FarreU, Shel-
don Leonard, Doris Dudley, Cl.vde Fillmore,
Constance Worth, Arthur Hohl, Leslie
Brooks, Joseph Crehan, Margaret Hamilton,
Oscar 0'She.a, Rosemary DeCamp, Dewey
Robinson, Crauford Kent, Frank M. Thomas,
Larry Parks.

Directed by S:dney Salkovv.

This Columbia prison quickie leans more
heavily on attempted comedy and charac-
terization than on action, thereby being
neither fish nor fowl. It is not plausible
enough nor well enough written to interest
discriminating audiences and lacks the type
of action which might have made it good
fare for the lesser spots. The background,
that of a wives' boarding house near the

Federal prison, is drab and depressing, even
though Director Sidney Salkow has at-

tempted to liven it with comedy aspects in

many scenes. The only sizeable audience it

might find favor with is the type that de-
vours "True Romances" and similar stories.

Will serve as a secondary feature for the
minor action and smaller naborhood situa-

tions.

The story starts in a Pacific port where
Michael Duane, pilot awaiting his Navy
commission, puts to sea to guide an in-

coming vessel. When Duane picks up two
Japs, they force him to escape from a
Coast Guard cutter and, on capture, he is

sent to federal prison for smuggling in

aliens. His sweetheart, Linda Darnell, fol-

lows him to prison town where she boards
at a house for convicts' wives run by Sara
Allgood. Taking a job at a laundry. Miss
Darnell pays a shyster lawyer (Edgar
Buchanan) to plead Duane's case. Another
boarder plans an elaborate jail break which

Kortner, his daughter (Mary McLeod) and
his crippled son (Rex Williams) are all anti-

Nazi and plan his escape. Meanwhile,
storm troopers, who learn that Archer had
a Purple V tattooed on his arm, trace him
to the Kortner home. In a series of hair-

raising escapes. Archer and the girl reach
the border, while Williams, who has tat-

tooed a V on his own arm, is captured and
killed. Archer finally delivers the paperp
into the hands of the English.

Fritz Kortner gives a highly-sympathetic
portiayal of the embittered German profes-

sor and Rex Williams does excellent work
as his crippled son. John Archer does well

as the R. A. F. man.
DENLEY

depends on Duane's help. At the same time,

news of the enemy plot by which Duane
was unjustly convicted is unearthed and
Buchanan sobers up enough to plead his

case. An old lifer warns against the prison
break and the plotters are put in solitary.

On Miss Allgood's death, another girl takes
over the boarding house while Duane is

freed to rejoin his sweetheart.

Linda Darnell is attractive and almost too

youthful for the prison town surroundings

but Glenda Farrell, as a showgirl type;

Doris Dudley, as a demented wife; Sara
Allgood. as the landlady, and Margaret
Hamilton and Leslie Brooks make the most
of their roles. Edgar Buchanan creates a

sympathetic portrait of the broken-down
lawyer, and Sheldon Leonard and Joseph
Crehan are also good. Michael Duane, a
newcomer, shows promise as the unjustly-

accused hero.

DENLEY

in order to secure the spinal fluid from
living human beings. As Wallace Ford and
Louise Currie are interviewing Lugosi's sis-

ter (Minerva Urecal). the ape man over-

powers the girl and takes her down to his

secret laboratory. The ape, excited by the
girl's presence, escapes from its cage and
has a fight to the death with Lugosi. Ford
arrives in time to rescue Miss Currie.

Bela Lugosi makes a valiant effort and
occasionally creates a flicker of sympathy
for a preposterous character. Minerva Ure-
cal does a good acting job as the scientist's

spinster sister, and Wallace and Louise
Currie are adequate as the reporters. Emil
Van Horn makes a most frightening ape.

YORK

local restaurant. The girls make the eatery
boom to such an extent that the owner of a
crooked gambling establishment (Edmund
MacDonald) feels the loss of business. When
Miss Frazee advertises a show with Holly-
wood beauties. MacDonald imports a gang
of hoodlums to wreck the Ritz Bros, place.

However, the lovely hostesses give the hood-
lums laughing gas and the battle ends in p

hilarious victory for The Three Madcaps.

Jane Frazee, as the right-thinking young
heroine, and June Clyde, as her more so-

phisticated pal who temporarily deserts the
Ritz Bros, for the gambling camp, are an
attractive pair and both do nicely with their

roles. Paul Hurst gets a few laughs as a
stooge but Robert Paige has little to do as
the hero.

LEYENDECKER

'THE APE MAN' W3LDLY INCREDIBLE HORROR TALE
Rates + in minor action houses only

Monogram (Katzman-Dietz)
64 minutes

Bela Lugosi, Louise Currie, Wallace Ford,
Henry Hall, Minerva Urecal, J. Farrell Mac-
Donald, Ralph Littlefield, Wheeler Oakman,
Jack Mulhall, George Kirby, Emil Van
Horn.

Directed by William Beaudine.

A wildly incredible horror tale in "The
Wolf Man" or "Dracula" tradition, this pro-
grammer frequently brings laughs during
situations intended to be frightening. Doubt-
less realizing that the average audience
would ridicule the shivery doings of "The
Ape Man," Director William Beaudine has

injected a mysterious character who asks
silly questions throughout and, in the finale,

reveals himself as the author of the script.

It's the sole novel touch in a maze of hack-
neyed situations. The title and Lugosi's
portrayal offer exploitation angles to attract

the inveterate horror fans. This will get

by only in the lesser action houses.

The story's pseudo-scientific premise has
scientist Bela Lugosi injecting some fluid

into his body which partly changes him into

an ape, although he retains his former men-
tal faculties. With a giant ape as his com-
panion, Lugosi remains hidden in his labora-

tory while the outside world believes he
has disappeared. However, at night, in an
attempt to restore himself to human form,
Lugosi prowls about and commits murder

'HI, YA, CHUM' TYPICAL RITZ BROS. SLAPSTICK
Rates • • — as cJualler only

Universal
61 Minutes
Al, Jimmy and Harry Ritz, Jane Frazee,
Robert Paige, June Clyde, Paul Hurst, Lou
Lubin, Edmimd MacDonald, Andrew Tombes,
Ray Walker, Richard Davies, Earl Hodgins.
Directed by Harold Young.

The Ritz Bros, are wackier than ever in

'Hi' Ya, Chum,' a typical farcical vehicle

composed of equal parts of broad slapstick

and corny gags. Their loyal fans will prob-
ably derive much amusement from their fa-

miliar clowning even if the picture contains
little else but these silly antics. The Ritzes
start off with a burlesque ballet number,
switch to cowboy costumes and later act as

chefs in a boom-town saloon. What passes

for a plot is ridiculous stuff but the action

moves fast and the wind-up. which has most
of the characters under the influence of

laughing gas, is uproarious—to say the least.

Although six numbers have been worked in-

to the picture, only 'Two on a Bike," pleas-

ingly sung by Jane Frazee. Robert Paige
and June Clyde, and the pop number, "He's
My Guy," really stand out. This will get by
in naborhood duallers, but only in the sup-
porting spot.

The Ritz Bros, play The Three Madcaps
who, when their Broadway show closes, start
out for Hollywood accompanied by a sister

act (Jane Frazee and June Clyde). Their
money runs out just as they reach a boom
town in the Arizona desert and, after a
series of other mishaps, the trio and th''

girls are persuaded to stay on and run the
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BIG PICTURE

'KID DYNAMITE' LIVELY EAST SIDE KIDS ACTIONER
Rates • • for action spots and naborho

Monogram
67 M-nutes
Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Bobby Jordan. Ga-
briel Dell, Pamela Blake, Benny Bartlett.

Sammy Morrison, Dave Diirand, Daphne Pol-

lard, Vince Barnett, Jack Mulhall, Bobby
Stone, Minerva Urecal, Henry Hall, Charles
Judels, Margaret Padula, Wheeler Oakman.
Directed by Wallace Fox.

Notwithstanding its heavy doses of slap-

stick and rough-and-tumble comedy, this is

a lively and amusing programmer—one of the
best of this Katzman-Dietz series. In "Kid
Dynamite," the East Side Kids (Leo Gorcey-
Huntz Hall-Bobby Jordan-Gabriel Dell) are
in their proper element and, as a result, the
film is far more entertaining than Universal's
recent vehicles for some of the same gang
under their original handle, Dead End Kids
The story of a champion East Side boxer,
who is kidnapped before his bout with the
West Side champ, is a natural for these
actors and permits them to use their fists,

do some snappy jitterbugging and otherwise
cut up to their hearts'—and the audience's
—content. And, for good measure, there's a
mild romantic note and a patriotic finish

od duals
which has the boys joining up to help Uncle
Sam. Not for first runs but good for a
supporting spot in the average dualler.
As the story opens, Leo Gorcey, East Side

boxer who is set for a bout with the West
Side champ, has a set-to over a pool game
with Gabriel Dell, young racketeer. For re-

venge, Dell has Gorcey kidnapped but Bob-
by Jordan, runner-up in boxing, steps in and
knocks out the West Side champ. Gorcey
misunderstands and becomes angered fur-

ther when he is disqualified in a jitterbug-
ging contest which is won by his sister and
her boy friend, Jordan. Gorcey has Jordan
thrown out of their c'ub and alro tries to
frame him in a robbery but all differences
are forgotten when the youngsters don uni-
forms to fight for Uncle Sam.
Leo Gorcey (who has quit the Dead End

Kids) gives his typical tough guy character-
ization as leader of the East Side Kids.
Tluntz Hall, as the dim-witted Glimpy, and
Bobby Jordan, as the romantic-minded Dan-
ny, are both adequate in their familiar part«.
Daphne Pollard and Vince Barnett help with
the comedv and several of the dancing cou-
ples make the jitterbugging sequence an up-
roarious high spot.

DENL-EY

'RIDING THROUGH NEVADA' LIVELY STARRETT WESTERf^
Ratfis • • in western spots only

Columbia
61 minutes
Charles Starrett, Shirley Patterson, Arthur
Hunnicutt, Clancy Cooper, Art Mix. Ethan
L.aidlaw. Minerva Urecal, Edmund Cobb,
Lloyd Bridges, Davison Clark, John Tvrell,

Stanley Brown, Jimmie Davis and His Rain-
bow Ramblers.
Directed by William Berke.

There's shooting aplentv and several swell
fistic settos as Charles Starrett goes "Riding
Through Nevada," a lively western in h's

new Columbia series. His new pals (to

replace his former team-mate. Russell Hay-
den) include Arthur Hunnicutt, a rangy
hill-billy type who supplies a few laughs,
and Jimmie Davis, who furnishes the musi-
cal interludes. Davis' singing of his own
composition, "You Are My Sunshine," ac-
companied by the Rainbow Ramblers, is

one of the picture's few soothing highlight'.
For the rest it's in the true cowboy tradi-

tion with gold shipments, outlaws and a

bogus postal inspector involved in the storv
This will satisfy wherever westerns are
favored.

In the story, Charles Starrett plays a
postal inspector who is sent to Nevada to

investigate the lax handling of the mail
Learning that the U. S. Government is ship-
ping gold through Nevada on its way to
Wa<^hington, Starrett is amazed when he
learns that a notorious outlaw (Clancy
Cooper) is posing as the postal inspector.

Unable to prove this. Starrett starts for
San Francisco but Cooper's men waylav
him. He finds the real agent also held
prisoner and Starrett then escapes and tries

to prevent the gold from being shipped.
Although he is too late to stop it, Starrett

and his pals ambush the outlaws and, after

a furious fight, the gold is saved and he
goes into the coach business in Nevada.
Charles Starrett has both the looks and

the brawn for a two-fisted, hard-riding hero
Shirley Patterson has a stronger role than
the average western heroine.

YORK

'TWO FISTED JUSTICE' RUBBER STAMP WESTERN
Rates • in western houses

Monogram
59 Minutes
John King, David Sharpe, Max Terhnne,
Gwen Gaze, Joel Davis, John Elliott. Charles
King, George Chesebro, Frank Ellis, Cecil

Weston, Hal Price.

Directed by Robert Tansey.
The Range Busters' latest. "Two Fisted

Justice," is a good example of a rubber-
stamp western — one without originalitv of

plot or action and lacking even the mar-
quee value of a popular cowboy star. While
John King, David Sharpe and Max Terhune
are a likeable trio, their current series fails,

in every way, to measure up to the enter-
tainment qualities of the "Three Me^-
quiteers" westerns, on which they are ob-
viously modelled. Terhune, one of the
original Mesquiteers, gets a few laughs
with his well-known ventriloqual stunt
using the dummy, Elmer, and John King is

a handsome and two-fisted, if colorless,
romantic cowboy type. Liveliest of the
three is the youngest, David Sharpe, whose
wise-cracks and show-off acrobatics elicit

shrieks of delight from the juvenile western
fans. The story is a routine affair and it

has been directed without much imagina-

tion. However, if the Range Busters have
developed a following, this will get by where
cowboy films are popular.

In this storv, the Range Butters have
their usual secret ai'signment of cleaning
up a gang of outlaws — this time operating
near a town called Dry Gulch. David
Sharpe, youngest member of the trio, ar-

rives on the scene of a staofecoach hold-up
just too late to stop the robbers and later,

in Dry Gulch, he is wounded wh'le defend-
ing a girl storekeeper When .John King
follows into town and has a gun battle with
George Chesebro, outlaw leader, the grate-
ful townspeople e'ect him 'heriff, with
Sharpe and Max Terhune as deputies. Ter-
hune. who has di-covered where the out-

laws hide their booty, uses his ventriloquism
stunt to scare Charles King, one of the
gang, into confessing that Chesebro has
men ambushed to attack King. The towns-
people are then called in to help out and,
after a gun battle, the outlaws are wiped
out and their loot recovered.

George Chesebro, in a standard bad man
portrayal, and John Elliott are the best in

the supporting cast. Gwen Gaze is a pretty
storekeeper who has King and Sharpe vic-

ing for her attentions.

YORK

THE MAMMOTH
MUSICAL JAMBOREE

REPUBLIC PICTURE
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What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

'THE MOON IS DOWN' CALLED POWERFUL, GRIPPING. GREAT
(20TH CENTURY-FOX) "...The fines-t on captured Norway yet and a powerful expression of faith ... Intellectual nature of this
picture drains it of much of the emotion that one expects in such a .'tory at this time... Fails to strike fire, to generate passion.
It leaves one feeling rather proud but also sad." Crowther N. Y. TIMES. "...As savage as any film that has celebrated the
rape of Norway .. .What makes it far greater is the eloquent ani challenging affirmation of democratic ideals. . .Commanding and
moving." Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE ".

. .Dramitfc and gripping. .. Uncommonly good .. .Worth seeing and heeding
and getting angry about." Werner, N. Y. MIRROR. "...Appeals more to the intellect than to the emotions. . .Moves quickly
and with a mounting renfe of tr agic drama towards its grim cl'max ... Depressing and at the same time an inspiration." Cameron,
N. Y. NEWS. "...Recaptures the suppressed explosivene >s of impact that Steinbeck wrote into his book... No one will come
away without a realization he has been fortunate enough to witnc-s one of the screen's great achievements. . .May emerge as the
great picture about this war." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

'KEENER OF THE FLAME' CRITICS DISAGREE VIOLENTLY
(METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER) "...Courageous and timely drama. . Direction sustains a mood of mystery even when little exists
...A candid eye-opener of the sort that our films can well be." Crowther, N. Y. TIMES. "...Builds up to a terrific let-down
...I am sure that the Hepburn-Tiacy devotees came away either depres.'ed or in a state of bewilderment that M-G-M should per-
petrate so grim a joke on them as to turn an interesting murder mvstery into propaganda drivel about American Fascism that has
no relation to reality nor to the story on the screen." Cameron, N. Y. NEWS "...Stars are tops, story is intriguing and mys-
terious, throbbing with suspense ... Events follow one upon the o'her with increasing excitement." Werner, N. Y. MIRROR. —
"...Casting far better than the timing... Two years ago, would have had tremendous dramatic power as well as acting eloquence. At
the moment the subject matter seems remote and a bit confused ..Tracy and Hepburn excellent." Barnes. N. Y. HERALD TRI-
BUNE. "...Says what it has to say with so many digresions, fo much arty acting by Katharine Hepburn and glamor-girl
direction by George Cukor, that when it finally blurts out its truths, they are too bald, too unbuilt-up, to have lasting meaning for

all " McManus, PM. . .Highfalutin' drama full of pomoous talk and heavy pondering ... Offers a field day for the followers
of Mr Tracv and Miss Hepburn. Those two are up to their best tricks." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Though
produced with commendably serious purpose, it is a fa'lure and most legrettably so. Its ideas are not sufficiently implemented with
emotion .. .My.=tery angle, good names of the stars will guarantee wide acceptance. But this is not the big picture it might and
should have been." Winsten, N. Y. POST.

'HAPPY GO LUCKY' SPRING TONIC — WERNER
(PARAMOUNT) "...Snappy songs, good musical comedy cast, b'oad comedy and stunning Technicolor, is just the sort of lively, light

tuneful nonsense that most of us can appreciate these days." Hale, N. Y. NEWS. "...An easy way to pass an hour or so."

Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Pure escapist entertainment. . .Light romance and gay triviality. . .Swell Spring tonic,

with unrationed entertainment vitamins." Werner, N. Y. MIRROR. "...Routine screen musical elaborated with Technicolor
...When Bracken is tossing this tired material around, it brightens perceptibly, but generally speaking it remains tired and a bit

frayed." Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...More g'ddy than gay... If it is less than inspired nonsense it is at least

occasionally amusing. . .Not super-dooper entertainment, but it does leave you a bit happier." T. S., N. Y. TIMES. "...A very
hep movie. . .Carries on that modern Paramount miracle, begui by Preston Sturges, of making great personalities of two outworn
crooners." McManus, PM. "...Strictly for giggles and relaxation ... Entertainingly abides by its title. . .Funny lines sprinkled
throughout. Tunes plentiful and lively." Thirer, N. Y. POST.

'THEY GOT ME COVERED' FUNNY, BUT NOT UP TO PREVIOUS HOPES
(RKO RADIO) "...Doesn't quite measure up in speed or plot to some of Mr. Hope's previous ... But there are side-splitting mom-
ents." Crowther, N. Y. TIMES. "...A heap of fun and Bob drops gags glibly and generously .. .Hits a wacky pace... Un-
adulterated farce." Werner, N. Y. MIRROR. "...Not as funny as the Road pictures in which Hope and Crosby co-starred

...Hope keeps tossing verbal gags about with no one to catch them... Has its hilarious moments." Cameron, N. Y. NEWS. •

"...Strenuous but not scintillating comedy. . .Certainly not the list best Hope of all." McManus, PM. "...Essentially a Bob
Hope special... If the comedian's antics leave you cold, skip it . .His wisecracks and bewildered gestures are in his best manner,
though, and serve to make it moderately entertaining." Barnes. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Full of effort and, a good
percentage of the time, full of mirth... Made strictly for laughter and as a venture in that department it is eminently successful."

Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Despite the slender story, individual sequences are well supplied with bright spots...

Hope's personal momentum may be sufficient to make a run of it, but don't anticipate too much or you'll be disappointed." Win-
sten, N. Y. POST.

'HELLO, FRISCO. HELLO' GETS MIXED REVIEWS
(20TH CENTURY-FOX) "...Gay and colorful. . .Miss Faye is more beautiful and happier looking than ever... Has everything that

goes into the making of a good musical." Cameron, N. Y. NEWS "...Spectacular, tuneful, nostalgic .. .If it's entertainment

you want, 'Hello, Frisco, Hello' is the answer." R. C, N. Y. MIRROR. "...Just a series of song-and-dance production num-
bers with a wisp of story and a bit of atmosphere to hold it together .. .Far too long for the subject matter. Production numbers
are repetitious and numerous." Pihodna, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Should afford a most pleasant reunion between
Miss Faye and her loyal fans... Huge but stiff divertissement .. .Another one of those pictures which scratch the senses, but never the

surface of the mind." Crowther, N. Y. TIMES. "...Trite and sullen. . .Tunes are about all it has and only the old-timers seem
worth the orchestra." McManus, PM. ". . .Plot. . .is so oH that criticism would be disrespectful . .AH honors go to color which
conquers everything. . .One's most lasting impression is large red, yellow and green spots in front of the eyes." Winsten, N. Y.

POST. • "...Things slow down pretty badly when someone in charge felt that the story had to be looked after, but that doesn't

happen often... Most of it is tuneful light-hearted frolic." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

'CHETNIKS' OK AS ACTION THRILLER
(20TH CENTURY-FOX) "...All the cliches of the cowboys-and-Indians screen play .. .Better than average production of its kind."

E. G., N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Better than average action picture, splendidly acted ... Still room for a film drama
about the mysterious General Mikhailovitch and his guerillas but meanwhile 'Chetniks' has the right spirit." T. M. P., N. Y. TIMES.

"...Has the appearance of digression from factualities because much of it seems improbable. . .Worthwhile seeing even for

its few faults." Hale, N. Y. NEWS. "...Never pretends to be much more than a small boy's adventure story, the kind you

get serially on the radio." McManus, PM. "...Could be molded into a thrilling. . .Has not touched the depths or peaks of its

subject. . .Misses the sock of reality .. .Too close to the Hollywood pattern." Werner, N. Y. MIRROR. "...Remarkable re-

semblance between Chetniks and the cowboys and rustlers of good, old Western films... Most of Chetniks strikes me as the perfect

example of the careless irresponsibility that some of Hollywood's more enlightened leaders are trying to curb." Cook. N. Y. WORLD-
TELEGRAM. "...Vigorous and thrilling. . .Fast paced and the general effect is that of rousing action thriller — but, backed

by fact, it's doubly exciting." Thirer, N. Y. POST.
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About Neivsreels and 'At the Front* . . .

TOO LITTLE TOO LATE
By Bosley Crowther

Motion Picture Editor, New York Times

It is high timv some one were doing something—and doing

it p. d. q —about the coverage (or lacli of cDV3rage) our news

films are giving the war. Except for a few vivid glimpses of

action on various fronts—as, for instanca, thore nerve-tingling

pictures of one of our aircraft carriers being attac':ed—and

some occasional "atmospheric" pictures of transporting troops

and such, the war-comprehenrion of our news film- cur

American-made news films, that is — has been surpr.. i .gly

inadequate. There really hasn't been a sirgle o: e, exc2pt from

the British and the Russians, which has shov/n us war in

smashing newcreel style.

This is a woeful shortcoming for which the nev/rreel com-

panies themselves are not to blame. They are entirely depend-

ent upon Army and Navy decisions as to what they can show

and what they can't show—and, indeed, for much of the foot-

age they use. Obviously this is as it should be in time of

actual war. The Army and Navy should pass judgment on a'.i

war-news pictures released. And since the newsreels cannot

possibly cover all the war fronts with camera men, it is proper

that they shou'd reckon on official sources for much of their

action films.

Bottleneck

But apparently the Army and Navy have been giving th<?

newsreels a fit with their rigid suppression ' of pictures and

their reluctance to supply graphic stuff. Only last v/eek th'?

Navy gave the newsreels the go-ahead to show pictures of

Colonel James Roosevelt returning from the Makin Island raid.

The Makin Island raid took place last August and news stories

of it were long ago released. This is only a sample of inex-

plicable delays. And a newsreel man was complaining v/ith

very good reason the other day that there have been cn'y

three "decent pieces" of news footage out of French Afr:ca

since our troops went there.

Now comes the Army's own picture of the start of the

Tunisian campaign, "At the Front," which likewice is start-

lingly deficient as film coverage of a phase of the war. This

is a four-reel compilation of footage shot by Army and Navy

camera men who were free to go wheresoe'er thay lintel ail

to shoot as much film as they wished. And actually the film,

in Technicolor, boils down to little more than some scenic but

hardly sensational glimpses of tank troops arriving in Tunisia,

of armored forces rolling forward under occasional aerial

battles overhead and, finally, of a limited engagement between

Allied artillery and Nazi tanks during the battle in the valley

between Tebourba and Medjezel-Bab in early December. There

is no comprehension of the wide-scale extent of the Tunisian

This article reprinted by perm'sslon of Mr,

campaign, no indication of the problems and hardships with

which cur trccr^ 1 a\ e Ifd to ccpe. no visualization of the

variety of armaments involved. The fl'm's only notable virtue

is that it shows rom; co'o-f il p ctures of our men and gives a

tangible impresricn of Mic tcricin in Tuni ia.

Margins for Error

The fac!; that the film shows little action, except for that

tank-artillery battle at the end, is not the most disquieting

feature of this enterprise—not by a lot. That might barely be

forgiven on the grounds of expediency. But the most disturb-

ing a-pects, so far as the future of news film coverage is con-

cerned, are the faults of photographery and execution and the

great delay in bringing this picture to the rcraen. (It was only

re'ra ed nationally on Thursday, more than three months after

it v:as rhot.)

Actually, there is nothing in the p'cture which could not

h-vve been released to the newsreels two months or more ago.

(A few clips, including the battle, in black-and-white were

re^eared to the reels just recently.) And certainly there is

nothing in U of such tremendous significance as to ju-tify

weak- of editing and the preparation of a costly sound-track.

This picture would have been tin-ely if ve had seen it in

January, say. Now it is obviously dated by more startling and

critical news from the Tunisian frcnt.

And certainly the amateurish quality of the photography

and editing tempts despair when we have to take it as a token

of Army Signal Corps work. Many of the shots are out of

focus, the "panning" is often miserable and apparently there

wasn't a steady or reliable hand in the crew. These are not

faults to be forgiven on the ground that the work was perilous.

British and Russian war photographers^nd, yes, the Ger-

mans, too—have alreaCy fet too high a standard of excellent

camera-work in dangerous spots. If this is the sort of news

film our Army plans to make, then goodnight nurse! And to

thmk that Colonel Darryl F. Zanuck, fromerly production chief

of Twentieth Century-Fox, was in charge of the Army unit

that made this film!

Plea for Change

Perhaps the confusion that has existed in liairon betv/een

the seixices erd the newsreels has been due in a measure to

personalities, in a measure to involved authority. A great

many film men in the services are apparently trying to exerci:e

themselves too much and a lot of red tape has been obvious

on the packages in which most ncv<rs films are wrapped. But

that doesn't excuse the situation Clarification should be

immediate and complete. A great public service, the news

film, is being allowed to go completely to pot.

CrJT.t'zcr crd the PIcw Ycrk Times
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PREUU

AIR FORCE. . Warners present an epic of a

flying fortress, Mary Ann, and her crew which
includes John Garfield, Gig Young, Harry
Carey, George Tobias, Arthur Kennedy, James
Brown and John Ridgely. It takes the plane

and her crew from a training flight on De-

cember 6, 1941 through the major battles in

the Pacific and an ultimate landing in Aus-

tralia. Faye Emerson, Ann Doran and

Dorothy Peterson are the only female mem-

bers of the cast. Howard Hawks directed.



THE NEWS DIGEST
(Continued from Page 101

make several changes in the film before it

could be released to the public. Mellett

would not say whether or not the entire

series of six films — three already completed

— for which Capra was assigned by the

Army would be considered for public release.

• * •

Republic Sales Flourish

An increase of twenty-seven per cent in

film rental grosses for the first quarter of

1943 over its previous all-time high was

announced by James R. Grainger, President

and General Sales Manager of Republic

Pictures. The second quarter, said Grainger,

according to advance bookings, is expected

to show an even greater increase. He also

reported that Republic's anticipated gross of

$2,000,000 on "Flying Tigers" has been real-

ized, with two-thirds of this amount having

already been garnered in the first seventeen

weeks of its release. New York first runs

on both "Hit Parade of 1943" and "At Dawn
We Die" were announced, with campaigns

similar to those which proved so successful

in connection with "Flying Tigers" author-

ized for the two specials. Roy Rogers, who
has been receiving an unprecedented build-

up from Charles Reed Jones' publicity staff,

will continue his personal appearance tour,

going to Chicago, Detroit and Cleveland and

points unannounced. The Rogers Specials

will have an increased budget of $350,000

with billboard campaigns planned augment-

ing Republic's drive for recognition of

Westerns. Herbert J. Yates, speaking at

the final sales meeting in New York, said

that he has already planned to take a large

number of men from the present sales or-

ganization for training as Republic repre-

sentatives in new foreign markets after the

war and that all the company's policies will

be formulated with an eye to that market.
The company's 1943-44 program was formul-

ated the latter part of last week, with Yates,

Grainger and the four district managers,
Merritt Davis, Sam Seplowin, Francis Bate-
man and Maxwell Gillis remaining in ses-

sion for that purpose. Previous meetings
had been held in Chicago and in Hollywood.

• * *

WAC Shorts

Four new short subjects, two each in the

"Victory Films" and "America Speaks"
group are on the release schedule for April,

according to the Distribution Division of

the War Activities Committee. For the

week of April 1st the release is "Food for

Fighters" (OWI) about advances in process-

ing and transportation of foodstuffs to

servicemen all over the world. April 8th

"Not a dark house in more than

20 years of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n

250 N. JUNIPF.R STREET
PHIL.'VDELPHIA

IXKJCST 4823 RACE 4600

will see "The Aldrich Family Gets in the

Scrap" in circulation. "Right of Way"
(OWI) for the week of the 15th explains

curtailment in civilian travel and shipments.

"Plan for Destruction," April 22, explains

the Hitlerian theory of "geopolitics as a way
to world domination."

* t «

LL.D.'s Lose Fight to Halt Benny Film
20th Century-Fox's "Meanest Man in the

World" with Jack Benny, seems to have

stirred up a hornet's nest In New Haven.

Five New Haven barristers requested an in-

junction requiring the Loew-Poli New Eng-
land Theatres, Inc. and two of its executives

to show cause why the presentation of the

picture at the College Theatre should not

be halted. The lawyers contended that the

Benny vehicle should be barred from the

New Haven screens because it "debases,

defames and disgraces the legal profession."

The injunction petition said that in the pic-

ture, lawyers are shown as "ambulance
chasers," making their living by "tricks and
devious means" and implying that only

mean lawyers can be successful. Superior

Court Justice Patrick B. O'Sullivan, al-

though commending the attorneys for their

zeal in safeguarding the reputation of their

profession, held that the film did not reflect

on lawyers in general and the injunction

was denied.
• * «

Hollywood Victory Committee Meets
A gigantic meeting on the West Coast of

the Hollywood Victory Committee with 450

members in attendance was highlighted by
the surprise appearance of Postmaster-
General Frank C. Walker. Walker told the
meeting, held behind closed doors to dis-

cuss ways of intensifying Hollywood's con-
tribution to the war effort, that Hollywood
must "continue to do everything possible to

awaken the American mind to the vastness
and immensity of the war." He paid tribute

to the contributions and self-sacrifice of

people of the industry, commenting that

"never before have they had such a splendid

opportunity to do good for the world and
for America." It was learned that the USD
now has 88 units of from 35 to 50 persons
each, touring 1,355 service camps. The com-
mittee intends to have at least 10 important
stars on constant tour. James Cagney,
president of the SAG, representing the ac-

tors, refused a suggestion by an official for

official recognition by stating, "We of the

industry want no badges of honor for our

lapels. We want no credit for our activities.

If, after it is all over, we know that we had

some part in winning the war, we will have

a satisfaction that will be deep. Y. Frank
Freeman and E. J. Mannix represented the

producers. Among others speaking were

Edward G. Robinson, Laird Cregar, Mrs.

Joe E. Brown, Orson Welles, Billie Gilbert,

Charles Feldman, Lewis Stone, Fay McKen-
zie and Albert Dekker.

« «: *

Monogram to Sell in Blocks

Marking a radical change in its selling

policy for 1943-44, Monogram announced that

it will distribute next season's product of

24 contemplated features in three blocks of

eight. Steve Broidy, vice-president and
general sales manager, said that the new
sales procedure makes Monogram the "first

company voluntarily to place its selling on

basis of definite blocks of pictures. Both
production-wise and from standpoint of dis-

tribution, this policy is so radical insofar as

Monogram is concerned that pictures be

made available for screening upon comple-

tion of each group of eight. We intend to

market each block as a separate unit on the

sole basis of its merits." The first group,

expected to be available for screening Sept.

1, will tentatively include "Lady, Let's

Dance," starring Belita; "Ground Crew" with

Jackie Cooper and Sam Levene; another

N. T. G. musical featuring the Florentine

Gardens revue plus a name band ; "Where
Are My Children," exploitation special;

"Hitler's Women," a Herman Millakowsky
production; an East Side Kids feature;

"Fighting Quartermaster," and a Billy

Gilbert-Frank Fay feature with Butch and
Buddy.

THEATRE GAMES

CONTROLLED BINGO GAME—12 way*
in which to win, $3.00 a thousand. 16 or 7»

ways to win, two colors, $3.50 a thousand.

Box 281, c/o FILM BULLETIN, 1239 Vine
Street, Phlla., Pa.

DEE CUT BINGO CARDS—$17.5© in

10,000 lots. Smaller quantities, $2.00 per 1,009,

1-75, 1-100. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY-
ORDER NOW. S. Klous, c/o FILM BUL-
LETIN, 1239 Vine Street, Phila., Pa.

SAVE Time. . .Energy. . .Insurance. . .Worry. . .Money

Economically Sensible for All Your Deliveries to Be Made by

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES Inc.

HORLACHER
PHILADELPHIA

1225 or 1239 Vine St.

BALTIMOBE
1801 Bayard St.

WASHINGTON
1633 3rd St., N. E.

NEW YORK
613 W. 47th St.

Member National Film Carriers, Inc. Miss Tolanda Clcchetti, Notary Public, 1239 Vine St., Phila.
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IT AIN'T HAY. . .Universal's gold dust
twins, Abbott and Costello, find them-
selves in a screenplay taken from a
Damon Runyon story about a cab
driver who, in order to make good his

promise to replace a hack horse, takes
the champion Teabiscuit by mistake.
Attempting to rectify the error, Cos-
tello causes the horse to enter a race
and emerge the winner. The cast is

supplemented by Patsy O'Connor, Grace
McDonald, Leighton Noble, Cecil Kel-
laway, Eugene Pallette, Eddie Quillan
and Shemp Howard.



THE PURPLE v.. .This Repub-
lic melodrama tells about an
American RAF pilot, John Ar-
cher, who is forced down in

enemy territory and masquer-
ades as the German pilot he
shot down. Hunted by the Ges-
tapo, who know him by the "V"
tattooed on his arm, he finally

manages to escape with the help

of Mary McLeod, Fritz Kortner
and Rex Williams, anti-Nazi

Germans. George Sherman
handled the direction and the

cast also includes Kurt Katch,
Walter Sande, William Vaughn
and Peter Lawford.



WHArS COOKIN'?
BOX OFFICE CAKE!

You may think your box office is fairly healthy... the line is there— well maybe not such a

long line... the ticket machine is clucking like a contented hen — well, part time anyway
— "Cluck, cluck, cluck!" (Long silence.) . . . and you are sitting pretty with your slice of the

local amusement dollar— well maybe not such a big slice. Hist! How about a change of

diet— frinstance — Cake!

For when box offices get off their feed . . . they just can*t hold any extra dollars on their

stomachs . . . They belch and blurp and blow . . . and do a lot of other impolite things . .

.

gangrene finally sets in ... so do the creditors.

It takes no Einstein to deduce . . . that if you had Hollywood's sure-enough, all-time,

champ money-getter on your screen . . . and only a small fraction of your potential patrons

knew it was there . . . there'd be no new mink coat

bought out of the proceeds, for Momma.

But with a beautiful, gaily-colored, lovely-lighted sign

display in that lobby . . . and good, fool-proof, show-

selling ad wallops hung all over that front... and on

that marquee . . . and on that screen . . . and all over

town . . . That's cake . . . box office cake . . . box office

mouths vsrater for it... and they should... It produces

a certain flow in their digestive tracts ... A flow ... a

flush ... a flood of that stuff that leaves the theatre . .

.

between the pages of bankbooks, in bags, in bales,

in armored cars . . . That's why it's called "Box office

cake" ... It stops bellyaches.

nnriondL C^Cte^ service
i^^yPMIf BHBr OF THE inOUSIRY
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GOOD TASTE
IN PATRIOTISM

The American Army newspaper Stars and Stripes,

published In London, has charged Hollywood with lack

of good taste in handling patriotic sequences in war

films. Too much "flag waving" is what the Army paper

objects to in its editorial, adding, "We would appreciate

the Hays office more if It spent less time cutting swear

words from the scripts of potential war movies and

gave a little more thought to 'good taste' In movie

scripts designed for foreign consumption."

Some industry spokesmen promptly dismissed the

paper's complaint as unwarranted. Francis S. Harmon,

co-ordlnator of the War Activities Committee, for in-

stance, declared that 125 million people "like" what the

Stars and Stripes finds objectionable.

We do not know what poll of the American movie

public is the basis for Mr. Harmon's positive assertion.

Perhaps he Is content to accept the large attendance

figures as proof of his statement, but we are not.

Many fine and inspiring war films have been pro-

duced by Hollywood. No one can deny that our Indus-

try has done a tremendous job for the morale of the

nation. But It Is unwise and unfair to pooh pooh and

discard constructive criticism such as Is offered by the

Army newspaper.

We agree with Stars and Stripes that there has

been too much cheap "flag waving" in many of our

films. Last October, an editorial In FILM BULLETIN

expressed concern over "the tendency of studios to

drag In by the tail some reluctant sequence or reference

to the war In almost every picture." We attributed this

to the desire of producers to give a timely or patriotic

angle to every quickie.

Anent this further we said, "Neither the war aims

nor our fighting heroes need exploitation by some film

player, who pauses, perhaps In the midst of an unrelated

scene, to unburden himself of a hastily contrived spiel

on what we are fighting for. Audiences usually squirm

uncomfortably during such Incidents, the effect being

quite the opposite of what the bright-eyed script writer,

producer or director Imagined it would be."

Those who fight and those who have loved ones

fighting are much too sensitive to the meaning of patri-

otism to enjoy seeing It portrayed In tawdry and shallow

fashion. Only films which handle the subject with dig-

nity and depth of feeling can achieve the objective of

stirring the deep-seated emotions of these millions of

people.

Hollywood would do well to take the complaint of

Stars and Stripes to heart.

HAYS REPORT
For twenty-one years Will H. Hays has been serving

well the producers and distributors he represents. He
has been properly subjected to criticism for not raising

his voice against the abuses that have grown out of the

ambitions of some men In the ranks behind him, abuses

which have engendered conflict and disunity in the in-

dustry. In the long run of events it may be proven that

he has done his constituents a disservice by not check-

ing their violations of the less powerful elements in the

trade.

However, In this war year of 1943, Will Hays has

spoken well for the whole motion picture industry. His

annual report to the MPPDA Is a comprehensive justifi-

cation of the vital role played by all fllmdom in the war

efforts during the past year.

"The vitality of its entertainment with its concomi-

tant services of information, education and inspiration

was essential to the demands of a population deep in

the toil and worry of war. That population, including

the millions In uniform demanded not less but more

recreation and entertainment. It needed—and needed

prodigiously—relaxation from today's labors and invig-

oration for what tomorrow might bring. Ninety millions

came to the screen every week with that inexorable

demand. And as the screen met the demand for enter-

tainment It used this public contact for many other use-

ful purposes—for the sale of war bonds and stamps,

(Continued on Next Page)
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EDITORIALS
(Continued from Preceding Page

)

for the Red Cross and USO, for the collection of scrap

and for enlightenment on the purposes and processes

of the war effort. At all times the industry clearly

recognized that the national welfare has first call on all

Its facilities."

Mr. Hays' report covered the many contributions

made to the various war activities by members of all

branches of the industry. He spoke of the 16,000

exhibitors who assured the Government of the largest

possible audience for films which were implements of

public morale, of the free films for our fighting forces,

of the huge September Bond Drive, of the famous per-

sonalities who have given so freely of their time and
talent to entertain the boys in the farthermost outposts.

"The industry's war activities," he declared, "have
been its means of giving as a volunteer in war for the

privileges of freedom in peace."

Addressing himself to the future, Mr. Hays said,

"When we face the problem of what role the screen

shall play in the aftermath of war, our thinking may be
guided by the fact that in the movie theatres of the

world the earth's peoples have been moved by common
emotions, have participated in a common experience. . .

Even before two world wars were required to compel
men to seek a common road to peace, the motion pic-

ture was on the way toward its present position of a

worldwide means of entertainment and communication.
Over barriers of suspicion, unawareness and tradition,

the motion picture offers the language of pictures which
is the common language of mankind. ..We must never
lose consciousness of the duty to preserve the only

international community in existence. Thus, and only

tfius, will the film have completely performed its vital

mission."

THE HUMAN COMEDY
This is gilding the lily, perhaps, but it bears saying.

"The Human Comedy" is one of the most magnificent

tales ever put on film. It will endure as a classic.

No motion picture ever cut so deeply into the

human heart and captured so completely and so faith-

fully the grandeur of the soul. It is an American story

told through the commonplace adventures in life of one

plain little family, yet, essentially, it is the beautiful

story of all the Good People who inhabit this cockeyed

world.

Doubts about its boxoffice value are being

expressed by some exhibitors. One of these hardened
picture-seers who called it "too tame" was asked how
he personally was affected by the film. "Oh," he

answered, "it brought a lump into my throat that I

couldn't swallow for an hour."

The cynics and the sophisticates might not respond

to "The Human Comedy," but beyond those few it will

touch some tender cord in every human being. In its

very simplicity, or "tameness," if you will, resides the

secret of Its magnificence. In this hour of sacrifice and

travail, America will derive great comfort and courage

from its homely philosophy.

BROADWAY
NEWSREEL

Business has dropped slightly but still remains above-

average for the LiCnten season at the Broadway film palaces

where the current fare, including hold-overs, is divided be-

tween gay, escapist musicals and dramatic war films, with the

latter in the majority. Leading the newer stage-and-screen

attractions is "Edge of Darkness," the Errol Flynn starrer

about the Norwegian occupation, coupled with Ethel Waters

and Jan Savitt and His Orchestra, which has been pacicing

the Strand for the past week and looks set for six weeks here

... At the Roxy, the Technicolor musical, "Hello, Frisco,

Hello," with Chico Marx and His Band on the stage, is now
in its fourth week of strong business and will play a total of

five weeks, carrying it through the Easter holiday . . . An-
other Technicolor musicaJ, "Happy-Go-Lucky," with Les Brown
and His Orchestra and Gil Lamb on the Paramount stage,

will finish four weeks of good, if not sensational grosses and
be succeeded on April 2Lst by "China" ... A third musical,

"Something to Shout About," will complete two highly sat-

isfactory weeks at the Criterion and will be foDowed, on
April 20th, by "Assignment in Brittany."

The six and eight week engagements, which had been so

common at the Broadway first-runs this winter, are becoming
fewer and further between with even the Radio City Music
Hall, where Katharine Hepburn's two previous films, "Woman
of the Year" and "The Philadelphia Story," had six week
runs, finding that her latest, "The Keeper of the Flame," held

up well for only four weeks — still a very profitable engage-

ment. The new film attraction, "Flight for Freedom," will

benefit by the Music Hall's famous Easter holiday program
which includes the "Glory of Easter" pageant, presented for

the tenth consecutive year, which draws visitors from far

and wide... The Capitol also brought in a new show on April

15th headed by the powerful film, "Hangmen Also Die," and
Ozzie Nelson and His Orchestra and Harriet Hilliard on the

stage, which will play through the Easter period. This fol-

lowed two strong weeks of "Slightly Dangerous," which, how-
ever, received a lacing from New York critics. . .Loew's State

brought in another of its occasional first-runs. Republic's "Hit

Parade of 1943," on the 15th following a fair week with

"Stand By for Action" which had previously played the

Capitol.

Two new 20th Century-Fox releases about the great con-

flict, "Desert Victory" and "Tonight We Ftaid Calais," opened

on Broadway this week where the same company's "The Moon
Is Down" has started a fourth week of good business at the

Rivoli. "Calais" opened at the action house, the Rialto, after

11 days of the Laurel and Hardy film, "Air Raid Wardens,"

while "Desert Victory," which achieved the distinction of being

the first film to receive a review which started on the first

page of The Times, is at the Globe where it started off to

smash business. . ."Air Force," a Warner war film, will com-

plete 11 profitable weeks at the Hollywood with "Mission to

Moscow" announced to follow on April 21st. . .The sole Broad-

way first-run picture which is neither a musical or a war
film is "The Human Comedy," now in its seventh week at the

Astor where it is reported to remain ahead of all previous

Astor attractions except "Grand Hotel."

Edward Golden's "Hitler's Children." which completed

four weeks at the Paramount and is current at RKO's Palace,

has been booked as the Easter Week attraction with the long-

est continuous run any picture has ever had in the RKO
Metropolitan theatres — nine days in the New York and eight

days in the Brooklyn houses. . .Roy Rogers' big-budget special,

"Idaho," breaks into Loew's Metropolitan Circuit with initial

runs, starting April 27th, at the Ziegfeld, Lexington and 175th

Street. . .Producers Releasing Corp. now has a regular first-

run show case in the New York Theatre, a dualler at Broad-

way and 43rd. Recent films were "Man of Courage," "Dead
Men Walk" and "The Pay-off" and "My Son, the Hero" opens

next week.
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20th CENTURY-FOX ... 2 Not Set

'MY FRIEND FLICKA' SLOW SENTIMENTAL TALE IN TECHNICOLOR
Rates 9 generally as dualler

20th Centurj-Fox
89 minutes.
Roddy McDowall, Preston Foster, Rita

Johnson, James Bell, Diana Hale,. Arthur
Loft, Jeff Corey.
Directed by Harold Schuster.

This beautifully-photographed technicolor

film of a boy and his horse presents a

box office problem. A gentle, heart-warm-
ing tale, it is likely to appeal to the older
folks and the children, but the majority
of movie fans will find the story too slim
and the action too tame. Taken from Mary
O'Hara's popular novel, "My Friend Flicka"
seems far removed from war time and it

has a refreshing quality. Most of the action
is laid in the great outdoors and Technicolor
so enhances the breathtakingly-lovely views
of rolling country, distant mountains and
silvery lakes that many scenes resemble
paintings. The moonlight shots have never
been equalled for beauty while the close

shots of deer, squirrels and galloping horses
are truly amazing. Despite the lack of ac-

tion. Director Harold Schuster has man-

aged to hold the attention.

Although marquee names are mild, the

naborhood and rural houses should find

this a fair dual bill attraction.

In the story, Roddy McDowell, a high-
strung, sensitive youngster is a failure at

school because his rancher-father (Preston
Foster) refuses to give him a colt of his

own. Foster finally gives in to the plead-
ings of his wife (Rita Johnson) and, in

the hope that responsibility will help the
boy, he offers him his choice of any horse
on the ranch. Foster is disappointed when
Roddy chooses a filly with a "loco" strain
and "Flicka," as he calls the colt, almost
kills herself trying to vault a barbed-wire
fence. Roddy tries to nurse Flicka back
to health but one of the cuts becomes in-

fected and the colt loses ground steadily

until Foster orders her shot. That night,

the frantic boy stays with Flicka as she
lies immersed in a mountain stream and,
in the morning Roddy has pneumonia.
During the illness, Roddy believes the horse
has been shot but, in the end, he is carried

to the pasture where he sees Flicka alive

and completely well.

The role of the misunderstood, day-dream-
ing youngster is made-to-order for Roddy
McDowell who gives another sensitive per-

formance. Preston Foster turns in a routine

characterization as the father who finally

comes to understand his son, but Rita

Johnson is appealing and sj-mpathetic

mother. James Bell and little Diana Hale

also do well.

YORK

DESERT VICTORY" GREATEST FACTUAL FILM OF THE WAR
Rates • • • as dualler qenerallv. if exploited

20th Centxiry-Fox
60 minutes.

Producc^d by the Army Film and Photo-
graphic Unit and the Boyal Air Force Film
Production Unit, Capt. Boy Boulting, Di-

rector and Supervising Editor.

Made under fire on the actual battlefield,

"Desert Victory" is undoubtedly the great-
est, as well as the most dramatic, factual
film of this war. Almost every moment of
Its 60 m'nutes, which show the Eighth
Ai-my's smashing victory at El Alamein and
its triumphant advance across the desert to
Tripoli, I's'gripping and unforgettable. Never
before have audiences been able to get
such close-ups of the realities of modern
warfare and no fictional film has been able
to duplicate this in inten=ity and thrills.

The recent U. S. Signal Corps Technicolor
film, "At the Front in North Africa," seems
tame and dull by comparison. If properly

exp'oited, this should serve a= a very valu-

able companion feature to dual bills in all

situations.

Here is a documentary film made by
fully-trained soldiers carrying arms as well

as cameras and employing the officers and
men of the Eighth Army, the Royal Navy
and the Royal Air Force, many of whom
suffered casualties in killed, wounded and
captured. There are several opening shots

showing Churchill visiting the troops and
bringing two new generals—Montgomery
and Alexander—and then fla'^hes of the

arrival and training of the reinforcements
England's leader promised. The exciting

action starts on the night of Oct. 23rJ as

General Montgomerv attacked Romm?''^
Afrika Korps and the Italian Legions. It

continues through the fateful 80 days dur-

ing which Montgomery, having routed the

enemy in one of history's most decisive

bitUes. led his victorious men into Tripoli

—

1400 miles weftward from where the first

shot was fired. A thrill highlight which

almost blasts the spectator out of his seat

is obviously a production trick but an enor-

mously-effective one. A b'.ank screen, dur-

ing which the commentator prepares the

audience for the zero hour of battle is

followed by an ear-splitting order to fire

and a blazing artillery barrage as the bom-
bardment begins. These few moments are

likely to play havoc with some people's

nerves.

Included in the film is some footage

captured from the Nazis which gives

several glimpses of General Rommel and
General von Thoma. Although the ma.ior

part of the picture deals with brutal war-

fare, a few human interest shots of the

troops shaving and washing their clothes

and the Highlanders marching along with

bag-pipes playing have been included.

Commentary, written bv J. L. Hodfon. is

clear and concise, while the photography
is excellent considering the difficulties

under which the cameramen worked.
DENLEY

M-G-M ... 1 in Third Block

'PILOT No. 5' INTEREST-HOLDING PROGRAMMER LACKS ACTION
Rates qenerallv for duals

M-G-M
70 Minutes.

Franchot Tone, Marsha Hunt, Gene Kelly,
Van Johnson, Alan Baxter, Dick Simmons,
Steve Geray, Howard Freeman, Frank Pug-
lia, William Tannen.

Directed by George Sidney.

An interest-holding human interest pro-
grammer, told in flashback fashion, "Pilot

No. 5" lacks the action expected from this

title. Introductory scenes, at a Southwest
Pacific outpost, show a group of five aviators,
one of whom (Franchot Tone) is chosen to
take off in a patched-up plane and destroy
a Jap aircraft carrier. The story then goes
back several years as the other flyers tell

what they know about Tone's unhappy past
life. Director George Sidney gives these
flashback scenes -a fine sense of the drama-
tic even if they are somewhat lacking in

excitement. The two central characters,
splendidly played by Tone and Gene Kelly,
are real human beings who, despite their
many shortcomings, win audience sympathy.
Although classed as a war drama, the rom-
antic angle predominates in the main story
and it is only the climax, as Tone bombs
the Jap carrier and finally completely de-

stroys it by going into a crash dive, that is

packed with thrills. Not strong enough for

a bill-topper, but this will entertain gener-
ally on double bills.

The story deals with the life of Franchot
Tone, one of a group of five fiyers who is

chosen to take off on a dangerous mission
against the Japs. After Tone flies away in

a second-hand plane, the major who
selected him asks his four companions what
they know about his past life. Alan Baxter
and Dick Simmons supply a few details,

but it is hot-headed Gene Kelly who tells

the complete story. After Tone gradu^td,
with honors, from law school, he accepted

a po-t assisting Kelly, who was in the

employ of a corrupt mayor (Howard Free-

man). Although Tone's fiancee (Marsha
Hunt) is disappointed in him, she sticks by
him until he neglects her for his crooked
dealings. Too late, Tone tries to quit, but

after being beaten up, he manages to smash
Freeman's political machine. He has a brief

reunion with Miss Hunt before joining the

armed forces and atoning for his mistakes
by giving his life to defend democracy.
Franchot Tone gives a first-rate per-

formance as the easily-influenced hero, but
it is Gene Kelly who contributes the out-

standing portrayal—that of the young
Italian attorney who shows his friend how
to make easy money. Marsha Hunt aga'n
does a fine acting job as the right-m nded
heroine. Alan Baxter and Dick Simmons
help out in the early scenes. Howard Free-
man is an excellent type as the smooth-
talking corrupt politician.

LEYENDECKER
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'NEXT OF KIN' STARKLY REALISTIC BRITISH WAR FILM MUST BE EXPLOITED
Rates • • + as dualler if heavily exploited

Universal

86 minutes.

Nova' Pilbeam, Basil Sidney, Frederick

Leister, Guy Mas, Reginald Tate, Brefni

O'Rourke, Phyllis Stanley, Johnny Scho-

field, Alexander Field, Mary Clare, David

Hutcheson, Jack Hawkins, Richard Norris,

Geoffrey Hibbert, Philip Friend, Torin

Thatcher, Mervyn Johns, John Chandos,

Frank Allenby, Stephen Murray, Joss Am-
bler.

Directed by Thorold Dickinson.

A powerful dramatic argrument against

careless talk in war time, this starkly

realistic British-made film carries a vital

message for all Americans. Originally pro-

duced to be shown exclusively to England's

armed forces, it was eventually shown to

civilians and became one of Britain's most
popular war films. In America, "Next of

Kin" (a weak and unsatisfactory title),

because of its tragic theme and lack of

marquee names, will need strong selling to

attain much popularity generally. Although
it has a fictional story enacted by a pro-

fessional cast, the picture is episodic and
resembles a documentary because many of

its battle shots are authentic. The horrible

disaster that befalls the 95th Brigade on
its large-scale raid because "someone
talked," is real, gripping and deathly-serious,

with scant footage for romantic or lighter

moments. An epilogue, in which J. Edgar
Hoover, Director of F.B.I., warns Americans
to be on guard "against our own careless-

ness" is a good selling point. If heavily

sold, "Next of Kin" should boost grosses

considerably where dualled with a light

feature. Word-of-mouth will help in the
subsequent runs.

In the story several German spies in

England, among them a strip-tease dancer
(Phyllis Stanley) learn from the innocent

remarks of a young private that the 95th

Brigade is planning a raid on a French
coastal town. Two German agents are sent

to England and one (Mervyn Johns) con-

tacts a book seller (actually the brains of

the spy ring) and, by taking a job at an
ordnance factory, gets further information

valuable to his country. When both Johns

and Miss Stanley are arrested, the book
seller forces a Dutch refugee (Nova Pil-

'TAHITI HONEY' FROTHY MUSICAL PROGRAMMER
Rates • • generally as supporting dualler

Republic
69 minutes.

Simone Simon, Dennis CKeefe, Michael
Whalen, Lionel Stander, Wally Vernon, Dan
Seymour, Tommye Adams, Tom SeideL

Directed by John H. Auer.

A light and frothy program musical, fea-

turing a few new tunes and several estab-

lished favorites, "Tahiti Honey" adequately

fills the supporting spot on the average

dualler. The inconsequential plot has sev-

eral amusing sequences, but' Director John

H Auer occasionally stretches the humor
to the near-breaking point. However, a

drunken scene between romantic rivals,

Dennis O'Keefe and Michael Whalen, will

provoke howls. Simone Simon makes a
fetching picture in a sarong and, although
no great shakes as a vocalist, she manages

to put over both the title number and
"Any Old Port in a Storm." "Anchors

Aweigh" and "Clap Hands, Here Comes
Charley" are nostalgic song stand-outs. Miss

Simon, coupled with the snappy title, give

this a fair marquee draw.

The story, which opens in Tahiti at the

time of the fall of France, follows the ad-

ventures of the Eleven Brooklyn Bomb-
shells, a dance band led by Dennis O'Keefe.

When business goes from bad to worse,

O'Keefe manages to take on a stranded
singer (Simone Simon) even though the

other boys consider girl vocalists as bad
luck. When the band sails for America.
O'Keefe smuggles the girl on board and
trumps up a touching tale about an imagi-
nary navy man named Charley who is

waiting to marry her in the States. Of
course, Charley never arrives and O'Keefe
stalls the boys off until they mistake a
naval lieutenant (Michael Whalen) for the

beam) to get the location of the planned
raid from her soldier sweetheart. Against

her will, Miss Pilbeam does this and, al-

though she later kills the book seller, the

harm is already done. When the raid is

launched, the 95th Brigade walks into a
trap and is almost annihilated—all because
of loose talk.

Nova Pilbeam, the only name even faintly

familiar to American audiences, gives an
affecting portrayal of the Dutch girl under
the domination of the (Germans. Such well-

known British actors as Basil Sidney,

Frederick Leister and Mary Clare stand
out in small parts, while Reginald Tate
and Mervyn Johns (in Britain's service)

have more important roles.

YORK
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missing sweetheart. At the girl's urgmg,
Whalen goes through with the deception
and, at the same time, makes O'Keefe
jealous. Each man, believing she loves the

other, agrees to relinquish her, but she is

reunited with O'Keefe shortly before he
joins the Navy as a seaman.

Dennis O'Keefe plays the romantic band-
leader in pleasing fashion and Michiei
Whalen is adequate as the co-operative

naval lieutenant. Lionel Stander untilizes

his cynical style of delivering lines to get

laughs, but the others merely fill in.

LEYENDECKER

'HE'S MY GUY' JOAN DAVIS CLICKS IN LOW BUDGET MUSICAL
Rates • • + as supporting dualler

Universal

65 minutes.

Dick Foran, Joan Davis, Irene Hervey,

Fuzzy Knight, Don Douglas, Samuel S.

Hinds, Bill HaUigan, Gertrude Niessen, Dia^

mond Bros., Mills Brothers, Louis Da Pron,
Lorraine Krueger, Dorene Sisters.

Directed by Edward F. Cline.

Another of Universal's low-budget musi-

cals, "He's My Guy" receives a tremendous
lift whenever the rowdy, irrepressible Joan
Davis bounds onto the screen. Without this

long and lanky comedienne, this would be
routine stuff with only the warbling of

Grertrude Niessen and the harmonizing Mills

Brothers to ring the entertainment bell.

However, Joan, as a former vaudevillian

turned riveter, mugs and wisecracks to her
heart's content and she will keeo audiences
in good humor throughout. The slim ro-

mantic plot is a mere framework on which
to hang the various songs and specialties,

most of which take place against a defense
plant background. "How Am I To Know"
and "Cielito Lindo" are cleverly delivered

by the Mills Brothers, famed Negro singing

quartet and the exotic Gertrude Niesen puts
over "Two Guitars" and "Heads Up" in her
deep contralto style. The title song is pleas-

ingly sung by Irene Hervey and Miss Davis
does a most amusing take-off of it. A satis-

factory supporting dualler for most loca-

tions.

In the story, Dick Foran and Irene
Hervey, vaudeville singing team, split up
after a quarrel and the wife goes to live

with Joan Davis, an ex-dancing comedienne.

MORE REVIEWS ON PAGE 14

Miss Hervey goes to work in the defense
plant where Joan is a riveter and, later,

she conceives the idea of staging a show
for the workers. She sells the plan to her
boss (Donald Douglas) and also arranges
to have Foran hired to stage the show with
plant talent. Foran becomes jealous of
Douglas' attention to his wife and walks
out just before the show goes on. But Joan
Davis saves the day by calling Foran back
to play the piano for Miss Hervey's song
number. They then make up and are en-
gaged to plan similar shows for all the
company's factories.

Irene Hervey is sweet and appealing, Dick
Foran is adequate and Fuzz>' Knight gets
a few laughs with his blundering antics.

But, it's Joan Davis' show from start to
finish.

LEYENDECKER
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THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi-Weekly Review of the Trade's Events

Admissions, Rentals, Still Unfrozen
President Roosevelt's recent price fixing

anti-inflation oi-der still remained a big
question mark as to its influence on admis-
sion scales for the nation's theatres. Al-
though the program is directed primarily
at establishing price ceilings on cost-of-

living commodities, the program's provisions
could be interpreted to include theatre ad-
missions and all types of services and out-
lets for public spending should the agencies
in charge of the program deem it advisable.
Canada and Australia, where theatre ad-
missions and film rentals were frozen by
executive order, were noted as examples.
Rentals, of course, would be much more
difficult to control than admissions, since
the number of pictures sold on a percentage
basis have increased tremendously, and even
if they should return to their 1942 level, a
great deal of the impact on the distributors

would be absorbed by the unprecedented in-

crease in attendance. A ceiling on admis-
sions, however, might force certain theatres,

who have increased their prices in recent
months to compensate for greater film

rentals and overhead, to return to previous
scales, even though the corresponding at-

tendance did not warrant it. An OPA list-

ing temporarily confirms the belief that the
executive order does not affect theatre ad-
missions and rentals, but it is agreed that
administrative interpretation of the order
could easily be extended to apply to exhibi-

tion and distribution, if so desired.

* *

Army Paper Blasts Flag-Waving

In an editorial urging the elimination of

"flag-waving" and "cheap patriotism" in

movies for foreign consumption, the Army
newspaper, "Stars and Stripes," published

in London said: "American troops are em-
barrassed by movies which picture them as

heroes when they are surrounded by men,
women, and children who have proved they
are brave beyond the ability of Hollywood
to portray. Our beautiful flag flying in

every third scene is cheap and only done
to secure applause where the director

through his own weakness was unable to

create patriotic emotion in a legitimate

manner. We would appreciate the Will

Hays censorship office more if it spent less

time cutting out swear words and gave a

little more thought to good taste in movie

scripts designed for foreign consumption."

Commenting on the "Stars and Stripes"

blast, Charles Francis Coe, vice-president

and general counsel of the MPPDA, said the

editorial was "totally inconsistent with re-

ports from every military commander and

every member of our armed troops from

whom we've heard. It denies statements of

British leaders all over the Empire and it

is wholly unjustified." Francis S. Harmon,
film co-ordinator of the War Activities Com-
mittee, did not take the complaint too seri-

ously saying that many other groups have

taken exception to the way they have been

pictured in the films "but we know that

Hollywood has never deliberately set out to

be unfair to any profession. Perhaps the

men are a good deal more down-to-earth in

actual life than on the screen. But we're

fighting a war," he added, with the implica-

tion that these possible distortions were a

strong morale factor. The Army had no

comment to make on the editorial.

* * *

New Draft Classifications

The film worker crisis in the distribution

and exhibition end of the industry received

another jolt when the new selective service

classifications were announced. Paul V.

McNutt, War Manpower head, warned that

all able-bodied men between 18 and 38 except

those in essential occupations or whose se-

lection would impose undue hardships on

dependents would be in the armed services

before the end of the year. McNutt said

that deferment for fathers may be elimin-

ated within a few months. With indica-

tions that WMC would accelerate classifica-

tions of essential occupations, it was believed

that a decision affecting the essentiality of

laboratory workers and projectionists is

imminent. However, the outlook is very

bleak for an essential rating for distribu-

tion, exhibition and much of production in

the film industry.

» * *

Holdovers and Playdates Zoom
An exhaustive six-month survey of

changes in national exhibition by Warner
Bros, has revealed that holdovers through-

out the nation have increased 102 per cent

as compared with 1941. Ben Kalmenson,

Warners' general sales manager, announced

that Warners' plan of studying the market
in advance of release and regulating its

schedule accordingly was paying big divi-

dends. Playdates on the company's pictures,

including original bookings and repeats, had

increased from a level of 10,000 to 12,000 to

the present level of 13,000 to 17,000 with

"Sergeant York" and "Yankee Doodle

Dandy" playdates even higher than the last

figure. Kalmenson reported that the gross

of a single picture in a three to six weeks'

engagement now is larger than the grosses

of two or even three pictures consuming

the same amount of playing time in earlier

seasons. Commenting on the "saturation"

levels disclosed by the survey, Kalmenson

noted that despite the present all-time high

in theatre attendance, an increase of 10

per cent was still quite possible. He said

that the company's response to exhibitors'

pleas for fewer and better pictures had in-

stituted a new economic era in the film in-

dustry. "We're also spending small fortunes

to advertise these pictures nationally, and
exhibitors all down the line are reaping the

benefits of this advertising. That's how we
intend to keep working with them to justify

and further increase maximum playing

time," said Kalmenson.

Meanwhile, in Hollywood, Jack L. Warner
declared that the company would release 14

or 15 features this year, with all but one

backing "the government's tendency to con-

centrate on a 'Win-the-War' policy." With
the exception of "The Hard Way," all other

releases during 1943 will be concerned with

the war and Americanism. Warner asserted

that this plan would permit the company
to follow "Government lines as they are

drawn," and that changes in war events

and Government policy will be reflected in

Warners' future releasing policy. Releases

scheduled for the next eight months include

"Edge of Darkness," "Mission to Moscow,"

"Action in the North Atlantic," "This Is the

Army," "Watch on the Rhine," "Background

to Danger," "The Desert Song," and "Battle

Cry."

PCCITD Asks Change in Decree

The Pacific Coast Conference of Indepen-

dent Theatre Owners announced that it

would present to the Department of Justice

a bill of particulars showing that the Con-

sent Decree has been insufficient in protect-

ing the interests of independent exhibitors

in the West Coast area. The organization

will present its case before Nov. 20, the

deadline for expiration of the Consent

Decree.
* * *

No Film Jobs for Over-Age Dischargees

Hopes entertained by the film industry

that former employes discharged from the

Army because they were over the 38-year

age limit would be able to return to their

former jobs were squashed by an order

giving commanding officers of Army posts

authority to call back to service any man
who leaves for a job recognized as essential

by WMC, then relinquishes it for a job not

recognized as such. The question came up

when the WMC received reports that men
recently discharged as over-age, returned

immediately to their jobs as theatre man-
agers and film salesmen. Up to this point,

when a man was discharged with the con-

(Continued on Page 28)
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•KING OF THE COWBOYS' ROY ROGERS' STRONGEST VEHICLE TO DATE
Rates • • • In western houses; OK dualler for naborhoods

Republic
68 Minutes

Roy Rogers, Smiley Burnette, Bob Nolan and
The Sons of the Pioneers, Peggy Moran,
Gerald Mohr, Dorothea Kent, Lloyd Corri-
gan, James Bush, Russell Hicks, Irving
Bacon, Norman Willis, Edward Earle.

Directed by Joseph Kane.

An exciting story, combining cowboy,
traveling tent show and saboteur angles,
makes "King of the Cowboys" Roy Rogers'
strongest starring vehicle to date. In addi-
tion to songs by the star and the Sons of the
Pioneers, including the popular "I'm an Old
Cowhand," "Roll Along, Prairie Moon" and
"Gay Ranchero," this high-budget western
has action aplenty, a touch of romance and
ample comedy in which Smiley Burnette
receives aid from the blonde comedienne.

Dorothea Kent. Fine production values and
a supporting cast that includes Peggy Moran
and Lloyd Corrigan, put this above the aver-
age cowboy film. Although "King of the
Cowboys" is a good general title, certain to
attract the dyed-in-the-wool western fans, the
film actually has little of the customary out-
door action. For this reason, and becau e

of its modern sabotage plot, this will appeal
to all types of audiences. Playing up the
various angles should bring excellent results
and further increase Rogers' popularity.

In the story, Rogers, a rodeo star, is ap-
pointed by the Governor to track down sabo-
teurs who have been wrecking valuable
Government property. Noticing that the
sabotage always occurs in the vicinity of a
traveling tent show, known as the Merry-
makers, Rogers and his pal, Smiley Bur-
nette, manage to join the show as cowboy
singers. Rogers uncovers evidence proving
that James Bush, the proprietor, and Gerald

Mohr, a mind-reader, are members of the
sabotage ring but the two men manage to
trap him in a warehouse which is about to
be blown up. Although he escapes in time
to call the Governor, the latter is injured
before he can apprehend the saboteurs.
Rogers then appeals to Peggy Moran, a girl
with the show, and together they trap Mohr
just as he gets a code message from Lloyd
Corrigan, one of the Governor's co-workers.
When Corrigan is revealed as the brains of
the saboteurs, Rogers and his pals ride out
in time to stop the dynamiting of a bridge.

Roy Rogers does his usual capable work
and James Bush, Lloyd Corrigan and Gerald
Mohr give first-rate portrayals of the vil-

lains. Russell Hicks makes a dignified and
convincing Governor. Peggy Moran, as the
heroine, is over-shadowed by Dorothea Kent,
who gives a neat comedy performance.

LEYENDECKER.

'ALIBI' PRE-WAR BRITISH MELODRAMA LACXS MARQUEE VALUE
Rates — as supporting dnaller qenerally

Republic
66 minutes.

Margaret Lockwood, Hugh Sinclair, Jam< -.

Mason, Enid Stamp-Taylor, Raymond Lovell,

Hartley Power, Jane Carr, Rodney Ackland,
Edana Romney, George Merrltt, Muriel
George, Derek Bloomfield, Olga Lindo, Elisa-
bath Welch, Clarie Wear's Embassy Or-
chestra.

Directed by Brian Desmond Hurst.

A lavishly-filmed British melodrama deal-
ing with Paris before the War, "Alibi" has
some mystery and suspense despite its out-
moded plot. The night club sequences have
color and movement, as well as fine pro-
duction values, while the acting of Mar-

garet Lockwood, James Mason and Ray-
mond Lovell lend conviction to a routine
story of murder and blackmail. The direc-

tion of Br ian Desmond Hurst contains sev-

eral Hitchcock touches, but the action often
seems abrupt and the picture obviously has
suffered in the cutting process. The title

hss teaser value and will have to be sold

if this is to justify its bookings on dual
bilis.

The story, taken by Marcel Achard's "L'-

Alibi," is based on a famous 1937 murder
case. Raymond Lovell, a psychic artist in

a Parisian night club, pays one of the young
hrstesses 20 000 francs to say he spent the
night with her. The girl (Margaret Lock-
v,-ood) accepts the bribe because of her
financial needs but, when she learns that
Lovell was concealing a murder, she is

forced to stick to the statement she made
to the police. A young detective (James
Mason), checking on Lovell's activities, gets

drunk at the cafe and falls in love with
Miss Lockwood. When it appears that

Mason will become involved in the case,

the girl finally reveals that she was bribed

by Lovell. The latter escapes justice by
committing suicide and it all ends happily

for the young lovers.

Margaret Lockwood, while not the night

club hostess type, is extremely attractive

and gives a sympathetic performance. Ray-
mond Lovell gives the role of the fake
psychic a sinister quality and James Mason
does well as the young detective who feigns

drunkeness. Hugh Sinclair, also known to

American audiences, has little to do.

DEXLEY

'LAUGH YOUR BLUES AWAY' MUSICAL QUICKIE HAS FEW LAUGHS
Rates • + as supporting dualler only

Columbia
69 minutes.

Jinx Falkenburg, Bert Gordon, Douglass
Drake, Isobel Elsom, Roger Clark, Vivian
Oakland, George Lessey, Ph,yllis Kennedy,
Robert Greig, Dick Elliott, Frank Sully,

John T. Murray, Edward Earle, Shirley
Patterson, Wyndham Standing, Nora Lou
and her pals of the Golden West.

Directed by Charles Barton.

A minor comedy with music, "Laugh
Your Blues Away" has a few laughs and
far too many dull spots. This Columbia
quickie merely serves as a film showcase
for Bert Gordon, the "Mad Russian" of
radio fame, and Jinx Falkenburg, best

known as a magazine cover girl. CJordon
works frantically throughout and his wild-

haired appearance silly antics and Russian
double-talk will amuse some people. Several
songs are spaced through the picture, the
best of which, "Gin Rhumba" is nicely sung
by Miss Falkenburg. She also displays her
lovely face and figure on the dance floor,

tennis court and in the swimming pool in

addition to handling an unbelievable role

capably enough. With an attractive title

as its chief marquee asset, this will get by
as a supporting dualler in naborhood spots.

The story opens in a theatrical agent's
office where a group of actors are being
hired to impersonate society folk at a party
being given by Isobel Elsom. a social

climber, to impress some wealthy western-
ers. Bert Gordon, an out-of-work actor is

hired to be Boris, a Russian prince and
Jinx Falkenburg, a blues singer, poses as

his sister. In spite of the fact that Miss
Elsom hopes to marry off her son (Douglas
Drake) to the rich girl, the latter pursues
the phony prince. Drake, meanwhile, falls

for Miss Falkenburg and, after numerous
mix-ups, he is disillusioned to learn that
the Russian royalty are imposters. But,
when his mother confesses her part in the
deception, Drake is reunited with Miss
Falkenburg, who has gone back to night
club singing.

A newcomer. Douglass Drake, seems ill-

at-ease in the hero role. However. Isobel
Elsom is amusing as the fiuttery social

climber and Robert Greig and Frank Sully
stand out in comic bits.

LEYENDECKER

^DEAD MAN'S GULCH' FAST-MOVING RED BARRY WESTERN
Rates • • in western spots

Republic
56 minutes.

Don "Red" Barry, Lynn Merrick, Clancy
Cooper, Entmiett "Pappy" Lynn, John Ves-
per, Malcolm "Bud" McTaggart, Lee Shum-
way. Jack Rockwell, Pierce Lyden, Rex
Lease.

Directed by John English.

Despite its conventional railroad vs. pony
express plot, "Dead Man's Gulch" is a
compact, swift-moving outdoor film with a
full quota of shooting and fast riding. This
is 100 per cent western fare, made-to-order

for the youngsters and the horse-opera de-

votees who won't complain about the ab-
sence of crooning. The star, Don "Red"
Barry, is one of the most convincing of

the two-fisted, two-gun cowboy heroes. Will
please wherever westerns are favored.

When the new railroad line forces the

pony express to disband, two of its ex-

riders, Don "Red" Barry and Emmett
"Pappy" Lynn, go to the nearby town of

Dobe Wells to seek new fortunes. Their
arrival in time to halt a bank hold-up
impresses the sheriff to the extent of ap-
pointing Barry as deputv marshall to stop
the wave of outlawry. While staying at the
ranch home of Malcolm "Bud" McTaggart,

Barry is amazed to learn that his boyhood
pal is working as trigger man for a crooked
politician whose freight monopoly is bleed-
ing the ranchers. Barry gives McTaggart
every chance to clear himself, but he is

finaly forced to kill his former buddy when
he tries to make a jail break. The other
bandits are captured and convicted.

Lynn Merrick, an attractive young blonde
who has been teamed with Barry in his

last half-dozen westerns, furnishes the
slight romantic interest. Emmett "Pappy"
Lynn supplies comedy of the moss-covered
variety.

DENLEY
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
Ralph Cohn has resigned his post as unit producer at this

studio because of reported differences with his uncle, Harry Cohn.

The younger Cohn was in charge of the unit formerly headed by

the late Larry Darmour making the "Crime Doctor" radio series,

first of which is now in work. His duties have been taken over by

Rudolph Flothow, formerly associate to Larry Darmour.

Columbia will borrow heavily from all available newsreel se-

quences of the recent U. S. Navy battle with the Japs in Bismarck

Sea for inclusion in "Destroyer," which William A. Seiter recently

completed ... Seymour Felix has been signed to direct dance se-

quences in "Cover Girl." He was formerly with Ziegfeld in New-

York... Nan Wynn will play herself in "Right Guy" in a scene

showing an actual Lunchtime Follies at a shipyard. . .Jerome Kern
and Ira Gershwin will do the music for "Cover Girl" — if and
when Columbia actually starts this oft-promised film.

IN PRODUCTION—"Attack by Night" (M. Oberon-B. Aherne),

"Appointment in Berlin" (G. Sanders-M. Chapman), "Right Guy"
(C. Trevor-E. Buchanan), "Somewhere in Sahara" (H. Bogart-J.

C. Naish), "Two Senoritas from Chicago" (J. Falkenburg-J. Davis),

"What's Buzzin' Cousin?" (A. Miller-J. Hubbard).

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
With seven pictures now in work, there will be no more new

production on this lot for several weeks.

MGM has purchased "Honey Boy," the life story of the late

George "Honey Boy" Evans, famed minstrel man. Mickey Rooney
will be starred in the title role and Gene Kelly will be featured.

Picture will be filmed in Technicolor .. .The lid is off so far as

"America" is concerned. Theme of this American industry saga is

considered so important that King Vidor has been given the green

light without any attempt to keep within budget restrictions...

Production on "A Guy Named Joe" is still held up awaiting com-
plete recovery of Van Johnson, laid up after serious auto crash.

Johnson, of whom great things are expected, has the second male
lead in the Spencer Tracy-Irene Dunne starrer.

Dore Schary has left the production unit which he and Harry
Rapf have been heading for the past year and will produce only

top bracket pictures for MGM from now on. His first will be
"They Shall Not March Alone," drama of the U. S. Army chap-
lains in the present war. Second is "F. B. I.," a factual drama of
this Government agency and its successful war on crime... With
adorable little Jackie Jenkins scoring in his first film role in "The
Human Comedy," plans are under way to revive work on "The
Yearling." Latter got off to a false start more than a year ago,
with considerable money spent on a location trip to Florida and
then suddenly called off when the right youngster could not be
found. It is expected that the picture will be made in Technicolor
with Victor Fleming directing.

Peter Lorre gets the role of top sergeant of a prison camp in

"Thousands Shall Fall," which Tay Garnett will direct. .
.Richard

Thorpe gets directorial assignment on "Cry Havoc," story of the

last hours of a group of American nurses on Bataan. Picture

will have an all-woman cast headed by Merle Oberon, Ann Sothern

and Fay Bainter and is slated to get under way during latter part

of April. . .Milt Smith is a recent addition to the writing staff here.

He interested the studio in a clever original.

IN PRODUCTION—"Girl Crazy" (M. Rooney-J. Garland),

"Guy Named Joe" (S. Tracy-I. Dunne), "America" (B. Donlevy-A

Richards), "Lost Angel" (M. O'Brien-J. Craig), "Man from Down
Under" (C. Laughton-B. Barnes), "Madame Curie" (G. Garson-W.

Pidgeon), "Russia" (R. Tayloi'-S. Peters).

MONOGRAM
Anticipating continued interest in stories told against a war

background, Monogram is being so guided in its story purchases.

Two in this category have just been completed: "I Escaped from

the Gestapo," dealing with sabotage and F. B. I.'s fight against

enemy agents, and "Wings Over the Pacific," about foreign spies

on an Oriental island. "Time Bomb" is just completed and others

being prepared include "Red Bayonets," a story of the Russian

front; "Ground Crew," "Torpedo Alley," "Unsung Heroes," "Jungle

War," "Pass the Ammunition," "Fighting Correspondent" and

"Hitler's Women."

Monogram's confidence in shooting the works for its first A
picture, "Silver Skates," has been justified by the fact that the

film will show in 700 more houses than have ever played a Mono-

gram feature. This is based on contracts already signed, with

sales head Steve Broidy confident that before it has finally played

off it will have been shown in many more times that number of

houses previously closed to Monogram.

Four new features are scheduled to start here during April

Heading the list is "Melody Parade," to be followed by "Ride,

Cowboy, Ride," second in the new "Trail Blazers" western series

featuring Hoot Gibson and Ken Maynard; "Twenty-four Hour

Leave," first of the new series co-starring Billy Gilbert and Frank

Fay, with Butch and Buddy, and "Hitler's Women," first American

film to be produced by Russian-born Herman Millakowsky.

Scott Dunlap is elated over having signed Theodore Dreiser,

the famous American novelist, to write the original screen play

for "Lady, Let's Dance" as a starring vehicle for Belita who made

a hit in "Silver Skates." Dreiser's only previous screen credit a?

scenarist was on "My Gal Sal," the life story of his brother, Paul
Dreiser. "Lady, Let's Dance" will present Belita as a ballet

dancer as well as skater and will also give her an opportunity to

emote. This will be first under her new long term Monogram
contract. . .Jack Boyle, signed as dance director on "Melody Par-
ade," which has Jerry Cooper, singing star of radio and musical
comedy, besides Ted Fio Rita and the Anson Weeks' orchestras.



The two bands will play six songs especially written for the pic-

ture. Eddie Quillan and Mary Beth Hughes have also been added

to the cast.

"Ghosts on the Loose" has been set as release title of "Ghosts

in the Night," the new Katzman-Dietz opus co-starring Bela

Lugosi and the East Side Kids.

IN PRODUCTION—"Melody Parade" (J. Cooper-E. Quillan),

"Ride, Cowboy, Ride" (H. Gibson-K. Maynard).

PARAMOUNT
Production activity here is reflected in the fact that 41 workers

are at work on 25 different stories. Paramount now has 23 writers

under contract, three of whom, Charles Brackett, Seton I. Miller

and Sheridan Gibney, are also associate producers and two others.

Preston Sturges and William Wilder, also direct,

mann Rauschsning, one of Hitler's closest associates during the

period from 1932-35, Paramount biggies feel they have a story that

should be boxofflce dynamite. Rauchsning, who authored "The

Voice of Destruction" and other books exposing Nazi methods, is

sitting in as consultant to Frances and Albert Hackett in prepara-

tion of the screen play and will also act as technical advisor.

Picture is expected to get under way by early May and studio has

been assured of full cooperation from the State Department and

OWI.
A lot of money tied up here in pictures long completed and

not yet set for release. "For Whom tne Bell Tolls" and "Lady in

the Dark" both represent big investments and advance indications

are that both pictures are definitely in the bag. The first being

based on a Hemingway best-seller, the widespread publicity over

who should play the leads and the combination of Cooper and
Bergman should all add up at the boxofRce. The top role in "Lady
in the Dark" is a natural for Ginger Rogers and, while the theme

seems better suited to pictures than the enormously successful

stage play, one cannot discount the enormous importance of Gertie

Lawrence's personal impact in making the stage version so pop-

ular. The film may suffer by comparison .. .Jimmy Lydon will

continue to play Henry Aldrich in that series, having been turned

down by the draft board due to an arm injury.. .Sol C. Siegel has

called off further preparations on "Galveston," being unable to

give the picture elaborate treatment required due to the $5000

set ceiling. Heavy cost items would have been on sets to be de-

stroyed in the flood scenes. . .Most important film yet attempted
by the Wm. Pine-Wm. Thomas unit will be "Storm," from the

George Stewart novel. The producers are seeking Joel McCrea
for the lead... The next Crosby-Hope vehicle, "Road to Utopia,"
will be minus Lamour.

IN PRODUCTION—"Let's Face It" (B. Hope-B. Hutton),
"Henry Aldrich Haunts a House" (J. Lydon-J. Mortimer).

PRODUCERS RELEASING
Evidence that this latest of the producing companies is coming

along, and coming along fast, is contained in the fact that all

three of the pictures getting under way this month have the
longest shooting schedules in the company's history. "Isle of
Forgotten Sins" tops any previous PRC film by a week, while
both "Talent School" and "Strange Music" also exceed ordinary
schedules. Story for the latter has been in preparation for sev-
eral months and Francis Lederer has been signed for the leading
role, that of a musical genius crazed by Nazi atrocities. Much
of the locale laid in South America. . .In addition to its own studio,
PRC has leased space at both the Talisman and Fine Arts studios
to take care of extra production activity.

Leon Fromkess, vice president in charge of production, is

completely sold on the idea of having everything in complete
readiness before actual shooting starts and results of this plan

NEW KELEflSES
For details on these pictures see Release Charts in the PRODUCTION RECORD

RKO

S«cond

COLUMBIA
She Has What It Takes April 15

Saddles and Sagebrush April 22

Redhead from Manhattan May 6

The More the Merrier May 13

Boy from Stalingrad May 20

M-G-M
Journey for Margaret
Northwest Rangers \

Whistling in Dixie )

Dr. Gillespie's New Assistant
Andy Hardy's Double Life
Keeper of the Flame / Block
Reunion in France
Stand By for Action
Three Hearts for Julia
Tennessee Johnson

MONOGRAM
I Escaped from the Gestapo April 16

Wild Horse Stampede April 16

Clancy Street Boys April 23

Clancy Street Boys April 23

I Escaped from the Gestapo May 14

PRODUCERS RELEASING
Terror House April 19

The Ghost and the Guest April 19

Death Rides the Plains April 30

West of Texas May 1

Follies Girl May 3

Western Cyclone May 14

Girls in Chains May 17

PARAMOUNT
The Forest Rangers
The Road to Morocco
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch
Henry Aldrich, Editor
Street of Chance
The Avengers
Wrecking Crew

]

My Heart Belongs to Daddy I

Palm Beach Story [
^^o^^

Lucky Jordan J

2nd
block

This Land is Mine
I Walked With a Zombie
The Falcon Strikes Back
Bombardier
Squadron Leader X

.April 23

.April 30

.May 7

.May 14

.May 21

REPUBLIC
Shantytown
Man Trap
Calling Wild Bill Elliott

King of the Cowboys . . .

.

Guacho Serenade
Sante Fe Scouts
Shantytown
Days of Old Cheyenne
Chatterbox
Days of Old Cheyenne .

.April 20

.April 13

.April 15

.April 15

.April 15

.April 16

.April 20

.April 22

.April 22

.April 29

20th CENTURY-FOX
Desert Victory . . . .

My Friend Flicka .

UNITED ARTISTS

.April 16

.April 23

Taxi, Mister
Stage Door Canteen . .

Somewhere in France
Buckskin Frontier ...

.April 16

.April 25

.May 7

.May 14

UNIVERSAL

Rhythm of the Islands
White Savage
Sherlock Holmes in Washington
Next of Kin

.April 16

April 23

.April 30

. . May 7

WARNER BROS

Edge of Darkness . . .

,

Next of Kin
Good Morning Judge ,

Follow the Band
Cowboy in Manhattan

.April 24

. . May 7

. . May 7

. .May 14

. .May 21
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can be seen in PRC's recent output. Realizing that exhibitors

need names as well as a catchy title, Fromkess has also set bor-

rowing deals with larger companies and, as a result, has been

able to snare players of major calibre for marquee dressing.

IN PRODUCTIC5T>J—"Isle of Forgotten Sins" (J. Carradine-

G. Sondergaard).

REPUBLIC
With "Road to God's Country" and "East Side Kids" already

in work and two more ready to start, all available space on this

lot is being utilized. Latest pair set to get going are "Silver

Spurs," starring Roy Rogers, and the serial "Secret Service in

Darkest Africa". . .Vera Hruba, star skater of Republic's "Ice
Capades Revue," was penned to a 7-year pact. The figure-skating
champ is currently on tour with an ice show and will report to the
studio late in May. Her first vehicle under the new contract will
be "Gay Blades," which is slated to be Republic's first million
dollar production.

. .Joe E. Brown has been keeping in touch with
producer Albert J. Cohen all during his extensive visit to various

This studio is all steamed up and getting ready to go to town
on "Hitler's Gang." Based on factual material compiled by Her-
Service camps in the South Seas area. As a result, the script of
"Gone With the Draft" wili be held up until Joe's return, so that
he can sit in with the writers and incorporate some of his ex-
periences in out of the way places.

Latest Cinderella story is signing of Jane Dillon, 22-year-old
waitress for the role of the third sister in "Three Little Sisters."
Attracted by her looks and discovery, after tests, that she has a
coloratura soprano voice, led to her being signed to p)ay one of
the title roles with Jane Withers and Mary Lee. It might be
mentioned in passing that Miss Dillon was a night club singer
before she found it more expedient to sling hash.

Judy Canova will play the part of the mayor of a small town
run by war-bereft women in her next, "Sleepy Lagoon" .. .Henry
Hull, who created the role of Jeeter Lester in "Tobacco Road."
has been signed to play a newspaper publisher in an untitled mys-
tery drama. . .Ace, canine veteran of 123 pictures and of the same
strain as Strongheart, Lightning and Rin Tin Tin. will be featured
in "Road to God's Country" .. .Richard English engaged to do the
screenplay for "Brazil," a musical based on the song hit of that
name.

IN PRODUCTION—"Road to God's Country" (W. Lundigan-
V. Dale), "East Side Kids" (D. Barry-D. Evans).

RKO-RADIO
Samuel Goldwyn has not yet made a deal with RKO-Radio

covering distribution of "The North Star." Negotiations are now
on and if Goldwyn's terms are not too prohibitive, Ned Depinet
will swing the contract as this company is badly in need of pro-
duct. "The North Star" is now in the fifth week of production
and has had setbacks due to California having had twice its usual
quota of rain this Spring. Much of the footage is being shot on
the huge outdoor set which has been built on the UA lot. It

covers several acres and includes a Russian village with complete
buildings and a railroad station. Anne Baxter gets her best break
to date, having stepped into the leading romantic role originally
assigned to Theresa Wright who withdrew from the cast because
of approaching motherhood. Name of juvenile lead changed from
Don Granger to Farley Granger, latter being his real name. Ira

Gershwin is writing lyrics for the four songs which will be in-

cluded in the picture with Aaron Copland doing the score. These
will be in the nature of folk songs.

Despite the reports that "Queens of Burlesque" was withdrawn
because of protests from the Hays office, the real reason is that

the story just didn't shape up and after considerable doctoring

was given up as hopeless. . .Now being readied for immediate pro-

duction are "Falcon in Danger," "The Mad Brood of Japan," "The
Iron Major" and "The Seventh Victim." Last named will be di-

rected by Mark Robson replacing Jacques Tourneur. Latter, in-

stead, will direct "This Is Russia, " which will serve to introduce

Toumanova, the Russian ballerina, to the screen. She will play a
straight dramatic role with no dancing. Producer is Casey Rob-
inson formerly with Warners.

Eddie Cantor has closed a deal to produce a film cavalcade of

show business based on an original story outline in which he will

also appear. In no sense biographical, it will cover incidents

recollected from his long stage career, highlighted by the Zieg-

feld era. This picture is not set to get rolling until Fall.

Edward A. Golden has arrived here from New York to start

production on "The Master Race" as a follow-up to his enormously
successful "Hitler's Children." This latest picture will be much

higher budgeted and Golden's end greatly increased, as he is now'

in a position to write his own ticket on any lot in the busmess.

RKO-Radio will shoot the works on "The Robe," which Frank

Ross Productions will film. Story based on Lloyd C. Douglas'

best-selling novel of the same name. Production, which will not

get under way until Fall, will be in Technicolor .. .Gloria Warren,

the young songbird for whom Warners had such hopes, has been

pacted for a term here.

20th CENTURY-FOX
Over the reported protests of organized labor. Winfield Sheehan

is going ahead with preparations to film the career of Captain

Eddie Rickenbacker. Paul Green, Pulitzer prize-winning play-

wright, is working on the screen play and picture is expected to

get under way within a month. This will be Sheehan's second

picture since he left the old Fox organization in 1934. His only

other effort in the past decade was "Florian," which he made for

MGM and which flopped badly.

Kenneth MacGowan is scheduled to make six more pictures

for Fox upon completion of "Jane Eyre." Most of these will deal

directly or indirectly with the War. Titles are: "Stars and Stripes

Forever," based on the life of bandmaster John Philip Sousa;

"Happy Land," "Mr. Bullfinch Takes a Walk," inspired by the

career of Prime Minister Churchill; "Dr. Bethune," "Life Boat"

and "The Incredible Earl of Suffolk," the latter two to be directed

by Alfred Hitchcock ... Completion of "Sweet Rosie O'Grady" will

be held up for several weeks due to Betty Grable having been

rushed to a hospital for an operation. . .Archie Mayo is co-directing

with John Brahm on "Winter Time," the next Sonja Henie starrer.

Picture is behind schedule and studio officials fear that some of

the male professional skaters used in the big production scenes

will be drafted. . .Cast of the musical, "The Girl He Left Behind,"

will include Alice Faye, James Ellison, Linda Darnell. Cavmen
Miranda. . .Harry Sherman has set William Wellman to direct

"Buffalo Bill," which he gets under way soon at this plant...

Studio is considering a new Orson Welles original. . .Erskine Cald-

well has been assigned to script Ensign Gaye's "Torpedo Squadron
8" as one of the next season's Technicolor specials.

IN PRODUCTION—"Jane Eyre" (O. Welles-J. Fontaine),

"Heaven Can Wait" (G. Tierney-D. Ameche), "Winter Time" (S.

Henie-J. Oakie). "Song of Bernadette" (J. Jones-V. Price), "Holy
Matrimony" (M. Woolley-G. Fields) "Roger Tuohy, Last of the

Gangsters" (P. Foster-V. McLaglen).

UNITED ARTISTS

Most of the activity here centers on James Cagney's first

independent production for UA release. In "McLeod's Folly,"

Jimmy has an ideal role, being cast as a vagabond reporter who
drifts into a typical small town in the year 1907. Here he meets
up with a peppery old lady who has inherited the town's only
newspaper. Together they stage a campaign against a gang of

grasping politicians and finally have them run out of town. Wil-
liam K. Howard is directing and William Cagney is supervising
production. Grace George, Broadway stage veteran, makes her
motion picture debut in the role of the militant old lady.

Pola Negri returns to the screen after a long absence, having
been signed to play the role of a temperamental opera singer in

"Hi Diddle Diddle," the Andrew Stone-Fred Jackson-Ed Finney
production. Negri replaces Verree Teasdale, who withdrew be-

cause of illness. Martha Scott and Adolph Menjou have the top
spots, with Constance Bennett, Dennis O'Keefe and Billie Burke
prominently cast. Despite its title, this picture is a non-musical
and story deals with complications arising when a sailor tries to
get married and go on a honeymoon within the space of 48 hours.
Stone and Jackson recently completed "Stormy Weather" for Fox,
while Finney's latest is "Corregidor" for PRC.

With the release by UA of the eight remaining Hal Roach
featurettes, there will be no more product for the duration from
Roach who is now on active duty with the Army. The Roach
studios in Culver City have been leased by the First Motion Pic-
ture Unit of the Army Air Force.

IN PRODUCTION—"McLeod's Folly" (J. Cagney-G. George),
"False Colors" (W. Boyd-C. Drake).

UNIVERSAL
Production at this studio continues apace with three important

films and one programmer, as well as a serial, now before the
cameras.

Two musicals have been scheduled for the Andrews Sisters.

Continued on Page 22
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& RELEASE
In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc.,

appeared. "Rel" is the national release date. "No." is the release number. There may be variations in

the Running Time in states where there is censorship. All new productions are on 1942-43 programs unless

otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title and running time denotes Technicolor production.

lE)42-43 Features (48)

Westerns (16)

Serials ( 4)

Completed (33)

Completed (l(i)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (6)

In Produ('lion (0)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Tlllf— Kirnning Tim» Cabl Details

Attack by Night (— ) M. Oberon - B. Aherne 1-11.

Appointment in Berlin (— ) G. Sanders • M. Chapman .3-8.

Crime Doctor (— ) W. Baxter - M. Lindsay .... 4-5

.

Right Guy (— ) C. Trevor - E. Buchanan .... 3-8

.

Sahara (— ) H. Bogart - L. Bridges 2-8.
What's Buzzin' Cousin? (— ) A. Miller - J. Hubbard 4-5.

J. Davis. . .

K. Harris..

- A. Lakt.

l9-ti-4 5

After Midnight with Boston Blackle C. Morris - A. Savage
Boofl.e M.iii Will Cel Vou. The (66) B. Karloll - P. Lurre ...
Buslon Blackit Goes Hollywood (68) Z. Morris C. Worth
Boys from Stalingrad S. Becket - B. Samarzich..
City Without Men (76) L. Darnell - D. Dudley...
Commandos Strike at Dawn (98) p. Muni - A. Lee
Counter Esiiionage (72) W. William - H. Brookt. .

Details under title: The Loni Wilf In St*:land Yard
Oaring Young Man, The (70) 1. E. Brown M. Chapman

Gun> K Hnyden - S. Patterson..
Desperadoes, The (T) (85) R. Soott - G. Ford
""•"Ver I

i;. Robinson - G. F«rd..
Fighting Buckaroo (58) C. Starrctt - K. Harris..
Frontier Fury G. starreft
H;i,| 10 ihf R.iiiiiHrs C starrett
It's a Great Life P. singleton

Details under title: Blondie Buys a Horse

Junior Army (69) F. Bartholomew • B. Halop
Lat,t Horseman, The R. Hayden - B. Wills

Oetnlli under title: Suicide Range

Laugh Your Blues Away (69) B. Gordon - M. Lindsay...
Uetiiilb under title: How Do You Oo'i

ka« of the Norlhwtst C. Starrett - S. Patterson

(.el's Have Fun B. Gordon - M. Lindsay..
Details under title: Shall I Tell Em?

Lone Prairie (58) R Hayden - B. Wills. . . .

Details under title: Law of the Badlanii.

Lost Horizon tf Shangri-La R Ltlnian - J. Wyatt

Lucky Legs (64) I. Falkenburg - K. Harris

Man's World (60) M Chapman - W. Wright

The More the Merrier J. Arthur • J. McCrea. . .

Details under title: M<rry-Go-R*und
Murder In Times Square E. Lowe - M. Chapman..
Night to Remember, A (82) L. Young - B. Aherne....

Details under title: The Frightened Still

No Place far a Lady W. Gargan

Op*;iiIs under title: Thirtpen Steps to Hpavpi'

One Dangerous Night (77) W. William -

Pardon My Gun (57) C. Starrett r

Power of the Press (63) L. Tracy - G

Redhead from Manhattan L. Velez -

Reveille with Beverly F. Slack -

Riders tf the Northwest Mounted R. Hayden

Riding Throuflh Nevada (61) C. Starrett

Deialls on^ir title: Shotfan Guard
Riding West C. Starrett

Robin Hood nl l^e Fange C. Starreti

Saddles and Sagebrush R. Hayden
Details under title: Outlaw Bus'.ers

Secret Codp The (Serial) P. Kelly - A. Nagel

She Has What It Takes J. Falkenberg - T. Neal

Details under title: Broadway Daddies
Enemy Aoent Meets Eliery Queen i A3 >

Flinht Lieutenants (80)

Details under title: He's My Old Man
Silver City Raiders

Smith of Minnesota (66) B. Smith • A. Judge....

Something to Shout About (91) 0. Ameche - J. Oakie. ..

Spirit of Stanford. The (73) F. Albert - M. Chapman..
Stand By All Networks (64) I. Beal - F. Rice

Tornad* In the Saddle, A R. Hayden - B. Wills

Details under title: The Trail's End
Two Senoritas from Chicago (— ) J. Falkenburg - J. Davis

Underground Agent (68) B. Bennett - L. Brooks...
Valley of Vanishing Men (Serial) W. Elliott

Wyoming Hurricane R. Hayden
You Were Never Lovelier (96) F. Astairt

Details under title: The Gay Senorlta

12-14.

.713.
6 29.

12-28.
.8-24.

.7-20.

.4-20.

7-13.

.11-2.

.8-10.
11- 16.
.7-27.

12-28.
.i.-21.

.2-8.

.3 18.
10-22.
11-5

. 5-20

.

.1-14.

. .1-7.

.9-3.

. .10-8.

.3-25.

. .2-1.

.4026

.403C

.4013

.4004

.4027

.4021

.4203

. 8-24

.

C-29.

11-26.

.8-10. .11-12.

.4038

.4033

8-10.
.8-10.

.4-1.

.3-4,

.7-13. 10-15.

Iciiite.

M. Lindsay . .

M. Chapman.
A. Carroll . . .

KIbbee

D. Leavitt

B. Crosby

- B. Wills...
- E. Cobb . .

. .6-1. . .10-1. .4032

. .5-4 . .917 .4044

.9-21. . .5-6 . .

.11-2. . .4-2. .

.8-24. .12-10. .4009

.9-21. . .2-11. .4036

.9-21. . .1-21. .4028
61. . .12-1. .4202

10-5. . . 1-28

.

.4038
2-18. . .5-13

10-19. . . .2-4. .4014
.8-24. . .2-15. .4211
5-18. . .10-1. .4201

S. Patterson.

K Harris .

A. Savage. .

12-14.

.

10-5.

.10-19.

. .7-13

.12-28.

.4-22.

.
9-4

.4-16.

.4120

W. Gargan • M. Lindsay.

P. O'Brien - G. Ford . . .

R. Hayden - A. Carroll.

.3-23.

. .9-7.

.

, .6-29.

.8-10.

.6-15.

. . .6-1.

.11-30.

. .7-30

. . .7-9.

.3031
.3012

10-15.

.2-25.

.9-10.
,10-29.

12-15.

.4035

.4022

.4042

.4210

C. Morales. .

S. Patterson.

R. Haywerth

.3-8.
. .8-10.

11-16.
.11-2.

.
.4-15.

. 12-3 . . . 4039

194'2-43 Features Completed (47) In I'roduction (7)

AMERBCA
Epic Drama in Technicolor—Shooting started April 1.

Cast: Brian Donlevy, John Qualen, Ann Richards, .J. M. Kerrigan.
Director: King Vidor
sii.iy: 'llic- story of an immigrant svho arrives in America around 1R9S

and who walk.s from New York to Minnesota In quest of liis for-

tune. He locates in Minnesota and by reason of ability becomes a
Kieal power. A saga of American industry during the 20th Century.

LOST ANGEL
Comedy Drama—Shooting started March 31.

Cast: Margaret O'Brien, James Craig, Marsha Hunt, Philip Meri-
vale, Sara Haden, Donald Meek.

Director: Roy Rowland.
.-^liiry: ,\ Krouii ol .sciiiiiist.s adopt a l>al>y siii and bring her up to be the

perfeil specimen. Their well planned efforts to make her into a

prodig.v go amiss when she meet.s up with a x'oung newspaper re-

porter through whose influence she kicks over the traces and be-
comes a normal. hai)p.\-go-lucky ctiild.

RILIASI CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Girl Crazy M. Rooney - J Garland .1-25

Guy Named Joe. A (— ) S. Traey - I. Dunne 3-8

Madame Curie (— ) G. Garson - W. Pidgeon . . . . 3-8

Man from Down Under, The (— ) C. Laughton - B. Barnes 3-8

Russia R. Taylor - S. Peters 3-22

1942-43
BLOCK NO. ONE

Title—Running Time Cast tails Rtl

Aoache Trail (e«) W. Lundigan - D. Reed ... 3-23
Cairo (101) J. MacOonald - R. Young . .4-20
Eyes in the Night (79) E. Arnold - A. Harding 6-1

For Me and My Gal (103) J. Garland - G. Murphy 4-20
Retails under title: Me and My Gal

Om.,ha Trail (102) J. Crilf - D. Jagier 6-1
Details under title: ax Train

Panama Hattie (79) V. Hiflin - K. Craystn 4-«
Seven Sweethearts (97) A. Stthern • 0. Dalley 9-20

Details under title: TuHn Time
Somewhere I'll Find Yeu (108) C. Gable - L. Turner 1-26
fish (84) M. Main - Z. Pitts 5-4
War Against Mrs. Hadley, The (85) F. Balnter - E. Arnold 6-1
rank at Eton. A (88) M. Rooney - I. Huater 4-«
White Cargo (90) H. Laraarr • W. PIdgeoa . . .6-1

BLOCK NO. TWO
Aady Hardy's Double Life (>I) M. Rooney - L. Stene «-15

•etalls under title: Andy Hardy'i Lut Fllai

Dr. Gillespie's New Assistant (87) L. Barrymore - V. Johnson .8-24
Journey for Margaret (81) R. Young - I. Day 6-29
Keener of thi Plane (108) K. Hepburn - S. Traey 7-20
Northwest Rangers (63) |. Craig - W. Lundigan .... 7-13

Details inder title: Gambler's Chtica

Reunion in France (let) 1. Crawford - J. Wayne . .7-13

Details under titlu: Reialoo

Stand by for Aetlon (109) R. Taylor - C. Laughton ... 6-29
Details inder title: Cargo of Innocents

Three Hearts for lulla (70) A. Sothern - U. Doogias 9-21

Tenneiiee Jehnson (103) V. Heflin - R. Hnssey 6-29
Oetallt under title The Man on America's Conscience

Whistlli-' In DMe <74) R. Skelten - A. Rutherford . «-29

BLOCK NO. THREE
Air Raid Wardens (67) Laurel & Hardy 12-14
Assignment In Brittany (96) R. Wkort - S. Peters 9-21

Cabin in the Sky (98) t. Waters - L. Horie 9-7

Harrigan's Kid (80) 1. Readick - W. Gargan ... 11-2

Pilot No. 5 (70) • F. Tone - M. Hunt 7-20
Details under title- Skvway to Glory

Slightly Dangerous (94) L. Timer - R. Yainf 9-21

Oetalli under title: Nnthing Ventured

Stranger In Town, A (67) F. Morgan - R. Carlson ... 11-16

Youngest Profession, The (82) V. Weldlor - E. Arnold .... 11-2

NOT DESIGNATED
Above Suspicion J. Crawford-F. MacMorray .. 11-30

Bataan R. Taylor - L. Nolan 12-14

Best Foot Forward L. Ball - H. James 2-8

Or. Gillespie's Criminal Cast L. Barrymore - 0. Reld ..12-14

DuBarry Was a Lady (T) R. Skelton • L. Bali 9-7

Mo

.304

.306

.30*

.312

.311

SO*
.503

.301

.302

.30C

.305
. .310

.318

.317

.314

. .320
.319

.315

.316

.322

.321

.313
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M. Astor - H. Marshall. .
1-25.Faculty Row

Details onder title: The Half Pint Kid

Hitler's Hangman (— ) J- Carradine - P. Morison

I Dood It R. Si(elton - E. Powell .... 11-30

Details under title: Mr. Justice Goes Hunting

Lassie Come Home (T) R- McDowell - E. Gwenn. . .9-7

Presenting Lily Mars J. UarlaiiiJ - R. CirUoii ... S-10

Private Mijs Jones (T) K. Grayson - G. Kflly . .11-30

Right About Face K. Kyser - M. Maxwell 2-8

baoolage Agenl R. Dimai - v Hnusoi 1019
Salute to the Marines (T) W. Beery - F. Bainter.

Swing Shift Maisie A. Sothern - J. Craig..

SPECIALS
Human Comedy, The (118) IH. Rooney - D. Reed.

Randam Harvest R. Colmaii - G. Garsuri

10-5.

1-11.

. . .8-7.

. .5-18.

MOHOCRAM
1942-43 Features (33) Completed (20) In Production (0)

Westerns (16) Completed (13) In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART

D«taiU

Ford 12-28.

.2-8.

3-22.

W
W. McKay.

B. Jordan.

- D. Moore.

R. Cromwell

0. Sharpe

.

M. Brian . .

G. Roland.

B. Jordan.

Corrigan

Uorcey -

1942-45 —
I lilt— Running Time Cast

Ape Man, The (64) B. Lugosi -

t,«werj dt midiiigiii B. Lugosi •

Clancy Street Boys L. Gorcey
Cowl)oy Commandos R. Corrigan

Crime Smasher, The F. Graham
Details under title: Adventure of Cosmo Jones

Dawn an the Great Oividt (63) B. Jones - R. Bell

fsreiijn Aijent ^64) j. Shellon - G. Storm. . .

Ghost Rider J. M. Brown - R. Hatton
Ghosts in the Night East Side Kids
Haunted Ranch (64) j. King .

Details under tilte: Siduli^ l^>c o.:t

I Escape from the Gestapo D. Jagger

Details under title: No Escape

Itle of Missing Men (6'i J. Howard
Details under title: Isle of Fury

Kid Dynamite (67) L. Gorcey

Details under title: Little Mulisters

Land of Hunted Men
Living Ghost, The

Lure of the Islands (61)

'Neath Brooklyn Bridge (64)

One Thrilling Night (69) J- Real -

Details under title: Army Bride

Prison Mutiny (64) E. Norris - J. Woodbury.

Details under title: You Can't Beat the Law
Rhythm Parade R- Lowery

Details under title: Bye. Bye. Baby
Robber's Roost R.

Silent Witness B.

Sarong Girl A.

Silver Skates (75) K.

Stranger from Pecos (— ) J-

Ti»iias tn Pntaan i

Time Bomb (— ) R. Travis

frail Riders J. King •

Details under title: Dead Men Don't Ride

Two-Fisted Justice J.

Details under title: Dead Man's Trail

Western Mail (55) T.

West of the Law R.

Wild Horse Stampede H.

Wings Over the Pacific I.

11-30.

Rel. N

.3-19

lOiU ...

.4-23

. .6-4

.1-22

.10-5.

.7-20.

2-22.
.2-22.

,

.11-2.

1-11.

.6-15.

.10-5.

.12-18.

. lo-y.

. . .4-2.

. .2-19.

. .5-14.

. .9-11.

. . .2-5.

D. Moore

. Jordan 9-7.

Hart - R. Lowcry 5-18.

Gorcey - B. Jordan 9-7.

W. McKay 4-20.

. .12-14.

G. Storm 9-21.

Corrigan - 0. Moore ... 12-28

.

Page - M. Wrixon 11-2.

Corio - D. D'Flynn 3-8.

Baker - Belita 10-19.

M. Brown - R. Hatton. . .4-5.

Ksno M T("i"r"r 8 10

G. Brent 4-5.

D. Sharpe 10-5.

.3-26.

.11-27

.

. .7-2.

11-20.
. .8-28.

.2-12.

.12-11.

.3-12.

.1-15.

.5-28.

. .2-5.

King -

Kcene
Jones -

Gibson

Cooper

J. Sharpe 9-21.

J. Trent 12-29.
T. Mor.oy

.
.8-24

K. Maynard. . . .3-8.

E. Norris 3-22,

10 16

.12-4.

. .1-8.

. .2-13

. . in 9

. 4-16

. 6-11

[ P AK AMOUHT
1

1942-43 Features Completed (39) In Production (3)

Westerns Completed ( 0) In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title— Running Time Cast Details

Henry Aldrich Haunts a House J. Lydon - J. Mortimer 4-5.

Let's Face It B. Hope - B. Mutton 2-22.

Tornado C. Morris - N. Kelly 4-5.

1942-43
BLOCK NO. ONE

Vilasj Key, The (85) B.

Major and the Minor, The (100) G.

Priorities on Paradt (79) A.

Wake Island (78) B.

Wildcat (73) R

BLOCK NO. TWO
Forest Rangers, The (T) (87) F.

Henry Aldrich, Editor (72) J.

Read to Morocco, The (89) B.

Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch (80) .... F.

Street of Chance (72) B.

Ottalls under title: Black Curtain. The

BLOCK NO. THREE
Avengers, The (88) R.

Wrecking Crew (73) R.

My Heart Belongs to Daddy (75) R.

Palm Beach Story, The (88) C.

Lucky Jordan (84) A.

Details under title: Prelude to Glory

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Happy-8e-Lncky (T) (78) M. Martin - D. Powell.

Henry Aldrich Gitt Glamour (72) I. Lydon - C. Smith...
Lady Badyfuard (70) E. Albert - A. Shirley..

Donlevy - V. Lake . . . .

Rogers - R. Milland. .

Miller - B. J. Rhodes.

Donlevy - R. Preston . .

Arlen - A. Judge

MacMurray - P. Goddard

.

Lydon - C. Smith

Crosby - B. Hope

Bainter - H. Herbert. . .

Meredith - C. Trevor. . .

.3-9.

.3-23.

. .4-6.

. .4-6.

.1-26

.1-26.

Richardson - 0. Kerr. .

Arlen - C. Morris

Carlson - M. O'Driscoll.

Colbert - J. McCrea. . . .

Ladd M. McDonald. . .

.3-23.

.2-9.

,1-26.

. For.

.

. 4-20

.

.2-9.

.7-20.

10-23.

10-16.
.10-2.

.9-25.

10-30

.11-6.

.12-4.

11-20.
11-27.
12-18.

, .1-29.

.1-15.

,
.2-12.

. .1-1.

.2-26.

.4203

.4202

.4201

.4205

.4204

.4206

.4209

.4207

.4208

.4210

.4213

.4212

.4214

.4211

.4215

Night Plane from Chungking (69) R.

BLOCK NO. FIVE
f ive Graves to Cairo F.

China (78) .l.

Aerial Gunner (79) K.

High Explosive (62) c.

ueta.ls under iiIIp: Vou Cau l Live foiever

Salute for Three (75) 3.

SPECIALS
Star Spangled Rhythm (99) All

NOT DESIGNATED
Dixie (T) B.

For Whom the Bell Tolls (T) u.

Good Fellows, The H.

Great Without Glory J.

Details under title: Triumph Over Pain
Henry Aldrich Does His Bit ).

Henry Aldrich Plays Cupid J.

Henry Aldrich Swings It J.

Hostages L.

Lady In the Dark (T) G.

Miracle of Morgan's Creek B.

No Time for Love c.

Riding High D.

So Proudly We Hall C.

True to Life (T) M.

E. Drew 8-24.

Tone - A. Tamiroff.

Ytung - A. Ladd . .

Arlen - C. Morris.

Morris - J. Parker.

Rhojdes - D. Drake

Star

Crosby

Cooiier -

Walker

McCrea

LyJoii •

Lyilon -

Lydon -

Rainer -

Rogers •

Donlevy

Colbert

Lamour

Colbert

Martin

D. Lamour.

I. Bergman . .

J. Brown . .

B. Field

.1-25.

.

.11-16.

.

. . .11-2.

. .8-24. .

1116. .

. .6-29. ,

.11-16. .

. .7-13.

.

. 1-25 . .

. .4-20.

.

.2-12. . .4231

D. Lynn ....

C. Smith . . . .

C. Smith

A. de Cordova.

R. Milland. .

- B. Hutlun . . ,

F. MacMurray.
- D. Powell. . .

- P. Goddard. . .

- F. Tone

1941-42

.7-24.

.9-21.

.1-25.

12-14.
.2-22.

12-28.
.10-5.

.6-15.

.1-25.

12-14.
.9-21.

Are Husbands Nicessary? (79) R. Milland - B. Field. . 12-1.
Details under title: Mr. and Mrs. Cugat

Beachcomber. The 180) C.Laughion-E.Lanchester . . .Reissue.
Beyond the Blue Horizon (76) T D. Lamour-R. Denning. ... .7-26.

Details under title: Her Jungle Matt
Dr. Broadway (67) M. Carey - J. Phillips 11-1.
Holiday Inn (101) B. Crosby - F. Astaire. . . . 12-1

.

I Live on Danger (73) R. Dix - P. Foster 12-1.
Night in New Orleans (75) R. Preston-M. O'Driscoll. ..9-6.

Details under title: Morning After, The
Outlaws of the Desert (66) B. Boyd - B. King 5-31 Wl
Reap the Wild Wind (124) T R. Milland-P. Goddard ..... 6-14 ..... ..... ... .

Riders of the Timberline (59) W. Boyd - B. King 6-14 Wl
Details under title: Timber Wolves

Secret of the Wasteland (66) W. Boyd - B. King ..5-17 Wl
Stick to Your Guns (63) W. Boyd - B. King 7-12. ...... m
Sweater Girl (77) E. Bracken - V. Lee. . . . . .7-12. . . . . . . . . .6. . .

Details under title: Sing a Song of Homicide
Take a Letter. Darling (93) B. Russell-F. MacMurray. . .12-1 t. . .

fombstone—The Town Too R. Dix - D. Castle 10-4 7.
Tough to Die (79)

Twilight ofl the Trail (58) W. Boyd - B. George ffi
NOTE: Figures in No. Column denote Blotk-of-Five

7. . .

6. . .

1942-43 Features
Westerns

(24)

(18)

Completed (20)

Completed (11)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

Details

. .6-1.

.11-30.

. .5-4.

.7-20.

.5-18.

.3-26.

. .4-9.

.3-2.

!SLE OF FORGOTTEN SINS
Drama—Started April 6.

Cast: John Carradine, Frank Fenton, Gale Sondergaard, Sidney
Toler, Rick Vallin, Rita Quigley, Tala Birrell.

Director: Edgar G. Ulmer
Story: An oddly assorted groui) from all parts of the globe find regenera-

tion under the spell of a lost Paradise.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

Title— Running Time Cast
8aby Face Morgan (6j) M. Carlisle - R. Cromwell
Bad Men of Thunder Gap (— ) J. Newill - D. O'Brien
behind Prison Walls /v. Baxter - G. Michael.,

Details under title: After Tomorrow
Black Raven, The (— ) G. Zucco - W. McKay
Boss of the Big Town. The (64) J. Litel - F. R.ce 8-24.
City of Silent Men (64) AlOertson - J. Lang 7-20

Details under title: Silent Men
Corregidor O. Kruger - E. Land! .... 12-14

.

Dead Men Walk (66) G. Zucco - M. Carlisle 9-21.
Death Rides the Plains (— ) B. Liyingston - A. St. John.. 4-5.
Follies Girl (— ) w. Barrie - G. Oliver

Fugitive of the Plains e. Crabbe - M. Leslie 12-14
Details under title: Billy the Kid No. 3

Ghost and the Guest, The F. Rice - J. Dunn,
Girls in Chains A. Judge -

Kid Rides Again, The B. Crabbe
Details under title: Billy the Kid No. 2

Lady from Chungking (69) 4. M. Wong - H. Huber 10-5.
Man of Courage (67) L. Talbot - B. MacLane. . . .9-21.

Details under title: Permit to Kill

Miss V from Moscow (68) L. Lane - N. Madison 8-20.
My Son, the Hero P. Kelly - R. Karns 12-28..
Mysterious Rider, The B. Crabbe - A. St. John .... 10-5

.

Details under: Untitled Billy the Kid

Night for Crime, A (78) G. Farrell - L. Talbot 7-13.
Overland Stagecoach B. Livingstone - S. Moore. . .11-2.
Pay-Off. The L. Tracy - T. Brown 10-19.
Queen of Broadway R. Hudson - B. Crabbe .. 10-19

.

Rangers Take Over, The D. O'Brien - J. Newhall ... 11-16.
Riders of the Sage B. Livingston - A. St. John. 12-28..

Details under title: Western Saboteurs

'pcrets of a Co-Ed (67) 0. Kruger - T. Thayer 8-10.
Terror House (— ) W. Lawson - M. Clare For...

Inninrrow We Live (67) R. Corfp? - J. Parker...
.
7 -13 , . .9-29 . . .

30'

Western Cyclone B. Crabbe - A. St. John ... 1-25 ... 5-14 .... 360
Details under title: Billy, the Kid No. 4

West of Texas (— ) D. O'Brien - J. Newill 4-5.

Wild Horse Rustlers (57) B. Livingston - A. St. John 2-12 ... 364
Tanks Are Coming, The (67) H. King & Band - M. Healy. .8-10. . .11-9 . . .301

2-8.

R. Clark 2-8.
- A. St. John. .11-30.

Rel.

.9 16

.3-5.

.3-22.

.5-31.

.12-7

.

10- 12.

.3-29.

.2-10.

.4-30.

. .5-3.

.3-12.

.4-19.

.5-17.

.1-27.

12-21.

.1-4.

11-23.

. .4-5.

11-20.

.2-18.
12- 11.
.1-21
.3-8.
12-25.
.2-12.

10-26.

.4-19.

.9-29.

.5-14.

. .5-1.

.2-12.

.11-9

.352

.313

.321

. 31
,320

. .30

.359

.314

.305

.358

,302

.319

.318

.311

.357

.304

.363

.303

.312

.351

.364

.309
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RELEASE CHART

1942-43 Features (34)

Westerns (2(i)

Specials ( 6)

Serials ( 4)

Completed (22)

Completed (18)

Completed ( 2)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (3)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

EAST SIDE KIDS
Comedy Drama—Started April 7.

Cast: Donald Barry, Dale Evans, Henry Hull, Matt McHugh,
Chick Chandler, Nana Bryant.

Director, George Sherman
Stoi-y: A group )[ East Side urcliins iincovfr a murtlrr ring and solve tlie

ni>"stery tjy cle\M'r deduction,

ROAD TO GOD'S COUNTRY
Drama—Started April 7.

Cast: William Lundigan, Virginia Dale, Harry Davenport, Harry
Shannon, J. Frank Hamilton, Anna Q. Nilsson.

Director: William Morgan
story: The stark drama behind the building of the new Alaskan Highway

and sub\ersive efforls to lialt its completion.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Timt Cast DetalU

Song of Texas R. Rogers - S. Ryan 3-22
Thumbs Up B. Joyce - R. Fraser 4-5

1942-43
Alibi (66) M. Lockwood •

At Dawn We Die (78) J. Clements -

Blocked Trail, The T. Tyler - B.

Boots and Saddles G. Autry - J.

Calling Wild Bill Elliott W. B. Elliott

Carson City Cyclone (— ) D. Bsrry - L

Chatterbox J.

Dark Command (Reissue) W
Days of Old Cheyenne D.

Dead Men's Gulch (56) D.

False Faces R. Williams

Fighting Devil Dogs (— ) '.. Powell

(Adapted Irom the Serial of the samt name).

Gaucho Serenade (— ) G. Autry -

G-IVlcn vs. The Black Dragon (Serial) R. Cameron

Heart of the Golden West (65) R. Rogers

Hi, Neighbor (72) L. Belle -

Hit Parade of 1943 (86) J. Carroll

Ice Capades Revue (79) E. Drew -

Idaho (70) R. Rogers

Johnny Doughboy (63) J. Withers

King of the Cowboys R. Rogers

King of the IMourdies (Serial) A. Lane -

London Blackout Murders (58) I. Abbott - M. McLeod 11-2,
Man from Thunder River Bill Elliott - G, Hayes ,,,, 3-22

,

Trap Henry Stevens - D. Lovett , . .
2-8

,

fJloscow Strikes Back CL,) Russian Documentary

Mountain Rhythm (70) Weaver Family 10-19.
Old Homestead. The (68) Weaver Family 6-29.

H. Sinclair, , For.

.

H. Sinclair . . For.

,

Steele 12-28,

Allen Reissue,

G. Hayes. , ,2-22,

Merrick

E. Brown - J. Canova ,,. 12-14

,

Pidgeon - J. Wayne

"Red' Barry - L. Merrick 2-22,

Barry - L. Merrick

- B. Henry, ,

E, Stewart. .

S. Burnette. ,

• C. Worth. .

- R. Terry. . . .

V. Vague

- S. Hayward . ,

R, Denning ...

' S. Burnette. , ,

- W, Oemarcsf,

- S. Burnette,

P. Drake

.3-22. .

.

Reissue

.

.10-3. .

. .9-21.

. . .6-1.

.11-16

. 6-29

.

.12-28.

. . .9-7.

. .1-25,

. .7-13.

G.

Paige. .

.

McLeod

,

Merrick , ,

Steele, , .

Hayes. . .

.3-8.

.1-11.

. 8-24

.

.3-8.

.10-5.

.2-18.

.9-21.

Prodigal's Mother j. craven

Purple V, The (58) J. Archer

Outlaws of Pine Ridge (59) U. Barry

Riders of the Rio Grande T. Tyler

Ridin' Down the Canyon (55) R. Rogers

Sanle Fe Scouts rhree Mesquiteers

Secrets of the Underground (71) I. Hubbard - V. Grey
Details under title: The Corpse Came CO D.

Shadows of the Sage (57) I. Tyler

Shanty Town M. Lee -

Sombrero Kid, The (i6) u. Barry

South of the Border G. Autry

Sundown Kid (56) 0. Barry

Swing Your Partner E. Dale

Tahiti Honey (69) S. Simon
Thundering Trails B. Steele

Traitor Within (60) J. Parker
Details under lille: Eleven Wore Brave

Valley of Hunted Men B. Steele - T. Tyler 9-7.
X Marks the Spot (55) D. O'Flynn - H. Parrish . , , . 8-24

,

Youth on Parade (72) J. Hubb.ard - M. O Driscoll . . 7-13

.

Details under title: Chatterbox

Steele 7-20.

Lord 1-25.

Merrick 6-29.

Lee Reissue.

Merrick

.

Clark , ,

O'Keefe,

Tyler, , ,

Barry , ,

,10-5,

, ,3-8

1-11

,11-2.

9-21.

. 3-24

.

. .214

.3-20. . .213

.3-12 . .264

.1-15. .2301

.4-16

.3-16. . .275

.4-27. .

1-15

.4-22

2-13, . .274

,1-29 . 211

,4-15,

1211, . .251

.7-27. . .201

.3-26. . .215

12-24. . .206

.3-10. . .252

12-31. . . 205
.4-15. . .254

10-10. . .281

.1-15. . .210

.4-13. .

10-1

.1-8. . .209

.8-21. . .202

.3-12. . .212

10-27

.

. .27.:

. .5-7,

12-30, . .253

,4-16,

12-18, . .208

.8-14. . .26J

.4-20.

.7-31. . .271

.3-1, .2302

12-28, . .273

,5-14,

.
,4-6, . .215

.1-25. . .263
12-16. . .207

11-12. . .262
.11-4. . .204
lb-24. . .203

1 Jfl KO-R A0 IO
1

1942-43 Features (46) Completed (40) In Production (3)
Westerns ( 6) Completed ( 6) In Production (0)

FARZAN AND THE SHEIK
Melodrama—Started April 6.

Cast: Johnny Weissmuller, Nancy Kelly, Johnny Sheffield, Otto
Kruger, Lloyd Corrigan, Joseph Sawyer, Cheta.

Director: William Thiele
StoiT: 'I'arzan shares new adventures with a new mate aided by his

young son and the faithful Cheta.

IN PRODUCTION
Title— Running Time

Lady Takes a Chance, A

Details under title: Free For

Mexican Spitfire's Blessed Event.

North Star

Cast

Arthur - J. Wayne.

Details

. I ll

Vele2

Baxter

1942-43 -

BLOCK NO. ONE
Big Street, The (89) H. Fonda

Here We Go Again (77) E. Bergen

Highways by Night (62) R. Carson

Details under title: Silver Spoon

Mexican Spitfire's Elephant (64) L. Velez -

Wings and the Woman (97) A. Neagle

BLOCK NO. TWO
Falcon's Brother, The (63) G. Sanders

Journey into Fear (70) 1. Gotten

Navy Comes Through, The (82) P. O'Brien

Scattergood Survives a Murder (66) G. Kibbee

Seven Days Leave <87) V. Mature
Details under title: Sweet or Hot

BLOCK NO. THREE
Army burgeon (63) J. Wyatt

Cat People (72) S. Simon

Great Gildersleeve, The (62) H. Peary -

Once Upon a Honeymoon (117) G. Rogers

L. Errol

J. Wayne

- L. Ball,

, , ,4-5.

.

.3-22. . .

L. Errol

- R. Newton.

- T. Conway .

.

D. Del Rio. .

- R. Scott .

- M. Hayes.

- L. Ball

K. Taylor . .

T. Conway.

.

J. Darwell , ,

- C. Grant. .

.

. . .5-4. . 9-4 . . .301

6-15. .10-9.

.

. .305

4-6. . 10-2 . . . .504

. .6-29. 9-11. . 302

Foreign

.

.9-18 .
,3"03

Seven Miles from Alcatra; (62) J. Craig - B.

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Cinderella Swings It (70) G. Kibbee

Details under title: Scattergood Swings It

Forever and a Day (104) C. Laughton

Hitler': Children (85) T. Holt - G.

Tarzan Triumphs (78) J. Weissmuller

Two Weeks to Live (76) G. Louck - N

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Falcon Strikes Back (66) T. Conway -

Flight for Freedom (101) R. Russell

Details undrr title: Stand Ry to Oia

I Walked with a Zombie (69) F.

Ladies' Day (63) L.

This Land Is Mine (103) C.

NOT DESIGNATED
Avenging Rider, The T

Bandit Ranger (56) T.

Bombardier P.

G. Warren

- A. Neagle.

. Granville . .

- F. Gilford

Golf

J. Randolph . .

F. MacMurray.

. .7-13. .11-16.

.

. .309

1-26. . .2-12. . . .307

. . .6-1. .10-30 . .308

. .4-20. .10-16. . . 306

. . .6-1. .11-13. . . .310

. .4-6. .12-4 . 312

. .8-10. .12-25. . . .313

10-5. . . .1-1.

.

. .314

. . .6-1. .11-27.

.

. .311

8-10. . . .1-8. . . .315

. 8-10. . .1-22 318

3-26 . 320

10-19 . 3-12 . . 316

,
,9-7 . .2-19. . .319

10-5. . 2-26. . .317

.2-8.

8-24.

Dee - T. Conway 11-2. .

Velez - E. Albert 7-20. .

Laughton - M. O'Hara .11-2. .

Holt - C. Edwards

Noll - C. Edwards

Fallen Sparrow, The J.

Fighting Frontier (57) T

Details under title: Ssn ef the Saddle

Gildersleeve's Bad Day H

Leopard Man, The D

Mr. Lucky (— ) C.

Details under title: From Here to Victory

Petticoat Larceny J.

Pirates of the Prairie (57) T

Red River Robinhood T

sagebrush Law T.

Details under title: Gun Law

Sky's the Limit F

Spitfire (— ) L.

SPECIALS

O'Brien

Garfield

Holt -

R. Scott . . .

M. O'Hara.

Summer. . .

7-27

.11-2.

. .2-8. .

.6-15.

Peary - J. Darwell 2-22.

O'Keefe - Margo 2-22.

Grant - L. Day 11-16

. .
5-7

.

.4-2.

.4-30

. . 4-9

.

4-23

618
92->

.5-14.

1-29

.6-4

.6-25.

.5-28.

Carroll

Holt -

Holt -

Holt -

Astaire

Howard

- R. Warrick. . . .1-25.

N. O Oay 6-1.

B. Molfet 7-13.

C. Edwards 6-29.

- J.

- D.

Leslie 1-25.

Niven For.

.

.11-20

.7-23

.4-2

.7-16.

20tK CEHTUHY-FOX

.325

.321

.324

.322
323

385

383

. J*?

386
384

Bambi (70) (T ) . . . . Disney Cartoon Feature 8-21 . 391

Magnificent Ambersons (88) . . . . J. Gotten - D. Costello . .11-29. .7-10.

.

. .371

Pride of the Yankees, The (128) Ruth 1-26. . .3-5. . . .351

Saludos Amigos (42) . . . . Disney Cartoon Feature 2-19 . . . .392

Squadron Leader X (99) Portman

.

. . For.

.

.5-21

They Got Me Covered (95) B. Hope - D. Lamonr. . . . .7-20. . .2-5. . . .352

Walt Disney's Surprise Package (T) . . .
.6-11. .

1942-43 Features (— ) Completed (43) In Production (6)

HOLY MATRIMONY
Comedy—Starting date April 5

Cast: Monty WooUey, Gracie Fields, Una O'Connor, Laird Cregar,

Melville Cooper, Eric Blore.
Director: John Stahl Producer: Nunnally Johnson
Story: Middle-a.ged romance strikes a series of conflicts which adds up to a

lot ot headaches for an aging Romeo and his prospective bride.

ROGER TUOHY. LAST OF THE GANGSTERS
Drama—Started April 5

Cast: Preston Foster, Kent Taylor, Lois Andrews, Victor McLaglen,
Anthony Quinn, William Post, Jr., Matt Briggs.

Director: Robert Florey Producer: Lee Marcus
Story: .\ factual account of the stirring events covering the life span of a

man wJiose crime career t.viiified an era of lawlesness and violence.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title— Running Time Cast Details Rel. No.

Bembers Moon Annabella - G. Montgomery. .2-8
Jane Eyre o. Welles - J. Fontaine .... 2-22
Heaven Can Wait D. Ameche - G. TIerney. . .2-22

Song of Bernadette J. Jones - V. Price 4-5
Sweet Rosie O'Grady B. Grable - R. Young 3-8
Winter Time S. Henie - C. Romero 4-5
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- 1942-43
BLOCK NO. ONE

Details un<er title Strictly Oynamita

Elllsgn.

5-18.

5-18.

.

J. Payni 5-4. .

M. Weaver 5-18..

Montgomery - L. Barl...4-20.

.All

Plii Pi»er, The (86)

BLOCK NO. TWO
Birlin Correspondent (70) V. Gilmore - 0. Andrews
Careful, Seft Shoulders (69) V. Bruce - J

(79) S. Hilne
lusi Off Broadway (66) t Nolan

Oetills under title: 12 Man in a Box
Orehestrri Wives (97) G

BLOCK NO. THREE
rales of Manhattan (118)

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Uirl Troulile (82) 0
Manila Callini) (81) i
M»n In the Trunk. The 0(3) l -

,

S»ringtimi in the Rockies (90) (T) b. Grable - C
BLOCK NO. FIVE

Black Swan. The (85) (T) j
Or. Renault's Secret (58)..]!

j

Bitalli under title: Burled Alivi
Thai Other Woman (75) L
Thunderhirds (T) (78) q'

Undying Monster, The (60) ...........'}
BLOCK NO. SIX

Lite Begins at 8:30 (85)
China Girl (95)
We Are the Marines (69)

S Laurel - 0. Hardy 4-6.
. .8-7. . . .302

R Grable - V. Mature 3-23. . .8-1.

.

. .301

B. Joyce - P. Foster .5-18. .8-14.

.

. .303
Darnell - J. Sheppard. . .3-23. .8-28.

.

. .305
Woolley - R. McDowall. . .4-6 .8-21.

.

. .304

.9-11.

.9-18.

.10-2.

.9-25.

. .9-4.

M. Woolley - I. Lupino 8-10.
Tierney - G. Montgomery 6-15.

M. B. Hughes. . .8-24.
H. Angel 9-7.

Over My Dead Body (68).::::::: M BerloTime to Kill (61)
L Nolan

Details under title: Brasher Doubloon
" '

'

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Chetniks, The Fighting Guerillas (73) P Oorn V rilninr.

Details under title: Seventh Column
Immortal Sergeant, The (91). h Fonda
Margin for Error (74) :;:::,; Bennett
Meanest Man in the World (57) . . J Bennv -

Mr. Pit, (105) :;::;«•, Dona,

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
Dixie Dugan (67) L
He Hired the Boss (73)...:::::

s

Detalli under title: $10 Raise ]

!

Hello, Frisco, Hello (T) (98) :

A

Moon Is Down (90) . q
«i.iet. Please, Murder (70) : : :

'.

[ [ [ „. d1„'„T;; . g. Patrick 9-7
NOT DESIGNATED

era*;; dI^.t!' G- Montgomery.. 10-5.

n..,»i, ,
' *• Baxter... .8-24

Doert Victory (60) British Commentary ... .

''""""'^
,

Laurel & Hardy '

s-gMy Fnend Fhcka (T) (89) „. McDowell . p. Foster 7:20
e.-Bew nc.dent H Fonda . P. Foster ..: :6-15'
Stormy Weather

Bill Robinson - L. Home. . . .2-8.
They Came to Blow Up America G. Sanders - A. Sfen 12-14

Details under title: School for Saboteurs
Tonight We Raid Calais (70) Annabella - J. Sut'on 1019

Details under title: Secre* Mission

12-25
. .1-1.

. .1-8.

.1-15.

.1-22.

10-5 2-5.

M. O'Hara 9-21..
• M. Berle 10-19.

.

P. Lane 7-13.
.

R. Morley For. . .

Andrews - J. Ellison. . . .9-21.
Erwin - V. Blaine 6-29..

Faye - J. Payne 11-2.
.

Hardwicke - H. Travers .. 11-30 . .

. 1-29

.

.2-19.

.2-12.

.2-26.

.3-12.

.4-2.

.3-26.

. .4-9.

.3-19.

.4-16.

.311

. .312

, .306
, .310

.308

Star 11-1 .10-30. . .313

Ameche - J. Bennett. . .6-15 . .10-9. . .309
Nolan - G. Landis . . . . .6-29 .10-16. . .314
Roberts G. Holmes . . . .6-15 .10-23. . .315
Grable - C. Miranda 6-15 . .11-6. . .317

Power - M. O'Hara... . .4-20. . .12-4.

.

. .320
Sheppard - L. Roberts. . .7-13 .12-11.

.

. .321

Barl - j . Ellison
. 6-29

.

11-13.

.

.3-18
Tierney - P. Foster.. . .3-9. .11-20.

.

.307
Howard J. Ellison.. . .8-10. .11-27.

.

.319

.32.'

32m
325
326

.328

327
.3ii}

.329

.316

.332

.334

.333

.335

.331

Cast

Terry - C. Walker.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title— Running Time

Stage Door Canteen W

1942-43
American Empire (81) R. Oix

8ar-^;0 Three w. R.ivO

Border Patrol W. Boyd

Buckskin Frontier (74) R. Dix -

Details under title: Buckskin Enipiie

Calaboose J. Rogers

Colt Comrades W. Boyu

Crystal Ball, The (81) P. Goddard - R. Milland

Devil with Hitler, The (44) B. Watson - J. Devlin..

Details under title: Hitler's Valet

Fall In W. Tracy - J. Sawyer...
Hangmen Also Die (131) B. Donlevy - A. Lee...

Details under title: Never Surrender

I Married a Witch (761 F.

In Which We Serve (115) N.

lacare (65) F.

Kansan, The R.

Details under title: Meet John Bonniwell

Kukan. Battle Cry of China (61) Documentarv

Lady of Burlesque B. Stanwyck - E. O'Shea

Details under title: The G. String Murders

Lost Canyon (62) W. Boyd - J

Usthsr Burners W. Boyd - J. Kirby

Moon and Sixpence, The (90) G. Saundi^rs - H. Marshall

McGuerins from Brooklyn (46) A. Judge

Details under title: Mr. and Mrs. Brooklyn

Nazi Nuisance B

One of Our Aircraft Is Missing CO) E,

Powers Girl, The (93) G

Prairie Chicken J. Rogers - N. Beery, Jr.

Silver Oueen (82) '' < P. Lar-

Somewhere in France R. Morley - C. Cummings

Taxi. Mister .. W. Bendix - G. Bradley..

Hoppy Serves a Writ (67) W. Boyd - J. Kirky

Details under title: Texas Law

Undercover Man (68) W. Boyd - B. King

Details undrr title: Across the Border

Victory Through Air Power (T) Disney Feature

v-anks Alioy W. Tracy - J. Sawyer....

Young and Willing (83) W. Holden - S. Hayward...

Details under title: Out of the Frying Pan

Details Del.

. .12-14. . .4-25. .Lsr.

.6-29.

.11-16.

.3-5.

.3-26.

March - V Lake

Coward - J. Mills.

Buck

Dix - I. Wyatt...

Kirby.

.5-4 in-30.

.For.. . .2-12.

.. .11-27.

.11-30

.12-14,

.8-7.
, . .4-9.

W. Bendix.

.6-15 . .12-18

.6-15. . .5-28. .

.3-23. . .10-2.

.4-6. .12-31.

.

Watson - S. Leonard.

Portnian - G Tearle . .

Murphy - P. Lane . .

. .713

. . For.. .10-16. .

. .9-7 . .l-l- .

. .6-15. . .5-21.

.4-Vf'. ll-n
. . . For 5-7

.

. .6-1. . .4-16. .

. .7-20. . .3-12.

. .Rch

. . Psb

.n.f,

.Cwd
. . Mtr

. Shot

. Fdwi

.Smg.

.Shm

.Shm
. . LL

.Rch

. . Ken

, . Knr

. Rai

.Rch

.Bin

Rch

.Shm

.2-9. .10-23. . .Shm

. .7-20

.1-10 2-5.

. OiJ

.Reh

C.G.

UNIVERSAL
1942-43 Features (55)

Western.s ( 7)

Serials ( 4)

Completed (50)

Completed ( 7)

Completed ( 4)

In Production (5)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

ADVENTURES OF THE FLYING CADETS
Serial—started March 29.

Cast. Jennifer Holt, Regis Toomey, Joan Blair, Johnny Downs,
Ward Wood, Bobby Jordan, Billy Benedict, Lew Adlon.

Directors: Ray Taylor, Lewis Collins
^?tor>': Not available—-see next issue.

UNITED ARTISTS
1942-43 FEATURES
Balcon (Bin.) Completed ( 1)
Benny (Bny.) Completed (0)
Bogeaus (Bog.) Completed ( 0)
Bronston (Bro.) Completed ( 0)
Cagney (Cgy.) Completed ( 0)
Chaplin (Chn.) Completed (0)
Cinema Guild (C.G.) Completed ( 3)
Coward (Cwd.) Completed ( I)

Edwards (Edws.) Completed ( I)

Korda (Kor.) Completed (1)
Lesser (Lsr.) Completed ( 0)
Loew-Lewin (L.L.) Completed ( 1)
Mayfair (Mfr.) Completed (1)
Pressburger (Psb.) Completed ( I)
Rabinovitch (Rvn.) Completed (0)
Roach (Rch.) Completed (8)
Rogers (Rgs.) Completed ( 1)
Selznick (Szk.) Completed (0)
Sherman (Shm.) Completed (10)
Small (Sml.) Completed (0)
Strombberg (Smg.) Completed ( 1)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

McLEOD'S FOLLY
Comedy Drama—Shooting started April 5.

Cast: James Cagney, Grace George, Marjorie Lord, William
Henry, Marjorie Main, Hattie McDaniel, Robert Barrat.

Director: William K. Howard Producer: William Cagney
Story: A vagabond i-epoiter and a pepperj- old lady delfat crooked poli-

ticians through latter's small town newspaper.

. .7-13.

Bruce C-29.

D. Barryinore. .5-4.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title— Running Time Cnsi f>«Iail!

Corvettes in Action R. Scott J. Brown 2-22..

Hers to Hold (— ) D. Durbin - J. Gotten 4-5.

Phantom of the Opera N. Eddy - S. Foster 2-8.

Two Tickets to London (— ) M. Morgan - A. Curtis

1942-43
Adventurfcs of Smilin' Jack (Serial) T. Brown - T. Bey 5-18
rtlways a Bridesmaid Andrew Sistm - P. Knowles.1-25

.

Amazing Mrs. Holliday, The (98) D. Durliin - E. O'Brien 6-29
Details under title: Forever Yours

Arabian Niohts (T) (86) Sabu - M. Monte?..
Behind the Eiunt Ball (60) Ritz Bros. -

Details under title: OH the Beaten Track

Between Us Girls (89) R. Cummings
Details under title: Leve and Kisses, Carellne

Captive Wild Woman J. Carradine - E. Ankers. . .12-28.

Cheyenne Roundup (59) J. M. Brown - T. Ritter 9-5

Corvettes in Action .....t). Foran - P. Knuwits 9-7.

Cowboy in Manhattan (59) R. Paige - F. Langford

Cross Your Fingers A. Jnne'' - K. Carlisle 1-23.

Deeg in tin Heart of Texas (61) J. M. Brown I. Ritter . 615
Details under title: The Lone Star Trail

Oc>tination Unknown (61) I. Hervey - W. Gargan 4-20

Destiny L. Chaney - A. Curtis. ... 1-25

.

UOM Winslow of the Coast Guard (Serial) .. 0. Perry - M. Barrie 10-19
Eyrs of the Underworld (61) R. Dix

Dttalls under title: Destiny

Follow the Band L

Details under title: Trombone from Heaven

For All We Know C. Boyer - E. G. Robinson 8-10

Frankenstein Meets the Wolf Man (75) . . . .L. Chaney - B. Lugosi .... 10-19

.

Details under title: Wolf Man Meets Fran kenstein

Get Hep to Love (77) f!. Jean - J. Fmze. .6-20

Get Going (— ) R. Paige - G. MacDonald ...4-5.
Give Out, Sisters (65) Andrews sisters :3-i8.

Details ondcr title: I Want te Dance

Good Mornlnj. Judge D. O'Keefe - L. Albritton .12-28.

Great Impersonation, The (71) R. Bellamy - E. Ankers .... 4-20

.

Halt Way to Shanghai (62) I. Hervey - K. Taylor 3-23.

He's My Guy (65) I. Hervey - D. Foran .... 12-14

.

Hi, Buddy (68) R. Paige - M. Lord 11-16.
Hit the Ice B. Abbott - L. Costellt. .. 12-14 . .

Details under title: Oh. Doctor!

Hi Ya Chum (61) Ritz Bros. - J. Frazee

. . .1-5.

. .2-19.

.12-25.

. .12-4.

. . .9-4.

. . .4-9.

.5-21.

.

. . 9-25

.

. .10-9.

W. Barrie. .4-6.

.4-6.

.1-8.

Errol - M. Hughes 2-22... 5-14.

.3-12.

10-2.

.5-7.
.12-18.
. .9-11.

.3-26.

.2-26.

.7581

!'7005

.7063

.702f

.7075

.7071

. 703C

.8681

.7037

.7012

7022

.7052

.703«

.7041

.7031

.3-5. . .7039
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CostPllo. .

I. Hunter.

Kids

G. Raymond.

- T Ritter. .

T. R,tter. .

0. P»rter...

Fr»!tt

1. Hall

.. Chancy. .

'. Langford . .

B. Sidney

.

B. Dtnltvy

.

Erikson . .

How s About II? Andrews Sisters • R, Paige
Details under title: Solid Senders

It Ain't Hay (81) Abbott &
It Comes Up Love (64) G. Jean -

Details under title: On the Beam
lonler G-M»n •( the Air (Serial) Dead End
Keep 'Em Slugging H. Hall -

Details under title: Bad Company
Little Joe the Wrangler J. M. Brown
Lone Star Trail J. m. Brown
IMadamt Spy (63) C. Bkjnet -

Mnnnlighl in Havana (63) A. Jones - J

Mug Town (60) B. Halop -

Miimmv's Tnmh. Thf 'fit) D. Foran -

Never a Dull IVIoment (— ) Ritz Bros. •

Next of Kin (86) N. Pilbeam
Nijlitmare (81) 0.

Night Monster (72) ... I.

Old Chisholm Trail. The (60) J.

Overland Hall (Serial) H

Pittsburgh (91) M
laidtri of San Joaquin ) M. Brown
Rhythm of the Islands A. Jones - J

Details under title: Isle of Romance
Shadow of a Doubt (108) T
Ihtrltek Holmes in Washington B.

Sherlock Holmes and the Voice nt Tcror < iH

Sherlock Holmes and the Secret Weapon (68) .B. Rathboiie

School for Jive G. Jean -

Details under title: Oh, Say Can You Swing
Sin Town (74) C

Strictly in the Groove (60) L.

Tenting Tonight on the Old Camp Ground J.

We've Never Been Licked R.

When Jehny Comes IMarching Home (74).... A.

White Savage (T) J.

Who Oent It (77) Abbott & Costello

You Go to IVIy Heart (— ) P. Knowles - E. Ankers

12-28.

.10-5.

.7-20.

.2-5. .7025

3-9

.11-30.

6-29

.

.9 21.

. .8-10.

. .8-10.

. .7-13.

. .6-15.

3-19.

.4-9.

6 30
.4-2.

11-13.

.1211.
10-16.
.1-22.

10-23.

Barrymore -

Hcrvcy - L

IM. Brown - T. Ritter . .

Parrish - L. Chaney. Jr.

Dietrich - R. Scott. .

T. Rider

Frazee

Wright -

Rathbone
Ratnbone

Gotten . .

N. Bruce.

N. Hruce.

N. Bruce.

O'Connor.

. . For.

.

.9-17.

.7-20.

.8 24.

.8-23

. .9-7.

-7-27

11-30.

.8-10.

.7-20.

.3-lS.

6-15.

. 3-8

Bennett - B. Crawford.

Errol - G (McDonald. .

IM. Brown - T Ritter.

Quine - Anne Gwynne. . .

Jones - J. Frazee

Hall - IM. IMontez

.8-24
4-6

.8-10.

.1-25

.10-5.

.11-2.

.6-15.

.3-8

.7001

.7023

.7040

.7072

.7034

.7026

.7027

.7019

.5-7

11-11. .7015
10-23. .7038
.12-11. .7073
. S'-Vl

12-11. .7008

.4-16. 7042

.1-15. .7065
. 4-30

.

.-J- IS. . 7il.-«

.2-12. .7024

9-25

11-20 .70PX
. .2-5. .7074
.5-28
.1-1. .7016
.4-23
.11-6 .7022

1942-43 Features (— ) Completed (33) In Production (3)

THE ANIMAL KINGDOM
Smart Comedy Drama—Started April 9.

Cast: Ann Sheridan, Dennis Morgan, Olivia de Havilland, Jack
Carson, John Loder, Jane Wyman.

Director: Irving' Rapper
Story; Domestic doings amons the younj? Long: Island married set.

RiLEASE CHART
1942-43

IN PRODUCTION
Title—Ruining Time Cast Uetiiil- Kel Ku

Saratoga Trunk (— ) G. Cooper - I. Bergman .... 3-8

This Is the Army (— ) G. IMurnhy - J. Leslie 4-5

BLOCK NO. ONIE
Aertii the Paeifle (97) H Bogart

Baitei Roar, The (60) R. Travis

Desperate Jeurney (107) E. Flynn

Secret Enemies (59) C. Stevens

Now, Voyager (117) B, Davis -

BLOCK NO. TWO
You Can't Escape Forever (77) G. Brent

Hidden Hand. The 163) C. Stevens

George Washington Slept Here (!/3) J. Benny

Hyrng Fortress i68) R. Greena

Gentleman Jim (104) E. Flynn •

BLOCK NO. THREE
Casablanca (99) H. Bogart

Gorilla Man (64) I. Loder

M.iri) w,^y. The i97) I. Lopino

Truck Busters (58) R. Travis

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Air Force (124) J. Garfield

Mysterious Doctor (57) I. Loder -

SPECIALS
Edge of Darkness. The (118) E. Flynn

<<iitia Daadli Dandy (12(1 J. Cauney

NOT DESIGNATED
Action In the North Atlantic H. Bogart

Adventures of Mark Twain F. March

Arsenle and tld Laea (— ) C. Grant -

Background to Danger G. Raft -

Canstani Nymph, The C. Boyer

Crime by Night C. Bennett

Details ander title: Forty Whacks

Desert Sang, Tha (T) D. Morgan

M Ailor 3-23.

J. Bishop

R. Reagan 2-9.

F. Emerson

>. Henrled 4-20.

B. Marshall . . .

F. Emerson . .

A. Sheridan . .

- C. Lehmann,

A. Smith

' I. Bergman . .

R. Ford

D. Morfin . . .

E. Parker . .

. .9-5.

.9-19.

.9-26,

10-17

10-31

- G. Yoang

L. Matthews

Sheridan. .

Leslie. . . .

. .9-7. .

.7-13.

.

11-1. .

R, Massey.

- A. Smith. .

• P. Lane. .

.

B. Marshall 9-7..

J. Fontaine. . , .3-9. .

- J. Cowan. . . .10-19. .

- I. Manning. . .6-29. .

Otvatien 0. DeHavilland - I. Lopino. 11-16

.

Last Ride, The (— ) R- Travis - E. Parker

Mission to Moscow W. Huston - A. Hardlnf. .. 11-16.

Night Shift (— ) A. Sheridan 2-22.

Old Acouaintance B. Davis - M. Hopkins 11-16.

Princess B'Rotrke 0. OeHavillsnd R. Cummings 7-20.

Thank Your Loiky Stars E. Cantor 0. Shore 11-2.

Varsity Shaw (11) (Ralssoa) D. Powell - F, Warinj

watch OB the Rhine B. Davis - P. Lotas 6-15,

1941-42

Big Ihot, Tha (82) H, Bogart -

Oitaiis under title: Escape from Crime

Escape from Crime (51) R. Tfa'is -

Gay Sisters. The (108) «• Sianwyck

Lady Gangster (62) f- Emerson

Prima MIniitar, The (93) J- Gielgud -

Sergeaat York (134) G. Cooper -

Spy Ship (62) C. Stevens -

Wings tor the Eagle (85) * Sheridan

.12-19

Marshall . .1-12. . .613

J. Bisho* 4-6

- G. Brent. . . . 1-26.

. F. Wilcox

D. Wynward . . . For. . .

J. Leslie 2-28.

I. ManniBi. . . .4-6.

. R. Reagan. . .1-26.

.7-25.

.8-1

.6-6.

. .7-4.

.8-15.

.7-18.

.202

,203

.204

205

.206

,6-11 .10-10. . . ,207

. . 11-7 . . . . 208

. 4-20

.

.11-28. . .210

, . For

.

. .12-5.

.

. .211

6-1 .11-14.

.

. .212

.6-1. . .1-23. . . .21'

. For.

.

. ,1-16.

.

. 216

.3-23. , .2-20,

.

. .209

9-21 .2-6 . 213

. 6-29 3-20 . . .217

3-6. . 218

8-24 .4-24

. 12-1

.

. . 1-2 . . .201

215

133

137

.138

.134

.101

139
136

SIZE-UPS
(Continued from Page 17)

The first will be "Meet the Girl Friend," 'which Mel Ronson is

scripting. The second is an Olive Bruckman story, "Second
Honeymoon". . ."John Doe, Jr." by Zachary Gold, is scheduled for
forthcoming production and another in the horror cycle, "The
Mummy's Return" by Griffin Jay and Henry Sucher 'will be readied
shortly.

Hillary Brooke and Milburn Stone have received the romantic
leads in the "Sherlock Holmes Faces Death," soon to go into pro-
duction ... Reginald Denny 'will be seen in the company's "Fired
Wife."

IN PRODUCTION—"Corvettes in Action" (R. Scott-C. Rains).
"Phantom of the Opera" (N. Eddy-S. Foster), "Hers to Hold'
(D, Durbin-J. Gotten), "Two Tickets to London" (M. Morgan-A,
Curtis) and "Adventures of the Flying Cadets," serial (J. Holt-
R, Toomey),

WARNER BROS.
Only new picture to start here is a remake of "The Animal

Kingdom," with Ann Sheridan and Dennis Morgan playing the
roles originally created by Ann Harding and Leslie Howard,,,
"Saratoga Trunk" is getting ready to wind up, following which
Ingrid Bergman will go to Mexico and re-enter U. S. under a quota
number as first step in the direction of becoming a citizen. She
has been here under tourist passport ... Protests have been re-

ceived by the studio from various Negro welfare organizations
against casting Flora Robson, noted English character actress, in

the important rple of a mulatto housekeeper. Casting is explained

by the fact that woman is supposed to be a native of Jamiaca.

where Negroes all speak with an English accent, in addition to

having traveled abroad.

Several big numbers remain to be filmed for "This Is the

Army" before completion of this Technicolor War Relief picture.

Kate Smith has arrived to do her specialty and will warble the

title song in the production .. .Tests are continuing for an actor

to play the title role in the film saga of Will Rogers, although

Stuart Erwin is believed to have ths inside track,., John Garfield

seems to have inherited the mantle dropped by Paul Muni in

playing biographical roles. Already tagged to play the life of

pugilist-hero Barney Ross, he is also about set to enact the role

of George Gershwin in "Rhapsody in Blue", , .Shirley Temple will

probably play the title role in "Janie" when Warner Bros, gets

around to filming the Broadway hit of that name. It is con-

sidered ideal material for Shirley who has managed to avoid the

"awkward age.''

Oscar Homolka, who will impersonate Maxim Litvinov in

"Mission to Moscow," has returned from Washington after a visit

with the U. S. S. R. representative to improve his characterization
...William A. Bacher, producer of the Al Jolson air shows, wi'l

assist Howard Haw!"/; and Jack Wai^ier in production of "Battle
Ci-y" v/hich is scheduled to have 22 top names, , .Humphrey Bogart
returns to this lot from his stint at Columbia to do "The Pentacle,"
a mystery which Dave Butler will direct. Nancy Coleman will be
seen opposite him.

IN PRODUCTION—"Saratoga Trunk" (G. Cooper-I. Berg-
man), "This Is the Army" (G. Murphj--J. Leslie). "Animal King-
dom" (A. Sheridan-D. Morgan).
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What The Newspaper Critics Say
liiGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

'EDGE OF DARKNESS' BEST UNDERGROUND FILM YET —. MORTIMER
(WARNER BROS.) "...There have been other films about underground movements in conquered lands, but this is far and way the
best. . .Packed with so many wallops that you'll forget the time." Mortimer, N. Y. MIRROR. "....Deserves double credit for

emerging with a distinct margin over its rivals. .. Simplification of human character makes for straight and powerful story telling.

What's more, nobody has to tell Warner Bros, anything about pouring on the action in sequences that practically explode in your
face." Winsten, N. Y. POST. "...Familiar theme has been cut to a precise melodramatic pattern. . .Absorbing human drama
as well as a challenging war photoplay. . .Every sequence underlined with cinematic power to make it a latter-day triumph in iti

particular field." Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. Yanks Errol Flyhn clear out of his usual pattern of conduct...
Strong cast from top to bottom. . .Pictures the same conflict (as in 'Moon Is Down') in terms of action." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-
TELEGRAM. "...Brisk excitement, right down the box-office groove. . .Gets across some salient points despite a few silly

inconsistencies. . .Basically it is melodrama — strong melodrama, to be sure — and only a surface conception of the complicated
tragedy of Norway." Crowther, N. Y. TIMES. "...Highly dramatic, filled with exciting action shots and a breathless suspense
...Has had its dramatic edge dulled by repetition." Cameron. N- Y. NEWS.

'SLIGHTLY DANGEROUS' JUST A DISPLAY OF THE TURNER CHARMS
(METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER) "...Display of whatever portions of the feminine frame the Hays office has marked unrestricted.
The picture's other chief attraction is frequent pause for hugging and kissing. . .Pallette unleashes his broadest farce antics. You
can't fool that Pallette. He knows a silly picture when he sees one." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. ".. .Attempt at light

comedy that never quite achieves the sparkle necessary to make the show interesting and lively. . .Inconsequential tale runs a dull

and boring course." Pihodna, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Pleasant if unimportant. . .A vehicle for display of the Turner
charms. . .Plot handicaps overcome by cast's acting. When they falter, the Turner chassis does the rest. The rest puts the picture
across." Mortimer, N. Y. MIRROR. "...Conversation never gets too deep... It just gets bothersome. People who pay good
dough to watch Lana Turner would just as soon she didn't talk. They'd just rather watch her throw curves. . .Story is about as
flimsy as they come." McManus, PM. "...Just an amusing variation on the old fairy tale. . .dirtied up considerably and pre-

sented with a leer .. .Toward the end, develops into a bedroom farce that is totally lacking in good taste .. .Production smooth, direc-

tion snappy." Cameron, N. Y. NEWS. "...Hand-me-down fiction. . .Labored, vapid ... Groans of all the poor unfortunate actois
who have had to abet such nonsense stuff seem to arise in hollow echoes." Crowther, N. Y. TIMES. "...Effort greater than
the achievement .. .Not really bad taking into account the minor thing it tries to be." Winsten, N. Y. POST.

'SOMETHING TO SHOUT ABOUT' BUT NOT MUCH. SAY CRITICS
(COLUMBIA) "...To say that it falls into a familiar pattern would be an understatement ... Script and direction as inept as we've
seen in a month of musicals ... Stale and dreary affair." T. S., N. Y. TIMES. "...Musical comedy practitioners. Cole Porter
and William Gaxton, put it several cuts above the musical pictures that have arrived here lately. .. Some of the material is funny
and helps to make up for the deficiencies of the plot." Pihodna, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Bright novel beginning but it

bogs down in the middle, to perk up toward the end. Particularly annoying is the camera work, which has the appearance of having
been done in the dark." Hale, N. Y. NEWS. "

. . . Fax-above-par musical. . .Veritable bonanza of good things. . .Most of the
material is ageless... it has always been and will always be with us... Porter music, Blair curves and warbling Scott pianistics give
this musical its value — at the box-office and past it." Mortimer, N. Y. MIRROR. "...Energetic show-business story with a
great deal in it that is gay, bright and pleasing. . .Especially Janet Blair, singing, skylarking the Conga, or just being around the
place." McManus, PM. "...Amusing and lively .. .Demonstrates once more that vaudeville theatres are the only places where
vaudeville is dead... it gets another vigorous reincarnation in this movie." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Failed to

arouse this enthusiast to the extreme of bellowing delight but it did assemble a varied array of talent. . .Lively, unimportant musi-
cal." Winsten, N. Y. POST.

'DIXIE DUGAN' UNPROMISING START FOR NEW SERIES
(20TH CENTURY-FOX) "...Try very hard to make their trite and trivial situations laughable .. .If 'Dixie Dugan' is the beginning of

a series, the script writers had better cook up something better than the story of the first issue. It's off to an unpromising start."

Hale, N. Y. NEWS. "...Silly dialogue and action are real drawbacks, as is a casting job which puts Lois Andrews behind a

desk instead of in front of footlights." N. Y. MIRROR. "...If 20th Century-Fox expects the series to survive, it will have to

dish up more impressive material. . .Wordy and slow affair noticeable lacking in action." E. G., N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Clearly a third-rate little item... Now that Twentieth Century-Fox and MTss Andrews have butchered Dixie, let's return her to

comics and call quits." Crowther, N. Y. TIMES. "...Has more than the ordinary portion of laughs. In fact, it is pretty close

to satisfactory entertainment in its distinctly minor league ... Provides a generous helping of its plain but hearty jokes and funny
situations." Winsten, N. Y. POST. "...Tiny morsel of comedy .. .Cast is equipped with a set of standard comic strip charac-
ters." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

'LADIES' DAY' WACKY BASEBALL COMEDY JUST A B ITEM
rRKO-RADIO) "...Leaves Lupe Velez and her impetuous bouncing and screaming without her old partner, Leon Errol. . .Something
less than half as funny as the average of the old Spitfire series- . -Watch for Jack Briggs. That's about as good a way as any for

passing the time while Ladies' Day' is on the screen-" Cook, N- Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Little more than a long

screech by Lupe Velez." T. S., N. Y. TIMES. "...Bit of innocent fun. . .Several laughs. . .Singularly unsuccessful in capturing

action on the baseball field." Pihodna, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "
\im^^ ^P'*^^ °* Lupe Velez, is recom-

mended to baseball fans for good, hearty laughs ... Some horseplay keeps this one from being a better picture, but all in all, it's a

pretty good little comedy." Hale, N. Y. NEWS. ".
. .Lively little B number with a likeable cast. . .Baseball fans particularly will

get a kick out of this film, which has a note of authenticity." Werner, N. Y. MIRROR. "...Doubled with 'Casablanca,' the two
pictures make a proper contrast, each with the other... Good batting and kicking averages." Winsten, N. Y. POST.

'AIR RAID WARDENS' FOR LAUREL & HARDY FANS. NOT CRITICS
(METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER) "...Seems little more than a mild two-reel comedy thinned out to feature length. . .Gags that were
spontaneous comedy long ago seem premeditated today. Meanv.'hile the folks in the Rialto pews are laughing their heads off."

T. S.. N. Y. TIMES. "...Dreary and profitless attempt to lit the familiar Laurel and Hardy antics into topical film play... Ob-
viously a two-reeler dragged out to seventy minutes." Pihodna, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...We suppose this one is stuff

their followers like. But it will scarcely create any new L. & H- cohorts ... Unearthing gags and situations which were buried when
Lubin and Essanay were in the film business." Mortimer, N. Y. MIRROR. ".. .Customary slapstick will please the fans who
enjoy them no matter what .. .People who go for that sort of thing do not tire of its repetition. This department does, to the point

of pain." Winsten, N. Y. POST.
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*MAN OF COURAGE' LONG-
Rates dualler for lesser action spots

Producers Releasing Corp.

67 minutes.

Barton McLane, Charlotte Wynters, Lyle

Talbot, Dorothy Burgess, Forrest Taylor,

Patsy Nash, John Ince, Jane Novak, Erskine
Johnson, Claire Grey, Steve Clark, Frank
YaconeUi.

Directed by Alexis Thurn-Taxis.

Although three authors, including Barton
McLane, collaborated on the original (!)

story for "Man of Courage," between them
they were unable to create an acceptable
degree of credibility or suspense. How-
ever, this inde melodrama suffers more from
bad acting and uninspired direction than
it does from its outmoded murder and
blackmail plot. Once the sentimental note

'DEAD MEN WALK' STRICTLY
Rates • • for minor action spots

i^lNDED INDE MELODRAMA
(supplied by a curly-haired 5-year-old) is

added, the results are painful. Little Patsy
Nash merely recites her lines throughout,
while Dorothy Burgess and Jane Novak are
unbelievably-saccharine in their scenes with
her—enough to make the audience snicker

during a would-be touching bit. McLane
gives a competent, strong-jawed portrayal
and his name gives this some marquee
value. But, even as a supporting dualler

for the lesser action spots, it's below-
average.
The complicated plot concerns Lyle Tal-

bot who, on being involved in a hit-and-

run killing, is persuaded to leave his wife
and daughter and go to Chicago with
Charlotte Wynters, hard-boiled night club

singer. Months later, when a body is

falsely identified as Talbot's, the wife
(Dorothy Burgess) is accused of murder-

FOR THE HORROR FANS

Producers Releasing Corp.

64 minutes.
George Zucco, Mary Carlisle, Nedrick
Youngj Dwight Frye, Fern Emmett, Robert
Strange, Hal Price, Sam Flint.

Directed by Sam Newfield.

"Dead Men Walk" has too fantastic a plot

for general appeal. Although it has most
of the necessary ingredients for a mystery
thriller—including a "Dracula"-like char-

acter who rises from the grave at night,

a half-mad hunchback, eerie photography
and George Zucco, who specializes in sini-

ster roles—it frequently fails in creating a

suspenseful atmosphere. However, Zucco

has managed to neatly differentiate be-

tween the roles of a noted physician and his

twin brother, who delves into the occult,

and his portrayal is as convincing as the

ghoulish story permits. Okay fare for the
minor action spots where the title should
be a good selling point.

The story opens with the funeral of ^r

Elwyn Clayton (George Zucco) which is in-

terrupted by an unbalanced woman who
claims that the dead man had practiced
black magic and committed murder. Larer
in an attempt to blot out all of his evil

deed, his kindly twin brother destroys the
dead man's occult books and burns fiis

laboratory. But, with the help of a half-

mad hunchback servant, the dead man rises

ing her husband for his insurance. She is

sent to prison by Barton McLane, District
Attorney, and his brilliant handling of the
case puts him in the Governor's chair.

Unknown to McLane, a shady politician

(Forrest Taylor) had secured perjured evi-

dence in the Burgess case and when he
insists on his "pay-off," the Governor
rebels. McLane has Taylor and all the
perjured witness jailed and has Miss Bur-
gess freed before he resigns as Governor.
Talbot then tries blackmail, but he is

flnaly captured and a happy ending is in

prospect for McLane and Miss Burgess.
Charlotte Wynters does a fair acting job

as the night club paramour, although she
gets a few unintended laughs by over-

doing the hard-boiled characterization. The
others fill in capably enough.

YORK

from his grave to practice a vampire lust

on his victims, including Mary Carlisle,

ward of his brother, Lloyd Clayton. Al-

though the latter knows the reason why
Miss Carlisle is slowly wasting away, he is

unable to stop his vampire brother. How-
ever, the villagers suspect Lloyd Clayton
and, when another murder takes place,

they become enraged. When Lloyd discovers
his evil brother's tomb he tricks him into

a flaming building and both are destroyed
by fire that others may live in peace.

Dwight Frye gives a properly-scary por-
trayal of the sinister hunchback servant
and Mary Carlisle and Nedrick Young are
adequate in romantic roles.

YORK

'HOPPY SERVES A WRIT'
ACTION-PACKED ITEM
Rates • • + in western spots

United Artists (Harry Sherman)
67 Minutes
William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Jay Kirby, Victor

Jory, George Reeves, Jan Christy, Hal Talia-

ferro, Earle Hodgins, Forbes Murray, Byron
Foulger, Roy Barcroft, Bob Mitchum.

Directed by George Archainbaud.

Latest in Harry Sherman's popular series

is an action-packed western featuring a
slam-bang tussle that will keep the fans on
the edge of their seats. The story of "Hoppy
Serves a Writ" is a standard cattle-rustling

yarn but Director George Archainbaud has
managed to supply a few original touches

and hold the film to a fast pace throughout.

There's a stage coach hold-up, several chases

and gun battles in addition to the terrific

set-to between William Boyd and Victor Jory

which starts over a card table, nearly wrecks
the saloon and continues up the stairs and
over the balcony with Hoppy (of course)

emerging as the winner. Photography in-

cludes some striking scenic shots while the

romantic interest, as always, is secondary.

The story opens in Texas where Sheriff

Hopalong Cassidy, hearing about a stage

coach hold-up by an outlaw gang under the

domination of Victor Jory, tries, without
success, to round up the outlaws. Dressed
as a wealthy cattle merchant, Hoppy crosses

the state line into Oklahoma Territory

where he gambles with Jory, who is known
as a cattle-buyer, and discovers one of the

stolen bills. With the aid of California

(Andy Clyde) and Johnny (Jay Kii'by),

Hoppy tracks down Jory's brother.
DENLEY.

ii No box office tonight! unless

First to see exhibitors' need for comprehensive technical

booth protection, Altec Service pioneered the Booth Parts

Repair-Replacement Plan, covering both sound and pro-

jection, three years ago. With the longest experience in this

field, Altec offers you the only time-tested plan for antici-

pating your theatre's needs. Be sure to get all the facts

about the Altec Plan. Call your local Altec technician,

or write:

JILTEC
230 West 57 //j Street, New York City

* Protecting the theatre — Our first line of morale** -k
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28 DAYS OF EPIC HEPO/SM-
From the Blood-Red Rock, Corregidor/' comes the most

terrible and the most poignant story of the War, written in

the blood, sweat, tears, hopes, and heroism of that incredible

band of men and women who, against insurmountable odds,

wrote a saga of courage that will endure so long as the

Torch of Freedom lights the World.

Here is that story, re-created in realistic drama that all

may see and know how these Heroes of Corregidor died

that we might live!

Starring

OTTO KRUGER
ELISSA LANDI
DONALD WOODS

FRANK JENKS RICK VALLIN
WANDA McKAY IAN KEITH

LEON FROMKESS in Charge of Production
Produced by DIXON R. HARWIN & EDWARD FINNEY

Directed by WILLIAM NIGH
Poem "CORREGIDOR" written especially for the picture

by ALFRED NOYES, noted English poet
Narration by ALFRED NOYES





THE NEWS DIGEST

dition that he was to enter into essential

activity, the Army could do nothing about

it if the man were to leave his essential job

to go into non-essential activity, since he

received civilian status immediately upon
his discharge. However, the change in the

discharge policy provides that any man dis-

charged because he is 38 or older is to be

considered a member of the Enlisted Re-

serve. Thus, the Army can call him back if

any dispute arises as to the essentiality of

the man's occupation.

Million-Dollar Republic Production

Republic Pictures intends to spend more
than a million dollars in a production star-

ring Vera Hruba, Czechoslovakian skating

star, who has just been signed to a seven-

year term contract. The production, "Gay
Blades," will be Miss Hruba's first starring

vehicle with some of the ice sequences to

be filmed in color. Republic announced that

it would convert one of its large stages

into a permanent ice theatre. Miss Hruba
will report to the studio after her present

Ice-Capades road show tour.

* * *

Silverstone Heads Fox Exports

Murray Silverstone was appointed Vice-

President in charge of foreign distribution,

it was announced last week by Spuros
Skouras, president of 20th Century-Fox Film
Corp., and Tom J. Connors, vice-president

in charge of world-wide distribution. At
the same time, Hal Horne, 20th-Fox adver-
tising head, announced the appointment of

David Bader as assistant to Gregory Dick-
son who is in charge of trade and promo-
tional advertising for the company. Silver-

stone's appointment came after a period of

twenty-five years in the motion picture in-

dustry, twenty-two of which were spent
with United Artists where he started as a
salesman and rose to become chaii-man of

the British and European companies of UA
and subsequently was invited by UA's heads
to take charge of their world-wide opera-
tions. Bader, who assumed his new post
last week, will work under Charles Schlaifer,

20th-Fox advertising manager.
• *

NSS Sales Meets

George F. Dembow, vice-president and

"Not a dark house in more than
20 years of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National FUm Carriers' Aas'n

250 N. JUNIPER STREET

LOCCST RACK MOO

(Continued from Page 13)

general sales manager of National Screen

Service, announced three regional sales

meetings at New York, Chicago and Los
Angeles. The first of the meetings, which
will mark the beginning of the Hei-man
Robbins Drive of 1943 as a testimonial to

the company's president, was held in New
York on April 16-18 at the Waldorf-Astoria.

The Chicago meeting is scheduled for April

23-25 at the Hotel Blackstone and the final

confab will take place at the Hotel Am-
bassador in Los Angeles on April 30, May
1-2. The meetings will be attended by Home
Office officials Herman Robbins, George
Dembow, William Brenner, William Bein.

William Sussman, Jack Cohen, M. L. Kauf-
man, Don Velde and by various division

managers, branch managers and salesmen.
* * *

RKO Screens Four

RKO has scheduled four pictures for trade
screenings. "Mr. Lucky" and "The Leopard
Man" will be shown May 3 in all key cities

except St. Louis where the former is sched-
uled for screening May 4, and the latter on
May 5. "Squadron Leader X" will be

screened generally on May 4 except in Cin-

cinnati, May 5, St. Louis, May 6 and Boston,
where it has already been shown. "Gilder-

sleeve's Bad Day" is slated for May 5,

except Cincinnati and Milwaukee, both
scheduled for May 6.

* * »

Dep't Stores vs. N. Y. Times
Fifteen N. Y. department stores and the

Retail Dry Goods Assn. of New York City
were fined a total of $80,000 for violation of
the anti-trust laws by their advertising boy-
cott of the New York Times. This action
was noted as a warning that a step of this

kind by a group of advertisers against a
newspaper is subject to successful prosecu-
tion under the anti-trust laws. The conflict

between the department stores and the
Times arose when the newspaper raised its

advertising rates about six weeks ago. The
Times complaint to the Department of Jus-
tice was followed by an order for a grand
jury investigation, with possible indictments
to be reported. The investigation came as
a surprise to the stores, since the Times did
not give them advance warning of its action

aiJd their first intimation came when the

investigation was ordered.

* • •

E. Silverstone Rejoins UA
Emanuel Silverstone has rejoined United

Artists Corp., replacing Harry Kosiner, who
left to join the Office of War Information,

it was announced by Carl Leserman, UA
general sales manager. Silverstone was as-

sociated with UA in 1931 when he repre-

sented Samuel Goldwyn and later joined

Alexander Korda in 1934 when that pro-

ducer's product was released through United

Artists. In 1940, Silverstone was elected

vice-president and a director of Alexander
Korda Films. More recently he served as

special representative for Howard Hughes.
Harry Kosiner joined UA in 1936 as repre-

sentative for Walter Wanger productions.
• • •

U Plans Individual Ad Campaigns

John Joseph, national director of advertis-

ing and publicity for Universal Pictures, has

scheduled a series of meetings to settle the

advertising and exploitation campaigns on
four forthcoming pictures: "Next of Kin,"

Walter Wanger's "We've Never Been
Licked," Howard Hawks' "Corvettes in Ac-

tion" and the Technicolor production, "Phan-
tom of the Opera." The first of the meet-

ings was held in New York last week with

the announcement that special appropria-

tions for trade, newspaper and radio adver-

tising are planned with an individual budget

for each picture. Following the policy

established with "Next of Kin," Joseph

stated that all toj)-bracket pix would have

a co-ordinator of exploitation to function

with the field force.

THEATRE GAMES

CONTROLLED BINGO GAALt

—

wh^s
in which to win, $3.00 a thoiisand. 16 or 70

ways to win, two colors, $3.50 a thousand.
Box 281, C O FILM BULLETIN, 1239 Vine
Street, Pliila., Pa.

DEE CUT BINGO CARDS—$17.50 in

10,000 lots. Smaller quantities, $2.00 per 1,006,

1-75, 1-lW. IMMEDIATE DELTVERY—
ORDER NOW. S. Kloue, c o FILM BUI^
LETIN, 1239 Vine Street, Phila.. Pa.

SAVE Time . . . Energy . . . Insurance . . . Worry . . . Money

Economically Sensible for All Your ©eliveries to Be Made by

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES Inc.

HORLACHER
PHILADELPHIA BALTCMORK WASUIk'OTON MBW TORK

1225 er 1239 Vine St. 1801 Bayard St. 1633 3rd St., N. E. 613 W. 47tt St.

Memrber National Film Carriers. Inc. Mlaa Tolanda. Cicchettl. Notary Public 1139 -Wme St.. PhUa.
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EXPLOITATION

PICTURE
of the issue

A STRANGER IN TOWN... Your exploitation ace in

the hole here is the provocative title. Metro's press sheet

offers more than a dozen eye-catching, interest-arousing

stunts built around the title, which, if properly executed,

can have the whole town or naborhood talking and
curious. And, brother, when they go beyond the boxoflicc,

they're not going to be disappointed. For "A Stranger
In Town" really merits the status of "sleeper." In tell-

ing its story of a Supreme Court Justice traveling in-

cognito, who decides to help a struggling young lawyer
break up a town's corrupt political ring, "A Stranger In
Town" exploits the myriad human interest angles that
well-played courtroom scenes can have. Frank Mor-
gan's marquee value, as the Justice, has been greatly
enhanced by his classic portrayal in "The Human
Comedy." It's a good picture with a good title. Push
it and it will pay off.

A Jletro-Goldw.vn-Ma.ver Picture. Dire<'ted by Boy Rowland.
Produced by Robert Sisk. Cast: Frank Morgan, Richard Carl-
son, Jean Rog-ers, Porter Hall, Robert Barrat,



EDGE OF DARKNESS. . .Warner Bros, presents its

version of the refusal of occupied Norway to accept

Nazi domination based on the novel by William Woods.

A brilliant cast, headed by Errol Flynn and An
Sheridan, enacts the story of the Norwegian town of

Trollness which turned on its captors to destroy an

entire German garrison. The cast includes Walter

Huston, Nancy Coleman, Tom Fadden, Judith Ander-

son, Helmut Dantine, Ruth Gordon, John Beal and

Roman Bohnen. The production was directed by

Lewis Milestone.



NIGHT PLANE FROM CHUNGKING. . This Para-

mount spy melodrama concerns a busload of as-

sorted travelers who are bombed by the Japs in

Shina, who attempt to escape from the area by

plane and land up in a monastery headed by a Ger-

man agent. Led by an American flier, they manage
to effect escape. Robert Preston and Ellen Drew
head the cast which includes Stephen Geray, Otto

Kruger, Ernest Dorian, Tamara Geva, Seng Yung
and Soo Yong. Ralph Murphy handled the direction



f

* * * A MIRTHFUL,

MERRY MUSICAL HIT

TUNES GAY GORGEOUS GIRLS

IN AN UNFORGETTABLE SPECTACLE!

GAIL PATRICK • EVE ARDEN
MeliUUe Walter Mci/t4f,

COOPER • CATLETT • TREEN

JACK WILLIAMS, Jta^Ue^n ScauUoH,

DOROTHY DANDRIOGE • POPS LOUIE

THE MUSIC MAIDS • THE THREE CHEERS

CHINITA • THE GOLDEN GATE 2u<,^UeiU

a*tt£

FREDDIE MARTIN Uu o^uJte^i^

COUNT BASIL oWA^ (^»c4e^

RAY Wm\.U <uui u O'uJ^

REPUBLIC PICTURE
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INDEPENDENTS AND THE DECREE
The time rapidly approaches when the Federal Gov-

ernment, the motion picture production and distribution

powers and the independent theatre owners will have

to arrive at concrete decisions about the Consent

Decree. November is but six brief months off and the

pattern of the future must be drawn and cut well before

that time, if last minute confusion and bungling is to be

avoided.

The war and the absence of Thurman Arnold, father

of the Decree, are important factors in anticipating the

reactions of the Department of Justice. Assistant

A.ttorney General Tom C. Clark has apparently adopted

a policy of open ears and watchful waiting. The new

chief of the anti-trust division, it may be assumed, has

a fresh and unprejudiced perspective of the Industry,

so he might well prove to be more reasonable and prac-

tical than the sometimes obdurate Arnold. Mr. Clark

should be very helpful In eliminating the faults of the

Decree.

The major film companies, represented by an

extensive, expensive and brilliant array of legal talent,

have probably decided on their course of action they

will follow during the next few months. The possibility

that they prefer the status quo to continue after the

three years trial period expires on November 20th next

is not to be precluded. The combination of the current

wartime boom in entertainment and the higher rentals

they have been able to exact from exhibitors by small-

block selling under the Decree has worked wonders for

the majors. Never before, in all the lavish history of

our business, have the film companies prospered so

extravagantly. Admittedly, some companies have

earned their success on the merits of the product, but

certain others have been reaping huge profits in spite

of consistently poor product. Even the "little three"

majors have benefitted substantially, if indirectly, by

virtue of the fact that so many exhibitors take their

full-season blocks as a backlog of product. It would

be small wonder, then, if the majors requested the

Department of Justice to let the Consent Decree remain

in effect as is.

Furthermore, the Big Five probably view it as a

"sleeping dog," which they have no desire to rouse

lest it show Its divorcement fangs. The basis of the

Government's suit was the contention that control of

the large theatre circuits gave the majors a monopolistic

hold on the film industry. By accepting the Consent

Decree, they averted a test of that issue, a trial which

might have led to an order to relinquish all their

theatres.

We now come to the position of the great mass of

independent exhibitors with respect to the Decree. The

twelve or thirteen thousand theatres which constitute

this branch of the industry are not parties to the Decree

in the legal sense, but they are very much a part of it.

Most of its provisions have a direct bearing on their

welfare and interests and no one can deny that they are

entitled to have their say about what is to follow after

November 20th.

(Continued on Next Page)
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EDITORIALS
(Continued from Preceding Page

)

The serious problem facing the independents is to

achieve some reasonable degree of unity of purpose and

effort. The mistakes in the present form of the Decree

were the result of a number of factors, not the least of

which was the profusion of remedies offered by inde-

pendent "spokesmen," often working at cross-purposes.

While the situation in independent exhibitor ranks

is unsually made to appear confused and irreconciliable,

actually it is quite simple and clear. There is ONE rep-

resentative national independent exhibitor body

—

Allied. This organization can speak with authority for

a MAJORITY of independent theatremen. In addition,

there are a few real independent territorial units scat-

tered throughout the country. It is likely that most of

these territorial groups would join with Allied in devis-

ing a program for revision of the Decree. The real

danger to the independents' cause comes from certain

other self-appointed and self-anointed "spokesmen,"

who have made it a practice to create the impression

that all is confusion and disunity in the independent

ranks. These men, fifth columnists in their own way,

thus serve to defeat the efforts of the mass of independ-

ents to win relief from trade abuses. By rushing for-

ward, each with his own box of patented pills, these

witch doctors of the trade might once accomplish their

purpose by making it seem to Mr. Clark, of the Depart-

ment of Justice, that all the independents want for their

birthright is the Esauan mess of pottage.

Legitimate independent exhibitors should accept

this warning and be on guard. A definite, reasonable

program of action on the Decree must be formulated.

It must have behind it the concerted power of an over-

whelming majority of theatre owners. Allied has prop-

erly taken the leadership in the effort to elicit the sup-

port of the Government, but it will require the whole-

hearted support of every real independent unit through-

out the nation to overcome the counter-strokes of the

exhibitor saboteurs and to convince Tom Clark that the

independents know what they want.

Yea, this Is definitely the moment for unity In the

INDEPENDENT ranks. MO WAX.

BROADWAY
NEWSREEL

The coming of the Easter vacation period again resulted

in broken records at many of Broadway's first-run picture

palaces — most particularly at the Paramount where the all-

time record for an opening day jam was toppled by 8:30 A. M.,

a full hour before the regular box office opening time. The
combination of Harry James, the trumpeter, and His Muisic

Makers, on the stage, and Alan Ladd in "China" on the screen,

resulted in a blitzkreig of 'teen age youngsters with extra

police being called to keep the throngs in line. The 22,000

attendance count at the end of the first day was 1,500 ahead
of that for "Star Spangled Rhythm," the previous holder of

the Paramount's 17-year box office record. Total attendance
for the first week approached 160,000 and, with lines starting

to form as early as 4 A. M., the theatre has been compelled

to open at 7 A. M. Receipts of over $100,000 for "China" and
Harry James were exceeded only during the past New Year'."

week and the bill is now in its second successful week with a

third due to start May 5th.

Two other houses, the Radio City Music Hall and the
Strand, broke ten-year records with the first-named, playing
"Flight for Freedom" and the annual Easter pageant on the
stage, boasting the biggest Easter business in the history of

the theatre and a great increase in receipts over the program's
smash opening week. Here the entire program started a
third week on April 29th... At the Strand, 49,000 persons at-

tended from Friday through Easter Monday — highest Easter
week-end mark in ten years and about 40 per cent better than
any similar period in the last decade. The program of "Edge
of Darkness" and Ethel Waters and Jan Savitt and His Or-

chestra on the stage, which has been packing the Strand
to the doors, even in Holy Week, started a fourth week on
April 30th... Both the Roxy and the Capitol brought in new
combination stage-and-screen shows this past week with the

former house anticipating a box office stampede of youngsters
anxious to see "Crash Dive" (Tyrone Power's last film for the

duration) and Jimmy Dorsey and His Orchestra in person.

Fifth week of "Hello, Frisco, Hello" at the Roxy with Tommy
Tucker and His Orchestra was stronger than the previous —
Holy Week — while, at the Capitol, the hold-over week of

"Hangmen Also Die" with Ozzie Nelson and Harriet Hilliard

in person was slightly higher than the' opening stanza. The
new program, "Presenting Lily Mars" and Sonny Dunham and
Jimmy Durante in person, started here on April 29th.

Leaders among Broadway's straight-film houses were the

Criterion, where "Assignment in Brittany" had a sensational

first week — more than double the business for the previous

week's "Something to Shout About" — and is now doing well

in hold-over, and the Globe, still doing well with "Desert
Victory" after a first week which brought in the second big-

gest receipts in the record of the house... The Rivoli. with a
new picture, "White Savage," has been getting a good share

of the Easter trade after a slackening-off for the final week
of "The Moon Is E>own." The Rialto, too, is back in its

regular stride with "I Walked with a Zombie," just what the

doctor ordered for patrons of this action-and-mystery house

after a below-par week with "Tonight We Raid Calais"... At
the Astor, business for the eighth week of "The Human
Comedy" topped that of all preceding weeks but the first

and the picture stays on indefinitely.

Warner Bros, held its delayed premiere of "Mission to

Moscow" at the Hollywood on April 28th and the picture

started its regular run on the following morning. The 12th
and final week of "Air Force" was satisfactory at that stage

of its run at the Hollywood .. .After two weeks of a French
dialogue film, "Heart of France," the Abbey Theatre (formerly
the Warner) switched to Holl>^ood product with "Reveille

with Beverly" for Easter week and other Columbia pro-

grammers set for the future... The long-closed Belmont, on
West 48th St., also reopened with a program of Mexican
films.
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GREAT STARS • TOP ENTERTAINERS

7 GREAT SONG HITS • 3 GREAT BANDS

JOHN
CARROLL
SUSAN

MAYWARD

FREDDY
fVlARTIN

AND HIS

ORCHESTRA

COUNT BASIE
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

lEPUBllI
PlIIilE

GAIL PATRICK • EVE ARDEN
Melville COOPER-Walter CATLETT
Mary TREEN • Jack WILLIAMS (the

Harlem Sandman) • Dorothy DANDRIDGE
POPS & LOUIE -The MUSIC MAIDS
The THREE CHEERS
C H I N I TA • The

GOLDENGATE
QUARTETTE
ALBERT S. ROGELL, Director

Original Screen Pl^ by Frank Gill, Jr.

Additional Dialope by Frances Hyland

Associate Producer, ALBERT J. COHEN

RAY McKINLEY
AND HIS ORCHESTRA



M-G-M ... 2 Not Designated

'PRESENTING LILY MARS' SOCK MARQUEE VALUES. GOOD SHOW
Rates • • • + generally

M-G-M
104 minutes.

Judy Giarland, Van Heflin, Fay Bainter,
Richard Carlson, Marta Eggerth, Leonid
Kinsky, Spring Byington, Gus Schilling,

Connie Gilchrist, Joe Yule, Betty Blythe,
Ray McDonald, William Tannen, Patricia
Barker, Douglas Croft, Janet Chapman,
Annabelle Logan, Tommy Dorsey and His
Orchestra, Bob Crosby and His Orchestra.

Directed by Norman Taurog,

Sock-full of marquee values, this heart-
warming comedy dressed up with a few
songs and production numbers seems guar-
anteed to have wide appeal generally. The
picture's greatest asset, of course, is Judy
Garland and the tale of a stage-struck small
town girl determined to win fame on the
musical comedy stage is made to order for
this refreshing and talented young star.

"Can It Be My Heart That Sings" is the best

of her new songs, but they are overshadowed

by such old favorites as "Three O'clock in

In addition, Marta Eggerth, CDntinental star,

trills several light opera numbers. The
early small town sequences, which shov
Judy's hard-working mother and her brood
of lovable youngsters, are appealing, while
the Broadway rehearsal lc nes aie both hum-
orous and true-to-life. And, instead of ths
expected scene whereby the little-known
singer steps into the prima donna's place
and scores a triumph, the picture shows her
as unprepared for sudden fame—a more be-

lievable turn of events. Except for a few
brief sentimental moments, Director Norman
Taurog keeps the story on a lighter plane.

The Tommy Dorsey and Bob Crosby bands
will be a strong draw with the younger fans,

while Van Heflin's increased popularity will

help business.

In the story, Judy Garland, eldest daughter
of a happy-go-lucky small town family, tries

to impress her singing and acting talent on
Van Heflin, Broadway producer, to the lat-

ter's annoyance. Her sympathetic mother
(Spring Byington) then sends Judy to New

'ABOVE SUSPICION' OLD-FASHIONED SPY PLOT
Rates • • + on name value only

M-G-M
90 minutes.

Joan Crawford, Fred MacMurray, Conrad
Veidt, Basil Bathbone, Reginald Owen, Ann
Shoemaker, Sara Haden, Richard Ainley,
Felix Bressart, Bruce Lester, Johanna Hofer,
Frank Reicher, Eily Malyon, Rex Williams,
Lotta Palii.

Directed by Richard Thorpe.

A fantastic and complicated spy drama,
"Above Suspecion" will rise or fall on the
power of its star names. Although the back-
ground of Helen Maclnness' novel is Ger-
many just prior to the present war, the plot
is an incredible chain of events resembling
those in adventure novels of the '90's. There
is suspense and a fair amount of excitement,
but Director Richard Thorpe has bee» un-

able to give the film the added quality of

reality. The picture has excellent produc-
tion values and the supporting players, par-
ticularly Basil Rathbone, Johanna Hofer and
the late Conrad Veidt, are ideally suited to
their German roles. However, Fred Mac-
Murray is never believable as an English
college professor and Joan Crawford is not
seen to the best advantage as his adven-
ture-loving bride. Despite this, their box
office draw should carry this to fair returns
in first-runs and naborhood spots.

The story opens at a British college in the
summer of 1939 with the marriage of Fred
MacMurray, professor, to Joan Crawford, an
American girl, and the couple's departure for
a continental honeymoon. Because Ameri-
can tourists are considered "above suspicion,"
MacMurray is drafted by the British secret
service to make contact with one of their
agents who possesses the plan for Germany's
magnetic mine. An elaborate series of sig-

the Morning," which she sings delightfully.
York where Heflin is rehearsing a new musi-
cal starring his girl friend, Marta Eggerth.
Although Heflin ignores her at first, he
finally takes notice of her and gives her a
bit part in his musical. Miss Eggerth be-
comes jealous and walks out and Heflin
gives Judy a chance at the leading role.

When he realizes she lacks the experienco,
he is forced to tell her and she takes it

bravely. On opening night, Miss Eggerth
scores another Broadway hit while Judy's
brief appearance is applauded by her family.
And later she is ready to become a Heflin
star.

Van Heflin gives an assured and likeable

portrayal of the exasperated young producer
and Fay Bainter and Richard Carlson, who
practically play straight as his mother and
closest business associate, are first-rate.

Marta Eggerth is a good type for the part

of the jealous, temperamental star and Con-
nie Gilchrist stands out as a scrubwoman
who befriends Judy.

LEYENDECKER

nals in Paris leads the couple to Salzburg
where a clue supplied by the bars of a Lizt

concerto brings about the murder of a Nazi
official and various other mysterious happen-
ings. When the Gestapo become suspicious

of the couple's puzzling movements, Mac-
Murray adopts a disguise in an attempt to

get them over the border to Italy. Miss
Crawford is captured and tortured in an at-

tempt to get her to divulge information but
she is finally rescued by MacMurray and
they escape to safety.

Miss Crawford and Frea MacMurray fill

the leading roles competently, but without
distinction. However, the lalter's disguise as

an elderly German is a clever piece of make-
up. The late Conrad Veidt gives a polished

portrayal of the secret agent while Basil

Rathbone and Cecil Cunningham are excel-

lent as Nazis who pretend friendship with
the American couple.

YORK

RKO-Radio ... 1 Not Designated

'SPITFIRE' SLOW-MOVING BRITISH BIOGRAPHICAL FILM
Rates • • as dualler generally

RKO Radio
90 minutes.

liesUe Howard, David Niven, Rosamund
John, Roland Culver, Anne Firth, T>«»rric!t

De Marney, David Home, J. H. Roberts,
Gordon McLeod. Erik Freund, Ton'e Edg^r
Bruce, Brefni O'Rourke, Herbert Cameron,
F. R. Wendhausen, George Skllllan, Rosalyn
Boulter, John Chandos.

Directed by Leslie Howard.

Although the title suggests action. "Sp-'t-

flre" is actually a slow-moving, biographical
lllm with a few impressive sequence"?. Pro-
duced and directed in England by Leslie

Howard, who also stars In the picture, this

opens with a present-day prologue and then
switches to 1922 when R. J. Mitchell first

had the idea for his streamlined airplane.

The story, which covers the 15 succeeding
years showing Mitchell's many disappoint-

ments and eventual success with his Spit-

fire plane, is told in leisurely fashien with
few exciting moments and only the mildest
sort of romantic interest. Serious-minded
patrons will undoubtedly be absorbed in

Mitchell's efforts to interest Britain in his
plane and in the scenes in pre-war Germany
which show how the Nazis were developing
their air force in defiance of the Versailles

treaty. Leslie Howard must be credited
with a completely-natural performance as
the idealistic aircraft designer and his death
scene is a masterpiece of quietly effective

acting. In addition, both he and David
Niven have a good marquee draw. Despite
its merit, average audiences are likely to

find much of the film dull. Best suited to

class houses, it will serve as a secondary
dualler in the average theatre.

A group of Spitfire pilots awaiting flying

orders are told the story of R. J. Mitchell,

designer of their plane, by their Wing Com-
mander (David Niven). In 1922, Mitchell

(Leslie Howard) is fascinated by the sea

gulls and foresees a stream-lined plane

based on the birds' flight. Niven, then an
ex-R. A. F. officer, becomes test pilot for

Mitchell and together they have several

failures, but eventually his monoplane wins
the Schneider Cup. On vacation with his

wife in (Germany, Mitchell meets Messer-
schmidt and also learns that the Glider

clubs are merely a cover for development
of an air force. Back in England, Mitchell

develops a fighting plane, but he has to fight

prejudice until an eccentric noblewoman
agrees to back his efforts. When overwork
makes him ill, Mitchell is told he must take

a rest or have only a year to live. How-
ever, he sacrifices himself and sees the Spit-

fire plane in mass production before he dies.

David Niven is well cast as a likeable

philanderer and his scenes supply a much-
needed lighter touch. Rosamund Johns is

completely colorless as Mitchell's devoted
wife. The others are capable enough, but

only Tonie Edgar Bruce, as an outspoken
noblewoman, is outstanding.

DENLEY
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20th CENTURY FOX . . .2 Not Designated

'CRASH DIVE' TECHNICOLORED SERVICE FILM HAS MASS APPEAL
Rates • • • generally on name value

30th Century-Fox
105 minutes.

Tyrone Power, Anne Baxter, Dana Andrews,
James Gleason, Dame May Whitty, Henr>-
Morgan, Minor Watson, John Archer, Frank
Conroy, Florence Lake, Charles Tannen,
Edward McWade, Ben Carter, Stanley An-
drews, Kathleen Howard, (Jeorge Holmes.
Directed by Archie Mayo.

20th Century-Fox comes through with an-
other Technicolored salute to the armed
forces in "Crash Dive" and its appeal to the
masses will make it another box office win-
ner. This time, the picture glorifies sub-
marine warfare, although it rarely deviates
from the tried-and-true story formula that
has made "Yank In the R. A. F." and other
service films successful. Blazing action for
the male fans is mixed with an almost equal
amount of romantic footage to please the
ladies and this makes for several slow spots
in the early part of the film. However, the
ter, young school teacher who, unknown to

high-powered thrills, realistic under-water

scenes and flaming explosions of the climatic
raid on a secret Nazi naval base will keep
patrons on the edge of their seats. Here
again. Technicolor is a tremendous asset to
the entire production especially when it

shows up the red lighting used in the sub-
marine and the fiery action of the battle

sequence. Although Director Archie Mayo
prolongs his love episodes unnecessarily, he
deserves credit for making the scenes of
submarine warfare instructive as well as ex-
citing. The title and patriotic angles are
highly exploitable and, being advertised as
Tyrone Power's last picture for the duration,
insures excellent grosses.

The story opens at the U. S. Navy's sub-
marine base at New London, Conn., where
many of the scenes were filmed. After res-

cuing torpedoed survivors, in his P. T. boat,
Tyrone Power is unwillingly transferred to
submarine service. On leave in Washington,
he has an amusing meeting with Anne Bax-
him, is engaged to his new superior officer,

Dana Andrews. Power pursues the girl until

she finds herself falling in love with him.
Power and Andrews become friends on their
first submarine cruise, but when the latter

'THEY CAME TO BLOW UP AMERICA' FIRST-RATE ACTION
Rates • • + generally; nnore If exploited

20th Century-Fox
73 minutes.
George Sanders, Anna Sten, Ward Bond.
Dennis Hoey, Sig Buman, Poldy Dur, Lud-
wig Stossel, Flsa Janssen, Ralph Byrd,
Robert Barrat, Bex Williams, Kurt Kat«h,
Charles McGraw, Sven Hugo Borg, Otto Rei-
chow, Andre Chariot, Etta McDaniel, Sam
Wren, Arno Frey, Dick Hogan, Wolfgang
ZUzer, Lisa Golm, Fre^ Numey.
Directed by Edward Ludwig.

The news headlines of a few months ago
have supplied the theme for a first-rate ac-
tion melodrama which will outgross many
a more expensive films in certain locations.
In addition to its attention-compelling and
exploitable title, "They Came to Blow Up
America" has the advantage of Edward Lud-
wig's expert direction and a strong portrayal
by George Sanders in the leading role. Ex-
cept for its implausible premise—which has
an FBI man taking the identity of a well-
known German-American Bund member and
impersonating him in the school for sabo-
teurs in Berlin—^the story is packed with ex-
citing moments and is believable enough to

In action spots

hold the attention throughout. The climatic
sequence, as a Nazi U-boat lands its rubber
rafts on the Long Island shore, is remarkably
suspenseful and effectively photographed. If
exploited for the action houses, it will draw
heavy grosses. Elsewhere it will prove to be
a topnotch dual bill attraction.
As an FBI operative inquires about the fate

of Steelman, leader of the Nazi saboteurs who
landed in the U. S. by U-boat, the story flashes
back to the time when Steelman (George
Sanders) returns to his parents' home in Mil-
waukee after 3 years in South America. His
German parents, now loyal Americans, are
horrified to learn that Sanders plans to at-
tend a Bund meeting but he disregards their
protests. After the meeting is broken up by
the police, Sanders is visited by his FBI
chief who orders him to assume the identity
of a dead Bund member (Fred Nurney) who
was to attend the saboteur school in Berlin.
As Nurney, Sanders attends classes in Ger-
many and, not being suspected by Nazi offi-

cials, gets information vital to the FBI.
When Nurney's wife (Anna Sten) arrives,
she threatens to expose Sanders as an im-
poster, but he manages to have her locked
up as being insane. Sanders is then chosen

learns about the Washington episode, he
refuses to listen to explanations. Ordered
to demolish a secret Nazi naval base, the
submarine arrives in mine-filled waters and
Power is sent ashore with a landing party
to blow up enemy installations. This accom-
plished, the party returns to the submarine
and Andrews, who is wounded, tells Power
he will relinquish his claim on Miss Baxter.
Both Tyrone Power and Dana Andrews

give vigorous portrayals and Anne Baxter,
who looks ravishing in color, has her best
screen opportunity to date and comes off

with honors. James Gleason makes the
most of the standardized part of a sub-
marine veteran who prefers death to retire-

ment and Ben Carter, as a colored mess boy,
supplies several amusing moments.
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to take the first group of saboteurs to

America, but as the U-boat launches its rub-
ber rafts off Long Island, word is radioed
that he is actually working for the FBI.
However his time bomb destroys the U-boat
and he then permits himself to be captured
with the actual saboteurs and turn State's

evidence at their trial. Only his parents
are permitted to learn the real story about
Sanders' FBI activities.

George Sanders is excellent and Ludwig
Stossel and Elsa Janssen (remembered as
Lou Gehrig's parents in "Yankees") con-
tribute intensely human portrayals. Poldy
Dur, as a pretty underground worker in

Berlin, supplies a minor romantic note and
Anna Sten, Ward Bond and Sig Human also

stand out.

DENLEY

'WHITE SAVAGE" GORGEOUSLY-COLORED HOKUM AIMED AT BOXOFFICE
Rates + ; more If exploited

Universal
75 minutes.

Jon Hall, Maria Montez, Sabu, Sidney Toler,
Turban Bey, Don Terry, Thomas Gomez,
Paul Guilfoyle, Constance Purdy.
Directed by Arthur Lubin.

Like a prettily-colored postcard of an old
familiar scene, "White Savage" is i-outine
hokum melodrama gorgeously dressed up to
appeal to patrons demanding escapist en-
tertainment. As in "Arabian Nights," the
Technicolor photography is a tremendous
asset and, in this case, it raises an ordinary
action programmer to the rating of a bill-

topper. This financial South Sea Island tale
is almost never believable, but its back-
ground and settings bring forth a series of
eye-fllling scenes. While the story has ex-

citing moments, including a murder and
an effectively-staged earthquake, Arthur
Lubin has directed the picture in a tongue-
in-cheek fashion which rarely permits the
spectator to take the action seriously. It'.s

amusing to watch, but holds no suspense.
Both Jon Hall and Maria Montez show to

best advantage in a color film and the lat-

ter's face and figure on posters should at-

tract a heavy male patronage. Critics may
scoff but this will do good business, espe-
cially if exploited.

In the story, Maria Montez rules over a
South Seas island and, across the channel
is a trading post operated by Thomas
Gomez, who covets the gold and jewels on
the island. Jon Hall, a shark hunter seek-
ing permission to fish in the channel, meets
Miss Montez and they are attracted to each
other. Meanwhile, Gomez, failing in his

attempts to buy the island, threatens Turhan

Bey, Montez's brother who is heavily in

debt to him. When Bey is found murdered,
suspicion points to Hall, but Sabu, a native
boy, and Sidney Toler, a money-lender,
manage to force a confession from the real

killer, who was paid by Gomez. As Hall
and Miss Montez return to the island, an
earthquake strikes which destroys Gomez
and the natives believe this is retribution

for the white man's attempts to steal the
sacred jewels.

Jon Hall, who gives his customary athletic

performance, and Maria Montez, as the hot-

headed princess, make a handsome roman-
tic duo. Sabu is a neat comedy foil as the
mischievous native boy who attempts to

straighten out matters. Sidney Toler has
an amusing role similar to his famous
Charlie Chan characterization.

LEYENDECKER
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'SOMETHING TO SHOUT ABOUT' ROUTINE MUSICAL HAS GOOD SPECIALTIES
Rates • • + on name value

Columbia
90 minutes.

Don Ameche, Janet Blair, Jack Oakie, Wil-

liam Gaxton, Cobina VV'right, Jr., Eddie
Laughton, Ve4a Ann Borg, Edward Gargan,
Hazel Scott, David Lichine, Lily Norwood,
Charles Judels, Jaye Martin, Mae Busch,
John Sheehan, Yascha Bunchuk, Shirley

Patterson, Teddy Wilson and his Band, the
Bricklayers.

Directed by Gregory Ratoff.

The cast names and specialty acts are

above-average — the routine plot and direc-

tion are below-par in "Something to Shout
About," a mildly-entertaining musical that
promises more than it delivers. No less

than four writers labored to turn out this

moss-covered tale about a girl song-writer
from a small town who, when the talentless

rich girl walks out on the musical show
she has been backing, steps into the singing

lead and, of course, becomes an overnight
success on Broadway. Although the laugh*
are thinly scattered through the action, the

specialties by Hazel Scott, red-hot swing
pianist, and the Bricklayers, highly-amusing
dog act, are applause-getters, while the

songs by Cole Porter are all tuneful num-
bers. Outstanding among these is "You'd
Be So Nice to Come Home To" which has
already swept the country, is a Hit Parade
regular and should be stressed in all adver-

tising for the film. The star names and
selling angles will put this over — especially

in the naborhood houses.

In the story, William Gaxton. once-famous
producer, is persuaded to sponeoi- a new
musical show with backing furnished by
Cobina Wright. Jr., a talentless divorcee

who yearns to become a Broadway stai.

Meanwhile, Gaxton's press agent (Don
Ameche) has discovered a small town song-

writer (Janet Blair) who also has the abil-

ity to put over her own tunes. Gaxton is

impressed with the girl's audition and he

schemes with Ameche to get Miss Wright

out of the way so the songwriter can play
the lead. However, Miss Wright turns up
in time to ruin the Philadelphia try-out and
then walks out of the show, taking her
scenery and costumes. When Gaxton goes
on a drinking spree and Miss Blair goes
back to Altoona, Pa., Ameche and his vaude-
villian pal Jack Oakie, round u-i various
out-of-work actors who turn it i;;to a big-

time vaudeville show. And Miss Blair Is

brought back from Altoona to sing her own
songs in the newest Broadway hit.

Don Ameche gives the stereotyped heroic
role assurance and a light comedy touch
including a laugh line about not under-
standing the telephone which brings his

retort: "What do you mean, I invented it!"

Jack Oakie romps about amusingly, but
William Gaxton is not at his best in the
ridiculous part of the harried producer.
Janet Blair sings well and acts capably
enough, while Cobina Wright, Jr. is proper-
ly cast as a beauty with no talent.

DENLEY

'SHANTYTOWN' HEART-WARMING LIHLE MUSICAL
Rates • • + as dualler In naborhood and rural houses

Republic
65 minutes.

Mary Lee, John Archer, Marjorie Lord,
Harry Davenport, Billy Gilbert, Ann Revere,
J. Frank Hamilton, Frank Jenks^ Cliff

Nazarro, Carl "Alfalfa" Switzer, Robert Ho-
mans, Noel Madison, Harrj- Hayden, Ken
Niles, Matty Malneck and His Orchestra.

Directed by Joseph Santley.

A heart-warming programmer with down-
to-earth comedy and several lively tunes,

"Shantytown" is made-to-order for family

audiences. The star, tomboyish Mary Lee.

is best known for her appearances in Autry
westerns two years ago. Her refrefhing

personality and ability to sing well and play

tricks with her voice will soon build her a

wider following. Billy Gilbert's familiar

clowning is a high spot, while Matty Malneck
and His Orchestra supplies the accompani-

ment for two of Miss Lee's songs, including

the Hit Parade favorite, "I've Heard That
Song Before." Of the new numbers, "On the

Corner of Sunshine and Main" has both
pleasing lyrics and a catchy melody. The
story runs the gamut from slapstick humor
to gangster melodrama with a few senti-

mental touches added for good measure.
This may not rate the top spot in metropoli-

tan deluxes, but it will garner good grosses

in the naborhoods and small towns.

Mary Lee, whose mother operates a board-
ing house which has seen better days, per-

suades a garage mechanic (John Archer)
to move in. She is disappointed when Arch-
er brings his wife, but the latter soon has
the youngster abandoning her tombovish
ways to learn to become a "lady." Archer
who has been running away from the police

because he had been innocently involved in

Noel Madison's crime ring, is happy in the

new home until his former associates find

him. Madison forces Archer to drive the

get-away car in a bank robbery, but, instead,

he signals police and several of the rubbers
are killed. Archer's wife is expecting a
baby, but with her husband a fugitive, she
becomes gravely ill. Miss Lee then rounds
up a troupe of musical bakers and success-

fully auditions for a radio amateur hour In

the midst of the broadcast, she pleads with

Archer to come home and, after he does

this and the baby is born, a confession from
one of the robbers clears him with the

police.

Billy Gilbert, with Cliff Nazarro and other

members of his musical family who run a
bakery, whips up a birthday cake in time to

music that will have audiences howling.

John Archer and Marjorie Lord are an ap-

pealing romantic couple and Harry Daven-
p)ort contributes an outstanding character

portrayal as a sympathetic doctor who re-

fuses to bill his patients. Director Joseph
Santley deftly switches from comedy to

drama without destroying interest in the

plot.

LEYENDECKER

'THE GREAT IMPERSONATION' HAS FAR-FETCHED PLOT
Rates • • — as dualler for action spots

Universal

71 minutes.

Ralph Bellamy, Kaaren Verne, Aubrey

Mather, Evelyn Ankers, Edward Norris,

Henry Daniel, Mary Forbes, Ludwig Sto»-

sel, Charles Coleman, Rex Evans, Rudolph

Anders, Robert O. Davis, Charles Irwin,

Marcelle Corday.

Directed by John Rawlins.

Despite some suspenseful moments, this

ufHto-date version of the famous E. Phillips

Oppenheim novel fails to overcome the

handicaps of its improbable and complicated

plot. The average patron will find it dif-

ficult to swallow the premise of "The Great

Impersonation" — whereby two men, one

British and the other German, look so much

alike that the latter is able to go to war-

time England and deceive home defense

ofiicials and even the wife of his double.

However, the topical angles, including a

supposed reason for the Hess flight to Bri-

tain, can be exploited and the cast has a

fair marquee draw. Wherever audiences

demand excitement rather t-han logic, this

will satisfy as a supporting dualler.

With the locale changed to Dakar, the

modernized story starts as a German enemy

agent (Ralph Bellamy) conceives a plan to

impersonate his exact double, a wastrel

Britisher who has fallen into his hands,

and go to England to obtain military in-

formation. As the returned Britisher, Bel-

lamy secures an important post with home
defense in London and also meets his wife

(Evelyn Ankers), who has fallen in love

with Edward Norris. The latter, who is

actually a Nazi spy, becomes resentful of

Bellamy's renewed interest in Miss Ankers
and tells her about the impersonation. When
she, in turn, tells the police, they question

Bellamy who reveals to them that, when
the (Jerman was killed in Africa, he went
through with the latter's plan in order to

ferret out enemy agents in London. With
a fake set of British plans, Bellamy then

goes to Berlin to deceive the Nazis and,

although captured, he makes a miraculous

escape to Britain to rejoin the wife who
is actually his.

Ralph Bellamy makes his dual portrayal

as convincing as the confusing plot permits,

while Ev-elyn Ankers, as his puzzled wife,

and Kaaren Verne, as another Nazi agent

who loved the German spy, both do good

work. Henry Daniel, Ludwig Stossel and

Rudolph Anders stand out in villainous

roles.

YORK
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THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi-Weekly Review of the Trade's Events

Allied to Discuss Decree, Fix Shortage

National Allied's board of directors meet-

ing in Detroit May 5-6 will be highlighted

with consideration of the Consent Decree

and pi-oposals for amendments and additions

to be submitted to the Department of Jus-

tice. M. A. Rosenberg, president, stated

that the first decision concerning the decree

would be whether to propose amendments

to the existing decree or to advocate that

the case be tried so that, if the (Government

is successful in its suit, the court can write

a decree similar to that prescribed by Judge

Davies in the Crescent anti-trust case. Al-

lied will also make a study of the release

print situation to determine whether the

fewer release prints now in circulation is

justified while picture releases are being

curtailed. This will be considered in view

of the allocations of raw stock to producers-

distributors by the War Production Board.

Rosenberg, commenting on the picture

shortage, said that the "artificial" shortage

of product created by the distributors tends

to make all deals "must deals" so far as

the exhibitors are concerned and destroys

whatever bargaining power they once had.

The Allied president charged that "some

companies are deliberately withholding pic-

tures that have been completed and ap-

parently were intended for release during

the current season." Not only does the

shortage enable the distributors to run up

film rentals, says Rosenberg, but plays right

into their hands as owners of the first-run

theatres. He claims that pictures are "vir-

tually bled white" before they are made
available to the subsequent runs. He at-

tacked the move-over policy as designed

and effective in increasing clearance over

the subsequents. He also condemned the

practice of distributors in demanding ap-

proximately the same prices for re-issues

as for current releases, since re-issues were

offered in place of, not in addition to, the

companies' new product, thereby "perpetu-

ating the sellers market." "For the Dis-

tributors," said Rosenberg, "to take advan-

tage of a picture shortage of their own
making to run up huge net profits on these

already liquidated pictures would be repre-

hensible beyond any oppression ever before

practiced in an industry not noted for

moderation. The distributors are solemnly

warned not to attempt any such gouge."

* • •

Goetz Resigns As Fox Studio Head
William Goetz' resignation from his post

with 20th Century-Fox as Vice-President in

charge of production to form his own pro-

M A Y 3 , 19 4 3

ducing company gave rise to heavy specula-

tion as to his future efforts, and ramifica-

tions within the company. A published

report that Goetz and David O. Selznick

have taken an option on the ownership of

United Artists was denied. Guesses as to

Darryl F. Zanuck's return to active duties

with the company were squelched. Goetz

himself stated, "There are no strings at-

tached to this. I was given the post on a

temporary basis, but had reached the point

where I wanted to have clarified what was
in store for the future. Because I was un-

able to get such clarification, I made my
decision to step out. Whatever reports have

been published linking me with UA, Selz-

nick and M-G-M are untrue. I have made
no plans for the future. Moreover, whatever

I may decide to do was not conditionary on

my decision to resign. The present and

future in specific terms are completely un-

related." When he resigned, Goetz cancelled

almost nine years of contract running into

aggregate millions. There was no breach

of contract since the 10-year pact Goetz

signed with 20th-Fox carried a clause per-

mitting him to leave the company in the

event he decided to enter the independent

producing field. Goetz' resignation was ac-

cepted by the Board of Directors to become
effective at the conclusion of his current

scheduled productions among which are

"Jane Eyre," "Guadalcanal Diary," "Clau-

dia," "Song of Bernadette," "Life Boat,"

"Pin-Up Girl," "Sweet Rosie O'Grady," "One
Destiny," "Happy Land" and "The Girls He
Left Behind." It is expected that these pro-

ductions will be concluded within six

months. Commenting on Groetz' resignation,

President Spyros Skouras stated, "The

resignation of William Goetz was accepted

by th« company with deep regret. Mr. Goetz

was one of the founders of the organization

that now stands as Twentieth Century-Fox.

As an executive and producer he has made
many important contributions. His charac-

ter as well as his organization will accom-
pany him and we all wish him great success

in his new venture."
• * *

Hollywood Jobs Frozen
The War Manpower Commission froze

employes of the production division of the

film industry at their jobs, prohibiting them
from transferring to other industries)

whether essential or non-essential, at higher

pay. The order, issued by the WMC to

carry out President Roosevelt's "Hold-the-

Line" order, has no effect on distribution

or exhibition, not declared essential activi-

ties. WMC head Paul V. McNutt admitted

that there were loopholes in the freezing*

order since there was nothing in the order

to prevent an employer in an essential

activity hiring a man who has left another

essential activity at the same salary and

then raising the salary after the man was!

hired. Actually, studio workers could shift

their jobs on the understanding that soon

after they entered the new job they could

receive more money. Reaction in Holly-

wood was that the order would not slow up

production and that it was primarily de-

signed for shipyards and other industries

that have had enormous labor turnovers.

• • •

Republic 43-44 Program
Republic's 1943-44 program will have 32

features, 8 Roy Rogers Premiere Produc-

tions, 24 Westerns and 4 serials, according

to an announcement by J. R. Grainger,

President, and M. J. Siegel, Studio head.

Boxoffice results on such productions as

"Flying Tigers," "Ice Capades Revue" and

"Hit Parade of 1943" as well as increased

exhibitor and audience interest in western

productions contributed during the past

season, to the largest gross ever enjoyed

by Republic during its seven years in the

industry, said Grainger. A total appropria-

tion of $16,000,000 for the 1943-44 program
was divided as follows: $9,750,000 for the

features; $2,800,000 for the Roy Rogers Pro-

ductions; $600,000 for the Star Series west-

erns; $600,000 for the Don "Red" Barry
Westerns; $800,000 for the Bill Elliott

Westerns and $1,450,000 for the four serials.

Republic intends to complete its 1942-4^?

program by July 1st, and two of the "Super

Deluxe" productions on the 1943-44 program.

"The Fighting Seabees" and "Convoy to

Malta" will be ready for release during the

month of August. It was announced that

advertising budgets covering fan and gen-

eral magazines and newspapers will reach

a new high during the coming season with

a national outdoor billboard campaign
planned on the Roy Rogers Premiere

Productions.

• • *

Capra Army Film Released
The much-heralded Frank Capra Army

film, "Prelude to War," will be made avail-

able on a voluntary basis to theatres at the

request of the War Department through the

industry's War Activities Committee. Ori-

ginally made for the Army and already

shown extensively in various Army camps,
"Prelude to War" will be released experi-

mentally and others in the series made by

ICon+inued on Page 23)
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'ONE DANGEROUS NIGHT' FAST-MOVING LONE WOLF PROGRAMMER
Rates for duals in action sp ots

Columbia
77 minutes.

Warren William, Marguerite Chapman^ Eric
Blore, Mona Barrie, Thurston Hall, Ann
Savage, Fred Kelsey, Tala Birell, Warren
Ashe, Margaret Hayes, Roger Clark, Ed
Laughton, Gerald Mohr, Leslie Brooks, Louis
Jean Heydt^ Frank Sully, Gregory Gaye.

Directed by Michael Gordon.

The latest Lone Wolf adventure, "One
Dangerous Night," is a fast-moving pro-
grammer which will keep mystery fans
guessing up until the final fade-out. In his
seventh appearance as Michael Lanyard, the
reformed Lone Wolf, Warren William, de-
votes himself to solving the murder of a
handsome blackmailer, while the suspects
include four fascinating ladies — a high

percentage for a mystery film. Despite this,

the picture dispenses with romantic interest
and concentrates on intrigue and suspense
with a few comedy touches contributod b\'

Eric Blore, as Lanyard's itchy-fingeied
valet. Director Michael Gordon makes tht*

story more believable than most of thes'?

murder yarns but the weak point is in per-
mitting the police to act like nit-wits. Be^t
suited to action spots; also a satisfactory
naborhood dualler.

The story opens as the Lone Wolf (Wai-
ren William) and his man. Jamison (Eric
Blore) give a lift to Marguerite Chapman
and drive her to the address she gives.

After leaving, William learns that Blore has
stolen her purse and, when they drive back
to the house, they find the body of Gerald
Mohr, well-known playboy. The police ar-

rive as William is examining the body, but
he manages to escape in oi-der to trace

Miss Chapman. From her he learns that
Mohr had been blackmailing her as well as
Mona Barrie, an actress, and Tala Birell,

wife of a physician. Warren Ashe, gossip
columnist, gives William the tip that Mohr
had been planning to leave with still an-
other woman (Margaret Hayes) but, as they
find her, she is mysteriously shot and
wounded. William then rounds up all the
suspects and, by a clever trick, traps the
murderer, who turns out to be Ashe, hus-
band of Mohr's latest flame. Miss Hayes.
Warren William gives his usual suave

portrayal and Eric Blore is of great assist-

ance as his valet. However, Thurston Hall
and Fred Kelsey over-burlesque the roles of

the dumb detectives. Marguerite Chapman
is the most attractive, Mona Barrie gives

the best performance of the several women
in the cast.

YORK

THE PAY-OFF' ABOVE-AVERAGE INDIE ACTION PROGRAMMER
.Rates • • as dualler for action houses an

Producers Releasing Corp.
72 minutes.

Lee Tracy, Tom Brown, EveljTi Brent, Jack
LaRue, Tina Thayer, Ian Keith, Robert
Middlemass, John Maxwell, Forrest Taylor,
John Sheehauj Harrj- Bradley, Alan Ed-
wards.

Directed by Arthur Dreifuss.

One of the best of the action program-
mers released by PRC, "The Pay-Off" will
make an entertaining entry for the average
dual bill. The above-average cast features
such well-knowns as Tom Brown, Evelyn
Brent and Jack LaRue in addition to giving
Lee Tracy another, chance at the type of
role that first brought him fame. Being a

d naborhoods
gangster yarn, involving gamblers, a public
prosecutor, an influential publisher and a
demon reporter, this has numerous compli-
cations and exciting moments. However,
Director Arthur Dreifuss has maintained
suspense throughout and even found time
for a few light comedy touches.
The story opens as Lee Tracy, demon

reporter, is called from a poker game to

help the police solve the murder of a city

special prosecutor. Tracy learns that the
murdered man was killed in quarrel over
pay-off money from a higher-up. The as-

sistant prosecutor, who has evidence and
marked money to trap the criminal, is kid-

napped while the gambler who had been
paid for the killing, is himself murdered.
With the money and evidence, Tracy goes
to a racketeers' night club where Evelyn

Brent, accomplice of the gamblers, tries to

get her hands on the pay-off. The climax
comes when Tracy's publisher reveals that

he is the man behind the crime. He plans

to kill Tracy, taut is trapped by his own
gangsters when the reporter reveals that

the publisher's own son is working to solve

the crime. For Brown's sake, Tracy keeps

the truth about his publisher-father from
the press.

Lee Tracy gives the fast-talking, heavy-
drinking reporter portrayal that has long

been his specialty. Evelyn Brent does an
excellent acting job as the gambler's ac-

complice who finally comes over to Tracy's

side. Jack LaRue and Ian Keith furnish

strong support, and Tom Brown is adequate
as the publisher's son.

YORK

'KEEP 'EM SLUGGING' ROUTINE DEAD END KIDS ROUGH-HOUSE
Rates as dualler for action spots

Universal
61 minutes.

Bobby Jordan, Huntz Hall, Gabriel Dell.

Norman Abbott, Evelyn Ankers, Don Porter,
Elys© Knox, Frank Albertson, Milbum
Stone, Mary Gordon, Shemp Howard,
Samuel S. Hinds, Joan Marsh, Wad? Bote-
ler, Dorothy Vaughan, Arthur Hoj-t, Minerva
Urecal.

Directed by Christy Cabanne.

With only three of the original Dead End
Kids on hand, their rough-house antics in

"Keep 'Em Slugging" lack some of the
punch of the group's earlier programmers.
The same formula has been employed in a
score of films and it is wearing thin. With

the two best-known — Billy Halop and Leo
Gorcey — absent, it is Bobby Jordan who
now takes command and makes a half-

hearted attempt to keep the more intract-

able Huntz Hall and Gabriel Dell in line.

The current story, laid against a depart-

ment store background, is a routine mix-
ture of melodrama and slapstick directed

and acted in a manner to appeal to the

younger fans. A fair dualler for the action

spots.

The story places the boys in a slightly

more favorable light as Bobby Jordan, who
lives with his mother and sister (Evelyn
Ankers), decides to aid the war effort by
getting a job. His two pals. Huntz Hall and
and Leo Gorcey, are unable to persuade
anyone to give them work but Miss Ankers
finally arranges a job for her brother in

the department store where she works.

Frank Albertson, a minor executive, tries

to involve Jordan in a hi-jacking plan but
when the latter rejects the proposition, he
is framed with some stolen jewelry. Jordan
rounds up his pals and descends on the hi-

jackers with a fire hose keeping them at

bay until the police arrive. Jordan is then
placed in Albertson's job and the other boys
are also rewarded with places on the de-

partment store staff.

Bobby Jordan, now suited to juvenile

roles, handles his acting chores, which in-

clude a romantic assignment, most capably,

but Huntz Hall and Gabriel Dell stick to

mugging to get the laughs. Milburn Stone,

as the chief hi-jacker, and Evelyn Ankers
and Don Porter are best of the supporting

cast.

DENLEY

'THE RANGERS TAKE OVER' GOOD START FOR NEW COWBOY SERIES
Rates • • in western houses

Producers Releasing Corp.
59 minutes.

Dave (Tex) O'Brien, Jim Newill, Guy Wil-
kerson. Iris Meredith, Forrest Taylor, Stan
JoUey, Charles King, Carl Matthews, Lyn-
ton Brent, Harry Harvey, Bud Osborne, Cal
Shrum and his "Rhythm Rangers."

Directed by Albert Herman.

An entertaining start for a new cowboy
series, although the players will need a few
more appearances to develop a following.

Dave O'Brien, who has played juvenile in

several outdoor films, and Jim Newill, best
known for his recordings and radio appear-
ances, make a likeable pair of Rangers and

they ably take care of the slim acting re-

quirements of a familiar western plot.

Newill sings a few of the film's cowboy
tunes, while Cal Shrum and his "Rhythm
Rangers" do some pleasing harmonizing for

the others. With sufficient riding and shoot-

ing action and a better-than-average varia-

tion of the old reliable father vs. son plot.

"The Rangers Take Over" will satisfy

wherever westerns are favored.

In the story, Dave O'Brien arrives to join

the Texas Rangers and, although the cap-

tain (Forrest Taylor) is his father whom
he hasn't seen for many years, he is treated

exactly like any other recruit. Offended
by his father's stern, unfriendly attitude.

O'Brien becomes too anxious to make good
on his first assignment and he brings about

a terrific fight in which a gang of cattle

rustlers, headed by Bud Osborne, escape

justice. Although the sergeant (Jim Newill)

intercedes for TJ'Brien, Taylor discharges

his son from the Ranger service. Trying

to find work, O'Brien becomes involved with

Osborne's outlaw gang. But when his

father is kidnapped by the cattle rustlers,

O'Brien tips off the Rangers and then helps

them fight the outlaws. They are almost

beaten when new help arrives and O'Brien

is then reinstated in the Rangers by his

proud father.

Iris Meredith is an attractive heroine who
rides, handles a gun and otherwise takes

an active part in the proceedings. Forrest

Taylor does well as the stern Ranger cap-

tain, but Guy Wilkerson's comedy relief is

feeble stuff.

TORK
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
Ten pictures in editing stage here, greatest number in months.

They are "What's Buzzin' Cousin,?" "Somewhere in Sahara,"

"Destroyer," "Attack By Night," "Two Senoritas from Chicago,"

"Appointment in Berlin," "Right Guy," "Crime Doctor," "Test

Pilot" and "All Star Comedy." "My Client Curly," which Rita

Hayworth refused to make and was thereby suspended, is being

dusted off as a co-starring vehicle with Hayworth and Cary Grant,

with Alexander Hall directing.

Max Gordon, producer of the stage hits, "The Doughgirls" and

"Junior Miss," has checked in on this lot. Last summer he pro-

duced "My Sister Eileen" for Columbia and expects to produce at

least one new film during the summer. Shirley Temple has been
mentioned for the picture version of "Junior Miss," although there

is a strong feeling in some quarters that the former child star no
longer is a draw and at present rate of salary too great a
speculation.

Columbia has suspended production on "Attack By Night"
pending Merle Oberon's return from New York where she is

convalescing from a recent illness. Most of the picture has been
completed except for a few additional scenes requiring Miss
Oberon. This is the picture which Dorothy Arzner, Hollywood's
only woman director, is making. . .Columbia is believed to have
the inside track on "Duffy's Tavern," first of the two pictures
which Leo Spitz and Jack Skirball will make with starting date
set for early July. Jack Moss will be producer and Skirball acting
as executive producer. The Fred Allen picture, which Skirball
will personally produce, is scheduled to roll in September, with
Allen holding back on his radio show until he completes the pic-

ture.
.
.Planned for early production is "It's a Free Country,"

about a war correspondent which will probably be played by
Brian Aherne.

Arthur Schwartz will make "Gone Are the Days" after com-
pleting "Cover Girl." It is planned as a big musical with Rita
Hayworth, Cary Grant, Janet Blair and Charles Coburn heading
the cast.

.
.After some indecision, this studio has decided to resume

serial production. First will be "The Bat Man" in 15 chapters.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Best news here is that Van Johnson is making rapid recovery

from his near-fatal auto injuries and will be able to complete his
role in "A Guy Named Joe" within the next few weeks. .Ann
Richards, leading woman for Brian Donlevy in King Vidor's
"America," has already been signed on a new term contract that
suggests stardom.

.
.Ginny Simms has been contracted here... This

studio has purchased "Yesterday's Children," an original by

Lamar Warrick. The principal role is an undisciplined 17-year-old

boy who finally joins the Air Corps.

Jimmy "Schnoz" Durante, rejected by Hollywood a year or

two ago, returns to MGM under a term contract. The New York

comedian will have a fat part in "Tale of Two Sisters," featuring

Kathryn Grayson. . .His radio click convinced the filmites that he

isn't a bad comic after all. . .Lucille Ball draws the top spot in the

film version of "Meet the People," which E. Y. Harburg will pro-

duce. Vaughn V:onroe and the Four King Sisters have also been

set for this musical, which gets going in early May.

Rags Ragland, currently in "Girl Crazy," draws a new con-

tract. . .Ginny Simms has also been signed to a term contract and

will be featured in a musical film as yet untitled. . .Alan Reed, the

Falstaff Openshaw of Fred Allen's radio show, will make his

screen debut in "Tale of Two Sisters," the Joseph Pasternack

production, playing the character he created on the air.

Following a sneak preview, Kay Kyser's "Right About Face"

goes back for added scenes. Not enough laughs. . .Another musi-

cal slated here is "Up and Down Broadway," with Eleanor Powell,

George Murphy. Shooting will start within one month .. .Hazel

Scott has a specialty spot in the Red Skelton-Lucille Ball comedy,

"I Dood it"... The all-femme cast in "Cry Havoc" will consist of

Merle Oberon, Ann Sothern, Fay Bainter, Joan Blondell, Marsha
Hunt, Donna Reed, Heather Angel.

MONOGRAM
Having completed negotiations for a cool Million in new

financing. Monogram is rolling up its sleeves for a burst of new
production. The credit will be in revolving form, with two West

Coast banks — Security First National and the California Bank
and one New York bank, Guaranty Trust Company, involved.

Currently in work is the second of the Trail Blazers series,

"The Law Rides Again," co-starring Hoot Gibson and Ken May-
nard. The first of the Frank Fay-Billy Gilbert series due to get

under way any day. "Revenge of the Zombies" gets under way
May 10 with Robert Lowery and Mantan Moreland in featured

roles with Steve Sekely directing. . .In addition to Bonnie Baker,

Henry King, the orchestra leader, has been signed for a featured

role. . .Monogram is also going to build up its own personalities.

First to benefit from this new policy will be Belita, the skating

star who scored in "Silver Skates."

PARAMOUNT
Cecil DeMille has postponed the starting of "The Story of

Dr. Wassell" until July 1st because of casting difficulties. THe
script has 40 speaking parts, 30 of that number being male roles

II /



which arc unusually hard to fill now due to the drain made by the

Army and defense industries. Gary Cooper is set for the title

role. . .Latter is again on top following "sneak" preview of "For

Whom the Bell Tolls" which drew raves but needs considerable

re-editing running better than two and a half hours in its present

form.

Because they score so well in "The Miracle of Morgan's

Creek," Betty Hutton and Diana Lynn are to be paired again in

"The Well-Groomed Bride," an original by Manny Seff and George

Beck. The picture has a collegiate background, one co-ed pre-

tending approaching motherhood to shield another who is ac-

tually that way.

The up-and-coming Pine-Thomas unit, now completing

"Minesweeper," will next make "Storm," from the George Stewart

best seller of that name with budgets upped and big names

planned.

PRODUCERS RELEASING
PRC has a total of 25 pictures in preparation, which repre-

sents a new high for this company. All productions on tho list

are slated to go before the cameras during April, May and June.

Just completed is "Talent School" and now in work "Billy the

Kid." Set to follow in close order are "Lone Rider and "Strange

Music."

Story list of forthcoming product includes "I'm From Arkan-

sas," hillbilly musical; "Texas Rangers," "Danger - Women at

Work, " "Man From Washington," "Madamoiselle From Armen-

tieres," "Oh Baby," "Forgotten Children," "Waterfront," "Convict

Battalion," "Murder With Music," "Last Page," "The Cossacks

Ride Again," "His Honor, the Mayor," "They Can't Get Away

With It," "Minstrel Man," "The Night Is Long," Latitude Zero,"

"Career Girl," "Jungle Fury," "Oh Say, Can Yeu Sing" and "Ex-

Racketeer."

Frank (Bring 'Em Back Alive) Back has been signed by

Jack Schwartz to star in "Tiger Fangs," which goes into produc-

tion June 10. Screen play is now being written by Arthur St.

Claire.

REPUBLIC
This studio continues to buy song titles as basis of screen

plays. "Three Little Sisters" will star Jane Withers; "Sleepy

Lagoon" is Judy Canova's next; "Brazil" is planned as a lavish

musical and "Thumb's Up," just completed, was based on a song.

"Rosie the Riveter" is the latest to be purchased as a probable

Canova vehicle.

George (Gabby) Hayes has been signed by this studio for his

fifth consecutive year. Next assignment is with Bill Elliott in

"Borderline Gunflghters". . .Walter Catlett will have a featured

NEW RELEASES
For details on these pictures see Release Charts in the PRODUCTION RECORD

COLUMBIA
Redhead from Manhattan May 6

The More the Merrier May 13

Boy from Stalingrad May 20
Law of the Northwest May 27

M-G-M
Journey for Margaret
Northwest Rangers
Whistling in Dixie
Dr. Gillespie's New Assistant
Andy Hardy's Double Life

Second

Keeper of the Flame Block
Reunion In France
Stand By for Action
Three Hearts for Julia
Tennessee Johnson

Assignment in Brittany
Cabin in the Sky
Slightly Dangerous
A Stranger in Town
Air Raid Wardens

Third
Block

MONOGRAM
Ghost Rider May 2

Wild Horse Stampede May 16

I Escaped from the Gestapo May 23

Cowboy Commandos May 30

PRODUCERS RELEASING
Death Rides the Plains April 30

West of Texas May 1

Western Cyclone May 14

Girls in Chains May 17

The Black Raven May 31

PARAMOUNT
The Forest Rangers 1
The Road to Morocco
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch
Henry Aldrich, Editor
Street of Chance ^

The Avengers
Wrecking Crew

|

My Heart Belongs to Daddy I
^rd

Palm Beach Story T block

Lucky Jordan
- J

2nd
block

Happy Go Lucky
Henry Aldrich Gets Glamour .

Lady Bodyguard

Night Plane From Chungking

RKO
I Walked With a Zombie
The Falcon Strikes Back
Bombardier
Squadron Leader X
Mr. Lucky
Gildersleeve's Bad Day .

.

4th
Block

.April 30

.May 7

, . May 14

. . May 21

.May 28

.June 4

REPUBLIC
Chatterbox
Calling Wild Bill Elliott .

Swing Your Partner
Days of Old Cheyenne . . .

.

Riders of the Rio Grande

20th CENTURY-FOX

.April 27

.April 30

..May 12

. .May 15

. . May 19

Tonight We Raid Calais

They Came to Blow Up America
Crash Dive

.April 30

.May 7

. .May 14

UNITED ARTISTS

Somewhere in France
Buckskim Frontier . . .

.

Prairie Chickens
Leather Burners

.May 7

-May 14

.May 21

.May 28

UNIVERSAL

Sherlock Holmes in Washington
Next of Kin
Good Morning Judge
Follow the Band
Cowboy in Manhattan
We've Never Been Licked
Captive Wild Woman

.April 30

..May 7

..May 7

..May 14

. .May 21

.May 28

.June 4

WARNER BROS
Edge of Darkness .April 24
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role in "The West Side Kid," a George Sherman production...

Republic has assigned three writers to "Berlin Papers Please

Copy" in a rush to get picture before the cameras. Based on an

original magazine article by Peter Paige, it will be produced by

Albert J. Cohen... "A Scream in the Night," new title for "The

Morgue Is Always Open," based on the Jerome Odium book.

RKO-RADIO
A talent pooling deal, not involving any important personali-

ties, but having various angles, has been entered into between

RKO and David O. Selznick. Robert Anderson, who has been

signed under contract by RKO and is to work part of the time as

a Selznick player. Other players involved in the agreement in-

clude Kim Hunter, young brunette discovery from the Pasadena

Community Playhouse; Gregory Peck and Gordon Oliver, both

from the New York stage. They will shuttle between the two

studios and the move is regarded as setting a new wartime pre-

cedent in handling of talent.

Edward Golden has returned to New York after discussions

with studio heads here. Golden had planned to follow up the

sensational "Hitler's Children" with "The Master Race," but has

decided instead on a lighter theme. A shrewd and promising pro-

duction figure. Golden bears watching by the trade.

Report that this studio planned to star Kate Smith in a film

biography of the late Marie Dressier is without foundation. Miss

Smith plans no further screen work beyond her current stint in

Warner's "This Is the Army"...RKO has decided to stick to the

title "Show Business" for Eddie Cantor's picture. Cantor, who
will produce and star in the musical, is also writing the story..

Luise Rainer has been signed to co-star with Jean Gabin in "A
Thief in the House."

20th CENTURY-FOX
With the resignation of William Goetz as vice-president in

charge of production, Darryl Zanuck will be put on the Army's
inactive list and resume his place as head of the studio. Zanuck
is in Hollywood editing Aleutian Island shots for the Army and
will shortly return to Washington. Numerous explanations for

the Goetz move have been advanced, all of the guess variety. The
most probable is that, in leaving 20th, Goetz will join forces with
David Selznick. It is understood that Selznick and Goetz have
optioned the ownership of United Artists from Mary Pickford,
Charles Chaplin and Alexander Korda and that UA will be re-

organized on the production and distribution of the Selznick-Goetz
program of pictures. Goetz will remain at the studio for at least
several more months to enable him to complete production on
what films he has in work and preparation. These are "Jane
Eyre," "Gaudalacanal Diary," "Claudia," "Song of Bernadette,"
"Life Boat," "Pin-Up Girl," "Sweet Rosie O'Orady," "One Destiny,"
"Happy Land" and "The Girls He Left Behind." Mr. Goetz'
resignation came as a complete surprise to 20th-Fox executives
and to the entire studio personnel. His written request for release
had been in the hands of Spyros Skouras for several days, while
Skouras and Joseph Schenck tried to dissuade him from the move.
When it became apparent that Goetz was determined on heading
his own producing company, the announcement of his resignation
was made. It is understood, too, that M-G-M chief Louis B.
Mayer, Goetz' father-in-law, sought to intercede with the Fox
officials to obtain the sort of deal he was asking as the condition
for his remaining with the studio.

Winfield Sheehan has checked in on this lot and is going
ahead with plans for his production of the Captain Eddie Ricken-
backer biography. Despite voiced opposition from Labor circles,
feeling is that the studio must continue with the production be-
cause to back out at this time would set a precedent for indirect
censorship of the screen by unions. . .This studio has purchased
"Kiki," the Belasco stage hit of many years ago, from Mary
Pickford. It will be produced as a musical.

UNITED ARTISTS

It seems practically certain that UA will release the screen

version of "Star and Garter," production on which is slated to

start late this summer. Mike Todd, owner of the property, con-

cluded an unusual deal, having leased the screen right to Jule.s

Stein for a term of three years after which they revert back to

him. April 20, 1944 has been set as the release date, with Todd

also to receive 25 percent of the profits from the film. Gypsy

Rose Lee, star of the show, will get five percent of the profits, in

addition to $75,000 for her appearance. Gypsy's sister, June Havoc,

has already checked in on the UA lot to play the part of a strip-

per in "Hi Diddle .Diddle," from which Lupe Velez and Constance

Bennett recently withdrew. Miss Havoc has already appeared in

several pictures without any great success.

UNIVERSAL
Joe May has been signed to direct "The Strange Death of

Adolf Hitler," based on the anonymously-authored book of the

same name. Ben Pivar is associate producer with the picture set

to get under way about a)bout mid-May .. .Frank Borzage moves

over to this lot to direct the next Deanna Durbin picture, "His

Butler's Sister." Pat O'Brien will have one of the top roles in the

story which is timed in the pre-war era. Deanna will have more

opportunity to sing in this than she did in "The Amazing Mrs.

Holliday," which was a disappointment all around. Borzage re-

cently completed direction of "Stage Door Canteen" for Sol Lesser.

More escapist than usual is the promise of "Her Primitive

Man," which concerns a lady anthropologist. The plot tells how

the lady brings back a "gent" to this country whom she takes to

be a savage, but he turns out to be tamer than she thought. The

film will probably feature Louise Allbritton, who is getting a build-

up at this studio...Lou Costello continues to improve, although

the rheumatic fever attack which he suffered will keep him in

bed for several months, at least. His loss is a terrific blow lo

this outfit... Gene Lewis has been given a producer-director-writer

deal. Lewis, originally hired as a writer only, just completed

work Qn screenplay for "Cobra Woman," starring Maria Montez.

WARNER BROS.
Finding little to show after nine weeks production on "This Is

the Army," studio heads have given the gun to the Army picture

and there are now five separate units working. Rumor has it that

Irving Berlin has been feuding with the studio because he feels

that too many professional people are being injected into the

proceedings and that the unstudied flavor of the stage play may
thereby be lost. Whereas the stage play was peopled entirely

by men from the ranks, film already has a large list of stage

and screen names including Joan Leslie, George Murphy, Charles

Butterworth, Rosemary De Camp, Alan Hale, Una Merkel, Ronald

Reagan, George Tobias and Kate Smith. At present speed, the

picture will have about four more weeks to go before completion.

An additional two weeks may be required for polishing as the

Army officials involved want the picture to be absolutely right

before it reaches the screen.

Preview of "Mission to Moscow" has been held up due to

necessity of re-shooting some of the scenes. This is a result of

objections voiced by Ambassador Davies following a special

screening in New York. Main bone of contention was the manner
in which religious angles were handled in the filming. Davies

gave specific instructions on how the objections could be overcome.

He will again screen the picture before giving it his okay.

Ann Sheridan on the lot after six months absence for top

feminine spot in "The Animal Kingdom". . .The new Bogart
vehicle, "The Pentacle," will go before the cameras this week.
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PRODUCTION
& RELEASERECORD
In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc..

appeared. "Rel" is the national release date. "No." is the release number. There may be variations in

the Running Time in states where there is censorship. All new productions are on 1942-43 programs unless

otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title and running time denotes Technicolor production.

Two Stnoritas from Chicago (— ) J. Falkenburf • J. Davis... 3-8.

Underground Agent (68) B. Bennett • L. Brooks. .8-10. . .12-3. . .4039

COtUMBi A
1942-43 Features (48)

Westerns (16)

Serials ( 4)

Completed (37)

Completed (16)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (3)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

WITHOUT NOTICE
Comedy
Cast: Charles Coburn, Marg. Chapman, Bill Carter, Isobel Elsom.
Director: Richard Wallace
story: An opinionated English writer trie.s to change American conventions

and thereljv encounters adventure. Romantic interest i.s between
his daughter and a young American reporter.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

litl.—Running limr Cdji Oetalh Ril. Nii

Attack by Night (— ) M. Oberon - B. Aherne. . . . 1-11
Right Guy (— ) C. Trevor - E. Buchanan 3-8

J. Davis

K. Harris...

• A. Lake..

- S. Patterson

.

M. Lindsay.

.

1942-43
After Midnight with Boston Blackle C. Morris - A. Savage...
Appointment in Berlin (— ) G. Sanders • M. Chaoman
buug.e Man Will Gel You. The (66) B. Karlolf - P. Lorre. . . .

Boston Blaekie Goes Hollywood (68) 0. Morris - C. Worth .. .

Boys from Stalingrad S. Becket - B. Samariich..
City Without Men (76) L. Darnell - D. Dudley...
Commandos Strike at Dawn (98) P. Muni - A. Lee
Counter E'^nionaoe (72) w. William - H. Brooke. .

Crime Doctor (— ) W. Baxter - M. Lindsay..
Details under title: Tho Lono Wtif In Settland Yard

Oaring Young Man. The (70) j. e. Brown - M. Chapman
Deadlinp Guns p Hayden - S. Patterson..
Desperadoes, The (T) (85) r. scott - G. Ford

F. fi. Robinson - G. Ford..
Fighting Buckaroo (58) c. Starrett - K. Harris..
Frontier Fury C. Starrett .

Hail 10 the Rangers C. Starrett
Ifs a Great Life

P.' singleton
Details under title: Blondie Buys a Horse

Junior Army (69) F. Bartholomew - B. Halop
Last Horseman, The R. Hayden - B. Wills

Details under title: Suicide Range

Laugh Your Blues Away (69) B. Gordon -

Details under title: How Do You Do?
taw It the Northwest C. Starrett

Let's Have Fun B. Gordon
Details under title; Shall I Tell Em?

Lone Prairie (58) R. Hayden
Details under title: Law of the Badlands

LMl Horiion of Shangri-La R. Caiman - J. Wyatt
Lucky Legs (64) J. Falkenburg

Man's World (60) M. Chapman
Murder In Times Square E. Lowe - M
Night to Remember, A (82) L. Young - B. Aherne

details under title: The Frightened Stiff

No Place fsr a Lady W. Gargan

Oftiiils under title: Thirteen Steps to Heaven

One Dangerous Night (77) W. William

Pardon My Gun (57) C. Starrett

Power of the Press (63) L. Tracy -

Redhead from Manhattan L. Velez -

Reveille with Beverly (78) F. Slack -

Riders of the Northwest Mounted R. Hayden
Riding Through Nevada (61) C. Starrett

Detalli under title: Shotfin Guard
Riding West C. Starrett

Robin Hood ol I'le Fange C. Starrett

Saddles and Sagebrush R. Hayden
Details under title: Outlaw Busters

Sahara (— ) H. Bogart

Secret Cod». The (Serial) P.

She Has What It Takes J.

Details under title: Broadway Daddies
Enemy Agent Meets Ellery Uueen 163) W
Flight Lieutenants (80) P.

Detalli under title: He's My Old Man
Silver City Raiders R. Hayden - A. Carroll.

Smith of Minnesota (66) B. Smith - A. Judge..

Something to Shout About (91) D. Ameche - J. Oakie.

'^pirit of Stanford, The (73) F. Albert - M. Chapman
Stand By All Networks (64) J. Beal • F. Rice

The Mere the Merrier J. Arthur - J. McCrea.

Details under title: Merry-Go-Riund
Tornada la the Saddle. A R. Hayden • B. Wills...

OtUlli under title: The Trail'i End

12-14.

.3-8 .

.7-13.

.6-29.

12-28.

.

.8-24.

.7-20.

.4-20.

. .4-5.

.

.3-18. . .4031

10-22.
11-5.

.5-20.

.1-14.

. .1-7.

. .9-3.

.4026

.4030

.4013

.4004

.4027

7-13.
.11-2.

. 8-10.
11-16.

. .7-27.

12-28.
.9-21.

. .2-8.

. . 10-8

.

. .3-25.

. . .2-1.

.4021

.4005

.4203

. 8-24

.

.6-29.

11-26.

M. Lindsay 8-10. .11-12.

.8-10.

.

.8-10.

.

.5-27.

.3-4.

B. Wills 7-13. .10-15. .

.4038

.4033

.4040

.4209

K. Harris.

W. Wright

Chapman .

.

Riltiat. .

. . .6-1.

.5-4.

11-2.

8-24.

.10-1.

.9-17.

. .4-2.

12-10.

.4032

.4044

.4034

.4009

M. Lindsay . . . 9-21 . . . 2-11 . . . 4036

- M. Chapman.
- A. Carroll. . .

G. Kibbee

D. Leavitt

B. Crosby

- B. Wills

• E. Cobb

S. Patterson.

- K. Harris. . .

A. Savage . .

L. Bridges. . .

Kelly - A. Nagel

Falkenberg - T. Neal.

. Gargan - M. Lindsay.

O'Brien - G. Ford

.9-21.

.6-1.
.10-5.
.2-18.

.10-19.

. .8-24.

. .5-18.

12-14.

.

10 5. .

.10-19.

. .2-8. .

. .7-13.

.12-28.

. 1-21

.

.12-1.

.1-28.

.5-13.

. .2-4.

.2-15.

.10-1.

.4028

.4202

.4038

.4014

.4211

.4201

.4-22. . .4212

.3-23.

. 9-4

.4-16.

..7-30.
, . .7-9.

.4120

.4029

.3031

.3012

.9-7 .

6-29. .10-15.

.

.4035
8-10. . .2-25.

.

.4006
.6-15. . .9-10.

.

. 4022
6-1. .10-29. . .4042

.9-21. . . .5-6.

.

11-30. .12-15. . .4210

Valley of Vanishing Men (Serial) W. Elliott

What's Buzzin' Cousin? (— ) A. Miller -

Wyaming Hurricane R. Hayden

You Were Never Lovelier (96) F. Astaire

Details indir title: The Gay Seiorita

C. Morales. . .11-16. .

J. Hubbard

S. Patterson.

R. Hayworth

4-5
11-2

.S-15 .11-19. .4002

1942-43 Features Completed (47) In Production (7)

A. Richards

.

J. Garland

I. Dunne. . .

- J. Craig

W. Pidgeon.

- B. Barnes. .

S. Peters ....

D. Reed.

.

R. Young

Harding . .

. Murphy. .

.4-19. .

.

1-25. . .

. 3-8. .

.

4-19. . .

. .3-8 . . .

. .3-8. . ,

.3-22.

.

Details

.3-23. .

.4-20. .

,

. .6-1.

.

.4-20. .

Rel.

' K. Grayson . . .

- P. Daiiey. .

L. Turner. . . .

Z. Pitts

- E. Arnold . .

.

i. Hunter. . .

- W. Pidgeon.

- L. Stone. . . .

J. Wayne

Laughton . .

M. Douglas.

. Hussey . . . .

.6-1. . .

. .4-6

.9-20

.1-26.

.

.5-4.

.

.6-1.

. .4-6.

.

. .6-1.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

America B. Donlevy

Girl Crazy M. Rooney

Guy Named Joe, A (— ) S. Tracy -

Lost Angel M. O'Brien

Madame Curie (— ) G. Garson

Man from Down Under, The (— ) C. Laughton

Russia R. Taylor -

1942-43
BLOCK NO. ONE

Title— Running Time Cast

Apache Trail (66) W. Lundigan -

Cairo (101) J. MacDonald -

Eyes in the Night (79) E. Arnold - A.

For Me and My Gal (103) J. Garland - G
Details under title: Me and My 6al

Omaha Trail (102) J. Cralf - D. Jagger
Details under title: 0< Train

Panama Hattle (79) V. Heflln

Seven Sweethearts (97) A. Sothern
Details under title: Tulip Time

Samewhere I'll Find Yau (1081 C. Gable -

fish (84) M. Main -

War Against Mrs. Hadley, The (85) F. Bainter
rank at Eton. A (88) M. Rooney
White Cargo (90) H. Lamarr

BLOCK NO. TWO
Andy Hardy's Double Life (92) M. Rooney

Details under title: Andy Hardy's Last Fling
Or. Gillespie's New Assistant (87) L. Barrymore - V. Johnson
Journey for Margaret (81) R. Young - I. Day
Keeper of the Flame (100) K. Hepburn - S. Tracy...
Northwest Rangers (63) j. Craig - W. Lundigan..

Details under title: Gambler's Choice

Reunion in France (102) J. Crawford
Details under title: Reunion

Stand by tor Action (109) R. Taylor -

Details under title: Cargo of Innocents

Three Hearts for Julia (70) A. Sothern

Tennessee Johnson (103) V. Heflin -

Details under title: The Man on America's Conscience
Whistling In Dixie (74) R. Skelton

BLOCK NO. THREE
Air Raid Wardens (67) Laurel &
Assignment in Brittany (96) R. Whorf

Cabin in the Sky (98) E. Waters

Slightly Dangerous (94) L. Turner

Details under title: Nothing Ventured

Stranger In Town, A (67) F. Morgan

NOT DESIGNATED
Above Suspicion J. Crawford-F. MacMurray.
Bataan R. Taylor - L. Nolan ...

Best Foot Forward L. Ball - H. James

Dr. Gillespie's Criminal Case L. Barrymore - D. Reld .

DuBarry Was a Lady (T) R. Skelton - L. Ball . . .

Faculty Row M. Astor - H. Marshall.

Details under title: The Half Pint Kid

Harrigan's Kid (80) "I. Readick

Hitler's Hangman (— ) J. Carradine

I Dood It R. Skelton -

Details under title: Mr. Justice Goes Hunting

Lassie Come Home (T) R. McDowell - E. Gwenn
Pilot No. 5 (70) » F. Tone - M. Hunt

Details under titip; Skvway to Glory

Presenting Lily Mars (104) I fiarland - R. Carlson..

Private Miss Jones (T) K. Grayson

.6-15

. 8-24

.6-29

.7-20

.7-13

Nn

.304

.306

.309

.312

.311

.308
. .303

. .301

. .302
.306

. .305

. .310

..318

. .317

. .314

. .320

..319

.7-13.

. 6-29

.

.315

.316

.9-21.

. 6-29

.

.322

.321

A. Rutherford. .6-29 313

Hardy
- S. Peters .

.

L. Home.
- R. Young.

.

.12-14. .

. .9-21.

. .9-21.

- R. Carlson. . .11-16.

11-30.
12-14.
. .2-8.

12-14.

. .9-7.

1-25

.

- W. Gargan.

- P. Morison

.

E. Powell. . .

.11-2.

- G. Kelly. .

Right About Face K. Kyser - M. Maxwell.

Sabotage Soent R Dnnaf - V. Hodson...

Salute tg the Marines (T) W. Beery - F. Bainter.

Swing Shift Maisie A. Sothern J. Craig. .

Youngest Profession, The (82) v. Weidler - E. Arnold.

SPECIALS
Human Comedy, The (118) M. Rooney - D. Reed.

Random Harvest R Colman - G. Garson.

11-30.

. .9-7.

.7-20.

,
8-10.

11-30.

. .2-8.

10-19.

.10-5.

.1-11.

. 11-2.

. . .8-7.

. .5-18.

FILM BULLETIN



1842-43 Features
Westerns

(33)

(16)

Completed (20)

Completed (13)

In Production (1)

In Production (1)

Rel.

. .3-19. .

.10-311

. .4-23. .

. .5-30. ,

. .1-22. ,

.12-18.

,

.
.10-'^.

. . .5-2.

MELODY PARADE
Musical
Cast: Mary Beth Hughes, Eddie Quillen, Tim & Irene, Anson

Weeks and Orchestra, Armita, Ted Fio Rito and Orchestra.
Director: Arthur Dreifuss.
Sliir.v: All pntei-inising bus boy sa\'es a night club from failure by promotin.s;

an "heiress" with theatrical ambitions. W'lien. he finds tliat the g:irl

is actually broke he succeeds in putting- her over and making the
place a success by clever manipulating.

THE LAW RIDES AGAIN
Western—Sliooting started April 26

Cast: Ken Maynard and Hoot Gibson.
Director: Alan James.
.^|itr\': Ken mihI Hoot a.gain pla.\' themsels'es to sa\'e a rancher and hi.'^

i)icit\- daughtei- from the clutches of a gan.s; of cattle rustlers.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

Title— Running Time Cast

Ape Man, Tlie (64) B. Lugosi - W. Ford...,
buwery at Midniglit B. Lugosi - W. IVIcKay.

Clancy Street Boys L. Gorcey - B. Jordan..

Cowboy Commandos R. Corrigan - D. Moore.

Crime Smasher, The F. Graham - R. Cromwell

Details under title: Adventure of Cosmo Jones

Dawn on the Great Divide (63) u. lones - R. Bell

Foreign Agent (64) J. Shelton - G. Storm...
Ghost Rider J. M. Brown - R. Hatton

Ghosts in the Night East Side Kids

Haunted Ranch (64) j. King - D. Sharpe. ..

Details under title: Saddle Cyclone

I Escape from the Gestapo D. Jaoger • M. Brian..

Details under title: No Escape

Isle 01 Missing Men (67) J. Howard - G. Roland..

Details under title: Isle of Fury

Kid Dynamite (67) Gorccy - B. Jordan..,

Details under title: Little Mobsters

Land of Hunted Men R. Corrigan - D. Moore..

Living Ghost, The L uocv - B. Jordan..

Lure of the Islands (61) M. H.irt • R. Lowery

'Neath Brooklyn Bridge (64) L Co ccy - B. Jordan . .

One Thrilling Night (69) ' B«»l McKay

Details under title: Army Bride

Prison Mutiny (64) E. Norris - J. Woodbury . .

Details under title: You Can't Beat the Law

Rhythm Parade «• Lowery G. Storm...

Details under title: Bye, Bye, Baby

Robber's Roost R. Corrigan - D. Moore.

Silent Witness B. Page - M. Wrixon...

Sarong Girl A. Corio - D. O'Flynn.

Silver Skates (75) K. Baker - Belita

Spy Train (— ) R. Travis - G. Brenf . . .

Details under title: Time Bomb
Stranger from Pecos (— ) J- M- Brown - R. Hatton ... 4-5

.
.

Texas to Balaan J. King • M. Terhune 8-10.

frail Riders J. King - D. Sharpe 10-5.

Details under title: Dead Men Don't Ride

Twn-Fisted Justice J. King - 0. Sharpe 9-21.

Details under title: Dead Kan's Trail

Western Mail (55) T Kfen^ - J Trrnt
. ..12-29.

Wpj' nf the law R. Jones - T. McCoy 8-24.

Wild Horse Stampede H. Gibson - K. Maynard. .. .3-8.

Wings Over the Pacific I. Cooper - E. Norris 3-22.

Details

12-28.

. .8-24.

. .2-8.

. .3-22.

.11-30.

. .10-5.

.
.7-20.

.
.2-22.

.2-22.

.11-2.

. .1-11.

. .6-15.

.10-5.

. .9-7.

.5-18.

.9-7.

.4-20.

.2-19.

.

.5-23. ,

. .9-11.

. .2-5.

.

. .3-26. .

.

.11-27. . ,

. . .7-2.

.

.11-20. .

,

. .8-28. .

,

12-14.

. .9-21.

12-28.
.11-2.

.3-8.

.10-19.

. . .4-5.

.2-12.

.12-11.

.3-12.

.1-15.

.5-28.

. .2-5.

,6-18.

,1016
.12-4.

.

. .1-8.

.

.2-13.

.

.10-?.

.5-16.

.

.6-11.

l>ARAMOUNT
1942-43 Features Completed (41) In Production (2)

Westerns Completed ( 0) In Production (0)

THE UNINVITED
Ghost Drama—Started April 19

Cast: Bay Milland, Ruth Hussey, Donald Crisp, Cornelia Otis Skin-
ner,

Director: Lewis Allen,
Siory: A yoiina: married couple rent a house which appears to he liaunted.

They determine to track down the apparitions which appear and
in so doing trace the histories of the various families who have
occupied the house through the years.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast Detalh Hel. No

Henry Aldrich Haunts a House J. Lydon - J. Mortimer 4-5

1942-43 —

—

BLOCK NO. OKE
Glass Key, The (85) B. Donlevy - V. Lake 3-9. .10-23. . .4203
Major and the Minor, The (100) G. Rogers - R. IMilland 3-23 .. 10-16 ... 4202
Priorities on Parade (79) A. Miller - B. J. Rhodes 4-6 ... 10-2 ... 4201
Wake Island (78) B, Donlevy - R. Preston 4-6. . .9-25. . .4205
Wildcat (73) R. Arlen - A. Judge 1-26. .10-30. . .4204

BLOCK NO. TWO
Forest Rangers, The (T) (87) F. MacMurray - P. Goddard . . 1-26 ... 11-6 .. .4206
Henry Aldrich, Editor (72) J. Lydon - C. Smith 12-4. . .4209
Kiad ta Morocco, The (89) B, Crosby - B. Hope 3-23 .. 11-20 ... 4207

Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch (80) . . F.

Slrml ol Chance (72) B.

Details under title: Black Curtain, The

BLOCK NO. THREE
Avengers. Ihi- (88i R.

Wrecking Crew (73) R.

My H.arl Belongs to Daddy (75) R.

Palm Beach Story, The (88) C.

Lucky Jordan (84) A.

Details under title: Prelude to Glory

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Happy-Go-Lucky (T) (78) M.

Henry Aldrich Gets Glamour (72) J.

Lady Bodyguard (70) E.

Night Plane from Chungking (69) R.

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Five Graves to Cairo F.

China (78) L.

Aerial Gunner (79) R.

High Explosive (62) C.

Details under title: You Can't Live Foiever

Salute for Three (75) B.

SPECIALS
Star Spangled Rhythm (99) All

NOT DESIGNATED
Dixie (T) B.

fur Whom the Bell Tolls (T) G.

Good Fellows, The H.

Great Without Glory J.

Details under title: Triumph Over Pain

Henry Aldrich Does His Bit J.

Henry Aldrich Plays Cupid J.

Henry Aldrich Swings It J.

Hostages L.

Lady in the Dark (T) G.

Let's Face It B.

Miracle of Morgan's Creek B.

No Time for Love C.

Rid rg High D.

So Proudly We Hall C.

Tornado C,

True to Life (T) M.

Bainter - H. Herbert 2-9.

Meredith - C. Trevor. . . .1-26.

11-27.
12-18.

Richardson - D. Kerr ... For. ... 1-29 ,

Arlen - C. Morris 4-20. . .1-15.

Carlson - M. O'Driscoll ... 2-9 ... 2-12

.

Colbert - J. IVlcCrea 1-1.

Ladd - M. McDonald 7-20. . .2-26.

Martin - D. Powell 5-4. . .3-26.

Lydon - C. Smith 7-20 4-9.

Albert - A. Shirley 5-18 3-2.

Preston - E. Drew 8-24. . . .5-7.

.4208

.4210

.4213

.4212

.4214

.4211

.4215

Tone - A. Tamiroff 1-25
. .

Young A. Ladd 11-16..
Arlen - C. Morris 11-2.

Morris - J. Parker 8-24. .

Rhoades - D. Drake. . . .11-16

Star 6-29. . .2-12. . .4231

Crosby - D. Lamour ... 11-16

.

Cooiier - I. Bergman .... 7-13

.

Walker - J. Brown. . . .1-25.

McCrea - B. Field 4-20.

Lydon -

Lydon -

Lydon -

Rainer -

Rogers •

Hope •

Donlevy

Colbert -

Lamour
Colbert

Morris

Martin

D.

C.

C.

A.

R.

B.

- B,

F.

- D
• P.

- N

- F.

Lynn 9-21

Smith 1-25

Smith 12-14
de Cordova. .2-22

Milland. .

Hutton, . .

. Hutton. .

MacMurray

Powell . .

Goddard. .

Kelly. . .

Tone. . . .

12-28.

. 2-22

.

.10-3.

.6-15.

.1-25.

12-14.

. .4-5.

.9-21.

Carey - J. Phillips. . . .11-1 6.
Crosby - F. Astaire. . . .12-1
Dix - P. Foster 12-1 7.

. . .6. . .

1941-42
Ale Husbands Necessary? (79) R. Milland - B. Field.,. 12-1 7.

Details under title: Mr. and Mrs. Cugat
Beacncomber. The 180) C.Laughton-E.Lanchester . . . Reissue. .. 7-24
Beyond the Blue Horizon (76) T D. Lamour-R. Denning 7-26 (.

Details under title: Her Jungle Mate
Dr. Broadway (67) M
Holiday Inn (101) B.

I Live on Danger (73) R.

Night in New Orleans (75) R. Preston-M. O'Driscoll

Details under title: Morning After, The
Outlaws of the Desert (66) B. Boyd - B.

Rrap the Wild Wind (124) T R. Milland-P.

Riders of the Timberline (59) W. Boyd - B

Details under title: Timber Wolves

Secrft of the Wasteland (66) W
Stick to Your Guns (63) W
Sweater Girl (77) E.

Details under title: Sing a Song of Homicide

Takp a Letter. Darling (93) B. Russell-F

rnmbstoiie—The Town Too R. Dix - D. Castle 10-4 7
Tnuqh to Die (79)

Twilight on the Trail (58) W. Boyd -

NOTE: Figures in No. Column denote Block-of-Five

King. . . .

Goddard . .

King. . . .

Boyd

Boyd - B

Bracken -

B. King

King

V. Lee

MacMurray

.

. .9-6. .

.5-31.

.6-14. ,

.6-14.

.5-17.
7-12.

.7-12.

.

.12-1.

,

Wl

George Wl

1943-43 Features
Westerns

(24)

(18)

Completed (20)

Completed (11)

ASrNC
In Production (1)

In Production (0)

BILLY THE KID
Western—started April 20

Cast: Buster Crabbe, Al St. John, Audrey Manner.^, Kermit May-
nard.

Director: Sam Newfield.
.story: The saga of the West's most mUorious outlaw hased

cidents in his fabulous career.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

Tilh— Kuiining lime Cast Details
Bally Face Morgan (65) IVI Carlisle R. Crnmwcll . . . 6-1

.

Bad Men of Thunder Gap (59) J. Newill - D. O'Brien

Beliind Prison Walls A. Baxter

Details under title: After Tomorrow

Black Raven, The (— ) G. Zucco

Hiisj nf llie Big Town, The (64) J. Litel -

Cty of S.lent Men (64) F. Albertson

Details under title: Silent Men
Corregidor 0, Kruger - E. Landi .... 12-14

.

Dead Men Walk (66) G. Zucco - M. Carlisle 9-21.

Death Rides the Plains (— ) B. Livingston - A. St. John . 4-5,

Follies Girl (— ) W. Barrie - G. Oliver

Fugitive of the Plains (55) B. Crabbe - M. Leslie .... 12-14

.

Details under title: Billy the Kid No. 3

Ghost and the Guest, The F. Rice - J. Dunn 2-8.

Girls in Chains A. Judge - R. Clark 2-8.

Isle of Forgotten Sins (— ) J. Carradine-G. Sondergaard 4-19.

Kid Rides Again, The (56) B. Crabbe - A. St. John . 11-30.

Details under title: Billy the Kid No. 2

Lady from Chungking (69) A. M. Wong - H. Huber 10-5.

Man of Courage (67) L. Talbot - B. MacLane . .9-21.

Details under title: Permit to Kill

Miss V from Moscow (68) 1-. Lane - N. Madison 8-20.

My Son, the Hero (68) P. Kelly - R. Karns 12-28.

G. Michael, . .11-30.

W. McKay
F. Rice 8-24.

J. Lang 7-20.

on true in-

Rel. No

. .9-15 . .317

3-5. . . .352
. .3-22. . . .313

5-31. . . .321
.12-7. .

.

.31Q
.10-12. .

.

.308

.3-29. . . . .31

.2-10. . . 320

.4-30. . . .365
. . .5-3. . . 30
. .3-12. . . .359

.4-19. .

.

.314

. .5-17. .

.

.305

. .1-27. . . .358

.12-21. , , .302

. . ,1-4, . . .319

,11-23 , ,
31R

. . .4-5. . . .311
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Mysterious Rider, The (.56) B. Crabbe - A. St. John 10-5 11-20
Details under: Untitled Billy the Kid

Night for Crime. A (78) G. Farrell - L. Talbot 7-13... 2-18
Overland Stagecoach (60) B, Livingstone - S. Moore ... 11-2 .. 12-11

.

Pay-Off, The (74) L. Tracy - T. Brown 10-19 ... 1-21

.

Uueen of Broadway R. Hudson - B. Crabbe.. 10-19. .. .3-8.
Rangers Take Over, The (61) D. O'Brien - J. Ncwhall ... 11-16. . 12-25

.

Secrets of a Co-Ed (67) 0. Kruger - T. Thayer 8-10.. 10-26
Terror House (— ) W. Lawson - M. Clare For 4-19.
Tomorrow We Live (67) R. Cortez • J. Parker 7-13... 9-29.
Western Cyclone B. Crabbe - A. St. John. . .1-25. . .5-14

Details under title: Billy, the Kid No. 4
West of Texas (— ) D. O'Brien - J. Newill 4-5 5-1.
Wild Horse Rustlers (37) B. Livingston - A. St. John. 12-28. . .2-12.

Details under title: Western Saboteurs

Yanks Are Coming. The (67) H. King & Band - M. Healy. .8-10 ... 11-9

.

.357

.304

.363

.303

.312

.351

.309

.322

.307

.360

.353

.364

.301

1942-43 Features
Westerns
Specials
Serials

(34

(26)

( 6)

( 4)

Completed (24)

Completed (19)

Completed ( 2)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (2)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

SECRET SERVICE IN DARKEST AFRICA
Serial—started April 12.

Cast: Rod Cameron, Joan Marsh, Duncan Binaldo, Frederic Brunn.
Director: Spencer Bennet.
Siory: Foreign agents who seek to plot and destroy are tracked down by

T. S. sprret service against the e.xciting background of the vast
(liirk Continent.

BORDERTOWN GUNFIGHTERS
Western—started April 20.

Cast: Bill Elliott, George "Gabby" Hayes, Anne Jeffreys, Ian Keith,
Pierre Watkin.

Director: Howard Bretherton.
story: A renesade gang of lawbreakers finds swift .iusllce at the hands of

a group of cattlemen led by Bill Elliott.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast Details Kel. No.

Road to God's Country W. Lundigan - V. Dale. . . .4-19

ly42-43 —
4lihi (66) M. Lockwood
At Dawn We Die (78) J. Clements -

Blocked Trail, The T. Tyler - B.

Boots and Saddles .... G. Autry - J.

Calling Wild Bill Elliott (55) W. B. Elliott

Carson City Cyclone (— ) D. Barry - L
Chatterbox j. E. Brown -

H.

Dark Command (Reissue) w
Days of Old Cheyenne D.
Dead Men's Gulch (56) o. Barry -

''alse Faces r' Williams
Fighting Devil Dogs (—) l. Powell

(Adapted from the Serial of the same name).
Gaucho Serenade (— ) G. Autry -

G-Men vs. The Black Dragon (Serial) K. Cameron
Heart of the Golden West (65) R. Rogers -

Hi, Neighbor (72) L. Belle -

Hit Parade of 1943 (86) J. Carroll •

Ice Capades Revue (79) E. Drew -

Idaho (70) R. Rogers -

Johnny Doughboy (63) J. Withers
King of the Cowboys R. Rogers -

King of the Mounties (Serial) A. Lane -

London Blackout Murders (58) I. Abbott -

Man from Thunder River Bill Elliott

Sinclair. . For.

.

I. Sinclair. . . For.

.

Steele 12-28.

Allen Reissue.

G. Hayes. . .2-22.

Merrick

- J. Canova. . .12-14.
Pidgeon - J. Wayne
'Red" Barry - L. Merrick . 2-22

.

L. Merrick

- B. Henry. . . .3-22.

E. Stewart

S. Burnette. .

• C. Worth. .

R. Terry. . . .

V. Vague
- S. Hayward . .

R. Denning . . .

S. Burnette. . .

- W. Demarest.

' S. Burnette. .

P. Drake

M. McLeod . . .

- G. Hayes . .

Reissue.

.10-3. .

. .9-21.

. . .6-1.

.11-16.

. .6-29.

.12-28.

. . .9-7.

. .1-25.

. .7-13.

. .11-2.

.3-22.

.

. . .2-8.

.3-24.

.3-20.

.3-12.

.1-15.

.4-30.

.3-16.

.4-27.

.1-15.

.5-15.

.2-13.

.5-26.

.1-29

.4-15.

. .214

. .213

. .264

.2301

.2311

. .275

. .219

. . 276
. .274

.2303

Man Trap Henry Stevens - D. Lovett
Moscow Strikes Back (55) Russian Documentary
Mountain Rhythm (70) Weaver Family 10-19
Old Homestead. The (68) Weaver Family 6-29

Paige. .

McLeod

.

Merrick . .

Steele. . .

Hayes.

3-8. .

1-11.
8-24.

.3-8. .

10-5.

Steele 7-20.

Lord 1-25.
Merrick 6-29.

- S. Ryan.

Prodigal's Mother j. Craven - M.
Purple V. The (58) J. Archer - M.
Outlaws of Pine Ridge (59) i). Barry - t.

Riders of the Rio Grande t. Tyler - B.
Ridin' Down the Canyon (55) R. Rogers • G.
Sante Fe Scouts Three Mesquiteers. .' 2-18
Secrets of the Underground (71) j. Hubbard - V. Grey 9-21

Details under title: The Corpse Came C.O.D.

Shadows of the Sage (57) T.

Shanty Town (65) M.
Sombrero Kid, The (i6) D.

Song of Texas R.

South of the Border G. Autry - M. Lee

Sundown Kid (56) D.

Swing Your Partner E.

Tahiti Honey (69) S. Simon
Thumbs Up B. Joyce

Thundering Trails B. Steele

Traitor Within (60) J. Parker
Details under title: Eleven Were Brave

Valley of Hunted Men B. Steele - T. Tyler

West Side Kids D. Barry - D. Evans
Details under title: East Side Kids

X Marks the Spot (55) D. O'Flynn - H. Parrish...

Youth on Parade (72) J. Hubbard - M. O'Driscoll.

Details under title: Chatterbox

Tyler

Lee -

Barry

Rogers

Barry

Dale

. . 3-22 . .

. Reissue.

Merrick 10-5.

R. Clark 3-8.

D. O'Keefe 1-11.

R. Eraser 4-5 . .

T. Tyler 11-2.
- D. Barry 9-21.

. .9-7. .

4-19.

.

8-24.
7-13.

12-11.

,
.7-27.

.3-26.
.12-24.

.3-10.

12-31.

. .4-9.

10-10.
.1-15.

.4-13.
10-1.

. .1-8.

,
.8-21.

.3-12.
10-27 .

.5-19.

12-30.

.4-16.

12-18.

.8-14.

.4-20.

.7-31.

. .3-1.

12-28.

.5-12.

. .4-6.

.1-25.
12-16.

,11-12.

.251

.201

.215

.206
.252
.205
.254
.281
.210

.217

.11-4.
10-24.

. .209
. .202

. .212

. .272

. .253

. .265

. .208

. .261

. .218

. .271

.2302
. .273

. .2i6

. .263

. .207

. .262

.204

.203

194'2-4.3 Features
Westerns

(46)

( 6)

Completed (40)

Completed ( 6)

In Production (5)

In Production (0)

THE FALCON IN DANGER
Mystery—Started April 14

Cast: Tom Conway, Jean Brooks, Elaine Shepard, Rosemary La
Planche, Amalita Ward, Erford Gage, Felix Basch.

Director: William Clemens
.SKirv: liaiest nl Ihe Falcon series with Tom Conway (ilaying the title rolf

foi ihr- seconil time in the midst of plot and counterplot.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

TilU— Running Time Cast Detallt Rcl. *•.

Lady Takes a Chance, A J. Arthur - J. Wayne 1-11

Details under title: Free For All

Mexican Spitfire's Blessed Event L- Velej - L. Errol 4-5

North Star A. Baxter - J. Wayne 3-22

Tarzan and the Sheik J- Weissmuller - N. Kelly. .4-19

1942-43
BLOCK NO. ONE

Big Street, The (89) H. Fonda - L. Ball 5-4. . .9-4 . 301

. . . E. Bergen - F. McGee 6-15. .10-9.

.

. .305

Highways by Night (62) R. Carson - J. Randolph. 4-6. .10-2 . . .304

Details under title: Silver Spoon
Mexican Spitfire's Elephant (64) L. Velez - L. Errol . . .6-29. .9-11.

.

. 302
Wings and the Woman (97) ... .A. Neagle - R. Newton . . Foreign. .9-18.

.

. .303

T. Conway 7-13.

D. Del Rio. .

- R. Scott.

- M. Hayes

.

- L. Ball

Taylor . .

Conway

.

J. Darwell . .

- C. Grant. .

B. Granville.

- G. Warren

J.

- F.

Randolph

MacMurray.

Dee -

Velez - E.

Laughton -

T. Conway . . .

BLOCK NO. TWO
Falcon's Brother, The (63) G. Sanders -

Journey into Fear (70) J. Gotten -

Navy Comes Through, The (82) P. O'Brien

Scattergood Survives a Murder (66) G. Kibbee

Seven Days Leave (87) V. Mature
Details under title: Sweet or Hot

BLOCK NO. THREE
Army Surgeon (63) J. Wyatt
Cat People (72) S. Simon
Great Gildersleeve, The (62) H. Peary -

Once Upon a Honeymoon (117) G. Rogers

Seven Miles from Alcatraz (62) J. Craig -

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Cinderella Swings It (70) G. Kibbee

Details under title: Scattergood Swings It

Forever and a Day (104) C. Laughton - A. Neagle..

Hitler's Children (85) T. Holt - G. Granville. .. .

Tarzan Triumphs (78) J. Weissmuller - F. Gilford.

Two Weeks to Live (76) G. Louck - N. Golf

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Falcon Strikes Back (66) T. Conway

Flight for Freedom (101) R. Russell

Details under title: Stand Ry to Oil

I Walked with a Zombie (69)
Ladies' Day (63)

This Land Is Mine (103)

BLOCK NO. SIX
Gildersleeve's Bad Day
Leopard Man, The

Mr. Lucky (— ) C
Details under title: From Here to Victory

Squadron Leader X (99) A. Dvorak

NOT DESIGNATED
Bombardier P. O'Brien

Fallen Sparrow, The J. Garfield

Petticoat Larceny J. Carroll

Sky's the Limit F. Astaire

Spitfire (— ) L. Howard

SPECIALS
Bambi (70) (T) Disney Cartoon Feature

Magnificent Ambersons (88) I. Gotten - D. Costello

Pride of the Yankees, The (128) G. Cooper - B. Roth.

Saludos Amigos (42) Disney Cartoon Featore

They Got Me Covered (95) B. Hope - D. Lamoor

Walt Disney's Surprise Package (T) Cartoon Feature

WESTERNS
Avenging Rider, The T.

Bandit Ranger (56) T.

Fighting Frontier (57) T.

Details under title: Son of the Saddit

Pirates of the Prairie (57) T.

Red River Robinhood T.

1-26.

.6-1.

4-20.

.6-1.

11-16
.2-12.

10-30.
10-16.
11-13

8-10. . .1-22.

3-26

.3-12

.2-19.

2-26.

10-19.

. .9-7.

.10-5.

M. O'Hara.

Peary

O'Keefe

Grant •

J. Darwell.

- Margo. . . .

L. Day

• E. Portman.

• R. Scott. .

- M. O'Hara.

R. Warrick. . .

J. Leslie...

2-8.

1-25.

1-25

D. Niven For.

.

.7-16.

11-29.
.1-26.

Holt

Holt '

Holt

.7-20.

C. Edwards 7-27.

C. Edwards

A. Summer 6-15.

Sagebrush

Details

Law. .

under

Holt

Holt

Holt

N. O'Day

B. Molfet. . .

C. Edwards.

.6-1.

.7-13.

6-29.

title: Gun Law

20t K CENTURY- FOX

.309

.307

.308

306
310

.4-6. . . 12-4 .

.

. .312
8-10. . 12-25 . . . .313
10-5. . . .1-1. . . .314
.6-1. .11-27 . . . .311
8-10. . . .1-8. . . .315

318

320
.316
.319
.317

2-8.

. 8-24

.

. .5-7 .

. .4-2.

.

325
. .321

.11-2.

7-20.

.11-2

.4-30. .

. .4-9.

.

.4-23

324
322
323

2-22.
.2-22.

11-16.

.
.6-4

.6-25. .

.5-28

. . For.

.

.5-21

11-2. .5-14

. .8 21 . 391

. .7-10.

.

. .371

. .3-5. . . .351
2-19. . . .392

. .2-5. . . .352

.6-11. .

.6-18.

.

. .385
9-25 . . . 3«1

.1-29.

.

. .3t3

11-20 . . .382

.7-23. . 386
. .4-2 . 384

1942-43 Features (— ) Completed (44) In Production (8)

THE GIRLS HE LEFT BEHIND
Comedy-Drama in Techincolor.
Cast: Alice Faye, Carmen Miranda, James Ellison, Phil Baker,

Benny Goodman and Orchestra, Edward Everett Horton,
Charlotte Greenwood, Eugene Pallette, Tony De Marco.

Director: Busby Berkeley.
•Slnry: Soldier engaged to rich society girl meets Alice Faye at a Seryice

Men's ranteen and falls in love with her aided by Phil Baker as a

nigrht club impressario and manager of Carmen Miranda.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title— Running Time Cast Details

Bombers Moon Annabella - G. Montgomery. .2-8. . .

Holy Matrimony M. Woolley - G. Fields ... .4-19 .. .

Jane Eyre 0. Welles - J. Fontaine 2-22...
Roger Tuohy. Last of the Gangsters P. Foster - K. Taylor 4-19. ..

Song of Bernadette J. Jones - V. Price 4-5...
Sweet Rosie O'Grady B. Grable - R. Yung 3-8...
Winter Time S. Henie - C. Romero 4-5...

R(l.
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BLOCK NO. ONE
- 1942-43

S Laurel - 0. Hardy . 4-6. . .8-7.

.

. .302

Ftttllght Serenade (80) R Grable - V. Mature 3-23. . .8-1.

.

. .301
Details under title: Strictly Dynamite

Little Hiiio, U. S A. (64) R Joyce - P. Foster 5-18. .8-14.

.

. .303
Darnell - J. Sheppard . . .3-23. .8-28.

.

. .305
Pled Piper, The (86) M. Wooliey - R. McDowall. . .4-6. .8-21.

.

..304

BLOCK NO. TWO
Berlin Correspondent (70) . . . V. Gilmore - D. Andrews. . . .5-18. . .9-11.

.

. .311
Careful, Soft Shoulders (69) V. Bruce - J. Ellison. . . . .5-18, . .9-18.

.

. .312
Iceland (79) Heine - J. Payne 5-4. . . 10-2 . .

. .9-25. .

. .306

. .310Josf Olf Broadway (66) Nolan - M. Weaver. . . . .5-18.
Details under title: 12 Men In a Box

Orchestra Wives (97) K MnntnnrtiAru - L. Barl. . .4-20. . . .9-4. . . .308

BLOCK NO. THREE
Tales of Manhattan (118) All Star 11-1. .10-30. . . .313

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Uirl Trouble (82) Ameche

Nolan -

Roberts

Grable -

- J.

G.
- G.

Bennett. .

Landis

. .6-15.

6-29.
. .10-9.

.

.10-16. .

.10-23. .

. .11-6. .

. .309

. .314

. .315

. .317

Manila Calling (81)
Man in the Trunk, The (70) Holmes. . .

Miranda
. .6-15.

6-15.
Springtime in the Rockies (90) (T) R C.BLOCK NO. FIVE
Black Swan. The (85) (T) j Power -

Or Renault's Secret (58) j. sheppard
Details under title: Burled Alive

That Other Woman (75) L Bar! - J

Thunderbirds (T) (78) ] . G Tierney
Undying Monster, The (60) ]

'j.' Howard -

BLOCK NO. SIX
Life Begins at 8:30 (85) ... m
China Girl (95) .'.".'.'g.

We Are the Marines (69)....!! lyj'

Over My Dead Body (68) . . .

'. '.
".

"
'm Rprle -

Time to Kill (61) [/l
Details under title: Brasher Doubloon

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Chetniks, The Fighting Guerillas (73) .... p

Details under title: Seventh Column
Immortal Sergeant, The (91) H
Margin for Error

Wooliey

Tierney

of T

Oorn

M. O'Hara 4-20... 12-4.
- L. Roberts 7-13. .12-11.

Ellison 6-29. .11-13.

.

- P. Foster 3-9. .11-20.
J. Ellison 8-10.. 11-27.

- I. Lupino. . . .8-10. .12-25
G. Montgomery 6-15. .. .1-1.

Documentary l-g.
M. B. Hughes. . .8-24. . .1-15.
H. Angel 9-7... 1-22.

V. Gilmore 10-5. . . .2-5.

Fonda - M. O'Hara 9-21

. „ I- Bennett - M. Berle 10-19
Meanest Man in the World (57) }. Benny - P Lane
toun, Mr. Pitt .105) r. conat - R. Motley . ;,

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
Dixie Dugan (67) L. Andrews - J. Ellison
He Hired the Boss (73) S. Erwin -

7-13.

. For.

.

Payne. . . .

H. Travers.

G. Patrick. .

Details under title: $10 Raise
Hello, Frisco, Hello (T) (98) A. Faye - J

Moon Is Down (90) C. Hardwicke
«ulet. Please, Murder (70) R. Denning -

BLOCK NO. NINE
Crash Dive (T) (105) T. Power -

My Friend Flicka (T) (89) R. McDowell
They Came to Blow Up America (73) G. Sanders

Details under title: School for Saboteurs
Tonight We Raid Calais (70) Annabella - J. Sutton

Details under title: Secret Mission

9-21.
Blaine 6-29. .

. .11-2.

.

11-30.

.

. .9-7 . .

A. Baxter 8-24.
- P. Foster . . .7-20.

A. Sten 12-14.

. 1-29

.

.2-19.

.2-12.

.2-26.

.3-12.

. . 4-2

.

.3-26.

.4-9.

.3-19.

.5-14.

.4-23.

. .5-7.

. .320

. .321

.3-11

.307

.319

.323
32".

.325

.326

.328

327
.330
.329
.316

.332

.334

.333

.335

.331

.10-19. . .4-30.

.10-5.

.4-16.

NOT DESIGNATED
Coney Inland CT) B. Grable - G. Montgomery.
Desert Victory (60) British Commentary
Heaven Can Wait D. Ameche - G. Tierney. . .2-22. .

Jitterbugs Laurel & Hardy 3-8..
•x-Bow Incident H. Fonda - P. Foster 6-15..
Stormy Weather Bill Robinson - L. Home. .. .2-8. .

1942-43 FEATURES
Balcon (Bin.) Completed ( 1)
Benny (Bny.) Completed (0)
Bogeaus (Bog.) Completed ( 0)
Bronston (Bro.) Completed ( 0)
Cagney (Cgy.) Completed ( 0)
Chaplin (Chn.) Completed (0)
Cinema Guild (C.G.) Completed ( 3)
Coward (Cwd.) Completed ( 1)
Edwards (Edws.) Completed ( 1)
Korda (Kor.) Completed (1)
Lesser (Lsr.) Completed (1)
Loew-Lewin (L.L.) Completed ( 1)
Mayfair (Mfr.) Completed (1)
Fressburger (Psb.) Completed ( 1)
Rabinovitch (Rvn.) Completed (0)
Roach (Rch.) Completed (8)
Rogers (Rgs.) Completed ( 1)
Selznick (Szk.) Completed (0)
Sherman (Shm.) Completed (10)
Stone (Stn.) Completed (0)
Small (SmI.) Completed (0)
Strombberg (Smg.) Completed ( 1)

HI DIDDLE DIDDLE
Comedy—Started April 19
Cast: Adolphe Menjou, Martha Scott, Pola Negri, Dennis O'Keefe,

Billie Burke, Walter Kingsford, George Metaxas.
Producer-Director: Andrew L. Stone.
story; Small town girl acquires glamour and romance against the colorful

background of New York's gilded night club set.

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)
In Production (1)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)
In Production (0)

RIDERS OF THE DEADLINE
Western—Started April 14

Cast: Bill Boyd, Andy Clyde, Jimmy Rogers, Frances Woodward.
Director: Leslie Selander Producer: Harry Sherman

N. Beery, Jr..

A. Clyde

- R. Milland.

- J. Devlin . . .

J. Sawyer. . . .

- A. Lee. . . .

V. Lake. . .

- J. Mills.

Story; Hnualong rides to new adventures bringing .iuslice t

elements in a crime swept town of the Old West.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast Uelalls

McLeod's Folly J. Cagney - G. George 4-19..

1942-43
American Empire (81) R. DIx

Bar-20 Three W
Border Patrol W,

Buckskin Frontier (74) R.

Details under title: Buckskin Empire

calaboose J- Rogers

Colt Comrades W. Boyd -

Crystal Ball, The (81) P. Goddard

Oevil with Hitler, The (44) B. Watson

Details under title: Hitler's Valet

Fall In W. Tracy -

Hangmen Also Die (131) B. Donlevy

Details under title: Never Surrender

I Married a Witch (76) F. March -

In Which We Serve (115) N. Coward

lacare (65) F. Buck

Kansan, The R- Dix - J. Wyatt.

Details under title: Meet John Bonniwell

Kukan, Battle Cry of China (61) Documentary .

Lady of Burlesque B. Stanwyck -

Details under title: The G. String Murders

Lost Canyon (62) W. Boyd - J.

teather Burners B"*"' '

Moon and Sixpence, The (90) G. Saunders -

McGuerins from Brooklyn (46) *. J"<lfle - W.

Details under title: Mr. and Mrs. Brooklyn

Nazi Nuisance 8. Watsun

One of Our Aircraft Is Missing (tO) E. Portman -

Powers Girl, The (93) G. Murphy - P

Prairie Chicken > "W"
Silver Oueen (82) (5- Brent

Somewhere in France R- fHorky

Stage Door Canteen W. Terry -

Taxi, Mister W. Bendix -

Hoppy Serves a Writ (67) W. Boyd - J

Details under title: Texas Law

Undercover Man (68) W. Boyd - B. King ...

Details under title: Across the Border

Victory Through Air Power (T) Disney Feature

Yanks Ahoy W. Tracy - J. Sawyer.^

Young and Willing (83) W. Holden - S. Hayward

Details under title: Out of the Frying Pan

subversive

. .4-20. . .1-29.

.

.10-1./

. .7-20. . .1-22.

,

. .3-23. .11-20.

.

. .6-29 3-5 . .

.11-16. . .3-26. .

. . .5-4. .10-30.

. . .For.. . .2-12.

11-27 .

. . .11-30

E. B'Shea 12-14.

.8-7

,
.4-9

Kirby

Kirby

H. Marshall.

Bendix ....

- S. Leonard

- G. Tearle.

Lane. . . .

N. Beery,

P. Lane

- C. Cummings
- C. Walker. .

G. Bradley. .

Kirky

.6-15. .12-18

.6-15. .
.5-28.

.3-23. . .10-2.

.4-6. .12-31. .

Sim

S II III

.Shm

.Shm

. .Rch

Snm
.C.G.

..Rch

. . Rch

. .Psb

C.G

.Cwd
. . Mir

.Shm

. Edwi

.Smg.

.Shm

.Shm
. . LL

. .Rch

Jr.

.
.7-13.

. . For.

.

. . .9-7.

. .6-15.
.4-20.

.

. . . For.

.12-14.

,

. .6-1.

. .7-20.

.10-16. .

. .1-15.

.

. .5-21.

11-13.

.

5-7.

.4-16.

.

. 3-12

.

. Ken

. Kor

. .Rgs

.Rch

Shm
. .Bin

. .Lst

.Rch

.Shm

.2-9. .10-23. . .Shm

. .7-20.

.1-10. . .2-5.

. . Ds)

. . Reh

C.G.

UH iVIEItS

1943-43 Features (55)

Westerns ( 7)

Serials ( 4)

Completed (51)

Completed ( 7)

Completed ( 4)

In Production (6)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

FIRED WIFE
Comedy—Started April 12.

Cast: Robert Paige, Diana Barrymore, Louise Allbritton, Walter

Ab3l, Rex Ingram, Walter Catlett.

Director: Charles Lamont
story: .\ romantic mixup between a glamorous blonde wife. assistant to

a stage producer, a stunning brunette radio actress and an eternallv

male advertising executive ... Madcai> action from New Yorlc to Reno.

ADVENTURES OF THE FLYING CADETS
Serial—started March 29.

Cast. Jennifer Holt, Regis Toomey, Joan Blair, Johnny Downs,

Ward Wood, Bobby Jordan, Billy Benedict, Lew Adlon.

Directors: Ray Taylor, Lewis Collins
story; Heroes of tomorrow with all the thrills, excitements and dangers of

training for actual combat with a romantic background.

SHERLOCK HOLMES FACES DEATH
Mystery—Started April 12.

Cast: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Hillary Brooke, Mary Gordon,

Milburn Stone, Dennis Hoey.
Director: Roy William Neill
Story: AVartime I^ondon is the locale of this story as Sherlock Holmes and

his assistant. Dr. Watson, decipher an intricate ganie of chess witli

human beings as the pawn in a march toward death.

COBRA WOMAN
Drama in Technicolor—Started April 19.

Cast: Maria Montez, Jon Hall, Sabu, Elizabeth Risdon, Sam
Hinds, Monronl Olson.

story; A'irtue versus vengeance in this tropical island drama with Montez
playing a dual role nf two sisters and Jon Hall the romantic goal of

each. Sabu inlects comedy in his attempts to lielp cupid. .\n

erupting volcano brings the action to an exciting climax.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast Details Rel. No

Corvettes in Action R. Scott - J. Brown 2-22

Hers to Hold (— ) D. Durbin - J. Gotten 4-5

Two Tickets to London (— ) M. Morgan - A. Curtis

MAY 3 , 1943 17



E. Ankers. . .12-28
T. Ritter 9-5

Knowles 9-7

W. Barrie.

.6-15

.4-20

.
1-25

.

10-19

. .4-6

1942-43
*d»iiitu.M of smilln' Jack (Serial) t. Brown - T. Bey 5-18
* ' ""^^^'f, P. Knowles - E. Ankers. .. .3-8
Mlways a Bridesmaid Andrew Si«fi.r. - P. Knowles.1-25.
Amazing Mrs. Holliday, The (98) p. Durliin - E. O'Brien.... 6-29

Details under title: Forever Yours
Arabian Nii/hts (T) (86) Sabu -

IV1. Montez 7-13
Behind the Eignt Ball (60) Kiti Bros. - C. Bruce.... 6-2y

Details uimei tille: OtI the Beaten TracK
Between Us (Jids i89j R. CumminBs D. Barrymure. .^-4

Details under title: Love and Kisses. Carolina
Captive Wild Woman

|. Carradine
Cheyenne Roundup (59) j. M. Brown
Corvettes in Aciioii 0 poran -

Cowboy in Manhattan (59) R.' Paije - F. Langford
Deep in the Huan of I exas (61) J. M. Brown - I. Bitter

Detills under title: The Lona Star Trail
Destination Unknown (61) I. Hervey . W. Gargan..
°«sfiny L. Chancy - A. Curtis. .

Don Winslow of the Coast Guard (Serial).. D. Perry - M. Barrie...
Eyes of the Underworld (61) R

Dattlls under title: Destiny

Follow the Band
1_

Details under title: Trombone from Heaven
For All We Know C. Boyer - E. G. Robinson . . 8-10
Frankenstein Meets the Wolf Man (75).... L. Chaney - B. Lugosi .... 10-19

Details under title: Wolf Man Meets Frankenstein
Get Hep to Love (77) G. Jean - J. Frajee
Get Going (— ) r, paige
i-ive Uut, Sisters (65) «norew>

Details under title: I Want t* Danca
Good Morning, Judge D
Great Impersonation, The (71) R
Halt Way to Shanghai (62) I.

He's My Guy (65) I.

Hi, Buddy (68) R.

Hit the Ice B. Abbott - L
Details under title: Oh, Doctor!

HI Ya Chum (61) Ritz Bros - J

How's About It? Andrews Sisters

Details under title: Solid Senders

It Ain't Hay (81) Abbott & Costcllo ...10-5
It Comes Up Love (64) G. Jean - I. Hunter 7-20

Details under title: On the Beam

Errol - M. Hughes 2-22

- G. MacDonald
a. Slurs

D'Keefe - L. Albritton.

Bellamy - E. Ankers . .

Hervey - K. Taylor . . .

Hervey - 0. Foran . . .

Paige - M. Lord

Costello.

.

6-2y

4-5.

12-28
. .4-20
. .3-23

12-14
11-16
12-14.

Frazee. . . .

R. Paige. . 12-28

Keep 'Em Slugging (61) H. Hall - G. Raymond .... 11-30
Details under title: Bad Company

Larceny with Music A. Jones - K. Carlisle 1-25.
Little Joe the Wrangler J. M. Brown - T Ritter ... 6-29
Lone Star Trail J. M. Brown • T. R;tter . . . . 9-21

.

1 . . . . 1-5 7581
. .6-11

. .2-19.

.

.7005

» . . 12-25 .

.

.7063
' . . . 12-4 .

.

, . 7029

'. . . .9-4.
. .7010

. . , .6-4. .

4-9 7075
. . .6-25
. .5-21. . .

>. . .y-25. . .7071

1 . . . 10-9 . 703C

1
. , 4-6 8681

1. . . .1-9.
'.

!7037

:. . .5-14

i.
. .3-12. . .7012

. .10-2.
. .7022

> . .

.

^-aX .

.... 5-7

1. .12-18. . .7032
>. . .y-18. .

.703-

. . .3-26. . 7041
l!

'. .2-26.
'.

!7031

. . . .3-5. . . 7039
;. . . .2-5.

,

. 7025

i. . .3-19. ., . 7001
1. . . .4-9. . . 7023

). . .6-30. . .7881
1 4-2. . . 7040

.11-13. . .7072

Btjnet D. Porter 8-10.
I Fra/ee 8-10.

D. O'Connor 3-8.

Madame Spy (63) C
Moonlioht In Havana (63) A. Jones

Mr. Big .G. Jean

Details under title: Oh, Say Can You Swing

Mug Town (60) B. Halop

Mummy's Tomb. The '61) D

Never a Dull Moment (— ) Ritz Bros

Next of Kin (86) N. Pilbeam - B. Sidney..

Nightmare (81) D. Barrymore - B. Donlevy.

Night Monster (72) I. Hervey - L. Erikson...

Old Chisholm Trail, The (60) J. M. Brown - T. Ritter..

Overland Mall (Serial) H. Parrish - L. Chaney, Jr.

Phantom of the Opera N. Eddy - S. Foster....

Pittsburgh (91) M. Dietrich - R. Scott...

**H»n af San Joaquin I. M. Brown - T. Ritter..

Rhythm of the Islands A. Jones - J. Frazee

Details under title: Isle of Romance
Shadow of a Doubt (108) T. Wright - J. Gotten...

Iharlaek Holmes in Washington B. Rathbone - N. Bruce..

Shorlack Holmes and the Voice of Terror 'fi'^iB. Rathbone - N. Bruce. .

Sherlock Holmes and the Secret Weapon (68) .B. Rathbone - N. Bruce..

Sin Town (74) C. Bennett • B. Crawtom.

Strictly in the Groove (60) L. Errol - G. McDonald 4-6

Tinting Tonight an the Old Camp Ground... J. M. Brown - T. Ritter. . .8-10

We've Never Been Licked R. Duine - Anne Gwynne . . . 1-25

H. Hall 7-13.
Foran - L. Chaney 6-15.

F. Langford

, . For.

.

.9-17.

.7-20.

.8-24.
8-23.

,
.2-8.

.

. .9-7.
.7-27.

11-30.

.8-10.

.7-20.
.5-18.

.6-15.

.8-24.

12-11.

10 16.

.6-18.

.1-22.

10-23.

.7034

.7026

.7027

.7019

.5-7.
11-13.
10-23.

,12-11.
. .y-21.

12-11

.

.4-16.

.1-15.

. 4-30

.

. .9-18.

.2-12.

.y-25.
11-20.

. .2-5.

.5-28

.7015

.7038

.7073
. 7 /K)

. 7008

.7042

.7065

. 711^0

.7024

,70'>R

.7074

When Johny Comes Marching Home (74).... A. Jones -

White Savage (T) (76) J. Hall -

Who Done It (77) Abbott C

J. Frazae 10-5 11.. 7016
M. Montez 11-2... 4-23
Coitella 6-15. . .11-6 . .7028

1942-43 Features In Production (4j

TO THE LAST MAN
Drama—Started April 15.

Cast: Errol Flynn, Helmut Dantine, Gene Lockhart, Julie Bishop,
John Ridgely, Alec Craig.

Director: Raoul Walsh
story; ('anadian backwoods diMma willi thi- Northwest Mounted on the trail

of foieicrn agents seekins to smuggle saboteurs over the border.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

IN PRODUCTION
Title—Ruining Time

Animal Kingdom A.

Saratoga Trunk (— ) G.

This Is the Army (— ) G.

BLOCK NO. ONE
Across the Pacific (97) H.

Bustei Roar, The (60) R.

Oeiperata Journey (107) E.

Secret Enemies (59) C.

Now, Voyager (117) B.

BLOCK NO. TWO
You Can t Escape Forever (77) G.

Hidi:en Hand, The (63) C.

George Washington Slept Here (t3) I.

f lyriig Fortrpsj i 68) R.

Gentleman Jim (104) E.

BLOCK NO. THREE
Casablanca (99) H.

Gorilla Man (64) I.

Ham W y 1 hr <97) I.

Truck Busters (58) R.

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Air Force (124) J.

Mysterious Doctor (57) I.

SPECIALS
Edge of Darkness. The (118) E.

Tankoa Daedia Dandy (126) J.

NOT DESIGNATED
Action m the Nur.h Atlantic. H.

Adventures af Mark Twain F.

Arsenii and tid Lata (— ) C.

Background to Danger G.

Canstant Nymph, The C.

Crime by Night C.

Details undrr tille: Forty Whacks
Desert Song, The (T) D.

Devotion 0.

Last Ride, The (— ) R.

Mission lo Moscow W.

Night Shift (— ) A.

Old Acquaintance B.

Princess O'Rourke 0.

Thank Your Lucky Stars F.

Varsity Show (81) (Relssoe) D.

Watch on the Rhine B.

Cast

Sheridan - D. Morgan
Cooper - I. Bergman

Murphy • J. Leslie. . .

Details

.4-19.

,

. 3-8

. .4-5. .

Bogart

Travis

Flynn

Stevens

Davis -

- M. Astof 3-23.

J. Bishop

R. Rtaian 2-9.
. F. Emerion

P. Henrlad 4-20.

.6-l».Brent - B. Marshall.

Stevens - F. Emerson

Benny - A. Shrridan . . . . 4-20

.

Greene - C. Lehmann . . . . For

.

Flynn - A. Smith 6-1.

Bogart - I. Bergman 6-1.

Loder - R. Ford For.

.

Lupino - D. Morgan 3-23.

Travis - E. Parker 9-21

Garfield - G. Young

Loder - L. Matthews.

.6-29.

.9-5.

.9-19.

.9-26.
10-17.

10-31.

10- 10.

.11-7.
11-28.
.12-5.

11-14.

.1-23.

.1-16.

.2-20.

.2-6

.3-20.

. .3-6.

Flynn A. Sheridan,

r.agney - J Lfslie . . .

Bogart - R. Massey. . .

March - A. Smith. . . .

P. Lane

:. Marshall. . .

J. Fontaine

1. Cowan . . .

Grant

Raft -

Boyer

Bennett

8-24

.12-1. .

. .9-7.

. .7-13.

. 11-1.

. . .9-7.

. 3-9

.10-19.

,
4-24.

.1-2.

.

Morgan - I. Manning. . 6-29.
DeHavilland - I. Lupino. 11-16.

Travis - E. Parker

Huston - A. Harding. . .11-16.

Sheridan 2-22.

Davis - M. Hopkins 11-16.
DeHavilland-R. Commings 7-20.

Cantor D. Shore 11-2.

Powell - F. Waring

Davis • P. Lueas 6-15.

.202

.203

.204

.205

.206

.207

.208

.210

.211

.212

. .21'

. .216

. .20»
. .213

. 217
.218

219
201

.12-19. .215

Check Some FILM BULLETIN Reviews

with your boxoffice grosses and
yoii will find an amazing degree of

AGGURAGY

BULLETIN
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What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OP NEW PICTURES BY POREMOST CRITICS

'CHINA' CRITICISMS RANGE FROM ABSURD TO ABSORBING
(PARAMOUNT) "...Absorbing picture but not poignant because the dramatic highlights are a little hard to believe. . .Moves
along slowly yet evenly.

. .Good war drama with fine performances and an effective background." Hale, N. Y. NEWS.
"...Thing to do is to adopt a bi-focal attitude which lets you see all the good things (and there are several) and blurs all the
bad, the stereotyped and the silly." McManus, PM. "...Ecellent and exciting. . .Robust war thriller that is tops in all depart-
ments." Mortimer, N. Y. MIRROR. ". . .Another artificial romance with a topical theme. . .Story is pretty impossible. . .Scarcely
does justice to the title it bears... By and large it is Hollywood trumpery." Crowther, N. Y. TIMES. "...Ab.surd, silly and en-
grossing melodrama, a story told so well you overlook its juvenile qualities .. .Wasted hour or two was mildly pleasant." Cook,
N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Knowing direction and stout acting, has moments of melodramatic power. It could have
had far more persuasive plotting. . .Hodgepodge of propaganda, romance, violence and corn." Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBL'NE.

"...Illustrating how to fit the old gangster drama formula into our global war... Plot cannot be regarded seriously and
there is no acting opportunity." Winsten, N. Y. POST.

'HANGMEN ALSO DIE' RECEIVES HIGH CRITICAL ACCLAIM
(UNITED ARTISTS) "...Chances are that one will be attending films a long time before coming across a similar niece a.s intri-

guing... Bold and stirring...A director's picture, indelibly marked by Lang's craftsmanship." Pihodna, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Starkly presents the horror that is Nazism...An effective tale of suspense and drama... Will keep its grip on your atten-

tion." Werner, N. Y. MIRROR. "...Extraordinarily fine, understanding and fighting treatment. . .Characterizations are truly

superb. . .Combination of rare movie talents and rarer conviction .. .Magnificent thriller." McManus, PM. "
. . . As melodranm,

pure and simple, there are passages of intense suspense .. .Not the high tribute to courage it might have been; it has been too
content to be merely theatrical." T. S., N. Y. TIMES. "...Should be seen by everyone with a stake in the war. But just a
word of warning to those who can't take the sight of unadulterated misery and terror; there is no relief from it during the more
than two hours that the picture runs." Cameron, N. Y. NEWS. "...Audiences will be more shaken and more stirred than by
any other picture the war has produced. . .One of the memorable experiences that the theatre will bring. Attention never wavers.
nor does that strong conviction." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Characters and gripping suspense go to make this

one of the notable events of the movie year... Does not deteriorate into melodrama in sequences where it might very easily. . .The
best in its well-stocked class." Winsten, N. Y. POST.

'FLIGHT FOR FREEDOM' GETS COOL RECEPTION
(RKO RADIO) "...Bumps along interminably before it lifts, mainly because it has trouble pulling out of a convpntional lut..

Story is badly overwritten, the characters only superficially sketched and the great sacrificial climax is confused." Crowther. N. Y.

TIMES. "...Pictures of a plane running and running through clouds and storms don't stir much excitement any more...
Details of carrying out thinly strung story are excellent. . .No fault to find except that it is hard to keep paying attention to it>

events." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Provocative picture, more engrossing in its air sequences than during its

romantic interludes. . .Direction is smooth and sincere." Thirer, N. Y. POST. "...Thrilling tale... Moves at a fast pace...
Interest and excitement never lag." N. Y. NEWS. "...Genuine pipe-dream. . .Even the familiar faces of the stars do not
make it an engaging or satisfactory entertainment. . .Authors have been more intent on a problematical and sensational end than
on making a sustained motion-picture production." Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Thousrh it will break no records.
it contains enough good formula stuff plus some fine acting to make it suitable Music Hall fare." Mortimer, N. Y. MIRROR.

'ASSIGNMENT IN BRITTANY' FAMILIAR PLOT GETS GOOD TREATMENT
(METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER) "...Vigorous spy thriller. . .Moves pacefully in the fervent manner of the anti-Nazi vehicle . .Action-

packed, blasting, climactic raid." Thirer, N. Y. POST. "...Until the last few moments when it suddenly bursts into action,

it follows a well-oiled groove in screen spy thrillers .. .Not lacking in any department except the important one of plot." Pihodna.
N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. ".

. .If you haven't had an overdose of this plot you can count on a rousing evening with a
well told and well acted war melodrama. . .Ranks well up among the various treatments of what has become the movies favorite

subject this spring." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Thin and familiar fiction. . .despite some momentarv excitements
...Popular cliches in both situation and character .. .Ordinary box-office adventure whose pretensions fall flat." T. S., N. Y. TIMES.

"...Isn't a dull moment. . .Director Jack Conway makes use of all the standard gags to make a picture roll at top speed and
adds a few of his own." Scott, N. Y. MIRROR. ".. .Suspense continues throughout .. .Exciting adventure. . Aumont is a good
actor and has a charming personality." Cameron, N. Y. NEWS. "...Follows the now-accepted pattern for the inside-Occu-
pied-France story .. .Winds up with a full-scale Commando raid alongside of which the actual Commando operations we see in the
newsreels pale by comparison." McManus, PM.

'HIT PARADE OF 1943' PLEASANT MUSICAL IS LIKED GENERALLY
(REPUBLIC) "...Pleasant and unpretentious entertainment. . .Songs are all tuneful, if not exactly in the hit class. . .Slick, but serv-

iceable story ... Musical package not too gaudy, but all right." T. M. P., N. Y. TIMES. "...So completely captivating that

even lovers of the so-called finer things should go for it... One of the season's happiest super-duper vaudeville productions." Scott.

N. Y. MIRROR. "...Until you see this 'Hit Parade' business, it will remain a mystery how any picturemaker could miss with
such a list of attractions .. .But a cleaner miss I never did see." McManus, PM. "...Amply fills the bill for sheer escapist en-

tertainment.
. .Replete with pleasant and catching melodies. . .Amiable featured players lifts this little musical a notch above the

ordinary." E. G., N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...No world beater, but good enough to get by. . .Something for every taste."

Thirer, N. Y. POST. "...Humor is energetic, the songs frequent and the players doggedly amiable. . .Happiest moments come
during its songs... Will give you a tough run for your money, if its e.=capist entertainment you want." Cook. N. Y. WORLD-
TELEGRAM. "...Great big extravagant musical comedy, overstuffed with specialty acts, top-heavy with song-and-dance num-
bers, full of ordinary tunes and as boring as all this and two unbelievably unprofessional leading performances can make it...

Wasteful, trying picture." Hale, N. Y. NEWS.

'TONIGHT WE RAID CALAIS' JUST ANOTH'^R PROGRAMMER
(20TH CENTURY-FOX) "...Very light plot and not too strong direction classify this picture for just what it is. a "B'." G. R. S.,

N. Y. MIRROR. "...Has its obvious elements of excitement, but somehow they do not come off very excitingly. . .Story un-
winds so methodically every one of its events can be anticipated lona: before it happens." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...Nothing startling about this straightforward little story." Winsten. N. Y. POST. "...Piece of thoroughly obvious Action-

izing, done in an artificial way, and carries about as much sense of reality a's a puppet pantomime ... Gives plenty of evidence of

having been knocked together to catch some soft, quick trade." Crowther N. Y. TIMES. "...Acting is generally good and the

plot at times interesting. . .Story follows a well defined pattern which is becoming all too familiar nowadays." Pihodna, N. Y. HER-
OLD TRIBUNE. "...Nice little touches aside from its incredibly credible cast and exciting direction." McManus, PM.
"...Moves at an even, fast pace to a climax that is satisfactory, if not too exciting. . .Largely, the picture's fault is lack of suspense
and that is attributed to our familiarity with Hollywood's manner of presenting the spy chase." Halo N Y. NET\'^S.
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HANGMEN ALSO DIE. . .

Here Is the first film story
dealing with the assassina-
tion of Hitler's most hated
hangman, Heydrich, whose
timely death brought a
reign of terror to the sub-
jugated people of poor lit-

tle Czechoslovakia, but
brought hope to the Nazi
victims and enemies every-
where. It is virile anti-
Nazi propaganda, not so
strong on marquee values,
a test for the talents of
the individual showman.
The exhibitor's problem,
except in the action spots,
will be to interest the
femme trade. This
strong stuff. Give it

two - fisted campaign
Released bv United Artists. Pro-

ducer, Arnold Pressburger. Di-
rected bv FritJ Lana. Cast:
Brian Donlevy, Walter Brennan,
Anna Lee, Gene Lockhart,

Dennis O'Keefe.

T-
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THE NEWS DIGEST
(Continued from Page 9)

Lit. Capra will depend on their release for

general consumption upon the public re-

action to "Prelude." The War Department,
anxious to get this picture before the pub-
lic as widely as possible, is making 150

prints available to the OWI for distribution

by the WAC. Elmer Davis, OWI chief, de-

scribed the picture as a splendid one-hour
pictorial record of events preceding the out-

break of the present war. Si Fabian, chair-

man of the WAC theatres division, is send-

ing;, a letter to each of the committee's
16,432 exhiibitor members with instructions

on how to secure prints. The film is not a
"Pledged" subject which exhibitors are
obligated to play, but Fabian emphasizes
the importance which government officials

place upon it. In fact, the Army general
staff and the Navy were so impressed by
it, that orders were issued for it to be
shown to every American soldier and sailor

at home or abroad. All clearances are
waived in connection with the showing of

the film.
• * •

Crescent Case Deadlined
The Government's anti-trust suit against

Crescent Amusement Co. and the remaining
distributor defendant. United Artists Corp.
was finally brought to a head by Judge
Elmer Davies' decision setting a May 6

deadline on all objections to the form of
the decree and on all motions to amend the
findings of fact and conclusions of law filed

by him on March 3. The suit has been
dragging along for 15 months. Judge Davies'
order setting the May 6 deadline stated that
"on that date the decree in this cause be
finally settled and entered on the minutes
of the court. It is further ordered that on
said date of May 6, 1943, the court will hear
and determine all motions filed herein by
the defendants to amend the findings of
fact and conclusions of law filed herein by
the court on March 3." Counsel for the
defense stated that they will file one or
more additional motions on behalf of their
clients.

• • •

RKO, Selznick Pool Talent
A talent pooling pact was completed be-

tween RKO and David O. Selznick as an
emergency solution to the production war-
time shortage of stars. The move was seen
as one which may revolutionize inter-studio
relationships. Four actors were involved:
Gordon Oliver, recently signed by Selznick
to an actor-director contract; Robert An-
derson, RKO discovery, taken from the air
waves; Kim Hunter, a Selznick newcomer,
and Gregory Peck, signed by RKO from
Broadway. The four were considered among
the most promising of the producers' new
talent. Charles Koerner, RKO Studio
Head, said the agreement was made "in
the spirit of cooperation so essential to the
industry in these times. We feel fortunate
in joining with Selznick" in the talent deal.

"Not a dark house in more than
20 years of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n

250 N. JUNIPER STREET
PHILADELPHIA

LOCC8T 4888 RACE 4600

ISew York to Get "Outlaw"
Howard Hughes' highly publicized film,

"The Outlaw," will be seen in New York
at no less an arena than Madison Square
Garden with an indefinite run slated to

start on September 11 if negotiations are

completed between Hughes and the Garden
management. With 15,000 persons viewing
the picture, which would be projected on
a side-wall screen, at a price scale ranging
from $1.10 to $2.20, the same stage show
which played San Francisco with the film

is expected to be presented in New York.
Hughes intends to lease theatres through-
out the country for the showing of his

vehicle. R. M. Savini, Hughes' representa-
tive, is preparing the showing of "The Out-
law" in Detroit.

• • •

4F Stars May Go
A possible reversal in the status of stars

and technicians originally placed in 4-F by
selective service boards was in prospect
after occupational deferment adviser Lt.

Col. Howard P. Witten's statement that the
Army was preparing to induct a very large
percentage of physically handicapped men
in 4-F. Witten said, "There are plenty of

Jobs they can do in military service, re-

leasing physically fit men for combat duty.
Witten did not mention film talent speci-
fically, but his statement covered actors
like Mickey Rooney, Errol Flynn, Orson
Welles, Kay Kyser and others deferred be-
cause of physical disability.

• • •

New Distrib. Co. Formed
The formation of a new national film

distributing company, Film Classics, Inc.,

which will continue in circulation former
major screen productions was announced
by Bertram A. Mayers, attorney for the
company. The managing directors of the
new company, George A. Hirliman and
Irvin Shapiro, both active in indeipendent
distribution, have already closed contracts
with Gaumont-British acquiring thirty-six

of their films which were being released
by 20th Century-Fox. Other films are in

the process of being acauired. Among the
stars featured in the films are Madeleine
Carroll, Walter Hu=ton, Herbert Marshall,
Robert Young, Margaret Lockwood, Con-
stance Bennett, George Arliss. R'chard Dix,
Claude Rains, John Loder. Wallace Ford,
Richard Arlen, Boris KarloT Constance
Cummings, Conrad Veidt and Ro'pnd Young-.

The directors whose pictures will be re-

leased by Film Cla'^sics include: Alfred
Hitchcock, Carol Reed Robert Stevenson.
Victor Saville. Raoul Walsh and Michael
Balcon. Mr. Shapiro leaves shortlv for a
tour of the countrv to set m exchnngfes in

all principal key points, and Mr. Hirliman

goes to the Coast to continue negotiations
for important major product.

* • »

Paramount Ups Shorts Budget
Paramount announced a substantial in-

crease in its shorts budget for the 1943-44

program "to meet th« increasing demand
for shorts of a higher entertainment con-
tent and color. Oscar Morgan, General
Sales Manager of Short Subjects and Para-
mount Newsreel, disclosed that there would
be sixty-four shorts on the new schedule
with important budget increases made to
provide for color in every series on the pro-
gram except two. All cartoons will be in

Technicolor, including "Popeye" and two
new cartoon series — eight "Little Lulu"
based on Marge's famous Saturday Evening
Post character and a Noveltoon series of
eight. Six Greorge Pal Puppetoons in Tech-
nicolor are also scheduled. An innovation
in the Paramount Shorts program will be
a new series of six to eight Technicolor
muoicals, produced under the management
of Y. Frank Freeman and utilizing the
reservoir of singing, comedy and musical
talent from the Paramount lot and the com-
pany's entire technical facilities. Six

"Popular Science" in Magnacolor, six "Un-
usual Occupations," six "Speaking of Ani-

mals" and ten Grantland Rice Sportlights

round out the shorts lineup. "That quality

shorts have been gaining in prominence at

the box-ofl!ice," said Morgan, "is evidenced

in the extra time and attention given to

the screening of shorts by bookers, espe-

cially large circuit buyers. The war has

played a big part in creating this short

subject consciousness by the large number
of O. W. I. documentary films and other

government agency subjects being released

to theatres everywhere. This trend to heavy
pictures has been apparent in features as

well as shorts, and exhibitors have been

avidly seeking quality shorts of a lighter

type to contrast with the heavier film fare

being offered. Paramount is accordingly

providing a shorts program designed solely

for entertainment purposes."

THEATRE GAMES

CONTROLLED BmOO GAME—12 ways

in which to win, $3.00 a thousiind. 16 or 70

ways to win, two colors, $3.60 a thousand.

Box 281. c/o FILM BULLETIN, 1239 Vine

Street, Phlla., Pa.

DIE CUT BINGO CARDS—$17.60 in

10,000 lots. Smaller quantities, $2.00 per 1,000,

1-75, 1-100. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY—
ORDER NOW. S. Klous, c/o FILM BUL-
LETIN, 1239 Vine Street, Phlla., Pa.

SAVE Time . . . Energy . . . Insurance . . . Worry . . . Money

Economically Sensible for All Your Deliveries to Be Made by

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES Inc.

HORLACHER
PHILADELPHIA B.4LTIMORE WASHINGTON NEW YORK

1225 or 1239 Vine St. 1801 Bayard St. 1633 3rd St., N. E. 613 W. 47th St.

Member National Film Carrien. Inc. Miss Yolanda Cicchetti, Notary Public, 1139 Vine St., Flilla.
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MURDER IN TIMES SQUARE. . Starring Ed-

mund Lowe, Marguerite Chapman and John Litel,

this Columibia melodrama tells of a fiendish

killer who commits four murders in a jealous

rage using snake venom as his weapon. Lowe
is seen as an actor suspected of the crimes.

Miss Chapman helps clear him and Litel plays

the crazed doctor. The support includes William

Wright, Bruce Bennett, Esther Dale, Veda Ann
Borg, Gerald Mehr and Sidney Blackmer. Lew
Landers handled the direction.



PREU

SHE HAS WHAT IT
TAKES . . Columbia's
magazine cover girl,

Jinx Falkenburg, is

starred in this musical
romance about an am-
bitious young perform-
er who assumes a
false identity in order

to get into a Broad-
way show. When she
reveals her true iden-

tity on opening night,

her success is assured.

Tom Neal, Constance
Worth, Douglas Leav-
itt and Joe King head
the support which in-

cludes the Radio
Rogues and the Vaga-
bonds. Charles Bar-
ton directed

KING OF THE COWBOYS ...Roy Rogers-
latest for Republic has the western star, lead-
ing a rodeo, appointed by the Governor to

track down saboteurs operating with the tent
show. Smiley Burnette is Rogers' side-kick,
and Peggy Moran supplies heart-interest, in

addition to helping Rogers round up the
traitors. Bob Nolan and the Sons of the Pio-
neers, Dorothea Kent, Lloyd Corrigan and
Russell Hicks are featured. Joseph Kane
handled the direction.



PREUUES

WHITE SAVAGE . . . Univcrs- 1 r ?

unites the stars of "Arabian Nights"
in anotlier Technicolor extravaganza
with Maria Montez, Jon Hall and
Sabu. The background is the South
Seas, with Mis 3 Montea as Princes

j

Tahia, a native ruler; Hall as a reck-

less shark hunter and Sabu doubled
as helpmate and Cupid. Arthur
Lubin directed.



iiOKI I Must See That!"
Women may not be experts in lobby-ad research . . . but leave it to

them to do their shopping where the ad glamour has been piled

on with a sixteen inch trowel .. .Tonight. . .or any night...when one

hundred and twenty pounds of pure paradise ... alone or in convoy

...and consisting of soft focus blonde or upper bracket brunette...

steps shopping into your lobby. . .your show-case must measure up

to the emergency...She may be Tillie Keythumper, the demon stenog

...or Pamela Snoot, the Park Avenue eye-caresser...or even plain

Jane Kane, the wonder welder of Wynotte. . . but who ever she is. .

.

she will go big... for ads that are lavishly lovely in litho and lighting

and lettering. ..that's what our lobby displays are... Eye-catchers and

eye-holders ... An advertising ingenuity developed from years of

experience ... in creating ads . . . that say nothing but ^'Box Office."

nnrionnL CjO^ieen service
PRIZE BBBY or THE mOUSTRY
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^^^^/^ Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's

yl^AR OF STARS
/ // sets new record in Capitol,

N.Y. World Premiere!

JUDY GARLAND • VAN HEFLIN in "PRESENTING LILY MARS"
with Fay Bainter • Richard Carlson • Spring Byington • Marta Eggerth

Connie Gilchrist • Leonid Kinskey • Tomm'y Dorsey and his Orchestra
Bob Crosby and his Orchestra • Screen Play by Richard Connell and
Gladys Lehman • Based upon the Novel by Booth Tarkington • Directed

by Norman Taurog • Produced by Joseph Pasternak • An M-G-M Picture

Book "Prelude To War' Released May 27th
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MYERS REPORT
A. F. Myers' volume on the Motion Picture Consent

Decree
—

"The Story of An Experiment in Regulation by
Consent Decree that Came to Naught"—is "must"
reading for everyone in the industry. It presents a com-
prehensive history of the events leading up to the entry

of the Decree, a detailed criticism of its provisions and
a list of suggested amendments designed to correct the

errors and inadequacies.

Submitted to the Allied Board of Directors at the

recent meeting in Detroit, it was approved unanimously
in a resolution which instructs that the Attorney General
be informed:

(a) That Allied States Association of Motion
Picture Exhibitors re-affirms its position that theatre

divorcement and dissolution, fortified by proper in-

junctions, afford the only permanent and effective

cure for monopolistic conditions in the motion picture

industry;

(b That if the Attorney General should, never-
theless, decide to postpone seeking such remedies for

an additional test period, then the Consent Decree
should be amended in accordance with the recom-
mendations set forth in the General Counsel's report.

Myer's report traces the antecedents of the Gov-
ernment suit, the political maneuvering which doomed
the Neely Bill and the sudden twist of events which
ended the suit before it started and resulted in the set-

tlement by a Decree. The Allied counsel takes Judge
Goddard to task for his bias, quoting an alleged remark
made by the Judge to the effect that "he saw nothing
wrong in the acquisition of theatres by a producer-dis-

tributor." Having thus prejudged the case, Myers con-
tends. Judge Goddard should have disqualified himself

and refrained from further participation in the action.

Interesting and colorful as this reading is, for the

exhibitor the meat of the voluminous report is contained
in the recommendations for changes to be made if the

Decree is revised after expiration of the three-years

trial period next November 20th. Here are the amend-
ments suggested by Mr. Myers:

1. ACQUISITION OF THEATRES. The decree should

prohibit absolutely the acquisition or construc-

tion by the defendants of additional theatres; or

at the very least, should follow the precedent
set by Judge Davies in the Crescent Case and
prohibit further acquisitions or constructions

except after an affirmative showing that such

acquisition (or construction) will not unreason-

ably restrain competition."

2. FRANCHISES. Sec. XV providing that the decree

shall not apply to franchises signed prior to

3
7 , 1 9 4 3

ON THE DEGREE
June 6, 1940, should be eliminated, at least so
far as franchises with affiliated theatres are
concerned. Judge Davies" decision also is a
precedent for this.

3. LICENSING OWN THEATRES. Sec. XVII provid-
ing that nothing in the decree shall impair the
right of each defendant to license pictures to
its own theatres on any terms it pleases, should

be dropped. It is ridiculous that a decree
respecting this right should have been entered
in a case that was brought primarily to divorce
the defendants from their theatres.

4. BLOCK-BOOKING AND BLIND-SELLING. Sees.

Ill and IV (aj should be amended so as to per-

mit the licensing of more than five features in a
group with adequate safeguards against a return

of the abuses of blind-selling and unrestricted

block-booking by providing in respect of the
pictures above the number that can be trade-
shown either (a) proper identification with a
right of selection or (b) an adequate cancella-

tion privilege.

5. BLIND-PRICING. There should be included a pro-

vision requiring that allocations be made in the

license agreement or otherwise when the pic-

tures are licensed.

6. PICTURES GENERALLY OFFENSIVE. Sec. VII

should be amended so that an exhibitor shall

have the right to cancel a picture on the ground
that it is generally offensive on moral, religious

or racial grounds subject to the right of the dis-

tributor to dispute the claim in an arbitration

proceeding.

7. CONDITIONING THE LICENSING OF ONE
GROUP OF PICTURES UPON THE LICENSING OF
ANOTHER. This lapsed provision of Sec. IV (a)

should be restored.

8. CLEARANCE. Sec. VIII should be strengthened

by adding provisions to the effect that clear-

ance shall not be based on one-way competi-

tion; that the gas and rubber situation be added
to the factors to be taken into consideration in

deciding whether any clearance is justified and
in fixing maximum clearance, and that a provi-

sion be inserted requiring that clearance be

measured from the close of the run in the first

theatre in case of move-overs.

9. WITHHOLDING PRINTS. Sec. IX should be

amended as follows: In booking prints for exhi-

bition by exhibitors in a given exchange terri-
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(Continued from Preceding Page)

tory, the distributor shall not withhold delivery

of prints available in the exchange from one

exhibitor in order to give another exhibitor a

prior playing date or clearance not provided

for in its exhibition contract. (The concluding

paragraph of this section, relating to arbitra-

tion, should be retained.)

CIRCUIT DISCRIMINATON. Sec. X should be

entirely rewritten. Allied during the protracted

negotiations objected strenuously to the hamp-

ering restrictions placed on Sec. X and to the

inadequacy of the remedy afforded by it. Be-

cause the Department seemed determined to

follow the course outlined, Allied's suggestions

had to do with patching up the section as draft-

ed. If upon the expiration of the three-year

test period, the Department shall again enter

into negotiations with the defendants, instead

of proceeding with the trial of the case, it Is

assumed that It will not stultify itself by agree-

ing to a renewal in anything like Its present

form of this provision, which has been greeted

with derision and has not resulted In dislodging

a single producer-owned theatre from its pre-

ferred run.

In considering this section sight should not be

lost of the fact that it purports merely to afford

a remedy for theatres now in existence that

have lost their runs to circuit theatres. It Is In

no sense the equivalent of an Injunction aaglnst

discrimination In favor of the circuits. There-

fore, If the subject is to be left to arbitration,

the section should be entirely rewritten. It

should provide, in substance, that a claim by

an independent exhibitor to the effect that a

distributor has refused to license its feature pic-

tures to a theatre operated by him on a particu-

lar run, and has licensed its features to a com-

peting theatre operated by a circuit merely

because the theatre so favored is a circuit

theatre, shall be subject to arbitration.

The arbitrary definitions of an independent

exhibitor and a circuit theatre should be

changed. An "independent" should be defined

as one who is in no way affiliated with any

producer or distributor and who does not op-

erate more than one-third the number of fhea-

tres operated by the circuit In question; a "cir-

cuit theatre" should be defined as a component

of a circuit, buying combine, etc., operating

three times the number of theatres operated by

the complaining Independent.

The award, if in favor of the complainant,

should be definite and not merely put the pic-

tures on the auction block in an uneven contest

between an independent exhibitor and a circuit.

The Arbitrator should be authorized in such a

case, to direct that thereafter the run of pic-

tures be offered to the complainant until such

time as the award may be set aside in a new

proceeding filed by the circuit.

. COST OF ARBITRATION. The Rules of Arbitra-

tion should be amended so that costs can be

assessed against the complainants only In cases

patently lacking In merit.

BROADWAY
NEWSREEL

War pictures are still in the majority along the Main

Stem but business continues strong at most of the larger flhn

palaces, especially when the program includes a lively stage

show headed by a popular band leader. A case in point is the

Paramount where the combination of "China" and Harry
James, the trumpeter, played tc 450,000 patrons during the

first three weeks of its run — a new mark for the theatre

according to Bob Weitman, managing director. And this

despite the two-day absence of James due to illness and a

slight slackening off due to two unannounced black-outs, each

an hour long and during the peak of the evening's rush. The
program is now in its fourth smash week and "China" will

continue a fifth with a different "in person" show... At the

Roxy, the jitterbugs started lining up early to see "Crash
Dive" and Jimmy Dorsey and His Orchestra with all opening
day box office records broken and the first week's receipts

being the highest non-holiday week since pre-depression days.

Here the program is now in its third week and will remain a

fourth starting May 20th. Both of these are war pictures as

is the Strand's "Edge of Darkness," which is accompanied by
Ethel Waters and Jan Savitt and His Orchestra on the stage.

Here business has dropped after four strong weeks but the

program will remain for a sixth with "Prelude to War."
Lieutenant Frank Capra's film added beginning May 14th.

"Action in the North Atlantic" opens on May 21st.

The Capitol had its highest gross since it started its new
stage-and-screen policy with "Presenting Lily Mars" and
Sonny Dunham and Orchestra and Jimmy Durante on the
stage. Although Durante was forced out of the show by ill-

ness, business continued strong for the holdover. Another
picture which is far removed from war, "Lady of Burlesque,"
opened at the Capitol on Thursday accompanied by the three
stars of "Show Time," George Jessel, Jack Haley and Ella
Logan... The other important new film of the week, "The
More the Merrier," is a comedy about war-time Washington
which opened at the Radio City Music Hall on May 13th. This
followed a four-week run of "Flight for Freedom." the first

three of which were each over the $100,000 figure due, in part,

to the huge theatre's annual Easter stage spectacle .. .The
standout among the straight-film houses is the Hollywood
record business for the house during its first week. Second
where "Mission to Moscow" opened on April 29th and did a
week was almost as strong and a long run is in prospect at
this theatre where 8 or 10 week runs have been average lately.

An unusual war film, "Next of Kin," is in its second week
at the Rialto after a powerful opening stanza at this theatre
which specializes in horror pictures. The previous feature.
"I Walked with a Zombie." is reported to have outgrossed
"Cat People." an especially heavy grosser which played four
weeks here, and the Rialto has booked the third of RKO's
horror series. "The Leopard Man." as its next attraction...
"Desert Victory" completed four-and-one-half weeks of good
business at the Globe and was succeeded by another war film

from 20th-Fox, "They Came to Blow Up America," a natural
for this exploitation spot... The Rivoli had a good opening
week with "The Ox-Bow Incident" but was less fortunate
with the preceding "White Savage" which started off strong
but soon dropped and had two mild weeks... The Criterion's

new picture "The Desperadoes." followed three good weeks
of "Assignment in Brittany" but at the Abbey Theatre "At
Dawn We Die." also a war film, is not faring so well but holds
over. Capra's "Prelude to War" has been booked into this

house for an extended run following its Strand showing. . .The
PRC special, "Corregidor." has been set for the Globe Theatre
opening on May 27th, the first for this company at a Broad-
way theatre other than the little New York where such films

as "The Pay-off" and "Queen of Broadway" are u?uallv coupled
with a western. . .M-G-M's "The Human Comedy" is in the

11th week of its run at the Astor where it is still in first place

among continuous performance attractions at that house...

With the renovated and re-decorated Laffmovie (formerly the

Gaietv Theatre) at Broadway and 46th St. again open, the

last dark spot among Times Square film theatres has been
removed. Other recent re-openings were the Abbey, formerly

the Warner Theatre: the Belmont, which is now showing
Mexican films, and the long-empty Roof Theatre, atop the

New Amsterdam in West 42nd St.. which has been leased bv

the Cinema Circuit Corp. to be operated as a "week-end"

theatre. First attraction was "Gone With the Wind."
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Two Opinions About A Controversial Film

'MISSION TO MOSCOW IMPRESSIVE HISTORICAL DOCUMENT

Wamer Bros.

123 Minutes

Walter Huston, Ann Harding, Oscar Homol-

ka, George Tobias, Gene Lockhart, Frieda

Inescort, Richard Travis, Eleanor Parker,

Helmut Dantine, Victor Francen, Henry

Daniel, Barbara Everest, Dudley Field >I;i/-

lone, Roman Bohnen, Jerome Cowan, Minor

Watson, Vladimir Sokoloff, Maurice Schwartz

Moroni Olsen, Maria Palmer, Manart Kip-

pen, Kathleen Lockhart, Kurt Katch, Felix

Basch, Konstantin Shane, Doris Lloyd, Frank
Puglia, Charles Trowbridge, Leigh Whipper,

John Abbott, Limisden Hare, Capt. Jack

Young, George Renavent, Peter Goo Chong,

Clive Morgan, Frank Reicher, Ivan Lebedeff,

Feodor Chaliapin, Lily Norwood, Michael

Panaieff and 154 additional cast names.

Directed by Michael Curtiz.

An impressive historical document, timely

and absorbing in view of current headlines

and filled wth remarkably faithful imper-

sonations of dozens of present day world
figures, "Mission to Moscow" will be widely

discussed among educated fllmgoers and all

students of world affairs. This is not screen

«ntertainment, in the usual sense, but rather

a realistic and informative documentary pic-

ture of recent world events—much of it re-

sembling newsreel sequences. Warner
Bros, is to be congratulated for sticking to

the facts, as well as the necessarily-episodic

style of Ambassador Davies' book without

injecting thrill sequences, extraneous comedy

or anything more than the merest sugges-

tion of a romantic note. The two-hour foot-

age requires constant attention to be thor-

oughly appreciated and that the youngsters,

action fans and most women patrons will

find much of it dull goes without saying.

However, the average filmgoer today has an

intense interest in world affairs and the

events leading up to the present conflict.

Proof of this is shown in the enormous sale

of Davies' original book, as well as similar

factual literature. These facts undoubtedly

will enter into the consideration of the

Editor, whose boxoffice anlysis of this un-

usual picture appears elsewhere on this page.

The film opens with a prologue, simply and

effectively delivered by Ambassador Joseph

E. Davies, in which he gives his reasons for

writing the book about Russia and his be-

lief that Soviet leaders—as well as the popu-

lace—most desire to live as good neighbors

in a world of peace. This sets the mood for

the entire picture although the switch to

the opening scene in which Walter Huston

is introduced as Davies is rather too abrupt.

The picture covers the period, in 1936, when
Davies was appointed Ambassador to Russia

by President Roosevelt to the time just be-

fore America's entrance into the World War.

Outstanding moments are the Moscow

purge trials of 1937, during which the Trot-

skyites are revealed as having plotted with

German and Japanese conspirators to sabo-

tage Russian defense plans, and Davies

meeting with Stalin in the Kremlin and,

later, his visit with Winston Churchill.

Weak spots must include Davies' talk with

President Roosevelt during which Capt. Jack

Young, who portrays the President, employs

a microphone voice in contrast to Walter

Huston's well-modulated and natural tones.

Huston gives a quiet and authoritative per-

formance as Davies. Manart Kippen is ex-

cellent in his brief scene as Stalin. Most

of the other players are distinguished chiefly

for their likeness to the famous characters

they portray: Oscar Homolka as Litvinov,

Vladimir Sokoloff as Kalinin, Dudley Field

Malone as Churchill, Leigh Whipper as Haile

Selassie, and Gene Lockhart as Molotov.

Victor Francen is fine as the Russian state

prosecutor and Helmut Dantine, Doris Lloyd,

Roman Bohnen and Frieda Inescort are

among those noticed in the huge cast. Ann

Harding, as Mrs. Davies, Eleanor Parker,

as the Ambassador's daughter, and Tanya

Litvinof, supply the feminine touch to a few

scenes. LEYENDECKER

'MISSION TO MOSCOW A DIFFICULT BOXOFFICE PROBLEM
Rates • • • only for class and arty spots

There can be no question on the point of

Warners' courage in undertaking this pro-

duction. The purpose of the project is most

worthy, designed as it is to stimulate a bet-

ter understanding and a more cordial atti-

tude between the American people and one

of our heroic allies. Indeed, our Government

must ardently desire such a result for the

more efficient and harmonious conduct of

the war in order that the day of victory

over the common enemy of the United

States and Russia might be brought closer.

Since this supplementary review is con-

cerned chiefly with the boxoffice potentiali-

ties of "Mission To Moscow," considerations

of wartime propaganda and international

policy must be put aside.

It is our studied opinion that this picture

will achieve a very limited boxoffice success

over the nation at large. In such metropoli-

in big cities; • • as double feature elsewhere; n. g. for action houses

have to relegate it to the secondary spot on

dual bills. Action houses will find it of little

value at the boxoflSce.

tan and cosmopolitan cities as New York,

Chicago and Los Angeles, the de luxe first-

run theatres should show above-average

grosses for runs of several weeks. Beyond

those premiere engagements, however, it is

difficult to see much business. In its favor

is the widespread publicity given the picture

by the controversy raging among columnists,

editors, radio commentators, etc., about al-

leged distortions of fact and about the ef-

fects of its propaganda. But we are disposed

to believe that these arguments will serve

to whet the appetites only of those already

interested in the film. The publicity will not

bear great weight with the mass of movie-

goers who are seeking "escapist" entertain-

ment.

In the average naborhood theatre "Mission

To Moscow" will probably require the sup-

port of a good feature comedy or action

melodrama. Small town situations may

In summary: "Mission To Moscow" is a

documentary propaganda film of great

length that is definitely not mass entertain-

ment. While it undoubtedly will interest

those who see it, there are lacking most of

the elements that give a picture boxoffice

magnetism. There is no story in the ac-

cepted sense, nor can the marquee emblazon

the names of any outstanding stars. It is a

weighty and serious historical document

adapted from a best-seller book. But there

is a wide chasm between the several hun-

dred thousand readers who make a best-

seller and the many millions of moviegoers

required to make a picture a boxoffice suc-

cess.

WAX
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M-G-M...3 Not Set

'DU BARRY WAS A LADY' MILDLY AMUSING MUSICAL ELABORATELY STAGED
Rates • • + on name value of stage hit

M-G-M
Red Skelton, Lucille Ball, Gene Kelly, Vir-
ginia O'Brien, "Rags" Ragland, Zero Mostel,
Douglas Dumbrille, Donald Meek, Louise
Beavers, George Givot, Sig Arno, Andrew
Tombes, Clara Blandick, Chester Clut^,
Mitchell Lewis, Tommy Dorsey and Or-
chestra.

Directed by Roy Del Ruth.

Gorgeous settings and costumes and an
eye-filling parade of pulchritude — all photo-
graphed in Technicolor — dress up this

mildly amusing film and make up for some
of the weaknesses in the music and comedy
departments. "Du Barry Was a Lady,"
which was a stage hit because of its rowdy
songs and ribald humor, has gone through
the washing machine to emerge with far
more appeal to the eye than the ear. "~The
general story idea — that of a check room
boy (originally a men's room attendant) who
wins a sweepstakes ticket and dreams he is

Louis XV and the night club singer he ad-
mires is Du Barry — has been retained,
but it muffs and falls quite flat in its screen

version. Red Skelton, "Rags" Ragland and
several others get some laughs while
frolicking through the silly situations at the
night club, but their material wears rather
thin during the elaborately-staged dream
sequence. Although none of the songs are
outstanding, "Do I Love You" has a catchy
rhythm, "It's Still Salome" gets the amus-
ing dead-pan delivery of Virginia O'Brien
and "I Love an Esquire Girl" brings forth

a parade of calender beauties who will be
sure to make the men patrons whistle. Tom-
my Dorsey, who appears briefly with his or-

chestra, will pull in the younger fans. This
will get better returns in the first-runs than
the subsequents, where unfavorable word-
of-mouth will cut into the grosses.

The story, such as it is, is about evenly
divided between a Broadway night club and
the court of Louis XV. Red Skelton, check
room attendant, and Gene Kelly, song-writ-
ing hoofer, both worship Lucille Ball, night
club singer who accepts the attentions of
wealthy admirers. When Skelton wins a

$150,000 sweepstakes prize. Miss Ball finally

takes notice of him to the disgust of Kelly
who believes her to be completely mercen-

ary. After getting a mickey finn intended

for Kelly, Skelton dreams he is Louis XV,
Miss Ball is Du Barry and Kelly is the Black

Arrow, the revolutionary leader. When he

awakes from his turbulent dream, Skelton

realizes that Kelly is the one who is really

suited to Miss Ball.

Lucille Ball gives a first-rate portrayal of

the mercenary singer and Gene Kelly does

a whiz of a tap dance and handles his slim

acting assignment capably enough. Skel-

ton, "Rags" Ragland and Virginia O'Brien

are funny whenever their roles permit.

Zero Mostel, Broadway night club sensation,

is only moderately (Jiverting on the screen.

LEYENDECKER

'SWii^G SHIFT MAISIE' WEAK ADDITION TO SERIES
Rates • • — as naborhood dualler

M-G-M
87 Minutes
Ann Sothern, James Craig, Jean Rogers,
John Qualen, Connie Gilchrist, Douglas Fow-
ley, Marta Linden, Addison Richards, Kay
Medford, Pierre Watkin, Rose Hobart, Eni-
mett Vogan, Jacqueline White, Fred Brady,
Betty Jaynes, The Wiere Brothers.
Directed by Norman Z. McLeod.

"Swing Shift Maisie" is a weak sister in
this series. Once again Ann Sothern strug-
gles with her amusingly-hard-boiled charac-
terization of Maisie to enliven a run-of-the-
mill script and keep interest in the film
alive. Some of the minor characters, nota-
bly the Wiere Brothers, as comic acrobats
and Connie Gilchrist, as Mrs. Lustvogel who
runs a boarding house for defense plant
workers, contribute entertaining spots, but
they are too infrequent for the 87 minut-^
footage. Too much of the rc' on is devc'e '

to Maisie's efforts to befriend a forlorn
beauty who later steals her boy friend and
otherwise proves a thorough "heel." A lib-

eral application of the cutting shears would
have speeded up the early part of the film
and made this a more enjoyable program-
mer. Popularity of Miss Sothern and the
previous "Maisie" films will get this by as a
supporting dualler in naborhood houses.

In the story Maisie starts out in a night
club working her way to the West Coast
where she hopes to get into war work.
When a test pilot (James Craig) ruins her
act he later makes amends by getting her
a job in the defense plant where he works.
Craig is beginning to fall in love with Maisie
until a lonely girl (Jena Rogers), whom she
has befriended, steals her way into his af-
fections. Miss Rogers gets herself engaged
to Craig and, after he leaves to train for
combat duty, she starts two-timing despite
Maisie's efforts to keep her in line. The
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selfish Miss Rogers, afraid of losing Craig,

finally accuses Maisie of sabotage at the

plant. But Maisie manages to clear herself

in time to halt Craig's marriage to Miss
Rogers—and win him back for herself.

Jean Rogers does a fine acting job as the

scheming beauty. James Craig, whose new
mustache gives him a Clark Gable-like ap-

pearance, is capable enough as the devil-

may-care test pilot. John Qualen and Rose
Hobart stand out in brief roles.

DENLEY

'DR. GILLESPIE'S CRIMINAL CASE' LONG-WINDED AND OVER-PLOTTED
Rates • • — as supporting dualler only

M-G-M
89 Minutes

Lionel Barrymore, Van Johnson, Donna
Reed, Keye Luke, John Craven, Alma Kru-
ger, Michael Duane, Marilyn Maxwell, Henry
O'Neill, Marie Blake, Grant Withers, Fran-
ces Rafferty, Matt Moore, Aileen Pringle,
Edward Earle, William Lundigan, Margaret
O'Brien, Walter Kingsford, Neil Craig.

Directed by W'illis Godlbeck.

A heavily-plotted, somewhat long-winded
programmer, "Dr. Gillespie's Criminal Case"
will hardly win any new fans for this series.

A profusion of characters and their vari-

ous encounters with love, death and the hos-
pital routine results in divided interest and
Dr. Willis Goldbeck has been unable to make
either of the romantic sub-plots seem im-

portant. The most effective dramatic epi-

sode shows how a despairing maimed sol-

dier can have his confidence restored
through the use of artificial legs and take a
new interest in life. A prison break, made
by a murderer who had been declared in-

sane by Dr. Gillespie, makes for an exciting
climax but the erysipelas epidemic in Blair
General Hospital seems to add an unneces-
sarily-tragic note. Dr. Gillespie's rantings
and ravings to his long-suffering assistants
furnish some comedy moments but not
enough. This will get by only on naborhood
duals where the Kildare and the Gillespie

series have proven popular in the past.

The many-faceted story is laid in Blair
General Hospital where Dr. Gillespie (Lionel

Barrymore) is still undecided as to whethei
Van Johnson or Keye Luke shall be chosen
as his new assistant. Just after Johnson
becomes friendly with an attractive nurse.

he is called away with Luke to help out on
an erysipelas epidemic in the children's
ward. Dr. Gillespie, who has been unable
to give William Lundigan, a maimed fly-

er, the confidence to use his artificial legs,

eventually finds a way to aid him. And Gil-

lespie's efforts to have a young murderer
(John Craven) transferred to an insane in-

stitution fail when a prison break is started.

After Craven is killed and the epidemic is

conquered, all hands have a celebration and
Lundigan appears to dance on his artificial

legs.

Lionel Barrymore is Lionel Barrymore as

the irascible old Dr. Gillespie. Van Johnson
and Keye Luke make a likeable pair of

friendly medical rivals. Marilyn Maxwell
makes an exceedingly glamorous nurse, and
Donna Reed and William Lundigan con-

tribute neat acting bits.

YORK
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Watch for the

box-office EXP^O^ION
of Rrr^



BOMBARDIER
the block-buster of 'al'

ACTION-

II

THUNDEROUS THOUSAND-PLANE

WORLD PREMIERE IN 50 SOUTH-

WESTERN CITIES BEGINNING MAY 16!



Sponsored by the TEXAS QUALITY
NETWORK ... a blanket barrage of

radio coverage in a round-the-clock

bombardment of sensational "spot" and

"show" promotions ... A gigantic show-

manship push spearheaded by the spec-

tacular events at Albuquerque, N. M.,

and for the Army Air Forces at nearby

Kirt land Field, N. M., where much of

the picture was filmed

!

AND HERE ARE JUST SOME OF THE CITIES:

SAN ANTONIO
AUSTIN

WACO
McALLEN
WICHITA FALLS

DONNA
DENTON
SAN MARCOS
BIG SPRINGS
DALLAS

EL PASO
GALVESTON
SAN BENITO

TEMPLE

MERCEDES
PARIS

SHERMAN
LUBBOCK

FT. WORTH
AMARILLO
CORPUS CHRISTI

ABILENE

HARLINGEN

CORSICANA
TYLER

MUSKOGEE
MIDLAND

HOUSTON

DENISON

ERNON
SAN ANGELO
GAINSVILLE

BROWNSVILLE
LAREDO
BROWNWOOD
WESLACO

BRECKENRIDGE
EASTLAND

RANGER
CLEBURNE



. . . fold in a blasting bomb-run of

romance and thrills ...in the story

of a lovely girl— and of three

fliers who knew how to make a

direct hit on a woman's heart!,..

The mighty picture that shows the

making of the boys now making

it hot for the Axis!

RANDOLPH SCOTT as

cocky, lone-wolf pilot, w(

inga one-man war of his o^

PAT O'BRIEN as the devil-

may-care bombing trainer,

with his fighting eye on Tokyo.

WALTER REEDas the Bom-
bardier Cadet, caught be-
tween the two veteran rivals. R K O

RADIOw

PAT O'BRIEN

RANDOLPH SCOTT
ANNE SHIRLEY- EDDIE ALBERT
Produced by ROBERT FELLOWS • Directed by RICHARD WALLACE

Screen Play by JOHN TWIST

UTHO USA



PARAMOUNT...! in Fifth Block

'FIVE GRAVES TO CAIRO' EXCITING WAR YARN NOT SO TIMELY NOW
Rates • • + generally

Paramount
96 Minutes

Franchot Tone, Anne Baxter, Akim Tami-
roll, Erich von Stroheim, Peter Van Eyck,
Fortunio Bonanova, Miles Mander, Leslie
Dennison, Ian Keith, Konstantin Shayne,
Fred Nurney.

Directed by Billy Wilder

In "Five Graves to Cairo," Paramount had
a timely war story six months ago; today it

is a bit dated. However, this exciting melo-
drama about the North African campaign
can be exploited to become an above-average
business-getter generally. It has a well-

chosen cast with fair marquee values and
an attention-compelling title, as well as the

first screen portrayal of German Field

Marshal Rommel, the famed "desert fox,"

whose glory is somewhat dimmed at this

date. The story is realistically told through-

out with Director Billy Wilder, who also

collaborated on the screen-play, skilfully

pointing up the several suspenseful se-

quences. The romantic moments are inci-

dental and this phase of the story comes
to a tragic conclusion—which adds to th«
plausibility of the adventuresome tale. Ac-
tion houses will get the best grosses.

The story opens on the blistering hot
African desert after the British have been
driven out of Tobruk and back into Egypt
by Rommel's Africa Corps. Franchot Tone,
who has fallen out of his out-of-control

British tank, stumbles into an evcauatsd
village a few moments before the Nazis

arrive to take over. Tone is given refuge

by Akim Tamiroff, the hotel owner, and by
impersonating a club-footed waiter, who had
been employed as a fifth columnist by the
Nazis, he passes inspection. Although the
French chambermaid (Anne Baxter) threat-

ens to denounce Tone to the Nazis, she re-

lents and he is able to meet Rommel (Erich
von Stroheim) and learn the secret of the
so-called five graves—five hidden stores of

military supplies which helped the Nazis
win the African campaign. Tone, in his

disguise of the waiter, is assigned by Rom-
mel to Cairo, but before he can leave, a
Nazi lieutenant learns his real identity. Tone
is then forced to kill the lieutenant and
get a safe escort to Cairo where he reveals

the secret of the "Ave graves" to the British.

General Montgomery's Eighth British Army
moves forward and, after destroying the

Nazi military stores, turns Rommel's Egyp-
tian drive into a retreat.

Franchot Tone gives a convincing per-

formance of the British tank man. Anne
Baxter takes another upward step in her

acting career as the French chambermaid
who sacrifices her life for the Allied cause.

Akim Tamiroff does well in the typical role

of the worried hotel owner and Fortunio

Bonanova supplies a few amusing moments
as the Italian general who is an object of

scorn to Rommel and his men.
LEYENDECKER

RKO-RAI>ia...3 Not Designated

'MR. LUCKY' HIGHLY ENTERTAINING CARY GRANT PERFORMANCE
Rates • • • generally

KKO Radio ^^^^
100 Minutes

Cary Grant, Laralne Day, Chares Biokford,

Gladys Cooper, Alan Carney, Henry Stephen-

son, Kay Johnson, Paul Stewart, Walter

Kingrsford, Florence Bates, Erford Gage,

yiadimlr Sokoloff, J. M. Kerrigun, Edward
FieMing-, Robert Strang.

Directed by H. C. Potter.

As entertaining as It is implausible, "Mr.
Lucky" can attribute the success it will en-

Joy to Cary Grant's very engaging per-
formance. For this reason alone, it will do
strong business in first-runs and all down
the line. The story, which is an odd fix-
ture of dramatic and light, romantic mo-
ments, is farfetched, but It gives Grant his

best acting opportunity since "Suspicion"

and he handles it expertly, even to the ex-

tent of winning sympathy for a gambler,
who is also a draft-dodger and a cheat. The
War Relief background and the numerous
topical references gives the film an up-to-
the minute ring, while Director H. G. Potter
carefully refraias from treating the gangster
angle too seriously. The dialogue is often
breezy and amusing. Laralne Day lends
splendid support to Grant's dominating role,

but this film is pretty much all his show.

In the story, Cary Grant, owner of a
gambling ship, avoids reporting to his draft
board by securing the 4F draft card of a
dead Greek member of his crew. In his
new identity, Grant meets Laraine Day, so-

cialite and executive of a War Relief or-

ganization which is planning a charity ball

to raise funds for medical supplies. After
ingratiating himself with the ladies of the
group. Grant sells them on the idea of run-
ning a gambling concession at the ball with-

out telling them he plans to keep the profits

for himself. After the Nazis' ruthless

methods are brought home to him through
a letter from Greece, Grant resolves to play

square with the War Relief. However, his

former gangster partner double-crosses
Girant and gets away with the profits. Al-

though Grant is shot, he recovers the loot

and sends it to Miss Day. When she learns

afcout his real identity, Grant has already
taken the medical supplies to Europe on his

own ship. When he returns he finds her
waiting.

Laraine Day, as the patriotic society girl,

has nerer looked better or given a more
poised performance. Alan Carney gets

William Bendix character — and Paul Stew-
art and Charles Bi«kford also contribute
good portrayals. Gladys Cooper does well

as the most prominent of the War Relief

ladies.

LEYENDECKER

'GILDERSLEEYE'S BAD DAY* WILL GIVE EXHIBITORS BAD DAY
Rates • + as small town dualler

RKO Radio
S2 Minutes

Harcdd Peary, Jane Darwell, Claries Antt,

Nancy Gates, Freddie Mercer, LOllan Ban-

doli^ Russell Wade, Frank J«nks, Douglas

Fowley, Grant Withers, Alan Carney, Dtnk

Trout, Harold Landon, Richard LeOrand,.

Fern Enunett, Charles Cane, Ken Christy.

Directed by Gordon Douglas.

Corny conaedy, cut to the meaaure of the
over-draiwn characterization Harold Peary
popularized on the radio, "GUdersleeve's Bad
Day" ia a dull quickie on all counts. Per-
haps GUdersleeve's ridiculous laugh sjid his

penchant for getting into embarrassing situ-

ations amuse hi» radio fans, but we doubt
if his ecreen antics will draw more than a
snicker anywhere, unless such corn still goes
in the sticks. The storv, which is in the
comic etrip vein, is filled with scenes such
as Gildersleeve's falling off a high ladder,
running through the streets without his
trousers and similar slapstick. The kids
should find it pretty funny.

GUdersleeve's bad day starts with his se-

lection as foreman of a jury which is to
sit in on the trial of Douglas Fowley, bank-
robber. Fowley's confederates send Gilder-
sleeve a note offering him $1,000 if he will

hold out for acquittal, but he fails to receive
it before the trial. Convinced that Fowley
is innocent, Gildersleeve wins an acquittal
while his family, learning aJbout the note,

RKO-RADIO—Continued on Next Page

believe he has accepted the bribe. When
Fowley's men deliver the Sl.OOO, which they
have stolen from the judge's safe, Gilder-

sleeve thinks it a Gentribution to the local

charity drive. He learns his error after

returning it to the judge and he then makes
an attempt to blow up the safe himself.

After several other mix-ups, Gildersleeve

finally establishes his innocence and cap-
tures the bank robbers.

Harold Peary deliberately over-plays the
Gildersleeve role to get laughs and Charles
Arnt, Dint Trout and most of the others do
likewise. Jane Darwell contributes a good
average oomedy portrayal and Nancy Gates,
as Gildersleeve's niece, supplies some inci-

dental romance.

DENLEY
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RKO. . .Continued

'THE LEOPARD MAN' FAIR HORROR YARN EFFECTIVELY PRESENTED
Rates • • + in action spots; OK dualler

RKO Radio
66 Minutes

Dennis O'Keefe, Margo, Jean Brooks, James
Bell, Isabel Jewell, Abner Biberman, Maf-

graret I>andr>', Richard Martin^ Tula Parma,
Ben Bard, Ariel Heath, Charles C. Wilson,

Ottola Nesmith, Fely Franquelli.

Directed by Jacques Toumeur.

Third in RKO's series of psychological

horror fims, "The Leopard Man" has an
out-of-the-ordinary story, eerie photography
and several spine-chilling moments. How-
ever, the film is not up to the high terror

standard of "The Cat People," first of these

Val Lewton productions, although, here too,

Jacques Tourneur's remarkably-effective di-

elsewhere
rection adds considerable suspense to the
mystery. The first murder, by a frightened
leopard, is a scary sequence and the in-

terest then falters only because, after each
death, the plot devotes considerable time to

introducing a new group of characters. The
denouement comes as a surprise, although the

killer's motives are not thoroughly explain-
ed. Like "The Cat People" and "I Walked
With a Zombie," this will have strong ap-
peal to horror fans and can be heavily ex-

ploited. Best suited for action spots.

The story takes place in a small Mexican
border town where Dennis O'Keefe, press
agent, h'res a black leopard to attract at-

tention L.> Jean Brooks, entertainer at a

night club. However, Margo, star dancer,
rattles her castanets, the scared leopard

escapes and later I' ills a terrified child. The
next day, Margaret Landry, daughter of a

wealthv family, becomes locked in a ceme-

tery and before help arrives, she, too, is

found dead. O'Keefe, who believes the leo-

pard will not kill unless frightened, asks the

advice of James Bell, naturalist, who of-

fers several clues. However, the next day.

Margo is attacked in a dark street and

clawed to death. When the leopard's body

is found in a canyon, O'Keefe enlists Miss

Brook's aid in trapping the real killer.

Alone with Miss Brooks, Bell almost kills

her and, after help arrives, he confesses to

the two murders.
Margo, who returns to the screen after

several years, clicks her castanets in a tor-

rid Latin dance and otherwise handles the

role of the ambitious entertainer splendidl".

Dennis O'Keefe and Jean Brooks capably

contribute a minor romantic note. James
Bell, Isabel Jewell and several newcomers
furnish satisfactory support.

YORK

'LADY OF BURLESQUE' EXPLOITABLE BACK-STAGE MURDER MYSTERY
Rates • • • generally

United Artists (Hunt Stromberg)

91 Minutes

Barbara Stanwyck, Michael O'Shea, J. Ed-

ward Bromberg, Iris Adrian, Cliarles Dingle,

Marion Martin, Frank Conroy, Gloria Dick-

son, Fddie Gordon, Victoria Faust, Lew
Kelly, Stephanie Bach?I r. Pinky Lee. Fran';

Fenton, Gerald Mohr, Claire Carleton, Bert

Hanlon, Janis Carter, Sid Marion, Lou Lu-

btn, George Chandler, Lee Trent, Florence

Auer, Don L>-nn, Beai Wong.

Directed by William A. Wellman.

A lively back-stage murder mystery, spiced

with rowdy laughs, "Lady of Burlesque" is

highly exploitable as well as good entertain-

ment. Based on Gypsy Rose Lee's "The G-

String Murders," the film has captured the

tawdry atmosphere, elaborate and revealing

costumes and the down-to-earth humor of

the burlesque show to perfection — or as

far as the censor board would permit. The

film starts off at a fast pace with a typical

burlesque performance followed by a raid,

then slackens off slightly during the many
plot complications, but the finish is melo-

dramatic and exciting. Although the story

manages to hold the j- -eie i throughout,

the comedy moments, .unh make merry

with g-strings, hip mo\e:nents. out-moded

plumbing and the like, far catweigh the

picture's suspenseful tequences. In his first

production for U. A release. Hunt Stromberg

has obviously gono to great pains to secure

authentic burlesque types and several new-

comers — among them Michael O'Shea.

Stephanie Bachelor and Pinky Lee — regis-

ter strongly. Barbara Stanwyck, the sole

marquee name, looks well in flashy costumes,

puts over the song, "Take It Off the E-

String, Play it on the G-String," with the

proper movements and gives the role of the

burlesque queen touches of hardness a3 well

as warm-hearted sympalh:, With the com-

bination of burlesque and m^^te v melo-

drama to sell, showmen should f'.;d this a

good grosser in most locations.

The scene is the burlesque theatre on

Broadway, once the home of grand opera,

where Barbara Stanwyck, who is making her

big city debut, makes friends with most of

the troupe, especially Michael O'Shea, whose

attentions soon become irksome. During a

raid. Miss Stanwyck is almost strangled in

the dark but, after their quick release, the

other performers scoff at her story. On

the second night Victoria Faust, the prima

donna who is disliked by most of the others,

vents her fury on Stephanie Bachelor, a

mysterious star who suddenly appears to

annunce she will take over the lead in the

show. That night Miss Faust is found

strangled with her own g-string and, after

the investigation brings out many secrets

about the members of the troupe, it is re-

vealed that she was also poisoned. Miss
Bachelor, who is blackmailing the producer,

J. Edward Bromberg, takes on many of

Miss Stan\\->'ck's numbers, but she, too, is

found murdered. The strangler remains at

large until Miss Stanwyck, who suspects
who the murderer is, remains alone in the
theatre and traps him into making an at-

tempt on her life.

Michael O'Shea registers as a likeable Irish

comedian who also furnishes the romantic
interest. J. Edward Bromberg does well as
the generous burlesque producer and Pinky
Lee and Frank Fenton stand out as per-
formers. Stephanie Bachelor makes a strik-

ing impression in an unsympathetic role.

The other girls, among them Marion Mar-
tin, as a voluptuous blonde; Iris Adrian, as
a slangy t\-pe: Gloria Dickson and Vic-
toria Faust, are all excellent.

L.EYENDECKER

'CHAHERBOX' NONSENSICAL FARCE. STRICTLY FOR BROWN-CANOVA FANS

Rates • • on nanne value of stars

Republic
76 minutes.

Joe E. Brown, Judy Canova, John Hubbard,
Rosemary Lane, Gus Schilling, Chester Clute,

Emmett Vogan, Anne Jeffrjs, George Bjtou,
BiUy Bletcher, Edward Earle, The Mills

Brothers, Spade Cooley and His Boys.

Directed by Joseph Santley.

Judy Canova and Joe E. Brown, who hav?
mugged their way to comedy stardom, are

re-united in "Chatterbox," another complete-

ly nonsensical farce which will tickle their

numerous fans—and bore the balance of the

audience. Miss Canova leans heavily on her
trick singing and sure-fire portrayal of an
awkward slavey type while Brown, who plays

a well-known radio cowboy who has never
been west of Chicago, resorts to slapstick

stunts and his familiar grey-haired mother

impersonation to get laughs. The scene is

a large film studio but. except for a few

amusing bits of dialogue. Director Joseph

Santley and the script writers muffed the

chance to satirize Hollywood. Republic has

supplied an above-average supporting ca.H

and good production values but, whenever

the two clowns are off the screen, the action

lags. Judy's singing of "Why Can't I Sing a

Love Song" is a bright spot while The Mills

Brothers put over "Sweet Lucy Bro'wn ' .

their usual style. Not for first :u--€, but

should lend fair support in nabcrhood and

be a good draw in small town spots.

In the story. Joe E. Brown, popular radio

cowboy signed by Majestic Pictures, turns

out to be a timid Easterner who has never

been on a horse. Amid the fanfare of his

arrival in Hollywood, Brown is forced to

mount a horse but Judy Canova. a ranch
handy-girl, breaks into song and scares the

animal into throwing its rider. Although

Brown is widely publicized as a phoney, the
studio boss insists that the picture be made
with Judy playing opposite the star. This
takes considerable persuading and is only
accomplished when Brown tells Judy he is

working to support his old mother. Later, he
is forced to produce his mother and. of

course, puts on grey wig and long skirts to

prove to Judy that the story wasn't an in-

vention. Brown is finally turned into a na-
tion-wide hero when he rescues Judv from
be'no' iniurp'l wVion a mountam Is beine dv-
namited bv the State Hlehwavs.
Gus Schlili"P' contr'butes sn amusine por-

traval of a flutter\'. exasperated .^criot writer
but John Hubbard fails to make anx-thing out

of the role of the producer, Sebastian Smart
(familiarly known as S. B. to his associates).

However, he and Rosemary Lane, as a gossip

columnist, make an attractive romantic duo.

LEYEXDECKER
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THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi'Weekly Review of the Trade's Events

Allied Asks Divorcement
National Allied's Board of Directors meet-

ing in Detroit focused the spotlight on two
vital problems facing the industry in general
and the independent exhibitor in particular,
shortages and the Consent Decree. The
manpower, fuel and film shortages were the
major topics the first day of the two-day
confab. The WAC report brought a formal
action from the directors to seek specific
classification of theatre managers and pro-
jectionists as "useful" rather than as "es-
sential" employees in the eyes of the WMC.
The action limited itself to only this class
of employees. The discussion on the fuel
shortage, based on a report by Meyer Leven-
thal after an authoritative check, showed
that it will be necessary for all theatres to
convert to coal which have not already done
so since fuel oil has very little chance of
being allotted to theatres next season. This
applied to the entire country's houses, but
was particularly stringent for the Eastern
area An investigating committee was ap-
pointed to look into the question of whether
the alleged film shortage is a necessary
result of WPB restrictions on film use and
prints, or is "artificially created by distri-
butors to increase clearance."

Abram F. Myers, Allied general counsel,
submitted his report on proposed changes
in the Consent Decree to the Board and it

was approved with the proviso that the
"Attorney General be informed that AlHed
States reaffirms its position that theatre
divorcement and dissolution, fortified bv
proper injunctions, afford the only perman-
ent and effective cure for monopolistic con-
ditions in the motion picture industrv."
Should the Attorney General seek an al-

ternative to Allied's proposal for divorce-
ment, "then the Consent Decree should be
amended in accordance with the recorn-
mendations set forth in the general coun^pVs
report" Myers advancpH eleven '•uefpstin--'':

for changes in the New York Consent
Decree. Each was covered exten=iveiv e'^-
bodvinff these maior premi'^es: (1) yvpniii-'-

t'on of theatres. Defendants should
P'-oh'b'ted from acquiring er con=truct'T^
additional theatres, with the t)0'=°ib1e e-*'-

cention of a case where such acnu'=i<-'rin

will not unreasonably restrain comne+'t'on.
as in the Crescent Ca<-e decision. (7) Fran-
chises. Again using the Crescent Case a« a
precedent. Myers urged the elimination nf

Section XV of the decree nrovidine tha'
franchises with affiliated theatres sier>o'1

nrior to June 6, 1940 are not affected bv tbo

decree. f3) Ijicenpino- nicturp': for own
theatres. Section XVIT nroviHine that
nothinar in the decree shall prevent each
defendant to license pictures to it« own
theatres on any terms it might choose should
be eliminated (4) Block-booking and blind-
selling Amended to permit more than five

pictures in one group with adequate safe-

guards against a return to former e-vnis b^'

either proper iden*^iflcation with a rierht of

selection or an adequate cancellation pri-

vilege. C5) Blind pricing. Should inclu'ie

a provision requiring that allocations be
made in the license agreement or otherwise
when the pictures are licen=ed. (6> Offen-

sive pictures. Exhibitor shall have the rierht

to cancel a picture on the ground that it is

generally offensive on moral, religious o-

racial grounds, with the distributor having

the right to bring such decision to an arbi-
trator. (7) Conditioning the licensing of
one group of pictures upon the licensing of
another. This lapsed provision of Section
IV should be restored. (8) Clearance. Sec-
tion VIII should eliminate loopholes by add-
ing provisions that clearance shall not be
based on one-way competition; the gas and
ruWber situation should be considered in

setting clearance; clearance be measured
from the close of the run in the first theatre
in case of move-overs. (9) Withholding
prints. A substitute fol- Section IX pre-
viously proposed by Allied providing that
the distributor shall not withhold delivery
of prints availabe in a given exchange from
one exhibitor in order to give another ex-

hibi^r a prior playing date or clearance
not provided for in its exhibition contract.
(10) Circuit discrimination. Section X
should be entirely rewritten, particularly
concerning the limitations of arbitration
and the definitions of an independent ex-

hibitor and a circuit theatre. (11) Cost of

arbitration. Rules of arbitration should be
amended so that costs can be assessed
against the complainants only in cases lack-

ing any merit. Myers, reporting on the

opinion that the arbitrator should have
picture experience, said that this could be
arranged only where arbitrators sat as a
board representing an even balance and
that this was well nigh impossible. He
added, "I personally should hate to see any
attempt made to substitute interested arbi-

trators for impartial arbitrators."
• • •

MPTOA Meets In N. Y.

The MPTOA board of directors, meeting
in session at the Hotel Astor in New York,
heard A. G. Smith. WPB executive, give

them startling figures in regard to theatre
losses due to fires. He told them that the
400% increase in losses were kirgely due to

inexperienced operators, warning exhibitors
to take every precaution to protect their
equipment and property. Projectors will

have to last for the duration, Smith said,

and worn out parts can be replaced without
seeking priorities, but new pieces of equip-
ment were practically unavailable. Light
bulbs were being limited and Smith advised
careful con^-ervation. Si Fabian, WAC in-

dustry head, also addressing the board meet-
ing, said that of the $60,000 assessed against
the nation's theatres for their part in con-
tributing to the WAC budget, more than
$50,000 ha« already been collected, with
about one-half contributed by independent
exhibitors. Fabian stated that a draft board
cannot change the draft status of a man
merely because he works for a theatre or a

distributing company and that draft boards
who have ordered industrv personnel to get

into war job= or be classified 1-A are acting
illegally. In such cases, the WAC has asked
state selective service heads to correct this.

The boar^^ fl^e'i a brief embodving its pro-

posals for chanr^ps in the industiv Consent
Decree, exp'r'risr Nov. 20th with the Depart-
ment of Justice, but did not disclose the

contents. The orsranization also ."-et up a
"price and produc*" committee which would
adjust just compia'nts of members over film

prices or the'r inability to get relief on a
requested adiustment. The committee will

meet with the sales heads of the various
companies in order to lay the plan before

them. Exhibitor members seeking relief

will work through their own regional unit
and would contact committee chairman
Herman Levy only after efforts locally or
through a home office have failed. Levy
would then present the complaint to other
members of the committee for action. Com-
pip.ints must involve film prices, policies and
practicas and must not be based on clear-
ances or other matters that are subject to
arbitration. Members of the committee, in

addition to Levy, are Max A. Cohen, Lewen
Pizor, Rotus Harvey, Arthur Lockwood,
Oscar Lam and Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA
president, ex officio.

The board called for the return of full

season selling with a reasonable cancellation
clause, passing a resolution against the
Consent Decree method of sales. The or-

ganization was opposed especially to the
small non-cancellable blocks of pictures and
recommended the "correct method of fair

approach to community selection by selling

a season's supply of pictures with reasonable
cancellation." They declared that the pres-
ent method of selling by five companies was
in conflict with the country's war effort in

conservation of men and materials, in addi-
tion to being costly to the industry.
Levy was elected as general counsel of

MPTOA and all officers and members of

the executive committee were re-elected.

Levy succeeds Frank Walker, who cannot
devote his time to the organization's activi-

ties because of his duties as Postmaster-
General. Dan Michalove, National Theatres,
was named a member of the MPTOA board
of directors to replace Spyros Skouras in-

eligible to serve as a director because of his

position as president of 20th Century-Fox
Cocp. R. R. Biechele, of Kansas City, Kans.,

was elected to the executive committee.
Officers re-elected were Ed Kuykendall,
president; Frank Walker; M. A. Lightman,
Memphis; Mitchell Wolfson, Miami; E. C.

Beatty, Detroit; and A. Julian Brylawsky,
Washington, vice-presidents. Morris Loewen-
stein, Oklahoma City, secretary; Walter
Vincent, New York, treasurer; George P.
Aarons, Philadelphia, associate general
counsel, and Fred Wehrenberg, St. Louis,
chairman of the board.

• *

Schenck Heads 20th-Fox Studio
Joseph M. Schenck was signed to a seven-

year contract as executive production head
of 20th Century-Fox. Schenck, said presi-

dent Skouras, will take charge of the studio
immediately, although the contract does not
become effective until June 1. William Goetr,

whose resignation as vice-president in

charge of production was announced recent-

ly, would operate under Schenck until he
leaves the company upon completion of his

production program and uwtil Darryl F.

Zanuck is relieved of his military duties.

(3oetz' contract, scheduled to run until 1952,

will be cancelled upon Zanuck's return.

Under his new pact, Schenck retains the

same title he has had in the past at 20th-

Fox, but he had previously worked without
a contract. Schenck will not join the board
of directors, of which he once was chairman,
said Skouras, since that is not Schenck's
wish.
Skouras also announced that the company

would release between 30 and 40 features on
its 1943-44 program with a record budget of

(Continued on Page 31)
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ONE OF THE TWO MOST EXCITING

PICTURES I HAVE EVER SEEN."
—Wa/fer Winchell

Excellent! A thriller! One of the best pictures of the year."—Archer Winsten, New York Post

"Contains a powerful punch in its climactic action." —Kate Cameron, Daily News

"a pack of excitement— as thrilling

an entertainment as anyone could

ask. Next of Kin swings a neat dra-

matic wallop which you will not

soon forget." —Bosley Crowther, N. Y. Times

"An exciting drama."
—Rose Pelswick, N. Y. Journal-American

II

Packed with punch and excite-

ment.
II —PM

"The action is superb."
—Edith Werner, Daily Mirror

"One of the best spy pictures of the

whole year."
—Alton Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram

"Next of Kin stacks up with the best

of cinema tales of mystery and ad-

venture shrewdly written to preserve

suspense and excitement . . . we
award it our decoration for excep-

tional merit, the Blue Ribbon with

PalmS. —Gilbert Kanour, Evening Sun, Baltimore

"Next of Kin stands on its own feet

as a first-class piece of acting and

filming. —Editorial, The Evening Sun, Baltimore

"Next of Kin is actually a first-rate

spy thriller. . . hard-bitten, realistic,^

skillfully produced, ably acted and

full of high excitement."
—Donald Kirkley, Evening Sun, Baltimore

"Unreels with spine-chilling force . . .

not to be missed by anyone."
— Peggy Doyle, Boston Daily Record

"Next of Kin is a fascinating film."
—M. L. A., Boston Daily Globe

"An abundance of excitement."
—E. L H., Boston Herald

"a powerful photoplay. It is hair-

raising.
II —Helen Eager, Boston Traveler

II IIA forceful and exciting Film.

—Prunella Hall, Boston Post

"a thrilling drama." —Detroit Free Press

"Vivid!" —John Finlayson, Detroit News

AT UNIVERSAL WE SPELL IT

PRINTED IN U. S. A.

On every screen! "Prelude To
America's Fighting Film. Rental Fn-j
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
The badly needed lift which this company's producing end

has needed for some time may be provided when E. H. (Mannie)
Goldstein assumes spot as studio business manager, same position

from which he recently resigned at Republic. The fact of his

signing was withheld from the press as a surprise announcement
at the current regional conventions now being held by this com-
pany. Columbia's product has been decidedly off these past few
seasons and, in the considered opinion of your reporter, the blame
must be attached to Harry Cohn's one-man autonomy, which has
tended to stifle departures from the accepted routine. The recent
visit to the studio of Jack Cohn, Nate Spingold and otherl dis-

jtribution officials was believed to have been primarily for a show-
idown on this situation, a move prompted partly, no doubt, by the
iprogress being shown by Republic, Monogram and PRC, whose
[pictures have been crowding into a field once dominated by
|Columbia. This company, in its progress from quickie status to
big-time product has come face to face with the historic situation
[where a choice must be made as to the type of pictures which
jwill dominate its schedules. Seeking prestige, the tendency these
jpast few years has been towai'd the production of a few upper-
bracket "show-window" pictures like "Lost Horizon" each season
to the neglect and detriment of the balance of the program. Now,
with casting difficulties and the manpower situation in general,
plus a picture-hungry public, it is expected that Columbia next
season will place more emphasis on the "bread and butter" action
jtype of product with which it built its reputation, leaving prestige
pictures to the larger companies.

I

Al Jolson and Columbia have closed a deal whereby this com-
pany will make and distribute a picture based on the colorful
career of the famed "Mammy" singer. Story is now being whipped
into shape by Sidney Skolsky under the supervision of Sidney
Buchman. Production is not expected to get under way until late
isummer. -With three pictures in work, including the jinxed "At-
tack By Night" (in production over four months), Columbia steps
up its activities. Four pictures are scheduled to start, "Cover
iGirl," "Officers' Candidate School," "Tropicana" and "Restless

I

Lady." New story properties include "Hey, Rookie," the highly

I

successful all-army show, with Sterling Holloway scheduled to
repeat his role and other specialties added.

I Harold Lloyd may yet play the title role in "Mr. Winkle Goes
to War," which he will also produce as his first picture for

I Columbia. Lloyd is now making tests of himself and if he can
'make himself look the part of a 44-year-old meek and mild
draftee, the role will mark his return to the screen after too
jlong an absence Henry Levin, formerly associated with Brock
Pemberton stage productions, signed on a term ticket as dialogue
director.

. .Max Gordon, Broadway producer, has checked in and
will make a picture during the summer months.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
With five of the eight pictures now in production about bo

vind up, there will be less activity on this lot than in some
nonths...The King Vidor labor epic "America," of which much
s expected, will continue shooting until well into summer with
nuch of the footage made on location. Vidor and a technical
rew has just returned from the South Chicago and Gary, Indiana,
teel plants of the Carnegie-Illinois compeny where many actual
cenes were filmed. MGM officials are so pleased with Brian
)onlevy's work as leading figure in "Ajnerica" that he has
>een signed to a four picture contract, first of the quartet being

Fk

his current assignment. Under this commitment he will make
one picture a year for MGM on a straight contract without op-

tions. . .Margaret Sullavan returns to films after a two year ab-

sence to take over the principal role in "Cry H^voc." Others al-

ready set in the all-femme cast are Ann Sothern, Fay Bainter,

Joan Blondell and Marsha Hunt. Richard Thorpe is handling

the direction.

Hedy Lamarr, having settled her salary differences with the

studio, has started "The Heavenly Body" opposite William Powell.

Title of this picture refers to the astral plane and not to Miss
Lamarr's chassis. . .Considerable interest attached to the fact

that Orson Welles will make a picture for Metro in England.
The mercurial star will have the top role in Tolstoi's "War and
Peace" which has a timely and forceful message. Alexander
Korda will produce as one of his first British-made films for

Metro. No definite date set for either picture's start or star's

departure, although it is planned within the next few months.

Victor Saville, producer-director here for the past six years,

has resigned to go into production on his own. Saville was one
of the most important producer-directors in England. He was in

charge of production for MGM there before coming to Hollywood,
during which time he produced "The Citadel" and "Goodbye Mr.
Chips," among others. He has had a number of top productions
since coming here in 1939.

Louis B. Mayer Is supposed to have the inside track on buy-
ing the film rights to "One World," the Wendell Willkie book,
despite the fact that he is bidding against 20th Century-Fox of

which Willkie is chairman of the board. Offering price is around
$200,000 for film rights. Mayer's important Republican connec-
tions is also an angle, as the film might tie in with Willkie's

presidential candidacy. The book has already sold in excess of

700,000 copies in the short time it has been on sale.

Mickey Rooney, having completed "Girl Crazy," is making a
tour of Army Camps putting on shows with Eddie Cantor and
Constance Moore... Chil Wills, MGM contract player, currently
touring Arizona army camps, has been set by this studio for the

top sergeant's role in "See Here, Private Hargrove," slated to get

under way May 20th.

MONOGRAM
Considerable activity here with three pictures shooting. To in-

sure sufficient space for elaborate production numbers. Monogram
has leased the largest sound stage at Talisman Studio as a set-

ting for the portable ice rink to be used in the new Belita starring

picture, "Lady Let's Dance". . .Seven songs will be included in the

current "Spotlight Revue," four of which will be sung by Bonnie
Baker. They will include, of course, "Oh, Johnny," with which the

tiny-voiced songstress is always associated.

Lou Walters, who has made a great success with his "Latin
Quarter" night clubs in Miami, New York and Boston, has signed
with Monogram to produce two musicals, first to start around
June 1. Walters, who has a decided flair for showmanship, is

bringing his own staff to Hollywood and will operate as a unit.

The musicals he will make are planned to be among the top
productions on Monogram's 1943-44 schedule.

King Brothers are preparing two pictures for production in

early June, these being "I Was a Criminal," a melodrama, aind

"He Couldn't Take It," a modern comedy. Also set to get under
way in a few weeks is "Six Gun Gospel," the next Johnny Mack
Brown western. . .Despite the pannings accorded it by the critics,

Monogram confidently expects to clean up with "Sarong Girl" star-

ring stripper Ann Corio.



PARAMOUNT
With an enviable balance sheet and a huge backlog of pic-

tures, production on this lot is greatly restricted at the moment.
Most active unit is that headed by Bill Pine and Bill Thomas now
making "Minesweeper." Next on the unit's program is a film

about which Pine has been conferring with Naval heads in

Chicago. This yarn will center about the Great Lakes Naval
Training Center. The Pine-Thomas combination have been turn-

ing out a steady stream of low-budgeted pictures aimed directly at

the action house boxofflce and seem to have hit on the right

formula.

Paramount and RKO have agreed on a deal whereby Leo
McCarey will be permitted by the latter company to go to Para-

mount to direct the next Bing Crosby picture, due to get under
way about July 1. Back of the deal was Crosby's insistence that

McCarey, who is also writing the story, should direct him. In

return, Paramount has agreed to let Bing make a picture for

RKO next Spring. . .Because Irving Berlin's interests have called

him to New York where he must remain for some time, the

musical which he and Mark Sandrich are to do for Paramount
will not start before January 1. Sandrich, meanwhile, is prepar-

ing another story for immediate production ... Studio heads are

crossing their fingers on "The Uninvited," mystery story with a

new twist now in production. Picture deals with a haunted house
and ends on a note of acceptance that ghosts actually exist.

As a part of the sales campaign on another thriller, "Five
Graves to Cairo," Erich von Stioheim will make personal appear-
ances through various eastern and midwest cities. What with the
bottom reportedly dropping out of war pictures and the fact this

"Five Graves" deals with the start of the African campaign—now
ended!—this will need plenty of special ballyhoo. . .Paramount has
a deal on with David Selznick for the loan of Ingrid Bergman for

co-starring spot with Ray Milland in "Tomorrow's Harvest," by

Alfred Maury. Miss Bergman, a click in "Ca.sablanca," is ex-

pected to head the list of feminine stars after "For Whom the

Bell Tolls" and "Saratoga Trunk" have been released.

PRODUCERS RELEASING

This young organization continues its fast pace, accelerated by

substantially increased budgets from Pathe on various produc-

tions in prospect. Leon Fromkess has proven himself a first class

production executive and is now in the East getting okays on

various ambitious projects which he has in mind. "Tidal Wave"
will be the first picture to benefit by higher budget and others

scheduled for extra money include "Strange Music" and "Talent

School." It is evident that PRC is making a bid for "A" playing

time and will soon have a product capable of traveling in big

league company.

In taking on the filming of "Danger—Woman at Work" Jack
Schwarz has been forced to postpone starting date on "Talent

School" until July 10... The Frank Buck picture, "Tiger Fangs"
goes into work June 10... Bart Carre has been made associate

producer, as well as production manager, on Ripley-Monter's

"Strange Music," which will star Francis Lederer . . .Una Merkel
will play the role originally assigned to Arline Judge in "Danger

—

Women at Work," Mis Judge having been called East to appear
in a stage play. Patsy Kelly and Cobina Wright, Sr. also htive

principal parts. . .Frances Gladwin will have the lead opposite

Bob Livingstone in the next "Lone Rider," fourth of the series.

REPUBLIC
With sales problems safely in the capable hands of James R.

Grainger, Herbert J. Yates is in Hollywood to turn his attention

to the present production complexities. The resignation of E. H.
"Manny" Goldstein after seven years as business manager of the

NEW RELEASES
For details on these pictures see Release Charts in the PRODUCTION RECORD

COLUMBIA
The More the Merrier May 13

Boy from Stalingrad May 20
Law of the Northwest May 27
It's a Great Life May 28
Two Senoritas from Chicago June 11

M-G-M
Journey for Margaret
Northwest Rangers
Whistling in Dixie
Dr. Gillespie's New Assistant ,

Andy Hardy's Double Life i

Second

Keeper of the Flame
, Block

Reunion in France I

Stand By for Action
)

Three Hearts for Julia /

Tennessee Johnson
Assignment in Brittany ^
Cabin in the Sky
Slightly Dangerous
A Stranger in Town
Air Raid Wardens

Third
Block

MONOGRAM
Ghost Rider May 2

Wild Horse Stampede May 16
I Escaped from the Gestapo May 23

Cowboy Commandos May 30
Sarong Girl June 10

PRODUCERS RELEASING
Western Cyclone May 14

Girls in Chains May 17

The Black Raven May 31

PARAMOUNT
The Avengers
Wrecking Crew
My Heart Belongs to Daddy .

.

Palm Beach Story
Lucky Jordan

Happy Go Lucky
Henry Aldrich Gets Glamour .

Lady Bodyguard

Night Plane From Chungking

3rd
block

4th
Block

RKO

Bombardier
Squadron Leader X ...

Mr. Lucky
Gildersleeve's Bad Day
The Leopard Man

6th

Block

REPUBLIC
Days of Old Cheyenne May 15

Riders of the Rio Grande May 19

Swing Your Partner May 20

Riders of the Rio Grande May 21

False Faces May 26

Ride, Tenderfoot, Ride June 1

Prodigal's Mother June 1

Man from Thunder River June 11

20th CENTURY-FOX

Crash Dive .May 14

UNITED ARTISTS

Buckskin Frontier May 14

Prairie Chickens May 21

Leather Burners May 28

Stage Door Canteen May 28

Somewhere in France June 11

Colt Comrades June IS

UNIVERSAL

Follow the Band May 14

Cowboy in Manhattan May 21

We've Never Been Licked May 28

Captive Wild Woman June 4

All By Myself June 11

Raiders of San Joacquin June 4

Mister Big June 18

WARNER BROS

Mission to Moscow Mav 22
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studio left a void which has been filled by the appointment of

Howard J. Sheehan, who should prove an excellent choice. Shee-

han was brought into the Republic studio executive fold some
months ago to act as advisor on story material and to suggest

box office angles on product in work. His long experience in the

theatre field as his own operator and also as an official of the

Fox-West Coast circuit eminently fit him for the post. A younger
brother of W. R. Sheehan, he is also a close friend of Graingter,

which should insure full cooperation between the sales and pro-

duction forces.

Republic has been among the hardest hit studio's in loss of

name players to the armed forces. As a result, three of its

bigger-budgeted pictures are being held up by casting difficulties.

These are "Victory Fleet," "Merchant Marine" and "The Fighting
Seabees," all to be made with Government cooperation. The start-

ing of "Gay Blades," planned as an elaborate musical, has also

been delayed by casting headaches.
This company's plan of buying songs and then preparing a

made-to-order story has hit a snag in the case of "Brazil." It

is feared by studio heads that Carmen Miranda's singing of this

popular song in one of the big production numbers of the 20th

Century-Fox musical, "The Girls He Left Behind," may take the

edge off the Republic pictuie. In buying exclusive rights to the

song title. Republic was unable to secuie rights to the song it-

self. In spite of this situation, they intend to use the tune as the

theme song of the picture and also build a big production number
around it. So far. Republic does not even have a script for

"Brazil" and, since present plans call for some exterior scenes to

be made in South America with principals, there will be enough
gap between the release of the two pictures to avoid repetition.

The report that Republic will seek Tallulah Bankhead to star

in "For Women Only," the comedy about a small town stripped
of its men by war, is not to be taken too seriously. Miss Bank-
head's previous excursion into films was a far from happy one
and she is now firmly established as a stage star, in which field

her talents find greater scope. . .Joe Kane, a veteran of eight years
at this studio, has had his contract renewed for anothei' year.
During the time he has been on the lot, Kane has made around
100 Republic pictures, mostly westerns. . .As the basis of one of
its big numbers in "Dancing Debs," this studio bought rights to
the Cole Porter song, "Blow, Gabriel. Blow," which was introduced
in the Broadway play, "Anything Goes"... To supply story content
for the song title "Rosie the Riveter," Republic has also bought
"Room for Two," a Saturday Evening Post story by Dorothy
Curnow Handley. Armand Schaefer will produce.

RKO-RADIO
After a three week lull, this studio is starting to pick-up steam

with five pictures before the cameras and another slated to get

under way. Now shooting are "Seventh Victim," "The Iron
Major," "Behind the Rising Sun," "Falcon In Danger" and "Tarzan
and the Sheik" .. .David Hempstead is preparing to get "Govern-
ment Girl" started around May 20. This is the picture on which
Dudley Nichols will make his bow as a director. Starring Olivia
De Haviland, it will stress the human side of the current congested
situation in Washington. Nichols, a veteran screen writer, only
recently made his debut as a producer with "This Land Is Mine."

Marguerita Sylva, one of the greatest operatic Carmens has
been signed for a character role in "The Seventh Victim"...
Walter Slezak has checked back on the lot after a personal ap-
pearance at the Cincinnati premier of "This Land Is Mine"...
An unexpected snag has come up in connection with "The Iron
Major" in locating sports celebrities of the past decade for per-
mission to use their photos in dressing an important set. Jack
Dempsey is in the Coast Guard, Gene Tunney in the Navy and
Helen Jacobs in the WAACs. Others are even more difficult to
locate... RKO is among the companies with whom W. P. Schul-
berg is discussing a releasing deal for the picture with which he
plans to get back into production. This is "Bell of TaiRhova"
based on a magazine story by his son and has a Mexican locale.

Both English and Spanish versions are planned.

20th CENTURY-FOX
Some of the questions about the executive alignment at this

studio were clarified last week by prexy Spyrous Skouras'
announcement in New York that Joseph M. Schenck has been
named Executive Production Head. In fact, Schenck's new seven-
year pact returns him to the position he formerly occupied here
without a contract, when he was chairman of the board in charge
of studio operation. His position is very much like that of Louis
B. Mayer at Metro. Neither produces any pictures personally, but
supervises the entire studio's work. The status of William Goetz,

who replaced Darryl F. Zanuck when the latter went into the

Signal Corps, was also explained by Skouras. Goetz has not

changed his mind about resigning, but will remain with 20th-Fox
for about six months until he washes up the ten pictures now in

work under his supervision. After that he will organize his own
production unit. No indication was given whether Goetz will

release through 20th. Some observers here think he will move
over to M-G-M. Louis B. Mayer is his father-in-law.

The Schenck contract is formally effective June 1st, but the
boss is already running the show here. Between 30 and 40 fea-
tures are scheduled for the 1943-44 season. President Skouras told
reporters in New York that 20th Century will continue to sell

blocks-of-five, except in cases of specials.

Julian Johnson, story editor for the past 11 years, has had his
contract renewed by Goetz. Latter has also torn up John Stahl's
contract which had six more months to run, and given him a new
long term deal. Now directing "Holy Matrimony," Stahl will next
do "Colonel Efl^ngham's Raid" . . . Nunnally Johnson leaves this

plant to join David O. Selznick and produce for United Artists...
While in New York, Schenck offered George Jessel a production
berth on the saga of vaudeville which 20th-Fox will make... Harry
Warren has left this lot after three years, but will return on an
assignment basis to do the songs for "Mexico City." Last chore
at 20th was score for "Girls He Left Behind," with Leo Robin.
Warren has turned out over 250 tunes and has been writing for

pictures since 1932... Six of the seven songs in "Wintertime" were
written by Leo Robin in collaboration with Herb Nacio Brown...
Starting date on "Guadacanal Diary" has been set back until May
20 for additional polishing by Lamarr Trotti on the script. It is

possible that the latter will also collaborate with Bryan Foy on
this production. Trotti is also scheduled to write scripts and
handle the production end on four more pictures this season, first

scheduled for July.

Casting troubles in finding right players in their early 20's for

"Lifeboat" may force director Alfred Hitchcock to award the nine

leading parts to unknowns. . .Harry Sherman has made arrange-

ments to film the National rodeo championship at Madison Square
Garden this summer for "Buffalo Bill," his Technicolor saga of

the famed western figure. Sherman also intends to send his cast

to the famous Brown Palace Hotel in Denver which is practically

unchanged by time. Negotiations are on for permission to cover

the pavement with soil and camouflage the vicinity of the hotel

and use the location for backgrounds, thus saving manpower by

avoiding necessity of building sets.

UNITED ARTISTS

Things have auieted down here after the stormy sessions held

hv UA owners and directors at Hollywood headquarters. President

Ed Rafterv, who presided at the meetings, told the UA producers

that it will be necessary to up distribution charges. There was
also discussion regarding Alexander Korda's stock, for which he is

p"kinnr $800,000 and for which UA have made an offer of $500,000.

Charlie Schwartz, representing Chaplin, made pointed criticism

about David O. Selznick since becoming an owner-member. Selz-

nick outlined his plans for immediate production to counter criti-

cism over not having delivered any pictures since joining the UA
srrour). An offer was made to Edward Small of a place on the UA
board as an answer to his demand for a voice in the running of

the company. In addition to Raftery, Selznick and Schwartz, those

in attendance were Mary Pickford, Gradwell Sears, George Bag-

nail, Lloyd Wright, Dan O'Shea and Arthur Kelly.

The General Service studios, which remains headquarters for

UA producers, has changed hands and is now owned by a syndi-

cate headed by David L. Loew...June Havoc will introduce two

new songs in the Andrew Stone picture "Hi Diddle Diddle"...

Marjorie Main will make an extended tour of Army camps after

winriinsr un her role in the Cagney production, "Johnny Come
Lately". . .Leo Spitz and Jack Skirball signed a pact for two

pictures to be released by UA, it was announced by Raftery. One
will be the screen version of the click radio program, "Duffy's

Tavern" the other an untitled Fred Allen starring vehicle. . .The

prexy also said that Andrew Stone's contract with the company
has been extended from a definite four pictures to a long-term for

an unspecified number of productions. Another announcement

was that Ed Small will definitely deliver "The Raft" for UA
distribution. . .Selznick has signed Shirley Temple to a six-year

contract. Her first will be "Since You Went Away," which will go

into production in July... An important addition to Selznick's Van-

guard Productions unit will be Nunnally Johnson, the 20th-Fox

writer-producer, who will move over here when his resignation

becomes effective shortly.

UNIVERSAL
Practically all stages are in use here with six pictures before

the cameras. These include Howard Hawks' "Corvettes in Action,"

which has been in production over four months with the end now

in sight...New pictures in preparation are "Frontier Bad Man,"

"Angela" and "The Mad Ghoul."

Studio officials are considering a re-issue of "The Black Cat,"

released two years ago, since Alan Ladd has the juvenile role.

When originally issued, Bela Lugosi, Basil Rathbone and Hugh
Herbert shared top billing. Now, if the film is put back in circu-

lation, Ladd's name will be upped over the title, taking a tip from

(Continued on Page 24)
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PRODUCTION
& RELEASERECORD
In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the Issue in which cast, director, plot, etc.,

appeared. "Re!" is the national release date. "No." is the release nunnber. There may be variations in

the Running Time in states where there is censorship. All new productions are on 1942-43 programs unless

otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title and running time denotes Technicolor production.

COLUMBIA
1942-43 Features (48)

Westerns (16)

Serials ( 4)

Completed (38)

Completed (16)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (3)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

THE CLOCK STRUCK TWELVE
Mystery—Started April 29

Cast: Warren William, Ann Savage, Robert Stanford, Lloyd
Bridges, Jay Novello, Sig Amo, Gavin Muir.

Director: Ande de Toth
Sloiy: Muriler hi'dule Willi a huge fortune at stake.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Titip— Riiiinino Time CasI Details

\.^ack by Night (— ) M. Oberon • B. Aherne . . . 1-11

.

Without Notice (— ) C. Coburn - M. Chapman ... 5-3

.

1942-43
<.Jter IWidnight with Boston Blackie C. Morris - A. Savage. . . .

appointment in Berlin <— ) G. Sanders - M. Chapman
Buugie Man Will liel You. fht (66) B. Karlott P. Lorre

Boston Blackie Goes Hollywood (68) C. Morris - C. Worlh
Boys from Stalingrad $. Becket - B. Samarzich..
City Without IVIen (76) L. Darnell - D. Dudley...
Commandos Strike at Dawn (98) P. Muni - A. Lee
r.nunter EsnionaS(! (72) w. William - H. Brooke..
Crime Doctor (— ) w. Baxter - M. Lindsay..

Details under title: The Lon) Wilf In Sctii.ind Yard
Daring Young Man, The (70) i. e. Brown - M. Chapman
Deadline Guns r. Hayden - S. Patterson..
Desperadoes, The (T) (85) r. Scott - G. Ford
Destroyer E. G. Robinson - G. Ford..

12-14

. .3-8 . .

.7-13

6 29.

12-28.

.

.8-24.

.7-20.

.4-20.

. .4-5. .

7-13.
.11-2. .

. .8-10.

11-16. .

. .7-27.

12-28. .

.9-21. .

. . .2-8.

.3-18 . .4031

' B. Halop.

Wills

.8-24.

6-29.

Gordon - M. Lindsay 8-10 . . 11-12 ... 4033

S. Patterson

.

M. Lindsay. . .

.R Hayden - B. Wills.

8-10.

.8-10.

Gargan - M. Lindsay. . .9-21. . .2-11.

Fighting Buckaroo (58) c. Starrett - K. Harris..
Frontier Fury C. Starrett - J. Davis...
Hail to the Ranoers c. Starrett - K. Harris..
It's a Great Life p. Singleton - A. Lake .

Details under title: Blondie Buys a Horse

Junior Army (69) F. Bartholomew
Last Horseman. The R. Hayden - B.

Details under title: Siricide Range

Laugh Your Blues Away (69)

Details under title: How Do Yuu Uai

kaw of the Ntrthwest C. Starrett

Let's Have Fun B. Gordon
Details under title: Shall I Tell Em?

Lone Prairie (58)
Details under title: Law of the Badlands

Ltst Hori2on (f Shangri-La R. Oilman - J. Wyatt Rclitut.
.

Lucky Legs (64) I. Falkenburg - K. Harris .... 6-1

.

Man's World (60) M. Chapman - W. Wright ... 5-4

.

Murder in Times Square E. Lowe - M. Chapman ... 11-2

.

Night to Remember, A (82) L. Young - B. Aherne 8-24.

'etails under title: The Frightened StiK

No Place fsc a Lady W
Details under title: Thirteen Steps to Heaven

One Dangerous Night (77) W. William - M. Chapman.

Pardon My Gun (57) C. Starrett - A. Carroll...

Power of the Press (63) L. Tracy - G. Kibbee

Redhead from Manhattan L. Velez - D. Leavitt

Reveille with Beverly (78) F. Slack - B. Crosby....

Riders of the Northwest Mounted R. Hayden - B. Wills...

Riding Throuoh Nevada (61) C. Starrett - E. Cobb. ..

Details under title: Shotgun Guard

Riding West C. Starrett - S. Patterson..

Right Guy (— ) C. Trevor - E. Buchanan..

Robin Hood ol fie range C. Starrett - K. Harris ...

Saddles and Sagebrush R. Hayden - A. Savage...

Details under title: Outlaw Busters

Sahara (— ) H. Bogart - L. Bridges...

Secret CodP. The (Serial) P. Kelly • A. Nagel

She Has What It Takes J. Falkenberg • T. Neal.

Details under title: Broadway Daddies

Enemy Agent Meets Ellery Oueen i63i W. Gargan

Flight Lieutenants (80) P. O'Brien

Details under title: He's My Old Man
Silver City Raiders R Hayden - A. Carroll...

Smith of Minnesota (66) " Smith - A. Judge .. .

Something to Shout About (91) D. Ameche - J. Oakle...

Spirit of Stanford. The (73) F. Albert - M. Chapman..

Stand By All Networks (64) I. Beal - F. Rice

The More the Merrier J. Arthur - J. McCrea. . .

Details under title: Merry-Go-Round

Tornado In the Saddle. A R. Hayden - 8. Wills

Details under title: The Trail's End

Two Senoritas from Chicago (— ) J. Falkenburg - J. Davis.

Underground Agent (68) B. Bennett - L. Brooks...

Valley of Vanishing Men (Serial) W. Elliott - C. Morales,.

What's Buzzin' Cousin? (—) A. Miller - J. Hubbard..

Wyoming Hurricane R. Hayden - S. Patterson.

You Were Never Lovelier (96) F. Astaire - R. Hayworth

Details under title: The Gay Stiorita

10-22.
n-5

.5-20.

.

.1-14.

.

. .1-7. .

.9-3.

.10-8. ,

.3-25.

.

. .2 -1.
'.

4026
.403C

. 40i3

.4004

.4027

.4021

.4003

. 4203

.5-27.

11-26. .4038

.5-27.

. .3-4.

.7-13. .10-15

.4040

.4209

.10-1.

.9-17.

. .4-2.

12-10.

Lindsay

.

Ford . . .

.9-21.

. . .6-1.

. . 10-5

.

. .2-18.

.10-19.

. .8-24.

. .5-18.

12-14.

.

. .3-8. .

10-5.
.

.10-19.

. .2-8.

. .7-13.

.12-28.

.1-21.

.12-1.

.1-28.

.5-13.

. .2-4.

.2-15.

.10-1.

.4032

.4044

.4034

.4009

.4036

.4028

.4202

.4038

.4014

.4211

.4201

.4-22. . .4212

.
3-23

.

.9-7. .

. 6-29

.8-10.

.6-15.

.6-1.

.9-21.

. 9-4.

.4-16.

.7-30.

. .7-9.

.4120

.4029

,3031
.3012

10-15.

.2-25.

,
.9-10.

.10-29.

. .5-6.

.403-5

.4006

.4022

.4042

11-30. .12-15. . .4210

4039
. 3-8

. .8-10
.11-16.

. .4-5.

. .11-2.

. .6-15

6-10.

.12-3.

.11-19. . .4002

1942-43 Features

THE HEAVENLY BODY
Melodrama—Started May 6

Cast: William Powell, Hedy Lamarr, Fay Bainter, Spring Bying
ton, Connie Gilchrist.

Story: The title refers to the astral plane with Hed.v as a .star gazf^r callei

in to solve a mystery.

CRY HAVOC
Melodrama—Started May 6

Cast: Ann Sothern, Margaret Sullavan, .loan Blondell, Fay Bain
ter, Marsha Hunt, Diana Lewis, Ella Raines, Heather Angel

Director: Richard Thorpe
.story; The historic stand of a group of war nurses during the last hours

'(.'orretjidor.

WHISTLING IN BROOKLYN
Comedy—Started May 6

Cast Bed Skelton, Ann Rutherford, Rags Ragland, Jean Rogenr
Ray Collins, Henry O'Neill and the Brooklyn Dodgers

Director: Sylvan Simon
.story: A comedy of a Big City boy who makes good with action built aroun<,

the Brooklyn Dodgers baseball team.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

America B. Donlevy

Girl Craiy M. Rooney

Guy Named Joe, A (— ) S. Tracy -

Lost Angel M. O'Brien

Madame Curie (— ) G. Garson

Russia R. Taylor -

A. Richards.

i. Garland

I. Dunne. . .

- J. Crai|. .

W. Pidieon.

S. Peters

D. Rttd..

R. Yoonf.

Harding .

. Murphy. .

K. Grayson . . .

• D. Oailey. .

L. Turner. . . .

Z. Pitts

E. Arnold. . .

Rooney - I. Honter. . .

Lamarr - W. Pidgeon.

1942-43
BLOCK NO. ONE

TitU—Running Time Cast

<Dache Trail (66) W. Lundigan -

Cairo (101) J. MacDonald -

Eyes in the Night (79) E. Arnold - A.

For Me and My Gal (103) J. Garland G.

Details under title: Me and My Gal

Omaha Trail (102) J. Craig - D. Jaiger

Details under title: Ox Train

Panama Hattie (79) V. Heflin -

Seven Sweethearts (97) A. Sothern

Details under title: Tulip Time
Somewhere I'll Find Yau (108) C. Gable

rish (84) M. Main -

War Against Mrs. Hadley. The (85) F. Bainter
rank at Eton. A (88) M
White Cargo (90) H

BLOCK NO. TWO
Andy Hardy's Double Life (92) M. Rooney - L. Stone

Details under title: Andy Hardy's Last Flint

Or. Gillespie's New Assistant (87) L. Barrymore - V. Johnson

Journey for Margaret (81) R. Young - I. Day
Keeper of the Flame (100) K. Hepburn - S. Tracy...
Northwest Rangers (63) J. Craig - W. Lindigan..

Details under title: Gambler's Choice

Reunion in France (102) J. Crawford

Details under title: Reunion

Stand by for Action (109) R.

Details under title: Cargo of Innocents

Three Hearts for Julia (70) A.

Tennessee Johnson (103) V

Details under title: The Man on America's Conscience

Whistlino In Dixie (74) R. Skelton

BLOCK NO. THREE
Air Raid Wardens (67) Laurel &
Assignment in Brittany (96) R. Whorf
Cabin in the Sky (98) E. Waters

Slightly Dangerous (94) L. Turner

Details under tiflf: Nothing Ventured

Stranger In Town. A (67) F. Morgan

NOT DESIGNATED
Above Suspicion (90) J. Crawford

As Thousands Cheer (T) K. Grayson

Details under title: Private Miss Jones

Bataan R. Taylor •

Best Foot Forward

Dr. Gillespie's Criminal Case (89) . .

4-19

1-25

3-8
.4-19

. .3-8

.3-22

Details Rcl.

.3-23 30

.4-20 »l

.6-1

.4-20

.6-1.

Taylor -

Sothern

Heflin -

J. Wayne.

Langhton . .

M. Douglas.

. Hossey. . . .

. .4-6. . .

.

.9-20. . .

.

.1-26

. .5-4

.6-1

. .4-6

.6-1

. 6-15

.

.8-24.

.6-29.

.7-20.

.7-13.

.7-13.

.6-29.

.9-21

.6-29

A. Rutherford. .6-29.

Hardy
- S. Peters. .

' L. Home.
R. Yoong. .

12-14

.

.9-21.

. .9-7.

.9-21.

- R. Carlson. . .11-16. .

.
MacMurray.

G. Kelly. . .

L. Nolan.

DuBarry Was a Lady (T) (101) R. Skelton

taculty Row M. Astor -

Details under title: The Half Pint Kid

Harrigan's Kid (80) S. Readick

Hitler's Hangman (— ) I

I Dood It R. Skelton

Details under title: Mr. Justice Goes Hunting

L. Ball - H. James

. L. Barrymore - D. Reid

- L. Ball...

H. Marshall

W. Gargan.

Carradine - P. Morison

E. Powell. . .

11-30
.11-30

.12-14
. . .2-8

.12-14

. . .9-7

. .1-25

. .11-2

.11-30
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Lassie Come Home (T) R.

Man from Down Under, The (— ) C.

Pilot No. 5 (70) F.

Uetails under title: bk.wuy to lilory

Presenting Lily Mars (104) I.

Right About Face K.

baootage Agent k

Salute to the Marines (T) W.

Swing Shift Maisie (87) A.

Youngest Profession, The (82) V.

SPECIALS
Human Comedy. The (118) M.

Random Harvest (126) R.

McDowell - E. Gwenn. . .9-7.

Laughton - B. Barnes 3-8.

Tone - M. Hunt 7-20.

Garland

Kyser -

Beery

Sothern

Weidler

R. Carlson . . . .8-10.

M. Maxwell 2-8.

( Hu'isoii . . . 10-iy
F. Bainter. . . .10-5.

- J. Craig 1-11.

E. Arnold 11-2.

Rooney - D. Reed

.

Coliiiaii - G. Garsun.

. .8-7.

.5-18.

MONOGRAM
1942-43 Features

Westerns
(33)

(16)

Completed (21)

Completed (14)

In Production (1)

In Production (1)

SPOTLIGHT REVUE
Musical—started April 28

Cast: Billy Gilbert, Frank Fay, Bonnie Baker, Butch & Buddy,
Herb Miller and Orchestra.

Director: William Beaudine
Stoi-y: SpeoiiiHies woven around a radio and night club setting.

BLACK MARKET RUSTLERS
Western—Started May 6

Cast: Rex Corrigan, Dennis Moore, Max Terhune, Evelyn Finley,
Hal Worden.

Director: S. Roy Luby
story; RackeH'Prs are toiled when they try to chisel in on honest ranchers.

RELEASE CHART

Details

Ford 12-28. .

McKay. . . .8-24. .

Jordan 2-8. .

. D. Moore . .

R. Cromwell.

. .3-22.

.

.11-30.

. .10-5.

. .7-20.

. . 2-22 .

,

.2-22.

.

. .11-2.

.

.6-15.

.10-5.

.5-3.

1942-43 —
Tilli—.Running Time Cast

Ape Man, The (64) B. Lugosi -

Bowery at Midnight (63) B. Lugosi •

Clancy Street Boys (66) L. Gorcey •

Cowboy Commandos R. Corrigan
Crime Smasher, The F. Graham

Details under title: Adventure of Cosmo Jones
Dawn on the Great Divide (63) S. Jones - R. Bell

foreign Ayent '64; J. Shelton • G. Storm...
Ghost Rider (52) J. M. Brown - R. Hatton
Ghosts in the Night East Side Kids
Haunted Ranch (64) j. King - D. Sharpe...

Details under title: SadJli Cvc.o:i(

I Escaped from the Gestapo (75) D. Jaoger - M. Brian 1-11
Details under title: No Escape

Isle of Mi^^ing Men (67) J. Howard - G. Roland...
Details under title: Isli of Fury

Kid Dynamite (67) L. Gorcey - B. Jordan...

Details under title: Little Mobsters

Land of Hunted Men (58) R. Corrigan - D. Moore..

Law Rides Again, The K. Maynard - H. Gibson.

Living Ghost, The (61) « 'ncv • k Jo.uan y ;

,u>i' ul iiie Mauds t61) M. Hart - R. Lowery 5-18
Melody Parade M. Hughes - E. Ouillan. . . .5-3.

'Neatn Brooklyn Bridge (64) L. Go-ccy - B. Jordan 9-7

One Thrilling Night (69) J- Beal - W. McKay 4-20
Details under title: Army Bride

Prison Mutiny (64) E. Norris - J. Woodbury .... 12-14 ... 2-12

.

Details under title: You Can't Beat the Law
Rhythm Parade (69) R. Lowery - G. Storm 9-21 .12-11

Uetails under title: Bye, Bye. Baby
Robber's Roost R.

Silent Witness (62) B.

Sarong Girl A.

Silver Skates (75) K.

Spy Train (— )

Details under title: Time Bomb
Stranger from Pecos (— ) J-

Texa? tn Bataan J.

Trail Riders (55) J.

Details undrr title: Dead Men Don't Ridt

Two-Fisted Justice (57)
Details under title: Dead Man's Trail

Western Mail (55) T. Keene

West of the Law (55) '""e*

Wild Horse Stampede (59) H. Gibson

Wings Over the Pacific I. Cooper

Rel. No

.3-19
10-3U
.4-23

.5-30

.1-22

12-18
.10-9

. .5-2

.2-19.

.5-23.

.9-11.

.2-5.

.3-26.

11-2/

. .7-2.

Corrigan - D. Moore. .. 12-28

.

Page - M. Wrixon 11-2.

Corio - D. O'Flynn 3-8.

Baker - Belita 10-19.

R. Travis - G. Brent 4-5.

11-20.
.8-28.

.3-12.

.1-15.

.5-28.

. .2-5.

.6-18.

- R. Hatton. . .4-5. .

Terhune 8-10.

King - D. Sharpe 10-5.

M. Brown
King - M.

J. King - D. Sharpe 9-21.

I. Trent 12-29.
T. McCoy 8-24.

- K. Maynard. . . .3-8.

- E. Norris 3-22.

.10-16

. .12-4.

. . .1-8.

. .2-13.

. .10-?.

. .5-16.

. .6-11.

PARAMOUNT
1942-43 Features Completed (42) In Production (4)

Westerns Completed ( 0) In Production (0)

AND THE ANGELS SING
Musical-Comedy—Started May 5

Cast: Dorothy Lamour, Fred MacMurray, Betty Hutton, Diana
Lynn, Mimi Chandler, Eddie Foy, Jr., Raymond Walburn,
Edmund Glover.

Director: George Marshall
story: The adventures of the four musical Angel sisters their doting

father.

THE HOUR BEFORE DAWN
War Drama—Started April 30

Cast: Franchot Tone, Veronica Lake, Binnie Barnes, Henry Steph-

enson, John Sutton, Nils Asther.

R. Hussey.

Details

. .5-3.

Rll.

Director: Frank Tuttle
story: A group of widely assorted people caught up in the maelstrom oi,

modei-n warfare.

MINESWEEPER
Drama—Started May 3

Cast: Richard Arlen, Jean Parker, Russell Hayden, Joe Sawyer,
Charles D. Brown, Grant Withers, Doug Fowley, Chick
Chandler, Ray Sanford, Guinn Williams.

Director: William Berke
Story: The adventures of men who live in daily peril and their offahor.

romances.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCi lON

Trtif—Running Time Cast

Uninvited, The R. Milland

1942-43
BLOCK NO. ONE

blass Key. The (85) B. Donlevy
Major and the Minor, The (100) G. Rogers -

Priorities on Parade (79) A. Miller -

Wake Island (78) B. Donlevy
<73) R. Arlen -

BLOCK NO. TWO
Forest Rangers. Tlie (T) (87) F. MacMurray - P. Goddard
Henry Aldrich, Editor (72) J. Lydon - C. Smith
Koad to Morocco, The (89) R. Crosby - B. Hope
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch (80) . F. Bainter - H. Herbert..
Street oi Chance (72) e. Meredith • C. Treyor. .

Details under title: Black Curtain. The

BLOCK NO. THREE
Avengers, The (88) R. Richardson - 0. Kerr.
Wrecking Crew (73) R. Arlen - C. Morris
My Heart Belongs to Daddy (75) R. Carlson - M. O'Driscoll
Palm Beach Story, The (88) C. Colbert - J. McCrea...,
Lucky Jordan (84) A. Ladd - M. McDonald..

Details under title: Prelude to Glory

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Happy-Go-Lucky (T) (78) M

- V. Lake
- R. Milland..

B. J. Rhodes.

- R. Preston . .

A. Judge

Martin D. Powell

.

A. Shirley.

• E. Drew. .

A. Tamiroff. .

' A. Ladd...

C. Morris. .

- J. Parker..

D. Drake.

Henry Aldrich Gets Glamour (72) J. Lyden - C. Smith.
Lady Bodyguard (70) E. Albert
Night Plane from Chungking (69) R. Preston

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Five Graves to Cairo F. Tone -

China (78) L. Young
Aerial Gunner (79) R. Arlen •

High Explosive (62) C. Morris

Details under title: You Can't Live Forever

Salute for Three (75) B. Rhoades

SPECIALS
Star Spangled Rhythm (99) All Star .,

NOT DESIGNATED
Dixie (T) B. Crosby
For Whom the Bell Tolls (T) G. Cooper

Good Fellows, The H. Walker
Great Without Glory J. McCrea

Details under title: Triumph Over Pain
Henry Aldrich Does His Bit J. Lydon
Henry Aldrich Haunts a House J. Lydon -

Henry Aldrich Plays Cupid J. Lydon

Henry Aldrich Swings It J. Lydon -

Hostages L. Rainer

Lady in the Dark (T) G. Rogers

Let's Face It B. Hope -

Miracle of Morgan's Creek B. Donlevy

No Time for Love C. Colbert

Riding High D. Lamour
50 Proudly We Hail C. Colbert

Tornado C. Morris

true to Life (T) M. Martin

3-9. .10-23. .420;

. 3-23

.

.10-16. .420;

.4-6. . .10-2. .420:

. .4-6. . .9-25. . 420:

.1-26. . 10-30

.

.420

.1-26. . .11-6. .420<

. .12-4. .420"

.3-23. .11-20. .420
2-9. .11-27. .4201

.1-26. .12-18. .4211

. For.

.

. .1-29. .421:

.4-20. . .1-15. .421;

. .2-9. . .2-12. .421'

1-1. .421:

.7-20. . .2-26. .421:

. .5-4. . .3-26

.7-20. . . .4-9.

.5-18. . . .3-2.

. 8-24

.

. . .5-7.

.
.1-25.

.

.11-16.

.

. . .11-2.

. .8-24.

.

.11-16.

. .6-29. .2-12. . .423

D. Lamour.

I. Bergman.

- J. Brown

.

B. Field. . .

.11-16.

. .7-13.

. .1-25.

. .4-20.

D. Lynn

J. Mortimer. . .

C. Smith. . . .

C. Smith

A. de Cordova.

R. Milland. . .

B. Hutton
- B. Hutton. . .

F. MacMurray.

D. Powell. . .

P. Goddard. . .

N. Kelly...

- F. Tone

.9-21.

. .4-5.

.1-25.

12-14.
.2-22.

12-28.

.2-22.

.10-5.

.6-15.

.1-25.

12-14.

. .4-5.

.9-21.

PRODUCERS RELEASING
1942-43 Features

Westerns
(24)

(18)

Completed (20)

Completed (12)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

Details

. . .6-1.Cromwell

O'Brien

Michael. . .11-30

.5-3.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

Title—Running Time Cast
R.iby Face Morgan (63) M. Carlisle - R.

Bad Men of Thunder Gap (59) J. Newill - D.

Behind Prison Walls (64) A. Baxter - G.

Details under title: After Tomorrow

Billy, the Kid B. Crabbe - A. Manners.

Black Raven, The (61) G. Zucco - W. McKay
Boss of the Big Town, The (64) j. Litel - F. Rice 8-24.
City of Silent Men (64) F. Albertson - J. Lang 7-20.

Details under title: Sllint Men
Corregidor (75) 0. Kruger - E. Landi

Dead Men Walk (66) G. Zucco - M. Carlisle

Death Rides the Plains (— ) B. Livingston - A. St. John

Follies Girl (— ) W. Barrie - G. Oliver...

Fugitive of the Plains (55) B. Crabbe - M. Leslie..

Details under title: Billy the Kid No. 3

Ghost and the Guest, The (58) F. Rice - J. Dunn
Girls in Chains (72) A. Judge • R. Clark....
Isle of Forgotten Sins (— ) J. Carradine-G. Sondergaai

Kid Rides Again, The (56) B. Crabbe - A. St. John

Details under title: Billy the Kid No. 2
Lady from Chungking (69) A. M. Wong - H. Huber. .

Man of Courage (67) L. Talbot - B. MacLane.
Detaih under title: Permit to Kill

Miss V from Moscow (68) L.

My Son, the Hero (68) P.

Mysterious Rider, The (56) B.

Details under: Untitled Billy the Kid

Night for Crime, A (78) G. Farrell

Rel.

.9-15.

.3-5.

.3-22.

.5-31.

.12-7.

10-12.

Lane •

Kelly

Crabbe

N. Madison.

- A. St. John. .

L. Talbot

12-14. . 3-29 . .

9-21.

. .4-5. . .4-30. . . .3(

. . .5-3. .

12-14! . .3-12. . . .3

2-8. . .4-19.

.

. .3:

2-8, . .5-17.

.

. .3

4-19
11-30. . .1-27. . . .3

.10-5. .12-21.

.

. .3

.9-21. . . .1-4. . . .3

8-20. .11-23. . . .3

12-28. . . .4-5. . . .3

. .10-5. .11-20. . . .3

.7-13. . .2-18.

.

. .3
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Overland Stagecoach (60) B. Livingsfone - S. Moore ... 11-2

.

Pay-Off, The (74) L. Tracy - T. Brown 10-19.
Queen of Broadway (62) R. Hudson - B. Crabbe.

. 10-19.
Rangers Take Over, The (61) D. O'Brien - J. Newhall ... 11-16

.

Secrets nt a Co-Ed (67) 0. Kruger - T. Thayer 810.
Terror House (67) W. Lawson - M. Clare For..
tomorrow We Live (67) R. Cortez - J. Parker 7-13.
Western Cyclone B. Crabbe - A. St. John... 1-25.

Details under title: Billy, the Kid No. 4
West of Texas (59) D. O'Brien - J. Newill 4-5.

Wild Horse Rustlers (57) B. Livingston - A. St. John. 12-28.
Details under title: Western Saboteurs

Yanks Are Coming. The (67) H. King & Band - M. Healy. .8-10

12-11.
.1-21.

.3-8.

12-25.
10-26.
.4-19.

. .y-29.

. .5-14.

. .5-1.

,
.2-12.

. .11-9.

.363

.303

.312

.351

.309

.322

.307

.360

.353

.364

H i P U B L I CJ

l}»4'i-43 Features (34)

Westerns Citi)

Specials ( 6)

Serials ( 4)

Completed V25)

Completed (31)

Completed ( 2)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (2)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

DANCING DEBS
Musical—Started May 7

Cast: Mary Lee, Gladys George, Loms Calhern, Jackie Moran,
Marcia Mae Jones, Marjorie Gateson.

Director: Anthony Mann
story: The younger .set engages in some peppy highjinks for benefit of tlie

war pft'orl.

FARGO EXPRESS
Western—Started May 6

Cast: Don Barry, Ariel Heath, Wally Vernon, George Lewis, Bill

Hallington, Hooper Atchley.
Director: Jack English
Stoiy; A factual saga of the famed poney pxpre.ss line that helped brinK

civilization to the West.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast

Headin' for God's Country W. Lundigan - V. Dale.

1942-43
Mibi (66) IVI. Lockwood

At Dawn We Die (78) J. Clements -

Details

. .4-19.

H. Sinclair . . For. . .

H. Sinclair. . . For. . .

Steele 12-28. .

Allen Reissue. .

Jeffreys 5-3 . .

G. Hayes. . .2-22. .

Merrick

. 6-29.

.12-28.

. .9-7.

.1-25.

Blocked Trail, The T. Tyler - B.

Boots and Saddles G. Autry - J.

Bordertown Gunfighters B. Elliott - A.

Calling Wild Bill Elliott (55) W. B. Elliott

Carson City Cyclone (— ) D. Barry - L

Chatterbox (76) J. E. Brown - J. Canova ... 12-14 . .

Dark Command (Reissue) W. Pidgeon - J. Wayne
Days of Old Cheyenne D. "Red" Barry - L. Merrick. 2-22. .

Dead Men's Gulch (56) 0. Barry - L. Merrick
False Faces r. Williams - B. Henry 3-22 ..

Fighting Devil Dogs (— ) L. Powell - E. Stewart

(Adapted from the Serial of the same name).
Gaucho Serenade (— ) G. Autry - S. Burnette ... Reissue

.

Gentle Gangster B. McLane
ti-Men vs. the Black Urug.m >beriall K. Cameron
Heart of the Golden West (65) R. Rogers

Hi, Neighbor (72) L

Hit Parade of 1943 (86) J. Carroll

Ice Capades Revue (79) E. Drew -

Idaho (70) R. Rogers
lohnny Doughboy (63) J. Withers

King of the Cowboys (67) R. Rogers
King of the Meuniies ibrri;iii A. Lane -

London Blackout Murders (58) I. Abbott
Man from Thunder River

Man Trap (57)
oi.i^cnw Strikes Back Russian Documentary
Mountain Rhythm (70) Weaver Family
Old Homestead. The (68) Weave' Family

Prodigal's Mother j. craven - M. Paige.

Purple V. The (58) I. Archer - M. McLcod
Outlaw; of Pine Ridge (59) '). Barry

Ride, Tenderfoot, Ride G. Autry

Riders of the Rio Grande T. Tyler

Ridin' Down the Canyon (55) R. Rogers

Sante Fe Scouts Three Mesquiteers

Secrets of the Underground (71) I. Hubbard - V.

Details under title: The Cnrrsp Came CO D.

Secret Service in Darkest Africa R. Cameron - J. Marsh .... 5-3

.

Shadows of the Sage (57) 1.

Shanty Town (65) M.

Sombrero Kid. The (i6) D.

Song of Texas R.

South of the Border G. Autry -

Sundown Kid (56) D. Barry

Swing Your Partner E. Dale -

Tahiti Honey (69) S. Simon

Thumbs Up B. Joyce -

Thundering Trails B. Steele

Traitor Within (60) J. Parker

Details under title: Eleven Were Brave

Valley of Hunted Men B. Steele

West Side Kids D. Barry

Details under title: East Side Kids

X Marks the Soot (55) 0. O'Flvnn - H. Parrish.

Youth on Parade (72) J- Hubbard - M. O'Driscc

Details under title: Chatterbox

3-24.

3-20.

3-12.
1-15.

. .214

. .213

. .264

.2301

S. Burnette.

- M. Lamont
- C. Worth. . . .10-5.

R. Terry 9-21.

Belle - V. Vague 6-1.

- S. Hayward. . .11-16.

R. Denning . . .

S. Burnette. .

- W. Demarest. .

- S. Burnette. . .

P. Drake 7-13.
- M. McLeod 11-2.

.Bill Elliott - G. Hayes. . . .3-22.

. H. Stephenson - D. Lovett . . .2-8.

tary

10-19.

.
.6-2'i.

. .3-8.

. .1-11.

. 8-24.

Reissue.

. . .3-8

. .10-5.

. .2-18.

Grey 9-21.

.4-30.

.3-16.

.4-27.

.1-15.

.5-15.

.2-13.

.5-26.

.1-29

.4-15.

.5-10.

.2311

. .275

. .219

. .276

. .274

. .222
. .211

.2303

L. Merrick

S. Burnette.

B. Steele. .

- G. Hayes.

12-11.
.7-27.

.3-26.
12-24.

.3-10.

12-31.

. .4-9.

10-10.
.1-15.

.6-11.

.4-13.
10-1.

. .1-8.

. .821.
.6-4.

,
.3-12.

. 10-2' .

.6-1.

. .5-19.

.12-30.

. .4-16.

.12-18.

.251

.201

.215

.206

.252

.205

.254

.281

.210

.217

.209

.202

.212

.27.'

.266

.253

.265

.208

Lee -

Barry -

Rogers

Cameron J. Marsh.

Tyler B. Steele .

M. Lord

L. Merrick. . .

- S. Ryan . . . .

M. Lee

- L. Merrick. .

R. Clark

- 0. O'Keefe. .

R. Fraser . . . .

- T. Tyler

- D. Barry. . .

- T. Tyler

- D. Evans. .

.K-14

1-25. .4-20. . . .218
6-29. .7-31.

.

. .271

. 3-22 . .

Reissue. . .3-1. . . 2302
10-5. .12-28. . .273

. . .3-8. .5-20.

.

. .1-11. . .4-6.

.

'. .216

. .11-2. . .1-25. . .263

. .9-21. .12-16 . .207

. . .9-7. .11-12. . .262

.4-19.

. .8-24. . .11-4. . .204
1. .7-13. ; 10-24. . . .203

RKO-R ADIO
1942-43 Features

Westerns
(46)

( 6)

Completed (41)

Completed ( 6)

In Production (6)

In Production (0)

THE IRON MAJOR
Drama—Started May 3

Cast: Pat O'Brien, Ruth Warrick, Robert Ryan, RusHeU Wade,
Bruce Edwards, Pierre Watkin, Josh Hardin.

Director: Ray Enright
story: A film biography of Fordham's beloved football coach wlih siifcBs on

(hariieter liuildinj; ((ualities or sport.

BEHBND THE RISING SUN
Drama—Started April 29

Cast: Margo, Robert Ryan, Tom Neal, J. Carroll Naish, Nancy
Gates, Abner Biberman, George Givot.

Producer-Director: Edward Dmytrylt
story: Based on the sensational expose of Japan's planned conrjiiest of tfie

I'acific.

THE SEVENTH VICTIM
Mystery—started May 3

Cast: Tom Conway, Kim Hunter, Jean Brooks, Wally Brown,
Evelyn Brent, Elizabeth Russell, Ann Summers, Mary New-
ton, Marguerita Sylva.

Director: Mark Robson
Story: .\ niuriler mystery of a man who planned his own murder as the

tinal victim.

RELEASE
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast Details

Falcon in Danger, The T. Conway - J. Brooks 5-3

Lady Takes a Chance, A J. Arthur - J. Wayne 1-11.

Details under title: Free For All

North Star A. Baxter • J. Wayne 3-22. .

Tarzan and the Sheik J. Weissmuller - N. Kelly. .4-19.

1942-43
BLOCK NO. ONE

Street, The (89) H. Fonda

CHART

Big

Bergen

CarvoD - J.

Ball 5-4.

McGee 6-15.

Randolph 4-6.

Vele; -

Neagle

L. Errol .

- R Nfwton
6 29. .

F oreign . .

- T Conway 7-13

D. Del Rio 1-26
- R. ScoU 6-1

M. Haves 4 20
L. Ball 6-1

Taylor 4-6.

Conway 8-10.

.8-10.

.8-10.

Here We Go Again (77)
Highways by Night (62)

Details under title: Silver Spoon
Mexican Spitfire's Elephant (64)
Wings and the Woman (97)

BLOCK NO. TWO
Falcon's Brother, The (63) G. Sanders

Journey into Fear (70) J. Gotten

Navy Comes Through, The (82) P. O'Brien

Scattergood Survives a Murder (66) G. Kibbee

Seven Days Leave (87) V. Maturf
Details under title: Sweet or Hot

BLOCK NO. THREE
Army burgeon (63) J. Wyatt
Cat People (72) S. Simon
Great Gildersleeve, The (62) H. Peary - J. Darwell 10-5.
Once Upon a Honeymoon (117) G. Rogers - C. Grant 6-1.

Seven Miles from Alcafraz (62) J. Craig - B. Granville...

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Cinderella Swings It (70) G. Kibbee - G. Warren...

Details under title: Scattergood Swings It

Forever and a Day (104) C. Laughton - A. Neagle..

Hitler's Children (85) T. Holt - G. Granville...

Tarzan Triumphs (78) J. Weissmuller - F. Gilford

Two Weeks to Live (76) G. Loock - N. Golf

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Falcon Strikes Back (66) T.

Flight for Freedom (101) R.

Details undpr title: Stand Ry to Die

I Walked with a Zombie (69) F.

Ladies' Day (63) L.

This Land Is Mine (103) C.

BLOCK NO. SIX
Bombardier P.

Gildersleeve's Bad Day (62) H.

Leopard Man, The (66) D. O'Keefe

Mr. Lucky (100) C. Grant

Details under title: From Here to Victory

Squadron Leader X (99) A. Dvorak - E. Portman.

NOT DESIGNATED
Fallen Sparrow, The J- Garfield

Mexican Spitfire's Blessed Event L. Velez

Petticoat Larceny > Carroll - R.

Sky's the Limit F. Astaire - J.

SPECIALS
Bambi (70) (T) "i""* Cartoon

Magnificent Ambersons (88) i Co«e" • °-

Pride of the Yankees, The (128) G- Cooper - B

Saludos Amigos (42) Disney Cartoon

Spitfire (90) • • L. Howard - D

They Got Me Covered (95) B. Hope - 0. Laraour

Walt Disney's Surprise Package (T) Cartoon Feature

WESTERNS

Conway
Russell

Dee • T.

Velez - E

Laughton -

O'Brien

Peary

I. Randolph.

. Mac Murray

Conway ....

Albert

M. O'Hara.

R. Scott..

J. Darwell.

Margo.

.10-19

. .
.9-7.

. .10-5.

. .2-8.

.8-24.

. .11-2.

. .7-20.

. .11-2.

.11-2.

.2-22.

.2-22.

. .9-4.

.10-9.

.10-2.

.9-11.

.918

11-16
.2-12.

10-30
10-16
11 13

.12-4.
12-25.
.1-1.

.11-27.

. . .1-8.

. .1-22.

. .3-26.

. .3-12.

. .2-19.

. .2-26.

.301

.305

.3ai

302
.303

.30«

.307

308
306
310

.312

.313

.314

.311

.315

318

.320
316
.319

.317

.32=

.321

.324

.322

.323

L. Day 11-16.

For.

- M. O'Hara.

L. Errol

R. Warrick. .

J. Leslie...

. .2-8.

. .4-5.

. 1-25

.

1-25.

Feature . .

Costello 11-29.

Ruth 1-26.

Featare

Niven For.. .

7-20.

.8-21.

.7-10.

. .3-5.

2-19.

.391

.371

.351

.392

.2-5... 352

Bandit Ranger (56)

.

Details under title: San of the Saddle

Pirates of the Prairie (57)

Sagebrush

Details

Law. .

under

T. Holt - C. Edwards . . . .7-27. .
.6-18 . . .385

T Holt • C. Edwards. . . . . .9-25.

.

. 3»1

T Holt A. Summer. . . . .e-is. . .1-29.

.

. .383

T. Holt - N. O'Day . . .6-1. .11-20. . . .3«9

T. Holt B. Moffet . . .7-13. . .7-23. . . .386

Holt - C. Edwards 6-29 . . .4-2. . . 384

title; Gun Law

10th CENTURY^FOX
194'i-43 Features (— ) Completed (45) In Production (9)

CLAUDIA
Comedy—started April 28

at
FILM BULLETIN



Cast: Dorothy McGuire, Robert Young, Ina Claire, Olga Bacla-

nova, Reginald Gardiner, Jean Howard, John Royce.
Director: Edmund Goulding
.story: The poignant unfolding of life tlirougli the experionti-s of a girl

whose early marriage an 1 resultant womanhootl brings both hilari-

ous and near-tragic complications.

THE NIGHT IS ENDING
Drama—Started May 10

Cast: George Sanders, Brenda Marshall, Philip Dorn, Madeleine
LeBeau, Marcel Dalio, Robert Lewis.

Director: Leonid Moguy
Storv: A hand of ijairiots conspiic in end Nazi oppression.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Timi Cast

Bombers Moon Annabella -

Girls He Left Beliind A. Faye -

Holy Matrimony M. Woolley

Jane Eyre 0. Welles -

Roger Tuohy, Last of the Gangsters P. Foster -

Song of Bernadette J. Jones

Winter Time S. Henie

1942-43
BLOCK NO. ONE

A-Haunting Wa Will Go (67) S. Laurel

FMtllght Serenade (80) B. Grable

Details under title: Strictly Dynamite
Little Teklo. U. S A. (64) B.

Levis af Edgar Allen Poe, The (67) L.

Pied Piper. The (86) M
BLOCK NO. TWO

Berlin Correspondent (70) V.

Careful, Soft Shoulders (69) V.

Iceland (79) S.

Just Off Broadway (66) L.

Details under title: 12 Men In a Box
Orchestra Wives (97) G.

BLOCK NO. THREE
Tales of Manhattan (118) All

BLOCK NO. FOUR
bin Trouble i82) 0. Ameche
Manila Calling (81) L. Nolan •

the Trunk. The (70) l. Roberts

Details

G. Montgomery. .2-8.

J. Ellison 5-3.

. G. Fields 4-19.

J. Fontaine 2-22.

K. Taylor 4-19.

V. Price 4-5.

C. Romero 4-5.

0. Hardy. .

V. Mature.

. 4-6.

.3-23.

Joyce -

Darnell

Woolley

Gilmore '

Bruce -

Heine -

Nolan -

P. Foster 5-18.

J. Sheppard. . .3-23.

• R. McDowall. . .4-6.

D. Andrews 5-18.

J. Ellison 5-18.

J. Payne 5-4.

M. Weaver 5-18.

, . .8-7.

. .8-1.

. .8-14.

. .8-28.

. .8-21.

. .9-11.

.9-18.

. .10-2.

,
.9-25.

Montgomery • L. Barl .. .4-20. .. .9-4.

Star. .11-1. .10-30.

Man
Springtime in the Rockies CO) (T) B Grable

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Black Swan. The (85) (T) T. Power
Or. Renault's Secret

Details under title

That Other Wuman i75) L. Bar! - J.

Thunderbirds (T) (78
Undying Monster, The (60) J Howard

BLOCK NO. SIX
Life Begins at 8:30 (85) . .

' J. Bennett.

G. Landis. . .

G. Holmes. .

C. Miranda. .

Burled AIlN
)

.6-15.

. .6-29.

.6-15.

,
.6-15.

.4-20.

.7-13.

Ellison 6-29. .

P. Foster 3-9.

J. Ellison 8-10.

M. O'Hara. .

L. Roberts.

M. Woolley - I

China Girl (95) G. Ticrney
Wf Are the Marines (69) iv| of T
Over My Dead Body (68) m Berle

L. Nolan

Liipino. . . .8-10.

G. Montgomery 6-15.
Documentary
- M. B. Hughes. . .8-24.
• H. Angel 9-7.

.P. Dorn

. H. Fonda

Oonat

Erwin

Faye

M. O'Hara.
- M. Berle. .

P. Lane. . . .

R. Morley.

V. Blaine...

I. Payne. . . .

- H. Travers.

G. Patrick. .

A. Baxter. . .

- P. Foster.

A. Sten ....

J. Sutton. . .

.10-5.

Time to Kill (61)
Details under title: Brasher Doubloon

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Chetniks. The Fighting Guerillas (73) .

Details under title: Seventh Column
Immortal Sergeant, The (91)
Margin for Error (74) J. Bennett
Meanest Man in the World (57) J. Benny -

»oung Mr. Pitt (105) R

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
Dixie Dugan (67) L. Andrews - J. Ellison
He Hired the Boss (73) S,

Detalli under title: $10 Ralst
Hello, Frisco, Hello (T) (98) A
Moon Is Down (90) C. Hardwicke
•ulet. Please, Murder (70) R. Denning -

BLOCK NO. NINE
Crash Dive (T) (105) T. Power -

My Friend Flleka (T) (89) R. McDowell
They Came to Blow Up America (73) G. Sanders -

Details under title: School for Saboteurs

Tonight We Raid Calais (70) Annabella
Details under title: Secret Mission

NOT DESIGNATED
Coney Island (T) B. Grable - G. Montgomery
Desert Victory (60) British Commentary
Heaven Can Wait D. Ameche - G. Tierney. . .2-22
Jitterbugs Laurel & Hardy 3-8
Ix-Bew Incident H. Fonda - P. Foster 6-15

Stormy Weather Bill Robinson - L. Home. .. .2-8

Sweet Rosle O'Grady B. Grable - R. Yoong 3-8

UNITED ARI S

1942-43 FEATURES
Balcon (Bin.) Completed ( 1)

Benny (Bny.) Completed (0)

Bogeaus (Bog.) Completed ( 0)

Bronston (Bro.) Completed ( 0)

Cagney (Cgy.) Completed ( 0)

Chaplin (Chn.) Completed (0)

Cinema Guild (C.G.) Completed ( 3)

Coward (C»d.) Completed ( 1)

Disney (Dsy.) Completed ( 1)

Edwards (Edws.) ... .. .Completed ( 1)

Korda (Kor.) Completed (1)

Lesser (Lsr.) Completed (1)

. .10-9.

.10-16.

.10-23.

. .11-6.

. .12-4.

.12-11.

11-13.

.

.11-20.

.11-27.

.12-25

. .1-1.

. .1-8.

. .1-15.

. 1-22.

. .302

. .301

. .303

. .305

. .304

. .311

. .312

. .306

. .310

. .308

. .313

. .309

. .314

. .315

. .317

. .320

. .321

.3-18

.307

.319

3^-

32;
32f

.10-5.

.

. .2-5. . . .32!s

.9-21.

.

10-19. .

.7-13.

.

For. . .

.1-29. .

.2-19. .

.2-12.

.

.2-26.

.

. 327

. .330

. .329

. .316

. .9-21.

6-29 . .

.3-12.

.

. .4-2. .

. .332
. .334

.11-2.

.

11-30.

.

. .9-7 . .

.3-26.

.

. . 4-9 . .

.3-19. .

. .333

. .335

. .331

. 8-24 . .

.7-20. .

12-14. .

.5-14

.4-23. .

. .5-7

10-19. . .4-30

.4-16.

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

m Production (A)

In Production (0)

In i'roduction (0)

Loew-Lewin (L.L.) Completed (1)
Mayfair (Mfr.) Completed (1)

Pressburger (Psb.) Completed ( 1)

Kabinovitch (Itvn.) Completed (0?

Roach (Rch.) Completed (8)

Rogers (Rgs.) Completed ( 1)

Selznick (Szk.) Completed (0)

Sherman (Shm.) Completed (11)

Stone (Stn.) Completed (0)

Small (Sml.) Completed (0)

Strombberg (Smg.) Completed ( 1)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Titlt—Running Time CaM uelall^

Hi Diddle Diddle A. Menjou - M. Scott 5-3.

Johnny Come Lately J. Cagney - G. George 4-19..

Details under title: McLeod's Folly

1942-43
American Empire (81) R. On - P. foster 12-1.

bar-^U Three W. Boyd • 4. Clyoe 11-2.

Border Patrol W. Boyd - J. Kirby 6-29.

Buckskin Frontier (74) R. Oix - J. Wyatt 9-7.
LTeiails under title: Buckskin Empire

i„ilabuose J. Rogers -

Cult Comrades W. Boyd -

Crystal Ball, The (81) P. Goddard

Oevil with Hitler, The (44) B. Watson
Details under title: Hitler's Valet

Fall In W. Tracy -

Hangmen Also Die (131) B. Donlevy

Uetails under title: Never Surrender

I MarrieJ a Witch (76) F. March - V Lake 5-4

In Which We Serve (115) N. Coward - J. Mills For.

lacare (65) F. Buck

Kansan. The R. Di« - I. Wyatt 11-30

Details under title: Meet John Bonniwell

'<iri<an Battip Cry o( China (61) Documentary 8-7

Lady of Burlesque (91) B. Stanwyck - E. O'Shea 12-14

Uetails under title: The G.String Morders

Lost Canyon (62) W. Boyd - J.

Leather Burners (67) W. Boyd - J.

Muon and Sixpence. The (90) G. Saunders -

McGuerins from Brooklyn (46) A. Judge - W.

Details under title: Mr. and Mrs. Brooklyn

Nazi Nuisance B. Watson -

One of Our Aircraft Is Missing (90) E. Portman -

Powers Girl, The (93) G. Murphy

Prairie Chicken J- Rogers

Riders of the Deadline B. Boyd -

Silver Queen (82) r,. Brent -

Somewhere in France R. Morley

Stage Door Canteen W. Terry -

Taxi, Mister . .W. Bendix -

Hoppy Serves a Writ (67) W. Boyd - J

Details under title: Texas Law

Undercover Man (68) W. Boyd - B. King

Details under title: Across the Border

Victory Through Air Power (T) Disney Feature Dsy

Yanks Ahoy W. Tracy - J. Sawyer 7-20 Re)'

Young and Willing (83) W. Holden - S. Hayward 1-10 2-5 C.G.

Details under title: Out of the Frying Pan

N. Beery, Jr. . . .4-20.

A. Clyde 10-15.
- R. Milland 7-20.

- J. Devlin 3-23.

J. Sawyer 6-29.

- A. Lee 11-16.

Kcl.

.1211.

. . .4-2.

. .5-14.

.1-29. .

. .6-18.

. .1-22.

.11-20.

. .3-5. .

.3-26.

.

in-30.

. .2-12.

Kirby 6-15.

Kirby 6-15.

H. Marshall. . .3-23.

Bendix 4-6. .

.4-30.

.12-18

. .5-28.

. .10-2.

12-31. .

- S. Leonard. . . .7-13
- G. Tearle For..

- P. Lane 9-7.

N. Beery, Jr 6-15

F. Woodward .... 5-3. .

P. Lane 4-20. .

- C. Cummings .... For.

.

C. Walker 12-14
- G. Bradley 6-1. .

Kirky 7-20.

.10-16. .

. .1-15. .

. .5-21.

11-13 . .

. .6-11.

. .5-28.

4-16.

.

.3-12.

.

.2-9. .10-23.

Stn

. Shm
Snin

.Shm

.Shm

. Rch

Shm
.C.G.

..Rch

. .Rch

. .Psb

.Cwd
Mir

Shm

. Edwi

.Smg

.Shm

.Shm
. . LL

. . Rch

. . Rcii

. . Km
. . Rqs

.Rch

.Shm
.Sml

. L'^t

. Rch

.Shm

.Shm

UNI VERSA
1942-43 Features (55)

Westerns ( 7)

Serials ( 4)

Completed iol)

Completed ( 7)

Completed ( 4)

In Production (5)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

COBRA WOMAN
Technicolor drama—Started April 26

Cast: Maria Montez, Jon Hall, Sabu, Elisabeth Risdon, Samuel S,

Hinds, Moroni Olsen.
Director: Robert Siodmak
Stor.v: Colorful adventure.^ woven around a sultry beaut.\' whose kiss was the

kiss of death.

GBRLS. INC
Musical Comedy—Started May 3

Cast: Leon Errol, Grace McDonald, David Bacon, Harriett HM-
liard, Minna Phillips, Maureen Cannon, G!en Gr iy p.n 1 C?.s\

Loma orchestra. Pied Pipers.
Director: Les Goodwins
.story: Antics in a Broadway night club.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTIOIN

Title— Running Time CasI nuaiis K«i «!.

Corvettes in Action R. Scott - J. Brown 2-22
Fired Wife D. Barrymore - R. Paige . . .5-3

Hers to Hold (— ) D. Durbin - J. Gotten 4-5.

I94.2-43
Adunturts of Smilin' Jack (Serial) T. Brown - T. Bey 5-18.
All By Myself p. Knowles - E. Ankers 3-8
Mlways a Bridesmaid Andrew Sisters - P. Knowles. 1-25 .

.

Amazing Mrs. Holliday, The (98) D. Durbin - E. O'Brien 6-29.
Details under title: Forever Yours

Arabian Nights (T) (86) Sabu • M. Montez 7-13.
Behind the Eioht Ball (60> Rifz Bros. - C. Bruce 6-29.

Details under title: Oil the Beaten Track

Beiv. fii Us Girls '89) R. Cummings
DetAiic under title: Love and Kisses. Caroline

Captive Wild Woman (60) J. Carradine

Cheyenne Roundup (59) J. M. Brown
Corvettes in Action D. Foran -

D. Barrymore. .5-4.

E. Ankers. . .12-28.

T. Bitter 9-5.

. Knowles 9-7.

. . .1-5 .7S81

. 6-11. .7043

.2-19. .7005

12-25. .706:
.12-4. .702*

. .9-4. .7010

. .6-4. 7014

. .4-9. .7075

.6-25.
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W. Barrle.

E. G. Robinson.

- B. Lugosi . . .

Cowboy In Manhattan (59) R. Palge - F. Langford..
0««p in tht Heart of Texas (61) J. M. Brown - I. RItler.

Ditilli under title The Ltni Stir Trill

Destination Unknown (61) I. Hervey - W. Gargan . .

Destiny I,, chaney - A. Curtis. .

Don Winilow of the Coast Guard (Serial) .. .D. Perry - M. Barrie. . .

Eyes of the Underworld (61) R. DIx -

Details under title: Destiny

Follow the Band L. Errol -

Details under title: Trombone from Heaven
For All We Know C. Boyer

Frankenstein Meets the Wolf Man (75) L. Chaney
Details under title: Wolf Man Meets Fran kenstein

Get Hep to Love (77) G. Jean - J. Frazee

Get Going (— ) R. Paige - G. MacDonald
Give Out, Sisters (65) Anarews sisters

Details inder title: I Want ti Dance

Good Morning, Judge (68) D. O'Keefe - L. Aibritton.

Great Impersonation, The (71) R. Bellamy - E. Ankers..
Half Way to Shanghai (62) I. Hervey - K. Taylor...

He's My Guy (65) 1. Hervey - D. Foran...
Hi, Buddy (68) R. paige - M. Lord

Hit the Ice B. Abbott - L. Costello. .

Details under title: Oh, Doctor!

HI Ya Chum (61) Ritz Bros - J. Frazee...

How's About It? Andrews Sisters R. Paige.

Details under title: Solid Senders

It Ain't Hay (81) Abbott & Costello

It Comes Up Love (64) G. Jean - I. Hunter
Details under title: On the Beam

lunier G-Men of the Air (Serial) Dead End Kids

Keep 'Em Slugging (61) H. Hall - G. Raymond...
Details under title: Bad Company

Larceny with Music A. Jones - K. Carlisle
Little Joe the Wrangler J. M. Brown - T. Bitter..
Lone Star Trail j. m. Brown - T. R.tter..

Madame Spy (63) C. Btjnet - D. Porter...
Moonlight In Havana (63) A. Jones
Mr. Big E. Jean

Details under title: Oh, Say Can You Swing
Mug Town (60) B. Halop
Mummy's Tomb. The (61) D. Foran

Never a Dull Moment {— ) Ritz Bros

Next of Kin (86) N. Pilbeam
Nightmare (81) D. Barrymore - B. Oonlevy.

Night Monster (72) I. Hervey - L. Erikson...
Old Chisholm Trail. The (60) J. M. Brown - T. Bitter..

Overland Mall (Serial) H. Parrish - L. Chaney, Jr.

Phantom of the Opera N. Eddy - S. Foster....
Pittsburgh (91) M. Dietrich - R. Scott...
ildirt (f San Joaquin J. M. Brown - T. Ritter,
Rhythm of the Islands A. Jones - J. Frazee

Details under title: Isle of Romance
Shadow of a Doubt (108) T. Wright - J. Gotten...
Ikiriock Holmes In Washington B. Rathbone - N. Bruce..
Sherlock Holmes and the Voice of Terror '65)11. Kathbone - N. Bruce. .

Sherlock Holmes and the Secret Weapon (68). B. Rathbone - N. Bruce. .

Sin Town (74) C. Bennett - B. Crawlord.

Strictly in the Groove (60) L. Errol - G. McDonald..
Tenting Tonight on the Old Camp Ground... J. M. Brown - T. Ritter.

Two Tickets to London (— ) M. Morgan - A. Curtis...

We've Never Been Licked R. Quine - Anne Gwynne. .

When Johny Comes Marching Home (74).... A. Jones - J. Frazee

White Savage (T) (76) J. Hall - M. Montez. . . .

Who Done It (77) Abbott & Costello

.6-15.

.4-20.

.1-25. .

10-19.

. .4-6.

5-21.

.9-25.

.7036

.70;j

.10-9. . .703C

. .4-6.

..1-8.

M. Hughes 2-22. . .5-14.

.8-10.

10-19.

.
6-2'j

.

. .4-5.

,12-28

. .4-20.

. .3-23.

12-14.

11- 16.

12-14.

.

.3-12.

.10-2.

. . ^-xl

.

. .5-7

,12-18.

. .y-18.

.3-26.

.2-26.

12-28.

.10-5.

.7-20.

J. Frazee. . . .

D. O'Connor.

3-9

11-30.

.1-25. .

.6-29.
.9-21. ,

.8-10.

.8-10.

. .3-8.

.3-5.

.2-5.

.3-19.

. .4-9.

.6-30

. .4-2.

H. Hall

L. Chaney.

.

F. Langford.

Sidney.

.7-13.

.6-15.

,12-11.

10-16.

.6-18.

,
.1-22.

,10-23.

.8681

.7037

.7033

.7012

. 702^

,7044

.7032

.703

.7041

.7031

.7039

.7025

.7001

.7023

788 J

.7040

11-13. . .7072

.7034

.7026

.7027

.7019

. .For . . .5-7. .

. .9-17. .11-13. .7015

. .7-20. .10-23. .7038
. . 8-24

.

.12-11. .7073
. .8-23. . .y-21. .77»;

. .2-8.

. . .9-7. . 12-11

.

.7008
. .7-27. . . .6-4. .7076
.11-30. . .4-16. .7042

. .8-10. . .1-15. .7065

. .7-20. . .4-30. .7018
. .3-18 .

.--18.

. .6-15. . .2-12. .7024
. .8-24. y-25.

. .
4-6. .11-20. .7028

. .8-10. . . .2-5. .7074

. . 1-25

.

. .
5-28

10-5. . . .1-1. .7016
11-2. . .4-23. .7004

. .6-15. .11-6. .7022

194'^-4.3 Features

CONFLICT
Mystery-Drama—Started May 7

Cast: Humphrey Bogart, Nancy Coleman, Sydney Greenstreet,
Eleanor Parker, Charles Drake, Frank Wilcox, Robert
Sha.yne, Tom Tully, Leah Baird.

Director: David Butler
.'^luiy: M,vste)y with the tJieme ol crime's encioachni'iil uixjii lesilimalt

ljusiness unciei- war conrlitions.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

IN PRODUCTION
Title— Running Time Cast Details Rel. No.

Animal Kingdom A. Sheridan
Saratoga Trunk (— ) G. Cooper -

To the Last Man E. Flynn -

This Is the Army (— ) G. Murphy

BLOCK NO. ONE
Across the Pacific (97) H. Bogart

Busses Roar, The (60) R. Travis •

Desperate Journey (107) E. Flynn -

Secret Enemies (i9) C. Stevens .

Now, Voyager (117) B. Davis -

BLOCK NO. TWO
ioa Can't Escane Forever (77) G. Brent -

Hidden Hand. The (63) C. Stevens
George Washington Slept Here (93) J. Benny •

Flying Fortress 168) R. Greene

Gentleman Jim (104) E. Flynn -

BLOCK NO. THREE
Casablanca (99) H. Bogart - I. Bergman.
Gorilla Man (64) J. Loder - R. Ford....
Hard W y. Thr '97) I. Lupino - D. Morgan..
Truck Busters (58) R. Travis - E. Parker..

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Air Force (124) J. Garfield

Mysterioiis Doctor (57) I. Loder -

SPECLALS
Edge of Darkness, The (118) E. Flynn
Yankee Doodle Dandy (126i J. Cagney

NOT DESIGNATED
Action in the North Atlantic H. Bogart

Adventures of Mark Twain F. March
Arsenic and lid Lace (— ) C. Grant
Background to Danan G. Raft

Constant Nymph. The C. Boyer - J. Fontaine

Crime by Night C. Bennett - J. Cowan...
Details under title: Forty Whacks

Desert Song, The (T) D. Morgan • I.

Devotion 0. DeHavilland -

Last Ride, The (— ) R. Travis - E.

Mission to Moscow (123) W. Huston - A.

Night Shift (— ) A. Sheridan ..

Old Acquaintance B.

Princess O'Rourke 0.

Details

D. Morgan. . .4-19. .

- I. Bergman. . . .3-8. .

J. Bishop 5-3. .

- J. Leslie 4-5.

.

- HI. Astoi 3-23.
. J. Bishop

R. Keagan 2-9.

- F. Emerson

P. Hentled 4-20.

B. Marshall 6-lg.
- F. Emerson

A. Sheridan . .

- C. Lehmann.

A. Smith

. 4-20

.

. .For.

.6-1.

G. Young

L. Matthews.

A. Sheridan.

- J. Leslie . . .

- R. Massey. .

A. Smith. . .

P. Lane. . . .

Marshall . .- 8

. .6-1.

. . For.

.

.3-23.

.9-21.

.6-29

. .8-24.

.12-1. .

.

. .9-7. .

. .7-13.

.

. 11-1..
. . .9-7. .

3-9..
.10-19.

.

. .9-5. . .20-^

.919. . .203

.9-26. . .204
10-17

.

. .205
10-31 . .206

10-10. . .207
.11-7. . .208
11-28. . .210
.12-5. . .211
11-14. . .212

.1-23. . .21'

.1-16. . .216

.2-20. . .209
. .2-6. . 213

.3-20 . .217
3-6 . .218

4-24. .219
.1-2.

.

201

Thank Your Lucky S'ars P. Caninr

Varsity Show (81) (Reissue) D. Powell

Watcli on the Rhine B. Davis -

Manning. . 6-29.

I. Lupino. 11-16.

Parker

Harding. . .11-16.

2-22.
Davis - M. Hopkins 11-16.
DeHavilland R Cummings 7-20

. 5-22

.

D. Shore 11-2.
- F. Waring

P. Lucas 6-15.
.12-19 215

SIZE-UPS
(Continued from Page 19)

PRC who re-issued two pictures in which Ladd appeared years
ago, and cleaned up... There was much interest in the national
press over the signing of Joan Harrison as an associate producer.
Miss Harrison, who received her training with Alfred Hitchcock
successively as secretary, reader and scenarist, will specialize in

mystery subjects. Her first production will be adapted from the
William Irish novel, "Phantom Lady," with Maria Montez, Louise
Allbritton and Alan Curtis in featured roles.

Universal intends to continue its policy of escapist pictures in

Technicolor with the proven combinatioi" of Montez, Hall and Sabu
since latter is not expected to be drafted until Fall. Like some
other boxoffice combinations, Miss Montez and Jon Hall reportedly
actually have scant liking for each other but manage to project

torrid pash for the customers. .. Donald O'Connor, 17, will appear
opposite Susanna Foster in "Angela," based on the Sinclair Lewis
jPlay...Glen Gray and his Casa Loma orchestra signed for "Girls,

line". . ."Sherlock Holmes and the Spider Woman" decided upon
ks final title for the second of the current series.

WARNER BROS.
Heaviest production schedule of the year currently on top

here. The much-heralded "This Is the Army" which has been
lagging since last February, has all of its big stuff on film and is

now in its final stages. Awaiting the green light for an early start

are "Pillars of Society" which will be the first talkie presentation

of an Ibsen play and which Julius and Philip Epstein will make

as their first production job; Jerry Wald's "In Our Time"; Mark
Hellinger's production of "Will Rogers"; "Passage to Marseilles."

a Hal Wallis production, and Jesse L. Lasky's "Rhapsody in Blue"
..."The Confiict," formerly titled "The Pentacle," will be delayed
as a result of the suspension of Humphrey Bogart. The star
asked for a vacation and, upon being turned down, refused to go
into the picture. Seems to us this boy was entitled to a rest!

Warners is planning to change is entire production setup by
limiting its output to no more than 16 pictures for the 1943-44
season. More money will be spent on stories and in every depart-
ment, with best available talent used. The new setup is expected
to start as soon as the present crop of product now in work is

completed. Formal announcement of this revolutionary move at
Warners annual sales convention is one of the biggest production
news items of the year... The new production emphasis will prob-
ably begin with Howard Hawks' production, "Battle Cry," a story
of the United Nations, which he will start preparing as soon as
he winds up "Corvettes in Action". . .Prime reason for new policy
is talent shortage, with the success of "Air Force" pointing the
way. Line of reasoning is that with small-budget films making
money on two and three-week runs, the big pictures will clean up
through extended runs.

Bill Bacher, who has been identified with the production end
of radio, resigned as producer of the Al Jolson-Monty Woolley
show for Colgate to associate himself with Howard Hawks on
latter's production of "Battle Cry"... Ray Bolger signed for "Life
of Marilyn Miller". . .Jack Benny will come here to star in "The
Horn Blows At Midnight."
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'GOOD MORNING. JUDGE' LIGHTWEIGHT COMEDY QUICKIE
Rates • + as supporting dualler tor nab

Universal

68 Minutes

Dennis CVKeefe, Louise Albritton, Mary Beth
Hughes, J. Carroll Naish, Louise Beavers,

Samuel S. Hinds, Marie Blake, Oscar O'Shea,

Don Barclay, Frank Faylen, Ralph Peters,

Murray Alper, Edward Earle.

Directed by Jean Yarbrough.

A light and inconsequential comedy pro-
grammer, "Good Morning, Judge" will get
by in the supporting spot on naborhood
duals. The improbable plot revolves around
a song plagiarism suit with the plaintiffs

represented by an attractive woman lawyer
—of the type never found in a real court of
law. The dignified lawyer's actions after

orhoods
taking a mickey finn are laugh-provoking
the first time, but repetition soon takes the
edge off this humorous situation. However,
the dialogue is often breezy and filled with
wire-cracks and Director Jean Yarbrough
maintains a swift—if silly—pace throughout.
Two songs, "Spellbound" and Sort of a
Kinda," are sung without distinction by
Mary Beth Hughes. This won't be worth
anything in action spots.

In the story, Dennis O'Keefe, music pub-
lisher, has success with his new song hit,

"Spellbound," followed by a plagiarism suit

brought by two song writers and their

woman lawyer (Louise Albritton). On the
day before the trial, O'Keefe, using an as-

sumed name, meets Miss Albritton, takes
her to dinner and slips a mickey finn in

her grape juice, which gives her a hangover
and results in a 48-hour postponement and

a reprimand from the judge. Later she ac-

cidentally gets another mickey finn and
fails to appear in court and the mix-ups
continue at a night club where O'Keefe

gets a mickey finn intended for a trouble-

some patron. All concerned wind up in

court and, after numerous charges are

brought, O'Keefe and the woman lawyer

finally fall into each other's arms.

Louise Allbritton is well suited to 'he role

of the woman lawyer and adds the proper

touch of lightness to her best screen por-

trayal to date. Dennis O'Keefe gives a

good comedy performance and J. Carrol

Naish, as the restaurant owner who mixes

the mickey Anns, Louise Beavers and Don
Barclay add a few laughs. Mary Beth

Hughes is less than adequate as a jealous

songstress.
YORK

'TAXI, MISTER' SLAPSTICK STREAM-LINER FOR NABORHOOD AUDIENCES
Rates • • as supporting dualler

United Artists (Hal Roach)

46 Minutes

William Bendix, Grace Bradley, Joe Sawj-er,

Sheldon Leonard, Jack Norton, Frank Fay-
len, Iris Adrian, Joe Devlin, Clyde Fillmore,

Sig Arno, Mike Mazurki, Lew Kelly, Lona
Andre, Jinmiy Conlin.

Directed by Kurt Neumann.

Third of the Hal Roach stream-liners
about the Brooklyn McGuerins, 'Taxi, Mister'
has enough laughs in its screwy plot to satis-

fy naborhood audiences. The tale, told in
flashback fashion, takes place during the
roaring '20's when Tim (played by William
Bendix) and his partner owned only one

taxicab between them. Most of the humor
is of the slapstick variety with the players
working too hard to put over a ridiculous

situation. Although the gangsters, bootleg-

gers and gold-diggers of the prohibition era
are broadly caricatured, it is Jack Norton's
impersonation of a wealthy drunk that gives

the film its most hilarious moments. The
short running time makes this suitable as

support for a lengthy dramatic feature.

The story opens during the testimonial

dinner for William Bendix and Joe Sawyer,
owners of a fleet of 1,000 taxicabs, then
switches to 1928 when they divided their

time running the same cab. Bendix falls

head-over-heels in love with Grace Bradley,
popular burlesque queen, who is also being
courted by Sheldon Leonard, notorious boot-

legger, who determines to get rid of his new

rival. Leonard plants bootleg liquor in

Bendix' cab and he is arrested but released

after the cops nearly get nervous prostra-

tion subjecting him to the third degree.

When the police go after Leonard, he gets

into Bendix's cab and forces him, at the point

of a gun, to aid in his get-away. During

the gun-battle that follows, the cab is com-
pletely wrecked but Leonard is captured.

Bendix is inconsolable until he learns that

he will receive a $10,000 reward and can

buy a fleet of cabs and marry Miss Bradley.

William Bendix. whose box office value

has risen since "China," and Joe Sawyer give

good comedy performances as the likeable,

but dim-witted, taxi drivers and Grace Brad-

ley makes a neat impression as the sympa-

thetic burlesque queen.
DKNL.EY

'FUGITIVE OF THE PLAINS' AVERAGE BILLY THE KID WESTERN
Rates • + In minor action spots

Producers Releasing Corp.

56 Minute*

Buster Crabbe, Al St. John, Maxlne Le«lie,

Jack Ingram, Hermit Maynard, George
Chesebro, John Merton, Karl Hackett, Hal
Price, Frank FUis.

Directed by Sam Newfield.

The "Billy the Kid" series, made on a low
budget, are usually cut out along a pattern
which will appeal mainly to youngsters and
the tried-and-true western addicts. "Fugitive
of the Plains," latest Buster Crabbe starrer,

is average as regards fast riding, shooting
and bandit hold-ups but, at least, it has one

novelty in that the villain is a female bandit
—sort of a counterpart of Belle Starr. Al-

though Maxine Leslie, who plays this part,

is perhaps too attractive a blonde to seem
realistic, she is fairly successful in sound-
ing like a ruthless, hard-hearted outlaw. Al

St. John, veteran comic, can always be de-

pended to suppy a few chuckles with his

blundering antics. This has none of the
"time-wasting" romantic interest of the
regulation western.
The story opens with headlines proclaim-

ing that a bandit gang, which is terrorizing
border towns, is reported to be headed by
Billy the Kid. Buster Crabbe, rather than
give himself up for crimes he hasn't com-
mitted, decides to unmask the outlaws us-

ing his name. When he joins the bandit

gang, which is headed by Maxine Leslie,

they both double-cross each other repeatedly

with Crabbe always managing to tip off the

sheriff about a hold-up. After a bank rob-

bery is halted by the law, Miss Leslie is

wounded but she and Crabbe escape. Her
ambitious henchman. Jack Ingram, threat-

ens to kil Crabbe but Miss Leslie manages
to beat him to the draw. With Ingram kill-

ed, she dies in Crabbe's arms and he is

free to pursue new adventures.

Buster Crabbe is a handsome cowboy hero
although scarcely a Billy the Kid type.

Maxine Leslie shows promise of better

things in more suitable roles. The others

are standard western types.

YORK

'THE FIGHTING BUCKAROO' FAST-MOVING STARRETT WESTERN
Rates • • In western spots

Columbia
58 Minutes.

Charles Starrett, Kay Harris, Arthur Hunn -

cutt, Stanley Brown, Wheeler Oakman, For-
rest Taylor, Ernest Tubb, Robert Stevens,

John Tyrell, Ray Butler, Norma Jean
Woofers.

Directed by William Berke.

A capable cast and a full measure of fast

riding and two-fisted action put "The Fight-
ing Buckaroo" a peg above a run-of-the-mill

western. Charles Starrett can always be de-

pended upon for a vigorous portrayal but his

side-kicks are new to the cowboy field and

lack any draw. They are Arthur Hunnicutt.
who works hard to garner a few laughs, and
Ernest Tubb, who is accompanied in his

western ballads by Johnny Luther's Ranch
Boys. While the cattle rustling story follows

routine paths. Director William Berke has
kept it plausible and fast-moving through-
out. This will satisfy the devotees of cow-
boy fare and keep the youngsters excited lo

the end.

The picture opens in a frontier town where
Stanley Brown, a rancher with a young
daughter, is in love with Kay Harris and
making every effort to live down his youth-
ful prison record. The girl persuades her
father to graze his cattle on Brown's ranch
and, when rustlers steal the herd, the ranch-

er is accused of being in league with the

bandits. Charles Starrett. Brown's pal.

comes to the rescue after the young rancher
is forced to flee to the mountains. More cat-

tle are stolen while Brown is hiding and
the girl then gives Starrett the clue that

makes him realize that her own father is

the brains behind the rustlers. With
Brown's help. Starrett traps the entire gang.

Stanley Brown gives a neat performance
as the young rancher with a prison record

and Kay Harris is decorative in the role

opposite him. Wheeler Oakman and For-

rest Taylor are experienced at western

villainy.

DENLEY
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'COWBOY IN MANHAHAN' PLEASING MUSICAL PROGRAMMER
Rates • • as supporting dualler

llniversal

59 Minutes

Frances Langford, Robert Paige, Leon Errol,

Walter CaL.ett, George Cleveland, Dorotii

.

Granger, Lorin Raker, Will Wright, Joseph

Sawyer, Jennifer Holt, Matt McHugh.

Directed by Frank Woodruff.

A pleasing programmer with a back-stage

plot, "Cowboy in Manhattan" will prove gen-

erally satisfying as a supporting dualler. The

story has one or two novel ideas, but for the

most part Director Frank Woodruff de-

pends on the familiar complications which

always get the laughs. And the veteran

•CALLING WILD BILL ELLIOH'

GOOD ACTION WESTERN
Rates • • in western spots only

Republic
55 Minutes

BiU EUiott, George "Gabby" Hayes, Anne

Jeffrys, Herbert Heyes, "Buzzy" Dee Henry,

Fred Kohler, Roy Barcroft, Eve March, Burr

Caruth, Lynton Brent, Bud Gear>-.

Directed by Spencer Bennett.

Filled with riding and shooting action,

as well as last-minute rescues, and minus

any musical preludes, "Calling Wild Bill El-

liott" is an example of a good, old-fashioned

cowboy film — the kind real western fans

dote on. In his first Republic vehicle, Bill

Elliott is supported by an above-average

cast including George "Gabby" Hayes (Roy

Rogers' former side-kick), to supply the

comedy relief, and "Buzzy" Dee Henry, a

brave and appealing nine-year-old who seems

at home in western surroundings. The story,

which casts the iron-jawed star as a Robio

Hood of the early West, follows establish-

ed formulas, but Spencer Bennett's swift-

paced direction makes up for minor short-

comings. In addition to the many gun bat-

tles, Elliott gets mixed up in a half-dozen

brawls in which his fists invariably bring

forth a resounding smack as he adminis-

ters the knock-out blow. This will add to

the star's popularity and should please

wherever westerns are favored.

The story is laid in the early days of the

southwest where Herbert Heyes self-ap-

pointed territorial dictator, has been using

his military organization to plunder local

ranchers. Bill Elliott, a local Robin Hood,
joins with George "Gabby" Hayes and other

ranchers, who are on their way to expose

Heyes to a federal judge who is visiting the

territory. Heyes has Elliott accused of a

rancher's murder but he manages to escape

and get to the judge to whom he tells the

true story. After other complications, there

is a pitched battle between the ranchers and
Heyes' guerillas with the Federal troops ar-

riving in the nick of time.

Fred Kohler has a strong role as a hot-

headed rancher, whose young son (well

played by "Buzzy" Dee Henry) convinces
him of Elliott's innocence. George "Gabby"
Hayes is excellent as an old pioneer and
Anne Jeffrys is an extremely-decorative
blonde who gets mixed up in the proceed-
ing's.

YORK

May 17, 1943

Comics—Leon Errol and Walter Catlett

—

make the most of slim material by insert-

ing plenty of their sure-fire mugging and
comic stunts. Five songs are neatly fitted

into the action, three of which, including the

popular "Need I Say More," are sung in

Frances Langford's best sultry style. Leon
Errol and Miss Langford give this fair mar-
quee value with the latter's radio populari-

ty being a strong selling point.

In the story, Walter Catlett, Broadway
producer, sells a group of Texas hotel men
the idea of backing a musical about their

home state. While the show, starring Fran-
ces Langford, is in rehearsal, Robert Paige,
Texas songwriter, arrives in New York to

sell some tunes for the show, but he receive-;

a brush-off from Leon Errol, the publicity
man. Later, hearing that the advance sale
is poor, Errol conceives the publicity stunt
of having Paige pose as a Texas cattle king
and buying up every seat in the theatre for
the entire opening week. Miss Langford
threatens to walk out, but Catlett tells her
that Paige has "fallen" for her. With Paige
as the entire audience, he is able to halt the
performance and persuade Miss Langford
to sing some of his numbers. When she
learns about the publicity stunt, Miss Lang-
ford goes into hiding and Paige and Cat-
lett believe she has been kidnapped. Paige
goes after her, beats up some men and final-
ly convinces her he really loves her.

' I DENLEY

KEN HOOT

MAYNARDGIBSON
CO-STARRED FOR THE FIRST

TIME IN A BANG UP SERIES

OF FAST ACTION WESTERNS
/from

Produced by ROBERT TANSEY - Directed by ALAN JAMES



What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

'MISSION TO MOSCOW GREAT DOCUMENT, BUT IS IT ENTERTAINMENT?
(WARNER BROS.) "...Most outspoken picture on a political subject that an American studio has ever niade .. .Careful concentration
upon the dialogue is required. It seldom reaches the audience in straight cinematic terms. .. Should be a valuable influence to more
clear-eyed and searching thpught." Crowther, N. Y. TIMES. "...A film trumpeted to the skies, lives up to every expectation
...Newsreel shots interspersed with powerful effect... No letdown at any time... See 'Mission to Moscow.' It's history, drama, en-
lightenment. Whatever your political views, this is high adventure in the theatre." Werner, N. Y. MIRROR. "...Admirers
of Russia will find it a rousing document. The group suspicious of Russian motives will denounce it as whitewash. Another group^
remaining without strong feelings on the question probably will find it a bore, full of tedious dialogue. . .No picture ever made will ex-

cite a wider range of reaction, ranging from raving praise to screaming anguish. The one verdict that will not be encountered is in-

difference." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. ".. .As an official record, it is one of the most memorable documents of our
time... Good screen entertainment, and it is abundant food for thought. . .Contains something new in film treatment ©f contemporary
subjects, since it is neither a screen drama nor a documentary." Guernsey, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Not entertainment.
But it deals with matters so vital that none of us stands free of them. Therefore in a very real sense, it possesses a pseudo-documentary
historical value which deserves the attention of all and will gain the attention of the educated. . .Not recommended for jitterbugs, Trot-
skyites, pleasure-seekers, romantics, plot-followers, the thrill-mad or devotees of music and dancing — which is a lot of territory."

Winsten, N. Y. POST. — "...Interesting in many ways, althoug^i it has its boring moments. . .Except for the obvious propaganda
passages toward the end of the film, it is an interesting view of the Soviet Union and her rulers." Cameron, N. Y. NEWS.

'NEXT OF KIN' BOTH EDUCATIONAL AND EXCITING
(UNIVERSAL) "...Fine bit of wartime instruction and a pack of excitement. . .Fascinating spy film, full of tense and involved in-

trigue, and — except for its tragic ending — as thrilling an entertainment as any one could ask." Crowther, N. Y. TIMES.
"...Full-scale British war melodrama, packed with punch and excitement and made to drive home to soldier and civilian alike the
perilous consequences of loose talk." McManus, PM. .— "...More than mere educational film — it has a good melodramatic plot,

it gives an exciting picture of a commando raid .. .Always interesting and sometimes' exciting." Guernsey, N. Y. HERALD TRI-
BUNE. "...Compelling message .. .One of the best spy pictures of the whole war .. .Audience had better have strong stomachs."
Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. . "...Menace of loose talk dramatically and emphatically depicted .. .Commando raid scene is

tremendously exciting — the best pictured yet... Action is superb" Werner, N. Y. MIRROR. "...Isn't as smooth a production
as most commercial films, but ft contains a powerful punch in its climatic action and deserves wide circulation." Cameron, N. Y.
NEWS.

'CRASH DIVE' HOLLYWOOD GLORIFIES THl SUB
(20TH CENTURY-FOX) "...More of that Hollywood warfare which looks like nothing at all but the unbridled fancies of script
writers.

. .Romance and thriller of the most fictitious sort. . .Leaves one wondering blankly whether Hollywood knows that we're at
war." Crowther, N. Y. TIMES. "...Melodramatic punch is packed in two submarine action scenes. . .Trite love story takes up
too much footage.

. .Goodly amount of tense melodrama and magnificent color photography." Guernsey, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.— "...For its obvious plot and impossible accomplishments, emerges as a lively, romantic yasn of the current war, pretty as an
Easter egg and as useful." Winsten, N. Y. POST. "...One of tlie great service films of the season. . .Maintains high sus-
pense and action." Scott, N. Y. MIRROR. "...Plenty of exciting incidents to satisfy the most rapid seeker of vicarious thrills."

Cameron, N. Y. NEWS. "...Really is something out of Jules Verne, Sabatini and the Spanish Main... Every bit as good a sea
battle as you ever saw on the late Lagoon of Nations at the Fair...Not much need be said about the acting." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-
TELEGRAM.

'PRESENTING LILY MARS' FORMULA STORY DIVIDES CRITICS
(METRO-(X)LDWYN-MAYER) "...For all its sweetness, 'Presenting Lily Mars' is uninviting fare; it is glorified monotony. Perhaps
M-Q-M should let Mi.ss Garland grow up and stay that way." T. M. P., N. Y. TIMES. "...Light sparkling musical .. .Story
is formula, but sugared with enough novel quirks to make for delightful entertainment." Quinn, N. Y. MIRROR. "Has a care-
less informality that can be pleasant if you will be sure to tune your mood to the same level. Its makers never are quite sure about
the story they have in mind or how the musical numbers are going to be fitted in... Frothy and absurd much of the time, but It has
some pleasant interludes of song and occasional jousts in comic dialog." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. ".

. .After a promis-
ing start, becomes a typically maudlin motion picture treatment of backstage life, and despite frequent hints of deviating from its

stereotyped course, the film constantly slips back into the well-worn groove." E. G., N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Senti-
mental Cinderella story, tastefully produced and loaded down with film talent. . .Definitely is of box-offlce calibre, and there are plenty
of movie-goers who'll think it's sweet and cheery escapist cinema." Thirer, N. Y. POST. "...Charming combination of small-
town life and a behind the scenes theatrical romance." Cameron, N. Y. NEWS.

*AT DAWN WE DIE' ABOVE OTHERS IN ITS CLASS, SAYS COOK
(REPUBLIC) "...Exciting topical drama, its British cast and fabricated French backgrounds ringing reasonably of authenticity,
certainly of suspense and thrill." Thirer, N. Y. POST. "...The fervor of its hatred rafses it to a level considerably above all

the other pictures usi^g approximately the same plot material. . .Full of performances that will stick in your memory .. .Recent glut
of war pictures may have left you a little weary of the whole imitative vogue, but you will find your enthusiasm renewed." Ckx)k, N. Y.
WORLD-TELEGRAM. ".

. .Could be much more stirring were it not becoming stereotyped; unfortunately the earlier but poorer
films on this subject now haunt the later superior ones... Cast does thrilling scenes, stirring episodes, and lift this offering to Grade
A-1." Werner, N. Y. MIRROR. "...Director has created a suspenseful mood in presenting the dramatic story .. .Players turn
in capable performances." C&meron, N. Y. NEWS. "...(Jood class B melodrama. . .Employs all the conventional plot lines

and situations. . .Though it is passable as a blood-and-thunder thriller, the deeper meaning of its tragic circumstances is obscured by
the cliches of its treatment." Guernsey, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...As wretched a botch of cliches and bad acting as
you're likely to he unlucky enough to see — an abnormally artificial drama." Crowther, N. T. TIMES.

*WHITE SAVAGE' PRETENTIOUSLY DULL — BARNES
(UNIVERSAL) "...Makes no sense at all. Neither does it make make good fantasy .. .Pretentiously dull. Unless you are a set-up
for stereotyped mumbo-jumbo dished up with whining guitars, you are likely to wonder why the picture was ever made. . .Direction
is so choppy that the one can only surmise that the original film was stringently cut. It might well have been cut more or just

left on the cutting-room floor." Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Glimpses (of La Montez) are too few and far be-
tween. The reason for this is that White Savage has a hopeless potboiler of a story to tell and the audience has simply got to

listen, no matter whose morale suffers in the telling." McManus, PM. "...After an epidemic of war films, 'White Savage' Is

what the public has been yelling for. Without any pretense of being realistic, the picture takes you back to the good old days
when Dorothy Lamour swam in clear tropic pools without fear of being rudely interrupted by a Nip sub." Mortimer, N. Y. MIRROR,

"...It is quite a leap afterward from the fadeout to the nervous jangle of Times Square, which somehow never looked love-
lier. For our part. Universal may keep the deed to Temple Island." T. S., N. Y. TIMES.
".. .Unquestioned distinction Is the variety, quality and draping of its many torsos ... Meanders aimlessly through the Paramount-
Lamour domain. . .Neither good enough to be taken seriously nor consciously bad enough to be funny." Winsten, N. T. POST.
"...People just drop in and out doing incalculable things... If you saw 'Arabian Nights' you get the idea." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-

'^-trillEGRAM.
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P R E U U E

CHATTERBOX ... Re
public's laugh stars, Judy
CanDva and Joe E.

Brown, clown through

this comedy about a

bogus cowboy who is

signed up as a movie
western star, has his

career wrecked by Judy's
high notes, and finally

hits stardom with the aid

of Miss Canova. Joseph
Santley directed and the
cast includes Rosemary
Lane. John Hubbard,
Gus Schilling, Anne Jeff-

ries, George Byron, Ches-
ter Clute, Emmet Vogan
and the Mills Brothero. liiiH

AERIAL GUNNER...The
Pine - Thomas production

unit at Paramount comes
through with another ac-

tion drama co-starring

Chester Morris and Rich-
ard Arlen. The story tells

if a couple of fliers, feud-

ng since childhood, who
.and up in the same Aerial
Gunnery School where Ar-
len saves Morris from
death. The latter repays
the debt, but is killed. Also
seen are Lita Ward, Jim-
my Lj-don, Dick Purcell
and Keith Richards. Wil-
liam Pine handled the di-

rection from Maxwell
Shane's screenplay.



THE NEWS DIGEST
over $32,000,000" planned for the new sea-

son. The features will continue to be sold in
blocks of five or less, except for occasional
'specials," to be sold singly. The 20th-Fox
President said that the company will pro-
duce no low budget pictures during the
1943-44 season. Following last year's policy,
the 20th-Fox sales force, headed by Tom j'

Connors, vice-president, will hold a number
of regional sales meetings during June and
July, instead of a national convention.
Schenck said that the new season's product
will have 26 specials, ten programmers and
possibly two London releases. The small
number of programmers, said Schenck,
emphasize Fox's conviction that the market
for "B" pictures is rapidly diminishing. He
also noted that although about 36 features
would be sold during the season, the studio
will maintain consistent production as far
as possible for purposes of a backlog with
the overflow kept in reserve for the follow-
ing year. He intimated a selling formula
similar to the sliding scale, with percentages
rising and fallng with gross. Schenck also
stated that Goetz would stay with the com-
pany, "as long as I need him." He also
eliminated any rumors that Zanuck's con-
tract was rewritten so as to give Schenck the
highest studio authority, and pointed out
that Zanuck always has been subject to his
authority as one-time chairman of the board,
and will be when he returns.

* * *

$10,609,784 For Fox in '42

Net profit for 20th Century-Fox for 1942
was reported as $10,609,784 after provision
for Federal income and excess profits taxes.
This compares with a net profit of $4,921,926
for 1941. The reserve for 1942 Federal Taxes
amounted to $7,460,000. The company also
reported a net profit for the thirteen weeks
ended March 27, 1943, of $1,751,739 after pro-
vision for Federal income taxes of $2,885,000.
This compares with a profit of $841,561 for
the first quarter of 1942, after providing for
Federal income taxes of $650,000, and a
profit for the fourth quarter of 1942 of
$3,353,781, which includes a $756,000 dividend
from National Theatres Corp. No dividends
were received from National Theatres Corp.
during the first quarter of either year. The
company has estimated excess profits taxes
in the net amount of $2,385,000 on earnings
for the first quarter of 1943 on the basis of
pro-rating its estimated excess profits cred-
its. There were no excess profits taxes in
the first quarter of 1942.

* * *

Paramount Nets $3,560,000 For Quarter
Paramount reported net profit of $3,560,000

for the first quarter of 1943 ended April 3,

after interest and all charges, including
estimated provision for Federal income and
excess profits taxes. This compares with
$2,915,000 for the corresponding quarter in

1942 after interest and provision for Federal
taxes. The result for the 1943 first quarter
also includes Paramount's full share of

"Nvt a dark house in more than
20 years of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member Nation^ Film Carriers' Aaafn

250 N. JUNIPER STREET
PHTLADELPHIA

LOCUST 4822 RACE 4600

(Continued from Page 14)

earnings for the quarter of its English
subsidiaries, as a result of the recent re-

moval of London's special restrictions on the
remittance of film revenues.

* * *

WPB Lifts Set Ceiling
The War Production Board lifted the

$5,000 ceiling on sets for individual produc-
tions and asked producers to budget them-
selves on a quarterly basis with no cost
limitations on individual pictures. The new
system, effective July 1, will not increase
the amount of materials used over the quar-
terly period, but more than $5,000 may be
spent on sets for one picture if the amount
spent for another is correspondingly less.

The primary reason for the change is to
eliminate costly and lengthy appeals, which
in most cases were successful in nullifying
the ceiling order for an individual picture.
The system provides that a quarterly esti-

mate be submitted to the WPB for set ma-
terials and that the company will work
within that estimate for the quarter.

* * *

Gov't May Ask Divorcement
Robert L. Wright, chief of the anti-trust

division of the Department of Justice, looks
for complete divorcement of theatres from
distributors and feels that the D of J is ser-

iously considering pressing the matter. No
decision has definitely been made as yet and
there is little likelihood of definite action be-
ing taken in the immediate future. Wright
said that suggestions received from de-
fendants in the Griffith case in Oklahoma
City would not be acceptable to the Govern-
ment. He said that they would be turned
down because they did not go far enough
toward collecting the evils which cau=ed
the Department to bring suit. Wright also
strongly contested all modifications of the
decree handed down in the Crescent ca=e
by Judge Elmer D. Davies. The main modi-
fications sought would permit defendants to

continue operation as a combination groun
exclusive of product licensing as an experi-
ment attempting to prove to the Governmen*^
that such operation would not be violatin.sr

the anti-trust law and would greatly reduce
the amount of the costs assessed against the
defendants.

* * *

No Advance on "Canteen"
There will be no advance in admi^^sions on

Sol Lesser's "Stage Door Canteen" insofar
as United Artists is concerned, said Carl
Leserman, general sales manager for the
company. Leserman said that at a district

managers meeting in New York, it was de-
cided that to ask increased admission prices
on the picture, to be released generally next
month, was out of step with the time and
that the advanced admission policy should
be "discouraged and discontinued, at least

for the duration." Leserman also announced
the appointment of Edward Schnitzer as
western division manager, succeeding Bert
M. Stearn, who resigned. Sam Lefkowitz.
former N. Y. Branch manager replaced
Schnitzer as supervisor of the New York,
Philadelphia and Washington territories.

^ * :!(

Columbia to Release 44
Columbia will release a minimum of 44

featuns. acc-rdi-g to a statement iirued hy
Montague general s^les manager, at Colum-
bia'- a-'.nu-^l rale- en -ention in Ch'cago la-«-

week A new b'.-acket to be knows as "AA'n '

ha- been e'-tablished and the comnany =av=
it will make no le=s than 16 of these h=gh-
budget n'cture=. In addition there will be
two "BB'^" which will be trade shown and
sold separately. This, dear readers, is Colum-
bia's promise for the 1943-44 season.

« * *

Gomersall New U Ass't. Sales Head
E. T. Gomersall has been appointed to the

post of Assistant General Sale=; Manager for
Universal, replacing W. J. Heineman who
recently resigned, it was announced bv Wil-
liam A. Scully, vice-nre^ident and general
sales manager for Universal. Heineman ioin-

ed Samuel Goldwvn last week as sale= man-
ager and will represent Goldwyn's product on
a country-wide .'^cale. His duties will come
under the supervision of James A. Mulvev.
Gomersall, formerly Universal Western Divi-

sion Manager, has been in the film i'l-^u'-try

since 1919 when he joined Fox Films as
salesman thence ri'-ing to the post of a-s'^-

tant General Sales Manager of the comuan".
He joined Universal in 19.'^0 as d'^trict ma"-
aorer of th<? Chicago branch and in 1941 was
annointed to the po=t of Western D'vision

Manager, which port he held until his

pro-ent promotion. In line with ScuUv's

po'icv of promotion from the ranks. Allan J.

O'Keefe. now Pacific Coast District Manager,
has been awarded the post held by Gomer-
sall Charles J. Feldman. Los Angeles Ex-
change Manager takes over O'Keefe's dis-

trict managership and Foster M. Blake,

Seattle Exchange Manager, replaces Feld-

man in Los Angeles.

THEATRE GAMES

CX>NTBOLIJED BINGO GARIE—12 wav«

In wWch to win, $3.00 a thousand. 16 or 70

ways to win, two colors, S3.50 a thousand.

Box 281, c/o FILM BULLETIN, 1239 Vine

Street, Phlla., Pa.

DIE CUT BINGO CARDS—$17.50 in

10,000 lots. Smaller quantities, $2.00 per 1,000,

1-75, 1-100. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY—
ORDER NOW. S. Klous, c/o FILM BUL-
LETIN, 1239 Vine Street, Phila., Pa.

SAVE Time . . . Energy . . . Insurance . . . Worry . . . Money

Economically Sensible for All Your Deliveries to Be Made by

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES Inc.

HORLACHER
PHTLADBLPHIA

1223 or 1239 Vine St.

BAiTIMOKE
1801 Bayard St.

WASHINGTON
1633 3rd St., N. E.

IfEW YORK
613 W. 47tb St.

Member National FHm Carrters, Inc. Miss Yolanda Clcchettl, Notary Public, 123S Vtne »t, Pt»Ua.
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MISSION TO MOSCOW. . .Warners' drama-
tization of Joseph E. Davies' book about his

eventful period as U. S. Ambassador to Russia
casts Walter Huston as Davies, Ann Harding
as Mrs. Davies and a large array of actors
portraying the characters who are making
history in this most eventful period of world
events. The catt includes Oscar Homolka as

Litvinoff, Gene Lockhart as Molotov, Mannart
Kippen as Stalin, Dudley Field Malone as
Churchill, Roman Bohnen as Bukharin, Henry
Daniell as Von Ribbentrop and a host of

others including George Tobias, Frieda Ines-

court and Richard Travis. Michael Curtiz
directed.



I ESCAPED FROM THE GESTAPO . With
Dean Jagger and John Carradine co-starred in

this Monogram production, the plot has Jagger

as an American criminal who is caught up by
a band of Nazis operating in this country and
led by Carradine. Forced by them to counter-

feit war bonds and passports, Jagger manages
to communicate with the FBI by engraving

information on the counterfeits, even though it

means return to prison. The support includes

Mary Brian, Bill Henry, Sidney Blackmer, Ian
Keith and Anthony Ward. Production is by
Maurice King; direction by Harold Young.
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MUST EXHIBITORS BE

BEGGARS
"... For years every independent exhibitor with

a< grain of independence in his soul has been

chafing under the hat-in-hand method of buying

film . . . The chiseler enjoys that set-up, but the

honest and proud theotreman does not like to go
begging . . . Most vicious effect of the policy is

the tight lid it puts on the exhibitor's profits,

allowing him what the distributor recognizes as

'reasonable'. A more accurate term wouSd be

'minimum'."

from Editorial by MO WAX, Page 5
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MUST EXHIBITORS BE BEGGARS
He put his finger squarely on one of the sorest spots

in exhibitor-distributor relations when Allied president

M. A. Rosenberg said: "Obviously the solution (to unfair

sales policies and high film rentals) is not to make men-

dicants of the exhibitors by requiring them to apply to

the exchange—hat in hand—for handouts."

Like other onerous and troublesome sales policies,

this one was introduced unobtrusively and accepted

without close examination by exhibitors. Starting as a

sop to the fellow who came in to the exchange with a

squawk about his receipts on a picture, it seemed fair

enough when the branch manager said he would re-

duce the price of the film to allow the poor guy a profit.

But the squawker would have been wiser to have looked

that gift horse in the mouth, because for years now

every independent exhibitor with a grain of independ-

ence in his soul has been chafing under the hat-in-hand

method of buying film.

First distributor to introduce the adjustment plan

on a large scale was Metro. At the outset it was fav-

orably received and won plaudits for the company's

sales executive. But the manner in which this policy

has been used as a lever to hike up film prices has

brought it into disrepute and exhibitors are now begin-

ning to realize the harmful effects of going to a film

company to beg for adjustments.

Actually, what has been the result of this sales

policy? The distributor who employs it naturally exacts

terms which are as close as possible to what he estim-

ates Is the maximum the traffic will bear. And he soothes

the complaining exhibitor with assurances that adjust-

ments will be made "if you're hurt." The chlseler en-

joys that set-up as ho happily hies himself forth to the

exchange after the run of each picture, but the honest

and proud theatreman does not like to go begging.

The scheme, of making mendicants of the exhibitor

is a desirable device for the distributor, too, because it

keeps the theatremen under constant obligation for

"favors" rendered. When the next block is offered, the

customer is reminded of the adjustments that were

granted previously and the exhibitor finds himself for-

ever caught up in a swirl of give-and-take, with him

doing very little taking.

But the most vicious effect of the hat-in-hand policy

is the tight lid it puts on the exhibitor's profits, allowing

him what the distributor recognizes as "reasonable." A

more accurate term would be "minimum." There can

be no justification for such a lopsided economy in our

industry.

It is a scandal to have film company profits soaring

to astronomical heights, while exhibitors are still being

allowed a dole by certain distributors. This period of

abundance will not last forever, so theatre owners

should be permitted to build some reserve with which

to weather the trying years which may come.

MO WAX

^ • I"<'<^P<'"«l™t. Motion Picture Trade Paper published every otiier Monday by Film Bulletin Company, Mo Wax, Editor and Publish rBLhINESS OFFICE: 509 RKO Building, R<Mkefeller Center. N. T., COIunibus 5-21>5. I'l BMCATION-EDITOKI.AI. OFFICES: 123!> Vine Street. I'hila-

ivllvl'*'
^Ttenhouse "424; Barney Stein, Publication Manager; Ted Barlow, Circulation Manager; Frank Leyendecker, Staff Representative. HOIXY-

«()OI) OFUCE: .520 Taft Building, Hollywood, Calif.. (iRanite HAii; Harry N. Blair, Hollywood Editor Subscription Rate: ONE YEAR S:{ 00 in theUmted States; Canada, SM.OO; Europe, $5.00. TWO YEARS, $5.00 in the United States; Canada, ,$~.50; Europe, $9.00.



PARAMOUNT ... 5 in Sixth Block

'DIXIE' COLORFUL CROSBY MUSICAL LACKS LAUGH MATERIAL
Rates • ® • — generally on name values

Paramount
89 Minutes
Bing Crosby, Dorothy Lamour, Marjorie Rey-
nolds, Raj-mond Walbum, Billy de Wolfe,
Lynne Overman, Eddie Foy, Jr., Grant Mitch-
ell, Clara Blandick, Fortunio Bonanova, Rob-
ert Warwick, Olin Howland, Tom Herbert,
James Burke, Jimmy Conlin, Willie Best
Creorge H. Reed, Norma Varden, Harry C.
Bradley, Brandon Hurst, Josephine Whittell.

Directed by A. Edward Sutherland

A prettily-colored musical about a colorful
era in show business, 'Dixie' is lacking in

good laugh material and song hits, although
its star names should carry it to good box
office returns with the comedy member of
the trio, Bob Hope, absent, Bing Crosby de-
livers an engaging performance as Dan
Emmett, the original minstrel man and
pleasingly makes the most of several light

and undistinguished songs. On the other
hand, Dorothy Lamour, in the songless role

of a Southern wench, overacts atrociously
and has larely appeared to worse advan-
tage. Technicolor is again a decided asset
as it enhances the Southern settings and
gorgeous costumes of Raoul Pene du Bois
and gives the picture tremendous eye ap-

peal. The story ambles along, with an
occasional flurry of excitement or a pause
for a tune or mild comedy scene, until it

achieves a touch of drama in the fast-paced

climax. It should please generally as light

summer entertainment.
The story opens as Bing Crosby (playing

Dan Emmett) leaves his Ohio home in 1859

to seek fame and fortune as a composer
and then returns to marry Marjorie
Reynolds, his childhoo^i sweetheart. Crosby
is fleeced of his money by Billy de Wolfe,
a likeable rascal, but later he joins up with
him, and two other actors, to form a min-
strel quartette. Meanwhile. Dorothy La-
mour, who runs a boarding house, success-
fully works her charms on Crosby and he
returns to break the news to Miss Reynolds
but finds her crippled with paralysis. Crosby
then marries her and takes her to New
York where he resumes his songwriting.
The resentful Miss Lamoui' follows him
there hoping to eventually win Crosby back-
Billy de Wolfe and the others in the min-
strel quartette also arrive and a new and
larger show is organized which has Idiffl-

culty getting bookings. The blackface show
finally opens to an unreceptive audience
but, when a backstage fire forces Crosby
to speed up the slow ballad, "Dixie," it be-

'HENRY ALDRICH SWINGS IT' WEAK ENTRY IN SERIES
Rates • • — as naborhood and rural d

Paramount
65 Minutes

Jinuny Lydon, Charles Smith, Mimi Chand-
ler, John Litel, Olive Blakeney, Vaughn Gla-

ser, Marian Hall, Fritz Feld, Bernard Nedell,
Beverly Hudson, Charles Amt, Dick Baron,
Steve Geray, Matt McHugh, Byron Foulger,
Ed Bearing.
Directed by Hugh Bennett.

An infantile brand of comedy, broadly
acted and directed, "Henry Aldrich Swings
It" is a weak addition to this series- Most
of it is frantic farce geared to appeal to

naborhood audiences of high school age. Al-

though the plot complications are perfectly

obvious, the huge listening audience v/hich

weekly turns the radio dials to the Aldrich
Family will probably derive some fun from
watching Henry's romantic encounters and
from the age-old conflict between the in-

ualler
structor's love for classical music and the

youngsters' leaning toward swing. Will

make a fair dualler for naborhood and
small towns; not for flrst-runs or sophisti-

cated audiences.
In the story, Henry Aldrich suddenly takes

an interest in the Centerville High orchestra

when he sees the pi-etty new music teacher

(Marian Hall). The latter persuades Mr.
Aldrich to get his son a violin and Henry
resumes his lessons in order to play in the

school concert to accompany the great vir-

tuoso, Fritz Feld. Meanwhile. Henry and
his pals organize a swing band in order to

raise money for the teacher's new school

piano. At Feld's concert, two crooks out to

steal his $10,000 Stradivarius by mistake
take Henry's worthless fiddle. And Henry,
caught in a raid while playing with the
swing band, tosses the "Strad" on a shelf.

Ihe mixu'-s continue as Henry tries to hide

the "Strad" fiom Feld's detective and Mr.
and Mrs Aldrich has a misunderstanding
over the pretty music teacher. At the an-

comes the rousing smash hit we all know.
And Miss Lamour bows out gracefully to

leave Ciosby to the wife he really loves.

Of the supporting cast, Marjorie Reynolds,
who makes a lovely picture in crinolines,

is a stand-out as the crippled girl who be-

comes Dan Emmett's devoted wife. How-
ever, she has scant opportunity to sing as
she did in "Holiday Inn." Billy de Wolfe
gets a fair amount of laughs with the rich
role of the amusing rascal who lives by his

wits. Raymond Walburn, Eddie Foy, Jr ,

and the late Lynne Overman make the
most of weak comedy material and Grant
Mitchell and Clara Blandick contribute neat
character bits. Director A. Edward Suther-
land seemed more intent on making it a
colorful musical than an amusing show.

LEYENDECKER
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niversary exercises, matters are straight-

ened out, the crooks are caught, Feld gets his

"Strad" back and Mr. and Mrs. Aldrich are
happily reunited.

Jimmy Lydon gives his usual likeable

portrayal of that awkward, high-voiced
juvenile. Charles Smith, as Dizz>'. and Mimi
Chandler, as Henry's steady girl friend, have
little to do in this picture. The chief new-
comer to the series is Marian Hall, who is

natural and attractive as the young music
teacher. Vaughn Glaser. as the exasper-

ated school principal, and John Litel and
Olive Blakeney. contribute capable per-

formances in stock roles.

YORK

'SUBMARINE ALERT' MEDIOCRE ACTION FILM ON TOPICAL THEME
Rates • • — in lesser action or naborho

Paramount (Pine-Thomas Production)
67 Minutes

Richard Arlen, Wendy Barrie, Nils Asther,
Roger Pr.vor, Abner Biberman, Marc Law-
rence, John Miljan, Ralph Sanford, Patsy
Nash, William Bakewell, Milburn Stone,
Dwight Frye, Edward Earle.

Directed by Frank McDonald.

This mediocre action programmer has a
topical theme and a fair amount of seriai-
like thrills, although the story is of pulp
magazine calibre. The redeeming feature is

a capable cast with such Pine-Thomas reg-
ulars as Richard Arlen, Ralph Sanford and
Edward Earle, in addition to Nils Asther,
John Miljan and Abner Biberman, a trio
well-versed in portraying enemy agents. The

od spots
story is loaded with improbabilities aT^ fri_^-

quently requires its hero to perform Super-
man feats. The love story is never con-
vincing and the single attempt to inject a
sentimental note is weakened b" Patr-.-

Nash's precocious acting. However, Director
Frank McDonald keeps up a fast pace and
the climactic scene, with the hero and
heroine trapped in a steam room is melo-
dramatic and suspenseful. This will satisfy
in lesser action spots or a: a naborhrod
dualler.

The story starts in early 1942 with enemy
agents killing an elderly inventor and steal-

ing his compact, powerful radio transmitter
which is immediately employed to inform
submarines of the sailings of oil tankers
and supply ships. After trying, without suc-
cess, to track down the transmitter, the
FBI employs a scheme whereby Richard

(PARAMOUNT BLOCK Continued o:i Pjge 17)

Arlen, radio engineer, will unknowingly be
hired by the enemy. Fired by his firm and
needing money, Arlen goes to work for Ni's
Asther, enemy agent who claims to be an
inventor. Wendy Eairie. of the FBI, trails

Arlen and they become fr'ends. When Ar-
len later learns who his emp'oyer is, he goes
to Asther's hideout where he pretends to
become a member in ordev to learn enemy
secrets. Several murders take place and
Arlen and Miss Barrie are locked in a steam
room to cuffocate while Asther sends out a
message to a Jap submarine to sink ships
sailing that night. Hov/ever, Arlen whips
up a sending set out of gadgets in his poc-
ket and a young radio amateur picks up
his frantic calls for aid. A squadron of
planes are then se.:t out to bomb the Jap
submarines.

YORK
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THE BOX-Orp,CE KINGS AT THE.p

Patric Knowles • Elyse Knox • Marc Lawrgeeer:?^^^

and Johnny Long and His Orchestra

Screen Play, Robert Lees • Frederic Rinaldo John Grant • Original Story,

, ?C^ True Boardman • Directed by Charles lament • Produced by Alex Gottlieb





Hear Deanna Sing

**Say a Prayer for the

Boys Over There

DURBI

9,

'MAKING/f/i/s/e/

FOR
JULY

30th

'0

fA

7

v

Directed by Frank Ryan

Produced by FELIX JACKSON
Associate Producer FRANK SHAW

i

with

Charles Winninger>EvelynAnkers*Gus Schiiiing

Neiia Walker • Samuel S. Hinds • Virginia Sole



fORSELEASE

DIANA BARRYMORE • ROBERTTAIGE

ANNE GWYNNE • LEO CARRILLO • ANDY DEVINE •

!.0N CHANEY • TEX RiTTER • WHyANS fmim • THOMAS GOMtZ
I ,i-;aAGHTY and MCr 'e fmiuc«r FOKD BEEBE



^ Produced by Howard Hawks



Starring

NELSON EDDY

SUSANNA FOSTER

CLAUDE RAINS
with

EDGAR BARRIER • LEO CARRILLO • JANE FARRAl ^

1. EDWARD 6R0MBERG • FRITZ FELD • HUME CRONYN

Screen Play by Eric Taylor, Samuel Hoffenstein • Adaptation by John Jacoby
Based on the composition "Phantom of the Opero" by Gaston Leroox

Directed by ARTHUR LUBIN . Produced by GEORGE WAGGNER



the summer of
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with augmented creative resources in its entire

studio organization, confidently looks forward

to its responsibilities in maintaining a consis-

tency in producing boxoffice pictures. The

stature of this summer's performance heralds

Universal's strength for the 1943-44 season.

AT UNIVERSAL, WE SPELL IT

IIHO USA



PARAMOUNT BLOCK. Continued

'SO PROUDLY WE HAIL' STIRRING DRAMA OF WAR NURSES
Rates 9 9 9 generally

Paramount
126 Minutes

Claudett* Colbert, P.aulette Goddard, Veron-
ica Lake, George Reeves, Barbara Britton,
Sonny Tufts, Walter Abel, Mary Servoss,
Ted Hecht, Dick Hogan, Dr. H. H. Chang,
Kittv Kelly, James Bell, Mary Treen, John
Litel, Loma Gray, Dorothy Adams, Bill

Goodwin, Helen Lynd, Jan Wiley, Jean
Willes, Byron Foulger, Edward Earle, James
Flavin, Lynn Walker, Joan Tours, Richard
Crane, Elsa Janssen, Victor Kilian, Jr.,

Damian O'Flynn, Fred Henry, Julia Faye,
William Forrest, Keith Richards.

Directed by Mark Sandrich.

The heroic part women nurses are playing
in the war is the subject of a realistic and
dramatic picture. Because it carries a
strong appeal to women and because of its

name cast, including a couple of glamour
girls who have a male draw, "So Proudly
We Hail" should do good business generally,

particularly in first-runs and the better
naborhoods. Picture is slow in getting un-

der way and also suffers from a profusion

of feminine characters, many of whom are
unimportant to the main plot. The entire
film is told via flashback and, during the

first half-hour Director Mark Sandrich has
difficulty in maintaining interest as various
nurses tell their story of the every-day hap-
penings aboard a convoy en route to Bataan.
However, once they are thrust into their
perilous work, the film builds in excitement
and reaches a thrilling climax during the
bombardment of Bataan and Corregidor.
Although under-fire scenes are no novelty
to picture-goers, these are filmed with an
amazing realism which stresses terror and
havoc. Of the two love stories, one never
assumes the importance it should, while the
other is mainly for comedy relief. There
are innumerable human interest touches and
one heart-rending bit, superbly acted by
Mary Servoss which will bring out the
handkerchiefs. Cast and theme lend them-
selves to exploitation and word-of-mouth, es-

pecially among women, is sure to be favor-
able.

A group of Army Nurses, evacuated from
Corregidor, are asked to help the doctor stir

up the "will to live" in their lieutenant

(Claudette Colbert), still in a CT~ia. The'r
story starts in Nov 1941 as Claur^ette and a
flippant nurse (Paulette Goddard) both find

romance aboard their convoy bound for the
Philippines. A convoy vessel is torpedoed
and a sullen nurse (Veronica Lahe) is among
the survivors. All the others dislike lier

until she tells a tragic story of her fiance's

death at Pearl Harbor. After the fall of

Manila, the boat reaches Bataan where the
nurses start their heroic work. As the Japs
approach, Veronica Lake sacrifices herself

to blow the enemy to bits and permit the

others to escape. On Corregidor, as the

Japs advance, Claudette marries the soldier

she loves (George Reeves) before he departs
to get much-needed quinine. When tl-e

evacuation of nurses begins, Claudette re-

fuses to leave because she has promised to

wait for Reeves and, only when she becomes
hysterical at hearing he is lost, is she car-

ried off in a coma. The finale has the doctor
reading to the reviving Claudette a letter

from Reeves which gives her a ray of hope
for his eventual return.

Claudette Colbert's sympathetic, level-

headed lieutenant nurse and Paulette God-
dard's flighty nurse who remains in good
spirits even under fire are neatly contrasted
and both give expert performances. Veron-
ica Lake, as the embittered nurse, is some-
what less effective mainly because her role

is ill-deflned, but Mary Servoss, Barbara
Britton and Kitty Kelly stand out, as do
Walter Abel and Ted Hecht among the men.
George Reeves is adequate as the hero.

Sonny Tufts, as Kansas, the bashful Marine
who was formerly a football hero, will be a
favorite with audiences.

LEYENDECKER

'ALASKA HIGHWAY' BEHER-THAN-AVERAGE ACTION WITH NOVEL BACKGROUND
Rates 9 for action spots; OK dualler in naborhoods

romantic plot and this one, concerning two
road-building engineers in love with the
same girl, runs true to formula in every
respect. Ralph Sanford, a Pine-Thomas
regular, has his best opportunity to date as

the hero's hefty pal who supplies most of

the laughs and even contributes a touching
death-bed scene. This lends itself to ex-

ploitation in action houses and will also

make a fair supporting dualler in the naJbor-

hoods.

Paramount (Pine-Thomas)
68 Minutes
Richard Arlen, Jean Parker, Ralph Sanford,

Joe Sawyer, Bill Henry, Fddie Quillan, Ed-
ward Earle, Harry Shannon, Keith Rich-
ards, John Wegman.
Directed by Frank McDonald.

The construction of the Alcan Highway
provides a novel, as well as topical back-
ground for this better-than-average Pine-
Thomas action programmer. Actual footage,

taken during the building of this road con-
necting Alaska with Canada, has been skill-

fully used to add authenticity and interest

to "Alaska Highway" and the few references
to the Japs and the battle of the Aleutians
give it additional timely value. As in every
Pine-Thomas action film, there must be a

The story starts as Harry Shannon, head
of a California construction company, gets

the assignment to put through the Alcan
Highway, connecting Alaska with Canada.
Shannon's younger son (Bill Henry) pitches

into the preparatory work but the elder,

Richard Arlen, decides he would rather
fight the Japs with bullets. However, Arlen
changes his mind after he meets Jean

Parker, who is to accompany the expedition
and he and his pal (Ralph Sanford) join

the outfit in Canada. Henry, who loves Miss
Parker, resents his brother's interest in her

and he offers his resignation while a forest

fire, which costs Sanford's life, and a land-

slide also impede progress of the road.

Eventually Henry realizes that Miss Parker
really loves Arlen and the brothers again
pull together to help get the Alcan High-
way completed in record time.

Richard Arlen and Bill Henry contribute

good acting jobs as the hot-headed brothers
and Jean Parker completes the triangle

capably enough. Eddie Quillan and Joe

Sawyer give Ralph Sanford some amusing
assistance on the comedy end and Harry
Shannon and Edward Earle have important
character roles.

LEYENDECKER

'THE KANSAN' HIGH BUDGETED-WESTERN WITH STRONG CAST
Rates + in action spots; OK dualler

United Artists (Harr>' Sherman)
79 Minutes

Richard Dix, Jane Wyatt, Albert Dekker,
Victor Jory, Eugene Pallette, Robert Arm-
strong, Douglas Fowley, Hobart Cavanaugh,
Francis McDonald, Beryl Wallace, Jack Nor-
ton, Clem Bevans, Rod Cameron, Roo.rt
Fraser, Eddy Waller. Willie Best.

Directed by George Archainbaud.

One of the best of Harry Sherman's high-
budgeted outdoor epics, "The Kansan" has
a strong cast, and an exciting story laden
with typical western action. Although the
basic plot is none too novel. Director George
Archainbaud has endowed his characters
with conviction and, at the same time, kept
up a swift pace. Pitted against each other
are those two reliables of cowboy films —
the town banker who holds an entire west-
ern town in his grip and the honest ex-
army man (played by Richard Dix), who
arrives to accept the post of marshal and

elsewhere
then proceeds to clean up the community.
The action highlights include a gun battle

between Dix and a gang of bank robbers,

a rip-roaring saloon brawl in which every-

one, even the dance hall girls, participates,

a strikingly-photographed cattle stampede
and a bridge dynamiting. And for a west-

ern, the picture has a better-than-average
love story — a fact which makes this more
palatable to the average feminine fan.

Made-to-order for action houses and the cast

names make it a good entry for almost any
dualler.

The scene is Broken Lance, a Kansas
frontier town in the 1870's where a gang of

Ibank robbers are vanquished by Richard
Dix, an ex-Union soldier riding through on
his way to Oregon. Seriously hurt in the
gun battle, Dix is hospitalized by order of
Albert Dekker, who owns the bank and
seeks to maintain his grip on the town by
having the popular newcomer elected mar-
shal. Dix refuses at first, but changes his
mind when he meets Jane Wyatt, who runs
the town hotel. Dix's first clash with Dek-

ker comes when Eugene Pallette, an old

friend, refuses to pay the $5 000 fee to drive

his cattle through the banker's land Dix
stampedes Pallette's cattle over the land

and, when Dekker protests suggests a jury

trial. Pallette is later killed by Dekker, who
then schemes to get his own brother (Victor

Jory) to rob the bank and place the blame
on Dix. However, Jory later goes over to

Dix's side and warns him when his brother
hires a gang to eliminate the troublesome
marshal. Jory then tricks the gang to their

death and Dix and Dekker are forced to

fight it out. Dekker is killed and Dix is

again hospitalized at the finale.

Richard Dix is capable enough but lacks
the youthful vigor for the fighting marshal
role. Albert Dekker gives a smooth por-
trayal as the villain and Victor Jory is a
stand-out as his more sympathetic brother.
Jane Wyatt is nicely cast a': the loyal heroine
and Eugene Pallette, Beryl Wallace and
Jack Norton (again as a comedy drunk)
give expert support.

LEYENDECKER
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'TWO TICKETS TO LONDON' ROMANTIC MELODRAMA JUST MISSES FIRE
Rates • • — as dualler generally

Universal
77 Minutes
Alan Curtis, Michele Morg^an, C. Aubrey
Smith, Barry Fitzgerald, Dooley Wilson, Dor-
is Lloyd, Torquin Oliver, Mary Gordon, Os-
car O'Shea, Mary Forbes, Lester Matthews,
Holmes Herbert, Colin Kenny, Robert War-
wick, Stanley Logan, Matthew Boulton.
Directed by Edward L. Marin.

Despite some good acting and several sus-
penseful moments, this romantic melodrama
shapes up as only fair entertainment. The
story of "Two Tickets to London", placed in

war-time England, starts off with an imV
probable premise and Director Edwin L.

Marin never succeeds in making the film

wholly believable, even though it introduces
a varied set of characters and some human
interest touches- Although there's a fair

amount of action, the direction permitted
the story to drag and the love interest just

seems to miss fire. There are several good
performances. Michele Morgan, despite an
unflattering make-up, gives an effective

portrayal of a cabaret entertainer whose
love for her youngster reveals another side

of her nature. Miss Morgan sings "You
Don't Know What Love Is" in sultry style,

while Dooley Wilson clicks with his rendi-

tion of "Lead Kindly Light." This will serve
adequately as a supporting dualler in all

locations.

Alan Curtis, first mate on a British mer-
chant vessel,, is suspected of signalling a
German U-boat which sinks three convoy
ships. When the train which is bringing
Curtis to London to face charges is blitzed

by an air attack, his captor is killed and he
manages to free himself and carry the un-
conscious Michele Morgan out of the wreck-
age. She believes his story and helps him
evade the dragnet and, after many narrow
escapes, they finally reach London. Miss
Morgan then takes Curtis to see her son

(Torquin Oliver) who has never seen his

dead flyer father and is boarding with an
elderly couple. The youngster believes Cur-
tis is his long-lost father and Miss Morgan
is happy about this until she learns that
her brother was lost on one of the ships
sunk by the U-boat. Her kindly feeling to-

ward Curtis changes to hate and she tells

C- Aubrey Smith, his pursuer, where to find

him. At the trial, Curtis re-enacts the scene
the night of the sinking and manages to

pin the crime on his original accuser. He
immediately signs for another convoy and
is reunited with Miss Morgan before he
sails.

C. Aubrey Smith, Barry Fitzgerald, Doris
Lloyd and young Torquin Oliver contribute
excellent portrayals and Alan Curtis does
well enough as the American mate on a
British merchant ship. As he did in "Casa-
blanca," Dooley Wilson has an outstanding
scene—this time while playing an accordion.

YORK

'THUMBS UP' MINOR MUSICAL HAS PATRIOTIC BRITISH BACKGROUND
Rates • • — as dualler generally

Republic
67 Minutes
Brenda Joyce, Richard Fraser, Elsa Lanches-
ter, Arthur Margetson, J. Pat O'Malley,
Queenie Leonard, George Byron, Molly La-
mont, Charles Irwin, Gertrude Niesen, Andre
Chariot, Frederic Worlock, Ottola Nesmish,
The Hot Shots.

Directed by Joseph Santley.

A minor musical with a familiar theme,
this time laid in a British aircraft plant,
"Thumbs Up" should, by and large, enter-
tain naborhood audiences. For a Hollywood
production, the atmosphere is astonishingly
like a British-made film and the several
English player in the cast contribute amus-

ing Cockney portrayals that will aid in creat-

ing good will for our Allies. The songs will

also help in this respect, especially the rous-

ing title tune and "Who Are the British," a

pat-on-the-back number for England's lead-

ers which Gertrude Niesen socks across with
her shouting delivery. The romance be-

tween a selfish American singer and a pa-
triotic Birtisher is too obvious to be interest-

ing. Brenda Joyce is the best marquee
name, but the British angle can be ex-

ploited and the picture will satisfy as a
supporting dualler-

In the story, Bienda Joyce, an American
singer, is appearing in a wai-time bar-night

club while waiting for Arthur Margetson to

get her a break in a London musical. When
Margetson tells her that his senior partner

has decided to stage a show about aircraft

factory workers and use talent from local

defense plants, Miss Joyce decides to be-

come a factory hand and win one of the

contests. At the factory, she becomes irri-

tated at the long hours and many rules, but

she accepts the attentions of Richard
Fraser, an R. A. F. supervisor whom she
had met in London. Although she wins the

factory talent contest. Miss Joyce's co-

workers learn that her "patriotic" gesture
in enrolling as an aircraft worker was en-

tirely due to self-interest. Their contempt
makes her quit after taking the blame for

a factory accident for which Fraser was at

fault. Fraser then follows her to London
and brings her back to the factory where
she resumes her job for the duration.

DENLEY

THAT NAZTY NUISANCE' BROADLY-BURLESQUED STREAMLINER
Rates • • — as naborhood supporting d

Unit«d Artists (Hal Roach)
50 Minutes

Bobby Watson, Joe Devlin, Johnny Arthur,

Frank Faylen, Jean Porter, Ian Keith, Henry
Victor, Emory Parnell, Bex Evans, John
Banner, Wedgewood Nowell, Charles Rogers,

Ed (Strangler) Lewis, Abe (King Kong)
Kashey.

Directed by Glenn Tryon.

Broad burlesque, using the kick-in-the-

pants technique to garner laughs, "That

Nazty Nuisance" will amuse naborhood audi-

ences mainly because it makes the Axis

ualler only

partners look ridiculous. The story is slap-

stick, pure and simple, and much of the

humor is far too heavy-handed to seem
funny to sophisticated patrons. However,
like a previous Hal Roach streamliner, "Thk
Devil With Hitler," this picture's chief vir-

tues are the amazing (as well as amusing)
impersonations of Der Fuehrer and II Duce
by Bobby Watson and Joe Devlin and the

short running time which makes it suitable

as support for a lengthy dramatic feature.

The title and theme lend themselves to ex-

ploitation.

The utterly silly plot deals with Hitler's

secret trip, via submarine, to the tropical

island of Norom (meant to be read back-
wards) in order to get the native chief's

'THE GHOST AND THE GUEST' SCREWBALL MYSTERY FOR
Rates — as secondary dualler

Producers Releasing Corp.

61 Minutes
James Dunn, Florence Rice, Sam McDaniel,

Mabel Todd, Robert Dudley, Eddy Chandler,

Anthony Caruso, Renee Carson, Jim Toney,
Robert Bice, Toney Ward, Eddie Foster.

Directed by William Nigh.

Screwball farce is played against a spooky
'background in "The Ghost and the Guest," a
mildly-entertaining film for the minor duals
only. This mixture of gags and ghosts

raises a fair amount of chuckles, but ab-

solutely no gooseflesh, which is to be ex-

pected in a story adapted from a Milt Gross
original. Despite the regulation horror ef-

fects, including sliding panels, trap doors,

swinging bodies and a coffin or two, the
picture is sheer nonsense, broadly directed
by William Nigh. James Dunn and Flor-

ence Rice, who do their utmost to freshen
up the hackneyed situations, are superior

to their roles and add some slight marquee
value for naborhood spots.

In the story, James Dunn and his bride,

Florence Rice, find that the honeymoon they

signature on a treaty. To Hitler's disgust,

his Axis partners, Mussolini and Suki Yaki,

learn of the voyage and insist on accom-
panying him. A shipwrecked crew of

American seamen also land on the island

and their leader (Frank Faylen) makes up
as a magician to entertain the chief and
devil the life out of the Axis partners. First
Faylen pretends to turn Suki Yaki into an
ape and later he tricks the trio into return-
ing to their submarine, which the American
seamen have captured. When the trio be-
lieve the sub is sinking, they plead to be
shot out through the torpedo tube and the
finale leaves them, with heads buried, on a
sandy beach.

DENLEY

MINOR DUALS

plan at a relative's country home is to be
anything but a restful one. The supposedly
empty house is already being used by a gang
of criminals who are on the hunt for jewelry
hidden by a recently hanged confederate.
Dunn spends most of the bridal night aim-
lessly investigating noises and shadowj-
figures, but Miss Rice finally saves the night
by snooping about while waiting for the
arrival of a police chief she has sent for.

The finale sees the gangsters captured and
the couple deciding to leave the house to
the hangman.

DBNT^Y
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THE NEWS DIGEST BROADWAY
A Bi-Weekly Review of the Trade's Events

Industry Rallies To OWl
Industry leaders from every division of

the motion picture business rallied to the

cause of the Office of War Information after

the attack and eventual passage of a bill by
the House intended to abolish domestic acti-

vities of the OWI. The vote, 218 to 114,

slashed the original budget for OWI of

$47,342,000 by another five and a half mil-

lion after the House Appropriations Com-
mittee had pared it by $12,869,496, leaving

the appropriation at $28,972,504.

Will H. Hays, MPPDA president, went on
record in Congress as opposed to the pro-

posed cuts in Elmer Davis' bureau, by wiring
that "I know the motion picture industry's
feeling is one of genuine appreciation for

the service being rendered to the industry."

The wire represented the sentiment of lead-

ers of all the major production companies.
Lowell Mellett, head of the OWI motion
picture bureau, conferred with Hays to dis-

cuss the possibility of saving the OWI by
drastic action in the Senate, where the bill

was soon scheduled to come up. Mellett has
received assurances f-om industry leaders

in both the East and West supporting the

OWI's domestic activities and pledging their

support in the battle to save it. E. Palmer
Hoyt, new head of the domestic branch,
called his bureau "a'bsolutely vital to the

conduct of the interests of the entire coun-
try." He said the radio and motion picture

bureaus of OWI are "part of the overall pic-

ture and necessary media" for the spreading
of vital war information.

Film Rental Ceiling Bill

A bill to put a Federal ceiling on film

prices and rentals, sponsored by a group of

New England exhibitors, has been assigned

to be drawn up by George R. Farnum,
former assistant U. S. Att'y General and
prominent Boston attorney. In the first ac-

tion taken to stop zooming film rentals, Far-
num stated that no new producer could en-

ter the field "because all producers have
(been allocated 75 per cent of the raw stock"
previously allowed and that "most producers
have deliberately curtailed production in

Older to keep the prices up and to cause the

demand to exceed the supply." Farnum
condemned the producers' policy of cutting

the number of films and reducing their ex-

penses without passing on any of the savings

to exhibitors, and, in most cases, boosting

their prices. "This " said Farnum, "has, in

turn, created phenomenal profits for these

companies and the only possible way the

independent theatre owner could manage to

survive would be to pass on the burden to

the theater-going public and increase the

price of admissions, obviously not a thing

to be wished nor intended."

Farnum's first move in planning the bill

for submission to Congress will be a trip to

Canada to study the ceiling price plan which

is in effect there. He did not identify the

sponsors of the proposal.
» * *

Columbia Sets 46 Features

Forty-four feature productions, three in

Technicolor, were announced by Columbia

Pictures for the 1943-44 program, following

the annual sales convention. In addition

there will be two specials which will be

sold individually after screenings the first of

which will be "The Land Is Bright," which

Sam Wood will produce and direct from the

Edna Fertoer-George S. Kaufman production.

There will be 118 one-and two-reel shorts

and three serials, in addition to two special

Westerns and eight regular program Wes-
terns.

Three Technicolor productions, all of

them starring Rita Hayworth, will be in-

cluded: "Cover Girl," "Heart of a City" with

Janet Blair and "Gone Are the Days" with

Cary Grant co-starred and featuring Janet

Blair and Charles Coburn. Other important

productions scheduled include: "Sahara"
with Humphrey Bogart; "My Client Curley"

with Cary Grant; Jean Arthur in a romantic
comedy; Irene Dunne in a drama, "Road tc

Yesterday," and Rosalind Russell and Brian
Aherne co-starred in "Ten Percent Woman."
a comedy drama.

Eleven musicals are set, headed by "The
Life of Al Jolson," with Jolson playing the

starring role. Among the topical productions

will be "Knights Without Armor," guerill.3

drama; Harold Lloyd's production of "Mr.
Winkle Goes to War" and seven others.

Mysteries will include "Crime Doctor;"
"Vampires of London;'' "A Night of Ad-
venture;" "Beyond the Grave;" "Nine Girls;"

a "Lone Wolf" and a "Boston Blackie."

In the Western field, Columbia has sched-
uled "Nevada" and "Empire of the West" as

extra-budget musical specials. There will

also be four Charles Starrett and four Rus-
sell Hayden westerns. The Shorts program
will include 28 "big name" two-reelers,

among them four Hugh Herbert specials

and eight Three Stooges specials, and 16

comedy subjects featuring. Vera Vague, Slim
Summerville, Billy Gilbert, Cliff Nazarro and
others. The 90 single reels will be com-
prised of cartoons, novelty musical and
comedy reels.

55 Features For U In '4o-44
Universal has scheduled 55 feature;, 7

westerns, 3 serials, 67 shorts and 104 issues

of its newsreel for the 1943-44 season, it was
announced by William A. Scully, vice-

president and general sales manager, at the

annual sales meeting in Chicago.

Commenting on Universal's increased

grosses during the 1942-43 period, Scully de-

clared that the company's increased appro-

priation for production permitted the ac-

quisition of "new and important 'name' pro
ducers, directors, writers and stars to aug-

ment Universal's already-impressive roster,

thus insuring strong box office attractions."

Five of the 55 features will be super-

specials, including the Charles Boyer-Julien

Duvivier production. "For All We Know,"
with an all-star cast; "Hip, Hip, Hooray," a

Technicoloi' musical with an imposing array

of stars; "Passport to Dakar," starring Jean
Gabin; a Walter Wanger production, "Gung
Ho;" and "Looking for Trouble," another

(Continued on Page 38)

NEWSREEL
The combination of hot weather and hold-

overs caused a drop in business last week
although most of the Broadway first-run

houses were still able to claim average
grosses for their attractions' final week,
preparatory to opening a new show. Last
week's stand-out (and the only new film to

arrive) was "Coney Island" which smashed
all Roxy records for opening day business,

including holiday figures, for the past thir-

teen years. The first week's box office re-

turns for the Technicolor musical, which
was accompanied by a strong stage show
headed by Enric Madriguera and His Music
and Carmen Amaya and her troupe, was
$110,000, exceeding both "Crash Dive" and
"Alexander's Ragtime Band," previous lead-

ers under the theatre's present policy and
prices. After the first two days, the Roxy
management added extra shows and an-
nounced an earlier opening time to accom.-
modate the crowds. Picture is now in its

second successful week and looks set for a
month or more here.

The three new combination stage-and-

screen shows, at the Capitol, Paramount and
Radio City Music Hall, started off strong
this past week-end. "The Youngest Pro-
fession," now at the world's largest theatre
with its usual class stage production, has
had a long wait while "The More the Mer-
rier" held up there for six weeks — one
of six pictures in the history of the Music
Hall to play this long. Only two of the six,

"Random Harvest" and "Mrs. Miniver," ex-
ceeded the Columbia film's record ... "Dixie,"
another Technicolor musical, opened strong

at the Paramount with the Andrews Sisters

and Mitchell Ayres and His Orchestra on the

stage. This followed four profitable weeks
of "Five Graves to Cairo" and Frank Sinatra
in person, the latter accounting for a large

part of the draw... At the Capitol, the new
attraction is the multi-starred "Stage Door
Canteen," also largely musical, with Phil
Spitalny and His All-Girl Orchestra heading
the stage program. This followed two
smash weeks and one average week for

"Bataan" with Willie Howard and William
Gargan heading the Capitol's "in person"
show. In these last two cases, a lighter
type of picture has replaced a war film and.
in another week, the latter type of picture
will be decidedly in the minority on Broad-
way screens.

"Action in the Nor:h Atlantic." with Cab
Calloway and His Jumpin' Jive Jubilee aid-

ing in the draw, is holding up fairly well at

the Strand where it has started a sixth and
final week. The next attraction here, "Back-
ground to Danger." is set to open on July
2nd... Again at the bottom of the list of

stage-and-screen houres is Loev/'s State
which this week has one of its occasional
first-runs, "Pilot No. 5." an M-G-M picture
which had first been announced for the
Criterion. However, the latter house has
been turning away the crowds with "Cabin
in the Sky," the dark-skinned musical which
is now in its fifth week, a run exceeded
here only by one of the Abbott & Costello
features. . .Still another Technicolor musical.
"Best Foot Forward." o{>ens at the Astor
Theatre on June 29th following the 17-week
run of "The Human Comedy," which, until

mid-June, had been leading all Astor at-

tractions for which records are available
except "Gone With the Wind." When "Best
Foot Forward" starts. Broadway will as-

sume a summery appearance with three
Technicolor musicals in addition to the sepia-
toned "Cabin."
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i\74TIJRAL!
"Get it in early and get it in long, for what Gary Grant has done to the
box-office in the past is a small example of what this picture will do."

— Showmen*s Trade Review

GKANl) SLAM!
" *Mr. Lucky' should prove just that to the exhibitor who plays it."

— Film Daily

JACKPOT!
"As entertaining, exciting and suspenseful a picture as has come to
the screen in many a day." — Motion Picture Herald

Jill

"One of the best Gary Grants . . . audiences will get a good ride for

their money." — Motion Ptaure Daily

TIUPLI^ SIXES!
"As fresh as this week's ration coupon . . . top entertainment aiming
for hefty grosses." — Variety

BLACKJACK!
"Peg it for top money.

— Boxoffice

mm
"Box office importance guar- ^
anteed . . .Gary Grant scores

a solid personal hit."

— Hollywood Reporter

PAYOFF!
"Glass entertainment . . .will

register big at the box office."

— Hollywood Variety





r

Full pages in LIFE, LOOK, COLLIER'S and the en-

tire FAN GROUP totaling 13,247,981 circulation

... to send the nation's millions to the theatres

showing the picture that's 100^ the kind of

happy entertainment everybody's eager for

right NOW!

LET'S KEEP
SELLING

WAR BONDS!



'SHERLOCK HOLMiiS IN WASHINGTON' BEST OF THIS DETECTIVE SERIES
Rates 9 9 as dualler generally; slightly

Universal
71 Minutes
Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Marjorie Lord,
Henry Daniell, George Zucco, £)dmund Mac-
Donald, Begina Wallace, John Archer, Alice
Fleming, Don Terry, Mary Forbes, Bradley
Page, Mary Gordon, Gilbert Emery, Thurston
Hall, Holmes Herbert, Margaret Seddon.
Directed by Roy William Neill.

Brought up to date and in an American
background, "Sherlock Holmes in Washing-
ton" is a cleverly-directed and well-acted
programmer — best of this series to date.
Basil R-thbone and Nis^el Bruce, ideal ex-
ron~nts of the characters of Sherlock
Holmes and Dr. Watson, receive first-rate

suT)port from such arch villains as George
Zu3 o and Henry Daniell and other expert
cha -acter players. The formula plot, pitting
Holmes against Nazi agents, benefits greatly

more in action houses
by Roy William Neill's able direction. Sus-

pense remains high as the document, con-

cealed in an ordinai-y match folder, passes
from hand to hand without being discover-

ed. Comedy touches are supplied by Dr.

Watson's blundering and by several typical

Washington folk. The romantic interest is

weak. This is a good supporting dualler for

any house, while the title, author and star

are all strong selling points in action spots.

The story, which merely makes use of the

characters created by Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle, brings Sherlock Holmes and the

faithful Dr. Watson to America for the first

time. Sent over by the British Government
to solve the disappearance of a secret service

operative who had been carrying an impor-
tant state document, Holmes learns that the
document has been micro-filmed and insert-

ed between the covers of a match folder.

Realizing that he was being followed by
Nazi agents on the train to Washington, the

operative had slipped his match folder to

Marjorie Lord, a society girl, and Holmes
traces this innocent possessor of the docu-

ment. The search then leads to George
Zucco's antique shop where the girl is being

held prisoner by Nazis. Holmes is also made
prisoner there, but when Dr. Watson ar-

rives with the police, Zucco escapes, carry-

ing the match folder although unaware of

its valuable contents. Holmes finally catches

up with Zucco, and, after the villain is

safely handcuffed, he learns he had unwit-

tingly been carrying the microfilmed docu-
ment all the time.

Basil Rathbone does a smooth acting job

as the master detective and Nigel Bruce is

delightfully slow-witted as Dr. Watson.
Marjorie Lord and John Archer are an at-

tractive pair with little to do and Thurston
Hall, as a pompous senator, and Regina
V/al'lace, as a society woman, stand out.

LEYENDECKER

'MURDER IN TIMES SQUARE'
Rates — as dualler generally

Colxmibia
65 Minutes
Fdmimd Lowe, Marguerite Chapman, John
Litel, Esther Dale, WUUam Wright, Veda
Ann Borg, Bruce Bennett, Sidney Blackmer,
Douglas Leavitt, Gerald Mohr, Leslie Den-
nison, George McKay, Lou Lubin, Wilson
Benge.
Directed by Lew T^anders

Edmund Lowe's suave comedy portrayal
and the neatly-suspenseful direction by Lev/
Landers manage to place this involved mys-
tery melodrama in the category of accept-
aible program entertainment. Lowe has an
actor's field day by playing the chief role
of a conceited actor-p'ayv/right and also
posing as a maniacal ol ^ doctor and even
donning skirts to impersonate a shre>vish

INVOLVED MYSTERY HAS COLORFUL CHARACTERS

old derelict. The Broadway characters in

"Murder in Times Square" are colorful, but
never very believaible, and the most amusing
of the lot is Longacre Lil, modeled on Man-
hattan's famous panhandler, Broadway
Rose. Esther Dale plays this role effectively.

No less than five murders take place during
the 65 minutes running time, but the iden-
tity of the killer has been carefully con-

cealed until the final few minutes. Will
satisfy as a supporting dualler or in minoi'

action spots.

The story opens with Edmund Lowfi,
actor-playwright, celebrating the successful
opening of his latest Broadway hit. Ap-
proached by Longacre Lil, a panhandler who
frequents the night spots, Lowe calls her a
fake and brings down eternal vengeance on
himself. That same night a drunk who
pushes against Lowe falls dead—from snake

Ibite. Later, a critic who had panned the
play (dealing with snakes), the leading lady
(Veda Ann Borg) and the husband she had
discarded are all found dead from the same
cause—injection of snake venom with a hy-

podermic needle. The vengeful Longacre Lil

offers to clear Lowe and name the actual
killer—for $10,000. When Lowe finds out
that she had once been in show business

—

as a snake charmer—he evades police and
follows her to learn that the killer was a
jealous doctor had killed each man who was
interested in Miss Borg, the woman he
loved.

Marguerite Chapman is attractive as the
show's press agent who injects a minor
romantic note and John Litel and Gerald
Mohr contribute capable character perform-
ances.

LEYENDECKER

'CARSON CITY CYCLONE' BARRY WESTERN HAS MORE STORY, LESS ACTION
Rate's • • in western spots

Republic
57 Minutes

Don "Bed" Barry, Lynn Merrick, Noah
Beery, Bryant Washburn, Eknmett Lynn,
Stuart Hamblen, Roy Barcroft, Bud Os-
borne, Jack Kirk, Bud Geary, Curley Dres-
den.

Directed by Howard Bretherton.

An interest-holding story, which gives Don
"Red" Barry a chance at a different type of

characterization, puts "Carson City Cyclone"

out of the usual run of western films. The
action is somewhat slow while the pint-size.

two-fisted star is seen as a dandified crim-
inal lawyer, but when he switches his talents

to the side of the law, it takes on a swifter
pace. The fast-riding, shooting and fi t'c

encounters are confined to the latter half of
the picture. Lvnn Merrick is both attrac-
tive and believable as a helpful heroine and
Noah Berry, Sr. and Bryant Washburn are

seen in strong character roles. Although
not outstanding as regards action, this will

satisfy Barry's regular cowboy devotees.

In the story, Don "Red" Barry plays a
brilliant young criminal lawyer whose ora-
tory secures the acquittal of outlaws accused
of the most flagrant crimes. His father.

Judge Noah Berry, Sr., deplores his son's

methods and, when it appears that Barry
has bribed a witness, he issues an order
suspending him from further practice. When
the local bank is robtoed and Beery, who is

also its president, is murdered, suspicion
points to Barry. The latter manages to
keep away from the pursuing sheriff and,

through Lynn Merrick, his father's secre-

tary, he finds clues that point to the guilt

of Bryant Washburn, a kindly pillar of the
town. Washburn is actually leader of the
gang of bank robbers and, during a shooting
affray, his double-dealing is exposed. Barry
then replaces his father as Superior Court

Judge of Carson City.
YORK

'RAIDERS OF SAN JOAQUIN
Rates • • — i n western spots only

Universal
59 Minutes
Johnny Mack Brown, Tex Ritter, Fuzzy
Knight, Jennifer Holt, Henry Hall, Michael

Vallon, Joseph Bernard, George Eldredge,

Henry Rocquemore, John Elliott, Robert
Thompson, Jack O'Shea. Carl Sepulveda,

Budd Buster, the Jimmy Wakely Trio.

Directed by Lewis D. Collins.

Although the two stars, Johnny Mack
Brown and Tex Ritter, have name value and
Jennifer Holt makes a capable and extreme-
ly attractive leading woman, "Raiders of

San Joaquin" is a run-of-the-mill western.

RUN-OF-THE MILL WESTERN

The story, v/hich deals with that old horse-

opera standby — a battle between law-
abiding ranchers and ruthless land-grabbers
— is slow-moving and far too much of the
action is given over to the songs of the
Jimmy Wakely Trio and Fuzzy Knight's
stuttering humor. Ritter's singing of "A
Carefree Cowboy" is the best of the four
musical interludes. The final scenes are
filled with riding action and gun battles —
enough to please the youngsters with whom
Brown is a sure-fire draw in western houses.

In the story, Johnny Mack Brown, itiner-

ant ranch hand, rescues Tex Ritter, head-
strong son of an infiuential rancher, from
a band of outlaws and the two join forces.

Ritter explains that his attackers were mem-
bers of George Eldredge's land-grabbing
ring which has been terrorizing the ranchers
and buying up their land for the expanding
railroad. It developes that Brown is actually
the son of the vice-president of the railroad

but,, in his cowhand guise, he is able to dis-

cover that his father is being duped and
that a sesmingly-friendly storekeeper is

scheming with Eldredge against the ranch-

ers. Brown is forced to have Ritter ar-

rested before he can kill Eldredge but he
manages to stra'ghten out matters and the
arrival of his father ends the feud between
the ranchers and the railroad.

DENLEY
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What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

'CONEY ISLAND' TECHNICOLOR MUSICAL SHOWS OFF BETTY GRABLE
(20TH CENTURY-FOX) "...Major attraction is the torso and appendages of Miss Grable. . .Most rewarding for those who are out-

and-out gluttons for Gra:ble ... Somewhat rich in corn, color and chaff, lacking in substance." Winsten, N. Y. POST. "...Not

about Coney Island. It's aibout Betty Grable in that plot someone out in Hollywood seems to have learned by heart." Cook, N. Y
WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Deluxe deluxe super super Hollywood musical. Actually, it is a series of lavish dance numbers, held

together by a routine boy-meets-girl story and rare flashes of engaging humor, topped off by Technicolor that displays Betty Grable

at her luscious best." Franken, PM. "...Swell hot-weather relaxation, never lets down its entertainment pace, and is cheerful

as an ocean breeze." Mortimer, N. Y. MIRROR. ". F ne hot weather diversion. Light, humorous, tuneful and Technicolored

...Moves along at good speed until the action leaves Coney Island. Then goes too stagey with lavish song and dance numbers and

drags slowly to its ending." Hale, N. Y. NEWS. ". . .Lots of fun and frolic and it comes off a smooth show. . .Just another Fox
musical, set in another plush saloon — a period show with modern trimmings and, of course, an abundance of songs." Crowther,

N. Y. TIMES. "...Has all the lavish trappings that go with gay, escapist entertainment .. .Book is conventional and subordin-

ate to its musical numbers. . .Visual appeal of the Technicolor is perfectly in tune with a lavish musical of this type." Guernsey,

N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

'SPITFIRE' AUTHENTIC BUT UNINSPIRING, SAYS WINSTEN
(RKO-RADIO) "...Doesn't live up to the antic pation it generates .. .A very quiet picture, probably authentic, but uninspiring...

Pedestrian, moving from event to event in almost a cursory manner." Winsten, N. Y. POST. "...Suffers from the slow, drag-

ging pace. . .Lighted by some high moments but not enough of tliem to relieve the long stretches of uneventful dullness." Cook, N. Y.

WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Brilliant and fascinating. . .First-rate piece of screen biography ... Ram.bling at times... Fine and

stirring." Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Story unfolds, if not always excitingly, certainly triumphantly .. .Not How-
ard's best, but the dramatic timeliness of its American premiers and the rugged honesty of its story and production qualify it as an
important addition to Broadway's lineup." Mortimer, N. Y. MIRROR. "...Tender, almost placid story of family relations

than the stirring, open-throttle saga that one expects to find." McManus, PM. "...What it lacks in dramatic intensity it com-
pensates for in large measure by its honesty of purpose — to do simple justice to its subject." N. Y. TIMES.

'MISTER BIG' GETS MIXED REACTION. BUT ALL LIKE O'CONNOR
(UNIVERSAL) "...This style of entertainment may be for a special taste but if you iike it at all, you are sure to come away full of

enthusiasm for 'Mr. Big'... If mirth had been sifted into the dialogue a little more ingeniously, 'Mr. Big' could have been a grand
musical comedy. As it stands, the talents of those kids still make it a pretty good one." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...If 'Mister Big' were at all interesting or effective it would be in the worst possible taste. Fortunately, it is so tepid and obviou>
that it can do only a little harm." Guernsey, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. ".

. .The O'Connor kid lives up to all his high-powered
touting. . .Too bad the moppet's sensational talents were almost wasted in a B budget picture like this. . .Aimed at the jive-minded and
will leave non-hei>cats coolish." Mortimer, N. Y. MIRROR. — "...O'Connor a fresher and less contrite version of Mickey Rooney
. . .Script is by far the most boresome yet of those that tell how misunderstood youth, if let alone, will wind up with a Broadway jive

show. Nothing is good, really good, in it, not even the music." McManus, PM. "...O'Connor comes through with as fresh and
delightful a performance as any jaded eye could care to see... For a pleasant session, 'Mister Big' is right out of the apothecary's
mortar and pestle for these heavy days." L. B. F., N. Y. TIMES. ".. .Such a load of juvenile talent comes a-kicking, a-swinging
and a-singing in 'Mr. Big' that it should be even better entertainment than it is... Offers one slick number after another .. .O'Connor
most talented song-and-dance patter youth since Mickey Rooney." Thirer, N. Y. POST.

'GILDERSLEEYE'S BAD DAY' CALLED DULL, BORING, TRYING
(RKO-RADIO) "...Won't make the day good for any but his most faithful fans... If you like his brand of comedy, you won't be too
bored. If you don't you will find it all very trying on your humnr." Hale, N. Y. NEWS. ".

. . Gildersleeve himself is a thick and
crashing bore and this so-called comedy written for him is the m'st dull and routine domestic stuff." Crowther, N. Y. TIMES.
"...Must have been filmed for Gildersleeve's following. Certain'y, it's not aimed at cinema audiences." Mortimer, N. Y. MIRROR.
• "...Class B film fare in its least entertaining aspects ... 'Predicaments are more boring than boisterous. Hollywood can do
better than raid the radio for material." Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. ". . .We are assured that an audience of 17,000,000

radio fans is willing to laugh at Gildersleeve no matter what he does. That's enough. There's no law making 88.000,000 moviegoers
support him." Winsten, N. Y. POST. "...Comedian pranks may strike you as small help to the welfare of the audiences, but
they are all that are offered to go with a plot comedy writers hope are funny. High points in the merriment are such sentences as
'Ain't it the truth!'" Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

'JITTERBUGS' JUST ANOTHER LAUREL AND HARDY COMEDY
(20TH CENTURY-FOX) ".

. .In short (which is what it really should be) neither the worst nor the best of the boys' films." Crowther.
N. Y. TIMES. "...Inept continuity with a minimum of amusement. . .Jokes are pointless. The business is mechanical and
synthetic. . .Tired little comedy." Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Best we can say is that it shows a slight improve-
ment over 'Air Raid Wardens,' their preceding vehicle which was their worst. . .Can't do much to make it a first-class comedy because
It isn't first-class material they have to work with." Hale, N. Y. NEWS. ".

. .Frankly designed for the Laurel and Hardy peren-
nial following, this quickie will neither cut nor increase it... Follows the standard pattern of minimizing plot to permit the pair to

mug." G. R. S., N. Y. MIRROR. ".
. .Some amusing lines. . .The boys have been so shamefully neglected by writers lately, even

a passable comedy like this comes as a delightful surprise to an old Laurel and Hardy fan from way back." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-
TELEGRAM. "...Title promises something the picture does not deliver. With the exception of a single jitterbug sequence, and
that of mediocre quality, there is nothing to excite a hep-cat or depress one who is not hep... Humor is weak even for Laurel and
Hardy." Winsten, N. Y. POST.

'SARONG GIRL' RECEIVES UNANIMOUS PANNING
(MONOGRAM) ".

. .A very bad picture, no matter how you look at it. . .The story 'plays worse' than it sounds, if that is possible."

T. M. P., N. Y. TIMES. "...Story, dialogue and direction are so weak that they will not sustain a build-up which Miss Corio
needs if she is to go genuinely legit." Mortimer, N. Y. MIRROR. "

. . . Contrarj' to expectations, does not concern itself with
scantily clad South Sea island maidens. It is, instead, a minor commonplace screen play about .. .burlesque.'' E. G, N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE. "...Straining to be clever, is only stupid ... Comedians try hard to put over feeble comedy material...A few
laughs, but they are not enough to see the picture through." Hale, N. Y. NEWS. "...Don't expect a bolt of red hot celluloid

...Miss Corio swishes and smiles through a very minor movie which rings out with the same old plot." Winsten, N. Y. POST.
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Paramount's Morning Line

VARIETY worded ALL its

reports of the first openings of . .



THREE SOCKS AND IT'S IN!

THAT SENSATIONAL ROMMELODRAMA IS

DOING PARAMOUNT BUSINESS-AS USUAL!

itirriii FRANCHOT TONE • ANNE BAXTER^ Akimlamiroff and ERICH von STROHEIM As Rommel

DiriQted by BIllY WILDER • Scriii Play ly Ckirlts Brickm aid Billr WiWct • laul n i Plir ky laKS Itri

4/1 d "Variety's" Topp^
is a W/,o

for china's second week at the Para-

mount, Los Angeles, where its open-

ing topped "Star Spangled Rhythm"
. . . as it has in 65% of its runs to date!
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
Not much in the way of new or important activity at this

plant. The difficult star problem is more difficult than ever and
Columbia product next season will reflect weakness in this respect-

It has finally been decided that Al Jolson will not play him-
self in "The Life of Al Jolson." Part will be given to an unknown
actor with Jolson dubbing in his own voice for the 14 songs. . .Nan
Wynn gets the film lead in "Is Everybody Happy," the Ted Lewis
vehicle.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
The often discussed plan to make a calvacade of Hollywood's

motion picture industry seems pretty definite with MGM's an-

nouncement that it will make such a film under the title "The
First Fifty Years." It is planned to highlight every phase of pic-

ture business from nickelodeon days to today's movie theatre

palaces and super-duper productions.

MGM is still going after name bands. Xavier Cugat and
Harry James dance orchestras both signed for "Mr. Co-Ed"...
Walter Long, Broadway dancer, signed an.d set for spot in "Broad-
way Rhythm," which will feature the Tommy Dorsey Band. Hazel
Scott also signed for this one to play a three-cornered situation with
Rochester and Lena Horne...Ann Sothern signed to a new term
contract. Currently in "Cry Havoc". . ."Quo Vadis" the proposed
Technicolor spectacle, may be dropped due to excessive production
costs...Sam Marx in conference with Admiral C. E. Rosendahl,
head of all Navy aircraft on "They Also Wear Wings," the story

of a Navy blimp written by a Navy man...Lon Young, former
independent producer who released through Monogram has
joined Harry Raff as production assistant-

Jackie Jenkins, five-year-old actor who scored a hit in "The
Human Comedy," has been give n a new contract. His second
screen role will be that of Brian Donlevy's son in "America"...
Edward G. Robinson is testing for a top rol^ that of a Chinese, in

Pearl Buck's "Dragon Seed." His next picture will be "Tampico''
for 20th Fox .."Homesick Angel," an original, has been bought
for Judy Garland and will be produced by Erik Charell who di-

rected the famous "Congiess Dances" abroad. , His only previous
American picture was "Caravan" in 1934, for the old Fox com-
pany... Alan Marshall is the new fair-haired boy on this lot.

MONOGRAM
Exhibitors will be given choice of an alternate title on "I Es-

caped from the Gestapo" if they so wish. The picture started first

as "No Escape" and title credits were made up under that name
before the switch. Exhibitors who think the release title too long
or prefer the other can easily take care of the situation by insert-

ing original credit cards. For its Los Angeles opening the film

was billed as "No Escape."
Steve Sekely will direct "Dime a Dance," based on novel of

same name by Cornell Woolrich. Lindsley Parsons will produce
..."The Honor System," an original, will be next East Side Kids
picture, to get under way in August-

"The Voodoo Man" has been scheduled as Bela Lugosi's next
starring vehicle, to be produced by Sam Katzman and Jack Dietz
...Arthur Dreifuss set to direct "Nearly Eighteen" with Gale
Storm in leading role and Lindsley Parsons producing.

Monogram feels it has a good property in Ann Corio and
publicity chief Louis Lifton deserves praise for the clever manner
in which this red hot personality has been sold. Probably the
best art ever gotten out by an independent has been distributed
to help exhibitors sell stripper Corio, already an established

favorite with hurley fans. "The Sultan's Daughter" by Milton
Raison, has been bought as her next picture, with filming set for

early August ... Kuasne-Burkett is the producing unit.

PARAMOUNT
Edward G. Robinson has tested for and is now negotiatmg

to play the role of Hitler in "The Hitler Gang," which Paramount

plans to get rolling in August. . .Back of the casting of Dennis

O'Keefe to the strong title role in Cecil DeMille's "The Story

of Doctor Wassell" is the story of what studios have to contend

with in obtaining leading men these days. The part was originally

written for Robert Preston and when he went into the army it

was scheduled for Alan Ladd, who followed Preston into uniform

a short time later. A total of 21 men were tested before O'Keefe

was finally chosen. . .Among the once top-notch actors who were

allowed to slip and are now being groomed for bigger parts is

Chester Morris who is under contract to the Pine-Thomas unit

Interesting is the news that Irving Berlin and Mark Sandrich

are cooking up another musical to co-star Bing Crosby and Fred

Astaire. . .Johnny Coy, New York dancer, is being brought out

for one of the top roles in "Incendiary Blonde," in which Betty

Hutton will portray Texas Guinan. . .Susan Hayward thought her

part in "Standing Room Only" too small and stepped out of the

cast headed by Paulette Goddard and Fred MacMurray. Sidney

Lanfield gets this one rolling July 7... Moroni Olsen also stepped

out of one of the featured roles because of confiict with

Universal's "Ali Baba an d the Forty Thieves" for which he had

previously signed.

PRODUCERS RELEASING
To those who have followed with interest the rapid expansion

of this outfit, the convention announcement by sales chief Arthur

Greenblatt that PRC will release 40 pictures on its 1943-44 program
is not surprising. He further stated that budgets are being

increased to more than double the appropriation for any previous

year. The 24 features on the program will be set up in four

major groups designated as Producers Specials, Victory Specials,

Pacemakers and Spitfires. Two series of westerns, "The Texas
Rangers," starring Dave O'Brien and Jim Newill, and "Billy the

Kid," starring Buster Crabbe and Al St. John, will each provide

eight actioners, bringing the total lineup to 40 releases. It is

planned to make 10 of the 24 features as big-budget specials, four

in the Producers Specials group and six Victory Specials. Re-
mainder of the list will consist of eight Pacemakers and six

Spitfires.

In telling his sales force of PRC's plans, Greenblatt said that

the decision to make more higher-budgeted pictures was based

on the excellent business now being done by "Corregidor," which,

to date, has topped in bookings and grosses five times the amount
brought in by any other PRC picture ever released.

Good news that Sam Kestenbaum, one of the most alert boys
in the business, has been made exploitation manager in charge of

a field staff of exploiteers. ,"
.

REPUBLIC
In spite of its plans to up budgets generally and go in for

established name players, this down-to-earth company is foregoing
"art" in favor of action. Republic heads are sold on the fact that
audiences are clamoring for westerns and moie westerns. The
immense popularity of Roy Rogers, whose pictures command a
Surprising amount of "A" playing time, is evidence of this. "The

eight Gene Autry pictures which are being reissued will bring
the total of westerns from this outfit up to 40. These Autry re-
issues will be regarded as one of five series of outdoor dramas to

be released annually.
Howard Bretherton had his option lifted for another six

months and will direct the new series of westerns to star John
Paul Revere. . .Jane Kean, from Broadway stage, given a term
contract. . .Upon completion of "Sleepy Lagoon," Judy Canova



checked off the lot an*d will confine her talents to radio for the

time being... Bill Saal. connected with this studio's publicity de-

partment for the past six years, leaving for New York to take

over similar post in the home office. . .Two camera units will spend

a month on five location sites in Utah and Arizona making ex-

teriors for "In Old Oklahoma." Construction crews are revamping

the railway station at Cedar City in the style of the early 1900's

and in other spots complete oil fields including derricks, drills

and pumps are being installed. In the Kaibob forest of Arizona,

permission has been granted to film 600 buffaloes ai^d several

hundred Indians. The film will be produced by Robert North and

directed by Al Rogell. After starring in 11 pictures for Republic,

Weaver Brothers and Elviry obtained a release from their con-

tract to return to farming in Missouri.

RKO-RADIO
As predicted by this department some months ago, Samuel

Goldwyn finally decided to continue releasing his pictures through

RKO and on the old terms. Finding himself up against the

many headaches attendant on the war situation in connection

with his plans to set up his own distributing organization, the

ace producer renewed his distribution deal with RKO for another

year, with option for another year. Goldwyn did plenty of shop-

ping around before he signed the pact, finally coming to the de-

cision that the low distribution rate of 17Vm% that he has enjoyed

for the past two years could not be matched elsewhere. This

applies only to pictures he personally produces; any outside pro-

duct will go through RKO exchanges at regulation distribution

rate of 25% and upwards. First Goldwyn picture to be distri-

buted by RKO under the new arrangement is "The North Star"

which has been in preparation and production for almost a year

and a half and is now almost completed under direction of Lewis

Milestone. .Also important on the Goldwyn-RKO program will be

"Up in Arms," a Technicolor comedy with music which serves to

introduce Danny Kaye, the sensational stage comic. Dana An-

drews and Dinah Shore are also prominently cast in this picture

which is about to start any day now with Elliott Nugent direct-

ing The third picture planned by Goldwyn this year is "Treasure

Chest," starring Bob Hope.
Ginger Rogers returns to this lot on August 1st to star in

"Tender Comrade." which David Hempstead will produce. Story

is an original by Dalton Trumbo, who had four major studios

bidding for the rights. Because of its timeliness. "Tender Com-
rade" will precede "The Gibson Girl," which will be made im-

mediately after present picture is completed. "Comrade" will re-

unite the Rogers-Trumbo-Hempstead combination which brought

Ginger the Oscar for her work in "Kitty Foyle."

Barret McCormick, publicity and ad head, together with Terry
Turner, RKO's ace exploitation chief, have been at the studio

setting up with Perry Lieber, stuaio publicity head, a series of

regional openings on "Behind the Rising Sun." In each area

heavy sugar will be spent for air time and newspaper lineage.

Openings get under way in the New England area on August 3,

with the Yankee network carrying the picture plugs. Other sec-

tions, in sequence, will include Great Lakes, Midwest, Pacific

Northwest and California ..John Auer has decided on "An Am-
erican Story ' as the title for the first picture he will produce and
direct for RKO. Previous titles were "We Are the People" and
"We the People." He also plans a horror comedy called "They
Creep by Night" which will have Boris Karloff, Bela Lugosi amd
Peter Lorre going around scaring each other Bonita Granville,

who bears watching, has romantic lead... Casey Robinson gets

"Revenge' rolling July 5 with entire cast of unknowns. . .Charles

Koerner, studio head, will accompany Eddie Alperson back to

New York in time for the RKO convention on July 9.

20th CENTURY-FOX
This studio certainly has the right formula for turning out hit

musicals. For sheer escapist entertainment and popular slant,

"Coney Island" csrtainly takes the cake. The boxoffice records

which this picture is racking up show that movie patrons still want
gals, tunes and comedy without too much emphasis on plot and
what Technicolor does to bring out Betty Grable's oomph is no-

body's business. . .Gratole has developed into a valuable property,

especially since Alice Faye may really go through with her plans to

ijuit the screen. She is reported to be especially displeased with
ner role in "The Girls He Left Behind," which serves to introduce
Phil Baker. Miss Faye takes an indefinite leave of absence after

"The Girls."

Transportation headaches are behind this studio's decision to

shelve "One Destiny," which, among other things, called for a
location in Iowa during the winter snows. This was written by
Phil Stong, who authored "State Fair," just announced for re-

making as a musical .. .The OWI and Department of Agriculture
had worked with the studio on the preparation of "One Destiny"
because it would have depicted a phase of rural American life

seldom seen by foreign audiences and, as such, rated backing by
Government offices now and reported very disappointed over its

shelving. William Perlberg had been set to produce with Don
Ameche and Maureen O'Hara in the top roles.

Otto Preminger will produce a modern musical as yet untitled

. . .That post war plans are being anticipated here is shown by the

signing of Gracie Fields, who has an enormous following abroad

and who just finished "Holy Matrimony" with Monty WooUey. .

.

Vic McLaglen goes into "Tampico," which will star Edw. G. Robin-

son... Benny Goodman's life story, "Moment for Music," boughi

for the William LeBaron unit with Goodman playing himself.

UNITED ARTISTS
Edward Small will make five features representmg a combined

budget in the neighborhood of $6,000,000. First will be "The Raf»,"

as adapted from the novel by Robert Trumbull. William Bendix i.s

set for one of the top roles and production scheduled to start in

early July. Next on Small's schedule is "Big Time," an elaborate

musical which wil star Ed Wynn. Latter did not go over so big

in previous screen attempts but Small feels he is an excellent bet if

given the proper material. Wynn, who has a unique style, will

probably write most of his own material. Name bands and top

radio talent will also be spotted prominently. Small plans to film

"Cagliostro," based on the Alexander Dumas classic, as his third

production. Big pl-;ns are also under way at this unit for "The

Life of Rudolph Valentino" with budget set at around .S2.000 000

for this one picture alone. Others in preparation are "The Gho=t

of Monte Cristo" and "Time To Be Born," from the novel by Dawn
Powell.

Oona O'Neill having her part in "Girl from Leningrad" built up
based on public intere.st in what the latest Chaplin bride looks like

...Chaplin going ahead with plans to make "Bluebeard" in which
Miss O'Neill is also scheduled to appear. . .William Cagney has

bought the screen rights to "A Stray Lamb" from the estate of the

late John Barrymore with no immediate plans.

UNIVERSAL
In spite of predictions that this company intended to cut down

on its product, 55 features have been announced for the new season.

Five of these will be specials, some in Technicolor. Also planned

are seven westerns and three serials, as well as 67 shorts, plu- tiie

newsreel. With plenty of money to spend and boxofRce gros.ses

jumping. Universal has decided to shoot the works. The five spe-

cials are "For All We Know" with a bang-up cast including Charles

Boyer, Barbara Stanwyck, Edward G. Robinson, Betty Field.

Thomas Mitchell, C. Aubrey Smith, Dame May Whitty, Gloria

Jean, Alan Curtis and Frank Craven "Hip, Hip, Hooray," a mu=ical

in Technicolor with Marie Montez Robert Cummings, Jon Hall,

Susanna Foster, Diana Barrymore and the Andrews Sisters. "Pass-

port to Dakar," with Jean Gabin, produced by Julian Duvivier;.

"Gang Ho," the story of the Second Marine Raider Battalion

Guadalcanal, produced by Walter Wanger; "Looking for Trouble,"

another Wanger production of America's women pilots, made with
cooperation of the U. S. Army Air Forces.

The three Abbott and Costello starring comedies will be pro-

duced by Hugh Wedlock, Jr., and Harold Snyder. The titles are:

"Here Come the Co-Eds," "Abbott and Costello in Society" and "The
Naughty Nineties". . .In addition to the Olsen and Johnson "Crazy
House" there will be two Deanna Durbin starring vehicles, as yet
untitled, also three of the Maria Montez-Jon Hall-Sabu dazzlers. all

in Technicolor. . .Also interesting is fact that George Raft will be
starred in "All My Love, Joe," directed by Frank Borzage, and
that the Andrews Sisters, who have a large following, will be
starred in three musicals with name bands... The seven westerns
will be produced by Oliver Drake and the three serials will be "Don
Winslow of the Coast Guard," "Adventures of the Flying Cadets"
and "Junior Commandos of the U. S. A."

WARNER BROS.
This studio, leader in the production of service films, is one of

those getting a chance to buy authentic Jap military machines ani
other paraphernalia for use in war pictures. American ships that
carry food and war materials to the fighting zones frequently carry
no cargo on the return journey to U. S. ports and they utilize cai>-

tured enemy tanks, planes, guns, etc., as ballast. The U. S. Gov-
ernment has no use for most of this material, although it keeps its

fingers on any of the junk which contains a'uminuni. In certain
cases, the WPB is reported to make an exception of aluminum
product awarded to the studios, but in most instances, Jap appara-
tus made of aluminum is melted down and converted into U. S.

bombers.
The strictest censorship ever imposed by the U. S Government

on a motion picture applies to "Destination Tokyo." Purpose is to
keep under cover mechanical developments shown in various
sequences and not yet announced by the Navy. References to these
developments have been deleted from all but a few of the carefully-
guarded scripts used by Warners and shoot'ng is strictly on a hush-
hush basis with the set barred by Navy official against all visitors.
Actors were told of this before working and cautioned not to discuss
any part of the script, even though talk might seem harm'pss. in
order to prevent any leaks about the technical phases of the picture.
Casting has been completed on the picture: it will co-star Cary
Grant and John Garfield. Alan Hale, Dane Clark and Tom Tully
will be among those featured.
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mdl Sikcafy FOR PLEASURED

lurlesque queen a hit with

police raiders!

im, Irene and Mantan

make a terrific trio!

liss Corio keeps those

"wolves" for pets!

/hen Ann does the Saronga

you'll whistle!

Burlesque's gorgeous QUEEN zips to the

screen in a riot of laughs and kisses aimed

right at today's greatest boxoffice need—

PLEASURE! It'll relax 'em, revive 'em,

refresh 'em , . . with gay girls,

trick tunes and saucy

romance:

jattsanti

PRODUCID
IT PHILIP N. KRASNE • ^Vo''^ilt james s. burkett

DIRECTED BY ARTHUR DRCIFUSS

Ortginol Screenplay by Charles R. Marion and Arthur Hoerl

"Has plenty to recommend it in the way of entertainment.

The screenplay is well constructed and spotted with belly

laugh lines." -F/LM DAILY

"Good entry with good musical background. Numbers are \

swell." - THE EXHIBITOR ^



PRODUCTION
& RELEASERECORD
In ihe Release Charl, the dais under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc.,

appeared. "Rel." is the national release date "No." is the release number. "Rev." is the issue in which

the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship.

All new productions are on 1942-43 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title

and running time denotes Techincolor production.

COtUMBIA
1

1943-43 Features (48) Completed (41) In Production (3)

Westerns (16) Completed (16) In Production (0)

Serials ( 4) Completed ( 2) In Production (0)

.3-23.

.7-30.
.7-9.

THERE'S SOMETHING ABOUT A SOLDIER
Drama—Started June 17.

Cast: Douglass Drake, Larry Parks, Michael Duane, Lloyd Bridges,
Robert Stanford, Lewis Wilson, Bruce Bennett, Tom Neal,
Craig Woods, Frank Sully.

Director: Alfred E. Green
story: Not availaible.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Titif—Running Time Cast Details Ri

Cover Girl (T) Hayworth-Brooks ...6-14
Cowboy of Lonesome River Starrett-Athens .. .6-14
Restless Lady Louise-Lowe 5-31. . . .

'.

No. Rev.

.3-18.

. 6-29

.

10-22.
.11-5.
.5-20.

.1-14.

.4031.

.4026. . .11-2
. 4030
.4025
.4013 4-5

. .1-7.

. .9-3.

.6-22.

.10-8.

. .3-25.

. . . 2-1.

.7-29.

.6-24.

.6-29.

. 5-27

.

11-26.

.4018.

.4038.

.8-10. .11-12.
. .4033. . .4-19

- IW42-4?
-after Midnight with Boston Blackie (64) .. .Morris-Savage ...12-14..
Appointment in Berlin (— ) Sanders-Chapman ...3-8..
Boogie Man Will Get You, The (66) Karloff-Lorre 7-13.
Boston Blackie Goes Hollywood (68) Morris-Worth . . .. .6-29
Boys from Stalingrad Becket-Samarzich .12-28.
City Without Men (76) Darnell-Dudley

. ..8-24.
Clock Struck Twelve, The William-Savage 5-17.
Commandos Strike at Dawn (98) Muni-Lee 7-20.
Counter tspionage (72) William-Brooke ....4-2o!
Crime Doctor (— ) Barter-Lindsay 4-5..

Details under title: The Lone W«lf In SctiUod Yaro
Daring Young Man, The (70) Brown-Chapman ...7-13..
Deadline Guns Hayden-Patferson ...11-2.
Sesperadoes, The (T) (85) Scott-Ford 8-10.
Destroyer Robinson-Ford .. .11-16.
Fighting Buckaroo (58) Starretf-Harris 7-27.
First Comes Courage Oberon-Aherne 1-11..

Details under title: Attack by Night

Frontier Fury Sfarrett-Davis
. ..12-28..

Good Luck. Mr. Yates Trevor-Buchanan . ..3-8..
Details under title: Right Guy

Hail to the Rangers Starrett- Harris 9-21.
Si's a Great Life Singleton-Lake 2-8.

Details under title: Blondie Buys a Horse

Junior Army (69) Bartholomew-Halop .8-24.

Last Horseman, The Hayden-Wills 6-29.
Details under title: Suicide Range

Laugh Your Blues Away (69) Gordon-Lindsay

Details under title: How Do You Do?
Haw of the Northwest Starrett- Patterson ..8-10.

Let's Have Fun (65) Gordon-Lindsay 8-10.

Details under title: Shall I Tell Em?
Lone Prairie (58) Hayden-Wllls 7-13. .10-15. . .4209.

Details under title: Law of the Badlands

Ltst Horizon of Shangri-La Colman-Wyatt . . . .Reissue

Lucky Legs (64) Falkenburg-Harris .. .6-1. . .10-1.

Man's World (60) Chapman-Wright 5-4... 9-17.

More the Merrier, The (103) Arthur-McCrea

Details under title: Merrv-Go-Round

Murder In Times Square (65) Lowe-Chapman

Jight to Remember, A (82) Young-Aherne ...

Ilrtails under title: Thp Frightitnrd StiR

Ho Place for a Lady (66) Gargan-Llndsay .

Drtails under title: Thirteen Steps to Heaven

Ine Dangerous Night (77) William-Chapman

''ardon My Gun (57) Starrett-Carroll .

ftiwer of the Press (63) Tracy-Kibbee ...

^tiead from Manhattan Velez-Leavitt

iteveille with Beverly (78) Slack-Crosby ...

Aiders of the Northwest Mounted (57) Haydcn-Wills

hiding Throuflh Nevada (61) Starrett-Cobb . . .

eMails under title: Shotgin Guard
"^'^ West Starretf-Patterson

Robin Hood of fie range Starrett-Harris .

Saddles and Sagebrush Hayden-Savage

Details under title: Outlaw Busters

Sahara (— ) Bogart-Bridges . .

Secret Code. The (Serial) Kelly-Nagei 7-13. . . .9-4.

She Has What it Takes Falkenburg-Neal . .12-28. . .4-16.

Details under title: Broadway Daddies

.4004. .12-28

.4027, .10-19

.4017

. 4021

.4005. . 3-22

.4203.'.'.'5-i7

. 5-27

.

. .3-4.

. 4204

.

. 4040

.

.4032
. 4044 . . 12-28

. .9-21. . .5-6 5-31

. .11-2.

.

. .4-2.

.

.4034
. .8-24. .12-10. . . 4009

.

.12-28

. .9-21. .2-11.

.

.4036

. .9-21. . .1-21. . . 4028

.

. .
.5-3

61. . .12-1. . . 4202

.

. .614
. .10-5. . .1-28. . .4038. . . .3-8

2-18. .5-13. .4024
10-19. . . .2-4. . . 4014

.

. .5-31

. . 8-24

.

.2-15.

.

.4211
. .5-18. . .10-1. . . 4201

.

. . .4-5

.12-14.
. .10-5. .V-29.

.10-19. .4-22. .42i2

. . .2-8.

.4120.
. 4029

.

Enemy Agent Meets Ellery Oueen (63) Gargan-Lindsay

Flight Lieutenants (80) O'Brien-Ford .

Details under title: He's My Old Man
Silver City Raiders Hayden-Carroll 9-7

Smith of Minnesota (66) Smith-Judge 6-29. . 10-15.

Something to Shout About (91) Ameche-Oakit 8-10... 2-25.

Spirit of Stanford, The (73) Albert-Chapman 6-15. . . 9-10.

Stand By All Networks (64) Beal-Rice 6-1.. 10-29..

Tornado in the Saddle. A (59) Hayden-Wills 11-30. .12-15. .

Details under title: The Trail's End

Two Senoritas from Chicago (— ) Falkenburg-Davis- .. .3-8. .
.6-10. ,

Underground Agent (68) Bennett-Brooks 8-10... 12-3.

Valley of Vanishing Men (Serial) Elliott-Morales ... 11-16 .. 12-17

.

What's Buzzin' Cousin? (— ) Miller-Hubbard 4-5

Wyoming Harrica.ie Hayden-Patterson .11-2 7-8..

You Were Never Lovelier (96) Astaire-Hayworth ... 6-15. .
11-19

.

Details under title: The Gay Seiorita

. 3031

.

.3012.

.9-21

. 4035 . . 12-28

.4006 5-3

.4022. . .11-2

.4042

.4210

.4019.

.

. 4039 .

.

.4140.

.

.3-22

.4002 .11-16

1942-43 Features Completed (.50) In Production (11)

BROADWAY RHYTHM
Musical—Started June 17.

Cast: George Murphy, Ginny Simms, Charles Winninger, Ben Blue,

Gloria DeHaven, Nancy Walker, Rochester, Lena Home,
Hazel Scott, Tommy Dorsey and His Orchestra, the Edwards
Sisters, the Ross Sisters, Bunny Waters, Kenny Bowers.

Director: Roy Del Ruth
story: New Yorlt niglu club background with story thread woven around

till' numerous musical specialties and personalities. Strictly fscapist.

MEET THE PEOPLE
Musical—Started June 17.

Cast: Lucille Ball, Dick Powell, Bert Lahr, Vaughn Monroe, Spike

Jones, Virginia O'Brien, June Allyson, Steve Geray, Mati
and Hari.

Director: Charles Reisner
story: Not available.

WHITE CLIFFS OF DOVER
Drama—Started June 3.

Cast: Irene Dunne, Alan Marshall, Frank Morgan, Roddy Mc-
Dowall, Dame May Whitty, C. Aubrey Smith, Gladys Cooper,
Elizabeth Taylor, Norma Varden.

Director: Clarence Brown
Stor.v: Follows the outline of the famous poem of same name about American

girl who marries an Englishman before the war. goes there to live

and after initial dislike of English customs, learns to love her
adopted country. It is in the same mood as "Mrs. Miniver."

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

THIp—Running Time Cast

America (T) Donlevy- Richards

Cross of Lorraine, The Aumont- Kelly ..

Details under title: A Thousand Shall Fall

Cry Havoc Sothern-Sullavan

Guy Named Joe, A (—) Tracy-Dunne ..

Heavenly Body, The Lamarr-Poweil 5-17.

Madame Curie (— ) Garson-Pidgeon 3-8.

Song of Russia Taylor-Peterj 3-22.

Details under title: Russia

Whistling in Brooldyn Skelton-Rutherford . 5-17.

1942-43
BLOCK NO. ONE

4oache Trail (66)
Cairo (101)
Eyes in the Night (79)

For Il'e and My Gal (103)
Details under title: Me and My Gal

Omah.i Trail (102)

Details under title: Ox Train

Panama Hattie (79)

Seven Sweethearts (97)

Dttails under title: Tulip Time

Details

4-19. .

.5-31.

.

.5-17.

.

, .3-8.

.

Rel. No. Rev.

Lundigan-Reed . .3-23 304. 6-29

. .4-20 306 8-24

Arnold-Harding . . . . .6-1 309. .9-21

Garland-Murphy . .4-20 312. .9-21

. . .6-1 311. 9-21

. Hellin-Grayson . . .4-6 308 .7-27

Sothern-Dailey . .9-20 303. .8-24

NOTE: A new column has been added to the Release Charts in response to requests trom many of our

subscribers. This column, located at extreme right of the Chart, lists the issue of FILM BULLETIN in

which the picture was reviewed. We feel, as do so many of our subscribers who were kind enough to

write us and suggest it, that this addition will be of further aid to the exhibitor.
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Somewhere I'll Find Y»u (108) Gable-Turner
Tish (84) Main-Pifts
War Against Mrs. Hadley, The (85) Bainler-Arnold
rank af Eton. A (88) Rooney-Hunter
White Cargo (90) Lamarr-Pidgeon

BLOCK NO. TWO
Andy Hardy's Double Life (92) Rooney-Stone

Details under title: Andy Hardy's Last Fling
Or. Gillespie's New Assistant (87) Barrymore-Johnson
Journey for Margaret (81) Young-Day
Keener of the Flame (100) Hepburn-Tracy
Northwest Rangers (63) Craig-Lundigan

Details under title: Gambler's Choice
Reunion in France (102) Crawford-Wayne .

Details under titlci: Reunion
Stand by for Action (109) Taylor-Laughton .

Details under title: Cargo of Innocents
Three Hearts for Julia (70) Sothern-Oouglas
Tennessee Johnson (103) Heflin-Hussey ...

Details under title: The Man on America's Conscience
Whistling In Dixie (74) Skelfon-Rutherford

BLOCK NO. THREE
Air Raid Wardens (67) Laurel & Hardy..
Assignment in Brittany (96) Whorf-Peters ...
Cabin in the Sky (98) Waters-Horne ...
Slightly Dangerous (94) Turner-Young . . .

Details under title: Nothing Ventured
Stranger In Town, A (67) Morgan-Carlson ..

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Bataan (116) Taylor-Nolan . . .

DuBarry Was a Lady (T) (101) Skelton-Ball
Harrigan's Kid (80) Readick-Gargan ..

Details under title: The Half Pint Kid
Hitler's Hangman (— ) Carradine-Morison
Pilot No. 5 (70) Tone-Hunt

Details under title: Skvway to Glory

Presenting Lily Mars (104) Garland-Carlson .

Youngest Profession, The (82) Weidler-Arnold ..

SPECIALS
Human Comedy, The (118) Rooney-Reed ....
Random Harvest (126) Colman-Garson

NOT DESIGNATED
Above Suspicion (90) Crawford-M'Murray

As Thousands Cheer (T) Grayson-Kelly

Details under title: Private Miss Jones

Best Foot Forward Ball-James

Dr. Gillespie's Criminal Case (89) Barrymore-Reid . .

Girl Crazy Rooney-Garland

I Dood It Skelton-Powell ...

Details under title: Mr. Justice Goes Hunting
Lost Angel O'Brien-Craig ....

Lassie Come Home (T) McOowell-Gwenn

Man from Down Under, The (— ) Laughton-Barnes

Professor Takes a Wife Astor-Marshall . . .

Right About Face Kyser-Maxwell ...

Sabotage Agent Donat-Hudson ...

Salute to the Marines (T) Beery-Balnter ....

Sifdng Shift Maisie (87) Sothern-Craig

1-26 301
.5-4 302
.6-1 306
.4-6 305
.6-1 310

6-15 318

8-24 317
6-29 314
7-20 320
7-13 , 319

7-13 315

6-29 316

9-21 322
6-29 321

6-29 313

.8-10

.7-27

.8-10

.8-24

.9-21

.11-16

. .11-2

. :ll-2

.1-11

.11-2

12-14.

,

.9-21.

. .9-7.

.

.9-21.

,

. .3-22

. .3-22

, .2-22

..3-8

11-16 2-22

.12-14.

. .9-7. .

.11-2. .

.5-31

.5-17

.3-22

.7-20.

.8-10.

.11-2.

.6-14

.4-19

. .5-3

. .3-8

. .8-7.

.5-18.
. . .3-3

.11-30

11-30.
.11-30.

.5-3

. . .2-8.

12-14.

. .1-25.

.11-30.

. .5-17.

. . .9-7.

. . .3-8.

. .1-25.

. . .2-8.

.10-19.

. .10-5.

. 1-11 . .

.5-17

.5-17

CHOC R A M
1942-43 Feature;,

Westerns
(33)

(16)

Completed (2,5)

Completed (17)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

BULLETS AND SADDLES
Western—Started June 18.

Cast: Ray Corrigan, Dennis Moore, Max Terhune, EUen Hall, Ro>
Barcroft, Harry Woods, Charles King, Edmimd Cobb, Artie
Ortega.

Director: Anthony Marshall
.Stoi y; Not availaible.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

Title—Running Time Cast Details

Ape Man, The (64) Lugosi-Ford 12-28.
Black Market Rustlers Corrigan-Finley ....5-17..
Bowery at Midnight (63) Lugosi-McKay 8-24.
Clancy Street Boys (66) Gorcey-Jordan 2-8.

Cowboy Commandos Corrigan-Moore ....3-22..
Crime Smasher, The Graham-Cromwell .11-30..

Details under title: Adventure of Cosmo Jones

Dawn on the Great Divide (63) Jones-Bell

Foreidn Agent (64) Shelton-Sform . .

Ghost Rider (58) Brown-Hatton . .

Ghosts on the Loose (65) East Side Kids.

Haunted Ranch (64) King-Sharpe . . .

Details under title: Saddle Cyclone

He Couldn't Take It Quiilan-Woodbury ..5-31.

. . .Jagger-Brian 1-11

.

Rel.

.3-19.

.8-13.

10-30.
.4-23.

. .6-2.

.1-22.

No. Rev.

.4-5

.10-5

.6-14

. .10-5.

. .7-20.

. .2-22.

. .2-22.

. .11-2.

9-11.

.

2-5.

I Escaped from the Gestapo (75)

Details under title: No Escape

I Was a Criminal Jory-Blake 5-31
Isle of Missing Men (67) Howard-Roland ... 6-15

Details under title: Isle of Fury

Kid Dynamite (67) Corcey-Jordan 10-5

Details under title: Little Mobsters

Land of Hunted Men (58) Corrigan-Moore 3-26

Law Rides Again, The Maynard-Gibson 5-3... 7-30

Living Ghost, The (61) Gorcey-Jordan 9-7

Lure of the Islands (61) Hughes-Quillan 5-3

Melody Parade Hughes-Ouillan

Neath Brooklyn Bridge (64) Gorcey-Jordan

One Thrilling Night (69) Beal-McKay ..

Details unft>>r title: Army Bride

Dotlaws Of Stampede Pas$ Brown-Hatton

Prison Mutiny (64) Norris-Woodbury

Details under title: You Can't Beat the Law
Revenge of the Zombies Lowery-Storm .

Rhythm Parade (69) Lowery-Storm 9-21
Details under title: Bye, Bye, Baby

12-18 12-28
.10-9 9-21
.5-2 6-14
.7-16
.2-19

.8-20

.5-23

.8-24

.4-5

.11-27.

.33-34.

. .
.9-7. .11-20 1-25
4-20. . .8-28 7-li

5-31
.12-14. . .2-12

Robber's Roost Corrigan-Moore ...12-28.
Silent Witness (62) Page-Wrixon 11-2.
Six Gun Gospel Brown-Hatton 5-31.
Silver Skates (75) Baker-Belita 10-19.
Sarong Girl (70) Corio-O'Flynn 3-8.

Spy Train (— ) Travis-Brent 4-5.
Details under title: Time Bomb

Spotlight Revue Gilbert-Fay .,

Stranger from Pecos (— ) Brown-Hatton
Texas lo Balaan King-Terliune

Trail Riders (55) King-Sharpe
,

Details uml.i title; Diail Men Uun't Ridf

Two-Fisted Justice (57) King-Sharpe

Details unuer title; Uead (Vlan's Trail

Western Mall (55) Keene-Trent 12-29.
West of the Law (55) Jones-McCoy 8-24.,
Wild Horse Stampede (59) Gibson-Mayn..rd 3-8.

Wings Over the Pacific (68) Cooper-Norris 3-22.,

.5-17.

. .4-5.

.8-10.

.10-5.

.9-21.

.3-12.

.1-15.

.8-27.

. . . 2-5

.

. .7-2.

. .7-2.

33-34.
.6-25.

10-16.
.12-4.

. .1-8.

.2-13.

.10-2.

.5-16.

.6-25.

PARAMOUNT
1942-43 Features Completed (45) In Production (4)

Details

.5-17. .

.5-31. .

5-31. .

No.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast

And the Angels Sing Lamour-MacMurray
Frenchmen's Creek (T) Fontaine-DeCordova
Henry Aldrich's Little Secret Aidrich-Mortimer .

Details under title: Henry Aldrich Rocks tie Cradle

Hour Before Dawn, The Tone-Lake 5-17

1942-43
BLOCK NO. ONE

Glass Key, The (85) Donlevy-Lake 3-9
Major and the Minor, The (100) Rogers-Miliand
Priorities on Parade (79) Miller-Rhodes
Wake Island (78) Donlevy- Preston
Wildcat (73) Arlen-Judge .

.

BLOCK NO. TWO
Forest Rangers, The (T) (87) MacMurray-Goddard
Henry Aldrich, Editor (72) Lydon-Smith
Road to Morocco, The (89) Crosby-Hope
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch (80) Bainter-Herbert 2-9
Street of Chance (72) Meredith-Trevor ...1-26

Details under title: Black Curtain, The

BLOCK NO. THREE
Avengers, The (88) Richardson-Kerr . . . . For

Wrecking Crew (73) Arlen-Morris 4-20
My Heart Belongs to Daddy (75) Carlson-O'Driscoll . .

.2-9

.3-23

. .4-6

. .4-6

.1-26

.1-26

.3-23

.7-20Lucky Jordan (84) Ladd-IMcDonald
Details under title: Prelude to Glory

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Happy-Go-Lucky (T) (78) Martin-Powell 5-4
Henry Aldrich Gets Glamour (72) Lydon-Smith 7-20
Lady Bodyguard (70) Albert-Shirley 5-18
Night Plane from Chungking (69) Preston-Drew 8-24

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Five Graves to Cairo (96) Tone-TamirofI 1-25.
China (78) Young-Ladd 11-16.
Aerial Gunner (79) Arlen-Morris 11-2.

High Explosive (62) Morris-Parker 8-24.
Details under title: You Can't Live Forever

Salute for Three (75) Rhoades-Drake . .
.11-16.

BLOCK NO. SIX
Alaska Highway (68) Arlcn-Parker

Dixie (T) (89) Crosby-Lamour ....11-16.
Henry Aldrich Swings It (65) Lydon-Smith 12-14.

So Proudly We Hail (126) Colbert-Goddard ...12-14.
bubmanne Alert (— ) Arlen-Barrie

SPECIALS
Star Spangled Rhythm (99) All Star . .

.

REISSUES
Souls at Sea (93) Cooper-Raft

Union Pacific (138) Stanwyck- McCrea

NOT DESIGNATED
City That Stopped Hitler Russian Oocumeiilary

l^or Whom the Bell Tolls (T) Cooper-Bergman ....7-13..

Good Fellows, The Walker-Brown 1-25..

Triumph Over Pain McCrea-Field 4-20..

Henry Aldrich Haunts a House Lydon-Mortimer 4-5. .

Henry Aldrich Plays Cupid Lydon-Smith 1-25..

Hostages Rainer-de Cordova ..2-22..

Lady in the Dark (T) Rogers-Miliand 12-28..

Let's Face It Hope-Hutton 2-22..

Minesweeper Arlen-Parker 5-17..

Miracle of Morgan's Creek Donlcvy-Hutton .
..10-5..

No Time for Love Colbert-MaclWurray ..6-15..

Riding High Lamour-Powell 1-25..

Tornado Morris-Kelly .......4-5.,

True to Life (T) Martin-Tone '..9-21..

Uninvited, The Milland-Hussey 5-3..

. .10-23. . 4203

.

. . .9-7

. .10-16. . 4202

.

. . .9-7

. . . 10-2

.

.4201. . .8-10

. . .9-25. . 4205

.

. . 8-24
.10-30. .4204. . .

.9-7

. . .11-6. .4206. . .10-5

. . .12-4. . 4209

.

. .10-5

. .11-20. .4207. . .10-5

. .11-27. . 4208

.

. .10-5

. .12-18. .4210. . .10-5

. . .1-29. .4213. .11-16

. . .1-15. . 4212

.

.11-16

. . .2-12. .4214. .11-15
1-1. .4211. .11-16

. , .2-26. .4215. .11-30

. . .3-26. .4217. . .1-11

4-9. .4218. . .1-11

3-2. .4216. . .1-11

. . . .5-7. .4219. . .1-11

. .5-17

.4222. . . .4-5

. 4223

.

. . . 4-.S

. 4221

.

. . .4-5

4225. . .
.4-5

,6-29. . .2-12. . .4231. . .4-11

. 4254

.

.4250.

PRODUCERS RELEASrHC
1942-43 Features

Westerns
(24)

(18)

Completed (21)

Completed (15)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

.12-11.

TIGER FANGS
Drama—Started June 21,

Cast: Frank Buck, Duncan Renaldo, June Duprez, J. Farrel Mac-
Donald, Alex Havier, Howard Banks, Dan Seymour, Arno
Frj-e.

Director: Sam Newtield
story: Furttier Jungle aidventures of Frank Buck based on his own

experiences.
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Details

.5-31. .

.6-1. .

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast
Street of Darkness

, Lederer-Gurie
Details under title: Strange Music

1942-43
Baby Face Morgan (65) Carilsie-Cromwell ..
Bad Men of Thunder Gap (59) Newlii-O'Brien
Behind Prison Walls (64) Baxter-Michael

Details under title: After Tomorrow
Black Raven, The (61) Zucco-McKay
Border Buokaroo (— ) Newill-B Brien
Boss of the Big Town, The (64) Litel-Rice
City of Silent Men (64) Albertson-Lann

Details under title: Sllint Mm
Eorreiidor (75) Kruger-Landi
Dead Men Walk (66) Zucco-Cariisle
Death Rides the Plains (— ) Livingston-St.
Fighting Valley O'Brien-McCarty
Follies Girl (— ) Barrie-Oii»er
Frontier Law O'Brien-Knox
Fugitive of the Plains (55) Crabbe-Leslie

Details under title: Billy the Kid No. 3
Ghost and the Guest, The (61) Rice-Dunn 2-8..
Girls In Chains (72) Judge-Clark 2-8..
Gangs, Inc. (72) Ladd-Woodbury ..Reissue..
Isle of Forgotten Sins (— ) Carradine-Sonderg'rd 4-19

Rel.

43-44.
No. Rev.

John

.11-30.

.8-24.

. .7-20.

12-14.
.9-21.

.4-5. .

5-31.

.9-15.

. .3-5.

.3-22.

.5-31.

.6-15.
.12-7.

10-12

.

.3-29.

.2-10.

.4-30.

. .7-1.

.317. . .7-27

.352
.313. . .614

.321

.354
.310. . .1-25

.308. . .9-21

. .31. .
.6-14

.320. . .4-19

.365

.30.

. .6-14.

.12-14. .3-12.

Kid Rides Again, The (56) Crabbe-St. John
Details under title: Billy the Kid No. 2

Lady from Chungking (69) Wong-Huber ...
Man of Courage (67) Talbot-MacLane

Details under title: Permit to Kill

Miss V from Moscow (68) Lane-Madison

.4-19.

.5-17.

.6-15.

.7-25.

11-30. . .1-27.

.359. . .5-17

.314.

.305.

.123.

, .10-5.
.9-21.

.8-20.

.12-21.

. . .1-4.

.11-23.

. .4-5.

11-20.

.2-18.
12-11.

. .1-21.

. . .3-8.

. 12-25

.

. .7-1.

.358.

.302.

.319.

.318.
.311.

.357.

. .
.2-8

. .4-19

. 12-28

.304

.363
.303 3-3

.312. . .6-14

.351 5-3

My Son, the Hero (68) Keily-Karns 12-28.

Mysterious Rider, The (56) Crabbe-St. John ...10-5.
Details under: Untitled Billy the Kid

Night for Crinte. A (78) Farrell-Talbot .. ...7-13.

Overland Stagecoach (60) Livingstone-Moore ..11-2.

Pay-Off, The (74) Tracy-Brown 10-19.

Oueen of Broadway (66) Hudson-Crabbe ...10-19.

Rangers Take Over, The (61) O'Brien-Newhall ..11-16.
Renegade, The Crabbe- Manners ....5-3.

Details under title: Billy, the Kid

Secrets of a Co-Ed (67) Kruger-Thayer 8-10. .10-26. .. .309

Submarine Base (— ) Baxter- D'Orsay 7-8

lerror House (71) Lawson-Clare For 4-19 322
Tomorrow We Live (67) Cortez-Parkcr 7-13. . .9-29 307... 11-7

Western Cyclone Crabbe-St. John .. .1-25. . .5-14. .. .360

Details under title: Billy, the Kid No. 4

West of Texas (59) O'Brien-Newill 4-5. .5-10 353... 6-14

Wild Horse Rustlers (57) Livingston-St. John 12-28. . .2-12 364

Wolves of the Range (— ) Livingston-St. John 5-31. . .
6-21

Details under title: Lone Rider No. 4
Details under title: Western Saboteurs

Yanks Are Coming, The (67) King & Band-Healy .8-10. .11-9 301.. 10-19

iPUBLIC
1943-43 Features (34)

Westerns (26)

Specials ( 6)

Serials ( 4)

Completed (29)

Completed (23)

Completed ( 2)

Completed ( 3)

In Production (1)

In Production (2)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

DEATH VALLEY MANHUNT
Western—Started June 15.

Cast: Bill Elliott, George Hayes, Weldon Heyburn, Anne Jeflfries.

Herbert Heyes, Davison Clarke, Pierce Lydon.
Director: Jack English
story; The familiar chase in the "no man's land" ot Death Valley.

DEERSLAYER, THE
Drama—Started June 21.

Cast: Bruce Kellogg, Jean Parker, Yvonne DeCarlo, Princess
Wynemanb, Bill Inman, Phil Van Zandt, Wanda McKay,

Larry Parks, Warren Ashe, Trevor Bardette, Addison Richards,
Clancy Cooper.

Director: Lew Landers
story; Based on the Jamos Fenimore Cooper classic of the same name.

MAN FROM MUSIC MOUNTAIN
Western—Started June 17.

Cast: Roy Rogers, Ruth Terry, Paul Kelly, Ann Gillis, Renie Riano,
Arthur Aylsworth, George Cleveland, Paul Harvey, Hal Ta-
liaferro, Jay Novello, Sons of the Pioneers.

Director: Joseph Kane
.Story: Xot available.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

Cast Rel.

.3-24.

.3-20.

,3-12.

.

1-15. .

Title—Running Time Cast Details
(66) Lockwood-Sinclair ...For..

At Dawn We Die (78) Clements-Sinclair ...For..
Blocked Trail, The Tyler- Steele 12-28.
Boots and Saddles Autry-Allen Reissue.
Bordertown Gunfighters Elliott-Jeffreys 5-3.
Calling Wild Bill Elliott (55) Elliott-Hayes 2-22.
Carson City Cyclone (57) Barry-Merrick

Chatterbox (76) Brown-Canova ....12-14.
Dancing Debs Lee-Calhcrn 5-17
Dark Command (Relssoe) Pidgeon-Wayne 1-15.
Days of Old Cheyenne Barry- Merrick 2-22... 5-15,
Dead Men's Gulch (56) Barry-Merrick 2-13.
False Facts .Williams-Henry ... .3-22. . .5-26.
Fargo Express Barry-Heath 5-17
Fllhtinf Devil Dtgt (— ) Powell-Stewart 1-29.... 211.

(Adapted from the Serial of tht same nant).

No. Rev.

. .214. . .4-19

..213.... 4-5
. .264
.2301

.4-30. . .2311. . .5-17
.3-16 275
.4-27 219. . .5-17

.276.
.274.
.222.

.4-19

10-19.

. .5-31.

. . 6-29

.

. .1-11.

8-25.

Reissue

.

. .3-8.

Gaucho Serenade (— ) Aulry-Bornette . . . Relsne. . .4-15.
Gentle Gangster McLane-Lamont 5-10..
li-Men vs. The Black Dragon (Serial) Cameron-Worth .... 10-5 .... 1-2 . .

Headin' tor God's Country Lundigan-Dale .... 4-19 .. .7-20. .

Heart of the Golden West (65; Rogers-Terry 9-21 .. 12-11 . .

Hi, Neighbor (72) Belle-Vague 6-1... 7-27..
Hit Parade of 1943 (86) Carroll-Hayward ... 11-16 ... 3-26 . .

Cana<if> Revue (79) Drew-Dtnning 6-29 .. 12-24. .

Hoosier Holiday Evans-Byron 6-14
Ilaho (70) Rogers-Burnette ...12-28.
Johnny Doughboy (63) Withers-Demarest . ..9-7.
King of the Cowboys (67) Rogers-Burnette ....1-25.
King of the Mounties (Serial) Lane-Drake 7-13.
London Blackout Murders (58) Abbott-McLeod ....11-2.
Man from Thunder River Elliott-Hayes 3-22.
Man Trap (57) SteDhcnson-Lovett ...2-8.
Mexican Rose (— ) Autry-Burnette ..Reissue
Moscow Strikes Back (55) Russian Documentary ....
Mountain Rhythm (70)
Nobody's Darling

Old Homestead, The (68)
Purple V, The (58)
Outlaws of Pine Ridge (59)
Ride, Tenderfoot, Ride

Riders of the Rio Grande
Ridin' Down the Canyon (55)
Sante Fe Scouts

Secrets of the Underground (71)
Details under title: The Corpse Came C.O.D

Secret Service In Darkest Africa

Shadows of the Sage (57)

Shanty Town (65)
sleepy Lagoon
bomureru Kii) Thp I561

Someone to Remember
Details under title: Prodigal's Mother

Song of Texas (69)
South of the Border

Sundown Kid (56)

Swing Your Partner (70)
Tahiti Honey '69)

Thumbs Up (67)

Thundering Trails

Traitor Within (60)
Details under title: Eleven Were Bravr

Tumbling Tumbleweeds (— )

Valley of Hunted Men
Wagon Tracks West

West Side Kid, The
Details under title: East Side Kids

X Marks the Spot (55) O FIynn-Parrish 8-24.

Youth on Parade (72) Hubbard-ODriscoll ..7-13.

Details under title: Chatterbox

.2303.

.282.'.

251 . . 11-30
201 . .8-10

.215. . .3-22

.206

Weaver Family

Lee-Calhern

Weaver Family

Archer-McLeod

Barry- Merrick

Autry-Burnette

Tyler-Steele

Rogers -Hayes 10-5.

Three Mesquiteers . .2-18. .

Hubbard-Grey 9-21.

Cameron-Marsh 5-3. .

Tyler-Steele 7-20..

Lee- Lord 1-25.

Canova-Day 6-14.

Barry-Merrick 6-29.

Craven-Paige 3-8.

Rogers-Ryan 3-22.

Autry-Lee Reissue. .

Barry-Mcrrick 10-5.

Dale-Clark 3-8..

Siraon-O'Keefe 1-11.

Joyce-Fraser 4-5 . .

Steele-Tylcr 11-2..

Parker-Barry 9-21.

Autry-Burnette . . . Reissue. .

Steele-Tyler 9-7.

Elliott-Jeffreys 5-31

Barry- Evans 4-19.

.3-10.
.12-31.

. . .4-9.

10-10 .

.

. .1-15.

.6-11. .

. .4-13.

.7-18. .

10-1 .

.

. .1-8.

. . 8-21.

. .3-12.

. 10-27

.

. .6-1.

.

.5-19.

.12-30.

.4-16.

.12-18.

. .7-9 . ,

.8-14.

. .4-20.

.252 3-8

.205. .1-25

. . 254 . . . 4-19

. .281
. .210. . .1-12

. 2312
. .217. . .6-14

. .209. .12-28

..202.... 9-1

.212 4-5

.272. .11-30

. 2304

. .266
. .253. . 1-11

.265
. .208. . .2-22

.284

. .261

. .218 5-3

.7-31. .271. .12-14

.6-18.

. .3-1.

12-28.
.5-20.

. .4-6.

.6-24.

.1-25.

12-16.

.7-15.

.11-12.

. .255 . . -6-14

.2302
.273 2-8

.221
. .216. .

.4-19

. .26i. ......
. .207. .12-14

.262.

.7-11.

.11-4.

10-24.
.204. .11-30

.203. . .11-2

iilillliil R A D 1 0
194'2-43 Features (46) Completed (48) In

Westerns ( 6) Completed ( «) In
Production (4)

Production (0)

GOVERNMENT GIRL
Drama—Started June 17.

Cast: Olivia deHavilland, Sonny Tufts, Anne Shirley, James Dunn,
Gladys George, Una O'Connor.

Director: Dudley Nichols
Story: Trials and tribulations of a government employee amid thie crowded

conditions of wartime Washing^ton.

DOLLAR-A-YEAR-MAN
Comedy—Started June 21.

Cast: Limi and Abner, Roger Clark, Mildred Coles, Alan Mowbray,
Jimmy Dodd, Minerva Urecal, Sarah Padden, Danny Duncan.

Director: Ray McCarey
.'^lory: Not available.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast Details Rtl. No. Rev.

Around the World Kyser-Davis 6-14
Iron Major, The O'Brien-Warrick ....5-17 .

1942-43
BLOCK NO. ONE

Big Street, The (89) Fonda-Ball 5-4 9-4 301.
Here We Go Again (77) Bergen-McGee 6-15... 10-9 305.
Highways by Night (62) Carson-Randolph 4-6... 10-2 304.

Details under title: Silver Spoon
Mexican Spitfire's Elephant (64) Velez-Errol
Wings and the Woman (97) Neagle-Newton

BLOCK NO. TWO
Falcon's Brother, The (63) Sanders-Conway
Journey into Fear (70) Cotten-Del Rio
Navy Comes Through, The (82) O'Brien-Scott .

Scattergood Survives a Murder (66) Kibbee-Hayes .

Seven Days Leave (87) Mature-Ball
Details under title: Sweet or Hot

BLOCK NO. THREE
Army Surgeon (63) Wyalt-Taylor
Cat People (72) Simon-Conway
Great Gildersleeve, The (62) Peary-Darwell
Once Upon a Honeymoon (117) Rogers-Grant
Seven Miles from Alcatraz (62) Craig-Granville

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Cinderella Swings It (70) Kibbee-Warren 8-10. . .1-22 318... 1-25

Details under title: Scattergood Swings It

Forever and a Day (104) Laughton-Neagle 3-26 320. . .1-25
Hitler's Children (85) Holt-Granville 10-19... 3-12 316... 1-11
Tarzan Triumphs (78) Weissmuller-Gilford ..9-7... 2-19 319... 1-25
Two Weeks to Live (76) Louck-Golf 10-5... 2-26 317 2-8

. .6-29. . .9-11 302.
Foreign. . .9-18 303.

.713 . .11-16 309.
. .1-26. .2-12 307.
. .6-1. .10-30 308.
.4-20. .10-16 306.
..6-1.. 11-13 310.

. . .4-6. . .12-4 312. ,

. .8-10. .12-25 313.
. .10-5 1-1 314.
61. .11-27 311. .11-

. .8-10 1-8 315.

. .8-10

, . .9-7

. .8-10

.8-10

,
.8-10

10-19
.8-10
10-19
,10-19
10-19

.11-2
11-16
11-16

11-16
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BLOCK NO. FIVE
Falcon Strikes Back (66) Conway-Randolph ...2-8.
Flight for Freedom (101) Russell-MaciVIurray .8-24.

Details under titl<!: Stand Ry to Dia

I Walked with a Zombie (69) Dee-Conway 11-2.
Ladies' Day (63) Velez-Albert 7-20.
This Land Is IHine (103) Laughton-O'Hara ...11-2.

BLOCK NO. SIX
Bombardier (99) O'Brien-Scott 11-2.
Gildersleeve's Bad Day (62) Peary-Darwell 2-22.
Leopard IHan, The (66) O'Keefe-iVlargo ... 2-22.
Mr. Lucky (100) Grant-Day 11-16..

Details under title: From Here to Victory

Squadron Leader X (99) Dvorak-Portman For.

.

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Behind the Rising Sun IHargo-Ryan 5-17.

.325. .3-22

. .2-8

.3-22

.322. .3-22

.323. .3-22

.329. .5-31

.327. .5-17

.328. .5-17

.330. .5-17

326. . .2-3

Falcon in Danger. The Conway-Brooks 5-3.

1-25. .

1-25.

.

4-19.

.

Petticoat Larceny Carroll-Warrick

Sky's the Limit Astaire-Leslie . .

Tarzan's Desert IMystery Weissmuller-Kelly

Details under title: Tarzan and the Sheik

NOT DESIGNATED
Adventures of a Rookie Brown-Landry 6-14
Fallen Sparrow, The Garfleld-O'Hara 2-8
Lady Takes a Chance, A Arthur-Wayne 1-11

Details under title: Free For All

Mexican Spitfire's Blessed Event Velez-Errol 4-5

. 5-17

.

.5-17.

Feature . .

. . .11-29.
.8-21.
.7-10.

. .3-5.

.2-19.

. . .2-5.

North Star, The Baxter-Brennan

Seventh Victim, The Conway-Brooks

SPECIALS
BambI (70) (T) Disney Cartoon

IHagnlflient Amberssni (88) Cotten-Costello

Pride of the Yankees, The (128) Cooper-Ruth 1-26

Saludos Amigos (42) Disney Cartoon Feature .

Spitfire (90) Howard-Niven For..

They Got IHe Covered (95) Hope-Lamour 7-20

Walt Disney's Surprise Package (T) Cartoon Feature

WESTERNS
Avenjing Rider, The Holt-Edwards 7-27... 6-18

Bandit Ranger (56) Holt-Edwards 9-25.

Fighting Frontier (57) Holt-Summer 6-15... 1-29.

Details under title: San of the Saddle

Pirates of the Prairie (57) Holt-O'Day 6-1. .11-20

Rid River Robinhood Holt-IHolfct 7-13... 7-23.

Sagebrush Law Holt-Edwards 6-29 4-2.

Details under title: Gun Law

.391 6-1

.371. . .7-13

.351. . .7-27

. 392 . . 12-28
5-3

.352. . .1-11

.385.

,

.381. .

. 383 .

.

.3-8

.382,

.386.

.384.

.11-16

lOtH CEHTUHY^FOX
1942-43 Features (—

)

Completed (5u) In Productii;n (b)

HAPPY LAND
Drama—Started June 15.

Cast: Don Ameche, Frances Dee, Harry Carey, Ann Rutherford,
William Weber^ James West.

Director: Irving Pichel
Stoiy: Patriotic tlieme.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast Details Rel. No. Rev.

Dancing Masters Laurel & Hardy ... 6-14
Guadalcanal Diary Foster-Nolan 5-31
Claudia McGulre-Young 5-17
Night Is Ending, The Sanders-IVIarshall ...5-17
Song of Bernadette Jones-Price . 4-5

1942-43
BLOCK NO. ONE

A-Hiunfing We Will Go (67) Laurel & Hardy 4-6.
FMtllght Serenade (80) Grable-IMature 3-23.

Details under title: Strictly Dynamite
Little Taklo, U. S A. (64) Joyce-Foster 5-18.
Lavei of Edgar Allen Poe, The (67) Darneli-Sheppard . . .3-23.
Pled Piper, The (86) Woolley-McDowall . ..4-6.

BLOCK NO. TWO
Berlin Correspondent (70) Gilmore-Andrews ...5-18.
Careful, Soft Shoulders (69) Bruce-Ellison 5-18.
Iceland (79) Heine-Payne 5-4.
Just Off Broadway (66) Nolan-Weaver 5-18.

Details under title: 12 Men In a Box
Orchestra Wives (97) Montgomery-Barl ...4-20.

BLOCK NO. THREE
Tales of Manhattan (118) Ail Star 11-1

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Girl Trouble (82) Ameche-Bennett 6-15.
Manila Calling (81) Nolan-Landis 6-29.
Man In the Trunk, The (70) Roberts-Holmes 6-15.
Springtime In the Rockies (90) (T) Grable-Miranda 6-15.

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Black Swan, The (85) (T) Power-O'Hara 4-20
Dr Renault's Secret (58) Sheppard-Roberts ...7-13.

Oetalli onder title: Burled Alive
That Other Woman (75) Bari-Ellison . 6-29.
Thundetblrds (T) (78) Tierney-Foster ..3-9.
Undying Monster, The (60) Howard-Ellison 8-10.

BLOCK NO. SIX
Life Begins at 8:30 (85) Woolley-Lupino 8-10.
China Girl (95) Tierney-IHontBcmery 6-15
We Are the Marines (69) m of T Documentary
Over My Dead Body (68) Berie-Hughes 8-24.
Time to Kill (61) Nolan-Angel 9-7.

Details under title: Brasher Doubloon

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Chefniks, The Fighting Guerillas (73) Dorn-Gilmore 10-5.

Details onder title: Seventh Column
Immortal Sergeant, The (91) Fonda-O'Hara 9-21.
Margin for Error (74) Bennett-Berle 10-19.

. . .8-7.

.

. .302. . .7-13
. . .8-1. . . .301. . .7-13

. .8-14. . . . 303

.

. . 7-13
. .8-28. . . . 305

.

. .7-13
. .8-21. . . . 304

.

. .7-13

. .9-11. . . . 311

.

. .8-24
. .9-18. . . .312. . .8-24
. .10-2.

.

. .306. . .8-24
. .9-25. . . .310. . .8-24

. . .9-4. . . .308. . .8-24

.10-30. . . .313. . . 8-24

. .10-9.

.

. . 309

.

. . 10-5
.10-16. . . .314. . .10-5
.10-23.

.

. .315. . . 10-5

. .11-6.

.

. .317. . .10-5

. .12-4.

.

. .320. . .11-2
.12-11. . . . 321

.

. .11-2

.11-13. . . .318. . .11-2

.11-20. . . . 307

.

. .11-2
.11-27. . . .319. . .11-2

.12-25. . . . 322

.

.12-14
. . .1-1.

.

. . 323

.

.12-14
. .1-8. . . . 324

.

.12-14
. .1-15. . . . 325

.

.12-14
. .1-22. . . .326. .12-14

. .2-5. . . .328. . .1-25

.1-29.

.

. . 327

.

. .1-25
.2-19.

.

. . 330

.

. . 1-25

Meanest Man in the World (57) Benny-Lane 7-13.
Koung Mr. Pitt (105) Donat-Morley For...

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
Dixie Dugan (67) Andrews-Ellison ....9-21.
He Hired the Boss (73) Erwin-Blaine 6-29.

Details under title: $10 Raise

Hello, Frisco, Hello (T) (98) Faye-Payne 11-2.

Moon Is Down (90) Hardwicke-Travers .11-30.

ftuiet. Please, Murder (70) Denning-Patrick 9-7.

BLOCK NO. NINE
Crash Dive (T) (105) Power-Baxter 8-24.

My Friend FMcka (T) (89) IVIcDowell-Foster . ..7-20.

They Came to Blow Up America (73) Sanders-Sten 12-14.

Details under title: School for Saboteurs

Tonight We Raid Calais (70) Annabeila-Sutton .10-19.
Details under title: Secret lUission

BLOCK NO. TEN
Coney Island (T) (93) Grable-Montgomery .10-5.

Jitterbugs (74) Laurel & Hardy 3-8.

Ox-Bow Incident (76) Fonda-Foster 6-15.

NOT DESIGNATED
Desert Victory (60) British Commentary

Girls He Left Behind Faye-Ellison 5-3.

Heaven Can Wait Ameche-Tierney 2-22.

Holy Matrimony Woolley-Ficlds 4-19.

Jane Eyre Welles-Fontaine ....2-22.

Roger Tuohy, Last of Gangsters Foster-Taylor 4-19.

Stormy Weather (77) Robinson-Horne 2-8.

Sweet Rosie O'Grady Grable-Young 3-8.

Winter Time Henie-Romero 4-5.

.2-12.

.

. .329. .1-25

.2-26.

.

316

.3-12.

.

. . 332

.

.3-22

. .4-2. . . . 334

.

.3-22

.3-26.

.

. . 333

.

.3-22

. . 4-9 . . . . 335

.

.3-22

.3-19.

.

. . 331

.

.1-11

C, 1 A
. J-lt .

.

340 5-3

.4-23.

.

. . 338

.

.4-19

. 5-7 339

.

5-3

.4-30.

.

. . 337

.

. .4-5

.6-18.

.

.343. .5-31

.6-11. . .342. .5-31

.5-21. . . . 336

.

.5-31

4-16.

.

.341. .4-19

.5-31

1942-43 FEATURES
Balcon (Bin.) Completed ( 1)

Benny (Bny.) Completed (0)

Bogeaus (Bog ) Completed ( 0)

Bronston (Bro.) Completed ( 0)

Cagney (Cgy.) Completed ( 1)

Chaplin (Chn.) Completed (0)

Cinema Guild (C.G.) Completed ( 3)

Coward (Cwd.) Completed ( 1)

Disney (Dsy.) Completed ( 1)

Edwards (Edws.) Completed ( 1)

Korda (Kor.) Completed (1)

Lesser (Lsr.) Completed (1)

Loew-Lewin (L.L.) Completed ( 1)

Mayfair (Mfr.) Completed (1)

Pressburger (Psb.) Completed ( 1)

Rabinovitch (Rvn.) Completed (0)

Roach (Rch.) Completed (8)

Rogers (Rgs.) Completed ( 1)

Selznick (Szk.) Completed (0)

Sherman (Shm.) Completed (11)

Stone (Stn.) Completed ( 1)

Small (Sml.) Completed (0)

Strombberg (Smg.) Completed ( 1)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

THE GUNMASTER
Western—Started June 1.

Cast: Albert Dekker, Claire Trevor, Barry Sullivan, Porter Hall.

Director: George Archainbaud Producer: Harry Sherman
story: Based on the lilt- of ' Hat ' Masti-rson, fisliting- niar.sli:!! of Dods'- City,

wlio later Ijecame a fained sports writer up to time of his death in

11121.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

Title—Running Time Cast Betails

Smerican Empire (81) Dix-Foster 12-1.

Bar-20 Three Boyd-Clyde 11-2.

Border Patrol Boyd-Kirby 6-29.

Buckskin Frontier (74) Dix-Wyatt 9-7.
Details under title: Buckskin Empire

Calaboose Rogers- Beery, Jr. ...4-20.

Colt Comrades Boyd-Clyde 10-15..

Crystal Ball, The (81) Goddard-Milland 7-20.

Devil with Hitler, The (44) Watson-Devlin 3-23.

Details under title: Hitler's Valet

Fall In Tracy-Sawyer 6-29.
Hangmen Also Die (131) Donlevy-Lee 11-16.

Details undrr title: Never Surrender

Hi Diddle Diddle IVIenjou-Scott 5-3..
I Married a Witch (76! March-Lake 5-4.

In Which We Serve (115) Coward-Mills For..

lacare (65) F. Buck

Johnny Come Lately Cagney-George 4-19..
Johnny Come Lately Cagney-George 4-19..

Details under title: McLeod's Folly

Kansan, The (79) R. Dix - I. Wyatt

Details under title: Meet Jnhn Bonniwell

Kukan. Rattlp Cry of China (61) Documentary . .

Rel.

.12-11.
No.

.Shm.
Rev.

.12-14

. .4-2.

.5-14.
.Shm.
.Shm

.

. . .3-?

. . 3-22

.1-29.

.6-18. .

.1-22

.Rch

.Shm
.C.G.. 2-8

.11-20. . . Rch

.

. .11-2

. .3-5.

. .3-26.
.Rch

. .Psb. . . .4-5

10-30.'

. .2-12.

11-27.

. . Stn

.C.G..

.Cwd.

. .Mfr.

.11-30

. .1-1)

. .1-11

.11-30 Shm

.12-14.

. . .6-15.

.6-15. .

. . . 3-23

.

4-6.

Lady of Burlesque (91) Stanwyck-fl'Shea

Details under title: The G. String Murders

Lost Canyon (62) Boyd-Kirby

Leather Burners (67) Boyd-Kirby ....

Moon and Sixpence. The (90) Saunders-Marshall

McGuerins from Brooklyn (46) Judge-Bendix ...

Details under title: Mr. and Mrs. Brooklyn

One of Our Aircraft Is Missing (!:0) Port»an-Tearle For..

Powers Girl, The (93) Murphy-Lane 9-7,

Prairie Chicken Rogers-Beery Jr 6-15.

Riders of the Deadline Boyd-Woodward 5-3..

Silver Queen (82) Brent-Lane 4-20.

. .
.8-7.

. .4-30.

.

12-18.

.

5-28. . .

. .10-2.

.

.12-31.

.

.10-16.

. .1-15.

, .5-21. .

Edws 9-7

.Smg. . .5-17

.Shm

.Shm
. LL. .11-30

.Rch

.Kor. . .9-21

. .Rgs. . .1-25

.Rch

U-13. . .Shm. .11-18
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Somewhert In Frame Morley-Cumtnlngi ... For. .. .6-11 ... SmI

Stage Door Canteen (132) Terry-Walker 12-14 ... 5-28 .... Lst ... 5-31
Taxi, Mister (46) Bendlx-Bradley 6-1 .. .4-16

. . . Rch ... 5-17

That Nazty Nuisance Watson-Leonard 7-13 Reh

Hoppy Serves a Writ (67) Boyd-Kirby 7-20. . .3-12. . Shm
Details under title: Texas Law

Undercover Man (68) Boyd-King 2-9 .. 10-23 ... Shm ... 5-18

Details under title: Across the Border

Victory Through Air Power (T) Disney Feature Diy

Yanks Ahoy Tracy-Sawyer 7-20 Rch

Young and Willing (83) Hoiden-Hayward .... 1-10 .... 2-5 ... C.G. ... 2-22

Details under title: Out of the Frying Pan

UH « V lER

1942-43 Features (55)

Westerns ( 7)

Serials ( 4)

Completed (59)

Completed ( 8)

Completed ( 4)

In Production (3)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

CRAZY HOUSE
Comedy—Started June 17.

Cast: Olsen and Johnson, Martha O'Driscoll, Patric Knowles, Cass
Dailey, Billy Gilbert, Percy Kilbride, Andrew Tombes, Frank-
lin Pangbom, Richard Lane, Moroni Olsen, Hans Conried,.

Laison Brothers, Leighton Noble and Orchestra.
Director: Edward F. Cline
Story: Zany antics of the popular comic team in a carnival atmosphere.

LET YOURSELF GO
Comedy—Started June 15.

Cast: Billie Burke, Donald Woods, Elyse Knox, Frank Jenks, Ches-
ter Clut«, Mary O'Brien, Tailor Maids, Delta Rhythm Boys,
Jan Garber .and Orchestra.

Director: Jean Yai^brough
Slory: Not available.

STRANGE DEATH OF ADOLPH HITLER. THE
Drama—Started June 15.

Cast: Ludwig Donath, Gale Sondergaard, George Dolenz, Merrill
Rodin, Charles Bate^s.

Director: James Hogan
Story: Based on book of same name dealing with supposed death of Hitlerand masquerade by one of his doubles.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast
Aniie'a O'Connor-Foster
Cobra Woman Montez-Hall ..
Sherlock Holmes and the Spider Woman Rathbone-Bruce
The Mad Ghoul Ankers-Bruce . .

Details

.5-31.

.

. .5-17.

.5-31.

.

.5-31.

.

Rel. No.

1942-43
Adventures ,1 Smilln' Jack (Serial) Brown-Bey 5-18
All By Myself (63) Knowles-Ankers 3-8..
Hlways a Bridesmaid And wSlsters-Knowles 1-25
Amazing Mrs. Holliday, The (98) Durbin-O'Brlen ....6-29.

Details under title: Forever Yonrs

Arabian Nights (T) (86) Sabu-Montez 7-13.
Behind the Eloht Ball (60) Ritz Bros. -Bruce ...6-29.

Details under title: Off the Beaten Track
Between Us Girls (89) Cummings-Barrymore .5-4.

Details under title: Lave and Kisses. Caroline

Captive Wild Woman (60) Carradine-Ankers ..12-28.
Cheyenne Roundup (59) Brown-Ritter 9-5.

Corvette K-235 Foran-Knowles 9-7..
Cowboy in Manhattan (59) Paige-Langtord
Deep in the Heart of Texas (61) Brown-Ritter 6-15.

Dttallt under title: The L«n> Star Trail

Destination Unknown (61) Hervey-Gargan 4-20.
Destiny Chaney-Curtis 1-25.
Don Winslow of the Coast Guard (Serial) .. Perry-Barrie 10-19.
Eyes of the Underworld (61) Dix-Barrie 4-6.

Details under title: Destiny

Fired Wife Barrymore-Paige 5-3.
Follow the Band (61) Errol-Hughes 2-22.

Details under title: Trombone from Heaven

For All We Know Boyer-Robinson . . . .8-10.

Frankenstein Meets the Wolf Man (75) . . . .Chaney-Lugosi ...10-19.
Details under title: Wolf Man Meets Frankenstein

Frontier Bad Men Barrymore-Paige ....6-14.
net Hep to Love (77) Jean-Frazce 6-29.
Get Going (59) Paige-MacDonald ...4-5.,
Girls, inc Errol-McDonald ...5-17..
Give Out, Sisters (65) Andrews Sisters . ..5-18.

Details under title: I Want te Oanct

Good Morning, Judge (68) O'Keefe-Albritton .,12-28.
Great Impersonation, The (71) Bellamy-Ankers ....4-20.
Half Way to Shanghai (62) Hervey-Taylor 3-23.
Hers to Hold (— ) Durbin-Cotten 4-5.

He's My Guy (65) Hervey-Foran 12-14.

HI, Buddy (68) Paige-Lord 11-16.

Hit the Ice Abbott-Costello ...12-14.

Details under title: Oh, Doctor!

HI Ya Chum (61) Ritz Bros.-Frazee

How's About It? And ws S ters-Paigc 12-28.

Details under title: Solid Senders

It Ain't Hay (81) Abbott & Costello . . . 10-5

.

It Comes Up Love (64) Jean-Hunter 7-20.

Details under title: On the Beam
Junior G-Men of the Air (Serial) Dead End Kids ... 3-9.

Keep 'Em Slugging (61) Hall-Raymond 11-30.

Details under title: Bad Company

Larceny with Musie Jones-Carlisle 1-25.

. .1-5.

.6-11.
. 7581

.

.7043.

. .2-19. .7005. . .2-22

.12-25. .7063. 12-28
. .12-4. . 7029

.

.12-28

. . .9-4. .7010. . .9-21

. .6-4. . 7014

.

. .5-31
. . 4-9 . . .7075
.7-30. .

5-21. . . 7036
. .9-25. . 7074

.

.10-19

. .10-9. .7030. .11-16

. . 4-6 . . 8681
. . .1-8. .7037. .11-30

. .5-14. . 7033

.

. .5-31

. .3-12. . . 7012

.

. .3-22

. .io-2 . . . 7022

.

. 10-5
.6-25. .

. .7-9

. .3-11. . .7023. . .9-21

. . .5-7. .7044. . .5-17

.12-18. . 7032

.

. . .5-3

. .9-18. . . 7033

.

. . 10-5

.7-16.

.

. .3-26. .7041. . .4-19

. .2-26. . .7031. . . .3-8

. .7-2. .

. . .3-5. . . 7039

.

. . .4-5

. . .2-5. .7025

. .3-19. . .7001. . . .4-5

. .
.4-9. . .7023. . . .2-8

. .6-30. .7881
. . .4-2. . .7040. . . .5-3

.6-29. .11-13

. .9-21

. 8-10.

. .5-31.

. .8-10.

. . .3-8.

10-16.

.5-28

. .7-13.

.6-15.

. . 1-22

.

10-23. .

. . .5-7.

.11-13.

.9-21.

Little Joe the Wrangler Brown-Ritter
Lone Star Trail Brown-Ritter ...
Madame Spy (63) Begnet-Porter ...

Mad Ghoul, The Ankeri-Bruee ...

Moonlight In Havana 163; Jones-Frazee ...

Mr. Big (74) Jean-O'Connor ...
Details under title: Oh, Say Can You Swing

Mug Town (60) Halop-Hall
Mummy's Tomb. The (61) Foran-Chaney

Never a Dull Moment (— ) Ritz Bros.- Langford

Next of Kin (86) Pilbeam-Sidney ... For.

Nightmare (81) Barrymore-Donlevy .
9-17

Night Monster (72) Hervey-Erikson 7-20. 10-23.

Old Chisholm Trail, The (60) Brown-Ritter 8-24 .
12-11.

Overland Mail (Serial) Parrish-Chaney, Jr. .8-23

Phantom of the Opera Eddy-Foster ...

Pittsburgh (91) Dietrich-Scott .

Raiders of San Joaquin (60) Brown-Ritter . .

Rhythm of the Islands Jones-Frazee

Details onder title: Isle ot Romance

Second Honeymoon Bruce-Hilliard

Shadow of a Doubt (108) Wright-Cotten

Sherlock Holmes in Washington (71) Rathbone-Bruce

Mieiiutk Huiiiie^ and tne Vuice ol leiror i6:^ Rathbone-Bruce

Sherlock Holmes and the Secret Weapon (68) Rathbone-Bruce

Sherlock Holmes and Spider Woman Rathbone-Bruce

5in lown 174) Bennett-Crawford

Strictly in the Groove (60) Errol-McDonald

trntinq Tonight on the Old Camp Ground ... Brown-Ritter ..

Two Tickets to London (77) Morgan-Curtis .

We've Never Been Licked Quine-Gwynne

When Johny Comes Marching Home (74) Jones-Frazee

White Savage (T) (76) Hall-Montez 11-2... 4-23

Who Done It (77) Abbott & Costello

7072.

12-11. . .7034. .12-14

.7026 11-2

.7013. . .6 14

7027.

7019

.

. .2-8

12-14

.7052. . .4-19

.7015 .11-30

7038 11-16

.7073

.7081

. .9-7. 12-11. .7008. 12-14

.7-27. . . .6-4.

.

.1916 .

11-30.

.

.4-16 .7042

.6-14 . 7-23 ,

8-10 ,1-15. .7065. .1-25

,7-20.

.

.4-30.

.

.7018 .

5-18. .9-18. .7019. .9-21

.6-15 .2-12, .7024. .1-25

.6-14.

.
.8-24 .9-25. .7017 . 1019
4-6. .11-20. .7028. . . .

2-8

.8-10.

.125.
10-5.

.2-5.

.

6-18.

.

7-16. .

.1-1.

.7074.

6-15. . .11-6.

.7064
.7016. . .1-11

.7004 5-3

.7022. .11-16

1942-43 Features {— ) Completed (33) In Production (6)

DESTINATION TOKYO
Drama—Started June 24.

Cast: Cary Grant, John Garfield, John Ridgely.

Director: Delmar Daves
Slory: Aviation epic of Pacific patrol planes.

SHINE ON HARVEST MOON
Musical—Started June 21.

Cast: Ann Sheridan, Dennis Morgan, Irene Manning, Jack Carson.

Marie Wilson, S. Z. Sakall.

Director: David Butler

Story; Based on life of musical comedy star Nora Bayes who wrote and
popularized the famous song.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

IN PRODUCTION
Title—Ruanlnj Time Cast Details Rel. No. Rev.

Conflict Bogart-Coleman ... 5-17

In Our Time Lupino-Henreid . . .
6-14

Saratoga Trunk (— ) Cooper- Bergman 3-8

To the Last Man Flynn-Bishop 5-3

This Is the Army (— )
Murphy-Leslie 4-5

BLOCK NO. ONB
Across the Pacillc (97) Bogart-Astor .

Busses Roar. The (60) Travis-Bishep

Desperate Journey (107) Flynn-Reagan

Secret Enemies (59) Stevens-Emerson

Now, Voyager (117) Davis-Henried

BLOCK NO. TWO
Yon Can t Escape Forever (77) Brent-Marshall

Hidden Hand. The (63) Stevens-Emerson

George Washington Slept Here (93) Benny-Sheridan

Flyhig Fortress (68) Greene-Lehmann

Gentleman Jim (104) Flynn-Smith

BLOCK NO. THREE
Casablanca (99) Bogart-Bergman

Gorilla Man (64) Loder-Ford

Hard Way. The (97) Lupino-Morgan

Truck Busters (58) Travis-Parker .

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Air Force (124) Garfield-Young

Mysterious Doctor (57) Loder- Matthews

SPECIALS
Edge of Darkness, The (118) Flynn-Sheridan

Yankee Doodle Dandy (126) Cagney-Leslie .

NOT DESIGNATED
Action in the North Atlantic (127) Bogart-Massey

Adventures of Mark Twain March-Smith

Arsenic and lid Lace (— ) Grant-Lane

Background to Danger (80) Raft-Marshall

Constant Nymph, The Boyer-Fontaine

Crime by Night Bennett-Cowan ...

Details under title: Forty Whacks

Desert Song, The (T) Morgan-Manning

Devotion DeHavilland-Lupino

Last Ride. The (— ) Travis-Parker

Mission to Moscow (123) Huston-Harding ... 11-16. . .5-22 3-17

Night Shift (— ) Sheridan 2-22

Old Acquaintance Davis-Hopkins . . .
.11-16

Princess O'Rourke DeHavilland-Cu'mings 7-20

Thank Your Lucky Stars Cantor-Shore 1-2

Varsity Show (81) (Relssoo) Powell-Waring 12-19 215
Watch on the Rh<ne Davis-Lucas . 6-15

.3-23.

. .2-9.

.4-26.

,6-19.

.4-20.

. For.

.

.6-1.

. .9-5.

.9-19.

.9-26.

10-17

.

10-31.

10-10.

. 11-7

.

11-28.
.12-5.

11-14.

.202.

.203.

.204.

.205.

.206.

.207.

.208.

.210.

.211.

.212.

. .8-24

. 8-24

. .8-24

. .8-24

. .8-24

. .10-5

. .10-5

. .10-5

, ,10-5

.11-30

6-1. .1-23. . .214. .11-30

For.

.

.1-16. . . .216. .12-14

3-23. .2-20. . . .209. . .10-5

9-21. . .2-6. . . .213, . .1-25

6-29

,

.3-20. . .217. ,2-8

3-6 . .218 , 3-8

, . .8-24. ,4-24.

.

. .219. . . . 4-5

12-1. . .1-2. . . . 201

.

. . 6-15

9-7. .6-12. . .221. . .5-31

7-13.
11-1.

9-7. . .7-3. .
.".222. .'.6-14

3-9.

.10-19.

,6-29.

11-16.
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TAKE OUR
FAVORITE
WORD!

Trailers and Accessories

on

PRELUDE TO WAR'
Are Available at

National Screcn Exchangbs

. . . And in war times . . . SERVICE is that priceless entity . . . that results

from years of painstaking effort toward an ideal ... in spite of inadequately

trained personnel ... in spite of restricted materials ... in spite of shipping

bottlenecks . . . Theatres shall be serviced with Advertising . . . Sometimes

the fight seems to go against us . . . when all our years of knowing WHAT
TO DO . . . HOW TO DO IT BEST . . . AND QUICKEST ... is of little avail . .

.

it is at these times that we earnesty bespeak your help . . . for after all

. . . we cannot perform miracles . . . but our motto is still . . . "Don't let

the picture die" ... so help us keep it alive and kicking . . . IN!

nt^TiOnMCjOtCei^ SERVICE
\^PRIME anar ofwbmousiRv

TANDARD ACCESSORIES • SPECIALTY ACCESSORIES - TRAILERS



THE NEWS DIGEST
(Continued from Page 20

J

Wanger production of the WAFS. The
other features will include three Abbott <fe

Costello's; Olsen and Johnson's "Crazy
House;" two Deanna Durbins; three Maria
Montez-Jon Hall-Sabu Technicolor rom-
ances; a Charles Boyer vehicle "72 Hours"
and a number of adventure, musical and
mystery productions.

The western program will include seven
Oliver Drake productions and the shorts

schedule will have 13 musical two-reelers

featuring "name" banc's; six Technicolor
Color Classics; Sixteen Walter Lantz Car-
tunes; fifteen Variety Views; fifteen Person-
Oddities and two special Featurettes run-
ning 22 minutes each, one a topical, the
other, musical.

» * *

Detroit Riots Smack Theatres
In addition to the incalculable harm done

by the Detroit race riots to the country's

sense of decency and our war production,

the loss of income to Detroit theatres due
to the riots may exceed a half million dol-

lars before normal operations can be re-

sumed. The declarat on of martial law im-
posed a 9:15 p. m. curfew on the city's 250
motion picture houses, after 18 hours of
rioting that resulted in more than a score
killed and hundreds hurt. The property
damage is still unestimated. The rioting
did not stop until U. S. Army men arrived
to enforce martial law.

Theatre business suffered most heavily in

the dov/ntown theatre district and in the
naborhoods in and adjacent to the Negro
sections. Theaties are staying on their
regular schedule of Friday opening for ne^v
shows, with the curfew remaining until
military authorities decide a new curfew is

safe. Film deliveries, with a few exceptions,
were completed on schedule, even during the
height of the rioting.

Fox Closes With 45
With the announcement of the eleventh

and final block of pictures from 20th Cen-
tury-Fox by Tom J. Connors, vice-president
in charge of sales, for July release, the
company's 1942-43 program was brought to

a close with the total numbers of pictures
released numbering 45.

The final block will consist of "Stormy
Weather," released July 16th; "Heaven Can
Wait" in Technicolor, slated for July 23rd
and "Bomber's Moon," starring Annabella
and George Montgomery on July 30th. Trade
screenings are scheduled for early July.

» • •

Allied Blasts "Isolated Adjustments"
T'.e excessive rental problem cannot be

atisfactorily adjusted by "granting relief in

che most desperate situations," but rather
adjusting ~a es policies of distributors

"Not a dark house in more than

20 years of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
SIenil>er National I'ilra Carriers' Ass'ii

250 N. JUNIPER STREET
PHIT>.\I)EM'HI.\

I-OCUST 4822 RACK 4(>0n

"so as to keep their own profits within

reasonable bounds," said M. A. Rosenberg,
president of National Allied. He said that

no matter how welcome an adjustment is in

isolated cases, it is a "mere palliative and
will not meet the exhibitors' demand for a

remedy for the unsound basic conditions now
prevailing. The real complaint of the ex-

hibitors is that the major distributors, by
their sales policies and gadget selling —
especially the increasing number of high
percentage pictures — are diverting into

theii' own pockets an undue proportion of

the box-ofiice receipts in all situations, in-

cluding those that have gained as well as
those that have suffered from war time
conditions."

Rosenberg blasted the situation which
forces exhibitors to "apply — hat-in-hand —
for handouts" and said that such an un-
sound condition can not continue indefinite-

ly. He called upon the distributors to "stop
thinking in terms of palliatives," and to ad-
just their selling policies so as to keep their

own profits within reasonable bounds; to

stop "unreasonable and unfair discrimina-
tion between exhibitors in the matter of
terms and prices. These reforms would have
the effect automatically to cure the condition
that is giving rise to so much complaint
and it would save a good deal of grief iu

the days to come."

Meanwhile, new problems which have
cropped up during the past six months
prompted the Allied Caravan Committee to

start a new series of meetings, the first of
which was held in Cleveland, June 24. Later
regional meetings will be held in Dallas and
Lios Angeles. The Caravan will also appear
at the annual conference of N. J. Allied in
West End on June 30th.

WB Net Goes Up
Warner Bros.' net profit rose to $4,141,199

after all charges and provision for Federal
taxes for the six months ended February
27, 1943. This compares with a net of $3,-

802,055 after similar deductions for the cor-

responding period last year. The wide dif-

ference in grosses becomes more apparent,
however, with the announcement that for

the six months ended February, 1943, the

company provided $9,800,000 for taxes of an
operating profit of $13,941,199. For the pre-

vious corresponding six months, however,
taxes totaled only $2,825,000 of an operating
profit of $6,627,055. Gross income for the six

months ended February of this year w-i;

$63,409,868, compared with a gross of $53.-

547,614 in the corresponding six months of
the previous year.

Golduyn-RKO Pact

An agreement between Sam Goldwyn and

RKO for the release of the former's pro-

ductions for another year was concluded, it

was announced by N. Peter Rathvon, RKO
president. Goldwyn has scheduled three pic-

tures during the coming season, including

"The North Star," which has been in pro-

duction for some time and is in th^ editing

stage now. The others will be "Up in Arms,"

a Technicolor musical comedy starring

Danny Kaye, Dinah Shore and Dana An-

drews and a Bob Hope comedy, "Treasure

Chest."
Commenting on the agreement, Ned E.

Depinet, president of RKO-Raiio, note!

that "the consistent high quality of Mr.
Goldwyn's productions is such that RKO-
Radio has been happy to release them in

the past and is gratified that this arsoci-^-

tion is to continue Due to the high stand-

ards of the producer, every Samuel Goldwyn
picture is an event which has made him
recognized as one of the great creative

leaders of the industry."

PRC Will Have 40 for '4.3-44

Producers Re easing Corp will release 40

pictures on the 1943-44 program, of which
16 will be Westerns. With an increasi m
budget that will more than uouble the total

appropriation for any previous year, the
24 features will be divided into four groups;
"Producers Specials," "Victory Specials."

"Pacemakers," and Spitfires." Ten of the
features will be budgeted highly, those in

the first two groups.

There will be two series of Westerns with
8 in each series. They wil consist of "The
Texas Rangers," starring Tex O'Brisn and
Jim Newill, and the "Billy, the Kia" seriei

with Buster Crabbe and Al St. John.

THEATRE GAMES

CONTROLLED BINGO GAME—12 w&y
in which to win, $3.00 a thousaad. 16 or 70

ways to win, two colors, $3.50 a thousand.
Box 281, C O FILM BULLETIN, 1239 Vine
Street, Phila., Pa.

DIE CUT BINGO CARDS — $17.50 in

10,000 lots. Smaller quantities, S'2.00 per 1,000.

1-75, 1-100. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY-
ORDER NOW. S. Klous, C O FILM BUL-
LETIN, 1239 Vine Street, Phila., Pa.

SAVE Time . . Energy . . . Insurance . . . Worry . . . Money

Economically Sensible for All Your Deliveries to Be Made by

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, Inc.

HORLACHER
PHIL.4DELPHIA

1225 or 1239 Vine St

B.\Lri.MOKE

1801 Bayard St.

Mpmbev Xatioii.Tl Film rarriers. Inc. M

AV.\5iHlXGTON

1633 3rd St., N. E.

NEW VORK
613 W. 47th St.

YolaiHla Cicchetti. Xotary Public. 1239 Vine St.. Phila.
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BACKGROUND TO DANGER. . .The "Fat Man" whc
gave Bogart so much trouble and audiences so much
suspense in "The Maltese Falcon" is matching wits

with none other than George Raft this time. In a melo-

dramatic yarn with a topical flavor, these two square

off in a battle of cunning and gunning that invites the

exploiteer's talents. The plot has to do with the Ges-

tapo's efforts to create discord between RusEia and
neutral Turkey, with Raft as an American G-Man after

some vital papers. The emphasis is on action and sus-

pense. But the showman has a juicy angle in Raft vs.

The Fat Man — with the United Nation's cause at stake!
It's a ballylulu.

A Warner Bro^. Piotiire. Proiluced by Jerry WaUI. Directed by

Kaoiil WaNli. Ca>.t: (ieorge Kaft, Brerda Marshal', Sydney Green-

street, Peter Lorre, Osa Massen, Jiirt Katoli, Daniel Oelio, Franls

Puglia, Turban Bey, Pedro de Cordoba. Sereen play by W. K.
Burnett. From a Novel by Eric .\nibler. Photography by Tony
Uaudio. A. S. C.

off* .
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AN OFFER TO UNITED ARTISTS
In a telegram recently sent to Pete Wood, secretary of the Ohio Independent

Theatre Owners, vice-president of United Artists Grad Sears took issue with Wood's
charge that other features and Hopalong Cassidy westerns are being forced on

exhibitors when they negotiate for "Stage Door Canteen." He flatly declared in the

wire that "it is a known and generally conceded policy of United Artists for the

post twenty-five years that no exhibitor need buy the pictures of any producer to

acquire the pictures of any other producer." Mr. Sears asked the exhibitor leader

to furnish him information on "specific instances where this alleged practice has

been employed."

We do not know if Mr. Wood can give the United Artists official evidence of

specific violations with regard to "Stage Door Canteen." We have heard of none

directly, but the sale of this picture to independent exhibitors is in the early stages

as yet. Such information is always difficult to provide, anyhow, because of the

natural reluctance of individual exhibitors to "stick out their necks." However, it

is our opinion that many exhibitors would testify anonymously that there hove been

countless cases in which the pictures of various United Artists producers have been

forced with the sale of others.

If Mr. Sears wants proof of either his pronounced policy or our opinion, we
moke this offer. We will poll five thousand (5000) independent exhibitors through-

out the country on the simple question: "Have you ever, in recent years, been

required by United Artists to buy the pictures of any producer to acquire the

pictures of any other producer?"

We will conduct this poll without bias and report the result fully to the

trade. We will conduct it entirely at our own expense.

FILM BULLETIN.

METRO TO BE 'SYMPATHETIC
Independent exhibitors will be pleased to know

that Metro is about to ennbark on a nation-wide analysis

of its customers' contracts, presumably, according to

the statement issued by sales chief William F. Rodgers,

for the purpose of eliminating any inequities that might

exist. This presumption is predicated on Mr. Rodgers'

declaration that "every account will be given a careful

f Continued on Ae.vf Page)
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EDITORIALS BROADWAY
(Continued from Preceding Page)

and sympathetic analysis." The M-G-M executive says

further:

"While, of course, attention will be given to

accounts requiring consideration because of changing

conditions, the purpose of these sales analyses is to

properly appraise each individual situation so that when

a sales approach is made It is based on accurate

information.

"We are convinced that only by individual analysis

of every one of our accounts can an intelligent sales

approach be made, and our experience of having done

this for years has proved that point. With our policy

of placing the responsibility of sales decision with our

branch and district managers, they have found such a

scientific study of each individual situation advantage-

ous to both ourselves and our customers."

For many years Metro has been the industry's lead-

ing production organization and the sales department

has been quite "scientific" In Its methods of making the

customers pay the maximum dollar for the product.

Now there seems to be some hope that Bill Rodgers will

direct his staff to temper their "science" with sympathy.

It would be a good idea to start by dropping the

formula for squeezing the exhibitor's boxofflce to the

anticipated limit and promising a refund If he has noth-

ing left. Our comments about the "hat-In-hand" sales

policy in the last issue brought a response from a large

and diverse group of exhibitors that is convincing evi-

dence of the unwillingness of independents to beg

distributors for kick-backs.

Mr. Rodgers must realize that the number of adjust-

ments his branches are required to grant Is Itself proof

enough that the terms In many situations are awry. It

Is quite possible that 40 percent of the gross Is a rea-

sonable rental from large, high-gross theatres, but we

have serious doubts that it can be justified In the case

of a theatre doing a one hundred dollars daily business.

There might be situations where the remaining sixty dol-

lars represents a profit for the exhibitor, but that would

not seem to hold where the theatre is operated on any

decent scale.

Formulas are the happy solution to many of man's

vexing problems, but we think that Metro's formulas

have worked a grave hardship on many of the company's

customers. Perhaps the "sympathetic analyses" of the

sales staff will remedy the situation.

MO WAX.

NEWSREEL
Cloudy weather during the three-day Fourth of July

holiday week-end and the large percentage of New Yorkers

who remained in town both helped to make records fall at a

few of the film palaces and resulted in "land-office business"

in the Times Square district. The world's largest theatre.

Radio City Music Hall, again led all the rest with its claim

that 84,000 persons saw "The Youngest Profession" during the

three-day period and the July 4th business was the greatest

in over ten years of operation. The M-G-M picture, which
is accompanied by the Don Cossack Chorus and a class stage

show, is a surprise click which brought in over $110,000 during

each of its first two weeks and is now in its third smash week
...Also in its third "terrific" week is "Stage Door Canteen,"

accompanied by Phil Spitalny and His All-Girl Orchestra, at

the Capitol. Here the house was compelled, on July 4th. to

close the box office for two hours because of lack of available

seats and the U. A. release has topped every figure for at-

tendance and grosses since the Capitol changed to combina-

tion stage-and-screen shows nearly four months ago. The
theatre already has taken an option on Spitalny's servic's to

retain the current bill for ten weeks, if necessary.

Two Technicolor musicals, "Dixie" and "Coney Island,"

also attracted their share of customers over the holiday week-

end. The Bing Crosby picture, now in its third week at the

Paramount with the Andrews Sisters heading the "In Person"
show, is still packing them in while the Betty Grable musical,

is still playing to capacity in its fourth week at the huge

Roxy Theatre where Enric Madriguera and Carmen Amaya
and her troupe are heading the stage show. Picture will play

at least a fifth week and will be followed by another musical.

"Stormy Weather" .. .The sole new stage-and-screen show of

the past week, "Background to Danger" and Hal Mclntyre
and His Orchestra with George Tobias and The Three Stooges

on the Strand stage, had the biggest July 4th in its career

but otherwise broke no records. Picture is now in its second
week here and is scheduled for four before opening "The
Constant Nymph" ... Even Loew's State, where "The Human
Comedy" was playing second run, following 17 weeks at the

Astor, did almost double the business for the previous week's
"Pilot No. 5," a first-run.

A third Technicolor musical, "Best Foot Forward." set a
new box-fRoce record for an M-G-M attraction in its first week
at the comparatively small Astor Theatre. Picture is now in

its second week and is attracting the jitterbug element... Of
the two more important Technicolor openings scheduled for

this month, the first is the long-awaited "For Whom the Be'l

Tolls," will hold its world premiere for the benefit of the
National War Fund at the Rivoli on July 14th following a
press preview the night previous. This will be a two-a-day
engagement while Warner Bros.' "This Is the Ai-my" will be
seen at the Hollywood on a continuous run policy, following
the reserved-seat premiere on July 28th for Army Emergency
Relief with seats priced from $55.00 to $2.20. Meanwhile,
"Mission to Moscow" now in its tenth week, will remain at the
Hollywood although business is poor except for the week-ends.
At the Rivoli, "Spitfire" finished four weeks of mild business
and closed on Sunday, July 11th to prepare for "Bells."

After five good weeks of "Cabin in the Sky," the Criterion

brought in RKO's "Bombardier" which was seen by more
than 20,000 persons over the holiday period, topping by more
than 3,000 the previous figure made by Abbott and Costello's

"In the Navy" over a similar period. Picture is now in its

second week and will be succeeded later this month by an-

other A. & C. feature, "Hit the Ice"... "Two Tickets to Lon-
don," another Universal film, held over for a second week at

the action house, the Rialto, but Columbia's "Crime Doctor"
received poor notices and went out of the Globe after one
week. The Disney cartoon feature, "Victory Through Air

Power," is set for this house on July 17th... "So Proudly We
Hail," originally scheduled for the Paramount, has been boeked
by the Radio City Music Hall in August, the first Paramount
release to play this huge house since "Reap the Wild Wind"
in March 1942... The Abbey Theatre (formerly the Warner)
after several weeks of trying to find suitable first-runs, has
switched to revivals such as "Scarface" and "Hell's Angels."

4 FILM BULLETIN.



WARNER BROS ... 1 Sold Individually

'THE CONSTANT NYMPH' BRILLIANTLY ACTiD DRAMA HAS FEMME APPEAL
Rates on name values; weak for action spots

Warners
112 Minutes
Charles Boyer, Joan Fontaine, Al?xis Smith,
Charles Coburn, Brenda Marshall, Dame May
Whitty, Peter Lorre, Jean Muir, Montagu
Love, Joyce Reynolds, Edward C'annelli,

Joan Blair, Andre Chariot, Doris Lloyd,
Crauford Kent, Jeanine Crispin, Richard
Ryan, Marcel Dalio, Clemenoe Groves.

Directed by Edmund Goulding.

An emotional love story, briUiantly acted
by Charles Boyer, Joan Fontaine and Alexis
Smith, "The Constant Nymph" will exert a
powerful appeal to the feminine trade.
While the early portions of the picture,
which was adapted from Margaret Ken-
nedy's novel and play, are slow-moving and
seem intent on establishing the carefree, un-
tamed conditions under which the Sanger
children lived, the latter part builds steadily
until it reaches its dramatic climax, fol-

lowed by its tragic conclusion. Although
some cutting would have speeded the first

half. Director Edmund Goulding has injected
many human interest touches and comedy
bits which make the characters the more
natural and likeable. However, it is in the

scenes of great tenderness, as well as in th<»

scenes of domestic strife, that Goulding
really achieves strong drama. The photog-
raphy by Tony Gaudio and the Erich Wolf-
gang Korngold's musical score both deserve
high praise. With its star cast and escap'st

theme — far removed from war — this will

pull them in in first-runs and the better

naborhoods. Word-of-mouth will build the
feminine draw generally. It will prove a
weak attraction in action houses.

In the story, Charles Boyer, promising
composer who seems unable to achieve great
success with his music, goes to a remote
Swiss chalet where a fellow-musician lives

with his four wild, untamed daughters. One
(Joan Fontaine) is in love with Boyer, al-

though he regards her as still a child. When
their father d'es, the children are separated
and their uncle (Charles Coburn) arrive-j

from England with his daughter. Alexia
Smith. Boyer is fascinated by her and they

are soon betrothed. Miss Fontaine being
sent to an English school. Married and
living in London, Boyer is still unable to

find a soul for his music, while his wife
does her utmost to make a social lion out of
him. Later. Miss Fontaine runs away from
school and, because of a weak heart, stays

in London where she helps Boyer with his

music. The wife creates a stormy scene
when she realizes she is losing her husband
to Miss Fontaine. On the night of his great
concert, Miss Fontaine collapses under the

wife's accusations. When she hears hi^

composition over the radio, she rea'izes all

his love for her is expressed in it. The
emotional strain is too great for her heart
and she dies before Boyer can return to her.

Charles Boyer surpasses himself, playing

romantic passages and dramatic domestic
scenes with equal finesse. Joan Fontaine
gives an outstanding performance as the
adoring adolescent — one that will bring

tears to many natrons' eyes. Excellent, too,

and all the more surprising because of her
unimpressive showing to date, is Alexis

Smith, who is tremendously convincing and
extremely attractive as the aristocratic wife.

Charles Coburn's humorous touches are a
delight. Dame May Whitty contributes

another outspoken dowager, Joyce Reynolds
is excellent as the youngest daughter and
the late Montagu Love, Peter Lorre, Jean
Muir and Edward Ciannelli also deserve

praise.
LEYENDECKER

M-G-M...1 Not Set

'BEST FOOT FORWARD' GAY AND YOUTHFUL MUSICAL WILL CLICK BIG
Rates • • • generally

M-G-M
93 Minutes

Lucille Ball, William Gaxton Virginia Weid-
ler. Tommy Dix, Nancy Walker, Kenny
Bowers, Gloria DeHaven, Jack Jordan, June
Allyson, Chill Wills, Beverly Tyler, H?nj-y

O'Neill, Sara Haden, Donald MacBride, Nana
Bryant, Morris Ankrimi, Harry James and
His Music Makers.
Directed by Edward Buzzell.

A gay and youthful musical brimming
over with spontaneity and lively fun, "Best

Foot Forward" is good entertainment for

young and old alike. The 'teen age and
high school bunch will delight in its prep
students' doings and the music of Harry
James, the current jive king, while their

elders will enjoy the amusing antics of the

youngsters, the fast-paced story and the

many song hits. "Buckle Down, Winsocki"

is a rousing number that will set patrons

humming, just as it did on the stage and
"Ev'ry Time" and "Alive and Kicking" are

likely to become radio favorites. The story

is light and inconsequential and Director

Edward Buzzell has accented the farcical

angle, but it remains a thoroughly-engaging

bit of nonsense and entirely adequate for a

musical. Although not elaborate, the pro-

duction values are excellent and the school

backgrounds, the girls' simple dresses and
the boys' trim uniforms are greatly enhanced

by the Technicolor photography. Lucille

Ball and Harry James insure marquee draw
but, like the George Abbott show from
v/h;ch it was adapted, the leading roles are

in the hands of a fresh and promising group.

In particular, Nancy Walker, a mugging
little clown, will be a favorite with audiences.

This can be exploited to the utmost.

The story takes place in and around Win-
socki, a military prep school. Lucille Ball,

fading movie star, has been persuaded by
her press agent (William Gaxton) to accept
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the invitation of Tommy Dix, a love-struck

student, to attend the senior prom When
she arrives. Tommy is forced to write his

girl (Virginia Weidler) that he is ill while

he asks Miss Ball to attend the prom under

an assumed name. When Virginia arrives

to nurse Tommy, she becomes enraged on

learning about Miss Ball. At the prom, Miss

Ball is introduced as Virginia but, when
the other students find out who she really

is, they neglect their own girls and later

tear her dress to shreds for souvenirs. Miss

Ball gets plenty of publicity, but things look

bad for Tommy, who is threatened with ex-

pulsion. Miss Ball then successfully pleads

with the school head to reinstate Tommy
before his graduation — and entrance to

West Point.

Lucille Ball photographs stunningly in

Technicolor and she gets the utmost in com-

edy values from the role of the glamorous

movie star, while William Gaxton is a splen-

did foil as her fast-talking publicity man.

In addition to Miss Walker, Tommy Dix is

outstanding as the unhappy adolescent and

June Allyson and Kenny Bowers are others

from the original show who should remain

in pictures. Virginia Weidler does well

enough with the less important role of the

young heroine.

LEYENDECKER
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20th GCNTURY-FOX ... 1 in Eleventh Block

'BOMBER'S MOON' ACTION FILM LACKS PLAUSIBILITY
Rates — as supporting dualler generally

20th Centurj'-Fox
70 Minutes
George Montgomerj', Annabella, Kent Taylor,

Walter King-sford, Martin Kosleck, Dennis
Holey, Robert Barrat, Victor Killian, Rich-
ard Graham, Kenneth Brown, Felix Bosch,
George Davis, Robert Lewis, Li inel Royce,
Ilka Gruning, Christian Rub, Wallis Clark,
Hermine Sterler, Reginald Sheffield.

Directed by Charles Fuhr.

Although branded with a pulp magazine
plot which utilizes typical Dick Tracy es-

capes and situations, "Bomlber's Moon" is

likely to thrill action fans, especially the

youngsters. The pictured is classed as an
exploitation special because of its topical

background, but it depicts the Nazis as utter-

ly dimwitted and, consequently, many in-

telligent patrons will fail to take it seriously.

A new director, Charles Fuhr, is at all times

more intent on the film's action content

than on its plausib.lity, and although he
gives it considerable footage, the love in-

terest between a vengeful American flyer

and an incarcerated female medical lieuten-
ant from the Red Army is never believable.
However, George Montgomery and Anna-
bella, who play these roles, supply the mar-
quee draw which will get this by as a sup-
porting dualler.

Story opens with a bombing raid on Ger-
many during which the pilot, George Mont-
gomery, crashes his plane, but escapes with
minor injuries. However, a Nazi aide, play-
ed by Martin Kosleck machine guns the
bombardier, Montgomery's brother, as he
dangles helplessly from his parachute. Mont-
gomery is captured and imprisoned with a
Czech ofl^cer, played by Kent Taylor and a
doctor in the Red Army, Annabella. All

three manage to break out during an air

raid and after Annabella conducts them to

Walter Kingsford, head of the underground
movement, Taylor reveals himself as Ges-
tapo operator. In the struggle that ensues.

Kingsford and Taylor are both killed and
Montgomery and Annabella escape with
money and identification pai)ers. In Holland,
Montgomery notices Kosleck's plane and he
remains behind to avenge his brother. Kos-
leck who is planning to use an RAF plane

to sneak through Britain's defenses and
bomb No. 10 Downing Street, takes off with
Montgomery pursuing in a Nazi plane.

Ironically, Kosleck is killed by Nazi pilots

and Montgomery is almost captured by RAF
men before Annabella can be contacted to

identify him.

George Montgomery and Annabella make
an extremely attractive romantic pair, and
the latter, despite her French accent, is

most convincing in the role of a Russian
medical lieutenant. Martin Kosleck gives

his customary fiendish portrayal of a Nazi.

Dennis Hawley, Kent Taylor, Walter Kings-
ford and several other character actors are
wasted in small roles.

LEYENDECKER

'HIT THE ICE' BEST OF RECENT ABBOH AND COSTELLOS
Rates • • • generally

Universal
82 Minutes.

Bud Abbott, Lou Costello, Ginny Sinims,

Patric Knowles, Elyse Knox, Sheldon Leon-
ard, Marc Lawrence, Joe Sawyer, James
Burke, Dorothy Vaughan, Johnny Long and
His Orchestra.

Directed by Charles Lamont.

Funniest of the recent Abbott and Cos-

tello vehicles, with the added support of the

popular radio songstress, Ginny Simms, "Hit

the Ice" should be a box office winner gen-

erally. The team romps through the early

scenes dispensing slapstick, gags and their

familiar play-on-words with excellent laugh
results. The A. and C. horseplay is really

given full rein during the ice-skating and
ski chases in the latter part of the film. As
always, the stars and their director, Charles

Lament, squeeze every possible laugh out of

each situation before turning to the next.

The picture is packed with unvarnished
humor, such as pratt falls, and will keep
the comics' fans in an almost continual state

of merriment. Production values are excel-

lent and, of the four songs by Revel and
Webster, "I'm Like a Fish Out of Water"

and "Happiness Bound" have a good chance

to achieve popularity. All are splendidly

sung by Ginny Simms, who also enters into

the plot and makes her best screen impres-

sion to date. Both she and Johnny Long's

Orchestra will mean additional marquee
draw.

In the story, Abbott and Costello, candid
cameramen, are mistaken for gunmen when
they talk of "shooting" somebody and are

hired by Sheldon Leonard, gangster, to cover
him during a bank robbery. The robbery
takes place and the two boys are on hand to
take a picture instead of wielding a gun.
When Leonard makes a getaway and the
boys are questioned by the police, they learn
thfc truth about their little job and they
then follow the gangster to Sun Valley, where
he has gone into hiding. At the resort, they
get jobs as waiters but Costello, not know-
ing how to skate, has great difficulty wait-
ing on people in the rink. Meanwhile. Leon-
ard tries every means to get the negative*
of the robbery away from Costello. even to

employing the voluptuous vocalist (Ginny
S'mms) as lure. The climax has the boys
skiing down an icy mountain chased by rob-

bers. Costello is caught but, by turning him-
self into a snowball, he engulfs Leonard and
the latter is finally turned over to the police.

Best in the supporting cast is Sheldon
Leonard, who turns in a tongue-in-cheek
perfoimance as the big shot gangster. Miss
Simms does nicely in her few romantic mo-
ments with Johnny Long, who also provides
some lively orchestra music. Patric Knowles
and Elyse Knox are personable, but not too

important, in a minor romance.
LEYENDECKER.

'VICTORY THROUGH AIR POWER' INFORMATIVE AND ENGROSSING CARTOON FEATURE
Rates + as supporting dualler

United Artists (Walt Disney)
65 Minutes

By and with Major Alexander P. de Sever-
sky. Sequences directed by H. C. Potter.

An absorbing, imaginative and highly in-

formative cartoon feature based on Major
Alexander de Seversky's book, "Victory
Through Air Power" is not strictly speak-
ing, entertainment. In common with all

Disney product, this contains skillful ani-
mation and superb Technicolor pho'^ography
but, unlike Disney's previous f3atures, this
is a timely subject t 'eated seriously excejit

for some introductory scenes, tracing the
beginnings of aviation which raise a few
chuckles. The picture is dedicated to our
airmen and, as the pages of the book turn,
Major de Seversky is introduced, through
some live action sequences, speaking on the

subject nearest his mind and heart — how
air power will eventually beat the Axis. His
explanations of the basic principals of war-

fare with particular regard to the ascend-
ancy of air power are clarified wi h numer-
ous diagrams and the picture unfolds in

absorbing and farcinating fashion. This

should prove especially ergrossing to the

millions who have become amateur war tac-

ticians and every effort should be made to

induce patriotic Americans to see it. The
Disney name, added to the widely-read book
and author's fame, give this subject worthy
exploitation angles. The short running time
makes it suitable for a supporting dualler,

especially if coupled with a musical cr light

comedy feature.

The history of aviation starts in 1903 with
a sign on the Wright Bros. Bicycle Shop
"Gone to Kittyhawk." It was there the

Wrights' four cylinder, twelve horse power
airplane had its first successful fl'ght and.

in the next few years, innumerable other
planes were developed by o'ihers until, in

1908, the brothers delivered the first mili-

tary plane. In the first World War the
plane was mainly used for reconnaisance
duty, then came round-the-world flights and.

later, air mail and passenger trips became
a part of everyday life. Today, only forty

years later, the Wright Bros." historic flight

could be made on the wing of the B-19 with

92 feet to spare.

The live action sequences show de Sever-

sky's childhood and his preparations which
qualify him to speak as an authority on air

power. He shows what air power has done

in the war to date, why France's Maginot

Line failed, how Hitler's plans are backed up
by aviation, why our naval defense in the

Pacific crumpled under the blows of air

power and why the U. S. must employ long-

range air power to strike at the heart of

Japan. In cartoon form, we see huge bomb-
ers taking off from an Alaskan base, head-

ing for Tokio. releasing tons of bombs on
Japan's industrial centers and leaving the

entire island in flames. Major de Seversky's

arguments are graphically shown and his

plan seems quite plausible. The musical

score is excellent and the entire production

up to the high Disney standard.
LEYENDECKER
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THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi-Weekly Review of the Trade's Events

Divorcement Bill Again in Senate

The Neely theater divorcement bill, long

in repose, has been reincarnated and was

re-introduced into the Senate last week. The

man who ripped the R. I. P. plaque off the

bill was Sen. Harley M. Kilgore, senior

senator from West Virginia, who sponsored

it with the agreement of the Department of

Justice. The measure prohibits producers

or distributors from having any interest jn

theatres and provides 18 months for distri-

butor-owners to divest themselves of their

theatre holdings.

The timing of the Neely bill revival was
viewed by many distributors as giving the

Grovernment a club to wield when the New
York Consent Decree expires in November
and further demands for legislation may be

sought. However, according to Sen. Kilgore,

he introduced the bill after a flood of com-
plaints came to him from independent ex-

hibitors and organizations, that the terms
of the Consent Decree are not being lived

up to by the distributors. As chairman of

the Senate Judiciary Sub-committee handl-
ing the Neely bill. Sen. Kilgore had agreed
with the D. of J. to re-introduce it also as a
means of keeping rein on the parties to the

decree.

The bill, as introduced by the Senator,

does not differ in any respect from the
Neely bill and charges that since the ma-
jority of the films available for exhibition

are handled by the major distributors, the
holding of and acquisition of affiliated

theatres by producers and distributors is

contrary to public policy in that (a) it re-

sults in undue preferences for such houses;
(b) causes discrimination against indepen-
dents; (c) enables the companies to acquire
a virtual monopoly of first-run theatres in

the principal cities and subsequent-i-un
houses in certain areas; (d) interferes with
the freedom of independents to obtain an
adequate supply of quality films, and (e)

tends to create a monopoly.

It asks that Congress declare it "unlaw-
ful for any producer or distributor to own,
control, manage, buy, or book films" for any
theatre in the country or "to have any in-

terest, direct or indirect, legal or equitable,
through stock ownership or otherwise in any
such motion picture theatre or theatres."
The same penalties as were prescribed in
the Neely bill apply.

The Neely block-booking bill will not be
revived, said Sen. Kilgore, at this time, but
if he finds it necessary, he will take steps

to see that it, too, is brought to the floor of

the Senate. The Kilgore bill was entered
just before the Senate recessed and is ex-

pected to be pushed by early Fall.

N. J. Allied Meets

The exhibitors' role in the war effort and

film rentals were the major topics of dis-

cussion at the 24th Annual convention of

Allied Theatre Owners of New Jersey at

West End, N. J. Harry LowenGtein, presi-

dent of N. J. Allied, was host to Allied

leaders from all sections of the country and
members of the Board of Directors of Na-
tional Allied, as well as representatives of

the production and distribution ends of the

industry.

Abram F. Myers, general counsel for Na-
tional Allied, scoring industry's involvement
in government affairs, told exhibitors that

the films must not become a mouthpiece for

any one segment of the Government, lest it

be looked upon as a propaganda agency.

He commended the work done by the films

in furthering the war effort, but warned that

enthusiasm in that direction could get out

of hand and that the industry might do
"too much" thus making the situation more
dangerous to future legislation if the indus-

try becomes associated in the minds of Con-
gress and the public as an instrument of

propaganda for any political faction. He
cited "Mission to Moscow" as an example
and the recent move by industry leaders in

backing the political fight for appropriations
for OWI's domestic division.

Myers also treated of the controversy over
film rentals, noting that the Allied Caravan
plan was the best approach to the problem
and that the job could be done by nation-

wide cooperation. He recalled that by united
efforts exhibitors got rid of distributor-fixed

admissions and said the same could be done
to combat 50 percent terms if exhibitors

would refuse to play pictures on that basis

regardless of initial injury caused by that
determination.

An innovation in Allied's activities was
initiated with the creation of "buying
clinics," conducted by selected exhibitors
who are considered the most competent film
buyers in each region. The experts will give
advice on buying and booking, look out for
unsound deals made by exhibitors and make
suggestions to aid exhibitors in their buying.
Eastern regional leaders will meet every 60
days on clinic matters in addition to local

parleys. The estaiblishment of the clinics

came as an aftermath of lengthy discussions
on prices and buying problems with the
Allied Caravan's experiences contributing
valuable assistance.

A plan to enlist the aid of local Boy
Scouts was regarded favorably as a means
of combating vandalism and juvenile delin-

quency.

The industry's aid in the war effort was
given high praise by Government representa-

tives. Francis S. Harmon praised the de-

centralization of WAC and gave considerable

time to the proper distribution of Govern-

ment and patriotic shorts. Arthur Mayer
said that despite the apparent death of the

OWI film bureau, he believed that one in-

formational short would be released by the

Government every week. He added that

only two drives would be launched this year
— one for the Red Cross and one for Na-
tional War Relief. Mayer stressed the im-

portance of copper collections, noting that

the Government looked to the theatres for

a major portion of the collections.

Walter E. Green, president of National-

Simplex-Bludworth, told Allied members
that the theatre supply situation "looks

brighter" and that "everything possible is

being done to keep the theatres open " both

by the supply companies and the equip-

ment division of the War Production Board.

At the elections held by N. J. Allied, Harry
Lowenstein was re-elected president, Lou
Gold, vice-president for the Northern unit

and Ralph Wilkins was elected vice-

president for the Southern unit. Dave Mate,

secretary, and Dave Snaper, treasurer, were
also re-elected as was Morris Spewak,
sergeant-at-arms. Elected to the board of

directors were Basil Zeigler, John Harwan,
Morris Spewak, Jacob Unger; George Gold,

Sidney Samuelson, Lee Newbury and Irving

Dollinger were named ex-ofiicio members of

the board.

» * *

At Least JJ For WB in '43-44

The 1943-44 lineup for Warner Bros., ac-

menson, general sales manager, shows a

backlog of 14 features completed, five now
in production and a dozen ready to start

shooting as soon as studio space is avail-

able, making a total of at least 31 features

cording to an announcement by Ben Kal-

already set for the new season. The final

total will be determined later, said Kalmen-

son, depending upon market conditions. The

studio will continue to maintain "capacity

production in order to be prepared for any

possible change in present conditions."

Final releases for the current season are

"Background to Danger," "The Constant

Nymph" with Charles Boyer and Joan Fon-

taine; and Irving Berlin's "This Is the

Army."

Already completed and ready for release

on the new season's schedule are: "Watch
On the Rhine" starring Bette Davis and Paul

Lukas; "Thank Your Lucky Stars" with a
cast including Humphrey Bogart, Eddie Can-
tor, Bette Davis, Errol Flynn, Olivia de Hav-

(Continued from Page 7)
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'TWO SENORITAS FROM CHICAGO' JOAN DAVIS GETS LAUGHS IN WEAK MUSICAL
Rates as supporting dualler for nab

Columbia

68 Minutes

Joan Davis, Jinx Falltenburg, Bob Haymes,

Ann Savage, Leslie Brooks, Emmery Farnell,

Ramsey Ames, Douglas Leavitt, Muni Seroff,

Max Willenz, Frank Sully, Charles C. Wilson,

George McKay, Shirley Patterson, Stanley

Brown, Romaine Callender.

Directed by Frank Woodruff.

Joan Davis clowns her way to fair laugh

returns in "Two Senoritas from Chicago," a

nonsensical musical programmer with vir-

tually no other redeeming features. Broad
burlesque is this lanky comedienne's forte

and Director Frank Woodruff wisely permits

orhoods

her to mug to her heart's cTnteit aid fpring

a few moss-covered, but still amusing, gags

to make part of the picture baarable. Other-

wise, it's an implausible film, told with little

imagination and serves only as a show-case

for four Columbia starlets —
- Jinx Falken

buig, Ann Savage, Leslie Brooks and Ram-
sey Ames — who have little to do bu' look

attractive in revealing costumes. Th<; slight

romantic interest is amateurishly handled
by Bob Haymes — a newcomer who=e sing-

ing voice is his only asset. The Davis gal's

popularity will get this by as a supporting
dualler in naborhood spots.

The story opens in a Chicago hotel where
Joan Davis, a refuse checker who fancies

herself a theatrical agent, stumbles upon a
discarded play by two Portugese play-

wrights. Without getting permission, Joan

'GET GOING' MILDLY AMUSING COMEDY PROGRAMMER
Rates as supporting dualler in n

Universal
60 Minutes
Grace McDonald, Robert Paige, Vera Vague,
Walter Catlett, Maureen Cannon, Frank
Faylen, Lois Collier, Milburn Stone, Nana
Bryant, Wally Vernon^ Jennifer Holt, C'aire

Whitney.
Directed by Jean Yarbrough.

This mildly entertaining entry in Univer-
sal's series of semi-musical programmers
can hold up the supporting end of nabor-
hood duals. Crowded conditions in war-time
Washington provide an amusing and topical

background for an inconsequential tale about
a small town girl who accidentally uncovers
the headquarters of a spy ring. Although

aborhoods
never believable, the film passes pleasantly

due to its fast pace and the exuberant com-
edy in which Vera Vague excels. And while
none of the songs are outstanding, the

humorous dialogue is sure-fire for laughs
from family audiences.

The story starts in Vermont as Grace
McDonald, exasperated by her jealous boy-
friend, leaves to seek a career in Washing-
ton. Finding work in a governmental
agency, she finally also finds a place to live

in a crowded rooming house with Vera
Vague and a swarm of other girls. At the

office, the personnel director (Robert Paige)
ignores the girls, except when he is forced
to investigate their fitness for a confidential

government job. Miss McDonald then sows
the seed of suspicion in Paige and he takes

'SPY TRAIN' CARBON COPY ACTION MELODRAMA
Rates -f as naborhood dualler

Monogram
61 Minutes
Richard Tnivis, Catherine Craig, Chick
Chandler, Evelyn Brent. Warren Hymer,
Tholma White, Gerald Brock, Steve Roberts,
Bill Hunter, Snowflake.
Directed by Harold Young.

With its Nazi espionage plot, speeding
train locale and the usual group of assorted
villainous and heroic passenger?, "Spy
Train" is a carbon copy of numerous other
action melodramas. While the characteis
of a news correspondent, his publisher's
beautiful daughter, her dim-witted maid (for

laughs) and a frightened porter follow the
accepted pattern, the story does generate
some suspense as a suitcase, carrying a
time bomb, is passed from one compartment
to another. The film's principal novelty was
in making one of the spies' thick-headedness
pass for comic relief — a mistake all around.
For the minor action spots and mav pass
as a supporting dualler in naborhoods.

The story opens in a large railroad ter-

minal where two enemy agents check their

suitcase containing a list of Nazi party mem-
bers in America. At the same time, a simi-

lar bag, containing a time bomb, is checked.
Through a mistake made by her maid, the
publisher's daughter takes the wrong suit-

sends the play to a Broadway producer and,

to her amazement, it is accepted. With two
showgirl friends. Jinx Falkenburg and Ann
Savage, who assume Portugese accents and
pose as the playwrights' sisters, Joan lands

in New York. Two rival actresses recognize

the girls and threaten to spill the beans to

the producer and matters are also compli-

cated when the two actual playwrights sell

their show to a rival producer. It takes
some maneuvering on Joan's part before the
producing tangle is finally straightened out.

The songs are chiefly production numbers
with Jinx Falkenburg doing her best to

make an impression, but succeeding only

with "If I Can Count on You." Emory Par-

nell contiibutes an amusing portrayal of an
exa=peiated Broadway producer.

DENLEY

her out while he endeavors to learn about
her qualifications for the job. At the same
time, Walter Catlett, a private detective, is

tracing her for the country sweetheart.

Paige becomes angry when he finds out how
the girl has been leading him on, but he
forgives her when she discovers that a
homey recreation spot is actually the head-
quarters for a real spy ring.

Grace McDonald does nicely in the light

comedy role of the determined heroine and
Robert Paige makes a good romantic foil.

Vera Vague follows her customary man-
chasing style of broad comedy and Nana
Bryant contributes a clever acting bit as a

spv who masquerades behind a sympathetic
exterior.

LEYENDECKER

case aboard the train and the chase through
the corridors starts. An Italian agent, also

after the list of party members, is murdered
and things look black for the hero, but

matters are straightened out and he becomes
a hero. The spies are destroyed by the ex-

plosion of the time bomb and the heroine
is absolved of all blame in the spy plot.

Richard Travis, recently with Warners,
and such familiar players as Chick Chand-
ler, Warren Hymer and Evelyn Brent, give
this some slight marquee value. Travis do?s

well in the romantic, as well as heroic, role

and Miss Brent is acceptable as one of the

spy ring.

YORK

the fact that his housekeeper (Mary Clare)
tells her that he is subject to murdering
spells. Eventually, she learns that Miss
Clare, who has been scheming to convince
Mason that he is insane, is actually the
missing teacher's killer. Mason then drives
the two \illainous servants over the moors
and they stumble to their death in quick-
sand.

Mary Clare is excellent as the vicious,

double-crossing housekeeper who cloaks her-

self in a kindly exterior, but Wilfrid Law-
son, a fine character actor, is wasted in a

minor role. James Mason is a stand-out as

the disturbed and unhappy composer.

DENLEY

'TERROR HOUSE' GOOD BRITISH-MADE THRILLER
Rates — in action spots; more if exploited

Producers Releasing Corp.
62 Minutes

James Mason, Mary Clare, Wilfrid Lawson,
Joyce Howard, John Fernald, Tucker Mc-
Guire.

Directed by Leslie Arliss.

With its eerie photography and shuddery
moments, climaxed by a gruesome climax,
"Terror House" is made-to-order for horror
addicts — if they can be lured into the
theatre. The picture is more effective than
the average Hollywood thriller but, outside
of its title, this British-made production is

completely lacking in marquee draw. The

story takes place in a gloomy mansion on
the wind-swept Yorkshire Moors and Direc-
tor Leslie Arliss has slowly built up sus-
pense to its surprise denounement. If ex-
ploited, this might get above-average grosses
in action spots.

The story starts as two school-teachers
(Joyce Howard and Tucker McGuire) de-
cide on a holiday walking trip over the
Yorkshire Moors in the hope of finding some
trace of another teacher who disappeared
the previous season. Lost in a sudden storm,
they stumble into a remote house where
James Mason, a composer who was shell-

shocked in the Spanish conflict, lives with
his two servants. Although he ignores her.
Miss Howard is attracted to Mason despite

(More Reviews on Page 19)
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
Harry Cohn is now in New York for home office conferences,

presumably about the new season's product. Behind his trip i?

more than meets the eye. Columbia, of all the major producers,

is in the weakest position to meet the exigencies of wartime pro-

duction. Having no contract list to speak of and being unable to

borrow as freely as in the past from other studios, due to the war
duties of so many male stars, this outfit faces an unpromising out-

look for 1943-44. Although the current season showed an improve
ment over the miserable '41-42 output, there were actually only a

handful of Columbia pictures entitled to be labeled "major." The
programmers which make up the bulk of the product are mostly
"quickies" of independent calibre.

Columbia has always been the most lavish promiser of all tho

majors. Each season exhibitors are presented with most extra-

vagant production plans, but as the season wears on it becomes
evident that there will be the usual two or three specials — and the

rest can be forgotten. This happens every year and the fortli-

coming season will probably be no exception.

A total of 44 features is being planned for the 1943-44 season.

The program will include two specials — plans are for them to be
sold separately after screening — one of which will be the Sam
Wood production of "The Land Is Bright," from the Edna Ferber-

George S. Kaufman play. Columbia also promises three Techni-

color features; 12 musicals; 7 mystery dramas; 2 musical westerns

and 8 regular westerns. Four of the latter will star Charles Star-

rett and the other four Russell Hayden.
Mae West has checked in for rehearsals of songs and lines she

will have in "Tropicana." Victor Moore and William Gaxton will

have featured roles with the buxom come-back star .. .Columbia is

bidding for film rights to "The First Legion," religious play pro-

duced on Broadway in 1934 with Bert Lytell starred .. .Terneen
Corp., recently formed by Pat O'Brien and Phil Ryan, will produce
"Pile Buck," with O'Brien starred, for Columbia release. It's about
an Irish shipyard worker... Sol C. Siegel will produce "Road To
Yesterday" with Irene Dunne.

Lester Cowan, producer of "Commandos Strike at Dawn," who
has one more picture to make for this outfit, found it impossible
to get along with Harry Cohn and moved his unit to another studio
rather than aggravate the friction ... They are still hoping to get
Harold Lloyd to act in "Mr. Winkle Goes to War" and the be-
spectacled comedian might yet be convinced. The "Mr. Winkle"
book is receiving widespread attention, the Council for Books in

Wartime having recently ordered 50,000 copies.

OWI Overseas Bureau withdrew objections to "Appointment in
Berlin" after producer Sam Bischoff re-made portions of the pic
lure eliminating scenes which justified the Munich pact on the
grounds that it gave Britain time to prepare for war. One of the
leading characters is modeled on the infamous Lord Haw Haw,
Nazi radio propagandist.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Of all the producing companies, this organization has been lea.=;t

affected by change in executive personnel. Louis B. Mayer has been
its presiding genius practically since the inception of the company
and his associates, in most instances, can be counted as veterans in
point of continuous service. Extensions of personal service con-
tracts with Mayer, David Bernstein, J. Robert Rubin and Larry
Weingarten will be voted on by stockholders at the next meeting
(July 29) and are practically certain to be ratified. These new
pacts call for the same rate of compensation as under previous
existing contracts with a provision for a further extension of three
years upon written notice on or before March 31, 1946, by the com-
pany and acceptaJble April 10, 1946, by the other parties. During

the year ended August 31, 1942, the four executives named above

received the following compensation: Louis B. Mayer, salary $157,-

500; percentage $792,265; total $949,765. J. Robert Rubin received

a fixed salary of $106,000 and a percentage amounting to $163,836.

totalling $269,836. David Bernstein received a like salary plus

$175,719 in percentages, to a grand total of $281,719, while Wein-

garten got a fixed salary of $170,000 and percentage of $41,001 add-

ing to a grand total of $211,626. Nicholas Schenck has recom-

mended approval of these contracts.

Those in charge of production here look with envy on the

lush Technicolor movies being turned out by other studios, es-

pecially 20th Fox, and which MGM seems unable to duplicate.

As evidence of this, one has only to compare "DuBarry Was a

Lady" with "Coney Island." Back of this difference is MGM's
policy of not wishing to be told. In other words, it has a surfeit

of "genius" and too much money, which enables them to discard

and start over again is at the root of this evil. It might be good

for this organization to hand-pick a few producers from the in-

dependent ranks and learn how to make pictures the hard way.

MGM's product is too pat. It lacks spark. There is a crying need

on this lot for the type of showmanship exemplified by Mervyn
Leroy who is capable of making a good picture on a shoestring.

This is a good time for a readjustment. Metro sadly needs new
blood.

Joan Crawford's decision to leave this lot, where she has been

a stellar property for almost 18 years, came as a surprise but is

considered good judgment on her part. The star felt that she was
being taken too much for granted and that at Warners she will

get the benefit of a fresh viewpoint. Phil Terry, Miss Crawford's

husband, is expected to join her at the Warner studio as soon as

he finishes his present assignment. . .After much discussion, it

has been decided to go ahead with "Quo Vadis" after all. Robert
Leonard will direct and Arthur Hornblow produce the spectacle

which is expected to cost $4,000,000 and which will be in Techni-

color. Tests are now being made for the leading roles.

MONOGRAM
With nice foresight, this company is seeking a new romantic

duo on the type of Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell. Ray John-

ston feels that the public is looking for young romance. Women
and girls, denied male companionship by the war, are seeking to

keep alive that well-known spark that makes the world go round.

Monogram is anxious to get the public's reaction to the team of

Gale Storm and Bill Henry who will be introduced in "Nearly

Eighteen." If this combination catches on, the kids will be fea-

tured in a series.

Another piece of showmanship is reviving the title of that

old money-maker, "Where Are My Children?" which paid off many
a mortgage back in 1916-17. The new picture will again deal with

juvenile delinquency as highlighted by the recent "zoot suit" dis-

turbances. Authentic data on the subject has been secured from
J. Edgar Hoover of the F. B. I. It will be produced by Jeffrey

Bernard who made the supei'b "Stars Look Down" and "Pastor
Hall" in England.

Ann Corio is doing personals on the West Coast and has se!.

back her tour of eastern theatres until after she makes "The Sul-

tan's Daughter," scheduled to start August 19... "Death Known
No Time," original story by George Seymour Cappy, purchased
for early production by the energetic team of Sam Katzman and
Jack Dietz. Bill Beaudine will direct "The Thirteenth Guest," a
thriller written by the same guy (Armitage Trail) who wrote
"Scarface". . ."Spotlight Scandals" will be release title of musical
starring Billy Gilbert, Frank Fay and Bonnie Baker, formerly
called "Spotlight Revue"... Is there any connection with the title

of "Nearly Eighteen" and the fact that Mildred Harris, first wife
of Charlie Chaplin, is in the cast?



PARAMOUNT
After a temporary lull, this company is Roing into peak pro-

duction within the next few weeks. Just getting under way are

"Hail the Conquering Hero" and "The Story of Dr. Wassell." Set

to get the gun are "The Hour Before Dawn," "Standing Room
Only," "Our Hearts Were Young and Gay," "Timber Queen" and

"Henry Aldrich's Code of Honor." "Frenchman's Creek," big

Technicolor special, is in final stages.

One of the greatest assets Paramount has is the producing

team of Bill Pine and Bill Thomas. These young ex-press agents

know boxofRce values and it is for this reason that they are known
out here as the "Dollar Bills." Since starting to produce for

Paramount, this combination has turned out a steady succession

of low-Jbudgeted action mellers such as "Minesweeper," "Tornado,"

"Aerial Gunner" and "Submarine Alert." Shrewdly, these two

showmen have written into their contract the right to choose the

block in which their pictures are to be sold. Now they are upping

the budget for their most ambitious production "Timber Queen"
and have set June Havoc for the title role. The boys feel that in

La Havoc, sister of the famous Gypsy Rose, they have another

Claire Trevor. Also on the Pine-Thomas slate is a musical ex-

travaganza in which they will star Jack Haley, whose deft type

of comedy has never been properly sold. This will be based on an
original story of their own called "Rhythm Ranch," a place where
anything can happen and does. Keep your eye on the "Dollar

Bills." They're smart boys and will probably wind up owning
the studio!

PRODUCERS RELEASING
Despite an earlier announcement that PRC was considering

taking over a group of top pictures for its own production financ-
ing, decision on this policy is still up in the air. The question was
under considerable discussion at the company's recent convention
in Kansas City, but nothing was decided. Leon Fromkess, pro-

duction head, is in favor of the plan, but is not meeting with like

enthusiasm from O. Henry Briggs and others in the financial end
who feel that it would entail too much risk. Our guess is that
PRC will continue along present lines at least for another year
until more strongly established. It is simply following a safe
policy of letting well enough alone.

Both Briggs and sales chief Arthur Greenblatt are her3 for
studio conferences on product. One of the subjects under dis-

cussion is the signing of a group of players to form a stock com-
pany. Duncan Renaldo, who looks exactly as he appeared in

"Trader Horn" too many years ago, is the first to be signed and
will also double as a writer. . .Five name bands being sought for
"Jive Junction," musical, set to start early August. . ."Tiger Fangs,"
with Frank Buck, completed. Ray Shrock engaged by Alexander
Stern to write the screenplay of "Forgotten Children," based on
a Jim Tully story, set for early production. Shrock is now work-
ing on the screenplay of "Career Girls" .. .Jack Schwarz has set
June Duprez for top feminine role in "Talent School," starting
next month. Other pictures set to get under way are "My Son,"
S. & N. production; No. 6 "Lone Rider," starring Bob Livingston
and Al St. John and produced by Sig Neufeld; "The Executioner,"
Jack Schwarz production; "Career Girls," produced by Alexander
Stern; "The Last Page," Ripley-Monter production, and "Jive
Junction," Atlantis pix.

REPUBLIC
John Paul Revere, Republic's newest western hero, is now

making the first of the series in which he will be featured. H'r
real name is Eddie Dew and he was selected after tests had been
made. He's a college giaduate, father of an eight-year-old boy and
has had a varied background which included such unrelated chores
as studio laborer, geologist for an oil company and Shakesperean
actor. He has played small parts in pictures under his real name
...The musical, "Atlantic City" (see Fox's "Coney Island") will be
produced by Albert J. Cohen.

RKO-RADIO
This company, for some time past lacking in boxoflice per-

spicacity, seems to have shaken off its lethargy and is going
ahead with a policy aimed straight at the boxofRce. The biggest
factor in bringing about this new viewpoint is probably the un-
expected success of "Hitler's Children," Eddie Golden's gift to
exhibitors. While touching on the war, it made a new approach
in seeking to reveal the motives behind Axis aggression. The
same treatment has been given James Young's sensational expose,
"Behind the Rising Sun," soon to be released.

A study of this company's product shows surprisingly little in
the way of fighting war pictures. The new series featuring Alan
Carney and Wally Brown, first of which is called "Adventures of
a Rookie," deals only with the lighter aspects of war and serves

to introduce a new comedy team which might give Abbott and
Costello some competition. It will be noticed also that RKO-Rad;o
ia giving close attention to how war conditions is affecting th';

civilian population, examples being "Government Girl" and "Dollar-

a-Year-Man." American qualities of leadership and fair play aro

extolled in "The Iron Major," based on the career of a famov.i

football coach.

Now RKO-Radio turns its attention to the question of juvenile

delinquency, a problem claiming the attention of civic leade.:;

throughout the country. An exploitation feature called "Are Thc';e

Our Children?" is being prepared. This will deal with the teen-

aged of the country, their misguided, undirected activi*ies and
the threat they constitute to the nation's moral fiber. . .Another

picture dealing with wartime problems has already gone into work
under the title "An American Story." This deals with five defen e

workers and the events that brought them together in a common
cause. Margo plays the lead, that of a French refugee from Hitlei

held Europe. The script of "An American Stoiy" is by Arch
Oboler, noted radio writer. Wally Brown and Alan Carney will

also appear in this with John Carradine and Robert Ryan prom-
inently cast. Charles Arnt has been chosen as a sort of narrator
for the picture, a role similar to that played by Frank Craven in

"Our Town." Arnt plays the driver of the car shared by the five

defense workers in a car pool.

Fibber McGee and Molly signed to a two-picture contract

First will be "Heavenly Days," scheduled to get under way around
November 1 with Bob Fellows producing. The popular radio fun-

sters have made two previous pictures, "Look Who's Laughing"'
and "Here We Go Again."

A new deal was signed with Walt Disney for distribution of hi;--

shorts and at least one feature for the 1943-44 season, it was
announced by prexy N. Peter Rathvon. There will be a total of 13

Disney shorts and the feature is titled "Let's Go Latin." Thi"
latter subject is said to introduce a "revolutionary technical
process."

20th CENTURY-FOX
With Darryl Zanuck on inactive status from the Arii - and

back on this lot as executive producar and Joseph Schenck again
holding the over-all reigns, things are settling down to an even
keel. Bill Goetz having moved out to form his own company in

company with Leo Spitz, all sorts of rumors are afloat as to hi

probable successor. It is no secret that Zanuck has been hud'^lin"

with Hal Wallis and there is a strong feeling in some quarters
that the latter may move over from Warners, which would cer
tainly be a startling development. Not quite so unlikely as =t

appears, however, since Wallis and Jack Warner have had numei-
ous clashes of opinion on production matters, whereas Zanuck ani
Wallis have always seen more or less eye to eye on what make-
pictures tick. It's anybody's guess and if it happens, don't fav
we didn't tell you.

Sol Wurtzel remains with the company, his producer contraC
having three more years to run... Zanuck plans to personally d3-

vote himself to pictures with potent themes of national signi-

ficance. His first will be "The Story of Woodrow Wilson." wh'ch
will carry a strong message .. .Robert Kane is getting ready tn

leave for England to take care of British quota production re-

quirements for 20th-Fox. . .Spyros Skouras and Murray Silvers'on"

also scheduled to cross the Big Pond after preparations have bean
completed.

Winnie Sheehan is going ahead with plans for his picture

based on the life of Eddie Rickenbacker and also intends to make
a movie of the book "Beloved Friend," having just closed for 'ho

rights. This story is based on the unusual romance of the famous
composer, Peter Tschaikovsky and his patroness. Nadezhda von
Meek. This latter picture may be distributed by another compar^y
since Sheehan's deal with 20th-Fox is on a one-picture basis... Lc'j

Marcus has left this studio to join Edward Small as an associate
producer. He produced "The Last of the Gangsters" and "They
Came to Blow Up America". . .Max Gordon. New York stage pro-

ducer, has checked in with first movie undecided.

UNITED ARTISTS
It appears practically certain that William Goetz who. with

Leo Spitz, recently formed International Pictures. Inc., will make
a releasing deal with this outfit. Goetz stepped out as vie"-

president in charge of production at 20th Century-Fox upon Darvvl
Zanuck's return and has already leased his own office and studio
space. He has also signed Nunnally Johnson, successful producer-
writer, to a producing contract and is angling to buy film right-;

to "Junior Miss " current Broadway hit. as his first picture. The
new company is seeking top names in the producer, directorial
and acting ranks and offering percentage deals. Spitz, a former
president of RKO, is already associated with Jack .S'.iirba'.l to

make a film starring Fred Allen and also is tied up with Jack
Moss to make "Duffy's Tavern," both of which will be released bv
United Artists. This factor makes it extremely likely that Spitz
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will want to release all his product through the same channels.

No deal for release was discussed with Spyros Skouras by either

Goetz or Spitz, who has been personal attorney for Skouras for a

number of years. Neither was there any discussion at MGM since

this company is against outside deals as a matter of policy. Ed
Raferty, UA president, has been in conference with Goetz and

Spitz and actual signing of the deal may be announced at any
moment.

Charles Morrison, Hollywood night club operator, has signed a

releasing agreement with UA, having secured motion picture rights

to George White's "Scandals" and Earl Carroll's "Vanities." He
plans two elaborate musicals built around these titles using both

White and Carroll surrounded by pretty girls, songs and lavish

production numbers.
Harry Sherman has very ambitious plans for features, in ad-

dition to a quartet of new Hopalongs. He has three top-budget
westerns on hand in script form ready for the cameras for UA
release. The Hopalongs are "Forty Thieves," "Thundering Hoofs,"
"Texas Masquerade" and "Fall Timber" which will make a total of

54 in the perennial series. The deluxe westerns are "Wherever
the Grass Grows," a Saturday Evening Post romance by Alan
Bosworth; "Hank Johnson's Brother," an Esquire magazine satire

by Samuel Taylor, and "Nob Hill" from an unpublished Eleanor
Griffith novel. Now awaiting release is a Hopalong titled "Bar-20"
and a Richard Dix starrer, "The Kansan." Two more Hopalongs
as well as "The Gunmaster" are in the cutting rooms.

UA producer Jules Levey doesn't start work on "The Ha'ry
Ape" until early August, but claims he already has commitments
from 50 exhibitors operating over 300 theatres, for the film, based
on a story outline. . .Eddie Peskay is in Hollywood to talk over
sales angles with Eddie Small on latter's group of pictures for UA
release. These include "Winter Soldiers," prize-winning Broad-
way play. Small is now getting ready to make "The Raft," based
on the best-selling book... Bill Cagney has received a number of
offers for brother Jimmy's services in an outside picture. There's
a bare possibility that he may do the Thorne Smith story, "The
Stray Lamb," bought from the John Barrymore estate W. R.
Frank expects to start "Dr. Paul Goebbels, His Life and Loves"
on August 12, with Fred Kane as associate producer. . .Alexander
Korda will make "If Winter Comes," one of the great silent film
successes, in England with Robert Donat starred. Leslie Howard
had previously been considered prior to his fatal accident...
Michael O'Shea gets the plum role of the year, having been selected
1o play the title part in "The Life of Jack London," Samuel Bron-
ston production. O'Shea made his film debut in "Lady of
Burlesque."

UNIVERSAL
The ambitious production schedule announced by this com-

pany testifies to its financial security and confidence in a con-
tinued boxoflSce boom... With a new Abbott and Costello comedy
just going into release and promise that the team will be able to
again start making pictures by September or October, there is

much about which to be optimistic. Universal is also pepped up
over the way the public has received its new comedy juvenile,
Donald O'Connor, who scored big in "Mr. Big." This studio also
takes a bow for pulling Turhan Bey out of a hat, a personality
whom we expect to put ladies definitely on the swoon side. Cur-
rently in "Ali Baba." Add to these names that of Maria Montez,
who zoomed right up there with Sheridan and Lamour and you can
see why Universal is doing some strutting.

Deanna Durbin's current stint is her 13th for Universal and
should be lucky on both sides what with Frank Borzage directing
and Pat O'Brien and Franchot Tone co-starring. Iris Adrian and
Robin Raymond also prominently cast... Five writers completed
their current assignments and have checked off the lot. They are
Edward Adamson, Clarence Upson Young, Paul Gerard Smith,
Florence McAnny and Betty Reinhardt. . .Billie Burke, Patsy
O'Connor and David Bruce added to cast of "You're a Lucky Fel-
low, Mr. Smith".

. .Louis Bromfield, noted author, has started his
new producer-writer contract for Universal. . .Johnny Mack Brown
added to the cast of "Crazy House." "Ali Baba" will have an
original music score by Edward Ward. . .Harriett Hilliard set for
a big buildup by the studio following her work in "Second Honey-
moon."

WARNER BROS.
This company is wisely deciding to let market conditions

determine the exact number of features it will release for the
1943-44 season. Meanwhile, capacity production is under way at
the huge Burbank plant. This is in order to provide a backlog of
product against the uncertainties of the future. Of the new sea-
son's product, 14 features are already completed, five now in pro-
duction, and at least 10 more ready to go as soon as stage space is

available.

The present lineup includes a dozen published novels, a like
number of Broadway stage plays, six musicals and six biographical

stories. Releases of the new season, starting Labor Day, include

the following already completed pictures, definite release dates on
which have not yet been set: "Thank Your Lucky Stars," musical

with Humphrey Bogart, Eddie Cantor, Bette Davis, Olivia de Hav-
illand, Errol Flynn, John Garfield, Joan Leslie, Ida Lupino, Dennis
Morgan, Ann Sheridan, Dinah Shore and others; "Watch On the

Rhine," from the Broadway stage success, starring Bette Davis,

Paul Lukas and Geraldine Fitzgerald; "Old Acquaintance," from
the stage play of the same name, co-starring Bette Davis and Mir-

iam Hopkins; "Princess O'Rourke," comedy, starring Olivia de
Havilland, Robert Cummings, Jack Carson and Jane Wyman; "The
Desert Song," based on the operetta, with Dennis Morgan and Irene
Manning; "Devotion," original based on the life of the Bionte
sisters with Olivia de Havilland, Ida Lupino, Nancy Coleman. Paul
Henreid and Sydney Grecnstreet; "Saratoga Trunk," Edna Ferber's
best selling novel, with Gary Cooper and Ingrid Bergman; "Arsenic
and Old Lace," based on stage success of same name, with Cary
Grant, Priscilla Lane and Raymond Massey; "The Adventures of
Mark Twain," with Fredric March and Alexis Smith.

Pictures now in production and expected to be ready by the
start of the new season are: "Northern Pursuit," spy drama of the
Canadian northwest, starring Errol Flynn with Julie Bishop,
Helmut Dantine, Gene Lockhart; "Destination Tokyo," with Cary
Grant and John Garfield; "Conflict," with Humphrey Bogart, Alexis
Smith, Rose Hobart and Sydney Greenstreet; "In Our Time," from
the book by Robert St. John, starring Ida Lupino, Paul Henreid,
Nancy Coleman; "Shine On, Haivest Moon," musical based on the
life of Nora Bayes, with Ann Sheridan, Jack Carson, Dennis Mor-
gan, Irene Manning.

Among the next group of features to get under way will be
"The Horn Blows at Midnight," starring Jack Benny; "Battle Cry,"
Howard Hawks' production consisting of eight episodes by the
same number of writers, each dealing with a different nation;
"Passage to Marseille," follow-up to "Casablanca," with essentially
the same leading players; "Rhapsody in Blue," based on the life

of George Gershwin; "Mr. Skeflington," starring Bette Davis;
"Uncertain Glory," starring Errol Flynn; "The Gay Blades," musi-
cal; "Here Come the Girls," musical with Ann Shei idan, Ida Lupino,
Alexis Smith, Jane Wyman and "Three Strangers," an original by
John Huston.

Stage plays set for future production include "Dark Eyes,"
"The Doughgirls," "The Corn Is Green," "Janie," "Ethan Frome,"
"Daddies," "The Animal Kingdom." Among the additional story
properties are "Night Shift," which will star Joan Crawford; "Green
Eyes," new Sinclair Lewis novel; "Country Lawyer," by Bellamy
Partridge; "Mississippi Belle," by Clements Ripley, for which Cole
Porter will write music and lyrics; "The Time Between," by Gale
Wilheim; "The Conspirators," by Frederick Prokosch; "Danger
Signal," by Phyllis Bottome; "Happiness," by Mildred Cramm and
"Nobody Lives Forever," by W. R, Burnett.

Other properties held by the studio are: "Singing in the Wilder-

ness," the story of John James Audubon; "Misunderstood," which
Robert Buckner will produce with Bette Davis; "Will Rogers,"
"Treasure of the Sier ra Madre, ' "The Widow Wouldn't Weep,"
"God Is My Co-Pilot," by Col. Robert Lee Scott; "Al Schmidt, War
Hero," "Life of Marilyn Miller ,

' "Humoresque," "Broken Journey,"

"George, the Devil and Rosie" and "Deep Valley."

The company will wind up its curi-ent season's releases with

"The Constant Nymph," starring Charles Boyer, Joan Fontaine

and Alexis Smith; Irving Berlin's "This Is the Ar-my" and "Back-

ground to Danger," with George Raft and Sydney Greenstreet.

With all studios bending every effort to help keep up morale
during this wartime period it may seem out of place to select a

certain company as worthy of pr-aise in that direction. However,
when one figures that the Army Emergency Relief Fund will bene-
fit to the extent of over $10,000,000 on the showing of "This Is the

Army," it seems entirely in order for the people in this business to

doff their respective hats to Warner' Bros. For this huge donation,
probably the largest to be made in this war, the entire industry
can take a bow. Warner' Bros, is not only giving all over its

actual cost of production to the Fund but is also turning over' its

top theatres throughout the country for a big day and date pre-

miere on August 13. The manner in which this has been handled
may serve as a model not only within the confines of motion pic-

tures but for industry in general, as well.

Five pictures now in work here, latest being "Northern Pursuit"
and "Conflict," latter starring Humphrey Bogart who tried to get
out of the part which calls for him to murder his wife in a par-
ticularly cold-blooded fashion. This correspondent feels that the
fans would forgive Bogey anythrng. . . Joan Crawford's contract
with this company starts August 15. She will fir st appear in "Night
Shift," Henry Blanke producer, which was or iginally scheduled for'

Ann Sheridan. In this, Crawford will play a rather unglamorous
role, that of a defense worker. Another vehicle lined up for- Joan
is Sinclair Lewis' "Handbook of Jealousy" to be prdouced by Hal
Wallis. Rumors that Wallis will resign are rather premature. His
deal has several years to run and his association here has bean
mutually successful. You may be sure that should the question
arise every effort will be made to hold him.
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COtUMRI A . 3-23
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1942-43 Features
Westerns

Serials

(48)

(16)

( 4)

Completed (42)

Completed (17)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (3)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

FOOTLIGHT GLAMOR
Comedy—Started June 24

Cast: Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake, Irving Bacon, Ann Savage,
Jonathan Hale, Rafael Storm, Gi
Janet Chapman.

Director: Frank Strayer
Stoiy—Xot available.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Titif—Runnini Time Cast
Cover Girl (T) Hayworth-Brooks
There's Sometliing About a Soldier Drake-Paris

1942-43
alter Midnight with Boston Blackie (64) . . .Morris-Savage
Appointment in Berlin (— ) Sanders-Chapman
Boogie Man Will Get You. The (66) Karloff-Lorre
Boston Blackie Goes Hollywood (68) Morris-Worth
Boys from Stalingrad Becket-Samarzich
City Without Men (76) Darnell-Dudley
Clock Struck Twelve, The William-Savage ..
Commandos Strike at Dawn (98) Muni-Lee
Counter l:snionage (72) William-Brooke '.

'.

Cowboy of Lonesome River Starrett Athens
Crime Doctor (_) Baxter-Lindsay .V

Details under title: Thi Lont W«lf In ScCland Yard
Daring Young Man, The (70) Brown-Chapman
Deadline Guns Hayden-Patterson
Sesperadoes, The (T) (85) Scott-Ford
D«>'foyfr Robinson-Ford . .

Fighting Buckaroo (58) Starrett-Harris . . .

First Comes Courage Oberon-Aherne
Details under title: Attack by Night

Frontier Fury Starreft-Davis

Good Luck, Mr. Yates Trevor-Buchanan
Details under title: Right Guy

Hail to the Rangers Starrett-Harris

It's a Great Lite Singleton-Lake ..
Details under title: Blondie Buys a Horse

Junior Army (69) Bartholomew-Halop

Last Horseman, The Hayden-Wills . . .

Details under title: Suicide Range

Laugh Your Blues Away (69) Gordon-Lindsay

Details under title: How Do You Do?
kaw of the Northwest Starrett-Patterson

Let's Have Fun (65) Gordon-Lindsay . .

Details under title: Shall I Tell Em?
Lone Prairie (58) Hayden-Wills

Details under title: Law of the Badlands

L»>t Horiion of Shangri-La Colman-Wyatt . . .

Lucky Legs (64) Falkeoburg-Harris

Man's World (60) Chapman-Wright
More the Merrier, The (103) Arthur-McCrea .

Details under title: Merry-Go-Round
Murder In Times Square (65) Lowe-Chapman
light to Remember, A (82) Young-Aherne . . .

Details under title: Tho Frightened Stiff

do Place for a Lady (66) Gargan-Lindsay . ,

Details under title: Thirteen Steps to Heaven

tne Dangerous Night (77) William-Chapman

"ardon My Gun (57) Starrett-Carroll .

••wer of the Press (63) Tracy-Kibbee ...

Redhead from Manhattan Velez-Leavitt

Restless Lady Louise-Lowe . . . .

(reveille with Beverly (78) Slack-Crosby . . .

.elders of the Northwest Mounted (57) Hayden-Wills . .

3lding Through Nevada (61) Starrett-Cobb . . .

Pstalls undir titit: Shotgun Guard

West Starrett-Patterson

Robin Hood ol fie Fange Starrett-Harris

Saddles and Sagebrush Hayden-Savage

Details under title: Outlaw Busters

Sahara (— ) Bogart-Bridges . .

Secret Code. The (Serial) Kelly-Nagel ....

She Has What It Takes Falkenburg-Heal

Details under title: Broadway Daddies

Hale, Thurston Hall,

Details Rel. No. Rev.

. .6-14.

. . 6-28

.

12-14.

.

.3-18. .4031
. .3-8. . .7-15

. .7-13. 10-22

.

. .4026 . .11-2
. 6-29 .

.

.11-5. .4030
. .12-28. .5-20. .4025
. .8-24. .1-14. . . 4013 . . .4-5
. .5-17

. .7-20. . .1-7. . .4004 . 12-28

. .4-20. . .9-3. . .4027 . 10-19

. . 6-14

..4-5.. .6-22. .4017,

.7-13.

.

.10-8. .4021
. .11-2

. .8-10. . .3-25. . .4005 . . 3-22

.11-16
7-27. .2-1. . . 4203 . . .5-17

..1-11.. .7-29.

.12-28. . .6-24.

. . .3-8.

.

.6-29.

. .9-21.

. . .2-8. . 5-27

.

. .4018

.8-24. 11-26. .4038
.6-29.

.8-10. .11-12. . .4033. . .4-19

.8-10.

.8-10.
. 5-27

.

. .3-4.

. 4204

.

. 4040

.

.7-13. .10-15. . .4209.

. Reissue.

. . .6-1.

.

. . .5-4.

. .9-21.

.

.11-2.
. .8-24.

.10-1. .

.9-17.

. .5-6.

. .4-2.

12-10.

.4032
.4044. .12-28

5-31

.4034. . .6-23

. 4009 . . 12-28

.9-21. . .2-11. .4036.

. .9-21.

. . .6-1.

. .10-5.

. .2-18.

. . 5-31

.

.10-19.

.8-24.

. .5-18.

.12-14.
. .10-5.

.10-19.

.1-21.

.12-1.

. 1-28

.

.5-13.

.4028 5-3

.4202. . .6-14

.4038 3-8
. 4024

. .2-4.

.2-15.

.10-1.

. 4014 . . . 5-31
.4211

. 4201 4-5

.7-29.

.4-22. . .4212.

. . .2-8.

. .7-13.

.12-28.
. . .9-4.

. .4-l«.

.4120.
. 4029

.

Enemy Agent Meets Ellery Queen (63) Gargan-Lindsay

flight Lieutenants (80) O'Brien-Ford .

Details under title: He's My Old Han
Silver City Raiders Hayden-Carroil 9-7.

Smith of Minnesota (66) Smith-Judge 6-29.

Something to Shout About (91) Ameche-Oakie 8-10.

Spirit of Stanford, The (73) Albert-Chapman ....6-15

Stand By All Networks (64) Beal-Rice 6-1.

Tornado in the Saddle, A (59) Hayden-Wills 11-30.

Details under title: The Trail's End

Two Senoritas from Chicago (66) Falkenburg-Davls-

Underground Agent (68) Bennett-Brooks

Valley of Vanishing Men (Serial) Elliott-Morales

What's Buziin' Cousin? (— ) Miller-Hubbard

Wyoming Hurricane Hayden-Patterson

You Were Never Lovelier (96) Astaire-Hayworth

Ditalli under title: The Gay Siiorlta

.7-30.
.7-9.

.3031.
.3012.

9-21

.
.3-8.

8-10

11-16.

. .4-5 . .

.11-2. .

.
.6-15.

.10-15.

. .2-25.

. .9-10

10-29

.

12-15

.6-10.

.

12-3

.12-17.

. .7-8. .

. .7-8.

.

.11-19.

.4035 .12-28

. 4006 . 5-3

.4022 . .11-2

. 4042

. 4210

.4019.
403"'

.4140.
.3 2i

.4002. .11-16

M E T R O - G O L D W Y N . E R

l!>4•^-43 Feature^ Complet*-d (.51) In Production (11)

MEET THE PEOPLE
Musical—Started June 17

Cast: Lucille Ball, Dick Powell, Bert Lahr, Vaughn Monroe, Spike

Jones, Virginia O'Brien, June AUyson, Steve Geray, Victor

Borge, Mati and Hari.

Director—Charles Reisner
.^triiy— .\ction un the home front with time out for fun. Numerous well known

specialties woven into what plot tliere is.

SEE HERE. PRIVATE HARGROVE
Comedy—Started June 28

Cast: Robert Walker, Donna Reed, Chill Wills, Donald Curtis, Ray
Collins, Bill Phillips, George Operman, Jr.

Director—Wesley Ruggles
.''tory—Based on the widely lead book of a rookie's amusing experience in the

job of bec-omins a soldier.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast Details

America (T) Oonlevy- Richards ...4-19...
Broadway Rhythm (T) Murphy-Simms 6-28...
Cross of Lorraine. The Aumont- Kelly 5-31. ..

Details under title: A Thousand Shall Fall

Guy Named Joe, A (— ) Tracy-Dunne 3-8. ..

Heavenly Body, The Lamarr-Powell 5-17...

Madame Curie (— ) Garson-Pidgeon 3-8...

Song of Russia Taylor-Peters 3-22...

Details under title: Riitls

Whistling in Brooklyn Skelton-Rutherford .
5-17...

White Cliffs of Dover Dunne-Marshall ... 6-28...

Rel. No. Rev.

1942-43
BLOCK NO. ONE

Aoache Trail (66) Lundigan-Reed . . . .3-23 304
Cairo (101) MacDonald-Young .4-20 306
Eyes in the Night (79) Arnold-Harding 6-1 309
For Me and My Gal (103) Garland- Murphy ...4-20 312

Details under title: Me and My Gal

Omaha Trail (102) Craig-Jagger 6-1
Details under title: Ox Train

Panama Hattie (79) Heflin-Grayson 4-6
Seven Swethearts (97) Sothern-Dailey ....9-20

Details under title: Tulip Time
Somewhere I'll Find You (108) Gable-Turner 1-26
Tish (84) Main-Pitts 5-4
War Against Mrs. Hadley. The (85) Bainter-Arnold 6-1
yank at Eton. A (88) Rooney-Hunter 4-6
White Cargo (90) Lamarr-Pidgeon 6-1

BLOCK NO. TWO
Andy Hardy's Double Life (92) Rooney-Stone 6-15

Details under title: Andy Hardy's Last Fling

Dr. Gillespie's New Assistant (87) Barrymore-Johnson .8-24 317
Journey for Margaret (81) Young-Day 6-29 314
Keeper of the Flame (100) Hepburn-Tracy 7-20 320
Northwest Rangers (63) Craig-Lundigan ...7-13 319

Details under title: Gambler's Choice

6-29
8-24
9-21
.9-21

311 9-21

308.
.303.

.301.

302.
.306.

305.
.310.

.7-27

.8-24

8-10
.7-27

.8-10

8-24
.9-21

318 . 12-14

11-16
. .11-2

.12-28

. .11-2

NOTE: A new column has been adcied to the Release Charts In response to requests from many of our

subscribers. This column, locatetd at extreme right of the Chart, lists the issue of FILM BULLETIN in

which the picture was reviewe<d. We feel, as do so many of our subscribers who were kind enough to

write us and suggest it, that this addition will be of further aid to the exhibitor.
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Reunion in France (102) Crawford-Wayne

Details under titlci: Reunion

Stand by for Action (109) Taylor-Laugliton .

Details under title: Cargo of Innocents

Three Hearts for Julia (70) Sotliern-Douglas

Tennessee Johnson (103) Hellin-Hussey ...

Details under title: The Man on America's Conscience

Whistling In Dixie (74) Skeiton-Rutherford

BLOCK NO. THREE
Air Raid Wardens (67) Laurel & Hardy..

Assignment In Brittany (96) Whorf-Peters

Cabin in the Sky (98) Waters-Horne ...

Sliohtly Dangerous (94) Turner-Young ...

Details under title: Nothing Ventured

Stranger In Town, A (67) Morgan-Carlson ..

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Bataan (116) Taylor-Nolan ...

DuBarry Was a Lady (T) (101) jkelton-Ball

Harrlgan's Kid (80) Readick-Gargan

Details under title: The Half Pint Kid

Hitler's Madman (84) Carradine-Morison

Pilot No. 5 (70) Tone-Hunt

Details under title: Skyway to Glory

Presenting Lily Mars (104) Garland-Carlson

Youngest Profession, The (82) IVeidler-Arnold ..

SPECL^LS
Human Comedy, The (118) Rooney-Reed

Random Harvest (126) :olman-Garson

NOT DESIGNATED
Above Suspicion (90) Crawford-M' Murray

As Thousands Cheer (T) Grayson-Kelly

Details under title: Private Miss Jones

Best Foot Forward (T) (93) Ball-James ....

Cry Havoc Sothern-Sullavan

Dr. Gillespie's Criminal Case (89) Barrymore-Reid . .

Girl Crazy Rooney-Garland

I Dood It Skelton-Powell . .

Details under title: Mr. Justice Goes Hunting

Lost Angel O'Brien-Craig ...

Lassie Come Home (T) McDowell-Gwenn

Man from Down Under, The (— ) Laughton-Barnes

Professor Takes a Wife Astor-Marshall . .

Right About Face Kyser-Maxwell ..

sabotage Agent Donat-Hudson

Salute to the Marines (T) Beery-Bainter ...

Swing Shift Maisie (87) Sothern-Craig
. . .

.
.7-13.

.6-29. .

.9-21.

.

.6-29.

.

. 6-29 . .

12-14. .

9-21. .

.9-7. .

.9-21.

.

315

.316.

.322.

.321.

.1214

12-14

.1-11

12-28

.313. . .11-2

.326

.327.

.323.

.325.

.3-2;

.3-22

.2-22

. .3-8

11-16 324 . . .2-22

12-14.

. .9-7.

.11-2.

.7-20.

.8-10.

.11-2.

.8-7.

.5-18.

.328.

.333.

.329.

.334.

.332.

.330.

.331.

.380.

.370.

.5-31

.5-17

.3-22

.6-14

.4-19

. .5-3

.3-8

. .3-8

11-30

11-30.

.

.11-30.

.5-3

. . .2-8.

. .5-17.
12-14.

. . 1-25

.

.11-30.

.5-17

. .5-17.

. . .9-7.

. . .3-8.

.
.1-25.

. . .2-8.

.10-19.

. .10-5.
.1-11.

.

.5-17

1 MONOCRAM
1

1942-43 Features (33) Completed (25) In Production (1)

Westerns (16) Completed (18) In Production (1)

BLAZING GUNS
Western—started June 28

Cast: Ken Maynard, Hoot Gibson, Kay Forrester, LeRoy Mason
Roy Brent, Lloyd Ingram.

Director—Robert Tansey
-Ken and Hoot restore order
with cattle rustlers.

to a town run liy hoodlums in cahoots

Details

. .12-28.

. .5-17.

.

. .8-24.

. 6-28.

. . .2-8.

. .3-22. .

.11-30. .

Rel. No. Rev.

.3-19 4-5
.8-13
10-30 10-5

.4-23.
.6-2.

1-22.

.6-14

NEARLY EIGHTEEN
Comedy-Drama—Started June 24

Cast: Gale Storm, Bill Henry, Rick Vallin, Luis Alberni, Ralph
Hodges, Jerry Rush, George O'Hanlon, Mildred Harris, Bebe?'

Fox.
Director—Arthur Dreifuss
story—Taleriited girl has trouble getting breaks as singer due to being under

legal age. Romance with drama teacher leads to desired opportunity.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

Title—Running Time Cast

Ape Man, The (64) Lugosi-Ford ...

Black Market Rustlers Corrigan-Finley
.

Bowery at Midnight (63) Lugosi- McKay
Bullets and Saddles Corrigan-Moorc
Clancy Street Boys (66) Gorcey-Jordan
Cowboy Commandos Corrigan-Moore

Crime Smasher, The Graham-Cromwell
Details under title: Adventure of Cosmo Jones

Dawn on the Great Divide (63) Jones-Bell 10-5.
Foreign Agent (64) Shelton-Storm 7-20..
Ghost Rider (58) Brown-Hatton 2-22..
Ghosts on the Loose (65) East Side Kids. .. .2-22. .

Haunted Ranch (64) King-Sharpe 11-2..
Details under title: Saddle Cyclone

He Couldn't Take It Quillan-Woodbury . 5-31..
I Escaped from the Gestapo (75) Jagger-Brian 1-11..

Details under title: No Escape

I Was a Criminal Jory-Blake 5-31.
Isle of Missing Men (67) Howard-Roland ... 6-15.

Details under title: Isia of Fury
Kid Dynamite (67) Gorcey-Jordan 10-5.

Details under title: Little Mobsters

Land of Hunted Men (58) Corrigan-Moore

Law Rides Again, The IVlaynard-Gibson ....5-3..
Living Ghost, The (61) Gorcey-Jordan 9-7..
lure of the Islands (61) Hughes-Quillan 5-3.

Melody Parade Hughes-Quillan 5-3.

'Neath Brooklyn Bridge (64) Gorcey-Jordan 9-7.

One Thrilling Night (69) Beal-McKay 4-20.
Details under title: Army Bride

Outlaws ot Stampeda Pass Brown-Hatton
Prison Mutiny (64) Norris-Woodbury

Details under title: You Can't Beat the Law
Revenge of the Zombies Lowery-Storm .

Rhythm Parade (69) Lowery-Storm
Details under title: Bye, Bye, Baby

12-18 12-28
.10-9 9-21

. .5-2 6-14

.7-30 6-14
.2-19

.8-20

.5-23

.9-11.

. .2-5.

.3-26.

.7-30.
11-27

.

33-34.

.8-24

. .4-5

11-20.
.8-28.

.1-25

.7-13

.5-31.
12-14.

.5-31.

.9-21.

.2-12.

12-ii

.

.3-8

Robber's Roost Corrigan-Moore ...12-28..

Silent Witness (62) Page-Wrixon 11-2..

Six Gun Gospel Brown-Hatton 5-31..

Silver Skates (75) Baker-Belita 10-19.

Sarong Girl (70) Corio-O'Flynn 3-8..

Spy Train (— ) Travis-Brent 4-5..

Details under title: Time Bomb
Spotlight Revue Gilbert-Fay 5-17..

Stranger from Pecos (— ) Srown-Hatton 4-5..

Texas to Bataan King-Tcrhurie 8-10..

Trail Riders (55) King-Sharpe 10-5..

Details under title: Dead Men Don't Ridi

Two-Fisted Justice (57) King-Sharpe 9-21.

Details unuer tale: Uead Man's Trail

Western Mall (55) Keene-Treiit 12-29..

West of the Law (55) Jones-McCoy 8-24..

Wild Horse Stampede (59) Gibson-Maynrrd 3-8.

Wings Over the Pacific (68) Cooper-Norris 3-22..

PARAMOUNT

.3-12

.1-15

.8-27

. .2-5 2-22

. .7-2

.7-9

33-34
.7-16
10-16
.12-4

. .1-8 4-5

.2-13

.10-2
.5-16 6-11

.7-23

1942-43 Features Completed (47) In Production (4)

HAIL THE CONQUERING HERO
Comedy—Started July 6

Cast: Eddie Bracken, William Demarest, Jimmy Dundee, Freddie
Steele, Georgia Case, Esther Howard.

Director—Preston Sturges
.story—Neighborhood problem child turns into a hero with ludicnms lesults.

Story tongue-in-cheek in typical Sturges manner.

THE STORY OF DR. WASSELL
Drama (Technicolor)—Started July 6

Cast: Gary Cooper, Laraine Day, Signe Hasso, Doug Fowley, Carl
Esmond, Barbara Britton, Carol Thurston, Stanley Ridges,
Rennie McEvoy, Elliott Reid, Lester Matthews, Miles Man-
der, Philip Ahn.

Director—^Cecil DeMille.
Story—iFilm document of heroic stand made by Dr. Wassell on behalf of his

injured patients when the Jap invasion struck the Philippines.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast Details Rel.

And the Angels Sing Lamour-MacMurray .5-17
Frenchmen's Creek (T) Fontaine- DeCordova .5-31

1942-43
BLOCK NO. ONE

Glass Key, The (85) Donlevy-Lake 3-9.
Major and the Minor, The (100) Rogers-Milland .. .3-23.
Priorities on Parade (79) Miller-Rhodes 4-6.
Wake Island (78) Donlevy-Preston 4-6.

No.

Arlen-Judge 1-26.

1-26

10-23. .

10-16.

.

.10-2. .

.9-25.

.

10-30.

.

11-6

.12-4.

,

.11-20.

.11-27.

.12-18.

. 4203 .

.

. 4202 .

.

. 4201 . .

.4205.

.

.4204.

.

.4'2"6

. 4209 .

.

. 4207 .

.

. 4208 .

,

.4210.

.7-20.

1-29. . .4213. .11-16
1-15. .4212. .11-16
2-12. . .4214. .11-16
.1-1. ,. .4211. .11-16
2-26. . .4215. .11-30

.Martin-Powell 5-4.

.

.3-26. . .4217. . .1-11

7-20.

.

. .4-9.

.

. .4218.

.

.1-11

Albert-Shirley 5-18.

.

. .3-2. .. .4216.

.

.1-11

.Preston-Drew 8-24 . . . .5-7. . .4219. . .1-11

Tone-Tamlroff . .5-17
.Young-Ladd .. .11-16. . . .4222.. . .4-5

.Arlen-Morris .. 11-2.

.

. .4223. . . .4-5

Morris-Parker 8-24.

.

4221 . . . .4-5

.11-16 4225.

Wildcat (73)

BLOCK NO. TWO
Forest Rangers, The (T) (87) MacMurrav no-idard

Henry Aldrich, Editor (72) Lydon-Smith ....
Koad to Morocco, The (89) Crosby-Hope 3-23.
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch (80) Baintcr-Herbert 2-9.
Street of Chance (72) Meredith-Trevor ....1-26.

Details under title: Black Curtain, The

BLOCK NO. THREE
Avengers, The (88) Richardson-Kerr ....For..
Wrecking Crew (73) Arlen-Morris 4-20.
My Hrart Belongs to Daddy (75) Carlson-O'Driscoll ...2-9.
Palm Beach Story. The (88) Colbert-McCrea
Lucky Jordan (84i Ladd-McDonald

Details uniirr title: Prelude to Glory

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Happy-Go-Lucky (T) (78)
Henry Aldrich Gets Glamour (72)
Lady Bodyguard (70)

Night Plane from Chungking (69)

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Five Graves to Cairo (96)
China (78) Young-Ladd
Aerial Gunner

High Explosive

Details under title: You Can't Live Forever

Salute for Three (75) Rhoadcs- Drake

BLOCK NO. SIX
Alaska Highway (68) Arlen-Parker 4227
Dixie (T) (89) Crosby-Lamour . . .11-16 4230
Henry Aldrich Swings It (65) Lydon-Smith 12-14 4226
So Proudly We Hall (126) Colbert-Goddard ..12-14 4228
Submarine Alert (67) Arlen-Barrie 4229

SPECIALS
Star Spangled Rhythm (99) All Star 6-29.

REISSUES
Souls at Sea (93) Cooper-Raft

Union Pacllle (138) Stanwyck- McCrea

NOT DESIGNATED
City That Stopped Hitler Russian Documentary
For Whom the Bell Tolls (T) Cooper-Bergman ....7-13.
Good Fellows, The Walker-Brown 1-25.
Triumph Over Pain McCrea-Field 4-20.

Henry Aldrich Haunts a House Lydon- Mortimer 4-5.

Henry Aldrich Plays Cupid Lydon-Smith 1-25.

Henry Aldrich's Little Secret Aldrich-Mortlmer . 5-31.

Details under title: Henry Alfrleb Roekt t he Cradle

Hostages Rainer-de Cordova .2-22.

Hour Before Dawn, The Tone-Lake 5-17.

Lady in the Dark (T) Rogers-Milland 12-28.

Let's Face It Hope-Hutton 2-22.

Minesweeper Arlen-Parker 5-17.

Miracle of Morgan's Creek Donlevy-Hutton .. .10-5.

No Time for Love Colbert-MacMurray ..6-15.

Riding High Lamour-Powell 1-25.

. .9-7

.
.9-7

.8-10

.8-24

. .9-7

"T
.10-5
.10-3

.10-5

.10-5

. .4-5

.6-28

.6-28

.6-28

.6-28

.6-28

.2-12. . .4231. . .4-11

4254.
4250.
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Tornado Morris-Kelly
Trae to Lite (T) Martin-Tone
Uninnted, The Milland-Hussey

. .4-5.

.9-21.

. .5-3.

PRODUCERS RELEASING
1942-43 Features

Westerns
(24) Completed (23) In Prodiietion (1)
(18) Completed (15) In Production (0)

THE MAN FROM WASHINGTON
Drama—Started July 7
Cast: Not available.
Director—William Nig-h
Story—All aliuiii tin uar dngs.

RELEASE CHART
iy-t2-43

Title—Running Time Cast Details
Baby Face Morgan (65) Carlisle-Cromwell ....6-1..
Bad Men of Thunder Gap (59) Newill-O'Brien
Behind Prison Walls (64) Baxter-Michael ... 11-30.

Details under title: After Tomorrow
Black Raven, The (61) Zucco-McKay
Border Buckaroo (_) Newill-O Brien
Boss ot the Big Town. The (64) Litel-Rice
•^''V »' S'""' <64) Albcrtson-Lang

Details under title: Silent Men
Corregidor (75) Kruger-Landi 12-14.
Dead Men Walk (66) Zucco-Carlisle .. 9-21.
Death Rides the Plains (— ) Livingston-St. John.. 4-5.
Fighting Valley OBrien-McCarty ...5-31.
Follies Girl (— ) Barrie-Dliver
Frontier Law

8-24.
7-20.

Rel.

.9-15.
. .3-5.

. 3-22

.

.5-31.

.6-15.

.12-7.

10-12.

.3-29.

.2-10.

.4-30.

No.

.317.

.352.

.313.

.321.

.354.
.310.
.308.

.31.

.320.

.365.

Rev.

.7-27

.6-14

.1-23

.9-21

.6-14

.4-19

^ .
O'Brien-Knox 6-14.

Fugitive ot the Plains (55) Crabbe-Leslie 12-14
Details under title: Billy the Kid No. 3

Ghost and the Guest, The (61) Frank Buck 6-28
Girls In Chains (72) Judge-Clark 2-8..
Gangs, Inc. (72) Ladd-Woodbury ..Reissue..
Isle ot Forgotten Sins (— ) Carradine-Sonderg'rd 4-19..
Kid Rides Again, The (56) Crabbe-St. John .11-30..

Details under title: Billy the Kid No. 2
Lady from Chungking (69) Wong-Huber . .10-5
Man of Courage (67) Talbot-MacLane 9-21.

Details under title: Permit to Kill

Miss V from Moscow (68) Lane-Madison 8-20.
My Son, the Hero (68) Kelly- Karns 12-28..
Mysterious Rider, The (56) Crabbe-St. John ...10-5..

Details under: Unliiled Billy the Kid
Night for Crime, A (78) Farrell-Talbot .....7-13..
Overland Stagecoach (60) Livingstone-Moore .11-2..
Pay-on, The (74) Tracy-Brown 10-19.
Oueen of Broadway (66) Hudson-Crabbe ...10-19.
Rangers Take Over, The (61) O'Brien-Newhall ..11-16.
Renegade, The Crabbe- Manners 5-3..

Details under title: Billy, the Kid
Secrets of a Co-Ed (67) Krugcr-Thayer 8-10.
Street of Darkness Lederer-Gurie 5-31.

Details under title: Strange Music
Submarine Base (— ) Baxter-D'Orsay
terror House (71) Lawson-Clare For..

Tiger Fangs Rice-Duni. 2-8. .

Tomorrow We Live (67) Cortez-Parker 7-13.
Western Cyclone Crabbe-St. John ...1-25.

Details under title: Billy, the Kid No. 4
West ef Texas (59) O'Brien-Newill 4-5.

Wild Horse Rustlers (57) Livingston-St. John 12-28.
Wolves of the Range (— ) Livingston-St. John 5-31.

Details under title: Lone Rider No. 4
Details under title: Western Saboteurs

Vanks Are Coming, The (67) King & Band-Hc.ily .8-10.

. .7-1.

.3-12.

.30.

. 359

.

.5-17

.5-17.

.6-15.

.7-25.

.1-27.

.12-21.

. . .1-4.

.11-23.

. . .4-5.

.11-20.

. .2-18.

.12-11.

. .1-21.

. . .3-8.

.12-25.

. .7-1.

.10-26.

43-44.

.305.

.123.

.358.

.302.

.319.

.318.

.311.

.357.

.304.

.363.

.303.

.312.

.351.

. .2-8

.4-19

12-28

. .5-3

.6-14

. .5-3

.309.

. .7-8.

.4-19.

. .4-19.

. .9-29.

. .5-14.

. .5-10.

. .2-12.

.6-21.

.322
.314. . .6-23

.307. . .11-7

.360

.353.
.364.

.6-14

.301. .1019

1942-43 Features (34)

Westerns (26)

Specials ( 6)

Serials ( 4)

C ompleted (29)

Completed (25)

Completed ( 3)

Completed ( 3)

In Production (1)

In Production (2)

In Production (0)

In Producti;>n (0)

A SCREAM AT NEGHT
Mystery—Started July 1

Cast: Robert Lowery, Marie McDonald, Edward Brophy, Wally
Vernon, Hobart Cavanaugh, Elizabeth Ku.sseH, Jack L-.iRue,
William Haade, Linda Brent.

Director—George Sherman
.Stnr.v—Xot available.

BEYOND THE LAST FRONTIER
Western—Started July 6

Cast: John Paul Revere, Smiley Burnette, Ernie Adams, Richard
Clarke, Bob Mitchum, Charles Miller, Lorraine Miller, Jack
Kirk.

Director—Howard Bretherton
.Stoiy—.\ction yarn serves to introduce new 'Western person.ilit.v in fir'it of a

series.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

Title—Running Tim. cast Details Rel. No. Rev.
Lockwood-Sinclair ...For... 3-24.. 214 4-19

At Dawn We Ble (78) Clements-Sinclair . For 3-20 213 4.5
Stocked Trail, The Tyler-Steele 12-28... 3-12 264
Beets and Saddles Autry-Allen Reissue. . .1-15. . .230l! !!!!

!

. 12-14

.

. .5-17.

.4-30.

.3-16.

.4-27.

.276
, .274.

.

2313.
. .222.

Bordertown Gunflghters Elliott-Jeffries 6-28.
Calling Wild Bill Elliott (55) Elliott-Hayes 2-22.
Carson City Cyclone (57) Barry-Merrick
Chatterbox (76) BrownCanova
Dancing Debs Lee-Calhern ..

Dark Command (Reissue) Pidgcon-W.iyne 1-15.
Days of Old Cheyenne Barry- Merrick 2-22... 5-15.
Dead Men's Gulch (56) Barry-Merrick 2-13.
Deer Slayer, The Kelloog Parker 6-28
Death Valley Manhunt Elliott-Jeffreys 5-3. . .7-22.
False Faces .Williams-Henry 3-22... 5-26.
Fargo Express Barry- Heath 5-17. .

Fighting Devil Dogs (—) Powell-Stewart 1-29 211.
(Adapted from the Serial of the same name).

Gaucho Serenade (— ) Autry-Burnette
Gentle Gangster (56) McLane-Lamont
U Meii vn. The Clack Dragon (Serial) Cameron-Worth
Headin' for God's Country Lundigan-Dale
Heart of the Golden West (65) Rogers-Terry 9-21.
Hi, Neighbor (72) Belle-Vague 6-1.
Hit Parade of 1943 (86) Carroll-Hayward ...11-16.
ice Caparic^ Revue (79) Drew-Denning 6-29.
Hoosier Holiday Evans-Byron 6-14
Idaho (70) Rogers-Burnette ... 12-28 ... 3-10

.

Johnny Doughboy (63) Wilhers-Oemarest ... .9-7 .. 12-31

.

King of the Cowboys (67) Rogers-Burnette ... .1-25. .. .4-9.

King of the Meunties (Serial) Lane-Drake 7-13 .. 10-10. .

London Blackout Murders (58) Abbott-McLeod 11-2... 1-15.
Man from Music Mountain Rogers-Terry 6-28.
Man from Thunder River Elliott-Hayes 3-22.
Man Trap (57) Stephenson-Lovett ...2-8.
Mexican Rose (— ) Autry-Burnette ..Reissue..
Moscow Strikes Back (55) Russian Documentary ....

.2311. . .5-17

. .275. 6-28

. .219. . .5-17

.4-19

. Reissue.

.10-5.

. 4-19

.

.4-15.

.5-10.

. .1-2.

. 8-12

.

.12-11.
.7-27.

.3-26
12-24.

.2303.

. 220.

. .282.

.251 .11-30

201. 8-10
.215. . .3-22

.206

252 3-8

.205. . .1-25

.254. . .4-19

.281
.210. . .1-12

Mountain Rhythm (70) Weaver Family ....10-19.
Nobody's Darling Lee-Calhern 5-31..
aid ilomeslead. The (C8) Weaver Family ....6-29..
Purple V, The (58) Archer-McLeod 111..
Outlaws of Pine Ridge (59) Barry-Merrick 8-25.
Ride, Tenderfoot, Ride Autry-Burnette ...Reissue..

Riders of the Rio Grande Tyler-Steele 3-8. .

Ridin' Down the Canyon (55) Rogers-Hayes 10-5.

Sante Fc Scouts (55) Three Mcsquiteers . 2-18.

Seerets of the Underground (71) Hubbard-Grey 9-21.
Details under title: The Corpse Came CO D.

Secret Service In Darkest Africa Cameron-Marsh 5-3..
Shadows of the Sage (57) Tyler-Steele 7-20..
Shanty Town (65) Lee-Lord 1-25.

sleepy Lagoon Canova-Day 6-14.
Sombrero Kid The (56) Barry-Merrick 6-29.

Someone to Remember Craven-Paige 3-8.

Details under title: Prodigal's Mother
Song of Texas (69) Rogers-Ryan 3-22.

South of the Border Autry-Lee Reissue..

Sundown Kid (56) Barry-Merrick 10-5.

Swing Your Partner (70) Dale-Clark 3-8

fahili Honey (69) Simon-O'Keefe 1-11.

Thumbs Up (67) Joyct-Fraser 4-5.

Thundering Trails Steele-Tyler 11-2..

Traitor Within (60) Parker-Barry 9-21.
Uetalls under title: Eleven Were Brave

Tumbling Tumbleweeds (— ) Autry-Burnette ...Reissue..

Valley of Hunted Men Steele-Tyler 9-7..

Wagon Tracks West Elliott-Jeffreys ... 5-31..

West Side Kid, The Barry-Evans 4-19..

Details under title: East Side Kids

X Marks the Spot (55) O'Flynn-Parrish 8-24.

Youth on Parade (72) Hubbard-O'Driscoll . 7-13.

Details under title: Chatterbox

.6-11.
.4-13.

.7-18.

.

.10-1.

.

. .1-8.

.8-19. .

.8-21.

.3-12.

10-27

.

. .6-1.

.5-19.

12-30.

.4-16
12-18.

. .7-9.

.8-14.
.4-20.

.2312
. .217. . .6-14

. .209. .12-28

.202 9-7

.212 4-5

.272 .11-30

.2304

. .266
. .253. . .1-11

. .265
. .208. . .2-22

. .284

. .261
.218 5-3

.7-31. .271. .12-14

. .6-18.

.3-1.
.12-28.

. .5-20.

. . .4-6.

. .6-24.

.1-25.

.12-16.

.7-15.

11-12.

. .8-5.

8-10.

. .11-4.

.10-24.

.6-14. .255.

.2302.
. .273.
.221.
. .216.

. .223

.263
. . 207 . . 12-14

2-8
6-14

419
6-28

.262.

. .204.

. .203.

11-30
.11-2

1
ft iC O R A D 1 O

1

1942-43 Features (46) Completed (48) In Production (5)

Westerns ( 6) Completed ( C) In Production (0)

AH AMERSCAN STORY
Drama—Started July 2

Cast: Marg:o, Wally Brown, Alan Carney, John Carradine, Jamfs
Bell, Bruce Edwards, Erford Gage.

Director—John H. Auer.
.Stoi v—Margo plays a .Tapanese-.^merican girl torn between love for Ameriea

;ipil tile trailitions of her parents' countrj*.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title— Running Time Cast Details Rel. No. Rev.

Around the World Kyser-Davis 6-14
Dollar-a-Year Man Lum & Abner 6-28
Government Girl deHavilland-Tufts .6-28
Iron Major, The . O'Brien-Warrick ....5-17

1942-43
BLOCK NO. ONE

Big Street. The (89) Fonda-Ball 5-4 9-4 301.
Here We Go Again (77) Bergen-McGee 6-15... 10-9 305.
Highways by Night (62) Carson- Randolph 4-6. .. 10-2. ... 304.

Details under title: Silver Spoon
Mexican Spitfire's Elephant (64) Vele2-Errol 6-29 .. .9-11. ... 302.
Wings and the Woman (97) Neagle-Newton ... Foreign. . .9-18. . . 303

BLOCK NO. TWO
Falcon's Brother, The (63) Sanders-Conway .... 7-13 .. 11-16 .... 309.
Journey into Fear (70) Cotten-Del Rio 1-26. .2-12 307.
Navy Comes Through, The (82) O'Brien-Scott 6-1.. 10-30 308.
Scattergood Survives a Murder (66) Kibbee-Hayes 4-20. . 10-16. ... 306.
Seven Days Leave (87) Mature-Ball 6-1. 11-13 310.

Details under title: Sweet or Hot

BLOCK NO. THREE
Army Surgeon (63) Wyatt-Taylor 4-6... 12-4 312.
Cat People (72) Simon-Conway 8-10.. 12-25 313.
Great Gildersleeve, The (62) Peary-Darwell 10-5. .. .1-1. .. .314
Once Upon a Honeymoon (117) Rogers-Grant .6-1 .. 11-27 ... ^311 .. 11-
Seven Miles from Alcatraz (62) Craig-Granvillt ....8-10 1-8 315.

.8-10

. .9-7

.8-10

.8-10

.8-10

10-19
.8-10
10-19
10-19
10-19

11-2
11-16

11-K

11-16

14 FILM BULLITIN



BLOCK NO. FOUR
Cinderella Swings It (70) Kibbee Warren

Details under title: Scattergood Swings It

Forever and a Day (104) Laugliton-Neagle .

Hitler's Children (85) Holt-Granville ..
Tarzan Triumphs (78) Welssmuller-GilTord
Two Weeks to Live (76) Louck-Golf

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Falcon Strikes Back (66) Conway-Randolph
Flight for Freedom (101) Russell-MaclVIurray

Details under title: Stand Ry to Die

I Walked with a Zombie (69) Dee-Conway ....
Ladies' Day (63) Velez-Albert ....
This Land Is Mine (103) Laughton-O'Hara .

BLOCK NO. SIX
Bombardier (99) O'Brien-Scott ...
Gildersleeve's Bad Day (62) Peary-Darwell ...
Leopard Man, The (66) O'Keefe-Margo
Mr. Lucky (100) Grant-Day

Details under title: From Here to Victory

Squadron Leader X (99) Dvorak- Portman

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Behind the Rising Sun Margo-Ryan

. .
.8-10. . .1-22.

.

. .318. . .1-25

.
.3-26.

.

. .320. .
.1-25

. .10-i9. . .3-12.

.

. .316. . .1-11

. .9-7. ,
.2-19.

.

. . 319

.

. . 1-25

. . . 10-5 . . . 2-26 . . . . >l / .

.

O ft

. . .2-8. . . . 325

.

. .3-22

.8-24 321. . .
.2-8

. .7-20.

.

. . 322 .

,

. . 3-22
'. .11-2. . . .323.

,

,
.3-22

. 11-2 . . ,

.
.2-22.

.

327. . .5-17

. .2-22 328. . .5-17

11-16 330. . .5-1/

. . . For 326. . . .2-3

.5-17.

Falcon in Danger, The Conway-Brooks 5-3.
Petticoat Larceny Carroll-Warrick 1-25.
Sky's the Limit Astaire-Leslie 1-25
Tarzan's Desert Mystery Weissmuller-Kelly ...4-19

Details under title: Tarzan and the Sheik

SPECIALS
BambI (70) (T) Disney Cartoon Feature ....8-21..
MagnKiient Ambersons (88) Cotten-Costello .. .11-29. . .7-10. .

Pride of the Yankees. The (128) Cooper-Ruth 1-26 3-5..

Saludos Amigos (42) Disney Cartoon Feature ....2-19..
Spitfire (90) . Howard-Niven For

They Got Me Covered (95) Hope-Lamour 7-20. .. .2-5. .

Walt Disney's Surprise Package (T) Cartoon Feature

WESTERNS
Avenging Rider. The Holt-Edwards 7-27. . .6-18. .

Bandit Ranger (56) Holt-Edwards 9-25..

Fighting Frontier (57) Holt-Summer 6-15. . .1-29. .

Details under title: Sen of the Saddle
Pirates of the Prairie (57) Holt-O'Day 6-1.

Red River Robinhood Holt-Moffet 7-13.

Sagebrush Law Holt-Edwards 6-29.,

Details under title: Gun Law

NOT DESIGNATED
Adventures of a Rookie Brown-Landry 6-14.

Fallen Sparrow, The Garheld-O'Hara 2-8.

Lady Takes a Chance, A Arthur-Wayne 1-11.

Details under title: Free For All

Mexican Spitfire's Blessed Event Velez-Errol 4-5.

North Star, The Baxter-Brennan 5-17.

Seventh Victim, The Conway-Brooks 5-17.

.391 6-1

. .371. . .7-13

. .351. . .7-27

. . 392 . . 12-28
5-3

.352. . .1-11

11-20.
.7-23.

. .4-2. .

.385.
.381.

.383.

.3-8

.382. .11-16
.386
.384

2 0 fihJi

Rel. Rev.

194'^-43 Features (— ) Completed (54) In Production (3)

BUFFALO BILL
Western (Technicolor)—Started July 6

Cast: Maureen O'Hara, Joel McCrea, Linda Darnell, Edgar Buch-
anan, Anthony Quinn, Chief Many Treaties, Nick Thompson.

Director—William Wellman.
story—^Career of the famous Intlian scout with emphasis on lii.s later years as

a circus headliner.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast Details

Guadalcanal Diary Foster-Nolan 5-31..
Happy Land Ameche-Dee 6-28..

1942-43
BLOCK NO. ONE

A-Haunting We Will Go (67) Laurel & Hardy 4-6.
Fettllght Serenade (80) Grable-Mature 3-23.

Details under title: Strictly Dynamite
Little Teklo, U. S A. (64) Joyce-Foster 5-18.
Leves of Edgar Allen Poe, The (67) Darnell-Sheppard . . .3-23.
Pied Piper. The (86) WoolIey-McDowall ...4-6.

BLOCK NO. TWO
Berlin Correspondent (70).. Gilmore-Andrews ...5-18.
Careful, Soft Shoulders (69) Bruce-Ellison 5-18.
Iceland (79) Heine-Payne 5-4
Just Olf Broadway (66) Nolan-Weaver 5-18.

Details under title: 12 Men in a Box
Orchestra Wives (97) Montgomery-Bari ...4-20,

BLOCK NO. THREE
Tales of Manhattan (118) All Star 11-1

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Girl Trouble (82) Ameche-Bennctt 6-15.
Manila Calling (81) Nolan-Landis 6-29.
Man In the Trunk, The (70) Roberts-Holmes , ..6-15.
Springtime in the Rockies (90) (T) Grable-Miranda 6-15

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Black Swan, The (85) (T) Power-O'Hara 4-20.
Dr Renault's Secret (58) Shepqard-Roberts ..7-13.

Details under title: Burled Alive
That Other Woman (75) Bari-Ellison 6-29
Thundeibirds (T) (78) Tierney-Foster 3-9
Undying Monster, The (60) Howard-Ellison 8-10

BLOCK NO. SIX
Life Begins at 8:30 (85) Woolley-Lupino 8-10.
China Girl (95) Tierney-Montgomery 6-15
We Are the Marines (69) M of T Documentary....
Over My Dead Body (68) Berle-Hughes ...8-24
Time to Kill (61) Nolan-Angel 9-7.

Details under title: Brasher Doubloon

. . .8-7.

.

. . 302

.

. .7-13

. . .8-1. . . .301. . .7-13

. .8-14. . . . 303

.

.
.7-13

. .8-28. . . . 305

.

. .7-13
. .8-21. . . . 304

.

. .7-13

. .9-11. . . .311. . .8-2-1

. .9-18. . . .312. . .8-24

. .10-2. . . .306. . .8-24

. .9-25. . . .310. . .8-24

. . .9-4.

.

. .308. . .8-21

.10-30. . .313. . .8-24

. .10-9.

.

. . 309

.

. .10-5
.10-16. . . .314. . .10-5
.10-23. . . .315. . .10-5
, .11-6. . . .317. . .10-5

.12-4.

.

.320. . .11-2
12-11. . . . 321

.

. .11-2

11-13.

.

. .318. . .11-2
11-20. . . . 307

.

. .11-2
11-27. . . .319. . .11-2

12-25.

.

, .322. .12-14
. .1-1. . . .323. .12-14
. .1-8.

.

. . 324

.

.12-14
.1-15. . . . 325

.

.12-14
.1-22. . . . 326

.

.12-14

. .10-5.

.

. .9-21. .

.10-19.

.

. .7-13. .

. . For. . .

.
.9-21.

.

. . 6-29 . .

. .11-2.

.

.11-30. .

. . .9-7. .

. .8-24.

.

. .7-20.

.

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Chetniks, The Fighting Guerillas (73) Dorn-Gilmore ..

Details under title: Seventh Column
Immortal Sergeant, The (91) Fonda-O'Hara
Margin lor Error (74) Bcnnctt-Bcric

Meanest Man in the World (57) Benny-Lane ...
»oung Mr. Pitt (105) Donat-Morley ..

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
Dixie Ougan (67) Andrews-Ellison

He Hired the Boss (73) Erwin-Blaine ...

Details under title: $10 Raise

Hello, Frisco, Hello (T) (98) Faye-Payne ....

Moon Is Down (90) Hardwicke-Travers

ttulet, Please, Murder (70) Denning-Patrick .

BLOCK NO. NINE
Crash Dive (T) (105) Power-Baxter ...

My Friend Fllcka (T) (89) McDowell-Foster

They Came to Blow Up America (73) Sanders-Sten 12-14

Details under title: School for Saboteurs

Tonight We Raid Calais (70) Annabella-Sutton ..10-19

Details under title: Secret Mission

BLOCK NO. TEN
Coney Island (T) (93) Grable-Montgomery .10-5

Jitterbugs (74) Laurel & Hardy 3-8

Ox-Bow Incident (76) Fonda-Foster 6-15

BLOCK NO. ELEVEN
Bomber's Moon Sanders-Annabella

Heaven Can Wait (T) 4meche-Tierney ....2-22.

Stormy Weather (77) Robinson-Horne 2-8

NOT DESIGNATED
Dancing Masters Laurel & Hardy ....6-14

Desert Victory (60) British Commentary

Claudia McGuire-Young 5-17

Girls He Left Behind Fayetllison ......5-3

Holy Matrimony Woolley-Fields 4-19

Jane Eyre Welles-Fontaine ....2-22

Night Is Ending, The Sanders-Marshall ...5-17

Roger Tuohy, Last of Gangsters Foster-Taylor 4-19

Song of Bernadette Jones-Price .
.4-5.

Sweet Rosie O'Grady Grable-Young 3-8

Winter Time Henie-Romero

. .2-5. . . .328. . .1-25

.1-29 327 .1-25

.2-19.

.

'.

. 330. . . 1-25
.2-12. . . .329. . .1-25

2-26. . 316

.3-12.

.

. . 332

.

. .3-22

. .4-2.

.

. .334. . .3-22

.3-26.

.

333 . ,,
.3-22

. .4-9. . . .335. .
.3-22

.3-19.

.

. .331. .
.1-11

. 5-14 .

.

.

.

J4U .

,

,
. . 5-3

.4-23. . . . 338 .

.

.4-19

. 5-7 339 . .5-3

4-30. . . .337. . . .4-5

.6-18. . . .343.

.

.5-31

6-11. . . .342. . .5-31

.5-21. . . .336.

.

.5-31

.7-30.

.7-23.

.7-16 .5-31

.4-16 341. . .4-19

.4-5.

UNfTED ARTISTS
1!» 12-43 FEATURES
Balcon (Bin.) Completed ( 1)

Benny (Bny.) Completed (0)

Bogeaus (Bog.) Completed ( 0)

ilronston (Bro.) Completed ( 0)

CagnCy (Cgy.) Completed ( 1)

Chaplin (Chn.) Completed (0)

Cinema Guild (C.G.) Completed ( 3)

Coward (Cwd.) Completed ( 1)

Disney (Dsy.) Completed ( 1)

Edwards (Edws.) Completed ( 1)

Korda (Kor.) Completed (I)

Lesser (Lsr.) Completed (1)

Loew-Lewin (L.L.) Completed ( 1)

Mayfair (Mfr.) Completed (1)

I'ressburger (Psh.) Completed ( 1)

Ivabinovitch (Rvu ) Completed (0)

Roach (Roh.) Completed (8)

Koy:crs (T{:;s.) Coisiiilcted ( 1)

Selznick (S/k.) f o;>t!.!.>(ei! (0)

Sherman (Shni.) Completed (12)

Stone (Stn.) Completed ( 1)

Small (SmI.) Comrilofed (0)

Strombberg (Smg.) Com[)leted ( 1)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In I'ri)ductlon (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In I'rndiictioii (0)

In Production (0)

In PrDducti^n (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART

Jr.

• 1942-43 -
Title— Running Time Cast

American Empire (81) Dix-Fostcr .

Brir-20 Boyd-Clyde
Border Patrol Boyd-Kirby
Buckskin Frontier (74) Dix-Wyatt .

Details under title: Buckskin Empire

Calaboose (45) Rogers- Beery,

Colt Comrades (67) Boyd-Clyde . . . .

Crystal Ball, The (81) Goddard-Milland

Devil with Hitler, The (44) Watson-Devlin

Details under title: Hitler's Valet

Hangmen Also Die (131) Oonlevy-Lce . . .

Details und^r title: Never Surrender

Gunmaster, The. . .
. Dekker-Trevor

Hi Diddle Diddle Menjou-Scott ..

I Married a Witch (76! March-Lake ...

lacare (65) F. Buck

Johnny Come Lately Cagney-George .

Details under title: McLcod's Folly

Kansan, The (79) Dix-Wyatt . , . .

Details under title: Meet John Bonniwell

Kukan. Battle Cry of China (61) Documentary ..

Lady of Burlesque (91) Stanwyck-O'Shea

Details under title: The G. String Murders

Lost Canyon (62) Boyd-Kirby ....

Leather Burners (67) Boyd-Kirby ...

Moon and Sixpence, The (90) Saunders-Marshall

McGuerins from Brooklyn (46) Judge-Bendix ...

Details under title: Mr. and Mrs. Brooklyn

One of Our Aircraft Is Missing itO) Portman-Tearle

Powers Girl, The (93) Murphy-Lane
Prairie Chicken Rogers-Beery Jr.

Riders of the Deadline Boyd-Woodward
Silver Queen (82) Brent-Lane . . . .

Details Rel. Ne. Rev.

, . .12-1. .12-11. . .Shm. .12-14

. . .11-2 Shm
. .6-29 4-2. . .Shm 3-8

. . .9-7. . .5-14. . .Shm. . .3-22

. .4-20. . .1-29. . .Rch
.10-15. . .6-18. . .Shm
. .7-20. . .1-22. . .C.G 2-8

. . .3-23. .11-20. . .Rch. . .11-2

.11-16. . .3-26. . .Psb. ,
.4-5

. .6-28.

. . .5-3.

.

5-4.

. .4-19. .

.11-30. .

,10-30.

.11-27.

. Stn

.C.G.. .11-30
.Mfr. . .1-11

Shm . . .6-28

.12-14.

. .6-15.

.6-15.

.

. .3-23.

. . .4-6.

. . . For.

.

. . .9-7.

. .6-15.

.5-3. . .

. .4-20.

. .
.8-7.

. .4-30.

12-18.

.

5-28. . .

. .10-2.

.12-31.

.10-16.

. .1-15.

. 5-21 . .

ii-i3.

.

Edws

.

Smg.
. .9-7

.5-17

Shm
.Shm

. LL. .11-30

.Rch

.Kor. . .9-21

. .Rgs. . .1-25

.Rch

Shm
.Shm. .11-11
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Sotniwhtre In France Morley-Cummlnos ... For. .. .6-11 ... SmI

Staje Door Canteen (132) Terry-Walker 12-14. . .5-28 Lst...5-31

Taxi, Mister (46) .Bendix-Bradley 6-1 .. .4-16. .. Rth .. .5-17

That Nazty Nuisance (50) Watson-Leonard .. .7-13 Rch...6-28

Hoppy Serves a Writ (67) Boyd-Kirhy 7-20 ... 3-12 ... Shm

Details under title: Texas Law

Undercover Man (68) Boyd-King 2-9 .. 10-23 ... Shm ,,. 5-18

Details under title: Across the Bordtr

Victory Through Air Power (T) Disney Feature Dsy

Yanl(s Ahoy (55) Tracy-Sawyer 7-20 Rch

Young and Willing (83) Holden-Hayward 1-10. .. .2-5. . .C.G

Details under title: Out of the Frying Pan

.2-22

UNIVERSAL
1942-43 Features (55)

Westerns ( 7)

Serials ( 4)

Completed (55)

Completed ( 8)

Completed ( 4)

In Production ((()

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

ALI BABA AND THE FORTY THIEVES
Drama (Technicolor)—Started July 1

Cast: Maria Montez, Jon Hall, Turhan Bey, Fortunio Bonanova,
Frank Puglia, Monroni Olsen, Kurt Katch, Scotty Beckett,

Yvette Duguay, Andy Devine.

Director—Arthur Lubin.
story—Based on the Arabian Nights classic about a Ijoy who made good with

the aid of a magic ring.

HIS BUTLER'S SISTER
Comedy—Started July 1

Cast: Deanna Durbin, Pat O'Brien, Franchot Tone, Iris Adrian,
Robin Rajinond, Elsa Janssen, Andrew Tombes, George
Kirby, Paul Scardon, Alice Draper.

Director: Frank Borzage.
story—Very mucli in tlie mannei' of "My JIan (loilfrey," with I'a( O'Biien in

the role of the butler.

MAN OF THE FAMILY
Comedy-Drama—Started July 6

Cast: Donald O'Connor, Richard Dix, Lillian Gish, Count Basie and
Band, Susanna Foster, Peggy Ryan, Ann Gwynne, Noah
Beery, Jr., Samuel S. Hinds, David Holt, Marcia May Jones,
Richard Love.

Director—Charle Lament.
Story—Not available.

YOU'RE A LUCKY FELLOW, MR. SMITH
Comedy—Started July 1

Cast: Allan Jones, Billie Burke, David Bruce, Evelyn Ankers, Patsy
O'Connor, Statch Clements.

Director—^Felix Feist.
story—^Strictly escapist.

RELEASE CHART
ns PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast Details
Crazy House Olsen & Johnson . . 6-28

.

Strange Death of Adolph Hitler Donath-Sondergaard .6-28.
Let Yourself Go Woods- Knox 6-28.

1942-43
Advintorn t1 Smilln' Jack (Stria!) Brown-Bey . ..
All By Myself (63) Knowles-Ankers

.

Amazing Mrs. Holllday, The (98) Durbin-O'Brien
Details under title: Forever Yoars

Arabian Nights (T) (86) Sabu-Montez
Between Us Girls (89) Cummings-Barrymore

Details under title: Live and KIstei. Carsllni
Captive Wild Woman (60) Carradine-Ankers .

Cheyenne Roundup (59) Brown-Ritter

Corvette K-235 Foran-Knowles ...
Cowboy In Manhattan (59) Paige-Langford
Deep in the Heart of Texas (61) Brown-Ritter

Ditalli under title: The Uni Star Trail
OuUny Chaney-Curtis ...
Don Wintlow of the Coast Guard (Serial) . . .Perry-Barrie
Eyes of the Underworld (61) DIx-Barrie

Bttalls under title: Destiny

Follow the Band (61) Errol-Hughes
Details under title: Trombone from Heaven

Frankenstein Meets the Wolf Man (75) Chaney-LugosI ...
Details under title: Wolf Man Meets Frankenstein

Frontier Bad Men Barrymore-Paig'; .

Get Going (59) Paige-MacDonald
^"Is, inc. Errol-McOonald
Give Out, Sisters (65) Andrews Sisters ..

Details under title: I Want ta Danct
Good Morning, Judge (68) G'Keefc-Albritton .

Half Way to Shanghai (62) Hervey-Taylor
Hers to Hold (— ) Durbin-Cotten ...
He's My Guy (65) Hervey-Foran ....
HI, Buddy (68) Paige-Lord
Hit the Ice (82) Abbott-Costello ..

Details under title: Oh, Doctor!

HI Ya Chum (61) Ritz Bros.-Frazee

How's About It? And ws S ters-Paige

Details under title: Solid Senders
It Ain't Hay (81) Abbott & Costello.

It Comes Up Love (64) Jean-Hunter ....
Details under title: On the Beam

Junior G-Men of the Air (Serial) Dead End Kids .

Keep 'Em Slugging (61) Hall-Raymond ...
Details under title: Bad Company

.5-18.

.3-8.

.6-29.

.7-13.

.5-4.

12-28.

. .9-5.

. .9-7.

. .6-15.

. .1-25.

10-19.
. . .4-6.

. .2-22.

.10-19.

6-14.

. .4-5.

.5-17.

. .5-18.

12-28.

. .3-23.

. .4-5.

.12-14.

.11-16.
12-14.

12-28

.

. .10-5.

. .7-20.

. .3-9.

.11-30.

Rel. No. Rev.

. . .1-5. . .7581
. .6-11. . . 7043

.

. .6-14
. .2-19.

.

.7005. . .2-22

.12-25.

.

.7063. . 12-28
. . .9-4.

.

.7010. . .9-21

. . .6-4.

.

. 7014

.

. .5-31

. . .4-9. . .7075
.7-30
5-21. . .7036

. .9-25.

.

.7074. . 10-19

. .4-6.

.

8681
. . .1-8.

.

. 7037

.

.11-30

. .5-14.

.

. 7033

.

. .5-31

. .3-12. . .7012. . .3-22

. .8-6.

.

.6-25.

.

. .7-9. .

. .3-11. . .7023. . .9-21

. . .5-7. . . 7044

.

. .5-17

. .9-18.

.

. 7033

.

. . 10-5
.7-16. .

. .3-26. . .7041. . .4-i9
. .2-26. . .7031. . . .3-8

. .7-2. .

. . .3-5. . . 7039

.

. . .4-5

. . .2-5. . .7025

. .3-19. . .7001. . . .4-5

. . .4-9. . .7023. . . .2-8

, .6-30. . .7881
. . .4-2. . .7040. . . .

5-3

Jr.

Lone Star Trail Brown-Ritter .

Madame Spy (63) Begnet-Porter .

Moonlight In Havana (63) Jones-Frazee .

Mr. Big (74) Jean-O'Connor . .

Details under title: Oh, Say Can You Swing
Mug Town (60) Halop-Hall
Mummy's Tomb. The (61) Foran-Chaney
Next of Kin (86) Pilbeam-Sidney
Nightmare (81) Barrymore-Oonlevy

Night Monster (72) Hervey-Erikson . .

Old Chisholm Trail, The (60) Brown-Ritter . .

Overland Mall (Serial) Parrish-Chaney.

Phantom of the Opera Eddy-Foster
Pittsburgh (91) Dietrich-Scott ...

Raiders of San Joaquin (60) Brown-Ritter

Rhythm of the Islands Jones-Frazee

Details under title: Isle of Romance
Second Honeymoon Bruce-Hilliard

Shadow of a Doubt (108) Wright-Cotten ...
Sherlock Holmes in Washington (71) Rathbone-Bruce
snerlock Holmes and the vtiice of Terror (65. Rathbone-Bruce . .

Sherlock Holmes and the Secret Weapon (68) Rathbone-Bruce
Sin Town 174) Bennett-Crawford

Strictly in the Groove (60; Errol-McDonald ..

lentina Tonight en Ihe Old Camp Ground .. Brown-Ritter

Two Tickets to London (77) Morgan-Curtis
We've Never Been Licked Ouine-Gwynne
When Johny Comes Marching Home (74) .... Jones-Frazee ..

White Savage (T) (76) Hall-Montez ....

wno Done It (77) Abbott & Costello.

1943-44
Always a Bridesmaid AndwSisters-Knowles

Fired Wife Barrymore-Paige

For All We Know Boyer-Robinson . . .

Larceny with Music Jones-Carlisle ....
Mad Ghoul, The Ankers-Bruce ....

Never a Dull Moment (—) Ritz Bros. -Langford

Sherlock Holmes and Spider Woman Rathbone-Bruce ...

Angela O'Connor- Foster . .

Cobra Woman Montcz-Hall

Sherlock Holmes and the Spider Woman Rathbone-Bruce

The Mad Ghoul Ankers-Bruce ....

8-10

.

. 12-11 ,

.

.7034

.

. 12-14
8-10. . 10-16.

.

.7026. . 11-2
3-8. . . 5-28 . .7013

.

. .6-14

, . .7-13 . . .1-22. .7027 2-8

. .6-15. . 10-23.

.

.7019 12-14

. . For.

.

. . .5-7. . .7052 . .4-19

9-17. 11-13 . .7015 .11-30

7-20

.

. 10-23 . . . 7038 11-16

.8-24. 12-11 .

.

.8-23 . . . 9-21 -

. .2-8.

.

.8-27

.9-7. . 12-11 .

,

.7008 12-14

7-27. . . .6-4. . .7076 6-28
11-30. . .4-16.

.

.7042

.6-14. .

.8-10.
7-20.
.5-18.

.6-15.

8-24

.4-6.
8-10. .

.125.
10-5.

.11-2.

6-15.

1-25.

.5-3.
8-10.

. 1-25

.

.5-31.

.6-14.

.5-31.

. .5-17.

. .5-31.

.5-31.

.7-23. .

. .1-15.

.

.4-30.

.

.9-18 .

.2-12.

.

. .9-25.

11-20. .

. .2-5. .

.6-18.

.

.7-16.

.

. . .1-1.

. .4-23.

.

.11-6.

.

43-44.

.

43-44. .

43-44. .

43-44. .

43-44. .

43-44.

.

43-44. .

. 7065

.

.7018

.7019

.7024
. .7017
.7028.
7074,

.

.1-25

6-28

.9-21
1-23

1019
. 2-8

6-28
.7064
.7016. . 1-11

.7004 5-3

.7022. 11-16

WARNER ;
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B
1942-43 Features (--) Completed (3(i) In Production (.",

NORTHERN PURSUIT
Drama—Started June 28

Cast: Errol Flyn, Helmut Dantine, Gene Loekhart, Julie Bishop,
John Ridgeley, Monte Blue, Al Craig.

Director—Raoul Walsh
Etory: Nazi saboteurs take off in .1 bombt-r from a secret rendezvous amid

Canada's snowy waste.« with IOrri>l I'^iynn in pursuit.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

FN PRODUCTION
Title—Running Time

Destination Tokyo

In Our Time

Shine On Harvest Moon
Conflict

BLOCK NO. ONE
Across the Pacific (97)

Busses Roar, The (60)

Desperate Journey (107)
Secret Enemies (59)

Now, Voyager (117)

BLOCK NO. TWO
You Can't Escape Forever (77)
Hidden Hand. The (63)

George Washington Slept Here (93) . .

Flying Fortress (68)

Gentleman Jim (104)

BLOCK NO. THREE
Casablanca (99)

Gorilla Man (64)
Hard Way. The (97)

Truck Busters (58)

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Air Force (124)
Mysterious Doctor (57)

SPECIALS
Edge of Darkness, The (118)
Yankee Docdie Dandy (126)

NOT DESIGNATED
Action in the North Atlantic (127) .

.

Adventures of Mark Twain

Arsenic and lid Lace (— )

Background to Danger (SO)

Constant Nymph. The (112)

Crime by Night

Details under title: Forty Whacks
Desert Song, The (T)

Devotion

Last Ride. The (— )

Mission to Moscow (123)
Old Acquaintance

Princess OT'/urke

Saratoga Trunk (— )

Thank Your Lucky Stars

This Is the Array (T)

To the Last Man
Varsity Show (81) (Relssot)

Watch on the RMne

Cast

. Grant-Garheld

.Lupino-Henreid

Sheridan-Morgan

. Bogart-Hobart

.Bogart-Astor

.Travis-Bishop

.Flynn-Reagan

.Stevens-Emerson

.Oavis-Henried

Details

6-28.

.6-14.
6-28.

.5-17.

Rel. No.

.Brent-Marshall

.Stevens-Emerson

.Benny-Sheridan

.Greene-Lehmann

.Flynn-Smith

.Bogart-Bergman

. Loder-Ford . . .

.Lupino-Morgan

.Travis-Parker . .

. . .3-23.

2-9.

. . .4-20.

. . .6-19. .

. . .4-20.

. . . For.

.

6-1.

. . .6-1.

. . . For.

.

.
3-23.

. .9-21.

.Flynn-Sheridan . . . .8-24.

.Cagney-Leslie 12-1.

.Bogart-Massey 9-7.

.March-Smith 7-13.

.Grant-Lane 11-1.

.Raft-Marshall 9-7.

. Boyer-Fontaine 3-9.

Bennett-Cowan . .. 10-19.

. . .9-5.

.

. .202. . .8-24

9-19. . . . 203

.

8-24

. .9-26.

.

. .204. . .
8-24

. 10-17 .

.

. . 205

.

. .8-24

.10-31. . . .206. . .8-24

.10-10.

.

. . 207

.

. .10-5
11-7

.

. .208. . 10-5
.11-28.

.

. .210 . .10-5

. .12-5.

.

.211. . .
10-5

.11-14.

-

.212. 11-30

. .1-23. . .214 11-30

. .1-16. . .216. .12-14

. .2-20. . .209 . 10-5

. . .2-6.

.

.213. . . 1-25

. . 3-20 . . .217. .2-8
3-6 . .218 .3-f

. .4-24. . . . 219

.

. . . t-^

. . .1-2.

.

. . 201

.

. .6-15

.6-12.. . .221. . .5-31

. . .7-3 . .
.'.6-14

.7-24.

.

. .223

Morgan-Manning . . .6-29

.OeHavilland-Lupino 11-16

.Travis-Parker

Huston-Harding . . .11-16. . .5-22 5-17
.Uavis-Hopkins 11-16

DeHavilland-Cu'mings 7-20
.Cooper-Bergman 3-8
. Cantor. Shore 1-2

Murphy-Leslie 4-5

.Flynn-Bishop 5-3

.Powell-Waring 12-19 215

.Davis-Lucas ... . .6-15
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What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

'STAGE DOOR CANTEEN' HAILED AS SMASH ENTERTAINMENT
(UNITED ARTISTS) "...Bulging; and generally heart-warming film ... Entertainment is pitched to the level popular with youth... May
not be the picture to arouse the sophisticates. But it will fetch honest thrills, tears and laughter from millions throughout the land."

Crowther N. Y. TIMES. "...Most amazing grab-a 1 of screen, stage and radio stars. . .Achievements are individually beyond

listing. But collectively it is even more remarkable. . .A picture that no one can fail to enjoy." Winsten, N. Y. POST.
"... Talent burns brightly throughout the extended proceedings. .. Packed with the emotional burden that must accompany any cele-

bration of youngsters having a last fling... How can you go wrong with 'Stage Door Canteen'?" Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Varietj' entertainment on a scale more lavish than any other movie ever approached. . .No matter what ails you, this pic-

ture will have something to cure it. If this sends you away displeased, better give up the theater altogether and resign yourself to

becoming a sourpuss." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...One of the most extraordinary fiim e itertainments in the

history of the screen. . .Story on which the innumerable sketches and variety acts of the stars are strung like a set of sparkling

jewels, is simple and unpretentious. . .Four Stars." Cameron, N. Y. NEWS. "...A whopper with so many star names...

A

bonanza buy anyway you look at it. . .Has plot, entertainment and anything else you want. . .A memorable picture and a cinch smash."

Scott, N. Y. MIRROR.

'DIXIE' PLEASANT MUSICAL NOT UP TO PREVIOUS CROSBY PAR
(PARAMOUNT) "...When the minstrels are jabbering and kyawing and flinging their lithesome legs around, the film has a fitful

'^xuberance. . .But when the story goes weakly meandering into a pointless, confused romance, it is labored and dull... None of the

picture has the dash and jubilating spirit that should go with an old-time minstrel story." Crowther, N. Y. TIMES. "...Good

comic passages and a dozen new and old songs sung in the pleasing Crosby manner... Not up to the amazingly high level of enter-

tainment set in previous Bing Cro^y pictures .. .Can be seen with pleasure or avoided without serious loss." Winsten, N. Y. POST.
"...A song and a quip are the only things this picture bothers about... Bing Crosby and a merry crew turn the early history

of minstrel shows into a jolly carnival ... You will have a mighty nice time." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Clipped

pattern that seems to wear best with screen musicales, keeping the action brisk and the story subordinated. . .Good looking and good
fun." Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Although no great shakes, it is made pleasantly diverting by pictorial Techni-

color, nostalgic scenes, and, of course, Bing's magnificent singing." Franken, PM. "...Sure-fire blend of song, dance and com-
edy and romance. . .Surprise hit of the film is Billy deWolfe...He is casual, amusing, big-time." Werner, N. Y. MIRROR.
"...For anyone who's been longing for entertainment that is a complete escape from the war .. .Directed with taste and skill." Cam-
eron, N. Y. NEWS.

THE YOUNGEST PROFESSION' AMUSING LITTLE MOVIE—POST
(METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER) "...Juvenile film dish will be relished by the innumerable feminine teensters. . .Amusing little movie
on its own, benefited only for box-office by the guest luminaries." Thirer, N. Y. POST. "...Played strictly for laughs, which it

sometimes gets... Most of the proceedings are involved with gags and action. . .Obvious film, based on an embarrassing occupation,

but it succeeds in getting its quota of laughs." Guernsey, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Spirited farce, good enough most of

the time, so you can make allowances for the letdowns. . .Some cf it is so very amusing, it is doubly exasperating to find such frequent

stretches of tedious nonsense." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Light, unsophisticated comedy good hot-weather en-

tertainment ... If you're not used to adolescents, you will have little patience with the picture, which exaggerates their idiosyncracies

for the sake of comedy. But many a parent will enjoy it." Hale, N. Y. NEWS. . .Cute, wholesome and entertaining. . .Designed
for neighborhood audiences and small towners." Mortimer, N. Y. MIRROR. "...Modest, little funny-bone tickler... At best,

flyweight fare, so slight on humor that it has a hard time making an impression in the vastness of the Music Hall... Very fortunate

in the display of marquee artillery." T.M.P., N. Y. TIMES.

'BOMBARDIER' FAMILIAR PATTERN, STILL HAS THRILLS—PM
(RKO-RADIO) ".

. .Cut to a pattern that is by now thoroughly familiar, but nevertheless satisfactory, boasting the usual roaring planes,

bursting bombs, heroic words...We may groan at the triteness of the dialogue and the staleness of the story, but we cannot help but
be stirred." M.S., N. Y. PM. "...Rah-raJi Rover-Boy spirit, rambling story and heroics in the worst bombastic style are the
major imperfections. . .They leave little little or no room for good • Cheap, fictitious film. RKO, the writer and director should hang
their heads in shame." Crowther, N. Y. TIMES. ".. .Th:>roughly exciting and considerably more entertaining than many of the
war-in-the-air films... Ends in high with a crescendo thrill finish." Mortimer, N. Y. MIRROR. "...Grood service picture ends
with an exciting five minutes of action." Cameron, N. Y. NEWS. "...Passably exciting thriller. . .Another quickie making
much of martial melodrama. . .Singularly dull romantic continuity. . .Trite commentary on desperate issues." Barnes, N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.

'PILOT No. 5' PRODUCTION AND STORY NOT UP TO FINE THEME
(METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER) "

. . . Stiunbles occasionally on moments of real artistry .. .War sequences are amateurish. . .So much
effective film drama in it, that it is a pity it could not be resolved without hauling in the irrelevant battle scenes." Guernsey. N. Y.
HERALD TRIBUNE. ".

. .Actually a flashback melodrama. . .The germ of the plot is a really splendid one, but the picture isn't

top-notch as dramatic thriller." Thirer, N. Y. POST. "...War-film with minimum war-footage, moderately entertaining and
sometimes even exciting, this low-cost quickie is O. K. for the regulars. . .Praisefully short on battle shots, long on romance." Mor-
timer, N. Y. MIRROR. "...Laudable theme, but unfortunately, the producers chose a dime novel sort of story to illustrate it

...Set of good performances are not enough to bring life to an unimaginatively written and directed story." Cook, N. Y. WOFILD-
TELEGRAM. "...Inspired and inspiring theme has a production that is sometimes artificial, occasionally awkward and gen-
erally stilted." Masters, N. Y. NEWS. "...Tedious, overiong film." L.B.F., N. Y. TIMES.

'AERIAL GUNNER' ABOVE AVERAGE ACTION PROGRAMMER
(PARAMOUNT) "...Every once in a while, it so far outstrips the script that you prepare to hail the first 'sleeper' of the year. Then
it lets down, not to a bad level, but to its own, which is not high enough to cause excessive enthusiasm. . .Can and will be widely
enjoyed." Winsten, N. Y. POST. ".

. .Good enough to stand on its own as a single feature. . .Most ambitious picture they (Pine-
Thomas) have turned out to date." Cameron, N. Y. NEWS. "...Stor>' setup is nothing unique, but easy to take for the swell
training scenes." Werner, N. Y. MIRROR. "...Occasionally both exciting and instructive. On the whole, it is a slip-shod
little thriller, exploiting our Air Force in obvious and tedious terms." Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Heroics for the
bumpkins in one-syllable cliches. . .Never rises above the ceiling prescribed by a normal B-film. .. Strictly a picture for the shooting-
gallery trade." Crowther, N. Y. TIMES. "...I>oesn't monkey around much -with mere talk... If the noise of continued shooting
bothers you don't hesitate to put cotton in your ears. You miss all the dialogue, but that won't interfere the least bit with your enjoy-
ment of this picture." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
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REDHEAD FROM MANHAHAN" MINOR MUSICAL
Rates • • — as dualler

Columbia
63 Minutes

Lupe Velez, Michael Duane, Tim Ryan,
Gerald Mohr, LUILan Yarbo, Lewis Wilson,
Doug:lass Drake, Arthur Loft, Clancy Cooper,

Shirley Patterson.

Directed by Lew Landers.

Lupe Velez is the whole show in "Red-
head from Manhattan" and, as usual, she is

determinedly dynamic in this program musi-

cal which will satisfy as a naborhood dualler.

The star plays a dual role and those patrons
who enjoy her word-scrambling and farcical

antics will find a fair quota of laughs. Of
the five songs, "The Fiestigo" and "Let's

Fall in Line" have a snappy rhythm. The
mistaken identity plot is too ridiculous to

be taken seriously, but it serves merely as

a framework for the star's peculiar talents.

Lupe plays a foreign actress on her way
to the U. S. when the ship is torpedoed and
she drifts ashore on a raft with M chael

Duane, saxophonist. After finding somf

Nazi-cached money hidden on the beach, the

pair are pursued by the police and Lupe

goes to see her cousin (also played by the

star) who is featured in a Broadway musi-

cal. The latter is expecting a baby and

rather than close the show, the foreigr

actress impersonates her cousin on Broad-

way. While doing: this, she is forced tc

ignore Duane and also hold off her cousin's

racketeer friend who is unaware she is mar-

ried. After much confusion all around, the

cousin's husband makes an appearance and

everything is cleared up — by a simpi

explanation.

Miss Velez is as boisterous as ever as the

excitable foreign star but her other charac

terization is more reserved and less annoy

ing — proof that she can act in a natural

fashion if necessary. Lewis Wilson makes
a favorable impression in the small role o

the cousin's husband and Michael Duane, a

handsome newcomer, is adequate as the be

wildered saxophonist.
LEYENDECKER

'A GENTLE GANGSTER' MILD MELLER LACKS ACTION
Rates • + in minor action spots

Republic
57 Minutes

Barton McLane, Molly Lamont, Jack La Rue
Dick Wessel, Joyce Compton, Ray Teal,

Rosella Towne, Crane Whitley, Cy Kendall,

Marion Colby, Edwin Mills, Ernie Adams,
Elliott Sullivan, Anthony Warde.

Directed by Phil Rosen.

The reformed older geneiation helps out
a wayward son in "A Gentle Gangster" —
a mild melodrama with few action high-

lights. Even in the less-than-an-hour run-

ning time, Director Phil Rosen was unable
to whip up much interest in the dull and
formula story. Although speakeasy owners
are three of the main characters, this has
scant resemblance to the gangster films
which stemmed from that era. And, as re-

gards production, cast names and, especially,

some extremely-amateurish acting, this is

of quickie calibre. Will just about get by
in daily change action houses.
The story, which covers a span of twenty

years, opens in a small town where Barton

McLane, former speakeasy owner, is now a

prominent citizen as are his wife. Molly

Lamont, and his two henchmen and their

wives. It was the women of the little group

who had persuaded their husbands to put

all gangster activities behind them and settle

down. When a gambling house opens on

the outskirts of town and a new set ot

racketeers threatens to involve their sons

and daughters, McLane and his former
henchmen decide to drive them out of town
Bringing their old strong-arm methods into

play again, they visit the gambling joint

and wreck the equipment. At this point
their minister arrives and learns about Mc-

Lane's speakeasy days but, with the gamb-
lers driven out, he promises to keep his

secret.

Barton McLane is well cast as the big

shot-turned solid citizen and Molly Lamont
gives a sympathetic portrayal of his under-
standing wife. Dick Wessel, Joyce Compton
and the other elders are capable enough
but young players Edwin Mills and Marion
Colby act awkward and ill-at-ease before a

camera.
DENLEY

'COLT COMRADES' LIVELY HOPALONG WESTERN
Rates • • in action spots

United Artists (Harry Sherman)
67 Minutes
William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Jay Kirby, Victor
Jory, George Reeves, Gayle Lord, Earl Hod-
grins, Douglas Fowley, Herbert Rawlinson,
Bob Mitchum.
Directed by Leslie Selander.

This is up to the high standard of the
Hopalong Cassidy westerns, with a plenitude
of riding and shooting action. Again William
Boyd and his two side-kicks, Andy Clyde
and Jay Kirby, are supported by a first-rate

cast, including Victor Jory and Douglas Fow-
ley, while Leslie Selander's direction neatly
points up the excitin-r sequences and keeps
interest in the story alive throughout. The
plot has its familiar angles but the picture
has been well handled in every particular.
The photographic shots are among the best
in the cow'boy field and deserve special men-
tion. Romantic interest is minor. This is

sure to please the cowboy devotees.
In the story, Hoppy and his two pals.

California and Johnny, receive a $5,000 re-

ward for the capture of a bandit and decide
to buy a ranch and settle down. Becoming
partners of Gayle Lord and her brother,

George Reeves, whose ranch is mortgaged
by Victor Jory, Hoppy learns that the latter

controls the water rights and charges all

ranchers exorbitant prices. The new part-

ners get along well from the start and Cali-

fornia emerges as a hero when he starts

drilling for oil and reaches water instead.

Hoppy then calls all the ranchers together

and they form their own association to out-

wit Jory. In retaliation, Jory has Hoppy
framed for cattle rustling, but the latter

manages to procure stolen contracts and
prove his own innocence.

The starring trio give standard perform-
ances, Victor Jory again makes a convincing

villain and Earl Hodgins gives a genuine

comedy performance as the oil promoter.

Sherman's daughter, Teddi (billed as Gayle

Lord) is adequate in the small role of the

rancher-heroine.
YORK

BIG PICTURE

SHEILA RYAN
BARTON MacLAN£
NARRV SHANNON
PAT BRADY
ARLINE JUDGE

BOB°NOLAN
and

THE SONS OF
THE PIONEERS Original Screen Play by Winston Miller

JOSEPH KANE. Olrettor

Buy War Bonds! Associate Producer, HARRY EREY

It's a

REPUBLIC PICTURE
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TWO SENOR'TAS FROM
CHICAGO With the riot-

ous Joan Davis for com-

edy and the ravishing Jinx

Falkenburg for eye and

ear appeal, this Columbia

musical tells about Joan

as a would-be theatrical

agent who finds a dis-

carded script and manages

to get it produced on

Broadway. Jinx and Ann
Savage help in the hoax,

while Leslie Brooks and

Ramsey Ames try to break

it up. Bob Haymes handles

the singing and romanc-

ing end. Frank Woodruff

directed the Wallace Mac-
Donald production.

SOMEWHERE IN FRANCE. . . From the

Ealing Studios in London comes this

Michael Balcon production for United

Artists release. Starring T?mmy Trindcr

Constance Cumming: and C.ifford Evans,

it recounts the adventures of a British

war worker who goes to France just be-

fore its fall to retrieve important ma-
chinery and is aided by a coupie of Tom-
mies and an American gin. Also seen
are Robert Morley. Gordon Jackson and
John Williams.



THE NEWS DIGEST
(Continued on Page 21 )

illand, Ann Sheridan, John Garfield, and

practically everyone else on the Warner lot;

"Old Acquaintance" with Bette Davis and
Miriam Hopkins; "Princess O'Rourke" with

Olivia de Havilland, Robert Cummings and
Charles Coburn; "The Desert Song" with

Dennis Morgan and Irene Manning; "Devo-

tion" with Olivia de Havilland, Ida Lupino,

Nancy Coleman, Paul Henreid and Sydney
Greenstreet; "Saratoga Trunk" starring

Gary Cooper and Ingrid Bergman; "Arsenic
and Old Lace" with Cary Grant, Priscilla

Lane, Raymond Massey and Peter Lorre;
and "The Adventures of Mark Twain" star-

ring Frederic March and Alexis Smith.

A group of what Warner calls "Victory
Pictuies" are also ready for release. There
are five: "Adventures in Iraq," "Murder on
the Waterfront," "Crime by Night," "The
Last Ride" and "Find the Blackmailer."

In production and scheduled for comple-
tion by the new season's starting date are:

"Northern Pursuit," with Errol Flynn;
"Destination Tokyo" with Cary Grant, John
Garfield, Alan Hale; "Conflict" starring
Humphrey Bogart, Alexis Smith and Sydney
Greenstieet; "In Our Time" with Ida Lu-
pino and Paul Henreid; "Shine On, Harvest
Moon" with Ann Sheridan, Dennis Morgan
and Irene Manning.

Next to start shooting are: "Battle Cry,"
a Howard Hawks production; "Passage to

Marseilles," sequel to "Casablanca"; Jack
Benny in "The Horn Blows at Midnight";
"Rhapsody in Blue,' the life of George Ger-
shwin; "Mr. SkefRngton," starring Bette
Davis; Errol Flynn in "Uncertain Glory";
a musical, "Gay Blades"; "Here Come the
Girls" with Ann Sheridan, Ida Lupino,
Alexis Smith and Jane Wyman and "Three
Strangers" with George Brent.

A number of stage and book properties
were listed for production, among them
"The Doughgirls," "Dark Eyes," "The Corn
li Green" and 27 others.

The company also announced an addi-
tional fifteen million dollars in loans to re-

tire all presently outstanding domestic bank
loans, six per cent debentures and pre-
ferred stock, to bring its total for that pur-
pose to twenty-three millions. The new
financing arrangements will greatly sim-
plify the capital structure of Warner Bros.
They also will heavily reduce the com-
pany's debt as well as result in tax savings
for the company.

Zanuck''s Return Heps Production

Fifteen pictures will make up the 20th
Century-Fox production schedule for the

"Not a dark house in more than

20 years of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n

250 N. JUNIPER STREET
PHILADELPraA

LOCUST 4822 RACE 4600

coming four months, Joseph M. Schenck

announced. Following a conference with

Darryl F. Zanuck, who returned to the stu-

dio last week to resume charge of produc-

tion, Schenck further announced the elimin-

ation from the 20th-Fox production schedule

in future of all "B" and minor "A" pictures.

Three musicals and three Technicolor

productions are among those included in

the scheduled features, Zanuck's first pro-

duction in the group will be "Wilson," based

on the story of Woodrow Wilson. Zanuck
noted that he felt "greatly honored on being

entrusted with 'Wilson' and other pictures

of this scope and importance. Pictures of

this type are tremendously important today

and for the postwar world. . .1 wish to thank
all who carried on so magnificently in my
absence for their loyalty and efficiency

which helped maintain the success and
prestige of 20th Century-Fox product."

Lew Schreiber, studio casting director,

was named executive assistant to Zanuck,
the post formerly held by William Goetz,

who has formed his own production com-
pany, International Pictures, Inc. The cast-

ing responsibilities heretofore shouldered by
Schreiber will be split up and shared by
Robert Palmer, James Ryan and William
Mayberiy.

The studio also announced the appoint-

ment of R. L. Hough as general production
manager to succeed the late William
Koenig.

Mellett Resigns

Lowell Mellett, chief of the OWI motion
picture bureau, resigned from the organiza-

tion late last week, after the appropriation
for the OWI's film buieau was limited to

$50,000 by a Senate vote, although more
than $1,200,000 was recommended by the
Budget Bureau.

Mellett's resignation culminated an asso-

ciation with the film industry as govern-
ment liason man which won him wide
praise from leaders of the motion picture
industry. He was a former Sciipps-
Howaid editor and long an intimate of

President Roosevelt. Mellett was paid from
funds for the White House staff and was
never actually on the OWI payroll. He
stated that he would return to his post on
the President's personal staff.

OWI, however, will definitely maintain
liaison work between Hollywood and Wash-
ington, according to Ulric Bell, OWI official

in Hollywood, who acted under instructions
from Elmer Davis. Under the present ap-

propriation, the best that can be hoped for

would be a skeleton group with offices in

Hollywood and Washington only.

RKO-Disney Pact Renewed

Short subjects and features coming from
the Walt Disney studios will continue to be

distributed by RKO for another year, un-

der the terms of a new pact signed by Ned
E. Depinet, president of RKO Radio, and
Roy Disney, representing Walt Disney Pro-

ductions.

The new contract covers distribution of

Disney's seventh group of shorts and car-

ries an option for handling of the eighth

group. In addition, there will be the Dis-

ney feature, "Let's Go Latin," formerly
titled "Surprise Package." This feature, as

well as the 18 shorts, will be in Techni-
color. Disney's original pact with RKO
dates back to 1936.

ITO-UA Bout Continues

The fourth round in the bout between
Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio and
United Artists sales ended with still no
decision.

The ITO, through its executive secretary,

Pete Wood, originally charged that UA was
using "Stage Door Canteen" to induce Ohio
exhibitors to buy not only other features

but Hopalong Cassidys as well and objected

to the 50 percent terms of "Canteen." Grad-
well Sears, UA vice-president in charge of

sales, denied the first charge and requested

Wood to report instances where this prac-

tice was conducted. Wood then countered
with a suggestion to Sears that UA provide
prints of "Canteen"' without charge in re-

turn for which the exhibitors in the Cleve-

land territory would donate all receipts to

the local USO.
Last week. Sears replied that it would

not be possible to turn over 100 percent of

the receipts to the local USO, calling atten-

tion to the terms of Sol Lesser's agreement
with the American Theatre Wing and said

that UA considered it "an obligation to de-

liver a record gross." Sears added that the
company feels that it is asking "just and
reasonable terms in accordance with the
str-aight commercial value of this picture,"

r-egardless of the charitable and patriotic

angle.

United Artists is asking 50 percent of the
gross.
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CRIME DOCTOR... The story in

this Columbia thriller which may
be the first of a series, treats of an

amnesia victim who becomes a re-

spected criminal psychiatrist and

later learns that he had once been

a public menace. Warner Baxter

is seen as the man who overcomes

his past. Margaret Lindsay. John
Litel. Ray Collins. Harold Huber
and Don Costello are also cast in

the screen play adapted from ths

radio program. Michael Gordon



1^

STAGE DOOR CANTEEN. . A veritable

bonanza of stars of stage, screen and
radio are strung along the story thread

of a boy who left his heart at the Stage

Door Canteen, in this Sol Lesser Produc-

tion for United Artists release. In addi-

tion to the galaxy of stage and screen

luminaries, there are six big name bands.

The newcomers who handle the story

thread include Cheryl Walker, William

Terry, Marjorie Riordan and Lon Mc-
Callister. Frank Borzage directed the

mammoth production, proceeds of which
will go to the American Theatre Wing.

TWO TICKETS TO LONDON. .

This Universal melodrama tells of

a manhunt in which Alan Curtis

as a Yankee seaman on a British

Merchant ship, becomes the prey

of the Admiralty police for alleged

cooperation with the enemy. Mi-

chele Morgan is seen as a girl who
helps Curtis in his attempt to elude
the authorities, aided by Dooley
Wilson. C. Aubrey Smith plays tht;

tenacious detective and Barry Fitz-
gerald is a proprietor of a sailor's
home. Edwin L. Marin was the
producer-director.
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A FEW WORDS ABOUT WARNERS
One of the burning questions kindling controversy

in our industry is whether or not the public wants filnns

with war themes, and — whether or not the public wants

them — is it incumbent upon the sludios to produce

them as a national duty.

Harry Warner issued a statement some weeks ago

placing his company four-square behind the latter view-

point. Of course, Warner's declaration was a bit of

subtle salesmanship for the company's large program of

war pictures. It provoked considerable criticism, some

of it justified, most of it not.

However, Warner Bros, have long been the center

of controversial film issues. This can be attributed to

the company's courage and daring. We all remember

how this studio pioneered in such touchy subjects as

chain gangs, coal mining, freedom of speech. It was

Warner Bros., wasn't it, who first used the motion pic-

ture to warn America about its enemies and who dared

urge national defense in the pre-Pearl Harbor days?

Quite a fuss was stirred by the production of "Mission

To Moscow." Many people seem to feel that it should

not have been touched, but it must be recognized that

it was made with the approval (perhaps at the instiga-

tion) of the leaders of our Government, the men who

are directing the war, and that it was obviously aimed

at accomplishing a vital war objective, the betterment

of relations with one of our fighting allies. The Brothers

are showmen enough to have realized that it would not

be one of their more profitable releases, yet they went

ahead. The exhibitor might justly complain that the

terms asked for "Mission To Moscow" were not fair,

but there can be no gainsaying the courage required to

undertake a film dealing with such a "hot" subject.

That brings us to what must be said about Warner

Bros. It has been, for a decade now, the most dynamic

production force in Hollywood. It has endowed the sil-

ver screen with a greater vitality and has played a large

role in stimulating a deeper public respect than the

screen ever enjoyed before in its history. It has cer-

tainly done more than its share to outmode the old slur

that the movies are "for eight-year olds."

MO WAX

SEARS RE-AFFIRMS
'I must re-affirm that it is and has been the policy

of United Artists that no exhibitor need buy the pic-

tures of any producer to acquire the pictures of any

other producer, and our organization has been so in-

structed."

In this clear and unequivocal language does Grad

L. Sears, vice-president In charge of distribution, place

every United Artists customer on notice as to his privi-

lege when negotiating for the company's product. We
believe that Mr. Sears would welcome reports of any

contrary action by Individual salesmen.

METRO'S AID
An interesting experiment will be Metro's plan to

spend $125,000 on exoloitation and promotion for thea-

tres in areas adversely affected by wartime population

shifts. According to Howard Dietz, head of M-G-M

advertising and publicity, an opportunity will be given

those exhibitors to get the most out of the population

remaining in their towns.

It is to be hoped that this money will not be limited

to the exploitation of 40 percent pictures, upon the

grosses of which Metro bases its lower bracket rentals.

This would hardly be of much aid to the affected ex-

hibitors.

Incidentally, theatremen will be pleased by Wil-

liam F. Rodgers' announcement that the weekly pay-

ment plan for short subjects has been discontinued. This

is a step that other distributors might well follow.
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RKO-BADIO ... 5 in Seventh Block

'BEHIND THE RISING SUN' REALISTIC. INTENSELY DRAMATIC TOPICAL FILM
Rates • • + generally; more if exploited

RKO Radio
88 minutes

J. Carrol Naish, Margo, Tom Neal, Robert
Ryan, Glor a Holden, Don Douglas, George
Givot, Adeline DeWalt Reynolds, Leonard
Strong, Abner Biberman, Wolfgang Zi'zer,

Iris AVong, Benson Fong, Mike Mazurki, L.ee

Timg Foo, Shirley Lew.

Directed by Edward Dmytryk.

First behind-the-scenes film on Japan,
"Behind the Rising Sun" is a realistic and
intensely dramatic picture which merits a
strong selling campaign. Hoping to turn
out another "Hitler's Children" in a Far
Eastern sett'ng, RKO employed both Emmet
Lavery, scenarist, and Edward Dmvtryk,
director of the Edward Golden sensation, to

build an equally impressive and thrilling

topical story around the factual book by
James R. Young, former International News
correspondent in Tokio. Whether it will

approach the high grosses of "Hitler's Chil-

dren" is doubtful, especially with the public

reportedly turning from war films to escap-

ist fare. The Japanese leaders and their

carefully-laid plans for world domination
furnish the background for an absorbing

story of family life and the changes the war

machine has brought to the ordinary people.

Some may even complain that our hateful

enemies have been treated too sympa hi'

tically. With the romance rsaching a tragic

conclusion and because of the many scenes

depicting atrocities and brutal truths, the

picture may be difficult to sell to women
patrons. However, this will appeal bo h to

action fans and those interested in news
headlines. The aggressive showman -wh)
gives this a sensational exploitation cam-
paign will reap a large gro s.

The story opens in Tokyo, 1936, with the
return of Tom Neal, young Jap, with a

Cornell degree who hopes to join Don
Douglas, American engineer, in bui'ding

new projects for Japan. J. Carrol Naish,

Neal's wealthy father who sides with the

militarists, urges his son to go along with

the new order and join the Army but Neal
estranges himself from his parent by falling

in love with Margo, girl from a low social

class. When Japan starts warring against
China, Neal is drafted and soon becomes
hardened by Japanese war methods and
turns against all who were his friends. Af-

ter Pearl Harbor, Douglas, an American
newspaper woman, and even Margo, are

arrested, charged with treason and tortured.

During a bombing raid on Tokyo, Neal, now
a flyer, is killed and Margo manages to help

Douglas and the American girl escape the

country. Naish, with nothing to live for,

commits hara-kari.

J. Carrol Naish, in a splendid make-up,
contributes the outstanding performance as
the Jap publisher. Tom Neal and Margo
are also effective as the young Orientals

—

roles which should advanc3 their careers.

Robert Ryan and Mike Mazurki take part

in a wrestling match which will rouse audi-

ences to hisses. George Givot and Adeline
DeWalt Reynolds also deserve acting

mention.
LEYENDEX^KER

'THE SKY'S THE LIMIT' LIGHT MUSICAL LEANS HEAVILY ON ITS STARS
Rates • • + generally

RKO Radio
89 minutes

Fred Astaire, Joion Leslie, Robert Benchley,
Elizabeth Patterson, Robert Ryan, Ed Gar-
gan, Marjorie Gateson, Clarence Kolb, Neil

Hamilton, Richard Davles, Olin Howland,
Freddie Slack and His Orchestra.

Directed by Edward H. Griffith.

This inconsequential little musical, shaped
to fit Fred Astaire's engaging personality, is

moderately succassful light entertainment.
The stars are all-important, for Joan Leslie

(Astaire's best dancing partner since Ginger
Rogers) and Robert Benchley, whose blun-

dering after-dinner speech is a comic high-

light, completely overshadow the fami'.iar

plot. Director Edward H. Griffith has been

unable to achieve a snappy pace throughout
mainly because none of the tunes are out-

standing and most of the laughter stems
from the sophisticated dialogue. Moreover,
neither Astaire or Miss Leslie are noted for

vocal talent. However, their popularity
should mean fair-plus business in first-runs,

while Freddie Slack and His Orchestra
means an additional draw for the younger
crowd. In action spots this will require
support of another feature.

Fred Astaire, a Flying Tiger on a brief

furlough in America, ducks the oflScial func-

tions planned for his squadron and dons
civilian clothes to have some fun on his

own. In a night club, he meets Joan Leslie,

photographer for a picture magazine and,
although he annoys her by spoiling many
of her shots, she takes a liking to him.
Believing Astaire a useless idler, she per-

suades her boss (Robert Benchley), who is

also in love with her, to help him get a job.

Astaire foils most of Miss Leslie's a'tempts
to put him to work. When his furlough is

almost up, Astaire suddenly fln-'s himself
headed for the altar with her, but believing

Miss Leslie would be happ'er with Benchley,

he runs out on her to start his new job —
flying bombers to Australia. Benchley theu

arranges for them to meet briefly and this

time Astaire asks her to wait for him.

Although the camera close-ups are start-

ing to show up his years, Astaire is in top

dancing form and he romps through the

comedy role in fine style. Joan Leslie seems
more attractive and assured than ever be-

fore in the romantic lead and Robert Bench-

ley gives a dryly-humorous portrayal, as al-

ways. Elizabeth Patterson and the others

have little more than bits.

LEYENDECKER

'PETTICOAT LARCENY' MILDLY AMUSING FAMILY FARE
Rates • • — as naborhood dualler

RKO Radio
61 minutes

Joan Carroll, Ruth Warrick, Walter Reed,
Wally Brown, Tom Kennedy, Jinuny Conlin,

Vince Bamett, Paul Guilfoyle, Grant With-
ers, Earl Dewey, Cliff Clark, Charles Cole-

man.
Directed by Ben Holmes.

Mildly-amusing family fare, built around
ten-year-old Joan Carroll, a natural and ap-

pealing juvenile star, "Petticoat Larceny" is

strictly for the naborhood theatres. Action
fans wi'l find this much too tame, but the
older folks will be entertained by Miss Car-
roll's assurance and acting ability and the
broad comedy antics of Tom Kennedy,

Jimmy Conlin and Vince Barnett, as three
tender-hearted crooks who befriend her. On
the whole, it's an amiable ta'e. similar to

Shirley Temple's early veh'cles, even if the
humorous situations are obvious throughout.
The romantic interest never becomes im-
portant and the few exciting moments are
reserved for the kidnapping climax. Will
satisfy in the supporting spot, that's all.

As a radio child start dissatisfied with the
melodramatic scripts furnished by her
writers. Joan Carroll decides to leave her
aunt (Ruth Warrick) and absorb some un-
derwor d atmosphere. A dim-witted crool:.
Tom Kennedy, believes Joan's story about
being a juvenile safe-cracker and he takes
her to live with his two pals, Jimmy Conlin
and Vince Barnett. Joan is forced to in-
vent a convict father named Foster and, out

{RKO Block, Continued on page 6)

of the goodness of their hearts, Kennedy
and his pals manage to raise the money to

have a crook by that name (Paul Guilfoyle)

paroled in their custody. Meanwhile Miss

Warrick and Walter Reed, her press agent,

believe that Joan has been kidnapped and
give the story wide publicity. (3^uilfoyle

takes advantage of Kennedy's stupidity to

actually kidnap Joan and hold her for ran-

som on a gambling ship. Reed finally con-

tacts the trio and. after a gun battle, they

rescue Joan and are rewarded with roles in

her new radio program.

Of the supporting cast, Tom Kennedy is

outstanding and Jimmy Conlin and Vince
Barnett also give good portrayals of typical

Damon Runyon tough mugs. The attrac-

tive Ruth Warrick has little to do.

YORK
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RKO Block, Continued

'THE FALCON IN DANGER' ONE OF THE BEST OF THIS SERIES
Rates as dualler generally

BKO Kadio

69 minutes

Tom Conway, Jean Brooks, Elaine Shepard,
Amellta Ward, Cliff Clark, Ed Gargan, Clar-

ence Kolb, Richard Davies, Felix Basch,

Erford Gage, Richard Martin, Robert Em-
mett Keane, Charles Trowbridge, Eddie

Dunn, Jack Mulhall.

Directed by William Clemens.

For the action spots or as a supporting
dualler "The Falcon in Danger" impresses
as an interest-holding and baffling mystery
— one of the best of this series. The cur-
rent entry is a well-plotted picture with,
perhaps, a shade too many complications in

the first half, but with ample comedy and
witty dialogue throughout and more than
the average feminine interest — no less

than three pretty girls figuring in the plot.

Director William Clemens has managed to

build up suspense neatly and the identity of

the murderer will come as a surprise to the

average amateur detective. Although Tom
Conway has not yet attained the box office

pull or" George Sanders, his third appearance

as the Falcon finds him carrying on in the

same suave, roving-eyed tradition.

The story opens with the crash of a big

airliner minus pilot or passengers with the

Falcon (Tom Conway) deciding to investi-

gate at the urging of Elaine Shepard, who

believes that her millionaire father and his

secretary had been abroad. A ransom note,

warning Miss Shepard to keep the police

out of the case, is received, but after the

Falcon tricks the supposed kidnappers and
follows them to their hideout, word arrives

that the millionaire (Clarence Kolb) has

returned home. Kolb claims that mysterious

bandits forced him to bail out of the plane

after taking his valuable securities. Sus-

picion points ^;o the missing secretary but

after his body, and that of the pilot, is

'MEXICAN SPITFIRE'S BLESSED EVENT' FAST FARCE
Rates • • — as dualler generally

RKO Radio
63 minutes
Lupe Velez, Leon Errol, Walter Reed, Elisa-

beth Risdoii, Hugh Beaumont, Lydia Bil-

brooke, Alan Carney, Aileen Carlyle, Charles
Coleman, Ruth Lee, Erford Gage, Marietta
Canty, Waily Brown, Joan Barclay.
Directed by Leslie Goodwins.

Leon Errol's nonsensical antics in his

familiar dual portrayal result in a fast and
furious farce and give the latest (and prob-
ably the last) of this series an above-average
laugh content. Fortunately, "Mexican Spit-

fire's Blessed Event" gives less footage to

Lupe Velez' excitable characterization than
it does to Errol, whose stuffy, tippling old

Britisher, Lord Epping, is still a broadly
played comedy gem. The story, about a mis-
interpreted blessed event telegram, is silly

beyond words and the confusion and chase.,

through corridors and in and out of doors
is in the out-moded bedroom farce tradition.

However, much of it is undeniably funny and

found along the plane's route, the Falcon

is convinced he knows the truth. Although

getting the final bit of evidence almost loses

him his life, the Falcon is able to unmask

the murderer.

The Falcon's pestiferous, baby-talking

fiancee contributes some amusing moments

and the part is nicely played by attractive

Amelita Ward. Jean Brooks and Elain^!

Shepard are well cast as the millionaire's

worried relatives who aid the Falcon while

Cliff Clark and Ed Gargan give stock por-

trayals of blundering detectives.
DENLEY

will keep naborhood audiences in an up-

roar. Most sophisticated patrons will find

it boring. Best coupled with a heavy
dramatic film.

In the story, Walter Reed, husband of

Lupe Velez, is staying with Lord Epping at

the latter's hunting lodge while trying to

get the eccentric Britisher to sign a new
advertising contract. A rival advertising

man arrives and almost gets the contract,

but with the arrival of a "blessed event"

telegram from Lupe, Lord Epping announces

he will sign the contract in the child's name.

Actually, Reed has misinterpreted Lupe's

telegram, which was about the birth of a

kitten to her pet leopard, but the entire

party packs up to visit her. Of course,

when Reed and Uncle Matt (also played by
Errol) learn the truth, they try to conceal

it from Lord Epping until the contract is

signed. Lupe borrows some one else's baby
and starts a kidnapping scare. Uncle Ma*t
poses as Lord Epping to get rid of the rival

advertising man and everything is in un-
believable confusion until the contract is
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delivered — but made out in the non-existent

baby's name. Reed then decides to give

Lupe an old-fashioned spanking, but the

doctor tells him he is going to be a father

after all — and the contract will soon be

valid.

Lydia Bilbrooke's haughty Lady Epping i?

a perfect foil for Errol's fussy Britisher and

Elisabeth Risdon's sharp-tongued Aunt
Delia is a good team-mate to Errol's other

characterization. Walter Reed and the

others fill in acceptably.
DENLEY

RKO-RADIO ... 1 Not Set

'COASTAL COMMAND' COMMONPLACE BRITISH DOCUMENTARY
Rates # as dual bill filler

RKO Radio (Crown Film)
61 Minutes

Played by Officers, Non-Commissioned Otfi-

cei-s and Men and Women of the Coastal
Command of the Royal Air Force.

Directed by J. B. Holmes.

This Biitish-made documentary depicting
one of the routine daily flights of the R.A.F.
Coastal Command suffers from being re-
leased so long after other, and far more
dramatic, actual combat films. For, using
the exact words of the narrator describing
the flight, this is "commonplace and un-

spectacular" for the greater part of its foot-

age even though it was produced by the
Crown Film Unit, which turned out the

tremendously effective "Target for Tonight."

The action is undeniably true-to-life and
the officers and crew members of a huge
Sunderland flying boat are merely obliged

to go about their ordinary duties during
most of the film. The climax contains air

and sea battle thrills but it is the casual
manner of the players and the lack of ex-

citement during two-thirds of its length

that will make this seem dull to patrons
accustomed to the breath-taking action of

Hollywood product such as "Air Force."

Marquee value is nil and this will only serve

as a dual bill filler.

A tribute to the R.A.F. Coastal Command,
this shows the officers and crew of a Sunder-
land flying boat. "T for Tommy," being

called away, while attending a camp show,

to take a routine subarine-spotting flight

above a British convoy. A German pocket

battleship, which has been raiding the ship-

ping, is sighted and the "T for Tommy"
dives down for bombing operations. The
flying boat is hit and several of the crew
members are wounded while trying to patch

up the bullet holes and prevent the leaking

petrol from starting a fire. With the Ger-

man raider out of action, the "T for Tom-
my" returns home, its mission accomplished.

The photography is excellent.

YORK
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'FOR WHOM THE BELL TOLLS' A DISAPPOINTMENT
Rates • • • generally

Paramount
168 Minutes

Gary Cooper, Ingrid Bergman, Akim Tami-
roff, Katina Paxinou, Arturo de Cordova,
Vladimir Sakoloff, Mikhail Rasiminy, For-
tunio Bonanova, Eric Feldary, Victor A"ar-

coni, Joseph Calleia, Lilo Y.arson.

Directed by Sam Wood

No motion picture since "Gone With the
Wind" had been so eagerly and anxiously
awaited as "For Whom the Bell Tolls."

Hemingway's best seller was one of the most
widely hailed modern novels and the news
that it was to be filmed made the front
pages. Paramount's publicity department
did a masterful job of keeping the flame of

public interest ablaze throughout the pre-

paratory stages and during the filming.

There were judiciously placed rumors of

interfeience by the Franco government and
of pressure of all soits to accent or subdue
various aspects of the novel. Mr. and Mrs.
John Public were kept in a state of excite-

ment and speculation reached a fever pitch

as the day of the unveiling .approached
Even the hardened critics gossiped like a
bunch of ordinary movie fans as they enter-

ed the Rivoli Theatre for the preview. This
reviewer was as tense as anyone.

It is sad. therefore, to report that 'For

Whom the Bell Tolls" is a disappointment.
Running two hours and 48 minutes, it is

going to give most people a swift pain in

their posterior regions. By the standards
of ordinary motion pictures, it is a big and
often good film. But it fails to live up to

Hemingway's great novel or to the intense

public interest engendered by the tremen-
dous publicity campaign. That the box-
office results generally will be in the high
brackets cannot be doubted. However, this

does not deserve to be ranked with GWTW
as a roadshow attraction. Grosses in sub-

sequent runs will recede as some unfavor-
able word-of-mouth reaction gets around.
Quite possibly this will be outgrossed by
-several far less widely hearalded musicals
this season.

The film has been translated from the
book with unusual fidelity. On the printed

page Hemingway read beautifully. Yet, al-

though most of the events and much of the

dialogue have been transposed to the film

without change, long stretches of the pic-

ture seem interminably dull. In striving to

keep the story intact, producer-director Sam
Wood was reluctant to use the shears and
make his movie move. There aie numerous

boiing passages of straight dialogue, much
of which could have been eliminated to bet-

ter effect. Several sequences unrelated to

the main story have been injected to the

certain confusion of those who did not read
the novel. Efforts to build characterizations

consume great lengths of film, yet, with a
couple of exceptions, none of the characters
are developed to real, understandable sta-

ture. In sum, Sam Wood tried to get too

much of the original into his picture. He
has a book on film instead of a motion pic-

ture.

However, "For Whom the Bell Tolls" has
its good points. The climactic excursion to
blow up the fascist controlled bridge, the
ensuing battle and the escape of the guer-
rilla band, except for the American, is ex-
citing, well staged movie. The several tense
conflicts between the leader Pablo and mem-
bers of his band are suspenseful and drama-
tic. Then, there is Katina Paxinou, the
Greek actress, who playing of Pilar is some-
thing to behold. This is the most dynamic
personality to come to the screen in a
decade. And Akim Tamiroff's Pablo is

magnificent.

The Technicolor cameras have done a
splendid job of reproducing the rugged
mountain country in which the story is laid.

The subdued tones of the scenes in the dark
cave add much to the mood of the story.

The story is of the young American,
Robert Jordan, who is aiding the Spanish
Loyalists in their civil war against the

Nationalists and their fascist allies. As-

signed to blow up a bridge, Jordan falls

in with a band of Loyalist guerrillas headed
by Pablo. In their mountain retreat he
meets Maria, whose parents had been killed

by the fascists. The story proceeds with the

plans to dynamite the bridge and Pablo's

opposition to the project. Finally, the bridge

is destroyed and Jordan, wounded, sends

Maria off with the band while he covers

their escape, facing certain death for him-

self.

There is little political implication in the

picture. The principal characters are pro-

Loyalist, but no attempt is made to take

sides in the civil war. Gary Cooper is just

Gary Cooper and Ingrid Bergman does not

add to her laurels, except for the brief part-

ing scene as she leaves the wounded
American. The love story has suffered

severely at the hands of the Hays Office and
this will be another cause for disappoint-

ment of those who relished the sleeping bag
passages of the novel.

WAX

What the Netvspaper Critics Say

"...By and large, the best film that has come along this year... In spite of its interminable and physically exhausting length, it vibrates

throughout with vitality and is topped off with a climax that's a whiz. . .Thorough comprehension of this may depend on whether one has

read the book .. .Superb characterizations are the outstanding merit of the film. The quality of their work is flawless. There is only too

much of it."—jCROTHER, N. Y. Times.

"...A combination of so many high moments and so many lows where dialogue runs on and on and drags the story to temporally halts...

Paramount has tried to roll the whole wordage (of the book) into nearly three hours of eye-filling color and ear-filling dialogue ... Roles

are played with a vigor ... Battle scenes are superb. . .From this (the length) all the flaws seem to spring. People simply talk too much."

—COOK, N. Y. World-Telegram.

"...Has all the eloquence and deep meaning of the book, the same complex and rounded characterizations. It is over-long, but its blend of

romance, melodrama and democratic routine is irre~iitable .. .Tremendous and sometimes terrifying experience. . .A pity that cutting was

not more astringent, but on the whole you will find close to three hours of screen entertainment passing very swiftly. A great picture

and unforgettable entertainment."—BARNES, N. Y. Herald Tribu"fc.

"...'Tame' is hardly the word. The word is 'lame' and if it weren't for about a half dozen outstanding performances including the movie

debut of a truly great Greek actress, Katina Paxinou, it honestly wouldn't be worth bothering with...One of the most disappointing films

ever. It misses the bus in every direction, in Technicolor. In an effort to tag all bases in the book, it becomes at times impossibly dis-

connected .. .Pro-nobody, not even the box-office."—McMANUS, PM.

"...Politically the picture pussyfoots, sexually the conversat on is so consistently highminded in contrast to Hemingway's dialogue that

the Legion of Decency might well give its seal of highest approval .. .Becomes talky and slow, especially during the first half .. .Ordinary

public, demanding action and excitement, will not be overly pleased with the static conversation pieces of the first half... Its ending

mounts to genume drama, thereby wiping out much of the boredom that has preceded."—WINSTEN, N. Y. Post.

. .So much that is beautiful, stirring and profoundly interesting that it grreves me to report the picture has been drawn out to an inordin-

ate length, making it a wearisome rather than an in-piring experiei ce. . .Only in the last half-hour's run is it accelerated sufficiently to

create some suspense ... On the credit side is lovely photography an ', a number of fine screen portraits."—CAMERON, N. Y. News.
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HEAVEN CAN WAIT' LUBITSCH COMEDY WJLL DELIGHT SOPHISTICATED AUDIENCES
Rates • • • in deluxers, less elsewhere

20th Century-Fox
112 Minutes
Gene Tierney, Don Ameche, Charles Coburn,
Marjorie Main, Laird Cregar, Spring Bying-
ton, Eugene Pallette, Allyn Joslyn, Signe
Hasso, Louis CaJhem, Helene Keyno!ds,
Dickie Moore, Michael Ames, Clara B'andick,
Aubrey Mather^ Leonard Carey, Trudy Mar-
shall, Dickie Moore, Claire DuBrey, Florence
r*-ales. Anita Bolster.

Diiocted by £rnst Lubitsch

The Lubitsch touch is very much in evi-
dence in this gay and gossamer-like comedy
that will delight sophisticated and first-run
audiences far more than it will entertain
action-minded or small town patrons. For
"Heaven Can Wait," the saga of a likeable
playboy, has received a rich Technicolored
production and, in faithfully reproducing
the costumes and human frailties of the
period from 1872 to the present day, will
either amuse the younger fans or create
nostalgic smiles in their elders. The pro-
logue and epilogue take place in Satan's
private office but, in reviewing the 70-

year-old applicant's life, Ernst Lubitsch,

who doubles as producer and director, has
attempted to incorporate too many episodes
—most of them humorous but a few
stretched out perilously close to boredom.
It is the stuffy, nineteenth century charac-
ters who furnish the laughs more than the

story which, being adapted from a smart
Continental play, has probably lost some
of its original spicy touches. 112 minutes
is far too long for a light comedy judicious

cutting could have kept the sparkle alive

throughout. Lubitsch name will mean more
in first runs, the cast names will insure

good grosses generally.

As Don Ameche, recently deceased, asks

His Satanic Majesty for a passport to Hades
because he realizes his life has been one

continuous misdemeanor, Satan decides to

judge for himself. Ameche starts his life

[story 70 years ago as a baby in a Fifth

Avenue Mansion but his first encounter

with sex came at 15 when he had a drink

with the French maid. On his 26th birth-

day, Ameche has met a pretty unknown
girl and, that night, he is flabbergasted

when his stuffy cousin Allyn Joslyn intro-

duces her as his fiance. Gene Tierney. On a

sudden impulse, they elope and create a

family scandal and, ten years later, she

leaves Ameche because of his gift to another

woman but he soon has her back. Ameche
later tries to interfere in his grown son's

affair with a showgirl but, with the boy

happily married, he becomes a widower still

trying to find a little joy in life. On his

deathbed, Ameche dismisses a homely nurse

and replaces her with a pretty one who
holds his hand as he dies. His Satanic

Majesty then tells him that he never really

harmed anyone and he belongs Up Above
with his wife.

Under Lubitsch's direction, Don Ameche
and Gene Tierney give highly acceptable

performances in difficult roles. However,

the actual comedy honors are easily cap-

tured by Charles Coburn, as Ameche's mis-

chievous and quick-witted old grandfather;

by Eugene Pallette and Marjorie Main, as

an irascible meat packer and his shrewish

wife, and by Allyn Joslyn, as the stuffy-

high-minded cousin. Louis Calhern and

Spring Byington, as Ameche's bewildered

parents, and Dickie Jones, Clara Blandick,

Laird Cregar and Signe Hasso stand out in

supporting roles.

LEYENDECKER

'SOMEWHERE IN FRANCE' BRITISH FILM IS DATED AND SLOW-PACED
Rates • + generally

United Artists (Michael Balcon)
82 minutes

Tommy Trinder, Constance Cummings, Clif-
ford Evans, Robert Morley, G^rdo^ Jackson,
John Williams, Francis L. Sullivan.

Directed by Charles Frend.

This British-made melodrama is, for the
most part, slow-moving and the story is as
dated as a 3-year-old newspaper, although
there are several moments of intense ex-
citement. Picture was originally released in
England as "The Foreman Went to France"
nearly two years ago and, had it been shown
here before "The Pied Piper" and other
evacuation films had taken the edge off the
French refugee scenes, its topical values at
that time would have given it a fair chance
in action spots. In common with such fine
English war pictures as "One of Our Air-

craft Is Missing," this has a sincerity of

purpose and considerable conviction but

little or no marquee power. The fcenes

showing the roads choked with French
peasants fleeing from approaching Nazis
have been splendidly filmed by Director

Charles Frend while the Britisher's thought-
ful comment, "Everything's our fault.

We've been half asleep but it's not going to

be too late," is likely to incite applause.
This will probably be relegated to support-
ing spot on naborhood duals.

The story relates the experiences of a
foreman in an English war factory (Clifford

Evans) who realizes that secret machines
supplied to France by his firm are in danger
of falling into Nazi hands. Journeyirg to

France to rescue the machines, Evans
reaches the munitions factory near the
German line of advance only to find that
nearly everyone has just been evacuated.
However, an American secretary (Constance
Cummings) and two English Tommies help

him load the special machinery on an army
lorry just before a fifth columnist (Robert

Morley) snatches it. Heading for the coast,

the little group is delayed by roads crowded

with evacuees and, after an air raid, they

take on a group of orphans and take them

to safety. Their adventures continue and,

near the coast, another fifth columnist al-

most captures their precious machinery.

When they finally reach a French port,

some peasants sacrifice their own belongings

in order that the vital war machinery can

get to England.

The outstanding member of the cast is

Tommy Trinder, who gives an extremely

likeable portrayal of an English Tommy.
Constance Cummings, best-known player,

does a satisfactory acting job as the Am-
erican girl but Robert Morley. remembered

-from "Young Mr. Pitt," is badly cast in the

small role of a fifth columnist French mayor.

YORK

'SPOTLIGHT SCANDALS' INTRODUCES GOOD COMEDY TEAM
Rates • • as naborhood duailer

Monogram
79 minutes

Frank Fay, Billy Gilbert, Bonnie Baker, Iris
Adrian, Harry Langdon, Butch and Buddy;
The Radio Rogues, James Bush, Claudia
Dell, Betty Blj-the.

Directed by William Beaudine.

Starting off Monogram's new series at a
fast pace, this musical comedy film provides
lively entertainment for naborhood audi-
ences. Frank Fay's unappreciated comedy
talents are given full scope with Billy Gil-
bert as a perfect foil for his urbane handling
of lines and business. Story has everything,
even a murder angle, but never gets out of
hand, although a little more editing would

not hurt. Picture is bound to please despite
lack of emphasis on romantic angles. If the
rest of the series meet this standard Sam
Katzman and Jack Dietz have nothing to

worry about. A bow to William Beaudine
for expert direction.

Fay plays a vaudeville comedian down on
his luck. He promotes Gilbert, a small town
barber with theatrical ambitions. They team
up on a fluke and are a success. Bonnie
Baker catches their act and goes for Fay
with a spot on her coast-to-coast broadcast
as an added attraction. The slow-wi'ted
but loyal Gilbert is tipped off and rather
than stand in his partner's way, breaks up
the act and goes back to the hick town.
Fay zooms to solo success, but faces a mur-
der rap which finds him without the neces-
sary funds for a strong defense. Gilbert
steps in and puts up the money very much

(MORE REVIEWS ON PAGE 20)

on the q.t. Fay is cleared and the end

finds he and Gilbert reviving the old act

for a comeback via small time vaudev lle.

Bonnie Baker sings four numbers, including

the ine\itable "Oh Johnny." She suffers

from poor makeup. Her numbers register,

also her personality, although it is some-
what of a shock to find her downing mar-
tinis like a veteran and engaging in a
hair-pulling fracas with slugger Iris Adrian.

Latter is excellent in usual hardboiled dame
role and rival for Frank Fay's attentions.

Butch and Buddy score as lovable brats,

while Eddie Parks does a standout, deadpan
bit. The Radio Rogues click solidly with
their uncanny impersonations and several

dance numbers are well staged by Jack
Boyle who should have been given a chanco
to dance himself.

RIBAL (Hollywood)
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THE NEWS DIGEST broadway
A Bi-Weekly Review of the Trade's Events NEWSREELs

Paramounts Plans
The 1943-44 program from Paramount will

be composed generally of what sales chief

Neil Agnew termed "super-escapist" films at

the cloie of the company's sales meeting in

New York. Agnew revealed that at least

one-third ol the new schedule will be filmed

in Technicolor. He called the "need for

escapist films to maintain morale and enter-

tain our fighting forces the greatest incen-

tive for the production of better pictures

than Hollywood has ever known" and said

that Paramount product had been accel-

erated to a quality level expected two or

three years hence, under normal conditions.

No definite announcement was forthcoming
as to the balance of the new season's line-up.

Hopping on the bandwagon to assure ex-

hibitors that they would receive fair treat-

ment from Paramount, Claude Lee, director

of public relations, told the sales meet that

there was need "for eternal vigilance that

no case of unfairness and inequity occurs
inadvertently in your district, or having oc-
curred inadvertently, remains unadjusted.

This responsibility rests heavily upon the
shoulders of your district managers, to

whom your department heads must look for

thorough investigation and intelligent con-
sideration of any complaint that may arise."

Terms for Paramount's "For Whom the
Bell Tolls" were announced as 70% at a
minimum of 75c daytime and $1.10 evening
admission. The contracts will carry a rider
guaranteeing the exhibitor a minimum
profit of 12^2%. The only previous picture
in recent years ^old under these terms was
Metro's "Gone With the Wind" and M-G-M
guaranteed 10% of the gross as the exhibi-
tor's profit.

Charles M. Reagan, assistant general sales
manager, outlined the details of the special
road-show releasing plan whereby FWTBT
would be pre-released in approximately 45
cities by the middle of September under the
75c - $1.10 price scale with theatres per-
mitted to charge more where the house can
be scaled accordingly, such as for loge seats
The picture must play alone, without any
other picture, feature or short, or any stage
attraction or games.
Declaring that Paramount's greatest pub-

licity campaign to date has been started for
FWTBT, director of advertising and pub-
licity Robert M. Gillham announced that the
publicity barrage would be continuous with
a huge volume to break between now and
October 15. The company's largest adver-
tising campaign will include a total of
$189,000 to be spent in magazines starting
September 1. The advance campaign for
the New York advance engagement cost ap-
proximately $150,000 and the Los Angeles
campaign, wherein the picture will open
August 18th at the Carthay Circle, is ex-
pected to equal this figure.

Meanwhile, in New York's Rivoli Theatre,
FWTBT has an advance sale of $27,000 at
the $2.20 top, two-a-day performances. This
included the opening day $4.40 performance.
Tickets are selling four weeks in advance.

* * *

50-50 Terms for "Army"
The selling terms for Warners' "This Is

the Army," the Irving Berlin soldier show,
are 50 per cent with contracts calling ex-
tended time and banning the use of the
picture on double features. The proceeds
which the distributor will receive go to
Army Emergency Relief.

In the special advanced-price premieres,
the exhibitor's share will be 30%, except in

cases where the theatre is willing to give
more or all to A. E. R.

In the first several hundred playdates set

for the picture, Warner's sales depaitment
has had great success in booking extended
time for the engagement, with the idea being
to obtain the longest possible runs in order
to realize maximum proceed for Army
Relief.

Pete Wood, I. T. O. of Ohio secretary, in

a recent bulletin stated that he had "heard
that the terms will be 50% up to the amount
grossed by 'Sergeant York' at advanced
prices, with a premium percentage beyond
this amount." Wood declared that "It is

hard to believe that any distributor would
be audacious enough to demand such terms,

but exhibitors should bear in mind that they
will be approached on this pictuie primarily

from the standpoint of patriotism, a thing

which now seems to have developed into a

selling racket in this business."
* * *

At Least 40 for RKO
At least 40 features and 171 short subjects

are scheduled for RKO's 1943-44 season,

according to an announcement by Ned E.

Depinet, president of RKO Radio. The
features will include many important films

from independent producers for RKO re-

lease, among them Samuel Goldwyn, Walt
Disney, Sol Lesser, Herbert Wilcox, Frank
Ross and Edward A. Golden. Five of the
new season's features are already completed
and eight more in production.

There will be five features in Technicolor,
in addition to all of the Disney releases.

Most of the program will be based on ori-

ginals, three on magazine stories, four on
books and one on a play.

Some of the top productions will include
two Gingei' Rogers vehicles, a Fred Astaire-
Joan Leslie musical; a Cary Grant picture;
three Sam Goldwyn productions; 'Treasu.-e
Chest" with Bop Hope, "The North Star"
and "Up In Arms" with Danny Kaye; Pearl
Buck's "China Sky"; "Sister Kenny" with
Rosalind Russell; a Bing Crosby vehicle,
"Down Melody Lane"; two Jean Arthur
starrers; Eddie Cantor's "Show Business"
and others.

The Falcon series, the "Gildersleeve"
series and "Mexican Spitfire" group will be
continued. Also the Tarzan series and a
new comedy series, "Adventures of a
Rookie." RKO will continue the Val Lew-
ton horror mysteries and add two four-
reelers, "The Amorous Ghost" and "The
Screaming Skull."

On the shorts program, there will be 104
issues of RKO Pathe News, 18 Walt Disney
Technicolor cartoons; 13 Sportscopes and 7
Flicker Flashbacks, all one-reelers. The two
reel shorts will include 13 "This Is America"
subjects; six Edgar Kennedy and six Leon
Errol comedies; four musicals and one
"Headliner Revivals."

* * *

D. of J. Appeals Crescent Decree
The Department of Justice, via Assistant

Attorney General Tom C. Clark, appealed to
the Supreme Court for an order remanding
the Crescent decree to obtain specific ban
against future theatre acquisitions by the
Crescent Circuit and its associated exhibitor

(Continued On Page 24

)

The hot, sticky week-ends of late July
have cut slightly into the recent smash
grosses at the Broadway film palaces but
managers can still boast that summer busi-
ness is ahead of previous years and there's
not a single closing among the first-runs.
In fact, the Rivoli, which has been dark
every other summer, has had a striking
facade erected and, following an advance
campaign which cost $150,000, the crowds
have been flocking to the reserved-seat
engagement of "For Whom the Bell Tolls."
This three-hour Technicolor picture is now
in its second week and the management re-

ports every performance has been capacity
while, despite a few luke-waim notices, the
advance sale has again jumped to $20,000

—

the figure at which it stood just before the
premiere on July 14th... Three of the
houses with combined stage-and-screen pro-
grams, the Radio City Music Hall, the Roxy
and the Strand, brought in new pictures
this week and the two first-named immedi-
ately put up the ropes to hold the waiting
lines in place. "Mr. Lucky," the Gary Grant
starring film, is coupled with the customai-y
class stage spectacle featuiing the Don Cos-
sack Chorus, a hold-over from the past four
weeks when "The Youngests Profession" re-

mained an extremely consistent draw—proof
that four and six week runs will be the rule
lather than the exception at this huge
house.

At the Roxy. a long, dark line, with a few
white spots, stretched along 50th Street
from 6th to 7th Avenues to welcome the
"Stormy Weather." the sepia-skinned musi-
cal on its opening day. A strong stage show,
headed by Russ Morgan and His Orchestra
and Connee Boswell, is an added draw here
and the musical starts its second week on
July 28th. The five week run of "Coney Is-

land" help up especially well at the Roxy
with the final stanza being close to capacity.

"Heaven Can Wait" is tentatively set for

August 4th... At the Strand, 'The Constant
Nymph" has just opened and is expected to

run through August with Carmen Cavallero
and His Orchestra heading the stage bill.

This followed three weeks of "Background
to Danger" and Hal Mclntyre and His Band,
with the final seven days dropping off after

two excellent weeks... The two other stage-
and-screen houses, the Paramount and the
Capitol, are playing "Dixie" and "Stage Door
Canteen" respectively, for fifth weeks and
will hold over for sixth stanzas. "Dixie" has
remained strong at the Paramount with the
Andrews Sisters heading the stage show
while "Stage Door Canteen," with Phil
Spitalny and His Orchestra on the stage,

was even stronger in its third week than
the opening and the show may remain
through August... At the tail end is Loew's
State which has been playing second-runs to

good returns but gets one of its occasional
first-runs in "What's Buzzin' Cousin" this

week.

The big event of the coming week is the

world premiere of "This Is the Army" for

the benefit of Army Emergency Relief on
July 28th at the Hollywood Theatre. The
picture commences a continuous run the

following day and Warner Bros, has leased

Broadway's two largest signs, the block-long
Wrigley sign and the world-famous display

at the north end of Longacre Square for

this engagement. "Army" follows the 13-

week run of "Mission to Moscow" which did

well at first but was extremely weak for

the past few weeks.
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
Six pictures in work here, most activity in weeks. Latest to get

under way is "Tropicana," starting of which was delayed due to

illness of Gregory Ratoff, producer-director. This one is along the
lines of "Anything Goes," Broadway stage musical, which had
Sophie Tucker playing the role now tailored to fit Mae West.
Suggestive theme of the play also toned down. Possible that a
romantic theme will be built up since principals are all past the
half-way mark... With "Cover Girl" in production over five weeks,
Columbia was finally able to secure a suitable leading man to play
opposite Rita Hayworth. He is Gene Kelly, borrowed from Metro.
This gives you a slight idea of the headaches to be met by a studio
like Columbia, which is obliged to borrow most of its top names.

Irving Briskin has postponed "Louisiana Hayride," originally
written by Jack Townley for Judy Canova. until Fall. Briskin is

now working on "Calling All Stais" which he expects to put into
production shortly. This, will include a lot of specialties besides
giving some of the younger contract players a chance to strut
their stuff... Vera Vague set for top spot in "Barnyard Follies"...
Irving Cummings will direct Rosalind Russell in her return pic-
ture, "Ten Percent Woman." This will be first film since the birth
of her baby. Cummings' last assignment was "Sweet Rosio
O'Grady" at 20th Fox. . .Columbia's new singing personality, Robert
Haynes, will have a featured role in the Ted Lewis picture, "Is
Everybody Happy?" Harry Barris, orchestra leader and song
writer, also set to play himself in the same picture .. .Latest "juvt-
nile" to join the "Tropicana" cast is Alan Dinehart. Victor Savillp
will produce "Heart of a City," the story of a London Little
Theatre during the 1940 blitz, with Rita Hayworth starred and
Janet Blair in a prominent role... Sam Bischoff starts "Leben-
straum" July 28.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
The move which this department has long advocated is under

way. A re » amp of the entire MGM production setup has been
ordered. There will be a general weeding out process reaching
right into the higher brackets. Already released are the Hakim
brothers, who functioned as a production unit, and Sam Coslow,
producer and former song writer. Bernie Fineman, an MGM
producer for many years, quit to join David Selznick's Vanguard
Films in a similar capacity. Not in a long time has there been
-such a general reshuffling on this lot.

It's hard to imagine MGM without Shearer, Crawford, Mac-
Donald, Gai<bo and Loy. But it's good for the business to see new
kids being groomed to take their place.s. Kathryn Grayson is

among the most promising. There are others now playing small
parts who are definite star material. Metro is fortunate in having
signed Gene Kelly and Van Johnson, both of whom are audience
proof. This company spent a small fortune having Johnson fixed
up following his accident. He now looks okay except for a scar
on his forehead which makeup will cover.

A lucky break that Richard Carlson, recently commissioned a
lieutenant in the Navy, will be given leave of absence long enough
to play the romantic lead in "Kismet," forthcoming TechnicDlo"
special.

.
.Mickey Rooney's next big musical, "As Thousands Cheer,"

is just getting under way. This picture will include every star on
the MGM slate with the exception of Greer Garson, now queen of
the lot since Joan Crawford moved over to Warners. . .When the
draft board reclassified Harry James as 1-A following his recent
divorce, MGM got busy and secured deferment long enough for
him to complete his part in "Mr. Co-ed," which stars Red Skelton.
James was also scheduled to play in "Two Big Sisters," but this is
now out since the studio does not expect to ask for any further
deferments .. .James Fitzpatrick signed a new contract to turn
out a series of all-American shorts in Technicolor. He's been with
the company for 12 years... Bob Alton, who staged the dances for
the "Ziegfeld Follies," expected here to act in same capacity on
the picture version.

Pandro Herman has four pictures ready to go within the next
two months. These are "Dragon Seed," "National Velvet," "Mar-
riage Is a Private Affair" and "The Picture of Dorian Gray."
Script for his fifth, "The Seventh Cross," has just been completed.
Screenplay for "If Winter Comes" is also being prepared under
Herman's supervision, to be produced in England, with Robert
Donat in the role played by Percy Marmont in the silent version

...Margaret O'Brien, who scored in "Journey for Margaret," will

be co-starred with Charles Laughton in "The Canterville Ghost,"

adapted from the Oscar Wilde story .. .Lionel Barrymore starting

his 18th year on this lot with a new long teim contract. He has
appeared in 62 pictures to date. Wallace Beery signed to a new
contract. Next picture is "Rationing," in which he will co-star

with Marjorie Main. Beery has been with MGM since 1930. .

Xavier Cugat out of "Mr. Co-ed" due to serious kidney affliction.

Jimmy Durante checks in on August 16 to make the first of a
two picture per year deal. Initialer will be "Two Big Sisters,"

with Joe Pasternack as producer. Interesting that Durante made
his first pictures at Paramount's Long Island studio where Paster-

nack used to be a waiter. Jimmy should catch on with the fans if

properly handled. People are now more familiar with his hot-cha
style of comedy through the radio.

MONOGRAM
Monogram Productions, Inc., a subsidiary of Monogram Pic-

tures Corp., has re-entered production, after a lapse of three years.

The Scott Dunlap and Lindsley Paisons productions will be made
directly by Monogram from now on, under the supervision of Trem
Carr as executive producer. First to be made under the new setup
will be "Lady, Let's Dance," with Belita. This will be followed by
"Ground Crew" (Jackie Cooper), "College Sweetheart" (musical),

"Black Beauty," Jack London's "Trail of the Yukon," a musical
remake of "Sweetheart of Sigma Chi" and an original musical,

"Hot Rhythm." Under the new arrangement, outside producer.s

are not eliminated but will operate directly under Monogram Pro-
ductions sponsorship instead of as independent units.

A new film star is expected to emerge from the search now
being made by Monogram for a man to play the title role in it;;

new series of Cisco Kid pictures. The actor finally chosen will

also be installed in the title role of the Cisco Kid radio shows now
being broadcast from New York. First of the series, which may
be filmed in color, is "The Cisco Kid Comes Back" and the second
is "Scout of Senora."

Budget upped on "Hitler's Women," which starts August 2 with
Steve Sekely directing. . .Helen Parrish replaces Pamela Blake iii

"The Thirteenth Guest" due to latter's sudden illness. . .Gale Storm
draws the lead in "College Sweetheart" .. .Belita will demonstrate
her skill as both ballet dancer and swimmer in "Lady, Let's Dance"
...Iris Wong, who played the Chinese girl in the Charlie Chan
pictures for 20th Fox, will play the same role in the series to be
made by Monogram. Benson Fong will play the Number One son
of Charlie Chan... "The Kansas Kid" will be the next western to

star Johnny Mack Brown with Raymond Hatton. . .King Brothers
will produce "Convention Murder." Monogram has a potential
goldmine in Frank Fay. He and Billy Gilbert make a swell comedj-
team. . ."Uninvited Guest" is release title of "I Was a Criminal,'
featuring Victor Jory and Pamela Blake. . .Wallace Fox will direct
the East Side Kids in "The Honor System" starting August 2.

PARAMOUNT
All stages busy here with six pictures in work, two of them

Technicolor specials. Paramount has a large backlog of product
including the much-discussed "For Whom the Bell Tolls." Follow-
ing coast preview of the latter, general impression was that the
picture, while outstanding, does not rank in entertainment values
with GWTW and, in its present form, is too long, running 168
minutes. Cooper and Bergman are ideally cast, but it is the
character actors who steal the show, especially the Greek actress



Katina Paxinou. This new, electric personality is practically cer-

tain to win the Academy award for best supporting performance.
Paramount is already seeking other vehicles for her. Technicolor
again takes a hand and adds appreciably.

There's a welcome spirit of carnival on this lot. Cecil B. De-
Mille has just started a new production. The largest outdoor tank
has been converted into a Yangtze river set, crowded with junka
and sampans. Chinese extras paddle away with Oriental calm
while all around them is all the excitement and confusion attendant
on the starting of a DeMille epic. "The Story of Dr. Wassell" is

the great master's 67th production. It stars Gary Cooper as Com-
mander Corydon M. Wassell, one-time Arkansas country doctor
and former missionary doctor in China, who won the Navy Cross
for evacuating nine wounded American sailors from Java during
the Japanese invasion. This heroic story was first told to an ad-
miring American public by President Roosevelt in one of his fire-

side chats. It took Dr. Wassell 58 days to accomplish the job
single-handed. It will take DeMille at least twice that long to

make the picture.

Laraine Day must get a great satisfaction out of playing op-
posite Gary Cooper, for not long ago Paramount let her go as a

reflection on her acting a;bility. Now she is borrowed from MGM
at ten times what Paramount paid her. The cast also includes
Dennis O'Keefe, Stanley Ridges and Philip Ahn. But it is one of

the feminine members of the supporting cast that most of the in-

terest is focused. Making her American screen debut is Signe
Hasso, Sweden's favorite glamour girl and a dazzling redhead
(picture's in Technicolor). Also, Carol Thurston, brunette beauty,
faces the cameras for the first time. It is she who drew the much
sought after role of Three Martini, exotic native girl, who, in real

life, gave her blood to save one of Dr. Wassell's patients and then
fell in love with him. Miss Thurston, whose test most impressed
DeMille, is fresh from the wind-swept plains of Montana. She
wears a sarong all through the picture. DeMille says the role

will make her a star overnight. That's why we thought you might
like to know about her. The most surprising piece of casting is

assigning Doodles Weaver, former night club comedian, to a

dramatic role. Weaver, who is DeMille's latest discovery, has
appeared in comedy roles on the screen. DeMille feels he has the
same qualities as a comedian that Zasu Pitts had as a comedienne.
He will play one of the nine wounded sailors. In one scene he
will be required to dance with a crutch, nearest thing to comedy
the role demands.

What has happened to Bing Crosby? Is he getting too smug
and self-setisfled? In "Dixie" he fails to hit the groove and even
his songs seem woefully off the beat. Granted that the role of a
blackface minstrel comedian does not suit him, still he should
have been able to do more with the part It will be interesting
to see how fans react to "The Padre," which he is now getting
ready to play. Bing's songs will be limited strictly to sacred num-
bers and, of course, there will be no romance. Which makes us
wonder if Bing is anxious to get into straight character parts. It

if' no secret that he made tests over at Warners for the role of
Will Rogers which he would love to play. However, as previously
reported here, Stu Erwin is and always has been set for the part.

PRODUCERS RELEASING
PRC has a total of 25 features in preparation, plus four Wes-

terns, setting a new record for this company from the standpoint
of having so many pictures on the fire. The pictures are "Talent
School," "Oh Say Can You Sing," a musical, and "Meet the Execu-
tioner," Jack Schwarz productions; "The Last Page," Ripley-
Monter production; "Jive Junction," Atlantis picture; "The Man
from Washington," "Career Girls." "Forgotten Children," "Water-
front," "Cry of Youth," "Berlin Revolts." and "I'm From Arkan-
.«as," all Alexander Stern productions; "Harvest Melody" and
"Trocadero," Walter Colmes pictures; "Girl from Monterey," star-
ring Fifl D'Orsay; "When the Lights Go On Again," "Woman of
the Horror," "Avalanche," "Suspected Person," End of the Road,"
and the following Sig Neufeld productions: "The Last Warning,"
"My Boy," "Kiss of Death" and "Jungle Fury" with Buster Crabbe
and Fifi D'Orsay.

"PRC will balance its 1943-44 program with a greater variety
of subjacts than ever before," stated O. Henry Briggs in an ex-
clusive interview with this correspondent upon his arrival in
Hollywood with Arthur Greenblatt, distribution chief and Nat Lef-
ton, new district manager in Cincinnati. "Stories of topical back-
ground will figure in our new season lineup, of course," stated
Briggs, "but stress will also be placed on musicals and semi-
musicals besides several out-and-out comedies. Realizing the ex-
treme popularity of name bands, several of these will be featured
in our musicals including "Harvest Melody," "Trocadero" and "Jive
Junction." Increased production budgets will also enable us to
sign important boxofRce names. Deals are now pending with
players of definite marquee value. This policy also permits us to
increase shooting schedules and obtain directors of major status.
PRC has been able to take these vital steps because of greatly
increased earnings. Revenue resulting from our larger pictures,
especially 'Corregidor.' has encouraged us to increase budgets ali

down the line. Pictures produced under this budget setup, we
ieel, will obtain for us more 'A' playing time and thus put PRC
that much nearer its goal of major company status."

As we were about to go to press, PRC announced the titles oi

24 projected features for the new season of which five have been
completed. The total will be comprised of seven dramas, five melo-

dramas, five musical comedies, four comedies, two adventure and
one horror. Seven of the new season's product will have a waj
theme.

"Underdog" is the new title of the picture formerly called

"The Man from Washington". . .Picture formerly cal ed "Strange

Music" will be released as "Two Worlds". . .Johnny Downs signed

for "Harvest Melody," which Robert Wilmot will direct. Jack
Schwarz has acquired rights to "Girl from Monterey" which will

introduce Judy Cook, swimming champion. Same producer also

bought "Manhattan Rhythm," an original by Martin Mooney...
Alexander Stern lifted options on Dave O'Brien. Jim Newell and
Guy Wilkerson for "Texas Rangers" series. First. "Return of the

Texas Rangers" starts August 16. with second one scheduled to

get under way one month later... Sig Neufeld starts No. 2 "Billy

the Kid," with Buster Crabbe and Al St. John, on September 6...

Continental will produce "Gorilla Menace," jungle exploitation

picture as its next production after "Teen Age," staiting late

August.

REPUBLIC
Wartime conditions, rather than affecting this company ad-

versely, have only served to prove the soundness of Republic's

policies. An important factor in improving Republic's position is

the war population shifts from rural to urban centers. These
people like action for screen fare, which is one reason why you
see more and more Republic pictures showing in metropolitan
areas... With ample finances assured. Republic is now embarked
on the most ambitious schedule in its history. An analysis of the
new lineup shows a well balanced program of product for every
type of theatre.

Feeling that the studio publicity was not keeping pace with
the production and sales ends of the business, Herbert Yates
ordered a complete housecleaning of the department. Present plan
is to direct operations from New York. Charles Reed Jones, able

ad-publicity head of the company, is here to straighten out tho
situation, with a possibility being that Jones will be asked to stay
&nd handle studio publicity himself.

Anne Jeffreys option lifted with next assignment undecided...
Gene Autry off the air for the duration and now at Phoenix for

six weeks of advanced training in twin-motor flying, preparatory
to active duty, probably overseas. Former cowboy star has been
on a tour of Army camps making personal and radio appearances
for the past 12 weeks... The Spoitsmen. the King Cole Trio. Ja.i

Garber and band, Gloria Stuart, are all last-minute additions to

cast of "Here Comes Elmer." Ben Weldon, honorably discharged
from the Army due to age limit, takes over comedy spot in th'-

jncture ... Gertrude Walker has wound up her original screenplay
"Silent Partner," for producer George Sherm.an and checked off tht

lot... Harry Grey back from New York after looking over Broad-
way talent in connection with "Three Little Sisters," which he io

getting ready to produce.

RKO-RADIO
This company has announced a minimum of 40 features for the

1943-44 season. Of these, about 30 will be made by RKO's own
production staff with Sam Goldwyn, Walt Disney, Sol Lesser, Her-
bert Wilcox. Edward Golden and Frank Ross each contributing
one or more. There will be a second British-made picture distri-

buted by RKO in addition to Wilcox's "The Yellow Canary." At
least six of the new productions will be in Technicolor. Five of
the new pictures have been completed and eight are in production.
New product includes two Ginger Rogers vehicles; two co-starring
Fred Astaire and Joan Leslie; Gary Grant in "Experiment Peril-

ous;" three Sam Goldwyn features; Walt Disney's "Let's Go Latin;"
"The Robe" and "China Sky." both to be produced by Frank Rors:
two starring Jean Arthur and John Wayne; Eddie Cantor's "Show
Business;" two Maureen O'Hara co-starrers; two with Pat O'Brien;
a Bing Crosby musical, "Down Melody Lane;" "Nurse Sister Ken-
ny," starring Rosalind Russell; Kay Kyser in "Around the World:"
"Government Girl," with Olivia deHavilland and Sonny Tufts, anl
Casey Robinson's "One Hour of Glory." The Falcon. Gildersleevc-

and Lum n' Abner series will continue. New series include th""

"Rookie" group, with Wally Brown and Alan Carney, and Leon
F^rrol in the Mr. and Mrs. America series. Thrillers produced by
Val Lewton, who made "The Cat People," include two horror
dramas of four reels each under titles of "The Amorous Ghost"
and "The Screaming Skull." Edward Golden, of "Hitler's Chil-

dren" fame, will produce one feature for the new program.
With the completion of "The Iron Major" and "So This Is

Washington," (former title: "DoUar-a-Year Man"), there are four

pictures now in production with as many more set to go. First is

"The Ghost Ship." due to start July 27. Russell Wade, who made
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a hit in "Bombardier" and who has a big part in "The Iron Major,'

has been given the romantic lead, his best break to date. "Gilder-

sleeve on Broadway," also ready for the cameras with Harold

(Gildersleeve) Peary starred. Billie Burke has been signed to play

a wealthy, romantic widow with designs on Gildy. George Sanders

has the top role in "Nine Lives," which concerns a restless husband,

eight women in his hectic past and the sensible little wife he mar-
ried.

Frank Sinatra, the newest, hottest name in show business,

errives in Hollywood August 9 for his role in "Higher and Higher."
Those in command here very wisely called off the starring vehicle

in which Sinatra was to have appeared. Like Crosby, who never
made any claims to being an actor, Sinatra will have to establish

his own individual style of handling lines. To force him into a big

'.ole at the very start of his screen career would be taking too

great a risk. He is a valuable property and should not be forced.

With Bing now going in for character roles, Sinatra has a great
opportunity since he is ten years younger than Crosby and has
much the same qualities.

Considerable research being done to make "Are These Our
Children?" an authoritative expose of juvenile delinquency. The
PTA, labor groups and experts on child welfare are being con-
sulted. Remedies suggested by the picture will be modeled to some
extent on England's solution to the problem. Pre-enlistment
blanches of the various services will be offered as the main remedy.
Racial tolerance will be stressed with no reference to the recent
zoot suit disturbance ... George Givot, character comedian, given
a term contract. . .Agnes Moorehead added to the cast of "Govern-
ment Girl," replacing Gladys George who has taken over the Tal-
lulah Bankhead role in "The Skin of Our Teeth" in New York...
Producer Maurice Geraghty is getting five productions ready for
the cameras. These are "The Falcon in Texas," "The Falcon and
the Co-Eds," "Fanatic of Fez," "Nine Lives" and "Bamboo Blonde"
...Producer Robert Fellows has set "Having a Wonderful Crime"
for his next RKO picture to follow "Marine Raiders" which starts
in September. Former will star Pat O'Brien .. .Frank Ross plans
on doing a comedy-drama before producing "The Robe," Lloyd C.
Douglas best-seller. . ."None But the Lonely Heart," latest novel by
Richard Llewellyn, author of "How Green Was My Valley," has
been bought for Cary Grant. David Hempstead will make the
picture this fall. It is the story of a struggling cockney artist in
pre-War London, in love with a slightly tarnished tavern girl.

20th CENTURY-FOX
A budget of 41 million dollars for the 1943-44 season has been

set by 20th Century-Fox. Between 36 and 40 pictures will be pro-
duced.

Darryl Zanuck's first move upon his return to the studio was a

huddle with Joe Schenck which resulted in the announcement that
all B and minor A pictures had been eliminated from the schedule.
There are now five pictures shooting, including Harry Sherman's
"Buffalo Bill" and only one of these, "Happy Land," falls in the
minor classification. Production will reach its peak between now
and the end of October with 15 pictures scheduled. These include
three musicals and four Technicolor features. Important among
the forthcoming pictures is "Wilson," based on the life of Wood-
row Wilson, which Zanuck will personally produce. Other pictures
set to get under way are "Greenwich Village," "The Lodger,"
"Tampico," "Lifeboat," "Eve of St. Maik," ' Ambassador Dodd's
Diary," "Torpedo Squadron 8," "Keys of the Kingdom," "Four
Jills and a Jeep," "Moment for Music" and "Where Do We Go
from Here?"

This studio finally purchased Wendell Willkie's great best-
seller, "One World," and Zanuck will produce it... Damon Runyon
has completed two original scripts set for early production. They
are "Bloodhounds of Broadway" and "This Is My Own"...R. C.
Sherriff, British writer, finished the script on "Flare Path" and is

now awaiting a plane for London, where he will write several
stories for this company on current activities on the Allied front
...Rapid changes in the war picture held responsible for calling
off "I Escaped from Hong Kong," which Bryan Foy was to make
.

.
.Starting date of "Lifeboat" has been set back to August 2, due

to delay in completion of script. Tallulah Bankhead will star in
this under Alfred Hitchcock's direction. They are old friends and
should turn out a good picture. Let's hope that Tallu will get a
better break than in her previous pictures. There's nobody else
quite like her.

Betty Grable has not been confining all her acting to the
screen. She has made herself very unpopular at the studio by her
"know-it-all" attitude. Maybe marriage will calm Betty down.
She's been taking her sudden popularity much too seriously. Betty
should take a gander at the list of bit players appearing in "Buf-
falo Bill" on the same lot. They include Francis X. Bushman
William Farnum, Clara Kimball Young and Herbert Rawlinson..
Charlie Bickford has made a complete transition. After playing
gangsters for years, he turned in such a convincing performance
as the Dean of Lourdes in "Song of Bernadette" that producer
William PerKberg has chosen him to play the father in "Eve of
St. Mark".

.
.Allyn Joslyn considered such a good bet that his old

contract was torn up and a new one signed at considerable more
money. New players set for a big buildup here are Jennifer Jones,

Anne Baxter, Lynn Bari, Mary Anderson, Lee Cobb, William

Eythe, Phil Baker and Ralph Baird . . . "The Gang's All Here" new
tag for "The Girls He Left Behind". . .Lloyd Bacon looking for five

youngsters and a similar number of older actors to portray the

five Sullivan brothers at two ages. Script on "The Sullivans" about

completed and Bacon expects to get the picture under way in a

few weeks.

UNITED ARTISTS
Edward Small bought Booth Tarkington's "Kate Fennigate"

for reported price of $100,000. He wants Claudette Colbert and
Susan Peters for the top loles.

New product in work for UA release is "Jack London," which
Samuel Bronston is producing with Michael O'Shea in the title

role, and the much-delayed "The Girl from Leningrad," being

produced by Gregor Rabinovitch and Eugene Frenke. Latter is

husband of Anna Sten, who plays the lead opposite Kent Smith.

Relations between these two producers would form an enjoyable

screenplay in itself. For weeks neither has spoken to the other

with all communications regarding the picture being carried on
by an exchange of formal notes. Oona O'Neill has dropped out of

"Leningrad" picture at Charlie Chaplin's request.

Of the 16 pictures promised by Harry Sherman, two are ready
for release: "The Kansan" and "Bar 20," with two Hopalongs and
"The Gunmaster" in the cutting rooms. Two more Hoppies are

currently shooting with "Buffalo Bill" going strong at 20th-Fo:<.

Now in preparation are two more Hopalongs and three specials.

These are "Wherever the Green Grass Grows," "Hank Johnson's
Brother" and "Nob Hill." Also planned as a follow-up to "Buffalo

Bill" will be a big scale Technicolor special titled "Utah." Sher-
man is following the plan of shooting two Hopaiongs at once in

order to save equipment and fuel. George Archainbaud now ha.-3

cut on location a company of 80 people at Kernville, 220 miles
from Hollywood, where he is filming "Texas Masquerade" and
"Thundering Hoofs."

Bill Goetz and Leo Spitz has closed for the film rights to

"Junior Miss" at a reported price of $350,000 plus 25 percent net.

Columbia was in on the final bidding, but got cold feet when
price reached closing figure. . .Edward Small has moved his head-
quarters from the Goldwyn lot to RKO Pathe studio in Culver
City after disagreement over terms of contract which provided
that he must produce exclusively at that studio but made no as-

surance that studio space would at all times be available. Small
now getting ready to start "The Raft" with all-star cast. , .Bernie
Fineman has left MGM and is now with David Selznick's Van-
guard Films, Inc., where he will produce a group of the Selznick
releases for UA. Stephen Longstreet, novelist recently signed by
Selznick, will be associated with the Fineman unit. Selznick's
next will be "Since You Went Away" in which Claudette Colbert
will play Sh'rley Temple's mother... The Fred Allen picture which
the Skirball-Spitz unit was to make is off. Allen has been ordered
by his doctors to take a complete rest. . .Angelus Pictures is re-

ported to have bought the screen rights to "Captain Retread," a
new novel by Captain Donald Hough of the Army Air Forces. It

deals with soldiers who were in World War I and are now back
:n service. . .Cagney's next picture for UA release may be "The
General Came Collect" by George Birmingham.

UNIVERSAL
Peak production here, this studio being busier than at any

time in the company's history. Ten features are currently in work
with a heavy schedule planned to follow. Practically all the
stages on the Universal lot have musical specialties being filmed,
indicating that music is going to be played up in a majority of the
forthcoming releases. Olson and Johnson's "Crazy House" has the
Glen Miller singers, Bobby Brooks and Leighton Noble and his
orchestra, the Five Herzogs, Count Basie and His Band, in addi-
tion to Cass Dailey, singing comedienne; "His Butler's Sister"
features several Deanna Durbin vocal numbers with the studio
orchestra; "Man of the Family" has Susanna Foster warbling and
the Count Basie Band. In "You're a Lucky Fellow, Mr. Smith,"
Allan Jones sings several songs with full studio orchestra. The
Delta Rhythm Boys, the Neilson Sisters, Leo Diamond and his

harmonica band and Wingy Manone sound forth in "Hi Ya Sailor."

None of the ten pictures now being filmed deal with the war ex-
cept in a light comedy vein. This studio was one of the first to
sense the general reaction against grim war stories and practically
all of its product is strictly escapist in theme.

Turhan Bey has been elevated to star rating. Currently in

"Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves," his role has been carefully
written in order to hold audience sympathy. Because Bey is a
Turkish national and Turkey is following a course of strict neu-
trality in this war, all reference to that country and its people
must be handled with extreme diplomacy. "Raiders of the Desert"
got its title changed from "Flame of Stamboul" to avoid any pcs-

(Continued on Page 18)
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PRODUCTION
& RELEASERECORD
In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc..

appeared. "Rel." is the national release date "No." is the release nunnber. "Rev." is the issue in which

the review appeared. There nnay be variations in the Running Tinne in states where there is censorship.

All new productions are on 1942-43 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title

and running time denotes Techincolor production.

1 COtUMIIIA 1

1942-43 Features (48) Completed (45) In Production (4)

Westerns (16) Completed (17) In Production (1)

Serials ( 4) Completed ( 2) In Production (0)

Rel. No.

.4031.

CYCLONE PRAIRIE RANGERS
Western—started July 12.

Cast: Charles Starrett, Constance Worth, Walter Taylor, Robert
Fisher, Jimmy Wakeley, Johnny Tyrell, Jimmy Davis, Eddie
Philips, Foy Willing-ham.

Director: Benjamin Kline
ytoiy—Rancli owners organize a secret vigilante society to combat cattle

rustling brought on by labor shortage.

DOUGHBOYS IN IRELAND
Musical—Started July 15.

Cast: Kenny Baker, Jeff Donnell, Lynn Merrick, The Jesters,
Dorothy Vaughan, Sid Saylor, Bill Mitchum, Buddy Yarus,
Harry Shaoon, Larry Thompson, Herbert Rawlinson.

Director: Lew Landers
.-<t(uy—A story witli music of the coniplication.s that beset our soMiers in

the Emerald Isle.

TROPICANA
Musical—Started July 12.

Cast: Mae West, Victor Moore, William Gaxton, Hazel Scott, Xavier
Cugat, Mary Roche, Leonard Sues, Lester Allen.

Director: Gregory Ratoff
.story—A show within a show. Substantially lil<e tlie plav "I^eave It toMe" with locale switched from Russia to Mexico. West is a musi-

cal comedy star and Gaxton her promoter, Victor Moore the in-
evitable "angel."

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Titif— Running Timii Cast
Cover Girl (T) Hayworth-Brooks
Foothght Glamor Singleton-Lake . ,

There's Something About a Soldier Drake-Paris

1942-43
-after Midnight with Boston Blackie (64) . . .Morris-Savage
xppointment in Berlin (— ) Sanders-Chapman
Boys from Stalingrad Becket-Samarzich
City Without Men (76) Darnell-Dudley
Commandos Strike at Dawn (98) Muni-Lee
Cowboy of Lonesome River Starrett-Athens

!

Crime Doctor (68) Baxter-Llndity
Details under title: The Loni Wdf In Settland Yard

>speradoes, The (T) (85) Scott-Ford
""•"VT Robinson-Ford . .

Fighting Buckaroo (58) Starrett-Harris
First Comes Courage Oberon-Abtrne .

Details under title: Attack by Night
Flight Lieutenants (80» O'Brien-Ford

Details under title: He'i My Old Man
Frontier Fury Starrett-Davis 12-28.
Good Luck, Mr. Yates Trevor-Buchanan 3-8.

Details under title: Right Guy
Hail to the Rangers Starrett-Harris 9-21
U's a Great Life Singleton-Lake 2-8.

Details under title: Blondie Buys a Horse

Last Horseman, The Hayden-Wills 6-29
Details under title: Suicide Range

kaw tf the Nerthwest Starrett-Patterson

Let's Have Fun (65) Gordon-Lindsay .

Details under title: Shall I Tell Em?
Lost Horlion of Shangri-La Colman-Wyatt ..

Man's World (60) Chapman-Wright
More the Merrier, The (103) Arthor-McCrea . .

Details under title: Merrv-Go-Reund
Murder In Times Square (65) Lowe-Chapman ....11-2
My Kingdom for a Cook Coburn-Chapman 5-3

Details under title: Without Notice

Night of Adventure, A William-Savage ..

Details under title: The Clock Struck Twelvi

to Place for a Lady (66) Gargan-Lindsay . .

Details under title: Thirteen Steps to Heaven

Ine Dangerous Night (77) William-Chapman
••wer (f the Press (63) Tracy-Kibbee ...

Redhead from Manhattan Velez-Leavitt

Restless Lady Louise-Lowe ....
ffeveille with Beverly (78) Slack-Crosby . . .

itlders of the Northwest Mounted (57) Hayden-Wills
* West Starrett-Patterson

Saddles and Sagebrush Hayden-Savage .. .10-19. . .4-22. . .4212.
Details under title: Outlaw Busters

Details

.6-14. .

. .7-12.

.

.6-28

12-14.

.

. .3-8 . .

.12-28.

. . 8-24 . .

. .7-20. .

..6-14..
..4-5..

. .8-10. .

11-16.

.

. .7-27.

.

.1-11..

.3-23.

.

.3-18.

.7-15.

.

.5-20,

.1-14.

.1-7.

.6-22'.

.3-25.

.8-12.

. .2-1.

.7-89.

. .7-9.

.6-24.

.6-29.

.4025
.4013 4-5

. 4004 . . 12-28

.4017!".!".!'.'.

.4005. . 3-22

.4203. . .5-17

.3012.

.4014!

.8-10.

.8-10.

Reissue

. . .5-4

. .9-21

.5-17.

.
.9-21

. .9-21.

. .10-5.

. .2-18.

. .5-31.

.10-19.

. . 8-24

.

.12-14.
.1019.

. .5-27. . .4018

. .5-27.

.

. . .3-4.

.

.4204

.4040

. . .9-17.
5-6.

. .4044.
. . 4001

.

. 12-28
. .5-31

4-2.

1. .8-31
. . 4034

.

. .6-23

. .8-19

. . .2-11. , .4036

.1-21.

.1-28.

.5-13.

.4028. . .
.5-3

.4038 3-8

.4024. . .7-12

. .2-4.

.2-15.
. 4014

.

.4211.
.5-31

Sahara (— ) Bogart- Bridges 2-8

Secret Code. The (Serial) Kelly-Nagel 7-13.

She Has What It Takes Falkenburg-Neal .12-28.
Details under title: Broadway Daddies

Silver City Raiders Hayden-Carroll 9-7

Something to Shout About (91) Ameche-Oakie 8-10

Two Senoritas from Chicago (66) Falkenborg-Davis-

Vigilantes Ride, The Hayden-Patterson

Details under title: Deadline Guns

What's Bozzin' Cousin? (— ) Miller-Hubbard

Wyoming Hurricane Hayden-Patterson

. .9-4. . .4120.

.4-16 . .4029.

,3-8..

11-2.

.4-5

.11-2.

. .2-25.

.6-10..

7-8.

,
.7-8. .

.4006.

.4019.

.4015.

1 METRO-G
1942-43 Features Completed (55) In Production (8)

ANDY HARDY'S BLONDE TROUBLE
Comedy—Started July 12.

Cast: Mickey Rooney, Lewis Stone, Bonita Granville, Herbert Mar-
shall, Fay Holden, Sara Haden, Lyn Wilde, Keye Luke, .Jean

Porter, Marta Linden.
Director: George B. Seitz
.^tory—Title self-exijUuiatorv

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast

America (T) Donlevy-Richards

Broadway Rhythm (T) Murphy-Simms .

Guy Named Joe, A (—) Tracy-Dunne ....

Heavenly Body. The Lamarr-Powell . . .

Meet the People Ball-Powell

See Here, Private Hargrove Walker-Reed . . . .

Song of Russia Taylor-Peters ....

Details under title: Russia

Whistling in Brooklyn Skelton-Rutherford

White Cliffs of Dover Dunne-Marshall .

1942-43
BLOCK NO. ONE

Apache Trail (66) Lundigan-Reed

Cairo (101) MacDonald-Young
Eyes in the Night (79) Arnold-Harding

. .

For Me and My Gal (103) Garland-Murphy
Details under title: Me and My 6al

Omaha Trail (102) Craig-Jagger ....
Details under title: Ox Train

Panama Hattie (79) Heflin-Grayson

Seven Sweethearts (97) Sothern-Dailey

Details under title: Tulip Time
Somewhere I'll Find You (108) Gable-Turner ....
Tish (84) Main-Pitts
War Against Mrs. Hadley, The (85) Bainter-Arnold
Yank at Eton, A (88) Rooney-Hunter ..

White Cargo (90) Lamarr-Pidgeon

BLOCK NO. TWO
Andy Hardy's Double Life (92) Rooney-Stone ...

Details under title: Andy Hardy's Last Fling

Dr. Gillespie's New Assistant (87) Barrymore-Johnson
Journey for Margaret (81) Young-Day
Keeper of the Flame (100) Hepburn-Tracy ..

Northwest Rangers (63) Craig-Lundigan . .

Details under title: Gambler's Choice

Reunion in France (102) Crawford-Wayne
Details under title: Reunion

Stand by for Action (109) Taylor-Laughton

Details under title: Cargo of Innocents

Three Hearts for Julia (70) Sothern-Douglas

Tennessee Johnson (103) Heflin-Hussey

Details under title: The Man on America's Conscience

Whistling In Dixie (74) Skelton-Rutherford

BLOCK NO. THREE
Air Raid Wardens (67) Laurel & Hardy..

Assignment In Brittany (96) Whorf-Peters

Cabin In the Sky (98) Wattrs-Horne ...

Slightly Dangerous (94) Turner-Young ...

Details under title: Nothing Ventured

Stranger In Town, A (67) Morgan-Carlson .

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Bataan (116) Taylor-Nolan

DuBarry Was a Lady (T) (101) 5kelton-Ball

Harrigan's Kid (80) Readick-Gargan

Details under title: The Half Pint Kid

Hitler's Madman (84) Carradine-Morison

Pilot No. 5 (70) Tone-Hunt
Details under title: Skyway to Glory

Presenting Lily Mars (104) Sarland-Carlson

Youngest Profession, The (82) iVeidler-Arnold

Details

4-19. .

6-28. .

. .3-8.

.

.5-17.

.

. .7-12.

.7-12.

.

. 3-22 .

.

.5-17. .

.6-28.

.

No.

3-23 304 . 6-29
4-20 306 .8-24

.6-1 309.

.

9-21

. 4-20 312. . .9-21

. .6-1 311. . 9-21

. .4-6 308. . .7-27

.9-20 303. . .8-24

.1-26 301 . .8-10

. . .5-4 302

.

. .7-27

.6-1 306. . 8-10

. . .4-6 305 . .8-24

. . .6-1 310. . .9-21

. .6-15 318. 12-14

. 8-24 . 317. .11-16

. . 6-29 314. . .11-2

. 7-20 320 12-28

. .7-13 319 11-2

.
.7-13 315. .12-14

. 6-29 316. . 12-14

. .9-21 322. 111

. .6-29 321 12-28

. .6-29 313. . .11-2

.12-14 326 .
3-21

. .9-21 327. . . 3-22

. 9-7 323. . .2 22

.
.9-21 325. . . .3-8

.11-16 324

.

. .2-22

.12-14 . , . 328. . .5-31

. . .9-7 333. . .5-17

.11-2 329. . .3-22

334. . .6-14

. .7-20 332. . .4-19

. .8-10 330. ... 5-3

. .11-2 331. .. .3-8
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.8-7.

5-18.

2-8.

SPECIALS
Human Comedy, The (118) Soonfy-Reed . . .

Random Harvest (126) ;olman-Garson

NOT DESIGNATED
Above Suspicion (90) Crawford-M'Murray

As Thousands Cheer (T) Crayson-Kelly

Details under title: Private Miss Jones

Best Foot Forward (T) (93) Ball-James

Cross of Lorraine, The Humont-Kelly 5-31

Details under title: A Thousand Shall Fall

Cry Havoc Sothern-Sullavan

Dr. Gillespie's Criminal Case (89) Barrymore-Reid

Girl Crajy Rooney-Garland

I Dood It Skelton-Powell

Details under title: Mr. Justice Goes Hunt ing

Lost Angel O'Brien-Craig 5-17

Lassie Gome Home (T) McDowell-Gwenn . . .
9-7

Madame Curie (— ) Garson-Pidgeon 3-8

Man from Down Under, The (— ) Laughton-Barnes 3-8

Professor Takes a Wife Astor-Marshall 1-25

Right About Face Kyser-Maxwell ^^2-8

Sabotage Agent Donat-Hudson

Salute to the Marines (T) Beery-Bainter

Swing Shift Maisie (87) Sothern-Craig

.380.

.370.

. . .3-i?

.11-3J

11-30 5-3

.11-30

.7-12

.
.5-17

12-14 5-17

,
.1-25

.11-30

10-19.
.10-5.

1-11. .
.5-17

1 MOHOCRAM
1

1942-43 Features (33) Completed (25) In Production (2)

Westerns (16) Completed (19) In Production (0)

THE THIRTEENTH GUEST
Mystery—Started July 12.

Cast: Dick Purcell, Helen Parrish, Tim Ryan, Frank Faylen, Paul
McVey.

Director: William Beaudine
story—Trouble begins when a skeptical scientist flouts superstition leailing

to a murder mystery with an unusual twi.st.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Tiilr—Running luiir Cast Details Rel. No. Rev.

Nearly Eighteen Storm-Henry 7-12

l*)42-43
Ape Man. The (64) Lu-osi-Ford 12-28
Blazing Guns Maynard-Gibson . . . .5-3. .

Bullets and Saddles Corrigan-Moorc . . . .6-28.

Clancy Street Boys (66) Gorcey-Jordan 2-8.

Cowboy Commandos Corrigan-Moore ... 3-22..
Crime Smasher, The Graham-Cromwell .11-30..

Details under title: Adventure of Cosmo Jones

Ghost Rider (58) Brown-Hatton .2-22..
Ghosts on the Loose (65) East Side Kids. .. .2-22. .

Haunted Ranch (64) King-Sharpe 11-2..
Details under title: Saddle Cyclone

I Escaped from the Gestapo (75) Jagger-Brian 1-11..

Details under title: No Escape

I Was a Criminal Jory-Blake 5-31.

Kid Dynamite (67) Corcey-Jordan 10-5..

Details under title: Little Mobsters

Land of Hunted Men (58) Corrigan-Moore

Law Rides Again, The Hughes-Quillan 5-3..
luri. of the Mands (61) Hughes-Ouillan 5-3..

Melody Parade Brown-Hatton 5-31..

BdttiWl ot Stampttf* Past Brown-Hatton 5-31.

Prison Mutiny (64) Norris-Woodbury ..12-14.,

Details under title: You Can't Beat the Law
Revenge of the Zombies Lowery-Storm 5-31.
H'liiber's Roost Corrigan-Moore ...12-28..

Silent Witness (62) Page-Wrixon 11-2..

silver Skates (75) Baker-Belita 10-19.

Sarong Girl (70) Corio-O'Flynn 3-8..

Spy Train (61) Travis-Brent 4-5.,

Details under title: Time Bomb
Spotlight Scandals Gilbert-Fay 5-17.

stranaer from Pecos (— ) Brown-Hatton 4-5.

Two-Fisted Justice (57) King-Sharpe .9-21.

OptaiU under lille: Dead Man's Trail

'«"lern Mall (55) Keene-Trent .... 12-29..

Wild Horse Stampede (59) Gibson-Maynard .
...3-8.

Wings Over the Pacific (68) Cooper-Norris 3-22 .

.3-19.

. .8-6.

.'4-23.

.6-2.

.1-22.

. .5-2.

.7-30.

2-19.

. .4-5

.6-i4

6-14
6-14

,5-23.

. .2-5.

.3-26.

.8-27.
33-34.
. .9-3.

, .
2-12".

.4-5

.3-8

.3-12.

.1-15.
.2-5.

. .7-2.

. .7-9.

,33-34.
,10-16.

.1-8.

.2-13.

.5-16.
.7-23.

.2-22

.7-i2

.7-26

.7-26

. .4-5

.6-ii

TIMBER QUEEN
Drama Started July 15.

Cast: Richard Arlen, Mary Beth Hughes, June Havoc, Dick Pur-
cell, Sheldon Leonard, Horace McMahon, George E Stone,
Dewey Robinson.

Slory—Intrigue :inil roni.'ince .'lyainst the liai ksrouml ol' tli

Friction lieluecn rival loHiiin.:.; camiis uilli tiiiihei
the stakes.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Titir— Riinniiio Time Cast Details f

Frenchmen's Creek (T) Fontaine-DeCordova .5-31
Hail the Conquering Hero Bracken-Raines 7-12
Story of Or. Wassell, The (T) Coopcr-Uay 7-12....

Hig .Sequoias,
anil romance

No.

BLOCK NO. ONE
Glass Key, The (85)

1942-43

Priorities on Parade (79)
Wake Island (78)
Wildcat (73)

BLOCK NO. TWO
Forest Rangers, The (T) (87) . .

Mrs. Wigos of the Cabbage Patch (80) . . .

Street of Chance (72)
Details under title: Black Curtain, The
BLOCK NO. THREE

Avengers, The (88)
Wrecking Crew (73)
My Heart Belongs to Daddy (75)
Palm Beach Story, The (88)
Lucky Jordan (84)

Details under title: Prelude to Glory

BLOCK NO. FOUR

Donlevy-Lake . .3-9. .10-23.

.

. 4203 .

.

. .9-7
Rogers-Milland

. . . . 3-23

.

.10-16.

.

.4202.

,

.9-7
Miller-Rhodes . . . . . .4-6. . .10-2. ,, . 4201 .

,

.8-10
.Donlevy-Preston . . . . .4-6. . . 9-25 . ,. . 4205 .

,

.8-24
.Arlen-Judge .1-26. .10-30. . .4204.

.

.9-7

MacMurray-Goddard .1-26. . .11-6. .4206.

,

.10-*
Lydon-Smith 12-4.

,

. . 4209 .

,

, .10-5
Crosby-Hope 3-23. .11-20. . . 4207

.

. .10-5
Bainter-Herbert . . . . . 2-9

.

.11-27.
, . 4208

.

, . 10-5
Meredith-Trevor . . . .1-26. .12-18.

, .4210. .10-5

. . . For.

.

. .1-29.

,

.4213. .11-16
. .4-20. . .1-15. . .4212. .11-16
. . .2-9. . .2-12.

1-1.,
. .4214.
.4211.

, .4215.

.11-16

.11-16

.11-30. .7-20. . .2-26.

Happy-Go-Lucky (T) (78) 5-4. . .3-26.

. . . 4-9

.

. . .3-2.

. . .5-7.

. .4217.

. .4218.

,

. .4216.

,

. . 4219

.

. .1-11

.1-11

, .1-11

.
.1-11

Henry Aldrich Gets Glamour (72)
Lady Bodyguard (70)

. . .7-20.

. . .5-18.

. . .8-24.Night Plane from Chungking (69)

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Five Graves to Cairo (96) ,.5-17

, . .4-5

, . .4-5

, . .4-5

China (78) .11-16.

.

, . .11-2.

.

..4222..
4223.Aerial Gunner (79)

High Explosive (62) . .8-24.

.

. .4221.

,

Details under title; You Can't Live Forever

Salute for Three (75) .11-16.

.

. .4225. . .
.4-5

BLOCK NO. SIX
Alaska Highway (68) 4227 .

.

. 6-28

.6-28

.6-28

Dixie (T) (89) .11-16. . . .4230.

.

. . 4226 .

.

. .4228.

.

4229 .

.

Henry Aldrich Swings It (65) .12-14.

.

So Prondly Wo Hall (126) .12-14.

.

.6-28

.6-28

SPECIALS
Star Spangled Rhythm (99) , All Star . . . 6-29

.

. .2-12. . . 4231 . . .4-11

REISSUES
Souls at Sea (93)

. .4250.

.

NOT DESIGNATED
And the Angels Sing Lamour-MacMurray .5-17...
City That Stopped Hitler Russian Documentary
for Whom the Bell Tolls (T) Cooppr-Bergman ...7-13...
Good Fellows, The Walker-Brown 1-25...
Triumph Over Pain McCrca-Field 4-20...
Henry Aldrich Haunts a House Lydon-Mortimer 4-5. .

,
.7-26

.1-25.

5-31.

. .2-22.

. .5-17.

.12-28.

Henry Aldrich Plays Cupid Lydon-Smith ....
Henry Aldrich's Little Secret Aldrich-Mortimer

Details onder titit: Henry Aldrich Roekt t!ie Cradle

Hostages Rainer-de Cordova

Hour Before Dawn, The Tone-Lake

Lady in the Dark (T) Rogers-Milland ...

Let's Face It Hope-Hutton 2-22.
Minesweeper Arlen-Parkcr 5-17.

Miracle of Morgan's Creek Donlevy-Hutton ...10-5.
No Time for Love Colbert-MacMurray ..6-15.
Rid-ng High Lamour-Powell 1-25.

Tornado Worns-Kpiiy 45.
Triif tn Life (T) Martin-Tone 9-21.

Uninvited, The Milland-Hussey 5-3.

PRODUCERS RiLE ASIHC

194'2-43 Features Completed (48) In Production (6)

1942-43 Features
Weiiterns

(24)

(18)

Completed (24)

Completed (15)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

MINISTRY OF FEAR
Drama—started July 12.

Cast: Ray Milland, Marjorie Reynolds, Carl Esmond, Rita Johnson,
Thomas Luden, Allen Napier.

Direclor: Fritz Lang
story—Powerful psychological mystery drama of modern England a.s back-

ground. Milland, escaped from an asylum, finds himself mixed u\)

with a gang ot Nazi saboteurs which lie must bring to Justice
singlehanded because of his reconl.

STANDING ROOM ONLY
Comedy—Started July 12.

Cast: Paulette Goddard, Fred MacMurray, Roland Young, Anne
Revere, Porter Hall.

Director: Sidney Lanfield
story—.\ gay farce dealing with housing difficulties in Wa.shington, God-

dard and MacMurray. anxiou.s to get their toy factory converted to
war work, have to take jobs as maiil and butler in order to find a
place to live.

Details

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

Title—Running Time Cast

Bad Men of Thunder Gap (59) Newill-O'Brien

Behind Prison Walls (64) Baxter-Michael ...11-30..
Details under title: After Tomorrow

Black Raven, The (61) Zucco-McKay
Border Buckaroo (— ) Newill-O'Bricn

Corregidor (75) Kruger Landi 12-14..
Bead Men Walk (66) Zucco-Carlisle 9-21..
Death Rides the Plains (— ) Livingslon-St. John . 4-5..
Fighting Valley O'Brien-McCarty ....5-31.
Follies Girl (— ) Barric-Oliver

Frontier Law O'Brien-Knox 6-14. .

Fugitive of the Plains (55) Crabbe-Leslie 12-14..
Details under title: Billy the Kid No. 3

Ghost and the Guest, The (61) Frank Buck 6-28..

Girls In Chains (72) ludgc-Clark 2-8..
Gangs. Inc. (72) Ladd-Woodbury ..Reissue..

Isle of Forgotten Sins (— ) Carradine-Sonderg'rd 4-19..
Kid Rides Again, The (56) Crabbe-St. John .11-30..

Details under title: Billy the Kid No. 2

8-15. .

1-27.
,

Rel. No. Rev.

. .3-5.

.

. .352
.3-22. . . .313.

.

.6-14

.5-31. . . . 321

.

. .7-26

.6-15. . . .3r4
.3-29. . . . .31. .

.6-14
.2-10.

.

. . 320

.

.4-19
.4-30.

.

. .365
. . .8-1. . .355
.7-26.

.

.3-12. . . .359.

,

,
.5-17

.5-17. . ,, .305

.6-15. . . .123

.358
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Man from Washington, The
Man of Couragt (67) Talbot-MacLane

Details under title: Permit to Kill

Miss V from Moscow (68) Lane-Madison

My Son, the Hero (68) Kelly-Karns

Nighl tor Crime. A (78) Farrell-Talbot

Pay-Off, The (74) Tracy-Brown

Queen of Broadway (66) Hudson-Crabbe
Renegade, The Crabbe-Manners

Details under title: Billy, the Kid

Street of Darkntu Lederer-Gurie

Details under title: Strange Music

Submarine Base (— ) Baxter- D'Drsay

terror House (71) Lawson-Clare . . . .

Tiger Fangs Rice-Dunn

Western Cyclone Crabbe-St. John ..

Details under title: Billy, the Kid No. 4

West ef Texas (59) O'Brien-Newill ...

Wild Horse Rustlers (57) Livingston-St. John

Wolves of the Range (— ) Livingston-St. John

Details under title: Lone Rider No. 4

Details under title: Western Saboteurs

Yanks Are Coming, The (67) King & Band-Healy

7-12
.9-21 1-4 319. . .4-19

. .8-20. .11-23 318. .12-28
12-28 4-5 311
.7-13. . .2-18 304
.10-19. . .1-21 303 3-3

.10-19 3-8 312. . .6-14

. .5-3 7-1 361

.5-31. .43-44

7-8 401
. . For 4-19. . . .322. . .7-12

.2-8 4-19 314 . . .6-28

.1-25. . .5-14 360

. . .4-5. . .5-10 353. . .6-14

12-28. . .2-12 364
5-31. . .6-21 366

.8-10. . .11-9. .301. .1019

1942-43 Features
Westerns
Specials
Serials

(34)

(26)

( 6)

( 4)

Completed (30)

Completed (26)

Completed ( 3)

Completed ( 3)

In Production (1)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

HERE COMES ELMER
Musical^Staited July 12.

Cast: Al Pearce, Frank Albertson, Gloria Stuart, Dale Evans, Ar-

lene Harris, Pinky Tomlin, Wally Vernon, King Cole trio;

Jan Garber and orchestra.

Director: Joseph Santley
story—Small town band leader goes to New York where he becomes a

great success willi attendant complications.

MASK MARVEL
Serial—started July 19.

Cast: Louise Currie and five male characters whose identity is not

revealed.
Director: Spencer Bennet
story—Based on the comic strip character of same name. Mask Marvel

is one of five characters with identity kept secret until final chapter.

RAIDERS OF SUNSET PASS
Western—Started July 15.

Cast: John Paul Revere, Smiley Burnette, Jennifer Holt, Lero;
Mason, Roy Bancroft, Larry Stewart, Charles Miller.

Director: John English
story—Ranchers organize a Woman's Army of the Plains to combat cattle

rustlers who have been taking advantage of labor shortage to steal
prime herds.

RELEASE CHART
Details

. For. . .

. For. . .

.7-12.

.

1942-43
Title—Running Time Cast

Alibi (66) Lockwood-Sinclair

»t Dawn We Die (78) Clements-Sinclair

Beyond tho Last Frontier Revere-Burnette

mucked Trail, The Tyler-Steele 12-28.
Boots and Saddles Autry-Allen Reissue.

Bordertown Gunflghters Elliott-Jeffries 6-28
Calling Wild Bill Elliott (55) Elliott-Hayes 2-22
Carson City Cyclone (57) Barry-Merricl(

Chatterbox (76) Brown-Canova ....12-14
Darli Command (Reissue) Pidgeon-Wayne

Rel.

3-24.

3-20.

No.

, . 214

.

.213.

Rev.

.4-19

. .4-5

.2-22. .

.6-28.

.
.5-3.

.3-22.

.5-17.

Days of Old Cheyenne Barry- IVIerricl(

Dead Men's Golch (56) Barry-Merrick

Deer Slayer, The Kellogg-Parker

Death Valley Manhunt Elliott-Jeffreys

False Faces .Williams-Henry

Fargo Express Barry-Heath ..

Fighting DnII Dogt (— ) Rowel I -Stewart

(Adapted from the Serial of the same name).
Gauclio Serenade (— ) Autry-Burnette

Gentle Gangster (56) McLane-Lamont
G-Men vs. The Black Dragon (Serial) Cameron-Worth ....10-5.
Hi, Neighbor (72) Belle-Vague 6-1

.3-12.

.

.1-15.

.

.4-30.

.3-16.

.4-27.

.1-15.

.

.5-15. ,

.2-13.

. 7-22
'.

'

.5-26.

.

. .264.

.2301.

. 2311

.

. .275.

.219.

.5-17

.6-28

.5-17

. .276.

. .274.

.2313.

. .222.

.4-19

.1-29 211.

Reissue. . .4-15.

5-10.
.1-2.

7-27.

3-26.Hit Parade of 1943 (86) Carroll-Hayward ...11-16..
Hoosier Holiday Evans-Byron 6-14..
Idaho (70) Rogers- Burnette ...12-28..
King of the Cowboys (67) Rogers-Burnette ....1-25..
London Blackout Murders (58) Abbott-McLeod ....11-2..
Man from Music Mountain Rogers-Terry 6-28.
Man from Thunder River Elliott-Hayes

Man Trap (57) Stephenson-Lovett

Mexican Rose (— ) Aotry-Burnette .

Mountain Rhythm (70) Weaver Family .

.3-10.

. .4-9.

.1-15.

.2303.
. 220

.

. .282.
.201.
. .215.

. . 252

.

. .254.

. .210.

.8-10

.3-22

. .3-8

.4-19

.1-12

Ride, Tenderfoot, Ride Autry-Burnette . .

Riders of the Rio Grande Tyler-Steele ....

Sante Fe Scouts (55) Three IVlesquiteers

Secret Service in Darkest Africa Cameron-Marsh . .

Scream in the Dark, A Lowery-McDonald

Details under title: A Scream at Night

Shanty Town (65) Lee-Lord

Silver Spurs (—) Rogers-Carradine

Sleepy Lagoon Canova-Day . . . .

bomprero Kid The (56) Barry-Merrick

Someone to Remember Craven-Paige . . .

Details ander title: Prodigal's Mother

Song of Texas (69) Rogers-Ryan ...

3-22. . .6-11.

. .
.2-8.

,

. .4-13.

Reissue.

.

.7-18.

.

.10-19. . . .1-8.

1-11. . .3-12.

Reissue. . . .6-1.

. . .3-8. . .5-19.

. .2-18.

.

.4-16.

. . .5-3.

.

. .7-9.

. .7-12.

. .1-25. . .4-20.

.7-30.
.' !6-14.'

. . 6-29

.

. .7-31.

. . .3-8.

.2312.

. .217.

.2305.

. . 209

.

.212.
.2304.
. .266.
. .265.

. . 284

.

.6-14

12-28
. .4-5

. . .218. .5-3

.3-22. . .6-18.

. . .271. .12-14

. . .255. . .6-14

South of the Border Autry-Lee Reissue ... .3-1.

Swing Your Partner (70) Dale-Clark 3-8. .
5-20

rahiti Honey (69) Simon-O'Keefe 1-11 4-6.

Thumbs Up (67) loyct-Fraser 4-5... 6-24.

Thundering Traill Steele-Tyler 11-2... 1-25.

Tumbling Tumbleweeds (— ) Autry-Burnette Reissue 7-15

. 2302
. 221. .6-;t

. . .216. . .4-19

. . . 223 . 6-28

.263

1942-43 Features
Westerns

(46)

( 6)

Completed (.50)

Completed ( 6)

In Production (4)

In Production (0)

REVENGE
Romance-Melodrama—Started July 12.

Cast: Toumanova, Grei^ory Peck, Marie Palmer, Alan Reed, Lou
Crosby, Glenn Vernon, Dena Penn, Hugo Haas, Lowell Gil-

more, Igor Dolgoruki.
Director: Jacques Tourneur
story—Modern Russia and the way it is meeting its problems. Picture.-!

serves to introduce cast of virtual unknowns.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Titip— Running Time Cast Details

An American Story Margo-Brown 7-12..
Around the World Kyser-Davis 6-14 .

Government Girl deHaviiland-Tufts ..6-28..

1942-43
BLOCK NO. ONE

Big Street, The (89) Fonda-Ball 5-4..
Here We Go Again (77) Bergen-McGee 6-15..

.4-6. .

Rel. No. Rev.

.9-4.

.10-9.

.10-2.

. .6-29. .

. Foreign . .

.9-11.

.9-18.

.7-13. .11-16.

4-6.

. . .8-10.

. . .10-5.

.6-1. .11
. . .8-10.

.
.12-4

.12-25

, . .1-1

27
. . .1-8.

. .1-22.

. .3-26.

. .3-12.

. .2-19.

. .2-26.

. .2-8.

. 8-24

.

. . .11-2.

. . . 7-20

.

. . .11-2.

. . .11-2.

. . . 2-22

.

. . .2-22.

.11-16. .

Highways by Night (62) Carson-Randolph
Details under title: Silver Spoon

Mexican Spitfire's Elephant (64) Velez-Errol

Wings and the Woman (97) Neagle-Newton

BLOCK NO. TWO
Falcon's Brother, The (63) Sanders-Conway
Journey into Fear (70) Cotten-Del Rio 1-26.. 2-12
Navy Comes Through, The (82) O'Brien-Scott 6-1.. 10-30
Scattergood Survives a Murder (66) Kibbee-Hayes 4-20. .10-16
Seven Days Leave (87) Mature-Ball 6-1. 11-13

Details under title: Sweet or Hot

BLOCK NO. THREE
Army Surgeon (63) Wyatt-Taylor
Cat People (72) Simon -Conway
Great Gildersieeve, The (62) Peary-Darwell

Once Upon a Honeymoon (117) Rogers-Grant

Seven Miles from Alcatraz (62) Craig-Granville

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Cinderella Swings It (70) Kibbee-Warren 8-10.

Details under title: Scattergood Swings It

Forever and a Day (104) Laughton-Neagie

Hitler's Children (85) Holt-Granville 10-19.

Tarran Triumphs (78) Weissmulier-Giiford ..9-7.

Two Weeks to Live (76) Louck-Golf 10-5.

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Falcon Strikes Back (66) Conway-Randolph
Flight for Freedom (101) Russell-MacMurray

Details under title: Stand Ry to Die

I Walked with a Zombie (69) Dee-Conway ...

Ladies' Day (63) Velez-Albert ...

This Land Is Mine (103) Laughton-O'Hara

BLOCK NO. SIX
Bombardier (99) O'Brien-Scott

Glldersleeve's Bad Day (62) Peary-Darwell

Leopard Man, The (66) O'Keefe-Margo

Mr. Lucky (100) Grant-Day

Details under title: From Here to Victory

Squadron Leader X (99) Dvorak-Portman

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Behind the Rising Sun (88) Margo-Ryan ..

Falcon in Danger, The (69) Conway-Brooks 5-3

Mexican Spitfire's Blessed Event (63) Veler-Errol 4-5

Petticoat Larceny (61) Carroll-Warrick ....1-25
Sky's the Limit (89) Astaire-Leslie 1-25

SPECIALS
B*mbi (70) (T) Disney Cartoon Feature .

Magnlflient Ambersons (88) Cotten-Costelio ...11-29
Pride of the Yankees, The (128) Cooper-Ruth 1-26
Saludos Amigos (42) Disney Cartoon Feature .

Spitfire (90) Howard-Niven For..

They Got Me Covered (95) Hope-Lamoar 7-20

Walt Disney's Surprise Package (T) Cartoon Feature

WESTERNS
Avenging Rider, The Holt-Edwards 7-27
Bandit Ranger (56) Holt-Edwards

Fighting Frontier (57) Holt-Summer 6-15.
Details under title: Son of the SaddU

Pirates of the Prairie (57) Holt-O'Day

Red River Roblnhood Holt-Moffet

Sagebrush Law Holt- Edwards

Details under title: Gun Law

NOT DESIGNATED
Adventures of a Rookie Brown- Landry 6-14

Coastal Command (— ) Documentary For.

Fallen Sparrow, The Garfleld-O'Hara 2-8

Iron Major, The O'Brien-Warrick . ..5-17

Lady Takes a Chance, A Arthur-Wayne 1-11

Details under title: Free For All

North Star, The Baxter-Brennan ...5-17
Seventh Victim, The Conway-Brooks 5-17

So This Is Washington Lum & Abner 6-28
Details under title: Dollar-a-year Man

Tarzan's Desert Mystery Weissmuiler-Keily ...4-19

Details under title: Tarzan and the Sheik

301.
.305.
.304.

.302.

.303.

.309.

.307.

.308.

.306.

.310.

. . .312.

. . .313.

. . .314.
311. .11-

. . .315.

.8-10

. .9-7

.8-10

.8-10

.8-10

10-19
.8-10
10-19
10-19

. 10-19

11-2
11-16
11-16

ii-ie

.318. .
.1-25

. .320.

. .316.

. .319.

. .317.

.325.

.321.

.324.

.322.

.323.

. . . For.

.329.

.327.

.328.

.330.

.326.

.1-25

.1-11

.1-25

. .2-8

.3-22

. .2-8

.3-22

.3-22

.3-22

.5-31

.5-17

.5-17

.5-17

. .2-8

.5-17.

. . .6-1.

. .7-13.

, .6-29.

. 8-21 .

.

. .391. . . .6-1

.7-10. . . .371. . .7-13

. .3-5 . . . .351. .
.7-27

. 2-19 . . . . 392

.

.12-28

353. . .
.5-3

. .2-5. . . .352. .1-11

. 6-18 .

.

. . 385

.

. . .
3-8

.9-25. . . 381

.1-29. . . .383

11-20.

.

.382. .11-16

.7-23.

.

. .386
. .4-2.

.

. .384
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lOtti CEHTUHY.FOX
1942-43 Features (—) (onipleted (.)4) In Prodiiotion (4)

HAPPY LAND
Drama—Started July 19.

Cast: Don Ameche, Frances Dee, Harry Carey, Ann Rutherford,
William Weber, James West.

Director: Irving Pichel
story—Tile stark drama and purpo.se that lies beneath everyday living by

the common people.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Tim* Cast Details

Buffalo Bill (T) O'Hara-McCrea 7-12.
Guadalcanal Diary Foster-Nolan 5-31.
Happy Land Ameche-Dec 6-28.

1942-43
BLOCK NO. ONE

A-Hauntlng We Will Go (67) Laurel & Hardy 4-6.
FMtlldht Serenade (80) Grable-Matore 3-23.

Details under title: Strictly Dynamite
Little Ttkio, U. S A. (64) Joyce-Foster 5-18.
Loves of Edgar Allen Poe, The (67) Darnell-Sheppard . . .3-23.
Pled Piper, The (86) Woolley-IHcDowall ...4-6.

BLOCK NO. TWO
Berlin Correspondent (70).. Gilmore-Andrews ...5-18.
Careful. Soft Shoulders (69) Bruce-Ellison 5-18.
Iceland (79) Heine-Payne . ...5-4

.5-18.

.4-20.

.11-1.

.6-15.

.6-15.

. .4-20.

. .7-13.

. .6-29.

. . .3-9.

. .8-10.

. .8-10.

lust Olf Broadway (66) Nolan-Weaver
Details under title: 12 Men In a Box

Orchestra Wives (97) IHontgomery-Barl

BLOCK NO. THREE
Tales of Manhattan (118) . . All Star

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Ulrl Trouble (82) Ameche-Benneft
Manila Callinq (81) Nolan-Landis 6-29.
Man In the Trunk, The (70) Roberts-Holmes ..6-15.
Springtime in the Rockies (90) (T) Grable- MirandaBLOCK NO. FIVE
Black Swan The (85) (T) Power-O'Hara ....
Or. Renault's Secret (58) Sheppard- Roberts .

Details under title: Burled Alive
That Other Woman (75) Bari-Ellison
Thundeibirds (T) (78) TIerney-Foster
Undying Monster, The (60) Howard-Ell sonBLOCK NO. SIX
Lite Begins at 8:30 (85) Woolley-Lupino
China Girl (95) Tierney-Montgomery .6-15.
We Are the Marines (69) m of T Documentary ...
Over IVIy Dead Body (68) Berle-Hughes . ..8-24
Time to Kill (61) Nolan-Angel 9-7.

Details under title: Brasher Doubloon

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Chetniks. The Fighting Guerillas (73) Dorn-Gilmore .. 10-5

Details under title: Seventh Column
Immortal Sergeant, The (91) Fonda-O'Hara 9-21.
Margin for Error (74) Bennett-Berle ....10-19.
Me.inest Man in the World (57) Benny-Lane 7-13
»oiin, Mr. Pitt (105) Donat-Morley For..

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
Dixie Dugan (67) Andrews-Ellison 9-21
He Hired the Boss (73) Erwin-Blaine 6-29

Details under title: $10 Raise
Hello, Frisco, Hello (T) (98) Faye-Paync 11-2
Moon Is Down (90) Hardwicke-Travers .11-30
Quiet, Please, Murder (70) Denning-Patrick 9-7

BLOCK NO. NINE
Crash Dive (T) (105) Power-Baxter ..

My Friend Fllcka (T) (89) McDowell-Foster
They Came to Blow Uo America (73) Sanders-Sten . .

Details under title: School for Saboteurs

Tonight We Raid Calais (70) Annabella-Sufton
Details under title: Secret Mission

BLOCK NO. TEN
Coney Island (T) (93) Grable- Montgomery .10-5.
Jitterbugs (74) Laurel & Hardy 3-8.
Ox-Bow Incident (76) Fonda-Foster 6-15.

BLOCK NO. ELEVEN
Bomber's Moon (70) Sanders-Annabella
Heaven Can Wait (T) ^mechc-Tierney ...2-22.
Stormy Weather (77) Robinson-Horne .. 2-8.

NOT DESIGNATED
Dancing Maston Laurel & Hardy 6-14.
Desert Victory (60) British Commentary
Claudia McGuire-Young 5-17.
Gang's All Here Faye-Ellison 5-3.

Details under title: Girl He Left Benihd
Holy Matrimony Woolley-Fields 4-19.
Jane Eyre Welles-Fontaine ....2-22.
Night Is Ending, The Sanders-Marshall ...5-17.
Roger Tuohy, Last of Gangsters Foster-Taylor 4-19,
Song of Bernadette Jones-Price . 4-5.
Sweet Rosie O'Grady Grable-Young 3-8.
Winter Time Henie-Romero 4-5.

. .8-24.

. .7-20.

.12-14.

.10-19.

Rel. No. Rev.

. . .8-7. .

. . .8-1. .

. . 302

.

. .301.
. .7-13

. .713

. .8-14. .

. .8-28.

.

. .8-21. .

. . 303

.

. .305.

. . 304

.

. .7-13

. .7-13

. .7-13

. .9-11.

.

. .9-18.

.

. .10-2. .

. .9-25. .

. .311.

. .312.

. . 306

.

. .310.

. . 8-24

. .8-24

. .8-24

. .8-24

. . .9-4.

.

. .308. . . 8-24

.10-30.

.

. .313. . .8-24

mo
.10-16.

.

.10-23.

.

11-6

. . 309

.

. .314.

. . 315

.

317

.

. . 10-5

. .10-5

. .10-5

. 10-5

. .12-4.

.

.12-11. .

. .320.
. . 321

.

. .11-2

. .11-2

.11-13. .

.11-20 .

.11-27. .

. .318.

. . 307

.

.319.

. .11-2

. .11-2

. .11-2

.12-25. .

. . .1-1. .

. . .1-8.

.

.1-15. .

. .1-22. .

. . 322

.

. . 323

.

. . 324

.

. .325.
. .326.

.12-14

.
12-14

.12-14

.12-14

.12-14

. . .2-5.

.

. .328. 1-25

. .1-29. .

. .2-19. .

. .2-12. .

.2-26. .

. . 327

.

. . 330

.

. .329.

.316

. .1-25

. .1-25

. .1-25

. .3-12. .

. . .4-2.

.

. . 332

.

. .334.
. .3-22

. .3-22

. 3-26. .

. . . 4-9 . .

. .3-19. .

. .333.

. . 335

.

. .331.

. .3-22

. .3-22

. .1-11

. .5-14.

.

. .4-23. .

. . .5-7. .

. . 340

.

.338.
. . 339

.

. . .5-3

. .4-19

. . .5-3

. . 4-30 . . . . 337

.

. . .4-5

. .6-18. .

. .6-11. .

. .5-21. .

.343.
. . 342

.

. .336.

. .5-31

. .5-31

. .5-31

. .7-30. . .7-12

. .7-23.

.

. .7-16 '5-31

. .4-16.

.

. .341. . .4-19

UNITED ARTISTS
1942-43 FEATURES
Balcon (Bin.) Completed ( 1)
Benny (Bny.) Completed (0)
Bogeaus (Bog.) Completed ( 0)
Bronston (Bro.) Completed ( 0)

Cagney (Cgy.) Completed ( 1)

Chaplin (Chn.) Completed (0)

Cinema Guild (C.G.) Completed ( 3)

Coward (Cwd.) Completed ( 1)

Disney (Dsy.) Completed ( 1)

Edwards (Edws.) Completed ( 1)

Korda (Kor.) Completed (1)

Lesser (Lsr.) Completed (1)

Loew-Lewin (L.L.) Completed ( 1)

Mayfair (M£r.) Completed (1)

Fressburger (Psb.) Completed ( 1)

Rabinovitch (Rvn.) Completed ( 0)

Roach (Rch.) Completed (8)

Rogers (Rgs.) Completed ( 1)

Selznick (Szk.) Completed (0)

Sherman (Shm.) Completed (12)

Stone (Stn.) Completed ( 1)

Small (Sml.) Completed (0)

Strombberg (Smg.) Completed ( 1)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (G)

In Production
In Production
In Production
In Production
In Production
In Production

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0;

(0)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

111 Production (0)

In Production (•)

In Production (2)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

TEXAS MASQUERADE
Western—Started July 16.

Cast: William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Jimmy Rogers, Mady Correll, J.

Farrell McDonald.
Director: George Arohainbaud Pi-oducer: Harry Sherman
story—A crooked lawyer i.s re.sorting to violence to have homesteader's

cattle stolen so they cannot meet their notes. Hoppy disguises him-
self as a foppish Eastern attoiney and thereby throws off suspicion.

THUNDERING HOOFS
Western—started July 16.

Ca.st: William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Jimmy Rogers, Mady Correll, J.

Farrell McDonald.
Director: George Arohainbaud Producer: Harry Sherman
Stoi'j'—Hoiipj' outwits a cattle rustling" gang.

GIRL FROM LENINGRAD
Drama—Started July 12.

Cast: Anna Sten, Kent Smith, Mimi Forsaythe, Alexander Granach,
Paul Guilfoyle, Katherine Frye, Jack Gardner, Lynn Shar-
land.

Director: Fedor Ozep Producer: Gregor Rabinovitch
story—The heroic part played by Russian women in present war, and es-

pecially' one. a nurse at the front.

JACK LONDON
Drama—Started July 15.

Cast: Michael O'Shea, Susan Hayward, Ralph Morgan, Jonathan
Hale.

Director: Alfred Santell Producer: Samuel Bronston
story—Lite of the famous novelist. .Tack London. Based on his biography,

".Sailor on fforseback" whi<-h ran serially in Saturday Kvening Post.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

Title—Running Time Cast Details

Bar-20 Boyd-Clyde 11-2.
Border Patrol Boyd-Kirby 6-29..
Buckskin Frontier (74) Dix-Wyatt 9-7..

Details under title: Buckskin Empire

Calaboose (45) Rogers-Beery, Jr. ...4-20..
Colt Comrades (67) Boyd-Clyde 10-15..
Crystal Ball. The (81) Goddard-Milland 7-20..

Hangmen Also Die (131) Donlcvy-Lee 11-16.
Details iindcr title: Never Surrender

Gunmaster. The. . . Dekker-Trevor 6-28..

HI Diddle Diddle Menjou-Scott 5-3..

Johnny Come Lately Cagney-George 4-19..
Details under title: McLeod's Folly

Kansan, The (79) Dix-Wyatt ...

Details under title: Meet John Bonniweli

Lady of Burlesque (91) Stanwyck-O'Shea

Details under title: The G.Strlng Murders

Leather Burners (67) Boyd-Kirby 6-15..

Prairie Chicken (47) Rogers-Beery Jr 6-15.

Riders of the Deadline Boyd-Woodward .. .5-3...

Somewhere in France (78) Morlcy-Cnmmings ...For...

Stage Door Canteen (132) Terry-Walker 12-14.

Taxi, Mister (46) Bendix-Bradley d-l.

That Nazty Nuisance (50) Watson -Leonard . . .7-13..

Hoppy Serves a Writ (67) Boyd-Kirby 7-20.

Details under title: Texas Law

Victory Through Air Power (T) Disney Feature

Young and Willing (83) Holden-Hayward 1-10.

Details under title: Out of the Frying Pan

Rel.

. . 4-2

.

.5-14.

. 1-29

.

.6-18. .

. 1-22 .

,

. .3-26.

No.

.Shm.

.

.Shm.

.

.Shm. .

Rch . .

.Shm. .

C.G. . .

. .Psb. .

Stn.

.11-30 Shm.

.12-14. . .4-30.

5-28 . .

,
.5-21.

.6-ii.

.

.5-28.

. 4-16

.6-25. .

.3-12.

.2-5.

.Smg.

. Shm

.

.Rch.

.Shm.

. Sml.

. . Lst

.

. Rrh.

Rch.

Shm.

. . Dsy

.

C.G..

Rev.

.3-8

3-22

.2-8

.4-5

6-28

5-17

5-31
5- 17

6-28

7-12

2-22

UNIVERSAL
1942-43 Features (55)

Westerns ( 7)

Serials ( 4)

Completed (55)

Completed ( 8)

Completed ( 4)

In l^roduction (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

HI YA. SAILOR
Comedy—Started July 12.

Cast: Donald Woods, Elyse Knox, Jerome Cowan, Frank Jenks,

Matt Willis, Eddie Quillan, Phyllis Brooks, Chaney Trio,

George Beatty, Hacker Duo, Delta Rhythm Boys, Neilson

Sisters, Wingy Manone, Rebel Randall.
story—Specialties woven around sailor on shore leave in Big Town.
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RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTlOrN

Tllli—Kunnlni Iim< Cast
Crazy House OUen & Johnson..
Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves Montez-Hall
His Butler's Sister Durbin-O'Brien ...
Man of the Family O'Connor-Foster ...
You're a Lucky Fellow. Mr. Smith Jones-Anliers

1942-43
Ail««nturM tf Smllln' Jack (Serial)
All By IHyselt (63)
Amazing Mrs. Holliday, The (9S) . .

Details under title: Forever Yours.

Captive Wild Woman (60)

Details

6-28. .

7- 12.

.

7-12.

.

7-12.

.

,7-12.

.

Corvette

Details under title: Destiny

Don Wintlow ol the Coast Guard (Serial) .. .Pcrry-Barrie
Follow the Band (61) Errol-Hughes

Details under title: Trombone from Heaven
Frankenstein Meets the Wolf Man (75) . . . .Chaney-Lugosi ...

Details under title: Wolf IVIan Meets Fran kcnsiein

Frontier Bad Men Barrymore-Paige ..

Get Going (59) Paige-McDonald
Gals, Inc. (61) ) Errol-McDonald ..

Uui, bi.icis i6j/ Andrews Sisters . . .

Details undir title I Want t( Danci
Good Morning, Judge (68) D'Keefe-Albritton . .

Hers to Hold (— ) Durbin-Cotten ....
He's My Guy (65) Hervey-Foran ....
HI, Buddy (68) Paige-Lord

Hit the Ice (82) Abbott-Costello ...

Details under title: Oh, Doctor!

HI Ya Chum (61) Ritz Bros.-Frazee

Honeymoon Lodge Bruce-Hilliard

Details under title: Second Honeymoon
How's About It? And ws S ters-Paige

Details under title: Solid Senders

It Ain't Hay (81) Abbott & Costello.

It Comes Up Love (64) Jean-Hunter

Details under title: On the Beam
Junior G-Men of the Air (Serial) Dead End Kids ..

Ktap 'Em Slugging (61) Hall-Raymond ....

Details under title: Bad Company
Mr. Big (74) Jean-O'Connor ...

Details under title: Oh, Say Can You Swing

Mug Town (60) Halop-Hall

Next of Kin (86) Pilbeam-Sidney

Raiders of San Joaquin (60) Brown-Ritter

Rhythm of the Islands Jones-Frazee

Details under title: Isle of Romance
Shadow of a Doubt (108) Wright-Cotten ...

Sherlock Holmes in Washington (71) Rathbone-Brucc

Sherlock Holmes and the Secret Weapon (68) Rathbone-Bruce

Sin Town (74) Bennett-Crawford

Tenting Tonight on the Old Camp Ground ... Brown-Ritter

Two Tickets to London (77) Morgan-Curtis

We've Never Been Licked ttuine-Gwynne . . .

When Johny Comes Marching Home (74) .... Jones-Frazee

White Savage (T) (76) Hall-Montez

1943-44
Angela O'Connor-Foster . .

Mlways a Bridesmaid AndwSisters-Knowles

Cobra Woman Montez-Hall

Fired Wife Barrymore-Paige

For All We Know Boyer-Rohinson . .

Larceny with Music Jones-Carlisle ....

Let Yourself Go Woods-Knox ....
Mad Ghoul, The Ankers-Bruce . . . .

Never a Dull Moment (— ) Ritz Bros.-Langford

Sherlock Holmes and Spider Woman Rathbone-Bruce ...

Strange Death of Adolph Hitler Donnth-Sondergitard

Sherlock Holmes and the Spider Woman Rathbo:ie-Bruce ...

The Mad Ghoul Ankers-Bruce

Brown-Bey .... . .5-18. . . .1-5. .7581
. Knowles-Ankers 3-8. .6-11. . .7043. .6-14
Durbin-O'Brien . .6-29. .2-19. . 7005

.

.2-22

Carradinc-Ankers . .12-28. . .6-4. .7014. .5-31
.Brown-Ritter . . . . . .9-5.

.

.4-9. .7075
9-7.

.Paige-Langford . . .5-21. .7036
.Chaney-Curtis . . .1-25.

10-19.

,
.2-22.

.4-6.

.

.5-14. .

8681
.7033. . .5-31

10-19. . .3-12. . .7012.

.6-14.
. .4-5.

.5-17.

.5-18.

12-28.

. .4-5.

.

12-14.

,11-16.

12-14.

.6-14.

.6-25. .

. .7-9.

.3-11.

.5-7.
.7-16.

.

.3-26.

.2-26.

. .7-2.

.3-5.

.7-23. .

12-28 2-5.

.10-5.

.7-20.

. .3-9.

11-30.

.3-19.

.4-9.

. 6-30

.

. .4-2.

.3-8. .
.5-28.

. . .7-13.

. . For. . .

.7-27. .

11-30. .

.8-10.

.

.7-20. .

. .6-15. .

. .
8-24 .

.8-10.

.

. .1-22

. .5-7.

.6-4.
4-16.

.

.1-15.

.4-30.

.2-12.

. .9-25

.2-5.

.

6-18. .

. 125 .

.
10-5.

.11-2.

.5-31.

1-25.
.5-17.

.5-3

.8-10.

.1-25.

.6-28.

.5-31.

614.
.6-28.
.5-31.

.5-31.

.1-1.

.4-23.

43-44.

43-44.
43-44.

43-44.

43-44.
43-44.
43-44.

.3-22

.7045
7-26

. 7023 .

.

.9-21

.7044.

.

.5-17

.7041.". .4-19

.7031. . .3-8

.7003. . .7-ia

, 7039 .

.

. .4-5

.7025

.7001.

.

. .4-5

. 7023 .

.

. .2-8

.7881
.7040.

.

. .5-3

. .7013. .6 14

. .7027. .
.2-8

. .70:2. .4-19

.7076. .6-28

.7042

. 7065 .

.

.1-25

.7018. .6-28

. .7024 1-2^

. .7017. .1019
.7074
.7011
. 7064
.7016.

.

.1-1>

. 7004 .

.

. .5-3

1942-43 Features

RHAPSODY IN BLUE
Comedy-Draina with Music—Started July 19.

Cast: Joan I^slie, Robert Alda, Charles Coburn, Morris Cariiovsky,

Paul Whiteman, Al Jolson, George White, Oscar Iy«'vant.

Director: Irving Rapper
Stor.v—The story of (jeorge Oershwin, brilliant Anieriian ooinpoiwr who

rose to fame from the "Sidewalks of New York" and who wrote
song from which titli- is taken.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

FN PRODUCTION
Title—Running Time Rel.Cast Details

Conflict Bogart-Hoba:t 5-17.
destination Tokyo Grant-Garlield 6-28
In Our Time Lupino-Henreid

Northern Pursuit Flynn-Bishop

Shine On Harvest Moon Sheridan-Morgan

BLOCK NO. ONE
Across the Pacific (97) Bogart-Astor

Busses Roar, The (60) Travis-Bishop 9-19
Desperate Journey (107) Flynn-Reagan 2-9. . .9-26
Secret Enemies (59) Stevens-Emerson 10-17

No.

.6-14
7-12
.6-28

.3-23. 9-5. . .

Now, Voyager (117) Davis-Henried

BLOCK NO. TWO
You Can t Escape Forever (77) ....
Hidden Hand, The (63)

.4-20. .10-31.

.202.

203
204
.205.

206.

8-24
8-24
.8-24

8-24
8-24

Brent-Marshall . .6-19. .10-10.

.

. . 207

.

.10-5
Stevens-Emerson .11-7.

.

. . 208

.

. .10-5

Benny-Sheridan . .4-20. .11-28.

.

. .210. . 10-5
Greene-Lehmann . . . For.

.

. .12-5.

.

. .211. . 10-5

. . Flynn-Smith 6-1 11-14. . .212. 11-30

I lynig Fortress (68)

Gentleman Jim (104)

BLOCK NO. THREE
Casablanca (99) Bogart-Bergman 6-1

Gorilla Man (64) Loder-Ford

Hard Way. The (97) Lupino-Morgan
Truck Busters (58) Travis-Parker ....

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Air Force (124) Garfield-Yoang ...

IVIysterious Doctor (57) Loder- Matthews ..

SPECIALS
Edge of Darkness, The (118) Flynn-Sheridan

Vankee Doodle Dandy (126) Cagney-Leslie ....

NOT DESIGNATED
Action in the North Atlantic (127) Bogart-Massey ...

Adventure In Iraq (— ) Loder-Ford .....
.<ii>eiiiures ol fnark Twain March-Smith ....
Arsfnie and tld Late (— ) Grant-Lane

Background to Danger (80) Raft-Marshall ...

Constant Nymph, The (112) Boyer- Fontaine

Crime by Night Wyman-Cowan ..

Details under title: Forty Whacks
Desert Song, The (T) Morgan-Manning

Devotion DeHavilland-Lopino

Find the Blackmailer (— ) Cowan-Emerson . .

Last Ride, The (— )
Irans-Parker ..

Mission to Moscow (123) Huston-Harding ..

Murder on the waterfront (— ) Loder-Ford ...

Old Atqjd.nianct Uavis-Hopkins . . .

Princess O'.'.urke DeHavilland-Cu'mings 7-20

Saratoga Trunk (— ) Cooper- Bergman 3-8

Think Your Lucky Stars liantor. Shore ..1-2

This Is the Army (T) Murphy-Leslie 4-5.

To the Last Man Flynn-Bishop 5-3

Varsity Show (81) (Reissue) Powell-Waring

Watch on the Rhine Davis-Lucas . 6-15

6-1. .1-23.

.

.214 11-30
For.. .1-16.

.

.216. 12-14
.3-23. .2-20.

.

. . 209

.

. .10-5

.9-21. 2-6 . .213. 1-25

.
6-29

.

.3-20. .217. 2-8

. .3-6 . 218 . i-r

. 8-24

.

.4-24.

.

.219. . . .
"»->

.12-1. . .1-2. . . . 201

.

6-15

9-7. .6-12. . . .221. . 5-31

7-13

. 11-1

.

. .9-7. . .7-3. . .222. .'.6-14

.3-9. .7-24.

.

. .223. . .7-12

.10-19.

6-29
11-16.

11-16 . .5-22 5-17

.11-16.

.8-14.

12-19. .215.

SIZE-UPS
(Contlnue(3 from Page 13)

sible offense to Turkey. Bey's role in this, originally intended for

Sabu, -was re--written and built up.

Universal has bought "Conjure Wife," an original by Fritz
Leiber, Jr., as the second of its Inner Sanctum features for 1943-

44 release .. .Reginald Le Borg, honorably discharged from the
Army, is directing "The Professor Goes Wild," -with Grace Mc-
Donald and David Bruce .. .Walter Wanger is the only outside
producer on the Universal lot. Has his own unit but is finance:.!

by the studio. . .Maria Montez -was at work on the "Ali Baba" set
tarly next morning following sudden marriage to Pierre Aumont
This Technicolor picture ha i extremely lavish sets. Miss Montsz
plays the role of an exotic Persian princess.

WARNER BROS.
Five pictures in work and as many more set to go. Latter group

includes "Passage to Marseilles," starring Humphrey Bogart, and
"Mr. Skefflngton," which Julius and Philip Epsteain will produce
with Bette Davis in top role. . .Special numbers for "Rhapsody in
Blue" already in rehearsal .. .Irving Berlin has called off his deal
to produce a picture for this company. Inability of Warners to get
Ingrid Bergman is believed to have been the principal reason.
Jack Warner offered both Ann Sheridan and Humphrey Bogart,

but Berlin was set on getting Bergman .. .Alex Gottlieb, who fo';-

merlj' produced the Abbott and Costello comedies for Universa..

will make "Deep Valley" as his first Warner assignment. It is a

strong drama, with John Garfield in the lead. Delmar Daves wii!

direct, starting about September 1.

Warners has purchased screen rights to "Roughly Speakin;;.

'

novel by Louise Randall Pierson. Henry Blanke will produce with
Bette Davis mentioned as most likely to star in the pictu.-o.

Latter has just returned from vacation at her New England farm.
Joan Crawford's second picture here following "Night Shift" wiil

be "Misunderstood," an original by Lily Hatvany which Rober'
Buckner will p' odnce. . .George Sklar on loan from Columbia t"

write a story about nitroglycerine for the Jerry Wald unit... In
nddition to all Warner contract players, "The Battle Cry" will

also have Gary Cooper, Claudette Colbert. Irene Dunne and Charles
Boyer, with other big names being sought .. .Company has pought
"The Hiring Line." by Harvey O'Higgins and Harriet Ford, for

early production .. .W. R. Burnett, having completed script for his
original "Nobody Lives Forever." is now working on an untitled

original which Mark Hellinger will produce. . .Al Hill added to cast
of "Shine On. Harvest Moon".. .Harry Se>Tnour, Mary Field added
to "Rhapsody in Blue." Robert Alda, a newcomer, plays George
Gershwin in the latter picture.
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-^^-^ 'nin smash,n». fpS''(^W¥'Plf
V Technicolor, too! 'k*^%- . ''^f^-py-'

msv'- ''^^^Mm

mi

DIXIE... So, it's escapist entertainment they

want. Well, Paramount takes 'em way back,

almost a hundred years bofore that damned
paperhanger started all this trouble, with

a musical story of the early minstrel days

There is the inimitable Crosby playing

the original minstrel man, and there's

Lamour to lend her glamour. M
There are no less than 12 songs, /

^ 'i*^ some of them old favorites
V y*'". ^?tT like "Dixie," "Last Rose of

. .\ Summer" and "Swing Low -^-if./V

i»
. • PCX^k - Sweet Chariot." There's ^ Bff^

all this — and Techni- » _ -^sssssi
color, too! Yes, the showman has an m n/jp/jnjpf/^.i,^^^^^
abundance of selling angles, yet the M *^'^^2^f*^^^^
wi:e one might just want to tell ml nHTn

'—
his public that here is a picture
that takes you a million miles
from today's headlines.



'THE BLACK RAVEN' BELOW
Rates • + in minor action spots on\y

Producers Releasing Corp.

61 minutes

George Zucco, Wanda McKay, Noel Madison,

Bob Randall, Byron Foulger, Charles Middle-

ton, Robert Middlemass, Glenn Strange, I.

Stanford JoUey.

Directed by Sam Newfield.

Four murders in a cast of nine makes a

high percentage for the horror fans, but

in other respects, including acting and

direction, "The Black Raven" is below-par.

The setting is a small inn on the American

side of the Canadian border and, during

the inevitable rain storm, a set of stock

PAR HORROR FILM

characters turn up to become involved in

rubber-stamp situations. Doors open slowly,

mysterious figures creep about in the dark
and dead bodies are likely to turn up at

almost any time. Unmitigated mystery ad-

dicts will get a few thrills, but the story is

so confusing and the denouement so ob-

vious that the majority of the patrons will

be mildly amused by it all. George Zucc^,

who has played similar sinister roles in

several better PRC, as well as Universal,

th". illers, do:s a capable acting job, but

there's little else to sell.

The story all takes p'ace at "The Black

Raven," an out-of-the-way tavern run by

George Zucco on the American side of the

Canadian border. One stormy night, an

escaped convict arrives to threaten Zucco
for double-crossing him in a crooked deal.

When he is temporarily bound-and-gagged,
a gangster fleeing from a political boss, an
embezzling bank clerk and an eloping
couple (Wanda McKay and Bob Randall)
are all forced to take rooms at "The Black
Raven." First, the politician is killed, then
the gangster, and suspicion points to Ran-
dall. Another murder is committed and a
bungling sheriff and a moronic servant add
to the mix-ups until Zucco clears up the

mystery, but is himself shot. Glenn Strange's
cowering servant is practically a burlesque
portrayal. It's so bad that it will draw
laughs from the audience.

DENLEY

'SANTE FE SCOUTS' WESTERN FOLLOWS MESQUITEERS PATTERN
Rates • • — in western spots

Republic
55 minutes
Bob Steele, Tom Tyler, Jinunie Dodd, Lois

Collier, John James, Tom Chatterton, Eliza-

beth Valentine, Tom Lond-n, Budd Buster,

Jack Ingram, Kermit Maynard.
Directed by Howard Bretherton.

A lively western with plenty of hard-riding

and fistic action, "Sante Fe Scouts" is reas-

onably good fare for the cowboy devotees.

Although each season has seen a change in

the leads, the Three Mesquiteers characters
have, up to now, retained a fairly-steady

draw despite the similarity of their vehicles.

Now the formula is becoming threadbare
and Republic will drop the series for th4

1943-44 season. The current plot again has

the trio coming to the rescue of a young
rancher, setting him to rights and then

riding on to new adventure. The picture

has been well directed and the cl'max has

a rip-roaring gun battle to keep the young-

sters on the edge of their seats.

In the story, the Mesquiteers have dif-

ficulty keeping the scapegrace son of their

employer, Elizabeth Valentine, out of trouble.

The trio is relieved when James announces
his intention of marrying Lois Collier and
settling down on the ranch his mother has

given him. The Mesquiteers, while driving

50 head of cattle to James' ranch, learn tha:

an old squatter (Tom London) is planning

to eventually take over the property through
a new "squatters law," which is about to be

passed. A double-crossing lawyer, who is

aiding London, frames Miss Collier on a

murder charge and schemes to get James
out of the way until the new law is passed.

But he reckons without the Mesquiteers who
take temporary possession of James' ranch
and help the young rancher fight off the

lawyer and his cut-thioat gang. James puts

up such a good fight that he makes both his

mother and bride-to-be proud and the Mes-
quiteers realize their duties are over.

Bob Steele and Tom Tyler are fine cow-
boy types, but Jimmie Dodd is weak as the

comedy member of the trio. John James
does well as the hot-tempered son and Eliza-

beth is a fine type for the part of the sharp-

tongued ranch-owner.
YORK

Mo punches pulled!...No sugar

coating!...Film Bulletin

reviews cure written by people

who know boxoilice values...

and give you their opinions

straight-irom-the-shoulder

!
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'GALS, INC WEAK. SONG-STUFFED MUSICAL PROGRAMMER
Rates as supporting dualler only

Universal

61 minutes
Leon Errol, Harriett Hilliard, David Bacon,
Grace McDonald, Maureen Canncn, Betty
Kean, Lillian Cornell, Minna Phil ips. The
Pied Pipers, Glenn Gray and the Casa Loma
Orchestra^

Directed by Leslie Goodwins.

A total of 12 songs, with several dance
routines and specialty numbers, in its hour-
long running time make "Gals, Inc." re-

semble night club entertainment more than
it does comedy fare. With a ridiculous plot

and moss-covered gags, even the reliable

comic, Leon Errol, fails to squeeze more
than a few chuckles out of a part to which

he seems ill-suited — an elderly night club

habitue. And Betty Kean, a long-legged

Joan Davis type of comedienne, mugs and
works herself into a frenzy with mi'dly-

amusing results at best. Of the songs, the

popular "Brazil," as rendered by Lillian Cor-
nell, and a new tune, "Take It and Git," are

the best. This is one of the weakest of

Universal's minor musicals and must depend
entirely on its appeal to the jitterbugs. Glenn

Gray and the Casa Loma Orchestra will

have some draw for the high school trade.

A swank night club, "Girls, Inc." (original

title of the film) is angeled by Leon Errol,

a millionaire playboy of the Tommy Man-
ville type, who spends all his evenings, as

well as most of his cash, there. Except for

the orchestra, the entertainers, attendants

and employees are all beautiful girls and

an, except Grace McDonald, president of

this feminine coi-poration, try to get the

most out of him. When Errol learns that

his sister threatens to cut off his income

unless he remarries and settles down, the

girls persuade Miss McDonald to pose as

his wife while they all move into the house

as domestics. The sister arrives with Er-

rol's son by a former marriage (David

Bacon) who is attracted to Miss McDonald,

althoug'h believing she married his father

for money. But when the scheming Harriet

Hilliard plots to marry Bacon, Errol and

Miss McDonald explain everything to him.

He then gathers his supposed step-mother

into his arms.

DENLEY

'YANKS AHOY' WEAK HAL
Rates • + as supporting dualler

United Artists (Hal Roach)
55 minutes
William Tracy, Joe Sawyer, Marjorie Wood-
worth, Minor Watson, Walter Woclf King,
Robert Kent, Romaine Callender, William
Bakewell, Frank Faylen, Marge Ann Deigh-
ton, Tom Seidel, Frank Reicher, Irwin Stan-
ley, James Finlayson, Lt. John Canady.
Richard Loo, Rudolph Lindau, Bud MoTa^-
gart, Dan Lloyd.

Directed by Kurt Neimiann.

Always silly but rarely funny, "Yanks
Ahoy" is one of the weaker Hal Roach
streamliners. Although the troop transport
background gives this a semblance of topi-

cal value, the inane antics and slapstick
action pull it down to the level of a Three

Monogram
56 minutes
Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton,
Kirby Grant, Christine Mclntyre, Steve
Clark, Sam Flint, Roy Bancroft, Robert
Frazer, Edmond Cobb, Charles King, Bud
Osborne, Artie Ortego.
Directed by Jess Bowers

This is a compact western with plenty cf
action and suspense. Johnny Mack Brown

ROACH STREAMLINER

Stooges comedy. The youngsters will prob-

ably find amusement in the nonsensical

situations — one of which has two army
sergeants aboard the troopship pulling in a

Jap submarine with their fishing line. Of
course, like the rest of the producer's recent

product, the picture's short running time is

an asset. At least it will stretch out a pro-

gram which is headed by a dramatic feature.

The battling sergeants of "Fall In" (Wil-

liam Tracy and Joe Sawyer) take to the

sea in this story. Tracy, of the photographic

mind, is able to memorize the ship's charts

after one reading and, later, when he sees

flashing lights coming from the shore line,

he repeats them in detail to the captain,

who ascertains they were a message to a

saboteur on board. Sawyer, determined to

catch the spy, grapples with a man handling

and Raymond Hatton again appear as a

team of law enforcers out to bring a gang
of crooks to justice. Aided by a better thar,

ordinary script and fast direction plus ac-

ceptable support they manage to lift the

picture out of the ordinary groove. Photo-
graphy and musical background above usual

standards for this type of fare. It will get

favorable response from western fans.

Story deals with a band of thieving killers

who have kept a small mining community

a black ticking box but the furious captain

tells him he has knocked out the first mate
and thrown the chronometer into the sea.

But Tracy's memory of the charts enables

him to take the wheel and guide the ship

through a treacherous passage. Tracy is

praised for this, but Sawyer again gets him
in bad when he tricks him into the nurses'

quarters. Through a stroke of luck, both

capture a Jap submarine and become heroas.

William Tracy, as the timid sergeant, and
Joe Sawyer, as his tough buddy, do plenty

of mugging to get their laughs. Minor
Watson, William Bakewell and Walter
Woolf King do as well as possible with
straight roles and Marjoris Woodworth
makes a decorative blonde nurse who falls

for Tracy.
LEYENDECKER

insanely jealous, he becomes involved with
an unknown caller who demands to see her
alone. Bill Henry, young orchestra leader,

joins in the fight but the stranger escapes
and next day, when Miss Borg is found
murdered, Williams is placed under suspi-

cion. Ridges is forced to prosecute his owr.
son and, in an attempt to solve the crime,
he takes all involved to the dead woman's
apartment. The mild-mannered manager of

the apartment building, who comes to claim
a borrowed vacuum cleaner, is recognized
by Henry and he is forced to confess that

he killed Miss Borg because of frustrated
love. Chester Clute, who has been typed as

a fussy, milquetoast character, makes an
impression in his few moments as the con-
fessed murderer.

DENLEY

in terror by their ruthless disregard of law
and order. When Brown and Hatton ar-

rive on the scene a rancher has just been
robbed of $3000. Going into action, they find

that the sheriff is on the crook's side. Brown
pretends to be a baddie and by clever mean.^
manages to uncover the town banker as the
brains behind the gang. He then makes
the pinch. Romantic interludes are provided
by Kirby Grant and Christine Mclntyre.

RIBAL (Hollywood)

FALSE FACES' MINOR MYSTERY
Rates • + as supporting dualler for ml

Republic

56 minutes

Stanley Ridges, BiU Henry, Veda Ann Borg.
Rex Williams, Janet Shaw, Joseph Crehan,
Chester Clute, John Wessel, John Maxwell,
Claire Whitney, Billy Nelson, Etta McDaniel.
Nicodemus.

Directed by George Sherman.

Pictures like "False Faces," a murder
mystery lacking in original twists and with
a cast of players who give merely adequate
performances, are made to be seen and for-

gotten. Granted that this minor Republic
release benefits by Stanley Ridges' convinc-
ing portrayal in a district attorney role

nor action spots

which wins some audience sympathy, but
the other characters remain stock figures

which seem to emanate straight from a
paper-bound whodunnit. The romantic in-

terest is incidental, the comedy relief is

feeble but, at least, Director George Sher-
man has managed to conceal the identity
of the killer until the film's final few min-
utes. This has several familiar players but
they are lacking in draw and the picture is

otherwise too weak for any but the minor
action spots. The short running time is an
asset for its use as a secondary dualler.
In the story, Stanley Ridges, stern and

unrelenting district attorney to whom duty is

more important that devotion, is disturbed
by the wayward actions of his son. Rex
Williams. The latter is in love with Veda
Ann Borg, night club singer, and, bein?

'STRANGER FROM PECOS' WESTERN PACKS A PUNCH
Rates • • for western spots
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THE CONSTANT NYMPH. . . Charlef
Boyer and Joan Fontaine in this tendei
story of a composer who has everything
but heart in his music. Miss Fontaine is

seen as one of a brood of four daughtei:;
of musician Montagu Love who is in love
with Boyer and sees him snatched from
hei by sophisticated Alexis Smith. Hei
attempt to recapture his love and make
his mu ic great succeeds but her hsart
fails in the tragic climax. The sterlinj;
cast includes Charles Coburn, Brenda
Marshall, Dame May Whitty, Peter Lorre.

HIT THE ICE. . .Universal ^

gold dust twins Abbott <&

Costello, go to Sun VaKe;
for their latest ecapae
wherein the two become in-

volved in a bank robber/
and have to trail the ring-

leader to the snow>- resort

to clear themselves. Ginny
Simms handles the romai-
tic chores with Patrlc
Knowles, as well as teamin:;
with Johnny Long and hi'^

band for the musical num-
bers. Charles Lament di-

rected.



What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

BEST FOOT FORWARD" CALLED CHARMING. BUOYANT. HAPPY
(METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER) "...Snappy musical that will so over big with the teen-age group. . .Adult.s will discover plenty of

amusement if they happen to be in the mood for light, hot-we-.ther entertainment." Cameron, N. Y. NEWS. "...Youthiul
exuberance that m.ade it such a joy on the stage has come through its technicolor ordeal unscathed. . .Customers are due for a whal:-

of a time... The same buoyant and bouncing frolic." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Young folks who frolic and pla.'

so pleasantly are as sharp and briskly refreshing. . .Charming musical show... Pops with hilarious situations, sparkling dialogue and
the fresh spirit of youth." Crowther, N. Y. TIMES. ".. .Is by far and away the best of the recent crop of escapist film musicals
...Story gives it a head start over its competitors. . .Score is pleasant; the dialogue is fresh and generally amusing." Franken, PM
"...Somewhat uneven. . .Goodly amount of gayety, but sometimes lacks the spontaneity of its stage production, and the humor oc-

casionally becomes forced... Its defects overbalanced by the entries on the credit side — a wide assortment of gags and situations,

a number of lively tunes and several competent performers." Guernsey, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "
. . . Kxuberantly youthful

cast provides lively Summer entertainment. . .Accent of the piece is on music." Pelswick, N. Y. JOURNAL AMERICAN.
"...Happy piece, good to look at, lively in pace, with plenty of 1 ughs and songs to remember ... Mood of hilarity does not fMl...A
hit." Creelman, N. Y. SUN.

'VICTORY THROUGH AIR POWER' GETS VARIED CRITICAL RESPONSE
(UNITED ARTISTS—DISNEY) "...As motion picture entertair ment it is just about as good as an illustrated lecture coall possibly

be, which still leaves considerable pleasure to be desired ... Educational rather than an entertainment feature. The humo.-, humanity
and imagination one expects from every Disney production are almost totally lacking in this very literal effort." Winsten, N. Y. POST.

"...Adroitly blended the documentary technique of preser tation with highly-skilled cartoon form of infectious humor. Tho
result is a delightful and stimulating combination entertainmen -information film... If propaganda, it is at least the most encouraging
and inspiring propaganda that the screen has afforded us in a I'ng time." T. M. P., N. Y. TIMES. "...Illustrated lecture...

involves a great deal of comedy and a great deal mora of limitless exaggeration, with the result that despite Seversky's own earnest
presentation of his theories, it is almost impossible to take the whole business seriously. . .Other serious flaw is that it is completely
devoid of human qualities." McManus, PM. "...Opens up a completely new approach to enlightenment, argument and exposi-

tion making education and persuasion not only easy to take, but driving them home to indelible impression. . .Not even the kids will

be bored, so slick is the change of pace and media." Mortimer, N. Y. MIRROR. "...Very much an illustrated lecture. . .Not
completely convincing. . .Best portions of the film are the animated cartoon shots which show the extraordinary development of

aviation ... If you are in whole-hearted agreement with Seversky, you will find the flnal sequences o- the production equally effective

...A film which everyone should see." Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Illustrated lecture, illustrated with cyclonic
vehemence, engrossing in proportion to your own interest in the subject .. .Aimed strictly at the thoughtful audience." Cook, N. Y.

WORLD-TELEGRAM.

'BACKGROUND TO DANGER' ROUTINE SPY MELLER HAS ACTION — TIMES
(WARNER BROS.) "...Although lacking the more polished glint of previous Warner jobs, a thriller that vibrates with activity...

Routine spy melodrama has enough action to keep you awake and alert." Crowther, N. Y. TIMES. "...In its determination to

be mysterious, frequently keeps the plot development so obscuie as to be merely confusing. . .Wild action." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-
TELEGRAM. "...Warner's intelligent handling of the obvious lifts 'Background to Danger' from a cops-and-robbers picture

to a most exciting thriller .. .Zips with lightning-like speed.. Sends you out vibrant and happy." Mortimer, N. Y. MIRROR.
"...Old gangster film formula. . .Compound of me'odramatic cl'ches ... Some of the sequences have undeniable excitement. The total

entertainment quotient is very low." Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Brimming with action, melodrama, brutality and
deeds of great daring. The various mysteries are well sustained, which assists in keeping the suspense as tight as a penny balloon.

However ... all of the large amount of action is standard spy ctuff." Winsten, N. Y. POST.

'SOMEWHERE IN FRANCE' CRITICS LIKE IT; SOME CALL IT 'DATED'
(UNITED ARTISTS. "...Time and Hollywood have blunted somewhat the edge of this otherwise thoughtfully conceived and gen-

erally well executed British drama. . .Not only a profoundly movmg account of human treachery, brutality and suffering, but is as well

an exciting chase story." T. M. P., N. Y. TIMES. "...For all its modesty and shortcomings, is splendid ... Packs a punch ani
is by no means 'dated'." Mortimer, N. Y. MIRROR. "...Infuses great excitement and suspense in its long chase. . .Sustains a

strong spirit of excitement." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Although definitely out of date, its sentiments and
excitements provide passable entertainment which is better than the poor British pictures but several notches below their best one.s."

Winsten, N. Y. POST. "...Only dated for those who 'hiiik that the Battle of France was a fait accompli rather than a chal-

lenge to democracy. . .Fascinating war film has plenty of punch." Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

'APPOINTMENT IN BERLIN' IMPLAUSIBLE AND EXCITING
(COLUMBIA) "...Fare for the devotees of newsstand comic borks...Wild climax piled upon even wilder climax with never a pausp
for breath. . .Only lapse from comic-book style is the death of hero and heroine at the finish." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

"...Interesting and exciting spy diama. . .Sincere performances .. .A date you don't want to miss." Quinn, N. Y. MIRROR.
"...Stock plot. . .implements a lot of melodramatic nonsense with considerable vigor. Thanks to a rousing climax and some

good performing, it makes the hurdle handily as a hair-raising adventure yarn ... Script is both ingenious and implausible .. .Effective

spy thiiller." Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Although it cannot be considered a top-flight production, it possesses
a certain kind of courage, it dares all and faces the extreme penalties. . .Fairly oozes action, excitement and suspense." Winsten,
N. Y. POST. "...Doesn't make too much sense and it doesn't make much in the way of entertainment either... One of those
wild yarns that only infrequently makes you edge forward in your seat in anticipation of what is going to happen. . .Even in the
clutch, no one seems to get excited." L. B. F.. N. Y. TIMES.

'TWO TICKETS TO LONDON' RISES ABOVE ITS STOCK PLOT
(UNIVERSAL) "...Tense and exciting. . .Unpretentious picture which has turned out better than any of its makers probably sus-
pected it would. The solution is flimsy, but it is preceded by an hour of tightly woven drama." Cook, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

"...If Hitchcock had directed this, the ads would say 'A Masterpiece of Suspense.' But, because it's a Grade B quickie at the
Rialto, it's just another meller." Mortimer, N. Y. MIRROR. "...Oft-en rises above its conventional plot lines ... Suspense is

at a minimum since the plot is frequently forgotten in favor of the sidelights. . .However, the actors and the director usually succeed
in holding the interest where the story teller has failed." Guernsey, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Anemic sample of melo-
drama that barely manages to crawl to its appointed flnal fadeout. . . Had the stuff for exciting fare. But these potential seeds dis-

integrated somewhere between the script and the set." L. B. F., N. Y. TIMES. "...Melodrama sustains the necessary suspense
by means of a manhunt .. .Interesting and, at times, exciting aJventure film." Cameron, N. Y. NEWS. "...More romantic
melodrama than sabotage intrigue. . .For the most part, it's mild and reminiscent stuff which attempts importance because of subject
matter and falls short because of stilted presentation." Thirer, N. Y. POST.
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THE NEWS DIGEST
defendants in the Nashville anti-trust suit.

Crescent is cited to appear in Washington
•within 40 days "to show cause why the

judgment rendered against them should no:

be corrected."

Charles Fahy, Solicitor General, stated

that experience with the Schine case and

the N. Y. consent decree "has demonstrated

that the problem of the widespread elimina-

tion of independent competition by the large

circuits cannot be solved by action tak-^n

after the acquisition occurs" since once t'T"

acquisition occurs, the competitive situation

no longer exists. Fahy's statement added
that unless the Government is given "the

remedy which the court in this case con-

cluded that it was entitled to but rejected

on administrative considerations, the Gov-
ernment believes that it will be unable to

secure the continued existence of indepen-
dent theater competition which the Sherman
Act contemplates."

* • *

Republic Grosses at All-Time High
Republic's film rental income stands at an

all-time high, with grosses on the Roy
Rogers high-budget specials doubling those

last year. The company said the largest

concentration of bookings ever amassed in

its history were set for the Rogers produc-
tions.

President James R. Grainger told the
Republic Eastern sales heads that the com-
pany will give Mary Lee a build-up campaign
similar to that which accounted for Rogers'
whirlwind rise to fame. The campaign will

get under way with the young star's latest
feature, "Nobody's Darling."

Plans for a Republic radio program, to be
built around the studio's talent roster and
to be broadcast over a national hook-up are
under way. The program will be at least a
half hour at least once a week. Republic
will buy the air time and will not resort to
outside commercial sponsorship. The air
shows will feature Roy Rogers and Mary
Lee and will utilize practically all the studio
talent. Top pictures will get advance build-
ups and Yates also visualizes the new pro-
gram as an opportunity to introduce new
talent.

* * *

N. E. hides Ask Hoarding Ban
Representing more than 200 in"epend9nt

theatres in New England, George R. Far-
num asked the War Production Board for
an immediate investigation of the extent to
which the major prcducer-dictributors are
deliberately withholding completed picl^ures
and the justification for such a practice. Ho
called for "necessary action to remedy such
abuses as the facts may disclose."

Farnum's letter to the WPB stated that
the hoarding of films was "cnMrely incon

"Not a dark house in more than
20 years of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n

250 N. JUNIPER STREET
PHILADELPHIA

LOCrST 4822 RACE 4600

(Continued from Page 10)

sistent with the object and spirit of the

lationing rules and is calculated to aggrav-
ate the abuses of monopoly and among other
things, to promote the following evils:

"First: It is artificially and drastically

limiting the supply of pictures necessary to

enable independent exhibitors to operatf.-

their theaters.

"Second: It is giving the major producer-

distributors a distinctly unfair advantage
over independent exhibitors in bargaining
for pictures and is enabling them to demand
and obtain unreasonable film rentals.

"Third: It is unjust and unfair to the

public as independent exhibitors are required
to fix admission prices at a level that will

enable them to survive and in the last

analysis unreasonably high rentals demand-
ed by the producer-distributors for their
pictures mean high admission prices."

Farnum suggested that should a produce -

distributor refuse to release completed fea-

tures, that such film stock as is not intended
for the production of features for immediate
release be re-allocated to independent pro-

ducers to ensure that the supply of pictures
be maintained.

* * »

Schaejer Heads NEIC
Plans for the complete m.obilization of the

amusement world to advance the war ef-

fort were adopted at the National Enter-

tainment Industry Council confarence at

which 42 major national organizations in

the entertainment world were present.

The motion picture industry was accorded

a signal honor when one of its representa-

tives, George J. Schaefer, Chairman of th?

War Activities Committee of the induct y.

was elected national chairman of the NEIC.

The program decided upon included a

national pool for talent, services and facili-

ties, by means of voluntary enlistment of

members of the entertainment field. All

members of the entertainment world in-

cluded in the organization would sign a

pledge, subject to their contractual obliga-

tions, wherein they will hold themselves in

readiness to be drafted for a limited period

into any kind of participation in the war
effort asked for by an authorized entertain-

ment agency.

Secretary of Treasury Morgenthau paid

high tribute to part played by films and the

entertainment industry in cooperating with
the war effort. In a special message that no
other group can better sell the need foi

sacrifice and that those in the entertainment
world can do more, as individuals, to raise
money and to build spirit than almost any
other single group anywhere.

Mo Relief for Cooling Systems
The shortage of Freon is going to con-

tinue to give exhibitors owning air-condi-

tioned theaters headaches with no relief in

sight, at least this Summer. Allen G. Smith,

head of the WPB amusements section, an-

nounced that the shortage has becoma so

severe, that the WPB is rejecting, without

consideration, all appeals for relief, regard-

less of the amount of hardship which will

result from the lack of the refrigerant.

Current production of Freon is less than

half of the demand, and since a great por-

tion of it will be shipped to war plants that

require constant temperatures for produc-

tion of vital materials, theaters will be left

out in the heat. Smith added, however, that

he had been assured that when relaxation of

the restriction on the gas becomes possible,

the theater situation will be given imme-
diate attention.

* * *

OIVI Will Clear Films
The Office of V/ar Information made it

clear last week that it will continue to serve

as clearing house between the motion pic-

ture industry and all government agencie."-

wishing the industry to distribute and ex-

hibit war- information films.

Palmer Hoyt, newly-appointed Director of

the Domestic Branch of the OWJ, submitted

the 47-minute War Department Technicolrr

film, "Report from the Aleutians," to the

WAC and requested that it be made avail-

able to motion picture theatres deziring to

play it.

Hoyt had previously conferred with Elmer
Davis to discuss the continuance of the pro-

duction and distribution of government sub-

jects and to designate a trade or government
official to act as liaison between the indu .-

try and Washington, an office formerly held

by Lowell Mellett. Mellett resigned from the

OWI's film division last week following the

failure of Congress to approve appropri?.-

tions for the continuance of the domestic
branch of OWI.

* * »

Six P. A. Fix for UA
The newly-formed Producing Artists, Inc.,

headed by David Loew and Arthur S. Lyons,
scheduled to deliver six pictures for United
Artists' 1943-44 program, will be the first

film company to operate on a profit-sharing

basis with its players, directors and writers.

The Bank of America is financing the com-
pany.
Jack Benny is scheduled to produce three

pictures for PA; the other three will be
made by the company itself, using the clients

of the Lyons agency as the backbone of the

company's talent. They will probably be
two musicals and a war drama.

SAVE Time . . Energy . . . Insurance . . . Worry . . . Money

Economically Sensible for All Your Deliveries to Be Made by

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, Inc.

HORLACHER
PHn-ADELPHI.\

1225 or 1239 Vine St.

U.VLTI.MORE

1801 Bayard St.

W.\SHIXGTOX
1633 3rd St., N. E.

XE« YORK
613 W. 47th St.

Menibpr Nat.riiuil Film Carriers, Ino. Miss Yolanda Cicchetti, Notary Public, 1239 Vine St., Phila.
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SPY TRAIN. . .Monogram's spy meller has Rich-

ard Travis and Catherine Craig in its starring

roles with a supporting cast headed by EveljTi

Brent, Chick Chandler. Warren Hymer and Thel-

ma White. The story takes place on a speeding

train aboard which are Nazi agents and a suitcase

containing a time bomb which results in their

ultimate doom. The direction was handled by
Harold Young.



PREUUES

THUMBS UP. .. .Republic

goes to the war plants for

this story with music of an

American showgirl who at-

tempts to attain London

stage success by taking a

job in an English war plant

when she learns a show is

to be cast from war work-

ers. Her idea boomerangs

when her co-workers learn

her plan, but her final ges-

ture reinstates her. Brenda

Joyce, Richard Fraser, Elsa

Lanchester and Arthur Mar-

getson are featured.
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JOIN JULY
SHANGRI-LA
WAR STAMP
DRIVE!

The accompanying edi-

torial from 'The Exhibitor'

of June 2nd is the ex-

pression of an exhibitor

who personally operates

many theatres, is a pub-

lisher and a prominent

figure in film circles. Com-

ing from a man of Mr.

Emanuel's stature in this

industry, we are only too

proud to reprint his opin-

ion in full.
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COLUMBIA
WBITE IT
INTO THE
CONTBAGT!
THE COMPANY OF WORTHLESS PROMISES

AGAIN MULCTS ITS CUSTOMERS ON

THE 1942-43 DEALS
EDITORIAL. Page 3
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A U G U S T

COLUMBIA- COMPANY
For some years now, Columbia Pictures has been

making a very profitable practice of hoodwinking the

exhibitors of America. No other distributor has been

so bold in its promises— and so brazen in breaking

them. It seems that this organization is composed of

the industry's most cunning sales and advertising

magicians, shrewd now-you-see-it, now-you-don't boys

who derive the keenest delight (not to mention huge

profits) from working the con game on their customers.

It's high time they were stopped.

Any theatreman who has bought Columbia product

in recent years knows how worthless are the company's

promises. The big pictures and the important star names
which are flashed before the trade at the start of each

year seldom arrive at the exhibitor's theatre during the

season. Oh, two or three of them do, but twice as many
usually go astray and don't turn up until the following

season's product announcement is printed. Then, there

they are again—being offered to the same suckers as

the bait for new contracts.

The season now closing was no exception to

Columbia's manner of operation. As usual, quite a few
of the juiciest plums promised in the early Summer of

1942 have turned up on the "prospectus" for the 1943-

44 season. Remember "Cover Girl" and the Cary
Grant picture and the Irene Dunne picture and the

Humphrey Bogart picture? Do you recall the lavish

promises of two more Rita Hayworth pictures, in addi-

tion to "Cover Girl," and Rosalind Russell for one pic-

ture and "Knights Without Armor"? Well, chump, you
will be given a chance to buy them again. These pic-

tures are the bait for another contract for this coming

season.

On July 28th, we wrote Mr. Abe Montague, general

sales manager of Columbia, as follows:

"Will you kindly advise us which, if any, of the

following pictures will be delivered on the current

(1942-43) program: Destroyer, Sahara, Ten Percent

Woman, Cover Girl, Road To Yesterday, My Client

Curley, Heart of A City.

"We have received several inquiries from readers

concerning these pictures and would like to furnish them
with the correct information."

3

2 3, 1 9 4 3

WORTHLESS PROMISES
Having received no reply, we again wrote Mr.

Montague on August 16th and this time our letter was

answered by his secretary, who advised that he was out

of town.

FILM BULLETIN would have been agreeable to wait

until Mr. Montague returned to his office, but, mean-

while, the rising tide of complaints about Columbia's

annual swindle reached proportions that brought the

matter to the attention of Nation Allied. The Board of

Directors of the exhibitors' organization, meeting in

Baltimore, took cognizance of Columbia's flagrant abuse

of Its customers' confidence In a resolution which fully

states the facts and aptly condemns this company's

tricky practices.

We reprint the Allied resolution in full and urge

every Columbia customer and prospective customer to

read it.

MO WAX.

RESOLUTION

On the Failure of Columbia Pictures Corpora-

tion to deliver pictures listed In Its 1942-1943

announcement.

Columbia Pictures Corporation was a defendant

in the prosecution brought by the United States against

the motion picture trust for violation of the Sherman

Anti-Trust Act. It did not sign the Consent Decree con-

taining the five picture plan and has continued to offer

its pictures to the exhibitors In yearly blocks. The ex-

hibitors, desiring to fortify themselves with a backlog

of product while negotiating with the consenting de-

fendants under the five picture plan, have been signing

Columbia contracts In ever-increasing numbers. Thus,

as the result of a condition created by the Consent

Decree, Columbia Is enjoying the greatest prosperity

in its history.

For the 1942-43 season, Columbia solicited con-

tracts from the exhibitors on the basis of a printed

prospectus, or announcement, entitled "Columbia's 48

Feature Victory Program, 1942-1943." The announce-

ment contained pictures of the stars who were to appear

in Columbia's pictures during the season, and listed by

(Continued on Page 8)
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PARAMOUNT ... 5 in First 1943-44 Blodc

'LET'S FACE IT' BOB HOPE'S GAGS GIVE LIFT TO WARMED-OVER FARCE
Rates_ • • on Hope's popularity — — ^'if^^^
Paramount
76 Minutes

Bob Hope, Betty Hutton, ZaSu Pitts, Dave
WiUock, Phyllis Povah, Cully Richards, Mar-
jorie Weaver, Raymond Walbum, Dona
Drake, Arthur Loft, Andrew Tombes, Flor-

ence Shirley, Joe Sawyer, Grace Hayle, Eve-
lyn Dockson, Barbara Pepper, Nicco an«J|

Tanya.

Directed by Sidney Lanfield.

Bob Hope takes this anemic version of

the old, mildewed "Cradle Snatchers" plot

and turns it into a heavily-gagged laugh
riot. Although "Let's Face It" is not one
of the comic's best vehicles, he proves, be-

yond doubt, his ability to make even
warmed-over humor hilarious — to the ex-

tent that some of the dialogue is lost as the
audience howls with glee. Except for Betty
Hutton, who clicks in one of her efferves-

cent portrayals, Hope receives scant aid

from his supporting cast, while the original

Cole Porter musical score has been wittled
down to two — the title song and "Let's

Not Talk About Love." However, an army
camp setting gives the plot a modern back-
ground and Hope's accidental capture of a
Nazi submarine adds a typical slapstick

finish. Sidney Lanfleld's direction is fast-

paced throughout. It's strictly escapist fare
and Hope's popularity will mean holdovers
in most spots.

First as a stage play, then a silent film,

next a musical and now as a talkie, the
story dealt with three middle-aged married
women who hire a trio of young fellows to

make their philandering husbands jealous.

In this case. Bob Hope, a soldier whose girl

friend (Betty Hutton) runs a health farm,
meets the three wives there and, because
he needs the money for a wedding ring, he
agrees to spend the week-end at Zasu Pitts'

summer home. With his two pals, Dave
Willock and Cully Richards, Hope shows up
at the house just as the faithless husbands
arrive with a trio of girl friends. Mean-
while, Betty Hutton learns that Hope, who
had promised to marry her, is absent from
camp without permission. She, too, shows
up at the summer home and Hope, trying
to escape from her and his irate sergeant,
rows with his buddies across Long Island
Sound. When a Nazi submarine comes up
under their boat, they bring it to shore and
become heroes.

Hope and Miss Hutton run away with all

comedy honors, but Dave Willock, as Hope's
nervous buddy, and Joe Sawyer, as the
tough sergeant, win a fair share of laughs.

Eve Arden, from the Cole Porter musical,
Zasu Pitts and Phyllis Povah play the
middle-aged wives amusingly.

LEYENDECKER

'TORNADO' AMBITIOUS ACTION FILM FAILS TO CLICK
Rates • • for action spots; secondary dualler for naborhoods

Paramoimt (Pine-Thomas)
83 Minutes
Chester Morris, Nancy Kelly, Bill Henry,
Joe Sawyer, Gwen Kenyon, Morgan Conj-

way, Frank Reicher, Marie McDonald, Nes-
tor Paiva, Vince Bamett, Ralph Sanford,
Fdward Earle.

Directed by William Berke.

The heavy dose of action in this Pine-
Thomas release includes everything from
mine disasters to the climactic tornado,
which not only gives the melodrama its

title but also proves handy in straightening
out all the plot tangles. Although "Tor-
nado" is longer, with a more ambitious plot,

and contains more feminine interest than
this producing combination's previous out-

put, it actually fails to rise above the ac-
tion dualler category. For the first time in

a Pine-Thomas film, the explosions and the
wind-blown disaster of the tornado look
just like the miniatures they undoubtedly
are. While the mining sequences and the
fistic encounters have been well handled by

Director William Berke, the formula domes-
tic episodes almost never carry any con-
viction. However, the subject matter lends
itself to exploitation and the picture will be
sure to satisfy dyed-in-the-wool action fans.

This is only for the secondary spot on nab-
orhood duals.

In the story, Chester Morris, happy-go-
lucky miner, marries a cabaret singer
(Nancy Kelly), who spurs him on to ad-
vance himself although he alienates himself
from his former mine pals in the process.

A mine explosion which blinds a young girl

sight-seer also cripples Joe Sawyer, who
later kills himself after deeding his appar-
ently-worthless farm to Miss Kelly. When
the farm is found to contain a coal vein,

Morris gets capital and opens his own mine
in competition to his former employer. The
latter's son (Morgan Conway) is courted by
Morris' wife, who envies his social position.

Conway schemes with one of Morris' old

pals to dynamite his mine and start a fire.

After the fire is under control, Morris ar-

rives home to find his wife in Conway's
arms and a terrific fight ensues. Just as
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Conway is knocked out, a tornado strikes

and he and Morris' wife are killed. Morris
again finds happiness with his former min-
ing pals.

Chester Morris, as the two-fisted, ambi-
tious miner; Joe Sawyer, as the crippled

worker who commits suicide, and Nestor
Paiva, as a disgruntled old miner, stand out
in the cast. Nancy Kelly handles the part
of the socially-conscious wife capably
enough, but her singing in the cabaret
scene is a weak spot. Morgan Conway and
Marie McDonald are less than adequate as
the children of wealth.

LEYENDECKER

'THE GOOD FELLOWS' COMEDY QUICKIE LACKS LAUGHS AND NAMES
Rates + as supporting dualler only

Paramount
70 Minutes

Helen Walker, James Brown, Cecil Kella-
way, Mabel Paige, Rod Cameron, Diana
Hale, Wade Boteler, Kathleen Lockhart,
Tom Fadden, Olin Howlin, Chester Clute,

William B. Davidson, Douglas Wood, Norma
Varden, Irving Bacon, Robert Emmett
Keane, Oscar Smith, Norman Ainsley, Maur-
ice Cass, Edward Earle, Edgar Deering,
Keman Cripps.

Directed by Jo Graham.

Lacking in name value, as well as general
comedy appeal, "The Good Fellows" is good
only for some mild laughs. The subject
matter — dealing with fraternal organiza-

tions and their inveterate joiners — prob-
ably will strike a humorous note with those
older folks who will recognize the assorted
lodge brother types. However, average
audiences will find most of the humor
repetitious and decidedly over-drawn, while
the younger fans are certain to label it dull.

Cecil Kellaway, as the likeable "good fel-

low" who neglects his business and his fam-
ily bills for his activities as Grand Caesar
of the Ancient Order of Noblest Romans, is

good both in the sentimental and in the
comedy scenes. He and Mabel Paige, who
plays his acidulous mother-in-law, are the
sole assets of a weak programmer. This
might get by in naborhood duals — but
only in the supporting spot.

In the story, Cecil Kellaway, a middle-
aged real estate man, neglects his family^

and his business in favor of the Ancient
Order of Noblest Romans of Wakefield, Ind.

A trip to Ohio brings promise of Kellaway's
being elected national auditor of his lodge
but, instead, he blunders into bringing back
the convention meeting to his Indiana
town. Kellaway later almost redeems him-
self in the eyes of his long-suffering wife
and family by persuading the town banker
(Douglas Wood) to join the lodge in return
for letting him sell property to a prospec-
tive brother. But Wood's initiation turns
out badly and Kellaway finds himself stuck
with apparently-worthless property. At the
last minute, Kellaway's property becomes
sought-after by the government and every-
thing is straightened out as he leaves to

join the Ancient Order of Falcons.
YORK
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TRUE TO LIFE' HIGHLY^
Rates O • + except In actjo'n'tpo

ip^^Snp^ ESCAPIStT^^COMEDY

Paramount .
-I i,,

94 Minutes - '

Mar>- Martin, Dick Powell, Franchot Tone,
Victor Moore, Mabel ,Paige, Bill De^arest,
Beverly Hudson, Raymond Hot^, Ernest
Truex, Clarence Kolb, Harry , Shannon,
Charles Moore, Tim Ryan, Stanley Andrews,
Betty Farrington, J. Farrell MacDonald,
Grace Hayle, Matt McHugh, Ann Doran,
Fred Kelsey, Ken Carpenter, Dorothy Gran-
ger.

Directed by George Marshall.

There's considerable of the "You Can't
Take It With You" middle-class background
and happy-go-lucky philosophy in this
highly-amusing comedy. Mary Martin, Dick
Powell and Victor Moore, who are featured
with Franchot Tone, are all best-known in

musicals but, in "True to Life," the three
songs are incidental while the accent is al-

ways on fun — of the good, wholesome
variety that will entertain every type of
audience. The picture starts off as a satire

on the writers'" sr aay-time '' radio ^erla^
popularly knowh a:p "soap operas," ^but spo.n,

switches to the hilarious activities of tWe
wacky Porter Family — an extremely like-

able group which are a cross between a
comic strip and a true-to-life bunch. Direc-
tor George Marshall has maintained a fast

pace throughout with well-spaced laughs
and sufficient love interest to satisfy rom-
antically-inclined patrons. This should gar-
ner fairly good grosses in all except the
action spots.

As the story opens, two $l,000-a-week radio
writers (Franchot Tone and Dick Powell)
are faced with losing their jobs because
their family program is becoming artificial

and is losing listeners. In search of fresh
material. Tone hies himself to the bright
lights, while Powell goes to the suburbs
where he meets Mary Martin, a waitress
who, believing he is down on his luck, takes
him '->')me tn live with her family. There
Powell meets the mild-mannered father
(Victor Moore) who is wrapped up in his

Rube Goldberg inventions, the effervescent

'^een'"age son and daughter, a shiftless

brot'her-in-law and the sharp-tongued
*rribther (Mabel Paige) who tries to knock
some sense into her family. Unknown to
them, Powell keeps notes of the family's
conversation and, when incorporated into

a true-to-life program, it becomes a sensa-
tion. Tone, who shows up in the suburbs,
falls in love with Mary Martin and when
the family learns about Powell's use of their

doings, they sue for .$100,000. But when they
discover they are the most-publicized family
in the country, they withdraw the suit and
Miss Martin chooses Powell instead of her
other suitor. Tone.

Victor Moore is a true delight in the rich
comedy role of the baker, who spends his

spare hours inventing time-saving household
gadgets and Mabel Paige also scores as the
hard-working, acidulous mother. Powell,
Tone and Miss Martin do capable work in

the romantic leads but Bill Demarest, Ray-
mond Roe, Clarence Kolb and many bit

players are stand-outs.

DENLEY

'HOSTAGES' PONDEROUS ANTI-NAZI DRAMA IS WELL ACTED
Rat-^s 9 • generally; sliqh+ly nnore in act!

Paramoimt
8S Minutes

Arturo de Cordova, Luise Rainer, William
Bendix, Roland Vamo, Katina Paxinou,
Paul Lukas, Oscar Homolka, Felix Basch,
Eric Feldary, Fred Gierman, John Mylong,
Steve Geray, Mikhail Rasumny, Rex Wil-
liams, Ilka Gnming, Michael Visaroff, Hans
Conreid, Kurt Neumann, Richard Ryan,
Philip van Zandt.

Directed by Frank Tuttle.

A ponderous drama dealing with the
familiar subject of anti-Nazi underground
Activities — this time in Czechoslovakia —
"Hostages" is somewhat lacking in suspense
and thrills. Although Stefan Heym's novel,
from which this was adapted, was widely
read and discussed, the previous release of
several pictures with similar themes ("Edge
of Darkness," "Hangmen Also Die," etc.)
and with far more excitement have de-
stroyed much of its punch. The picture has
a deliberate pace and, as Frank Tuttle
directed, this becomes the story of an as-

on and class houses
sorted group of Prague residents sentenced
to death rather than of patriotic individuals

who fire the imagination. It is only the fine

performances of the preponderantly foreign

cast — among them Oscar Homolka, Katina
Paxinou, Arturo de Cordova and William
Bendix (in his first attempt at a semi-
serious role) — that keeps the interest alive

throughout. The picture lends itself to ex-

ploitation, especially in action spots, where
it should get best grosses. The cast should
also attract extra business for the class

houses.
The story starts with the suicide of an

unhappy Nazi officer in a Prague cafe and
the subsequent arrest, by the Gestapo, of 26

patrons and attendants after the coroner's
report is falsified as murder. Oscar Homol-
ka, a coal tycoon who has been collaborating
with the Nazis, is among the captives, as is

William Bendix, who poses as a dim-witted
lavatory attendant, although he is actually
the brains of the Czech underground.
Homolka's daughter (Luise Rainer) bends
every effort to have her father released,

although she is unaware that he is being
held hostage to permit the Nazis to get con-

trol of his rich holdings. Meanwhile the
underground movement, led by Arturo de
Cordova and Katina Paxinou, schemes to

effect Bendix' release by having one of their

members publicly take the blame for the
fictitious murder. However, Bendix man-
ages to escape from the Nazis by a ruse
and he later directs the dynamiting of Ger-
man ammunition barges. The Nazis are
furious at the blunder which permitted Ben-
dix to escape and, although the other hos-

tages are shot, the underground fight con-

tinues in Prague.
Although not ideally cast, William Bendix

does remarkably well as the hulking lava-

tory attendant. Arturo de Cordova and
Katina Paxinou, both prominent in "For»

Whom the Bell Tolls," are excellent as the
other underground leaders and Oscar Hom-
olka gives a stand-out portrayal of the
Czech coal tycoon. Paul Lukas, Reinhold
Schunzel, Hans Conreid and Steve Geray are
likewise splendid in Nazi roles. The cast's

single weak spot is Luise Rainer, who is;

occasionally effective but, in general, gives a
colorless portraval.

YORK

20th CENTURY-FOX ... 1 in First 1943-44 Block

'CLAUDIA' SPLENDID PICTURIZATION OF SIMPLE COMEDY DRAMA
Rates • • except in action spots

20th Century-Fox
91 Minutes

Dorothy McGuire, Robert Young, Ina Claire,
Reginald Gardiner, Olga Baclanova, Jean
Howard, Frank Tweddell, Elsa Janss^i,
John Royce.

Directed by Edmimd Goulding.

The film version of Rose Franken's
"Claudia" impresses as a well-nigh perfect
picturization of a simple, natural and
thoroughly absorbing comedy-drama — one
that lives up to the true spirit and fine
entertainment value of the famous book
and play. Keeping within the limited back-
ground of a Connecticut farmhouse during
a two-day period and without adding un-
necessary characters or showing any flash-

backs or outside action, Director Edmund
Goulding has nevertheless managed to main-
tain a steady interest and engendered an
unusually tender feeling for the little group— the young husband, his child-wife and

her understanding mother. These three
roles are splendidly played by Dorothy Mc-
Guire, who created the part of Claudia in

the Broadway play; Ina Claire, noted stage
star in her finest screen role, and Robert
Young, who is well cast and adds marquee
value, as well. It's a beautifully told tale

v^hich employs an intelligent approach to

a real-life problem. The adaptation, by
Morris Ryskind, retains all except a few
risque lines from the original Franken play
and much of the dialogue is laugh-provok-
ing. Picture is sure-fire for first-runs, while
the fame of the play and the favorable
word-of-mouth will sell it to subsequents.
Action spots, however, are likely to be weak.

In the story, Claudia, six-months bride to

Robert Young, successful young architect,

is a girlish, impulsive type whose husband
and understanding mother (Ina Claire) have
always protected her from life's realities.

Young suspects something when Miss Claire

plans a sudden trip to the city and, when
he learns that she must consult an X-Ray
specialist, they agree to keep the truth from

Claudia. While her mother and husband
are away, Claudia toys with the idea of
making Young jealous by entertaining a

neighboring plajnvright. But when Young
returns and talks to her mother over the
phone and learns that she is doomed to die.

Claudia listens in and learns the worst. The
mother, who had wanted to keep the truth

from Claudia, later realizes that she knows
all. She also learns that Claudia is soon
to become a mother and the film ends on a
new note — as the devoted young couple
resign themselves to the fact that while
someone they love is to be taken away,
another is to enter their lives soon.

Supporting the leading trio are Olga Bac-
lanova, who also recreates her stage role of
the Russian opera star who trills and con-
tributes heavily-accented conversation to the
film's most hilarious scene. Reginald Gardi-
ner is excellent as the playwright-neighbor
and Elsa Janssen, as the cook, and Jean
Howard and Frank Tweddell round out the
fine cast.

LEYENDECKER
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STORMY WEATHER
with

Lena Home • Bill Robinson
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Ada Brown • Dooley Wilson

Directed by ANDREW STONE • Produced by Wm. LeBARON



EDIT O RIAL
(Continued from Page 3

)

title, star, producer or other identifying data I 7 feature

pictures of potential boxoffice value which were to be

delivered as a part of Columbia's program for the 1942-

1943 season.

Attached to this statement is a list of the I 7 fea-

tures so described in the announcement; a list of the top

pictures thus far released by Columbia under its 1942-

1943 contracts; and a list of some of the pictures includ-

ed in Columbia's 1942-1943 announcement which have

not been delivered and which are now being offered as

a part of Columbia's 1943-1944 program. These lists

show how few of the promised pictures were delivered;

how some of the best attractions are being held over

as inducement for the exhibitors to sign Columbia deals

for next season.

To illustrate the seriousness to exhibitors of this

lamentable failure of performance on the part of

Columbia, attention is called to the fact that among the

pictures promised and not delivered, or scheduled to be

delivered, are a Cary Grant-Rosalind Russell production,

an Irene Dunne-Melvyn Douglas production, three Rita

Hayworth pitcures, and the following boxoffice titles,

"Great American Way," "Wild Is the River," "Knights

Without Armor," "Return of Mr. Jordan," "Salute to

Sahara."

Eight pictures either identical with or closely cor-

responding to pictures promised for but not delivered

during the 1942-43 season are included in Columbia's
1943-1944 program now being offered to the exhibitors.

These are "Somewhere in Sahara," Cary Grant in "My
Client Curly," Rosalind Russell in "Ten Percent Wom-
an," Rita Hayworth in "Cover Girl" and two other Hay-
worth pictures, Irene Dunne in "Road to Yesterday,"
and "Knights Without Armor." "Cover Girl" calls for

special attention inasmuch as it has been reported "in

work" for several weeks and is noted for release shortly

after the close of the current season.

Admittedly Columbia has protected itself against

legal liability for this flagrant breach of faith with its

customers. This has been accomplished by limiting its

undertaking in the contract to the delivery, up to the

maximum number stated, of pictures actually released

during the contract period. Nevertheless, the contracts

were solicited on the basis of the printed announcement
and exhibitors relied on the announcement In signing the

contracts. The publication and use of the announce-
ment, under the circumstances, amounted to representa-

tion that the attractions described therein would be
delivered.

A vicious feature of the tactics pursued by Colum-
bia, from the standpoint of the exhibitors, Is that the

high film rental brackets, to which the exhibitors had a

right to expect that outstanding attractions would be
allocated, have been subjected to losses of revenue
which could not have been anticipated when the deals

were made.

On the record It Is apparent that the exhibitors can
place little or no reliance on Columbia's representations

as to the attractions which It will deliver. They can not

wrth confidence agree to terms for Columbia's pictures

which are in excess of the value of the lesser pictures

which, it must be assumed, will be delivered In place of

the boxoffice attractions listed in its announcements.
The only way In which Columbia can erase this blot on
its record and regain the confidence of the exhibitors

is voluntarily to deliver under Its 1942-1943 contracts

the eight pictures above mentioned which are now in-

cluded in its 1943-1944 program.

I

Pictures listed in Columbia's 1942-1943 announcement.
1. Gary Grant-Rosalind Russell production.
2. "Great American Way" a George Stevens production.
3. Irene Dunne-Melvyn Douglas production.
4. "Young Girl's Fancy" with Jean Arthur.
5. "Destroyer."
6. "Gang's All Here," Jack Oakie, Don Ameche.
7. "Commandos Strike At Dawn."
8. "Wild Is The River" by Bromfield.
9. "Knights Without Armour."

Four Hayworth Pictures
(10. "Gay Senorita" ("You Were Never L#ovelier").

(11. "Miss Grant Takes Richmond."
(12. "Cover Girl."

(13. "Defense Town" with Humphrey Bogart.
14. "Pioneers" in color ("Desperados").
15. "City Without Men."
16. "Return of Mr. Jordan."
17. "Salute of Sahara."

II

To date Columbia has released the following as its top
pictures for 1942-1943:
Production
Numliers

4001. "More The Merrier" with Jean Arthur. Corresponds
to No. 1, "Young Girl's Fancy." OK.

4002. "You Were Never Lovelier" with Rita Hayworth. Cor-
responds to No. 10, "Gay Senorita." OK.

4003. No release.

4004. "Commandos Strike At Dawn." Corresponds with No.
7. OK.

4005. "Desperados." Corresponds to No. 14, "Pioneers." OK.
4006. "Something To Shout About." Corresponds to No. 6,

"Gang's All Here." OK.
4007. No release.

4008. "First Comes Courage." A substitution.

4009. "A Nite To Remember." A substitution.

4010. No release.

4011. "Appointment in Berlin." A substitution.

4012. "Reveille With Beverly." Listed among lesser pic-

tures.

4013. "City Without Men." Corresponds to No. 15. OK.
4014. "Good Luck Mr. Yates." A substitution.

(Notes on foregoing: "Destroyer" is scheduled for August
release, with no production number assigned. To date. 5 pic-

tures as promised and 4 substitutions. Two lesser pictures
put in higher brackets. Not delivered were the Grant-Russell
production, "The American Way," Dunne-Douglas production,
"Wild Is The River," "Knights Without Armour," three Hay-
worth pictures (i.e., "Cover Girl," "Defense Town." "Miss
Grant Takes Richmand"), "Return of Mr. Jordan" and
"Salute To Sahara."

Ill

Pictures corresponding to undelivered 1942-1943 pictures

now offered for 1943-1944.

1. "Somewhere In Sahara." A Harry Joe Brown produc-
tion. Corresponds to No. 17, "Salute to Sahara."

2. "My Client Curly" with Cary Grant. Corresponds to

Grant-Russell production, No. 1.

3. "Ten Percent Woman" with Rosalind Russell. Corre-
sponds to Grant-Russell production. No. 1.

Three Hayworth Pictures
(4. "Cover Girl." Corresponds to No. 12.

(5. "Heart Of A City." Corresponds to No. 11 or 13.

(6. "Gone Are The Days." Corresponds to No. 11 or 13.

7. "Road To Yesterday" with Irene Dunne. Corresponds
to Dunne-Douglas production No. 3.

8. "Knights Without Armour." Corresponds to No. 9.

FILM BULLETIN



WARNER BROS ... 1 in 1943-44 Program

-THANK YOUR LUCKY STARS' MUSICAL HAS HOST OF STARS
Rates • • • + on name values

Warner Bros.
127 Minutes

Eddie Cantor, Bette Davis, Humphrey
Bogrart, Olivia de Havilland, Errol Flynn,

Ida Lupine, John Garfield, Joan Leslie,

Dennis Morgan, Ann Sheridan, George
Tobias, Alexis Smith, Jack Carson, Dinah
Shore, Alan Hale, Edward Everett Hort»n,
Hattie McDaniel, S. Z. Sakall, Ruth Don-
nelly, Don Wilson, Willie Best, Henry Ar-

metta, Mary Treen, Richard Lane, Joyce
Reynolds, Mark Hellinger, Spike Jones and
His City Slickers.

Directed by David Butler.

Laden with marquee names, "Thank Your
Lucky Stars" is certain to be a smash box
office attraction. However, in their efforts

to give every Warner star a share of the

spotlight, Producer Mark Hellinger and
Director David Butler have dragged out the

footage to over two hours, only about half

of which has either a high fun content or

contains stand-out songs or specialties. It

is Eddie Cantor, playing himself and a bus
driver who closely resembles the star, who
is the film's humorous mainstay and the
banjo-eyed comedian works hard with ex-

cellent laugh results. Olivia de Havilland,
George Tobias and Ida Lupino do a lively

vaudeville tirn and Dinah Shore, radio

songstress, mal:es an auspicious film debut
and puts over the title tune and "How Sweet
You Are" in superb style. Although the

balance leans heavily on the novelty of see-

ing such dramatic stars as Bette Davis.

Errol Flynn and Alexis Smith frolic in typi-

cal musical revue numbers, their fans are

sure to be delighted. The production has
been lavishly staged and each star gets his

Or her chance to take a bow in an eye-

filling finale. Sell the stars and the public

will be sure to respond in a big way.
The slim, makeshift plot has to do with

S. Z. Sakall and Edward Everett Horton,
excitable producers of a big charity revue
who want to sign Dinah Shore, but, to their

dismay, are also forced to take Eddie Can-
tor, her manager, who starts to re-stage

their show. At the same time, a Hollywood
guide who is unable to get a break in films

because he so closely resembles Cantor,

tries to get Dennis Morgan, a young singer,

into the charity show. Although the real

Cantor disrupts rehearsals, Ann sVieridan

sings "Love Isn't Born, It's Made," Hum-
phrey Bogart makes an appearance, Bette
Davis sings "They're Either Too Young or

Too Old" and other stars do their turns, but
the producers are worried about the actual
performance. They finally have the real

Cantor kidnapped and sent to an asylum
and the Hollywood guide agrees to imper-
sonate the star if Morgan gets his chance
to sing. The show is a hit and the real

Eddie escapes and reaches the theatre just

in time for the finale

LEYENDECKER

M-G-M...2 in First 1943-44 Block

'LASSIE COME HOME' SIMPLE, UNEVENTFUL DOG STORY. SPLENDIDLY ACTED
Rates as dualler in naborhood and

M-G-M
90 Minutes

Roddy McDowall, Donald Crisp, Dame May
Whitty, Edmund Gwenn, Elsa Lanchester,
Nigel Bruce, Elizabeth Taylor, Alan Napier,
Ben Webster, J. Patrick O'Malley, Arthur
Shields, Alec Craig, John Rogers, May
Beatty and Lassie.

Directed by Fred M. Wilcox.

A gentle, sentimental tale of a Yorkshire
collie's devotion to his young master, "Las-
sie Come Home" is wholesome entertain-
ment which will appeal mainly to nabor-
hood and small town patrons. Dedicated to

Major Eric Knight, author of the original
novel, the story is told simply and with
genuine feeling and it is splendidly acted
by a cast chosen from Hollywood's colony
of British actors. The Technicolor photo-
graphy, representing the Yorkshire and

small towns, less generally
Scottish countryside, is truly magnificent
and the picture should prove a restful

change after a plethora of topical and war
films. The fact remains that it will seem
placid and uneventful to the average action-

minded movie-goer. Although this will win
the hearts of all dog-lovers, their favorable
word-of-mouth will have little effect in first

runs and action houses.
Lassie, a brown, white and black collie, is

devoted to Roddy McDowall, a young York-
shire schoolboy whose father (Donald
Crisp) is on the dole. Crisp is finally forced
to sell Lassie to Nigel Bruce, a wealthy dog
fancier who keeps her in his kennels where
he plans to groom her as a show dog. Lassie
escapes twice and returns to Roddy and,
finally, Bruce takes her to Scotland, hun-
dreds of miles away. This time. Lassie's

journey back to his former master in York-
shire supply pathos and even a bit of sus-

pense as the dog is injured in a storm but
restored to health by Dame May Whitty,

who later lets her travel on. Next, Edmund
Gwenn, kindly traveling peddler, takes in

Lassie and the dog repays him by fighting

off a pair of would-be robbers. When the

weak and exhausted Lassie arrives in York-
shire, Nigel Bruce decides to give Crisp the

job of kennel master. Thus, Lassie and
Roddy are re-united.

Roddy McDowall gives another sympathe-
tic performance — equal to his excellent

acting in "My Friend Flicka," while Donald
Crisp and Elsa Lanchester contribute realis-

tic portrayals of Yorkshire folk. Edmund
Gwenn is good as the carefree peddler and
Dame May Whitty and Ben Webster make
their short roles stand out. The only false

note is J. Patrick O'Malley's surly, bad-
tempered brute — an unlikely type for a
kennel master. Lassie is a splendidly-

ttained animal and many other fine speci-

mens of dog-fiesh are shown in the kennel
sequences.

DENLEY

'GIRL CRAZY' STARS AND GERSHWIN TUNES SELL ROUTINE MUSICAL
Rates generally

M-G-M
99 Minutes

Mickey Rooney, Judy Garland, Gil Stratton,
"Rags" Ragland, Nancy Walker, Robert E.
Strickland, June Allayson, Guy Kibbee,
Henry O'Neill, Frances Raflferty, Howard
Freeman, Charles Coleman, Tommy Dorsey
and His Orchestra.

Directed by Norman Taurog.

The Rooney-Garland box office draw and
the superlative Gershwin tunes give this
routine musical mass appeal and good box
office values. Although the story is mildly
amusing, at best, it gives the two stars
ample opportunity to indulge in most of
their familiar antics and Director Norman
Taurog has held it to a lively pace, but al-
ways in a musical comedy pattern. When-
ever the nonsensical wild west college plot

threatens to become too dull, another Ger-
shwin hit number is introduced to enliven
the proceedings. Best among them are "I

Got Rhythm," "I'm Bidin' My Time" and
"Embraceable You," each given a solid de-
livery by MiFS Garland. Another high spot
is Tommy Dorsey and His Orchestra in a
terrific arrangement of "Fasci-^ating Rh^--
thm." Busby Berkeley's production numbers
are spectacular — almost too much so —
and laden with dozens of dancing girls A
sure-fire click with the youthful, dancing
trade and its stars will carry it to good
grosses in almost any type of house.

In the story, Mickey Roonev, playboy son
of a wealthy publisher, is shipped off to a
western college when his antics in night
clubs hit the front pages. Roonev is horri-
fied to learn, when he arrives at Cody, that
the college is in the middle of the Arizona
desert and the only girl within miles is Judy
Garland, grand-daughter of the dean.

Rooney almost decides to go home, but Judy
makes him change his mind and he returns

to help celebrate her birthday. Learning
that Cody is due to be closed because of a
lack of enrollees, Rooney promotes a wild

west rodeo with publicity for the girl who
is voted queen. Judy, who has fallen in love

with Rooney, expects to be chosen but, in-

stead, he awards the crown to the gover-
nor's daughter. Applications from prospec-
tive girl students then start to pour in and
Judy, realizing that Rooney's choice was to

give the school publicity, forgives him.

In the early scenes, Mickey Rooney lives

up to Miss Garland's description by mug-
ging like a "precocious, over-confident
youngsters," but later he acts in a moi'e
natural and likeable manner. He also
dances with Miss Garland and bangs the
piano in fine style.

DENLEY
AUGUST 23, 1943
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THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi-Weekly Review of the Trade's Events

Allied on Decree, Percentages

The Consent Decree and percentage pic-

tures highlighted the meeting of Allied's

Board of Directors in Baltimore last week
with both problems being taken up in con-

junction with the Department of Justice.

Allied units will work in close contact

with the D of J in gathering date on the

workings of the decree when it comes up

for reconsideration in November. Ques-

tionnaires will be distributed to Allied mem-
bers, asking for detailed experiences of ex-

hibitors under the decree's operation. Data

obtained by the forms will be collected and

forwarded to Tom Clark, special assistant

attorney general for his examination. Clark

will probably start formal action on the

decree sometime in September.

Abram F. Myers, Allied general counsel

and chairman of the board, was gratified

with Clark's willingness to co-operate whole-

heartedly on the decree matters as they

affect independent exhibitors. In a special

committee meeting with Clark, the latter

offered field men to assist in gathering data

from exhibitors on the decree's effect and

expected the findings to have considerable

bearing on Clark's action on the decree.

Terming the increase of percentage pic-

tures a move of distributors to break down
resistance of theatres to playing on per-

centage, the board approved a move to call

the matter to the attention of the Attorney

General. Allied declared that percentage

deals give the distributors control over the

theatre tantamount to partnership, dictating

dates and policies and that such a system

was contrary to the aims of the Govern-
ment's anti-trust suit which was to destroy
domination of the distributors over exhibi-

tion.

Allied also claimed that Columbia an-
nounced eight features on the 1942-43 season
and did not deliver, shoving them over into

the 1943-44 season's schedule. It will de-

mand that Columbia deliver these features

on last year's terms as promised. The pic-

tures are: "Somewhere in Sahara," "My
Client Curley," "Ten Percent Woman."
"Cover Girl," "Knights Without Armor,"
"Road to Yesterday" and two Rita Hay-
worth pictures.

It was decided to form a committee to

formulate a policy with respect to pictures
on which high terms are demanded on the
grounds that part or all of the profits will

be donated to a patriotic cause. The intent

of the move was to seek a way to eliminate
a bad precedent of high rentals and at the
same time to allow exhibitors to make their

donation directly to the cause and receive
credit.

Allied reaffirmed its position on the Kil-

gore bill favoring theatre divorcement, but
decided not to take definite action until the
consent decree decision is arrived at.

The proposal for a sales plan, patterned
after the UMPI formula, will be held until

the various units have been polled on the

decree, making sure of their ground before

taking definite action.

• • *

PCCITO Sends Questionnaire

In accordance with the policy adopted at

its meeting with the Department of Justice's

Tom Clark, the Pacific Coast Conference of

Independent Theatre Owners is issuing a

questionnaire to all its members in an ef-

fort to organize a concrete basis for sug-

gestions and amendments to the consent

decree in time for its second meeting with

Clark in September.

The PCCITO questionnaire, because it

treats with "sins of omission as well as

commission," of the decree, says the or-

ganization, represents the most definite and

concerted action taken by any exhibitor

organization in its endeavor to correct the

inadequacy of the decree. It takes up the

question of unfair trade practices, including

the "move-over" practice, distributors' arbi-

trary designation of play dates, excessive

gross percentage terms, clearance problems,

distributors hoarding or delaying pictures,

establishment of additional "first-runs" by

affiliated circuits, practice of distributors

licensing their features to affiliated circuits

on a basis whereby they can double-bill two

"A" pictures on one program, while indepen-

dents are required to play them on an ar-

bitrary percentage or high flat rental basis.

The questionnaire also asked about un-

duly increased rentals and the basis on

which the distributor justified them and

whether the distributor sought to compel

the exhibitor to play a picture by intimating

that the former's patriotism would be ques-

tioned if he failed to do so.
* • *

Third War Loan Drive Ready
The Third War Loan campaign, scheduled

to start September 9th, will be off to a flying

start with the motion picture industry a
prime factor in both the publicity and sell-

ing angles of the drive. The industry will

make the start by selling at least one extra
bond to every employee, it was announced
by L. C. Griffith, general chairman of the
campaign for the War Activities Committee.
This objective will be handled by the
"Rangers," headed by George J. Schaefer.
WAC chairman, a field organization which
will handle bond sales to everyone from
ushers to producers and stars. Leading
industry personalities in New York, Holly-
wood and key cities throughout the country
will serve as Rangers.

Sales managers in New York will follow
through to see that personnel in each of the
exchanges is successfully solicited. Exhibi-
tor representatives will serve as "Field
Rangers" in all exchange areas. Each of
the other groups sparking the drive, includ-
ing newspapers, radio, retailers, are work-
ing for 100 percent bond sales to its per-

sonnel. Each exhibitor will be responsible

for his own personnel. Bond sales within

the industry will be reported separately, not

only in terms of dollar value, but also the

number of bonds sold.

Meanwhile, in Hollywood, it was an-

nounced that a caravan consisting of 25

Hollywood stars and a name band will make

a coast-to-coast bond selling tour between

Sept. 9 and 24. A city-wide bond rally will

be held in each of the fifteen cities to be

visited, starting with Washington on Sept.

8, where the stars and band will broadcast

directly from the White House. The other

cities to be visited, starting Sept. 9, in order

will be Philadelphia, Boston, New York,

Pittsburgh, Detroit, Cleveland, Indianapolis,

Chicago, Minneapolis, St. Louis, New Or-

leans, Dallas, San Francisco and Los

Angeles.

Wm. F. Rodgers, recently named Bond

Premiere Chairman, is setting up plans that

are expected to result in premieres in more

than 1200 cities. Rodgers stated that by

arrangement with the various distributing

companies, any picture under contract and

available for booking during the period of

the campaign, may be used for a bond

premiere at which the admission is purchase

ol a bond, where such bond premiere is the

first performance of a continuous run in the

theatre which has contracted for the pic-

ture.

The realization of the goal — if there are

premieres in 1200 cities — will mean an

exhibitor contribution to the Third War
Loan that will be truly impressive.

» * •

WMC Lists Non-Deferrabies

The new manpower regulations announced
last week hit the industry hard in certain

divisions and, in others, actually strength-

ened their position insofar as manpower is

concerned.

In the exhibition field, thousands of work-
ers were affected by the new list of non-

deferrable occupations, which included door-

men, ticket-takers, ushers, ad and publicity

men, sign painters and amusement device

operators. Theatre managers and circuit

and exchange bookers were not added to

the list of non-deferrables, leaving their

status still unchanged.

The new regulations, said WMC head
Paul V. McNutt, were issued because "the

time has come when every worker must
justify himself in terms of the war effort.

Essential workers are needed in essential

jobs, transfer of workers otherwise engaged
must be facilitated and the manpower re-

sources of essential industries, which in-

clude production of films, must not be
weakened by Army calls.

No industry jobs were listed on the new
schedule of critical occupations, but this

did not alter the previous list of essential

(Continued on Page 28)
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
starting of "Ten Percent Woman" meant five pictures shoot-

ing here, about all this cramped studio could accommodate. The
peak production schedule forced this company to expand its

facilities by taking over the Talisman studio where PRC is now
quartered. With five pictures in work and ten more scheduled to

go within the next 30 days, added stages became vital. Hence the
sudden purchase of Talisman at a reported price of $140,000. Plant
has five stages, six cutting rooms besides projection room and
vaults. War Production Board has given approval for new con-
struction work needed. The Irving Briskin unit will be the first

to be moved to Talisman .. .All set to get the gun during August
are "My Client Curly" with Cary Grant and Janet Blair; "The
Return of the Vampire," "None Shall Escape," "Hey, Rookie" and
"Roundup for Victory." September will find before the cameras
"At Night We Dream," starring Paul Muni; "The Racket Man,"
"Barnyard Follies," "Klondike Kate" and "Rhapsody in a Flat."

Preparing is "My Client Curley," which will star Cary Grant
and should get under way before September 1. Lee Garmes, ace
cameraman, will photo, under loan... Also in preparation is "Sub
Busters," story of the Merchant Marine's war on U boats. Mer-
chant Marine officials are here from Washington to confer with
Irving Briskin, producer ... Mae West is discussing the possibility
of a second Columbia film with Gregory Ratoff producing, as in
the case of "Tropicana," La West's current picture. If the deal
jells. Technicolor will probably be used. "Is Everybody Happy,"
starring Ted Lewis, has just about reached the half way mark.
This contains two love themes, that of Ted's first partner and
that of a young soldier who turns out to be the former's son.
Career of the top-hat comedian will be etched from humble vaude-
ville beginnings to top-notch position in the show world. Nineteen
of the songs he has helped to make famous will be featured both
as solo and background music. The picture is being produced by
Irving Briskin, who last made "Two In a Taxi" in 1941. Monte
Brice wrote both original and screenplay. Shirley Ross turned
down her role in "Barnyard Canteen" after reading the script
and has checked off the lot. Story revisions now being made.

This studio very much excited over having Sam Wood on
hand. He is preparing to produce and direct "The Land Is
Bright," a patriotic epic from play by George S. Kaufman and
Edna Ferber. Wood is just back from New York where he at-
tended the opening of "For Whom the Bell Tolls" which he pro-
duced and directed. Since then he made "Saratoga Trunk" for
Warner Bros.... Jack Moss signed as producer. . .Columbia has
bought "He Had to Be a Hero," original by Aubrey Wisberg, and
assigned it to Sam Bischoff . . .Five top spots for "Hey Rookie,"
the Army musical presented here recently with an all-soldier cast
at a local theatre, have been cast. The Condos Brothers team
will vie with Ann Miller for dancing honors; Jimmy Little will
play a comedy role; Bob Evans, ventriloquist, will have a featured
role and two musical aggregations. The Vagabonds and High,
Low, Jack and a Dame also prominent in the action.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
This company has 16 pictures ready for Fall production,

covering all types of material. Ten pictures in work means near
capacity and more are scheduled to get the green light as soon
as facilities permit. "Kismet" will be in Technicolor with Ronald
Colman starred and Richard Carlson featured. Red Skelton is
scheduled to make "Mr. Co-Ed" and Mickey Rooney will be
starred in "National Velvet," a race track story; Spencer Tracj},
having finally completed "A Guy Named Joe," will make "Seventh
Cross," war story. Mickey Rooney is also down to make "Honey

Boy," a minstrel musical. "Ziegfeld Follies" will be made in

Technicolor, as will "Quo Vadis," spectacle of ancient Rome. Also

in Technicolor will be "Bathing Beauty," with Esther Williams.

Judy Garland is down to make "Meet Me In St. Louis," with

Margaret O'Brien and Van Johnson. Others are "Paper Chase,"

murder mystery with Mary Astor; "Here Comes the Band," a

musical; "My Name Is Ruth," with Margaret O'Brien, and Pearl

Buck's "Dragon Seed," Technicolor war picture with Chinese
background. . .Signs of the times: MGM, instead of sinking an
added quarter million bucks into extra takes on the Kay Kyser
musical "Thinkin' of You," will release as-is and take chances on
getting by at the boxoffice ... Edward Arnold, Harry Davenport
and Florence Bates assigned to "Kismet." Arnold will play the

ruler of Bagdad. Marion Hutton, sister of Betty Hutton, tested

with possibility of a contract. . ."Trumpet Man," by Eric Charrell,

will be put into production in two months with Jack Cummings
producing and Harry James doing the trumpeting. Why Char-
rell, who made "Congress Dances" and other pictures, will not
make the picture is a studio matter. It relates the experiences

of a timid trumpet player who gets nowhere until five girls take
his career in hand and build him into a national figure... Red
Skelton's "Mr. Co-Ed" will have 16 songs with Harry James and
his band to furnish the music. . .Gloria DeHaven and June Allyson
will have featured roles in "Two Sisters and a Sailor" instead of

Kathryn Grayson, as previously announced. Richard Thorpe will

direct and Harry James and Xavier Cugat will add the music.
Joseph Pasternack is the producer. Jimmy Durante has comedy
lead... Metro claims an all-time high contract list with 95 women
stars and featured players, plus 88 male stars and featured actors,

plus many specialty performers. MGM also has most players on
radio, these including Mary Astor, Bob Crosby, Ginny Simms,
Lionel Barrymore, Frank Morgan, Red Skelton and Dennis Day.

MONOGRAM
This active little outfit is pleased at getting it's most ambitious

production, "Hitler's Women," under way. Boasting such names
as Gail Patrick, Nancy Kelly, Tala Birell, Bill Henry and Alan
Baxter, it has a budget far in excess of the ordinary level for

Monogram. There being no available space on its home lot,

arrangements were made to shoot the picture at the Charles
Chaplin studio, first time an outside outfit has been able to make
such an arrangement. . .Added scenes written into "Hitler's

Women" in case Hitler should step down before release date...

"Women in Bondage" registered as alternate title for "Hitler's

Women."
Scheduled to get under way are "Lady Let's Dance," with

Belita; "Sweethearts of the U.S.A." with Una Merkel, Cobina
Wright, Sr. and the Phil Ohlman, Jan Garber and Henry King
orchestras; also the Ann Corio picture "The Sultan's Daughter"
in which Charles Butterworth will have a featured comedy role.

Also prominent will be the team of Tim and Irene from radio.

Indicative of this company's effort to get established names is

shown with the signing of Donald Novis to appear opposite Una
Merkel. Production values are not being overlooked as indicated
by the fact that Dmitri Tiomkin, who scored many of the Capra
and Hitchcock pictures, will provide the musical background for

"The Unknown Guest," originally titled "The Uninvited Guest."
Frank Woodruff, radio and screen director will direct "Lady,

Let's Dance". . .Nancy Kelly, upon completing hei- role in "Hitler's

Women" heads for New York and some stage and radio engage-
ments. . .Arthur Dreifuss will direct "The Sultan's Daughter"...
Lindsley Parsons is preparing "Hot Rhythm," "Dime a Dance,"
"Trail of the Yukon" and "Sweetheart of Sigma Chi." Also
planned is "The Voodoo Man" starring Bela Lugosi which Robert
Edmunds is scripting for Sam Katzman and Jack Dietz.



PARAMOUNT
With 21 pictures completed or in final stages of editing, seven

in actual production and 31 more in preparation, this company is

well supplied with a backlog of product. Musicals, comedies and
escapist themes are favored among the pictures now planned.
Four will be in Technicolor.

This array of completed pictures does not include "For Whom
the Bell Tolls," now being road-showed, nor "Let's Face It," the
Bob Hope-Betty Hutton comedy which now is having a pre-
release engagement at the New York Paramount.

Of the pictures in preparation, twenty-three are major under-
takings coming under the aegis of Executive Producer B. G. De
Sylva. Five others are Walter MacEwen productions and five

are Pine-Thomas productions.
The next group of starting productions will include "Going

My Way," the Leo McCarey musical production starring Bing
Crosby, with Rise Stevens, James Brown and the new find tem-
porarily called "Miss Blank;" "Our Hearts Were Young and Gay,"
picturization of the best seller by Cornelia Otis Skinner and Emily
Kimbrough, which will star Gail Russell, Diana Lynn, James
Brown and Bill Edwards, with Charlie Ruggles and Dorothy Gish,
directed by Lewis Allen; "Double Indemnity," adaptation of James
M. Cain's novel, which will star Barbara Stanwyck, Fred Mac-
Murray and Edward G. Robinson, directed by Billy Wilder; "The
Hitler Gang," with an all-star cast, directed by John Farrow;
"Rainbow Island," an elaborate Technicolor musical which will

star Dorothy Lamour, Eddie Blacken and Gil Lamb, with Johnnie
Johnston; "Henry Aldrich's Code of Honor," which will star
Jimmy Lydon, Charlie Smith and Joan Mortimer, with Hugh
Bennett directing.

Also "Incendiary Blonde," elaborate musical based upon the
career of Texas Guinan, starring Betty Hutton; "Tomorrow's
Harvest," a romantic drama which will co-star Ray Milland
and Maureen O'Hara, to be directed by Irving Pichel; "The Road
to Utopia," which will co-star Bing Crosby-Bob Hope and Dorothy
Lamour; "Girls' Town," a musical with an all-star cast; "Victoria
Grandolet," Henry Bellaman novel; "Miss Susie Slagle's," novel
by Augusta Tucker.

An untitled Mark Sandrich production, which will co-star
Paulette Goddard and Sonny Tufts; "And Now Tomorrow," Rachel
Field's novel, which will co-star Loretta Young, Joel McCrea and
Veronica Lake; "National Barn Dance," which will co-star Betty
Rhodes and Johnnie Johnston, with entertainers of the famous
radio program of the same name; "You Can't Ration Love," a col-
legiate musical, with Lester Fuller directing; "Tomorrow Will Be
Fair," a post-war story; "The Man in Half Moon Street," Barre
Lyndon's famous English play, with Ralph Murphy directing.

Cecil B. De Mille's epic Technicolor spectacle, "Rurales,"
which he will make after he completes "The Story of Dr. Was-
sell," and which will star Arturo de Cordova, and others; "Cali-
fornia," a lavish musical of Gold Rush days, which will star
Crosby; "A Medal for Benny," the original screen story by John
Steinbeck and Jack Wagner, which will co-star Dorothy Lamour
and Arturo de Cordova; "Her Heart in Her Throat," from Ethel
Lina White's novel; "Olympia," Ferenc Molnar's famous play,
which Billy Wilder will direct; "Salty O'Rourke," Milton Holmes'
story; "Ready, Willing and 4F," which will star Eddie Bracken;
"All Around the Town," romantic comedy; "Every Thursday Off,"
Salka Viertel's story, which will co-star Claudette Colbert and
Fred MacMurray; "Very Hot in Haiti," a musical.

The five Pine-Thomas films being prepared are "Storm," Book
of the Month Club novel by George Stewart; "The Navy Way," the
story of the Great Lakes Naval Training Station, which will co-
star Jean Parker and Russell Hayden; "Rhythm Ranch," a com-
edy musical which will star Jack Haley and Mary Beth Hughes;
"One Body Too Many," a mystery thriller; and "Fast Freight,"
an action melodrama.

Much interest attached to "Going My Way," latest Crosby
picture. Crosby plays a straight character role, that of a young
priest, love interest being carried by Jean Heather (formerly
Hetherington) and James Brown, both newcomers. Most of Bing's
scenes will be with Frank McHugh and Barry Fitzgerald, both of
whom also play the role of priests. Bing's unique methods of
handling tough guys plots the action. He will have several song
numbers both solo and with Rise Stevens, operatic soprano. When
this picture is finished, Bing is slated to make "Road to Utopia,"
about which there is some mystery (as to what "Utopia" will be
like), and following this, a Technicolored story of the gold rush
days now called "California." Harry Tugend, former writer, will
.jroduce.

PRC RELEASING
Heavy production schedule here was complicated by fact that

Columbia ha.s bought Talisman studio where most of PRC product
is made. Company will move to Fine Arts Studio within next
few weeks to make way for Columbia. .. First production will be
"Jive Junction" which starts off the company's own production
plan. Edgar Ulmor will direct this musical with cameras set to

go September 13. Dickie Moore and Tina Thayer have the leads.

Lattei- was featured in "A Yank at Eton" among other films...

Second independent PRC picture will be "Music Without Bare,"

from an original by Lawrence Taylor which will get under way in

November.

W. R. Frank has signed Wolfgang Zilzer, European stage and
screen star, to play the title role in "Dr. Paul Joseph Goebbels,
His Life and Loves," which he will produce September 8. Zilzer's

name will be changed to Paul Andor. He recently was featured in

Universal's "The Strange Death of Adolph Hitler." "Carnegie
Hall" and "The Devil's Apprentice" are new fall productions for

PRC. Originals by Sam Castle and Larry Williams, respectively

...In preparation include "I'm From Arkansas" and "Oh Say Can
You Sing." Now being edited are "Harvest Moon" and "The Girl

from Monterey."

REPUBLIC
Least active of all the Hollywood lots at the moment with

only one picture in full production, this being "Hand Across the

Border." Winding up are "In Old Oklahoma" and "Mystery
Broadcast" ... In preparation are "Gay Blades" and "Merchant
Marine". . .Before leaving for the East, Herbert J. Yates told his

production key people that he felt periodic trips to New York
would help to stimulate them and that the company would stand
for the expenses of such jaunts. . .Publicity setup will be

straightened out upon arrival of Steve Edwards from New York.
Len Boys is officiating at the studio end.

Plans now in work for Roy Rogers personal appearance at the

Warfield Theatre, San Francisco, during Labor Day Week... Big
advertising and exploitation campaign involving a quarter-million

dollars planned for "In Old Oklahoma" which opens in 33 key
cities in October. . .Casting of Gypsy Rose Lee to play opposite

Joe E. Brown in "Retuin of Casanova" is dependent on the strip

teaser's ability to get out of her current engagement in Mike
Todd's "Star and Garter" revue on Broadway. Gypsy is anxious
to resume screen emoting under her professional name to offset

previous effort when she was billed under real name of Louise
Hovick ... Wynne Gibson signed for a featured role in "Mystery
Broadcast."

Navy Construction Battalion has placed final approval on
script for "The Fighting Seabees" which goes into production
within next few weeks with Albert J. Cohen producing and John
Wayne starred .. .This company's first Technicolor picture will

probably be "Atlantic City" now preparing.

RKO-RADIO
With the starting of two new pictures, "Tender Comrade"

and "Rookies in Burma," all stages working at capacity with a

total of seven pictures in production. Shooting are "Government
Girl," "Higher and Higher," "Gildersleeve on Broadway," "The
Ghost Ship" and "Revenge." Last named will probably be re-

leased under title of "Heroes Without Names". . ."Higher and
Higher" will have Frank Sinatra in a prominent role. Don't be

too surprised if his part consists mostly of singing. Already set

for six numbers. Advance tests show he needs plenty of groom-
ing before trying to put over lines. . .Allied advances in Europe
are behind this company's decision to rush "Dangerous Journey"
into work. This picture, which has Elsa Lanchester in the lead,

concerns a cockney scrubwoman who makes her way to Berlin
to kill Hitler. Starting date set for August 26 with Ray McCarey
directing.

Val Lewton is getting ready to make a sequel to the highly
successful "The Cat People." Working title is "The Curse of the
Cat People." The new production will have a higher budget than
the original and the same principals will be used again, with the
exception of Tom Conway who played the psychiatrist who was
killed off. This means that Simone Simon, Kent Smith and Jane
Randolph will again share the leading roles. Gunther Fritsch.
who has been directing short subjects, will make his debut as a
feature director with this film, set to begin the latter part of

August.
Eddie Golden, producer of the fabulous "Hitler's Children."

has bought "Undercover," a new book by John Ray Carlson. It

is an expose of the Fascists in America. . .Sol Lesser has put
"Tarzan's Desert Mystery" back into production. It was formerly
known as "Tarzan and the Sheik ' and is going back for extensive
retakes and added scenes with Kurt Neumann megging. . . Michele
Morgan will sing several numbers, one solo, in "Higher and
Higher". . .Richard Wallace signed for an additional picture...
Erford Gage given new acting contract ... Harriet Parsons signed
as producer-writer. Last with Republic in similar post where
iihe made "Joan of Ozark" with Joe E. Brown and Judy Canova
...Kim Hunter, promising young actress who makes her screen
debut in "The Seventh Victim" will have a prominent role in

"Tender Comrade." Studio sees a big future for this youngster.
Stage veteran Patricia Collinge also signed for fat part in same
picture.
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20th CENTURY-FOX
The ptoduct announcement by 20th Century-Fox for the 1943-

44 season shows a total of 39 features, 41 shorts. 104 Movietonews
and 13 March of Time issues. Fifteen of the new season's features
have been completed, four are shooting and five are scheduled to

start within the next few weeks. Previously announced as the
season with a $41,000,000 production budget, the studio said that
the new program would contain no "B" pictures, although no
definite dividing line between "A" and "B" pictures was estab-
lished.

A majority of the scheduled features will be based on estab-
lished literary properties, such as published stories, books and
plays. A number of recent best sellers are included, along with
some story properties owned by the studio for some time and
others recently acquired.

The line-up will include: "Song of Bernadette," based on the
Franz Werfel novel with Jennifer Jones in the title role; "Claudia"
starring Dorothy McQuire, Robert Young and Ina Claire from the
book and play by Rose Franken; two Darryl F. Zanuck produc-
tions, Wendell Willkie's "One World" and "Wilson" based on the
life of Woodrow Wilson; "Wintertime" with Sonja Henie, Carole
Landis, Jack Oakie, Cesar Romero and Woody Herman and band;
"Heaven Can Wait," Ernst Lubitsch production in Technicolor
starring Don Ameche, Gene Tierney and Charles Coburn.

"Holy Matrimony," the Monty Woolley-Gracie Fields starrer;
A. J. Cronin's "Keys of the Kingdom," possibly under the produc-
tion banner of Zanuck; "Jane Eyre," the Charlotte Bronte classic
starring Orson Welles and Joan Fontaine; "Guadalcanal Diary"
from the best-seller by Richard Tregaskis; "Rickenbacker," the
story of the flier; "Dancing Masters," a Laurel and Hardy
comedy; "Bomber's Moon" starring George Montgomery and
Annabella; "Happy Land" based on the Saturday Evening Post
serial and novel by MacKinlay Kantor, with Don Ameche, Harry
Carey and Ann Rutherford; "Galveston" formerly "Tampico" star-
ring Edward G. Robinson, Victor McLaglen and Lynn Bari;
"Buffalo Bill" in Technicolor starring Joel McCrea and Maureen
O'Hara, produced by Harry Sherman, directed by William Well-
man.

"Lifeboat" directed by Alfred Hitchcock, starring Tallulah
Bankhead. Henry Hull, Canada Lee and Mary Anderson; Merle
Oberon, George Sanders and Laird Cregar in "The Lodger;" Max-
well Anderson's "The Eve of St. Mark," John Stahl directing;
"The Sullivans," story of the famous five brothers who died in
the present war, directed by Lloyd Bacon; "Army Wife" with
Dorothy McGuire, Anne Baxter, Dana Andrews; "Home in In-
diana" from the SEP serial and book by G. A. Chamberlain
filmed in Technicolor; "All Out Arlene" Ernst Lubitsch story of
the WACS starring Anne Baxter; "Something for the Boys" and
"By Jupiter," both from Broadway hit musicals; "Stars and
Stripes Forever," biography of Sousa; "Torpedo Squadron 8" in
Technicolor; "Command Performance" with Carole Landis, Mar-
tha Raye, Kay Francis and Mitzi Mayfair, true story of Hollywood
girls who went to Africa to entertain troops, directed by William
Seiter; "Paris After Dark" with George Sanders, Brenda Mar-
shall and Philip Dorn; "Roger Tuohy, Gangster" with Preston
Foster and Victor McLaglen.

The 7 Technicolor musicals are: "Pin-Up Girl" with Betty
Grable, Martha Raye and Joe E. Brown; "Greenwich Village"
with Carmen Miranda and Jackie Oakie; "Moment for Music"
the career of Benny Goodman; "Where Do We Go from Here''"
starring Betty Grable; "Sweet Rosie O'Grady" with Betty Grable
Robert Young, Adolphe Menjou; "The Gang's All Here" with Alice
Faye, Carmen Miranda. Edward Everett Horton, James Ellison-
"State Fair."

Other properties which the company owns from which re-maming features will be fashioned include: "The Bowery after
Dark," "Laura," "A Tree Grows in Brooklyn," "Kiki" and "Only
the Stars Are Neutral."

With production going at a record-breaking pace, much
thought IS being given to post-war conditions in America andhow they will affect the boxoflice. Having "eliminated" low-
bracket pictures, emphasis will be placed on important themes
such as "Wilson," "Rickenbacker" and "One World " With a
forward-looking viewpoint, this company is building up an im-posmg list of top-flight producers, directors, players and writers
This It intends to back up with important story properties Zanuck
feels that these properties should reflect current conditions He
also plans on extensive advertising to back up the investment
made in such pictures. At least two, and perhaps four of the

UNITED ARTISTS
Product now in work for release by this company consists of

"Jack London," which Samuel Bronston is producing and "The
Girl from Leningrad," the Rabinovitch-Frenke production, now
ready for editing. These are in addition to the steady stream of
pictures turned out by the active Harry Sherman unit ... Sherman
now has more players under contract and more stories in prepara-

tion than at any othei- time in his career. In addition to William
Boyd, who has just completed his 52nd "Hopalong," Sherman has
a new player called Rod Cameron who he intends to build up
in the same manner as Boyd, Richard Dix and Albert Dekker.
Cameron will have the starring role in "Wherever the Grass
Grows," adapted from Allan Bosworth's Saturday Evening Post
story. Victor Jory will forsake heavies for a romantic buildup
and will serve as both actor and director. Albert Dekker stars in

"The Gunmaster." "Buckskin Frontier" and "The Kansan." Others
under contract to Sherman are Andy Clyde, Jimmy Rogers and
George Reeves. Latter was recently loaned to Paramount for

a role opposite Claudette Colbert in "So Proudly We Hail" and is

a Sherman "discovery" from the Little Theatre ranks. In the

offing are several more Hopalong Cassidy films, "Hank Johnson's
Brother," "The American Cowboy," "Nob Hill" and "Utah," last

named in Technicolor.

When Robert Stark gets out of the Coast Guard to pick up
his acting ticket with David Selznick, he'll change his name so as

not to be confused with Robert Stack. Selznick is preparing to

start the Shirley Temple picture first week in September. Charles
Chaplin's suit against Selznick, Vanguard, 20th Century-Fox and
UA Corporation scheduled to be heard August 31. If trial is

reached, it is possible that Wendell Willkie will serve as special

counsel for Fox. Chaplin's beef is that Selznick disposed of some
story properties to Fox which Charlie feels rightfully belonged to

U. A. These are "Claudia," "Keys to the Kingdom" and "Jane
Eyre." That Chaplin, who has been a comparatively idle partner
in U. A. while that company was desperately in need of product,
becomes suddenly aroused may indicate some new production
activity on his part.

WARNER BROS.
Warner Bros, is in excellent position with respect to new

product. Five pictures are now in work with three others set to

start v/ithin the next few weeks. First will be "Uncertain Glory"
starring Errol Flynn with Raoul Walsh directing. Also preparing
is "Mr. Skeffington," Bette Davis starrer with Paul Henried,
Vincent Sherman directing. "Horn Blows at Midnight" will get
under way upon Jack Benny's return from his overseas camp
tour. "Passage to Marseilles" just starting. It's about five men
who escape from Devil's Island and finally get to France where
Bcgart clears them and finds romance. Allied underground a
factor.

The Joan Crawford picture, "Never Goodbye," will have to

wait until Edmund Goulding's return from New York where he
is directing a stage play ... "Adventures of Mark Twain" will be
road shown .. .Warners has acquired screen rights to Mark
Twain's "Connecticut Yankee," but shooting will be held up until

projected stage revival of same musical has completed .. .Jerry
Wald will produce "Private Schmidt, Marine" based on exploit of

the blind marine from Philadelphia. Record price was paid for

rights on "Night and Day," based on the life of Cole Porter whose
songs will be featured. Michael Curtiz will direct.

There is still a persistent rumor that Hal Wallis will pull

out and join Zanuck at Fox. His loss would be a severe blow to

this company whose production setup is one of the best in the
business.

UNIVERSAL
Five in work here as the vanguard of a heavy production

schedule. "Gung Hoi" picture of U. S. Marine exploits just getting
under way with Walter Wanger producing. Next Wanger pic-

ture is "When Ladies Fly" in which Richard Eraser will be fea-

tured .. ."Gunfighters" went into production with Russell Hayden
replacing Tex Ritter in the top role. Rittei- had to step out due
to injuries sustained when he fell from a hayloft at his ranch.
Jennifer Holt plays opposite Hayden with Elmer Clifton direct-

ing.

Frank McDonald in from New York to direct "Oh My Darling,
Clementine" which Armand Schaefer is producing. . .W. C. Fields
has been added to the cast of "Three Cheers for the Boys" a top
musical with name bands. . .George Raft and Sophie Tucker
among the principals. Ted Lewis and his band also signed.

Universal gets the palm from "Downbeat," musician's maga-
zine for best spotting name bands. The magazine claims that
jitterbugs are usually lured to theatres with ofl'er of popular band
masters only to see them flash on and off the screen ... Universal
plans to give Noah Beery. Jr. and Anne Gwynne a strong buildup
as romantic team with campaign getting under way on release of
"Frontier Bad Men" in which they appear together. Duo pre-
viously seen in "Top Man" and "We've Never Been Licked"...
Script on "The Daltons Ride Again" has been completed and
scheduled for next season's program. It is a sequel to "When
the Daltons Rode," made two years ago... Martha O'Driscoll and
Peggy Ryan will play opposite Donald O'Connor in "We of the
Theatre" which is about to get under way with Hugh Wedlock, Jr.

and Howard Snyder producing.
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PRODUCTION
& RELEASE
In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc.,

appeared. "Rel." is the national release date "No." is the release number. "Rev." is the issue in which
the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship.

All new productions are on 1942-43 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title

and running time denotes Techincolor production.

RECORD
COLUMBIA

1942-43 Features (48)

Westerns (16)

Serials ( 4)

Completed (48)

Completed (19)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (5)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

TEN PERCENT WOMAN
Comedy—Started August 16.

Cast: Rosalind Russell, Brian Aherne, Willard Parker, Alan Dine-
hart, Jonathan Hale, Hobart Cavanaugrh, Shinen Rusfcin,
Isabel Withers, Norma Varden.

Director: Irving Cummings
story: The tiial.s and tribulations of a lady agent and her principal

CHART
client, a handsome male star.

RELEASE
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast
Cover Girl (T) Hayworth-Brooks .

There's Something About a Soldier Drake-Paris
Tropicana West- Moore
When My Baby Smiles at Me Lewis- Wynn

Details under title: Is Everybody Happy?

1942-43
,1ter Midnight with Boston Blackie (64) . . .Morris-Savage . . .

Appointment in Berlin (77) Sanders-Chapman
Boys from Stalingrad Becket-Samarzich
Jowboy of Lonesome River Starrett- Athens ..
Cowboy in the Clouds Starrett- Jesters

^me Doctor (68) BMter-Lladity ..
.nallt under title: Thi Loni W*ll In leatland Yard

^yelone Prairie Rangers starrett-Worth
desperadoes, The (T) (85) Scott-Ford
Destroyer Robinson-Ford . .

Doughboys in Ireland Baker-Donnell ...
Fighting Buckaroo (58) Starrett-Harris . . .

First Comes Courage Oberon-Aherne
Details under title: Attack by Night

Flight Lieutenants (80) O'Brien-Ford
Details under title: Hd's My Old Han

Footlight Glamor Singleton-Lakt .

.

frontier Fury Starrett-Davis . .

Gamble of Boston Blackie, The
Good Luck, Mr. Yates Trevor- Buchanan .

Details under title: Right Guy
Robin Hood of the Range Starrett-Harris

Details under title: Hail to the Rangers

ll's a Great Life Singleton-Lake

Details under title: Blondle Buys a Horse

Last Horseman, The Hayden-Wills . . .

Details under title: Suicide Range
taw of the Ntrthwast Starrelt-Patterson

Let's Have Fun (65) Gordon-Lindsay . .

Details under title: Shall I Tell Em?
Lost Horizon *f Shangri-La Colman-Wyatt . . .

Man's World (60) Chapman-Wright

More the Merrier, The (103) Arthur-McCrea ..

Details under title: Merry-Go-R«und

Murder In Times Square (65) Lowe-Chapman

My Kingdom for a Cook Coburn-Chapman .

Details under title: Without Notice

Passport to Suez William-Savage . .

Details under title: The Clock Struck Twelvi

Ho Place for a Lady (66) Gargan-Llndsay .

Details under title: Thirteen Steps to Heaven

Redheaa from Manhattan (63) Velez-Leavitt

Restless Lady Louise-Lowe . . .

(reveille with Beverly (78) Slack-Crosby . . .

..Iders of the Northwest Mounted (57) Hayden-Wills
" 1 West Starrett-Patterson

Saddles and Sagebrush Hayden-Savage

Details under title: Outlaw Bgsteri

Sahara (— ) Bogart-Bridges . .

Secret Cods. The (Serial) Kelly-Nagel ....

She Has What It Takes Falkenburg-Neal

Details under title: Broadway Daddies

Sliver City Raiders Hayden-Carroll . .

Something to Shout About (91) Ameche-Oakie

Two Senoritas from Chicago (66) ralkenburg-Davis

Vigilantes Ride, The Hayden-Patterson

Details under title: Deadline Guns

What's Buzzin' Cousin? (— ) Miller-Hubbard .

Wyoming Hurricane Hayden-Patterson

Details
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1942-43 Features
1943-44 Features

Completed
Completed

(36)

(22)

In Production (0)

In Production (7)

CANTERVILLE GHOST, THE
Comedy Drama—Started August 16.

Cast: Charles Laughton, Margaret O'Brien, Robert Young, Rags
Ragland, Mar>- McLeod, William Tannen.

Director: Norman Z. McLeod
story: A Kroup of American soldiers billeted in an old English castle are

threatened by the ghostly ancestor of one wlio was a coward in

thr- fust "World War.

GASLIGHT
Psychological Drama—Started August 16.

Cast: Ingrid Bergman, Charles Boyer, Dame May Whitty, Angela
Lansbury.

Director: George Cukor
.story: Based on the Broadway succe.ss. "AnKel Street." about a husband

who tries to drive his wife mad in order to obtain pos.session of a
fabulous gem collection.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast Details Rel. No. Rev.

Andy Hardy's Blonde Trouble Rooney-Granville . . .7-26

Brtadway Rhythm (T) Murphy-Simms 6-28
Meet the People Ball-Powell 7-12
Rationing Beery- Main 8-9
See Here, Private Hargrove Walker-Reed 7-12...
White CliDs of Dover Dunne-Marshall . . .6-28. . .

1942-43
BLOCK NO. ONE

Apache Trail (6C) Lundigan-Reed .3-23. ..

Cairo (101) MacDonald-Young .4-20...
Eyes in the Night (79) Arnold-Harding 6-1. ..

for Me and My Gal (103) Garland-Murphy ...4-20...
Oeta.ls under title: Me and My Gal

Om.iha Trail (102) Craig-JaHtf 6-1...
Urtalls under title: Ox Train

Pairama Hattie (79) Hellin-Grayson 4-6...
Seven Sweethearts (97) Sothern-Dailey . . .9-20. ..

Delallt under title: Tulip Tlao
S»me»nere III Find ¥«u il08) Gable-Turner 1-26...
fish (84) Main-Pitts 5-4...
War Against Mrs. Hadley, The (85) Bainter-Arnold 6-1...
Yank at Eton, A (88) Rooney-Hunter 4-6...
White Cargo (90) Lamarr-Pidgeon 6-1...

BLOCK NO. TWO
Andy Hardy'i Double Life (92) Rooney-Stone 6-15. ..

Dttalli under title: Andy Hardy'i Last Film
Dr. Gillespie's New Assistant (87) Barrymore-Johnson .8-24...
Journey for Margaret (81) Young-Day 6-29...
Keeper of the Flame (100) Hepburn-Tracy 7-20...
Northwest Rangers (63) Craig-Lundigan . ..7-13...

Details under title: Gambler's Choice

Reunion In France (102) Crawford-Wayne ...7-13...
Details under titli: Reunion

Stand ky for Action (109) Taylor-Laughton .
.6-29. .

Details under title: Cargo of Innocents

Three Hearts for lulla (70) Sothern-Douglas ...9-21...

Tennessee Johnson (103) Heflin-Hossey 6-29..

Details under title: The Man on America's Conscience

Whistling In Dixie (74) Skelton- Rutherford ..6-29...

BLOCK NO. THREE
Air Raid Wardens (67) Laurel & Hardy. . .12-14. . .

Assignment In Brittany (96) Whorf-Peters 9-21..

Cabin In the Sky (98) Waters-Horne 9-7..

Slightly Dangerous (94) Turner-Young 9-21. ..

Details under title: Nothing Ventured

Stranger In Town, A (67) Morgan-Carlson .
..11-16..

Details under title: Mr. Justice Goes Hunt ing

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Bataan (116) Taylor-Nolan 12-14..

DuBarry Was a Lady (T) (101) skelton-Ball 9-7..

Harrlfan's Kid (80) Readick-Gargan ...11-2..

Details under title: The Half Pint Kid

Hitler's Madman (84) Carradine-Morison

Pilot No. 5 (70) Tone-Hunt 7-20 .

Details under title: Skyway to Glory

Presenting Lily Mars (104) Garland-Carlsun ...810..
Youngest Profession, The (82) Weidler-Arnold 11-2..

SPECIALS
Human Comedy, The (118) Hooney-Reed 8-7 .

Random Harvest (126) ;olman-Garson . . . .5-18..

1943-44
BLOCK NO. ONE

Above Suspicion (90) Crawford-M'Morray 11-30 .

Best Foot Forward (T) (93) Ball-James 2-8.

Dr. Gillespie's Criminal Case (89) Barrymore-Reid ...12-14..

Lassie Come Home (T) McDowell-Gwenn . . . .9-7.

Tartu Oonat-Hudson .10-19.
Salute to the Marines (T) (102) Beery-Bainter 10-5.

Sylng Shift Malsle (87) Sothern-Cralg 1-11..

Whistling In Brooklyn Skelton -Rutherford . 5-17.

Young Ideas (77) Astor-Marshall . . .1-25

.304 6-29

.306 8-24

309 9-21

312 9-21

.311 9-21

.308. .7-27

303. .8-24

301. .8-10

.302. .7-27

306 8-10

305 8-24

.310. .9-21

318 12-14

317. .11-16

314. . .11-2

.320. . 12-28

.319. . .11-2

.315. .12-14

316. . 12-14

322 . .1-11

.321. 12-28

313. . .11-2

326 . .3-2^

.327. . .3-22

323. . .2-22

.325. . . .3-8

324. . .2-22

328. .5-31
.333. ..5-17

.329. . .3-22

334. . .6-14

332. . .4-19

330. . . .5-3

.331. . . .3-8

388 3-S

370 11-30

.5-3

.7-12

.5-17

. . .8-9

. . .8-9

.
.5-17

.'."8-9
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NOT DESIGNATED
America (T) Oonlevy-Richards

As Thousands Cheer (T) Grayson-Kelly

Details under title: Private Miss Jones

Cross of Lorraine, The \umont-Kelly .

Details under title: A Thousand Shall Fall

Cry Havoc iothern-Sullavan

Girl Crazy (99) Boonev-Garland

Guy Named Joe. A (— ) Tracy-Dunne ..

Heavenly Body, The Lamarr-Powell

I Oood It Skelton-Powell

Lost Angel O'Brien-Craig . ,

Madame Curie (— ) Garson-Pidgeon 3-8..

Man from Down Under. The (103) Laughton-Barnes .
3-8..

Right About Face Kyser-Maxwell 2-8..

Song of Russia Taylor-Peters 3-22..

Detalli indtr titit: Raula

. 4-19

.11-30

. .5-31

. .5-17

. .1-25

...3-8

. .5-17

.11-30 8-3

. .5-17

AO HOC R A M
1942-4.S Features (33) Completed (^8) In Production (2)

Westerns (16) Completed (20) In Production (2)

DEATH VALLEY RANGERS
Western—Started August 16.

Cast: Hoot Gibson, Ken Maynard, Bob Steele, Linda Brent, Ken-
neth Harlan, Charles King.

Director: Robert Tansey
Story: Hoot find Ken i-ound up a gang of cattle rii.«tlers.

EAST OF THE BOWERY
Comedy—Started August 11.

Cast: Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Mary Gordon, J. Farrell Mac-
Donald.

Director: William Beaudine
Story: The East Side Kid.s ti|> to their usii.-il .slienaiusans.

HITLER'S WOMEN
Drama—Started August 9.

Cast: Gail Patricli, Nancy Kelly, Bill Henry, Tala Birell, Gertrude
Michael, Alan Baxter, Maris Wrixon, Rita Quigley, H. B.

Warner, Mary Forbes.
Diiector: Steve Sekely
.story: (!iil married to German officer return.s to family estate in Germany

converted into sirls' cami^. She rebels at Nazi methods and finally
succeeds in signalling Allied planes the location of a nearby muni-
tions works thereby losing her life.

THE TEXAS KID
Western
Cast: Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton, Marshall Reed,

Shirley Patterson.
Director: Lambert Hillyer
story: .Tohnny and Ray, a.s U. S. Marshals, solve a stage coach robbery.

RELEASE CHART
1942-4?

Titi- — R '-^lng Time Cast
Ape Man, The (64) Lugosi-Ford . . . .

Black Market Rustlers (— ) Corrigan-Moore .

Blazing Guns Maynard-Gibson
Bullets and Saddles Corrigan-Mooro
Clancy Street Boys (66) Gorcey-Jordan ..
College Sweetheart Storm-Lowery
Cowboy Commandos Corrigan-Moore .

Ghost Rider (58) Brown-Hatton . .

Ghosts on the Loose (65) East Side Kids.
Haunted Ranch (64) King-Sharpe

Details under title: Saddle Cyclone

I Escaped from the Gestapo (75) Jagger-Brian . . .

Details under title: No Escape

Kid Dynamite (67) Corcey-Jordan

Details under title: Little Mobsters

Land of Hunted Men (58) Corrigan-Moore

Law Rides Again, The Maynard-Gibson
tore of the Islands (61) Hughes-Qulllan .

Melody Parade Brown-Hatton
Nearly Eighteen Storm-Henry
No Escape (75) lagger-Brian

Also released under title: I Escaped fro.n the Gestapo

Prison Mutiny (64) Norris-Woodbury

Details under title: You Can't Beat the Law
Revenge of the Zombies Lowery-Storm
Kobber's Roost Corrigan-Moore .

Sarong Girl (70) Corio-O'Flynn ..

Silver Skates (75) Baker-Belita ..

Six Gun Gospel (— ) Brown-Hatton

Spy Train (61) Travis-Brent . .

Details under title: Time Bomb
Stranger from Pecos (— ) Brown-Hatton .

Texas Kid, The Brown-Hatton
Thirteenth Guest. The Purcell-Parrish

Western Mall (55) Keene-Trent . . .

Wild Horse Stampede (59) Gibson-Maynr.rd

Wings Over the Paelfle (68) Cooper-Norris

Details Rel.

.12-28
.5-17.

.

. .5-3 . .

. 6-28

.

. .2-8.

. .8-9.

No. Rev.
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, . .6-14
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.11-2. . .2-19. . .

6-14
6-14

.1-11. . .5-23,

.10-5 2-5 4-5

3-26.

.

. . .5-3 8-6.

. . .5-3. .33-34.

. .5-31. . .8-27.

...7-12
. ,1-11. . .5-23.

.12-14. . .2-12 , . .3-8

. .5-31. .

.12-28. .

. . .3-8.

.

.10-19. .

.5-31 .

. . .4-5.

.

9-17
3-12
.7-2

. .2-5

.9-3

. .7-9 7-12

. .2-22

.7-16. .7-23. .
.4-5. .

. . .8-9

.7-26
.12-29. . .2-13

. . .3-8. . .5-16 6-14

. .3-22. . .7-23

1942- 43 Features
1943-44 Features

Completed
Completed

(33)

(19)

In
In

Production
Production

(0)

(6)

GOING MY WAY?
Comedy with Music—Started August 16.

Cast: Bing Crosby, Rise Stevens, Barry Fitzgerald, Frank Mc-
Hugh, James Brown, Jean Hetherington, Mabel Paige.

Director: Leo McCarey
story: Bing plays a .\nung priest who refoi-ms a tougli community with

music.

HENRY ALDRICH. BOY SCOUT
Comedy—Started August 11.

Cast: Jimmy Lydon, Charlie Smith, .loan Mortimer, John Lite!,

Olive Blakeney.
Director: Hugh Bennett
.story: Not available.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast Details Rel. Ho. Rev.

Frenchmen's Creek (T) Fontaine-DeCordova .5-31
Hail the Conquering Hero Bracken-Raines 7-12
Ministry of Fear Milland-Reynolds ..7-26
Standing Room Only Goddard-MacMurray .7-26

1942-43
BLOCK NO. ONE

Glass Key, The (85) Donlevy-Lake .

Major and the Minor, The (100) Rogers-Milland
Priorities on Paradt (79) Miller-Rhodes
Wake Island (78) Donlevy- Preston 4-6.

. 3-9. .10-2J.

.3-23. .10-16.

. .4-6. . .10-2.

.Arlen-Judge 1-26.
.9-25.

10-30.Wildcat (73).

BLOCK NO. TWO
Forest Rangers, The (T) (87) MacMurray-Goddard .1-26. . .11-6.
Henry Aldrich, Editor (72) Lydon-Smlth 12-4.
Road to Morocco, The (89) Crosby-Hope 3-23. .11-20.
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch (80) Bainter-Herbert 2-9.. 11-27.
Street of Chance (72) Meredith-Trevor 1-26 . 12-18.

Details under title: Black Curtain, The

BLOCK NO, THREE
Avengers, The (88) Richardson-Kerr ....For...
Wrecking Crew (73) Arlen-Morris 4-20.,
My Heart Belongs to Daddy (75) Carlson-O'Driscoll . . .2-9..

.7-20. . .2-26.

.1-29
,1-15.

.2-12.
Palm Beach Story, The (88) Colbert-McCrea 1-1.

Lucky Jordan (84) Ladd-McDonald
Details under title: Prelude to Glory

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Happy-Go-Lucky (T) (78) Martin-Powell
Henry Aldrich Gets Glamour (72) Lydon-Smlth .

Lady Bodyguard (70) Albert-Shirley

.4203.

.4202.

. 4201

.

. 4205

.

.4204.

.4206.

.4209.

.4207.

.4208.

.4210.

.4213

. 4212

. 4214

.

.4211.

.4215.

. .»-7

. .9-7

.t-10

.8-24

. .9-7

lO-C
.10-5
.10-5
.10-5
.10-5

11-16

11-K
11-16
11-16
11-30

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Five Graves to Cairo (96) Ton«-Taalr«ff
Chinn (78) Young-Ladd
Aerial Gunner (79) Arlen-Morrli

High Explosive (62) Morris-Parker

Details under title: You Can't Live Forever

Salute for Three (75) Rhoades-Drake

BLOCK NO. SIX
Alaska Highway (68) Arlen-Parker

Dixie (T) (89) Crosby-Lamour

Henry Aldrich Swings it (65) Lydon-Smith

S« PraiAy Wl Hall (UO Colbert-Goddard

Submarine Alert (67) Arlen-Barrie

SPECIALS
Star Spangled Rhythm (99) All Star

REISSUES
Souls at Sea (93) Cooper-Raft . . . .

Jnlon Paelfle (138) Stanwyck- McCrea

ROAD SHOW
For Whom the Bell Tolls (T) Cooper-Bergman

1943-44
BLOCK NO. ONE

Good Fellows. The (70) Walker-Brown

Hostages (89) Rainer-de Cordova

Let's Face It (76)
,

Hope-Hutton ...

Tornado (83) Morns-Kelly . . .

True to Life (T) (94) Martin-Tone

5-4.

.

.3-26. . . 4217

.

. .1-11

7-20.

.

. .4-9. . .4211. . .1-11

5-18.. ..3-2. . .4216. ..1-11
8-24.

.

. .5-7. . .4219. . .1-11

. ,1-17

....11-16.. . .4222. . . .4-5

11-2. . ..4223. . . .4-5

8-24.

.

..4221. . . .4-5

. . .11-16 4225. . . .4-5

4227. . .6-28

. . .11-16 4230. . . 6-28
12-14. . . .4226. . .6-28

1 . .12-14.

.

. .4228. ..6-28
4229. . 6-28

.6-29. . .2-12. . .4231. . .4 11

.4254.

.4250.

.7-13. .7-26

1-23
2-22
2-22
.4-5

9-21

NOT DESIGNATED
And the Angels Sing Lamour-MacMurray .5-17....

City That Stopped Hitler Russian Documentary

Triumph Over Pain McCrea-Field 4-20....

Henry Aldrich Haunts a House Lydon-Mortimer 4-5. .

Henry Aldrich Plays Cupid Lydon-Smith 1-25

Henry Aldrich's Little Secret Aldrich-Mortlmer . 5-31

Ditaiis indtr tltli: Ntaiy Aldrlifc RmU t'le Cradle

Hour Before Dawn, The Tone-Lake 5-17...

Ladv in the Dark (T) . . Rogers-Milland 12-28

Minesweeper Arlen-Parker 5-17

Miracle of Morgan's Creek Donlevy-Hutton ....10-5

No Time for Love Colbert-MacMurray ..6-15...,
Rid'ng High Lamour-Poweil 1-25...

Timber Queen Arlen-Hughes 7-26. ..

Uninvited, The Milland-Hussey 5-3...

R C
1942-43 Features

Westerns
(24)

(18)

Completed (24)

Completed (17)

In Production (1)

In Production (4)

BLAZING FRONTIER
Western
Cast: Buster Crabbe, Al St, John, Marjorie Manners, Mi! Kibbee,

Kermit Maynard.
Director: Sam Newfield
.story: Billy and Fuzzy hire out as detectives to force a railroad line to

return property to evicted settlers.

AUGUST 23, 1943



iiATTLE 5TAMFEDE
Western
Cast: Blister Oabbe, Al St. John, Frances Gladwin, Charles King,

Ktl Cassidy.
Director: Sam Newfield
Sloiy: Jtilly ami Kuzzy clpan up a gaiif! who started a range war and

save a ram li held at stake for safe return of a rancher's daughter.

HARVEST MELODY
Musical—Started August 10.

Cast: Rcsemary Lane, Johnny Downs, Claire Rochelle, Charlotte
Wynlers, Radio Rogues, Vigilantes, Eddie LeBaron and
orchestra, Marjorie Manners, Frances Gladwin.

Director: Robert Wilmot
.^tory: Movie .star makes a romel)a<k licliiinu liaivi'st ci-ojis and staKinK

war benefits, wins love of farm hoy whom slie reiioiincHs in favor
of his country sw-eetheart.

IAW OF THE SADDLE
Westei n

Cast: Bob Livingston, Al St. John, Betty Miles, Lane Chandler,
John Elliott, Reed Howes.

Director: Melville DeLay
.story: Xo. 5 in the 'T^one Rider" series deals witli crooked sanpr in

cciTitrnl of small mining town with resultant rohheries and kid-
lia|il)ill,i;s.

RAIDERS OF RED GAP
Western
Cast: Bob Livingston, Al St. John, Myriia Dell, Ed Cassidy,

Charles King, Kermit Maynard.
Director: Sana Newfield
.story: .N'o. (5 in "Lone Rider" series about a cattle coml)ine who try to

rustle stock from honest ranchers.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

Titif— Rmininq TImf ggsj
Bad Men of Thunder G^d (59) Newill-O'Brien
Behind Prison Walls (64) Baxter- [VI ichael

Details under title: After Tomorrow
Black Raven. The (61) Zucoo-IVIcKay
Border Buckaroo (— ) Newill-O'Brifn
Cattle Stampede (— ) Crabbe-St. John
Corregidor (75) Kruger-L.indi .. 12-14.
Oeart Men W.nik (66) ?ucco-C.nrlislt 9-21.
Death Rides the Plains (— ) Livingston-St. John.. 4-5
Fi5hling Valley O'Brieii-MoCarty 5-31
Follies Girl (— ) Barrie-Oliver
Frontier Law O'Brien-Knox 6-14.
Fugitive of the Plains (55) Crabbe-Leslie 12-14.

Details under title: Billy the Kid No. 3
Ghost and the Guest, The (61) Rice-Dunn 2-8..
Girl from Monterey Armida-Kennedy . .8-9.
Girls In Chains (72) Judge-Clark 2-8.
Gangs. Inc. (72) Ladd-Woodbury ..Reissue.
My Son, the Hero (68) Kclly-Karns
Ninbt fur r.rinie. A '78) FarrcM-Talbot
flueen of Bro.idway (66) Hudson-Crabbe
Submarine Base (— ) Baxter-D'Orsay
lerror House (71) Lawson-Clare
Western Cyclone Crabbe-St. John

Details under title: Billy, the Kid No. 4
West of Texas (59) 0'Brien-New:il 4-5
Wild Horse Rustlers (57) Livingston-St. John 12-28
Wolves of the Range (— ) Livingston-St. John 5-31

Details under title: Lone Rider No. 4
Oet.iils under title: Western Saboteurs

1943-44
Danger! Women at Work (— ) Kelly-Brian

Isle of Forgotten Sins (— ) Carradinc-Sonderg'rd 4-19.

Tiger Fangs Frank Buck 6-28
Two Worlds Lederer-Gurie 5-31.

Details under title: Strange Music

Details

.11-30.

.

Rel.

. .3-5.

.

.3-22. .

.5-31. .

.6-15. .

.8-16 .

.3-29.

.

.2-10.

.

.4-30 .

. . .8-1.

.7-26.

.3-12.'

.4-19. .

No.

.352.

.313. .6-14

.321. . .7-26

.354
362
. .31. .

.6-14

.320. . .4-19

.365

.355

.306

12-28.

.

.7-13.

.

.10-19.

. . . For. .

. .1-25. ,

.5-17.

.6-15.

. .4-5.

.2-18. .

. .3-8.

. .7-8.

.4-19.

.5-14.

.5-10.
.2-12.

.6-21.

.8-24. .

.8-15. .

.9-10.

.

43-44. .

.305

.123

.311

.304
.312. . .6-14

.405
.322. . .7-12

.360

.353. . .6-14

.364

.366

.411.

.401.

.406.

194Z-iS Features (34)

Westerns ('>6)

Specials ( 6)

Serials ( 4)

Completed (31)

Completed (28)

Completed ( 4)

Completed ( 4)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

HAMD5 ACROSS THE BORDER
Western
Cast: Roy Rogers, Ruth Terry, Dimcan Renaldo, Mary Treen,

Joseph Crehan, LeRoy Mason, Roy Barcroft, Sons of the
Pioneers.

Director: Joseph Kane
story: Roy Ri,i;Hrs makes a .irood iieiHhhor i;estiirc .South of the Border.

EviYSTERT BROADCAST
Comedy Drama—Started August 11.

Cast: Frankie Albertson, Ruth Terry, Alice Fleming, Mary Treen,
Ennet Vogan, Hall Harvey, Wynne Gibson, Nils Asther.

Director: George Sherman
^tory: Cirl broadcast (•] attcmjits to solve murder mystery involving high

societ.v.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

Titit—Running Time Cast Details Rel. No. Rev.

(66) Lockwood-Sinclair ... For. ... 3-24. ... 214 ... 4-19
At Dawn We Die (78) Clements-Sinclair ...For 3-20 213.... 4-5
Beyond the Last Frontier Revere-Burnclte ....7-12

. .10-5.

.

. .4-19.

.

. 7-26. .

. . .6-1. .

.11-16.

.

.12-28.

.

. . 8-9

.

. .1-25. .

. .6-28. .

. . .8-9. .

. . 3-22 . .

. .7-26.

.

. .2-8.

.

.7-27.

.3-26.

.3-10.

Blocked Trail, The Tyler-Steele 12-28. . .3-12. .

Bordertown Gunflghters Elliott-Jeffries 6-28 7-9..
Calling Wild Bill Elliott (55) Elliott-Hayes 2-22... 4-30.
Carson City Cyclone (57) Barry-Merrick 3-16.
Chatterbox (76) Brown-Canova ... 12-14 ... 4-27
Days of Old Cheyenne Barry- Merrick 2-22 ... 5-15 . .

Dead Men's Gulch (56) Barry-Merrick 2-13.
Deer Slayer. The Kellogg-Parker 6-28
Death Valley Manhunt Elliott-Jeffreys 5-3. . .7-22. .

False Faces .Williams-Henry 3-22. . .5-26.
Fightino Devil Dogs (— ) Powell-Stewart 1-29..

(Adapted from the Serial of the iame name).
Gaucho Serenade (— ) Autry-Burnette . . . Reissue. . .4-15.

Gentle Gangster (56) McLane-Lamonf 5-10.
G-Mcn vs. The Black Dragon (Serial) Cameron-Worth .... 10-5. ... 1-2.

Headin' for God's Country (78) Lundigan Dale ... .4-19. . .8-26. .

Here Comes Elmer Pearce-Stuart

Hi, Neighbor (72) Belle-Vague ...

Hit Parade of 1943 (86) Carroll-Hayward

Idaho (70) Roqers-Burnette

In Old Oklahoma Wayne-Scott ..

King of the Cowboys (67) Rogers-Burnette

Man from Music Mountain Rogers-Terry

Man from Rio Grande Barry-Watts ..

Man from Thunder River Elliolt-Hayes

Man Trap (57) (Serial)

Mask Marvel (Serial) Steohenson-Lovett

Mexicali Rose (— ) Autry-Burnette ...Reissue..

Nobody's Darling (— ) Lee-Calhern 5-31..

Purnle V, The (58) Archer-McLeod 1-11.,

Raiders of Sunset Pass Revert-Holt 7-26.

Ride, Tenderfoot, Ride Autry-Burnette ...Reissue..

Riders of the Rio Grande Tylrr-Sleele 3-8..

Satite Fe Scouts (55) Three Mesquiteers ..2-18.

Secret Service in Darkest Africa Cameron-Marsh 5-3..

Scream in the Dark, A Lowery-McDonald ...7-12.

Details under title: A Scream at Night

Shanty Town (65) Lee-Lord 1-25.

Silver Spurs (68) Rogcrs-Carradine

sleepy Lagoon Canova-Day 6-14..

Sombrero Kid. The (56) Barry-Merrick 6-29.

Someone to Remember Craven-Paige 3-8.

Details under title: Prodigal's Mother

Song of Texas (69) Rogers-Ryan 3-22.

South ot the Border Autry-Lee Reissue .

Swing Your Partner (70) Dale-Clark 3-8.

Tahiti Honey (69) Simon-O'Keefe 1-11.

Thumbs Up (67) Joyco-Fraser 4-5.

Tumbling Tumbleweeds (— ) Autry-Burnette .
.Reissue..

West Side Kid. The Barry-Evans 4-19

1943-44
Black Hills Express Barry-Heath 5-17..

Fugitive from Sonera (— ) Barry-Merrick 7-1..

Saint Meets the Tiger (70) Sinclair-Evans .
..For...

264
2313
2311.

. .275

.219.
. .276
. .274.

.23U.
. .222

. .211.

5-17

.6-28

.5-17

.4-19

.7-26

.2303.
. . 220

.

. .282.

. 224

.

201
.215.

252

.8-10

.3-22

. .3-8

.4-9. . . .254. . .4-19

6-11. . .2312.

.4-13.

.7-18.

8-19. .

.3-12.

.'. 6-i'.

.5-19

.4-16.

. .7-9.

. 4-20

.

8-12. .

.8-27. .

.7-31.

. .217.
.2305.
. . 227 .

.

. .212.

.2304'.

. . 266

.

. . 265

.

. .284.

.6-14

. . 4-5

7-26

.218.

.256
. 228 .

.

. .271.

. .5-3

12-14

.6-18. . . .255. . .6-14

31 . 2302
.5-20. . . .221. . .6-14

. .4-6. . . .216. . 4-19

.7-5. .223 . 6-28

7-15.
8-23 226

8-15 362
.7-2. . 361
7-29. . 301

...5-17 R. KO-R A D 1 o

. . . 6-23
(0)1942-43 Features (46) Completed (42) In Production

Westerns ( G) Completed ( 6) In Production (0)

1913-14 Features (— ) Completed (11) In Production (6)

GHOST SHIP. THE
Drama- started August 16.

Cast: Richard Dix, Russell Wade, Edith Barrett, Eve March.

Director: Mark Robson
St»)r\ :

.\Ii!T(ieT- iii>ster\ un a inercliant steamer.

HS&HER AND HIGHER
Musical Comedy—Started August 17.

Cast: Michele Morgan, Jack Haley, Frank Sinatra, Marcy Mc-
Guire, Leon Errol, The Hartmans, Mary Wickes, Mel Tor-

me, Ivy Scott, Dooley Wilson.

Director: Tim Whelan
story: Love affair of two servants in a Fifth Avenue mansion and ensuing

c<nnidi< atiniis. Has*'d on Brt>a<lway success of same name.

F^CDKIES IN BURMA
Comedy—Started August 16.

Cast: Alan Carney. AVally Brown, Claire Carleton, Erford Gage,

Joan Barclay.
Director: Les Goodwins
story: Fnilber :id\i'imires in the new Rookies series.

TENDER COMRADE
Comedy Drama—Started August 18.

Cast: Ginger Rogers, Robert Ryan, Katina Paxinou, Patricia

Collinge, Kim Hunter.
Director: Edward Dmytryk
.story: The love stor.\ of a t:irl whose sohlier hushaml is simu overseas

told in the "Kittv Foyle " manner.

RELEASE CHART
ns PRODUCTION

Title— Running Time Cast Details Rel. No. Rev.

Around the World Kyser-Davis 6-14

Government Girl deHavllland-Tufts ..6-28

Revenge Toumanova-Peck .7-26

1942-43
BLOCK NO. ONE

Big Strptt. The (89) Fonda-Ball 5-4 9-4. . . .301. . .8-10

Here We Go Again 177) Bergen-McGee 6-15. . .10-9 . . .305 9-7

Highways by Night (62) Carson-Randolph ... .4-6. . .10-2. .. .304. . .8-10

Details under title: Silver Spoon
IVlexican Spitfire's Elephant (64) Velez-Errol 6-29... 9-11 302... 8-10
wing< and ihp Wnman (97) Neagle-Newton ... Foreign . . .9-18 ... 303 . . .8-10

BLOCK NO. TWO
ralcoH S Brother. The ((t) Sanders-Conway ... .7-13 . 11-16 . 309 .. 10-19
Journey into Ftar (70) Cotten-Del Rio 1-26. .2-12. . . .307 .. .8-10

FILM BULLBTIN



. .6-1.

. . .4-6.

. .8-10.

. .10-5.

6-1. .11

. .8-10.

Navy Comes Through, The (82) O'Brien-Stott 6-1.
Scattergood Survives a Murder (66) Kibbee-Hayes 4-20.
Seven Days Leave (87) Mature-Ball

Details under title: Sweet or Hot

BLOCK NO. THREE
Army burgeon (63) Wyalt-Taylor
Uat People (72) Simon-Conway
Great Glldersleeve, The (62) Peary-Darwell
Once Upon a Honeymoon (117) Rogers-Grant
Seven Miles from Alcatraz (62) Craig-Granville

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Cinderella Swinjs It (70) Kibbee-Warren

Details under title: Scattergood Swings It

Forever and a Day (104) Laughton-Neagle
Hitler's Children (85) Holt-Granville 10-19.
Tarzan Triumphs (78) Weissmuller-Gifford ..9-7.
Two Weeks to Live (76) Louck-Goff 10-5.

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Falcon Strikes Back (66) Conway-Randolph ...2-8.
Flight for Freedom (101) Russell-MacMurray .8-24.

Details under title: Stand Ry to Die

I Walked with a Zombie (69) Dec-Conway 11-2.

Ladies' Day (63) Velez-Albert 7-20.

This Land Is Mine (103) Laughlon-O'Hara ...11-2.

BLOCK NO. SrX
Bombardier (99) O'Brien-Scott 11-2.
Gildersleeve's Bad Day (62) Peary-Darwell 2-22.
Leopard Man, The (66) O'Keefe-Margo ... 2-22.
Mr. Lucky (100) Grant-Day 11-16..

Details under title: From Here to Victory

Squadron Leader X (99) Dvorak-Portman ... For..

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Behind the Rising Sun (88) Margo-Ryan 5-17
Falcon in Danger, The (69) Conway-Brooks 5-3,

Mexican Spitfire's Blessed Event (63) Velez-Errol 4-5

Petticoat Larceny (61) Carroli-V/arrick ...1-25.
Sky's the Limit (89) Astaire Leslie 1-25

SPBCL3LLS
Bambi (70) (T) Disney Cartoon Feature .,

Magnificent Ambersons (88) Cotten-Costello ...11-29.
Pride of the Yankees. The (128) Cooper-Ruth 1-26.
Saludos Amigos (42) Disney Cartoon Feature ..

Spitfire (90) Howard-Niven For..

They Got Me Covered (95) Hope-Lamocir 7-20.

Walt Disney's Surprise Package (T) Cartoon Feature

WESTERNS
Avenging Rider, The Holt-Edwards 7-27.
Bandit Ranger (56) Holt-Edwards

Fighting Frontier (57) Holt-Summer 6-15.
Details under title: San of the Saddle

Pirates o( the Prairie (57) Holt-O'Day 6-1.
Red River Robinhood Holt-Moffet 7-13.
Sagebrush Law Holt-Edwards 6-29.

Details under title: Gun Law

1943-44
NOT DESIGNATED

An American Story Margo-Brown 7-12.
Coastal Command (61) Documentary For.

Gildersleeve on Broadway Peary-Burke 8-9.
Iron Major, The O'Brien-Warrick
North Star, The Baxter-Brennan
Tarzan's Desert Mystery Weissmuller-Kelly

Details under title: Tarzan and the Sheik

BLOCK NO. ONE
Adventures of a Rookie Brown-Landry
Fallen Sparrow, The Garfleld-O'Hara

Lady Takes a Chance, A Arthur-Wayne 1-11
Details under title: Free For All

Seventh Victim, The Conway-Brooks 5-17

So This Is Washington Lum & Abner 6-28
Details under title: Dellar-a-year Man

10-30.
10-16.
.11-13.

. . 308

.

. . 306

.

. .310.

. .12-4

.12-25

. .1-1.

27
. .1-8.

. . .312.

. . .313.

. . .314.
311. .11-

. . .315.

10-19
10-19
10-19

.11-2
11-16
11-16

11-16

BLOCK NO. TWO

8-10.
. .1-22. .318. .

1-25

.3-26. .

.3-12.

.2-19. ,

.2-26. ,

.320.

.

.316.

.

. 319 .

.

.317.

.

. 325

.

.321.

.

.324.
. 322

.

.323.

. 329

.

.327.

.

.328.

.

.330.

.

.326.

.

.8-21 391.

.7-10 371.

. .3-5 351.

.2-19 392.
353

.

. .2-5 352,

.1-25

,1-11
.1-25

. .2-8

.3-22

. .2-8

.3 22

.3-22

.3 22

,5-31

.5-] 7

.5-17

.5-17

. .2-3

.7-26

.7-26

.7-26

.7-26

.7-26

. .6-1

.7-13

.7-27

12-28
. .5-3

.1-11

.6-18.
.9-25.

.1-29.

.385.

.381.

.383.

, ,3-3

,11-20 382.
.7-23 386.
. .4-2 384.

.7-26

5-17.

.

5-17.

4-19.

.

6-14.

.

.2-8.

.

194'^-43 Features
1943-44 Features

(—

)

Completed (43)

Completed (15)

In Production (0)

In Production (5)

LSFEBOAT
Drama—Started August 11.

Cast: Tallulah Bankhead, William Bendix^ John Hodiak, Canada
Lee, Walter Slezak, Henry Hull, Hune Cronyn, Heather An-
gel, Mary Anderson.

Director: Alfred Hitchcock
story: A fultlly a.ssorted group of ])ersonalities and nationalities cast adrift

in a lifeboat where entire action takes jjlace.

THE LODGER
Drama—Started August 16.

Cast: Merle Oberon, George Sanders, Laird Cregar, Sir Cedric
Hardvvicke, Sara Allgood, Aubrey Mather.

Director: John Brahm
story: Jtuider mystery. Based on the notorious "Jack the Ripper" case.

RELEASE CHART
[N PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast
Buffalo Bill (T) O'Hara-McCrea .

Galveston Bari-Robinson

Details under title: Tampico
Pin Up Girl (T) Grable-Brown

1942-43
BLOCK NO. ONE

A-Haunting We Will Go (67) Laurel & Hardy,
FMtllght Serenade (80) Grable-Mature . .

Details under title: Strictly Dynamite
Little Tiklo, U. S A. (64) Joyce-Foster
Lives of Edgar Allen Poe, The (67) Darnell-Sheppard
Pied Piper, The (86) Woolley-McDowall

Details

.7-12.

.

. .8-9.

.

. ,8-9. .

No.

.4-6. . . .8-7. . . . 302 .

,

,
.7-13

3-23. . . .8-1.

.

. .301. , .7-13

5-18.

.

.8-14. . . . 303

,

,
,7-13

3-23.

.

.8-28. . . .305. ,
.7-13

.4-6,

.

8-21, . . . 304 .

,

,7-13

Berlin Correspondent (70) Gilmore-Andrews . .5-18. , .9-11. . .311. ,
.8-24

Careful, Soft Shoulders (69) Bruce-Ellison . . . . . .3-18. , .9-18. . . .312. ,,
.8-24

Iceland (79) . . .5-4.

,

.10-2. . . . 306 .

,

,
,8-24

Just Off Broadway (66) . .5-18. ,. .9-25.

.

. .310.

,

. .8-24
Details under title: 12 Men in a Box

Orchestra Wives (97) . .4-20.

.

. .9-4.

.

. , 308

.

,8-21

Star

BLOCK NO. THREE
tales of Manhattan (118) All

BLOCK NO. FOUR
(iirl Trouble (82) Ameche-Benneft
Manila Calling (81) Nolan-Landis .

Man in the Trunk, The (70) Roberls-Holmes
Springtime in the Rockies (90) (T) Grable-IVIlranda

BLOCK NO. FIVE

.11-1. .10-30, ,313, , ,8-24

,6-15.

.6-29.

.6-15.

.6-15.

.10-9,

19-16.

10-23.
.11-6,

,309,

.314,

,315.

.317,

.10-5

.10-5

.10-5

.10-5

Black Swan, The (85) (T)
. .4-20. , .12-4.

,

, .320,

,

,11-2
Or. Renault's Secret (58)

. .7-13. .12-11.

.

, , 321 .

,

.11-2
Details under title: Burled Alive

That Other Woman (75)
. .6-29. .11-13.

.

.318, .11-2
Thundctblrds (T) (78)

. . .3-9. .11-20,

,

. . 307 .

,

,
.11-2

Undying Monster, The (60) . .8-10, ,11-27, , ,319. ,
,11-2

, ,10-5,

,
,9-21,

,10-19.

,
.7-13.

. .For..

BLOCK NO. SIX
Life Begins at 8:30 (85) Woolley-Lupino
China Girl (£i5) Ticrney- Montgomery
We Are the Marines (69) M of T Docunieni;
Over My Dead Body (68) Berle-Hiighes 8-24
Time to Kill (61) Nolan-Angel

Details under title: Brasher Doubloon

BLOCI<L NO. SEVEN
Clietniks, Tlie Fighting Guerillas (73) Dorn-Gilmore

Details under title; Seventh Column
Immortal Sergeant, The (91) Fonda-O'Hnra
Margin lor Error (74) Bennett-Bcrle

Meanest Man in the World (57) Benny-Lane .

Young Mr. Pitt (105) Donat-Morley

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
Dixie Dugan (67) Andrews-Ellison ..,.9-21.,
He Hired the Boss (73) Erwin-Blaine 6-29,,

Details under title: $10 Raise

Hello, Frisco, Hello (T) (98) Faye-Paync 11-2,.
Moon Is Down (90) Hardwicke-Travcrs .11-30,.

Oulet, Please, Murder (70) Denning-Patrifk 9-7..

BLOCK NO. NINE
Crash Dive (T) (105) Power-Baxter 8-24..
My Friend Flicka (T) (89) McDowell-Foster ...7-20..

They Came to Blow Ud America (73) Sanders-Sten 12-14..

Details under title: School for Saboteurs

Tonight We Raid Calais (70) Annabella-Sutton ..10-19..

Details under title: Secret Mission

BLOCK NO. TEN
Coney Island (T) (93) Grable-Montgomery .10-5..

Jitterbugs (74) Laurel & Hardy 3-8. .

Ox-Bow Incident (76) Fonda-Foster 6-15..

BLOCK NO. ELEVEN
Stormy Weather (77) Robinson-Horne 2-8,,

1943-44

BLOCK NO. ONE
Bomber's Moon (70) Sanders-Annabella

Heaven Can Wait (T) (112) Ameche-Tierney

Holy Matrimony Wooliey-Fields ...

NOT DESIGNATED
Dancing Masters Laurel & Hardy . .

Dmert Victory (60) British Commentary

Claudia McGulrc-Young . . .

Gang's All Here f aye tllison ....

Details under title: Girl He Left Benihd

Guadalcanal Diary Fo-.ter-Nolan 5-31

Happy Land ftmeche-Dce 7-26.

Jane Eyre Welles-Fontaine ....2-22

Night Is Ending, The Sanders-Marshall ...5-17

Roger Tuohy, Last of Gangsters Fostcr-Tnylor 4-19

Song of Bcrnaiiette Joncs-Price .
-4-5

Sweet Rosie O'Grady Grable-Young 3-8

Winter Tims Henie-Romero 4-5

.8-10, . 12-25 . . . .322, ,12-H

.6-15, . . .1-1. . . . 323

.

.12-14

y . .1-8. . , . 324

.

,12-14
8-24, . .1-15. . . . 325

.

.12-14

, ,9-7. . .1-22, . . , 326

.

.12-11

.2-5.

.1-29,

.2-19

.2-12.

.2-26.

,328, . ,1-25

,327.

,330,
,329.

.316.

.1-25

.1-25

,1-2.

.2-22.

.4-9. .

,6-14,

5-17. ,

.5-3,
.

.3-12.

.

.332 . .3-2:

. .4-2. . . . 334

.

. .3-22

.3-26. . .333. . .3-22

. ,4-9, . , ,335, . .3-22

.3-19.

,

,331, ,
,1-11

.5-14.

.

. .340. . . .5-3

.4-23. . . .338. . .4-19

. .5-7. . . . 339

.

. . .5-3

.4-30. . . . 337 .

.

, . .4-5

.6-18. . . .343. . .5-31

.6-11. . . . 342 ,

.

,5-31

.5-21. . . .336. , .5-31

.7-16. . . . 344 .

.

.5-31

.7-30. . . .401.

.

.7-12

.7-23. . .7-26

. .403

.4-16.

.

.'. 341. . .4-i9

402

UNITED ARTISTS
l.'MZ-4S FEATL'KES

llalcun (lilii.) C;>nip!etcil ( 1)

Benny (Bny.) Cotniifele.l (0)

ni)Seaws (Bog.) C;(>ini>ii>ie.l ( 0)

Bronston (Bro.) Completed ( 0)

Cagney (Cgy.) Coinpir-ted ( 1)

Chaplin (Chn.) Completed (0)

Cinema Guild (C.G.) r..i,:;.>;. d ( S)

Coward (Cwd.) Cwycio'] ( ^)

Disney (Dsy.) Completed ( 1)

Edwards (Kdws.) Completed ( 1)

Korda (Kor.) Completed (1)

Lesser (Lsr.) Completed (1)

Loew-Lewin (L.L.) Completed ( 1)

Mayfair (Mfr.) Completed (1)

Fressbliiger (Psb.) . .. Completed ( 1)

Rabinovitch (Rvn.) Completed ( 0)

Roach (Rch.) Completed (8)

Rogers (Rgs.) Completed ( 1)

Selznick (Sr.U.) r,.:>;T>!o(ed (0)

Sherman (Shni.) Completed (12)

Stone (Stn.) Co:jipl8ted ( 1)

Small (Sml.) Completed (0)

Strombberg (Smg.) Completed ( 1)

In r'roduction (0)

In Production (0)

III Prixl iictlnti (0)

In ProducMnn (1)

In I'l'O iiiCii in (0)

In Production (0)

!m I'rodisetion (0)

Fi Pro;! iie! inn ((1)

In Prodnciion (0)

In Production (0)

In I'rndiK'i (())

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

In Prodiiclivii (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Prodtsction (0)

In Pri!dtict:on (0)

In Production (0)

In I'rodtict^on (0)
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Details

.7-26. .

.7-26.

.

.11-2.
.6-29.

.9-7.

.4-20.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Tlmi Cast

Girl from Leningrad Sten-Smlth

Jack London O'Shea-Hayward . . .

1942-43
Bar-20 Boyd-Clyde

Border Pitrol Boyd-Kirby

Buekskln Frontier (74) DIx-Wyatt
Details under title: Buckskin Empire

Calaboose (45) Rogers-Beery, Jr. .

Colt Comrades (67) Boyd-Clyde 10-15..
Crystal Ball, The (81) Goddard-Milland 7-20..

Hangmen Also Die (131) Donlevy-Lee 11-16.

Details under title: Never Sirrender

Gunmaster. The Dekker-Trevor 6-28..

Hi Diddle Diddle Menjou-Seott 5-3..

Johnny Come Lately Cagney-George 4-19..

Detalli under title: McLeod's Folly

Kantan, The (79) Dix-Wyatt 11-30. ..

Details under title: Meet John Bonnlwell

Lady of Burlesque (91) Stanwyck-O'Shea . . .12-14.

Details under title: The G. String Murders

Leather Burners (67) Boyd-Kirby 6-15...

Prairie Chicken (47) Rogers-Beery Jr. . . .6-15..

Riders »1 the Deadline Boyd- Woodward . . . .5-3. ..

Somewhere in France (78) Morley-Cummings ... For..

Stage Door Canteen (132) Terry-Walker 12-14..

Taxi, Mister (46) Bendix-Bradley 6-1.

Texas Masquerade Boyd-Correll 7-26..

That Nazty Nuisance (50) Watson- Leonard ....7-13..
Thundering Hoofs Boyd-Corrcll 7-26..

Hogpy Serves a Writ (67) Boyd-Kirby 7-20..

Details under title: Texai Law

Victory Through Air Power (65) Disney Feature

Yanks Ahoy Tracy Sawyer

Young and Willing (83) Holden-Hayward 1-10.

Details under title: Out of the Frying Pan

No.

. .4-2.

.5-14.

.1-29.

,

.6-18.

.1-22.

.

.3-26.

. Shm . .

.Shm.

.

.Shm. .

. Rch . .

. Shm . .

.C.G.. .

. Psb.

.

. .3-8

.3-22

.7-12

. .2-8

. .4-5

Stn.

Shm

.

.4-30 . Smg

.6-28

.5-17

5-28. .

. 5-21 . .

. 6-11.
.5-28.

. .4-16.

.6-25.

.

. 3-12
'.

.Shm

.

. Rch

.

.Shm.
Sml.

. . Lst

.

. . Rch

.

Shm.
. .Rch.

Shm.
.Shm.

.7-26

.5-31

.5-17

.6-28

. .2-5.

.

.Dsy.

. Rch.

C.G..

.7-12

.7-26

.2-22

UNIVERSAL 1
1942-43 Features (55)

Westerns ( 7)

Serials ( 4)

Completed (59)

Completed ( 8)

Completed ( 4)

In Production (4)

In Production (1)

In Production (1)

GUN FIGHTERS
Western—Started August 11.

Cast: Russell Hayden, Jennifer Holt, Fuzzy Knight, Hal Talia-

ferro, Dennis Moore, JacTc Ingram, George Eldredge, John
Bond's Quartet.

Director: Elmer Clifton
.story: Not available.

GUNG HO
Drama—Started August 12.

Cast: Randolph Scott, Alan Curtis, Noah Beery, Jr., J. Carrol
Naish, Peter Coe, David Bruce, Rod Cameron, Sam Leve«ie.

Director: Ray Enright
Story: Exploits of U. .S. Marin.-.s in tli.> (iiicnt. All-male cast.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Runnlni Time

AdventirM tf Smilln'

Amazing Mrs. Holliday, The (98) . .

Details under title: Forever Yoori.

Corvette

Cast Details Rel. No. Rev.

.Montez-Hall ...

. Durbin-O'Brien . . .7-12.

.

. Jones-Vincent . . .8-9. .

1942-43
. Brown-Bey .... 5-18.

.

.1-5. .7581
. Knowles-Ankers 3-8.

.

.6-11. . .7043. .6-14
.Durbin-O'Brien . . . 6-29 .

.

.2-19. .7005. .2-2?

Carradine-Ankers . .12-28. . . .6-4. . .7014. .5-31
. .Brown-Ritter . . . . . .9-5.

.

. . 4-9 .

.

.7075

.5-21. . .7036
. Chaney-Curtis . . .1-25.

Details under title: Destiny

Don Window of the Coast Guard (Serial) . . .Perry-Barrie

Follow the Band (61) Errol-Hughes . . . .

Details under title: Trombone from Heaven

Frankenstein Meets the Wolf Man (75) . . . .Chaney-Lugosi . . .

Details under title: Wolf Man Meets Frankenstein

Frontier Bad Men Barrymore-Paige .

Got Going (59) Paige-McDonald

Gall, Inc. (61) Errol-McDonald
dive Out, Sisters (65) Andrews Sisters ..

Ditalli under title: I Want t( Danti
Gaod Morning, Judge (68) O'Keefe-Albritton .

Hers to Hold (94) Durbin-Cotten ...

He's My Guy (65) Hervey-Foran . . . .

HI, Baddy (68) Paige-Lord

Hit the Ice (82) Abbott-Costello .

.

Details under title: Oh, Doctor!

HI Ya Chum (61) Ritz Bros.-Frazee

Honeymoon Lodge (63) Bruce-Hilllard

Dotalli under title: Second Honeymoon
How'i About It? And ws S ters-Paige

Details under title: Solid Senders

It Ain't Hay (81) Abbott & Costello.

It Comes Up Love (64) Jean-Hunter ....

Details under title: On the Beam
Junior G-Men of the Air (Serial) Dead End Kids .

Keep 'Em Slogging (61) Hall-Raymond ...

Details under title: lad Company
Mr. Big (74) Jean-O'Connor . . .

Details under title: Oh, Say Can You Swing

Mug Town (60) Halop-Hall

Next of Kin (86) Pilbeam-Sidney

Raiders of San Joaquin (60) Brown-Ritter ...

Rhythm cf the islands Jones-Frazee ....

Ortallt inder title: Isle of Romance

10-19 .

.

. .2-22.

.10-19.

6-14. .

. . .4-5.

. 5-17.

. 5-18.

.12-28.

. . .4-5.

.12-14.

.11-16.

.12-14.

.6-14.

12-28.

.10-5.

.7-20.

. .3-9. .

.11-30.

. .3-8.

. . .7-13

. . For.

.

. .7-27.

11-30.

.

. .4-6. . .8681
.5-14.

.

.7033. .5-31

.3-12. .7012. .3-22

.8-6

.6-25.

.

. 7045

.

.7-12
. .7-9. . . 7046

.

.7-26
.3-11.

.

. 7023

.

.9-21

.5-7. . 7044

.

.5-17
.7-16.

.

. 7006

.

. .8-9

.3-26. .7041. .4-19

.2-26. . .7031. . .3-8

. .7-2. .7003. .7-12

3-5. . . 7039

.

. .4-5

.7-23

.
.2-5,

.

.7025

.3-19. .7001. . .4-5

.4-9 .7023 . .2-8

.6-30. . .7881
. .4-2. . .7040. . .5-3

.5-28. . .7009. .6-14

. .1-22 .7027. . .
-2-8

5-7. .7052. .4-19

. . 6-4

.

.7076. .6-28

.4-16.

.

.7042

Shadow of a Doubt (108) Wright-Cotten 8-10.

Sherlock Holmes In Washington (71) Rathbone-Bruce ... 7-20.

Sherlock Holmes and the Secret Weapon (68) Rathbone-Bruce . . . .6-15.

Sin Town (74) Bennett-Crawford ...8-24
Tenting Tonight en the Old Camp Ground. . . Brown-Ritter 8-10..
Two Tickets to London (77) Morgan-Curtis 6-18..
We've Never Been Licked (103) Ouine-Gwynne 125
When Johny Comes Marching Home (74) ... .Jones-Frazee 10-5. ... 1-1 . .

White Savage (T) (76) H.ill-Montez 11-2 ... 4-23 . .

1943-44
Angela O'Connor-Foster . .

Hlways a Bridesmaid AndwSisttrs-Knowles
Cobra Woman Montez-Hall
Crazy House Olsen & Johnson.
Fired Wife Barrymore-Paigz
For All We Know Boyer-Robinson
Hi Ya Sailor Woods-Knox . ..

Larceny with Music Jones-Carlisle

Let Yourself Go Woods- Knox ....
Mad Ghoul, The Ankers-Bruce ....
Never a Dull Moment (— ) Ritz Bros.-Langford

Professor Goes Wild Bruce-Hilliar d...
Sherlock Holmes Faces Death Rathbone-Brnce

Strange Death of Adolph Hitler Donath-Sondergaard

Sherlock Holmes and the Spider Woman Rathbone-Bruce

The Mad Ghoul Ankers-Bruce 5-31
Top Man O'Connor-Foster . 7-12

Details under title: Man of the Family

You're a Lucky Fellow, Mr. Smith jones Ankers 7-12

.115
, .4-30. .

.2-12.

.

. .9-25.

.2-5.

5-31
1-25
.5-17

6-28
5-3

.8-10

.7-26

1-25. . .9-10.

.6-28
5-31..

7065 1-25

.7018. . .6-28

.7024 . 1-25
.7017. .1019
7074
7013 . . . 6-28

7064
7016 . Ill
7004 5-3

6-14
6-14
6-28. . .9-10
5-31 . .9-17

7-23. . .7047.

WARNERS
1942-43 Features
194.3-44 Features

(—

)

Completed (24)

Completed (17)

In Production (0)

In Production (5)

Rel. No.

PASSAGE TO MARSEILLE
Drama—Started August 12.

Cast: Humphrey Bogart, Michele Morgan, Sydney Greenstreet,
Helmut Dantine, John Loder, Claude Rains, Peter Lorre,
George Tobias, V'ictor Francin, Monte Blue, Vladimir
Sokoloff.

Director: Michael Curtiz
story: Events arounrl the rurrent Kuropean conflict told in the "Casa-

blanca" manner.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

IN PRODUCTION
Title—Ruining Time Cast

Destination Tokyo Grant-Garfield

In Our Time Lupino-Henreid
Rhapsody in Blue Alda-Leslie .

Shine On Harvest Moon Sheridan-Morgan

BLOCK NO. ONE
Across the Paeillc (97) Bogart-Astor

Busses Roar. The (60) Travis-Bishop

Desperate Journey (107) Flynn-Reagan
Secret Enemies (59) Stevens-Emerson

Now, Voyager (117) Davis-Henricd

BLOCK NO. TWO
Yon Cant ksca^je Forever (77) Brent-Marshall
Hidjeii Hand. The (63) Slevens-Emerson
(ieo.ge Washington Slept Here (53) Ccnny-Sherid.-.n

ti>ini| Furtress '68) Greene-Lehmann
Gentleman Jim (104) Flynn-Smith

BLOCK NO. THREE
Casablanca (99)

Gorilla Man (64)
Hard Way, The (97)

Truck Busters (58)

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Air Force (124)
Mysterious Doctor (57)

BI,OCK NO. FIVE

Details

6-28. .

.6-14..
7- 26.

.

.6-28 .

.3-23

.2-9.

.4-20

619

.4-20

For.

.

6-1

.9-5.

.9-19.

.9-26.

10-17.
10-31.

10- 10
.11-7

11-28
. .12-5.

11-14.

BLOCK NO. SIX
Action in the North Atlantic (1

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Constant Nymph, The (112)

SPECIALS
Mission to Moscow (123)
This Is the Army (T) (121)

Tankec Doodle Dandy (126)

REISSUE

. .Bogart-Bergman

. . Loder-Ford ...
6-1.

For..

. . 3-23.
.9-21.

. .1-23

. .1-16

. .2-20

. . .2-6

Garfield-Young
. .

Loder-Matthews .

6-29. . . 3-20

. 3-6

. . .8-24. . .4-24

. . Bogart- Massey

Raft-Marshall

9-7.

9-7.

. .6-12

. . .7-3

. . . .3-9. . .7-24

Huston-Harding

Murphy-Leslie

11-16.
4-5.

12-1.

. . 5-22

. .8-14

. . .1-2

Powell-Waring .
12-19

1943-44

.202

203
.204
205.

206

.207

208
210
.211.

.212

.214.

216
.209
.213.

217
218.

219.

.221.

.222.

8-24
8-24
8-24
8-21
8-24

10-5

. 10-5
10-5
10-5

11-30

11-30
12-14
.10-5

.1-25

2-8

. if

5-31
.6-14

. . .223 . .7-1^

.220.

.224.

.201.

.215.

.5-17

8-9
6-15

BLOCK NO. ONE
Murder on the Waterfront (49) Loder-Ford

Watch on the Rhine (114) Davis-Lucas 6-15.

NOT DESIGNATED
Adventure In Iraq (— ) Loder-Ford

AOtentures of Mark Twain March-Smith ....

Arsenic and lid Lace (— ) Grant-Lane

Conflict Bogart-Hobart . . .

Crime by Night Wyman-Cowan ...

Details under title: Forty Whacks

Desert Song, The (T) Morgan-Manning

Devotion DeHavilland-Lupino

Find the Blackmailer (— ) Cowan-Emerson

Last Ride, The (— ) Travis-Parker

Northern Pursuit Flynn-Bishop 7-12.

Old Acquaintance Uavis-Hopkins . . .11-16..
Princess O'I'/urke DeHavilland-Cu'mings 7-20.

Saratoga Trunk (— ) Cooper- Bergman 3-8.

Thank Your Lucky Stars (127) Cantor-Shore 1-2..

To the Last Man Flynn-Bishop 5-3

.10-2.

.9-4.
.8-9
. .8-9

. .7-13. .

. .11-1.

.

. .5-17. .

.10-19. .

. .6-29. .

11-16.

.

.9-25.
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STREET OF DARKNESS starring francis lederer
with SIGRID GURIE • J. EDWARD BROMBERG • J. CARROL NAISH • ALEXANDER GRANACH

S<r..npIoy by FREDEHICK TORBERG and ARTHUR RIPLEY • Adapt.d from on
Jf^^ ^f^ ^ Musicion WHo BeCOmeS O RuthleSS

Original Story by ARTHUR RIPIEY • Mu.icol Stor. by MlCHEl MICHEIET ' // \A/L T I -f O TL Kf •

Producod by ARTHUR RIPIEY-RUDOIPH MONTER • DIrotfd by ARTHUR RIPIEY. Kl/ier VYhen I OnUreO O/ /he NOZIS.

GIRL FROM MONTEREY
sTAiiwa riri D'ORSAY

A Cyclonic Comedy of a Mexican Nighf Club.

TALENT SCHOOL
A Glamorous Comedy of Stagestruck Girls.

ALASKA OUTPOST
A Stark Drama of The Arctic Regions.

WHEN THE LIGHTS GO ON AGAIN
A Rollicking Post-War Musical.

SUSPECTED PERSON
A Mystery-Melo of an International Crook.

BERLIN REVOLTS
The Inside Story of Revolt of German Youth.

WOMAN OF HORROR
A New Type of Spine-Tingling Drama.

THE WARNING
Melodrama of a Black Market Racketeer.

CRY OF YOUTH
A Real Human Drama of Neglected Girls.

OH! SAY CAN YOU SING!
A Glamorous Musical Extravaganza.

FORGOTTEN CHILDREN
JIM TULirs Dramatic Story of "War Orphans."

WATERFRONT
Melodrama of Son Francisco Honky-Tonks.

MY BOY
A Man-and-Boy Heart-Tugging Drama.

THE EXECUTIONER
A Sensational Melodramatic Thriller.

THE COSSACKS RIDE AGAIN
Heroic Russian Women at Stalingrad.

END OF THE ROAD
Two Spanish-American War Vets Do Their Bit.

JIVE JUNCTION
Hepcats on Parade! Comedy With Music.

THE LAST PAGE
A Mystery-Melo of "The Eternal Triangle/

1943-44 I'M FROM ARKANSAS
A Hillbilly Jamboree of Music and Mirth.

PROGRAM



What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

'HEAVEN CAN WAIT' LUBITSCH COMEDY RECEIVES MIXED REVIEWS
<20TH CENTURY-FOX) "...Comedy of manners, edged with satire, in the slickest Lubitsch style rings a bell... Has very little point,

except to afford entertainment. And that it does quite well... Don Ameche and Gene Tierney are flat... They lack the flexibility

which such mannered comedy demands. . .Charles Coburn is great." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES. "...Since the director's

touch is as impish as ever, and he has employed technicolor in a brilliantly satirical fashion, the new Roxy offering is quite a show.

It still would have benefited no end by cutting and a bit of solid dramatic construction .. .The idea of the picture is far better than

its final evolution on the screen... The picture is what is known in the trade as a 'natural'. It might have been a far finer film."

BARNES, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE. "...Lubitsch at his best... Pure escapist entertainment. . .4 stars." CAMERON, N. Y.

NEWS. "...Two solid hours of rich entertainment, heightened by Ernst Lubitsch's known flair for smooth comedy...A likely

contender for the year's ten winners. . .Dialogue ripples along cooly without growing smart, and the whole cast, headed by Ameche
and Tierney, pitch in with a fine feeling for ensemble effect ... Absorbing feast of fun." HUDSON, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
".. .Grood. . .Considerably better than you would expect from Tierney and Ameche, though not up to the best that Lubitsch. Raphael-
son and Bus-Fekete might have contrived ... Not bad, but you gradually develop the feeling that a tremendous effort has expended
in making it not bad." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST. "...Considerable warmth and heartiness and also a wealth of urbane obser-

vation and smart comedy. . .However, not one of the best of all movies, because it is just too, too contrived in spots." McMANUS,
PM. "...Gave us the distinct feeling that we and not heaven were doing the waiting ... Tendency to overplay the satire, which
makes a heavy-handed thing of Mr. Lubitsch's famous light touch." LEE, PHILA. BULLETIN.

'LET'S FACE IT' NOT UP TO PREVIOUS HOPES IS CONCENSUS
(PARAMOUNT) "...Lively mix-up ... Comes to highly farcical conclusions. . .Leans too heavily on its slapstick and old plot routines

to be classed with the better Bob Hope comedies." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST. "...Dizzy musical farce... Long on complicated
antics and short on songs and dances. . .Hope is at his comic best... to make the picture whirl along at an amusing pace... Still

funny and musically beguiling." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Hilarious entertainment. It produces laughter

from beginning to end with scarcely a letup, so that some lines are lost in the gales that sweep the audience ... Isn't by any means
entertainment for the very young." CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS. "...Gold mine of hokum situations for Hope to romp through
for a joy ride of rib-tickling gags... One of those excursions into laughter that seems to end all too soon, it's that fast-paced.

QUINN, N. Y. MIRROR. "...Strictly as hot-weather fare, an acceptable bit of monkeyshines, but not much more... Falls con-

siderable below the standard of Mr. Hope's previous riotous excursions. . .Gags and situations are stilted and forced ... Still gathers
enough laughter to make an amusing warm-weather frolic." T. S., N. Y. TIMES. "...Lac/cing Danny Kaye or his electric

elocution, makes about as much point as cuffless pants... As in all Bob Hope movies, however, while there's Hope there's hope and
Miss Hutton has a certain unbridled, seam-busting jazz style that makes her worth watching almost all the time." McMANUS, PM.

'ABOVE SUSPICION' PM CALLS IT ANTIQUE BUT EXCITING
(METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER) "...Rattling good melodrama. .. Good chase film that doesn't take itself too seriously and doesn't

pretend to be more than it is — a melodrama without a message ... Sound and completely entertaining thriller." T. S., N. Y.

TIMES. ".. .Fails to create the enduring suspense of its parent novel. Instead it slips into the simple category of action melo-
drama, in which it is a tolerable example of the ready-made thriller." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST. "...Slapdash version of Helen
Maclnnes' story .. .Undergoes weighty applications of Hollywood whimsy and tall talk." HUDSON, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...As exciting as incredible material can appear on the screen... For all its melodramatic virtues, 'Above Suspicion' is remote and
a bit ridiculous." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Highly exciting at times and irresistibly strewn with roses and
Liszt, so I think few will be bored. . .Antique, but exciting." McMANUS, PM. "...Melodrama was perfectly understandable in

the book and the exciting tale carried great suspense in the telling. But the action on the screen is a little confusing and lacks that
tenseness that rightfully belongs in a film story that abounds in dangerous adventure ... Moves quickly ... Many exciting adventures
and melodramatic incidents." CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS. "...Shouldn't have seen circulation in its present form. . .Despite the
best of Crawford and MacMurray, picture gives the impression of being a paste-up of every dizzy spy situation from every spy film

ever made . .Action is furious but spurts in too many different directions at once." MORTIMER, N. Y. MIRROR.

-SQUADRON LEADER X' BRITISH MELLER GETS LUKEWARM RECEPTION
(RKO-RADIO) "...Straight war melodrama, offered as a tale of action and excitement rather than as a statement of ideologies...

Some well paced action and interesting characterizations. . .Is, in a way, escapist; it spends its time telling a story rather than mull-

ing over war aims." GUERNSEY. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Below par as an English thriller. . .Has' a good idea behind
it... Too leisurely presentation of the thinly-spun plot, however, cripples its holding powers." HALE. N. Y. NEWS. "...Mark
it down among the better British melodramas." PM. "...Eric Portman, Ann Dvorak and Martin Miller give excellent per-

formances. . .A picture to enjoy if you care for any of the good British films." N. Y. POST. "...A tense, exciting manhunt."
COOK. N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

THE FALCON IN DANGER' WEAK. SUSPENSELESS SAYS TRIBUNE'S GUERNSEY
(RKO RADIO) "...A minor thriller... A rather weak, suspenseless link in the Falcon chain." GL"ERNSEY. N. Y. HERALD TRI-
BUNE. "...Its failing is that it allows the plot to become so entangled the unraveling never does become quite clear. And
Tom Conway is altogether too hard to be cute in his Falcon role." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Differs very
slightly from those preceding it... Conway is still not up to his brother, George Sanders, the original Falcon .. .Certainly no better and
not much worse than its immediate predecessor." N. Y. POST. "...Has a scrambled but engaging plot involving everj^hing
from Gremlins to government contracts, and not excepting three very fetching young ladies." PM. "...After the characters
are all introduced, there is no more mystery ... Yep, we're afraid the Falcon is in danger — in danger of becoming extinct by the
self-conscious way in which Tom Conway represents the notorious private sleuth." HALE, N. Y. NEWS.

'FRONTIER BADMEN' ABOVE PAR WESTERN HAS ACTION
(UNIVERSAL) "

. . . Riproaring Western in the old style .. .Fairly sound plot. . .playing the frontier thriller to the hilt. . .CJood. old-

fashioned melodrama, spiced with dashes of he-man heroics, plus splashes of broad comedy keeps it on an entertaining plane, even
when the lines go limp." HUDSON, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Gets off to a fast start, runs in front and finishes with
a bombardment of pistol conflict... On the 'must' list for Western fans and the 'try-it' list of the general public." WINSTEN, N. Y.
POST. "...Typically Western, usual carefree, gun-toting, hard-fisted people, bristling with action .. .Also contains a topical
aspect — a post-Civil War black market." QUINN, N. Y. MIRROR. "...Crammed with action from its exciting opening to

its Close... Wild and woolly Western fare." CAMERON, -N, Y. NEWS. "...Strictly according to formula for program West-
ern films. . .Sticks to all the old familiar rules." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
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RKO-RADIO ... 5 in First 1943-44 Block

'A LADY TAKES A CHANCE' MODERATELY SUCCESSFUL ROMANTIC COMEDY
Rates • —

; slightly less In action spots

RKO-Radio
85 Minutes

Jean Arthur, Johji Wayne, Charles Winnin-
ger, Phil Silvers, Mary Field, Don Costello^
Grady Sutton, Grant Withers, Hans Con-
reid, Joan Blair.

Directed by William A. Seiter.

Perhaps a more supple and subtle leading
man would have helped. Or, perhaps, it is

too obvious that the makers were straining
to produce another "It Happened One
Night." At any rate, "A Lady Takes A
Chance" turns out to be only a moderately
successful romantic comedy, despite some
gay situations and another sparkling per-
formance by lovely Jean Arthur. There is

still something cowboyish about John
Wayne when he makes love or when he
suggestively takes a young lady up to a

hotel room. This spectator, for one, feels a
wee bit embarrassed about Wayne under
the circumstances, instead of smacking his

lips with relish at the naughtiness of the
situation. For all the opportunities accorded
him to be a heart-throbber in this juicy

role, Wayne still acts like he's making love

to a horse when Miss Arthur gushes all

over him. Because the public is buying
"escapist" entertainment and Jean Arthur
has an established following, "Lady Takes
A Chance" should draw good grosses in

most locations. Wayne's name will help in

the action spots.

The plot concerns the adventures of a
white collar girl who takes a 14-days "all

expenses paid" bus tour. Bored with the
dullness of the trip, she runs into excite-

ment while viewing a rodeo in a western
town. One of the bronco riders, Wayne, is

tossed into her lap and she promptly deter-

mines that he is the man she will marry.

However, he is not a marrying man and he

mistakes her intentions, only to get his face

slapped. Having missed her bus, she is

obliged to travel to another town to catch

it on the return trip. This gives her an-

other opportunity to "break" her horse-

loving hero, but just when it seems that she

has him roped, by means of an attractive

gown, a cozy little dinner for two and a

bottle of beer, he slips out of the rope and
shies. Sadly, she returns to New York and
the three jealous suitors she left behind.

However, Wayne has decided that a gal

can be as nice as a boss after all, and he

is there waiting to carry her back to the

West.
Charles Winninger's role gives him little

chance to draw laughs. The other charac-

ters are comparatively unimportant, only

Phil Silvers registering as a pestiferous bus

m. c. William A. Seiter's direction is good.
WAX

'THE FALLEN SPARROW FAR-FETCHED MELLER HAS PLENTY SUSPENSE
Rates 9 9 + generally: more In action spots

RKO-Radio
9.3 Minutes

Maureen CHara, John Garfield, Walter
Slezak, Patricia Morison, Martha O'DriscoU,
John Miljan, Hugh Beaumont.
Directed by Richard Wallace.

Taking a script that is often far-fetched
and sometimes obvious. Director Richard
Wallace has done a masterful job of creat-
ing a taut, exciting, suspenseful movie of
"The Maltese Falcon" type. The spectator
might relax once in a while to wonder what
all the ado is about, but before he has a
chance to think too much he will find him-
self again rapt in the strange and engross-

ing doings on the screen. It is only at the
end that you realize that you have been
rooked into enjoying one of the phoniest
melodramas of the season. Frankly, your
reviewer is still not quite certain what it is

all about, but he had one hell of a good
time watching it. And so will most people,
although they probably will not give it fav-

oiable word-of-mouth publicity upon reflec-

tion. Grosses should be above average gen-
erally, with action houses drawing the best
returns.

The story centers around John Garfield,

who has returned to his friends and haunts
in New York after a rest cure required as a
result of his having fought for the Loyalists
in the Spanish Civil War. His mind had
been almost unbalanced by fascist torture

methods designed to induce him to relin-

quish the standard of a Nazi brigade, which
had been captured by Garfield's company.
He now finds the Nazis operating in New
York and still after the standard. After a

couple of obscure killings and many sus-

pects, Garfield realizes that Walter Slezak,

chief of the Nazi espionage ring, is the same
one who tortured him in the Spanish prison.

He finally shoots him. There is a romance
between Garfield and Maureen O'Hara, who
is a very vague character operating with

the Nazi ring. She ends up in the hands of

the police.

John Garfield gives a rather satisfactory

imitation of Humphrey Bogart playing one
of those tough guy heroes.

BARTON

'SO THIS IS WASHINGTON' LUM 'N' ABNER CORN BORER
Rates + for rural houses only

RKO-Radio
63 Minutes

Chester Lauck (Lum), Norris Goff (Abner),
Roger Clark, Alan Mowbray, Mildred Coles,
Jimmy Dodd, Minerva Urecal, Sarah Pad-
den.

Directed by Ray McCarey.

Not having viewed any of the previous
Lum 'N' Abner series, this reviewer has no
basis for comparison. But if "So This Is
Washington" is a fair sample, RKO will be
doing itself and its customers an invaluable
service by calling it quits. It's small-town
corn, old and dried-out, utterly boring for
metropolitan audiences with the possible,
but improbable, exception of the duo's radio
fans. The only possible outlet for this sort

of "homespun humor" is the rural location
where, reportedly, the series has been mak-
ing out not too badly. There is scarcely a
plausible incident in the entire affair and
some of it becomes completely fantastic.

Action is limited to some slapstick se-

quences. The attempt to bring it up to date
by utilizing the Washington fcene with its

housing shortages, government agencies,
etc

,
only makes the pair seem utterly in-

congruous. Suited only for the sticks.

The story h'ls Lum and Abner leaving
Pine Ridge, Ark., for Washington after a
call has come to them via radio for inven-
tions by the "Common Man." Believing
that Abner has hit upon the formula for
synthetic rubber, the pair attempt to see
Alan Mowbray, head of the "Common Man"
bureau, but are stymied by living problems,
red tape, etc. They set up a park bench

office and soon become famous for their

advice to Government officials. Thus they

meet Mowbray, who becomes enthusiastic

about their invention. Just as Abner is

about to demonstrate his process, a blow
on the head causes him to lose his memory.
In a frantic attempt to restore recollection,

they return to Pine Ridge, where a second

b'ow on the noggin does the trick in time

to save Mowbray from disgrace.

Lum and Abner play their rustic roles a

little self-consciously, spouting "sage" advice

which even to them must have sounded

ridiculous. Alan Mowbray mugs even more
than usual. A mild romance between Roger
Clark and Mildred Coles is in the usual

filler tradition. Ray McCarey makes his

bid for the booby prize for inept direction.

BARN

'THE SEVENTH VICTIM' DEPRESSING AND INVOLVED HORROR EFFORT
Rates -for action spots; mo re If exploited

little piece about a neurotic girl who allows
herself to become involved with a wacky
cult of devil worshippers. When she goes
completely off the beam, she becomes the
charge of a noted psychiatrist (Tom Con-
way). Most of the action revolves around
her young sister's search for her in and
about the byways of New York's Greenwich
Village. The story is on the silly side and
its progress is impeded by a flock of con-
fusing personalities, most of them unpleas-
ant. The entire proceeding is depressing
and involved. However, the direction and

RKO BLOCK—Continued On Next Page)

RKO-Radio
70 Minutes

Kim Hunter, Hugh Beaumont, Jean Brooks,
Tom Conway, Isabel Jewell, Erford Gage*
EveljTi Brent, Ben Bard, Marguerita Sylva,
Mary Newton, Wally Brown.
Directed by Mark Robson.

This is another of producer Val Lewton's
shiver-shudder epics, but it is below par.
"The Seventh Victim" is a rather dreary

photography show great imagination and it

will probably please the dyed-in-the-wool

horror film fans. If properly exploited, it

might attract good grosses in the action

and transient spots. Elsewhere it will serve

only as a secondary dualler.

Kim Hunter debuts in the role of the

sane sister and her performance is appeal-

ing. She is a promising newcomer. Jean

Brooks does well as the neurotic girl. The
others are adequate.

RIBAL (Hollywood)
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RKO Block, Continued

'ADVENTURES OF A ROOKIE'
Rates • • as supporting dualler in nabor

RKO-Radio
65 Minutes
Wally Brown, Alan Carney, Richard Martin,
Margaret Landry, Patti Brill.

Directed by Edward A. James.

Hailed by the RKO publicists as the "new
comedy team find," the Wally Brown and
Alan Carney combination turns out to be a
lukewarm imitation of Abbott and Costello.

Making no pretentions of originality, pro-

ducer Bert Gilroy starts the team right off

with an imitation "Buck Privates." The
boys go through several A & C routines,

use the identical type of material — as a
matter of fact, it's an Abbott & Costello

show, except that Brown is not an Abbott
and Carney isn't a Costello by a hundred
times around his ample waist. RKO wisely
decided to hold its trade showings of this

FAIR IMITATION OF ABBOTT
loods
film as sneak previews to obtain general
audience response. Where this reviewer
saw it a goodly portion of the audience
was made up of children and they seemed
to enjoy the antics. Few of the adults ap-
peared to find it very amusing. "Adven-
tures of A Rookie" is the first of a planned
series. It is not a particularly auspicious
inaugural. Most exhibitors will use it as
the lower half of dual bills. It may be
rated fair for that spot.

Nite club singer Wally Brown, truck
driver Alan Carney and wealthy scion Rich-
ard Martin receive their "greetings" from
Uncle Sam and are inducted into the army.
Brown and Carney immediately team up
and go through all the familiar training
camp miscues. In their spare time they get
Martin into trouble. Invited by Margaret
Landry to visit her home where she is hav-
ing a party for a group of soldiers, the boys

COSTELLO

find themselves quarantined when the doc-
tor mistakenly thinks the cook has scarlet
fever. Tough Sgt. Erford Gage busts into
the house to force the soldiers to return,
only to find that he is also quarantined. He
proceeds to drill the boys throughout the
house, until the doctor discovers his mis-
take. Ordered out on maneuvers, the boys
get into the wrong truck and wind up at
an embarkation wharf in San Francisco.
By accident, they become heroes when a
general's dispatch case falls into the Bay.
But they face trouble when their absence is

noted by the sergeant. Orders to go over-
seas pulls them out of that jam and they
march off.

Richard Martin is a dead-pan newcomer
He lacks experience, as does Margaret Lan-
dry and some of the other supporting
players.

BARTON

'APPOINTMENT IN BERLIN' SPY MELODRAMA WITH TOPICAL VALUE
Rates > # in action spots; OK supporting

Columbia
77 Minutes

George Sanders, Marguerite Chapman, Ons-
low Stevens, Gale Sondergaard, Alan Napier,
Don Douglas, Jack Lee, Alec Craig, H. P.

Sanders, Frederic Worlock, Steve G«ray,
Leonard Mudie, Gilbert Emery, Georges
Renavent, Wolfgang Zilzer, Leslie Denison,
Peter George Lynn, Felix Basch, Reginald
Sheffield, Marek Windheim, Byron Foulger.

Directed by Alfred E. Green.

A spy melodrama containing some excite-

ment and suspense, "Appointment in Berlin"

dualler elsewhere
will satisfy either as a naborhood dualler
and in the action houses. The story, which
deals with counter-espionage and self-

sacrifice, is wildly-improbable but it has
been well acted by George Sanders, who
almost makes the activities of another Lord
Haw-Haw, identified as radio's "The Voice
of Truth," seem convincing. Except for a
few slow spots in the early part of the pic-

ture, Director Alfred E. Green has main-
tained interest throughout. George Sanders
gives this fair marquee power generally and
the melodramatic theme will have added
value in action spots.

The story opens in 1938 when George
Sanders, RAA Wing Commander, is cashier-

Photo of a Saboteur
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ed out of the service for voicing his critic-

ibms of the Munich Pact. The British In-

telligence promptly engages him for counter-
espionage work and he soon becomes in-

volved in a Nazi spy ring operating in Lon-
don. Sanders serves some time in jail and,
upon his release, he journeys to Berlin
where he speaks over the anti-British short-

wave radio as "The Voice of Truth." Ac-
tually he is sending code messages to the

British Intelligence and, when he learns of

the imminent invasion of Britain, he bends
every effort to get the news through. Aided
by a friendly Nazi, Sanders manages to

steal a plane and radio his message to

England. A squadron of RAF planes are
shown the way to the invasion field by San-
ders who plummets his plane into an oil

tank and dies in order to light the sky for

the British. YORK

MELODY PARADE' LIGHT
QUICKIE WITH SPECIALTIES
Rates • • — as secondary dualler

Monogram
Mary Beth Hughes, Eddie Quillaii, Tim
Ryan, Irene Ryan, Mantan Moreland, Jerry

Cooper, Armida, Anson Weeks and His
Orchestra, Ted Fio Rita and Orchestra.

Directed by Arthur Dreifuss.

Fortunately, this minor programmer
boasts a number of musical specialties that

will get it by on the lower half of dual bills

in naborhood and small town situations.

Otherwise, it has little to offer in the way
of entertainment. The plot, direction and
performances are about as routine as they
come, but there is some marquee value in

the two orchestras and the Tim and Irene

duo of radio fame.
Plot concerns Tim Ryan's difficulties as a

nite club operator about to go on the rocks.

Eddie Quillan, a busboy sells Irene, who
has fallen heir to the club, on the idea of

promoting a well known stage pro^ucp'- to

stage a floor show with the idea of getting

his girl friend, the hat check girl, a chance
to sing.

Mary Beth Hughes carries off her three

vocals with a modicum of success. Tim
Ryan works hard with some pointless dia-

logue and the brightest moments are when
he and Irene put over their daffy chatter

familiar to radio fans. Eddie Quillan is his

usual bumptuous self, but he gets lost in

the shuffle. The specialties give the show
its only real lift.

RIBAL (Hollywood)
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BIG.PiCTURE

'WE'VE NEVER BEEN UCKED' INSPIRING COLLEGE FILM
Rates • • + generally, if properly exp

Universal (Walter Wanger)
103 Minutes
Richard Quine, Noah Beerj% Jr., Anne
Gwynne, Harry Davenport, Martha O'Dris-

coll, William Frawley, Edgar Barrier,

Samuel S. Hinds, Moroni Olsen, William
Blees, Bill Stem.
Directed by John Rawlins.

An inspiring and intensely-human story of

student life at Texas A. & M. College, this

Walter Wanger production is great enter-

tainment for the masses and it merits a
strong exploitation campaign — one that
will bring above-average box office returns.
For what "We've Never Been Licked" lacks
in cast names is made up in its extremely
saleable title and subject, its spirit of true
Americanism, its faithful picture of campus
activities and its climactic air thrills. Al-
though the latter scenes will help to satisfy
the insatiable action fans, it is the basic
story of our average youth being moulded
into fighting Americans that makes this
such an interesting and entertaining film.

loited
The magnificent long shots of college

manuevers employing thousands of cadets,

are a photographic high spot. There are

many amusing sequences, but because the

picture is episodic. Director John Rawlins
has been unable to make the romance seem
important. Sell it to the naborhood, small

town and action fans — they'll all enjoy it.

With many of the scenes photographed on
the grounds of Texas A. & M. College, the

story opens with the posthumous awarding
of a Congressional Medal of Honor to Rich-
ard Quine, then flashes back to the young
student's first arrival at the college. Quine
becomes unpopular with his classmates be-

cause of his kindly feeling for Japan and,

after continual hazing, he decides to quit

and return to his father in the Orient. How-
ever, his room-mate (Noah Beery, Jr.) and
Harry Davenport, an old grad, talk him out

of it and later Quine proves his heroism
by saving some classmates from serious in-

jury. In his senior year, two Jap class-

mates, knowing that Davenport has en-

trusted a secret formula to Quine, try to

steal it. They get the wrong formula, but
Quine, being suspected as a traitor to his

country, is dismissed in disgrace. After
Pearl Harbor, Quine is broadcasting anti-

Allied propaganda from Tokio when his

chance comes to demonstrate his loyalty to

America. Although he dies in a crash dive
on a Jap aircraft carrier, Quine radios the
location of the Jap fleet to American pilots

who rush in and make the kill.

Quine, who is well-cast as the shy, awk-
ward young hero who is the butt of so many
of his classmates' jokes, is occasionally over-

shadowed by Noah Beery, Jr., who scores as
his level-headed room-mate and loyal pal.

This is Beery's best screen role to date and
should carry him far. Anne Gwynne, who
does nicely as the heroine, and Harry Dav-
enport, in a richly-sympathetic character
part, are the best of the others.

LEYENDECKER

'HI DIDDLE DIDDLE' CLEVER AND WACKY FARCE
Rates + or better In class spots; w

United Artists (Andrew Stone)
72 Minutes

Adolphe Menjou, Martha Scott, Pola Negri,
Dennis O'Keefe, BiiUe Burke, Walter Kings-
ford, June Havoc, Barton Hepburn, Georges
Metaxa, Marek Windheim, Lorraine Miller,
Paul Porcasi, Andrew Tombes, Chick Chand-
ler, Fddie Marr, Bert Roach, Joe Devlin,
Ellen Lowe, Byron Foulger, Hal K. Dawson,
Ann Hunter, Barry McCoUum.
Directed by Andrew Stone.

It's wild and wacky, it's screwy and soph-
isticated and it will keep sophisticated
patrons highly amused from the introduc-
tion to the final fade-out. As its title sug-
gests, "Hi Diddle Diddle" never for a mom-
ent makes sense, but its ace comedy cast
plays it in the broadest comedy style and
romps away with high farcical honors. The
picture's big surprise — and a strong selling
point for old timers — is the return to the
screen of Pola Negri, who looks slim and
glamorous and shows off to fine advantage
in the comedy role of a temperamental
opera soprano. Adolphe Menjou and Billie
Burke also shine in made-to-order parts and
together the trio keep the laughs coming
fast and often. Playing up the cast names
and exploiting this as pure escapist fare
should mean good business wherever there
are sophisticated audiences. It is weak for
action houses.

The plot can be likened to a rich and
frothy cake — but one highly spiced with
witty lines such as Menjou's remark about

eak for rurals and action spots
recognizing the same girl in several scenes,

which brings Billie Burke's retort, "Oh,
she's a very particular friend of the man
who's producing the picture and he uses
her in as many scenes as possible." June
Havoc also has a stand-out scene when she
sings a duet with a miniature movie of her-

self and the animated wall-paper finale, de-

veloped by the Leon Schlesinger cartoon or-

ganization, will bring down the house with
laughter.

The flimsy plot concerns Dennis O'Keefe,
a sailor on leave and about to be married
to Martha Scott, an heiress, when he learns
that the girl's mother, Billie Burke, has
been swindled out of her money. O'Keefe
persuades his father, Adolphe Menjou, who
poses as a financier although actually broke,
to try to get the money back through
crooked gambling. Menjou's wife, Pola
Negri, who is actually supporting him, also

enters the plot and most of the young
couple's honeymoon is spent in trying to be
alone together. After many merry mix-ups.
Miss Burke confesses her losses were faked
and all concerned sing with Miss Negri as
the Wagnerian characters on her wall-

paper tear their hair.

Although Miss Negri and Menjou are out-

standing, Martha Scott and Dennis O'Keefe
also do well in the romantic leads. June
Havoc sings two lively popular songs and
shows a swell comedy sense as a rowdy
night club star. Walter Kingsford and Paul
Porcasi also register in small roles. Andrew
Stone's direction is deserving of high
praise.

LEYENDECKER

BEHIND THE
' SCENES IN

HOLLYWOOD

J. he talented new star you cheered

In "Shantytown" now comes to you in

her newest hit .|. . A romantic, reveal-

ing story of the Hollywood you never

knew till now . the private lives of

the stars . . . their romances, their hopes,

their yearnings . ) . with a great cast and

a flock of the season's top song hits!

Hear Mary Sfnf :

MMir,Cakri«l,Blawl
Vm Alwajrt Chasing
Ratakow*
K »t* T* «
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THE NEWS DIGEST
(Continued from Page 12)

activities. In some cases, it gave the stu-

dios a better chance of bringing in qualified

men who are not now working in produc-
tion. Men covered by neither the essential

nor non-deferrable list announced last week
will remain in the same position with re-

spect to the draft as heretofore.
* * *

39 for Fox in '43 '44

39 Features, 41 Short Subjects, 13 March
of Times and 104 issues of Movietone News-
reel will comprise the 1943-44 season for
20th Century-Fox. Tom Connors, vice-

president in charge of world-wide distribu-

tion, announcing the new season's line-up
at the Los Angeles regional convention, said
that there would be no "B" product on the
list, with at least 10 Technicolor produc-
tions scheduled, seven of which are musi-
cals. Connors said that nearly all of the 39
features will be based on pre-sold, estab-
lished literary properties, such as published
stories, books and Broadway plays. At least
two and perhaps four others might be of
road show calibre, Connors revealed. (For
further details, titles, stars, etc., see Studio
Size-Ups.)

The forty-one short subjects scheduled
will include a two-reeler, "Three Sisters of
the Moors," story of the Bronte sisters, di-

rected by Irving Pichel; 20 Terrytoons in
Technicolor, 6 Magic Carpets, 6 Ed Thor-
gersen sports reels, 6 Movietone Adventures
and 2 Lew Lehr comedies. The March of
Time series, each in two reels, will be re-
leased as in the past — one every four
weeks. The first of these will be "...And
Then Japan."

Also announced at the regional conven-
tion by Connors was a change in the com-
pany's domestic distribution set-up. Dis-
tribution will be divided into three divisions
instead of two. William J. Kupper was
named general sales manager and L. J.

Schlaifer became head of the Central Sales
Division, the newly created unit. Murray
Silverstone heads the foreign sales division.

The newly created central division will
comprise certain offices formerly a part of
the eastein division, as well as others which
were ircluded in the western division. It
will include Boston, Buffalo, Albany, New
Haven, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit, Chi-
cago and Milwaukee.

Connors also re-aligned the eastern and
western divisions. The eastern division,
under direction of A. W. Smith, Jr. will
handle the New York, Philadelphia, Wash-
ington, Pittsburgh, Memphis, Atlanta, New
Orleans, Charlotte, Dallas and Oklahoma
City territories. The western division,
headed by William C. Gehring, is comprised

"Not a dark house in more than
20 years of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Ass^

250 N. JUNIPER STREET
PHILADELPHIA

I.0CC8T 4822 BACK 4600

of Indianapolis, St. Louis, Kansas City,

Minneapolis, Des Moines, Omaha, Denver,
Salt Lake City, San Francisco, Seattle, Los
Angeles and all of Canada.

* * *

Reissues Planned for '43 '44

Warners is planning to release eight re-

issues during the 1943-44 season. It plans
to distribute only one new picture per
month during the new season, but expects
to have additional pictures ready should re-

quirements merit more pictures. Planned
for re-issue are: "Oklahoma Kid" and "Tor-
rid Zone," both James Cagney starrers and
six Dick Foran westerns.

Paramount is distributing a double fea-

ture re-issue, "Souls at Sea" and "Union
Pacific." Substitutions are being made for

the former by inserting "Desire" or "College
Swing."

Republic is ready with 18 Gene Autry
westerns. RKO is surveying exhibitor needs
prior to making a decision on what films to

re-issue during the new season, says Robert
Mochrie, general sales manager.

Monogram is re-releasing "Her First Rom-
ance" under the title "The Right Man."
Originally slated as a starring vehicle for

Edith Fellowes and Wilbur Evans, the new
press sheet is playing up Alan Ladd as the
star, although Ladd has comparatively a
minor role. It is also publicizing Julie

Bishop, new Warner star, who appeared in

the picture as Jacqueline Wells, before she
made the change in her name and studio.

• * *

'Army' Grosses Million

Warners announced that "This Is the
Army" has grossed over one million dollars

in its first 107 openings up to and including
last week. Except for the Broadway run,

which began three weeks ago, the million-

dollar gross will have been achieved in a
space of a single week, which is believed

to be the highest intake on record for a
motion picture in a week's time.

The second record claimed by the Irving
Berlin Army picture is the half-million two-
day gross realized from the 68 premieres
last Tuesday and Wednesday nights.

« * *

Metro Ups First Block to 12

Metro's first block for the 1943-44 season,
originally scheduled to contain 10 features,

will have 12 pictures. The two additional
pics are "The Man from Down Under" and
"I Dood It," previously not designated.

William F. Rodgers, general sales head,

explained the addition by the announcement
that "exhibitors have indicated their desire

to buy as many as possible at one time, and
we are happy to accede to their wishes by
releasing our product just as fast as it can
be absorbed by the market and we can
obtain them from the studio."

Rodgers indicated that while "Whistling
in Brooklyn," one of the original ten, has
not yet been completed, it would be ready
for trade showing by the middle of Sep-
tember. Earlier sales, consequently, would
be limited to eleven features, since Rodgers
says the company will not offer for sale any
pictures not tradeshown. "By the time the

bulk of our selling is under way, "Whistling
in Brooklyn" will have been completed and
tradeshown, affording us an opportunity to

offer the majority of our customers a group
of 12," stated the Metro sales manager.

The original ten include: "Above Suspi-

cion," "Best Foot Forward," "Dr. Gillespie's

Criminal Case," "Girl Crazy," "Lassie Comes
Home," "Salute to the Marines," "Swing
Shift Maisie," "Tartu," "Whistling in Brook-
lyn" and "Young Ideas."

* * *

Kestenbaum New PRC Ad Head
Sam S. Kestenbaum was named head of

advertising and publicity for PRC Produc-
tions, Inc., it was announced by O. Henry
Briggs, president. Kestenbaum succeeds
Joseph O'SuUivan who recently resigned the

post.

Prior to his new appointment, Kesten-
baum was in charge of PRC's exploitation

department. He was formerly associated

with Fox, Associated Exhibitors, Tiffany,

Monogram, Republic and Grand National.
* » »

GWTW Hits $31,000,000

In its fourth year of exhibition, "Gone
With the Wind" has rolled up the stagger-

ing gross of $31,000,000 and has played to

almost 60,000.000 paid admissions in the four

year period. The figures represent only the

domestic business.

In London, GWTW is in its fourth year of

continuous exhibition. According to Metro's
statistics, the first roadshow engagement
played to 25.362,700 persons. The second re-

lease, starting Jan. 19, 1940 was viewed by
24,065.279 customers and the third, starting

Feb. 1, 1942 played to 10,500,000 patrons.

Metro plans to withdraw the film the last

of August and keep it off the domestic mar-
ket for another year.
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BROADWAY
NEWSREEL

Business at the Broadway fir t-run film

palaces still remains at smash figures and
the recent six and eight week runs mean
that major product has either been piling

up or is being shifted to smaller hou<:es. As
a result, RKO-Radio decided to utilize the

Palace, at one time the country's ace vaude-
ville house but more recently a second-run
dualler, as a first-run outlet for its new
season films. RKO spent $5,000 redecorat-

ing the Palace which started the new policy

on August 19th with "The Fallen Sparrow"
as solo feature. . .Loew's State, too, has been
getting more frequent first-runs of M-G-M
pictures which would ordinarily have played

the Capitol — the most recent being "Above
Suspicion," which was strong enough to

hold over — something unusual in this

weekly-change vaude-fllm house.

The latest record-breaker on Broadway
has been "Heaven Can Wait," which smash-
ed even the Roxy's opening-day figures for

"Alexander's Ragtime Band," "Crash Dive"
and "Coney Island" and attracted ques ex-

tending up 50th Street to Sixth Avenue and
up another half-block. Second day's busi-

ness for the Lubitsch film was better than
for any the Roxy has played in ten years,

and these records were established in spite

of the fact that "Heaven"' is longer (112

minutes) and the house had only 29 stage
shows during the first week against the

customary 32 to 35. The film, accompanied
by Veloz and Yolanda and Ilona Massey on
the stage, is now in its second week and
looks set into September, at least. . .Close

by, the Radio City Music Hall has been
having hold-out crowds for the first four

weeks of "Mr. Lucky" and the RKO picture
is now in its fifth week with no definite

date yet set for "So Proudly We Hail." Both
the Music Hall and the Roxy have a capa-
city approaching 6,000 and, as the shows
break, the crowds exiting from these giant
theatres have brought waiting lines outside
the Horn & Hardart, 50th Street automat,
for the first time in its history. . ."Let's

Face It," at the Paramount, had the biggest
second week's business in the history of the
theatre, exclusive of holiday engagements,
following an opening which was exceeded
only by "Star Spangled Rhythm" and
"China" in the Paramount's history. Benny
Goodman and His Orchestra has been a
strong business aid and the program will

start a fourth week at the Paramount on
August 25th...

The Capitol finally brought in the long-
delayed "Du Barry Was a Lady" and Hor-
ace Heidt and His Orchestra on the stage
after eight weeks of "Stage Door Canteen"
during which the 1,000,000th patron arrived
to see the Lesser film on Aug. 13th and
received instead a $25 War Bond and un-
expected publicity before entering the Capi-
tol. Only three films, "Gone With the
Wind," "The Great Dictator" and "In Which
We Serve" have equalled the eight-week
engagement in the long history of the 5,000-

seat house... The Strand, with "The Con-
stant Nymph" and Carmen Cavallaro on
the stage, has been holding up well enough
during its first four weeks to stay for a
fifth and final week starting August 20th
...The two-a-day engagement of "For
Whom the Bell Tolls" attracted an attend-
ance of more than 125,000 persons in its first

month at the Rivoli, according to Bob Weit-
man, this being more than any other road-
show engagement in New York history. The
picture starts a sixth week on August 25th
and has been keeping a four-week backlog
of reservations.

I^O W RE AD Y— ANOTHER

MIGHTY ASTOR HIT

"Utile Caesar" croahes bo>

detr ... and a womon's

heart ... la o blast of

nerre-shattering drama . .

.

ond heart-stabbing ro-

mance . . . that blows all ex-

citement records sIcY-hlgh/
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APPOINTMENT IN BERLIN . . .

Apparently receiving its inspiration
from Lord Haw-Haw, British
broadcaster of Nazi propaganda,
this Columbia melodrama impro-
vises on the theme by making the
ether expert a British agent who
while apparently beaming vicious
Nazi propaganda to Britain, is ac-
tually sending code message to

British Intelligence. George San-
ders has the leading role and the
cast includes Marguerite Chapman,
Onslow Stevens, Gale Sondergaard.
Alfred E. Green directed the
Samuel Bischoff production.
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PASS THE AMMUNITION

TO OUR INVADING FORCES!

THE 3rd WAR LOAN IS YOUR JOB





Call on me for anything

to serve you who serve

your country in the

3d War Loan.
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The least yoa can do for the countrj you love
SELL AND BUY WAR BONDS AMD STAMPS

Vol. 11 No. 18

SEPTEMBER 6, 1943

THE BOY WITH HIS HEAD IN HIS ARMS
The picture in the center of this page Is one of tha

most touching war photos to conne out of World War
II. Th ose boys were among the first Paratroopers to

drop from the planes over Sicily. Look at the boy with

his head In his arms and ask yourself what his thoughts

might have been as that fateful moment approached.

His name doesn't matter—he was some mother's Ameri-

can son—but what he was thinking matters very much.

Look at him closely and you might seem to hear his

thoughts say to you, "Are you doing everything

you can — just as we are — to get this job done?"

We of the motion pic-

ture Industry stand on

the threshold of a great

opportunity to give our

answer to that boy. The

Third War Loan cam-

paign opens this Thurs-

day, September 9th,

and our Government has

again asked us to play

a leading role in putting

it over. The vital status

of this Industry in the

drive to create more

investors in America" Is

fully understood and

readily acknowledged

by Secretary of the

Treasury Morgenthau,

who wrote WAC Chairman S. H. Fabian as follows:

"As you know, the success of the Third War Loan

depends upon the response of the individual bond-

buyer. We hope for the greatest mass sale In history.

And It is through the motion picture theatres that those

American millions can be reached with our bond

message. You not only can sell vast numbers of bonds

yourselves but by your exuberant leadership In your

communities you can provide a general, over-all enthus-

iasm that will result in great numbers of 'extra' bonds

WONDER WHAT THE BOY WITH HIS HEAD
IN HIS ARMS IS THINKING ABOUT?

being sold during the Third War Loan."

There Is the assignment and the opportunity.

As this is being written the joyous word has come

that our British allies have struck the first terrible blov/

at one point of the Nazi-held fortress of Europe and

that American forces stand poised to strike at another.

How appropriate in the light of these events is the slo-

gan for this campaign — "Back the Attack!"

If the hope for victory seems to be growing

brighter in the West, let us all remember that a

resourceful and deadly

foe must yet be con-

qt'ered in the East. The

battle will be hard and

it may take long. The

need for more weapons

is ever urgent. The

cost will be enormous.

That is why the Third

War Loan is so impor-

tant.

The indefatigable en-

ergy of show business

is always a source of

amazement to more

tranquil folks. Colos-

sal is probably the only

word to describe it. So

magnificent has been the industry's response to any call

from Uncle Sam that some of us might be inclined to

take for granted that the job will be done in a big way

v/Ithoiit our help. But this Third War Loan drive is one

job you can't let George do. The only chance for

success lies in the unstinting effort and personal con-

tribution of every last man and woman connected with

motion picture business.

That boy with his head In his arms expects you to

do YOUR share. You will not fail him.
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20th CQVTURY-FOX ... 1 in First Block

'HOLY MATRIMONY' SATIRICAL YARN IS RNE ADULT COMEDY FARE
Rates • • + in class spots; weak for acti

20th Century-Fox.
87 Minutes.
Monty Woolley, Gracie Fields, L.aird Cregar,
Una O'Connor, Alan Mowbray, Melville
Cooper, Franklin Fangbom, Ethel Grillies,

Eric Blore, George Zucco, Montagu Love,
Lumsden Hare, Fritz Feld, Richard Fraser,
Edwin Maxwell, Whitner Bissell, Milton Par-
sons, Mary Field, Alec Craig, Geoffrey Steele,

Ian Wolfe, William Austin.
Directed by John Stahl.

One of Arnold Bennett's brilliant satirical

yarns, splendidly acted by Monty Woolley
and Gracie Fields, "Holy Matrimony" is a
fine example of adult comedy which is cer-

tain to have a strong appeal to sophisticated
and class audiences. Although the picture
has a rather deliberate pace, the quiet and
charm of the early-20th century London
backgrounds and its whimsical plot will be
a refreshing change from the over-dose of
topical films. The dialogue is witty and
Nunnally Johnson's screenplay is rich in

delightfully humorous touches. Under John
Stahl's direction, Gracie Fields resists the

on audiences

temptation to deliver a broadly-burlesqued
portrait of a middle-aged widow, while Mon-
ty Woolley has toned down his usual irascible

characterization until it becomes that of an
eccentric old man with many lovable quali-

ties. Miss Fields plays straight throughout
and doesn't deliver any of her famous Lan-
cashire songs. They are both amusing and
natural at all times, but this very absence
of gags or explosive comedy will disappoint
many naborhood or small town patrons, and,
certainly, action fans. Best returns will

come in class spots; weakest for action

houses.

When the story opens, Monty Woolley, a

great painter, although a shy public figure,

has been blissfully living in the jungle for

25 years with no other companion except his

valet, Eric Blore. Receiving a summons
from Edward VII to be knighted, Woolley
is forced to return to London and, on ar-

rival, Blore is stricken with pneumonia and
dies. The doctor who is summoned mistakes
Woolley for the valet and the shy painter
decides to accept this as a means of escape
from unwelcome honors. While the valet is

buried, as Woolley, in Westminster Abbey,

'JOHNNY COME LATELY' CAGNEY GOES SENTIMENTAL
Rates • • • — on star's name value

United Artists (Cagney)
97 Minutes.

James Cagney, Grace George, Marjorie Main,
Marjorie Lord, Hattie McDaniel, Bill Henry,
Ed McNamara, Robert Barrat, George Cleve-
land, Margaret Hamilton, Tom Dugan, Nor-
man Willis, Lucien Littlefleld, Irving Bacon,
Edwin Stanley, Joseph Crehan, Victor Kilian,
Alec Craig, John Miller, Arthur Hunnicutt,
Wee Willie Davis, Clarence Muse.
Directed by William K. Howard.

For his first independent production,
"Johnny Come Lately," James Cagney has
chosen a pleasing, leisurely character com-
edy-drama which, after a slow first half,

switches to robust action and slapstick farce
for its final half-hour. Because Director
William K. Howard seems more intent on
establishing the small town atmosphere and
early nineteenth-century charm of the back-
grounds and characters, the picture takes a
long time in getting under way and will
probably appeal more to old-timers than to
younger fans. In addition, the romantic story

'WHAT'S BUZZIN' COUSIN?'
Rates • • + as dualler

Columbia.
75 Minutes.

Ann Miller, "Rochester" Eddie Anderson,
Freddy Martin's Orchestra, John Hubbard,
Jeff Donnell, Leslie Brooks, Carol Hughes,
Roy Gordon, Bradley Page, Warren Ashe,
Theresa Harris, Eddie Featherston, ErviUe
Alderson, Dub Taylor, Betsy Gay, Louis
Mason.

Directed by Charles Barton.

In "What's Buzzin' Cousin?" Columbi-a
gives exhibitors another makeshift musical
with fair name values, but any business this

gets must be credited to the marquee draw
of its starring trio. The company ads listing

is secondary at all times to the star, who
gracefully bows out of the love interest,

doesn't even make his first appearance until

the film has been running for 15 minutes.
Cagney has built much of the picture around
Grace George, eminent stage star making
the screen debut in this film, and, while the
70-year-old actress gives a highly-sympa-
thetic portrayal of a gallant newspaper pub-
lisher fighting against tremendous odds, it

is Cagney's own hard-hitting portrayal and
the typical Keystone comedy of Marjorie
Main, as "Gashouse Mary," that will most
appeal to the average patron. Steadfast
Cagney devotees in action houses may be a
bit disappointed, but not too much. Grosses
in all locations should be good if not out-
standing.
Laid in 1906, the story centers around

Grace George, a gallant little widow who has
continued to print the truth in her small
town newspaper despite pressure from Ed
McNamara, the town's political boss. Meet-
ing a happy-go-luck tramp (James Cagney)
who is later picked up for vagrancy, Miss
George agrees to furnish his bail if he will

work on her paper. Cagney stands up

Mirth by "Rochester," Melody by Freddy
Martin, Rhythm by Ann Miller are exagger-
ated in that the popular radio comic is sadly
handicapped by shopworn material, while
the band leader plays around with ten new
tunes but only one, "Eighteen Seventy-Five,"
is lilting enough to catch on. As always, the
long-limbed Miss Miller cuts a neat figure

during this war bond song even if the rest of

the production numbers are almost as mean-
ingless as the picture's title. The brightest
spot is Martin's outstanding swing arrange-
men of Liszt's Second Hungarian Rhapsody.
What passes for a plot isn't even amusing
enough to get a few laughs. It's light enough
to serve as a dualler with a heavy drama.
The nonsensical screenplay concerns Fred-

dy Martin and his boys, who go on a trailer

(MORE REVIEWS ON PAGE 23)

the painter attends his own funeral and
later meets Gracie Fields, a widow who had
been corresponding with Blore with matri-

monial intentions. Woolley finds Miss Fields

to be an excellent manager and they marry
and settle down successfully. She even
scares off Blore's long-lost wife, when she
appears with a trio of sons, and, when funds
run low, she sells one of Woolley's recent

paintings, not suspecting their real value.

An art collector (Laird Cregar), who recog-

nizes Woolley's work, makes a big profit on
the paintings until a court suit brings out

the fact that the painter is actually alive.

The finale finds Woolley back in the jungle

—this time with his understanding wife.

Eric Blore, as the valet who is laid to rest

in Westminster, likewise gives a straight

comedy performance with an occasional dra-

matic touch, instead of his accustomed far-

cical portrayal. Laird Cregar, Alan Mow-
bray, Melville Cooper and Franklin Pang-
born are excellent British character types

and each makes the most of his brief oppor-

tunities—but the picture really belongs to its

two stars, who make an ideal comedy team.
LEYENDECKER

against McNamara and refuses to print edi-

torials as he has prepared them and, in a
few days. Miss George's paper comes out

ridiculing the politician's crooked policies.

Later Cagney enlists the aid of Marjorie

Main, the town's dance-hall queen who has

long been paying tribute to McNamara'3
imaginary "orphans' fund." McNamara al-

most closes the mortgage on Miss George's

home and gets control of her paper before

Miss Main and the town's right-minded

citizens rise up to fight the forces of corrup-

tion. Frightened by the furious townspeople,

McNamara finally agrees to cancel the mort-

gage and leave town. And, with the little

old lady able to continue her newspaper,

Cagney again takes to the open road.

Although this is no colorful "Yankee
Doodle Dandy" role. James Cagney mak^s
the carefree tramp a genuine and extremely

likeable figure. The genteel Miss George
and the rowdy Miss Main are neatly con-

trasted: the buxom Hattie McDaniel supplies

additional laughs as an outspoken house-

keeper and Marjorie Lord and Bill Henry do

nicelv in subsidiary romantic parts.

LEYENDECKER

vacation taking along Rochester as general

handy man. Out of gas in a ghost town,

Martin and his troupe stay in a deserted

hotel and, in the morning, Ann Miller and

three girl-pals arrive to claim what they be-

lieve to be valuable property. John Hubbard,
singer with the band, gets an idea and puts

up the money to have the hotel redecorated

and opened with a night club show starring

Freddy Martin. No customers show up until

Rochester finds a gold nugget in the soil

and the news starts a gold rush. Some
swindlers then buy the hotel from the girls

for only $50,000, but when Rochester learns

that it was his lost gold inlay that started

the rush, the girls and Hubbard come off

with a profit.

LEYENDECKER

ANOTHER MAKESHIFT MUSICAL FROM COLUMBIA

FILM BULLETIN
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GET BACK OF THE

3rd war LOAN!
HIS ADVERTISEMENT CONTRIBUTED BY 2oth CENTURY-F O X



YOUR MOST IMPORTANT JOB
3rd WAR LOAN— SEPT. 9th to OCT. 2nd

Quotes"
".

. .You not only can sell vast numbers of bonds yourselves but by

your exuberant leadership in your communities, you can provide

a general, over-all enthusiasm that will result in great numbers of

"extra" bonds being sold during the Third War Loan."

Henry Morgenthau, Jr.

"...We want every exhibitor to sell a bond for every seat in his

theatre. I can't sell all your patrons. Mr. Griffith can't sell all

your patrons But all of us, working together, can sell a bond *or

every seat in every theatre in the country."

S. H. Fabian

"...The campaign goal is to sell $15,000,000,000 in war bonds to

50 000.000 people or more in the income brackets under $5,000.

This fact alone offers the motion picture exhibitor the greatest

opportunity to help make the THIRD WAR LOAN CAMOPAIGN a

success, since most movie goers are in these income brackets.

Therefore, you and your theatre's participation in the THIRD
WAR LOAN CAMPAIGN is an opportunity for you to do a job

for your country, for your industry, and for yourself. This means
YOU, and not the other fellow."

L. C. Griffith

STATE CHAIRMEN
These are the exhibitors who are giving unsparingly

of their time and effort to make the 3rd WAR LOAN
CAMPAIGN a success. Contact the man in your

territory and give him your fullest cooperation.

ALABAMA—R. H. Kennedy
ARIZONA—Harry Nace
ARKANSAS—M. S. McCord
C VLIFORNIA (Southern)—Charles Skouras
CALIFORNIA (Northern)—D. J. McNerney
COLORADO—Rick Ricketson
CONNECTICUT—Harry F. Shaw
DELAWARE—Lewis S. Black
FLORIDA—J. L. Cartwright
GEORGIA—W. K. Jenkins
IDAHO—Harry Gordon
ILLINOIS—Jules Rubens
INDIANA—Don Rossiter

IOWA—A. H. Blank
KANSAS—Harry Wareham
KENTUCKY—Fred Dolle

LOUISIANA—E. V. Richards
MAINE—Connie Russell
MARYLAND—Frank A. Hornig
MASSACHUSETTS—Sam Pinanske
MICHIGAN—E. C. Beatty
MINNESOTA—John Friedl

MISSISSIPPI—Arthur Lehman
MISSOURI—Harry Arthur
MONTANA—A. M. Russell

NEBRASKA—William Miskell

NEW HAMPSHIRE—Edw. J. Fahey
NEW JERSEY (Southern)—Sam Varbalow
NEW JERSEY (Northern)—H. H. Lowenstein

NEW MEXICO—Geo. Tucker
NEVADA—N. Dow Thompson
NEW YORK (Metropolitan)—Leo Brecher
NEW YORK (Upstate)—Myer Schine
NORTH CAROLINA—H. F. Kincey
NORTH DAKOTA—Mike Cooper
OHIO—Pete Wood
OKLAHOMA—B. J. McKenna
OREGON—A. Finke

PENNSYLVANIA ( Eastern)—Jay Emanuel
PENNSYLVANIA (Western)—M. A. Silver

RHODE ISLAND—Ed Fay
SOUTH CAROLINA—Warren Irwin

SOUTH DAKOTA—Fred Larkin
TENNESSEE—Tony Sudekum
TEXAS—R. J. O'Donnell

UTAH—Samuel Gillette

VERMONT—Frank Venett
VIRGINIA—M. G. Thalheimer
WASHINGTON. D. C—Carter Barron
WASHINGTON—Frank Newman, Sr.

WEST VIRGINIA—Sol Hyman
WISCONSIN—Harold Fitzgerald

WYOMING—Fred Glass
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BACK THE AnACK!
Here's The Ammunition For Exiiibitors To Put Over Tlie

3rd war loan - SEPT. 9th to OCT. 2nd

THE THIRD WAR LOAN CAMPAIGN is being directed by the War Finance Committee of the U. S. Treasury. They have
asked the Motion Picture Industry in all its phasbs to become a part of it, and team up with the press, radio, outdoor adver-
tising, and retail merchants of the nation. This includes you, as an exhibitor, your theatre employees, all the distribution

personnel, members of studio production staffs, and the stars of Hollywood.

The object of the Third War Loan is to sell $15,000,000,000 of war bonds to 50,000,000 people or mere, in the

income brackets under $5,000. This fact alone ofFers the Motion Picture industry its greatest opportunity to help the War
Finance Committee, since most movie-goers are in these income brackets. Therefore, your theatre's participation in the

Third War Loan Campaign is an opportunity for yoi: to do a job for your country, for your industry, and for yourself.

L. C. GRIFFITH, General Chairman
Third War Loan Campaign.

12-POINT SHOWMANSHIP PROGRAM
1. CONTACT LOCAL WAR FINANCE COMMITTEE

Contact your local county or city War Finance Com-
mittee chairman, offer the services of your theatre and
determine how you can most effectively participate in the

campaign.

2. CALL MEETING OF YOUR THEATRE EMPLOYEES
After you have met with your WFC chairman and rep-

resentatives of the press, radio, outdoor advertising, and
retail merchants association, call a meeting of your theatre

employees and enlist them in the campaign from the theatre

standpoint.

3. SIGN YOUR PLEDGE IN TRIPLICATE

Be sure to sign your Third War Loan pledge in triplicate

as soon as you receive it. Mail the original to your State

Motion Picture War Bond Chairman, one copy to WAC
headquarters in New York, and one copy to your nearest

national Screen Service Exchange. The NSS copy consti-

tutes an automatic order for the gratis campaign trailer.

Unless NSS receives this copy, you will not get the trailer.

4. RUN TRAILER THROUGHOUT CAMPAIGN
Put the gratis trailer on your screen on September 9

and show for at least first ten days or two weeks. Trailer

can be interpersed with Campaign film bulletins affixed to

regular newsreels. Both make a definite appeal to theatre

patrons.

5. ORDER AND USE N. S. S. ACCESSORIES
An excellent accessory kit including a 40x60, a one-

sheet, 22x28, and a combination I 1x14 and 8x10, the latter

designed so that it can easily be cut to fit a flat 8x10 frame

is available from N. S. S. at a below-cost price of 75c.

Order immediately.

6. DRESS UP YOUR MARQUEE, FRONT AND LOBBY

Other accessories, such as valences, etc., are available

as listed in the press sheet. They'll help give your theatre a

patriotic appearance and generate enthusiasm in prospec-

tive bond buyers. Make sure you use the three 22x28

upright posters you received direct from the Treasury

Department.
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7. BUILD NEW BOND BOOTH OR REDECORATE OLD
ONE
It Is most important that the bond booth be revitalized

to attract the attention of prospecive bond buyers. If it is

impossible to construct a bond booth, an army tent appro-

priately bannered will serve admirably.

8. ARRANGE TO STAFF BOND BOOTH ADEQUATELY
Make arrangements with your local War Finance Com-

mittee to furnish an adequate staff from women's auxiliary

organizations to act as bond salesmen.

9. NATIONWIDE SALUTE NIGHT OF SEPTEMBER 8th

Your theatre should receive and amplify the coast-to-

coast broadcast of the opening ceremonies at the White

House on Sept^mLer 8th. After the broadcast, you can

start bond sales from your stage. At the conclusion of the

salute, advise your local State chairman and WAC head-

quarters the results, both In dollar value and number of

purchases,

10. WAR BOND PREMIERES

Arrange one or more war bond premieres in your thea-

tre during the campaign. Scale admissions on bond purch-

ases of $18.75 and up. See pres's sheet for suggestions.

11. ENLIST ARMY. NAVY AND MARINE CAMP
COOPERATION
If your town is near a service camp, enlist the coopera-

tion of the personnel and facilities of the camp through the

commanding officer. This cooperation can result in use of

personnel and equipment from these sources.

12. SUSTAIN INTEREST IN CAMPAIGN WITH LOCAL
ANGLE
Your community Can build stirring events around locr-!

boys now in the service and their families. Watch your

newspopers and other channels for local war heroes home

on leave, and fit them into your bond selling plans. Also

capitalize on the bond purchases of local cebbrities and

employees of nearby defense plants.

II







THE NEWS DIGEST broadway
A Bi-Weekly Review of the Trade's Events NEWSREEl
Third War Loan Drive Ready

The motgbn" picture industry will inaug-

urate its biggii^t campaign in history when

the "Back the Attack" Third War Loan

Drive starts ojn September 9th.

The general stiff of the industry drive,

under Field Marshal L. C. Griffith, made
final arrangements for the participation of

every element in the film industry to aid

the Government in the $15,000,000 bond drive

that will continue through September 30.

Inaugurating the industry's participatfon

in the campaign, a Hollywood Bond Caravan

of ten screen stars and a "name" band will

broadcast from the White House on the eve

of the drive and then go on by special train

to 15 key cities. Simultaneously a Bond

blackout in Texas, a 24-hour rally on Boston

Common, and the convergence of seven mili-

tary convoys on New York's Times Square,

will supplmenet the White House broadcast.

Bond premieres are being arranged in over

1,200 cities, according to reports reaching

William F. Rodgers, bond premiere chair-

man. "Ranger" field organizations under the

chairmanship of George J. Schaefer, are con-

centrating on gelling an extra bond to every

employee in the film industry. War heroes

on bombers will make a nationwide tour,

emceed by Hollywood personalities.

Chairman Griffith, Francis S. Harmon,
WAC executive vice-chairman; S. H. Fabian,
theatres division head and Ray Beall, pub-
licity chairman, after a series of regional

conferences, returned to New York glowing
with optimism over the industry's part in

the drive, waving wired assurances from
regional chairmen that they are bending
every effort to make this the most memor-
able drive of the war.

Liasion between the War Activities Com-
mittee and the War Finance Committee is

being maintained by Oscar A. Doob, on
leave from his post as WAC's public rela-

tions division chairman and now acting as

WFC's assistant national director. Theodore
R. Gamble, WFC national director, is him-
self an Oregon exhibitor.

* • •

Allied Questionnaire Goes Out
Allied exhibitors will give their consensus

on the Consent Decree via a questionnaire
issued by National Allied to be presented
to the Department of Justice this month.
The questionnaire, which extensively covers
the problems raised by the Decree and its

prospect of dissolution, also covers arbitra-

tion and unfair trade practices.

Abram F. Myers, Allied general counsel,
asserted that as a result of an interview by
representatives of Allied with Tom Clark,
Assistant Attorney General, "it has been
arranged so that the independent exhibitors
can get their views before the Department
of Justice and have them considered."
Myers emphasized the importance of this

development in contrast to the methods
used when the Decree was originally
brought into effect. At that time the views
of independent exhibitors were not solicited

and were ignored when they were offered,

try, but declared that WMC's primary job
is to supply men to the armed forces and
plants engaged directly in war work.

In answer to complaints about the lack

of clarity in the selective service setup, Mc-

Nutt invited industry members to appear

before him to present their case as fully

The questionnaire is divided into, three

sections: Experiences Under the Consent

Decree; Arbitration Provisions and Unfair

Trade Practices. Twelve questions are

listed under the Decree: (1) Forcing Fea-

tures; (2) Forcing Shorts; (3) Effect of Five

Picture Plan on run; (4) How do you prefer

to license feature pictures? (5) Blind Pric-

ing; (6) Refusal of aistr|,butor to license

.pictures on "some run." (7) Cancellation on

nforal, religious or racial grounds. (8)

Clearance discrimination. (9) Withholding

i;yinj;a.', (10) R,gfuSal to license pictures^ on

ro'ij^sted • run. (11) Theatre expansiofs* by

i: istrvbutor^; by affiliated circtiits. (12) Has
the Consent ' Decree elij^iinat^d the evils of

cimp^^ory block-bookmg?

Taken up under Unfair Trade Practices

are the problems of higff fjlan rentals; pre-

ferred playing time; hoardfrig of pictures;

additional first-run — moveovers; selling-

out to an affiliated circuit; double-featurii^

"A" pictures by affiliated circuits when tlie

,

independent is prevented from so doing by
high percentages or flat rentals demanded
for "A" pictures, and its effect; Forcing of

war pictures by intimating lack of patriot-

ism.

Myers assured exhibitors that exhibitor

leaders were told by Clark all information
supplied would be kept in strict confidence.

* * *

Warner Net Tops '42

A net profit of $5,714,392 for the nine
months ended May 29, 1943 was reported by
Warner Bros, and subsidiary companies,
after all charges including depreciation and
provision for Federal income and excess
profits taxes. The figure compares with a
net operating profit of $5,371,875 after all

charges for the corresponding period in

1942.

During the nine months ended in 1943, a
provision of $4,500,000 was made for net
losses on fixed assets sold subsequently to

May 29, 1943. No provision for contingencies
for foreign assets was required in this

period, whereas a provision of $1,225,000 was
made during the corresponding period last

year.

Provision for Federal income taxes for

the nine months this year was $11,600,000

as compared with $4,100,000 for the cor-

responding period in 1942.

Gross income was $97,518,625 for the
period ended May 29, 1943, after eliminating
intercompany transactions, as compared to

$87,790,224 for the nine months ended May
30, 1942.

* * *

Theatres Not Essential—McNutt
Theatres are not essential was the verdict

of War Manpower Commission Chief Paul
V. McNutt, speaking before a meeting of

the War Activities Committee theatres
group in Washington.

McNutt, appearing before the meeting to

answer queries from exhibitors regarding

(Continued on Page 32)

As the holdovers in the Broadway film

palaces stretch out to five, six and seven

week runs, new films are invariably in the

minority with rarely more than three out

of the twelve first-run theatres changing
programs each seven days. "Du Barry Was
a Lady," the Technicolor musical at the

Capitol which is coupled with a stage show
headed by Horace Heidt and His Musical

Knights, tops the list of newer pictures by
setting a new opening day record and giv-

ing the 4,800-seat house its biggest first

week since Garbo's talking film debut in

"Anna Christie" in 1930. The picture also

held up strongly for its second week and is

set to play until "Johnny Come Lately" ar-

rives on Sept. 23rd. . ."Watch on the Rhine,"

which is accompanied by Abe Lyman and
His Orchestra on the Strand stage, received

laudatory notices and is running ahead of

"The Constant Nymph" which just closed

a five-week run at this house. A second

week started on Sept. 3rd . . . However, proof

that almost any new picture can attract

passers-by on the crowded streets of the

Times Square district was shown by the

long line outside the Globe Theatre one day
this week to see "Salute to the Marines,"

despite the fact that rfil, the. >?eW York re-
' viewers gave the MrG-M ftlnt poor notices.

At the Radio City iSluaic Hall.- ">j^;. Lucky"
again held over, for 'a kSv^nJth v.-efek, Ihus
postponing the premiere* of P.aramount's "So

Proudly We Hail" until after the Labor Day
holiday. The Cary Grant film is now second

only to two others, "Random Harvest" ^nd
"Mrs. Miniver," which achieved longer rurts

'

at the world's largest theatre ... "Heaven
Can Wait," which was coupled with a stage

show featuring Veloz and Yolanda and Ilona

Massey, for its first three weeks at the

Roxy is still doing smash business and is

staying for at least two more weeks, al-

though the featured dancers have been re-

placed by lesser names. . .After four strong

weeks at the Paramount, "Let's Face It,"

accompanied by Benny Goodman and His
Orchestra, is now in its fifth week and will

be followed on Sept. 15th by RKOs "Lady
Takes a Chance," first outside picture to

play the Paramount since "Hitler's Chil-

dren". . .Loew's State, the vaude-film house
which celebrated its 22nd anniversary on
August 30th, has another first-run this week
—Columbia's "First Comes Courage"—while

the same company's "Destroyer" is also

playing first-run at the Criterion just a block

away.
Broadway's newest first-run theatre, the

re-decorated Palace, has been taking in

more than twice its former grosses with
"The Fallen Sparrow," first of the RKO
1943-44 films to play the former double-

feature house which was sorely needed as

an outlet for the company's new product.

"The Sky's the Limit" opened here on Sept.

2nd and "Behind the Rising Sun" and others

are set to follow. . .Another new first-run

theatre, The Victoria, opens its doors on
Sept. 4th with Paramount's "The City That
Stopped Hitler." The house, which was
originally the Gaiety and, more recently, the

Laffmovie, has been re-decorated and will

be operated under the management of

Maurice Maurer...The first four weeks of

"This Is the Army" at the Hollywood
grossed close to $200,000 and the final day
of the fourth stanza even beat the opening
day's business. The film started a sixth

week on Sept. 2nd... "For Whom the Bell

Tolls," Broadway's only two-a-day picture, is

holding up well in its seventh week and
the slight drop in attendance is apparent
only at matinees.
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
starting of "My Client Curly" makes a total of six pictures in

work. "Cover Girl" and "Tropicana" are winding up, with "At
Night We Dream," "The Racket Man" and "The Day Will Come"
(formerly "None Shall Escape") preparing. .. Columbia now has
20 producers active on its lot, including independent units such as
the Harold Lloyd, Gregory Ratoff-Harry Goetz, Victor Saville and
Sam Wood outfits. Prank Strayer supervises the "Blondie" series
which he also directs. Other producers are working on the fol-
lowing, all in preparation: Sam Bischoff, "Victory Caravan" and
"First Woman Doctor"; Burt Kelly, "Nine Girls" and "Leben-
straum"; Dave Chatkin, "If This Be Treason" and "Eadie Was a
Lady"; Louis Edelman (currently making "Client Curly") is pre-
paring "At Night We Dream"; P. J. Wolfson is filming "Ten
Percent Woman" and preparing "School for Americans"; Sol
Siegel has "Road to Yesterday" and Arthur Schwartz, who just
finished "Cover Girl," is preparing "Gone Are the Days," also in
Technicolor. Sidney Skolsky is doing the Jolson story and D. A.
Doran has "Washington, I Love You." Ratoff has just finished
"Tropicana," Lloyd is preparing "Mr. Winkle Goes to War" in
which he may play the lead, and Saville will produce and direct
"Heart of a City" as first of his two picture deal.

Sam Wood, first announced to produce and direct "The Land
Is Bright," instead is preparing "Address Unknown," in which he
will stage part of "Faust" in German, as a play-within a play.
He is also said to be seeking Gary Cooper and Irene Dunne to
co-star in "Jubal Troop." If he succeeds in getting Miss Dunne,
this will be her one-picture Columbia commitment instead of
"Road to Yesterday." The story of "Jubal Troop" deals with the
Western oil and cattle country for the first 20 years of the present
century.

.
.Irving Briskin is slated to turn out eight musicals this

year. John Stone, under Briskin's supervision, is responsible for
the westerns and program pictures handled by Jack Fier, Wal-
lace MacDonald and Sam White... Five features and three serials
a year are now being made by the Darmour unit headed by
Rudolph Flothow. Second of three "Crime Doctor" mysteries with
Warner Baxter set to start in September ... "The Fighting Gen-
eral," originally considered for a serial, has been dropped as not
suitable for serial treatment. "The Batman," serial directed by
Lambert Hillyer, has been completed and "The Phantom" is being
readied. Third not yet chosen. Budget on these serials about
$200,000 with five weeks shooting schedule. . .Pat O'Brien's new
producing outfit known as Temeen Productions, starts its first
picture, "Pilebuck," in late October, with O'Brien starred, for
Columbia release.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
The starting of "Kismet," Technicolor special with Marlene

Dietrich, brings to eight the total of pictures in production. Also,
just getting under way is "Mr. Co-Ed," the new Red Skelton
comedy. Now in the cutting rooms are "America," "The Heaven-
ly Body," "A Guy Named Joe" (title will probably be changed),
"White Cliffs of Dover" and "Broadway Rhythm". . .MGM is
planning to have more Technicolor pictures on its 1943-44 pro-
gram. The total now runs to ten with the strong possibility that
more will be added if the necessary equipment is available. Tech-
nicolor pictures finished and waiting for release are "Salute to the
Marines," "Lassie Come Home," "Broadway Rhythm" and "Am-
erica." In production are "Kismet" and "Mr. Co-Ed." In prospect
are "Dragon Seed," "Meet Me in St. Louis," "They Were Ex] lend-
able" and "Quo Vadis". . .Katharine Hepburn draws the ro,!e of
Jade in "Dragon Seed," a piece of miscasting comparable to that
of Zorina in FWTBT. Charles Laughton also has a promi'nent
part m the Pearl Buck story .. .Radio's Hit Parade organi.«5t I ;thel

Smith, makes her screen bow in "Mr. Co-Ed"... Joy Page, 18-year-

old daughter of Mrs. Jack Warner, gets the romantic lead op-

posite James Craig in "Kismet." Her only previous screen work
was a bit role in "Casablanca."

Everett Riskin jumps the gun by announcing that Clark
Gable's first post-war film will be a sequel of "It Happened One
Night" titled "After It Happened One Night." Riskin plans to

co-star Gable and Claudette Colbert with Frank Capra directing

and Robert Riskin scripting. . .Guy Lombardo and his orchestra

joins the list of top name bands under contract to MGM. Others
include Harry James, Tommy Dorsey, Xavier Cugat, Bob Crosby
and Vaughn Monroe ... Henry O'Neill given a new long term con-

tract. . .Ethel Griffles assigned to "Gaslight." Connie Gilchrist

draws comedy role in "Rationing". . .Richard Whorf, loaned to

Universal for "Passport to Dakar," is set for bigger roles on this

lot upon his return ... Greta Garbo preparing to return to the

screen in a modern comedy. . .Mary Astor has been set for a five-

day radio serialization September 13 to 17 on the coast-to-coast

CBS network as part of MGM's exploitation campaign on "As
Thousands Cheer." Miss Astor shares top billing in the picture

with Gene Kelly, Kathryn Grayson and Jose Iturbi, with many of

the studio's top names as guest stars. . .Laurel and Hardy signed
for another comedy to be made within a year. Team's last was
"Air Raid Wardens" for this company. . .Lewis Jacobs given new
term writing contract, currently assigned to do screenplay for

"The First Fifty Years" .. .Dietrich signed for another picture to

follow "Kismet."

MONOGRAM
Maintaining a steady production pace. Monogram will send

five new pictures before the cameras during the month of Sep-

tember. First to get under way is "The Million Dollar Kid," third

in the series of four East Side Kids pictures produced by Sam
Katzman and Jack Dietz. "Charlie Chan in the Secret Service,"

first of the new series starring Sidney Toler, starts September 10

for the Krasne-Burkett unit. "Lady, Let's Dance," starring Belita

with Frick and Frack and other ice specialties, gets under way
September 14 with Scott R. Dunlap as producer. On September
21, William Nigh will begin the direction of the child delinquency
drama, "Where Are My Children?", Jeffrey Bernerd producing.

Final starter of the m.onth, on September 25, will be "Ground
Crew," drama of wartime aviation with Jackie Cooper and Sam
Levene, to be produced by Lindsley Parsons and directed by
Christy Cabanne. In the meantime there is considerable activity

with three pictures in the finishing stages. Winding up are "The
Sultan's Daughter," starring Ann Corio; "Mr. Muggs Steps Out,"

with the East Side Kids, and "Hitler's Women," exploitation

drama of Nazi Germany's attitude toward the fair sex.

Monogram is spending money these days. The sets for "The
Sultan's Daughter" are really lavish with no evidence of skimping.
Budgets have been upped as evidenced by the boxoffice names
now appearing under the Monogram banner. Names such as
Charles Butterworth, Nancy Kelly, Gail Patrick, Una Merkel,
Victor Jory, Alan Baxter, Frank Fay and Billy Gilbert, to men-
tion only a few. Ray Johnston is also building up a list of con-
tract players and getting behind them with carefully conceived
press campaigns, as, for example, Belita, who has been getting
considerable national publicity. Others under contract to Mono-
gram are Rick Vallin, 23-year-old Russian actor, the new Ed
Finney discovery, who suggests Rudolph Valentino; Gale Storm,
a "Gateway to Hollywood" radio winner, and Ann Corio. Latter
has a wide following and, with the proper stories, should become
an established picture name. Johnston has also secured top flight

production men such as Kurt Neumann, who directed "The Un-
known Guest" and who has heretofore worked only on the major



lots, including Paramount; Jeffrey Bernard, who produced "Hit-

ler's Women," made the sensational "Pastor Hall" in Europe,

while Frank Wisbar, who did the screenplay for his current

Monogram picture, produced "Maedchen in Uniform" in Germany
before Hitler came into power. Dimitri Tiomkin, whose scoring

of "The Unknown Guest" adds so much to the effectiveness of

that picture, has been associated with both Frank Capra and
Alfred Hitchcock in a similar capacity .. .The team of Charles

Butterworth and Una Merkel having scored a hit in Warner's
"This Is the Army," Monogram is considering them as a new
comedy duo. Both are currently working on the lot but for dif-

ferent producers. . .This studio going in for name bands. Jan
Garber, Henry King, Phil Ohman, Fred Fisher, Anson Weeks and
Ted Fio Rito among those signed for forthcoming pictures...

William Nigh signed by Jeffrey Bernerd to direct "Where Are My
Children?" with Rita Quigley featured.

PARAMOUNT
Paramount is hitting its peak with eight pictures now before

the cameras and 11 top budget pictures on the Fall schedule. In

their starting order are: "Double Indemnity," (starts September
27); "Rainbow Island," a Technicolor musical; "The Hitler Gang,"
"Incendiary Blonde," "The Man in Half Moon Street," "National

Barn Dance," "You Can't Ration Love," "Girls' Town," "Tomor-
row's Harvest" and "And Now Tomorrow". . .In work are "Our
Hearts Were Young and Gay," "The Story of Dr. Wassell,"

"Frenchmen's Creek," "Hail the Conquering Hero," "Going My
Way," "Ministry of Fear," "Standing Room Only" and "Henry
Aldrich, Boy Scout"... In "Our Hearts Were Young and Gay,"

Charlie Ruggles plays the role of Otis Skinner, famed stage actor

...Dorothy Gish makes a belated return to the screen in this film

...Paramount will produce "True to the Navy," a big service

musical, and Eddie Bracken will star in it. Fred Kolmar will

produce. Bracken first appears with Dorothy Lamour and Gil

Lamb in "Rainbow Island," which Frank Tuttle will direct...

Also on the flre is "The Navy Way" which Pine-Thomas will

produce with most of the film to be made on location at the Great
Lakes Naval Training Station in Chicago.

Ray Milland is said to be so good in "Lady in the Dark" that

this studio promptly signed him to a new seven-year contract,

with no options. This will give Milland a straight 16-year record

with Paramount. He was signed back in 1934 with "Bolero" his

first picture. He is currently in "Ministry of Fear," opposite

Marjorie Reynolds and is then slated to co-star with Maureen
O'Hara in "Tomorrow's Harvest." Katina Paxinou will portray
the Mother Superior of a French Hospital in the latter picture

.. .Brian Donlevy returns to his home lot to appear opposite Betty
Hutton in "Incendiary Blonde," story of Texas Guinan . . . John
Farrow, who directed "Wake Island" and "China," signed for

another year, with "Hitler's Gang" set as his next picture .. .Harry
Tugend, author of "Star Spangled Rhythm," has been promoted
to producer status. His first assignment will be "California,"

starring Bing Crosby... A final draft of "Rurales" has been ap-
proved by Cecil B. DeMille as his next picture after "Dr. Was-
sell," which will be in production until late October. Arturo de
Cordova, Mexican actor, now in "Frenchman's Creek," only player
set for "Rurales" so far.

PRC RELEASING
Only one western in production here with activities curtailed

because of headquarters being moved. Columbia having taken
over the Talisman studio where PRC had been making its pic-

tures, latter company was forced to seek space and acquired the
Fine Arts studio which will be changed to PRC Studio. This is

the former Grand National lot and prior to that was used by
Educational. It has seven stages and is well equipped with cut-

ting rooms and other necessary facilities. O. Henry Briggs, presi-

dent of the PRC, is here from New York to look over the new
plant.

"Jive Junction" will be the first to get under way, with mid-
September set as starting date. This will be followed by "Oh Say
Can You Sing," "Circus Time" and "I'm from Arkansas". . .PRC
plans on building its own list of contract players. First to be
signed is Gerre Young, 16-year-old soprano, who has had no pro-

fessional experience. She will have her first role in "Jive Junc-
tion" and will also sing three numbers. . .It's now "The Buster
Crabbe series" instead of "Billy the Kid," as in the past. Arthur
Greenblatt, sales head, is asking branch managers for ideas on
how to promote Crabbe, who, he feels, rates a buildup campaign
...Sig Neufeld has set Frances Gladwin to play opposite Crabbe
in his next western, as yet untitled. Elevated from the extra
ranks, she is said to have much promise ... Producer Walter
Colmes is planning to make "The Avenger," an original by Shel-
don Leonard, actor. Latter will also function as associate pro-
ducer on the picture, which is a psychological drama with a war
background. Production is scheduled to start October 9. A
releasing deal is now being discussed with PRC... "No Bars—No

Music" is the new title of PRC's "Music Without Bars." This is

due to get going sometime in October. Radio personalities and a

name band will be featured.

RKO-RADIO
This studio has eight pictures before the cameras, divided

between the Gower Street lot and the Pathe studio in Culver

City. This total is the largest of the year for RKO. Six features

are filming at the Hollywood plant. They are "Higher and

Higher," "Ghost Ships," "The Curse of the Cat People," "Tender

Comrade," "The Falcon and the Co-Eds" and "Dangerous Jour-

ney." The other two, "Revenge" and "Rookies in Burma," are

being made at the Pathe lot. . ,A total of 18 productions are being

prepared by eight producers. David Hempstead tops the schedule

with four productions in preparation. "Gibson Girl," "Prodigal

Woman," "The Company She Keeps" and "None But the Lonely

Heart." Val Lewton, Robert Fellows and Maurice Geraghty are

down for three pictures each. Lewton has "Are These Our Chil-

dren?", "Amorous Ghost" and "Curse of the Cat People." On

Fellows' slate is "Marine Raiders," "Having a Wonderful Crime"

and "Experiment Perilous." Geraghty's unit calls for "Nine

Lives," "The Falcon in Texas" and "International Zone." Bert

Gilroy is working on "Mr. and Mrs. America" and an untitled

"Rookie" picture. Emmet Lavery is preparing "China Sky," Eddie

Cantor has "Show Business" on tap and Herman Schlom's next

is "Gildersleeve, Detective."

This studio is starting to go in for Technicolor having an-

nounced five pictures in this process for the coming season. In

addition to Samuel Goldwyn's "Up in Arms," color will be used in

"The Gibson Girl," "Treasure Chest," "The Robe" and "Let's Go

Latin". . .Ginger Rogers will work steadily every day for the next

six months without a day off. Her schedule calls for 60 days

straight through on "Tender Comrade," following which she goes

right into "The Gibson Girl" which will consume about the same

length of time... Kim Hunter, who has the second feminine lead

in "Tender Comrade," is a David Selznick discovery, her contract

being shared with RKO, who plan big things for her, feeling she

is definite star material. Jane Darwell has a role in this picture.

Julia Dean returns to the screen after a 13-year absence to appear

in "The Curse of the Cat People," which will also have 7-year-old

Ann Carter for the pivotal performance, that of a normal but

super-sensitive child who creates a psychological reign of terror

in a typical American community. She will be the daughter of

Kent Smith and Jane Randolph. You saw her as Paul Muni's

daughter in "Commandos Strike at Dawn" and as a miniature

Veronica Lake in "I Married a Witch."

REPUBLIC
With eight pictures scheduled to go before the cameras, §6p-

tember looms as the busiest month of the year for this company.

The most important production will be "The Fighting Seabees,"

starring John Wayne and SUsan Hayward. The story, dealing

with the dramatic exploits of our Navy's Construction battalions,

will be directed by Edward Ludwig and produced by Albert J.

Cohen. Republic went outside its gates to sign Ludwig to direct

"Seabees." Formerly with 20th Fox. he has also directed some

Deanna Durbin and Edward G. Robinson pictures ... On Septem-

ber 6 two pictures will start rolling: "O My Darling Clementine,"

Armand Schaefer producing; and "Overland Mail Robbery," a

Wild Bill Elliott western to be produced by Eddy White. . .George

Blair, former assistant director, makes his bow as full-fledged

producer with "Whispering Footsteps," which starts September

10, Howard Bretherton directing. On September 14, "California

Joe," starring Don (Red) Barry gets going with two pictures set

to start September 24, these being "Three Little Sisters," co-

starring Jane Withers, Dale Evans and Ruth Terry, and the third

of the John Paul Revere series. June Havoc will play opposite

Joe E. Brown in "The Return of Casanova" which gets the gun
September 25, Albert J. Cohen producing. Brown will play a dual

role in "Return of Casanova" that of a Shakespearean professor

and a burlesque comic.

Figuring that patrons are song hungry these days. Republic

has included 28 tunes in five pictures now in the editing stage.

These include such familiar numbers as "Back Home in Indiana."

"Chasing Rainbows," "It Had to Be You" and "Your Eyes Have
Told Me So". . .Emphasis on Westerns here with "In Old Okla-

homa" and "Hands Across the Border" both in production. Re-
public has had so much success with its outdoor epics that a total

of 40 have been announced for the new season. This will include

eight Gene Autry reissues. The remaining 32 action dramas will

consist of eight each for Roy Rogers. Bill Elliott. Don Barry and
John Paul Revere... Bob Livingston has been signed to a 52-week
contract, unique since most contracts have a 40-week guarantee.
He will be used in features as well as outdoor dramas. . .George
Sherman has signed a new one-year contract as producer-director.

He is preparing the story based on "Donovan's Brain," a best-

seller.
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20th CENTURY-FOX
Randolph Scott will star in "Torpedo Squadron 8," based on

Midway Island incident, starting in November.

Five pictures in work and three more set to go. Awaiting the

gun are "Home in Indiana" (staits September 10); on location are

Lloyd Bacon's "The Sullivans" and "Greenwich Village." Latter

will be in Technicolor, with Don Ameche, Jack Oakie, Phil Regan
and Carmen Miranda featured ... Darryl Zanuck has added "The
Purple Heart" to his hand-picked stories which he will personally
supervise, the others being Wendell Willkie's "One World" and
"Wilson." Still a possibility of Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne
playing Woodrow Wilson and his first wife, deal pending. . .De-
cision to road show "The Song of Bernadette" means added scenes
which aie now being made. Picture is set to open in December
so as to be eligible for this year's voting on Academy awards...
Joseph Mankiewicz's first assignment for 20th is to produce "Keys
of the Kingdom" from the A. J. Cronin novel, scheduled to start

December 15. Nunnally Johnson made the adaptation and screen
treatment. Gregory Peck has already been cast for the role of

Father Chisholm.

Boris Morros and S. P. Eagle checked off the lot after two
years during which time their only picture was "Tales of Man-
hattan" .. .Final details for shooting "Home in Indiana," Techni-
color saga, have been completed. Lon McAllister and Walter
Brennan head a company of 80 who will move on to Fremont,
Ohio for location shots set to stait September 10, dependent on
the weather. Henry Hathaway directs. . .Captain Eddie Ricken-
backer was in Los Angeles on a plane inspection tour for Secre-
tary of War Stimson, but did not come near 20th Fox studio in

accordance with Winnie Sheehan's policy not to use him person-
ally to exploit the picture built around his career. . .Promising
starlets being groomed with choice roles such as Mary Anderson
in "Lifeboat"; Trudy Marshall in "The Sullivans"; Gale Robbins
in "Greenwich Village" and Jeanne Crain and June Haver in

"Home in Indiana."
Four reissues will be included among the new season's product

offered by this company. The films will be inserted in two regular
blocks. First will be "Call of the Wild," produced in 1935 with
Clark Gable, Loretta Young and Jack Oakie; "In Old Chicago,"
filmed in 1938 with Tyrone Power, Alice Faye and Don Ameche;
"The Rains Came," made in 1939 with Tyrone Power, Myrna Loy
and George Brent, and "Under Two Flags" made in 1936 with
Ronald Colman, Claudette Colbert, Rosalind Russell and Victor
McLaglen. Locales of last two (India and North Africa) con-
sidered a factor.

UNITED ARTISTS
The only picture in actual production for U. A. release is

"Jack London" which has been delayed due to injuries received

by Michael O'Shea when a motor scooter on which he was riding

struck a wall. Sam Bronston, the producer, is keeping Susan
Hayward, Regis Toomey and other players, as well as complete
shooting crew, on full salary during the layoff, estimated at about
two weeks... Mary Pickford is rapidly becoming one of U. A.'s

most active partners. Having acquired "Junior Miss" at a record
price, Miss Pickford is now dickering for the screen rights to

"Life With Father," the stage success, in which case she would
play the role of Mrs. Day with William Powell as "Father" Day.
The picture would be made in Technicolor .. .Paul Muni may play
the leading role in "The Hairy Ape" for Jules Levey. A good
choice, although William Bendix would be the ideal selection...

Having launched "Johnny Come Lately," James Cagney and
brother Bill, now looking around for another vehicle. Considering
"Madame, Will You Walk?" in which George M. Cohan appeared
...Grace George, who scored in her first film role after 40 years

of stage, signed by Cagney to appear in other pictures. She is a
definite asset to the screen.

Boris Morros and S. P. Eagle will produce for U. A., having
checked off the 20th Fox lot. They control three story properties:

"The Grand Street Boys," "The Snow Is Red" and "Carnegie
Hall." In addition, Morros has been dickering for the screen
rights to George Gershwin's "Porgy and Bess," owned by the

Theatre Guild of New York. Morros and Eagle were at 20th for

two years during which time their sole production was "Tales of

Manhattan". . .Harry Sherman has scheduled the first musical of

his career, "Belle of the Bowery," to be made in Technicolor. This
will be started in the late Fall upon completion of "Wherever the

Grass Grows." As many of the original Bowery entertainer s as is

possible to obtain will por tray themselves in the film. While not

definite, U. A. will probably release. . .David Loew and Arthur
Lyons will make no term contracts with any players. No star

will be signed for more than one picture by their Producing
Artists unit.

David Selznick's "Since You Went Away," with Shirley Tem-
ple and Claudette Colbert co-starred, gets under way about Sep-

tember 10... Look for an announcement that Alexander Korda
has disposed of his U. A. holdings before returning to England!
...Charles R. Rogers is rushing preparation for "The Song of

the Open Road" which deals with college boys and girls helping

the war effort by harvesting crops. Rogers must make the film

during harvesting season to get the proper atmosphere.

UNIVERSAL
Record production peak for this lot with nine pictures work-

ing and eleven active units. Getting into the final stages are
"His Butler's Sister" and "Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves." Just
getting under way are "When Ladies Fly," the story of the
Wasps; "The Third Glory," a story of backstage life and "Pass-
port to Dakar," drama of occupied France ... "Gung Ho" is at

about the midway point with two units working, one with Ray
Enright and the other with Lynn Shores. This is the story of the
U. S. Mar-ine contingent which was marooned on Makim Island in

the South Pacific for' 34 days on two days rations. Second in

command of this group was Captain James Roosevelt, who will

not be mentioned in the film by name, as an official order . Actor
chosen to play him in the picture is Sam Levene who is entirely

unlike Jimmy Roosevelt in appearance ... Tex Ritter-, fully re-

covered from his recent fall which cost him the lead in one pic-

ture, now making "Marshal of Gun Smoke." As soon as Arthur
Lubin finishes "Ali Baba," Technicolor spectacle, he will start

"Hip Hip Hooray," starring Allan Jones. This should go into

work early in October-, John Grant producing.

Rouben Mamoulian has been approached by this studio to

direct "Caroline," in which Deanne Durbin will be starred. The
film, which is set to get under way in March, deals with the Cali-

fornia gold rush and has much the same atmosphere as "Okla-
homa," Broadway stage hit, which Mamoulian directed for the

Theatre Guild. . .Robert Siodmak will direct "Phantom Lady" with
Joan Har r ison. He's the man David Selznick tried to lure away,
but Universal has him all signed up... Donald O'Connor looms as

one of this studio's more valuable properties. His next picture,

"The Merry Monahans," will have a much higher budget than his

previous films. This will be co-produced by Michael Fessier and
Ernest Pagano, who also wrote the screenplay. It will get under
way after completion of this team's fir'st production venture, "Her
Primitive Man," co-starring the new team of Louise Allbr'itton

and Robert Paige, who are seen in "Fired Wife." This is due to

start in mid-September. . ."Three Cheers for the Boys" preparing
...Great things expected to Ann Blyth, 14-year-old singer who
debuts in "The Third Glory." A threat to Durbin ?.. .Allan Jones
now doing personals, has a three-pictur'e deal with this studio...

Joel Kupperman, seven-year-old Quiz Kid, makes his screen debut
in "The Third Glory," just starting.

WARNER BROS.
Five pictures in work, one of which, "Shine On Harvest

Moon," is in the final stages. This is the story of Nora Bayes,

famous musical comedy actress who wrote the song from which
picture takes its title. "Destination Tokyo," with all-male cast,

has a few more weeks to go. Cary Grant, who is star red, finished

his stint and checked off the lot to report to Columbia. Next
pictur-e scheduled to get rolling is "Mr. Skeffington," comedy
starring Bette Davis which is scheduled to begin September 13.

However, all depends on Miss Davis' condition at that time fol-

lowing the shock of her husband's sudden death. Paul Henried
is set to play the male lead... For the first time in industry his-

tory, a magazine's review of a motion picture has Deen selected

by the OWI for world-wide broadcasting in the interest of the war
effor-t. Picture so chosen is "Watch On the Rhine," review on

which from current Red Book will be broadcast through 24 sta-

tions in Europe, Asia and Africa, via shortwave.

Sol Lesser has made a deal with Warners to use the services

of Cheryl Walker and Mar jorie Riordan whom he put under per-

sonal contract following their work in "Stage Door Canteen."

Lesser r-etains their commitments for one picture a year and the

rest of the time they will appear in Warner productions. . .Philip

and Julius Epstein are writing a r-evised screenplay for remake
of "The Animal Kingdom" by this studio. First film version of

the Philip Barry stage comedy was made by RKO. Original has

to be toned down to avoid censorship angles .. .Warners feel they

have a great bet in Robert Alda who plays George Gershwin in

"Rhapsody in Blue"... Paul Whiteman completed his self por-

trayal role in "Rhapsody" and has gone East for a vacation at

his New Jersey farm ... Besides Alda, Warners has an imposing

roster of new, young leading men, despite war's demands. Others

due for a buildup are John Alvin, Warner Anderson, Dane Clark,

Helmut Dantine, Warren Douglas, Charles Drake, John Forsythe,

Bill Kennedy, Ralph McColm, William Prince, Stephan Richards

and Robert Shayne. All potential star material and all draft free.

Olivia de Havilland has gone to court in an effort to clarify

the seven year clause in the contract which she signed with this

company in April 1936 and which she feels is now void leaving

her free to sign elsewhere .. .Alexis Smith will share equal billing

with Joan Leslie in "Rhapsody in Blue." Anne Brown, color-ed

singer, signed for same picture.
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PRODUCTION
& RELEASE
In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc.,

appeared. "Rel." Is the national release date "No." is the release number. "Rev." is the issue in which

the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship.

All new productions are on 1942-43 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) Immediately following title

and running time denotes Techincolor production.

RECORD
COLUMBIA

1942-43 Features (48)

Westerns (16)

Serials ( 4)

Ck)mpleted (48)

Completed (16)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (7)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

CURLY (formerly "My Client Curly")
Comedy—Started September 1.

Cast: Car>- Grant, Janet Blair, James Gleason, Ted Donaldson.
Director: Alexander Hall
story: Title role played by a trained caterpillar owned by a small boy.

The aniazinyr tricks tlone by the insect to music i>rovide Cary
Clrant. as a broken down showman, a chance to stage a comeback.

HEY ROOKIE
Revue with Music—^Started September 1.

Cast: Ann Miller, Larry Parks, Joe Besser, Jimmy Little, Bob
Evans, The Vagabonds, Hi Lo Jack and a Dame, Condos
Brothers and Hal Maclntyre and band.

Director: Charles Barton
story: Based on the successful all-soldier stage revue. Specialties woven

around amusing incidents in a rookie camp.

RETURN OF THE VAMPIRE
Mystery Drama—Started September 3.

Cast: Bela Lugosi, Frieda Inescort, Michael Duane, Shirley Col-
lier, Nina Foch^ Matt Willis, Jeanne Bates, Roland Varno,
Gilbert Emery, Donald Dewar.

Director: Lew Landers
Story: Vampire buried with spike in heart time of last war resurrected

durins I^ondon blitz to continue its evil ways.

ROUNDUP FOR VICTORY
Western—started September 1.

Cast: Charles Starrett, Jeanne Bates, Dub Tay'.or, Grace Lenard
Jessie Arnold, Wheeler Oakman.

Director: Benjamin Kline
story: Not available.

RELEASE
PRODUCTION

-Running Time

12-14. .

. .3-8 . .

.12-28.

.5-31.
.

.6-14..
.8-9. .

.4-5..

CHART
IN

Cover r^'^m
Ten Percent Woman Russell-Aherne ... 8-23
There s Something About a Soldier Orakt-Parls « 28'

West-Moore
. [l-^] .

1942-43
^fter Midnight with Boston Blaekie (64) . . .lw»rrl$-Sa»aoe

I" ,^""1 <"> Sanders-Chapman'
'

Boys from Stalingrad
Betket-Samarzlch

Case of the Dangerous Blondes, The Louise-Lowe
Details under title: Restless Lady

rolh?
°' I;"""?:"' "'"f Sfarrett-Ath.n. ..Cowboy ,n the Clouds

Starrrtt-J«ters
. .

-rfme Doctor (68) BMttr-LlBdMf
.itaili under title: Tht Lont WiK In giatland Van!

Jj-elone Prairie Rangers Starrett-Worth
-esperadoes, The (T) (85) Scott-Ford

Soys in 'freiani: ^ n^nn^
Fighting Buckaro, ,58) . :. -^-Z . i

."

First (^omes Courage
Oberon-Ahern. ..

Details under title: Attack by Night
Flioht Lieutenants (80) O'Brian-Ford

Detalli under title: He'i My Old Man
Footllght Glamor Slngleton-Laki ..

/ J," Starrett- Davi. ...
Gamble of Boston Blackle, The Morris-Bates
Good Luck, Mr. Yates (69) Tre»or-Buehana'n

'

Details under title: Right Guy
Is Everybody Happy? Lewis-Wynn
H's a Great Life Slniletm-Lake .'.

Details under title: Blondie Buys a Horse
Last Horseman, The Hayden-Wllls . .

Details under title: Suicide Range
kaw a( the Narthwest Starratt-Patterjon
Let's Have Fun (65) Gordon-Llniiay

Details under title: Shall I Tell Em?
Last Horizon af Shangri-La Colman-Wyatt
Man's World (60) Chapman-Wright
More the Merrier. The (103) Arthur-McCrea

Details under title: Merry-Go-Raund
Murder In Times Square (65) Lowe-Chapmaa
My Kingdom tor a Cook Cokurn-Chaamtn

Details onder title: Without Notlet

Ral. Na. Rev.

.3-18.

7-13.

. 5-20.

D-23.

.4031.
4011.
.4025.

. .7-26.

.

. .8-10.

11-16 .

. .7-26.

. .7-27.

.

.1-11. .

. 3-23 .

.

.3-25.

.9-2.

. .2-1.

7-29.

.4017

. 4005 . . 3-22

.4203. . .5-17

.4008

.7-9. . .3012.

. .7-12.

.

12-28 .

. . .8-9. .

. .3-8. .

6-21.

6-t9.

.4205.

.4014.

.8-9.

.2-8. .5-27. . .4018.

. .6-29.

,

.8-10.

.

.8-10. .

Reissue.

. . .5-4.

.

..9-21.

.5-27.

. .3-4.
. 4204

.

.4040.

.11-2.

.

. .5-3.

.9-17.

..5-6.

. .4-2.

8-31.

.4044. .12-28

.4001. . .5-31

.4034. . .6-28

Passport to Suez Wllllam-Sava|c 5-17..

Details under title: The Clock Struck Twelvi

Ho Place for a Lady (66) Gargan- Lindsay ....9-21.
Details under title: Thirteen Steps to Heaven

Redheaa from Manhattan (63) Velez-Leavitt 2-18.

(reveille with Beverly (78) Slack-Crasby 10-19.

elders of the Northwest Mounted (57) Hayden-Wllls 8-24..
Robin Hood of the Range Starrett-Harris ....9-21..

Details under title: Hall to the Rangers

% West Starrett-Patterson .12-14.
Saddles and Sagebrush HaydenSavage ...10-19.

Details onder title: Outlaw Bgsteri

Secret Code, The (Serial) Kelly-Nagel 7-13 .

She Has What It Takes Falkenburg-Neal .12-28.
Details under title: Broadway Daddies

Something to Shout About (91) Amsche-Oakle 8-10

Two Senorltas from Chicago (66) Falkenburj-Davis . . .
.3-8.

Vigilantes Ride, The Haydsn-Patterson ...11-2.

Details inder title: Deadllni Gam
What's Buzzin' Cousin (75) Miller-Hubbard 4-5..

Wyoming Horrieani Hayden-Pattarson ..11-2..

1943-44
Hail to the Rangers Starrett-Harris

Sahara (— ) Bagart-Bridges

Silver Cily Raiders Hayden-Carroll

.819.

.2-11.

,
.5-13.

. .2-4.

.2-15.

.7-29.

. .9-4.

.4-16.

.2-25.

.6-10.

.7-8.

.7-8.

.4036.

.4024.
. 4014

.

. 4211

.

4206

.4212.

.7-12

.5-31

.4120.

.4029.

.4006.

.4019.
. .5-3
7-12

.4615.

.2-8.

.9-7.

1 METRO.

C

O I D W Y N »M A Y£l
1942-43 Features Completed (36) In Production (0)

1943-44 Features Completed (27) In Production (")

KISMET (T)
Spectacle—Started September 3.

Cast: Ronald Colman, Marlene Dietrich, James Craig, Edward
Arnold, Joy Page, Hugh Herbert, Harry Davenport.

Director: William Dieterle
story: Hased on the famous stage success about a blind liegfrar in the

streets of ancient Bagdad.

MR. CO-ED
Comedy with Music—Started September 1.

Cast: Bed Skelton, Esther Williams, Harry James and his orches-
tra, Xavier Cugat and orchestra, Carlos Ramirez.

Director: George Sidney
story; College musical.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast Details Rel. No. Rev.
Andy Hardy's Blonde Trouble Rooney-Granville . . .7-26
Canterville Ghost, The Laughton-O Brien . . .8-23
Gasl'Shf Bergman-Boyer 8-23
Meet the Paopla Ball-Powell 7-12
See Hen, Private Hargrove Walker-Reed 7-12

1942-43
BLOCK NO. TWO

Andy Hardy's Double Life (92) Rooney-Stone 6-15 ... 318 12-14
Details ander title: Andy Hardy'i Lait Film

Or. Gillespie's New Assistant (87) Barrymore-Johnson .8-24 317 .11-16
Journey for Margaret (81) Young-Day 6-29 314... 11-2
Keeper ol the Flami (100) Hepburn-Tracy 7-20 320 . 12-28
Northwest Rangers (63) Craig-Lundlgan 7-13 319... 11-2

Details under title: Gambler's Choice
Reunion In France (102) Crawford-Wayne ...7-13 315.. 12-14

Details under titio: Reunion
Stand by for Action (109) Taylor-Laughton ...6-29 316 .

12-14
Details under title: Cargo of Innocents

Three Hearts for Julia (70) Sothern-Douglas ...9-21 322 .1-11
Tennessee Johnson <103) Hellin-Hessey 6-29 321. .12-28

Details under title: The Man on America's Conscience
Whistling In Dixie (74) Skelton-Rutherford ..6-29 313... 11-2

BLOCK NO. THREE
Air Raid Wardens (67) Laurel & Hardy ... 12-14 326... 3-2?
Assignment In Brittany (96) Whorf-Peters 9-21 327. .3-22

Cabin in the Sky (98) Waters-Horne 9-7 323. . . 2 22
Slightly Dangerous (94) Turner-Young 9-21 325 3-8

Detalli under title: Nothing Ventured
Stranger In Town. A (67) Morgan-Carlson . . .11-16 324. . .2-22

Details ander title: Mr. Justice Goes Hunt ing

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Bataan (116) Taylor-Nolan ...12-14 328... 5-31

DuBarry Was a Lady (T) (101) 5kelton-Ball 9-7 333... 5-17

Harrigan's Kid (80) Readick-Gargan ...11-2 329... 3-22

Details under title: The Half Pint Kid
Hitler's Madman (84) Carradlne-Morlson 334... 6-1-1

Pilot No. 5 (70) Tone-Hunt 7-20 332... 4-19
Details under title: Skyway to Glory

Presenting Lily Mars (104) Sarland-Carlsin ...8-10 330 5-3

Yoonieit Profession. The (82) Weidler-Arnold 11-2 331 3-8

FILM iULLETIN



SPECIALS
Hamai Comedy, The (118) Rooiiey-Reed

Random Harvest (126) :olmaii-Garson ..

1943-44

BLOCK NO. ONE
Adventures of Tartu Crawford-M' Murray

Above Suspicion (90) Ball-James

Best Foot Forward (T) (93) Barrymorc-Reid ..

Dr. Gillespie's Criminal Case (89) IMcDowell-Gwenn

Lassie Come Home (T) (90) Donat-Hudson

Salute to the Marines (T) (102) Beery-Bainter ...

Sying Shift Maisie (87) Sothern-Craig

Whistling in Brooklyn Skelton- Rutherford

Young Ideas (77) Astor-IVlarshall .

NOT DESIGNATED
America (T) Donlevy-Richards

As Thousands Cheer (T) Grayson-Kelly

Details under title: Private Miss Jones

Broadway Rhythm (T) Hurohy-Simms .

.

Cross of Lorraine, The Humont- Kelly ...

Details under title: A Thousand Shall Fall

Cry Havoc .' iothern-Sullavan

Girl Crazy (99) Rooney-Garland .

Guy Named Joe, A (— ) Tracy-Dunne

Heavenly Body, The Laraarr-Powell

I Dood It Skelton-Powell . .

Lost Angel O'Brien-Craig ...

Madame Curie (— )
Garson-Pidgeon

Man from Down Under, The (103) Laughton-Barnes

Rationing Beery-Main

Right About Face Kyser-Maxwell ..

Song of Russia Taylor-Peters . . .

Detallt onder title: Rosila

Whitt Cliffs of Dover Dinne-Marshall .

Land of Hunted Men (58) Corrigan-Moore 3-26.

. .8-7.

.5-18.

.380. . . .3-8

.370. .11-30

11-30.

.

. .
.2-8.

.12-14.

. .
9-7 .

10-19.

.

. 10-5.

.
1-11.

5-17. .

,1-25.

.

. .4-19.

.11-30.

. .6-28.

. .5-31.

. .5-17.

.1-25. .

. . .3-8.

. .5-17.

11-30.

.

.
.5-17.

. .
.3-8.

.3-8 . .

. . .8-9.

. .
.2-8.

. .3-22.

.402.

.405.

.407.

.410.

.406.

.401.

.404.

.412.

.408.

5-3

.7-12

.517

.8-23

. .8-9

. .8-9

.5-17

.8-9

.403.

. .6-28.

1
MONOCHAM J

1942-43 Features (33) Completed (33) In Production (0)

Westerns (16) Completed (16) In Production (0)

1943-44 Features (—

)

Completed ( 6)

BIG BROTHER
Comedy Drama—Started September 2.

Cast: Rick Vallin, Veda Ann Borg, Jack LaBue, Wanda McKay,
Addison Richards, Mary Gordon, Bobby Larson.

Director: Lambert Hillyer
story: Not available.

HONOR SYSTEM. THE
Comedy Drama
Cast: Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Gabriel Dell, Billy Benedict, Joan

Marsh, Jack LaRue, Mary Gordon, J. FarreU McDonald,

Dave Durand, Bobby Stone, Jimmy Strand.

Director: William Beaudine
story: The East Side Kids help to clear up the my.stery of a warehouse

robbery with the aid of local police anil the F. B. I.

MILLEGN DOLLAR KID
Comedy Drama—Started September 6.

Cast: Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Gabriel Dell, Billy Benedict, Iris

Adrian, Mary Gordon, Robert Greig, Louise Currie, Noah
Beery, Sr.

Director: Wallace Fox
Miiiy: Not available.

MR. MUGGS STEPS OUT
Comedy Drama—Started August 24.

Cast: Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Gabriel Dell, Billy Benedict, Joan
Marsh, Eddie Gribbon, Stanley Brown, Halliwell Hobbs,
Noah Beery, Sr., Nick Stuart, Betty Blythe.

Director: William Beaudine
story: Gorcey, paroled in custody of a wealthy family, gets the East Side

Kids engaged as waiters at a swank party where they foil a jewel
I'obbery.

SULTAN'S DAUGHTER, THE
Drama—Started August 24.

Cast: Ann Corio, Charles Butterworth, Tim Ryan, Irene Rjan,
Eddie Norris, Jack LaRue, Fortunio Bonanova, Chris-Pin
Martin, Joseph J. Greene, Freddy Fisher and his orchestra.

Director: Arthur Dreifuss
story: German agents try to gain control of valuable oil lands owned by

the Sultan's daughter and are foiled by two young Americans %vith
whom Ann and Irene fall in love.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

Title—Running Time Cast Details Rel. No. Rev.

Ape Man, The (64) Lugosi-Ford 12-28 . 3-19 4-5
Black Market Rustlers (57) Corrigan-Mooro .... 5-17 ... 8-27
Blazing Guns Maynard-Gibson .... 5-3 ... 10-8
Bullets and Saddles Corrigan-Mooro 6-28
Clancy Street Boys (66) Gorcey-Jordan 2-8... 4-23 6-14
Cowboy Commandos Corrigan-Moore ... .3-22. .. .6-2
Ghost Rider (58) Brown-Hatton 2-22 5-2 6-14
Ghosts on the Loose (65) East Side Kids 2-22... 7-30 6-14
Haunted Ranch (64) King-Sharpe 11-2... 2-19

Details under tille: Saddle Cyclone

Here Comes Kelly (64) Quillan-Woodbury 9-10
I Escaped from the Gestapo (75) J&ggcr-Brian 1-11... 5-23

Detalli under title: No Escape
Kid Dynamite (67) Corcey-Jordan 10-5.... 2-5 4-5

Details under title: Little Mobsters

Law Rides Again, The Maynard-Gibson
Hire 01 the Islands (61) Hughes-Quillan

Nearly Eighteen Storm-Henry
No Escape (75) lagger-Brian

Also released under title: I Escaped from the Gestapo
Prison Mutiny (64) Norris-Woodbur;

Details under title: You Can't Beat the Law
Revenge of the Zombies Lowery-Storm
Kobber's Roost Corrigan-Moore

Sarong Girl (70) Corio-O'Flynn

Silver Skates (75) Baker-Belita

Six Gun Gospel (— ) Brown-Hatton
Spy Train (61) Travis-Brenf

Details under title: Time Bomb
Stranger from Pecos (— ) Brown-Hatton

Texas Kid, The Brown-Hatton

Thirteenth Guest, The Purcell-Parrish

western Mail (53) Keene-Trent

Wild Horse Stampede (59) Gibson-Maynarc

... .5-3.

5-3.

7-12.

. 8-6

.33-34.

.10-22

1943-44
Campus Rhythm Storm-Lowery

Details under title: College Sweetheart

Death Valley Rangers Gibson-Maynard

Hitler's Women Kelly-Henry

Melody Parade Brown-Hatton .

Spotlight Scandals (79) Fay-Gilbert

Unknown Guest (65) Jory-Blake . .

1-11.

.

.5-23

y 12-14 2-12 3-8

5-31. . .9-17
12-28 3-12

3-8 . . .7-2! ; ; ;

;

10-19. .2-5 2-22
5-31, . . 9-3
4-5. . . .7-9 7-12

4-5. .7-16 7-23
8-9

7-26
12-29. .2-13

J 3-8. .5-16 6-14
3-22 . 7-23. .

8-9

.8-23

.8-23
.5-31. . .S-27.

1
l>ARAMOUNT 1

1942-43 Features Completed (83) In Production (0)

1943-44 Features Completed (19) In Production (8)

.1-26. . .11-6 . 4206

.

.10-S
12-4. . 4209

.

.10-5

3-23. .11-20. , 4207

.

.10-5
2-9. .11-27. . 4208

.

.10-5

.1-26. .12-18. .4210. .10-5

OUR HEARTS WERE YOUNG AND GAY
Comedy—Started August 25.

Cast: Diana Lynn, Gail Russell, James Brown, Bill Edwards,
Charles Buggies, Dorothy Gish, Beulah Bondi, Helen Free-
man, Alma Kruger.

Director: Lewis Allen
story: Based on book of same name about adyentures of two young un-

chaperoned girls in JSurope just after the last War.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title— Running Time Cast Details Rel. No. Rev.
Frenchmen's Creek (T) Fontaine-DeCordova .5-31
Going My Way? Crosby-Stevens 8-23
Hail the Conquering Hero Bracken-Raines ....7-12
Henry Aldrich, Boy Scout Lydon-Mortimer . . .8-23
Ministry of Fear Milland-Reynoldt ...7-26
Standing Room Only Goddard-MacMurray .7-26
Story of Dr. Wassell, The Cooptr-Day 7-12

1942-43
BLOCK NO. TWO

Forest Rangers, The (T) (87) MaclHurray-Goddard
Hei-ry Aldrirh, P'titor (72) Lydon-Smith
Koad to Morocco, The (89) Crosby-Hope
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch (80) .... Bainter-Herbert

Street of Chance (72) IMeredith-Trevor ..

Details under title: Black Curtain, The

BLOCK NO. THREE
Avengers, The (88) Richardson-Kerr .... For. ... 1-29 ... 4213 .. 11-16
Wrecking Crew (73) Arlen-Morris 4-20 ... 1-15 ... 4212 . . 11-16
l\:y Hrarl Bcloiigs to Daddy (75) Carlson-B'Drlscoll ... 2-9 ... 2-12 ... 4214 .. 11-16
PaliM Beach Story, The (88) Colbert-McCrea 1-1 .. .4211 . . 11-16
Lucky Jordan (84) Ladd-MeDonald 7-20 ... 2-26 ... 4215 . . 11-30

Details under title: Prelude to Glory

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Happy-Go-Lucky (T) (78) Martin-Powell 5-4. . .3-26. . .4217 .. .1-11

Henry Aldrich Gets Glamour (72) Lydon-Smlth 7-20 4-9. . .4218. . .1-11

Lady Bodyguard (70) Albert-Shirley 5-18 3-2. . .4216. . .1-11

Night Plane from Chungking (69) Preston-Drew 8-24 5-7. . .4219. . .1-11

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Five Graves to Cairo (96) ToM-Taalrtir 1-25 4224. ..5-17
China (78) Young-Ladd 11-16 4222 4-5

Aerial Gunner (79) Arlen-Morrii 11-2 4223 4-5

High Explosive (62) Morris-Parker 8-24 4221 4-5

Details under title: You Can't Live Forever

Salute for Three (75) Rhoades- Drake ...11-16 4225 4-5

BLOCK NO. SIX
Alaska Highway (68) Arlen-Parker 4227... 6-28

Dixie (T) (89) Drosby-Laaour ...11-16 4230... 6-28

Henry Aldrich Swings It (65) Lydon-Smith 12-14 4226... 6-28

So Proddly Wi Ml (126) Colbert-Geddard ..12-14 4228... 6-28

Submarine Alert (67) Arlen-Barrie 4229... 6-28

SPECIALS
Star Spangled Rhythm (99) All Star . . .

REISSUES
Souls at Sea (93) Cooper-Raft .4254.

Union Paellc (138) Stanwyck-McCrea 4250.

ROAD SHOW
For Whom the Bell Tolls (T) Cooper-Bergman ...7-13

1943-44
BLOCK NO. ONE

Good Fellows, The (70) Walker-Brown 1-25 4302.

Hostages (89) Rainer-de Cordova . 2-22 4305.

Let's Face It (76) Hope-Hutton 2-22 4301.
Tornado (83) Morris-Kelly 4-5 ....4304.

True to Life (T) (94) Martin-Tone 9-21 4303.

.6-29. . .2-12. . .4231. . .4-11

.7-26

.8-23

.8-23

.8-23

.8-23

.8-23

NOT DESIGNATED
And the Angels Sing Lamour-MacMurray .5-17

City That Stopped Hitler (58) Russian Documentary 4331.
Triumph Over Pain McCrea-Field 4-20

Henry Aldrich Haunts a House Lydon-Mortimer 4-5

Henry Aldrich Plays Cupid Lydon-Smith 1-25
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Henry Aldrich's Little Secret Aldrlch-Mortimer .
5-31

DttaMi aaUr tItU: Huiiy Aldrlik RmU the Cradle

Hour Before Dawn, The Tone-Lake 5-17....

Lady In the Dark (T) Rogers-Milland 12-28

Minesweeper Arlen-Parker 5-17

Miracle of Morgan's Creek Donlevy-Hutton ...10-5....

No Time for Love Colbert-MacMurray .6-15 ...

Riding High Lamour-Powell 1-25...

Timber Queen Arlen-Hughes 7-26....

Uninvited, The Milland-Hussey 5-3....

1942-43 Features
Westerns

1943-44 Features
Westerns

(24) Completed (24)

(18) Completed (18)

(— ) Completed ( 6)

(— ) Completed ( 1)

In Pr )du( t=on (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

RETURN OF THE RANGERS. THE
Western—Started September 1.

Cast: Dave O'Brien, Jim Newill, Guy
Glenn Strange.

Director: Elmer Clifton
StDl-.v: .\cit .T.nihilile.

RELEASE CHART
1942-4?

Title—Running Time Cast

Bad Men of Thunder Gap (59) Newlll-O'Brien . ..

Behind Prison Walls (64) Baxter-Michael ...
Details under title: After Tomorrow

Black Raven, The (61) Zucco-McKay ....
Blazing Frontier Crabbe- Manners . . ,

Border Buckaroo (60) Newill-O'Brien ....
Cattle Stampede (— ) Craboe-St. John...
Corregldor (75) Kruger-Landi

Dead Men Walk (66) Zucco-Carlisle ....
Death Rides the Plains (— ) Livingslon-St. John

Fighting Valley O'Brien-McCarty ..

Follies Girl (72) Barric-Oliver

Frontier Law O'Brien-Knox ....
Fugitive of the Plains (55) Crabbe-Leslle

Oetalli under title: Billy the Kid No. 3
Ghost and the Guest, The (61) Rice-Dunn

Girls In Chains (72) Judge-Clark

Gangs, Inc. (72) Ladd-Woodbury

Harvest Melody Lane-Downs

Law of the Saddle Livingston-Miles

My Son, the Hero (68) Kelly-Karns

Night for Crime, A (78) Farrell-Talbot .

Oueen of Broadway (66) Hudson-Crabbe

Raiders of Red Gap Livingston-Dell

lerror House (71) Lawson-Clare

Western Cyclone Crabbe-St. John

Details under title: Billy, the Kid No. 4
West of Texas (59) O'Brien-Newill .

Wild Horse Rustlers (57) Livingston-St.

Wolves of the Range (— ) Livlngston-St.

Details under title: Lone Rider No. 4
Details under title: Western Saboteurs

1943-44
Danger! Women at Work (— ) Kelly-Brian

Girl from Monterey Armida-Kcnnedy . .

Isle of Forgotten Sins (— ) Carradinc-Sondcrg'rd

Submarine Base (— ) Baxter-D'Orsay

Tiger Fangs Frank Buck

Two Worlds Lederer-Gurie . . . .

Details under title: Strange Music

Wilkerson, Nell O'Day,

Details

11-30. .

8-23

8-23
12-14.
.9-21.

. .4-5.

.

. .5-31

'. !6-14.
.12-14.

. .2-8.

.

2-8.

Reissue

.

8-23
8-23 .

12-28.
.7-13.

.10-19.
8-23.

.

. . For.

.

.1-25.

Rel.

. .3-5.

.

.3-22. .

, .5-31 .

.9-1, .

,

.6-15.

.

8-16. .

.3-29. .

, .2-10
.

.4-30.

.

. . .81.
.7-26.

.

. .3-12 . .

. .4-19.

.5-17. .

.6-15. .

Rev.No.

.352
.313. . .6-14

, .321. . .7-26

.354

.362
. .31. .

.6-14

, .320. . 419
.365
.355
.306

. . 359 .'.
. 5-17

. .314. . .6-28

.305

.123

John

John

. .4-5,

12-28.
5-31.

.8-9.

4-19.

6-28
.5-31.

.8-28. .

, 4-5,

.2-18.

,

. . .3-8.

.9-30. .

. .4-19.

.5-14.

. .5-10.
.2-12.

.6-21.

. .8-24.

.

.9-24. .

. .8-15. .

. . .7-8.

.

. .9-10.

.

. 10-20 , ,

362 .

.311

.304.

.312.

.368
. .322. . .7-12

.360

.6-14

. 353 .

.

. 364 .

.

.366.

.

.6-14

.411.

.401.

.405.

.406.

1942-43 Features CM) (.'omplt'h'd V.VZ) In Production (0)

Westerns (26) Completed (26) In Production (1)

Specials ( 6) Completed ( 4) In Production (1)

Serials ( 4) Completed ( 4) In Production (0)

1943-44 Features (—

)

Completed ( 2) In Production (0)

Westerns (—

)

Completed ( 4) In Production (2)

Specials (— Completed ( 0) In Production (1)

Serials (—

)

Completed ( 0) In Production (0)

IN PRODUCTION
Title— Running Time Cast Details Rel.

Hands Across the Border Rogers-Terry 8-23
In Old Oklahoma Wayne-Scott 8-9
Overland Mail Robbery Elliott-Hayes

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

Alibi (66) Lockwood-Slnclair ... For. ... 3-24

.

At Dawn We Die (78) Clements-Sinclair ... For. ... 3-20

.

Blocked Trail, The Tyler-Steele 12-28. . .3-12. .

Bordertown Gunflghters Elliott-Jeffries .... 6-28 .... 7-9

.

Calling Wild Bill Elliott (55) Elliott-Hayes 2-22. . .4-30.

Carson City Cyclone (57) Barry-Merrick 3-16.
Chatterbox (76) Brown-Canova .... 12-14 . . . 4-27 .

Days of Old Cheyenne Barry-Merrick 2-22... 5-15.
Dead Men's Gulch (56) Barry-Merrick 2-13.
Deer Slayer, The Kellogg-Parker 6-28
False Faces (56) Williams-Henry .... 3-22 ... 5-26

.

FlOhtIng Devil Dogi (— ) Powell-Stewart 1-29.
(Adapted from the Serial of the same name).

Gaucho Serenade (— ) Autry-Burnette ... Reissue. . .4-15.
Gentle Gangster (56) McLane-Lamont 5-10.
R-Men vs. The Black Dragon (Serial) Cameron-Worth .... 10-5 .... 1-2

.

Headin' tor God's Country (78) Lundigan-Dale ... .4-19. . .8-26. .

Rev.

.4-19

. .4-5

. .214.

. .213.
. .264
.2313
.2311. . .5-17

. .275. .
.6-28

. .219. . .5-17

. .276
. .274. . .4-19

. .222. . .7-26

. .211

.2303
. .220, . .7-12

. .282
,224

Here Comes Elmer Pearce-Stuart 7-26
Hi, Neighbor (72) Beile-Vague 6-1... 7-27 201.8-10
Hit Parade of 1943 (86) Carroll-Hayward .. .11-16. . .3-26 215 . .3-22
Idaho (70) Rogers-Burnette .. .12-28. . .3-10 252 3-8
King of the Cowboys (67) Rogers-Burnette 1-25. .. .4-9 254... 4-13
Man from Music Mountain Rogers-Terry 6-28... 9-17
Man from Rio Grande Barry-Watts 8-9
Man from Thunder River Elliott-Hayes 3-22. . .6-11. . .2312
Man Trap (57) (Serial) 7-26
Mask Marvel (Serial) Steuheiison-Lovett .. .2-8. . .4-13. .. .217.
Mexican Rose (— ) Autry-Burnette ... Reissue. . .7-18. . .2305.
Mystery Broadcast Albertson-Terry ,8-23
Nobody's Darling (— ) Lee-Calhern 5-31... 8-19 227.
Purple V, The (58) Archer-McLeod 1-11... 3-12 212.

.6-14

.4-5
Raiders of Sunset Pass. Reverc-Holt 7-26.

. Reissue.

. . .3-8.

. .2-18.

. . .5-3.

7-12

. . .1-25.

.6-14.

Ride, Tenderfoot, Ride Autry-Burnette ..

Riders of the Rio Grande Tykr-Sleele ....
Sante Fe Scouts (55) Three Mesquitcers

Secret Service in Darkest Africa Cameron-Marsh
Scream In the Dark, A Lowery- McDonald

Details under title: A Scream at NIghl

Shanty Town (65) Lee-Lord

Silver Spurs (68) Rogers-Carradine

sleepy Lagoon Canova-Day ...

bonioreru Kid. The (56) Barry-Merrick 6-29.

Someone to Remember (80) Craven-Paige 3-8.

Details under title: Prodigal's Mother

Song of Texas (69) Bogers-Ryan 3-22.
Souih 01 the Boroer Autry-Lee Reissue.

Swing Your Partner (70) Dale-Clark 3-8.

Tahiti Honey (69) Simon-O'Keete .

Thumbs Up (67) Joyce-Fraser

Tumbling Tumbleweeds (— ) Autry-Burnette

West Side Kid, The Barry-Evans ..

1943-44
Beyond the Last Frontier Revere- Burnette

Black Hills Express Barry-Heath ..

Death Valley Manhunt Elliott-Jeffreys 5-3.

Fugitive from Sonora (— ) Barry-Merrick 7-1..

Hoosier Holiday (72) Evans-Byron

Saint Meets the Tiger (70) Sinclair-Evans ....For..

.1-11.

. . .4-5.

. Reissue.

. .4-19.

. .7-12

. .5-17.

. .6-1.

.

.5-19. .

.4-16.

. .7-9. .

.10-1.

.

.4-20.

.8-12.

.

. 8-27 . .

.7-31.

.8-21

.6-18.

. 3-1.

.5-20.

. .4-6.

. .7-5.

.7-15.

.8-23.

.9-18.

.8-15.

. .9-9.

. .7-2.

.9-9,
.7-29.

.2304

. .266
. 265. . .7-26

. .284

.218 5-3

.256
, .228
.271. .12-14

,225

. .255. . .6-14

. 2302
. .221. . .6-14

. 216. . .419

. .223. . .6-28

.226.

351
362.
375
361.
302

.301

RKO-R ADIO
1942-43 Features (46)

Westerns ( 6)

1943-44 Features (—

)

Completed (42)

Completed ( 6)

Completed (13)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (7)

CURSE OF THE CAT PEOPLE
Mystery Drama—Started August 30.

Cast: Simone Simon, Kent Smith, Jane Randolph,
Ann Carter, Elizabeth Russell.

Director: Gunther Fritch
Stor.v: How the over-iU-veloiJcil iiuHKination t>f a small child affects an

entire

Julia Dean,

over-
coniniunity.

DANGEROUS JOURNEY
Drama—Started August 25.

Cast: Elsa Lanchester, Fritz Feld, Gordon Oliver, George Spelvin.

Director: Ray McCarey
.-itory: .\ i(i< kiiey sniilnvoiiian set.'; nut for Herlin to kill Hitler. .. with

siirpri.sing re.>5Ult.s.

FAICON AND THE CC-EDS, THE
Mystery Drama—Started August 30.

Cast: Tom Conway, Jean Brooks, George Givot, Dorothy Kelly,
Is,abel Jewell, Rita Corday, Amelita Ward, Patti Brill, Mar-
garet Landry, Ed Gargan, Elaine Riley.

Director: William Clemens
Stoi-.v: .Vot a\ nihil. li-.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Tiilr— Hunning Time Cast Details Rel. No. Rev.

Ghost Ship. The Dix-Barrett 8-23
Higher and Higher Morgan-Haley 8-23
Rookies in Burma Carney-Brown 8-23
One Hour of Glory Toumanova-Peck ...7-26
Tender Comrade Rogers- Ryan 8-23

1942-43
BLOCK NO. TWO

Falcon's Brother, The (63) Sanders-Conway .... 7-13.
. 11-16 ... 309 .. 10-19

Journey into Fear (70) Cotten-Oel Rio 1-26. . 2-12 .... 307 . . 8-10
Navy Conies Through, The (82) O Brien-Scott 6-1 .. 10-30. ... 308 . 10-19
Scattergood Survives a Murder (66) Kibbee-Hayes 4-20 .. 10-16 .... 306 .. 10-19
Seven Days Leave (87) Mature-Ball 6-1. 11-13 310 . 10-19

Details under title: Sweet or Hot

BLOCK NO. THREE
Army Surgeon (63) Wyalt-Taylor 4-6... 12-4 312... 11-2
Cat People (72) Simon-Ctnway 8-10.. 12-25 313.. 11-16
Great Gildersleeve. The (62) Peary-Darwell 10-5 1-1 314 .11-16
Once Upon a Honeymoon (117) Rogers-Grant .... 6-1 .. 11-27 .... 311 . . 11-
Seven Miles from Alcatra; (62) Craig-Granville . 8-10 1-8... 315 11-16

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Cinderella Swings It (70) Kibbee-Warren 8-10... 1-22.

Details under title: Scattergood Swings It

Forever and a Day (104) Laughton-Neagle 3-26.
Hitler's Children (85) Holt-Granville 10-19. . .3-12.
Tarzan Triumphs (78) Weissmoller-Gifford .. 9-7 ... 2-19

.

Two Weeks to Live (76) Louck-Botf 10-5... 2-26.

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Falcon Strikes Back (66) Conway-Randolph ...2-8
Flight for Freedom (101) Russell-MacMurray .8-24

Details under titir: Stand Ry to Die

I Walked with a Zombie (69) Dee-Conway 11-2
Ladies' Day (63) Velez-Alhert 7-20

This Land Is Mine (103) Laughton-O'Hara ...11-2

.318. . .1-25

.320.

.316.

.319.

.317.

.325.

.321.

.324.

.322.

.323.

.1-25

.1-11

.1-25

. .2-8

.3-22

. .2-8

.3-22

.3-22

.3-22
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BLOCK NO. SIX
Bombardier (99) O'Bri.n-Scott

.

GlWerslem'j Bad Day (62) Peary-Darwell
Lwpard Man Th, (66) O'Keete-Margo
Mr. U.ky (100) Grant-Day ..

Ditalls oiider title: From Here to Victory
Sqyadron Leader X (99) Dvorak-PortmanBLOCK NO. SEVEN
Bihlnd thi Rliing Son (88) Margo-Ryan
Falcon In Dangtr, Thi (69) Conway-Brooks
Mexican Splfdre'j Blessed Event (63) . . . Velez-Errol
Mtleiat Larceny (61) Carroll-Warrick

''"spl^cUik
y.l',,*'"'.' Cartoon
Majnifleent Ambirsons (88) Cotten-Costello
rrlde of the Yankees, The (128) Cooper-Ruth

e Anl'"'
'''2' °>'"'y Cartoon'

Splffir. (90) Howard-Niven
.

They Got Me Covered (95) Hope-LamourWESTERNS
Avenging Rider, The Holt-Edwards ..
Bandit Ranger (56) Holt-Edwards
Fighting Frontier (57) Holt-Summer

Ditalls under title: San of th( Saddia
Pirate, oi the Prairie (57) Holt-O'Oay
Red RI.er Robinhood Holt-Moffet

'

Sagebrush La*.. Holt-Edwards '

.

Details under title: Gun Law

. . .11-2.

. . .2-22.

. . .2-22.

.11-16.

.

For.

.5-17.

. .5-3.

. .4-5.

.1-25.

.1-25.

Feature . .

. . .11-29.
1-26.

Feature . .

For. . .

7-20.

.8-21.

.7-10.

. .3-5.

.2-19.

.2-5.

.7-27. . .618.
9-25.

.6-15. . .1-29.

. 6-1. .11-20.
.7-13. . .7-23.
.6-29 4-2

. ,

329. . 5-31
. .5-17

328 . . /

330. . .5-17

.326. . . .2.8

. .7-26

. .7-26

. .7-25

391. . . .61
371. . .7-13

351. . .7-27

392. .12-28
353. . .5-3

352. .1-11

385 . 3-8
.381.

.383.

382
.386.
.384.

11-16

NOT DESIGNATED
Around the World

1943-44

. , Kyser-Davis 6-14
Gangway for Tomorrow

Marge-Brown
Details under title: An '

'

6-28
. . .5-17

.5-17.

.4-19.

. . - - 7-12
American Story

Coastal Command (61) Documentary For. 7.06Gildersleeve on Broadway Peary-Burke 8-9
Government Girl

DeHavilland-Tufts
Iron Major The.

O'Brien-Warrick .

?, »„. n
^".' u -. Baxter-Brennan

.

n.t=M T T,!!"^. Weissmuller-Kelly
,

Details under title: Tarzan and the Sheik
BLOCK NO. ONE

Adventures of a Rookie Brown- Landry
Fallen Sparrow The.. Garlleld-O'Hara ....
Lady Takes a Chanca, A Arthur-Wayne ... 1-11

Details under title: Free For All
Seventh Victim, The Conway-Brooks . 5-17

n . u
^''^'"<9ton Lum & Abner .... 6-28

Details under title: Doilar-a-year Man

.6-14. .

.

.2-8. .

.

1942-43 Features
1943-44 Features

(—

)

Completed (43)

Completed (14)

In Production (0)

In Production (5)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast
Buffalo Bill (T) O'Hara-McCrea ...
^"•"•"n Bari-Robinson ....

Details under title: Tampico

[•''f'"'^*
Bankhead-bt.ndix . .

Lodger. The Oberon-Sanders . . .

"^1" "P Girl (T) Grable-Brown ....

1942-43
BLOCK NO. THREE

Tales of Manhattan (118) . . All Star

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Qlrl Trouble (82) Ameche-Bennett ...
«*«ila calling (81) Nolan-Landis ... .Man In the Trunk, The (70) Roberts-Holmes
SpringtimP in the Rockies (90) (T) Grable-MirandaBLOCK NO. FIVE
Black Swan. The (85) (T) Power-O'Hara
Dr Renault's Secret (58) Sheppard-Roberls

Details under title: Burled Alive
That Other Woman (75) Bari-Ellison
Thundeiblrds (T) (73) Tierney-Fostcr
Undying Monster. The (60) Howard-Ellison

BLOCK NO. SIX
Life Begins at 8:30 (85) Woolley-Lupino
China Girl (95) Tierney-Montgomery
We Are the Marines (69) M of T Documeniai
Over My Dead Body (68) Berle-Huohes
Time to Kill (6l) Nolan-Angel . ,

Details under title: Brasher Doubloon

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Chetniks, The Fighting Guerillas (73) Dorn-Gilmo,-e .. .

Details under title: Seventh Column
Immortal Sergeant, The (91) Fonda-O'Hara ...
Margin for Error (74) Bennett-Berle ...
Meanest Man In the World (57) Benny-Lane
roun, Mr. Pitt (105) Donat-Morley

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
Dixie Dugan (67) Andrews-Ellison ..

He Hired the Boss (73) Erwin-Blaine
Details under title: $10 Ralsa

Hello. Frisco. Hello (T) (98) Faye-Payne
Moon Is Down (90) Hardwicke-Travers
lulet. Please, Murder (70) Denning-Patrick ...

BLOCK NO. NINE
Crash Dive (T) (105) Power-Baxter
My Friend Fllcka (T) (89) McDowell-Foster
They Came to Blow Uo America (73) Sanders-Sten

Details under title: School for Saboteurs

Tonight We Raid Calais (70) Annabel la-Sutton . .

Details under title: Secret Mission

BLOCK NO. TEN
Coney Island (T) (93) Grable-Montgomery

Details

.7-12.

.

. .8-9 . .

Rel. No.

8-23.

.

8-23. .

.8-9.

.

.11-1.

.6-15.

.6-29.

.6-15.

.6-15.

. 4-20

.

.7-13.

.6-29.

. .3-9.

.8-10.

.8-10.

.6-15.

I

.8-24.
,9-7.

.10-5.

.9-21.
10- 19.

.7-13.

. For.

.

.9-21.

. 6-29

.

.11-2.

11-30.

. .9-7.

.8-24.

.7-20.
12- 14.

10-19.

.10-5.

10-30. . 313 . .8-24

.10-9. . 309

.

. .10-5
10-16. . . .314. . . 10-5
10-23. . . .5.15. . .10-5
.11-6.

.

. . 31V . .10-5

.12-4.

.

. .320. . ..n-2
12-11. . . . 321

.

. .11-2

11-13. . . .318 . .11-2
11-20.

. . . 307

.

. .11-2
11-27. . .319. . .11-2

12-25. . .322. .12-14
. .1-1. . . . 323

.

.1214
. 1-8. . . . 324

.

.12-14
.1-15. . . . 325

.

.12-14
1-22.

.

.326 12-14

. .2-5. . . .328. . .1-25

.1-29.

.

. . 327

.

. .1-25
.2-19. . . . 330

.

. .1-25
.2-12. . . . 329

.

.1-23
2-26.

.

.316

.3-12.

.

. . 332

.

. .3-22
. .4-2. . . . 334

.

. .3-22

.3-26. . .333. .3-2?

. .4-9. . . . 335

.

.3-22
.3-19. . .331. .1-11

.5-14. . . .340. . .5-3

.4-23. . . .338. .4-19

. .5-7 . . . .339. . .5-3

.4-30.

.

. .337. . .4-5

.6-18. . .343. .5-31

Ox-Bow Incident (76)
. .3-8.

6-15.
.6-11.

.

.5-21. .

. . 342

.

. .336.

.5-31

.5-31

BLOCK NO. ELEVEN
Stormy Weather (77) 2-8. .7-16.

.

. . 344

.

.5-31

SPECIALS
Desert Victory (60) .4-16.

.

. .341. .4-19

1943-44
BLOCK NO. ONE

Bomber's Moon (70) Sanders-Annabella
Heaven Can Wait (T) (112) Ameche-Tierney
Holy IVlatrimoiiy (87) Woolley-Fields .

NOT DESIGNATED
Dancing Masters Laurel & Hardy .

Claudia I91) McGuire-Young ..

Gang's All Here Faye-fcllison
. . .

Details under title: Girl He Left Benihd

Guadalcanal Diary Foster-Nolan ...

Happy Land Ameche-Dee ....
Jane Eyre Welles-Fontaine .

Night Is Ending, The Sanders-Marshall

Roger Tuohy, Last of Gangsters Foster-Taylor . . .

Song of Bernadette Jones-Price ....

Sweet Rosie O'Grady Grable-Young 3-8

Winter Time Henie-Romero 4-5.

. .7-30. . .401
2-22. .8-13. . . .402
.4-9. . .8-27. . . .403

.6-14.
5-17. . . .9-3

. .5-3

.5-31

.7-12

.7-26.

.

. .2-22.

. .5-17.

. . 4-19

.

• .4-5.

.402.

.9-17.

UNITED ARTISTS
1942-43 FEATURES
Balcon (CIn.) Completed ( 1)

Benny (Bny.) Completed (0)

Bogeaiis (Bog.) Completed ( 0)

Chaplin (Chn.) Completed (0)

Cinema Guild (C.G.) Completed ( 3)

Coward (Cwd.) Completed ( 1)

Disney (Dsy.) Completed ( 1)

Edwards (Edws.) Completed ( 1)

Korda (Kor.) Compl(-(pd (1)

Lesser (Lsr.) Completed (1)

Loew-Lewin (L.L.) Completed ( 1)

Mayfair (Mfr.) Completed (1)

Pressburger (Psb.) Completed ( 1)

Roach (Rch.) Completed (8)

Rogers (Rgs.) Completed ( 1)

Selznick (Szk.) Completed (0)

Sherman (Shm.) Completed (12)

Small (Sml.) Completed (0)

Strombberg (Smg.) Completed ( 1)

1943-44 FEATURES
Bronston (Bro.) Completed ( 0)
Cagney (Cgy.) Completed ( 1)

Rabinovitch (Rvn.) Completed ( 1)

Stone (Stn.) Completed ( 1)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Prodtiction (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

Details

.
.7-26. .

11-12.

.

. .6-29.

.

. . .9-7. .

. .4-20. .

.4-19.

Rel.

.10-1.

. .4-2.

.5-14.

.1-29.

.6-18

.1-22.

No.

Bro

Shm.
.Shm.

.Shm.

Rch.

Shm.
C.G..

.3-26. . . Psb.

,8-20,

. .9-4.

Stn,

Cgy.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast

Jae* London O'Shea-Hayward

1942-43
Bar-20 Boyd-Clyde
Bardtr Pitral Boyd-Kirby
Buekskin Frontier (74) DIx-Wyatt

Retails under title: Buckskin Emvlre

Calabeose (45) Rogers-Beery, Jr. .

Colt Comrades (67) Boyd-Clyde 10-15.
Crystal Ball, The (81) Goddard-Milland ... 7-20.

Gunmaster, The... Dekker-Trevor .....6-28.
Hangmen Also Die (131) Donlevy-Lee 11-16

Details ender title: Never Surrender

HI Diddle Diddle Menjou-Scott 5-3

Johnny Come Lately Cagney-George

Details under title: McLeod's Folly

Kansan, The (79) Dix-Wyatt . . .

Detalli ander title: Meet John Bonnlwell

Lady of BarlesdUB (91) Stanwyck-O'Shea

Details ander title: The G. String Murders

Leather Banters (67) Boyd-Kirby 6-15..

Prairie Chicken (47) Rogers-Beery Jr.

Riders »t the Deadline Boyd-Woodward

Somewhere In France (78) Morley-Cumraings

Stage Doer Canteen (132) Terry-Walker . .

Taxi, Mister (46) Bendlx-Bradley .

Texas Masquerade Boyd Correll 7-26.

That Haity Nuisance (50) Watson-Leonard 7-13
Thundering Hoofs Boyd-Correll 7-26.

Hoppy Servaa a Writ (67) Boyd-Kirby 7-20
Details ander title: Texas Law

Victory Through Air Power (65) Disney Feature

Yanks Ahoy Tracy-Sawyer

Young and Willing (83) Holdcn-Hayward ....1-10
Details under title: Out of the Frying Pan

1943-44
Girl frem Leningrad Sten-Smith 7-26,

. .3-8

.3-22

.7-1?

. .2-8

.4-5

.11-30. Shm.

12-14. . .4-30. . Smg.

.6-28

.5-17

.6-15,

.5-3. . .

. . . For.

.

.12-14.
. . .6-1.

5-28.

.5-21.

.6-11.

.5-28.
.4-16,

.6-25.

. 3-12

.

.8-13.

.8-6.
.2-5.

Shm.
Rch

.Shm.
Sml.

. .Lst.

. . Rch

.

.Shm.
. . Rch.

Shm.
.Shm

.

Dsy

Rch,

C.G..

,8-6

.7-26

.5-31

.5-17

.6-28

7-12

,7-26

.2-22

. Rbn.

U N I Y lER S A L

1942-43 Features (55)

Westerns ( 7)

Serials ( 4)

1943-44 Features (—

)

Westerns (—

)

Serials (—

)

Completed (55)

Completed ( 7)

Completed ( 4)

Completed (20)

Completed ( 1)

Completed ( )

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (7)

In Production ( 1)

In Production ( )
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MARSHAL OP GUNSMOKE
Western—Started August 30.

Cast: Tex Ritter, Russell Hayden, Fuzzy Knight, Jeiuiifer Holt,

Herbert Rawlinson, Harry Woods, Johnny Bond and his

Red River Boys.
Director: Vernon Keays
Stiiry: Land ilis|iule over railroad right-of-way.

MOONLIGHT AND CACTUS
Musical Western—Started August 24.

Cast: Andrews Sisters, L.eo Carrillo, Elyse Knox, Tom Seidel,

Shemp Howard, Tom Kennedy, Murray Alper, Frank Lack-
teen, Eddie Quillan, Mitch Ayres and orchestra.

Director: Edward F. Cline
story; High Jink.-! on a duilp ranch.

PASSPORT TO DAKAR
Drama—Started August 26.

Cast: Jean Gabin, AUyn Joslyn, John Quaten, Richard Whorf,
Eddie Quillan, Peter Van Eyck, Fritz Leiber, George Irv-

ing, Harry Woods.
Director: Julien Duvivier
story; A fal.sely interned i)risoner escapes from Iho Paris jail when tlie

Oernians take over. He escajies in an .\rmy truck and joins the
Free French cause where he vindicates himself.

THIRD GLORY, THE
Comedy—Started September 1.

Cast: Donald O'Connor, Ann Blyth, Helen Broderick, Peggy Ryan,
Walter Catlett, Arthur Treacher, Helen Vinson.

Director: Charles Lamont
story: The third generation in a family of theatrical stars. Backstage

comedy, entire action taking jilace during course of a one night
stand.

WHEN LADIES FLY
Drama—Started August 25.

Cast: Loretta Young, Geraldine Fitzgerald, Anne Gvvynne, Diana
Barrymore, Evelyn Ankers, Jime Vincent, Lois Collier,
Vivian Austin, Ramsay Ames, Marie Harmon, Betty Brodel,
Betty O'Brien, Patsy Mace, Richard Eraser, Samuel S.
Hinds.

Director: Jack Rawlins
story: Glorifying the "Wasps" (Women's Plane Ferrying Service).

MUMMY'S GHOST, THE
Horror Mystery—Started August 25.

Cast: Lon Chaney, John Carradine, Acquanetta, Martha Mac-
Vicar, Robert Lowery.

Director: Reginald LeBorg
Story: Further adventures in the Jrunniiy series,

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

TItli—Running Time Cast Details Rel. No. Rev
All Baba and th« Forty Thieves Montez-HatI 7-12
^""9 Ho Scott-Curtis 8-23
His Bofler'j Sister Durbln-O'Brlen 7-12

1942-43
Ad»infiir»s tf Smilln' Jack (Serial) Brown-Bey ...
All By Myself (63) Knowles-Ankers
Amaiing Mrs. Holllday. The (98) Durbin-O'Brien

Details under title: Forever Yours

Captive Wild Woman (60) Carradinc-Ankers
Cheyenne Roundup (59) Brown-Rltter ..

Corvette K-225 Foran-Knowles
.

Cowboy In Manhattan (59) Paige-Langford
Sen of Dracola Chaney-Curtis ...

Details under title: Destiny

Don WInelow of the Coast Guard (Serial) . . .Perry-Barrie

Follow the Band (61) Errol-Hughes . ..

Details under title: Trombone from Heaven
Frankenstein Meets the Wolf Man (75) . . . .Chancy-Lugosi ...

Details under title: Wolf Man Meets Fran kenstoin

Frontier Bad Men (77) Barrymorc-Paigc

G«t Going (59) Paige-McDonald
Gall, Ine. (61) Errol-McDonald
bive Oat. Sisters (65) Andrews Sisters . .

Details under title: I Want tt Dance
Good Morning, Judge (68) O'Keefe-Albritton .

Hers to Hold (94) Durbln-Cotten ...
He's My Guy (65) Hervey-Foran ....
HI, Buddy (68) Paige-Lord

Hit the lee (82) Abbott-Costello . .

Datalli under title: Oh, Doctor!

HI Ya Chum (61) Ritz Bros.-Frazee

Honeymoon Lodge (63) Bruce-Milliard

Detalle under title: Second Honeymoon
How'i About It? And ws S ters-Paige

Details under title: Solid Senders

It Ain't Hay (81) Abbott & CosteMo.

It Comes Up Love (64) lean-Hunter ...

Details under title: On the Beam
Junior G-Men of the Air (Serial) Dead End Kids

Keep 'Em Slugging (61) Hall-Raymond ...

Details under title: Bad Company
Mr. Big (74) Jean-O'Connor ...

Details under title: Oh, Say Can You Swing

Mug Town (60) Halop-Hall

Next of KiB (86) Pllbeam. Sidney

Raiders of San Joaquin (60) Brown-Ritler ....

Rhythm of the Islands Jones-Frazee ....

Drtalls under title: Isle of Romance

Shadow of a Doubt (108) Wright-Cotten ...

Sherlock Holmes in Washington (71) Rathbone-Bruce

Sherlock Holmes and the Secret Weapon (68) Rathbone-Bruce . .

5-18 . .1-5. .7581
3-8. .6-11. . . 7043

.

.6-14
6-29. 2-19. . .7005. .2-22

. .12-28. .6-4. . .7014. .5-31
9-5.

.

. . 4-9

.

.7075

5-21. .7036
.1-25.

10-19. .

. .2-22.

10-19.

.6-14. .

. .4-5.

.5-17.

.5-18.

12-28.

. .4-5.

12-14.

11- 16.

12-14.

.6-14.

12-28

.10-5.

.7-20.

.3-9.

11-30.

.3-8.

.4-6. . .8681
5-14. .7033. .5-31

.3-12. .7012. ,3-22

.8-6
. .7011

6-25. .7045. ,7-12
.7-9. .7046. ,7-26

.3-11. . . 7023

,

,9-21

,5-7, .7044. .5-17
7-16. . 7006 .

.

. .8-9
.3-26 7041. .4-19
.2-26. . .7031. . .3-8

. .7-2. . .7003. .7-12

.3-5. . . 7039

.

. .4-5

7-23. .7047

.2-5. .7025

.3-19. . .7001. . .4-5

.4-9. . .7023. . .2-8

6-30. .7881
. .4-2. . .7040. . .5-3

.5-28. . .7009. 6-14

.7-13. . .1-22. .7027. .2-8

. . For.

.

. .5-7. .7032. .4-19
7-27. .6-4. .7076 .6-28

11-30.

.

.4-16.

.

.7042

810. .1-15. .7065, .1-25

.7-20. .4-30. .7018. .6-28

.6-15. . .2-12. .7024. .1-25

Sin Town (74) Bennett-Crawford

Tenting Tonight on the Old Camp Ground ... Brown-Rltter

Two Tickets to London (77) Morgan-Cnrtli ...

We've Never Been Licked (103) Quine-Gwynne ....

When Johny Comes Marching Home (74) .... Jones-Frazee

White Savage (T) (76) HsII-Montez

1943-44
Angela O'Connor-Foster . . .

Alwayt a Bridesmaid AndwSisters-Knowles

Cobra Woman Montez-Hall

Crazy House Olsen & Johnson..

Fired Wife Barrymore-Paige ..

For All We Know Boyer-Roblnson ...

Gun Fighters Hayden-Holt

Hi Ya Sailor ttoods-Knox

Larceny with Music Jones-Carlisle

Let Yourself Go Woods-Knox ....
Mad Ghoul, The Ankers-Brnee ....

Never a Dull Moment {— ) Ritz Bros.-Langford

Professor Goes Wild Bruce-McDonald ..

Set to Music Jones-Vincent ...

Sherlock Holmes Faces Death Rathbone-Bruce

Strange Death o( Adolnh Hitler Donath-Sondergaard

Sherlock Holmes and the Spider Woman Rathbone-Bruce

The Mad Ghoul Ankers-Bruce ..

Top Man O'Connor-Foster

Details under title: Man of the Family

You're a Lucky Fellow, Mr. Smith Jones-Ankers ....

a OA 7017 . 1019
.8-10 .2-5. 7074

.6-18. . .7013.

.

.6-28

.i-25.. .7064.

.

.8-23

.10-5.

.

. .1-1. .7016. 1-11

11-2. . .4-23. . 7004

.

.5-3

.5-31.

1-25. . .9-24
5-17.

.6-28. . .10-8

. .5-3. .

.8-10.

.8-23.

. .7-26.

.1-25.

.

.9-10.

. .6-28.

.5-31..

.6-14. .9-17

. . .8-9.

.6-14. .9-17.

6-28. .9-10.

.5-31. .9-17.

. 5-31.
.7-12, 10-1.

1942-43 Features
1943-44 Features

(—

)

Completed (24)

Completed (17)

.7-12.

In Production (0)

In Production (6)

UNCERTAIN GLORY
Diama—Started August 30.

Cast: Errol Flynn, Jean Sullivan, Paul Lucas, Faye Emerson,
Douglass Dumbrille, Art Smith, Pedro de Cordoba .

Director: Raoul Walsh
.story: France under the Nazi heel and a Frenchman who regenerates him-

self through working with the underground only to lose liis life.

. 4-20

.

.6-19.

.4-20.

. For.

.

,6-1.
. . For.

.

. 3-23

.

.9-21.

. 6-29

.

S-24. . .4-24.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

IN PRODUCTION
Title—Ruaning Time Cast Details

Destination Tokyo Grant-Garfield 6-28.

In Our Time Lupino-Henreid ....6-14.
Passage to Marseille Bogart-Morgan . , . 8-23
Rhapsody in Blue Alda-Leslie 7-26.
Shine On Harvest Moon Sheridan-Morgan ...6-28.

BLOCK NO. ONE
Across the Paeillc (97) Bogart-Astor 3-23.

Busses Roar, The (60) Travis-Bishop

Desperate Journey (107) Flynn-Reagan 2-9.

Secret Enemies (59) Stevens-Emerson

Now, Voyager (117) Davis-Henried

BLOCK NO. TWO
You Can't Escape Forever (77) Brent-Marshall

Hidden H.ind, Tlie (63) Stevens-Emerson

George Washington Slept Here (93) Benny-Sheridan
flying Fortirsi 168) Greene-Lehmann
Gentleman Jim (104) Flynn-Smith 6-1.

BLOCK NO. THREE
Casablanca (99) Bogart-Bergman

Gorilla Man (64) Loder-Ford .

Hard W.iy. The (97) Lupino-Morgan

Truck Busters (58) Travis-Parker .

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Air Force (124) Garfleld-Young

Mysterio'is Doctor (57) Loder- Matthews

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Edge of Darkness, The (118) Flynn-Sheridan

BLOCK NO. SIX
Action in the North Atlantic (127) Bogart-Massey

Background to Danger (80) Raft-Marshall

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Constant Nymph, The (112) Boyer-Fonta,n3 3-9

SPECIALS
Mission to Moscow (123) Huston-Harding ...11-16

This Is the Army (T) (121) Murphy-Leslie 4-5

Yankee Doodle Dandy (126) Cagney-Leslie 12-1

REISSUE
Varsity Show (81) (Reissue) Powell-Waring—— 1943-44

BLOCK NO. ONE
Murder on the Waterfront (49) Loder-Ford

Watch on the Rhine (114) Davis-Lucas 6-15..

NOT DESIGNATED
Adventure In Iraq (— ) Loder-Ford

Adventures of Mark Twain March-Smith 7-13..
Arsfnie and tid Lace (— ) Grant-Lane 11-1..

Conflict Bogart-Hobarf 5-17..

Crime by Night Wyman-Cowan ....10-19..
Details under title: Forty Whacks

Desert Song, The (T) Morgan-Manning . . .6-29..

Devotion DeH,ivilland-Lupino 11-16. .

Find the Blackmailer (—) Cowan-Emerson

Last Ride. The (— ) Travis-Parker

Northern Pursuit Flynn-Bishop 7-12.

Old Acquaintance Uavis-Hopkins ...11-16..
Princess O'l'jiirke DeHavilland-Cu mings 7-20.

Saratoga Trunk (— ) Cooper-Bergman 3-8.

Thank Your Lucky Stars (127) Cantor-Shore 1-2..

To the Last Man Flynn-Bishop 5-3.

REISSUE
Oklahoma Kid (— ) Cagney-Bogart

No.
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'THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA' RE-MAKE OF SILENT SUCCESS
Rates • • • — generally; if exploited

Universal

92 Minutes.

Nelson Eddy, Susanna Foster, Claude Rains,

Edgar Barrier, Jane Farrar, J. Edward
Bromberg, Leo Carrillo, Barbara Everest,

Steve Geray, Frank Puglia, Gladys Blake,
Fritz Feld, Hume Cronjn, Hans Herbert,

Fritz Leiber, Miles Mander, Rosina Galli,

Elvira Curci.

Directed by Arthur Lubin.
~"

It is only natural that comparisons will be

made between Unlversal's new "Phantom of

the Opera" in sound and Technicolor and
the silent version made in 1925. Lon Chaney,
you will recall, created a hideous but mem-
orable monster of the old Phantom, while
Claude Rains' portrayal is. that of a pitiful,

aging- old musician, less terrifying, perhaps
more sympathetic. The current version does
not ha\ne the tremendous sets that made
the silent version one of the real "epics" of

its film age. But today's "Phantom" has.

Technicolor. Personally, the reviewer pre-

ferred the silent one as a boxoffice attrac-

tion. The new film has too much opera and
too little excitement for mass audiences. The

Rates • as supporting dualler

United Artists (Hal Reach)
45 Minutes.

Jimmy Rogers, Noah Beerj-, Jr., Mary Brian,
Bill Henry, Paul Hurst, Marc Lawrence,
WiUiam B. Davidson, Iris Adrian, Jean Por-
ter, Sarah Edwards
Directed by Hal Roach, Jr.

This Hal Roach streamliner in the Beery-
Rogers series has far too many juniors con-
nected with it and the result is feeble enter-

tainment which will serve only to round out

a dualler headed by a lengthy dramatic
feature. While Noah Beery, Jr., has several

times demonstrated that he can do a first-

rate acting job in a good part, Jimmy Rogers
(son of Will Rogers) is still awkward and
amateurish on the screen and Hal Roach,

lengthy operatic passages (which are splen-

didly sung and should attract music lovers)

will not set so well with the horror fans

who will be drawn by anticipation of a real

blood-and-thunder meller. Director Arthur
Lubin has been able to maintain a slowly-

rising suspense during the unfoldment of

this old-fashioned plot, but the melodramatic
developments are too often delayed by the

musical interludes. In brief, it seems that

the new "Phantom of the Opera" will not

satisfy music lovers or horror lovers. How-
ever, it is a ballyhoo natural and where
sold energetically by the showman it should
garner good grosses.

The old-timers, most of whom will be
anxious to see this new version, will re-

member that the story centers about Claude
Rains, who after 20 years as violinist with
the Paris Opera, is discharged. Rains has
secretly been paying for singing lessons for

Susanna Foster, understudy at the Opera,

and when a music publisher scorns his piano

concerto, a dispute leads to a pan of acid

being hurled at the violinist. Horribly scar-

red,. Rains flees and hides in the catacombs
under the Opera where he manages to drug
the star (Jane Farrar) and Miss Foster

goes on in her place to become a sensation.

Jr , has directed this silly story,'with all the

subtlety of a kick-in-the-pants. There's
plenty of noise and running-about during the

45 minutes running time for "Calaboose"
but the real laughs are few and far be-

tween. However, its elementary brand of

humor will probably amuse the youngsters
and a few unsophisticated patrons, as well.

The calaboose of the title is a small jail

in a western town where the sheriff's

daughter (Mary Brian) is permitted to in-

dulge in her hobby of rehabilitating pris-

oners by making them feel at home. Jimmy
Rogers and Noah Beery, Jr., wandering cow-
boys, get a job on a nearby ranch and when
the latter is smitten with Miss Brian, he
manages to start trouble and land in jail.

While he gets his home-cooked meals in a
nicely-decorated cell, Rogers frames a no-

Nelson Eddy, the baritone, and Edgar Bar-
rier, chief of police, are rivals for Miss
Foster's affections, but when Rains is forced

to murder Miss Farrar, they unite to appre-

hend the "Phantom" who is terrifying the

Opera. When the crazed Rains kidnaps
Miss Foster, Eddy has Liszt play his con-

certo and bring the Phantom out of the

underground passages to hear it. Rains is

killed in the collapse of the catacombs, but
Miss Foster escapes to continue her oper-

atic career.

Rains contributes the oustanding perform-

ance but Susanna Foster sings several arias

superbly and handles the acting demands of

her role capably enough. Nelson Eddy's

vocal work is far superior to h's rather

stuffy portrayal and Steve Geray, Jane Far-

rar and Fritz Feld are the best of the others.

The comedy is weak and Leo Carrillo is

buried in a music teacher bit.

DENLEY
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torious gangster and, when he turns up in

the calaboose. Miss Brian turns her atten-

tion to him. Lawrence's gang start a gun
battle to get him out and, although Beery's
roping ability proves handy in saving the

day for justice, Miss Brian marries someone
else.

Mary Brian is little better than her ma-
terial but Bill Henry, Marc Lawrence and
other capable players deserve recent roles.

YORK

'CALABOOSE' ANOTHER SILLY STREAMLINIR

'SOMEONE TO REMEMBER' WELL-TOLD SENTIMENTAL DRAMA
Rates • • 4- as dualler for family houses;

Republic.
80 Minutes.

Mabel Paige, John Craven, Dorothy Morris,
Charles Dingle, Harry Shannon, David Ba-
con, Tom Seidel, Leona Maricle, Chester
Clute, Richard Crane, Russell Hicks, Made-
line Grey, Selmer Jackson, Peter Lawford.

Directed by Robert Siodmak.

This quiet, sentimental comedy-drama has
genuine charm, even if its slow pace and
absence of well-known names may keep it

from attaining all the success it deserves.
Adapted from a mother love story by Ben
Ames Williams, this has an original slant
and is exceptionally well told. Although
tender-hearted patrons are certain to be af-

fected, the film never becomes maudlin.
Chief credit for this must go to Mabel Paige
(she recently scored in sharp-tongued por-
trayals in "Lucky Jordan" and "True to
Life"), who wins tremendous sympathy for
the kind-hearted old lady who clings to her

less elsewhere

memories while always keeping the char-

acter within the bounds of plausibility and
sentiment. Although Director Robert Siod-

mak has injected sufficient youthful love

interest and some college hi-jinks, the pic-

ture isn't lively enough to attract the young-
sters or action fans. However, the average
naborhood patron is certain to enjoy it and,

with favorable word-of-mouth and a strong
selling campaign, it may do above-average
business.

The story is laid in a fine old apartment
house from which the wealthy Mrs. Free-
man (Mabel Paige), who occupies the cor-

ner suite, refuses to move even when the
building is sold to the local university. The
building superintendent, who tries every
method to get her out, finally learns that

her husband bought her particular apart-

ment 20 years before and she is within her

legal rights in staying in the hope that her
long-missing son will return some day. The
building is turned into a boys' dormitory and
when the students arrive, she soon becomes
a favorite. One night when Dorothy Morris

(MORE REVIEWS ON PAGE 26)

climbs into her room by mistake, the old

lady is easily led into believing that the

freshman the girl is seeking is her grandson.
When she meets the freshman (John Cra-
ven) and learns that his parents are in

South America, she patches up the girl's

romance with the boy and, after the couple
elope, they live in her apartment. She be-
lieves Craven's father is her son and, on the
eve of his arrival from abroad, the old

lady is elated and dies peacefully in her
sleep. In the morning, a friend reveals that,

altho Craven's father had the same name,
the old lady's real son had died in prison
years before.

Although it is Miss Paige's splendid per-

formance that keeps interest alive during
the slow-moving sequences, John Craven
furnishes fine support as the sympathetic
freshman and Charles Dingle and Harry
Shannon contribute strong character por-

trayals that add to the picture's underlying
merit.

LEYENDECKER
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We will back the attack with War Bonds

As individuals, as groups, as an industry,
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Let's do it . . again . . for



'GOOD LUCK. MR. YATES' MILDLY ENTERTAINING PROGRAMMER
Rates • • as dualler generally

Columbia.
69 Minutes.

Claire Trevor, Edgar Buchanan, Jess Bark-
er, Tom Neal, Albert Basserman, Douglas
Leavitt, Tommy Cook, Scotty Beckett, Frank
Sully, Henry Armetta, Rosina Galli, Billy

Roy, Jonathan Hale, Conrad Binyon, Bobby
Larson, The Bob Mitchell Boy Choir.

Directed by Ray Enright.

A good story idea—one which glorifies

the home front—has been awkwardly
handled in "Good Luck, Mr. Yates" and,

as a result, this never rises above program
fare. The predicament of a military school

instructor, placed in 4F, whose cadet stu-

dents look down on him because they be-

lieve he is evading service, has topical ap-

peal, but Director Ray Enright has splashed

on too much sentiment in the early scenes

and then made the finale unduly melo-

dramatic. The shipyard sequences carry

more than the usual interest and the ro-

mance between the 4F teacher and a

feminine welder has several oiiginal

touches. There's enough action to suit the

youngsters while the likeable characters
and wholesome comedy of the boarding
house episodes will prove amusing to family
audiences. This will serve as a dualler in

all locations.

In the story, Jess Barker, instructor at a
military academy, leaves to join the army
and it given a going-away party by his

young charges, but later he finds that he
is rejected because of an old ear injury.

Ashamed to face the scorn of his former
charges, Barker gets a job at a local ship-

yard, while he has Frank Sully, a pal who
was accepted by the army, send the boys

inspiring letters, supposedly from him. A
fellow-worker (Tom Neal), jealous of Bark-

er's attentions to Claire Trevor, a welder

at the shipyards, finds one of the letters

and spreads the rumor that he is working
for the Nazi cause. This inflames the en-

tire shipyard against Barker, but when a

torch drops and starts a fire, he saves Neal
at the risk of his own life. He then be-

comes a real hero in the eyes of his fellow-

workers, as well as his former students,

who have learned the truth. Although they
beg him to come back to the school. Barker
feels that, for the duration, his place in

working at the shipyards, with Miss Trevor
by his side.

DENLEY

'THE UNKNOWN GUEST' EXCITING. SUSPENSEFUL MYSTERY
Rates • • + generally

Monogram.
65 Minutes.

"Victor Jory, Pamela Blake, Veda Ann Borg,
Harry Hayden, Emory Pamell, Nora Cecil,

Lee White, Frank Faylen, Ray Walker, Paul
Fi.\, Edwin Mills, Paulu Porcasi.

Directed by Kurt Neumann.

Here is a tight, compact little murder mys-
tery, told in the Hitchcock manner. Cram-
med with suspense, it holds the interest from
the very moment of its unusual opening and
never lets down for a minute. Acting is

much above par, notably Victor Jory, as the
murder suspect and Pamela Blake, an un-
spoiled country girl caught in a mad infatu-

ation for a man she believes to be a hard-
ened killer. Knowing direction by Kurt
Neumann, excellent photography and a fine

musical score by Dimitri Tiomkin, plus care-

ful editing, not to mention an engrossing
screenplay and fine performances, add up
to first rate drama. "The Unknown Guest"
is a prime example of what can be turned
out by an independent studio when imagi-
nation, taste and restraint is applied. Mono-
gram can justly take a bow for this produc-
tion and exhibitors will find it a profitable

attraction.

Action takes place at a wayside inn, about
to be closed for the winter by its elderly

proprietors. The couple's wayward nephew
wanders in supposedly a wanted man. When
he suddenly takes over the place and no

'GIRLS IN CHAINS' PRISON MELLER IS FOR POP HOUSES
Rates • • — for minor action spots

Producers Releasing Corp. !

72 Minutes.
Arline Judge, Roger Clark, Robin Raymond,
Allan Byron, Barbara Pepper, Emmet Lynn,
Dorothy Burgess, Sidney Melton, Betty
BIythe, Clancy Cooper, Patricia Knox, Rus-
sell Gage, Peggy Stewart, Richa.rd Clarke,
Mrs. Gardner Crane, Henry Hall, Kenneth
Harlan.
Directed by Edgar G. Ulmer.

Although this is a trite re-working of the
oft-used women's prison theme, "Girls in

Chains" has sufficient action and excitement
to satisfy audiences in the lesser action
houses. Like almost any gangster film today,
this has a pre-war appearance. However,

the prison sequences (this time it's a girls'

reformatory) are well done and have an air

of authenticity and Director Edgar G. Ulmer
has added several amusing touches which
lighten the depressing plot. For a program-
mer, this has an above-average cast and,

while the two leads, Arline Judge and Roger
Clark, are scarcely the types to seem be-

lievable as a psychologist and a detective,

most of the supporting players, including
Allan Byron, Barbara Pepper, Betty BIythe
and Mrs. Gardner Crane, are excellent. In
addition, Emmett Lynn, as a milquetoast
character who finally tells off his boss' wife,

and Robin Raymond, as a gangster's moll,

are outstanding.

In the story, Arline Judge, a young psy-

chiatrist, finds it difficult to get an appoint-

word is heard from the owners, the local

sheriff is goaded to start an investigation by
a snooping real estate agent. In the mean-
time, the girl who has been retained to help

him keep the place open, falls hopelessly in

love with the nephew and even goes to the

extremes of trying to cover up what appears
to have been a cold-blooded murder. She
has also shielded him from two strangers

she believes to be man hunters. Her trust

is unshaken even in the face of what ap-

pears to be a deliberate attempt on his part

to drown her. Just as the local authorities

are about to close in, the elderly couple re-

turn, having been too busy enjoying them-
selves to send back word of their where-
abouts.

BLAIR (Hollywood)

ment because her sister is married to Allan

Byron, the city's leading racketeer. Finally

a friendly detective (Roger Clark) and a
meek board member (Emmett Lynn) stand

up against the crooked administration and
get her a place on the staff in a girls' re-

formatory. There Miss Judge's attempts at

reform are opposed by the prison manage-
ment, which is backed by Byron. Byron's

girl friend (Robin Raymond), who is serv-

ing a term, finally agrees to turn state's evi-

dence but. instead, she is "taken for a ride."

Lynn, who witnessed the murder, is almost
killed by Byron's men but he manages to

live and tell the tale—to the police. Miss
Judge is then put in charge of the girls'

institution.

YORK

'THE SAINT MEETS THE TIGER' FAIRLY EXCITING. BUT TOO BRITISH
Rates • + genera[ly

Republic.

70 Minutes.

Hugh Sinclair, Jean Gillie, Clifford Evans,
Gordon McLeod, Wylie Watson, Louise
Hampton, Dennis Anmdell, Charles Victor,
John Salew, Arthur Hambling, Amy Veness.

Directed by Paul Stein.

Although "The Saint Meets the Tiger" is

a fairly-exciting detective yarn which will

appeal to lovers of mystery melodrama, the
dialogue and characters are often "too, too
British" to capture the interest of general
audiences. Such phrases as "a spot of smug-
gling" or "jolly good story, what?" are like-

ly to try the patience of some patrons and
bring forth giggles from the younger fans.
The picture is slow in getting under way
but it builds steadily in suspense and the

climax is a typical knock-em-down, drag-em-
out affair filled with shooting and hard-hit-

ting. The incidental comedy, provided by
the usual blundering Scotland Yard man. is

mildly amusing at best. Leslie Charteris'

colorful character, "The Saint," was orig-

inally portrayed by George Sanders, who
built up a following for the Hollywood se-

ries, released by RKO. However, except for

Hugh Sinclair, who gives a smooth per-

formance in the title role, this British-made
film is completely lacking in familiar names
and is best suited to the lesser action spots

or naborhood duals.

The action starts in London when a dying
man stumbles into "The Saint's" apartment
and mumbles three words which give the

famous adventure-seeker a clue and send
him to a small coastal village in Cornwall.

There "The Saint" is interviewed by Clif-

ford Evans who, unknown to "The Saint," is

(MORE REVIEWS ON PAGE 30)

actually "The Tiger" whose sensational bank
robbery of gold bullion has puzzled Scotland

Yard. Later, when a local girl is paid a

large sum for apparently-worthless South
African gold shares, "he Saint" grasps the

situation—that "The Tiger" plans to export

the stolen metal to South Africa, announce
a gold find and sell the metal at high prices

on the open market. "The Saint's" old

friendly-enemy. Inspector Teal, also arrives

on the scene and his meddling proves a

handicap in tracing the hidden gold. How-
ever, before "The Tiger's" gang can double-

cross him and get away with the gold

loaded on a yacht, their leader arrives and
starts a shooting affray in which "The Saint"

emerges victorious.

Of the supporting cast, Clifford Evans is

excellent as the deceitful "Tiger" and Jean
Gillie makes an attractive heroine.

DENLEY
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What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

WATCH ON THE RHINE" CRITICS HEAP SUPERLATIVES ON ANTI-NAZI DRAMA
(WARNER BROS.) "...A credit to Warner Brothers and to the movie industry which too seldom offers entertainment of such en-
during values and deep-felt emotions. . .So tightly organized that it can be perfectly told without recourse to livelier uses of camera,
cutting and distant scenes. . .Seemed even more impressive than the play...Lukas will win awards for this work. . .Hereby recom-
mended without reservation as a leading one of the year's Ten Best Pictures." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST. "...Impassioned and
moving play has fared brilliantly on the screen... One of the best translations from the theatre that it has been my privilege to see
...A superior film which makes its points straight, artistically and very pertinently." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Excellent example of the well-photographed copy of a good play. . .Narrated through stage play dialogue rather than pictorial ac-
tion ... Stirring and good melodrama without the bolstering of topical pertinence ... Lukas repeats the superb performance which left

the play among memorable memories of evenings in the theatre. . .Seems to have mellowed, grown richer and more intense." COOK,
N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Fine dramatic film... Acting superb ... Direction is taut and dramatic ... But in spite of the
many excellences, the picture has lost some of its dramatic power and the potency to arouse deep emotions in the beholder now."
CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS. "...Not only a far better mcvie than the great play was a play, but it goes above and beyond,
expanding and clarifying. . .Completely credible and in such enthralling manner that even one who sees movies for a living forgets
to look at his watch... Will prove at the boxofRce that when a film is honestly fashioned, be it war or propaganda or both, it will
draw the multitudes who are said to be eager only for musicals or escapism." MORTIMER, N. Y. MIRROR. "...Magnificent
...Adult story for thinking men and women ... Bitter, heartbreaking but human and fine, too. A warm humor flows through its

tragedy to leaven it... One of the tensest and most dramatic productions of the season." FINN, PHILA. RECORD. "...Splen-
did accomplishment, in every way worthy of prize-winning play.. A picture Hollywood may well be proud of, and that even non-
movie-goers can ill afford to miss." DE SCHAUENSEE, PHILA. BULLETIN.

'DU BARRY WAS A LADY' CALLED COLORFUL, ROWDY, SUMPTUOUS
(METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER) "...Rowdy, colorful musical, blended to the popular taste by music old and new, a top-flight orches-
tra, a comedy cast and a silk-and-satin production in Technicolor .. .Has retained as much of the boisterous humor of the original as
the Hays Office will allow... Just as much a musical triumph on the screen as it was on the stage." GUERNSEY. N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE. "...Merits all the customary Hollywood musical adjectives — sumptuous, colorful and all that. Too bad that in
giving 'Du Barry' so prodigal and extravagant a mounting, its producers neglected to include entertainment ... Opens promisingly
enough to slow down to the funeral pace of a fashion show in slow motion." FRANKEN, PM. "...Still fancy, full of fun and
definitely more refined than the original stage show. . .Delightful musical comedy which was designed for, and is bound to find
popularity with, the young folks who like good fun, good acting, smart production and one of their favorite orchestras." HALE,
N. Y. NEWS. "...Metro has given it the luster of a million dollars in gold... Has caught most of the humor of the original
with a lot of Red Skelton's own thrown in. . .Eye-fllling opulence and splendor, which is fabulous in these rationed times." CROW-
THER, N. Y. TIMES.

'THE FALLEN SPARROW' INTRIGUING AND IMAGINATIVE — TRIBUNE
(RKO-RADIO) "...Strange and restless melodrama. . .All too often wanders into a bewildering labyrinth of devious and intersecting
plots. But by virtue of a taut performance by John Garfield and the singular skill with which director Richard Wallace has high-
lighted the significant climaxes, emerges as one of the uncommon and provocatively handled melodramas of recent months." T. S..

N. Y. TIMES. "...Melodrama that contains action, suspense, mystery and an atmosphere of horror .. .Sinister atmosphere of

intrigue and treachery." CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS. "...Trim and close-hauled melodrama .. .The way to the wind-up is neatly
bunkered with psychological traps, fine, frank Nazi plotting and three palpably culpable but richly enticing women." McMANUS,
PM. "...Intriguing and imaginative spy thriller. . .Mixes murder, mania and Nazi cruelty into a cinema potion which is un-
usually free from the hokum that often slips into such a brew. .. Suspense is chief concern ... Superior example of creepy entertain-

ment." GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

'SALUTE TO THE MARINES' PANNED AS 'PHONY,' 'HAMMY'
(METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER) "...Wild, rootin'-tootin' bang-up affair — and in Technicolor, too... Rover Boy drama in the bellow-
inc: homespun fashion that has come to be associated with Mr. Beery, and there are many who like it. But displays of patriotism, no
less than acting, can be guilty of the same cheaply theatrical excesses that in the theatre are defined as 'ham'... Has many a hectic,

as well as embarrassing moment, but Mr. Beery is still fighting a small boy's war." T. S.. N. Y. TIMES. "...Drags along
interminably .. .The last half hour or so more than comuensates for the tedious hour that goes on before ... Routine Holl -wood flap-

doodle ... Beery runs through his usual repertoire. . .Needs some grim. Marine-style cutting to make it into a pretty good B."

FRANKEN, PM. "...May have had a touch of sincerity in its making, but it emerges as an embarrassing vehicle for Wallaca
Beer" As phonv as stage monev.,.Has no more substance nor integrity than an episode in the serial 'The Perils of Pauline'."

BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. ".
. .Eventually, comic opera plots, with or without music, may become the appropriate

treatment for the war. Right now the war strikes some of us as something more serious than a mere frolic for Wallace Beery, who
runs through his whole set of familiar tricks." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAJVI. "...Storj", though carefully tailored to the

Beery brand of sentiment and molded to the pattern of December 7, provides enough action to satisfy youthfully minded thrill addicts

...Another embarrassingly Hollywood version of grease paint war."—WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.

'WE'VE NEVER BEEN LICKED' GETS FAVORABLE REACTION GENERALLY
(UNIVERSAL) ".

. .Wildly romantic fiction based on the old rah-rah college formula." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES. ".
. .Various

cavortings of the semi-military Aggies in this comedy-drama provide enough fun and interest to overshadow the dajnaging effect of

a somewhat phony topical plot... Old formula but when it is well presented, as is the case here, it stands up as satisfactory enter-

tainment. . .The topical 'war interest' angle brings about its undistinguished moments." GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBLTNE.
"...Movies' favorite stencil for life in a military school .. .Japanese menace ruins everything, including the picture." WINSTEN.
N. Y. POST. "...Has a mixed set of ideals, and from moment to moment mixes up being a pretty good picture and a very bad
one. . .Alternates between dull and exciting moments." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

'HITLER'S MADMAN' LIDICE DRAMA VICTIM OF PREVIOUS SIMILAR FILMS
(METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER) "...Unfortunate victim of the current booking jam...A good picture, but it will be a little dated

for people who have seen 'Hangmen Also Die,' 'The Moon is Down' or any of the numerous others that told stories with a back-
ground of Nazi terror... In spite of all the shortcomings in cast and timeliness, the picture has a final impact likely to leave you
shaken and silent." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. ".

. .Horror film with a few of the pleasant chills that usually accom-
pany that type of entertainment. . .Newspaper accounts of the bombing of Nazi cities will be pleasant antidotes for the unhappy
feeling brought on by the final grim scenes." W. H,, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Loses none of its stark forcefulness.

because its chapter out of Czech history has been told cinematically before .. .Well-wrought, deeply depressing action." THIRER. N.

Y. POST. "...Praiseworthy drama, well-made and yet most depressing. . .Has its own version of the world-shocking event
(I,idice) and it's an effective one. One that you won't soon forget. Neither will you forget John Carradine's portrayal of He\-drich."

HALE, N. Y. NEWS.
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'HONEYMOON LODGE' MINOR Pii^OGRAMMER HAS STRONG SPECIALTIES
Rates • ® as supporting dualler only

Universal
63 Minutes

David Bruce, June Vincent, Rod Cameron,
Harriet Milliard, Franklin Pangborn, Ozzie

Nelson and Band, Veloz and Yolanda, Tip,

Tap and Toe, Bobby Brooks, Andrew
Tombes, Hattie Noel, Bay Eberle, Joseph
Crehan, Fay Helm, Emmett Vogan, Mar-
garet Seddon.

Directed by Edward Lilley.

As a mildly amusing domestic comedy
utilizing familiar farce situations, "Honey-
moon Lodge" would barely get by in the

supporting spot on naborhood duals. How-
ever, a half-dozen specialties, including

Ozzie Nelson and His Band and Veloz and
Yolanda, famous ballroom artists, liven up

the inconsequential plot and make this an
agreeable secondary feature for a dramatic
oi action film. Among the popular songs
are "Why Don't You Fall in Love with Me"
and "I Never Knew," warbled by Harriet
Hilliard; "I'm Thru with Love," sung by
Ray Eberle, and a splendid falsetto rendi-

tion of "Do I Worry" by Bobby Brooks, a
young colored lad. While the two leads,

David Bruce and June Vincent, have no
marquee value, the specialty artists will in-

sure considerable draw — especially among
the younger patrons.

In the story, David Bruce and June Vin-
cent, a successful young playwrighting
team, are on the verge of divorce because
of their respective idiosyncracies. While
v/aiting for the case to come up, the wife
hit3 on a screwy idea — that of re-enacting
their meeting, courtship and marriage —

in the hope that this will bring them to-

gether again. While pretending to be single,

on the way to the resort hotel where they
first met, Bruce encounters the vampish
Harriet Hilliard on the train, while Miss
Bruce attracts a bashful rancher. The
marital mix-ups continue while the couple
stick to their plan to re-enact their original

courtship and, finally, they again wind up
before the divorce court judge. After fur-

ther arguments, the wife hits on another
screwy idea, and they decide to give mar-
riage another try.

June Vincent, a most attractive blonde,
shows promi.se as the sophisticated wife and
Pa-'id Bruce handles the male lead capably.
Franldin Pangborn is perfectly cast as the
fussy hotel manager and Harriet Hilliard is

a gocd type to play a designing singer.

DENLEY

'HEADIN' FOR GOD'S COUNTRY' ROUTINE OUT-OF-DOORS MELODRAMA
Rates • • — as a dualler for rurals and

Republic
78 Minutes
William Lundigan, Virginia Dale, Harry
Davenport, Harry Shannon, Addison Rich-
ards, Eddie Acuff, J. Fran/c Hamilton.

Despite a war-time angle which adds some
slight topical value, "Headin' For God's
Country" is a routine ou'-of-doors drama,
best suited to rural locations and minor
action spots. The isolated Alaskan outpost
with its unfriendly white settlers, the tall,

handsome stranger who arrives from "out-

side" and the fine loyal dog, Flash, all seem
to stem from a silent-days film and even
the presence of Jap invaders in the action

action spots
climax fail to bring the picture up-to-date.

The pace is slow and the story implausible
during the first 30 minutes, but there's ad-

venture and excitement aplenty in the battle

scenes that bring the film to a rousing close.

The snowy backgrounds have been well

photographed and, at least, provide a com-
fortable vista for hot weather audiences.

However, it is the youngsters who will find

this most entertaining.

The story opens in a small Alaskan out-

pcst in September 1941 as a young pros-

pector, William Lundigan, who refuses to

talk, is treated coldly by the suspicious
v'hite settlers. Supplies arrive only twice
a year and, except for radio, the town is

cut off from the outside world so, when

Make VICTORY
this season's product

An extra bond for every seat In

your theatre, Mr. Exhibitor, is the

showman's job while the quietly

colossal guys are doing the fight-

ing.

We'll all BACK THE ATTACK

BUY WAR BONDS
Every employe 10% or more

SELL WAR BONDS
One for each theatre seat

ACK 3rd WAR LOAN
September 9 to October 2

Courtesy PRC Pictures, Inc.

the tubes of the receiving set are stolen,

the village is completely isolated. To get
even with the inhabitants, Lundigan per-
petrates a hoax by printing a fake news-
paper announcing that the U. S. is at war
with Japan. A furore of outmoded defense
preparations starts and Lundigan is amused,
at first, and then he persuades the inhabi-
tants to use up-to-date methods. When the
supply ship arrives with news of the actual
war, Lundigan tries to escape the villagers'

v/rath, but runs into a Jap raiding party on
its way to the village. An S. O. S. is sent
t^ the outside world and Lundigan and the
inhabitants unite to hold off the Japs until

fighter planes arrive to bring aid.

DEXLEY

'THE WEST SIDE KID'

FAIR PROGRAMMER
Rates • • as dualler In action spots

Republic.
58 Minutes.
Donald Barry, Henry Hull. Dale Evans,
Chick Chandler, Nana Bryant, Walter Cat-
lett, Matt McHugh, Edward Gargan, Peter
Lawford, George Metaxa, Chester Clute.

Directed by George Sherman.

Despite an implausible plot and the slow
pace of its early scenes, "The W'est Side

Kid" has sufficient melodrama action to

make it fair boxoffice for action houses.

The well-balanced cast includes Henry Hull,

doing a first-rate acting job as a millionaire

tired of life, and Dale Evans, as his spoiled

daughter, who has shown increasing promise

with each role she has played for Republic.

And, for this excursion into the dressy

"Johnny Apollo" type of gangster character-

ization, the company's western star., "Red"
Barry takes the more dignified name of

Donald and gives a creditable tough-guy
portrayal. Walter Catlett, Chester Clute

and Chick Chandler contribute some laughs
and also add to the entertainment value of

a far-fetched plot. It should fill the sup-

porting niche in naborhood and rural spots.

In the story, Henry Hull, dyspeptic mil-

lionaire who has become disgusted with his

family's selfishness and lack of affection,

hires a young gangster, Johnny April, to

bump him off. However, Johnny (Donald
Barry) takes a liking to Hull and. after

he meets the latter's headstrong daughter.
Dale Evans, he defers the killing and de-

cides to set about making the family appre-
ciate the old guy. Johnny makes Hull hide

away and, by getting the family really

worried they decide to mend their ways.

YORK
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THE NEWS DIGEST
(Continued from Page 141

the manpower situation, praised the indus-

and extensively as they wished, promising

them every consideration. It was decided

to formulate a joint exhibitor-distributor

committee to confer with WMC officials.

The meeting approved unanimously a de-

cision reached last May by the executive

committee of the WAC theaters division not

to press for an essential rating for theater

employees. Chairman Si Fabian said the

real issue is a determination that key thea-

ter employees I'eceive consideration for de-

pendency, should they be held to be non-

deferrable. Fabian urged WAC officials to

try to make a favorable contact with in-

dividual State Selective directors, declaring

that most state and regional officials have

more authority with local boai'ds than the

national unit.

In regard to the equipment situation,

WPB chief Donald Nelson told the WAC
meeting that the "worst is over." Nelson

did not predict that theatre supplies would

be plentiful, but assured the group that

essential equipment will be made available.

He asked the aid of the industry in com-

batting the public's "psychological slump"

due to the good news from the battlefronts.

Nelson declared that it was no longer a

question of winning the war "but rather one

of shortening the war." He called upon the

industry to help in keeping the public at a

fighting pitch.
* * *

Projectionists Get Pay Boost

The Detroit regional War Labor Board
granted wage increases last week to motion

picture projectionists in that city, overrul-

ing strong opposition to the increase by in-

dustry members. The increases were

granted under the "Little Steel" formula

and were explained by Edwin E. Witte,

board chairman, thus: "Refusal would mere-

ly benefit the theatre owners who are ad-

mittedly enjoying great prosperity. The
most equitable thing to do probably would

be to roll back theatre admission prices, but

this is not within our power." Under their

present powers Witte said the Board had
no other course but to approve the increase.

The Detroit decision was in direct con-

trast to a ruling by the Chicago regional

War Labor Board earlier which turned

"Not a dark house in more than

20 years of film delivery serviceP'

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Moabar KbMmmI FUm C*nrlers' Aa^

150 N. JUNIPER STREET
phujldelphia

LOCUST 4Mt BACK 4«M

down an increase proposal by exhibitors

and the operators union in that city. The
proposal, though allowable under the "Little

Steel" formula, was rejected because it was
held that the wage increase would disturb

existing stabilized rates in the industry.
» * •

Republic Reorganizes A-P Dept.

Republic has realigned its advertising and

publicity department to meet the company's

increased promotional plans for the 1943-44

season, said James R. Grainger, president.

The advertising and publicity department,

operated under Charles Reed Jones, has

been organized into two separate depart-

ments with Steve Edwards promoted to the

newly created post of director of publicity.

Jones will handle added advertising duties

as director of advertising.

All West Coast publicity will clear

through the New York office with Len Boyd
as studio liaison. Bill Saal, Hollywood spe-

cial representative, moves to New York as

assistant to Herbert J. Yates. Saal has been

specializing in special advertising and pub-

licity promotion.

Grainger also announced that Republic's

success with the national billboard and ra-

dio campaigns for Roy Rogers has brought

about a decision to adopt similar national

campaigns for its major productions during

the new season.
4 « *

OCR Seeks Theatre Man
George W. McMurphey, chief of amuse-

ments section of the Office of Civilian Re-

quirements, was given authority to pass on

applications for new theatre buildings,

equipment, replacement of burned out and

obsolete equipment, etc. Previously these

applications have been handled solely by

Allen G. Smith of the WPB Service Equip-

ment Division. Smith, however, retains final

authority.

McMurphey is seeking an experienced

theater man to put in charge of the motion

picture unit of the OCR amusement section,

somoone with experience in theatre opera-

tion, technical knowledge of equipment and

supplies and an understanding of theater

construction and materials. The motion

picture unit which is now being developed,

said McMurphey, will act as a "friend at

court" for exhibitors who need assistance

in the procurement of supplies or who have

problems which the OCR can help solve.

The unit will have no authority of its own
with respect to materials needed by exhibi-

tors, but will prepare programs to improve

the supply situation and deal with other

problems which it will present to and press

before the agencies in control.

• * *

Fox to Reissue Four
20th Century-Fox has scheduled four fea-

tures to be reissued in the 1943-44 season,

according to Tom Connors, vice-president in

charge of world-wide distribution. The
films, not necessarily in order of distribu-

tion, are: "Call of the Wild," "In Old Chic-

ago." "Under Two Flags" and "The Rains

Came."
* * «

K A-0 Net Soars

An increase in net profits of $456,034 was
reported by Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corp and

its subsidiaries last week for the 26 weeks

ended June 30, 1943 over the corresponding

period in 1942. Total net profit for the last

26 weeks was S963,605 after all charges, as

compared with $507,571 for the period ended

July 4, 1942.

The profit before provision for deprecia-

tion and income taxes was $1,953,629 as

compared with .51,300.100 for the 1942 period.

Provision for Federal income taxes was
§672,251.

THEATRE GAMES

CONTROLLED BIXGO G.\ME — 12 wa>T»
in which to win, S3.00 a thousand. 16 or 70

ways to win, two colors, S3.50 a thousand.
Box 281, c o FILM BULLETIN, 1239 Vine
Street, Phila., Pa.

DIE CUT BIXGO CARDS — .S17.50 in

10,000 lots. Smaller quantities, S2.00 per 1,000,

1-75, 1-100. IMMEDIATE DELn^ERY —
ORDER NOW. S. Klous, c o FILM BLX-
LETIN, 1239 Vine Street, Phila., Pa.

SAVE Time . . Energy . . . Insurance . . . Worry . . . Money

Economically Sensible for All Your Deliveries to Be Made by

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, Inc.

HORLACHER
FHTLADHLFIflA BALTIMORE

1225 or 1239 Vine St. 1801 Bayard St.

Member National Pllm Carriers, Inc. Mlse Toland« Olochettl. Notary P«t>ll«. 1M9 Vine St.. PhlU.

WASHINGTON
1683 3rd St., N. K.

NEW TORK
613 W. 47th St.
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE
of the Issue.

MAB^AJGE JOHN CRAVEN DOROTHY «0««15

SOMEONE TO REMEMBER. . .Cast from the

mould of such old and revered favorites of another
day as "Over the Hill" and "Stella Dallas" is this

Republic drama about a gentle, kindly old lady

who brought only happiness into the lives of others
and was compensated by the kindest death that
ever came to a person. Made for the heart, "Some-
one to Remember" reaches its goal, but it presents
a problem to the showman in the lack of well

known names. One clever teaser campaign was
conducted by a mid-Western theatre using the cen-
tral character's name, "Mrs. Freeman," lo excite

the interest of the newspaper reading public. It

brought the exhibitor a profitable two-weeks run.

Several of the ads are reproduced above. Whether
this teaser line, or another, is used, you have a fine

exploitation picture in this. Put your shoulder be-

hind it and it will pay off in a big way.

A Republic Picture. Directed by Robert Siodmak. Asso-
ciate producer, Robert North. Cast: Mabel Paige, John
Craven, Dorothy Morris, Charles Dingle, Harry Shannon.
Screenplay by Frances Hyland. Original story by Ben
.Ames Williams. Photography by Jack Marta.



FBONTEER BADMEN ... In a

plot that encompasses an as-

sortment of shootings, a cattle

stampede and two romantic

threads, this Universal rip-

roarer goes all-out for action.

Robert Paige, Diana Barry-

more, Noah Beery, Jr. and

Anne Gwynne make up the

romantic pairs and double in

lead to clean up a black mar-

ket. Andy Devine and Leo
Carrillo handle the comedy end

an'l Thomas Gomez injects vil-

lainy as the head of a meat
buying syndicate set to milk

cattlemen of profits. Ford
Beebe produced and directed.

THE WKST SIDE KID... Donald Barry. Republic's

versatile star, is seen in the title role, which con-

cerns a young gangster hired by unhappy Henry

Hull to put him out of his misery. Barry accom-

plishes his mission by reforming Hull's wayward

family and almost takes a murder rap in the doing.

The cast includes Dale Evans, Chick Chandler. Matt

McHugh, Nana Bryant, 'Walter Catlett and Ed Gar-

gan. George Sherman directed.



WATCH ON THE
RHINE . . . Lillian Hell-

man's prize - winning
play comes to the screen

under the Warner ban-

ner and, according to

New York critics, comes
out as an even greater
adult anti-Nazi drama
than the play. In this,

the story of an anti-

Fascist, the Broadway
cast's principals, Paul
Lukas, Lucille Watson,
George Coulouris, con-
tinue in their roles aug-
mented by Bette

Davis as Lukas' "^^^^
wife, Donald Woods,
Geraldine Fitzgerald and
Beulah Bondi. Herman
Shumlin bows in his ini-

tial screen directorial

assignment.



THINGS WE HOLD DEAR
Precious things that we have sent our boys across the sea to fight for.

Freedom of worship in any house of God and all the freedoms under

a beloved flag. Worth fighting for indeed and we on the home front

have never been called upon to wage a more important campaign

in their behalf than the 3rd War Loan. Its success depends on our

showmanship skill in selling bonds to our mass audience through

the theatres. Small bonds in millions of hands, that's our job. No
time to lose. September 9th is close. Is your pledge in? Have you

been in touch with your nearest War Activity Committee? Let's

keep faith with our lads. Back the Attack!

sponsored by War Activities Committee of Motion Picture Industry, 1501 Broadway, New York City
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FULL-PAGE ADS IN THESE NATIONAL

PUBLICATIONS WILL PRE SELL MILLIONS

ON WINTERTIME ! JANE EYRE THE

GANG'S ALL HERE1 GUADALCANAL

SCREEII
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The least yuu can do for the country you love

SELL AND BUY WAR BONDS AND STAMPS
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AN OPEN LETTER

TO: HUMPHREY BOGART, GARY GRANT
IRENE DUNNE, ROSALIND RUSSELL
We are quite certain that you would not intention-

ally be a party to the deception that has been practiced

in your names by Columbia Pictures. As a matter of

fact, it is with the thought that you are not even aware

of the manner in which you have been exploited by this

film company that we are apprising you of the following

circumstances.

For some years now Columbia has employed the

policy of borrowing prominent stars from other studios

to bolster an otherwise weak program. This is indisput-

ably sound business practice and, normally, it would be

welcomed by the thousands of theatre owners through-

out the nation as creating a freer film market. From
the standpoint of the starring personalities, too, it

would seem to be a boon, in that it affords them an

opportunity to play some prized role, work under an
ace director, or merely to break away from the routine

of work on their home lot.

Unfortunately, however, in the case of Columbia
these advantages are more than offset by the way in

which that company uses star names to abuse Its cus-

tomers. It has become a method of Columbia's to

advertise widely the names of prominent players as

appearing In pictures to be released during a certain

season—and then fail to deliver them. Lo and behold,
the following season finds those same stars' names
being exploited as "bait" to sell Columbia contracts
again.

Take your own cases, for instance. When Colum-
bia was preparing to sell the past season's program It

issued a lavishly illustrated brochure announcing "48

Victory Feature Program for 1942-43" and certainly

much of Its lustre was contributed by the names of

Humphrey Bogart, Cary Grant, Irene Dunne and Rosa-

lind Russell.

You, Mr. Bogart, were to have co-starred with Rita

Hayworth in a picture titled "Defense Town." Colum-

bia was smart enough to realize that your popularity

was zooming to ever greater heights, that no co-star

was needed to assure them of top terms for your pic-

ture, so you were switched to "Sahara." This film was

completed in ample time to permit Columbia to deliver

it before September 30, when the 1942-43 contracts

expired, but it was deliberately withheld from release

before that date and is now being offered as part of

the I 943-44 program.

You, Miss Russell, and you, Mr. Grant, were to

have been co-starred, according to Columbia's promise

last year, in something billed as "another brilliant pic-

ture." Apparently feeling that together you were too

much boxoffice value to give Its customers at one time,

and since you would not be delivered on the 1942-43

contract as promised, Columbia decided to exploit

your names individually in advertising Its 1943-44 pro-

gram. Now, the exhibitor who wants Cary Grant and
Rosalind Russell for his theatre will be required to pay
top terms for two pictures. (And the poor sucker

thought he had you both bought last year!)

You, Irene Dunne, were an important factor in the

decision of many theatre owners to buy Columbia's

product last year. More than a full year has passed

since the picture supposed to star you was advertised

and sold by Columbia, the period within which the

company promised to deliver it has expired, yet not a

single foot of film has actually been shot.

(Continued on Next Page
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EDITORIALS
(Continued from Preceding Page)

Miss Dunne, we think several questions are in order.

When you signed to make this picture for Colunnbia, did

you inform the studio approximately when you would

put in your appearance? Did Columbia have sufficient

reason to believe that it could complete and deliver

your picture before September 30, 1943? Or, was

there more reason, allowing for the exigencies of pro-

duction, to doubt that the Irene Dunne picture could

be delivered within the 1942-43 season?

Even now, from our office we can see your photo-

graph in the window of a Columbia exchange on a

board that bears the headline: "Stars That Will Appear

In Columbia's 1943-44 Program"! That's what they

said last year about the 1942-43 program. What assur-

ance has any theatre owner that Columbia is not merely

misusing your name again this year!

All of you—Humphrey Bogart, Cary Grant, Irene

Dunne, Rosalind Russell (among others, incidentally)—
can see how you, yourselves, have been used as "bait"

by Columbia to sell contracts for two years. Thou-

sands of exhibitors (the poor fish!) have been hooked

on that Columbia line of worthless promises and they

are getting pretty well fed up with it.

We know that none of you desires to be associated

with such an odious practice, so take this suggestion to

avert it in the future. If your home studio ever again
"loans" you to Columbia, or if you sign a contract
direct with that company, insist upon an agreement
that the picture starring you will be delivered as part

of the program for which it is advertised. The theatre

owners of America will be grateful to you for this pro-

tection against Columbia's worthless promises.

MO WAX.

A NEW SALES PLAN
Pending compilation of National Allied's poll of

its members, the most thorough and effective response
to Assistant Attorney General Clark's invitation to the
nation's theatre owners to express themselves about the
Consent Decree came forth recently from the Independ-
ent Exhibitors Inc. of New England.

In a letter to Clark, signed by president Francis M.
Perry, the organization presented a detailed and incisive

indictment of the Decree and offered a new sales plan,
which, it believes, "would correct current abuses in

motion picture distribution and satisfy the needs and
requests of the greatest number of independent
exhibitors".

It is important reading for all exhibitors and Film

Bulletin has reproduced the main portions of the letter

starting on Page 8 of this issue. Turn to it.

BROADWAY
NEWSREEL

Business at the film palaces in the Times Square districl

has again slipped slightly, although the total gross is con-

siderably above that of the early Fall season a year ago. The
most important exception was the Capitol where "Johnny
Come Lately," despite luke-warm notices, did smash business
during its opening week aided by a strong stage show headed
by Morton Gould and His Orchestra and Allan Jones and
Virginia O'Brien in person. The Cagney picture is now in its

second week and is tentatively set for five. . .At the Criterion,

Abbott and Costello's "Hit the Ice" also had a profitable

opening week and is now in its second stanza while Loew's
State had a slight upswing with an M-G-M flrst-run, "The
Adventures of Tartu," and accompanying vaudeville program.

Of the two late-in-the-week openings, "Thank Your Lucky
Stars" with Sammy Kaye and His Band on the stage was a
smash from the start at the Strand while "Wintertime" also

opened well at the Roxy where it is accompanied by a stage
show headed by Bert Lahr, Paul Haakon and Patricia Bow-
man. "Stars" followed the five-week engagement of "Watch
on the Rhine" which had two record weeks, did excellent

business for two more and slipped noticeably only during the

wind-up week... The Sonja Henie film followed two weeks of

swell business for "Holy Matrimony" and Carole Landis and
Paul Draper on the stage, a program that wasn't held longer

because of the desire to get the film into the subsequents

here... For the first time in nearly two months the Radio
City Music Hall has slipped below a weekly figure of $100,000

although the third week of "So Proudly We Hail" was close

to that gross and picture started a fourth stanza on Sept.

30th. In addition to M-G-M's "Lassie Come Home," "Claudia,"

originally booked for the Roxy, has been set for the world's

largest theatre and "Jane Eyre," another 20th Century-Fox

release, is also a possibility here... The Paramount continues

to strong business with RKO's "A Lady Takes a Chance" and
Vaughn Monroe and His Orchestra on the stage. Picture

starts a fourth week on Oct. 6th and it will be followed in

mid-month by Paramount's "True to Life" and by M-G-M's
"I Dood It" in November.

Broadway's only two-a-day picture, "For Whom the Bell

Tolls" has entered the third month of its engagement at the

Rivoli, claiming a record which shatters all previous figures

for attendance and length-of-run at the theatre. "W'ake Is-

land," which did fine business for eleven weeks and played to

1046 less patrons than FWTBT, is next best. . .Starting a

tenth week at the Hollywood on Sept. 30th, "This Is the

Army" is slackening up a little although the engagement is

still profitable, as well as indefinite, here. Meanwhile the

Warner film opens at the downtown Brooklyn Strand for a

day-and-date run with the Hollywood .. .The company's re-

issue of the Cagney-Bogart starrer, "The Oklahoma Kid," is

in its fourth week at the Central Theatre, a block away from

the Warner's own Strand.

A big disappointment, and the first one-weeker to play

the Palace since its switch to a first-run policy, was "Hi,

Diddle, Diddle," the United Artists release which followed

three good weeks of "The Sky's the Limit." Universal's

"Fired Wife" was hurriedly brought in on Sept. 30th and is

expected to play until RKO's "Behind the Rising Sun" opens

Oct. 13th. . .M-G-M's "The Man from Down Under" was only

fair at the Globe following four good weeks for "Salute to

the Marines" but the Laughton film held over. . .Meanwhile

the same company's "Thousands Cheer" is crowding them

into the Astor and the multi-starred musical starts a fourth

week on Oct. 5th... That reviews have little effect on trade

at the Rialto, Broadway's horror spot, was evident after

RKO's "The Seventh Victim" received bad notices in every

paper and then did excellent business and was held over...

235 Metropolitan theatres including the Brooklyn Strand with
"Man from Music Mountain" on Sept. 30th, have booked Roy
Rogers productions during his rodeo appearance at Madison
Square Garden, Oct. 6-31.
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20th CEAITURY-FOX ... 1 Not Set

'SWEET ROSIE O'GRADY' BELOW FOX MUSICAL STANDARDS
Rates >— on name values

20th Century-Fox

76 Minutes

Betty Grable, Robert Young, Adolphe Men-

jou, Reginald Gardiner, Virginia Grey, Phil

Regan, Alan Dinehart, Sig Ruman, Hobart

Cavanaugh, Frank Orth, Byron Foulger, Hal

K. Dawson, Stanley Clements, Jonathan

Hale, Dorothy Grainger, Milton Parsons,

Lilyan Irene, St. Brendan's Choir, Leo Dia-

mond and His Solidaires.

Directed by Irving Cummings.

With Betty Grable attired in scanty, gay

1880 costumes against a brightly Techni-

colored background of old New York,

"Sweet Rosie O'Grady" will probably gar-

ner pretty good grosses, even if the story

and manner of telling has lost much of its

spark and now seems "old hat." Light and

easy on the eyes, with fewer old-time song

hits and a little less production flash than

"Coney Island," "Hello, Frisco," et al, this

will afford mild entertainment for seekers

after escapist fare — and their name is

legion. Director Irving Cummings has

wisely held down the running time so that

the story moves swiftly and the feud be-

tween the former burlesc,ue queen and the

news-conscious "Police Gazette" reporter

doesn't seem too repetitious. Of course,

their final clinch is obvious from the start.

The title song and "Waiting at the Church"

will bring back pleasant memories and a

new Gordon-Warren tune, "My Heart Tells

Me," is headed for great popularity.

In the days when the Police Gazette was

in its prime, Betty Grable, who has scored

a great success in London, under the stage

name of Madeleine Marlowe, becomes en-

gaged to a Duke and returns to America.

Robert Young, reporter on the Gazette who

has been writing a series of sensational

articles revealing Betty's burlesque begin-

nings under her real name of Rosie O'Grady,

meets her at the boat and tricks her into

revealing some true facts. To get even,

Grable makes Young a laughing stock by

announcing, to pH th^ other papers, that

they are engaged and the stories were all

publicity build-up. After missing a scoop.

WARNER BROS 2 in Second Block

'PRINCESS O'ROURKE' DELIGHTFUL COMEDY
Rates • • • — except for action spots

Warners

94 Minutes

Olivia de Haviiland, Robert Cummings,
Charles Coburn, Jack Carson, Jane Wyman,
Harry Davenport, Gladys Coop?r, Minor
Watson, Nan Wynn^ Curt Bois, Nydia West-
man, Ray Walker, Nana Brjant, David
Clyde, Julie Bishop, David Willock, Frank
Puglia, Rosina Galli, Edward Gargan,
Ferike Bores, Chester Clute, Jody Gilbert.

Directed by Norman Krasna.

Norman Krasna's deft, tongue-in-cheek

direction transforms his fanciful little story

into a sparkling comedy spiced with bright

dialogue and hilarious situations. There

are several slow spots in "Princess

O'Rourke" and the paper-thin plot scarcely

seems to demand a 94-minute running time,

yet it is very satisfying entertainment.

While some of the humor is made-to-ordcr

for sophisticates, most of it is down-to-

earth and broadly played in a manner to

bring laughs from average audiences. The
democratic central theme of a beautiful and

lonely refugee princess who falls in lovo

with an American air pilot cannot be taken

seriously, but it is most ingratiating. It'd

Young is fired, but his editor (Adolphe

Menjou) continues to write the love diary

of Rosie O'Grady. Young writes the song

lampooning Rosie O'Grady, but Miss Grable

includes it in her new show and their enem-

ity gradually turns into love. After a few

more complications, including the arrival

of the Duke, the love tangle is straightened

out.

Betty Grable is at her best in this type

of excitable role, which makes few acting

demands but permits her to exhibit her

blonde charms and singing ability to good

advantage. Robert Young gives a neat

comedy performance and Reginald Gardiner

is ideally cast as the Duke. Adolphe Men-

jou has little to do and Phil Regan's come-

back is limited to singing one song.

LEYENDECKDR

a good women's picture, certain to build on

favorable word-of-mouth. Grosses should go

well above average, except in action spots.

The story starts by showing all the dull

details in the life of Olivia de Haviiland, a

refugee princess living in a luxurious New
York hotel suite. Realizing that she is un-

happy, her uncle (Charles Coburn) sends

her on a western vacation. Traveling by

air, the incognito princess takes too many
sleeping pills and fails to awaken when the

plane is forced to return to New York. The

co-pilot, Robert Cummings, cannot waken
her or learn her identity and takes her to

his apartment. The princess returns to her

hotel, but later keeps a date with Cum
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mings and. finding happiness in the ways of

the common people, she lets him believe

she is a penniless refugee maid. Coburn

has been having the princess followed and.

when Cummings proposes marriage, he un-

expectedly agrees because the prospective

husband comes from a family replete with

boy children. Cummings is floored when
he learns Olivia is a princess, but he ac-

cepts matters until, on a visit to the White

House, he hears he will lose his American

citizenship by the ceremony. But matters

are straightened out when they elope with

the assistance of the President.

Olivia de Haviiland gives a most appeal-

ing performance as the disconsolate prin-

cess who finds happiness with a commoner

and Robert Cummings is satisfactory in his

serious and comedy moments. Jack Carson

and Jane Wyman contribute likeable por-

trayals as Cummings' pals and Ray Walker

and Curt Bois are best in a first-rate sup-

porting cast. Charles Coburn is amusing,

as always, although his role offers no stand-

out scenes.

DENLEV
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'ADVENTURE IN IRAQ' CHEAPLY-MADE ACTION PROGRAMMER
Rates as dualler for minor action spots

Warners
64 Minutes
Jokn Loder, Ruth Ford, Warren Douglas,
Paul Cavanagh, Barry Bernard, Peggy
Carson, Bill Crago, Martin Garralaga, Bill

Edwards, Dick Bottiler, Eugene Borden.
Directed by D. Ross Lederman.

Another of Warner's cheaply-made action

programmers, "Adventure in Iraq" has
little other than its timely title to attract

audiences. Although no mention is made
of the fact other than "from a play by

William Archer," avid movie fans will

readily recognize the story as "The Green
Goddess," one of George Arliss' stage and
screen successes, last filmed in 1930. What

was originally a theatrically-effective vehicle

for Arliss has degenerated into an overly-

melodramatic thriller filled with obvious,

serial-like situations. Paul Cavanagh is im-

pressive as the suave, well-educated desert

shiek, chiefly because the role is sure-flre,

but the other actors are merely adequate

and Ruth Ford is scarcely the glamorous

type. A few topical references and the last-

minute rescue by American planes modern-

ize the film enough to fill the supporting

spot in naborhood duals.

In the story, a plane flying across the

Syrian desert is piloted by Warren Douglas,

on his way to join the American Air Forces
in Egypt, and two passengers, Ruth Ford
and her dissipated husband, John Loder.

Forced down in the trackless desert, the

trio set out on foot and finally arrive at a
native settlement peopled by a tribe of devil

worshippers. Their cultured sheik, Paul

Cavanagh, treats the trio royally and then

informs them that the natives demand their

lives in revenge for the British execution

of his three half-brothers. Cavanagh is

attracted to the wife and is willing to save

her, so she apparently responds to his ad-

vances while the two men work out a plan

of escape. Loder manages to broadcast an

appeal for help over his short-wave before

being killed, but Miss Ford and Douglas

are finally rescued by American bombing

planes. And the fade-out still contains the

shiek's famous line "Oh, well, she probably

would have been a damn nuisance anyway!"

YORK

M-G-M ... 2 in First Block

'WHISTLING IN BROOKLYN' SKELTON'S LATEST IS ANOTHER FRANTIC FARCE
Rates • • + best in naborhood spots

M-G-M
87 Minutes

Red Skelton, Ann Rutherford, "Rags" Rag-
land, Jean Rogers, Ray Collins, Henry
O'Neill, William Frawley, Sam Levene, Rob-
ert Enunett O'Connor, Arthur Spac«, Steve
Geray, Howard Freeman, Tom Dillon, Wil-
liam Haade, Grant Withers and the Brook-
lyn Dodgers.

Directed by S. Sylvan Simon.

Laden with typical Red Skelton horseplay
and gags, "Whistling in Brooklyn" is fran-
tic farce from start to finish and sure to go
over big in naborhood spots. With Skelton
again mugging his way through the role of
a radio crime expert forced to solve a bona
fide crime, this is the third of the series
which started with "Whistling in the Dark."
Much of the comedy is forced and Skelton
employs such old reliables of slapstick as a
wild auto chase, balancing from dizzy

M-G-M
103 Minutes

Robert Donat, Valerie Hobson, Walter Rilla,

Glynis Johns, Martin Miller, Frederick
Leister, Phyllis Morris, David Ward, Lawr-
ence O'Maddern, Mabel Terry-Lewis, Percy
Walsh, John Penrose, Josephine Wilson,

Herbert Leslie, Miki Iveria.

Directed by Harold S. Bucquet.

A British-made saboteur melodrama
which follows the conventional thrill pat-

tern, "Adventures of Tartu" is being shown
here too late and must rely on Robert
Donat's popularity to do average business

in America. As a British officer, forced to

masquerade as a captain of the Rumanian
Iron Guard, the star gives a dashing por-

trayal in a role combining the best features

of Errol Flynn and Superman. After a

heights (a la early Harold Lloyd) and a

drenching by fire hose. The best, and most
original, laugh sequence, has Skelton made
up as a bearded baseball player, playing

against the Dodgers in Ebbett's Field in an

effort to signal one of the spectators whose
life is in danger. The rest is all familiar

stuff of the kind that rarely fails to con-

vulse youngsters and family audiences.

Skelton's popularity should make it a good

dualler generally.

The film opens as the police discover

another body, fourth in a series, exactly

as predicted in a warning letter sent them

by someone signed "Constant Reader."

Henry O'Neill, police inspector, is at his

wit's end trying to solve these apparently

unrelated killings and he decides to ask the

aid of "The Fox," (Red Skelton) a radio

detective who broadcasts the solution of the

most mysterious crimes. Skelton, who is

planning to marry Ann Rutherford, tries to

evade O'Neill and, inadvertently, is sus-

pected of having a hand in the crimes.

suspenseful opening, laid in London, the
story goes completely fantastic as its hero
is sent to Hungary on a dangerous mission
and, without too much trouble, manages to

get a job iTxSide a Nazi munitions plant.

Undeniably, Donat's exploits will offer num-
erous exciting moments for the youngsters,
but adult audiences may be somewhat weary
of a succession of films dealing with one-

man campaigns against the Nazis. The
romantic interest has been neatly handled,

but the picture moves slowly in spots and
is rather long for a dualler.

This was made a year ago as "Sabotage
Agent" and its new title, which suggests

a jungle drama, at least removes the war
stigma. Tartu, a Rumanian Iron Guardist
who was recently killed, is the identity as-

sumed by Robert Donat, a British officer

sent by his war office to Hungary to de-

stroy a Nazi plant producing a deadly gas.

When Donat, using Tartu's identity and

(MORE REVIEWS ON PAGE 12)

With his chauffeur, "Rags" Ragland, and a

pestiferous news reporter (Jean Rogers) in

tow, Skelton and his bride-to-toe race

through Brooklyn with the police in pursuit

and wind up as captives of Ray Collins,

leader of a mob which has been wreaking
vengeance on its enemies. Skelton man-
ages to escape to Ebbett's Field and, after

getting mixed up in a game between the

Dodgers and a bearded team known as the

Beavers, he throws a ball to O'Neill with a

message warning him he is slated to be

Collins' next victim. After a furious rough-

and-tumble scrap between Skelton's pals

and the mobsters, the police arrive to cap-

ture Collins.

Skelton, whose likeable personality has

helped to put him among the top film

comedians, again has first-rate laugh sup-

port from "Rags" Ragland, as his dim-

witted chauffeur. Ann Rutherford does well

as the heroine but is over-shadowed by Jean

Rogers, as a meddling girl reporter.

LEYENDECKER

ESPIONAGE FILM

papers, gets over the Hungarian border, he

is accepted by the Nazis and given a job

in a munitions factory. He is later pro-

moted to the factory making the secret g&s

formula and he manages to plant bombs
just before the Gestapo learn that the real

Tartu is dead. With the aid of Valerie

Hobson, wiio poses as a Nazi sympathizer
while actually a member of the underground

movement, Donat miraculously gets past i\\

manner of guards, guns and steel doors and
makes his escape to a plane. As he and
Miss Hobson take off for England, the gas

plant goes up in flames.

Valerie Hobson, known through her many
appearances in British, as well as some
American films, is splendidly cast as the

lovely favorite of the Nazi officers and
Glynis Johns gives a touching portrayal of

a loyal member of the underground who
sacrifices her life.

LEYENDECKER

'ADVENTURES OF TARTU' CONVENTIONAL BRITISH-MADE
Rates • • generally on Donat's name value
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N. E. Exhibitors Indict Decree, Offer

A NEW SALES PLAN
Following are the principal portions of the letter from Independent Exhibitors, Inc., of New
England to Assistant Attorney General Clark, setting forth that organization's criticism of the

Consent Decree and presenting a proposed new sales plan.

Honorable Tom C. Clark

Assistant Attoiney General of the United States

Department of Justice

Criminal Division

Washington 25, District of Columbia

Sir:

The Independent Exhibitors of New England Inc. desire

herewith to take advantage of the opportunity so thoughtfully

offered by your department to the motion picture exhibitors

and their organizations to present their experiences under
and to express their opinions of "The Consent Decree" issued

in the matter of the United States of America vs. Paramount
Pictures, Inc., et al, November 20, 1940. Our ensuing com-
ments fall naturally into three classifications, i. e., the neces-

sity for Theatre Divorcement, a proposed Sales Plan for the

industry, and our experiences under the Consent Decree.

THEATRE DIVORCEMENT
Historically, the government in 1938 brought suit against

various producer-distributor-exhibitor corporations to remedy
conditions in the industry, to eliminate unfair trade practices,

such as forced block-booking and blind selling, and to restore

free competition as set forth in the bill of complaint. One
of the major requirements for the restoration of reasonable
competition was the divorcement of theatre control and oper-

ation from companies engaged in the production and distri-

bution of motion pictures, a condition which enabled them
to compete with their own customers. At that time, the pro-

ducer-distributors owned or controlled approximately 2600

motion picture theatres, including in that number almost all

the large "first-run" theatres in the country which, moreover,
furnished a very high percentage of the total film revenue
of the country. This centralized control of the consumer
market by the large producers naturally discouraged the then
existent independent producers from making the more attrac-

tive and more expensive motion pictures and kept all intelli-

gent entrepreneur capital from entering the production field,

as they well knew that such a large segment of the film mar-
ket was, or could easily be, automatically closed to them.

AFFILIATED CHAIN EXPANSION CONTINUES
"The Consent Decree" — unfortunately both for the public

and for the independent exhibitor, we believe — not only
failed to require the so-called theatre divorcement, but even
permitted the extension of this most unhealthy practice. The
consenting companies have taken advantage of this permis-
sion to increase their theatre holdings, thereby aggravating
the competition between these companies and their customers
and further minimizing the opportunities for unaffiliated pro-
ducers to enter into or continue in the field of production.

Moreover, the high tide of war-production employment
and the resulting abundance of spending money has further
contributed to the current absence of competition. The pres-

ent flood of busine?s at the box-offices of the large theatres
located in the centers of production and population has in-

creased both the film rental revenues and the theatre profits

of the current vertically organized companies to such an ex-
tent that, being no longer dependent upon the revenue from
film rentals of the small independent exhibitors, it has be''n

possible to conceive and develop new methods of oppression
since the issuance of the consent decree.

SMALL THEATRE FILM SUPPLY INADEQUATE
Of primary importance to the public in the small towns

and to the independent exhibitors is the fact that the pro-
ducers who are supported by the revenues of their affiliated

theatres and those of the companies with whom they may
have a mutual backfcratching understanding now make only
the type of pictures suited to the sophisticated clienteles of
the larpe city theatres and only the number needed to supply
their limited extended-engagement requirements. The reduc-
tion of the number of feature motion pictures in recent years
is a natter of record and is greater than that required by —
we fe"l quite certain — any shortage of film. The number of
suitable films produced is now below the normal demands of
a large percentage of the smaller unaffiliated theatres loc-

ated in residential suburbs or small towns where admission
prices are necessarily limited and where entertainment in

these days, is essential.

PICTURE LICENSING MADE CONDITIONAL
More particularized abuses traceable to the current finan-

cial independence of the large theatre-owning companies in-

clude the practice whereby the distributor refuses to sell pic-

tures to an exhibitor in one theatre unless he is willing to

buy the same product in any other theatre or theatres he
may own in the same or any other localities.

This practice has been further extended to the point
where an exhibitor who is a member of a cooperative buying
and booking association is unable to buy a picture or block
of pictures even at the distributor's quoted terms, unless the
said "cooperative" consents to buy the same product for all

of its theatres, including those in which the original exhibitor
has no financial interest.

PICTURES "BLIND" PRICED WHEN LICENSED
A further example of the degree to which a "sellers'

"

market has been created by the consent decree (and this

started before war activities became pronounced) is the fact
that one of the consenting companies has been enabled to
sell pictures in blocks of ten without being obliged to allocate
any prices at the time of license. The distributor arbitrarily
reserves for itself the sole power and right to determine into
what previously agreed price brackets any or all of the pic-

tures may be placed, and may arrive at said determination
even after the picture has been shown in the exhibitor's
theatre. It is obviously impossible for a theatre owner to
book his pictures and operate his theatre at maximum or
even reasonable profits if he can know his expenses only after
the engagement and at the whim of the distributor. It is

further impracticable or impossible for an owner to wait for
a contract containing specific terms, and his only alternative
is to forego the showing of the relatively large percentage of
available pictures involved.

STANDARD CONTRACT NECESSARY
Furthermore, producer domination of the market has

become so complete that the distributors have been able to
change the terms of the contracts without consultir^e the
exhibitor, who is compelled, if he desires to secure sufficient
productions to keep his theatre open, to sign the film con-
tract written by, and naturally in the interests of, the seller,

without changing the dotting of an "i" or the crossing of a
"t" in the printed terms. An example thereof is the recent
alteration by virtually all the distributors, as if in concert,
of the time limit of their right to examine the exhibitor's
books from a fixed limit of 4 to 12 months after the showing
of the picture to FOREVER.

RIGHT TO EXAMINE BOOKS ABUSED
In actual practice, this right to examine customers' books

is exercised, not by the representative of the distributor, who
should be obliged to keep all information strictly confidential,
BUT by an attorney, selected by the Hays association, repre-
senting all distributors, who engages a single auditor to ex-
amine the books for all companies. This makes available to
all of the supposedly competing companies the business done
and the prices paid by the exhibitor on all pictures to all

companies, permitting them thereby to gauge "all that the
trafl!ic will bear" on every future sale. The producers exer-
cise a further unfair advantage in their common use of a
single (the Ross Federal) checking system which is therefore
enabled to make available to any of its custome-s the busi-

ness done by an exhibitor with any checked picture of a-'y
other customer. There is, in fact, one instance wher-^ an ex-
hibitor playing a fiat rental picture was "blind" or surrepti-
tiously checked and the results of that entirelv unauthorized
count were made known to the manager of another di'tribut-
ing company that had no financial or legal interest in the
picture in question.

It should be remembered that the foregoing situations
not only create undue and inequitable hardships for the un-
affiliated exhibitor in his dealings with the distributors, but
also place him at an entirely unfair disadvantage in his

( C.ont'tnued On Page 24

)
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SUCH VALUI

HAVE NEVER

BEFORE BEEN

OFFERED IN

ANY SERIAL!

i

Screen Play by Morgan B. Cox • Geo^e H. Ptymptofl • Pout Huston

Original Story by Morgan B. Cox

Directed by RAY TAYLOR ond LEWIS D. COLLINS • Associate Producer HENRY MocRAE

A UNIVERSAL SERIAL



REAT NATIONAL TIE-UP!

THE UNITED STATES ARMY AIR FORCE is offering every boy between the ages

of seventeen and eighteen a chance to become an AVIATION CADET and win

his SILVER WINGS!

YOUR THEATRE, on those days when you show the first, fourth, eighth or

thirteenth chapters of "ADVENTURES OF THE FLYING CADETS" will be chosen

by the U. S. ARMY AIR FORCE as the place where the presentation of the SILVER

WINGS will be made to eligible boys in your home town or community.

IMMEDIATELY AFTER YOU BOOK this serial, the UNITED STATES ARMY AIR

FORCE will deliver to you FREE as many pamphlets as you will require to dis-

tribute among your patrons, explaining how they may win these SILVER WINGS.

THE AIR FORCE WILL ALSO DELIVER TO YOU, FREE, special one-sheets, placards

and posters, announcing the tie-up with "ADVENTURES OF THE FLYING CADETS."

AT THE END OF EACH CHAPTER of this serial, the following message will be

flashed on your screen: "Call at the boxoffice for the pamphlet that tells you

how to earn the 'SILVER WINGS' and become an AVIATION CADET!"

THERE ISN'T A BOY in America who wouldn't give his eye-teeth for an

opportunity to wear these SILVER WINGS . . . and Universal will make your

theatre the one place in your community where he can win them!

C.

BACK THE ATTACK! BUY WAR BONOS! THIRO WAR LOAN.'



'FLESH AND FANTASY' ARTISTIC AND HAS NAMES. BUT DUBIOUS B. O.
Ra tes • • in deluxe first-runs and class spots; much less in subsequent runs

Universal
94 Minutes

Charles Boyer, Bdward G. Robinson, Bar-
bara Stanwyck, Robert Benchley, Betty
Field, Robert Ciunmings, Thomas Mitchell,
Charles Winninger, Dame May Whitty, Ed-
gar Barrier, Anna Lee, C. Aubrey Smith,
Marjorie Lord, Clarence Muse, Charles Hal-
ton, Doris Lloyd, Olaf Hytten, Grace Mc-
Donald, Arthur Loft, June Lang, Mary
Forbes.

Directed by Julian Duvivier.

An artistically-directed, splendidly-acted
psychological drama, "Flesh and Fantasy"
offers strong name values for the exhibitor,
but the latter must also decide if his patrons
will appreciate the grim and macabre as-
pects of three unrelated episodes each deal-
ing with the supernatural. For this is an
unusual production conceived by Charles
Boyer and Julian Duvivier, and directed
by the latter, employing strange tales by
Oscar Wilde, Laslo Vadnay and Ellis St.

Joseph tied together only by a brief and
awkwardly-handled introductory scene. The
picture's first two episodes will impress th?
artistic set who formerly acclaimed Euro-
pean films. The final, and most romantic
episode, stars Charles Boyer and Barbara

Stanwyck and will exert a strong appeal to

women patrons. Although its marquee power
is almost as great as "Tales of Manhattan,"
this picture lacks the human interest or

down-to-earth comedy of certain parts of

that episodic production. Since "Tales" was
a boxofflce failure in many locations, there
is little reason for much optimism about
"Flesh" in the average situation. Properly
and heavily exploited, this should do strong

business for limited runs and de-luxers and,

of course, in class spots. It will be weak in

action and rural houses.

The first episode, in which an ugly seam-
stress is transformed, by unselfish love, into

a lovely girl, will appeal to the sophisticates,

but is likely to merely puzzle the average
patron. The girl, splendidly played by Betty
Field, contemplates suicide until stopped by
a mysterious stranger who urges her to

wear a beautiful mask in the Mardi Gras.
Doing so, she meets Robert Cummings and
when they find romance he urges her to

remove the mask and she finds she has

attained beauty through faith.

In the second episode, Edward G. Robin-
son, a prominent attorney who ridicules his

friends' interest in Thomas Mitchell's palm-
reading, is appalled when the latter claims

he sees murder in his hand. In a mental
turmoil, Robinson feels he must free him-
self from the curse and he carefully plans

the murder of Dame May Whitty. When
the latter dies of natural causes, Robinson
make another attempt which fails and fin-

ally he accidentally meets Mitchell and
strangles him. Robinson gives an intensely

dramatic portrayal and Thomas Mitchell,

Dame May Whitty and Doris Lloyd al)

stand out in this gripping sequence.
The last, and most suspenseful anj

theatrically-effective sequence, has Charles

Boyer, noted aerialist, troubled by weird
dreams which shake his confidence when on
the high wire. Persuaded to take a sea

voyage, Boyer meets Barbara Stanwyck and
the two fall in love although she refuses

to reveal her identity. Unknown to Boyer,

the girl is arrested on arrival in America
but Boyer, certain she will return to him.,

goes through with his act. High up on the

wire, he sees Stanwyck in the audience and
his confidence is restored. But the girl, who
had pleaded for a brief respite from her

jailers, sees Boyer for the last time and
leaves hopeful of their reunion in the fu-

ture. Boyer, who contributes his standard
romantic portrayal; Miss Stanwyck, who
gives her tragic role great dramatic depth,

and Charles Winninger, adding a touch of

lightness to the picture, are all well cast,

while Robert Benchley does his best to

brighten the introductory episode.

DENLEY

'MAN FROM MUSIC MOUNTAIN' STANDARD ROY RODGERS MUSICAL WESTERN
Rates • • + for action spots; OK nabo

Republic
71 Minutes
Roy Rogers, Trigger, Bob Nolan and The
Sons of the Pioneers, Ruth Terry, Paul
KeUy, Ann Gillis, George Cleveland, Pat
Brady, Renie Riano, Jay Novello, Paul Har-
vey, Hank Bell, Hal Taliaferro.
Directed by Joseph Kane.

Truly a big-scale, modern western, al-

though utilizing the old reliable sheep
herders-versus-cattle ranchers feud as a
plot basis, "The Man from Music Mountain"
is standard Roy Rogers fare with action
for the cowboy devotees as well as songs
and romancing for the regular naborhood
fans. The Republic star is just as handy
with his fists and on a horse, while his
crooning has made him a favorite with the
general public. Except for some incidental
"puppy love" comedy, which delays the ac-

rhood dualler
tion but will amuse the high school fans.

Director Joseph Kane has maintained a

fast pace and wound up the picture with a

thrilling display of fisticuffs. Nine songs
are worked into the plot with "Roses on
the Trail," as sung by the Sons of the

Pioneers and Rogers' "I'm Beginning to

Care" and "Blue Eyes" standing out. Wil-
liam Bradford gets credit for some magni-
ficent photographic shots of rolling cattle

ranges with snow-capped mountains in the
background.

When Roy Rogers, king of the airwaves,
returns to his home town, he gets a tre-

mendous ovation from the ranchers, all ex-

cept Ruth Terry, pretty young sheep herder
whose kid sister (Ann Gillis) idolizes the
cowboy star. Paul Kelly, president of the
Cattlemen's Association, is trying to stir up
trouble between the ranchers and the sheep
herders and Rogers tries to help Miss Terry
although she is cold to him, as a former

cattleman. However, Rogers stays on, after

his broadcast, as a secret deputy and learns
that one of Kelly's henchmen has pulled

down the girl's fences to let the sheep out
to graze on other rancher's cattle land.

When Rogers is unable to show proof of

this, he, himself, comes under suspicion

and only the kid sister believes in him. With
his radio contract cancelled, Rogers sets to

work and traps Kelly and his men on a

canyon on Music Mountain. The finale sees

Rogers' radio contract renewed and the first

broadcast held while ranchers and cattle-

men sit in friendly harmony.

Rogers gives his usual good performance
and Paul Kelly contributes a smooth por-

trayal of a double-dyed villain. Ruth Terry,

as the hot-headed heroine; Ann Gillis, as

her hero-worshipping kid sister, and Renie
Riano, as their acidulous housekeeper, all

give fine support.
LEYENDECKER

'FIRST COMES COURAGE' FAMILIAR UNDERGROUND THEME
Rates or slightly better generally

Arzner, aided by Merle Oberon and Brian
Columbia
84 Minutes

Merle Oberon, Brian Aherne, Carl Esmond,
Fritz I.,eiber, Isobel Elsom, Erik Rolf, Rein-
hold Schunzel, Miles Mander, Otto Reichow,
Rolf Lindau, Hans von Morehardt.
Directed by Dorothy Arzner.

At this late date, coming after a half-
dozen other films dealing with the under-
ground movement in Nazi-occupied coun-
tries, "First Comes Courage" often seem.s
repetitious and, consequently, lacking in
punch. However, as directed by Dorothy
Arzner, the cruelty of the Nazis and the
suffering of the Norwegians has been sub-
ordinated while the film stresses the brav-
ery and loyalty of an aristocrat who pre-
tends friendship with the German oppres-
sors to learn their military secrets while
her people regard her as a Quisling. Miss

Aherne, gets the utmost out of the rom-
antic passages and the film ends on a
sacrificial note which, although implausible,
veers away from the expected and time-
worn clinch. Although the opening scenes
have well-timed suspense and there is aa
exciting chase and a bombing in the climax,
it's not a picture to suit the dyed-in-the-
wool action fans Business in most loca-
tions should be slightly above average due
to the marquee value of Miss Oberon.
The action takes place in the Norwegian

village of Stavik where Merle Oberon, who
maintains a friendly attitude toward the
Nazi commandant, Carl Esmond, is shunned
by the other villagers. Actually, she is able
to secure valuable information which is

passed on to the British and brings on com-
mando raids. When Esmond begins to sus-
pect Miss Oberon, Brian Aherne, a British
Commando officer, is sent to Norway to

dispose of the German officer. Aherne, who

(MORE REVIEWS ON PAGE 29)

had a pre-war romance with Miss Oberon,
is wounded and captured by the Nazis on
his arrival but the girl helps him to es-

cape and hide in her cellar. After asking
Miss Oberon to marry him, Esmond lays a
trap for her and, after the wedding, he
accuses her of betraying him. Aherne ap-
pears in time to kill Esmond and, after a

commando raid has destroyed the town, he
begs Miss Oberon to return to England
with him. But, as the widow of a Nazi
officer, she feels her position is secure an-1

it is her duty to remain and carry on es-

pionage work for the British.

Merle Oberon, who has been splendidly
gowned and photographed, gives a generally
capable performance. lacking only in

warmth. Brian Aherne does well as the

courageous commando and Carl Esmond is

excellent as the Nazi commandant. Rein-
hold Schunzel, as a crafty German colonel,

and Isobel Elsom also stand out.

LEYENDECKER
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
Peak production on this lot with eight pictures shooting and

four more in preparation. Latter are "Nine Girls," "The Whistler,"

"Gone Are the Days" and "Address Unknown." Most interest is

attached to the last named, which will be Sam Wood's first picture

for Columbia release. Wood has assembled his own unit, headed

by William Cameron Menzies, who will function as production

associate. "Address Unknown" is based on the famous short

story by Kressman Taylor. Paul Lukas will be starred. No cast

has as yet been assembled and it is doubtful if the picture will

get under way before November. . .Leigh Jason set to direct "Nine

Girls" which will serve to show off the new Columbia stock

players. This is based on an original play now in rehearsal at a

Hollywood "Little Theatre." Sam Bischoff will produce the pic-

ture with Burt Kelly as associate .. .Bischoff will also make
"Woman Doctor," starring Jean Arthur. "The Whistler" will be

the first of a new series based upon the radio program of that

name. It will be produced by Rudy Flothow. . ."Gone Are the

Days" will mark the debut of Jack Moss as a Columbia producer,

It will be a nostalgic piece and Rita Hayworth, Cary Grant, Janet

Blair and Charles Coburn have been penciled in for the leads.

However, since all of these players are tied up in other pictures

it appears doubtful that the cast will remain intact when the

picture finally goes into work early next year.

Finding it increasingly diflSicult to follow its usual policy of

borrowing names from other studios, Columbia is building up a

contract list of new players. This studio now has 66 playeis

signed, 40 men and 26 feminine hopefuls. . .Milton Steifel, New
York stage director, is working as dialogue director on tho

"Curly" set. Jean Louis, fashion creator, formerly with Hattie

Carnegie in New York for seven years, has taken over post of

chief dress designer. He is a Parisian and an American citizen

...Lynn Merrick, doubling between "Swing Out the Blues" and

the second "Crime Doctor" picture, also set to play a featured role

in "Nine Girls" .. .Broadway players recently signed include Jane

Lawrence (from "Oklahoma") and Ruth Nelson, into "The Day
Will Come," and Howard Freeman assigned to "Curly". . .Glenda

Farrell and Lester Allen set for important roles in "Klondike

Kate" . . . Janis Carter, recently under contract to Hunt Stromberg,

put under contract and goes into "Swing Out the Blues." Wilfred

Pettitt has been assigned to write screen treatment for "America's

Children," an original which Wallace MacDonald will produce

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Only five pictures actually shooting here, but there is con-

siderable story preparation in connection with properties being
readied for the cameras. "Without Love," co-starring Spencer
Tracy and Katharine Hepburn, has been set back indefinitely

since Miss Hepbuin will be working in "Dragon Seed," which i.s

about to start. Meanwhile, Tracy will make "The Seventh Cross,'

originally scheduled for early Spring. . .Joseph Pasternack will

produce and Henry Koster will direct "The Pirate," S. N. Behr-
man play in which Lunt and Fontanne starred on Broadway. It

is set for early production. This same producing combination U

also planning "Music for Millions" which will star Lana Turner.

Pasternack tells intimates that Deanna Durbin will leave Univer-

sal and join his unit...MGM has concluded arrangements with

Jerome Kern to make a musical based on the most popular tunes

he has written. Arthur Freed will produce. Kern will help on

the screenplay .. .Another big musical soon to get under way will

be "Hot Time in the Old Town," starring Red Skelton .. .Clarence

Brown has checked off this lot after many years, his last direc-

torial assignment being "White Cliffs of Dover." He joins Inter-

national Pictures as producer-director.

Marlene Dietrick will do a "kootch" dance in "Kismet" and

is being coached for same by Jack Cole, expert in East Indian

dance movements and who also appears in the picture .. .Carl

Sandburg, poet and biographer of Abraham Lincoln, is under con-

tract to MGM to write a novel of American life as the basis for a

picture to be released under the title of "American Cavalcade."

He has been in conference with Sidney Franklin, who will pro-

duce... C. Gardner Sullivan, veteran scenarist, made production

assistant to John W. Considine. Agreement signed with John C.

Wilson to produce plays of his selection with MGM backing.

Wilson has been associated with Noel Coward for a number of

years and has produced four of his plays in this country.

MONOGRAM
Interesting to watch the way this sturdy independent outfit

goes along turning out a succession of pictures, majority of which

are surprisingly good considering necessary budget restrictions.

Every once in awhile, Ray Johnston decides to splurge and his

judgment is usually justified by the returns. For instance, he's

so pleased with "Lady Let's Dance" that he called a meeting and

urged that the original $300,000 budget be jumped to $500,000, a

lot of money for a company this size to spend on one picture.

Johnston intends to follow the same course where advance rushes

justify spending the extra money. He feels that in Belita he has

a top ranking star. Further, the advertising budget on this pic-

ture, originally set at $100,000 will be increased in proportion.

Monogram can take a bow for the fact that 12 of the 40

pictures scheduled for release on its 1943-44 program have been

completely finished, while "Lady, Let's Dance" is well along in its

production schedule. Thus, about one-third of next season's pro-

duct is ready for the market before the release date of the first

1943-44 production. In addition, "The Sultan's Daughter," Ann

Corio picture outside the regular program, is also ready... "Her

Bachelor Husband," now in production, is the last picture on the

1942-43 schedule. It is the first producing assignment for Barney

Sarecky, long associate producer for Sam Katzman and Jack

Dietz.

Smart move on the part of this company in assembling a stock

company of players associated in the public mind with "horror"

pictures, now having a decided vogue. Sam Katzman and Jack
Dietz have signed John Carradine, Frieda Inescourt and George
Zucco to appear with Bela Lugosi in his forthcoming chillers.

Next two on the schedule are "The Voodoo Man" and "Return of

the Ape Man," with others indicated. It is planned to place em-



phasis on special effects, weird photography and musical back-

grounds in order to enhance the thrill values of the stories which

will be modeled to fit the talents of the "horror" stock playeis.

PARAMOUNT
Four pictures currently shooting at Paramount, eight more

are in preparation for an early start. "Rainbow Island," the

Technicolor musical, will shortly get under way. Dorothy Lamour

at first rebelled about playing in this one, but after story changes

were made, said she would be delighted. Barbara Stanwyck has

already checked in for "Double Indemnity," which also has Edward

G. Robinson and Fred MacMurray, and "The Man in Half Moon

Street" is all set to go before the cameras. . .Mark Sandrich is

getting ready to start his Goddard-Tufts production, "When I Get

Back." Now on location in San Francisco shooting exteriors. In-

cidentally, Tufts, who was signed at $200 per week, has been given

a new contract with increase following his work in "So Proudly

We Hail." He's a red hot property. . .Frank Borzage has been

signed to direct "Tomorrow's Harvest," with Ray Milland, Maureen
O'Hara and Katina Paxinou ... "Incendiary Blonde" will get going

as soon as the studio finds an actor to play the role at which

Brian Donlevy balked ... "You Can't Ration Love" is a collegiate

musical which will give Betty Rhodes and Johnnie Johnston a

chance to show what they can do. Lester Fuller, former Broad-

way stage director, makes his bow as a feature director with this

one. He will also direct "Marseille," both of which will be pro-

duced by Michel Kraike for Walter McEwen.. .Tests going on for

leads in "The Hitler Gang."

Brian Donlevy is still under suspension for refusing the role

offered him in "Incendiary Blonde." This is the second part this

actor has turned down. Previously he had refused to play the

murderer in "Double Indemnity," the part now being assigned to

Fred MacMurray. Donlevy's contract with this studio has three

more years to go with three pictures every 12 months on the home
lot and one outside. Pending settlement of the dispute, "Incen-

diary Blonde," in which Betty Hutton will play Texas Guinan,

has been shelved. Meanwhile, Donlevy is up Alaska way making
a tour of the Camp Shows under USO auspices. . .Veronica Lake
also rebelled about playing Loretta Young's sister in "And Now
Tomorrow" and studio gave in, so now Susan Hayward will have
the part, an unsympathetic one, as soon as Susie finishes in "The
Fighting Seabees" at Republic ... Fred MacMurray is expected to

leave Paramount upon expiration of his contract next year. He
has been offered an excellent deal by Darryl Zanuck which he will

probably accept. MacMurray, canny in financial matters, is well

heeled and now seeks the proper roles rather than the long green.

Ed Gardner's success on the radio has Paramount all hepped
up over the forthcoming "Duffy's Tavern," in which he will appear
as Archie, the character he created on the air. Others from the

radio program will play their own parts. The picture will be
made as a super-musical with all the big Paramount stars ap-

pearing as guests on the show. Production is set to get under
way the first week in January.

The picture which Mark Sandrich will make, built around the
activities of the WAVES and for which much preparation is being
made, will not get started until early next year. It will have
music and will be photographed in Technicolor. His current pic-

ture, "When You Return," is now in work. . .Bobby Watson chosen
to play the role of Hitler in "The Hitler Gang" which starts Octo-
ber 15. . .Veronica Lake signed a new contract for one year and is

set for "True to the Navy" opposite Dick Powell and Eddie Brac-
ken... Barry Sullivan, who will have the romantic lead opposite
Dorothy Lamour in "Rainbow Island" looks like a comer. Ad-
vance reports that he is terrific in "Lady In the Dark," his first

picture... In case you have been wondering why they call a big-

strapping guy "Sonny," get a load of his real name. It's Bowen
Charlton Tufts III. Satisfied?

PRC RILEASING
PRC has formally acquired the Fine Arts studio at a price of

$305,000 in cash, exclusive of mortgages. The company takes
possession at once. Operation of the studio will be in the hands
of PRC Studios Corporation. This has the same list of officials
as the previously announced PRC Productions. First picture to
be made by the latter is "Jive Junction," now in production. PRC
recently announced its new policy of producing its own pictures
which, in the past, have been made by affiliated independent
units...A story department has been started headed by Rny
Shrock. Martin Mooney, who formerly functioned in this capa-
city, will devote his full time to production. Publicity depart-
ment also augmented by the addition of Vance King, well-known
trade paper writer... Now that PRC has completed its production
plans and financing arrangements, it is to be hoped that somo
worthwhile product will be forthcoming. Pictures so far turned
out by this newest of the independent companies have been dis-

appointing both as to quality and number. The much-awaited
picture called "Strange Music," now titled "Two Worlds," with

Francis Lederer and Sigrid Gurie, will not be released by PRC
after all, distribution arrangements having been made with an-

other company. Information as to forthcoming pictures is ex-

tremely vague and it is impossible at this time to accurately fore-

tell what exhibitors may expect in the way of product. The 1942-43

program showed only one picture above usual standards, "Cor-

regidor" and this was criticized in some quarters as not being up
to standards suggested by its imposing title. PRC will have to

learn that exhibitors expect more than boxofflce titles and that its

standard of production must be geared to keep pace with its

earlier promise. This company is now in a position where per-

formance has got to count. The need for good product exists.

The rest is up to PRC.

REPUBLIC
With three pictures now before the cameras and seven more

set to be rolling by October 25, Republic has the biggest produc-
tion lineup ever scheduled over a similar period. In "The Fight-
ing Seabees," this company not only has a timely story property,
but also three top names, John Wayne, Susan Hayward and Den-
nis O'Keefe. All these players have been associated with major
studio productions and the director is Edward Ludwig, one of the
best in the business ... Joe E. Brown, who occupies a unique spot
in the hearts of the American public, is all set to start "The
Return of Casanova" with June Havoc and Dale Evans, both
definite comers. Others set to go into work are "Pride of the
Plains," first of the Bob Livingston-Smiley Burnette series; "Cali-

fornia Joe," and the "Captain America" serial which Elmer Clif-

ton will co-direct with Jack English. "Three Little Sisters" starts

October 11; "Mojave Firebrand," October 15; "Donovan's Brain,"
October 20, and "Rosie, the Riveter," October 22.

Following a sneak preview, it has been decided to rush "The
Deerslayer," first production of Pete Harrison and E. B. Derr, into
release. The picture follows silent film technique and is crammed
with action. It also offers an innovation in showing that many
of the original Indian tribes were friendly people and not the
savage types generally shown. This progressive producing unit,

backed by long observation, feels that it knows what will sell and
is planning a second picture. Harrison is one of the industry's

most respected personalities and his thousands of exhibitor

friends can be expected to back his productions to the limit.

Republic's plan to make a musical called "Atlantic City" and
built around the resort town is going ahead. Expected conflict

with Universal's "Steel Pier," written around same locale, not

expected to materialize due to illness of Lou Costello. . .Orson
Welles will present a radio adaptation of "Donovan's Brain,"
based on the Republic script, over a national network in two
weekly installments, starting October 6. Picture version is set

to start in a few weeks with George Sherman producing and
advance radio plug is expected to create a great deal of public
interest.

RKO-RADIO
Nearly one-half of this company's program for the entire

1943-44 season is scheduled to start before the First of January.
During this three-month period, 17 pictures will start shooting,

the majority being in the upper brackets. Rolling in October will

be "International Zone,'' "Good Luck Johnny Coke," "Are These
Our Children?," "Marine Raiders," "Mr. and Mrs. America,"
Gildersleeve, Detective," "Show Business" and "Hit the Hay."
third of the Rookie series. Last named is somewhat in doubt
since present decision is to discontinue this series on the supposi-
tion that Army officials frown on the idea of two soldiers in

United States uniforms cutting up high jinks. .. Seven pictures
start in November headed by "Elizabeth Kenny," based on the

career of the famed nurse, others being "Heavenly Days," with
Fibber McGee and Molly, and Richard Wallace directing; "Loid
Epping Has Plans," "Falcon in Texas," a Val Lewton horror story
and an untitled musical ... December will see "Gibson Girl" in

work with Ginger Rogers starred and Technicolor. Also scheduled
is "None But the Lonely Heart." the new Richard Llewellyn novel
in which Gary Grant will star. David Hempstead producing.

This studio has 41 writers at work on various scripts to keep
pace with a schedule which calls for peak production for these
next three months. Largest list of contract writers in history of
the company. . .Bonita Granville will have the top feminine role in

"Good Luck, Johnny Coke," which John Auer starts October 7...

Leon Errol will play male title role in the first of the "Mr. and
Mrs. America" series which gets under way same day. This will

be the story of a small-town family fighting the home-front war
...Gene Sheldon, from vaudeville, signed by Eddie Cantor for
"Show Business" and in addition to doing his own specialty will

carry on a running gag with Cantor throughsut the picture...
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Ruth Hussey, borrowed from MGM for "Tender Comrade," as one

of Ginger Roger's pals in this story of wartime Washington.
Other is Kim Hunter, newcomer, who is mentioned as a possibility

for the lead in "The Enchanted Cottage" provided Theresa Wright
is unable to take the role... Glenn Tryon signed on a one-picture

deal to direct "Hit the Hay" . . . Leonide Moguy, Russian director,

signed for "International Zone," co-starring George Sanders and
Virginia Bruce.

20Hi CENTURY-FOX
Hard to believe that it is just ten years ago since Darryl

Zanuck started this organization with Joe Schenck. Their first

picture was "The Bowei-y" and it set a very good pattern for the
list of successes which followed. Right now this studio is en-

joying ample prosperity with elaborate musicals made in color.

20th plans to use Technicolor more than any other producing outfit

this season. Tinters currently shooting are "Buffalo Bill" and
"Home In Indiana" ... Zanuck has announced that he will make
"Woodrow Wilson" in Technicolor which automatically rules out
the use of stock newsreel footage which he at first intended to

work in. Charles Coburn has just been signed for the picture.

He will portray the role of Charles Poindexter Holmes, life-long

friend of the World War I President. Others already announced
are Thomas Mitchell, Sir Cedric Hardwicke and Vincent Price.
An eight months shooting schedule is planned. The picture will

have 120 speaking parts. . .Wendell Willkie trained into Hollywood
for short business-vacation trip. He was the house guest of
Zanuck with whom he huddled on final treatment for "One
World." Joseph Barnes of the OWI, who made the trip with
Willkie, was also in on most of the conferences.

Lloyd Bacon's "The Sullivans" has completed its casting and
the company is back from location at Santa Rosa. The picture
is progressing on schedule and should be finished about mid-
October .. ."The Dolly Sisters" has been put back on producer
George Jessel's schedule. Because of Betty Grable's date wit'i
the stork, another actress is being sought to play the dual role.

To one who has seen and enjoyed the famed Dolly Sisters, the
casting of Betty Grable seemed less than ideal. In looks. Gene
Tierney most closely approaches the famous sisters.

The situation now facing 20th Fox with respect to names is

serious. Both Alice Faye and Betty Grable are off the schedule
due to approaching motherhood, and Gene Tierney prefers being a
plain Army wife to screen emoting. The same problem applies to
the male roster now that Tyrone Power, Victor Mature, John
Payne, Henry Fonda and Cesar Romero are all in service. Of
the established names, Don Ameche remains, his stock zooming
again because of "Heaven Can Wait," proving that all this ver-
satile actor needs is the right parts. He will next be seen in

"Greenwich Village" .. .Being groomed for quick stardom are
William Eythe and Dana Andrews. Latter will have lead in "The
Purple Heart" .. .Lloyd Nolan has signed a new term contract
calling for three pictures a year... Fred MacMurray is expected
to join this company upon expiration of his Paramount contract
which has aJbout eight more months to go.

Louis D. Lighton has signed a producing contract. His first

picture will be a "A Tree Grows in Brooklyn" based on the pop-
ular novel of that name... Merle Oberon, upon completing "The
Lodger," planes to England with her husband, Alexander Korda
, . .Winfield Sheehan hopes to get "Rickenbacker—Story of an
American" started in early November. With Gary Cooper other-
wise committed, another star is being sought for the title role.

UNITED ARTISTS
The various units comprising this company are rapidly getting

into gear and there is some hope that its current shortage of
class A product will soon be nothing but a bad memory. . .David
Selznick has "Since You Went Away" well launched and Pro-
ducers Corporation (Harry Joe Brown) is making "Knicker-
bocker Holiday" with Francis Lederer, Lynn Bari, Nazimova.
Ben Bogeaus has also lined up some good names for his remake
of "The Bridge of San Luis Rey" now in production. . .The Goetz-
Spitz organization has bought an unpublished novel, "Tomorrow
Is Forever," and plans to film it this year. Clarence Brown will
direct with George Brent starred. Same unit has also signed
Fritz Lang to director contract, his first assignment being "Once
Off Guard," the novel by J. H. Wallis, recently bought from
Clarence Brown. Edward G. Robinson will play the lead. Nun-
nally Johnson, now adapting the story, will also produce.

Joseph Cotton and Valerie Hobson have been chosen by Selz-
nick to play the leads in the screen version of J. P. Marquard's
novel, "So Little Time." Miss Hobson will leave England in

January and picture will start around February 10. . .International
has a group of pictures coming up including "Belle of the Yukon"
in which Gypsy Rose Lee will co-star with Randolph Scott...
David Loew and Arthur Lyons are still dickering with Oscar

Serlin for film rights to "Life With Father," in which they hop-

to star Mary Pickford and William Powell .. .Lester Cowan na

secured screen rights to Theron Bamberger's production, iomoi

row the World" and will release through U. A. It is a cun en-

Broadway success. . .PCA has taken an option on two Mark Twain

stories, "The American Claimant" and "The Gilded Age." They

are being combined into one screenplay by David Bohem with

Charles Coburn in mind.

Sam Bronston, now in New York, will get back into produc-

tion in December. He has a number of scripts including one

based on the life of Billy Mitchell .. .Fred Allen is going to make

that picture for Jack Skirball after all. The story has been fixed

UP to his liking and he has arrived in Hollywood in order to com-

plete the picture by the end of the year when he will return .o

New York to resume his radio broadcasts .. .Harry Shermans

53rd Hopalong Cassidy "Timber" is in production with William

Boyd Jimmy Rogers and Andy Clyde in their usual roles. Sher-

man has brought Andy Rice here to work on scripts and add

comedy sequences. He is currently doing screenplay for Wherever

the Grass Grows."

UNIVERSAL
Heayy production schedule here with six pictures in work and

others lined up to follow in between now and the end of the year.

Next to go before the cameras will be the Technicolor production

"Gypsy Girl," which George Waggner will produce with Maria

Montez in the title role. Also ready is "Swingtime for Johnny"

with the Andrews Sisters, Harriet HiUiard and Tim Ryan...Set

to follow will be the all-star musical, "Hip, Hip, Hooray," which

Arthur Lubin will direct, and "Her Primitive Man," the Michael

Fessier-Ernest Pagano picture which Charles Lamont will direct.

Latter also scheduled to handle "The Merry Monohans," heading

a group which includes the first of the new Inner Sanctum mys-

tery group, "Calling Dr. Death" plus Warren Wilson's "Weekend

Pass" and Deanna Durbin in "Christmas Holiday," produced by

Felix Jackson.

Joe Pasternack is reported to have told friends that Durbia

will leave Universal to join his unit at Metro. This is denied by

U executives. . .Technicolor will be used in making the next Sus-

anna Foster vehicle also in "Queen of the Nile" with Montez. . .

Other stories now being readied are "Patrick the Great" which

Frank Ryan will direct; "Sherlock Holmes in Canada," third in

the series produced and directed by Roy William Neill; "Moon-

light in Vermont," starring Gloria Jean; "Anybody Here Seen

Kelly?," "Conjure Wife," another Inner Sanctum mystery, and
"The Invisible Man's Revenge."

It will be noted that no new Abbott & Costello picture is an-

nounced. The fact is that Lou Costello's recovery has not been
as rapid as expected. The team was due to return to the air on
October 7, but this also has been postponed for at least another

month on express orders from Lou's doctors. Abbott refuses to

work without his partner despite offers to appear alone both in

pictures and on the air. It is a very unfortunate situation for all

concerned. . .Sam Coslow's original story idea, "South of Dixie,"

has been bought and will be made into a musical feature with
Jean Yarbrough producing. Kane Richmond assigned to "When
Ladies Fly." Jeanette MacDonald doing a number for "Three

Cheers for the Boys." Paul Malvern will remake "Virgin of Stam-
boul" in Technicolor with Maria Montez starred. It will not get

under way before March. . .Diana Barrymore failed to click in

motion pictures and her contract with this studio will be dis-

solved by mutual consent. Upon completion of her role in "When
Ladies Fly," the daughter of the late John Barrymore will return
to New York and seek a Broadway stage engagement.

WARNER BROS.
This company, which has made a success of timely themes,

feels that it has a sufficient backlog of films touching on the War
to fill the bill for the next six months by which time the entire

picture may be changed. There are two more which Warners
feel should be made, these being "God Is My Co-Pilot" which Hal
Wallis will produce and "Sergeant Schmidt, Marine," a true story
of a young Philadelphia boy who returned from Guadalcanal,
partially blind, and who became a national hero. Jerry Wald will

l^roduce this... Now in production are two pictures dealing with
occupied France. "Passage to Marseille" is the story of refugees
from Devil's Island and their eventual work with the underground
and "Uncertain Glory," which omits actual scenes of conflict, but
shows how the strain of war effects all classes of people.

Musical themes are favored in the new lineup of product.

"Strolling Down the Avenue" is among these and its previous
titles were "The Gay Nineties" and "The Gay Blades." Other
musicals are "Melancholy BaJby" dealing with the life of Helen
Morgan; "Night and Day," the Cole Porter picture and "Life of

{Continued on Page 24}
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PRODUCTION
& RELEASE
In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc.,

appeared. "Rel." is the national release date "No." is the release number. "Rev." is the issue in which

the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there Is censorship.

All new productions are on 1942-43 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title

and running time denotes Techincolor production.

RECORD
COtUMBi A

1942-43 Features (48)

Westerns (16)

Serials ( 4)

Completed (48)

Completed (16)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (8)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

CRIME DOCTOR (No. 2 Untitled)
Mystery—Started September 27

Cast : Warner Baxter, Gloria Dickson, Rose Hobart, Lloyd Bridges,
Lynn Merrick, Reginald Denny, Barton MacLane, Constance
Worth, Jerome Cowan.

Director: Eugene Ford.
story: uXnother adventure ol the popular radio sleuth.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Runnini Time Cait
Cowboy Canteen Frazee-Starretf
Cover Girl (T) Hiywtrth-BrMke
Curly Grant-Blair . . .

Day Will Come, The Hunt-Knox
"«y R»olii« Miller-Parks . .

Klondilio Kate Savage-Bennett
Rhapsody in A Flat Haymes-Parks

.

Ten Percent Woman Russell-Aherne

1942-43
-rfter Midnight with lostsn Blaekle (64) . . .M*rrU-Sa*agc
Appointment in Berlin (77) Sanders-Chapman
Boyi from Stalingrid B«k«t-8»iiiiriich

Details under title: Restless Lady
^fme Dsetor (68) Baxter-Lindsay

BoUlli
.9-20. .

.6-14..
. .9-6. .

.9-20. .

. .9-6.

.

.9-20. .

.9-20. .

.8-23.

.

12-14.

.

. .3-8.

.

.ia-28.

ol. Ho. lev.

3-18.
,7-15.

5-20.

.4031.
.4011.
.4025.

.8-23

mlU onder title: Tht Lono Wtl( In lootland Yard
Dangerous Blondes. The Louise-Lowe
^speradoes. The (T) (83) teott-Ford
Destroyer (99) Robinson-Ford '

."

Fighting Buckaroo (58) Starrott-Barris .

First Comes Courage (84) Oberon-Aherne
Details under title: Attack by Night

Flight Lieutenants (80) O'Brion-Ford
Detalli andor title: Ha'i My Old Man

Fooflight Glamor Singleton-Lake ..
Frontier Fury Starretf- Davis . . .

Good Luck, Mr. Yates (69) Trevor-Buchanan .

Details under title: Right Guy
It's a Great Lite Singleton-Lako ..

Dotalli under title: Blondio Buyt a Horse
taw ol the Northwest Starrett-Patterson

Let's Have Fun (65) Gordon-Lindiay , .

Details under title: Shall i Tell Em?
Lost Horizon ol Shangri-La Colman-Wyatt ...
Man's World (60) Chapman-Wright
ore the Merrier, The (103) Arthur-McCrea .

.

Detalli under title: Merry-Ge-Round
Murder In TInei Sqoaro (65) Lowe-Chapaiai

Hy Kingdom for Cook Coburn-Chapman .

•etalli ondw title: Without Notice
l-assport to Suez (72) William-Savage .

•etallt under title: The Clock Struck TwelV)

,<a Place for a Lady (66) Gargan-Llndtay . .

nrtallt under title: Thirteen Steps to Heaven
iMheaa from Manhattan (63) Veloi-Letvitt
^veille with Beverly (78) Slaik-Croiby . . .

Return of the Vampire Lugosi-lnescourt

elders of the Northwest Mounted (57) Naydin-Willc . . .

Robin Hood of the Range Starrctt-Harris ..

Details under title: Hail to the Rangers

Saddles and Sagebrush Hayden-Savago
Details ondrr title: Outlaw Button

Secret Code. The (Serial) Kelly-Nagol ....
She Has What It Takes Falkenkurg-Neat

Detalli under title: Broadway Daddies

Something to Shout About (91) Ameche-Oakio
There's Something About a Soldier Drake-Parli ....
Troplcana .West-Moore

Two Sinoritas from Chicago (66) Falkenkurg-Davlt

What's Buzzin' Cousin (75) Miller-Hubbard .

1943-44
Chance of a Lifetime Morris-Bates ...

iMwkoy of Loneioma Rlvtr Starrott-Atheni

Oowkoy In the Cloids Stan'ott-lwtors .

ii^ane Prairie Rangers Starrett-Worth

Doughboys in Ireland Baker-Donnell

Hail to the Rangers Starrett-Harris ..

Is Everybody Happy? Lewis- Wynn ...

Last Horseman, The Hayden-Willi ..

Details under title: Suicide Range

West Slarrott-Pattorion

Roundup for Victory Starrett-Bates

Sahara (97) Bogart- Bridges

. . .4-5.

.

. 6-22

.

, .4017. . . .8-9

5-31. . .9-23

. . .8-10.

.11-16.

.

. .7-27.

. .1-11.

,

. .3-25.

. .9-2. ,

. . .2-1.

, .7-29.

.

. .4005.
, . 4003 .

.

. .4203.

. . 4008 .

.

.
3-22
.9-20
.5-17
.10-4

3-23.

.

. .7-9. . .3012

. .7-12.

.

.12-28.

.

3-8.

.9-30.

.

.6-21. .

. . 6-29

.

.4205
. . 4014

.

. . .9-6

...2-8. . .5-27. ..4018..

..8-10.

. .8-10.

.

. .5-27.

...3-4.,
. .4204
. .4040

. Reliiuo

5-4.

...»-21.
. .9-17.

...3-«.
. .4044.
. .4001.

.12-28

. .5-31

. . .11-2.

5-3.
. . .4-2.

. .8-31.
. .4054.

. . 4010
. .6-28

. . .5-17. . .8-19. . .4023. . .9-20

. . .9-21. . .2-11. . .4036.

. .t-18.

.10-19.

. . .9-6

.8-24.

.9-21.

..5-13.

...2-4.
.4024. . .7-12

.4014. . .5-31

.2-15.

,

.7-29.

,

.4211.

.4206.

.10-19. . .4-22. . .4212.

. .7-13.

.12-28.
. .9-4.

.4-16.
. 4120

.

.4029.

.8-10.

. . S-2«

.

.
.7-26.

. .3-8.

. .4-5.

.2-23. . .4006. .5-3

. .6-10.

. . .7-8.

.4019. .712

.4015. . . .9-6

. . .8-9. .

. . .••14.

...•-».

. . .7-26.

. .7-26.

'. '. '.8-9!
.

. . .6-29.

. .12-14.
9-6.

. . .2-8.

10-26.

.10-7.

.9-16.

10-28.

Sliver City Raiders Hayden-Carroll 9-7 . .

Vigilantes Ride, The Hayden-Patterson ...11-2...

Details onder title: Deadline Guns

Wyoming Hurricane HaydoD-Patterson ..11-2... 7-8.

1 METRO-G 0 t^KYN -MAY iia
1942-43 Features
1943-44 Features

Completed (36)

Completed (29)

In Production (0)

In Production (5)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast

Canterville Ghost, The Laughton-O'Brien ..

Kismet (T) Colman-Dietrich

Gaslight Bergman-Boyer

Mr. Co-Ed Skelton-Williams ..

Two Sisters and A Sailor Johnson-Aliyson ...

1942-43
BLOCK NO. TWO

Andy Hardy's Double Life (92) Rooney-Stono . . . .

Details under title: Andy Hardy's Last Flint

Dr. Gillespie's New Assistant (87) Barrymore-Johnson

Journey for Margaret (81) Young-Day
Keeper of the Flame (100) Hepburn-Tracy . . . .

Northwest Rangers (63) Craig-Lundigan . . .

Details under title: Gambler's Choice

Reunion in France (102) Crawford-Wayne

Details under titio: Reunion

Stand by for Action (109) Taylor-Laughton

Details under title: Cargo of Innocents

Three Hearts for Julia (70) Sothern-Douglas

Tennessee Johnson (103) Heflin-Hussey ...

Details under title: The Man on America's Conscience

Whistling In Dixie (74) Skelton-Rutherford .

BLOCK NO. THREE
Air Raid Wardens (67) Laurel t Hardy..,

Assignment In Brittany (96) Whorl-Peters ...

Cabin In the Sky (98) Waters-Horno

Slightly Dangerous (94) Furner-Yonng ...

Details under title: Nothing Ventured

Stranger In Town, A (67) Morgan-Carlson ..

Details under title: Mr. Justice Goes Hunt Ing

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Bataan (116) Taylor-Nolan . .

.

BiBarry Was a Lady (T) (101) »koltoa-Ball

Harrlgan's Kid (SO) Readick-Gargan

Details under title: The Half Pint Kid

Hitler's Madman (84) Carradine-Morison

Pilot No. 5 (70) fone-Hunt

Details under title: Skyway to Glory

Presenting Lily Mars (104) Garland-Carliun

Youngest Profession, The (82) Rfeidler-Arnold ..

SPECIALS
Human Comedy, The (118) Dooney-Reed

Random Harvest (126) :olman-Gar$oa ..

1943-44

Details Rel. No.

. 8-23

.9-6

.8-23

. .9-6

9-20

6-15 318 1214

8-24. .

6-29.

.

7-20.

.

,7-13.

.

.7-13.

.

.6-29. .

.9-21.

. 6-29

.

.6-29.

12-14.
.9-21.

. .9-7.

.9-21.

11-16.

12-14.
..9-7.

.11-2.

317 11-16

.314 . .11-2

. 320 . 12-28

.319 . .11-2

.315. .12-14

.316. .12-14

.322. . .1-11

. 321 . . 12-28

.3U. . .11-2

.326. . .3-28

.3*7... 3-22

.329. . .2-22

.325.... 3-8

.324. .
,2-22

.328.

.333.

.329.

.5-31

.5-17

.3-22

.7-20.

.840.

.11-2.

. .8-7.

.5-1^.

.334. . .6-14

.332. . .4-19

.330.

.331.

.5-3

.3-8

.380.... 3-8

.370. .11-30

10-14.

BLOCK NO. ONE
Adventures ot Tartu (103) Donat-Hudson

Ahovo Suspicion (90) Cr'wford-M'Murray

Best Foot Forward (T) (93) Ball-James

Dr. Gillespie's Criminal Case (89) Barrymore-Reid ..

Girl Crazy (99) Rooney-Garland

I Dood It (102) Skelton-Powell ..

Lassie Come Home (T) (90) McDowell-Gwenn

Man from Down Under. Tht (103) Laughton-Barnes

Salute to the Marines (T) (102) Beery-Bainter ...

Sying Shift Malsie (87) Sothern-Craig ...

Whistling in Brooklyn (87) Skelton-Rutherford

Young Ideas (77) Astor-Marshali ..

NOT DESIGNATED
America (T) Oonlevy-Richards

As Thousands Cheer (T) (126) Grayson-Kelly ...

Details under title: Private Miss Jones

Braadway Rhythm (T) Murphy-Slmms ..

Cross of Lorraine, The Aumont-Kelly ...

Details under title: A Thousand Shall Fall

Cry Havoc Sothern-Snllavan

Guy Named Joe, A (— ) Tracy-Dunne ...

Heavenly Body, The Lamarr-Pewell . .

Lost Angel O'Brien-Craig . . .

Madame Curie (— ) Garson-Pidgeon

Meet the People Ball-Powell . . . .

Rationing Beery-Main ....
Right About Face Kyser-Maxwell

Song of Ruesia Taylor-Peters

Dotilli H<ir titli: RpMla
White CllfTi of Dover Dinne-Marehail .

. 10-19 406 . 8-23

11-30 402. . 10-4

. . .2-8 405 . , .7-12

.12-14 407 .

,

,
5-17

. .1-25 409.

,

.8-23

.11-30 403. , . .8-9

. . 9-7 410. .8-23

. . .3-8 411, .8-9

. .10-5 401 . .8-9

. .1-11 404. . .5-17

.5-17 412. .10-4

. .1-25 408. . . .8-9

.11-30 . .9-20

.C-28.

.5-31.

.5-17.

.3-8.

.5-17.

.5-17.

.
.3-8.

.7-12.

. .8-9.

. .2-8.

.3-22.

.6-e«.
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MONOCR AM
1942-43 Features (33)

Westerns (16)

1943-44 Features (40)

Completed (33)

Completed (16)

Completed (14)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

In Production (3)

DetaiU
.9-20.

.

. 12-28
.5-17.

.

. .5-3. .

.6-28. .

. .2-8.

.3-22.

.

.2-22.

.2-22.

.11-2. .

3-19.
. 8-27

.

.10-8.

10-29 . ,

. .1-23.

. .6-2.

. . .5-2.

. .7-30.

.2-19.

. .4-5

9-20

.6-14

.6-14

.6-14

.1-11.

.10-5.

.9-10.

.5-23.

.2-5.

8-9

HER BACHELOR HUSBAND
Comedy—Started September 27

Cast: Johnny Downs, Wanda McKay, Robert Kent, Etta McDaniel,
Harry Holman, Wheeler Oakman, Lillian Branson, Dick
Rush.

Director: Bill Beaudine.
.Sror\'! Mai-iial niixiin nmoiiK ilit* >'tnin.^er soci;iI .^et witli a fortune at .«takr-.

WESTWARD BOUND
Western—Started September 23

Cast: Ken Maynard, Hoot Gibson, Bob Steele, John Bridges, Harry
Woods, Hal Price.

Director: Robert Tansey.
stoiy: Ken and Hoct continue their adventures stopping off in a cattU- town

til fi.-fpMt Die sc lipiiit's- (if a rnthle.ss ffang of cattle ru.stlers.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast
Lady, Let's Dance Belita-Ellison ..

1942-43
Api Man, The (64) Lugosi-Ford ....
Black Market Rustlers (57) Corrigan-Moore ..

Blazing Guns Haynard-Gibson .

Bullets and Saddles Corrigan-Moore
Clancy Street Boys (66) Gorcey-Jordan
Cowboy Commandos Corrigan-Moore ..
Ghost Rider (58) Brown-Hatton . .

Ghosts on the Loose (65) East Side Kids.
Haunted Ranch (64) King-Sharpe

Details under title: Saddle Cyclone
Here Comes Kelly (64) Quillan-Woodbury
I Escaped from the Gestapo (75) Jagger-Brian ....

Details Dnder title: No Escape

Kid Dynamite (67) Corcey-Jordan
Details under title: Little Mobsters

Land of Hunted Men (58) Corrigan-Moore

Law Rides Again, The Maynard-Gibson
I art of the Islands (61) Hughes-Qulllan .

Nearly Eighteen Storm-Henry
No Escape (75) lagger-Brian

Also released under title: I Escaped from the Gestapo
Prison Mutiny (64) Norris-Woodbury

Details under title: Yog Can't Beat the Law
Revenge of Iho Zombies Lowery-Storm
Kobber's Roost Corrigan-Moore .

Sarong Girl (70) Corio-B'Flynn ..

Silver Skates (75) Baker-Belita ...
Six Gun Gospel (— ) Brown-Hatton
Spy Train (61) Travis-Brent . . .

Details under title: Time Bomb
Stranger from Pecos (— ) Brown-Hatton

Thirteenth Guest, The Purcell-Parrish .

Western Mall (55) Keene-Trent . . .

Wild Horse Stampede (59) Gibson-Maynard .

Wlngi Over the Paelflc (68) Cooper-Norris

1943-44
Campus Rhythm Storm-Lowery 8-9.. 11-19.

Details under title: College Sweetheart

Death Valley Rangers Gibson-Maynard ...8-23

Charlie Chan in the Secret Service Toler-Kenyon 9-20
Follow the Leader East Side Kids 9-6

Melody Parade Hughes-Ouillan ... 5-31 ... 8-27

.

Million Dollar Kid East Side Kids 9-6
Mr. Muggs Steps Out East Side Kids 9-6
Outlaws of Stampede Pass Brown-Hatton 8-9., 11-26.

Smart Guy Vallin-Borg 9-6
Spotlight Scandals Fay-Gilbert 9-24,

Sultan's Daughter Corio-Butterworth ,..9-6
Sweethearts of the U. S. A Markel-Novis 9-20
Texas Kid, The Brown-Hatton 10-15
Unknown Guest (65) Jory-Blake 10-22 9-6

Westward Bound Maynard-Gibson

Women in Bondage Kelly-Henry 8-23

. .4-5

3-26.

. .5-3. . . .8-6.

..5-3. 33-34.

.7-12. .10-22.

.1-11. . .5-23.

.12-14. . .2-12 3-8

. .5-31.

.12-28.

. . .3-8.

.10-19.

.5-31. .

. . .4-5.

9-17. . .

.3-12. .

,

. .7-2...
. .2-5. .

.

.9-3. .

.

. .7-9. . ,

,2-22

, ,
,4-5,

.7-26.

.12-29.

, , ,3-8,

. .3-22.

, , , ,7-12

,7-16 7-23
.11-5

.2-13

,5-16 6-14

.7-23 8-9

,8-23

,7-26

PARAMOUNT 1

1942-43 Features Completed (83) In Production (0)

1943-44 Features Completed (23) In Production (4)

No,

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Runnino Time Cast Details

Frenehmin'i Crick (T) Fontaini-DiCordova .5-31.

Going My Way? Crosby-Stevens 8-23..

Our Hearts Were Young and Gay Lynn-Russell . 9-6..

Story of Dr. Wassell, The Cooper-Day 7-12..

1942-43
BLOCK NO. TWO

Forest Rangers, The (T) (87) MacMurray-Goddard .1-26
Henry Aldrlch, Editor (72) Lydon-Smith
R»ad to Morocco, The (89) Crosby-Hope 3-23.
Mrs. WIggs of the Cabbage Patch (80) Balnter-Herbert 2-9,.

Street of Chance (72) Meredith-Trevor .,,.1-26.
Ditalli indir title: Black Cirtain, Tho

.11-6.

,12-4. ,

11-20.
11-27. .

12-18. .

. 4206

.

, 4209

,

, 4207

,

, 4208

.

.4210.

,

,10-S
,10-5
,10-5

,10-5
.10-5

, , ,5-4,

..7-20.

. .5-18.

. .8-24.

.3-26.

. .4-9.

. .3-2.

. .5-7.

,
.1-25.

.11-16.

. .11-2.

. .8-24.

,11-16,

,4217,

.421t.

.4216.
, .4219.

...4224.
4222.
4223.
4221.

4225.

. . . 4227

.

. . .4230.

. . .4226.

, . .4228.
. . .4229.

11-16
.11-16

. 11-16

.11-16

.11-30

.1-11

.1-11

.1-11

.1-11

.S-IT

..4-5

. .4-5

. .4-5

. .4-5

.6-28

.6-28

.6-28

.6-2B

.6-28

.2-12. . .4231. . .411

BLOCK NO. THREE
Avengers, The (88) Richardson-Kerr .... For. ... 1-29 . 4213

.

Wrecking Crew (73) Arlen-Morris 4-20. .. 1-15 .. .4212

.

My Heart Belongs to Daddy (75) Carlson-D'Driscoll ... 2-9 ., .2-12 ... 4214

.

Palm Beach Story, The (88) Colbert-McCrea 1-1. . .4211.
Lucky Jordan (84) Ladd-McDonald 7-20. , ,2-26. , ,4215,

Details under title: Prelude to Glory

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Happy-Go-Lucky (T) (78) Mariln-Powell

Henry Aldrlch Gets Glamour (72) Lydon-Smlth .

Lady Bodyguard (70) Alhert-Shirl«y

Night Plane from Chungking (69) Preston-Drew ,

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Five Graves to Cairo (96) Teni-TiHlroV
China (78) Young-Ladd
Aerial Gunner (79) Arlen-Morrli .

High Explosive (62) Morris-Parker

Details under title: You Can't Live Forever

Salute for Three (75) Rhoades-Draki

BLOCK NO. SIX
Alaska Highway (68) Arlen-Parker

Dixie (T) (89) Crosby- Lamour ...11-16.

Henry Aldrlch Swings It (65) Lydon-Smith 12-14.

U Proidly Wi NaH (12C) Colbert-Goddard ..12-14.

Submarine Alert (67) Arlen-Barrie

SPECIALS
Star Spangled Rhythm (99) All Star 6-29.

REISSUES
Souls at Sea (93) Cooper-Raft -4254

Union Paelne (138) Stanwyck-McCrea 4250

ROAD SHOW
For Whom the Bell Tolls (T) Cooper-Bergman ,,,7-13 7-2*

1943-44
BLOCK NO. ONE

Good Fellows, The (70) Walker-Brown , , .

Hostages (89) Rainer-de Cordova

Let's Face It (76) Hope-Hutton

Tornado (83) Morris-Kelly

True to Life (T) (94) Martin-Tone ,,,,

NOT DESIGNATED
And the Angels Sing Lamour-MacMurray .5-17

City That Stopped Hitler (58) Russian Documentary 4331. . 9-20

Hail the Conquering Hers Bracken-Raines ....7-12
Henry Aldrlch, Boy Scout Lydon-Mortimer ,,.8-23

Henry Aldrich Haunts a House Lydon-Mortimer 4-5

Henry Aldrlch Plavi Cupid Lydon-Smith 1-25

Henry Aldrlch's Little Secret Aldrlch-Mortlmer . 5-31

Oitalli nttr titli: HMiy Aldriik BMki the Cradle

Hour Before Dawn, The Tone-Lake 5-17

Lady In tho Dark (T) Rogers-Milland 12-28

Minesweeper Arlen-Parker 5-17

Ministry of Fear Milland-Reynold. ...7-26

Miracle of Morgan's Creek Donlevy-Hutton ..,.10-5

Navy Way. The Powers-Parker 9-20

No Time for Love Colbert-MacMurray ..6-15

Ridina High Lamour-Powell 1-25

Standing Room Only Goddard-MacMurray .7-26

Timber Oueen Arlen-Hughes 7-26

Triumph Over Pain McCrea-Field 4-20

Uninvited, The Milland-Hussey 5-3

1-25 4302

.

. .8-23

2-22 4305

,

. .8-23

2-22 , . . . 4301

.

. .
8-23

.4-5 , 4304. . .8-23

9-21 4303 . .8-23

1942-43 Features (24)

Westerns (18)

1943-44 Features (—

)

Westerns (—

)

PRC
Completed (24)

Completed (18)

Completed ( 6)

Completed ( 3)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

In Production (1)

BOSS OF RAWHIDE
Western—started September 23

Cast: Dave O'Brien, Jim Newill, Guy Wilkerson, Nell O'Day, Ed-

ward Cassidy, Billy Bletcher, Lucille Vance, Charles King,

Robert Kortman, Jack Ingraham.
Director: Elmer Clifton.
siory; Latest iu the O'Crii-n-Xcwill series with cattle cnnnli'.v as the liaolv-

grnund,

JIVE JUNCTION
Musical—Started September 27

Cast: Dickie Moore, Tina Thayer, Gerra Young, Jack Wagner,
Johnny Michaels, Beverly Boyd, Johnny Duncan, John Clark,
Bill Halligan, Frederick Feher.

Director: Edgar Ulmer.
.•-Jloi'y: .\dole.scents eut capers in a musical set to .jive temtw.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

Title—Running Time Cast Details Rel.

Bad Men of Thunder Gap (59) NtwIII-O'Brien 3-5..
Behind Prison Walls (64) Baxter-Michael .. .11-30. . .3-22. .

Details under title: After Tomorrow

Black Raven, The (61) Zucco-McKay 5-31..
Border Buckaroo (60) Newill-O'Brien 6-15..
Cattle Stampede (— ) Crabbe-St. John ... 8-23 ... 8-16. .

Corregldor (75) Kruger-Landl 12-14 .. . 3-29 . .

Dead Men Walk (66) Zucco-Carlisle 9-21 .,, 2-10, ,

Death Rides the Plains (— ) Livingston-St, John, ,4-5. , ,4-30, ,

Fighting Valley O'Brlen-McCarty 5-31 8-1.
Follies Girl (72) Barrie-Oliver 7-26..
Frontier Law O'Briin-Knox 6-14
Fugitive of tho Plains (55) Crabbe-Leslie 12-14. . .3-12. .

Detaili under title: RUly the Kid No. 3
Ghost and the Guest, Tht (61) Rice-Dunn 2-8. .. .4-19. ,

GIrli In Chains (72) Judge-Clark 2-8.,. 5-17..
tangs. Inc. (72) Ladd-Woodbury , , Riltsut, . .6-15. .

No. Rev.

.352
.313. . ,6-14

, .321. . .7-26

.354. . .9-20

.362
. .31. . .6-14

. ,320, , .4-19

,365
.355
,306, , ,9-20

,359. , .5-17

,314, , ,6-28

.305 9-6

,123
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Uw of the Saddle Livimslon-Miles

My Son. the Hero (68) Kelly-Karnj ..

Night (or Crime, A (78) Farrell-Talhof

Queen of Broadway (66) Hiidson-Crabbe . . .

Raiders of Red Gap Livingsfon-Dell ...

I error House (71) Lawsoti-Clare

Trail of Terror Newill-OBrien ...

Underdog • • McLane-Wynters
.

.

Western Cyclone Crabbe-St. John ..

Details under title: Billy, the Kid No. 4

West of Texas (59) O.^'"";"'* " . •

Wild Horse Rustlers (57) ^i* "9ston-S .
John

Wolves of the Range (— )
LIvlngston-St. John

Details under title: Lone Rider No. 4

Details under title: Western Saboteurs

1943-44

Blazing Frontier
Crabbe-Manners ..

Danger! Women at Work (61) Kelly-Bnan .....

De«il Riders
Crabbe-St. John .

Girl from IMonterey Armida-Kennedy ..

Harvest Melody Lane-Downs

Isle of Forgotten Sins (— )
carradino-SondergTd

Return of the Rangers O'Brien-Newill
. .

.

Submarine Base (66) Baxter- D Orsay ...

Tiger Fangs Fra"k Buck

Two worlds
Lederer-Gune . . .

.

Details under title: Strange Music

.8-23.

12-28.
.7-13.

,10-19
.8-23.

. . For.

. 1-25

.

. .4-5.

12-28.
5-31.

8-23.

. .8-28.

. . .4-5.

,

. .2-18.

.

. . .3-8.

. .9-30.

.

. .4-19.

. .9-14.

,

.10-10.

.

. .5-14.

.
.5-10.

. .2-12.

. .6-21.

.9-1.

.8-24.

.9-20.

.8-9.

8-23.
4-19.

.
.9-6.

.6-28.

.5-31.

.9-30.

,

11-22. .

.8-15.

10-15.

. .
.7-8.

.9-10.
,10-20.

.362

.311

.304
.312. . .6-14

.368
. .322. . .7-12

,356
.316
.360

, .353. . .6-14

.364

.366

.459
. .411. . .10-4

.412

.402
. .401
.451

. .405. .
.9-20

.406

iliPU9LIC
1942-43 Features (34) Completed (32) In Production (0)

Westerns (26) Completed (26) In Production (1)

Specials ( 6) Completed ( 4) In Production (1)

Serials ( 4) Completed ( 4) In Production (0)

1943-44 Features (-) Completed ( 2) In Production (2)

Westerns (—

)

Completed (6 ) In Production (1)

Specials (—

)

Completed ( 1) In Production (1)

Serials (-) Completed ( 0) In Production (0)

Rel. Rev.

.4-19

. .4-5

. . 214

.

. .213.
.264
.2313
.2311. . .5-17

CANYON CITY
Western—Started September 21

Cast: Don Berry, Wally Vernon, Helen Talbot, George Spelvin.

Director: Spencer Bennett.
Slniy: The bringing of law antl order to a far outpost ot civilization whon

the West was young.

WHISPERING FOOTSTEPS
Cast: John Hubbard, Rita Quigley, Junanita Quigley, Joan Blair,

Marie Blake, Mary Gordon, Billy Benedict.
Director: Howard Bretherton.
.Story: Post war fantasy.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title— Running Time Cast

The Fighting Seabees Wayne-Hayward ..

0 My Darling Clementine Albertson-Gray ...

1942-43
Alibi (66) Lockwood-Slnclair .

At Dawn We Die (78) Clements-Sinclair

Blocked Trail, The Tyler-Steele

Berdertown Gunflghters Elliott-Jeffries

Calling Wild Bill Elliott (55) Elliott-Hayes 2-22.
Carson City Cyclone (57) Barry-Merrick

Chatterbox (76) Brown-Canova
Days of Old Cheyenne Barry-IVlerrick

Dead Men's Guleh (56) Barry-Merrick .

False Faces (56) Williams-Henry
Fighting Devil Oogi (— ) Powell-Stewart

(Adapted from the Serial of the same name).
Gaucho Serenade (— ) Aulry-Burnette

Gentle Gangster (56) McLane-Lamont
(i-Mpn vs. The Black Dragon (Serial) Cameron-Worth
Hands Across the Border Rogers-Terry

Headin' for God's Country (78) Lundigan-Dale
Hi, Neighbor (72) Belle-Vague ..

Hit Parade of 1943 (86) Carroll-Hayward

Idaho (70) Rogers-Burnette

In Old Oklahoma Wayne-Scott
King ot the Cowboys (67) Rogers-Burnette

Man from Music Mountain (71) Rogers-Terry 6-28.
Man from Rio Grande Barry-Watts 8-9.
Man from Thunder River Elliott-Hayes 3-22.
Man Trap (57) (Serial) 7-26
Mask Marvel (Serial) Stephenson-Lovett ...2-8.
Mexican Rose (— ) Autry-Burnette ...Reissue.

Mystery Broadcast Albertson-Terry . ..8-23.
Nobody's Darling (— ) Lee-Calhern 5-31.
Overland Mail Robbery Elliott-Hayes

Purple V, The (58) Archer-McLeod 1-11,

Ride, Tenderfoot, Ride Autry-Burnette ...Reissue.

Riders of the Rio Grande Tyler-Steele 3-8.

Sante Fe Scouts (55) Three Mesquiteers ..2-18,
Secret Service in Darkest Africa Cameron-Marsh 5-3.

Details

.9-20. .

.9-20.

.

. . . For.

.

. . For.

.

.12-28.

. .6-28.

.12-14.

. .2-22.

.3-22.

. Reissue

.

'. .io-5.

. . 8-23

.

. .4-19.

6-1.

.
.11-16.

. .12-28.

... 8-9

.

, . .1-25.

.3-24. .

.3-20.

.3-12.

.

. .7-9. .

.4-30.

.3-16.

.4-27.

.5-15.

.2-13.

.5-26.

.1-29.

.

.4-15.

.

.5-10.

. .1-2. .

!8-26.

,
.7-27.

.3-26.

. 3-10

.

, .275.
.219. ,

.276.

.

. .274.
. 222

.

211. .

.6-28

.5-17

. .8-9

.4-19

.7-26

. 2303
. .220. . .712

. .282

. .224. . .9-6
. .201. . .8-10

. .215. . .3-22

. .252 3-8

. .4-9. .

.9-30. .

.254. .4-19
.10-4

.6-11. . .2312.

.4-13.

.7-18.

,

. .217.

.2305.

.6-14

.8-19. .227.

Scream In the Dark, A Lowery- McDonald .7-12.

Details under title: A Scream at Night

Shanty Town (65) Lee-Lord 1-25.

Silver Spurs (68) Rogers-Carradine

Sleepy Lagoon (65) Canova-Day ....
Sombrero Kid. The (56t Barry-Merrick . . .

Someone to Remember (80) Craven-Paige

Details under title: Prodigal's Mother

Song of Texas (69) Rogers-Ryan 3-22.

South of the Boroer Autry-Lee Reissue.

Swing Your Partner (70) Dale-Clark 3-8.

Tahiti Honey (69) Simon-O'Keefe 1-11.

Thumbs Up (67) Joyce-Fraser 4-5.

. .6-14.

. .6-29.

. .3-8.

. .3-12.

.

. .212. . . .4-5

. .6-1.

.

.2304
.5-19.

.

. .266
. .4-16.

.

. . 265

.

. .7-26

. .7-9.

.

. .284
10-15.

.

. .229

. .4-20. . . .218. . . .5-3

8-12. . . . 256 ,8-9
. .8-27. . . . 228

.

, 9-20

. .7-31. . . .271. .12-14

. .8-21. . . .225.

.

. .9-6

. .6-18. . . .255. ..6-14

. . .3-1.

.

.2302.

.

. .5-20. . . .221. . .6-14

. . .4-6. . . .216. . .4-19

...7-5.., . . 223

.

. .6-28

Tumbling Tumbleweeds (— ) Autry-Burnette ...Reissue

Wfst Side Kid. The (58) Barry-Evans 4-19

1943-44
Beyond the Last Frontier Revere-Burnette .. . 7-12

Black Hills Express Barry-Heath 5-17

.12-15

. .8-23

Death Valley Manhunt Elliott-Jeffreys

Deer Slayer, The Kellogg-Parker

5-3

6-28
Fugitive from Sonera (—) Barry-Merrick 7-1

Here Comes Elmer Pearce-Stuart

Hoosier Holiday (72) Evans-Byron

Raiders of Sunset Pass Revere-Holt

918 .

8-15. .

9-25.

.

11-6. .

.7-2..
10-4.
.9-28.

7-26

2308.

.

.226.

.

.351
. . 362 . .

. .375. .

.9-6

, .361.
.7-26.

. 302 . . . 10-4

Saint Meets the Tiger (70) Sinclair-Evans For.. .10-15. .. .301. .. ,9-6

1942-43 Features (4(i)

Westerns ( 6)

1943-44 Features (—

)

('<>in|)let('d (4())

Completed ( 6)

Completed (18)

In I'rijiluctioii (d)

In Production (0)

In Production (4)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast Details

Curse of the Cat People Simon-Smith 9-6,.
Higher and Higher Morgan-Haley 8-23..
One Hour of Glory Toumanova-Peck ...7-26..
Tender Comrade Rogers-Ryan 8-23..

1942-43
BLOCK NO. TWO

Falcon's Brother, The (63) Sanders-Conway ... 7-13..
Journey Into Fear (70) Cotten-Del Rio 1-26.
Navy Comes Through, The (82) O'Brien-Scott 6-1..
Scattergood Survives a Murder (66) Kibbee-Hayes 4-20..
Seven Days Leave (87) Mature-Ball 6-1..

Details under title: Sweet or Hot

BLOCK NO. THREE
Army Surgeon (63) Wyalt-Taylor 4-6..

11-16 .309,
.2-12 307.
10-30 308
10-16 306.
11-13 310.

1019
.8-10
10-19
10-19
10-19

8-10. . .1-22.

Cat People (72) Simon-Conway 8-10.
Great Gildersleeve, The (62) Peary-Darwell 10-5.
Once Upon a Honeymoen (117) Rogers-Grant ...6-1. 11
Seven Miles from Alcatraz (62) Craig-Granville ... 8-10.

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Cinderella Swings It (70) Kibbee-Warren

Details under title: Seattergood Swings It

Forever and a Day (104) Laughton-Neagle 3-26.,
Hitler's Children (85) Holt-Granville 10-19. . .3-12.

Tarzan Triumphs (78) Weissmuller-Gilford . .
9-7 ... 2-19

.

Two Weeks to Live (76) Louck-Goff 10-5. . .2-26. ,

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Falcon Strikes Back (66) Conway-Randolph ...2-8
Flight for Freedom (101) Russell-MacMurray .8-24

Details under title: Stand Ry to Die

I Walked with a Zombie (69) Oee-Conway 11-2

Ladies' Day (63) Velez-Albert 7-20
This Land Is Mine (103) Laughton-O'Hara ...11-2

BLOCK NO. SIX
Bombardier (99) O'Brien-Scott 11-2
Glldersleeve's Bad Day (62) Peary-Darwell 2-22
Leopard Man. The (66) O'Keefe-Margo ... 2-22
Mr. Lucky (100) Grant-Day 11-16

Details under title: From Here to Victory

Squadron Leader X (99) Ovorak-Portman ... For

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Behind the Rising Sun (88) Margo-Ryan 5-17

Falcon In Danger, The (69) Conway-Brooks 5-3

Mexican Spitfire's Blessed Event (63) Velez-Errol 4-5

Petticoat Larceny (61) Carroll-Warrick 1-25

Sky's the Limit (89) Astaire Leslie 1-25

SPECIALS
BambI (70) (T) Disney Cartoon Feature . .

Magnltleent Ambersons (88) Cotten-Costello ...11-29.
Pride of the Yankees, The (128) Cooper-Ruth 1-26.

Saludos Amigos (42) Disney Cartoon Feature ..

Spitfire (90) Howard-Niven For. . .

They Got Me Covered (95) Hope-Lamoar 7-20.

WESTERNS
Avenging Rider, The Holt-Edwards 7-27.
Bandit Ranger (56) Holt-Edwards

Fighting Frontier (57) Holt-Summer 6-15..
Details under title: Sun of thu Saddii

Pirates of the Prairie <57) Holt-D'Day 6-1.

Red River Roblnhood Holt-Moffet 7-13..
Sagebrush Law Holt-Edwards 6-29..

Details under title: Gun Law

1943-44
NOT DESIGNATED

Around the World Kyser-Davis 6-14..

Gangway for Tomorrow Margo-Brown 7-12..
Details under title: An American Story

Coastal Command (61) Documentary For..

Dangerous Journey Lanchaster-Feld ... 9-6..

Falcon and the Co-Eds Conway-Brooks 9-6..

Ghost Ship. The Dix-Barrett 8-23..
Gildersleeve on Broadway Peary-Burke 8-9..
Government Girl OeHavilland-Tofts ..6-28..

Iron Major, The O'Brien-Warrick ....5-17..
Let's Go Latin (T) Cartoon Feature

North Star, The Baxter-Brennan ....5-17..
Rookies in Burma Carney-Brown 8-23..
Tarzan's Desert Mystery Weissmuller-Kelly ...4-19..

Details under title: Tarran and the Sheik

BLOCK NO. ONE
Adventures of a Rookie Brown-Landry 6-14.

Fallen Sparrow, The Garheld-O'Hara 2-8.

Lady Takes a Chance, A Arthur-Wayne . ...1-11.

Details under title: Free For All

Seventh Victim. The Conway-Brooks 5-17.

So This Is Washington Lum & Abner 6-28.

Details nndur title: D«llir-a-yiar Man

,
.12-4 312.

.12-25 313.
, . .1-1 314
27 311. .11-

. . .1-8 315 1116

. .11-2

.11-16
11-16

318 .1-25

.320
, . 316

,

,319,
.317.

.325.

.321.

.324.

.322.

.323.

.329.

.327.

.328.

.330.

.326,

.1-25
1-11

.1-25

. 2-8

.3-22

. .2-8

.3-22

.3-22

.3-22

.5-31

.5-17

.5-17

.5-17

. 2-8

.7-26

.7-26

.7-26

.7-26

.7-26

.8-21. . .

.7-10. .

.

. .3-5. . .

.2-19. . .

.
2-5'.

.

.

391.
371.
351.
392.
353.
352.

.618 385.
.9-25 381.
.1-29. . . .383.

. .6-1

.7-13

.7-27

12-28
. .5-3

.1-11

. .3-8

11-20 382 .11-16

.7-23 386

. .4-2 384

.7-26

8-23

.8-23

.8-23

.8-23

.8-23

FILM BULLITIN

•



20 tb CENTURY-FOX
1942-43 Features
1943-44 Features

(—

)

Completed (43)

Completed (16)

In Production (0)

In Production (6)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast

BulTalo Bill (T) O'Hara-McCrea . .

.

Eve of St. IVIark, The Eythe-Baxter

Home in Indiana (T) McAliister-Brennan

Lifeboat Banliliead-Bendix .

Lodger, The Oberon-Sandeis . . .

The Sullivans Baxter-O'Shea ....

1942-43
BLOCK NO. TWO

Berlin Correspondent (70) Gilmore-Andrews .

Careful, Soft Shoulders (69) Bruce-Ellison ....
Iceland (79) Heine-Payne
Just Otf Broadway (66) Nolan-Weaver ....

Details under title: 12 Men in a Box
Orchestra Wives (97) Montgomery-Barl .

BLOCK NO. THREE
Tales of Manhattan (118) Ail Star

BLOCK NO. FOUR
GIri Trouble (82) Ameche-Benneff . .

Manila Calling (81) Nolan-Landis
IMan In the Trunk. The (70) Roberts-Holmes
Springtime in the Rockies (90) (T) Grabie-iHiranda

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Black Swan. The (85) (T) Power-O'Hara
Or. Renault's Secret (58) Sheppard- Roberts

Details under title: Burled Alive

That Other Woman (75) Bari-Ellison
Thunderblrds (T) (78) Tierney- Foster
Undying Monster, The (60) Howard-Elhson

BLOCK NO. SIX
Life Begins at 8:30 (85) Wooliey-Lupino
China Girl (95) Tierney-Montgomery
We Are the Marines (69) M of T Documentary.
Over My Dead Body (68) Berle-Hughes
Time to Kill (61) Noian-Angel

Details under title: Brasher Doubloon

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Chetniks, The Fighting Guerillas (73) Dorn-Giimore 10-5

Details under title: Seventh Column
Immortal Sergeant, The (91) Fonda-O'Hara
Margin for Error (74) Bennett-Berle

Meanest Man In the World (57) Benny-Lane ....
Young Mr. Pitt (105) Donat-Morley . .

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
Dixie Dngan (67) Andrews-Eliison

He Hired the Boss (73) Erwin-Blaine ...
Details under title: $10 Ralsi

Hello, Frisco, Hello (T) (98) Faye-Payne ....
Moon Is Down (90) Hardwicke-Travers

Quiet, Please, Murder (70) Denning-Patrick .

BLOCK NO. NINE
Crash Dive (T) (105) Power-Baxter ...

My Friend Fllcka (T) (89) McDowell-Foster

They Came to Blow Up America (73) Sanders-Sten 12-14
Details under title: School for Saboteurs

Tonight We Raid Calais (70) Annabella-Sutton

Details under title: Secret Mission

BLOCK NO. TEN
Coney Island (T) (93)

Details Rel. No. Rev.

.7-12.
9-20.
9-20

.8-23

.8-23

.9-20

.5-18. 9-11 .311. 8-24
5-18 .9-18.

.

. .312 8-24

. 5-4 . 10-2 306. 8-24

.5-18. !9-25 .

'.

! ^310. . .8-24

.4-20. . .9-4. . . .308. . 8-2)

11-1. 10-30. . .313 .8-24

.6-15. . .10-9.

.

. . 309

.

. .10-5

. .6-29. .10-16. . . .314. . .10-5

. .6-15. .10-23. . .315. . .10-5

.6-15. . .11-6. . . .317. . .10-5

4-20 . .12-4.

.

. . 320

.

. .11-2

. .7-13. .i2-ll. . . .321. . .11-2

. . 6-29

.

.11-13. . . . 318

.

. .11-2

. . .3-9. .11-20. . . . 307

.

.11-2
. .8-10. .11-27. . . . 319

.

. .11-2

. .810. .12-25. . . . 322

.

.12-14
.6-15. . . .1-1.

.

. . 323

.

. 12-14
ry . .1-8. . . . 324

.

.12-14
. .8-24. . .1-15. . . . 325

.

.12-14
. . .9-7. . .1-22.

.

. . 326

.

.12-14

10-5. . . .2-5. . . .328. . .1-25

. .9-21. . .1-29. . . . 327

.

. .1-25
.10-19. . .2-19. . . . 330

.

. .1-25
. .7-13. . .2-12. . . . 329

.

. .1-25
For.. .2-26. . .316

. .9-21. . .3-12. . . . 332

.

. .3-22

. .6-29. . . .4-2. , . . 334

.

. .3-22

. .11-2. . .3-26. . . .333 . .3-22

.11-30. . . .4-9. . . . 335

.

. .3-22

. . .9-7. . .3-19.

.

. .331. . .1-11

. .8-24. . .5-14. . . .340. . . .5-3

. .7-20. . .4-23. . . .338. . .4-19
12-14. . . .5-7. . . . 339

.

. .
.5-3

.10-19. . .4-30.

.

. .337. . . .4-5

BLOCK NO. ELEVEN
stormy Weather (77)

SPECIALS

Grable-Montgomery .10-5. .6-18.

.

. .343. .5-31

Laurel & Hardy 3-8. .6-11. . . . 342

.

.5-31
Fonda- Foster .... 6-15. .5-21.

.

. .336. .5-31

Robinson-Horne .

.

. .2-8. .7-16.

.

.344. .5-31

British Commentary .4-16.

.

. .341. .4-19

1943-44

.2-22.

.4-9.

BLOCK NO. ONE
Bomber's Moon (70) Sanders-Annabella

Heaven Can Wait (T) (112) Ameche-Tierney

Holy Matrimony (87) Wooliey-Fieids

NOT DESIGNATED
Daneing Muten Laurel & Hardy ....6-14.
Claudia (91) McGuire-Young ....5-17.

Gang't All Hero Faye-fcliison .......5-3.

Details under title: Girl Hi Left Benihd

Guadalcanal Diary Foster-Nolan

Happy Land Ameche-Dee ...

Jane Eyro Weiies-Fontaine

Paris After Dark Sanders-Marshaii

Pin Up Girl (T) Grable-Brown 8-9.

Roger Tuohy, Last of Gangsters Foster-Taylor 4-19

Song of Bernadette Jones-Price ..4-5.

Sweet Rosic O'Grady (76) Grable-Young 3-8.

Tampico Bari-Robinson 8-9.

Winter Time (82) Henie-Romcro 4-5.

REISSUE
Rains Came. Tl'.c (103) Loy-Power

In Old Chicauo (9')) Power-Fays

Call of the Wild (80) Gable- Young

Under Two Fiaoi (110) Coibert-Colman

.7-30.

.8-13.

.8-27.

.401.

.402.

.403.

.712

.7-26

. .9-6

.9-3. .8-23

. .5-31.

.7-26.

.

. 2-22

.

.5-17.

.402.
10-22.
10-15.

.10-1.

.9-17.

10-29
.9-24.

.9-24.

10-29.

.10 4

.9-20

Cinema Guild (C.G.) Completed ( 3) In Production (0)

Coward (Cwd.) Completed (1) In Production (0)

Disney (Dsy.) Completed (1) In Production (0)

Edwards (Edws.) Completed ( 1) In Production (0)

Korda (Kor.) Completed (1) In Production (0)

Lesser (Lsr.) Completed (1) In Production (0)

Loew-Lewin (L.L.) Completed ( 1) In Production (0)

Mayfair (Mfr.) Completed (1) In Production (0)

Pressburger (Psb.) Completed ( 1) In Production (0)

Producers Coporation In Production (1)

Roach (Rch.) Completed (8) In Production (0)

Rogers (Rgs.) Completed ( 1) In Production (0)

Sherman (Shm.) Completed ( 6) In Production (0)

Small (Sml.) Completed (0) In Production (0)

Strombberg (Smg.) Completed (1) In Production (0)

1943-44 FEATURES
Bronston (Bro.) Completed ( 0) In Production (0)

Cagney (Cgy.) Completed ( 1) In Production (0)

Rabinovitch (Rvn.) Completed ( 1) In Production (0)

Selzniclt (Szk.) Completed (0) In Production (1)

Stone (Stn.) Completed ( 1) In Production (0)

Sherman Completed ( 6) In Production (0)

BRIDGE Of SAN LUIS REY
Drama—Started September 27

Cast: Lynn Bari, Altim Tamiroff, Louis Caihern, Nazimova, Frp.n-

cis Lederer.
Director: Rowland V. Lee.
Story: A remake of the famous book by Thorton Wilder about a varied assort-

ment of characters in Peru whose lives are bound up in the history
o£ a briden wVicih is in the end washed out in a flood.

KNICKERBOCKER HOLIDAY
Comedy Drama—Started September 27

Cast: Nelson Eddy, Charles Coburn, Constance Dowling, Ernest
Cossart, Shelley Winters, John 'Scat' Davis, Percy Kilbride,
Otto Kruger, Fritz Field.

Director: Harry Joe Brown.
story: Based on successful stage play of same name about I.ittli' Old New

York.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Tlmo Cast Details

Since You Went Away Coibert-Cotten . . .9-20. ..

1942-45
Border Patrol (66) Boyd-Kirby 6-29.
Buckskin Frontier (74) DIx-Wyatt 9-7.

Details under title: Buckskin Empire

Calaboose (45) Rogers-Berry, Jr 4-20.
Colt Comrades (67) Boyd-Ciyde 10-15.
Crystal Ball. The (81) Goddard-Milland 7-20.

Hangmen Also Dl« (131) Donlevy-Lee 11-16
Details under title: Never Surrender

Hi Diddle Diddle (72) Menjou-Scott 5-3.

Johnny Come Lately (97) Cagney-George 4-19.

Details under title: McLeod'i Folly

Lady of Burlesque (91) Stanwyck-O'Shea . . .12-14.

Details under title: The G. String Murders

Leather Burners (67) Boyd-Kirby 6-15..

Prairie Chicken (47) Rogers-Beery. Jr. ...6-15..

Somewhere In France (78) Morley-Cummings ... For..

Stage Doer Canteen (132) Terry-Walker 12-14.
Taxi, Mister (46) Bendix-Bradley 6-1.

That Nazty Nuisance (50) Watson-Leonard ....7-13..
Hoppy Serves a Writ (67) Boyd-Kirby 7-20.

Details under title: Texas Law
Victory Through Air Power (65) Disney Feature

Yanks Ahoy (55) Tracy-Sawyer

Young and Willing (83) Hoiden-Hayward 1-10.

Details under title: Out of the Frying P:<n

1943-44
Bar-20 (54) Boyd-Ciyde 11-12.

Gunmaster. Tho Dekker-Trevor 6-28..

Kansan, Tht (79) Dix-Wyatt 11-30.

Details under title: Meet John Bonnlwell

Mystery Man Boyd-Correil 7-26..

Details under title: Thundering Hoofs

Rel. No.

.Szk.

Riv.

. .4-2. .

.5-14.

1-29

.

.6-18.

.1-22

. .3-26.

.8-20. .

. .9-4. .

.Shm.

. Shm

.

Rch.

Shm.
C.G..

. . Psb

.

. Stn.

. Cgy.

. .3-8

.3-22

. .9-6

.7-12

. .2-8

. .4-5

.8-23

. .9-6

.4-30 . Smg. . .5-17

5-28 . .

. 5-21 . .

. .6-11.

.5-28. .

. .4-16.

.6-25.

.

.3-12

.8-13.

. 8-6.

.2-5.

. Shm

.

. Rch.

Sml.

. .Lst.

. Rch

.

. Bch.

Shm.

. Dsy.

Rch.

C.G..

. .8-9

.7-26

.5-31

.5-17

.6-28

.10-1
10-29.

. .9-10.

Riders of the Deadline Boyd-Woodward 5-3...

Texas Masquerade Boyd-Correil 7-26..

Three Russian Girls Sten-Smith 7-26..

Details under title: Girl from Leningrad

Jack London O'Shea-Hayward ....7-26.

Shm
Shm.
.Shm

.

Shm.

Shm.
.Shm.
. Rbn.

.7-12

.7-26

2-22

.10-4

.6-28

. Bro.

1942-43 Features (55) Completed (55) In Production (0)

Westerns ( 7) Completed ( 7) In Production (0)

Serials ( 4) Completed ( 4) In Production (0)

1943-44 Features (—

)

Completed (21) In Production (5)

Westerns (—

)

Completed ( 4) In Production (0)

Serials (—

)

Completed ( ) In Production ( )

1942-43 FEATURES
Balcon (Bin.) Complett^d (1) In Production (0)

Benny (Bny.) Completed (0) In Production (0)

Bogeajis (Bog.) Completed ( 0) In Production (1)

Chaplin (Chn.) Completed (0) In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Rgnnlni Time Cast

Gung Ho Scott-Curtis

The Impostor Gabin-Joslyn

Details under title: Passport to Dakar

Details

8-23 . .

.9-6 . .

Rel. No.
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The Thim Glory O'Connor-Blylh 9-6.

Phantom Lady Lederer-Raines ...9-20.

When Ladies Fly Youns-Fitzgerald . , .
.9-6

1942-43
Ad>inlorM (t Smllln' Jack (Sirlal) Brown-Bey 5-18.
All By Myself (63) Knowles-Ankers 3-8
Amazing Mr$. Holllday, The (98) Durbin-O'Brlen ....6-29

Details under title: Forever Vonri

Captive Wild Woman (60) Carradine-Ankers ..12-28
Cheyenne Roundup (59) Brown-Rltter 9-5.

Corvette K-225 Foran-Knowles .. .9-7.

Cowboy In Manhattan (59) Paige-Langford

Don Window of the Coast Guard (Serial) .. .Perry-Barrie 10-19.
Follow the Band (61) Errol-Hughes 2-22

Details under title: Trombone from Heaven

Frankenstein Meets the Wolf Man (75) . . . .Chaney-Lugosi

Details under title: Wolf Man Meets Frankenstein

Frontier Bad Men (77) Barrymore-Paige

Get Going (59) Paige-McDonald

Gals, Inc. (61) Errol-McDonaid

Uive Out, Sisters (65) Andrews Sisters

Detiils under title: I Want t« Danei

Good Morning, Judge (68) O'Keefe-Albritton

Hers to Hold (94) Durbin-Colten 4-5

He's My Guy (65) Hervey-Foran 12-14

.1-5.

.

.6-11. .

.2-19. .

. .6-4 . .

. .4-9 . .

.10-1.

.

.5-21.

.

. .4-6. .

.5-14.

.7581.
.7043.
.7005.

.7014.
.7075.

.703»:.

gfA.
. 7033

.

10-19. . .3-12 . .7012.

6-14.

. . .4-5. .

. .5-17. .

. .5-18.

.

.12-28. .

8-6 .

.6-25.

. .7-9.

.3-11.

.5-7.

.7-16.

,

.3-26

.2-26.

. .7-2.

.3-5.

.7-23.

3-19
. 4-9.

.6-30. .

. .4-2. .

3-8. . .5-28. . .7009.

HI, Buddy (68) Paige-Lord 11-16.

Hit the Ice (82) Abbott -Costello ...12-14.

Details under title: Oh, Doctor!

HI Ya Chum (61) Ritz Bros.-Frazee

Honeymoon Lodge (63) Bruce-Hilliard . . . .6-14.

Details under title: Second Honeymoon

How's About It? And ws S ters-Paige 12-28..

Details under title: Solid Senders

It Ain't Hay (81) Abbott i Costello. . . 10-5

.

It Comes Up Love (64) lean-Hunter 7-20.

Details under title: On the Beam
Junior G-Men ef the Air (Serial) Dead End Kids .. .3-9.

Keep 'Em Slugging (61) Hall-Raymond . . .11-30.
Details under title: Bad Company

Mr. Big (74) Jean-O'Connor

Details under title: Oh, Say Can You Swing

Mug Town (60) Halop-Hall 7-13.

Next of Kin (86) Piibeam-Sidney For...

Phantom of the Opera (92) (T) Eddy-Foster

Raiders of San Joaquin (60) Brown-Ritter 7-27..

Rhythm of the Islands lones-Frazee 11-30..

Ditalli ander title: Isle of Romance
Shadow of a Doubt (108) Wright-Cotten 810..
Sherlock Holmes in Washington (71) Rathbone-Brucc 7-20..

Sherlock Holmes and the Secret Weapon (68) Rathbone-Bruce 6-15. .

sin Town (74) Bennett-Crawford ...8-24.

Tinting Tonight en the Old Camp Ground ... Brown-Ritter 8-10 ..

Two Tickets to London (77) Morgan-Cuftis

We've Never Been Licked (103) Ouine-Gwynne 1-25..

When Johny Comes Marching Home (74) . . . . Jones-Frazee 10-5 ..

White Savage (T) (76) H.ili-Montez 11-2..

1943-44
Arizona Trail (— ) Ritter-Knight

Hlways a Bridesmaid AndwSlsters-Knowles 1-25..

Cobra Woman Montez-Hall 5-17.

Crazy House Olsen & Johnson ... 6-28. .

Fired Wife (73) Barrymore-Paige . . . .5-3.

Flesh and Fantasy (94) Boyer-Rohinson

For All We Know Boyer-Robinson ....8-10.
Gun Fighters Hayden-Holt 8-23.
Hi Ya Sailor Woods-Knox 7-26. .

Larceny with Music (64) Jones-Carlisle ....1-25.
Let Yourself Go Woods-Knox 6-28
Mad Ghoul, The Ankers-Bruct 5-31..
Marshall of Gunsmoke Ritter-Hayden 9-6
Moonlight and Cactus Andrews-Carrillo . .. 9-6
Mummy's Ghost, The Chaney-Acquanctta .9-6
Never a Dull Moment (— ) Ritz Bros.-Langford

Professor Goes Wild Bruce-McDonald ...6-14
Set to Music Jones-Vincent 8-9
Sherlock Holmes Faces Death (68) Rathbone-Bruce . 6-14 . 9-17.

Stn »f Dracula Chaney-Curtis 1-25
Details under title: Destiny

Strange Death of Adolph Hitler Donath-Sondergaard 6-28. . .9-10.

Sherlock Holmes and the Spider Woman Rathbone-Bruce ...5-31
This Is the Life O'Connor-Foster ....5-31
Top Man 0'Connor-Fost:r . . 7-12 . . . 9-17

.

Details under title: Man of the Family
Wild-Horse Roundup Ritter-Knight 9-20
You're a Lucky Fellow, Mr. Smith Jones-Ankers 7-12 10-22

.7011.

.7045.

.7046.
. 7023

.

.7044.
. 7006

.

.7041.

.7031.

.7003

. 7039

.

.7047.

.2-5.
. .7025.

.7001.

.7023.

7881.
.7040.

. .1-22.

. .5-7. .

.8-27. .

. .6-4 . .

.4-16. .

1-15.

.

.4-30. .

.2-12. .

. .9-25.

. .2-5.

.

.6-18. .

. . .1-1.

.

.4-23. .

.9-24. .

.9-24. .

.ib-8 .

.

. .9-3. .

10-29. .

10-15. .

. .9-10.

.7027.

.7032.
7061 .

.

.7076.
7042 .

.

.614

.2-22

.5-31

.5-31

.3-22

9-20
.7-12

.7-26

.9-21

.5-17

. .8-9

.4-19

. 3-8

.7-li

. .4-5

. .9-6

.4-5

.2-8

. .5-3

6-14

. . 2-8

.4-19

,
.9-6

.6-28

.7065 .

.7018.

.

.7024.

.

. .7017.
7074 .

.

.7013.

.

.7064.

.

.7016.

.

.7004 .

.1-25

.6-28

.1-25

lOly

.6-23

.8-23
.1-11

,
.5-3

.9-20

. 10-4

.9-20

.9-20

1942-43 Features
1943-44 Features

(— ) Completed i'li)

Completed (19)

In Production
In Production

(0>

(5)

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

IN PRODUCTION
Title—Ruining Tinii Cast

to Marseille Bogart-Mergan

in Blue Aida-Leslle . .

Harvest Moon Sheridan-Morgan

Detaili

.8-23.

. .7-26. .

. .6-28. .

. Lupino-Henreid 9-6. .

Rol.

Passage

Rhapsody

Shine On

Uncertain Glory

BLOCK NO. ONE
Across the Pacific (97) Bogart-Astor

Busses Roar, The (60) Travis-Bishop

Oeiperate Journey (107) Flynn-Reagan
Secret Enemies (59) Stevens-Emerson

Now, Voyager (117) Davis-Henried

BLOCK NO. TWO
You Can t kscape Forever (77) Brent-Marshall

Hidden Hand, The (63) Stevens-Emerson
beorge Washington Slept Here (93) Benny-Sheridan
Flying Fortress (68) Greene-Lehmann
Gentleman Jim (104) Flynn-Smith

BLOCK NO. THREE
Casablanca (99) Bogart-Bergman

Gorilla Man (64) Loder-Ford

Hard W.y. The (97) Lupino-Morgan
Truck Busters (58) Travis-Parker .

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Air Force (124) Garfleld-Yoang

Mysterious Doctor (57) Loder- Matthews

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Edge of Darkness, The (118) Flynn-Sheridan

BLOCK NO. SIX
Action in the North Atlantic (127) Bogart-Massty

Background to Danger (80) Raft-Marshall

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Constant Nymph, The (112) Boyef- Fontaine 3-9

SPECIALS
Mission to Moscow (123) Huston-Harding . . .11-16
This Is the Army (T) (121) Murphy-Leslie 4-5

3-23. . .9-5.

.

. .202. .8-24

. 9-19. . .203. 8-24

. . . .2-9. . .9-26 .204. 8-24
.10-17. . . . 205

.

8-24

. ... .4-20. .10-31 . . 206

.

.8-24

. . 619. .10-10 . . . 207

.

.10-5
11-7 .208 .10-5

4-20. .11-28.

.

. .210. . .10-5

... For.

.

. .12-5.

.

. .211 10-5
6-1. 11-14. .212 11-30

6-1. . .1-23.

.

.214 11-30
For.

.

. .1-16. . .216. 12-14
3-23

.

. .2-20. . .209 .10-5
9-21. . . .2-6. . . .213 . .1-25

6-29

.

. . 3-20 . .217 2-8
3-6 . 218 3-r

8-24. . .4-24. . . 219 . . . <l-5

9-7. . .6-12.

.

. . 221

.

. 5-Jl
9-7. . . .7-3. . 222. . .6-14

.7-24 .223 . .7-12

rankee Doodle Dandy (126) Cagney-Leslle

REISSUE
Varsity Show (81) (Rtlssai) Powell-Waring

1943-44
BLOCK NO. ONE

Murder on the Waterfront (49) Loder-Ford ..

Watch on the Rhine (114) Davis-Lucas

NOT DESIGNATED
Adventure in Iraq (64) Loder-Ford
Adventures of Mark Twain March-Smith
Arsenle and lid Laeo (— ) Grant-Lane

.12-1

6-15.

. 5-22 . .220 .5-17

. .8-14. . ..224. . .•-9

. .1-2 . . .201 .6-15

12-19 . . .215

9-18. . .302 8-9

. . .9-4.

.

. .301 8-9

10-9.

.

. . 304

.

.10-4

. .7-13.

. .11-1.

, . .5-17.

. .10-19.

. 6-29

.

11-16.

. .6-28

...6-14..

. .7-12.
11-16.

Conllict Bogart-Hobart . . .

Crime by Night Wyman-Cowan ..

Details under title: Forty Whacks
Desert Song, Thi (T) Morgan-Manning
Devotion DeHavilland-Lupino

Destination Tokyo Grant-Garfield ...

Find the Blackmailer (— ) Cowan-Emerson .

.

In Our Time Lupino-Henreid

Last Ride, The (— ) Travis-Parker

Northern Pursuit Flynn-Bishop
Old Acquaintance Oavis-Hopkins

Princess O'Rourke (94) DeHavill'nd-C'mings 7-20
Saratoga Trunk (— ) Cooper-Bergman 3-8

Thank Your Lucky Stars (127) Cantor-Shore 1-2.

To the Last Man Flynn-Bishop 5-3

REISSUE
Oklahoma Kid (80) Cagney-Bogart

Song of the Saddle Foran-Lloyd 10-2

Cherokee Strip. The Foran-Bryan 10-2
Empty Holsters Foran-Walthall . .10-2

Guns of the Pecos Foran-Nagel 10-2

Land Beyond the Law Foran-Perry 10-2
Prairie Thunder Foran-Clancy 10-2

.10-23.

9-25.

.305 . . .10-4

.303! . .8-23

9-11. .330.

SIZE-UPS
iConlintird from P(iy:e ii\

Marilyn Miller" which will probably have another name. Wo
suggest "Sunny" which Warner Bros, owns and which was Miss
Miller's greatest hit.

New pictures about ready to start are "Mr. Skefflngton,"
starring Bette Davis, and "Outward Bound," which will have John
Garfield and Joan Leslie as the two lovers, Sara Allgood and
Dennis King, from the New York stage, also prominently cast...

Lucille Watson, who scored in "Watch on the Rhine" signed to

support Barbara Stanwyck in "My Reputation," formerly called

"Instruct My Sorrows." This will not get into work until about
November 15 as the Stanwyck girl has just started her picture ,it

Pararinount.
Addition of six players to featured list brings total to 83. a

studio record. The six newcomers are Cheryl Walker, Marjorie

Riordan, John Da!l, Ralph McColm, Zachary Scott and Jean Sul-

livan. There are also 15 directors under contract. Of the six

signed during the past year, five were newcomers to motion pic-

tures. Others, such as Herman Shumlin, Delmar Daves and Ed-
ward Blatt, are from the New York theatre ... Sam Hellman has
completed final shooting script of "The Life of Will Rogers."
which Mark Hellinger hopes to get into work soon. Stuart Erwin.
most often mentioned for the title role, is now appearing in a

stage play in Chicago .. .Ann Sheridan in New York for a visit,

her first in three years... This company using radio to plug its

pictures. During past month leading programs carried adapta-

tions of "Edge of Darkness," "This Is the Army," "The Maltese
Falcon," "Thank Your Lucky Stars," "The Great Lie" and "Dark
Victory."
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THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi'Weekly Review of the Trade's Events

War Loan Drive Ends
The Third War Loan Campaign ended

last week and the motion picture industry

leaned back momentarily to survey the re-

sults of its efforts in helping to raise the

$15,000,000 goal set by the Treasury.

The Hollywood Bond Cavalcade completed

its tour with a grand total of approximately

$1,100,000,000 in bonds. The Cavalcade was

welcomed home in Glendale at a special

ceremony, highlighted by a wire from the

Secretary of the Treasury in which he de-

clared that he wanted "every member of the

cavalcade and all others in the various

branches of the motion picture industry,

production, distribution and exhibition, to

know that the Treasury is appreciative of

the fine American spirit you have all shown
in the Third War Loan. You have un-
doubtedly made a fine contribution to what
now appears to have been a highly suc-
cessful effort."

"Over the Top" week, officially inaugur-
ated Sept. 24 and extended to the close of
the campaign on October 2nd, was featured
by a nation-wide observance of "Free Movie
Week" in which anyone buying a bond was
admitted to the theatre during that period.
Figures for the 1400 War Bond Premieres

held by theatres and the bonds sold on
"Free Movie Day" showed that the goal of
a "bond for every seat" had a distinct
possibility of being reached, although final
figures had not been received on either
Premieres or "Free Movie Day."
The War Veteran's Bond Airmada con-

cluded its ten-day tour with a $250,000,000
total. The figure represents a cumulative
total of bond sales by all five crews of
wounded war veterans and the Hollywood
personalities who accompanied them during
their nation-wide tour. 48 cities were visited
and over 20,000 air miles were traveled in
their five flights by Army and Navy trans-
port planes. Local members of the War
Finance Committee were highly enthusias-
tic about the lasting effect which the mov-
ing appeals of the fighting men has had on
bond sales.

• • •

Va, MPTO Favors Divorcement
Taking a stand on theatre divorcement

opposed to its national organization's state-

ment by Ed Kuykendall, the Virginia MPTO
declared in a brief filed with the Depart-
ment of Justice, that "it wishes to go on
record as supporting the Department's stand

(on divorcement) and as recommending to

the Department that it prosecute its petition

to a conclusion at such time, as, in its judg-

ment, will be most propitious."

"Absolute divorcement and accompanying
restrictions," said the brief, "will go a long

way toward effecting the desired remedies
— unless a new or an amended consent

decree which really affords relief and has

teeth in it, is obtained — there wouM seem

to be no alternative other than immediate

prosecution for divorcement."

The Virginia MPTO submitted a complete

rewriting of several sections of the decree.

including those on tradeshowing, clearance,

theatre acquisition and several points. They

suggested that the Department rewrite the

arbitration procedure and that Section HI

on tradeshowing be reworded to afford the

exhibitor "a much greater degree of selec-

tivity and assure him of a continuous pro-

duct flow."

The D of J disclosed that a number of

other briefs on the Decree were submitted,

including that of Independent Exhibitors of

New England which was received earlier

and contained an exhaustive list of critic-

ism and suggestions for revision of the De-

cree. The various briefs are being studied

by Robert L. Wright, special assistant to

the Attorney General, who is in charge of

the motion picture decree unit and also by

Assistant Attorney General Tom C. Clark,

who is handling the decree revision nego-

tiations for the Government.
^ * *

Allied Questionnaire Results Set

Allied's action to obtain exhibitor reaction

to their experiences under the Consent De-

cree through questionnaires has resulted in

replies covering approximately 600 theatres

with more coming, said A. F. Myers, gen-

eral counsel.

The results of the exhibitor questionnaires

not only will give the statistics as to the

number favoring or opposing a particular

proposal, but will quote verbatim typical

comments of the exhibitors as entered on

the questionnaires, said Myers. "Thus while

numerous exhibitor organizations have filed

with the Department of Justice so-called

briefs, representing the views of their lead-

ers. Allied now proposes to file a brief writ-

ten by the exhibitors, themselves.

He noted that with the questionnaires

gathered and summarized by the PCCITO,

the summary compiled by Allied will con-

stitute the first attempt to be made at wide-

spread sampling of exhibitor opinion on the

Decree.
» • •

RKO Profits Zoom
RKO Corp. and subsidiary companies

reported a net profit after all charges of

$3,220,583 for the 26 weeks ended June 30,

1943, an increase of nearly $4,000,000 over

the same period the previous year. For the

same six months in 1942, the company re-

ported a net loss of $643,360.

Profits from operations before charges for

write-offs, depreciation, taxes and dividends

were deducted amounted to $6,493,438, com-

pared to $1,410,801 for the 1942 26-week

period. Provision for income taxes this year

was $2,600,000 against $752,787 last year. An

item which appeared on the 1942 statement

was listed as extraordinary studio write-offs

and reserves which amounted to $633,804.

Such an item does not appear on the cur-

rent statement.

The provision for Federal income taxes

for 1943 approximates the consolidated tax

return liability on a 42% basis, whereas the

1942 taxes, calculated at 45%, cover the ag-

gregate liability on an individual tax return

basis.

Exhibition "Hazardous Business"

Operation of a motion picture theatre was

classified as a hazardous business by the

Iowa Supreme Court in a damage suit

wherein the Court ruled that the theatre

must assume the burdens that go with such

a classification.

The decision aroused interest since the

high court decision might conceivably set a

precedent in other cases of similar circum-

stances. The Court reversed a trial court

decision and ordered the $10,000 damage suit

of Mrs. Jennie LaSell of Des Moines against

Tri-States Theatre Corp. of Des Moines for

retrial after the trial court returned a ver-

cMct for the theatre corporation.

Mrs. DaSell's claim was based on a fall in

one of Tri-States Des Moines theatres in

which she suffered serious injuries. She

claimed she had fallen over a slight raise

in the floor. The high court ruled that the

lower court had erred in giving instructions

to the jury which were more favorable to

the theatre than to the plaintiff's testimony.

The decision stated: "When one goes into

a hazardous business — and operating a

darkened theatre is a hazardous busmess

he must take that into consideration and

assume the burdens."
» * *

Industry To Aid War Fund

Although there will be no solicitation m
theatres, the National War Fund Campaign

for $125,000,000 will get an assist from tne

War Activities Committee Theatres Division.

Beginning on October 4th and ending No-

vember 20th, the drive will have the avail-

ability of the nation's -reens for War Fund

Messages. Now in release, through RKO

Txchanges, is "The Last Will and Testamen

Tom smith," a general appeal to support

the War Fund's effort.

There is also a brief two-minute trailer

with Fred MacMurray, which will be de-

livered to theatres by War Fund representa-

tives throughout the country. These repre-

sentatives will call on theatres in their

respective areas when they desire to nave

the trailer shown.
^

Detroit Exchanges Off 48-Hr. Week

Detroit film exchanges were granted an

exemption from the 48-hour week order by

the regional War Manpower Commission,

thus making six key centers free from the

ruling in vital war work areas. The others

are Buffalo, Washington, Salt Lake City,

Cleveland and Portland.

The decision came after a hearing by the

WMC with home office distribution repre-

sentatives who came to Detroit to present

the company's views on the effects of the

order. The ruling permits all local ex-

changes to resume or continue on a 40-hour

schedule. The former situation permitted

some of the exchanges to remain on a 40-

hour schedule and directed others to go on

a 44- and 48-hour week.

Representing the home offices were: C. J.

Scollard of Paramount; Sidney Braumberg,

( Continued on Page 30)
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in these current and

forthcoming releases:

DONALD'S TIRE TROUBLE

* PLUTO AND THE ARMADILLO

FLYING JALOPY

PRIVATE PLUTO

VICTORY VEHICLES

FALL OUT AND FALL IN

REASON AND EMOTION

* FIGARO AND CLEO

THE OLD ARMY GAME

HOME DEFENSE

* PELICAN AND THE SNIPE

* CHICKEN LITTLE

HOW TO BE A SAILOR

TROMBONE TROUBLE

HOW TO PLAY GOLF

DONALD DUCK AND THE GORILLA

COLOMBIAN CONDOR (Tent. Title)

COMMANDO DUCK

(Not listed in order of releose)

iiiVE TO THf NATIONAL WAR FUND



fl^/Mb new characters novelty TKO/e^of
that Disney magic which has made his name a

feature-par draw in theatres all over the world

ever since Mickey Mouse was born - and we're

celebrating his bi^fffi^ right now!
Distributed by RKO RADIO PICTURES, Inc.



N. E. EXHIBITORS SALES PLAN
(Continued from Page 8

)

competition with the affiliated theatre, since the information
obtained by the distributor is available to his theatre depart-
ment, where it can be used to the independent's detriment.

COMPLETE DIVORCEMENT ONLY SOLUTION
For the foregoing reasons, the Independent Exhibitors of

New England, Inc., representing some 200 theatre-members
and in addition substantially all the unattached larger in-

dependent theatre owners in the territory who have con-
ferred with it, is convinced that the only way in which free

and open competition can be restored to this industry is

through a complete and final divorcement of theatre opera-
tions from the production and distribution of motion pictures.

We, therefore, respectfully urge your Department to prose-

cute the suit of the United States Government vs. Paramount
Pictures, Inc., et al, with a view to securing the divorcement
of theatres and such other injunctive relief as may be neces-
sary to create free competition within the industry and to

protect the rights of unaffiliated independent theatre owners.

While we are firmly convinced that onlv the absolute
divorcement of exhibition from distribution will restore any
measure of free competition within the industry, we realize

that, pending trial of such a suit and until final judgment
is secured, some form of temporary agreement will be neces-
sary between the defendant producers and distributors and
the government, regulating distributor-exhibitor relatiorshios.

In case such an agreement is contemplated, we submit here-
with for your consideration a suggested plan for the licens-

ing of motion pictures.

We believe that the following "sales plan" wou'd correct
current abuses in motion picture distribution and satisfy the
needs and requests of the greatest number of independent
exhibitors.

PROPOSED SALES PLAN
PICTURES "TRADE SHOWN"

A. All feature motion pictures must be trade shown
before being offered for license.

LARGE BLOCKS
B. No limitations shall be placed upon the number of

such pictures offered for license at any one time.

COMPLETE SELECTIVITY
C. Exhibitor may select from those pictures offered what-

ever pictures and whatever number of pictures he may desire,

without limitation or restriction of any sort.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL BUYING
D. No differential in price for buying in small quantity

shall be imposed which shall defeat or tend to defeat the
purpose of the foregoing provision (C).

PICTURES PRICED WHEN LICENSED
I. The price and/or terms of each picture shall be

definitely designated at the time of signing the
application for license.

II. No change in such price and/or terms shall be
made thereafter, except by mutual consent of ex-
hibitor and distributor.

PREFERENTIAL RUN TO AFFILIATED THEATRES
E. No picture shall be exhibited in any theatre, affiliated,

unaffiliated, or owned by the producer-distributor of the pic-

ture in question, until

—

I. After trade showing, and
II. After an opportunity has been given to all exhib-

itors enjoying the same run to license and play the
picture at the same time.

NO FORCING OF SHORTS, ETC.
tract containing that picture at that theatre.

REMEDY FOR UNREASONABLE DELAY
I. If the distributor fails to deliver or make available

a picture or pictures to a subsequent-run exhibitor within
four weeks of said exhibitor's usual availability, either after
national release date or after first run in the particular ter-

ritory — which ever is a suitable determinant, because of
the distributor's delay, or inability or failure to sell and play
the picture in a prior-run theatre, said subsequent-run ex-

F. No distributor shall require an exhibitor to license
short subjects, newsreels, trailers, or serials, as a condition
of licensing features. No distributor shall require an exhib-
itor to license reissues, westerns, or foreigns, as a condition
of licensing other features.

NO TYING IN OF BLOCKS
G. The distributor shall not condition the sale of any

block or portion thereof upon the purchase of any previously
offered picture or pictures.

NO CONTRACT "HOLD-UPS"
H. Acceptance and confirmation of a date for any picture

at any theatre shall constitute an approval of the entire con-
hibitor may at his option cancel the contract.

STANDARD EXHIBITION CONTRACT
J. A fair and equitable form of contract shall be agreed

upon by the Department of Justice, exhibitors, and distrib-

utors, and no changes shall be made by any party in said
contract without the knowledge and approval of the other
two parties.

THEATRES TREATED INDEPENDENTLY
K. No distributor shall condition the sale of any picture

or pictures to any theatre upon the sale of the same or other
picture or pictures to any other theatre.

We understand that other exhibitor organizations of in-

dependent and/or affiliated theatre-owners have submitted, or
will submit, selling plans providing for blocks of more than
five pictures, for blocks containing partially identified pic-

tures that are NOT to be trade shown, for blocks with can-
cellation privileges, etc. We are convinced that there are
serious objections to each and all of these plans, and we
are equally convinced that the foregoing constitutes a work-
able plan that will meet almost every exhibitor's situation
and his objections to the methods of selling now current.

Moreover, we anticipate that the plan submitted above
will meet with the approval of those Public Groups and Or-
ganizations who object to the practices of blind selling and
compulsory block-booking.

As many of the other plans will be motivated by a desire
to buy more pictures at one time, we believe that paragraphs
B and C above, coupled with the generally admitted fact that
most of the distributors involved in this suit already have
completed and could now trade show at least 50% of their
194S-44 product, should satisfy all who wish to buy or sell in

larger groups. At the same time, we do not penalize the
careful operator who desires to see all product and to select

those pictures best suited to the tastes and standards of his

individual neighborhood.

We would appreciate the opportunity of presenting our
specific views on and objections to any other definite sales
plan which you may feel merits serious consideration.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, may we point out that the "Big Five"

film companies, currently subject to the Consent Decree, now
complain that they are suffering from (a) the loss of their
entire European foreign market (barring England), (b) Gov-
ernment-imposed ceilings on their Canadian film rentals, (c)

the current constriction of their film supply, although never
in history has so much film been hoarded in the shape of
completed pictures lying idle in film vaults, and (d) their
greatly increased costs of production.

UNCONSCIONABLE DISTRIBUTOR PROFITS
It is quite evident that the film rentals obtained from

exhibitors within the continental United States have increased
so enormously that these "Companies," operating under the
Consent Decree, have not only overcome all the hardships
which they publicly lament (as listed above), but they have
also exacted rentals sufficient to pay those increased war time
taxes, which have lowered the profits of such a large percent-
age of commercial enterprises; they have laid away unput>-
lished reserves for post war emergencies; and, in addition to
all that, find themselves emerging with profits from 26 8%
to 33.9% greater than those in the comparable period of last
year. It seems beyond the necessity of further proof that
only by means of their oppressive, monopolistic control cou'd
the producer-distributor corporations have climbed on the
shoulders of the theatre owners and, by means of exorbitant
film rentals, obtained these results.

We, therefore, pray that the Department of Justice will
use its every endeavor to correct these conditions, to amelior-
ate the burdens under which the independent, unaffiliated ex-
hibitor now suffers, and to restore, as far as possible and as
soon as possible, the conditions of fair competition and free
opportunity within the industry.

Sincerely,

INDEPENDENT EXHIBITORS of NEW ENGLAND. INC.

Francis M. Perry. President.
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What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

'HOLY MATRIMONY WOOLLEY-FIELDS COMEDY ELICITS RAVES
(20TH CENTURY-FOX) "...Singularly fresh and funny. . .Brilliant bit of motion picture legerdemain ... Stars toss the farcical

situations around in a blithe fashion. . .Woolley is immense ... Delightful picture." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Plenty of entertainment for all and sundry assured .. .Charming picture full of sly humor, smooth wit and satire .. .Literate

comedy." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES. "...THAT picture for which you fastidious adults have been hoping. And the beauty
of this attraction is that its simplicity, charm and gentle humor will appeal to those fans who like all types of movie entertainment
...Captivating and completely gratifying comedy." HALE, N. Y. NEWS. "...A swell movie .. .Woolley's caustic beard is in

perhaps its finest fur yet in films and Gracie Fields is incomparable. . .Whole cast enjoy a magnificent romp with Nunnally Johnson's
high-dudge on dialogue." McMANUS, PM. "...Sends the most contented crowds you ever saw streaming out of the Roxy...
Hour and a half of wise and civilized mirth... You don't forg«t anything about this picture in a hurry. It will keep returning with
touches of reminiscent relish for months and years after you see it." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Consistently
surprising and witty on all counts, plot, performances, situations and wordage. . .Dedicated to fairly constant chuckling. The good
flavor of its urbane wit calls for the connoisseur, but there is no reason why a great number of adult moviegoers should not find it

enjoyable this week or next year." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.

'JOHNNY COME LATELY' CALLED OUTMODED. OBVIOUS. DISAPPOINTING
(UNITED ARTISTS) "...So palpably amateurish in product-.cn and direction, so hopelessly stagey, uneven and teamless in per-

formance and so utterly pointless that it is bound to cause raised eyebrows wherever it is shown." McMANUS, PM. "...Cag-
neys gave promise of doing something hot. Their first autonomous film is barely warm ... Obvious and unexciting fiction. . .Hurts to

see Cagney (James) wasting his excellent talent on such a curiously second-rate film." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES. "...Gentle
comic-melodrama, not sensational, but a gay and appealing show... bit too slight for its lengthy footage ... Superior escapist enter-

tainment." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Far below Cagney standard ... Old-fashioned story told in a very old-

fashioned manner. . .Dialogue is noticeably poor, and the wooden scenes in which it is spoken are much, much worse .. .Please, Mr.
Cagney, for the benefit of the public, yourself and Warner's, go back where you made pictures like 'Yankee Doodle Dandy'." WIN-
STEN, N. Y. POST. "...Outmoded pattern, full of the same determination for happiness come-what-may that lighted the
Golden stages with an artificial glow a few decades back. . .Aimed at no Academy award. It shoots straight for stray pennies of the
extremely naive." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Disappointing in that there is too little action in the story to suit

the ebullient personality of the star and it has been directed at such a pedestrian pace that one has an impulse to call out to the
actors to hurry and get to the point" CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS.

A LADY TAKES A CHANCE' GETS GOOD NOTICES GENERALLY
(RKO-RADIO) ".

. .There is a lot of fun. . .There is some slow going here and there when the thin story is stretched out too far. but
on the whole, director William Seiter has minimized the defects with the insertion of clever pantomime." GUERNSEY. N. Y.
HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Rollicking comedy of pre-war vintage designed to give the public an escape from the ever-present
war and taxes... Some slow moments but for the most part it moves snappily. . .Dialogue has a pleasant, staccato quality." CAM-
ERON, N. Y. NEWS. "...Broad and rowdy farce... Drive for laughs is aimed directly at the risibilities that find a kick in

the pants one of the funniest things ... Humor offered in quantity and at a headlong pace." COOK. N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...Has managed to brighten up an old formula until it looks almost brand new... Quite continuously amusing largely be-

cause of Miss Arthur's pert little ways, her prim hesitations at the wrong times, her uncloying coyness." T. S.. N. Y. TIMES.
"...Except for Jean Arthur, who is undoubtedly everybody's darling, 'A Lady Takes a Chance' is almost without distinction. . .Fills

your crav/ with dusty cit» gags." McMANUS, PM. ^— "...Numerous mirth^rovoking incidents lending pleasurable individUi'
moments to a frothy little comedy piece... Much of the dialogue is enchantingly amusing and direction deftly combines slap-stic''.

with heart throbs." THIRER, N. Y. POST.

'HIT THE ICE' JUST ABOVE PAR FOR ABBOTF AND COSTELLO
(UNIVERSAL) "...Comical proceedings are consistently lively and, of course, loud... If you are not already an Abbott & Coste'.l ^

fan, you won't find much here to convert you. But if you are, you are due for a better time than at any of their other recent pic-

tures." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Weak plot and weak entertainment. Only A & C are strong. But their
strength is both intermittent and overly familiar. . .Laughs depend more than ever on pure slapstick." WINSTEN. N. Y. POST.

".
. .Gags are beginning to wear a little thin. . .More of a plot than usually meets the eye in one of the boys' gag-fests." CAM-

ERON, N. Y. NEWS. "...Long, tortuous time between pratt-falls, but when they do happen they're reliably resounding. Some
of the variations are even inspired ... Four script writers mess up the little fat guy's impulses with plots and counterplots." Mc-
MIANUS, PM. "...A & C over-reach themselves frequently and ineffectually in trying to stimulate laughter. . .Fashioned to
their clowning measurements, but it is becoming a bit creaking ... Stars carry their antics ad absurdum." BARNES, N. Y.
HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Familiar but it breeds a certain moderate content ... Plot is but a fabric of Abbott and Costeilo
scenes tossed together in the hit-or-miss fashion of a tatterdemalion quilt." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.

'ADVENTURES OF TARTU' BRITISH SPY MELLER HAS EXCITEMENT
(METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER) "...Melodrama with a vengeance .. .Frequently and unabashedly places a strain on the audience's
credulity. That it is fun despite the looseness with which it stacks its cards is due largely to the gusto that Mr. Donat brings to the
film... For all its excesses it still packs a fair load of excitement." T. S., N. Y. TIMES. "...Cut from a familiar pattern...
No more or less than conventionally exciting." GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBL^NE. ".. .Headlong, slambang spy story,
imported from England with a full load of excitement and nervewracking suspense .. .Turns are full of startling surprise " COOK.
N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Hollywood addicts will feel that the glorious finale is a long time coming while admirer.s
of British understatement will wish it hadn't come at all... There are some very ticklish situations which should excite al!
fanciers of underground i-itrierue" WINSTEN, N. Y. POST. "...Unconvincing and considerably mixed-up spy melodrama...
Has its moments, though." McMANUS PM. "...Resembles, strikingly, in plot umpteen other spy thrillers. .'.If you haven't
had enough already, th''s one will be easy to take." HAIjE, N. Y. NEWS.

THE SEVENTH VICTIM' CONFUSING NIGHTMARE — CROWTHER
(RKO-RADIO) ".

. .We have no more notion of what it is about than if we had watched the same picture run backward and upside
down.

. .Apparently the people at RKO just had a collective ni.ghtmare, and this is the horrible result." CROWTHER. N. Y. TIMES.
"...Melodramatic mumbo-jumbo is generally an asset in minor movie offerings. It backfires in 'The Seventh Victim' .. There is con-
siderable suspense in this pipe dream. . .Pay-off is what counts. It is singularly unexcitmg." BARNES. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

".
. .Travels grimly on to its tragic climax, and you can bet the audience, a little confused by the plot, nevertheless shivers and

shakes with each succeeding gloomy sequence." THIRER, N. Y. POST. "...Suspense created in the beginning and the sinis-
ter atmosphere which envelops some of the characters are the principal assets. . .Story is incredible." CAMERON. N. Y. NEWS.

"...Eighth victim was the movie critic... Far inferior to the kind of bloody thriller that Rialto audiences have become accus-
tomed to... Vague plot leaves the customers reeling." MORTIMER, N. Y. MIRROR. "...Makes expert use of sinister
shadow effects, nerve-wracking chases through dark silences and mysterious hints about horrible rites. . .Whether you believe it or
not you frequently find yourself jump nervously at its sudden noises." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
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Proudly Presents

With AL ST. JOHN And Great Supporting C(3sts

IN A SERIES O

I P I CTU RE

POWERFUL RED-BLOODED

ACTION DRAMAS
BOOST YOUR BOX OFFICE VALUE WITH

THIS ALL-NEW SERIES OF SPECTACULAR

AND BREATH TAKING ADVENTURES

BLAZING A TRAIL TO GREATER WESTERN ENTERTAINMENT



EXPLOITATION PICTURE
of the Issue ^

HOLY MATRIMONY. . . For the showman who might
be the least bit dubious about the entertainment
merits of this comedy, we quote the following from
the New York newspapers: Herald-Tribune. "Singu-
larly fresh and funny. . .Woolley is immense." Times,
"Charming, full of sly humor, smooth wit and satire.'

PM, "A swell movie." World-Telegram, "Sends the

most contented crowds you ever saw streaming out
of the Roxy." Post, "Consistently surprising and
witty." Well, boys, are you satisfied that 20th-Fox
has delivered a real exploitation honey in "Holy
ilatrimony." It will take plenty of selling to draw
the grosses this picture deserves, but the Fox admen
have given you some grand copy to work with, so

use it to the limit.

A JOth Ontur.v-Kox Picture. Produced and written

for tlic screen b.v Nunnall.v Johnson. Directed by John
Stahl. Cast: Monty Woolle.v, Gracie Fields, Laird

Cregar, I'na OTonnor, Alan Mowbray, Melville Coop-

er, l-ranklin Panel>om, Kthel Griffles,

From the Novel by Arnold Bennett.

PliotoBraphy, Lucie Ballard, A.S.C.

Eric Blore.
Director of

5C

-UIRO CREGAR

Una O'Connor • Alan Mowbray

Melville Cooper Franklin Pangbom-;;'.s;i:tSS>.':T;n.'i;T"i=

4



BIG PICTTTRF.

'HOOSIER HOLIDAY' MUSICAL PROGRAMMER
Rates • • + in rural spots; OK dualler for naborhoods

instruments. Obviously, it is not geared

Republic
73 Minutes

Dale Evans, George Byron, Emma Dunn,
Thurston Hall, Ferris Taylor, "Nicodemus,"
Isabel Randolph, George D. Hay, George
"Shug" Fisher, Lillian Randolph, The
Hoosier Hot Shots, The Music Maids,
"Sleepy" Williams and His Three Shades of

Rhj-thm.

Directed by Frank McDonald.

A dish of musical "corn" overflowing with
songs and radio specialties, "Hoosier Holi-

day" will amuse naborhood and rural audi-
ences. Considering the conglomeration of

radio personalities Republic has fitted into

the story pattern, this manages to hold the

interest and even get across its patriotic

message of the importance of farming for

the war effort. The picture moves at a
lively pace, has old-fashioned slapstick
galore and such tunes as "Whose Your
Little Hoosier," "Giddyap Mule" and "My
Indiana Home," warbled or played on trick

to first-run or sophisticated audiences. How-

ever, if its airwave favorites are heavily

exploited, it should go over in the small

town spots and serve as an adequate dualler

in naborhoods.
The sketchy plot concerns five young

farmers, known professionally as The

Hoosier Hot Shots, who try to join the air

force — not realizing that they are far

more valuable on the farm front. The boys

are discouraged when their draft board

turns them down, but their widowed mother

(Emma Dunn) tries pleading with Thurs-

ton Hall, rich and pompous official with

whom she had a romantic quarrel 30 years

before. Even this fails so the frantic sons

decide that, by giving Hall's five young
daughters a rush, the father may agree to

help them enlist just to get rid of them.

What started as a scheme turns into a

genuine romance for all five couples and,

after a few complications, the boys decide

that fighting on the farm front — with five

lovely mates — has its points.

DENLEY

'BAR 20' ROUTINE HOPALONG CASSIDY WESTERN
Rates in western spots

United Artists (Harry Sherman)
54 Minutes

William Boyd, Andy Clyde, George Reeves,
Victor Jory, Dustine Famum, Douglas Fow-
ley, Betty Blythe, Bob Mitchum, Francis
McDonald, Earle Hodgins.

Directed by Leslie Selander.

The usual high standard of Harry Sher-
man productions partially compensates for
the rubber-stamp story of "Bar 20," latest
Hopalong Cassidy western. Every devotee
of cowboy films has seen this plot with
slight variations, dozens times and the
element of suspense is completely lacking.
Considerable footage is devoted to the vet-
eran, Andy Clyde and his comic mishaps
with a stubborn mule which will draw
laughs from the youngsters, at any rate.

However, with the running time whittled
down to 54 minutes, there's enough riding
and shooting to keep the action fans satis-
fied. Scenic shots, as always, are magni-
ficent. In addition to William Boyd, Andy
Clyde and Victor Jory, the cast offers such
exploitable names as George Reeves (an ad-

dition to the leading trio), who is currently

featured in "So Proudly We Hail," and Dus-

tine Farnum, daughter of the late western

star.

The story opens as "Hoppy" (William

Boyd) and his two pals, Andy Clyde and
George Reeves, arrive on the scene in time

to halt a stage coach hold-up, although the

bandits get away with a box of jewels

Dustine Farnum, who, with her mother
(Betty Blythe) and Victor Jory, v.-^s

journeying to marry Bob Mitchum, a young
rancher, is grateful and agrees to let Boyd
buy some of her cattle. Mitchum, after

receiving a ransom note for the jewels,

refuses to let the women sell their cattle

although he is unable to raise the money.
Later, after Boyd is held up and rotobed „t

his cattle money, he becomes suspicious of

Mitchum while the latter is resentful enough
to accuse "Hoppy" of planning the two
robberies. Jory then steps in with an offer

to buy Mitchum's rich land and a glance at

one of the bills sets Boyd on the right track.

He sets a trap for Jory, the real ringleader,

and recovers the jewels for Miss Farnum
and wins Mitchum's gratitude.

YORK

'DANGER! WOMEN AT WORK' WACKY PROGRAMMER
Rates • •— as naborhood supporting du

Producers Releasing Corp.
61 Minutes
Patsy Kelly, Mary Brian, Isabel Jewell,
Wanda McKay, Allan Byron, William Haade,
Bettj' Compson, Vince Bamett, Cobina
Wright, Sr., Michael Kirk, Forrest Taylor.
Directed by Sam Newlield.

The attention-compelling title, plus a
good inde cast, gives this wacky, rambling
farce a modicum of boxofflce value. The
picture starts with a passable comedy idea,

but it is soon sidetracked to introduce
various characters who do little else but
clutter up the nonsensical plot. There's
shouting and scurrying about and comedy
chases in abundance and, of course, a plenti-

tude of gags about women doing men's
work, all of which should draw some laughs
from the naborhood fans. At least Patsy
Kelly's raucous-voiced portrayal is broad
enough for this liim and, with Mary Brian
and some of the other once-popular ac-

aller

tresses, she gives this fair name value as a

supporting dualler in the naborhood spots.

The picture opens when Patsy Kelly,

gasoline station attendant, inherits a bunga-

low and a tendon truck and, with her two
pals (Mary Brian and Isabel Jewell) she

decides to enter the trucking business. An
ad for a load to drive to Las Vegas, where
she is scheduled to bring back a cargo of

magnesium, gets her a $100 offer to haul

a load of gambling equipment. En route to

Las Vegas, the three girls pick up a society

woman with amnesia (Cobina Wright, Sr.)

then an heiress fleeing from an irate parent

and, finally, a crystal gazer (Betty Comp-
son). Using loaded dice found among the

gambling equipment, Miss Kelly wins a wad
of money from some gamblers she encoun-

ters. Several cars chase the speeding truck

and, when the girls are arrested, their boy

friends are forced to come to the rescue.

The stray women are placed properly and .11

ends happily.
YORK

HOW LOUD CAN
YOU LAUGH?
Bet you don't know...

'cause you've never

laughed as hard in

all your life as you're

going to laugh when you see.

JUDY CANOVA
in her fastest, funniest

film hit

with

DENNIS DAY
Ruth Donnelly
Joe Sa%iryer

Ernest Truex
Douglas Fowley
MIKE RILEY

AND HIS ORCHESTRA

nwill tickle
your)

risibles
and

fascinate
your'

funny bone!

music:

poUtical
satire

„ YOU Are There

you're the Very

Kndest Thing

\ Am Of

I'm Not
Myse»*

„
(Vnymo"^®

Joseph SantJey—Director • Screen Play by Frank
Gill, Jr.—George Carleton Brown • Based On An
Original Story by Prescott Chaplin • Ass^'iate
Producer—Albert j. Cohen
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THE NEWS DIGEST

Loew's; A. A. Schubart of RKO and A. W.
Schwalberg of Warner Bros. They argued

that the longer week would not increase

production and would not release manpower
to other essential industries. It would also

increase payrolls and thus contribute to in-

flationary practice, thereby negating the

purpose of the original order.

Industry petitions for exemptions are still

pending in Seattle, Los Angeles and San

Francisco.
» • •

Griffis Heads OWI Bureau
Stanton Griffls, chairman of Paramount

Pictures' executive committee, was named

chief of the OWI's Motion Picture Bureau

thus completing the liaison arrangement

forced upon the OWI's domestic branch by

the refusal of Congress to appropriate funds

last July for continuance of production

activities.

Griffis, who assumes his post this week,

has been granted a leave of absence from

Paramount and will devote his full time to

the supervision of the relationships between

the Government and the film industry. He
succeeds Lowell Mellett who resigned when
the motion picture section was curtailed.

Griffis will co-ordinate all Government re-

quests to the industry, channel all film in-

dustry requests for information from the

Government and handle all requests for

motion picture co-operation in war drives

and in Government information programs.

Palmer Hoyt, director of OWI domestic
relations, declared that the OWI would not

go into film production since effective co-

operation between the Government and the

film industry has made this procedure un-

necessary.
• - «

Eberson Named OCR Pix Chief
John Eberson, veteran New York theatre

architect, will take charge of the theatre

and motion picture unit of the Office of

Civilian Requirements on a dollar-a-vear

basis. He will work under George Mac-
Murphey, chief of the OCR Amusements sec-

tion, and is the answer to MacMurphey's
prayer for an industry man to handle the
theatres unit.

Eberson's unit will act as a "friend at

court" for exhibitors who need assistance
in the procurement of supplies or who aie
faced with equipment and service problems.
It will also receive exhibitor applications for

materials and supplies other than projec-
tion equipment. The unit has no authority
of its own with respect to procurement of
materials but will prepare programs to im-
prove supply and intervene before other
agencies in control of particular phases, like

the War Production

r

(Continued from Page 21)

Admissions Hit New High
Federal admission tax collections hit a

new all-time high in August (for July ad-

missions) with a total of $16,178,305; 56 top-

ping the $15,750,519 collected in July and far

surpassing the $13,436,304 taken in August,

1942.

The month of July, 1943, was the busiest

in motion picture history, with $145,000 000

passing through box-office windows. About
90 per cent of the total is estimated as

motion picture theatre business.

Although the total showed an increase

over the previous month's business, the cen-

tral area of New York, which includes the

Broadway district, showed a decrease in

August collections as compared to July, in-

dicating that the increase was spread out

throughout the country. The Broadway dis-

trict showed a total of $2,403,248 in taxes

during July compared with $2,062,989 col-

lected in August.
• • •

Coal Conservation Urged
Theatre operators using coal for heating

their theatres were advised by officials of

several Government agencies directly con-

cerned with the solid fuels situation to in-

spect their premises at once in order to

make possible the maximum conservation
of coal this winter. All predicted that the

coal shortage would be felt, in some cases
keenly, by theatre operators everywhere.

Three suggestions were made by Harold
Ickes, Solid Fuels Administrator: All burn-
ing equipment immediately be put in the

best possible condition to get the most heat
with the least amount of coal; study the
operation of this equipment to learn how to

care for the fire to achieve the best result;

"winterproof" theatres by installing storm
doors, window strips and such devices to

hold heat and keep cold draft out.

Coal rationing plans will presumably fol-

low the same general setup used last year
for oil. Theatres receive consideration be-

fore other places of amusement, but fol-

low that given to dwellings, public buildings
hospitals and war plants.

• • •

E. Pa. Allied Meets
Eastern Pennsylvania Allied, meeting in

Philadelphia, devoted its session to Colum-
bia's failure to deliver pictures promised
under last season's contract and the prob-
lem of high film rentals. The meeting
served as a sounding-board for the group's
opinions on these matters and no formal
resolutions or motions were proposed.

Also under discussion was the Third War
Loan and both theatres and individual mem-
bers participation in the drive. Members
present pledged a total of $45,000 in bonds.

About 100 theatres in the territory were
represented.

• • •

Monogram Net Drops
Monogram reported net profit for the year

ended June 26, 1943 of $99,144 after provi-

sion of $64,605 for Federal income taxes and
employes bonuses reserve of $26,000. The
1943 figure dropped from last year's net pro-
fit of $157,103 after taxes and bonus reserves.

W. Ray Johnson, president of Monogram,
reported in his annual statement to stock-
holders that Monogram receipts for the first

two months of the present fiscal year were
running well ahead of the first eight weeks
of the year covered by the report. He also

stated that the general increase in theater
attendance should reflect itself in future fin-

ancial statements of the corporation. John-
son added that the company had increased
substantially the budget on features during
the last year and that the upward trend
shown during the beginning of the new fis-

cal year should continue in view of the im-
proved quality of Monogram productions.

* • •

Subcommittee for Kilgore Bill

A subcommittee to handle the Kilgore
theatre divorcement bill was named by the
Senate Judiciary Committee, with Sen.
Harley M. Kilgore, the author, as chairman.
The other members of the committee in-

cluded Senators Joseph C. O'Mahoney. Wy-
oming; Albert B. Chandler, Kentucky; John
A. Danaher, Connecticut, and Homer Fer-
guson, Michigan.

Kilgore, back in Washington after a study
of the military situation in Alaska, is ex-

pected to withhold prosecution of the mea-
sure until the decision is reached on the
New York Consent Decree, in November.

THEATRE GAMES

CONTROLLED BINGO GAME — 12 wa>^
in which to win, $3.00 a thousand. 16 or 70

waj'S to win, two colors, $3.50 a thousand.
Box 281, C O FILM BULLETIN, 1239 Vine
Street, Phila., Pa.

DEE CUT BINGO CARDS — $17.50 in

10,000 lots. Smaller quantities, $2.00 per 1,000,

1-75, 1-100. IMMEDIATE DELrVT:RY —
ORDER NOW. S. Klous, c o FILM BUI^
LETIN, 1239 Vine Street. Phila., Pa.

'JVof a dark houte in more than

0 ytari of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE

no N. JUNIPER STREET

MUUn MM

SAVE Time . . Energy . . . Insurance . . . Worry . . . Money

Economically Sensible for All Your Deliveries to Be Made by

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES. Inc.

HORLACHER
BALTTMORK

1801 Bayard St.

WAAHTNOTON
16S3 »r<t St., N. K.

raw TomK
613 W. 4Tth St.132S or 1239 Vine St.

MonW ltot*»Bal nUB C*m*rB. Inc. MIm To4««1 Ciaah*ttt. Xvtkrr Pi*U«, 1>M TIm SL. PtOl*.
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NOBODY'S DARLING. . .Mary Lee, foimoi
darling of the Gene Autry pictures at Republic,

rises to star billing on her own. Miss Lee is

seen as the offspring of a pair of movie stars.

Louis Calhern and Gladys George, and over-

comes the handicap to carve her own niche in

the musical hall of fame. Jackie Moran is the

young romantic lead opposite Miss Lee and th.-

cast includes Lee Patrick, Bennie BartleU,

Marcia Mae Jones, Roberta Smith and Lloyd
Corrigan. Anthony Mann directed.

THANK YOUR LUCKY
STARS... With just about
everybody on the Warner Ij.

in the cast and Eddie Cantor
and Dinah Shore for good
measure, Warner Bros, seems
to have another boxofflce hit.

Cantor, Joan Leslie and De.i-

nis Morgan are the mainstays
of the story in which the

banjo-eyed comedian plays a
dual role, a Hollywood guide
and himself. The starry pro
due -ion was directed by David
Butler.



CO/VIE ON IN AND SEE

THAT BIG "20 II

''La-dees and Gen'men, according to the Motion

Picture Daily of June 28th. Dr. Leo Handel con-

ducting a research for M. G. M. on Advertising,

discovered that Trailer and Lobby Displays . .

.

which incidentally are the most economical of

all advertising mediums. ..produced twenty per

cent of theatre income. Come on in and see

' ^ for yourself. Hurry! Hurry!

Hurry! Every minute means

money ... for you."
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EYES ON FAMED MUSIC HALL!
The first four days equal famed "Random

Harvest" and "Mrs. Miniver" business!

The World Premiere of M-G-M's Techni-

colorful hit "LASSIE COME HOME" is

off to a flying start. It got a huge pro-

motion campaign; it got raves from the

press — and you've got another Topper

in M'G'M's great group "12 Toppers".

"Champion of a Film." —Cameron, Neiis

"Exciting as any thriller. Suspense and pace every bit as fine as

Alfred Hitchcock's best." —M ortimer, Mirror

"A thorough delight." —Crouiher, Times

"Tremendous suspense and emotional power."
— Barnes, Herald Tribune

"Lassie is irresistible." —SicManus. P.M

"Excellent. Deeply affecting." —U insten, Post

"Unusual picture. Utterly delightful." —Pelsmck. Journa/ American

"Get ready for a run of happy days at the Music Hall."
—Cook, World-Telegram

"LASSIE COME HOME" with RODDY McDOWALl • DONALD CRISP • LASSIE • Dame May Whitty • Edmund Gwenn

Nigel Bruce • Elsa Lanchester • Screen Play by Hugo Butler • Based Upon the Novel by Eric Knight, author of "This

Above AH" • Directed by FRED M. WILCOX • Produced by SAMUEL MARX • A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE

Let's All Give' National War Fund—Which Gives To All'
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QUESTIONS and ANSWERS on COLUMBIA
From a small town in Illinois:

"As an independent motion picture exhibitor, I

have been following your editorials on Columbia with

great interest. I might add that I am one of the 'suck-

ers' and consequently in sincere harmony with your

expose of this company and its methods.

"However, I am compelled to ask, why must it be

confined to Columbia? Wo have all had the same ex-

perience with others. Right now I am thinking of United

Artists and Universal, The former company's picture,

'Life of Valentino,' I purchased in their 1939-40 pro-

gram and now if I am to play that picture, I shall be

required to repurchase it. This is only one example,

with respect to UA.

"In 1941-42 we were promised four (4) Abbott &

Costello's from Universal, and you will recall that 'Eagle

Squadron' was delivered, while an Abbott & Costello

was held for the following year.

"I repeat, I am in harmony with your attack, but I

do not want to see it stop with Columbia, as they ALL

have their skeletons and I, for one, would like to see you

walk them all out of their closets"

The fact that Film Bulletin has directed its editorial

campaign against Columbia Pictures does not absolve

any other company which deliberately withholds pro-

duct it had promised to deliver. Columbia is a choice

object, because this company has most often and most

flagrantly swindled its customers out of pictures to

which they were entitled. Never before, as far as we
can recall, has any distributor delivered so few of the

top pictures promised as did Columbia lost season.

And never before has any film company so brazenly

re-advertised those same attractions to lure exhibitors

into signing new contracts.

Columbia has been the worst offender. If H\e ex-

hibitors deal with that company wisely, it will serve as

a salutary example for the other distributors.

From a chain operator in New Jersey:

"Congratulations! The job you are doing by bring-

ing Columbia's tactics into the white glare of publicity

Is nothing short of magnificent,

"What you are saying about that outfit needs say-

ing — and badly But, I am wondering if it will accom-

plish the objective you are seeking. Do you think if

will?"

The effective answer to that question rests not with

us, but with the mass of exhibitors throughout the

country. Since Columbia is always shrewd enough to

protect itself against legal liability for its failure to

deliver promised product, it remoins for the customers

to safeguard their interests. This can be accomplished

la) by refusing to buy Columbia pictures, or (b) by

insisting that the top pictures be specified IN THE
CONTRACT and delivery guaranteed, if completed

within a reasonable time after the current season. This

would deprive Columbia of its cunning device of delay-

ing the start of the production of top pictures until the

current season is coming to a close, in order that they

cm be re-sold the next season.

From an independent in California:

"I,, personally, am grateful to your publication for

telling the truth about Columbia. But, haven't you been

missing a point in not stressing the viciousness of their

practice of elevating mere program pictures to the

status of 'specials' to replace those star-value pictures

they fall to deliver?"

Have we missed mentioning that? Well, we're

(Continued on Next Page
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EDITORIALS
(Continued from Preceding Page)

sorry. Every exhibitor who bought Columbia for the
1942-43 season and anticipated a Humphrey Bogart
picture, one starring Irene Dunne, a Cary Grant-
Rosalind Russell production, three more Rita Hoyworths
and one with Olivia de Havilland knows what was de-
livered to him in place of those attroctions. It would
seem to be too much to expect those "stickers" to go
for the same bait again this season. Yet Columbia has
cost the line and confidently expects a good catch. If

the exhibitors bite, they really are "poor fish."

MO WAX

ALLIED'S SURVEY
No one is better qualified to tell the Department

of Justice just what is wrong with the Consent Decree
than the independent exhibitors. So National Allied
wisely asked the rank and file to write the brief them-
selves by answering a series of pointed queries about
the effects of the Decree on their business. The inform-
ation from a representative cross section of indepen-
dents now has been compiled by Allied's general coun-
sel. A. F. Myers and directed to the attention of As-
sistant Attorney General Tom C. Clark, with the recom-
mendation that the Department of Justice "insist upon
sterner measures" to bring about a more equitable re-
lationship between exhibitors and distributors and to
place the industry on a fair competitive basis.

The results of this survey may go a long way to-
ward shaping the portions of the Decree which will be
revised. Since the report is of such great moment to
all independent theatremen. we have reprinted the en-
tire text in this issue, starting on page twelve.

BLIND TERMS
"Whereas the Metro policy of licensing feature

pictures requires exhibitors to contract for such pic-
tures without any designation of prices, thereby taking
an unfair and unjust advantage of the exhibitors' need
for such pictures; and

"Whereas the producers* monopoly of the available
supply of feature pictures compels exhibitors to license
such pictures from Metro even though they do not know
whaf prices they must pay for them until Metro chooses
to designate such prices at any time it pleases after
execution of the contract and before playdate of each
picture licensed;

"Now. therefore, be it resolved that the Allied
Theatre Owners of New Jersey. Inc.. enter their protest
against the Metro policy of selling feature pictures, and
that copies of this Resolution be forwarded to Metro
and to the press."

BROADWAY
NEWSREEL

Last week's Columbus Day crowds brought block-long

waiting lines back to some of Broadway's first-run spots and
gave most of the film emporiums a tremendous boost in

grosses. Topping the list was M-G-M's "Lassie Come Home"
at the Radio City Music Hall, which received laudatory notices

in the papers and went to $110,000 for the first week. Picture

is now in its second week at the world's largest playhouse...

Heading the newcomers in popularity is "True to Life" which

opened Oct. 13th at the Paramount where it is accompanied

by Tony Pastor and His Orchestra and The Ink Spots on the

stage. This combination followed four excellent weeks of "A

Lady Takes a Chance," the first RKO picture to play this

house in six months... The week's other new films were "The

Phantom of the Opera," which opened at the Capitol on Oct.

14th following three good weeks of "Johnny Come Lately"

and "Behind the Rising Sun," which had an invitation per-

formance at the Palace on Oct. 13th and hopes to settle down

for a three-weeks run. This RKO picture came in after three

weeks of low gross doldrums with U. A-'s "Hi, Diddle, Diddle"

and Universal's "Fired Wife " and "Sherlock Holmes Faces

Death," none of which rated a hold-over.

Each starting a third week of big grosses is "Thank Your

Lucky Stars" at the Strand, where Sammy Kaye and His

Orchestra are appearing in person, and "Wintertime" at the

Roxy accompanied by Bert Lahr, Paul Haakon and Patricia

Bowman and a strong stage show. The Sonja Henie picture

is now in its final stanza and it will be followed by "Sweet

Rosie O'Grady," but the Warner musical is expected to hold

until the end of October. The Strand is now the only major

first-run opening at 8 A. M. and the only combination screen-

and-stage house currently giving six film showings daily...

After two weeks of second-runs, Loew's State has temporarily

returned to first-runs with the first Manhattan showing of

Columbia's "My Kingdom for a Cook."

"For Whom the Bell Tolls," which rang up 193 perform-

ances on a two-a-day basis during Its first fourteen weeks at

the Rivoli and played to a half million persons, revised its

policy to continuous performances starting October 15. "Bells

will continue indefinitely showing six times daily with no seats

reserved although several other film companies are angling for

the house. . .And Broadway will have another reserved-seat en-

gagement starting on November 4th when Samuel Goldwyn's

"The North Star" has its world premiere at the Victoria and

the Palace Theatres simultaneously. Subsequently, the Palace

will operate on a continuous-run while the Victoria will retain

the two showings daily policy with all seats reserved. This will

be the first time a picture has run concurrently under two

separate policies. . .Although "The City That Stopped Hitler"

has just closed after six weeks at the Victoria which set

weekly all-time highs for Russian picture grosses in this

country. Paramount still has three other pictures on Broad-

way, representing a lion's share of the Main Stem's first-run

booking time. These are "For Whom the Bell Tolls," "True

to Life" and "Hostages," the last-named having opened at the

Globe last week to good business which warranted a hold-over.

At the Astor, "Thousands Cheer" is doing nice business in

its fifth week, while "Hit the Ice," at the Criterion, is now in

its fourth week and also holding up well .. .Another Universal

picture, "The Strange Death of Adolph Hitler," is just the

type of exploitation picture that attracts patrons to the Rialto

and it has started its second stanza at this small balcony-less

house. . ."This Is the Army" is slipping a little in its 12th

week at the Hollywood, but the Warner film is set to remain
here Indefinitely .. ."Jeannie," the delightful British picture at

the Little Carnegie, is now in its fifth week...A special mid-
night preview of "Riding High," new Paramount musical, will

be held at the Paramount Theatre on Oct. 22nd for the bene-
fit of the AMPA Relief Fund. Seats will be scaled from $5.50
to $1.10.

FILM BULLETIN



All Give to the National War Fund

—it gives to all!
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20th CENTURY -FOX... 1 in Third Block

'PARIS AFTER DARK' FORMULA MELODRAMA ABOUT ANTI-NAZI UNDERGROUND
Rateg as dualler generally

20th Century-Fox
83 Minutes

George Sanders, Philip I>om, Brenda Mar-
shall, Marcel Dalio, Madeleine LeBeau, Ray-
mond Roe, Robert Lewis, Henrj- Rowland,
Jean Del Val, Ann Codee, Louis Borell,

Michael Visaroff, Gene Gary, Curt Bois, Mae
Marsh, John Wengraf, Frank Lyon.

Directed by Leonide Moguy.

A dualler in every respect but its 85 min-
ute running time, "Paris After Dark" is

the latest — but by no means the best —
of the long list of melodramas about the
anti-Nazi underground movement in con-
quered lands. The two leads, George San-
ders and Brenda Marshall, give this fair

name value, but the former is always the
typical Britisher and Miss Marshall also

seems alien to the French background.

However, many of the lesser players, es-

pecially Madeleine LeBeau, Jean Del Val,

Ann Codee and Louis Borell, add authentic

portraits to the scenes of middle-class Paris

life and Director Leonide Moguy has fre-

quently captured the brave spirit exempli-

fied by the fade-out line that proclaims
"France will live again — Liberty will never
die in the country of its birth." The picture

has occasional moments of suspense, but
there are several dull spots and, in the main,
the story follows the accepted pattern for

underground films even to the note of self-

sacrifice in the finale. The anti-Nazi theme
will satisfy action fans. This is a fair dual-

ler to be coupled with a lighter film.

Heading the local underground movement
in present-day Paris is George Sanders, a
doctor who, because of his aristocratic back-
ground, also has the confidence of Robert
Lewis, tyrannical Nazi commandant. Brenda
Marshall, Sanders' nurse, assists him in dis-

tributing anti-Nazi propaganda although her
middle-class family is unaware of this. When
her husband, Philip Dorn, is sent back to

Paris after months as a Nazi prisoner, Miss
Marshall tries to explain her connection
with Saniders without mentioning the un-
derground. Dorn, who has an incurable ill-

ness, becomes jealous of Sanders and, only
when his wife's brother is cruelly killed by
Lewis, does he realize his error. Lewis is

wounded by a shot fired by Miss Marshall
from a nearby window and Dorn, realizing

that his wife is important to the under-
ground, surrenders himself to the Gestapo
that she may live.

In addition to the players mentioned,
Philip Dorn contributes a sincere perform-
ance as the war-torn French soldier and
Raymond Roe is also exceptionally good —
as are all, except Sanders and Miss Mar-
shall.

DENLEY

'SAHARA' BOGART ITS BIGGEST ASSET
Rates • • + on Bogart's name value; nnore in action spots

Columbia
97 Minutes
Humphrey Bogart, Bruce Bennett, Lloyd
Bridges, Rex Ingram, J. Carroll Naish, Dan
Duryea, Richard Nugent, Patrick O'Moore,
Louis T. Mercier, Kurt Krueger, Frank
Lackteen, Carl Harboard, John Wengraf,
Hans Schumm, Otto Reichow.
Directed by Zoltan Korda.

"Sahara" leans too heavily on Humphrey
Bogart. Excepting the star's fine perform-
ance and his established drawing power,
this Columbia offering presents the exhibitor
with very little for his boxoffice. The story
is dated, dealing with a battleground which
has almost been forgotten by the public as
the fortunes of war move on to other fields.

Unfortunately, it is completely lacking in

feminine interest. For this tale of burning
sands and parched throats is devoted to the
exploits of the crew of an American tank,
"Lulubelle," which retreats from Tobruk and
is finally forced to make a last desperate
stand against the Nazis near El Alamein.
Although the suffering of the men and their
harrowing experiences during their long
search for water have been vividly pictured,
the film rarely stirs the pulse or heart.
There are several gripping moments and
some pretty monotonous stretches. Much of

the climactic action is like story-book

heroics. The dialogue is as natural and
tough as the Hays Office permits. All this

boils down to the conclusion that "Sahara"
leans too heavily on Bogart, as we said be-

fore. Grosses in action houses will be big.

Elsewhere, heavy exploitation of the star

should bring fair-plus returns. Generally,

we believe it will disappoint.

Based on an incident in the Soviet photo-

play, "The Thirteen," the story has been

switched to a Libyan desert locale where an
American tank and her crew of three are

retreating after the fall of Tobruk. The
commander, Humphrey Bogart, first picks
up six Allied stragglers and later a Sudanese
corporal (Rex Ingram) and his Italian

prisoner, J. Carrol Naish. Even though their

water is low, Bogart listens to Naish's pleas

and takes him aboard and, when they down
a Nazi plane, the pilot is also taken prisoner.

At a way station fort, the group finds the

well almost dried up and, while filling a few
cans with the precious liquid, a Nazi jeep

brings news that an enemy detachment is

on its way to the well. Bogart sends his

mechanic (Bruce Bennett) for aid in the

jeep and, when the Nazis arrive, they try

to trick the American into giving them wa-
ter, but his little group defends the fort

until almost all the men are killed. When
all seems lost, Bennett returns with a Brit-

ish column which captures the Nazis and
relieves Bogart and the one other defender
left alive.

J. Carrol Naish. as the Italian who gladly
aids his Allied captors, gives an intensely
sympathetic portrayal and Rex Ingram is

excellent as the ruthless, yet friendly Suda-
nese. Bruce Bennett, Dan Duryea and
Patrick O'Moore also stand out but it's

Bogart's picture from every standpoint.

LEYENDECKER

'THE STRANGE DEATH OF ADOLPH HITLER' MEDIOCRE. BUT HAS EXPLOITABLE TITLE
Rates where heavily sold; OK d

Universal
72 Minutes
Ludwig Donath, Gale Sondergaard, George
Dolenz, Fritz Kortner, Ludwig Stossel, Wil-
liam Trenk, Rudolph Anders, Joan Blair,
Ivan Triesault Merrill Rodin, Charles Bates,
Erno Verebes, Kurt Katch, Elsa Janssen,
John Mylong, Kurt Kreuger, Wolfgang Zil-

zer, Trude Berliner, Hans von Twardowski,
Richard Ryan, Fred Gierman.

Directed by James Hogan.

The highly exploitable title, "The Strange
Death of Adolph Hitler," gives this mediocre
melodrama, sorne boxoffice value and the
showmen in transient spots should garner
good grosses for short runs. Elsewhere this

is a fair dualler. The assassination of Der
Fuehrer's- double in.lhe belief that he is

ualler generally
actually Hitler is a novel and fantastic

story idea, but except for a few sensational

sequences which play up Nazi brutality, the

picture is slow-moving and overburdened
with needless dialogue. However, Director

James Hogan has wisely resisted the tempta-
tion to inject romance or unnecessary com-
edy relief. Except for the title and general

theme, the plot bears almost no relation

to the anonymous novel which received con-

siderable publicity a few years ago. Ludwig
Donath gives a quietly effective portrayal

of the peace-loving Austrian who is forced
to become Hitler's stand-in and Gale Son-
dergaard, the only familiar cast member, is

equally impressive in a tragic part as she
has been in her many unsympathetic roles.

Fritz Kortner, Rudolph Anders, William
Trenk and Hans von Twardowski are well

cast as Nazi types.

The plot is based on the widely-accepted

(More Reviews on Page 11)

belief that the No. 1 Nazi, in constant fear

of his own safety, employs impersonators
who resemble him closely enough to make
some of his public appearances for him.
When Ludwig Donath, a happily-married
Vienna official who has a gift for mimicry,
gives an imitation of Hitler's voice and ac-

tions, he is seized by the Gestapo. Donath
is forced to submit to plastic surgery which
transforms his face into a likeness of Hit-

ler and his wife. Gale Sondergaard, is noti-

fied that he has been shot. Later, when
Donath is taken back to Vienna, he man-
ages to escape and plot with a friend to

kill the Nazi leader. His wife also resolves

to kill the Nazi leader who destroyed her
happiness. Although Donath's assassina-
tion plot fails, his wife, not realizing that
it is her husband disguised as Hitler, shoots
him while the real Nazi chief lives on.

LEYENDECKER
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-CORVETTE K-225' REALISTIC SEA BATTLE FILM MUST BE EXPLOITED
Rates • • generally; more in action hous

Universal
99 Minutes

Randolph Scott, James Brown, Ella Raines,

Barry Fitzgerald, Andy Devine, Richard

Lane, Walter Sande, Fuzzy Knight, James
Flavin, Murray Alper, David Bruce, Noah
Beery, Jr., Thomas Gomez, Milbum Stone,

Lester Matthews, Edmund MacDonald, Os-

car O'Shea, Robert Mitchum, Gene O'Don-

nell. Holmes Herbert. Addison Richards,

Morton Lowrj-, John Diggs, Oliver Prickett,

Matt Wills, George Sherwood, Jack Gardner.

Directed by Richard Rosson.

An intensely realistic and stirring action

film dedicated to another branch of the

Allied fighting forces, it is to be regretted

that "Corvette K-225" is released so late

and at a time when the public has become
surfeited with war films. The picture was
made with the cooperation of the Royal
Canadian Navy and, in its authenticity and
concentration either on battle action or on
intimate behind-the-scenes glimpses of the

crew, this Howard Hawks production com-
pares favorably with his "Air Force." How-
ever, this, too, has only a modicum of rom-
antic appeal and, except for Randolph Scott,

it is lacking in strong name value. In his

efforts to set the stage and introduce the

various members of the corvette's crew,

Director Richard Rosson has permitted the

opening scenes to lag. but once at sea, the

picture steadily builds in suspense and the
battle action packs a terrific punch. For
pulse-pounding excitement, the sequences
showing the corvette's heroic crew as they
are attacked by low-flying Nazi planes or
being drenched by mountainous waves have
rarely been equalled on the screen. The
subject and many exploitable angles make
this best adapted for action houses. It de-
mands heavy exploitation, however, if

grosses are to rise much above average.

This is the saga of the K-225 and her

crew, headed by Randolph Scott, whose pre-

vious ship had been sunk by the Nazis.

When Scott breaks the news to Ella Raines

of the death of her brother, one of his

officers, she snubs him at first, but later

apologizes. Meanwhile, her younger brother,

James Brown, who had expressed his scorn

tor corvettes, is assigned to Scott's new ship

and, after considerable pounding at sea, he

develops into a fine officer. En route to

England, as watchdog for a convoy, the K-
225 fights gales and enemy ambushes and
even manages to shepherd the scattered

ships. Nearing Ireland, the Nazis strike by
plane, and although many of the crew are

injured and some lose their lives, the K-225

sinks a U-boat and limps into port where
it is hailed by the convoy fleet.

Randolph Scott gives a stock heroic por-

trayal of the strong-jawed lieutenant com-
mander of the K-225, but James Brown
makes a strong impression as the rebellious

young officer — a role which should boost

his stock in Hollywood. Some of the other

players, notably Andy Devine and Noah
Beery, Jr., submerge their personalities in

small parts, but Fuzzy Knight and Barry
Fitzgerald contribute human interest and
comedy moments and Thomas Gomez and
David Bruce stand out briefly. Ella Raines
handles the small feminine role quite

capably.
YORK

'HI'YA. SAILOR' MINOR MUSICAL WITH NO STANDOUT ACTS
Rates • + as supporting dualler only

Universal

63 Minutes

Donald Woods, Elyse Knox, Jerome Cowan,
Frank Jenks, Eddie Quillan, Phyllis Brooks,
Matt Willis, Florence Lake, Charles Cole-

man, Grace Hayle, Jack Mulhall, Ray Wal-
ker, Ray Eberle, George Beatty, MajTis
Chaney Trio, Hacker Duo, Delta Rhj-thm
Boys, Nillson Sisters, Wingy Manone and
Orchestra.

Directed by Jean Yarbrough.

Another one of Universal's minor musicals
— this one with a more nonsensical story
and no standout songs or specialty acts —
which will serve as a supporting dualler in

the naborhood spots. What plot there is in

"Hi 'Ya, Sailor" merely serves as an excuse
to get the principals into a night club or a

service men's canteen where the various

acts can demonstrate their wares. The
crooner, Ray Eberle, and Wingy Manone
and His Orchestra are popular with the jive

fans and some patrons may be curious to

see the dancing of Mayris Chaney, Mrs.
Roosevelt's one-time protege who received

considerable newspaper publicity a year ago.

The balance of the entertainers are second-
rate variety acts — some mildly amusing
and others, like the Delta Rhythm Boys,
with the ability to put over a song. This
will fill out a program headed by a drama-
tic main feature.

The story opens on a merchant vessel

where Donald Woods, budding composer,
persuades his three seamen pals to pool

their money and send it on to a New York
music firm which has promised to publish

his song. When they land, the boys take

a taxi driven by Elyse Knox but they soon

learn that their money went into a fly-by-

night publishing racket. Trying to escape

the irate Miss Knox and her mounting taxi

fare, the seamen duck into a servicemen's

canteen. There Woods picks up a cigarette

case belonging to a famous singer, Phyllis

Brooks, and he returns it hoping to get a
reward. But the singer's jealous manager
traps the seamen and they are saved from
being beaten up by the arrival of Miss Knox
and her cabbie girl friends. The grateful

Miss Brooks then sings Woods' song and it

becomes an immediate hit.

DENLEY

'NOBODY'S DARLING' MARY LEE'S SINGING REDEEMS PROGRAM MUSICAL
Rates • + as dualler in family spots

Republic

70 Minutes

Mar>- Lee, Louis Calhem, Gladys George,
Jackie Moran, Lee Patrick, Bennie Bartlett,

Marcia Mae Jones, Lloyd Corrigan, Roberta
Smith, Jonathan Hale, Sylvia Field, Billy

Dawson, Beverly Boyd, Billy Benedict, Betty
Jean Hainey.

Directed by Anthony Mann.

Despite its Hollywood characters and co-

ed antics, "Nobody's Darling" employs the

moss-covered "ugly duckling" theme and the

result is a mild program musical at best.

The picture's only redeeming quality is that

it serves as a showcase for Mary Lee, Re-
public's 'teen age star, and gives her an
opportunity to deliver another pleasing and
unaffected performance and to sing five

standard popular tunes in the manner of a

juvenile Ethel Merman. This youngster can
really put over a song as she demonstrates
with such favorites as "I'm Always Chasing
Rainbows." "It Had to Be You," "On the

Sunny Side of the Street" and "Blow, Gab-
riel, Blow." Although some attempt is made
to work up interest in the problems of a
fading film star, most adults will rate the

story as a silly affair with only a few
chuckles. However, the younger fans will

derive considerable amusement from the

plain little girl's efforts to acquire glamour
and to ensnare her juvenile "heart throb."

A fair dualler for the family spots in nabor-

hoods and small towns.

Most of the action centers around an ex-

clusive Hollywood school where the children

of famous stars are being educated and the

students are used to basking in the reflected

glory of their parents. Mary Lee, plain

little daughter of two top stars, Louis Cal-

hern and Gladys George, is determined to

get a part in the school show, but the kid

producer, Jackie Moran, only laughs at her.

Later, he hears her sing and gives Mary
the lead in the show but, after another mis-

understanding, she leaves the school. When
Jackie goes after her in the school car and
they are forced to stay out all night, the

resultant publicity about an elopement
brings Mary's estranged parents to the scene

and brings about a reconciliation. Mary
then goes on in the school show and, of

course, scores a triumph.

Of the supporting players, Lee Patrick is

excellent as a wise and understanding school

mistress, and Jackie Moran is a good type

for the self-satisfied juvenile hero. Although
Louis Calhern and Gladys George look their

parts of once-glamorous Hollywood stars,

they add little to the picture.

YORK
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Results of Allied s Survey on Decree

BLOCKS-OF-5 HAS HURT THEM, EXHIBITORS SAY
Following is the complete text of the letter sent to Assistant Attorney
General Clark by A. F. Myers, General Counsel of Allied States Associa-

tion, reporting the results of the organization's poll of its members on the

effects of the Consent Decree.

Hon. Tom C. Clark.

Assistant Attorney General of the United States,

Washington. D. C.

October 4, 1943.

My dear Mr. Clark:

United States v. Paramount et aL

At a conference with you on August 9 representatives of
this Association and of the Pacific Coast Conference of Inde-
pendent Theatre Owners agreed to ascertain as far as they
could and report to you the experiences of the independent
motion picture theatre owners under the consent decree in
the above case and their views as to any changes that should
be made therein. The occasion for making the survey was
the approaching end of the test period provided for in the
decree which, in the language of a statement issued by the
Department of Justice on January 16, 1941, will require the
Department to consider the following questions:

1. Has the three-year trial of the consent decree
demonstrated that the competition required by the
Sherman Act can be achieved in the motion picture in-
dustry without securing the divorcement of production
and distribution from exhibition?

2. If it has, must the decree be modified in other
respects in order to achieve such competition in the
industry?

3. If it must be so modified, what are the specific
modifications which will achieve that end?
This undertaking on the part of Allied States Association

of Motion Picture Exhibitors was subordinate to and not in
contravention of the position taken by its board of directors
on May 6, copy of which was transmitted to the Department,
in which it re-afl3rmed its position that "theatre divorcement
and dissolution, fortified by proper injunctions, afford the only
permanent and effective cure for monopolistic conditions in
the motion picture industry."

I. The survey. In the discharge of its commitment this
Association caused to be printed and sent to its members and
to certain cooperating independent exhibitors in non-Allied
territories a questionnaire, a copy of which is attached to this
report. Returns wholly or partially filled in have been made
by 385 exhibitors, operating a total of 1154 theatres, located
In Connecticut, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Louisi-
ana, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska,
Nevada, New Jersey, Upstate New York, North Carolina,

Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Dakota, Texas, Vir-
ginia and Wisconsin.

A larger return doubtless would have been made had not
the questionnaires been received at the same time as the
complicated Federal tax forms and had not the independent
exhibitors been so engrossed with the Third War Loan drive.

Even so, the returns cover fully 10% of the truly independent
theatres, that is, those outside the large unaffiliated chains
such as Schine, Griffith, Crescent, etc. The returns made to
the Pacific Coast Conference doubtless will add materially to
the total.

The returns clearly are representative of the views of
the independent exhibitors under accepted principles of opin-
ion sampling. A majority of the returns are from exhibitors
having only one theatre, but the ratio of 1 to 3 shows that
numerous substantial operators are included and that the sur-
vey is representative of all classes of independent exhibitors,
with the exception above noted. As was to be expected, the
returns from Allied territories are proportionately heavier
than those from other territories. Some of the States listed
are represented by only a few casual returns.

n. The summaries. The signed questionnaires are trans-

mitted under separate cover. To make your burden lighter,

the questionnaires have been divided into 13 territorial divi-

sions, and the returns from each division have been carefully

summarized. The 13 separate summaries are attached to this

report. Each contains complete statistics for the territory

covered: The number of exhibitors making aflftrmative or nega-

tive answers to each question as well as the number not an-

swering, with the number of theatres represented in each
instance. Not all answers being of the yes or no variety it

was sometimes necessary to interpret the answer before classi-

fying it. In all such instances the interpretation assigned is

noted on the questionnaire and hence can be checked by the

Department.

The statistics are important, but they depict very inade-

quately the conditions revealed by the survey. In many cases

the exhibitors added their comments, often in original and
vigorous fashion. The questionnaires are, in reality, 385

separate letters addressed to you by independent exhibitors

who are anxious to make known to you what is going on in

the motion picture business under ccver of the consent decree.

Indeed, some have appended letters addressed to the De-
partment and these should be acknowledged and considered

as separate communications. To have quoted all these com-
ments would have expanded the summaries to volume size.

Only the meatier passages have been copied in order to avoid

useless repetition. We strongly urge you to study the sum-
maries so as to absorb the spirit and feeling of the independent
exhibitors in this important matter and at the same time un-

derstand and appreciate the cynical and contemptuous atti-

tude of the distributors towards the decree.

III. Block-booking, (a) Statistics. Questions Nos. 1, 2, 3,

4 and 12 all have a bearing on this general subject. While
the questions overlap to a certain extent they are designed to

provoke thought on all phases of the problem and to develop

fully whether under the consent decree any considerable free-

dom of choice in licensing feature films and short-subjects has
been achieved. Summarizing the summaries, 210 exhibitors,

operating 652 theatres, reported that the consenting distribu-

tors, since the entry of the consent decree, have insisted upon
the licensing of unwanted feature pictures as a condition to li-

censing the features that the exhibitors particualrly wanted.
Only 112 exhibitors, with 323 theatres, reported to the con-
trary. As regards the forcing of short-subjects with features,

204 exhibitors, with 460 theatres, reported that the practice had
continued, while a total of 133 exhibitors, with 543 theatres
reported that they had encountered no difficulty in this par-
ticular. The reporting exhibitors not accounted for in these
totals did not answer these questions.

Question 12 called for an expression of opinion as to

whether the five-picture selling plan had eliminated the evils

of compulsory block-booking. The negative vote was over-
whelming—311 exhibitors, representing 867 theatres. Only 26
exhibitors, with 59 theatres, ventured the opinion that the con-
sent decree selling method had eliminated even partially (as
most of them qualified their answers) such evils.

(b) Forcing features. The statistics are damning, but to
really appreciate the distributors' flagrant disregard of both
the letter and spirit of the decree which they signed, it is

necessary to read the statements of the exhibitors wherein
they describe the methods employed. From these it appears
that, contrary to Section IV (a), of the decree, which pro-
vided "that the license... of one group of features shall not
be conditioned upon the licensing of another feature or group
of features," it has been well-nigh impossible for an independ-
ent exhibitor to skip a group of pictures. If he did pass a
group or groups, and then sought to license a later group, he
was required to take all, or a "representative number," of
features which he had passed up, in order to accomplish his

(Continued on Page 26)
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THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi-Weekly Review of the Trade's Events

Allied Questionnaire Results
The eagerly awaited results of the Allied

questionnaire on the Consent Decree and

trade practices were made public when Al-

lied made available a copy of its letter to

Tom C. Clark, assistant U. S. Attorney Gen-

eral, who is handling the jurisdiction of the

Decree when it comes up for reconsidera-

tion on November 20. (Full text of the let-

ter is reproduced starting on page 12.)

Returns came in from 385 exhibitors rep-

resenting 1154 theatres in 23 states. This,

said Allied, covered 10 per cent of the "truly

independent theatres." The number would
have been even greater, said the letter, had
exhibitors not been involved in the compli-

cated Federal tax returns which were re-

ceived at the same time and devoting so

much effort to the Third War Loan drive.

All the signed questionnaires were divided

into 13 territorial divisions and the returns

from each division summarized. The ques-

tionnaires, along with many appended let-

ters to the Department of Justice, were also

forwarded to Clark.

The replies to the questions showed a

decided majority on most points. The ex-

hibitors generally agreed that distributors

were forcing features and shorts; the five

picture selling-plan did not overcome the
evils of block-booking and many distributors

were demanding that all theatres in a group
play a picture if it was sold to any one; of

the four selling plans, the one receiving the
greatest number of votes was the selling of a
full season's output, adequately identified,

with a 20 per cent cancellation privilege,

with the Consent Decree method receiving
the smallest number of votes.

With preferred playing time increased,
the replies indicated that the exhibitor has
lost much control over his booking power,
especially on week-ends. It was also charged
that blind pricing has resulted and that an
artificial picture shortage was created by
the distributors through move-overs in first-

runs, withdrawing prints from circulation
too soon and other devices.

Allied called upon the Department to as-
sume its responsibility as adjudicator of the
decree to give relief to the independent ex-
hibitors who have suffered from the distri-

butors "oppression practices under the cover
of the decree."

Arbitration proceedings were criticized as
being too expensive; involving unfair tac-
tics by the distributors' attorneys and de-
crying the lack of available legal talent "to

combat the experienced and trade-wise at-

torneys regularly employed by the distri-

butors;" delay resulting from distributors'

tactics, the prescribed procedure and ap-
peals; and a general feeling that the panels
and Appeal Boards are composed of prejud-
iced ultra-conservatives. Most exhibitors

replying on this question wanted the Board

replaced by local appeal boards of qualified

arbitrators.

In its conclusion, the letter stated that

the decree "has not, and by reason of its

ineffective provisions can not, achieve the

objects and purposes of the Department as

set forth in the original petition and its

numerous public statements." Allied urged

the Department to "insist upon sterner

measures better calculated to curb the trust

and to insure fair competitive conditions."

Allied reiterated its understanding with

the Department that neither the question-

naires nor the summaries "be exposed to

distributor representatives" to protect ex-

hibitor signatories against retaliation.

m ^ *

Propose 30 Percent Admission Tax
The Treasury's 30 per cent Federal ad-

missions tax proposal met with stiff op-

position in various industry quarters. The

program submitted by Secretary of the

Treasury Morgenthau would bring a total

of $490,400,000 a year and would be the only

direct tax imposed upon the film industry

in the forthcoming program. However, it

would be only one of several heavily in-

creased taxes on individuals and corporations

engaged in all fields of the industry.

From Columbus, Ohio, Pete Wood, I. T. O.

or Ohio secretary, in a bulletin stated the

new program would put a tax burden on

the motion picture industry "far out of pro-

portion to that imposed upon other lines of

business." In a table. Wood showed that

the proposed increase would result in an

overall average of 36 per cent on admis-

sions between 13 cents and 36 cents, the

price range which applies to a majority of

theatres throughout the country. Comment-
ing on the Treasury's recommendation of a

tax increase from 10 per cent to 25 per cent

on furs and jewelry, Wood claimed: "We
cannot comprehend the line of reasoning

that imposes a 46.1 per cent tax upon a

kiddie's 13 cent theatre admission while the

plutocrat who is able to spend $10,000 for

a fur coat or $15,000 for a diamond bracelet

is taxed only 25 per cent."

Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA president, de-

clared the tax would "work tremendous
hardship on all theatres" and noted that all

business, not the film industry alone, was
prepared to fight increased levies and that

as an industry "we must offer opposition or

we cannot expect consideration."

Actors Equity Association also voiced op-

position to the increase, contending that it

would be passed on to the public, and would
serve to reduce attendance at legitimate

attractions, thereby affecting the employ-
ment of members of the Association.

A. F. Myers, General Counsel of National

Allied, and Kuykendall were expected to

speak in opposition to the increase before

the Ways and Means Committee of the

House.
» » •

Bioff Testifies

William Bioff, convicted film industry ex-

tortioner, took the stand as a Government

witness at the trial of eight men accused

of aiding Bioff and George E. Browne, who

looted the film industry through their execu-

tive position in industry unions using strike

threats as their club. Bioff's testimony re-

vealed that Joseph M. Schenck, former chair-

man of the board of 20th Century-Fox, was

selected by the Capone gang, of whom seven

are on trial, as the "fall guy" for Bioff's

trial two years ago, when he and Browne

were sentenced to long jail terms.

Bioff said that the gangsters and he agreed

that his defense at the trial would be that

the money he took from motion picture

companies was turned over to Schenck for

a "slush fund" in Washington and Sacra-

mento. Bioff also told how the mob met

Nicholas M. Schenck's desire for the appear-

ance of legality in the shakedown of Loew's.

Loew's paid $50,000 annually, as did Para-

mount, Warners and 20th-Fox.

Earlier in the trial, Bioff said that in

addition to the money obtained from the

distributors, $150,000 was obtained from New
York circuits for disposing of wage increase

demands by lATSE Local 306 and $100,000

from Chicago circuits after a two-men in a

booth demand had been made.

Judge John C. Knox, who was to have

tried the case, disqualified himself and

designated Federal Judge John Bright to

preside. Knox was asked to disqualify him-

self by James D. C. Murray, defense counsel

because Knox had discussed the case in a

book and had called Bioff a liar in a maga-

zine article.
• • •

Clark Asks Distribs "Limit"

After a number of parleys with representa-

tives of the five consenting companies to

the New York consent decree, Tom C. Clark.

Assistant Attorney General, asked the com-

panies for the limit to which they would go

to correct the abuses under the decree as

charged by exhibitors. He requested that

they present a written draft of their con-

cessions which he could present to exhibitors

to obtain their reaction when he meets with

them this week.

If and when a final agreement is set. per-

mitting the rewriting of the decree, the De-
partment of Justice will then give the non-

consenting companies an opportunity to ac-

cept the same formula before proceeding

further in the government action in which
they are defendants, said Clark. If. how-

(Continued on Page 28)
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
Of the nine pictures in production here, three are just getting

started, three are about halfway and the remainder in final stages.

Latter group includes "Cover Girl" which has been in work for

five months. Others winding up are "None Shall Escape" (foi-mer
title "The Day Will Come") and "Ten Percent Woman" ... Getting
under way are "The Racket Man," "Nine Girls" and "Beautiful
But Broke". . .Harold Lloyd's "Mr. Winkle Goes to War" is set

with the former comedy star still undecided about playing the
title role. "The First Woman Doctor" is also ready to shoot. . .

Backlog product includes "Footlight Glamour," "The Vigilantes
Ride," "There's Something About a Soldier," "Wyoming Hurricane,"
"Riding West," "The Last Horseman," "Sahara," "Bat Man," "Cow-
boy From Lonesone River,'' "Cyclone Prairie Rangers," "Is Every-
body Happy?", "The Chance of a Lifetime," "Cowboy in the
Clouds," "The Return of the Vampire," "Sundown Valley" and
"The Heat In On" (former title "Tropicana").

Current production boom forced Columbia to rent stage space
at the Charles Chaplin studio for sequences of "Curly," first time
an outside company has been so permitted, although street sets

have been rented on rare occasions. . .Sam Wood has appointed
Lonnie D'Orsa his assistant producer starting with "Address
"Unknown," his first for Columbia release. Paul Lucas, K. T.
Stevens and Morris Carnovsky will have the leads. Miss Stevens
IS Sam Wood's daughter. This will be her first screen role,

although she has had stage experience. Wood has bought Irm-
gard Von Cube's story, "Tatiana," which has the Napoleonic period
as background and is highly romanticized in the "Mayerling" man-
ner* Wood also owns "Jubal Troop" and "The Land Is Bright,"
both being put in shape for future production. . .Victor Saville has
returned from New York where he made arrangements to have
Technicolor shots of present day London made for use in "Heart
of a City," which he is getting ready to make. Shots will be the
first made in Technicolor of the blitzed city. . .Gabriel Heatter
plays himself in "Curly." William Demarest set for the same
picture. . .Ann Harding has a featured role in "Nine Girls"...Tom
Neal and Constance Worth added to "Klondike Kate". . .Edgar
Buchanan's option lifted... Sol Siegel back from New York to
prepare "Road to Yesterday". . .For the first time in four years
Arthur Lake will play a role other than Dag^wood, this being the
lead in "The Wedding Guest."

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Of the six pictures now in production, two are in the finishing

stages, "Gaslight" and "Two Sisters and a Sailor." Also well past
the half-way mark is "The Canterville Ghost." The Technicolor
musical, "Mr. Co-Ed," is in about the same position, while "Kismet"
(Technicolor) and "Dragon Seed" will both be in work for many
weeks to come. Only new picture scheduled for an early start is

the new Lana Turner production, "Marriage Is a Private Affair,"
which starts November 1. John Hodiak will probably appear oppo-
site Miss Turner.

The early part of December will find "If Winter Comes" started
with Walter Pidgeon in the role of Mark Sabre, whose idealism
gets him into serious diflHiculties. It was originally planned to

make this in England, but the idea was later abandoned. Pandro
S. Berman will produce. . .Roddy McDowall will be featured in
"Laddie, Son of Lassie," a sequel to "Lassie Comes Home." Spencer
Tracy will be starred in "The Seventh Cross" which Fred Zinne-
mann will direct. Gene Kelly loaned to Universal in exchange for
services of Turhan Bey. Latter goes into "Dragon Seed" opposite
Katharine Hepburn. . .Roy Del Ruth and Jack Cummings, the team
which produced and directed "Broadway Rhythm," are cooking
up another musical. . .Harry Segal, who wrote "Here Comes Mr.
Jordan," has sold an original called "Action in the Living Room"
to MGM for a reported price of $50,000. Irene Dunne and Spencer
Tracy make such a terrific combo in "A Guy Named Joe" that

studio would like to again co-star them in "Living Room"... Plan
to make "Quo Vadis" abandoned. Casting difficulties. . .No less

than 17 pictures in the editing stages here, these being "America,"

"Madame Curie," "A Guy Named Joe," "Song of Russia," "The

Heavenly Body," "Meet the People," "Broadway Rhythm," "See

Here, Private Hargrove" and "Rationing". . .MGM's publicity break

in recent issue of Life magazine the talk of the industry. All com-

panies bound to benefit. . .Rooney and Garland to be co-starred

again in version of Billy Rose's spectacle, "Jumbo." Will be in

Technicolor.

MONOGRAM
This outfit has jumped the gun on the child delinquency prob-

lem by putting "Where Are MJ Children" into immediate produc-

tion. Feeling that they have something good, they are spending

money and will release the picture as an exploitation special. The
current Hearst newspaper campaign is excellent advance material.

Jackie Cooper was released from his Naval training duties long

enough to make the picture in view of its theme. He heads a cast

which includes Gale Storm, Patricia Morison, John Litel, Gertrude

Michael. While the story will follow the original pattern, a new
approach will be made. For instance, the probation officer will be

played by Patricia Morison as an intelligent, college-bred girl

intent on straightening out the youngsters who have gotten out of

hand. The officers will be played as sympathetic humans rather

than the hard, cruel type.

Set to get under way is "Raiders of the Border," starting

October 18, with Scott R. Dunlap producing and co-starring

Johnny Mackk Brown and Raymond Hatton. "Hot Rhythm,"

musical, starts October 23 with William Beaudine directing.

October 26 will see the start of "Johnny Doesn't Live Here Any
More," first comedy to be produced by the King Brothers. Final

production of the month, on October 30, is "The Voodoo Man,"
anther Sam Katzman-Jack Diets production with John Carradine
and Frieda Inescourt in support of Bela Lugosi . . .Frank Wisbar is

preparing the screenplay for "Black Beauty," the animal classic.

It will be produced by Lindsley Parsons and is scheduled for early

filming. Wisbar wrote the original story for "Women in Bondage,"

soon to be released ... Rick Vallin, recently signed to a term con-

tract, has been inducted into the Navy. Since signing the contract,

Vallin had time for one picture to be released under the title

"Smart Guy". . ."Arizona Whirlwind" has been set as the title for

Robert Tansey's next "Trail Blazers" western with Hoot Gibson,

Ken Maynard and Bob Steele featured. Story is now in prepara-

tiont

PARAMOUNT
The big news here is that Dorothy Lamour is back in a

sarong. The picture is "Rainbow Island" which will be in Techni-

color with a South Pacific paradise as the setting. Comedy is

handled by Eddie Bracken, ciil Lamb and Barry Sullivan as three

shipwrecked sailors. . .Other pictures in work are "Going My Way,"
"The Man in Half Moon Street" (finishing), "Our Hearts Were
Young and Gay, "Frenchman's Creek" (finishing) and "The Navy
Way."

Mark Sandrich and crew is in San Francisco making pre-

production scenes for "When I Come Back" (tentative title) and
"Double Indemnity" is up to its first murder. . .Brian Donlevy, who
refused to play the role of the bumper off in that picture, has

agreed to appear in "Incendiary Blonde." Betty Hutton, who plays

the title role, is going great guns. Her boxofRce rating is zooming
at a rapid pace. This picture gets into work on October 23.

Around that date "Hitler's Gang" also gets going. There will be
89 speaking parts in this. Porter Hall is set to play, Himmler.

Now in the editing stages are "Lady in the Dark," "The Hour
Before Dawn," "The Story of Dr. Wassell," "Ministry of Fear,"

"And the Angels Sing," "Standing Room Only," "Hail the Conquer-



ing- Hero" and "Henry Aldrich Boy Scout" ... Also editing are the

Pine-Thomas picture, "Timber Queen" and "Minesweeper". . .Frank

Borzage is preparing to direct "Tomorrow's Harvest" and Irving

Pichel has checked in to start work on "And Now Tomorrow"
which he will direct. Ray Milland and Maureen O'Hara will be

teamed in the first named, with Loretta Young and Susan Hay-

ward set for the top roles in the latter. They play rival sisters.

Buddy I>eSylva has been huddling with Gregory LaCava about

directing "A Medal for Benny." The deal is practically set. Dor-

othy Lamour, Arturo de Cordova and Akim Tamiroff are the only

players named so far. Original screen story by John Steinbeck

tells of the return of a hero to his small home town. It will mark
Miss Lamour's advent as a dramatic actress. . .Robert Benchley

signed to a writing-acting contract. . .Milton Holmes, former man-
ager of a tennis club, who wrote "Mr. Lucky," has written two new
stories, "Torch Song" and a second, untitled, which he has sold to

this studio. Will also work on the screenplays. Paramount is

preparing another Holmes original called "Salty O'Rourke"...

Other new story properties recently bought indue "Sophie Cooper,"

by Marcia Davenport, author of the current best seller, "The Val-

ley of Decision." John Houseman will produce this story of the

public and private ambitions of a unique American woman of

today. . .Albert Hackett and Frances Goodrich will work on the

screen play of an original idea by Charles Brackett, titled "Each
to His Own," as soon as they complete their present polishing job

on "The Hitler Gang". . .Frank Partos, who collaborated with

Dodie Smith on the screen play of "The Uninvited" and who is

now working with Jane Murfin on the Rachel Field novel "And
Now Tomorrow," has been signed to a term writing contract...

Marjorie Reynolds signed to a new year's contract. She just fin-

ished "Ministry of Fear" opposite Ray Milland.

PRC RfLEASING
The independent outfit is settled in its new studio quarters and

set to follow out its ambitious production plans. Dick Pearl, long
established as a studio manager, has joined PRC to assist Leon
Fromkess in that capacity. . .Nine pictures^ six features and three
westerns, are slated to go into production between now and Decem-
ber 1. The schedule of features and starting dates: "Career Girls,"

Alexander-Stern, October 18; "Manhattan Rhythm" (formerly
"Talent School"), October 21; "Drums o" the Jungle," with Buster
Crabbe and Fifi Dorsay, Sig Neufeld, October 27; "My Boy," S. &
N. Productions, November 10; "The Devil's Apprentice," Sig Neu-
feld, November 26; "The Man in Black," Jack Schwarz, November
30. The westerns are: Untitled Buster Crabbe for Sig Neufeld,
now in work (third of the series); third of the Texas Ranger
series, Alexander-Stern, November 17; fourth in the Buster Crabbe
series, Sig Neufeld, November 20. All shooting, excluding location

work, will be at PRC Studios.

This company can be credited with a scoop by signing Frances
Langford for the lead in "Manhattan Rhythm." Miss Langford
has built herself a great public by reason of her unselfish work
abroad in entertaining the boys. With Bob Hope, she went right
up to the battlefronts, at great risk. ' If given the proper vehicle,
she should be terrific .. .PRC hepped up over its new discovery,
Gerra Young, 15-year-old singer, whose first picture is "Jive Junc-
tion," just finished. Studio plans to give her a publicity buildup.
Her second picture will be "Minstrel Man," a musical. In "Jive
Junction," Gerra sings both popular and classical tunes. Latter
includes an aria from "The Magic Flute," in Italian, and the "Bell
Song" from "Lakme," in French, as well as four of the seven
songs written especially for the picture. PRC feels it has another
Deanna Durbin on its hands and has put the girl under contract
...Edgar Ulmer, who directed "Jive Junction," has also been, put
under contract. He is planning a picture about adolescents and
how they are active on the home front in helping to win the war.
Screeplay is in work based on surveys made in various cities
throughout the country. Tentative title is "Children of War."

REPUBLIC
This company's new policy to make top budget pictures with

established stars, to round out its program of westerns and dual
features, is reflected in the fact that a total of 13 producers have
been assigned to the new product. "The Fighting Seabees," bud-
geted at over $1,000,000 has been shooting for several weeks and
will continue on through December. Also in the high bracket class

is "Return of Casanova," now shooting. Albert J. Cohen is pro-

ducer of both pictures. He also has preparing "Man From Frisco,"

"For Women Only," "Atlantic City" and "Convoy to Malta"...

Republic will fortify its new position by going in for Technicolor.

First to be so treated will be "Brazil," an elaborate musical, budget
on which is set at around $1,000,000. Albert S. Rogell will make
this as well as "A Guy Could Change."

Armand Schaefer, whose specialty is corn, will make "Rosie,

the Riveter," "Jamboree" and "Hep Cat Madness." First named
is set for early production. In the upper budget division is "Gay
Blades," and "Donovan's Brain," both of which will be produced

by George Sherman . . Robert North will do "Wide Open Houee,^^

while George Auerbach is preparing "Our Street," "East o' loy^a-

and "Women of the Air." George Blair, who just finished Whis-

pering Footsteps," will make "Silent Partner." Walter Goetz will

have "South Sea Quest" as his first assignment as associate pro-

ducer .. .Harry Grey will produce the eight Roy Rogers musical-

westerns (Rogers is currently on a personal appearance tour in

the East ) Grey will also make "Three Little Sisters," which will

feature Jane Withers, Ruth Terry and Dale Evans. An untitled

picture for Mary Lee is also on his schedule, as well as "Rhythm

Revelry" with Jane Withers. . .Lou Gray will supervise two un-

titled John Paul Reveres and an untitled Bill Elliott. Ed White

will put two untitled Don (Red) Barry actioners into work as

well as a "class" jamboree called "Pistol Packin' Mama" and

based on the song of that name. The serial department is repre-

sented by "Captain America" which William O'Sullivan will pro-

duce. Put under contract to produce and as yet unassigned is

Carleton Alsop.

RKO-RADIO
Comparative inactivity on this lot. "Days of Glory," variously

called "One Hour of Glory" and "Revenge," is winding up. Only

other picture in active production is "Tender Comrade," which

has two more weeks of shooting. Katina Paxinou had to drop

out of this picture due to illness and will not be able to resume

work for at least two months. She is replaced by Mady Chris-

tians. "Days of Glory" is notable because practically the entire

cast is unknown. Joseph Vitale, well known Broadway actor, has

a strong role. Picture stars Toumanova, former dancer, and

Gregory Peck. It had one of the longest production schedules

ever given an RKO Radio feature.

This studio seems determined to live up to its name having

adopted a policy of using top radio names more than any other

company. With the Gildersleeve series already launched and a

Lum and Abner picture in current release, it is announcing that

Fibber McGee and Mollie will be presented in a vehicle. This is

being written by Don Quinn who has authored the popular team's

radio shows for several years. Howard Estabrook will do the

screenplay.

"Are These Our Children?" is being rushed into production to

cash in on the current agitation against adolescent delinquents.

Kent Smith has the top male role. He is cast as a returning war
hero. A New Yoik stage recruit, he first attracted attention in

"Hitler's Children" and has since made "Curse of the Cat People"

and "Girl From Leningrad" ... "Gildersleeve on Broadway" is

scheduled to start on October 25 and about a week later Eddie

Cantor's "Show Business" will start. Joan Davis has been set to

play opposite Banjo Eyes in a part different from the rough and

tumble stuff v/hich has come to be accepted as her style. George

Murphy, Constance Moore and Nancy Kelly carry the romantic

interest. . .The George Sanders-Virginia Bruce picture, "Interna-

tional Zone," should get rolling in early November. Herbert

Biberman is writing the screenplay for Maurice Geraghty. It is

not a war picture .. .This studio swears it has a Frank Sinatra

starring vehicle lined up and that Mr. Swoon is supposed to check

back on the lot sometime in November to begin preparations. He
is very much okay, it seems, in "Higher and Higher". .

.Mary

Wickes, who had a comedy role in that picture signed a one-

picture deal before leaving for New York. . ."Carmilla," about hu-

man vampires, will be produced by Val Lewton, horror expert. Ed
Golden has bought "On the March," new novel.

20Hi C£NTURY-FOX
With 36 stories in preparation set to go into production within

the next few months, this studio is aiming at a well balanced

program planned to strike the widest possible audience appeal.

Topnotchers are the three productions which Darryl Zanuck will

personally make. These are "Woodrow Wilson," Wendell Willkie's

"One World" and "The Purple Heart." All are based on stirring

patriotic themes bordering on the documentary type of film. .

.

Pictures scheduled for early starts are "Keys of the Kingdom," a

religious drama with a Chinese locale; "Ail-Out Arlene," comedy

with patriotic overtones; "Centennial Summer," story of a Phila-

delphia family; "Angel of the Navy," a modern comedy: "A Tree

Grows in Brooklyn," comedy-drama: "State Fair," farm yarn with

music; "Star of Scotland," mystery melodrama; "Four Jills in a

Jeep," musical of Army Camps abroad; "Colonel Effingham's Raid,"'

melodrama; "Laredo," music of Mexico: "Something for the Boys."

musical; "Rickenbacker—the Story of an American." biographical:

"Where Do We Go From Here?," a musical scamper through his-

tory's highlights, and "Doll Face," a comedy drama.

Others further down on the list, but definitely set, are: "Bow-

ery After Dark," a nostalgic musical: "Wing and a Prayer." based

on the Midway Island incident: "Thanks, Dr. Bethune," biographi-

cal: "The Incredible Earl," adventure with war overtones: "Stars

and Stripes Forever." a musical biography of John Philip Sousa;

"Greenwich Village," a fictional musical of Bohemian life;; "Two-

Faced Mulligan," a comedy: "Moment for Music," musical bio-
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graphy of Benny Goodman; "Salute to a Lady," modern romantic
drama; "Sioux City," deluxe western; "Flare Path," a war drama;
"Laura," murder mystery; "The Servant Problem," slapstick com-
edy; "The Dolly Sisters," a musical biography of the famous dand-
ing sisters; "Now It Can Be Told," a political drama; "The House
of Chedworth," a drama; "Son of Flicka," horse and boy story;

"Highway to Algiers," drama based on the North African cam-
paign, and "Stranger on the Highway," mystery melodrama.

Musicals will be favored and several will be made in Tech-
nicolor, this studio having had notable success in that direction.

"Woodrow Wilson" and possibly all three of the Zanuck produc-
tions will be in Technicolor, also... Brian Donlevy's next outside
picture will probably be "Crocus Hill" which this company has
bought with him in mind. Joan Bennett's first screen appearance
since the birth of her third child will be "Merrily We Roll."

UNITED ARTISTS
Production spurt here with five units working and others set

to go. General lineup of product looks very interesting with both
names and story properties on the impressive side. "It Happened
Tomorrow" is most recent to go into work and presents Dick
Powell and Linda Darnell in the two top roles. "Since You Went
Away" is progressing on schedule and both "Knickerbocker Holi-
day" and "Bride of San Luis Rey" are well launched. Rumor has
it that the latter is being backed by a millionaire from Peru,
locale of the Thornton Wilder story. "Timber" is one of Pop
Sherman's more ambitious "Hopalongs" with William Boyd in his
usual role.

Charles R. Rogers has acquired the film rights to the life of
Chauncey Olcott, the well-known Irish actor and singer. He will
make the picture under the title of "My Wild Irish Rose," which
was introduced by Olcott. Joseph Tushinsky, New York producer,
will be associated with Rogers on the project, which will be in
Technicolor.

Jules Levey is progressing with plans to film Eugene O'Neill's
"The Hairy Ape" and has signed C. W. Thornton as business
manager and Joe Nadel as production manager of his unit. Thorn-
ton was recently vice-president and manager for Hal Roach, and
Nadel is an industry veteran. William Bendix is set for the title

role and Hedy Lamarr is being sought to play the society girl.

Mary Pickford is busy at her producer's desk on plans to make
"Girl's Town." Shirley Temple is being considered for the lead
if loan can be arranged from David O. Selznick.

Edward Small has bought a number of properties, latest being
Booth Tarkington's best-seller, "Kate Fennigate." First to go into
production will probably be "Up In Mabel's Room," the Al Woods
comedy farce, instead of "The Raft," as originally intended, latter
being a war theme. Ray McCarey will direct. Other small pro-
perties are "Valentino," "A Time to Be Born," "Bella Donna," the
Robert Hichen's novel for which Marlene Dietrich has been men-
tioned, "Cagliostro," "Winter Soldiers," "Notorious Nancy Grey,"
"The Ghost of Monte Cristo," "Lucrezia Borgia," "Two Years
Before the Mast," "St. Louis Woman" and "The Guy From Mike's
Place." A rather imposing lineup of material.

Seymour Nebenzal has borrowed George Sanders from 20th-Fox
for the leading male role in his Angelus production, "The Moon,
Their Mistress," an adaptation of Chekov's play, "The Shooting
Party." It's heavy Russian drama. Linda Darnell, also on loan
from 20th Fox, will have the feminine lead. Douglas Sirk will
direct.

Having completed its first production, "The Girl From Lenin-
grad," the Frenke-Rabinowitch combination has dissolved, a not-
unexpected move in view of open friction between the two
partners.

UNIVERSAL
Production geared in high with six pictures before the cam-

eras, three of which are in the final stages. These are "When
Ladies Fly," "The Imposter" and "Phantom Lady." Last named
is first picture produced by Joan Harrison, formerly associated
with Alfred Hitchcock. . ."Gung Ho!," Marine picture with all-

male cast, has wound up and "Gypsy Wildcat" is just getting under
way. Peter Coe, newly signed Broadway actor, replaces Turhan
Bey in this. Bey is at MGM on loan in exchange for Gene Kelly,

who will play Deanna Durbin's husband in her next picture,

"Christmas Holiday," soon to get under way. Universal sets great
store by Coe who is decidedly different in looks and has a fine

physique. His slight accent is considered an asset. He was born
in Jugoslavia, but is an American citizen .. .Also ready for early

shooting is "Patrick the Great," starring Donald O'Connor and
Peggy Ryan.

Nothing new on the Abbott and Costello situation. Still im-
possible to set a definite starting date on their next picture, al-

though they are slated to return to radio shortly .. .Helen Broder-
ick is holding down here while son Broderick Crawford is in the

Army. Comedienne just finished playing Donald O'Connor's grand-
mother in "The Third Glory" and will next be seen as Louise
Albritton's mother in "Her Primitive Man" which is all about a

feminine archeologist. Also cast in a featured spot, same picture,

is Stephanie Bachelor for which studio plans a big buildup...
Universal is also planning ambitiously on behalf of Susanne Foster.

Policy here seems to be on the lookout for likely young people
and then build them up, as witness Maria Montez, now tops at the
boxoffice; Louise Albritton, who is steadily building; Martha
O'Driscoll, Susanne Foster and Donald O'Connor. In Stephanie
Bachelor and Peter Coe (first seen in "Gung Ho!") they feel they
have such potential star material.

WARNER BROS.
Five pictures before the cameras and two more preparing.

These are "Mr. Skefflngton," starring Bette Davis, due to start

October 20, and "The Horn Blows at Midnight," with Jack Benny,
which starts November 10. Claude Rains plays the title role in

"Skefflngton" with other players not definitely set. Vincent Sher-
man directs. Raoul Walsh will direct the Jack Benny picture, his

first comedy since "Strawberry Blonde." In "Skefflngton" Warners
have the vanguard of a total of 40 features scheduled for produc-
tion... The other 39 properties on this studio's most ambitious
schedule have been assigned to 11 producers: Henry Blanke, Rob-
ert Buckner, Jack Chertok, Julius J. and Philip G. Epstein, Alex
Gottlieb, Mark Hellinger, William Jacobs, Jesse L. Lasky, Jerry
Wald and Hal B. Wallis.

This group of story properties, largest in work since the start-

ing of the company, includes best-sellers, Broadway stage plays,

biographies and originals, covering all types of entertainment,
giving them a wide selection regardless of new developments...
Warner's 40 feature program includes, in addition to "Mr. Skefflng-

ton," another Bette Davis starrer, "Ethan Frone;" "Three Stran-
gers;" "Mask for Dimitrios," scheduled for Nancy Coleman and
Helmut Dantine; "My Reputation," from the novel, "Instruct My
Sorrows," a Barbara Stanwyck vehicle; Joan Crawford's first for

Warners, "Never Goodbye;" "Escape Me Never," based on Mar-
garet Kennedy's novel, "The Fool of the Family;" best-seller

"Roughly Speaking" by Louise Randall Pierson.

The imposing combination of Errol Flynn, Ann Sheridan and
Humphrey Bogart is announced for "The Devil, George and Rosie"
and Ann Sheridan is also down for "Strolling Down the Avenue;"
no cast mentioned for "The Widow Wouldn't Weep," "The Time
Between" and Ibsen's "Pillars of Society." Jack Benny in "The
Horn Blows at Midnight" and John Garfield in "Deep Valley" are

included as is "Janie," the Broadway stage hit, and "Loves Does
Things," formerly called "Judy Adjudicate."

Humphrey Bogart is penciled in for "Nobody Lives Forever."

Other properties are "The Doughgirls," successful stage comedy;
"Melancholy Baby" (Life of Helen Morgan) and "Danger Signal."

Joan Leslie is announced for "The Very Thought of You," also

for Life of Marilyn Miller." "Here Come the Girls" lined up for

Ida Lupino, Ann Sheridan, Alexis Smith and Jane Wyman. "Ser-

geant Schmidt, Marine," is based on experiences of the Philadel-

phia marine who became a hero in the Solomons .. .Among other

stories is "The Corn Is Green," Ethel Barrymore's stage vehicle in

which she may also appear on the screen; "God Is My Co-Pilot,"

Colonel Robert Lee Scott's best-seller of his experiences with the

Flying Tigers; "Night and Day," story of Cole Porter; "Strangers

In Our Midst," "The Conspirators," "The Animal Kingdom"
(again?) and "Green Eyes," from Sinclair Lewis' "Jealousy." Also

in preparation are six as yet untitled originals.

INDEPENDENT
S. p. Eagle, who recently severed his connection with 20th

Century-Fox where he made "Tales of Manhattan" with Borris

Morros, has lined up some stories with the idea of resuming as an
independent producei-. His first picture will be "The Inspector

General," a Russian classic on which a treatment has been made
by director Lewis Milestone and playwright John Van Druten.

Milestone will probably direct.

Frank Melford has signed Rowland Brown to do the screen-

play for "The Tanaka Plan," based on an original story by James
R. Young who wrote "Behind the Rising Sun." The story deals

with the plan devised by Count Tanaka under which Japan was
to rule the world. Action covers origin of scheme in 1907 up to

Pearl Harbor. Luise Rainer will play the leading role, that of a
Chinese girl. Franchot Tone is being sought to play opposite her.

Fritz Lang, who is directing "Once Off Guard," has been in

New York making pre-production background shots of shoppers

along Fifth Avenue. Two artists were also engaged to make
sketches as well as small replicas of setting in the big town.

Nunnally Johnson is supervising this picture, actual shooting of

which will start in November. W. R. Frank, former exhibitor, is

sinking $400,000 of his own money into "Dr. Paul Joseph Goebbels,

His Life and Loves," now at about the halfway mark. In the

production stages his picture looks strictly big time both as to

sets and cast. One scene, representing a pre-Anchluss beer garden
in Vienna, looked very impressive the day we visited the set.

Frank is convinced that he has a great exploitation picture and is

risking a lot of money to back up his hunch.
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COtUMBIA

1

1942-43 Features (48) Completed (48) In Production (6)

Westerns (16) Completed (16) In Production (0)

Serials ( 4) Completed ( 2) In Production (0)

BEAUTIFUL BUT BROKE
Musical—Started October 18.

Cast: Joan Davis.
Director: Not assigned
.Stor.N-: Advt-ntures nf iwci chorus sills stranded in a strange town.

KLONDIKE KATE
Action-Drama
Cast: Ann Savage, Glenda Farrell, Tom Neal, Lewis WUson,

Lester Allen.
Story: Based on the real life story of Mrs. Kate Rockwell Matson, belle of

the Ynkon^ diuing the turbulent gold rush days at the turn of the
century,

NINE GIRLS
Comedy—started October 15.

Cast: Ann Harding, Jinx Falkenburg, Jeff Donnell.
Director: Leigh Jason
t^t'Hv: Not a\ailable,

RACKET MAN. THE
Drama—started October 14.
Cast: Robert Williams, Janls Carter.
Director: D. Ross Lederman
story: N„t axailable.

Curly

IN PRODUCTION
Titli—Running Timi

RELEASE CHART
Cut

. . Grant-Blair . . , .

1942-43
. .IHorrij-Savage ..

. Sanders-Chapman

-Samarzicti

DdiMi
. .9-6. .

•I. N«.

.12-14.

.

. . .3-8.

.

. .12-28.

3-18.
.7-15.

.5-20.

.4-5. . .6-22. . .4017.

.9-23.

. 3-25

.

. .9-2.

. .2-1.

.7-29.

.9-30.

.6-21.

.6-29.

.5-27.

. .3-4.

After IVIiiinight witli Boston Blacl(ie (64)
Appointment in Berlin (77)
Boys from Sfalinorad

BeckVt-'s
Details under title: Reaitless Lady

Crime Doctor (68) Baxter-Lindsay .

sails under title: Tht L»nt Wtif In txtland Yard
Dangerous Blondes, The Louise-Lowe
Desperadoes, The (T) (85) Scott-Ford
Destroyer (99, Robinson Ford '

•

Fight.ng Buckaroo (58) .Starrett-Harri,
First comes Courage (84) Oberon-Aherne

'

Details under title: Attack by Night
Flight Lieutenants (80) O'Brien-Ford

DPtails under title: He'i My Old Han
Footlight Glamor Singleton-Lake

.

Frontier f^n^. . Starrett- Davis ..,
Good Luck, Mr. Yates (69) Trevor-Buchanan

Details under title: Right Guy
Heat Is On. The tVest-IMoer.

Details under title: Tropicana
It s a Great Lite SlngUton-Lak. .

Details under title: Blondle Buys a Horst
»aw •( the Northwest Starreft-Patterson
Let's Have Fun (65) Gordon-Lindtay

Details under title: Shall I Tell Em?
L»st Horizon uf Shangri-La Colman-Wyatt
Han's World (60) Chapman-Wright
ore the Merrier. The (103) Arthur-McCrea

Oetalls under title: Merry-Go-Round
urder In Times Square (65) Lowe-Chapman
My Kingdom for a Cook Coburn-Chapman

Details under title: Without Notici
rassport to Suez (72) William-Savage

.

Details under title: The Clock Struck TwelK
No Place for a Lady (66) Gargan-Llndsay .

Dftails under title: Tliirfeen Steps to Heaven
Redhead from Manhattan (63) Velcz-Liavitt
Reveille with Beverly (78) Slack-Croiby
>lders of the Northwest Mounted (57) Hayden-WilU
Robin Hood of the Range Starrett- Harris

Details under title; Hail to the Rangers
Saddles and Sagebrush Hayden-Savagi

Details under title: Outlaw Bnstiri
Secret CoiIp The 'Serial) Kelly-Nagcl
She Has What It Takes Falkenburg-Neal

Details under title: Broadway Daddies
Something to Shout About (91) Amechi-Oakle .,

Two Senoritas from Chicago (66) Falkinburg-Davis

What's Buzzin' Cousin (75) Miller-Hubbard
,

1943-44
Batman, The Serial. . .7-16.

.4031.
.4011.
.4025.

.8-23

.8-9

. .5-31.

.

. .8-10.

.

.11-16. .

. .7-27. .

. .1-11. .

. .3-23.

.

. .7-12.

.

.12-28.

.

. . .3-8.

. .7-2«.

.

...2-8..

. .8-10.

.

. .8-10. .

. Reissue.

5-4.

...9-21.

. . .11-2.

. . .5-3. .

. . .5-17.

. .9-21.

...«-18.
.10-19.

. .8-24.

. .9-21 .

.4016. ......
.4005.. 3-22
. 4003 . . . 9-20
.4203. . .5-17

.4008. . .10-4

.7-9.
. .3012.

.4020

.4205
.4014 9-6

.5-27... 4018.

. 4204

.

.4040.

.9-17.

. .5-«.

. .4-2.

.8-31.

.

, .8-19.

.2-11.

.

..5-13.

. . .2-4.

.2-15.

.

.7-29.

.

. .4044. .12-28

. .4001. . .5-31

. .4034. . .6-28

.4010

. .4023. . .9-20

.4036

. .4024. . .7-12

. .4014. . .5-31
.4211
.4206

.10-19. . .4-22. . .4212.

. .7-13.
.

.12-28.

.

. . .8-10.
3-8.

4-5.

. .9-4.

.4-16.

.2-25.

.C-10.

. .7-8,

. .4120.

. .4029.

. .4006 5-3
. .40X9. .

.7-12

. .4015 9-6

Chance of a Lifetime Morris-Bates ...

Ctvor Girl (T) Haywtrth-lrMki

Cowboy Canteen Frazee-Starrett

vowboy of Lonesome Rivor Starrett- Athini

Cowboy in the Clouds Sttmtt-J«slers

^tlono Prairie Rangers Starrett-Worth

Doughboys in Ireland Baker-Donnell

Hail to the Rangers Starrett-Harris ..

Hey Rookie Miller-Parks . . .

Ii Everybody Happy? Lewis-Wynn ....

Klondike Kate Savage-Bennett

Last Horseman, The Hayden-Wills ...

Details under title: Sulcldi Rinit
None Shall Escape Hunt-Knox ....

Swing Out the Blues Haymes-Parks .

Return of the Vampire Lugosi-lneseourt

Riding West Starrett-Pattorson

Roundup for Victory Starrett-Bates . .

Sahara (97) Bogart- Bridges

Sliver City Raiders Haydtn-Carroll

Ten Percent Woman Russell- Aherne

There's Something About a Soldier Drake-Paris ....

VlBllantci Ride, The Hayden-Pattersun

Details under title: Deidlini Gum
Wyoming Hurrieano l1»ydtn-P»tt»rion

.8-9 .10-26.

.«-14

.9-20

,.•-14

. .8-9

.7-26
.7-26. . .10-7.

9-16.

. .9-6

. .8-9 . .10-28.

, .9-20

. .6-29

, .9-20

. .9-20

. . .9-6

.12-14

. . .9-6

.2-8. .10-14.

. .9-7 . . .11-4.

. .8-23

. .«-2«

. .11-2

.11-2 7-8.

1 METRO-C:OLD V/Yl>! -MAYER 1

194'i-43 Features Completed (36) In Production (0)

1943-44 Features Completed (29) In Production (6)

DRAGON SEED
Drama—Started October 8.

Cast: Katharine Hepburn, Walter Huston, Aline MacMahon, Tur-
han Bey, Frances Bafferty, Robert Lewis, Henry Travers.

Director: Jack Conway
story: Based on the P. ar] Buck best-seller of life in modern China.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast Details Rel. N

Canterville Ghost, The Laujhton-OBrien ...8-23
Kismet (T) Colman-Dietrich ... 9-6
Gaslight Bergman-Boyer 8-23
Mr. Co-Ed Skelton-Williams 9-6
Two Sisters and A Sailor lohnson-Allyson ....9-20

Ret.

1942-43
BLOCK NO. FOUR

Bataan (116) Taylor-Nolan . .

,

BuBarry Was a Lady (T) (101) Skelton-Ball

Harrlgan's Kid (80) Readlck-Garian
Details under title: The Half Pint Kid

Hitler's Madman (84) . .Carradlne-Morison
Pilot No. 5 (70) rone-Hunt

Details under title: Skyway to Glory

Presenting Lily Mars (104) Sarland-Carlsun

Youngest Profession. The (82) IVeldler-Arnold .

SPECLLLS
Human Comedy, The (118) Rooney-Reed ...

Random Harvest (126) :olmin-Garion .

- 1943-44

.12-14.

. . .9-7.

. .11-2.

.7-20.

. .B-10.

..U-2.

. . .8-7.

. .5-18.

.328.

.333.

.329.

.334.

.332.

.330.

.331.

.380.

.370.

.5-31

.5-17

.3-22

.(-14

.4-19

. .5-3

..3-8

. .3-8

.11-30

BLOCK NO. ONE
Adventures of Tartu (103) Donat-Hudson
Above Suspicion (90) Cr'wford-M'Murray
Best Foot Forward (T) (93) Ball-James
Dr. Gillespie's Criminal Case (89) Barrymore-Reid ..

Girl Crazy (99) Rooney-Garland .

I Dood It (102) Skelton-Powell ..

Lassie Come Home (T) (90) McDowell-Gwenn
Man from Down Under, The (103) Laughton-Barnes
Salute to the Marines (T) (102) Beery-Bainter ...
Swing Shift Maisle (87) Sothern-Cralg ...
Whistling in Brooklyn (87) Skelton-Rutherford
Young Ideas (77) Astor-Marshall ..

NOT DESIGNATED
America (T) Donlevy-Riehards

,

Broadway Rhythm (T) Murphy-Simms ..,
Cross of Lorraine, The Aumont-Kelly ...

Details under title: A Thousand Shall Fall

Cry Havoc Sothern-Sullavan
Guy Named Joe, A (— ) Tracy-Donne ...
Heavenly Body, The Lamarr-Pewell . .

Lost Angel O'Brien-Craii ...
Madame Curie (—) Garson-Pidgeon
Meet the People Ball-Powell
•tionini Beory-Main . . . . .

Right About Face Kyser-Maxwell ..

SoDf uf Russia Taylor-Peters ...
•ttilli iKir tltti: Riwit

10-19 406. .8-23
11-30 402. .10-4

. .2-8 405

.

.7-12
12-14 407

.

.5-17

.1-25 409. .8-23
11-30 403

.

. .8-9

. 9-7 410. .8-23

. .3-8 . . . , 411. . .8-9

.10-5
, 401. . .8-9

.1-11 404. .5-17

.5-17 412. .10-4
. .8-9

.4-19.

.<-28.

.5-31.

.5-17.

. .3-8.

.5-17.

.5-17.

. .3-8.

.7-12.

. .8-9.

. .2-8.

.3-22.
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Thousands Cheer (T) (126) Grayson-Kelly

Details sndir title: Private Miss Jonii

While Clidi «t Devtr Dinne-Mirshall

11-30 9-20

. .6-e8

MOHOCRAM
1942-43 Features (33)

Westerns (16)

1943-44 Features (40)

Completed (33)

Completed (16)

Completed (14)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

In Production (3)

RETURN OF THE APE MAN
Drama—Started October 8.

Cast: Bela Lugosi, John Carradine, Judith Gibson, Michael Ames,
Mary Currier.

Director: Phil Rosen
Stf)r> : Scienlist sepkincr menns of keenins humans in state of suspended

animation implants modern biain in body of prehistoric man pre-
served in Northern ice lands. T.atter goes beserk until killed by
his sole enemy-fire.

WHERE ARE MY CHILDREN?
Drama—Started October 8.

Cast: Jackie Cooper, Gale Storm, Patricia Morison, John Lite!,

Gertrude Michael, Addison Richards, Betty Blythe, Sarah
Edwards, Evelyn Eaton.

Director: William Nigh
.'5tory: Cooper, rich, neglected boy who has joined the Navy, interesting-

himself on, behalf of a group of young people involved in a murder
case, when he finds that his sweetheart is one of the party.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

Title—Running Time Cast
Ane Man. The (64) Lugosi-Ford
Black Market Rustlers (57) Corrigan-Moore

. .

Blazlni Guns Maynard-Gibson .

ullets and Saddles Corrigan-Moore
Claney Street Boys (66) Gorcey-Jordan
Cowboy Commandos Corrigan-Moore
Ghost Rider (58) Brown-Hatton . . .

Ghosts on the Loose (65) East Side Kids
Haunted Ranch (64) King-Sharpe ....

Details under title: Saddle Cyclone

Her Bachelor Husband Downs-McKay
Here Comes Kelly (64) Quillan-Woodbury
I Escaped from the Gestapo (75) Jagger-Brian ....

Details inder title: No Escape

Kid Dynamite (67) Coreey-Jordan ..

Details under title: Little Mobsters

Land of Hunted Men (58) Corrigan-Moore

Law Rides Again, The Maynard-Gibson
' urc of the Islands (61) Hughes-Qnillan ..

Nearly Eighteen Storm-Henry . . .

No Escape (75) laggcr-Brian

Also released under title: I Escaped from the Gestapo

Prison Mutiny (64) Norris-Woodbury

Details under title: You Can't Beat the Law
Revenge of the Zombies Lowery-Storm ...
Robber's Roost Corrigan-Moore

Sarong Girl (70) Corlo-O'Flynn ...

Silver Skates (75) Baker-BHita ...

Six Gun Gospel (— ) Brown-Hatton

Spy Train (61) Travis-Brent . .

.

Details under title: Time Bomb
Stranger from Pecos (— ) Brown-Hatton

Thirteenth Guest. The Purcell-Parrish ..

Western Mall (55) Keene-Trent ....

Wild Horse Stampede (59) Gibson-Maynard .

WInii Over tho Paelllt (68) Cooper-Norris ...

1943-44
BLOCK NO. ONE

Campus Rhythm Storm-Lowery . . .

Details under title: College Sweetheart

Charlie Chan in the Secret Service Toler-Kenyon

Lady, Let's Dance Belita-Ellison ..

Melody Parade Hughes-Quillan .

Mr. Muggs Steps Out East Side Kids..

Spotlight Scandals Fay-Gilbert

Sweethearts of the U. S. A Markel-Novis

Unknown Guest (65) Jory-Blake

Women In Bondage Kelly-Henry ...

Death Valley Rangers Gibson-Maynard

Follow the Leader East Side Kids..

Million Dollar Kid East Side Kids..

Outlaws of Stampede Pass Brown-Hatton

Smart Guy Vallin-Borg

Sultan's Daughter Corio-Butterworth

ToKas Kid, The Brown-Hatton

Westward Bound Maynard-Gibson

Details Rel. No. Rev.

. . 12-28 .3-19. . 4-5
.5-17. .8-27.

.

9-20
. .5-3.

.

.10-8. .

.

.6-28.

.

10-29. . .

. . .2-8. . .4-23.

.

.'.'.'.V.V.6-14

.3-22. . .6-2.

.

. . 2-22

.

. . .5-2.

.

.
.'. 6-14

. .2-22. .7-30.

.

6-14
.11-2. .2-19.

.

. .10-4.

. .
9-10.

'. . .8-9

.1-11. .5-23. ,

10-5. 2-5 4.5

3-26
. .5-3. . .8-6.

.

..5-3. 33-34,

.

.7-12. 11-12. .

. .1-11. .5-23. .

.12-14. . .2-12. . 3-8

.5-31. .9-17. ,

12-28. .3-12. .

. .3-8. . .7-2.

.

.10-19. . . .2-5.

.

. ...... .2-22
.5-31.

.

. .9-3. .

.

. . .4-5. ...7-9.. .'.'.'.'.'.'.'.7-12

. . .4-5. . .7-16. , 7-25
. .7-26. .11-5

.12-29. .2-13.

.

. . .3-8. . .5-16. . .'..'.'.'.".'.'e'-i-i

. .3-22.

.8-9. .11-19.

. . .8-23

'.'.'7-26

. .9-20

. .9-20

. .5-31. . .8-27. . .

. . .9-6

9-24. . .

. .9-20
10-22 9-6

. .8-23

. .8-23

. .9-6

. . .9-6

.8-9. .10-15
. . .9-6

. . .9-6

11-26
. , 10-4

PARA MO U NT
1942-43 Features Completed (33)

1943-44 Features Completed (25)

In Production (0)

In Production (5)

DOUBLE INDEMNITY
Drama—^Started October 8.

Cast: Barbara Stanwyck, Fred MacMurray, Edward G. Robinson,
Albert Dekker, Byron Barr, Mona Freeman, Tom Powers.

Director: Billy Wilder
story: James M. Cain's novel of a schemln? wife and hex! nefarious lover

who plan the "perfect murder" of her husband to gain his Insurance.

RAINBOW ISLAND (T)
Comedy—Started October 8.

Cast: Dorothy Lamour, Barry Sullivan, Eddie Bracken, Gil Lamb,
Carmen D'Antonio, Reed Hadley, Olga San Juan, Noel
NeiU, Elena Verdugo, Yvonne de Carlo, Ann Revere, Marc
Lawrence.

Director: Frank Tuttle
story: Dotty i$ the dauRhter of a white medical missionary raised in native

fashion (m a .South .Seas Island where three U. S. sailors are ship-
wrecked.

WHEN I COME BACK
Comedy Drama—Started October 11,

Cast: Paulette Goddard, Sonny Tufts, Beulah Bondi, Frank Al-
bertson, Mary Treen, Marie McDonald, Ann Doran.

Story: .A.bout war workers who carry on bravely while their men are away
fig'htins- in foreisn lands.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Titl.— Dunning Time Cast
Going My Way? Crosby-Stevens

1942-43
BLOCK NO. FOUR

Happy-Go-Lueky (T) (78) Martin-Powell
Henry Aldrlch Gets Glamour (72) Lydon-Smlth
Lady Bodyguard (70) Albert-Shirley
Night Plane from Chungking (69) Preston-Drew

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Five Graves to Cairo (96) TMI-T«Blr*t
China (78) Yonng-Ladd
Aerial Gunner (79) Arlen-Morrli
High Explosive (62) Morris-Parker

Details under title: You Can't LIvt Forever

Salute for Three (75) Rhoades-Drake

BLOCK NO. SIX
Alaska Highway (68) Arlen-Parker
Dixie (T) (89) Orosby-Lamour
Henry Aldrieh Swings It (65) Lydon-Smlth

l« PnKhr W* iaH (lao Calbert-Coddtr
Submarine Alert (67) Arlen-Barrie .

SPECIALS
Star Spangled Rhythm (99) All Star ...

REISSUES
Souls at Sea (93) Cooper-Raft ....
Union Paeint (138) Stanwyek-McCrei

ROAD SHOW
For Whom the Bell Tolls (T) Cooper-Bergman

1943-44
BLOCK NO. ONE

Good Fellows, The (70) Walker-Brown . .

Hostages (89) Rainer-de Cordova

Let's Face It (76) Hope-Hutton 2-22
Tornado (83) Morris-Kelly 4-5

Details Rel. No. Riv.

8-23
9-6

5-4.

.

.3-26. . .4217. ..1-11
7-20.. . .4-9. ..4tll. . .1-11
5-18.. ..3-2. . .42K. . .1-11
8-24.

.

. .5-7. . .4219. . .1-11

1-25.. ..4224. ..f-lT
U-l«.. . .4222. . . .4-5
11-2. . . .4223. . . .4-5
8-24.

.

. .4221. . . .4-5

. . .11-16. . . .4225. . . .4-5

4227. , .<-2S
. , .11-16. . . .4230. . .<-2S

12-14.

.

. .4226. . .6-28

i ..12-14.. . .4228. ..(•21
4229. . . 6-28

6-29. . .2-12 . .4231. . .411

.4254.

.4250.

.7-13.

1-25. ,

2-22.

.

. 4302

.

. 4305

.

. 4301

.

. 4304

.

True to Life (T) (94) Martin-Tone 9-21 4303.
NOT DESIGNATED

And the Angels Sing Lamour-MacMurray .5-17
City That Stopped Hitler (58) Russian Documentary 4331.
Frenchman's Creek (T) Fontaine-DeCordova .5-31
Hall the Conquering Hero Braeken-Rainas 7-12
Henry Aldrieh, Boy Scout Lydon-Mortimer ...8-23
Henry Aldrlch Haunts a House Lydon-Mortimer 4-5.

.7 -2*

.8-23

.8-23

.8-23

.8-23

.8-23

.9-20

Henry AMrlch Plays Cupid Lydon-Smlth 1-25...
Henry Aldrlch's Little Secret Aldrleh-Mortlmer . 5-31...

Ddtalli ntt tittt; Riaiy AMriik ImU the Cradle

Hour Before Dawn, Tho Tone-Lake 5-17...
Lady In tho Dark (T) Rogers-Milland 12-28...
Minesweeper Arlen-Parker 5-17...
Ministry of Fear Milland-Reynoldt ...7-26...
Miracle o( Morgan's Creek Donlevy-Hutton ....10-5...
Navy Way, The Powers-Parker 9-20...
No Time for Love Colbert-MacMurray ..6-15...
Ridino Hinh Lamour-Powell 1-25...
Standing Room Only Goddard-MacMurray .7-26...
Story of Dr. Wassell (T) Cooper-Day 7-12...
Timber Oueen Arlen-Hughes 7-26.,.
Triumph Over Pain MeCrea-Field 4-20...
Uninvited, The Mllland-Hussey 5-3...

1942-43 Features (24)

Westerns (18)

1943-44 Features (—

)

Westerns (—

)

Completed (24)

Completed (18)

Completed ( 7)

Completed ( 4)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

Titir—Runn'no Time Cast Details

Bad Men of Thunder Gap (59) Newill-O'Brien

Behind Prison Walls (64) Baxter-Michael ...11-30..
Details under title: After Tomorrow

Black Raven, The (61) Zucco-McKay
Border Buckaroo (60) Newill-O'Brien

Boss of Rawhide O'Brien-Newill . .10-4..
Cattle Stampede (— ) Crabhe-St. John. .. .8-23. .

Corregldor (75) Kruger-Landl 12-14..
Dead Men Walk (66) Zuceo-Carlisle 9-21..
Death Rides the Plains (— ) Livingston-St, John.. 4-5..
Fighting Valley •'Brien-MtCarty 5-31.
Follies Girl (72) Barrie-Oliver

Frontier Law O'Irien-Knax 6-14..
Fugitive of the Plains (55) Crabbe-Laslie 12-14..

Details under title: Billy the Kid N*. 3
Ghost and the Guest, Tho (61) Rlet-Dunn 2-8 4-19..

Rel.

. .3-5.

.

.3-22.

.5-31.

.6-15.

.

.8-16 .

'.

,3-29.
.2-10.

.4-30.

.

.

.

.7-26.

.

No. Rev.

. .352
. .313. . 6 14

. .321. . .7-24

. .354 . . .9-20

.'. '3'62. '. '. '. '.

'.

'.

.

.

.31. .
.6-14

. .320. . .4-19

. . 365
. .355
, .306. . .9-20

,3-12. .359. . .5-17

. .314. . .6-28
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filrii In Chalni (72) Judge Clark

Cangi. Inc. (72) Ladd-Wotdbary
Jive Junction Moore-Thayer

Law of the Saddle Livingston-Miles

My Son, the Hero (68) Kelly-Karns

Hight lor Crime. A (78) Farrell-Talhot .

Oiieen of Broadway (66) Hudson-Crabbe

Raiders of Red Gap Livingston- Dell . . .

terror House (71) Lawson-Clare ....
Trail of Terror Newiii-O'Brien

Underdog McLane-Wynters

Western Cyclone Crabbe-St. John ..

Details under title: Billy, tht Kid No. 4
West of Texas (59) O'Brien-Newili ...

Wild Horse Rustlers (57) LI»ingston-St. John

Wolves of the Range (— ) LI»lngsfon-St. John

Oelails under title: Lone Rider No. 4

Details under title: Western Saboteurs

1943-44
Blazing Frontier Crabbe-Manners

Danger! Women at Work (61) Kelly-Brian

Devil Riders Crabbe-St. John ..

Girl from Monterey Armida-Kennedy

ilarvest Melody Lane-Downs . . .

Isle of Forgotten Sins (— ) Carradlne-Sonderg'

Return of the Rangers O'Brien-Newill .

Submarine Base (66) Baxter- D'Orsay .

Tiger Fangs Frank Buck . . .

.2-8
Reittae.

. 10-4.

.8-23.
12-28
7-13

.10-19.
.8-23.

. . For.

.

.1-25.

. .4-5

12-28
5-31.

.8-23.

. .
.9-20.

8-9.

. . .8-23.

rd 4-19.

9-6.

. . .6-28 .

. .5-17.

6-15.

. 8-28 . .

.4-5.

.

.2-11. .

. . .3-8.

.9-30.

.

. .4-19.
.9-14.

.

10-10.

.

. .5-14.

. .5-10.

. .2-12.

. .6-21.

9-1.

. . 8-24

.

.11-5.

.

. .9-30.

.11-22.
.8-15.

.10-15.

. . .7-8.

,
.9-10.

.305.

.123.

.9-6

.362

.311

.304
. .312. . .6-14

.368
. .322. . .7-12

.356

.316
.360

.353.
.364.

.366.

.6-14

.459.
.411.

.460.

.

.412.

.402.

.401.

.451.

. .405.
.406.

,

.10-4

.9-20

1942-43 Features (34) Completed (32) In Production (0)

Westerns (26) Completed (26) In Production (1)

Specials ( 6) Completed ( 4) In Production (1)

Serials ( 4) Completed ( 4) In Production (0)

1943-44 Features (—

)

Completed ( 3) In Production (2)

Westerns (—

)

Completed ( 7) In Production (1)

Specials (—

)

Completed ( 1) In Production (1)

Serials (—

)

Completed ( 0) In Production (0)

No.

.4-19

. .4-5

. . 214 .

.

. .213.
.264
.2313
.2311. . .5-17

CALIFORNIA JOE
Western—started October 8.

Cast: Don "Red" Barry, Helen Talbot, Wally Vernon, Twinkle
Watts, Hal Taliaferro.

Directors: Jack English, Spencer Bennett
Sioiy: Xot available.

RETURN OF CASANOVA. THE
Comedy—started October 6.

Cast: Joe E. Brown^ June Havoc, Dale Evans, Jerome Franks,
Jr., Roger Imhof, Marjorie Gateson, Andrew Tombes, Sugar
Giese.

Director: Les Goodwins
Sior.v: .Brown plays a dual role, that of a prim profe.ssor and the other a

gay Don Juan. Musical interludes throughout the picture.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cait
The Fighting Seabees Wayne-Hayward

1942-43
Loekwood-Sinelair

* P»*"
W« !>•• (78) Clements-Sinclair

Blocked Trail. The Tyler-Steele
Bordertown Gunlighters (56) Elliott-JeRries
Calling Wild Bill Elliott (55) Elliott-Hayes
Carson City Cyclone (57) Barry-Merrick
Chatterbox (76) Brown-Canova
Days of Old Cheyenne (55) Barry-Merrick
Dead Men's Gulch (56) Barry-Merrick
False Faces (56) Williams-Henry .

Fighting Devil Doge <—
) Powell-Stewart ..

(Adaoted from the Serial of thi lame name).
Gaucho Serenade (—

) Autry-Burnette
Gentle Gangster (56) McLane-Lamonf .

6 Men „. The Black Dragon (Serial) Cameron-Worth ..
Hands Across the Border Rogers-Terry
Headin' for God's Country (78) . Lundioan-Dale
Hi. Neighbor (72) Belle-Vague
Hit Parade of 1943 (86) Carroll-Hayward

'70) Rogerj-Burnetti .

In Old Oklahoma Wayne-Scott
In Old Monterey (—

) Autry-Burnette
King of the Cowboys (67) Rogers-Burnette
Man from Music Mountain (71) Rogers-Terry
Man from Thunder River Elliott-Hayes
Man Trap (57) Steohenson-Lovett
Mask Marvel (Serial) (Serial)
Mexican Rose (—

) Autry-Bornette
".

'.

Mystery Broadcast Aibertson-Terry . .

Nobody's Darling (72) Lee-Calhern
Overland Mail Robbery Elliott-Hayes
Purple V, The (58) Archer-McLeod .

Bide. Tenderfoot. Ride Autry-Burnette
Riders of the Rio Grande (55) Tyler-Steele ...
Sante Fe Scouts (55) Three Meiquiteers
Secret Service in Darkest Africa Cameron-Marsh .

Scream in the Dark, A Lowery-McDonaid
Details under title: A Scream at Night

Shanty Town (65) Lee-Lord
Silver Spurs (68) Rogers-Carradine
Sleepy Lagoon (65) Canova-Day ...
Sombrero Kid. The (56) Barry-Merrick

Someone to Remember (80) Craven-Paige
Betailt under title: Prodigal'i IMothtr

Song of Texas (69) Rogari-Ryan . . .

South ot the Boroer Aytry-Lee ....
Swing Your Partner (70) Dale-Clark ....

Details

9-20.

. For. . .

For. . .

12-28.

.

.6-28. .

. 2-22.

.

12-14. ]

.2-22. .

. 3-22 . .

Reisiue. .

!i6-5.

.

. .8-23.

. .4-19.

. . .6-1.

.11-16.

.12-28.

. . .8-9.

.3-24.

.3 20
.312.

.

. .7-9.

.

.4-30.

.3-16.

.4-27.

.5-15.

.2-13.

.5-26.
.1-29.

.

.4-15.

.5-10.

. .1-2.

. .275.

.219.

.276.

. .274.
.222.
211.

.6-28

.5-17

. .8-9

.4-19

.7-26

.2303.
.220.

. .282.
.7-12

.8-26.

.

.7-27.

,

.3-26.

.3-10.

.224 9-6
. .201. . .8-10

. .215. . .3-22

.252 3-8

. .1-25.

. .6-28.
.3-22.

. . .2-8.

. .7-26

Reiiiuo.

8-23
.5-31.

. .9-2.

.

. 4-9.

.10-30.
.6-11

. .4-13.

. 2306
. .254. .

.4.1'>

. .257. .
.10-4

. 2312
. .217. . .6-14

. .1-11.

Reissue.

. . .3-8.

. .2-18.

. .5-3.

.7-12.

.1-25.

.6-14'.

. .6-29.

. . .3-8.

..7-18..
10-30. .

.8-19. .

.11-6.

.

. .3-12.

. . . 6-1 .

.

. .5-19.

.

. .4-16.

. . .7-9. .

10-15.

.

. .4-20.

. .8-12.

. .8-27.

..7-31.

. . 8-21

.

.2305.

.227.

.4-5

. .3-22.

Relitue.

. . .3-8.

. .6-18.

. .3-1.

. .9-20.

. .212.

.2304

. .266
. . 265 . . . 7-26

. .284
.229

. .218 5-3

.256 8-9

. .228. . 9-20

. .271. .12-14

.225 9-6

. .255. . .6-14

.2302
. .221. . .<-14

Tahiti Honey (69) Slmon O'Keefe .

Thumbs Up (67) Joyce-Fraier

Tumbling Tumbleweedi (— ) Autry-Burnette .

West Side Kid, The (58) Barry-Evans

Whispering Footsteps Hubbard-Quigiey

1943-44
ieyand the Last Frontier Revere- Burnette .

Black Hills Express Barry-Heath ...

Canyon City Berry-Talbot

Death Valley Manhunt ..Elliott-Jeffreys .

Deer Slayer, The Kellogg-Parker

Fugitive from Sonora (— ) Barry-Merrick

Here Comes Elmer Pearce-Stuart

Hoosier Holiday (72) Evans-Byron

Man from Rio Grande Barry-Watts

0 My Darling Clementine Albertson-Gray

Raiders of Sunset Pass Revere-Holt

Saint Meets the Tiger (70) Sinclair-Evans

. .1-11. , . .4-6 .216 4-19

. . .4-5. . . .7-5. . 223 .6-28

Reissue. 12-15.

.

2308
. .4-19. . .8-23 226

.

9-6

10-4

. .7-12. .9-18, .

5-17. .8-15. 362
. .10-4 .

5-3. . 9-25 . .

'

Viih
'

. 6-28. 11-6

. . .7-1. . .7-2. . . .361 .

7-26 .
.10-4

. .9-28. . . .302. . . 10-4

. .8-9.

9-20.

.7-26.
For.

10-23. .

.

10-15
10-15 301 9-6

1942-43 Features (46)

Westerns ( 6)
1943-44 Features (—

)

Completed (4(j)

Completed ( 6)

Completed (20)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (2)

ARE THESE OUR CHILDREN?
Drama—started October 18.

Cast: Kent Smith.
Director: Not set
.'^toi-.v: Based 011 piobic.m of juvenile delinquency.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title— Running Time cast
Days of Glory Toumanova-Peck

Details under title: One Hour of Glory

Tender Comrade Rogers- Ryan

1942-43
BLOCK NO. THREE

Army Surgeon (63) Wyalt-Taylor 4-6

Details

7-26.

.

.8-23.

No.

Cat People (72) Simon-Conway 8-10.
Great Glldersleeve, The (62) Peary-Darwell 10-5.
Once Upon a Honeymoon (117) Rogers-Grant ...6-1. 11
Seven Miles from Alcatraz (62) Craig-Granville . 8-10 .

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Cinderella Swings It (70) Kibbee-Warren 8-10 .

Details under title: Scattergood Swingi It

Forever and a Day (104) Laughton-Neagle

HItler'i Children (85) Holt-Granville .10-19..
Tarzan Triumphs (78) Weissmuller-Gilford . 9-7..

Two Weeks to Live (76) Louck-Gotf 10-5..

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Falcon Strikes Back (66) Conway-Randolph ...2-8..

Flight far Freedom (101) Russell-MacMurray .8-24..
Details under titlei Stand By to Die

I Walked with a Zombie (69) Oei-Cenway 11-2..

Ladles- Day (63) Veiez-Albert 7-20..

Thli Land Is Mine (103) Laoghton-O'Hara ...11-2..

BLOCK NO. SIX
Bombardier (99) O'Brien-Scott 11-2..

Glldersleeve's Bad Day (62) Peary-Darwell 2-22..

Leopard Man, The (66) O'Keefe-Margo . . . .2-22..

Mr. Lucky (100) Grant-Day 11-16...
Detalli under title: From Here to Victory

Sgoadrtn Leader X (99) Dvorak-Portman ...For...

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Behind the Rising Sun (88) Margo-Ryan 5-17.

Falcon in Danger, The (69) Conway-Brooks 5-3.

Maxiean Spltflre'i Blessed Event (63) Velei-Errol 4-5.

. .12-4 312.

.12-25 313.

. . .1-1 314.
•27 . . . .311 .11-

. . .1-8 315. .11-16

.11-2
11-16
11-16

.1-22
.

.3-26

.3-12
.

.2-19.

.2-26.

.

318

320
.316.

.319.
317.

325
.321.

.324.

.322

.323.

.329.

.327.

.328.

.330.

.326.

1-25

.1-25

.1-11

.1-25

. .2-8

.3-22

. .2-8

.3-22

.3-22

.3-22

.5-31

.5-17

.5-17

.5-17

.2-8

.1-25.

.1-25.

Feature .

. . .11-29.

Pettlceat Larceny (61) Carroll-Warrick

Sky'e the Limit (89) Astaire-Lesiie

SPECIALS
BambI (70) (T) Disney Cartoon

Magnificent Amberioni (88) Cotten-Costello

Pride of the Yankees, The (128) Cooper-Roth 1-26.

Saludos Amigos (42) Disney Cartoon Feature ..

SpltAre (90) Howard-Niven For..

They Got Me Covered (95) Hope-Lamoor 7-20.

WESTERNS
Avenging Rider, The Holt-Edwards 7-27.

Bandit Ranger (56) Holt-Edwards

Fighting Frtntler (57) Holt-Summer 6-15.

Detalli onder title: San ot the Saddle

Pirates o( the Prairie (57) Holt-O'Day 6-1.

Red River Robinhood Holt-Moffet 7-13.
(agebrush Law Holt-Edwards 6-29.

Details under title: Gun Law

1943-44
BLOCK NO. ONE

Adventures of a Rookie Brown-Landry 6-14
Fallen Sparrow, The Garlield-O'Hara 2-8
Lady Takes a Chance, A Arthur-Wayne 1-11

Details under title: Free For All

Seventh Victim, The Conway-Brooks 5-17

So This Is Washington Lum & Abner 6-28
Detalie undar title: Doiiar-a-yaar Man

Yellow Canary. The Neagle-Greene

NOT DESIGNATED
Around the World Kyser-Davis ..

Curse of the Cat People Simon-Smith

Ceattal Command (61) Documentary

Dangerous Journey Lanchester-Feld

Falcon and the Co- Eds Conway- Brooks 9-6

Gangway for Tomorrow Margo-Brown 7-12
Details under title: Aji American Story

Ghost Ship, The Dix-Barrett 8-23

Glldersleeve on Broadway Peary-Burke 8-9

Government Girl DeHavilland-Tufts ..6-28

Higher and Higher Morgan-Haley 8-23

.8-21 391.

.7-10 371.

.3-5 351.

.2-19 392
353.
.352.2-5.

.6-18
.9-25
.1-29.

.385.

381
.383.

.
.7-26

. .7-26

. .7-26

. .7-26

. .7-26

. 6-1

. .7-13

. .7-27

.12-28

. . .5-3

. .1-11

. 3-8

.11-20 382 . .11-16
.7-23 386
. .4-2 384

8-23
8-23
.8-23

8-23

8-23

6-14.

.

9-6 .

. For.

.

.9-6.

.

.7-26
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Iron Major, Th« O'Brlin-Wirrlik

Let's Go Latin (T) Cartoon Foaturo

North Star, The Baxter-Brennan

Rookies in Burma Carney-Brown
Tarian's Desert Mystery Weissmuller-Kelly

Details under title: Tarzan and the Sheik

. . .5-17.

. . .V-iV.

, . .8-23

. . .4-19.

10th CEHTUft
1942-43 Features
1943-44 Features

(—

)

Completed (43)

Completed (18)

In Production (0)

In Production (6)

hel. No.

FOUR JILLS IN A JEEP
Comedy—started October 12.

Cast: Kay Francis, Carole Landis, Martlia Raye, Mitzi Mayfair,
John Harvey, Dick Haymes, Phil Silvers, Jimmy Dorsey
and Band.

Director: William Seiter
.sin.-\

; B.TsPd r.n .•ict\ial tour made by foui- feiTiinine principals to entertain
troops on battlefronts abroad.

PURPLE HEART. THE
Drama—Started October 18.

Cast: Dana Andrews, Richard Conte, Donald M. Barry, Farley
Granger, Kevin O'Shea, Dave Willock.

Director: Lewis Milestone
M uanoraniic treatment of events tied up with this prized decoration
from the time it was orieinated in Washington's time up to the
present.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

c .
Cast Detalli

Eve of St. Mark, The Eythe- Baxter 9-20.
Home in Indiana <T) McAllister-Brennan .9-20
1;'"''°^* Bankhead-Bendix ...8-23.
The Sullivans Baxter-O'Shea 9-20.

„ ^ 1942-43
BLOCK NO. THREE

Tales of Manhattan (118) >it star m i

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Malii/T^lr ; Ameche-Bennett

. . . .6-15.Manila Calling (81) Nolan-Landis 6-29

H T\^t' Roberls-Holmes ...6-15

'"%ToVk nTVive'''
Black Swan. The (85) (T) Power-O'Hara A on
or. Renault's secret ,58) ZV.^^"Ln. [ ! .tu.

Details under title: Burled Allvt
rhal Other Woman (75) Bari-Ellison 6-29
hu„de, birds (T) ,78) Tierney- Foster 3-9:

Undying Monster. The ,60) Howard-Ellison 8-10BLOCK NO. SIX

f hL^'rln
Woolloy-Lunino

. . . .8-10.

1 A L Tierney- Montgomery .6-15

T « n'.""'r " 0' T Documentary..

T,ll\,^^^^1'' Berle-Hughes '.8-24;
Time to Kill (61) Nolan-Angel ... 9-7

Details under title: Brasher Doubloon

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Chetniks. The Fighting Guerillas ,73) Dorn-Gllmore 10-5

Details under title: Seventh Column
Immo-tal Sergeant, The (91) Fonda O'Hara 9-21
Margin for Error ,74) Bennett-Berle io-19'
Meanest Man In the World (57) Benny-Lane 7-13
'oun, Mr. Pitt (105) Donat-Morley For

'

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
Dixie Dugan (67) Andrews-Ellison ... 9-21.
He Hired the Boss (73) Erwin-Blaino 6-29

Details under title: JIO Raise
Hello, Frisco, Hello (T) (98) . . ^Faye-Payne 11-2
Moon Is Down (90) Hardwieke-Travers .11-30.
Bulet, Please, Murder (70) Denning-Patrick 9-7

BLOCK NO. NINE
Crash Dive (T) (105) Power-Baxter 8-24.
My Friend Fllcka (T) (89) McDowell-Foster ...7-20.
They Came to Blow Up America (73) Sanders-Sten 12-14..

Details under title: School for Saboteurs
Tonight We Raid Calais (70) Annabella-Sufton

Details under title: Secret Mission

RLOCK NO. TEN
Coney hiand (T) (93) Grable-Monfgomery
Jitterbugs (74) Laurel & Hardy .

Ox-Bow Incident (76) Fonda-Foster

BLOCK NO. ELEVEN
stormy Weather (77) Robinson-Horni 2-8.

SPECIALS
Desert Victory (60) British Commentary

1943-44
BLOCK NO. ONE

Bomber's Moon (70) Sanders-Annabella
Heaven Can Wait (T) (112) Ameche-Tierney . ..2-22.
Holy Matrimony (87) Woolley-Fields 4-9.

.10-19.

.10-5.

. .3-8.

.6-15.

NOT DESIGNATED
Buffalo Bill ,T) O'Hara-MeCrea 7-U
Dancing Masten Laurel & Hardy 6-14
Gang's All Here Faye-fcllison 5-3

Details under title: Girl Hi Left Benlhd
Guadalcanal Diary Foster-Nolan 5-31
Happy Land Ameche-Dee 7-26
Jane Eyre Welles-Fontaine . 2-22
Lodger, The Oberon-Sanders ... 8-23
Paris After Dark (86) Sanders-Marshall . . 5-17 . . 10-15.
Pin Up Girl (T) Grable-Brown 8-9
Roger Tuohy. Last of Gangsters Foster-Taylor 4-19
Song of Beriindette Jones- Price ..4-5

Sweet Rosie O'Grady (76) Grable-Young 3-8... 10-1.

.10-30.

.

. .313 . .8-24

. .10-9.

.

. .309. . .10-5
.10-16.

.

. . 314

.

. .10-5
.10-23. . .315. . .10-5
. .11-6. . . .317. . .10-5

. .12-4. . . .320. . .11-2

.12-11.

.

. . 321

.

. .11-2

.11-13. . .318. . .11-2

.11-20.
. . .307. . .11-2

.11-27. . . .319. . .11-2

.12-25. . . .322. .12-14
. . .1-1. . .323. .12-14

1-8. . . . 324

.

.12-14
. .1-15. . . .325. .12-14
. .1-22. . . .326 .12-14

. . .2-5. . 328 . .1-25

. .1-29. . . . 327

.

. .1-25
. .2-19. . . .330. . .1-25
. .2-12. . . .329. .1-25
.2-26. . .316

. .3-12.

.

. .332. . .3-22
...4-2.. . 334. . . 3-22

.3-26.

.

. .333. . .3-22
. . 4-9 . . . .335. . . 3-22

. .3-19.

.

. .331. . .1-11

.5-14.

.

. .340. . . .5-3
. .4-23.

.

. .338. . .4-19
. . 5-7 . . . .339. . . .5-3

.4-30.

.

. .337. . . .4-5

.6-18. . . .343. . .5-31

.6-11. . . .342. . .5-31

.5-21.

.

. .336. . .5-31

.7-16.

.

.344 .5-31

.4-16.

.

. .341. .4-19

.7-30. . . . 401

.

.7-12
.8-13.

.

. . 402

.

.7-26
.8-27. . .403. . .3-6

Tampica Barl-Roblnson 8-9

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Claudia (87) McGuire-Young 5-17 9-3.

Winter Time (82) Henie-Romero 4-5... 9-17.

REISSUE
Banjo On My Knee Stanwyck-McCrea 10-29.

Rains Came, The (103) Loy-Power 11-26.

In Old Chicago (94) Power-Faye 10-29.

Under Two Flags (110) Colbert-Colman 11-26.

UNITED ARTISTS

.404. . .8-23

. 405 . . . 9-20

.410.

.411.

1942-43 FEATURES
Balcon (Bin.) Completed ( 1)

Benny (Bny.) Completed (0)

Cbnpiin (Chn.) Completed (0)

Cinema Guild (C.G.) Completed ( 3)

Coward (Cwd.) Completed ( 1)

Disney (Dsy.) Completed ( 1)

Edwards (Edws.) Completed ( 1)

Korda (Kor.) Completed (1)

Lesser (Lsr.) Completed (1)

Loew-Lewin (L.L.) Completed ( 1)

Mayfair (Mfr.) Completed (1)

Pressburger (Psb.) Completed ( I)

Roach (Rch.) Completed (8)

Rogers (Rffs.) Completed ( 1)

Sherman (Shm.) Completed ( 6)

Small (Sml.) Completed (0)

Strombberg (Smg.) Completed ( 1)

1943-44 FEATURES
Bogeaus (Bog.) Completed ( 0)

Bronston (Bro.) Completed ( 0)

Cagney (Cgy.) Completed ( 1)

Pressburger (Psb.) Completed ( 0)

Producing Corp. (P.C.) ...Completed ( 0)

Rabinovitch (Rvn.) Completed ( 1)

Selznick (Szk.) Completed ( 0)

Sherman Completed ( 6)

Stone (Stn.) Completed ( I)

Sherman Completed ( 6)

(0)in Production
In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

IT HAPPENED TOMORROW (Pressburger)
Comedy drama—Started October 15.

Cast: Dick Powell, Linda Darnell, Jack Oakie, Eddie Acuff,
George Chandler, Jack Gardner, Eddie Coke.

Director: Rene Clair
Storj-: Based on novel nt .same name by Hugh "Wedlock and Howard

Snyder, Jr.

TIMBER (Sherman)
Western—^Started October 12.

Cast: William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Jimmy Rogers, Ellen Hall,
Herbert Rawlinson.

Director: Lesley Selander
.story: Furttier adventure.s of Hoiialong Ca.ssidy in tlie Big Trees couiitiy.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast
Bridge of San Luis Rey Bari-Lederer

Knickerbocker Holiday Eddy-Dowling
Since You Went Away Colbert-Cotten

1Q42.4?

Details

10-4.

.

10-4. . .

9-20. . .

Rel. No.

.Bog.

.P.C.

.Szk.

.10 4

Border Patrol (66) Beyd-Kirby
Buckskin Frontier (74) Olx-Wyitt .....

Details under title: Buekikin Empire
Celt Comrades (67) Bsyd-Clyda . . . .

Hanimen Alio Die (131) Oonlevy-Lei ...
Details under title: Never Surrender

Hi Diddle Diddle (72) Menjou-Seott ..

Johnny Come Lately (97) Cagney-George
Details under title: MeLood'i Folly

Lady tf Burlesque (91) Stanwyck-O'Shea
Details under title: Tho G. String Murders

Leather Burners (67) Boyd-Kirby ....
Prairie Chleken (47) Rogers-Beery, Jr.

Somewhere In France (78) Morley-Cummings
Stage Doer Canteen (132) Terry-Walker . . .

Taxi, Mister <46) Bendix-Bradley .

That Nazty Nuisance (50) Watson-Leonard

Htupy Servee a Writ (67) Boyd-Kirby ....
Detail! under title: Taxu Liw

Victory Through Air Power (65) Disney Feature .

Yanks Ahoy (55) Tracy-Sawyer

Young and Willing (83) Nolden-Hayward

Details under title: Out of the Frying Par

1943-44
Bar-20 (54) Boyd-Clyde . . .

Conmaiter, The . . . Oekker-Trevor

Jack London O'Shea-Hayward

Kanian, Tho (79) Dix-Wyatt

Details under title: Meat John Bonnlwell

Mystery Man Boyd-Correll ...

Details under title: Thundering Hoofs

Riders of the Deadllno Boyd-Woodward

Texas Maiquerada Boyd-Correll

Three Russian Girls Sten-Smith ...

Details under title: Girl from Leningrad

Two Worlds Lederer-Gurie . .

Details under title: Strange Music
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(55) Completed (55) In Production (0)

Westerns ( 7) Completed ( 7) In Production (0)

Serials ( 4) Completed ( 4) In Production (0)

1943-44 Features (—

)

Completed (26) In Production (3)

Westerns (—

)

Completed ( 4) In Production (0)

Serials (—

)

Completed ( ) In Production ( )

Detalli

.5-18.

.

, . .3-8,

.

.6-29.

12-28. .

. .9-5. .

.9-7 . .

10-19. .

. .2-22.

.

Rel.

. .1-5.

.6-11.

2-19.

.6-4.
. 4-9.

.10-1.

.5-21.

. .4-6.

.5-14.

No.

.7581.
. 7043

.

.7005.

.7014.

.7075.

. 7062

.

.703fi.

8fA
. 7033

.

Ret.

.6-14

.2-2?

.5-31

10-19. . .3-12. . .7012.

GYPSY WILDCAT (T)
Drama—Started October 11

Cast: Maria Montez, Jon Hall, Peter Coe, Leo Carrillo, Gale Son-

dergaard, Douglas Dumbrille, Kurt Bols.

Director: Roy William Neill
Stiiiv: RomJUiv lif^ with Miintfz as a fiery Kvpay sirl whose hand Is .sought

l)v .l"n H:iii .111.1 i>(>ter ("np as rivals for her affectioixs.

SWINGTIME FOR JOHNNY
Musical—Started October 7.

Cast: The Andrews) Sisters, Harriet HilUard, Peter Cookson, Tim
Ryan, Matt Willis, Mitch Ayres and orchestra.

Director: Edward F. Cline
Stiiry: .Vol awlililile.

THREE CHEERS FOR THE BOYS
Revue—Started October 5.

Cast: George Baft, W. C. Fields, Grace McDonald, Sophie Tucker
and following guest stars: Marlene Dietrich, Jeanette Mac-
Donald, Donald O'Connor, Peggy Ryan, Dinah Shore, Zor-
ina, Charles Boyer, Orson Welles, Charles Butterworth,
Charley Grapewin, Carmen Amaya, Turhan Bey, The Brick-
layers, Ted Lewis and orchestra, Noah Beery, Jr., Charlie
Spivak and orchestra. Delta Rhythm Boys, Andrews Sisters.

Director: Eddie Sutherland
Stoiy: Cayalcade nf .show business' contribution to .sfrylce men's morale.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

TItIi— Raiinlni Timi C«ft
»<»«ntir»i (f Smllln- Jait (Strlal) Brown-Biy
All By Myiilf (63) Kn«wlM-Anlnr> . .

Amiilni Mn. HoMlday. The (98) Durbin-O'Brlen
Detail! under title: Forever Yoiri

CaiifUe Wild Woman (60) '.

'carradlne-Ankcrs .

Cheyenne Roundup (59) Brown-Rltter
Corvette K-225 (99) Foran-Knowles
Cowboy In Manhattan (59) Paige-Langford
fxir. Window o( the Coast Guard (Serial) . . .Perry-Barrie
Follow the Band (61) Errol-Haghes ....

Details under title: Trombone from Heaven
Frankenstein Meeti the Wolf Man (75) Chaney-LugosI ...

Details under title: WoK Man Meets Fr.in kenstain

Frontier Bad Men (77) Barrymore- Paige .

Get Gaing (59) Palga-MeDonald
Gall, Ini. (61) Errol-McDonald
tive Out. Sisters (65) Andrews Sisters ..

Oetaili onder title: I Want t* Danet
Good Morning. Judge (68) O'Keefe-Albrltton
Hers to Hold (94) Durbln-Cotten . . .

He's My Guy (65) Hervey-Foran
HI. Buddy (68) Paige-Lord
Hit the lee (82) Akbott-Costello ..

Details under title: Oh, Doctor!
HI Ya Chum (61) RIti Bros.-Fraiee
Honeymoon Lodge (63) Bruec-Hilllard

Details under title: Second Honeymoon
How's About It! And ws S ters-Paige

Details onder title: Solid Senders
It Ain't Hay (81) Abbott t Costello. .

It Comes Up Love (64) lean-Hunter
Details onder title: On the Beam

Junior G-Men of the Air (Serial) Dead End Kids ..

Keep 'Em Slugging (61) Hall-Raymond ....
Details under title: Bad Company

Mr. Big (74) Jean-O'Connor ....
Details under title: Oh. Say Can You Swing

Mug Town (60) Halop-Hall
Next of Kin (86) Pilbeam-Sidney

Phantom of the Opera (92) (T) Eddy-Foster

Raiders of San Joaquin (60) Brown-RItter
Rhythm of the Islands Jones-Fraiee

Dctalli under title: lile tf Romanet
tiiadow of a Doubt (108) Wriqht-Cotten ....

Sherlock Holmes in Washington (71) Rathbone-Bruce ...

Sherlock Holmes and the Secret Weapon (68) Rathbone-Bruce . .

Sin Town (74) Bennett-Crawford
renting Tenlght on the Old Camp Ground ... Brown-Rltter

Two Tickets to London (77) Morgan-Cu'tls ...

We've Never Been Licked (103) Quine-Gwynne ....
When Jnhny Comes Marching Home (74) . . . . Jones-Frazee

White Savage (T) (76) Hall-Montez

1943-44
Adventures of Flying Cadets (Serial) Downs-Armstrong

Arizona Trail (— ) Ritter-Knight ....
Alwiyi I Bridesmaid AndwSisters-Knowles

Cobra Woman Montez-Hall

Crazy House Olsen & Johnson..

Fired Wile (73) Barrymore-Paige

Flesh and Fantasy (94) Boyer-Robinson . .

Frontier Law Hayden-Holt

Gung Ho Scott-Curtis

Hi Ya Sailor (62) Woods-Knox
Larceny with Music (64) Jones-Carlisle ....

Let Yourself Go Woods- Knox ....

Mad Ghoul, Tho Ankers-Bruet

Marshall of Gunsmoke Ritter-Hayden ....
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10-29
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6-28.
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.
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Moonlight and Cactus Andrews-Carrlllo . 9-6..
Mummy's Ghost, The Chaney-Acqoanetta

Never a Dull Moment (— ) Riti Bros.-Langferd ....

Phantom Lady Lederer-Ralnes ... 9-20
Professor Goes Wild Bruce- McDonald ...6-14

Set to Music Jones-Vincent 8-9

Sherlock Holmes Faces Death (68) Rathbone-Bruce

Son of Dracula Chaney-Curtls . . .

Details onder title: Destiny

Strange Death of Adolph Hitler Donath-Sondergaard

Spider Woman Rathbone-Bruce ..

The Impostor Gabin-Joslyn ...

Details under titit: Passport to Dakar

The Third Glory O'Connor-Blylh

This Is the Life O'Connor-Foster ..

Top Man O'Connor-Foster

Details under title: Man of tho Family

Wild-Horse Roundup Ritter-Knight . .

When Ladles Fly Yoong-Fitigerald 9-6

You're a Lucky Fellow, Mr. Smith lones-Ankers 7-12 .10-22

.8024. . .9-20

9-6.

.5-31.

7-12.

9-20. . .

9-17. . .8009.

L,^AMMMA.,Jm,MJMMJk. M
1942-13

1943-44

Features
Features

Completed (24)

Completed (21)

In
In

Produr'tion (0)

Production (4)

Details

.7-26.

.

. 9-6.

. 6-1.

. . For.

.

3-23.

9-21

.

.6-29.

.8-24.

MR. SKEFFINGTON
Comedy Drama—Starts October 20.

Cast: Bette Davis, Claude Rains, Richard Waring, Walter Abel,

Charles Drake, John Alexander, Dorothy Peterson, Jerome
Cowan.

Director: Vincent Sherman
Kiorv: Ba.scd on novel of the Kame name l)y "Elizabeth."

OUTWARD BOUND
Drama—Started October 8.

Cast: John Gai-field, Eleanon Parker, Paul Henreid, Dennis King,
George Coulouris, Sara Allgood, Edmund Gwenn, Faye
Emerson, Isohel Elsom, George Tobias, Gilbert Emory.

Director: Edward Blatt
ytery: iBiise'l on play oC the same name, a fantasy by Sutro Vane about

a vari«i fniio of peoDle who are alKiut to pass over the border
between life and death. SailinE on a hutre luxury ship, each is
judged by th« captain and either returned to lite, sent to the here-
after, or are doomed to sail on forever.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

IN PRODUCTION
Title—luining Time Cast

Rhapsody In Blue Alda-Leslle

Uncertain Glory Lupino-Henreid

BLOCK NO. THREE
Casablanca (99) Bogart-Bergman

Gorilla Man (64) Loder-Ford ..

Hard W.ny. The (97) Lupino-Morgan
Truck Busters (58) Travis-Parker

BLOCK NO, FOUR
Air Force (124) Garfleld-Young

Mysterious Doctor (57) Loder-Matthews

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Edge of Darkness, The (118) Flynn-Sheridan

BLOCK NO. SIX
Action in the North Atlantic (127) Bagirt-Mtssey .

Background to Danger (80) Raft-Marthall

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Constant Nymph, The (112) Boyer-Fontaina

SPECIAI.S
Mission to Moscow (123) Huston-Harding

This Is the Army (T) (121) Mirphy-Leslla ...
Luikee Doodle Dandy (126) Cagney-Leslle ....

REISSUE
Varsity Show (81) (Reissue) Powell-Waring ...

1943-44
BLOCK NO. ONE

Murder on the Waterfront (49) Loder-Ford

Watch on the Rhine (114) Davis-Licas ....

NOT DESIGNATED
Adventure in Iraq (64) Loder-Ford
<uventures of Mark Twain March-Smith ....
'"'ni, and lid Laeo (—) Grant-Lane
Conflict Bogart-Hobart . . .

i.iimt by Night Wyman-Cowan ...
Details under title: Forty Whacks

D«vert Song, The (T) Morgan-Manning
Devotion DeHnvilland-Lupino

llpstination Tokyo Grant-GarReld ...

Find the Blackmailer (— ) Cowan-Emerson . .

In Bur Tine Lupino-Henreid

La<t Ride. The (— ) Travis-Parker ...

Northern Pursuit Flynn-Blshop ....
nid AcQiiarntanee Oavis-Hopkins . . .

Passage to Marseille Bogart-Mergan

Princess O'Rourke (94) DeHaviU'nd-C'mings

Saratoga Trunk (— ) Cooper- Bergman

Shine On Harvest Moon Sheridan-Morgan

Thank Your Lucky Stars (127) Cantor-Shore ....

To the Last Man Flynn-Bishop ....

REISSUE
Oklahoma Kid (80) Cagney-Bogart ...

Song of the Saddle Foran-Lloyd ....

Cherokee Strip, The Foran-Bryan ....

Empty Holsters Foran-Walthall

Guns of the Pecos Foran-Nagel ....

Land Beyond tho Law Foran- Perry ....

Prairie Thunder Foran-Claney
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PRINCESS O'ROUKE. . .Here is one of those charming, cunningly

clever little romances that will have the gals ga-ga and bring reluc-

tant grins to the faces of the he-men. It's the perfect type of

escapist filmfare and those cute 'n' clever Warner adboys have

given it a campaign that will whet the entertainment appetities of

moviegoers everywhere. Just give the double-o to the newspaper

ads on this page and think of what a pleasant relief from the war

headlines they promise Mr. and Mrs. John Q. Public. Give "Princess

O'Rourke" your ballyhoo gun, Mr. Exhibitor. It will pay off with

heavy sugar.

-A >Varner Bros. Picture. TptMluced by Hal B. Wallis. Written and
directed by Vnrman Kra><na. Cast: Oliyla de Hayilland. Robert (iim-
mings. riiarles Coburn, Jack Carson, Jane Wyatt, Harry Dayenport,
Gladys Cooper. Director of Photog;raphy, Ernie Haller, A.S.C.
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What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS PROM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

'THANK YOUR LUCKY STARS' GOOD NOTICES. BUT A LOT OF 'BUT'S'
(WARNER BROS.) "...Great variety of songs and singers will at some point or other please almost any taste. .

.Somewhere in that

picture there may be the germ of a good and spontaneous idea. But the germ stayed small while the picture grew bigger and bigger."

WINSTEN, N. Y. POST. "...Conventional all-star show which has the suspicious flavor of an 'amateur night' at the studio.

But at least it is lively and genial... For the sake of variety, Warners might have worked in a little more dance and a little more

feminity.. .Also too much (two hours) of a show." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES. "...Flavor of an amateur night or a Sunday

evening gathering around the living room piano... It is the mode to turn out these revue movies as a confused combination of good

elements and bad Thank Your Lucky Stars' is the most confused of the lot and presents the greatest possible range in those ups

and downs." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Everything lying loose on the lot in it with the exception of good taste

. . .Stars are made to do the things they are least fitted to do well. . .If Warner Brothers wanted to nip Eddie Cantor's renewed screen

career in the bud, they couldn't have done a neater job." CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS. "...Brimming over with big names,

talent and tricky song and dance numbers... It is boxofflce, spelled with capital letters, in spite of frequent dull stretches." LEE.
PHILA. BULLETIN. "...Unconventional and vastly amusing edition of the annual all-star musical .. .Although a stunt show,

it manages to create the illusion of an intimate family party despite costly sets, handsome staging, million dollar stars and two

hours length — which is, at times — a little too long." FINN, PHILA. RECORD. "...Certain to be a resounding hit. I

found it a rather surfeiting entertainment. . .Best when it is toying with the tiny plot... Lots of entertainment. Too much, to my
way of thinking." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

'LASSIE COME HOME' CALLED CHARMING GENTLE. TENDER. DELIGHTFUL
(METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER) "...One of the gentlest and warmest of all films and a masterpiece from the paintboxes of Techni-

color .. Aside from its palpable appeal to children, animal-lovers and sentimental reviewers, it is an exemplary Technicolor film."

McMANUS, PM. "...Richly sentimental story .. .Among the best dog pictures...A must for all youngsters and dog lovers.

Others can make up their own minds about a beautifully made, frankly sentimental picture." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST. "...

Hearty story and honest sincerity. . .Get ready for a run of happy days at the Music Hall... Will set strong men weeping unashamed
tears of joy. . .Will bring out the warmest surge of tenderness fOj- a dog since yoti were a child. . .A jewel of a story." COOK, N. Y.

WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Will charm old and young folks alike ... Metro has spared no pains to bring this touching story to

the screen in as finished and realistic a manner as possible ... Perfectly cast. . .Exciting and adventurous journey .. .Four stars."

CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS. "...Tells its story with such poignance and simple beauty that only the hardest heart can fail to be

moved... The beauty of this dog and her responsiveness go far to make the picture a thorough delight. . .Creates some strong emo-

tion. The disturbance is likely to be great, even in you." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES. "...Singularly moving... As simple as

it is pictorially eloquent. Where it might have become embarrassingly sentimental, it is human and touching .. .Escapist and splen-

did at one and the same time." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

'WINTERTIME' NEW HENIE PICTURE IN SAM^ OLD FRAME
(20TH CENTURY-FOX) "...Outlines of this pattern are growing more rigid... Miss Henie has never looked, acted or skated better

...Cannot be highlv recommended except to those who have never seen her or the others who can't stop seeing her... Only pwDint of

excellence lies in Henie's skating." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST. "...Just enough of her (Sonja Henie) numbers in the picture to

carry it along on the strength of her own single performance. . .Primarily a skating show. . .Comedy potentialities have not been

worked out with the same finesse as the production numbers." GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...When it is good,

which means when Sonja and her matchless skates dart back to the memory of a lone little Norwegian girl pirouetting into the

hearts of America, it is very, very good. When it is bad, it is expensively awful... Some pretty hep music and a typically tangled

story." McMANUS, PM. — "...Almost insufferable monotony of pattern and style... Not only lacks originality. It lacks humor,
verve and color as well... Story is bankrupt." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES. "...Devotees of Miss Henie's special art may see

her at her best... Rest of the production — the story and its attendant comedy sequences — is nothing much to shout about"
CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS. ".. .Should be enough in her three ice numbers to keep the Henie admirers happy — during those

moments, anyway .. .Entertainment that seems to have been planned for a class of backward children." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-
TELEGRAM. "...Exactly what its title and silver-skated heroine would lead you to expect — gorgeous snow-covered hills,

sleighs, skis, everything expensive and super-duper, and a plot thinner than the ice on which Sonja performs so exquisitely." LEE,
PHILA. BULLETIN. "...When Sonja isn't skating 'Wintertime' struggles with a lame fable that stops for music by Woody
Herman and sends Romero out into the snow in long winter underwear In a frantic effort to win laughs." FINN, PHILA. RECXJRD.

'FIRED WIFE' TEDIOUS. OLD AND OBVIOUS ^AYS TIMES
(UNIVERSAL) "...Echo of virtually every husband-wife farce that has ever been done... Not that the story is so tedious — though,
heaven know.--, it is... It is mainly that the humor is so heavy, the situations so old and obvious and the acting so gross in its evi-

dence of dull people trying to be smart." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES. "...Giddy and dizzy .. .(Tomedy depends on what mirth
can be drawn from a set of lovers' disagreements. . .No picture to plan going to, but if you just happen to have an hour or so to kill,

'Fired Wife' is better than standing around the streets." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Frail vehicle of this sort

can carry actor passengers to a satisfactory destination only with the aid of sparkling dialogue. The necessity seems to have been
realized, but the resultant gush of chatter has the effect of rain on a tin roof. It makes you listen but fails to provide a sensible
reason for staying awake." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST. "...At best only a class-B comedy... Has to try hard for laughs and so
loses the spontaneity necessary to a good comedy... Not good enough to hold a film program together by itself." E. G., N. Y.
HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Louise .\llbritton and Robert Paige emerge as a good comedy team... Trite situations and banal
dialogue." CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS.

'THE MAN FROM DOWN UNDER' MIXTURE OF GOOD AND BAD — GUERNSEY
(METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER) "...Rambling, tedious and weakened by frequent use of coincidence. As a result, the picture has
evolved as a peculiar mixture of good and bad scenes. . .Prize fight is one of the best ring scenes in a long time." GUERNSEY,
N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Curious, clumsy and oddly lifeless story .. .Laughton's performance is simply ordinary. And
certainly the film has little else to recommend it... Pokes along at a snail's pace." T. S., N. Y. TIMES. "...On almost every
count, an unusual picture. At no point, however, can it be called unusually good .. .Ultimately your regard will have to depend on
your feeling for Mr. Laughton's display of his several gamuts of emotion." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST. "...Strenuous hokum
...Either something went violently wrong with good intentions in 'The Man from Down Under' — or there are some holders of sub-
stantial Hollywood reputations who don't care how they risk them." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

'HI DIDDLE DIDDLE' FUNNY TO SOME. SILLY TO OTHERS
(UNITED ARTISTS) "...Aimless little farce. . .Nonsensical story that incorporates every ancient cliche and gag ever invented by
Hollywood. But because of its very foolishness, it comes up with a moderately entertaining and funny yarn." E. G.. N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE. "...Helter-skelter actions of players don't even make enjoyable nonsense. . .Audience wasn't very cooperative...
Mad goings-on intended to be funny, but unfortunately are not." T. M. P., N. Y. TIMES. "...Fiddle-faddle of the most
fatuous sort, all roues and roulette wheels and dialogue composed largely of Billie Burke sillicisms" McMANUS, PM. "...Gag
festival with lavish backgrounds and attractive gals in stunning gowns. . .Doesn't pretend to be anything but zany. If you don't laugh,
you'd better see a psychiatrist quickly .. .Cast is uniformly amusing." THIRER. N. Y. POST.
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•THE GREAT MR. HANDEU SLOW BRITISH DRAMA
Rates • • — in arty spot:; only; little va

Midfllm, Inc.

89 Minute*

Wilfrid Lawson, Elizabeth Allan, Malcolm

Keen, Hay Petrie, A, E. Matthews, Max
Kirby, Morris Harvey, Frederick Cooper,

London Phllharmonica Orchestra.

Directed by Norman Walker.

Although splendidly photographed in Tech-

nicolor and containing twelve of the great

composer's most notable compositions, "The

Great Mr. Handel" remains a dull and slow-

moving coetume drama. From a production

standpoint, this picture is a credit to the

British film industry, but greater attention

has been paid to authentic backgrounds and

fine characterization than to dramatic move-

ment. There Is only a suggestion of roman-

tic interest and much of the supposed com-
edy relief fails to draw a smile. Except for

a Teutonic accent which makes some of his

dialogue difficult to understand, Wilfrid

Lawson gives a quietly effective perform-

ance as the unhappy composer and Hay
Petrie makes the role of his Scotch man-
servant stand out. Elizabeth Allan lends a

decorative note as the singer, Mrs. Gibber.

lue generally

The musical score, as played by the London

Philharmonic Orchestra, includes some of

Handel's finest arias and culminates in a

superb performance of "The Messiah," his

great oratorio. The picture ha? many fea-

tures to interest mu ic lovers and the reg-

ular patrons of the arty houses, but it will

have little appeal general'y.

The picture takes up Handel's life at a

time when the great composer was losing

favor with the British court and the public.

His manager finally persuades the flighty

Prince of Wales to attend the premiere of

Handel's new opera, but when the composer

objects to His Majesty's loud talk, the work

is stamped as a failure and the theatre

closed. His faithful friend, the singer Mrs.

Gibber, stands by him in adversity, but his

fortunes continue to drop and he becomes

dangerously ill. While recovering, Handel is

given the libretto of "The Messiah" and, dis-

regarding food or sleep, he is inspired to

compose the greatest music of his career.

With Mrs. Gibber singing the chief role at

its first performance in Dublin, the oratorio

is acclaimed and, later, it is given a com-

mand performance in London.

LEYENDEGKER

'HERE COMES ELMER' MILD RADIO PROGRAM COMEDY
Rates • • — as dualler for naborhoods

Republic

74 Minutes

Al Pearce, Dale Evans, Frank Albertson,

Gloria Stuart, Wally Vernon, Nick Cochrane,

WiU Wright, Thurston Hall, Ben Welden.

Chester Clute, Luis Albemi, Tom Kennedy,

Jajj Garber and His Orchestra, King Cole

Trio.

Directed by Joseph Santley.

With the able assistance of several old

standby radio entertainers, this minor musi-

cal from Republic provides a temperate

amount of amusement for the family trade.

Employing his familiar radio character, "El-

mer Blurt," Al Pearce does a dual rolet and

is chiefly responsible for keeping the film

moving. Also, Jan Garber and his orchestra

lend something to the proceedings. How-
ever, there is little to brighten the marquee

In this cast and "Elmer" will best serve as

the lower half of dual bills in naborhods

and rurals

and small town situations.

The plot has Frank Albertson, band leader

in the Pearce show, anxious to get to New

York to see his girl, but unable to obtain a

release from his contract. He sends a phony

wire to Pearce telling him that a good deal

awaits the show in New York. In the big

city they find no contract and the band

takes a job in a nite club, while Pearce tries

his hand at door-to-door peddling. Thus he

meets Elmer Blurt, who looks exactly like

Pearce. From that point there is a general

mixup with nobody able to figure out who

is Pearce and who is Blurt. It all comes

out in the wash, however, Albertson getting

his gal, Pearce his success and Elmer is

stuck with the sponsor's daughter.

Pearce turns in a solid performance, or,

rather, two of them. Frankie Albertson,

Gloria Stuart (remember?) and Dale Evans
are smooth. Arlene Harris, newcomer from

ladio, is surprisingly good as the sponsor's

dizzy daughter.
BLAIR (Hollywood)

'MYSTERY OF THE 13TH GUEST' FAMILIAR MELLER
Rates • • — as dualler for naborhoods,

Monogram
61 Minutes
Dick PurceU, Helen Parrish, Tim Ryan,
Frank Faylen, John Duncan, John Dawson,
Paul McVey.
Directed by William Beaudine

No one but the kiddies will be very much
puzzled by the identity of the murderer in

this obvious little mystery programmer, but,

fortunately, it has been treated kindly by
director William Beaudine's light touch.

The comedy is carried by Tim Ryan, of the

action spots

radio team of Tim and Irene, and he prac-

tically steals the show as the detective. It

has been photographed nicely. A remake
of "The 13th Guest," this should serve tol-

erably as a dual biller in action spots, nabor-

hoods and small towns.

Story finds heroine returning to old man-
sion, closed for 13 years, to read her father's

will. Fearing that she will be named sole

heiress, rest of the family gang up on her,

resorting to an ingenious telephone device

before being trapped by Dick Purcell, the
private detective who marries the girl.

BLAIR (Hollywood)

BIG PICTURE

SHEIU RYAN
BARTON MaclANE
HARRY SHANNON
PAT BRADY
ARUNE JUDGE

and

BOB NOUN
and

THE SONS OF JOSEPH KtNE. Director

Associate Producer, HARRT ERET
THE PIONEERS Original Screen Play br Winston Miller

Buy War*Bonds!

It's a

REPUBLIC PICTURE
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SHORTS STILL BEING FORCED. ALLIED SURVEY REVEALS

(Continued from Page 12)
purpose. The exhibitors cite instances occuring while Sec. IV
(a) was in effect; their comments give the impression that
this has become standard practice since that provision lapsed.

The decree did not afford the exhibitors any right of selec-

tion within a group and, as a matter of course such privilege
was rarely granted. Even when granted, the price of the pic-

tures eliminated was added to the price of those licensed, so
that the old policy of "play or pay" was continued unchanged.
The failure of the decree to afford any right to cancel out
licensed pictures resulted in depriving the exhibitors of the
limited concellation privileges which they enjoyed prior to the
entry of the decree.

Not only are the time-worn methods of the distributors
inforcing pictures revealed by the survey, but something new
has been added. The distributors have moved on from the
compulsory block-booking of pictures to the block-
booking of theatres. That is to say, if an exhibitor
operates more than one theatre, the distributers in-

sist that he license pictures for all his theatres as a condition
of obtaining pictures for one. The opinion of the Appeal Board
in the Welden Theatre Case (No. 71) explains the technique.
A number of instances are cited in the summaries. To illus-

trate how oppressive this can be, one exhibitor reports that
Paramount will not sell him pictures for one town, where he
needs them, unless he also buys them for another town, where
he has a surplus.

The enormity of the defendants' offense in scuttling the
decree must be judged in the light of what was expected of
them when the decree was entered. In announcing the decree
the Department of Justice solemnly assured the public that

—

Under the method of selling prescribed by the de-
cree, if an exhibitor finds that a particular group of
pictures contains some that are objectionable, he can
request that these pictures be eliminated or that other
pictures be substituted for them. If the distributor
refuses to grant his request, the exhibitor is in a posi-
tion to reject the group without jeopardizing his en-
tire year's supply of films.

(c) Forcing shorts. A number of exhibitors report that
there has been a gradual easing of the pressure on short-sub-
jects since the entry of the decree. As we have seen, fewer
exhibitors report the forcing of shorts than the forcing of fea-
tures Nevertheless the questionnaires reveal that the practice
is still prevalent in all territories and the methods employed
by the distributors show a conscious purpose to evade the
decree and border on the sordid. In many cases the distribu-
tors sent out their salesmen to sell short-subjects in advance
of offering any of their feature pictures. If the shorts were
not bought, the features were not offered. If an application
for features was unaccompanied by an application for shorts,
or by an application for what the distributor thought was an
inadequate amount of shorts, the bid for features was re-
jected. Salesmen have made it understood that if shores were
not licensed, the cost would be added to the price of the fea-
tures. If an exhibitor falls behind in the booking of shorts,
the exchange sometimes will not permit him to date features
until he catches up on his shorts. All this and more too is
set forth in the summaries in the words of the reporting ex-
hibitors.

(d) Provisions should be clear and must be enforced by
the Government. In revising the consent decree the provision";
relating to compulsory block-booking and the forcing of
short-subjects should be so plainly worded and comprehensive
that even the resourceful distributors cannot devise methods
for evading them. This applies whether the provision is for
selling in groups, for a^enuate identification, for a cancella-
tion privilege, or against the forcing of shorts.

A fundamental weakness of the consent decree is that it
casts upon the exhibitors the burden of enforcing provisions
against practices that involve the public interest, such as com-
pulsory block-booking, forcing shorts, etc. Whatever may be
said in favor of arbitration proceedings to enforce rights in
which the public is not primarily interested^such as clearance
—the Government should assume responsibility for the ob-
servance of all regulations in the interest of the public. The
following from Monograph No. 43 of the Temporary National
Economic Committee, in which the consent decree is severely
criticized, bears out our point;

Ordinarily, enforcement of a consent decree is as-
sumed by the Department of Justice. When the De-
partment feels that a provision of a decree has been
violated, the Department can ask that the violator be
adjudged in contempt of court and request that an ap-
propriate penalty be imposed. It appears that in this
case the Department has specifically resigned these

powers. Enforcement of the decree is, instead, im-

posed on the members of the industry and to a consid-

erable extent on the weaker members of the industry.

Section IV (b) provides for arbitration proceedings to be

instituted by the exhibitors in order to prevent violations of

the section. Section XVI provides, in substance, that no con-

senting defendant shall be deemed to have violated any pro-

vision for which arbitration is provided unless such defendant

refuses to arbitrate or to abide by an award. This conferred

on the defendants immunity from prosecution for contempt for

even the most flagrant violations of the decree.

It has been demonstrated that arbitration as provided

in the decree is no deterrent to the practice of compulsory

block-booking by these defendants. The amount involved in

a dispute over a small group of pictures does not warrant

the expense of a proceeding, especially by an exhibitor lo-

cated at some distance from the exchange center where the

proceeding must be conducted. The time required would, in

any event, defeat the purpose of the proceeding since the

pictures would pass the exhibitor's availability before a final

award could be made. Moreover, as shown by numerous en-

tries on the questionnaires, the exhibitors are genuinely afraid

to risk retaliation by questioning the distributors' tactics un-

less the CJovernment is standing by to protect them. Finally,

the aggregate of their spoils from their scoftlaw attitude ii so

great that the distributors are not concerned by arbitration

proceedings. An arbitrator cannot impose a heavy fine or send

an offender to jail.

As one exhibitor expressed it, the distributors are "as

block-booking minded as ever" and if the Department is to

achieve the ideal described in its press releases it will have

to take over the enforcement of whatever provisions on this

subject are written into the decree. The distributors doubt-

less will challenge the assertions of this report by citing in-

structions allegedly given to their sales forces tp obey the

decree and will seek to shift the blame to their lowly em-
ployees. But respondeat superior must be the rule for the

distributors as it is for all others. Moveover, there is reason

for assuming that they are quilty of more than mere lack of

diligence. Each company holds an annual sales convention

at which the field forces are given "pep" talks and instructed

how to sell their products. It is generally understood that

quotas are assigned and that bonuses are paid the sales

executives, branch managers and salesmen who reach or ex-

ceed their quotas. The company executives have ample op-

portunity to prevent forcing, but the pressure is all in the

opposite direction.

(e) Exhibitors' preference as to selling method. Question
No. 4 presented to the exhibitors four separate selling plans

and invited them to indicate their choice. The Department of

Justice in a statement issued August 17, 1942, declared its

unalterable opposition to any return to blind selling as it

was practiced before the entry of the consent decree. Allied

in submitting its questionnaire, did not allow any choice that

involved a return to pre-decree practice. Plan (d) involves

selling of a full season's output of "adequately identified"

pictures with a 20^ cancellation privilege. The problem of

adequately identifying pictures and coupling such identifica-

tion with a concellation right so as to avoid a return to blind

booking is discussed in the report of the undersigned to the
board of directors of Allied States Association dated April

30 (pp. 37-39), a copy of which was sent to the Department.

The several plans submitted and the votes thereon
are as follows:

(a) The five-picture plan, with trade showings, as pro-

vided in the consent decree 7 exhibitors and 26 theatres.

(b) The selling of trade-shown pictures in such groups
as the distributor and exhibitor may agree upon, with pro-
vision that the exhibitor may not be required to license pic-

tures he does not want in order to get the pictures he does
want—60 exhibitors and 148 theatres.

(c) The selling of trade-showTi or adequately identified

pictures in groups containing approximately one-fourth of the
annual output, with a 20^<- cancellation—84 exhibitors and 286
theatres.

(d) The selling of a full season's output, adequately identi-

fied, with a 20% cancellation—217 exhibitors and 627 theatres.

Other methods which exhibitors may care to suggest—14
exhibitors and 26 theatres.

Thus the consent decree method received virtually no
support. The organized exhibitors were opposed to the method
when it was adopted and experience has increased their
bitterness. As shown under the next heading the distributors

(Continued on Next Page)
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SMALL BLOCKS RESULTED IN HIGHER FILM PRICES

(Continued from Preceding Page)

killed whatever chance of success the plan might have had
by using it as a lever for jacking up prices. As indicated by
their comments, some of those who voted for (d) were in full

reaction from exorbitant film rentals and wanted to

get as far away from the five-picture plan as possible. Those
who voted for alternate plans (b) and (c) frequently indicated
that they would be satisfied with either. Therefore, it is

largely a question of (d) against the field.

IV. Economics of the decree. The blunt facts revealed
by the questionnaires are that under the consent decree the
distributors have (a) raised film rentals to levels wholly un-
justified by any increase in the cost of improvement in the
quality of the product; (b) have increased their net profits
beyond their own dreams of avarice; and (c) have not merely
expanded their theatre holdings by acquisitions and construc-
tion but have contrived to drain off the greater part of the
earnings and dominate and control the operating policies of
the independent theatres by means of forced percentage play-
ing.

(a) High film rentals. Question No. 15 inquired whether
the five-picture plan had had the effect unduly to increase film

rentals. The vote was practically unanimous—339 exhibitors

and 1112 theatres "yes" to 25 exhibitors and 43 theatres "no."

This vote reflects the deep-seated conviction of the exhibi-

tors that the five-pictui e plan is responsible for the intolerable

conditions that have arisen since the decree was entered. The
questionnaires show that the tremendous increase in the ex-

hibitors' film cost is due mainly to increased demands for

percentage playing. It may be argued that the distributors

could have brought this about under the old system and that

they, not the five-picture plan, are responsible. The exhibitors

in their comments supply the answer. Prior to the decree
only one company (Metro) had a fixed policy with respect to

percentage playing and it required only a few such engage-
ments during the season. The others would occasionally

sell a few on percentage, but not many. When they were
selling a whole seasons' product the distributors had to sell

(Continued on Page 29)

A Grand Night

for

A GRAND CAUSE

Don't Miss
the midnight preview of a new Paramount picture,

"RIDING HIGH," at the Paramount Theatre, N. Y.

The Time
Midnight, October 22, 1943

The Prices
From $1.10 in the balcony to

$ 1 .65 in the orchestra, Loges $5.50

No Seats Reserved

FOR A GOOD TIME FOR YOURSELF and FAMILY
And the the Benefit of the

AMPA RELIEF FUND
Get Your Tickets now—TODAY!

Tickets can be ordered from Room 192,

Astor Hotel, Times Square, New York.

STARS AND SURPRISES GALORE AWAIT YOU!
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THE NEWS DIGEST

ever, the proposals did not measure up to

what the Department believed was right,

then the Government might feel that it had
a case and might go ahead with the trial

or file a new suit.

Clark expected to have a decision on the

future of the decree by November 20, the

expiration date, although a definite formula
may not have been worked out by that time.

Representing the consenting companies
were: Harry Warner, Joseph Hazen, N. Peter

Rathvon, Nicholas M. Schenck, Spyros
Skouras, Barney Balaban and William F.

Rodgers.
• • •

Find Shorts Forced
Short subjects are still being forced by

the m.ajor distributors, according to the re-

sults of a survey conducted among members
of the Eastern Penna. Allied unit at the or-

ganization's meeting in Philadelphia last

Tuesday (12th) An overwhelmiKg majority

of the independents reported that various

devices were being employed by film sales-

men to force the sale of shorts with features,

contrary to the provisions of the Consent
Decree.

A motion was passed to direct the atten-

tion of the proper authorities to the need-

less waste of film in the production of un-

necessary short subjects and to request that

some limitation be placed on such produc-
tion for the duration.

Paramount was condemned by the Eastern
Penna. group for continuing the objection-

able practice of "blind checking."

Harry Perelman was chairman of the

meeting and E. B. Gregory secretary.
• * •

U Net Increases
A net profit of $2,771,338 for the 39 weeks

ended July 31, 1943 was reported by Univer-
sal Pictures Co., Inc., after all charges in-

cluding excess profits taxes and provisions
for Federal income taxes. This compares
with a net of .$1,873,443 for the correspond-
ing period last year, after all charges.

The profit, before provision for Federal
and excess profits taxes, for the 1943 period
came to $8,445,538 as compared to $4,482,643

for the similar period in 1942.
• •

Carriers Meet On Deliveries
In an effort to offset a threat to film

deliveries due to breakdowns in overtaxed
and deteriorated trucks in the New York
territory affecting over a thousand theatres,
the New York Film Board of Trade will
meet with New York exhibitors and repre-
sentatives of Metropolitan film delivery
systems. The meeting, headed by Louis
Nizer, counsel-secretary of the Board, will

be used to work out a plan for getting WPB

(Continued from Page 14)

priorities for new trucks. The WPB has
repeatedly turned down applications for new
vehicles by New York Film Carriers, which
finally appealed to the Film Board for aid.

Although the WPB restrictions were eased

to permit the Carriers to obtain half-ton

trucks, the latter pointed out that this size

would require several trips daily instead of

the present single-trip limited under OPA
regulations.

Representatives of the truckers, exhibitors

and exchange members of the Film Board
are expected to call upon the Motion Pic-

ture War Activities Committee for help in

presenting the acute delivery problem to the

WPB in Washington.
* * •

Mayer Tops Salary List Again
The winnahl—and still champion—Louis

B. Mayer!

The production chief of Loew's Inc., again
topped the list of 10 highest paid Americans
when the Treasury Department revealed its

schedule of 1941 super-salary earners. A wom-
an crashed the list of the top ten and it was
none other than the industry's own Ginger
Rogers, who came in ninth with total earn-

ings of $355,000. E. J. Mannix of Loew's was
tenth with $324,130.28.

Mayer topped his 1940 figure by $245,340

bring his 1941 salary to $949,765. However,
after Uncle Sam's revenue agents were
through with Mr. Mayer, all he had left was
a puny $132,000.

The motion picture industry was well rep-

resented in the list of 83 individuals who re-

ceived $200,000 or more in salaries, bonuses
or commissions. The industry contributed 39
of the 83, including Abbott and Ccstello, who
rolled up a tidy $588,423; Claudette Colbert,

who collected $390,000 for 20 months' work;
Gary Grant, $352,562; Charles Boyer, $3EO,000;

Jeanette MacDonald, $300,000; Bing Crcsby,
$300,000; Gary Cooper, $299,127.84; Bob Hope,
$294,166; Bette Davis, $252,333 and Jack
Benny, $250,000.

Clark Gable earned $198,750 for his acting
in 1941. Now, as a captain in the Army Air
Forces, his salary is about $3840 a year.

Depinet Likes Small Blocks
Small-block selling after trade showing, said

Ned Depinet, RKO-Radio president, is the
only fair method of handling film rentals and
RKO would not consider returning to a full-

season's block booking unless required to do
so. Depinet said that he was convinced that
"the policy is equitable both fiom the distri-

butor and exhibitor point of view."

The RKO prexy, just returned from the
Coast, announced that twenty of the 35 fea-

tures announced for the present season have
been completed or are in production and the
company is setting tentative plans for the
1944-45 season which will have approximately
the same number of the pictures as were
announced for 1943-44.

• • *

Mass. MPTO Expands
Allied Theatres of Massachusetts, affiliated

with MPTOA, decided to expand its activities

to cover all New England. Meeting in Bos-
ton, the group voted to authorize a change
in name to Allied Theatres of New England,
Inc.

At the elections held at the meeting, all

oflScers were re-elected: Sam Pinanski, M &
P Theatres, president; John Devlin of Loew's
Theatres, vice-president; Stanley Sumner,
treasurer and Joseph H. Brennan, secretary
of the board of directors and clerk of the
corporation.

• • •

$1,906,115^05 in Drive
The final figures in the industry campaign

for the Third War Loan Drive reached the
awesome total of $1,906,115,205 in Bond sales,

it was announced last week by L. C. Griffith.

WAC general chairman for the drive, in

which all branches of the industry cooper-
ated.

The total represented sales made by the
Hollywood Bond Cavalcade, the War Veter-
ans Bond Airmada, War Bond Premieres
and Bonds sold by exhibitors during the cam-
paign period, which were reported including
"Free Movie Day" and the specially sponsor-
ed tours of Western stars.

The final totals were: Hollywood Bond
Cavalcade, $1,079,586,819 in 16 cities visited;

War Veterans Bond Airmada, $257,663,975;

War Bond Premieres with 1447 premieres
contributing to the total brought in $315,845,-

179.87; "miscellaneous Bonds", including ex-

hibitor sales besides the Premieres amounted
to $253,019,232. all those reported to date.

THEATRE GAMES

CONTROLLED BINGO GAME — 12 ways
in which to win, $3.00 a thousand. 16 or 70
ways to win, two colors, $3.50 a thousand.
Box 281, c/o FILM BLtLLETIN, 1239 Vine
Street, Phila., Pa.

DIE CUT BINGO CARDS — $17.50 in

10,000 lots. Smaller quantities. $2.00 per 1.000,

1-75, 1-100. IMMEDIATE DELm:RY —
ORDER NOW. S. Klous, c o FILM BUI^
LETIN, 1239 Vine Street, Phila., Pa.

"Not a dark house in more than

20 years of film delivery servicer'

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Heraber National FUm Csniera' Hvfn

250 N. JUNIPER STREET
PHTIADELPHIA

LOCUST 482* RACE 4600

SAVE Time . . Energy . . . Insurance . . . Worry . . . Money

Economically Sensible for All Your Deliveries to Be Made by

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES. Inc.
HORLACHER

PHTLADEI.PHIA
1225 or 1239 Vine St.

BALTIMORE
1801 Bayard St.

WASHINGTON
1633 3rd St., N. E.

NBW YORK
613 W. 47th St.

Member NaUonoI Film Carriers. Inc. Miss Tolanctai Cloeh»tti, Notary PubUe. 1119 Vln» St., Phil*.
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CHAIN EXPANSION NOT CHECKED BY DECREE

(Continued from Page 27)

all their percentage pictures at one time. The exhibitor was
fortified by a backlog of product and his resistance was high.

Under the five-picture plan all consenting companies began to

demand one or more percentage pictures in each group. The
picture shortage and other factors herein enumerated lowered

the exhibitors' resistance. Then there is the psychological

factor mentioned by one exhibitor who commented: "Easier

to sell an idea on one picture at high percentage in each group
of five than to sell 10 in a block of 50."

Another exhibitor put it this way: "...The distributors

found they could extort more money when they took it in

smaller bunches. We now play approximately 25 percentage
pictures a year. Before the decree we played 8 percentage
pictures a year."

(b) Preferred playing time. Not satisfied with forcing a
percentage arrangement on every picture deemed (in their own
estimation) to be above "program" calibre, the distributors

have insisted that such pictures be played on Saturday or
Sunday, or whatever day or combination of days will be most
profitable. Question No. 15 asked whether the distributors had
increased their demands for preferred time. The returns
showed that such demands had increased in about the same
proportion as demands for percentage playing. The result:

273 exhibitors, with 956 theatres, reported that demands for

preferred time had increased; 64 exhibitors, with 112 theatres,
that they had not.

Exhibitors usually measure their weekly receipts on a point
system—three points for Sunday, two for Saturday, and one
for each remaining day in the week. Sometimes week-ends
are rated as high as seven-tenths of the whole. From this

is it easy to understand how enforced percentage playing
on week-ends drains off the earnings of the theatres.

There is another aspect of these demands for preferred
time that directly affects the public. It deprives the exhibitor,
who knows his patrons and the kind of pictures they prefer,
of any control over the spotting of his pictures. Saturday
and Sunday are the days of maximum attendance by children
and the exhibitors cannot give them the wholesome action
pictures they prefer. The questionnaires contain many ex-
amples of this; one will suffice: "Very frequently we are forced
to show strictly adult pictures, such as 'Constant Nymph' and
'DuBarry Was A Lady' on Saturday or Sunday, the favorite
days for children's attendance."

One exhibitor, speaking of a very small situation, said that
it did not make much difference to him in dollars and cents
but he recognized that it is a step in the growing domination
of the independent theatres—"a little more control of my
theatre that is lost."

(c) Picture shortage. It was well-known to the Depart-
ment when it issued its statement dated August 17, 1942, that
the consenting companies had on hand approximately 100
completed pictures. While the reporting exhibitors were in
no position to supply facts in the sole possession of the dis-
tributors, it is generally known that the hoarding of com-
pleted pictures still exists and that sorely needed product is

being withheld from release. Thus the difficulties inherent in
the five-picture plan have been aggravated by an artificial

picture shortage. In response to Question No. 17 120 exhibi-
tors, with 541 theatres, reported that they were suffering from
this condition.

According to several exhibitors the condition is made still

worse by the newly-adopted policy of with-drawing from serv-

ice prints of pictures already released much earlier than for-

merly, making it impossible to gain relief from the shortage
by licensing older product.

The distributors may try to explain the existing shortage
by claiming it is the result of extended runs being given many
pictures by first-runs in the metropolitan areas. Certainly it

is due in substantial measure to the many newly-created
"moveovers" cited by the reporting exhibitors pursuant to

Question 18. But that does not alter the fact of responsibility,

since the distributors control the first-run metropolitan thea-

tres and the cases cited involve affiliated houses. The war-
ranted conclusion is that the steadily declining number of

releases, the extended playing time and the creation of addi-

tional flrst-runs by means of moveovers are all a part of a
general scheme to milk the pictures as dry as possible before

making them available to the independent exhibitors and to

squeeze from the latter the last possible penny in the form of

film rental.

(d) Blind pricing. Another device for extracting maxi-
mum film rentals from the exhibitors is "blind pricing." This
involves selling a group of pictures on a contract containing

certain percentage and flat rental brackets, reserving to the

distributor the right to allocate the pictures to the respective

brackets either before or after they are played. Under this

practice an exhibitor can not estimate what his pictures are

going to cost him when he buys them or even when he plays

them. The distributor designates the playdates and the terms,

based on the prior success of the pictures, and solely in his

own interest.

The one-sided nature of the device is apparent and its

use is another manifestation of the monopolistic power of the

defendants. By Question No. 5 Allied asked the exhibitors to

indicate whether they thought (a) there should be a provision

requiring that prices and allocations be written into the con-

tract or (b) that allocations should be made upon notice of

availability, or when the picture is booked, whichever is

earlier. The vote:

(a) In the contract — 313 exhibitors, with 998 theatres.

(b) On availability — 46 exhibitors, with 121 theatres.

A few exhibitors noted that the choice might depend upon

which FeUing system is adopted. Their thought was that if

pictures are trade-shown and sold in small groups, allocations

definitely should be fixed in the contract On the other hand,

if they are to be sold in full-season blocks, and played long

after the contract is signed, then the percentage pictures, if

any, should be allocated upon notice of availability.

The heavy vote cast attests the keen interest of the ex-

hibitors in the matter, as do the many vigorous comments.

There is equity in the remark of one exhibitor that "the dis-

tributor and the exhibitor should take the same gamble at

the boxoffice."

(e) Threatening loss of run. Buying in small groups at

frequent intervals made possible another form of duress, not

only in full line forcing, but also in clubbing exhibitors into

submission to whatever terms the distributors demand. This

is practiced in competitive situations by threatening to "sell

away" (i.e. to sell the pictures to a competitor on the same or

subsequent run) if the exhibitor does not come to terms. The

threat is serious, involving possible loss of the exhibitor's

established run of pictures and the prestige and good will

appertaining thereto. As one exhibitor expressed it, "The

threat to sell away is a phantom always perched on the dis-

tributor's shoulder in making new deals."

To the question (No. 3) "Has the five-picture selling plan

had the effect, directly or indirectly, to endanger your estab-

lished run?" 56 exhibitors, with 336 theatres, answered "yes."

It may be argued that this is merely legitimate competi-

tion which it is the purpose of the Sherman Law to create

and foster. But it is a strange outcome that a decree de-

signed to restore competition among distributors for the pro-

tection of the exhibitors should have as its principal achieve-

ment the stimulation of destructive competition among the

exhibitors for the enrichment of the distributors. The plain

fact is that the distributors in many cases, with a total dis-

regard for old customer relationships, have taken advantage

of the opportunity afforded by the five-picture plan to threaten

the exhibitors with virtual ruination as a means of extorting

high film rentals.

(f) Department's responsibilitj-. In view of what has

taken place under the consent decree it can not fairly be

argued that the Department's function and responsibility are

confined to an insistence that trade practices conform to its

concepts of the law. The Department in a legal as well as a

moral sense is responsible for the economic consequences of

its policies and decrees, and if these have adversely affected

innocent parties it owes such parties a duty to correct the

condition. The questionnaires show that there is a strong

belief among independent exhibitors that the consent decree

is responsible for the intolerable conditions that have arisen.

Whether that is true in a strict sense may be debatable, but

it is undeniable that the decree afforded the opportunity for

exploiting the exhibitors and that the distributors gleefully

took advantage of it.

Therefore, we say that in addition to the legal obligation

expressly imposed by the statute to insist upon effective

measures for restoring competition in the production and dis-

tribution of motion pictures, the Department also is morally

obligated to rescue the independent exhibitors from the op-

pression practices by the defendants under cover of the con-

sent decree. The exhibitors must be allowed some bargaining

power if they are to survive in an industry which is so com-
pletely dominated by the powerful affiliated interests. They
must be afforded the right to select the pictures that best

(Continued on Page 30
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ALLIED URGES CLARK ADOPT 'STERNER MEASURES'

(Continued from Page 29)

suit their needs and to reject or cancel those which are un-
desirable or which they can not afford. We believe that such
a solution can be accomplished under the Sherman Act if

only the Department will assume a firm attitude backed by a
determination to prosecute the defendants to the limit of the

law if proper results are not promptly forthcoming.

If the Department should nevertheless conclude that the
Sherman Act is inadequate to curb the predatory tendencies
of these defendants and to restore competitive conditions in

the industry, then it should follow the course to which it

pledged itself in announcing the filing of the suit (statement
dated July 20, 1938), and lay the problem before Congress.

V. Affiliated theatres still a problem. The utterly cynical

attitude of the defendants towards Section XI has been es-

tablished by the number of theatres built and acquired and
the worthlessness of the section has been demonstrated by the
decision of Judge Goddard dismissing the Government's ap-
plication to make certain defendants disgorge their post-

decree acquisitions. Answers to Question No. 11 of the ques-
tionnaire show that the acquired theatres at once succeed to

the priorities and preferences invariably accorded to affliated

theatres. The notation of a Michigan exhibitor sums up the
story: "Mel Theatre was acquired by United Theatres (Para-
mount) and priorities that go with an affiliated theatre were
at once evident."

It is reported from another State that Paramount has
bought a lot adjacent to an independent theatre and the ex-
hibitor is faced with affiliated competition just as soon as
WPB relaxes its control of building materials.

With the tremendous reserves which the defendants are
building up as a result of their wartime profiteering, they are
poised for another gigantic campaign of theatre acquisition
and construction and unless Section XI is entirely re-written
and made effective they will accomplish their monopolistic
purpose under the very wording of the decree.

Meanwhile, the defendants are extending their monopoly
by other means. The creation of additional first-runs by
means of moveovers has been mentioned. The answers to the
questions dealing with discriminatory clearance (No. 8), dis-
crimination in supplying prints (No. 9) and double-featuring
"A" pictures (No. 20) show the continuing purpose of the
defendants to grant special favors to the affiliated theatres
and to use those theatres in softening the independent ex-
hibitors for the kill.

But most important of all is the processing of the in-
dependent theatres by forced percentage playing so as to exert
a degree of control almost as great as if they owned and
operated such theatres. The Department's attention already
has been called to this by a resolution of the Allied board of
directors dated August 12. (Comments of the exhibitors quoted
in the summaries show that not only do the distributors de-
termine admission prices and playdates on percentage en-
gagements, but they dictate the amount and kind of adver-
tising the theatres shall use; and not only do they place
checkers in the theatres during the run of percentage pic-
tures but they require that the books and records of the
independent exhibitors shall be subject to inspection and
audit for an indefinite period of time.

Thus in spite of the consent decree the monopoly marches
on and the exhibitors are being transformed from independent
business men into mere agents of the distributors, with little

Or no voice in the operating policies of their theatres and
c-mpen?ated by a bare commission based on the receipts of
their own boxoffices.

VI. Arbitration. Only 22 of the reporting exhibitors,
-operating a total of 81 theatres, had filed arbitration proceed-
ings under the decree. Most of these — 15 — reported that
they had received no, or very inadequate, relief. The returns,
therefore, represented little in the way of actual experience
under the arbitration system. A larger number reported that
thev had observed the operation of the system and assigned
reasons for not having invoked it. The similarity of the com-
ments from different parts of the country shows that distrust
of the system is widespread and that its defects are funda-
mental. The five principal criticisms are:

(a) Expense incident to the conduct of proceedings. The
exhibitors do not dwell so much on the taxable fees and
costs a- on attorne-'s fees v;hich distributors have made
necessary.

(b) Unfair tactics employed by attorneys for distributors
and affiliated theatres. Each distributor has been separately
represented and these "batteries of lawyers" have bulldozed

exhibitors and unduly influenced arbitrators, besides resort-

ing to all manner of technicalities.

(c) Lack of available legal talent to combat the experi-

enced and trade-wise attorneys regularly employed by the

distributors.

(d) Delay resulting from the distributors' tactics, the pre-

scribed procedure and appeals. The system can only be in-

voked in proceedings involving clearance and run which look

to permanent relief. It is useless in proceedings involving a

particular group of pictures since they would pass availability

before a final award could be made.

(e) A feeling (more prevalent in some territories than

others) that the panels and especially the Appeal Board are

composed of persons of an ultra-conservative, pro-distributor

point of view. Except in Eastern Pennsylvania this applies

more to the Appeal Board than to the local arbitrators.

It has been evident for some time that the Appeal Board

stands low in the estimation of the exhibitors. Question No.

14 contained three suggested reforms and asked the exhibitors

to express a preference in regard thereto. But little interest

was shown in the subject, this apathy being attributable in

part to a feeling of futility as shown by the remarks on the

system in general and in part to lack of familiarity with the

work of the Board. The proposals and the returns are as

follows:

(a) The Board should be abolished and the awards of the

local distributors made final — 44 exhibitors, with 128 theatres.

(b) The Board should be replaced by local appeal boards

composed of qualified arbitrators chosen from the panels —
89 exhibitors, with 234 theatres.

(c) The Appeal Board should be retained but there should

be a change in personnel so that all will not reside in New
York — 34 exhibitors, with 90 theatres.

VII. Conclusion. In its statement announcing the signing

of the consent decree (dated October 29, 1940) the Department
said that "Properly administered it should put an end to dis-

putes between distributors and exhibitors. . and should result

in placing the industry on a fair competitive basis." And the

Department added:

If these results are not obtained after a reasonable

trial period, there will be no alternative for the CJov-

ernment but to proceed with the litigation and press

for a revision of the entire industry structure in ac-

cordance with the prayer of the petition.

On January 22, 1943 the Department made public a pre-

liminary report of the special unit of the Anti-trust Division

charged with the supervision of the motion picture consent

decree. After commenting that the decree had supplied "some
relief to a substantial number of exhibitors from certain un-

fair trade practices," the Department said

—

It has not yet demonstrated that film licensing

discriminations inherent in the ownership of theatres

by distributors may be effectively remedied by meas-
ures short of divorcement.

In view of the conditions reveaeld by the survey which
this Association has made, we think the conclusion now is

inescapable that the consent decree has not. and by reason of

its ineffective provisions can not, achieve the objects and pur-
poses of the Department as set forth in the original petition

and its numerous public statements. The unhappy truth is

that the motion picture monopoly is more powerful and in

general its practices are more oppressive today than when
the consent decree was entered.. The three-year test period
afforded the defendants ample time in which to put their

house in order, but this they have utterly failed to do. We
respectfully urge that the Department now insist upon sterner
measures better calculated to curb the trust and to insure
fair competitive conditions.

In closing let us add that based on our understanding at

the conference on August 9 exhibitors were told that the in-

formation forwarded by them on the questionnaires would be
kept in strict confidence. The names of the reporting exhibi-
tors have been omitted from the summaries. However, in a
few cases it might be possible to identify the exhibitors by
their comments or the nature of their grievances. In order
fully to nrotect these exhibitors against retaliation, neither
the questionnaires nor the summaries should be exposed to

distributor representatives.

Yours very truly,

(Sgd.) ABRAM F. MYERS
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JOHNNY COME LATELY. . .James CagnLV

appears in his first independent production

under brother Bill's banner for release

through United Artists and the Messrs

Cagney have chosen Louis Bromfield's "Mc-

Leod's Folly" for their initial effort. The

story takes place at the turn of the century

and the cast includes Grace George, Mar-

jorie Main, Marjorie Lord, Hattie McDanie
Ed McNamara and Bill Henry. William Iv

Howard directed.
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LIFE-LINE!
^The name Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer means more in the

motion picture business

than any other single name^^

FOR INSTANCE I

M-C-M's "LASSIE COME HOME" in

irs 4th Week (at press time) and still go-

ing strong. It's doing "Random Harvest"

and "Mrs. Miniver" business in its

Radio City Music Hall World Premiere.

It's another Life-line picture in M-G-M's

"12 Toppers" added to such hits as "Best

FootForward", "SaluteToThe Marines",

"Swing Shift Maisie", "Girl Crazy", "I

Dood It", "Whistling In Brooklyn" and

more! Hold tight to the M-G-M Life-line!

Quoted from MMmm^ Magaziney issue of

September 21th in a sixteen page section entitled

Metro 'Goldwjn-Ma'jer, the Biggest Movie-

Making Machine.'' When Life Magazine set

out to tell the nation about the movies^ it

naturally selected the M-G-M Studios! When

the nation sets out to see a movie^ they select—

M-G-M
Life "line of the screen!

Let's All Give I hJational War Fund—Which Gives To AU!
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CALL COLUMBIA TO
There is an old and familiar expression: Business is

business. We can't recall who coined it, but he was

probably a gent who had just put over a shady deal on

some trusting individual and he adopted the phrase to

pacify the gremlins that were gnawing at his conscience.

"Business is business" has been used ever since by men

to justify actions which they could not reconcile with

their deeper instincts.

Business is not business—when it is dirty business.

Then it is called by another name. Just as a man must

have moral standards in his personal life, an industry

must have its ethics. Without some code based on law

and decency and respect for others, a man is a Icnave

and a business is a racket.

In an industry as prominent—and as closely knit

—

as the film industry, a lack of moral standards displayed

by one element within its ranks reflects discredit upon

the whole industry. Which brings us to the problem of

dealing with Columbia Pictures and its phony and

broken promises.

Columbia has made a racket of promises. It has

misused the names of many prominent personalities to

obtain film contracts. When a company with a star

roster as limited as Columbia's advertises the names of

five such outstanding stars as Humphrey Bogart, Cary

Grant, Irene Dunne, Rosalind Russell and Olivia de

Havilland on a season's program—and fails to deliver a

picture with any one of them—we say the executives of

that company stand charged with either wilful misrep-

resentation or deplorable ignorance of their business.

In either case, they are guilty of abusing the good faith

3
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ORDER, MR. HAYS!
of thousands of theatre owners who signed Columbia

contracts with the expectation that they would receive

pictures with those stars.

The excuse Columbia offers is that tfce films were

not completed within the term of the 1942-43 contracts,

which expired September 30th. This legality absolves

them, they say. Perhaps it does—legally. But does if

absolve them of using the stars' names as "bait" when

they probably should have known that delivery of their

pictures before September 30th, 1943, was either doubt-

ful or impossible? And, does it absolve them of delib-

erately withholding the release of a COMPLETED

picture, "Sahara," until after September 30th, in order

that they might re-sell it on the 1943-44 contracts?

The other major distributors cannot shrug off

Columbia's tactics as being "its own business," because

Columbia is a member of their family. It is high time

that this company was called to order. The exhibitors

of America who are in position to make felt their oppo-

sition to such practices have their answer for Columbia.

The organized distributors can do something about,

it, too.

We hope Will Hays will take a hand in this matter.

We suggest that he investigate the exhibitors' complaint

against Columbia and bring his influence to bear to

bring about some adjustment of the wrong done the

company's customers this past season. He might also

express to the other MPPDA members his disapproba-

tion of such tactics and warn them against using them

in the future.

Mr. Hays has done a famous job of protecting and

(Continued on Next Page)
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EDITORIALS BROADWAY
(Continued from Preceding Page)

advancing the interests of the film companies, but he

will fail, ultimately, if he does not bring to the film

leaders a realization of their obligations to the simple

ethics everyone has a right to expect would prevail in

so mighty an industry as ours. MO WAX.

KUDOS TO METRO
The following statement was issued by A. F. Myers,

of Allied:

In the difficult position in which independent

exhibitors find themselves, it is as important to express

their appreciation to those who lend a hand as it is to

condemn those who are adding to the exhibitors' burden.

The curtailment of production and withholding of

completed pictures have created an artificial shortage

in many areas, making the exhibitors easy victims of the

film rental squeeze. In the recent Allied survey some

115 exhibitors, operating approximately 550 theatres,

reported that they were affected by the shortage.

It is with satisfaction, therefore, that Allied has

learned of the decision of Metro to make available to

its customers ten pictures from past programs in order

to ease the strain. According to the announcement,

M-G-M customers may book all of these pictures, or as

many as individual situations may require. No effort

wil be made to sell the pictures as re-issues; they are

merely offered as a helping hand in time of trouble.

Nothing is said In the trade paper announcement

about terms, but It Is believed that these will be con-

sistent with the purpose of the offer—to aid the exhibi-

tors in a tough situation.

Ordinarily exhibitors eye re-issues warily because

they usually represent no more than an effort on the part

of the distributor to take advantage of a thin market by

building huge profits on productions that already have

been liquidated. But Metro's action appears to be a

genuine effort to aid the exhibitors by making available

a substantial number of excellent pictures, from which

they may pick and choose, and on terms which reflect

this laudable purpose. t^^^

Thank you, Metro. We hope that you will not draw

too fine a distinction between customers and non-

customers. All exhibitors who really need help should

receive It. We also hope that other distributors will

follow your fine example.

NEWSREEL
The last week of October saw the Broadway film house

records continue to fall as both the Roxy and the Capitol

announced first week grosses that reached staggering highs.

Business for "Sweet Rosie O'Grady," which had the support

of an unusually strong Roxy stage show headed by Danny
Kaye and Tommy Tucker and His Orchestra, was believed

to be "the biggest ever done by any theatre in the world,

during a non-holiday period in the last 15 years." Records
established during the opening week included the biggest

opening day's business, biggest week-day's business, biggest

Saturday and Sunday business and biggest for the week.

Musical is now in its second week and starts a third on Nov.

3rd... "The Phantom of the Opera," which was also aided by
a strong "in person" show headed by Lena Horne and Duke
Ellington's Orchestra, smashed a 12 year record at the Capi-
tol during the first seven days. A third week started on
October 28th.

The other combination stage-screen theatres were not faw

behind and "Lassie Come Home," now in its fourth week at

the Radio City Music Hall, grossed over $100,000 for each of

its first three stanzas at the world's largest theatre where the

class stage show never counts on name draw. This M-G-M
film is the fifth consecutive M-G-M attraction at the Hall to

run at least four weeks and "Random Harvest" still holds the

all-time record here with eleven weeks. . .The Strand, where
"Thank Your Lucky Stars" and Sammy Kaye's Orchestra
started a fifth and final week on Oct. 29th, and the Para-
mount, which starts a fourth week of "True to Life" and
Tony Pastor and His Band and The Ink Spots, on Nov. 3rd,

have also been doing excellent business which seems almost
ordinary in comparison to the other three film palaces.

Business at the Palace, where "Behind the Rising Sun"
is in its third and last week, topped every other first week's
gross, by a wide margin, during the thirty year history of the
theatre. Picture will close on N»v. 3rd to permit the opening
of Samuel Goldwyn's "The North Star," which will run day-
and-date with the smaller Victoria Theatre, across the street.

The latter house, which has been playing Russian films since
being re-decorated a few months ago, will play "Star" on a
reserved seat-two-a-day schedule .. .The Rivoli, which had a
$45,000 figure for the fourteenth week of "For Whom the Bell
Tolls" in comparison to $26,000 for the opening stanza, claimed
that "nothing like this has happened before in motion picture
history" but neglected to mention that the 14th week started
the picture's continuous run policy after 13 weeks of good
business at a two-a-day schedule.

"Corvette K-225," now in its holdover week at the Cri-
terion, went to a near-record gross of $34,000 during its first
seven days. The Universal picture will start a third week on
Nov. 3rd and the same company's "Flesh and Fantasy" is set
to open here on Nov. 24th. . .Another Universal film, "Top
Man," is having its Broadway first-run this week at Loew's
State where "Johnny Come Lately" had a smash second-run
last week, aided by Ann Corio heading the stage show. . ."This
Is the Army" completes 14 profitable weeks at the Hollj-wood
on Nov. 1st and will be followed by Warners "Old Acquaint-
ance." "Army" is now having its first Brooklyn showing at
the Brooklyn Strand and opens Nov. 30th over the RKO Cir-
cuit in Manhattan. . .Warner Bros. "The Oklahoma Kid" set
another record for a reissue on Broadway by completing
eight weeks at the Central Theatre, one block down from theWB Strand. The Central is now playing the 20th Century-
Fox reissue of "In Old Chicago" while "Kid" has been booked
for "A" time over the Skouras Circuit of 52 houses and the
Century group of 36 theatres.

Another RKO special, "The Iron Major." opened at the
Globe on October 30th following three good weeks of Para-
mount's "Hostages". . .At the Astor, "Thousands Cheer" starts
its eighth week on Nov. 2nd and the end is not yet in sight
. . the Rialto, Broadway's action house, is holding over "Paris
After Dark" although the previous attraction, "The Strange
Death of Adolph Hitler," was much stronger during both its

first and second stanzas. . .Meanwhile, two British first-runs,

"Jeannie" at the Little Carnegie and "The Great Mr. Handel"
have been attracting class audiences to these off-Broadway
spots for more than seven weeks.
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IO£0-BADIO ... 1 Special

NORTH STAR' STIRRING DRAMA ABOUT RUSSIA
Rfltes • in first-runs; less generally

BKO Radio (Samuel Goldwyn)
105 Minutes

Anne Baxter, Dana Andrews, Walter Hus-

ton, Ann Harding, Walter Brennan, Jane
Withers, Farley Granger, Erich Von Stro-

heim, Dean Jagger, Eric Roberts, Carl Ben-

ton Reid, Ann Carter, Martin Kosleck,

Esther Dale, Paul Guilfoyle, Ruth Nelson,

Tonio Selwart, Robert Lowery, Frank Wil-

cox, Peter Pohlenz, Gene CDonnell, Charles

Bates, Lj-nn Winthrop.

Directed by Lewis Milestone.

A stirring and spectacular drama dealing

with the Nazi invasion of Russia, "The
North Star" is another Goldwyn prestige

film — one that will do its best business in

the first-runs and class houses. The first

of several major company productions about
Russia either planned or already completed,
this is bound to be widely discussed by
critics and public alike, even if its tragic

theme and lack of outstanding marquee
names may keep it from being a box office

triumph in naborhood or action houses. The
Soviet family atmosphere and rural back-
grounds have been magnificently pictured
in the opening scenes, but these tend to

slow down the film because Lillian Hellman's

script and the direction of Lewis Milestone

seem intent on showing too many details

of the happy life in a typical Russian
frontier village. Once the war strikes and
the townspeople feel the fury of airplane

bombardment, the scenes of their undying
courage and the strong will to resist against

overpowering odds receive a vivid and ex-

citing portrayal. Here the drama of many
average humans is merged into an inspira-

tional tale of a united people determined
to fight for the land they love. Splendid
casting, fine production values and note-

worthy photography are important factors

in this high-budget film, but cutting a few
of the colorful scenes would have given it

a faster pace. This is a topical, but not
wholly a war, film and its many human
touches and comedy and romantic moments
should be stressed to attract larger
audiences.

The story opens on June 20, 1941 in a
happy farm village on the Bessarabian
border where Farley Granger and Anne
Baxter, young lovers, plan a walking trip

to Kiev while their families harvest the
huge crops. Accompanied by Dana An-
drews, young military flier, and Jane
Withers, the first day of the hike is un-

eventful, but the next morning Nazi bomber
planes pass overhead to bring destruction

to the village. Dean Jagger, head of the

village Soviet, organizes the people into two

groups — those who will fight as guerillas

and those who will stay behind to destroy

their homes and crops before the advancing

Nazis. When the enemy, under Erich Von
Stroheim, arrives they order the Russians

tortured and the children drained of blood

to give transfusions to Nazi wounded. On
the road, Andrews leaves to join his squad-

ron, Withers is killed while fighting off Nazi

soldiers and Granger is blinded, but, with

Miss Baxter, he manages to return to the

village which the guerillas have recaptured

from the Nazis. The villagers then leave

their wrecked homes to fight for Russia in

the war that has just begun.

Outstanding portrayals are given by a

newcomer, Farley Granger, as a student

who turns guerilla; by Jane Withers, who
is wholesome and natural as a romantic

peasant who dies for her country, and by

Walter Huston, as the town doctor. How-
ever, the cast, of which Walter Brennan,

Ann Harding, Erich Von Stroheim and Dean
Jagger are the best-known character play-

ers is uniformly excellent.

LEYENDECKBR

RKO^BADIO ... 2 in Second Block

THE IRON MAJOR' ENGROSSING BIOGRAPHY WILL APPEAL TO SPORTS FANS
Rates • © + generally, if exploited

RKO-Rado
85 Minutes
Pat O'Brien, Ruth Warrick, Leon Ames,
Robert Ryan, Russell Wade, Bruce Edwards,
Richard Martin, Dorothy Vaughan, Joseph
Crehan, Virginia Brissac, Pierre Watkin.
Directed by Ray Enright.

This film biography of Frank Cavanaugh,

the famous football coach just before and
after World War I, is a well-told tale,

splendidly acted by Pat O'Brien and timed
to attract football enthusiasts as well as
male patrons of all ages. The picture, which
covers nearly forty years, is necessarily epi-

sodic but Director Ray Enright has managed
to skip over many dull passages and to in-

ject as much as possible of Cavanaugh's
romance and subsequent life with his wife.

The story also contains some heart-warming
family episodes and comedy touches, but

we doubt that it will appeal to most women.
For it is the numerous gridiron sequences,

the heroic World War I episode and, espe-

cially, the climactic Fordham-Oregon State

football game which are the picture's high-

lights, just as they were in Cavanaugh's
life. For its message of courage and clean

American living, this deserves to be heavily

exploited. It should do a bit above par
business generally.

The story traces Frank Cavanaugh's life

from his schoolboy days in Worcester,
Mass. With his pal, Leon Ames, Cavanaugh
both make the football team but later Cav-
anaugh is forced to quit and become a coach
to help support his widowed mother. When
he meets and marries Ruth Warrick he
decides to seek fame and fortune as a

lawyer but his wife later encourages him
to make coaching his life work. At Holy
Cross. Cavanaugh starts turning out crack
football teams as he later does at Dartmouth.

When World War I takes its toll of his

players, Cavanaugh, although 41, enlists as

a private. In France, his ability of handling

men wins him a promotion and he is made
a major for gallantry under fire. Although

wounded, Cavanaugh returns to coaching as

soon as possible after the War and, when
the doctor gives him only five years to live,

he accepts an offer from Fordham and soon

leads the Rams to nation-wide football

fame. After the memorable Fordham-Ore-
gon State game, which the Rams win, his

eyes fail him and, a few months later, his

fine American career comes to an end.

Pat O'Brien delivers a strong-jawed and

moving performance as the indomitable

Cavanaugh and Ruth Warrick gives a sym-
pathetic portrayal as his understanding wife,

Florence. Except for Leon Ames and Rich-

ard Ryan, as Cavanaugh's loyal friends, the

other roles are little more than bits.

DENLEY.

'GILDERSLEEYE ON BROADWAY' HIS LATEST—AND SILLIEST
Pa+es • as dualler in nabes and rurals

RKO Radio
65 Minutes

Harold Peary, Billie Burke, Richard Le-
Grand, Cla're Carleton, Freddie Mercer,
Hobart Cavanaugh, Margaret Landry,
Leonid Kinsky, Ann Doran, Lillian Ran-
dolph, Michael Road, Jack Norton.

Directed by Gordon Douglas.

"A little of this goes a long way" says
one character during the first minutes of

"Qildersleeve on Broadway" and many
patrons will echo this thought after seeing
the latest — and silliest — of programmers
starring this radio comic. Harold Peary,
whose annoying laugh has identified him
as The Great Gildersleeve over the air-

waves, probably has a large radio following
and his more ardent fans probably will en-

joy watching his antics in even such a
feeble farce as this, but it will prove quite

boring to others. The plot of this so-called

comedy is no better, and perhaps a bit

worse, than the two previous Gildersleeve
releases, but Director Gordon Douglas has
happily kept Peary in the background while
Richard LeGrand (Mr. Peavey), Billie

Burke and a nasty little un-named brat
have their comic innings. It's broadly
played, to put it mildly, and, consequently,
may amuse naborhood and i-ural family
audiences — especially those who twirl the
radio dials.

Because it's Springtime in Summerfleld,
Gildersleeve becomes engaged to Ann Doran
to the great disgust of his small nephew,

(More Reviews on Page 8)

LeRoy. When Gildy accompanies his

friend, Mr. Peavey, to a druggists' conven-

tion in New York, he meets an eccentric

widow, Billie Burke, who takes an imme-
diate faiicy to him because he resembles

her late husband. Learning that Miss Burke
owns a big wholesale drug supply house,

Peavey and the other druggists offer Gildy

$5,000 if he can persuade the widow to keep
her company in operation. Meanwhile, Miss
Doran is worried about Gildy and follows

him to New York where she finds that Miss
Burke already has him in her clutches.

The only way out of this romantic tangle is

to have Peavey pose as Gildy's wife and
the finale sees him back in Miss Doran's
custody, while Miss Burke has transferred

her attention to a friendly window-washer.
YORK
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VALOUR-WITHOUT POLITICS
BY MARTIN QUIGLEY

This Is about a picture and a principle.

The picture is "The North Star". The prin-

ciple is the responsible freedom of the art

of the motion picture as exemplified and
demonstrated by that production.

The picture is about Russia and Russians.

It has been made with skill, effort and
abundant resources by Samuel Goldwyn,
He has poured into it contributions of able

dramatists and technicians. The result is a

distillation of that striving alchemy and
unrelenting pursuit of the utmost which

characterizes all his creative efforts.

The product is the direct concern of the

producer and his audiences, the expert and
the ultimate authorities. The principle so

ably demonstrated is both a precept and an

asset of experience of our art and industry.

Mr. Goldwyn set out on a course and
pattern so effectively simple that he pos-

sibly is only half aware of it himself. He
surveyed the whole scene of opportunity

before the showman's eye. He found
Russia, that great enigmatic land which is

neither Europe nor Asia, with its fecund,

vital people, beglamoured with endless tra-

dition, rich in folk-color, newly come into

the interested consciousness of the screen

public. There was background, a gorgeous
tapestry against which to record a tale of
great warriors in this, the greatest of wars.

Sam Goldwyn was looking, as usual, for

the best material in the world for the mak-
ing of a show that should reach into the

emotions of the millions who find heart

throbs and satisfying intensities in the
magic of the theatre.

Maybe there was daring, or maybe only

cold judgment, in Mr. Goldwyn's election

of this great endeavour of Russia for the
scene and the spirit of its people for a
theme. There was the obvious fact that
Russia and its politics, its social revolu-

tions and evolutions, its anomalous, aloof
and special position among the United
Nations, presented issues and problems
not yet clarified in the world view. But

there remained, independent of that, the

poignant dramatic fact: people, Russians,

in all the fervour of their tradition, fight-

ing, giving, dying for life and land. All

this under the burning white light of to-

day's attention.

It was just that which the producer saw

and sought and set down in the crystalliza-

tion of "The North Star".

He did not engage in attack upon or

defense of Russian political design, at

home or abroad. He offered no message

of motive or pattern. He put on film an

objective, vibrantly human and imme-
diate story of people—being sure the while

that those people were in the limelight of

interest.

It is to be recorded that in "The North

(star" Mr. Goldwyn has nothing to sell but

a tremendous exploration of human expe-

rience, recorded in the events of life and
strife of people who live and die with the

grace of courage.

Here is demonstration of the competent
and responsible freedom of the medium
of the motion picture. Here was possi-

bility and peril of controversial involve-

ment. It was avoided by the startlingly

simple process of a showman and dramatist

tending with a remarkable precision to

his own business.

The motion picture of the theatre is

free to deal with anything whatever as

material, given the warrant of a conscious-

ness of its province—recognition that the

screen is not pulpit, not rostrum, not class-

room blackboard, not tract, not pamphlet;
that it is a stage before the whole people,

of all opinions and no opinion.

This today is important to the status of

the motion picture in a world of crisis,

criticism and acute analysis. It establishes

the constructive position of the screen in

a democracy, justifies a free screen serving

a free people.

And so, in this, Mr. Goldwyn serves

himself, his audience and his industry.

LET'S ALL GIVE TO THE NATIONAL WAR FUND. WHICH GIVES TO ALL



20th CENTURY-FOX ... 2 in Fourth Block

'GUADALCANAL DIARY' GRIPPING WAR FILM RATES STRONG EXPLOITATION
Rates • • • generally: more in action spots

20th Century-Fox
95 Minutes

Lloyd Nolan, Preston Foster, William Ben-
dix, Richard Conte, Anthony Quinn, Boy
Roberts, Bichard Jaeckel, Minor Watson,
Lionel Stander, John Archer, Ralph Byrd,
Reed Hadley, Miles Mander, Fddie AculT,

Robert Rose, Jack Luden, Selmer Jackson,
Harry Carter, Warren Ashe, Larry Thomp-
•on, Paul Fung.

Directed by Lewis Seller.

A vivid and realistic war story dealing
witii the U. S. Marines and their three-

month struggle to hold the South Pacific

island, "Guadalcanal Diary" is comparable
to "Wake Island" as a stirring tribute to an
heroic group of fighters. To an extent, this

follows the day-by-day diary form of the
book and, 'by often stressing seemingly-
unimportant human touches, it resembles a
thrilling documentary instead of a staged
film exhibit. If any war picture with an
all-male cast can still become a big business-
getter, this remarkably entertaining and
true-to-life military saga is destined to do
so. There are many scenes of gripping ac-

tion showing the sterling courage of the

Marines, as well as the vicious cruelty of

the Japs. Interspersed among the thrilling

moments are many comedy bits which keep
the story from seeming too grim. The
characters, from Father Donnelly to the

youngster who writes only to his mother,

speak and act like natural folk throughout.

As an instance, William Bendix' awkwardly-
expressed remarks to the priest during the

Jap blitz, which he describes as "his funny
kind of praying," are tremendously moving.
Here is a picture which deserves to be

heavily exploited. Word-of-mouth is sure to

be good and the topical theme makes it a

natural for action spots.

The story opens one peaceful Sunday on
a Marine transport somewhere in the Paci-

fic. Father Donnelly (Preston Foster) is

conducting services, Lloyd Nolan, the tough
top sergeant, is leading some men in exer-

cises and William Bendix, former taxi

driver, is kidding with the romantic-minded
Anthony Quinn and with Richard Jaeckel,

a youngster just growing his first whiskers.
Landing on Guadalcanal on Aug. 7, 1942,

after learning that they are to attack the

Jap strongholds on the island, the Marines
find that the enemy has made a hurried

retreat. However, a few Jap snipers prove
annoying and, when the Marines learn that

an enemy detachment is ready to surrender,

they send a few men who fall Into this

trap and all but Anthony Quinn are killed.

The Marines later go back in force and win
several skirmishes and also lose a few, es-

pecially when the Jap battleships drop shells

on the American position. When reinforce-

ments arrive, the Marines again attack and
finally chase out all the remaining Japs and
take them prisoner. On Nov. 10th. the fevr

remaining men are relieved while the Army
moves in on Guadalcanal.
William Bendix, who makes the most of

his made-to-order part of a good-natured
taxi driver from Brooklyn, is the cast stand-
out, but Lloyd Nolan, as the tough top
sergeant; Preston Foster, as the understand-
ing Father Donnelly, and Richard Jaeckel,

as the youngster whose pals nickname him
"Chicken," also register strongly. Richard
Conte, as the soft-spoken young captain, is

somewhat less effective. Anthony Quinn,
Lionel Stander and Eddie Acuff are the
best-known in the well-chosen supporting
cast. Lewis Seller's direction^ merits high
praise.

LEYENDECKER

THE DANCING MASTERS' SAME OLD LAUREL & HARDY SLAPSTICK
Rates • • — as dualler for naborhoods and rurals

20th Century-Fox
63 Minutes

Laurel & Hardy, Trudy Marshall, Robert
Bailey, Matt Briggs, Margaret Dumont, Bob
Mitchum, Nestor Paiva, Allan Lane, George
Llcyd, Edward Earle, Florence Shirley,
Robert Emmett Keane, Charles Rogers,
Sam Ash, Daphne Pollard, William Haado.
Directed by Mai St. Clair.

Laurel and Hardy's latest, "The Dancing
Masters," finds these veteran comics romp-
ing through an hour of the same old slap-
stick hokum — of the sort that their fans
have always found hilarious. The hefty
and irascible Hardy and the timid little

Laurel, for more than 20 years of two-
reelers and features, have managed to cling
to comic-strip routines while their popular-
ity has waned but slightly. This new fea-

ture opens on a really funny burlesque
touch as Hardy prances about with the ad-

vanced class of the "Arthur Hurry School
of Dancing," while Laurel pirouettes in a
ballet costume teaching the beginners.

However, the picture soon descends to the
two-reeler technique which takes in explod-
ing seltzer bottles, walking into open dooi-s

and a climax which has Hardy as sole

passenger on a driverless bus which careens
through the streets and finally goes up and
down a roller-coaster to crash into the
ocean. Except for Margaret Dumont's
haughty dowager, the other players are un-
important and the incidental love interest
is amateurishly presented by two nev/-

comers, Trudy Marshall and Robert Bailey.
For the theatres whose patrons are Laurel
and Hardy devotees.
Laurel and Hardy's danclrg school is on

its last legs because of the scarcity of pay-
ing customers. One of the students, Trudy

WARNER BROS ... 2 in Third Block

'RND THE BLACKMAILER' WEAKEST WAINER QUECKIE
P^'-'^'. © as suonortinq dualler In minor action spots

chief redeeming feature. The story, a typi-Wamers
65 Minutes

Jerome Cowan, Faye Emerson, Grene Lock-
hart, Robert Kent, Marjorie Hoshelle, Wade
Boteler, Bradley Page, John Harmon, Lou
Lubin, Ralph Peters.

Directed by D. Ross Lederman.

In every particular — mediocre cast, un-
imaginative mystery plot and rubber-stamp
direction — "Find the Blackmailer" proves
to be the weakest of the program quickies
turned out recently by Warners. As in

"Murder on the Waterfront," "Adventure in

Iraq" and the several on last season's sched-
ule, the brief running time is the picture's

cal pulp magazine yarn, centers about a
gang of blackmailers and their talking
Crow. Although there's a murder and some
trumped-up suspense, the average patron
will become restless waiting for the climax,
which is more ridiculous than it is start-

ling. Jerome Cowan gives a tongue-in-cheek
portrayal of a breezy detective — a role

out of his customary villainous line, but
Gene Lockhart and the others are content
to give stock company performances. This
will serve the purpose as a second feature
in minor action spots only.

In the story, Gene Lockhart, a mayoralty
candidate, is being blackmailed by an ex-
convict who uses a talking crow to frighten
his victims. Jerome Cowan, a private de-

WARNER BLOCK—Continued on Page 21

Marshall, is in love with Robert Bailey, a
poor young factory welder, although her
wealthy parents disapprove of the match.
Laurel and Hardy, who have been foster-

ing the romance, are invited to a party with
Trudy and her boy friend but the parents
unexpectedly arrive and spoil the fun. Al-
though Laurel and Hardy gum up the dem-
onstration of Bailey's new fiame-throwing
invention, the girl's wealthy parent decides
to back the boy financially. Laurel and
Hardy, who know nothing of this, try to
raise the money to help Bailey and get into
several mix-ups before Oliver ends up as a
hospital patient.

DENLEY
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tective hired by Lockhart to find the bird,

goes to the ex-convict's apartment and there

finds him murdered and the crow missing.

Cowan's search for the crow, which is

eventually found hidden in a radio, takes

up the rest of the story but a simple ex-

planation, at the start of the film, that the

crow's cries of "No, No, Don't Kill me,

Rhodes" were produced by its ventriloquist

owner would have saved time and consider-

able wasted film footage.

YORK
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CHARLES BOYER * BARBARA STANWYCK * m
THE PICTURE THAT

WILL ADD NEW

MEANING TO THE WORD

ENTERTAINMENT!

So different— it defies

comparison. So en-

thralling— it lias no

equal. So powerful—only

these great Stars could

live its matckless roles

fSH AND FANTA:
utarijzirj in the order of their apoearance

EDWARD G. ROBINSON
wiih THOMAS :.:iTCHELL

C. AUBREY SMITH
ANNA LEE

DAME MAY WHin V

Directed by JULIEN DIIVIVIER ' Frcducecl by CIHAHLI^S BOYER and JULIEN DUVIVIER
Sot«?n Pl.-y by ETTni» r«.scal • ?>niu«l KaffcnsUin £ii s. 3u JbMph Buad on Stoii*s by 0*c«r Wilde • Lasio Vadnay • icJlis St. josoph

ROBERT BENCHLEY
BETTY FIELD

ROBERT CUMMINGS
^iih EDGAR jBARKlER

CHARLES 50YER
BARBARA STANWYCK

NOMINATED
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

T U R E TWICE!

cr:>
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* THOMAS MITCHELL* CHARLES WINNINGER



THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi-Weekly Review of the Trade's Events

First Company Decree Changes
With the deadline for the New York Con-

sent Decree drawing near, representatives of

the five defending companies arrived in

Washington last Tuesday, ostensibly to pre-

sent their brief of proposed changes in the

Decree, but told Tom C. Clark, Assistant

Attorney-General, that they had decided to

make some changes in their prepared brief

and would submit the complete docket on

Thursday.

Clark suggested that the full list of revi-

sions be submitted in one document with the

"Suggested changes printed alongside the

parts of the decree which would be affected.

Upon receipt of the document, Clark would

present the distributors' suggestions to ex-

hibitor leaders to get their opinions on the

proposed changes, and receive any counter-

suggestions which the exhibitors might offer.

The distributors were represented by

Spyros Skouras and John Caskey of 20th

Century-Fox; Nicholas M. Schenck, Loew's;

Joseph P. Hazen, Warners; N. Peter Rath-

von, RKO, and Austin C. Keough, Para-

mount, who appeared in place of Barney
Balaban, now in Hollywood.

Clark has made arrangements with ex-

hibitor leaders for conferences on the dis-

tributors' brief. He is expected to discuss

the matter with Abram F. Myers, general

counsel for Allied, and L. O. Lukan, repre-

senting the Pacific Coast Conference of

Theatre Owners, this week. Lukan will

come to Washington at Clark's request and
bring with him the organization's exhibitor
questionnaire results on the Decree. Earlier
In the week, Clark met with Ed Kuykendall,
MPTOA president, and representatives of
the Unaffiliated Exhibitors of New York.

» * •

Allied Board to Milwaukee
National Allied's board of directors has

scheduled its r—'t meeting for Nov. 17-18

in Milwaukee at the Schroeder Hotel. Tl:*^

session will be hold in conjunction with the
Allied unit, the Independent Theaters Pro-
tective Associatii^n of Wisconsin and Upper
Michigan, whose meetings will be held
Nov. 18-19.

The New YorK Consen Decree will be
the major topic of discussion. Since the
Decree expires a few days later, it is ex-
pected that the new provisions of the De-
cree, which sh'.jld be announced by that
time, will hold the exhibitors' attention.

* * •

W. Pa. AMPTO Hears Leaders
Meeting in Pittsburgh, the 23rd Annual

Convention of Allied AMPTO of Western
Pennsylvania heard Abram F. Myers, M. A.
Rosenberg, Sid Samuelson, Ray Branch,
Martin G. Smith and Pete Wood deliver
addresses on problems of the independent
exhibitor, the Consent Decree, the Kilgore
divorcement bill, and the proposed 30 per
cent admissions tax. Special emphasis was
also placed on those activities which pertain
to the industry in its relation to the war
effort.

The Board of Directors went on rec-. :

as being in complete accord with the Allied
resolution on the failure of Columbia Pic-
tures to deliver pictures listed on its 1942-43
program.

The convention was managed by George
J. Corcoran and the meetings presided over
by Rosenberg.

Bioff Calls Self "Low Type"
William Bioff, convicted labor racketeer,

testifying in the government's trial of eight

men charged with film industry extortion,

deprecatingly described himself as a "low
type of person" after admitting that Joseph
M. Schenck, former chairman of the board
of 20th Century-Fox, was "sent to jail for

telling the truth, and I'm responsible for

sending him there." Schenck was convicted
on income tax evasion charges three years
ago, chiefly hecause of a suspected loan of

$100,000 to Bioff.

Mater Bioff described how he had been
solicited to aid the George Skouras circuit,

when the latter complained that he was
paying $60,000 more for his projectionists
than was the Frisch-Rinzler circuit with
which he claimed similarity in size. Bioff
said he was told that if he could put the
competing circuit on "a comparable basis,"
it would be worth $50,000. Bioff succeeded
in increasing the scale of the Frisch-Rinzler
projectionists $60,000 per year.

Bioff characterized Barney Balaban, now
Paramount president and former head of
the Balaban & Katz Circuit, as a "lamb,"
when he told of a $20,000 shakedown of the
B & K Circuit.

Claiming that his power was great enough
to make him Hollywood's czar, Bioff said
that given time he would have received 20
per cent of the profits of the producers and
eventually a 50 per cent interest in the
studios themselves.

« • •

Kuykendall Lists Decree Changes
Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA president, joined

the list of exhibitor groups who have filed
briefs with the Department of Justice on
changes in the New York C.-nsent Decree.
Kuykendall conferred with Tom Clark and
Robert L. Wright in Washington and left
with the latter a copy of the MPTOA Bulle-
tin dealing with the decree.
Although the MPTOA head did not reveal

the contents of the brief, his earlier state-
ments in New York showed that he con-
sidered three changes necessary to eliminate
the principal objections to the Decree by
what he termed the majority of exhibitors.
The revisions were: Pictures to be sold in

larger blocks with a 20% cancellation privi-
lege; elimination of the appeal board sitting
in New York, since that group was not ac-
quainted with local problems and could not
judge a case fairly; and third, that distri-
butors be prohibited from sending their best
attorneys to an arbitration hearing to over-
come the advantage over the complainants
local counsel who was versed only in the
local problems whereas the distributors'
attorneys had the edge by their knowledge
of the decree and the industrv. Kuykendall
reiterated that local conciliation boards
would offer the best solution to exhibitor-
distributor disputes.

Columbia Profits Higher
Columbia Pictures reported a net profit of

$1,802,279.92 after provision for Federal in-

come, excess profits and capital stock taxes
totaling $3,679,562.50 during the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1943. This compares with a
net of $1,611,659.13 in 1942 after taxes
amounting to $1,163,617.

The gross profits for the last fiscal period
were $5,481,842.42, Including a reversal of a
reserve for $248,861.31 of foreign taxes no
longer required. Gross for the previous year
came to $2,775,276.13.

Republic vs. "Oklahoma"
A suit to restrain Republic Pictures from

releasing "In Old Oklahoma" under that
title was filed in Federal Court by the

Theaire Guild, Oscar Hammerstein II, and
Richard Rodgers, stage producer, author
and composer, r ?spectively of the current
Broadway musical hit, "Oklahoma."

The complainants alleged that the Repub-
lic release, based on a story "War of the

Wild Cats," will damage their musical and
its future motion picture rights to the ex-

tent of $500,000. They charged that such
release would constitute unfair competition

and be a violation of copyright rights and
would be for the purpose of capitalizing on
the goodwill and value created in the title

"Oklahoma."
• • •

"Old Maestro" Dies
Ben Bernie, band leader and entertainer,

succumbed after a long illness at the age
of 52. Stricken with pleurisy while playing

an engagement in Chicago last February,
the "old maestro" was ailing since and died

on October 20th of a pulmonary ailment

with heart complications.

Bernie entered show business in 1910 In

vaudeville and made his way up the enter-

tainment ladder via night club and radio

work. A victim of the Wall St. crash in

1929, Bernie ended up in Hollywood where
he appeared in a number of pictures In-

cluding "Shoot the Works," "Stolen Har-
mony," "Love and Hisses," and "Wake Up
and Live."

- • •

4 In Para. Second Block
. . Paramount's second block of features on

the 1943-44 program will consist of four, it

was announced by Neil Agnew, general sales

manager. The block will be screened on
November 4-5 generally and will consist of

"Miracle of Morgan's Creek," a Preston

Sturges picture starring Betty Hutton and
Eddie Bracken; "Riding High," in Techni-

color, starring Dorothy Lamour, Dick
Powell and Victor Moore; "Henry Aldricb

Haunts a House" and "Minesweeper," a
Pine-Thomas production starring Richard
Arlen and Jean Parker.

* * *

Monogram Ups Sales $645,000

An increase in sales of $645,000 thus far

this year over the same period last year

was announced at the annual meeting of the

board of directors of Monogram Pictures

held at the company's studios in Hollywood.

It was revealed that for the first time in

the history of the company. 50 per cent of

its announced schedule for 1943-44 has been

completed and is now ready for distribu-

tion. With 14 of the 28 scheduled completed,

Monogram's second block for the new sea-

son has been set with nine features, "Where
Are Your Children?," "Million Dollar Kid,"

"Hot Rhythm." "Return of the Ape Man,"
"The Cisco Kid Returns" (first in a new
series), "Follow the Leader," "Trail of the

Yukon," "Black Beauty" and "Johnny
Doesn't Live Here Anymore." The first

block contains eight
The following officers for the ensuing

year were elected: W. Ray Johnston,
president; Trem Carr, executive director;

Steve Broldy, vice-president in charge of

sales; Herman Rifkln, vice-president; Nor-
ton v. Richey, vice-president In charge of

(Continued on Page 24)
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
Production off here with only four pictures in work. "Curly"

is in its final stages with "Cover Girl," "None Shall Escape" and

"Ten Percent Woman" in the editing stages... Sam Wood's unit

is being built up with additional personnel including a staff of

writers and it will soon be the largest independent producing unit

in Hollywood. Wood's first three for Columbia are already in

preparation with the first, "Address Unkown" starring Paul Lukas,

about to go before the cameras. Others being readied are "The

Kincaids," based on the Edna Ferber-George S. Kaufman play,

"The Land Is Bright;" "Tatiana," by Irmgarde Von Cube and the

Paul Wellman novel, "Jubal Troop." Wood is lining up writers to

put these properties in script form.

Harold Lloyd has decided not to produce "Mr. Winkle Goes to

War" and has handed over the production chores to Jack Moss.

Lloyd stepped out when it was decided to film the story as a

drama rather than a comedy. Edward G. Robinson has been

signed for the title role. Picture should get under way about

December I...S0I Siegel has also added "Gone Are the Days" to

his production schedule. This was originally to have been made
(by Jack Moss before he switched his attention to "Mr. Winkle."

Irene Dunne is due to report here on March 15 for "Road to

Yesterday" which Al Hall will direct for Sol Siegel. . .'Starting of

"At Night We Dream" delayed due to casting difficulties. Columbia
wanted Merle Oberon for the part of George Sand, novelist and
friend of Chopin on whose romance film is supposed to be based.

Miss Oberon must report to MGM by January 15 for lead opposite

Walter Pidgeon in "If Winter Comes". . .Harry Cohn refused Rita
Hayworth permission to go abroad so Orson Welles deal to make
a picture for MGM in England is off. He wouldn't go without her.

"The Racket Man," now in production, deals with the black
market. "Nine Girls" is a mystery thriller and intended as a
showcase for the stock players cast to play in it... Paul Conlan
has been assigned by Irving Briskin to develop an original story
for "Louisiana Hayride" in which Judy Canova will be starred. . .

Jack Henley and George Bricker writing screenplay for "Have a
Heart," which Sam Bischoff will produce. It is about a musical
comedy star who marries a mining engineer. Harold Shumate
preparing screenplay for his original "Black Jim Hawk." Locale
is Texas.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Of the five pictures in production, two are in the windup

stages these being "Two Sisters and a Sailor" and "Kismet." Also
nearing the finish line is "Gaslight" with "Dragon Seed" slated to

get under the wire about Christmas time. Much of the last named
is being made on location in rice fields made to resemble those in

rural China, the locale of the story. . .Preparing is Lana Turner's

first picture since having her baby, "Marriage Is a Private Af-

fair." John Hodiack, of which big things are expected, will play

opposite her and Bob Leonard will direct for Pandro Herman. It

is a story of scrambled married life in a big city. Starting date

November 15.

Due to start on November 21 is "Seventh Cross," which Fred

Zinneman will direct. Spencer Tracy will probably be starred in

this story of Europe's underground. He will play the role of a

man who escapes from a concentration camp. . .Next on the MGM
schedule is "Meet Me in St. Louis," a musical starring Judy Gar-

land which Arthur Freed will produce. This is a nostalgic piece

about St. Louis at the time of the Fair... "If Winter Comes" fol-

lows with Walter Pidgeon and Merle Oberon. . .Everett Riskin,

currently producing "Kismet," has been signed to a new term
contract. . .Producer Clarence Brown, whose deal with William

Goetz was called off due to story differences, is back at Metro...

"Action In a Living Room" scheduled as his next picture.

Jose Iturbi, concert pianist, surprised with his acting ability

in "Three Sisters and a Sailor" and now has a regular acting con-

tract calling for two pictures a year. He has a natural gift for

comedy. . ."National Velvet," Mickey Rooney's next, will be filmed

in Technicolor. Much of the footage will be taken outdoors on

location chosen to look like the English countryside and the

famous Aintree steeplechase course. Mervy LeRoy will direct for

Pandro Berman.

Frances Gifford gets a new contract and a choice role in

"Marriage Is a Private Affair." MGM is grooming her for star-

dom... Orson Welles will not go to England after all to make
"War or Peace" since Columbia wouldn't allow Rita Haywortii

time off to accompany him abroad .. .This studio sure it will walk
cfl' with the Academy Award for "Madame Curie."

MONOGRAM
This company is in enviable position with respect to product.

For the first time in its history, 50% of its announced schedule for

the entire season of 1943-44 will be completed and ready for dis-

tribution before November 1. . .Two of these new pictures, "Where
Are Your Children?" and "Return of the Ape Man," are in final

editing stages. Former is being rushed into release because of its

timely theme. Dealing with the subject of child delinquency, it

was formerly called "Where Are My Children?"

Lindsley Parsons has scheduled "Hot Rhythm," a musical,

to start November 5. His second will be Frank Wisbar's adapta-
tion of Anna Sewell's famous novel "Black Beauty" which has a
November 26 starting date. Wisbar recently wrote th« original

story for "Women in Bondage" dealing with present-day condi-
tions in Germany. Steve Broidy is in Boston putting on test



campaign for this one... George Sayre is working on a screenplay

based on "The Trail of the Yukon," Jack London novel which

Lindsley Parsons will also produce as part of the 1943-44 program.

Harrison Howell has completed screenplay for "Romance of

Avenue B," fourth and final of Monogram's East Side Kids films

for the 1943-44 season. Sam Katzman and Jack Dietz are the

.producers of this popular series ... "Wonderland" has been set as

the title of Belita's third picture following the recently completed

"Lady, Let's Dance." There is a possibility that Monogram might

make a film based on the life of the late Anna Pavlova with Belita

starred. Latter at one time studied under the great Russian

dancer.

PARAMOUNT
With four pictures in work, this company has more ready to

roll before December 1. Next on schedule is "The Hitler Gang"

which is being rushed into production with November 1 starting

date. The same week "Tomorrow's Harvest" and "You Can't

Ration Love" go into work. "Incendiary Blonde" and "Take It

Big" (Pine-Thomas) start November 8 and the 15th will see "And
Now Tomorrow" and "National Barn Dance" starting.

Bill Pine and Bill Thomas have signed Arline Judge for an

important comedy role in "Take It Big," which Frank McDonald
will direct. Others set are Fuzzy Knight, Fritz Feld, Richard

Lane and Esther Dale. Jack Haley and Harriet Hilliard have the

leads. . .Barry Sullivan, now playing opposite Dorothy Lamour in

"Rainbow Island," will be co-starred with Betty Hutton in "In-

cendiary Blonde." He's another Gary Grant. Same picture has
Mary Phillips playing Betty's mother. Miss Phillips is the first

Mrs. Humphrey Bogart .. .Victor Varconi will play Hess in "The
Hitler Gang" which has Robert Watson as Hitler and Martin
Kosleck as Goebbels. Walter Slezak, whose stock is zooming, has
an important role in "Tomorrow's Harvest" that of a French
patriot who makes possible the escape of an American aviator.

Hal Walker upped from assistant to full directorial authority
on "The Road to Utopia" next Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, Dorothy
Lamour co-starrer, which starts late November .. .David Lewis,
w^ho produced "Frenchman's Creek," has terminated his contract
and left the lot... Ed Gardner's great radio popularity as the
Archie of "Duffy's Tavern" has decided Paramount to raise the
budget on its picture of that name, based on the program. A
number of guest stars will be introduced as well as musical inter-
ludes, with starting date set for sometime in March. . .James Bell,

who played the commanding colonel in "So Proudly We Hail,"
joins cast of "When I Come Back," the Mark Sandrich picture
...James Brown's acting contract renewed.

Carmen D'Antonio, dancing star of "Panama Hattie." will do
The Feather Dance, most lavish number in "Rainbow Island"...
Walter DeLeon and Arthur Phillips working on screenplay for
"Divided By Five," musical which Sam Coslow will produce with
Betty Hutton starred. . .Chester Morris will be starred in two
Pine-Thomas productions. First is "Tenderloin," an original story
of New York at the turn of the century. Second is "Hell's Afloat,"
Argosy magazine serial about a derelict ship... Fred MacMurray,
upon finishing "Double Indemnity," will play a light role, that of
a man among several thousand girls in "Girls' Town," forth-
coming musical.

PRC RELEASING
Musicals are favored as ideal wartime entertainment by this

lusty young independent. "Jive Junction," just completed, has
seven original tunes by Lew Porter and Leo Erody plus several
operatic and classical numbers. Som.e of the latter are sung by
Gerra Young, 15-year-old singing discovery ... "Manhattan Rhy-
thm," now in production, also has a number of tunes, most of
which will be put over by Frances Langford .. .Harry Revel, one
of the nation's top song writers, will act as associate producer to
Leon Fromkess on "Minstrel Man." This will be PRC Produc-
tions' second film on its own and will give star billing to Gerra
Young, who will be supported by a strong cast. Revel since 1933
has written words and music for numbers in some of Hollywood's
top musicals, having worked for MGM, Paramount, United Artists
and 20th Century-Fox.

Adventure will be stressed in "Drums of the Jungle" about
to start with Buster Crabbe and Fifl Dorsay co-starred with Bar-
ton MacLane and Julie London in support and Sam Newfield
dn-ecting. Action is the theme of "Gunsmoke Mesa" third of the
Texas Rangers series featuring Dave (Tex) O'Brien and Jim
Newill as well as "The Drifter," third of the Buster Crabbe west-
erns, which Sam Newfield will also direct with Al St. John and
Carol Parker in support.

. .PRC has bought "Natal," story of thp
world s largest airport, by Harrison Carter

REPUBLIC

Rumor that M. J. Siegel will leave this company with which

he has been associated in various capacities for almost 20 years

has been vigorously denied. In back of this rumor is reported

friction between Siegel and Albert J. Cohen. Most of Republic's

high-budgeted pictures on current production schedule are being

produced by Cohen... "The Fighting Seabees," being filmed in

cooperation with the U. S. Navy, is still in work. Cohen will also

make "Man From Frisco," the story of Henry Kaiser which will

be made partly on location at the Kaiser shipyards at Richmond,
California. Cohen has currently in work "Casanova in Burlesque,"

starring Joe E. Brown, and "Atlantic City," planned as an elabor-

ate production, possibly in Technicolor, in preparation. There are

also several other Cohen films in various stages of preparation,

all with top budgets.

Republic is fortunate in having secured the services of Mic-

hael O'Shea for the lead in "Man From Frisco." O'Shea was bor-

rowed from Hunt Stromberg for whom he recently finished "Jack
London." After scoring in "Lady of Burlesque," his first film, he
also played a lead in "Eve of St. Mark" for 20th Fox. He is

easily one of the best bets among the character juveniles. . .Re-
public also borrowed Jimmy "Henry Aldrich" Lydon from Para-
mount to appear opposite Jane Withers in "Rhythm Revelry."

This picture is being filmed at an outside studio due to lack of

space on the home lot.

Other pictures scheduled to start in early November are "Pis-

tol Packin' Mama," based on the popular song, with Ruth Terry
in the title role, also "Rosie, the Riveter" which Joseph Santley
will direct and "Mojave Firebrand," starring Wild Bill Elliott...

Other pictures in preparation are "Three Little Sisters" and "Hep-
cat Madness," by John Jacoby and J. Donald Wilson, respectively

. . .Vera Hruba Ralston, currently in "The Monster and the Lady,"
will start another mystery drama before taking her silver runners
out of storage for "Gay Blades," planned as an ice operetta.

Tentative title is "Candle Manor."

"In Old Oklahoma" will have its world premiere at the
Criterion Theatre in Oklahoma City on November 3 with stars

from the picture in attendance. The Theatre Guild, producers
of the Broadway musical "Oklahoma," is contesting the Republic
release with a suit claiming that release of the picture under its

present title will damage the musical's film rights and royalties
to the tune of $500,000.

RKO-RADIO
This lot, proverbially in a state of turmoil, is again experi-

encing a minor upheaval. The reason is one of simple economics.
Some of the lower budgeted pictures are running away with the
show. In contrast, many of the high bracketed productions are
not bringing in proportionate returns. . .Val Lewton hit the jack-
pot with his "Cat People" series which is garnering fabulous
grosses. Geared on an extremely modest scale and boasting no
big names, this series has clicked with the public on the basis
of theme plus exploitation values. The same applies to "Hitler's
Children" which was put over solely on the basis of sound ex-
ploitation. The money it has made for this company proved a
life saver.

"Behind the Rising Sun" is bringing in big grosses mostly on
the basis of the huge campaign put behind it in the Heai-st chain
of newspapers. This is partly because James R. Young, the au-
thor, is a former Hearst writer and also the subject matter since
"The Yellow Peril" is one on which the publisher has been harp-
ing upon for lo these many years. At any rate, the Hearst cam-
paign is the biggest newspaper plug since the early Marion Davies
days and is a potent factor in selling what is othei-wise an ordin-
ary program picture. . .Charles Koerner has shown his wisdom in
choosing readily exploitable themes for his low-budgeted pictures.

This company's shortage of top names has placed it in a posi-
tion where it has to borrow stars for most of its big pictures.
Recently on loan or on one-picture deals have been Caiy Grant.
Rosalind Russell, Charles Laughton. Olivia DeHavilland. John
Garfield and Pat O'Brien. . .The up and coming Arturo de Cor-
dova, although imported by RKO-Radio from Mexican films, was
quickly snapped up by Paramount and RKO's sole claim on him
is for one picture a year. The same applies to Sonny Tufts, who
will shortly be seen in "Government Girl."

RKO's only top feminine star is Ginger Rogers — and therebv
hangs a tale. As everyone knows, Ginger has a very smart
mother, Lela Rogers, who built Ginger up from a gauche Charles-
ton dancer to a top fiight stellar attraction. RKO has so much
confidence in Lela Rogers' ability that she has been on its pajTOl!
for a number of years helping to develop new talent. This she
has done in a number of cases, notably Lucille Ball and Van
Heflin, both of whom were snapped up bv MGM... Lela Rogers
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has long harbored a longing to produce and with this in mind

has been acquiring likely story and stage properties, notably

"Situation Out of Hand." a sprightly story of war-dazzled San

Diego. On top of all this, RKO suddenly signed Harriet Parsons

as a producer. Miss Parsons, let it be said, has already proved

her ability on other lots, most recently at Republic. RKO has

assigned her to make "Mama's Bank Account" as a vehicle for

Katina Paxinou . . . Mrs. Rogers, upon learning of this, is said to

have thrown down the gauntlet and declared herself to the effect

that if she, too, were not allowed to produce she would walk off

the RKO lot taking not only her story properties and estimatable

talents but the services of her famous daughter as well... That

she has evidently made her point is indicated by an announce-

ment that Ginger will make "Situation Out of Hand" as her first

picture on the 1944-45 schedule with "no producer or director"

as yet announced. So don't be too surprised to read one of these

days that Lela Rogers will produce this starring vehicle for her

daughter. She seems in a position to gel her wish. To RKO, the

title "Situation Out of Hand" has an ironic touch, to say the least.

Biggest headache on the lot is probably the Casey Robinson
vari-titled production, now called "Days of Glory." In produc-

tion over three months and now editing, this picture poses a

stickler for the sales end. Leads are played by Toumanova and
Gregory Peck, both unknov.'ns. Besides, the theme of modern
Russia is in conflict with the sam.o company's "North Star" which
boasts an infinitely superior cast. It is understood that Casey
Robinson, already tired of being a producer, will return to the

writing field for which he is so eminently fitted.

20th CENTURY-FOX
With Darryl Zanuck again at the helm, this company is turn-

ing out a high standard of product right on schedule. Zanuck,
who came to the organization in 1933 as a "money producer" is

getting back into his old stride. He no longer has the direct

responsibility of supervising production of an entire year's pro-

gram of 52 pictures. His schedule consists of three pictures — a
trio of stories as vital and controversial as anything any producer
has ever attempted. They are "Purple Heart" (now in produc-
tion), "Wilson" and "One World" ... "Wilson," in preparation for

almost two years and under discussion for a longer period, is

schedule to start in January. Three million dollars will be spent
on what is admittedly a great gamble. Unless they are highly
romanticized, historical film dramas have been notable failures

and political stories are also a great hazard.

However, the story of Wilson should be one of the great
biographical dramas of all time because of the man's unique
position in world history and the manner in which he led the
country through one of its most trying and turbulent periods
which is strikingly like the situation today and our plans for the
future. There are tremendous implications in reporting Wilson's
life in the light of subsequent world history, and in the even more
intense light of today's debate about the world to come after the
present conflict. So, as a matter of fact, the story of Wilson will

not really be old history, but will have an up-to-the-minute, topi-

cal flavor. There is a whale of a story here and we feel that any
controversy engendered by its content will be overcome by its

stirring drama. Controversy, however, is not new to Zanuck who
once made a picture called "I'm a Fugitive from a Chain Gang"
which stirred up a hornet's nest and resulted in some needed
prison reforms. Rest assured, Darryl Zanuck knows what he is

doing.

Pictures in work are "Lifeboat" (winding up), Lloyd Bacon's
"The Sullivans," "Four Jills and a Jeep," "Eve of St. Mark" and
"Home In Indiana" ... "Keys of the Kingdom," "Something for the
Boys," a musical, and "Rickenbacker—The Story of an American"
down for an early start. Winfield Sheehan still hopes to get Gary
Cooper for the latter picture ... "Greenwich Village," also up, will
follow the familiar Technicolor musical pattern which this studio
seems to have mastered so well .. .William Wellman, who directed
"Thunderbirds" and "Ox-Bow Incident" as well as the recently
completed "Buffalo Bill," has checked off the lot to develop a pet
story property.

UNITED ARTISTS
There are four units at work here, these being Selznick with

"Since You Went Away," Producers Corp. with "Knickerbocker
Holiday," Ben Bogeaus with "Bridge of San Luis Rey" and the
Arnold Pressburger's "It Happened Tomorrow." Latter is a
whimsical piece about a man who learns how to foretell the future
. . .Harry Sherman will film "Tom Mix" in Technicolor and plans
it as his biggest to date. Preparing for an early start, he has
been gathering mementoes of the famous western star and is run-
ning off many of the Mix films in order to get an authentic picture.

Charles Rogers is planning to start "Call of the Road" and

has set Eric Sinclair in the leading male role. This will be made

prior to starting "My Wild Irish Rose" based on the life of

Chauncey Olcotl. Rogers has also acquired the screen rights to

the radio serial 'One Man's Family" which holds a lonf timo

record He does not plan to use any of the radio cast but has

engaged Carlton Morse, its author and producer, to develop the

screenplay... Comedian Garry Moore, from radio, has been signed

bv David O Selznick and will be offered in a tailor-made vehicle

most of the material for which will probably be written by Moore

himself Picture is scheduled to begin in late November. .^Harry

Sherman has postponed starting of "Wherever the Grass Grows

until completion of a group of Army training films.
.
.Latest pro-

ducer to join UA's fold is Lester Cowan.

yNiVERSAL
Six pictures in work, including "Calling Dr. Death," Arst of

the Inner Sanctum Mystery thrillers. Others are ' Gypsy Wild-

cat " "Patrick the Great," "Her Primitive Man," "Three Cheers

for' the Boys" and "The Imposter" . . , Joan Harrison on her first

assignment as a producer with "Phantom Lady," checks off the

lot upon completion of that picture. . .Studio feels that Olsen and

Johnson are a great bet and have been notified to report back to

the studio in February to begin work on their next, tentatively

titled "Cornzapoppin." Story for this is now in preparation In

addition, Edmund Hartmann has been upped to writer-producer

status and will prepare another Olsen and Johnson comedy to

follow.

Producer Paul Malvern has the next two Maria Montez-Jon

Hall scripts nearing completion. First will be "Flame of Stam-

boul " a story of Algiers and the great salt desert, and the second

is "Queen of the Nile." Sabu will probably appear in these since

he has been discharged by the Army ... Gloria Jean's next picture

will be "Moonlight In Vermont" which Stacy Keach will direct

and following this she will make "She Must Have Music."

Deanna Durbin's next two will be "Christmas Holiday" (in

Technicolor) and "Caroline." Frank Ryan will direct the latter

...New story buys include "San Diego, I Love You," an original

screen comedy by Ruth McKenney and Richard Bramsten. Story,

which will again co-star Louise Allbritton and Robert Paige, will

go into work shortly. This is Miss McKenney's first screen ori-

ginal although she is the author of "My Sister Eileen."

Lou Costello will be able to resume his radio appearances

with Bud Abbott on November 4 with screen work to follow

shortly after. And speaking of comedy, Joan Davis has just

been signed by this studio to a two-picture deal. . .Martha O'Dns-

coll and Noah Beery, Jr. are planned as a new screen team and

will be featured in "Week-End Pass," a comedy of war-time in-

dustries. . .Ben Pivar will produce a serial called "The Great

Alaskan Mystery" ... Oliver Drake will be associate producer on

"Conjure Wife," second of the Inner Sanctum mystery stories.

WARNER BROS.
Four pictures in work including "One More Tomorrow," for-

merly called "Animal Kingdom." Others are "Passage to Mar-

seille" which is winding up, "Outward Bound," an interesting

story with an interesting cast, and "Mr. Skeffington," the new

Bette Davis picture. Paul Lukas, sought for a role in the latter,

will return to star on Broadway for the Theatre Guild.

Four pictures will start rolling during November. These are

"The Horn Blows at Midnight," next Jack Benny starrer, starting

November 11, with Raoul Walsh directing and Mark Hellinger

producing. Next comes "My Reputation" which will serve to re-

unite the romantic team of Barbara Stanwyck and George Brent

which proved popular in "The Gay Sisters," then "Mask for

Dimitrios," (title will be changed) which Henry Blanke will

produce with Nancy Coleman and Helmut Dantine in the leads.

Alex Gottlieb will make his debut as a Warner producer with

"Judy Adjudicates" (tentative title). He will also produce "Janie,"

based on the Broadway stage play, which Michael Curtiz will

direct. Claire Foley, eight-year-old actress, will play the same
role which she created in the original stage production.

Jane Wyman will have a leading role in "Cinderella Jones"

based on her work in "Princess O'Rourke." Alex Gottlieb will

also produce this one. . .Other pictures set to go into work in the

near future are "Ethan Frome," "Instruct My Sorrows," "Never
Goodbye" (Joan Crawford's first for Warners), "Escape Me
Never," "The Fool of the Family" and "Roughly Speaking"...
Errol Flynn and Ann Sheridan will again co-star in "The Devil,

George and Rosie."

Warner Bros, has already turned over to Army Emergency
Relief $1,000,000 in cash, the first contribution from the proceeds
of Irving Berlin's "This Is the Army." Picture is expected to

gross $5,000,000 by January 1.
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PRODUCTION
& RELEASE
'n the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc.,

appeared. "Rel." is the national release date "No." is the release nunnber. "Rev." is the issue in which

the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship.

All new productions are on 1943-44 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title

and running time denotes Techincolor production.

RECORD
COLUMBIA

1942-43 Features (48) Completed (48)

Westerns (16) Completed (16)

Series ( 4) Completed ( Z)

In Production (5)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

BEAUTIFUL BUT BROKE
Musical—Started October 18.

Cast: Joan Davis, Jane Frazee, John Hubbard, Bob Haymes,
Judy Clark, Grace Hayle, Isabel Withers, Willie West and
McGinty.

Director: Charles Barton
story; Adventure.s of two clioius girls straiidetl in a strange town.

RACKET MAN, THE
Drama—Started October 18.

Cast: Tom Neal, Jeanne Bates, Larry Parks, SheUy Winter, Lewis
Wilson, Douglas Fowley, Clarence Muse, Cliff Clark.

Director: D. Ross Lederman
story: Not available.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Titli—Running Tlnn Cut
C»rl» Grant-Blair ..

Klondil(e Kate Savage-Ncal
Girls Harding-Louise

1942-43
After Midnight with Boston Blackie (64) . . .IMorrit-Savage
»ppointraent in Berlin (77) Sanders-Chapman
Boys from Stalingrad Becliet-Saniarzich

Details under title: Reaitless Lady
Crime Doctor (68) Baxter-Lindsay .

.<aris under title: Thi Lon« Wdf In tettland Yard
Dangerous Blondes, The Louise-Lowe
Desperadoes, The (T) (85) Scott-Ford
Destroyer (99) Robinson-Ford'".
Fighting Buckaroo (58) Starrett-Harris
First Comes Courage (84) Oberon-Aherne

Details under title: Attack by Night
Flight Lieutenants (80) O'Brien-Ford

Details under title: He's My Old Han
Footlight Glamor (68) Singleton-Lake .

Frnniier Fury Starrett- Davis ..

Good Luck, Mr. Yafes (69) Trevor-Buchanan
Details under title: Right Guy

Heat Is On, The West- Moore
Details under title: Tropieana

It's a Great Life Singleton-Lake .

Details under title: Blondie Buys a Horse
law »{ the Northwest Starrett-Pattcrson

Let's Have Fun (65) Gordon-Lindsay .

Details under title: Shall I Tell Em?
Lest Horizon ef Shangri-La Colman-Wyaff . .

dan's World (60) Chapman-Wright
ore the Merrier, The (103) Arthur-McCrea ..

Details under title: Merrv-Go-Round
Nurder In Times Square (65) Lowe-Chapman
My Kingdom for a Cook (82) Coburn-Chapman

Details onder title: Without Notice

Kassporf to Suez (72) William-Savage ,

Details under title: The Clock Struck Twelvi

No Place for a Lady (66) Gargan-Llndsay .

Dftails under title: Thirteen Steps to Heaven

Redhead from Manhattan (63) Velei-Leavitt

Reveille with Beverly (78) Slack-Croshy

.aiders of the Northwest Mounted (57) Hayden-Wills

Robin Hood of the Range Starrett-Harris

Details under title: Hail to the Rangers

Saddles and Sagebrush Hayden-Savage
Details under title: Outlaw Busteri

Setret Code. The (Serial) Kelly-Nagel ....

She Has What It Takes Falkenburg-Neal

Details under title: Broadway Daddies

Something to Shout About (91) Ameche-Oakle

Two Senorltas from Chicago (66) Falkenburg-Davls

What's Buzzin' Cousin (75) Miller-Hubbard

Details

. . .9-6.

.

lei. Ne. Rev.

.10-18.

.10-18.

.

.12-14.

.

. . .3-8.

. .12-28.

.3-18.

.

.7-15.

.5-20.

.

.4031
.4011.
.4025

.8-23

. . .4-5. .6-22. .4017. . .8-9

5-31. . .9-23.

.

. .8-10.

.11-16.

. .7-27.

. .1-11.

.3-25.

. .9-2.

. .2-1.

.7-29.

.4005.
. . 4003

.

. .4203.
.4008.

3-22

.9-20

.5-17

.10-4

. .3-23. . .7-9. .3012

. .7-12.

.12-28.

3-8.

.9-30.

.6-21.

. .6-29.

.4020

. . 4014

.

. . .9-6

. . .7-26.

.2-8... 5-27... 4018.

. .8-10.

.

. .8-10.

.

. Reissue. .

, . . .5-4.

.

...9-21..

, . .u-e.

.

. .
.5-3. .

. . .5-17. .

. .9-21. .

. ..e-18.

. .10-19.

. .8-24.

.

. .9-21.

.

. 5-27

.

. .3-4.
. 4204

.

.4040.

.9-17.

. .5-«.

. .4-2.

.8-31.

.

. 8-19

.

.2-11.

..5-13.

. . .2-4.

.2-15.
.7-29.

,

.4044. .12-28

.4001. . .5-31

.40)4. . .6-23

.4010

.4023.

.

.4036.

.

.9-20

.4024... 7-12

.4014. . .5-31

. 4211

.4206

.1019, . .4-12. . .4212.

1943-44
Batman, The
Chance of a Lifetime Morris-Bates

Caver Girl (T) Haywarth-Braaki

Cowboy Canteen Frazee-Starrett

»awboy of Lonesome River Starrett-Athini

Oawbey in the Clouds Starrett-Jesters

«rilane Prairie Rangers Starrett-Worth .

Dasghbeys in Ireland Baker-Donnell

Hall ta the Ranieri Starrett-Harris

. .7-13.

.12-28.

. .8-10.

. . .3-8.

. .
.4-5.

Serial

.

. . .8-9.

,..<-14
. . .9-20

,
..«-14

8-9

. .7-26.

. .7-26.

. . .9-4.

.

. .4-16.

. .2-25.

. .6-10.

. . .7-8.

. .7-16.

.

10-26.

.

.4120.

.4029.

.4006 5-3

.4019. .
.7-12

.4015 9-6

Hey Rookie Miller-Parks 9-6.

Is Everybody Happy? Lewis- Wynn 8-9.

Klondike Kate Savage- Bennett 9-20.

Last Horseman. The Hayden-Wills 6-29.

Details under title: Sulelda Range

None Shall Escape .Hunt-Knox ....

Swing Out the Blues Haymes-Parks

Return of the Vampire Lugosi-lnescourt

Riding West Starrett-Patterion

Roundup for Victory Starrett- Bates

Sahara (97) Bogart-Bridges

Silver City Raiders Hayden-Carroli

Ten Percent Woman Russeil Aherne

There's Something About a Soldier Drake-Paris .

Vlgilantei RKe, The Hayden-Patterson

Details ander title: Deadline Cam
Wyoming Hurricane Hayden-Patterson ...11-2.

10-28.

. . 9-20
. .9-20

. . .9-6. .11-11
.12-14

. . .9-6

. . .2-8 5003.
. . .9-7. . .11-4. . .5202.
. .8-23

6-28 .11-30

. .11-2

10-18

METRO
1942-43 Features
1943-44 Features

Complet<^d (36)

Completed (29)

In Production (0)

In Production (6)

.10-7

.9-16

. .5031.

. .5201.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Tilli— Running Time Cast

Cantervllle Ghost, The Laughton-O'Brien .

Kismet (T) Colman-Dietrich

Gaslight Bergman-Boyer

Mr. Co-Ed Skelton-Wiliiams

Two Sisters and A Sailor lohnson-Allyson .

1942-43
BLOCK NO. TWO

Andy Hardy's Double Life (92) Rooney-Stone ...

Details under title: Andy Hardy's Lait Fllni

Or. Gillespie's New Assistant (87) Barrymore-Johnson

Journey for Margaret (81) Young-Day

Keeper ol the Flame (100) Hepburn-Tracy ..

Northwest Rangers (63) Craig-Lundigan .

Details under title: Gambler's Choice

Reunion in France (102) Crawford-Wayne

Details under title: Reunion

Stand by tor Action (109) Tayior-Laughton

Details under title: Cargo of Innocents

Three Hearts for Julia (70) Sothern-Oouglas

Tennessee Johnson (103) Hellin-Hussey

Details under title: The Man on America's Conscience

Whistling In Dixie (74) Skelton-Rutherford

BLOCK NO. THREE
Air Raid Wardens (67) Laurel & Hardy.

Assignment In Brittany (96) Whorf-Peters

Cabin in the Sky (98) Waters-Horne ..

Slightly Dangerous (94) rurner-Voung

Details under title: Nothing Ventured

Stranger In Town. A (67) Morgan-Carlson .

Details under title: Mr. Justice Goes Hunting

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Bataan (116) Taylor-Holan

BuBarry Was a Lady (T) (101) Jkelten-Ball ...

Harrlgan's Kid (80) Readiek-Gargan

Details onder title: The Half Pint Kid

Hitler's Madman (84) Carradlne-Marison

Pilot No. 5 (70) Tone-Hunt . .

Details under title: Skyway to Glory

Presenting Lily Mars (104) Earland-CarUon

Youngest Profession, The (82) Weidler-Arnold

SPECIALS
Human Comedy, The (118) Rooney-Reed .

Random Harvest (126) Jolman-Garson

1943-44
BLOCK NO. ONE

Adventures of Tartu (103) Donat-Hudson

Above Suspicion (90) Crwford-M'Murray

Best Foot Forward (T) (93) Ball-James

Dr. Gillespie's Criminal Case (89) Barrymore-Reld ..

Girl Crazy (99) Rooney-Gariand

I Dood It (102) Skelton-Powell ..

Lassie Come Home (T) (90) McDowell-Gwenn

Man from Down Under, The (103) Laughton-Barnes

Salute to the Marines (T) (102) Beery-Bainfer ...

Swing Shift Malsle (87) Sothern-Cralg ...

Whistling in Brooklyn (87) Skelton-Rutherford

Young Ideas (77) Astor- Marshal I . .

BLOCK NO. TWO
Cross of Lorraine, The (omont-Kelly ...

Details under title: A Thausand Shall Fall

Cry Havoc iothern-Sallavan

Madame Curie (— ) Garson-Pidgcon

Right About Face Kyser-Maxwell ..

Details Rel.

. . .8-23
9-6 .

Ne Rev.

. . .8-23

«.2n . .

. . .6-15 . .318. 12-14

.8-24

. . .6-29

. . .7-20

. , .7-13

. .317.

..314,
. . .320.

. . .319.

11-16
.11-2
12-28
.11-2

. . .7-13 ...315. .12-14

. . .6-29 . . .316 .12-14

. . .9-21

. . .6-29
. . .322.

...321.
. .1-11

.12-28

. . 6-29 ...313. . .11-2

. .12-14

. . .9-21

9-7

. . .9-21

.. .326.

.. .347.

...323.

.. .325.

. .3-22

. .3-22

. .2-22

...5-8

..11-1« , . 324. .
.2-22

. .12-14
9-7

. . .11-2

...528.

...333.

...329.

. .J-Jl

. .5-17

. .3-22

. . .7-20

. .334.
...332.

..«-14

. .419

. . .8-10

. . .11-2

...330.

...331.
. . .5-3

. . .3-8

8-7

. . .5-18

... 380
. . .370

. . .3-8

. 11-30

,10-19. .

11-30.

.

. . .2-8.

.

.12-14.

.

. .1-25.

.

,11-30. .

. . 9-7.

.

. .3-8.

.

. .10-5.

.

..1-11..
.5-17.

.

. .1-25.

.

, .406. . .10-4

. .402. . .8-23

, .405. .
.7-12

. .407.

. . 409

.

. .403.

. .410.

. .411.

..401.

. .404.

. .412.
. .408.

.3-17

.8-23

. .8-9

.8-23

. .8-9

.8-9
.
.5-17

. . 10-4

. . .8-9

. .5-31.

. .5-17.

. . .3-8.

...2-8.
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Thausands Cheer (T) (126) Grayson-Kelly ..

Detalli under title: Priiate Miss Jones

NOT DESIGNATED
America (T) Donlevy-Richards

Brudway Rhythm (T) MurDhy-Slmms .

Guy Named Joe. A (— ) Tracy-Dunne

Heavenly Body, The Lamarr-Powell

Lost Angel O'Brien-Craig ..

Meet the People Ball-Powell . . .

Rationing Beery- Main ...

Song t( Rgssll Taylor-Peters

ItatalU <« UtU: liula
White Cliffs, The Dinni-Marshall

. 11-30 9-20

. . .4-19.

. . .C-28.
3-8.

. . .5-17.

. . .5-17.

. .7-12.

. . .8-9.

. . .3-22.

.6-e«.

MONOGRAM
1942-43 Features (33)

Westerns (16)

1943-44 Features (38)

Westerns (16)

Completed (33)

Completed (16)

Completed (14)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

In Production (1)

In Production (1)

THE VOODOO MAN
Drama—Started October 20.

Cast: Bela Lugosi, John Carradine, George Zucco, Michael Ames,
Clare James, Wanda McKay, Ellen Hall, Louise Currie.

Director: William Beaudine
story

:

Horror tale of a man who casts a spell over all he meets and how
his sinister influence is finally removed.

Details Rel. No. Rev.

. 12-28 3-19.

.

4-5
.5-17. .8-27. . 9-20

. .5-3. . .10-8.

.

11-1
.6-28. . 10-29 . . .

.8-9. . 11-19.

.

. . .2-8. . .4-23.

.

6-14
.3-22. . .6-2

.2-22. . . .5-2. . 6-14

.2-22. .7-30. . 6-14
.11-2. .2-19

. .10-4.

. .
9-10.

'. ........ .8-9

.i-ii. .5-23. .

10-5. . . .2-5. . 4-5

. .5-3.

..5-3.

.7-26
.7-12.

.1-11.

.10-18

ARIZONA WHIRLWIND
Western—Started October 22.

Cast: Hoot Gibson, Ken Maynard, Bob Steele, Ian Keith, Myrna
DeU.

Director: Robert Tansey
story: Trail Blazers series.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

Title—Running Time Cast
Ape Man, The (64) Lugosi-Ford
Rlack Market Rustlers (57) Corrigan-Moore ..

Blazing Guns (55) Maynard-Gibsen
ulltts and Saddles Corrigan-Moore
Campus Rhythm Storm-Lowery ...

Details under title College Sweetheart
Claney Street Boys (66) Gorcey-Jordan
Cowboy Commandos Corrigan-Moore ..

fihost Rider (58) Brown-Hatton . .

Chists on the Loose (65) East Side Kids.
Haunted Ranch (64) King-Sharpe

Dtlails undpr titif: Saddle Cyclone

Her Bachelor Husband Downs-McKay
Here Comes Kelly (64) Quillan-Woodbury
I Escaped from the Gestapo (75) Jagger-Brian ...

Details under title: No Escape

Kid Dynamite (67) Corcey-Jord,in

Details under title: Little Mobsters

Land of Hinted Men (58) Corrigan-Moore

Law Ridei Again, The Maynard-Gibson
Lure of the Islands (61) Hoghes-Qulllan .

Mystery of the Thirteenth Guest Purcell-Parrish

Nearly Eighteen Storm-Henry

He Escape (75) Jagger-Brlan

Also released under title: I Escaped from the Gestapo

Prisen Mutiny (64) Norris-Woodbury

Details under title: You Can't Beat the Law
Revenge o( the Zombies Lowery-Storm
Kobber's Roost Corrigan-Moore

Sarong Girl (70) Corlo-O'Flynn ..

Silver Skates (75) Baker-Belita ...

Six Gun Gospel (— ) Brown-Hatton

Spy Train («1) TravU-Brent . . .

Details under title: Time Bomb
Stranger from Pecos (— ) Brown-Hatton

Western Mall (55) Keene-Trent ...

Wild Horse Stampede (59) Gibson-Maynard .

Winn B>er the Paelfle (6t) Cooper-Norris ..

1943-44
BLOCK NO. ONE

Charlie Chan in the Secret Service Toler-Kenyon 9-20

Death Valley Rangers Gibson-Maynard . . .8-23. . .12-3. .

Lady, Let's Dance Belita-Ellison 9-20

Melody Parade Hughes-Quillan 5-31... 8-27.

Mr. Muggs Steps Out East Side Kids 9-6. .12-10. .

Spotlight Scandals Fay-Gilbert 9-24.

Sweethearts of the U. S. A Markel-Novis 9-20
Unknown Guest (65) Jory-Blake 10-22 9-6

Women In Bondage Kelly-Henry 8-23

BLOCK NO. TWO
Follow the Leader East Side Kids 9-6

Million Dollar Kid East Side Kids 9-6

NOT DESIGNATED
Outlaws of Stampede Pass Brown-Hatton 8-9.. 10-15 11-1

Smart Guy Vallin-Borg 9-6

Saltan's Daughter Corio-Butterworth ...9-6

Texas Kid, The Brown-Hatton 11-26

Westward Bound Maynard-Gibson ....10-4

. .3-26.

. . .8-6.

.33-34.

. .11-5.

.11-12.

. .5-23.

.12-14. . .2-12. .3-8

. .5-31.

.12-28.

. . .3-8.

.10-19.

. .5-31.

. . .4-5.

.9-17.

.3-12.

. .7-2.

.2-5.
.9-3.

. .7-9.

. . .4-5. . .7-16.

.

.12-29. . .2-13. .

. . .3-8. . .5-16.

.

.3-22. . .7-23.

.

.7-12

.7-26

.6-14

. .8-9

.8-23

7-26

MAN IN HALF MOON STREET
Drama—Started October 11.

Cast: Nils Asther, Helen Walker, Beinhold Schimzel, Brandon
Hurst, Paul Cavanaugh, Edmond Breon, Matthew Boulton.

Director: Ralph Murphy
.stur:,-: Not available.

RHYTHM RANCH
Musical Western—Started November 8.

Cast: Jack Haley, Harriet Hilliard, Bill Frawley, Frank Forest,
Mary Beth Hughes, Ozzie Nelson and his Band.

Director: Frank McDonald
.story: A galaxy of vaudeville, rodeo and night club entertainment figures

woven into a story of a dude ranch where whoopee is mingled
with cattle roping- and otlier wild west action.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Iillf— Riiimiiig Tinie Cast Details Rel. No. Rev.

Double Indemnity Stanwyck-M'IWurray 10-18
Going My Way? Crosby-Stevens 8-23
Our Hearts Were Young and Gay Lynn-Russell ..9-6
Rainbow Island Lamour-Sullivan .10-18
When I Come Back Goddard-Tufts ...10-18

1942-43
nr-ocK NO. TWO

Forest R.ingers, The (T) (87) Mac^"urray-Goddard . 1-26 . . 11-6 .. 42C6 ... 10-5
Henry Aldricli. Editor (72) Lydon-Smith 12-4 ... 4209 ... 10-5
Koad to IMorncco. The (89) Crosby-Hope 3-23. . 11-20 ... 4207 .. .10-5
Mrs. Wijgs of the Cabbage Patch (80) Bainler-Herbert 2-9 .. 11-27 .. 4208 ... lC-5
Street of Chance (72) Meredith-Trevor ... 1-26 .. 12-18 . . 4210 . . . 10-5

Details under title: Black Curtain. The

BLOCK NO. THREE
Avengers. Ttic (88i Richardson-Kerr

Wrecking Crew (73) Arlen-IMorris

My Hpart Belongs to Daddy (75) Carlson-0' Driscoll

Palm Beach Story, The (88) Colbcrt-McCrea .

Lucky Jordan (84) Ladd-McDona:d
Details under title: Prelude to Glory

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Happy-Go-Lucky (T) (78) Martin-Powell 5-4.,

Henry Aldrich Gets Glamour (72) Lydon-Smlth 7-20..
Lady Bodyguard (70) Albert-Shirley 5-18..

Night Plane from Chungking (69) Preston-Drew 8-24..

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Five Graves to Cairo (96) Toni-TaHlrtB 1-25..
China (78) Yoong-Ladd 11-16..
Aerial Gunner (79) Arlen-Morrii 11-2..

High Explosive (62)
Details under title: You Can't Live Forevrr

Salute for Three (75) Rhoades- Drake

BLOCK NO. SIX
Alaska Highway (68) Arlen-Parker 4227.
Dixie (T) (89) Orosby-Lamour

Henry Aldrich Swings It (65) Lydoii-Smith

U Prtitfly Wo Hall (UC) Colbert-Goddard

For.. 1-29, .4213. ,11-16
4-20, ,1-15. .4212. .11-16
.2-9. .2-12. .4214. .11-16

. .1-1, ,4211. .11-16
7-20

,

.2-26 .4215, ,11-30

.3-26.

. .4-9.

. .3-2.

. .5-7.

.4217.

.

.4218..

.4216.

.

.4219.

.

,.4224.
. .4222.
. .4223.

Morris-Parker 8-24 4221.

.11-16 4225.

.All Star 6-29.

Submarine Alert (67)

SPECIALS
Star Spangled Rhythm (99)

REISSUES
Souls at Sea (93) Cooper-Raft . . .

Union Paelfle (138) Stanwyck- McCrea

ROAD SHOW
For Whom the Bell Tolls (T) Cooper- Bergman

1943-44
BLOCK NO. ONE

Good Fellows, The

11-16 4230.
.
.12-14 4226.

. .12-14 4228.
Arlen-Barrie 4229,

.1-11

.1-11

.1-11

.1-11

.5-17

..4-5

. .4-5

. .4-5

. .4-5

.6-28

.C-2S

.6 28

.6-U
,6-28

.4231. , ,4-11

.4254.

.4250.

.7-13. . . 7-26

ItLet's Face

Tornado (83)

True to Life (T) (94)

BLOCK NO. TWO
Henry Aldrich Haunts a House. .

Walker-Brown . . . .1-25 4302. .8-23

Rainer-de Cordova ,2-22 4305. .8-23

.2-22 4301. .8-23

. . Morris-Kelly . .4-5 4304. .8-23

.8-23Martin-Tone .... .9-21 4303

.

.LyiioM-Mortimer 4-5.

Minesweeper Arlen-Parker 5-17.

Miracle pf Morgan's Cretk Donlovy-Hutton ....10-5
Riding High Lamour-Powell 1-25

NOT DESIGNATED
And the Angels Sing Laniour-MacMurray .517
City That Stopped Hitler (58) Russian Documentary 4331. . 9-20

Frenchman's Creek (T) Fontaine- DeCordova .5-31

Hall the Conquering Hero Bracken-Raines

Henry Aldrich, Boy Scout Lydon-Mortimer

ipnry fllririch Phv< Cupid Lydon-Smith

Henry Aldrlch's Little Secret Aldrlch-Mortlmer

Dotalli inter titli: Himy Aldriek iMki llie Cradle

Hour Before Dawn, The Tone-Lake 5-17.

Lady In the Dark (T) Roners-Milland ...12-28,

Ministry of Fear Milland-Reynold> ...7-26.

Navy Way, The Powers-Parker 9-20.

No Time for Love Colbert-MacMurray ..6-15.

Standing Room Only Goddard-MacMurray .7-26.

Story of Dr. Wassell (T) Cooper-Day 7-12.

Timber Queen Arlen-Hughes 7-26,

. . .7-12.
,8-23. .

.1-25.

5-31

.

Triumph Over Pain McCrca-Field

Uninvited, The Milland-Hussey

.4-20.

.5-3.

PARAMOUNT 1

1942-43 Features Completed (33) In Production (0)

1943-44 Features Completed (25) In Production (6)

1942-43 Features
Westerns

1943-44 Features
Westerns

(24) Completed (24)

(18) Completed (18)

(— ) Completed ( 7)

(— ) Completed ( 4)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

In Production (1)
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GUNSMOKE MESA
Western—Started October 25.

Cast: Dave O'Brien, Jim Newill, Guy Wilkerson, Patti McCarthy,
Kermit Ma.ynard.

Director: Harry Praser
story: Third in the Texas Rangers series dealing with a dispute among

cattle men over choice grazing ground ending in a land dispute.

MANHATTAN RHYTHM
Musical—Started October 26.

Cast: Frances Langford, Craig Wood, Edward Norris, Linda
Brent, Alec Craig, Charles Williams, Charles Judels.

Director: Wallace W. Fox
story; Big City night club atmo.sijhere with specialty numbers and rom-

ance between a torch singer ami a band leader.

RELEASE CHART
1942-4 5

Title— Running TImt Cast Details
Bad Men of Thunder Gap (59) Newlll-O'Brien
Behind Prison Walls (64) Baxter-Michael

Details under title; After Tomorrow
Black Raven, The (61) Zucco-McKay
Border Buckaroo (60) Newill-O'Brien
Cattle Stampede (— ) Crabbe-St. John
Corresidor (75) Kruger-Landl ..
Dead Men Walk (66) Zocco-Carlisle 9-21
Death Rides the Plains (— ) Livingston-St. John.. 4-5.
Fightino Valley O'Brlin-MeCarty
Follies Girl (72) Barrie-Oliver . . .

Fugitive of thi Plains (55) Crabbe-Leslie
Details under title: Billy the Kid No. 3

Ghost and the Guest, Tht (61) Rici-Dunn ....
Girls In Chains (72) Judge-Clark ...
Gangs, Inc. (72) Ladd-Woodb»r»
Law of the Saddle Livingston-Miles
My Son, the Hero (68) Kelly-Karns ...
Night for Crime, A (78) Farrell-Talbot ..

.11-30.

8-23.

12-14.

...5-31

.12-14.

. .2-8 . .

. . .2-8.

. Reiisui.

. .8-23.

.12-28.

. .7-13.
Queen of Broadway (66) Hudson-Crabba ...10-19.

Raiders of Red Gap LIvlngston-Dell 8-23..
Suspected Person (— ) Evans-Roc Foreign..
terror House (71) Lawson-Clare For..
Trail of Terror Newill-O'Brien ... 6-14.
""""•"og McLane-Wynters
Western Cyclone Crabbe-St. John ...1-25.

Details under title: Billy, tha Kid No. 4
West of Texas (59) O'Brien-Newill 4-5.

Wild Horse Rustlers (57) LIvingsfon-St. John 12-28.
Wolves of the Range (— ) LIvlngston-St. John 5-31.

Details under title: Lone Rider No. 4
Details under title: Western Saboteurs

Rel.

. . .3-5. .

. .3-22. .

..5-31. .

. .6-15.

.

.8-16.

.

. .3-29.

.

. .2-10 .

. .4-30.

.

8-1.

. .7-26. .

..312. .

. .4-19.

.

. .5-17.

.

. .6-15. .

. .8-28. .

. . .4-5.

.

. .2-18 . .

. . .3-8.

.

.9-30.

.

10-26. .

. .4-19.

.

. .9-14. .

.10-10.

.

. .5-14.

.

. .5-10.

.

. .2-12. .

. .6-21. .

No. Be«.

.352
.313. . .614

. .321. . .7-24

.3:4. . .9-20

.362
. .31. . .614
. 320 . .4-ly
.365
.355
.306. . .9-20

. .359. .
.5-17

. .314.

.

. 305 .

.

123. .

.362.

.

.311. .

.304.

.

. .312.

.

. 368 . .

.

.315. . .

. .322.

.

.356.

.

.316. .

.

.360. .

.<-28

. .9-6

6-14

.7-12

.353.
.364.

.366.

.6-14

1943-44
Blazing Frontier Crabbe-Manners

Boss of Rawhide O'Brien-Newill ...

Danger! Women at Work (61) Kelly-Brian

Devil Riders Crabbe-St. John ..

Girl from Monterey Armida-Kcnnedy
Harvest Melody Lane-Downs

Isle of Forgotten Sins (84) Carradine-Sonderg'rd

Jive Junction Moore-Thayer . ...

Return of the Rangers O'Brien-Newill ...

Submarine Base (66) Baxtcr-D'Orsay . . .

Tiger Fangs Frank Buck

8-23.
10-4.

.9-20.
. .8-9,

.8-23
4-19.

.10-4.

.
.9-6

.6-28

. . .9-1.

,11-20.

. .8-24.

. .11-5.

.

. .10-4.

.11-22.

..8-15.

.12-20.

,

. 10-26

.

7-8.

. .9-10.

.459.

.411.

.460.

.412.

.402.

.401.

.10-4

.451

.405. . .9-20

.406

1942-43 Features (34) Completed (32) In Production (0)

Westerns (26) Completed (26) In Production (1)

Specials ( 6) Completed ( 4) In Production (1)

Serials ( 4) Completed ( 4) In Production (0)

1943-44 Features (—

)

Completed ( 3) In Production (2)

Westerns (—

)

Completed ( 7) In Production (1)

Specials (—

)

Completed ( 1) In Production (1)

Serials (—

)

Completed ( 0) In Production (0)

REiEASf CHART

. For.

For.

IN PRODUCTION
Tillf— Running Time Cast Details

The Fighting Seabees Wayne-Hayward . . . .9-20, .

1942-43
(66) Lockwood SlnclaIr

«t Dawn We Die (78) Clements-Sinclair

Blocked Trail, The (55) Tyler-Steele 12-28.
Bordertown Gunflghters (56) Elliott-Jeffries ... 6-28.
Calling Wild Bill Elliott (55) Elliott-Hayes 2-22.

Canon City Cyclone (57) Barry-Merrltk

Chatterbox (76) Brown-Canova ...12-14.
Days of Old Cheyenne (55) Barry-IWerrick 2-22.
Dead Men's Gulch (56) Barry-Merrick

False Faces (56) Williams-Henry
FlOhtlni Devil Dogs (— ) Powell-Stewart

<Adnnted from the Serial of th* tame name).
Gaucho Serenade (—

) Autry-Burnette

Gentle Gangster (56) McLane-Lamont
(; M<Ti »!. The Blank Dragon (Serial) Cameron-Worth
Hands Across the Border Rogers-Terry .

Headin' for God's Country (78) Lundigan-Dale
HI, Neighbor (72) Belle-Vague 6-1..
Hit Parade of 1943 (86) Carroll-Hayward ...11-16 ,

Idaho (70) Rogers-Burnette ...12-28.,
In Old Oklahoma Wayne-Scott 8-9..

In Old Monterey (— ) Autry-Burnette

KIni of the Cowboys (67) Rogers-Burnette ....1-25.,

Rel.

3-22.

. Reissue

.

.10-5.

.

. .8-23.

. .4-19.

.3-24.

.3-20

3-12.

.7-9,

.4-30.

.3-16.

.4-27.

.5-15.

.2-13.

.5-26.
1-29.

.4-15.

.5-10.

. .1-2.

!8-26.

.7-27.

.3-26.

.310.

. . 214

.

.213,
.264

.2313.

.2311.

. .275.

.219.
. . 276

.

. .274.

. .222.

.211.

419
. .4-5

.11-1

.5-17

.6-28

.5-17

. .8-9

.4-19

.7-26

.2303
. .220.

. .282.

. .224.
.201.
.215.
. . 252

.

. .9-6

.8-10

.3-22

. .3-8

Man from Musle Mountain (71; Rogers-Terry ..

Man from Thunder River Elliott-Hayes ...

Man Trap (57) SIcohenson-Lovett

Mask Marvel (Serial) (Serial)

Mexican Rote (— ) Aotry-Birnette . .

Nobody's Darling (72) Lee-Calhern

Old Barn Dance (60) Autry-Burnette

Overland Mall Robbery Elliott-Hayes
Purple V, The (58) Areher-McLeod ..

Ride, Tenderfoot, Rldi Autry-Burnette ..

Riders of the Rio Grande (55) Tyler-Steele ...

Sinte Fa Scouts (55) Three Mesquiteers

Secret Service in Darkest Africa Cameron-Marsh ..

Scream In the Dark, A (55) Lowtry-McDonald
Details gnder title: A Scream at Night

Shanty Town (65) Laa-Lord

Silver Spurs (68) Rogers-Carradine

Sleepy Lagoon (65) Canova-Day
soniurero Kid The (:i6> Barry. Merrick

Someone to Remember (80) Craven-Paige

Details under title: Prodigal's Mother

Song of Texas (69) Rogers-Ryan

South 01 the Boroer ..Autry-Lee

Swing Your Partner (70) Dila-Clark

raJiitI Honey i69) SImon-O'Keafe

Thumbs Up (67) Joyce-Fraser ...

West Side Kid. The (58) Barry-Evans , ..

Whispering Footsteps Hubbard-Qulgtey

1943-44

. 6-28

. . 3-22

.

.2-8
. .7-26

Raltsia.

5-31
Reissue

.' i-ll.

Relssia.

. . 3-8.

. .2-18.

. . .5-3.

. .7-12.

.1-25.

.6-14.

.
6-29

.

. .3-8.

10-30.
.6-11.

. .4-13.

. .257 , .10-4

.2312
. .217. . .6-14

layand the Last Frontier Revere-Burnette

Black Hills Express Barry-Heath ..

Canyon City Berry-Talbot

Death Valley Manhunt ..Elliott-Jeffreys

Deer Slayer, The.. Kellogg-Parker

Fugitive from Sonora (— ) Barry-Merrick

Hera Comes Elmer. Pearce-Sluart

Hoosler Holiday (72) Evans-Byron

Man from Rio Grande Barry-Watts

Mystery Broadcast (63) Albertson-Terry

0 My Darling Clementine Albertson-Gray

Raiders of Sunset Pass Revere-Holt

Saint Meets the Tiger (70) Sinclair-Evans

. .3-22.

Reissue

. . .3-8.

. .1-11.

. . .4-5.

. .4-19.

. 10-4.

.7-12.

.5-17.

.10-4.
5-3

6-28.

. .7-1.

.7-26.

8-9
8-23.

.9-20.

.7-26.

. . For.

.

.7-18.

.

. 8-19
10-16 .

.11-6.

.

. .3-12.

. .6-1.

.

.5-19.

.

. .4-16.

. .7-9.

.

.10-15.

. .4-20

. .8-12.

. . 8-27

.

. .7-31.

. .8-21.

. .6-18.

. . 3-1.

. .5-20

. . .4-6.

. . .7-5.

. .8-23

.9-18.

.8-15.

9-25^
.11-6.

. .7-2.

.10-4.

. .9-28.

10-23.
10-30,

.2305.
227

,

. 2307

.

10-18

. .212.
.2304.

.

. . 266 .

.

. .265.

. .284.

.

. .229,

.218

.256

. .228

, . .271.

. .225.

. .255.

, 2302

,

.221.

. .216.

.223
. .226.

. .4-5

.7-26

.ii-i

. 5-

J

. .8-9

.9-20
12-14

. .9-6

.6-14

.6-14

.4-19

.6-28

. .9-6

.351.

.362.

.375.

.361
.303. .10-18

. 302 . . . 10-4

.363

.304

10-15.
.10-15. .301 9-6

R KO -R AD
1U42-43 Features (46)

Westerns ( 6)

1943-44 Features (—

)

Completed (46)

Completed ( fi)

Completed (20)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (2)

RELEASE CHART
/N PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast Details

Days of Glory Toumanova-Peek ...7-26....
Details under title: One Hour of Glory

Tender Comrade Rogers- Ryan 8-23. ..

No. Rev.

.7-13. .11-16
. .1-26. .2-12.
.6-1. .10-30.
.4-20. .10-16.

. .6-1. .11-13.

4-6. . .12-4.

. . .810 .12-25.

. , .10-5 1-1.

.6-1. .11-27

. . 8-10 1-8

309.
.307.

308
,306.
.310.

. . .312.

.

. . .313.

.

. . .314. .

311. .11-

. . .315.

.1-22.

.2-19

. 2-26

.320

.316.

.

.319.

.317.

.

325. .

.321.

.

.324.

.9-2.

.4-9.
.2306.

. . 254

.

.4-19

1942-43
BLOCK NO. TWO

Falcon's Brother. The (63) Sandrrs-Conway
Journey Into Fear (70) Cotten-Del Rio

Navy Comes Through. The (82) O'Brien-Scott

Scallcrg^oii Survives 3 Murder (66) Kibbea-Hayes
Srv-n Days Leave (87) Mature-Ball ..

Details under title: Sweet or Hot

BLOCK NO. THREE
Army Surgeon (63) Wyatt-Taylor .

Cat Prn-le '72) Slmon-Canway
final Cilderslerve. The (62) Peary-Darwell
Onci Upon a Honeymoan (117) Rogers-Grant
5»»«n Miles from Alcatra; (62) Cralg-Granvllla

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Cinderella Swings It (70) Kibbee-Warren 8-10

Details under title: Scattergood Swings It

Furevtr and a Day (104) Laughton-Neagle 3-26.

Hitler's Children (85) Holt-Granville 10-19. . .3-12.

Tarjan Triumphs (78) WaissmDiler-Gifrorf . .9-7

Twa Weeks to Live (76) Looek-Goff 10-5

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Falcon Strikes Back (66) Conway-Randolph ,. .2-8.

Flight tor Fraadam (101) Russell-MacMurray .8-24

Details under title; Stand Ry to Die

I Walked with a Zombia (69) Oae-Conway 11-2,

Ladles' Day (63) Valai-Albert 7-20 322.

This Land Is Mini (103) Liughton-O'Hiri ...11-2 323.

BLOCK NO. SIX
Bombardier (99) O'Brien-Scott 11-2 329.

Glldersleava'i Bad Day (62) Paary-Darwell 2-22 327.

Letpard Man, Tha (66) O'Keefe-Margo , 2-22 328.

Mr. Leeky (100) Grant-Day 11-16 330.
Details under title: From Here to Victory

Squadron Leader X (99) Dvorak-Portman ....For 326.

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Behind the Rising Son (88) Margs-Ryan 5-17

Ftlaan Id Danger, Tha (6») Conway-Brooks 5-3

Maxlaan Spltllra's Blessed Event (63) Valaz-Errol 4-5

Paltlcaat Laraeny (61) Carroll-Warrick . , .1-25
Sky's the Limit (89) Astaire-Leslie 1-25

SPECIALS
BambI (70) (T) Disney Cartoon Feature .

Magnlf leant Amhersans (88) Cottan-Costello ...11-29
Pride of the Yankees. Tha (128) Cooper-Ruth 1-26
Sabidos Amigos (42) Disney Cartoon Feature .

Spitfire (90) Howard-Nlven

They Got Me Cevarad (95) Hope-Lamoor

WESTERNS
Avenging Rider, Tha Holt-Edwards
Bandit Ranger (56) Holt-Edwards
Fighting Frontier (57) Holt-Sommar

Details under title: San of the Saddle

Pirates of the Pralria (57) Holt-O'Day

10-19
.8-10
10-19
10-19
10-19

.11-2
11-16
1116

11-16

318 1-25

1 25
.1-11

.1-25

. .2-8

.3-22

. .2-8

.3-22

.3-22

.3-22

.5-31

.5-17

.5-17

.5-17

. .2-8

.7-26

.7-26

.7-26

.7-26

.7-26

. For. .

.

.7-20.

, .7-27.

.6-15.

.8-21.

.

,
.7-10.

,

. .3-5.

.

.
.2-19. ,

,'.
.

2-5'.

'

. 6-18 .

.

.9-25. .

.1-29. .

. .391.

.371.
.351.

. .392.
.353.

. . 352

.

. .385.

.381.

.383.

. .61

.7-13

.7-27

12-28

. .5-3

.1-11

. .3-8

.6-1. .11-20. 382 11 16
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. .7-13. . .7-23 386.

6-29 4-2 384. .

.1-11 405. . .8-23

.404. . .8-23

.403. . .8-23

.11-1

RU Rlxr R«klnho«4 Htlt-Miffet

Ugthrnih l«w Holt-Edwar*f

DtUiJs under titit: Gun Law

1943-44
BLOCK NO. ONE

Advintares of a Rotkii Brown-Landry 6-14 402... 8-23

Falltn Sparrow. The Garfleld-O'Hara 2-8 401... 8-23

Lady Takit a Chance, A Arthur-Wayne

Details under title: Free For All

Seventh Victim, The Conway-Brooks .
.5-17..

So Tllli ll Washington Lum & Abner 6-28..

Datille andtr title: Dollar-a-yiir Man
Yellow Canary, The Neagie-Greene

BLOCK NO. TWO
Falcon and the Co-Eds Conway-Brooks 9-6.

Gangway for Tomorrow Marjo-Brown 7-12.

Details under title: An American Story

Gildersleeve on Broadway (65) Peary-Burke 8-9.,

Government Girl DeHavilland-Tufts .6-28

Iron Major, The (85) O'Brlen-WarrIek 5-17

NOT DESIGNATED
Around the World Kyser-Davis 6-14

Curse ol the Cat People Simon-Smith 9-6

Ctastal Command (61) Documentary For 7-26

Dangerous Journey Lanchester-Feld . .
.9-6

Ghost Ship. The Oix-Barrett 8-23

Higher and Higher Morgan-Haley 8-23

Let's Go Latin (T) Cartoon Feature

North Star. The (105) Baxter-Brcnnan .
5-17.

Rookies in Burma Carney-Brown 8-23

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs Disney Cartoon Feature .

Tamn's Desert Mystery Weissmuller-Kelly . . .4-19

Details under title: Tarzan and the Shilk

Holy Matrimony (87)

BLOCK NO. THREE

.11-1

1942-43 Features
1943-44 Features

(—

)

Completed (43)

Completed (18)

In Production (0)

In Production (6)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Titif— Riinninu Time Cast Details

Eve of St. Mark, The Eythe-Baxfrr 9-20..

Home in Indiana (T) McAliister-Brennan .9-20..

Lifeboat Bankhead-Bendix ...8-23.
The Sollivans Baxter-O'Shea 9-20.

1942-43
BLOCK NO. TWO

Berlin Corrrspondeiil (70) Gilmore-Andrews . . .5-18.
Careful, Soft Shoulders (69) Bruce-Ellison 5-18.
Iceland (79) Heine-Payne 5-4.
lust Off Broadwny (66) Nolan-Weaver 5-18.

Details under title: 12 Men In a Box
Orchestra Wives (97) Montgomery-Barl ...4-20.

BLOCK NO. THREE
Tales of Manhattan (118) All Star 11-1

BLOCK NO. FOUR
SIrl Trouble (82) Ameche-Bennett 6-15.
Manila Calling (81) Nolan-Landis 6-29.
Man In the Trunk. The (70) Roberts-Holmes . . . .6-15.
Springtime in the Rockies (90) (T) Grable-Mlranda 6-15.

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Black Swan. The (85) (T) Power-O Hara
Dr. Renault's Secret (58) Shepp.-ird- Roberts

4-20.

7-13.

. 6-29

.

.3-9.

.8-10

.8-10.

.6-15.

.10-5.

Details ander title: Burled Alive

That Other Wom.in (75) Bari-Ellison
Thuiidptblrds iT) (78) Tierncy-Foster
Undying Monster. The (60) Howard-Ell son

BLOCK NO. SIX
Life Begins at 8:30 (85) Woolley-Lopino
China Girl (95) Tierney-Montgomery .

We Are the Marines (69) M of T Documentary
Over My Dead Body (68) Berle-Hughes 8-24
Time to Kill (61) Nolan-Angel 9-7

Details under title: Brasher Doubloon

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Chetnlks. The Fighting Guerillas (73) Dorn-Gllmore

Details under title: Seventh Column
Immo-tal Sergeant, The (91) fondaO'Hara 9-21
Margin tor Error (74) Bennelt-Berle ...10-19
Meanest Man In the World (57) Benny-Lane 7-13
roung Mr. Pitt (105) Dorat-Morley For..

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
Dixie Dugan (67) Andrews-Ellison 9-21
He Hired the Boss (73) Erwin-Blaine 6-29

Details under title: $10 Ralsi

Hello. Frisco, Hello (T) (98) Faye-Payne
Moon Is Down (90) Hardwicke-Travers
Inlet. Ple.ise, Murder (70) Denning-Patrick .

BLOCK NO. NINE
Crash Dive (T) (105) Power-Baxter ...
My Friend Fllcka (T) (89) McDowell-Foster
They Came to Blow Up America (73) Sanders-Sten 12-14

Details under title: School for Saboteurs

Tonlghi We Raid Calais (70) Annabella-Sutton .10-19
Details under title: Secret Mission

BLOCK NO. TEN
Coney Island (T) (93) Grable-Monfgomery .10-5
Jitterbugs (74) Laurel & Hardy 3-8

Ox Bow Incident (76) Fonda-Foster 6-15

BLOCK NO. ELEVEN
Starmy Weather (77) Roblnson-Horne 2-8

SPECIALS
Desert Victory (60) British Commentary

.11-2.

11-30.
.9-7.

.8-24.

.7-20.

1943-44
BLOCK NO. ONE

Bomber's Moon (70) Sanders-Annabella

Haaven Can Wait (T) (112) Ameche-Tierney .2-22.

. .9-11. . . .311. . .8-24

. .9-18.

.

. .312. . .8-24

. .10-2.

.

. .306. . .8-24

. .9-25. . . .310. . . 8-24

. . .9-4. . . .308. . .8-2 t

.10-30.

.

. .313. . . 8-24

.10-9.

.

. .309. . .10-5

.10-16. . .314 . .10-5

.10-23.

.

.315. . .10-5

. .11-6.

.

. .317. . .10-5

. .12-4. . .320. . .11-2

.1211.

.

.321 . .11-2

.11-13.

.

. .318. . .11-2
.11-20.

.

. . 307

.

. .11-2
11-27. . .319. . .11-2

.12-25.

.

. . 322

.

.12-14
. .1-1.

.

.323 12-14
. . .1-8.

.

. . 324

.

.12-14
. .1-15. . . . 325

.

.12-14
. .1-22. . .326 .12-14

. . .2-5. . . .328. . .1-25

. .1-29.

.

. . 327

.

. .1-25
. .219. . . . 330

.

. .1-25
. .2-12. . . .329. . . 1-25
.2-26. . .316

. .3-12. . . . 332

.

. .3-22

. . .4-2.

.

. 334. . .3-22

. .3-26.

.

.333. . . 3-22

... 4-9 . . . . 335

.

. .3-22
. .3-19.

.

. .331. . .111

. .5-14.

.

. .340. . . .5-3

..4-23.. . .338. . .4-19

. . .5-7. . . .339. . . .5-3

. .4-30.

.

. .337. . . .4-5

. .6-18. . . .343. . .5-31

. .6-11. . . .342. . .5-31

. .5-21. . . .336. . .5-31

. .7-16. . .344. . .5-31

4-16.

.

. .341. . .4-19

. .7-30. . . .401. . .7-12

. .8-13.

.

. . 462

.

. .7-26

Winter Time (82)

BLOCK NO. TWO
Paris After Dark (86)
Sweet Rosie O'Grady (76)

NOT DESIGNATED
BulTalo Bill (T)

Gang's All Her*

Details under title:

Guadalcanal Diary. .

.

Happy Land

Jant Eyre

Lodger, The
Pin Up Girl (T) . .

.

Girl Hi Left Benlhd

Seng of

REISSUE
Banjo On My Knee

Rains Came, The (

In Old Chicago (9'

Under Two Flags (110) .

Woolley-Fields . .4-9. .8-27. . .403. . .9-6

. McGu-ire-Young . .5-17. . . .9-3. . . . 404

.

. . 8-23

. Henie-Romero 4-5. . .9-17.

.

. . 405

.

. .9-20

Sanders-Marshall . .5-17

.

. 10-15 .

.

. 10-18

Grable-Young . . . . . . 3-8

.

. 10-1 . . , . 10-4

.O'Hara-MeCrea . .7-12.

. Laurel & Hardy . . . .6-14. . 11-19 .

.

. . 413
'.

. . i- .

.

. . .5-3.

Foster-Nolan . . .
.5-31-. . .11-5. . .412. . .11-2

Amcche-Oee . . . .7-26.

Welles- Fontaine 2-22
Oberon-Sanders . . 8-23

.

. . .8-9.
. . 4-19

Stanwyck- McCrea .10-29. . . 407

Loy-Power .11-26 .

Power-Faye ... 10-29. . . .406
r.nlhprt.r.nlm:in 11-26. . .411

UNITED ARTISTS
1942-43 FEATURES
BalcDu (Illii.) Completed ( 1)

Benny (Buy.) Completed (0)

Chapiln (Chn.) Completed (0)

Cinema Guild (C.G.) Comjileted ( 3)

Coward (Owd.) Completed ( 1)

Disney (Dsy.) Completed ( 1)

Edwards (Edws.) Completed ( 1)

Kurda (Kor.) Completed (1)

Lesser (Lsr.) Completed (1)

Loew-Leviin (L.I<.) Completed ( 1)

May fair (M/r.) Completed (1)

rrcsshiirgor (Psb.) Completed ( 1)

Kuach (lich.) Completed (8)

Rojfors (KfiTS.) Completed ( 1)

Sherman (Shm.) Completed ( 6)

Small (Snd.) Completed (0)

Strombberg (Smg.) Completed ( 1)

1943-44 FEATURES
Bogeaus (Bog.) Completed ( 0)

Bronston (Bro.) Completed ( 0)
Cagney (Cgy.) Completed ( 1)

Pressburger (Psb.) Completed ( 0)

Producing Corp. (P.C.) . . .Completed ( 0)

Rabinovitch (Rvn.) Completed ( 1)

Selznick (Szk.) Completed ( 0)
Stone (Stn.) Completed ( 1)

Sherman Completed ( 7)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production
In Production
In Production
In Production
In Production
In Production
In Production
In Production
In Production

(1)

(0)

(0)

(1)

(1)

(0)

(1)

(0)

(0)

RCiEASf CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast Details

Bridge of San Luis Rey . Bari-Ledcrer 10-4. ..

It Happened Tomorrow Powell-Oarnell ...10-18...
Knickerbocker Holiday Eddy-Dowling ....10-4....
Since You Went Away Colbert-Cotten ....9-20....

Rel. No.

.Bog.

. P.C.

.Szk.

1942-4;
Border Patrol (66) Boyd-Kirby 6-29.
Buckskin Frontier (74) DIx-Wyatt 9-7.

Details under title: Buckskin Empire

Celt Comrades (67) Boyd-Clyde 10-15.
Hangmen Also Die (131) Donlevy-Lee 11-16.

Details under title: Never Surrender

HI Diddle Diddle (72) Menjou-Scott 5-3.

Johnny Come Lately (97) Cagney-George 4-19.

Details under title: McLeod's Folly

Lady If Burlesque (91) Star.wyck-O'Shea ...12-14.

Details under title: The G. String Murders

Leather Burners (67) Boyd-Kirby 6-15...

Prairie Chicken (47) Rogers-Beery, Jr. ...6-15..

Somewhere In France (78) Morley-Cumraings ....For..

Stage Door Canteen (132) Terry-Walker 12-14.
T.Txi. Mister (46) Bendix-Bradley 6-1.

That Naity Nuisance (50) Watson-Leonard 7-13..
Hoppy Serves a Writ (67) Boyd-Kirby 7-20.

Details under title: Texu Uw
VIetery Through Air Power (65) Disney Feature

Yanks Ahoy (55) Tracy-Sawyer

Young and Wlliini (83) Holden-Hayward 1-10.

Details under title: Out of the Frying Pan

1943-44
Bar-20 (54) Boyd-Clydo 11-12.

Gunmaster, Th« . . Dekker-Trevor 6-28..

Jack London O'Shea-Hayward ....7-26.

Kaniin, The (79) Dix-Wyatt 11-30.

Details under title: Meet John Bonnlweil

Mystery Man Boyd-Correll 7-26

Details under title: Thundering Hoofs

Riders of the Deadline Boyd-Woodward 5-3

Texas Masquerade Boyd-Correll 7-26

Three Russian Girls Sten-Smlth 7-26

Details under title: Girl from Leningrad

Timber Boyd-Clyde 10-18

Two Worlds Lederer-Gurio 5-31.. 10-20

Details under title: Strange Music

. .4-2.

. .5-14.

.6-18

. .3-26.

.8-20.

.

. .9-4.

.

. .4-30.

5-28. . .

.5-21. .

. .6-11.

.5-28. .

. .4-16.

.6-25.

.

.3-12.

.

. .8-13.

. . .8-6.

. .2-5.

.10-1.
10-29.

.9-10.

.Shm. . .3-8

.Shm

.

.3-22

.Shm. .7-12

. . Psb

.

. .4-5

. Stn. .8-23

Cgy. . . .9-6

.Snig. .5-17

.Shm .

. Rch. . .8-9

.Smi. .7-26

. .Lst. .5-31

.Rch. .5-17

. .Rch. .6-2a

.Shm

.Dsy. .7-12

.Rch. .7-26

.C.G.. .2-22

.Shm. .10-4
Shm
Bro

.Shm

.

.6-28

Shm .

.Shm

.Shm
Rbn
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UNIVERSAL
1942-43 Features (55)

Westerns ( 7)

Serials ( 4)

1943-44 Features (—

)

Westerns (—

)

Serials (—

)

Completed (55)

Completed ( 7)

Completed ( 4)

Completed (37)

Completed ( 4)

Completed ( )

In Production
In Production
In Production
In Production
In Production
In Production

(0)

(0)

(0)

(6)

(0)

( )

Details

.10-18.

.

.10-18. .

Rel. Re*.

12-28.

. .9-5.

. .9-7.

HER PRIMITIVE MAN
Comedy—started October 18.

Cast: Louise Allbritton, Robert Paige, Edward Everett Horton,
Helen Broderick, Robert Benchley, Stephanie Bachelor,
Ernie Truex.

Director: Charles Lament
story: Not availaljie.

GYPSY WILDCAT (Technicolor)
.•-^toiy: Maria Alontez. raised by the s;yp.sies, talis in love with Jon Hall.

who is accu.sed ot the murder of a Count. She hides Hall, but
thereby cause.s the whole tribe to be accused. Through Hall's
efforts, the guilty party is brought to justice and it develops that
Maria is the daughter ot the murdered man and is heire.ss to his
fortune. It turns out that the gypsies befriended her when she
was rescued as a child from a shipwreck in which her mother was
lost.

PATRICK THE GREAT
Comedy—Started October 18.

Cast: Donald O'Connor, Peggy Ryan, Frances Dee, Donald Cook,
Eve Arden, Gavin Muir, Thomas Gomez, Irving Bacon,
Andrevp Tombes.

Director: Frank Ryan
story: Not available.

CALLING DR. DEATH
Horror—Started October 20.

Cast: Lon Chancy, Patricia Morison, J. Carrol Naish, Ramsay
Ames, George Dolenz.

Director: Reginald LeBorg
story: Not available.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

TItIt— (toiinlni Timt Cast

Gypsy Wildcat (T) Monffz-Hall
Three Cheers for the Boys Raft-McDonald

1942-43
A<l«tntiirM •« Smilln- Jaek (Strlal) Brown-Bey 5-18.
All By Myself (63) Knowles-Ankers 3-8
Amazing Mrs. Holliday, The (98) Durbin-O'Britn . 6-29

Details under title: Forever Youri

Captive Wild Woman (60) Carradine-Ankers
Cheyenne Roundup (59) Brown-Ritter ..

Corvette K-225 (99) Scott-Brown
Cowboy In Manhattan (59) Paioe-Langford .

Finn Wiiiilow of the Coast Guard (Serial) .. .Pcrry-Barrie
Follow the Band (61) Errol-Hughes

Details under title: Trombone from Heaven

Frankenstein Meets the Woll Man (75) . . . Chaney-Lugosi
Details uiiJcr title: Wjlf M^n Meets Fr,,i. kenstein

Frontier Bad Men (77) Barrymore-Paige

Get Gilng (59) Palge-MeDonald

Gall, Ine. (61) Errol-McDonald
uive Out. Sisters (65) Andrews Sisters

Oetaili under title: I Want ta Dance
Good Hornlno. Judge (68) O'Keefe-Albritton

Mers to Hold (94) Durbin-Cotten .

He's My G;]y (65) Hervey-Foran ..

HI. Buddy (68) Paiqe-Lord 11-16
Hit the Ice (82) Abbott-Cosfello ...12-14

Details under title: Oh, Doctor!

HI Ya Chum (61) Rltz Bros.-Frazee

Honeymoon Lodge (63) Bruce-Hilliard . . . .6-14

Detalli under title: Second Honeymoon
How's About It? And ws S tcrs-Paige 12-28

Details under title: Solid Senders

It Ain't Hay (81) Abbott & Costello. . .10-5

It Comes Up Love (64) Ican-Huntcr 7-20
Details under title: On the Cean,

Junior G Men ef the Air (Serial) Dead End Kids

Keep 'Em Slugging (61) Hall-Raymond
Details under title: Bad Company

Mr, Bin (74) Jean-O'Connor .

Details under title: Oh. Say Can You Swing

Mug Town (60) Halog-Hall . .

Nevt of Kin (86) Pilbeam-Sidney

Phantom of the Opera (92) (T) Eddy-Foster .

Raiders of San Joaqnin (60) Brown-Ritter

Rhythm o' the Islands Jones-Frazee

Details under title: Isle of Romance
Shidnw n< a Doubt (108) Wright-Cotten

Sherlock Holmes in Washlnfton (71) Rathbone-Bruce

Sherlock Holmes and the Secret Weapon (68) Rathbone-Bruce

Sin Town (74) Bennett-Crawford

tentino Tonloht on the Old Camp Ground ... Brown-Hitler .

Two Ticket! to London (77) Morgan-Cu'tis

We've Never Been Licked (103) Quine-Gwynne .

When Johny Comes Marching Home (74) . . . . Jones-Frazee

White Savage (T) (76) Hall-Montcz

1943-44
Adventures of Flying Cadets (Serial) Downs-Armstrong .

Arizona Trail (— ) Ritter-Knighf ....

ulway« a Bridesmaid AndwSisters-Knowles

Cobra Woman Montez-Hall

Crazy House (80) Olsen & Johnson..

Fired V/ifo (73) Barrymore-Paige

Flesh and Fantasy (94) Boyer-Robinson

Frontier Law Hayden-Holt ....

10-19.

.
.2-22.

.1-5.
.6-11.

.2-19.

.6-4.
.4-9.
.10-1
.5-21.

.4-6.
.5-14.

.7581
.7043. . .6 14
.7005 . .2-2?

.7014. . .5-31

.7075
.7062. .10-18
.703f-

.8''^1

.7033. . .5-31

10-19.
. .3-12. . .7012. . 3-22

.6-14.

.

. .4-5.

.5-17.

.5-18.

12-28.

. .4-5.
12-14

.8-6.
.6-25.

. .7-9.

.3-11.

. .5-7.

.7-16.
.3-26.

.2-26.

. .7-2.

. .3-5.

.7-23.

319
.4-9

.7011.
.7045.
.7046.
.7023.

.7044.
. 7006

.

.7041.

.7031.

.7003.

. 7039

.

.7047.

.7025.

,9-20
.7-1?
.7-26
.9-21

.5-17

. .8-9

.4-19

. .3-8

.7-1'i

. .4-5

. .9-6

.7001.

.

.7023.

.

.4-5

.2-8

3 9. . .6-30
11-30 . . .4-2 , . .7040 "J

. . .3-8. . .5-28.

.

.7009. 6-14

. 7-13 1-22. .7027 , . .2-8

. . For 5-7. . .70^2.

.

.4-19

8-27. . . 7061 .

.

. 9-6

. .7-27. . . 6-4 . .7076.

.

.6-28

.11-30. . .4-16 . .7042

8-10 . .1-15.

.

.7065,

,

.7-20. . .4-30. . ,7018.

.

.6-28

.
.6-15 . .2-12 .7024.

.

,1-2S

. .
.8-24. . .9-25. . .7017. .1019
8-10

.
.2-5 . .7074.

.

.6-lS. . . 7013 .

.

.6-28
' .1-25.'.' .7064.

.

.8-23

. ,10-5. .

.1-1.'. .7016.

.

.1-11

. .11-2. . .4-23.

.

.7004.

.

. ,5-3

1-25.
5-17.

6-28.
.5-3.

8-10
.8-23

. .9-3 . .

.9-24.

.

. .9-24.

.

.11-12.

.

. .10-8.

.

. . .9-3.

.

.10-29.

8081.
. 8023

.

. 8017

.

.8062.

.11-1

.9-20

.10-4

Gung Ho Seott-Cyrfii 8-23
HI Ya Sailor (62) Woods-Knox 7-26 .. 10-15 ... 8035

.

Larceny with Music (64) Jones-Carlisle 1-25. . .9-10. . .8028.
Let Yourself Go Woods-Kn» 6-2S
Mad Ghoul. The Ankers-Bruce 5-31... 11-5
Marshall of Gunsmeke Ritter-Hayden 9-6
Moonlight and Cactoi Andrews-Carrillo ....9-6
Mummy's Ghost, The Cianey-Acguanetta . .9-6. . 11-19 . . .8030. .

Ntver a Dull Moment (— ) Rltz Bros.-Langford
Phantom Lady Lederer-Raines ...

Professor Goes Wild Bruce-McDonald
Set to Music Jones-Vineent ....
Sherlock Holmes Faces Death (68) Rathbone-Bruce . . .

S«n of Dracula Chancy-Curtis ....
Details under title: Destiny

Strange Death of Adolph Hitler (72) Oonath-Sondergaard 6-28.
Spider Woman Rathbone-Broci ... 5-31
Swingtime for Johnny Andrews Sisters ...10-18
The Impostor Gabin-Joslyn 9-6

Details under title: Passport to Dakar
The Third Glory O'Connor-Blyth 9-6
This Is the Life O'Connor-Foster .. . 5-31
Top Man O'Connor-Foster .. .7-12. .. 9-17 .. .8009.

Details under title; Man ot the Family
Wild-Horse Roundup Ritter-Knight 9-20
When Ladies Fly Young-Fltzgerald ... 9-6

You're a Lucky Fellow, Mr. Smith Jones-Ankers 7-12. .10-22 . .8033.

1018
.9-20

.9-20
,

6-14

. .8-9

.6-14 . . .9-17.

1-25. . .11-5.

.8024. . .9-20

9-10. . .8022 .10-18

1942-43 Features
1943-44 Features

Completed (24)

Completed (22)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

Rn.

.6-19.

ONE MORE TOMORROW
Drama—Started October 18.

Cast: Ann Sheridan, Dennis Morgan, Alexis Smith, Jack Carson,
John Loder, Jane Wyman, Thurston Hall.

Director: Peter Godfrey
story: Not available.

RELEASE CHART
1942-43

rN PRODUCTION
Title—Ruining Time Cast Details Rel. No.

Outward Bound Garfield-Parker . . .10-18
Mr. Skeffington .Davis-Rains 10-18

BLOCK NO. TWO
yon Can t Escape Forever (77) Brent-Marshall

Hidden Hand. The (63) Stevens- Emerson
Ueorge Washington Slept Here (93) Benny-Sheridan
Flying Fortress (68) Greene-Lehmann
Gentleman Jim (104) Flynn-Smith

BLOCK NO. THREE
Casablanca (99) Bogart-Bergman

Gorilla Man (64) Loder-Ford ..

Hard Way. The (97) Lupino-Morgan
Truck Busters (58) Travis-Parker .

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Air Force (124) Garfleld-Yognf

Mysterioiis Doctor (57) Loder-Matthews

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Edge of Darkness, The (118) Flynn-Sherldan

BLOCK NO. SIX
Action in the North Atlantic (127) Bogart-Matsoy 9-7.

Background to Danger (80) Rift-Marshall 9-7.

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Constant Nymph, The (112) B^er-Fontaini 3-9.

SPECIAI.S
Mission to Moscow (123) Huston-Harding ...11-16.
This Is the Army (T) (121) Morphy-Leslle 4-5.
inimee Docdie Oindy (126) Cagney-Leslie 12-1.

REISSUE
Varsity Show (81) (Rolssno) Powell-Waring

1943-44
BLOCK NO. ONE

Murder on the Waterfront (49) Loder-Ford 9-18.

Watch on the Rhine (114) Davis-Lucas 6-15 9-4.

.4-20.

. For.

.

.6-1

.6-1.
. For.

.

3-23

.9-21

.6-29.

. . 8-24

.

.10-10.

.

. . 207

.

. .10-5
11-7. . . 208

.

. .10-5
.11-28.

.

. .210. . .10-5

. 12-5.

.

. .211. . .10-5
11-14. .212 11-30

. .1-23. . .214. 11-30

. .1-16.

.

.216. .12-14

. .2-20 . . .209 . .10-5

. . .2-6.

.

. .213. . .1-25

. .3-20. . .217. . . 2-8
3-6 . 218 3 r

. .4-24. . .219. . . .
^-5

..6-12. . ..221. ..5-31

...7-3.. . .222. . .<-14

. .7-24.

.

. .223. . .7-lJ

. .5-22. . . . 220

.

. .5-17

. .8-14.

.

. .224. . . .8-9

. . .1-2. . .201. . .6-l>

.12-19. . . .215

. .7-13.

.

. .11-1.

.

. .5-17.

.

.10-19.

.

. .6-29.

11-16.

.

. .6-28.

....6-14.

. . 6-15.

NOT DESIGNATED
Adventure in Iraq (64) Loder-Ford
Ao.sntures of Mark Twain March-Smith ....
*r"nie and tid Laei (— ) Grant-Lane
Conflict Bogart-Hobart . . .

liriiTie li> Night Wyman-Cowan ...

Details under title: Forty Whacks
Desert Song, The (T) Morgan-M.inning

Devotion DeHavilland-Lupino

Destination Tokyo Grant-Garfleld ..

Find the Blackmailer (55) Cowan-Emerson ..

In Our Time Lopino-Henreld

Last Ride. The (— ) Travis-Parker

Northern Pursuit (93) Flynn-Bishop
I' (t A Qiia nt.incp Uavis-Hopkinj

Passage to Marseille Bogart-Morgan

Princess O'Rourke (94) DeHaviM'nd-C'mings 7-20

Saratoga Trunk (— ) Cooper-Bergman .
3-8.

Shine On Harvest Moon Sheridan-Morgan ...6-28.

Thank Your Lucky Stars (127) Cantor-Shore 1-2.

Uncertain Glory Lupino-Henreid 9-6.

REISSUE
Cherokee Strip, The Foran-Bryan

Crime School (— ) Bogart-Gorcey

Empty Holsters Foran-Walthall

Girls on Probation (— ) Reagan- Hayward

Guns of the Pecos Foran-Nagel

Land Beyond the Law Foran-Perry

Oklahoma Kid (80) Cagney-Bogart

Prairie Thunder Foran-Clancy

Song of the Saddle Foran-Lloyd

.302.

.301.

.8-9

.8-9

.10-9. .304. . .10-4

.7-12.
11-16.

.8-23.

.11-6.

11-13.

10-23.

. .9-25

.

.306. . .11-1

'.307
. . .ii-2

.305. . .ib-4

.303. .. 8-23

.10-2.

10-16.

.

.10-2.

.

10-16.

.

.10-2.

.

.10-2.

.

.9-11.

.10-2..

.10-2..

.330.
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New York Post
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What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES RY FOREMOST CRITICS

'CORVETTE K-225' REVIEWS RUN FROM GOOD TO GREAT
(UNIVERSAl.) "...A picture to send inspiring, exultant pride through the audiences. . .Belongs way up in the top rank... A really

great picture." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. —-j*F- "... Thrilling, authentic, fascinating, inspirational and touching. . .You
are not to expect a picture of epic proportions or great \ubtlety .. .Gets this department's 'Ahoy' as one of the year's ten best."

"WTNSTEN, N. Y. POST.—— "...Strictly no epic. A shallow- draught 'In Which We Serve,' which, if not put to the teisk of living

up to something else, will serve well enough to introduce film audiences to the game little terriers of the sea... Steers a course
clearly plotted in Hollywood, despite some magnificent, sea-tossed footage." McMANUS, PM. "...Told with tremendous ex-

citement and a pounding sense of the sea... Tough, manly film... Lacks the scope and compassion of 'In Which We Serve,' but, in

its purely graphic marshaling of sea warfare, it compares most favorably with that film." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"Authoritative atmosphere. . .No glamour to the title and little or no attempt has been made to glamourize the production. . .Stripped

of all unnecessary talk and extraneous melodramatic matter ... Breathless excitement." CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS. "...May
lack the artistry of 'In Which We Serve' but made with such vigor and sincerity that it stands up strongly as a record of the omin-
ous transportation battle. . .Crescendo of action has been brilliantly manipulated." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

'SWEET ROSIE O'GRADY' HAS MIXED RECEPTION. BUT GRABLE GETS NODS
(20TH CENTURY-FOX) ".

. .Pretty as a bowl of wax fruit and just as dull. . .For goo-goo-eyed masculine fanciers of this sort of thing
and for those who sigh heavily over sheer prettiness. . .Miss Grable's party and a very tamie party it is, too." T. S., N. Y. TIMES.

"...Miss Grable works hard, but it generally winds up as just another vintage variety show...As often dull as it is diverting
...Aimed at period burlesque more often than straight farce. You must settle for Miss Grable in 'Sweet Rosie O'Grady.' Her
shapely limbs will undoubtedly carry a shapeless show." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Doesn't change the
standard pattern of Betty Grable pictures. . .Has a little more heartiness to its jollities and the music has more charm. The Grable
cult will have more fun than the gang has been offered in a long time." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Lavishly
Technicolored filmusical, easy on the eyes, ears and whatever tickles our senses of humor. . .Super of its sort. . A natural for cute
Betty (O) Gi-able." THIRER, N. Y. POST. ——— "...Starts off like any routine Technicolor period piece and suddenly flashes on
you with the effect of a captivating Old New York ballet. . .Rescues Rosie from her old-fashioned waltz-clog aura and surrounds her
with contemporary hep." McMANUS, PM. "...Ideal escapist entertainment. . .The musical film we've all been waiting for,
full of good tunes, lovely color and hilarious situations. . .Entertainment going at a rapid and diverting pace... 4 stars." CAMERON,
N. Y. NEWS.

'PHANTOM OF THE OPERA' NEW VERSION LOSES IN CHILLS. GAINS MUSIC
(UNIVERSAL) "...Has had most of the chills removed in the new version. . .Spectacular operetta, an extraordinarily good one, rich-

ly melodious and set in backgrounds of large-scale Technicolor magnifloence. . .Excitement is not neglected, but most of it is packed
into the last half hour. . .Aimed at a variety of tastes and hit accurately on all of them." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...Berefit of much of the terror and macabre quality of the original. . .Role of the Phantom has been very much watered down...
Richness of decor and music is precisely what gets in the way of the tale." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES. ".

. .Horror and thrill

aspects are distinctly muted. . .Eminently satisfying as to sounds and sights, but there is not much meaning or emotion to take away
with you afterwards." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST. ".

. .Musical selections are pleasant, if a bit too loud. The violence is first-rate

...I found missing the phantom himself right in the course of an aria. . .Whether you are musically or melodramatically inclined, it

offers superior diversion." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Thoroughly enjoyable entertainment. . Played up the
musical background at the expense of the gory and scary elements of the thriller. . .Story has been streamlined and is more credible
than it was originally." CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS.

'BEHIND THE RISING SUN' SERIOUS. ENGROSSING — TIMES
(RKO-RADIO) "...Commendable and engrossing film. . .Purpose is serious rather than sensational — as its lurid advertisements
imply; its reasons for hate are not frivolous. . .Honest and effective film." T. S., N. Y. TIMES. "...Exciting, well-put-together
film, literally written, carefully conceived and staged, and bolst ered by several excellent characterizations." McMANUS, PM.
"...Has its corny twists, but in the main it is a powerful and revealing story. . .Incidents seem plausible and accurate ... Does not
say anything about Japan that one does not expect to hear, but it has successfully dramatized the known ideological differences

without going overboard in a welter of propaganda." GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. ".. .Sincere — though super-
ficial ... Bloody tortures and inhumanities make it a harsh dramatic experience. . .Might have been improved by less leaning toward
the sensational." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Bousing action thriller .. .While the dramatic highlights cannot
measure up to the realism of the newsreels, several sequences are plenty hair-raising and revolting. . .All concerned have done a
worthy job." THIRER, N. Y. POST.

'MY KINGDOM FOR A COOK' COBURN STARRER GETS FAIR NOTICES
(COLUMBIA) "...Much shorter on laughs than a respectable comedy should be... Shows signs of having been hurried through the

Columbia workshop with more thought on capitalizing on Charles Coburn's newly won laurels as an amusing old codger than was
accorded to the preparations of the script." T, M. P., N. Y. TIMES. "...Stewed up several old comedy formulas into a new
quickie. . .Mr. Coburn's ability to garner laughs out of even the most familiar material is the picture's only virtue." GUERNSEY,
N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. ". . .1, for one, am a Coburn fan; yet I have to admit that his first starring vehicle is only mildly
amusing." HALE, N. Y. NEWS. ".

. Bare, pointed fun and barring a few rough edges in acting and direction is really a model
wartime comedy. . .Story gets a little scrambled at times, but the scrambling is all in the cause of getting a lot of good things

divertingly said." McMANUS, PM. "...Without Coburn this would have been a tedious and quarrelsome session. He has
added most of the mirthful flavor it has, but that is sufficient mirth to make any movie a pleasant little affair." COOK, N. Y.

WORLD-TELEGRAM. — "...One gag situation after another most of them agreeably amusing and entertainingly performed...
If one of your very favorite actors is Charles Coburn, then you'll heartily enjoy it." THIRER, N. Y. POST.

'HOSTAGES' CRITICS DISAGREE ON ANTI-NAZI FILM'S MERITS
(PARAMOUNT) "...No more than a conventional film about the underground movement marked by a couple of sound performances
and one very bad one. . .Because it lacks direction it lacks excitement; because it misses the truth it fails to entertain." T. S., N. Y.
TIMES. ——— "...Taut and sometimes terrifying. . .Has the inherent virtue of conviction. . .Made with sincerity and power. It ia

not a superior film, but it is one that you will not forget quickly." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Thoroughly
and excitingly developed theme. . .Uncommonly good cast...But the total effect is another one of those pictures in which the very
nasty Germans catch hell and our sides emerges victorious. .. Very worthwhile, but tediously familiar .. .Performers are the whole
show." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST. "...One of the best of all the versions. . .Has retained as much of the horror and brutality
of the novel as a movie dares...No picture for the squeamish. Its suffering is too vivid...Any steady moviegoer may feel he has
done with stories of the Czech underground but he hasn't done himself and the topic full justice unless he includes this one."
COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
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WARNER BLOCK, Continued

'NORTHERN PURSUIT' BELOW AVERAGE ADVENTURE MELODRAMA
Rates )n Fl ynn s name value

Warners
9i Minutes

Elrrol Flynn, Julie Bisliop, Helmut Dantine,
Jolui Ridgely, Gene Locldiart, Tom Tully,

Bernard Nedell, Warren Douglas, Ale«
Craig, Monte Blue, Tom Fadden, Richard
Alden, Rose Higgins, Russell Hicks, John
Royoe, Charles Judels, Wallis Clark, Carl
Harbaugh.

Directed by Raoul Walsh.

A run-of-the-mill sabotage melodrama,
transferred to a Canadian Northwest set-

ting, "Northern Pursuit" is a below average
vehicle for Errol Flynn. For beautiful
scenic shots of snow-covered wastes, a
thrilling climax and a few other moments
of excitement are weighed against the

Aim's many dull stretches and a formula
romance which never quite bursts into

flame. By employing an elaborately-staged

introduction and consuming 15 minutes in

setting the stage for this tale of Nazi war
plans in Canada, Director Raoul Walsh per-

mits audience interest to lapse almost be-

yond recovery. Only in the climactic battle

aboard a speeding bomber plane does this

approach the action content of the usual

Flynn picture. Although the ads play down
the topical angle, the Mountie-versus-
saboteur theme will sell this to the action

fans. However, Flynn's marquee power will

have to carry the film in the majority of

spots.

The story opens with shots of Nazi sabo-
teurs landing by submarine on the coast of

Hudson Bay after which an avalanche kills

all but their leader, Helmut Dantine. Lost

and near death, Dantine is picked up by
two Royal Canadian Mounties (Errol Flynn
and John Ridgely) and sent to a prison

camp. Flynn, who secretly plans to per-

suade Dantine to lead him to his contact
man, deliberately antagonizes his Mountie
pals and is arrested and held for trial.

Bailed out by Gene Lockhart, Flynn is led

to Dantine, who has escaped and is in

hiding. Dantine asks Flynn to guide an
expedition to the North country and Julie

Bishop, Flynn's fiancee, is also taken along.

After many hardships, the party reaches an
abandoned mine where Dantine's men as-

semble a bomber whose purpose is to bomb
the Welland Canal. However, Flynn man-
ages to leap into the plane as it takes oft

and, after a tussle with Dantine, he para-
chutes before the bomber crashes.

DENL.EY

'A SCREAM IN THE DARK' FAST-MOVING MYSTERY HAS CONFUSING PLOT
Pa>- O O — ,Ts I'hi.i'k'- i-i action s-^ots

Republic
55 Minutes
Robert Lowery, Marie McDonald, Edward
Brophy, Wally Vernon, Hobart Cavanaugh,
Jack LaRue, Elizabeth Russell, William
Haade, Kitty McHugh, Arthur Loft, Linda
Brent.
Directed by George Sherman.

A minor murder mystery, with ample
comedy relief in addition to one killing

every ten or fifteen minutes, "A Scream in

the Dark" will satisfy the whodunit fans in

the average action spot. As a matter of

fact, this story about a much-married lady
who collects insurance on various husbands

is so confusing that it will keep patrons
guessing throughout — and a few will still

be mystified after the final fadeout. How-
ever, Director George Sherman maintains a
fast pace throughout and several of the

players —
• notaJbly Wally Vernon and Ed-

ward Brophy — contribute broadly amusing
portrayals. Jack LaRue, best-known among
the players, makes a small detective role

stand out and Elizabeth Russell and
Hobart Cavanaugh also do well as the chief
villains. It's OK as a second feature in ac-

tion houses and minor naborhood spots.

The long arm of coincidence certainly
works overtime in this story which opens
as Robert Lowery, a reporter, and Edward
Brophy, his news photographer, set up shop

as private detectives Their first client,

Hobart Cavanaugh, claims he is looking for

his missing wife (Elizabeth Russell) who is

heir to a huge fortune and Lowery manages
to locate her and get her to agree to a
divorce. Following the newspaper publicity,

Arthur Loft turns up claiming that he is

Miss Russell's real husband and, after he
has been mysteriously killed, another man
(Frank Fenton) asks Lowery to locate his

missing wife — again the same lady. Sev-
eral other murders take place before Lowery
discovers that Cavanaugh has had his real

wife killed and hired Miss Russell to pose
as his spouse in order that she can claim
the fortune for him.

DENLEY

„.ioeATrm
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mLOITATION PICTURE Issue

LASSIE COME HOME... The veteran showman will remember the days
when dog stories were among the most popular cinemas. It has been ages,

Or so it seems, since the millions of sentimental folks have had an oppor-

tunity to shed a tear about a boy and his devoted dog. Now Metro has

delivered a really fine boy-dog movie in "Lassie Come Home"—one which
has prompted such words of critical praise as "appealing," "singularly mov-
ing," "exciting," "eloquent" from New York reviewers. That the public will

buy "Lassie" is attested to by the run at the huge Music Hall, where it is

now in the fourth week. This is a picture that demands the showman's
best effort—and meiits the same. A campaign directed at the heart should
bring results to gratify any exhibitor. Don't spare the horses in selling

"Lassie." It will pay off in high figures.

A Metro -Goldwyn-Mayer Picture. Directed by Fred M. "Wilcox.

Produced by Samuel Marx. Cast: Roddy McDowall, Donald Crisp,

Dame May Whitty, Edmund Gwenn, Nigel Bruce, Elsa Lan-
chester Lassie. Screen Play by Hugo Butler. From Novel by
Erie Knight.



'CRAZY HOUSE' TYPICAL OLSEN & JOHNSOM COMEDY ROMP
Rates • • • — if exploited

Universal
80 Minutes

Ole Olsen and Chic Jolmson, Martha CDris-
coll, Patric Knowles, Cass Daley, Percy Kil-

bride, Leighton Noble, Thomas Gomez,
Edgar Kemiedy, Bay Walker, Franklin
Pangborn, Robert Emmett Keane, Chester
Clute, Billy Gilbert, Bichard Lane, Shemp
Howard, Hans Conried, Fred Sanborn, Leo
Carrillo, Lon Chaney, Andy Devine, Allan
Jones, Bobert Paige, Alan Curtis, The De-
Marcos, Glenn Miller Singers, Chandra
Kaley Dancers, The Five Hertzogs, Ward
and Van, Laison Bros., Count Basle and
Band.

Directed by Edward Francis Cllne.

Talk about escapist movies! This zany
Olsen and Johnson laff-fest is as far re-

moved from the war torn world as Hitler is

from victory. "Crazy House" is "Hellza-
poppin" on a bigger scale and even loonier
and funnier; and if your patrons enjoyed
the first Olsen and Johnson comedy romp,

they will probably laugh their heads off at

this mad melange. By using a movie studio
background where O. and J. (themselves)
are attempting to film a picture, the two
crackpot comedians have found an ideal

framework on which to hang innumerable
songs and specialty acts, introduce several
Universal guest stars and cut capers in

their own uninhibited fashion. Although
the picture contains too much harmonizing
and none of the many song numbers seem
to show hit possibilities, there's plenty of

the pure unadulterated slapstick, ear-
splitting noises and corny gags that have
made Olsen and Johnson famous. And in

Cass Daley, who insists on screaming her
songs and indulging in facial contortions
and pratt falls, they have a comedy foil who
is just as nutty as they are. A laugh-
hungry public should go for this in a big
way, perhaps not in the class or deluxe
situations, but certainly in the naborhoods
and rurals. If heavily exploited, should
clean up in such houses.
The plot, if it can be described as such,

shows Olsen and Johnson descending on

Hollywood and forcing their way into Uni-
versal, whose president refuses to let them
make another picture. However, Patric

Knowles, the cutter on "Hellzapoppin," be-

lieves in them and they hire him to direct

and then find an "angel" (Percy Kilbride)

who talks in terms of millions although he
hasn't a dime. A syndicate of sharpshooters,

who plan to grab the negative when the

picture is completed, hire space at Miracle
Studios (if it's a good picture it's a Miracle)

and O. and J. start signing talent. Knowles
finds a little waitress, Martha O'Driscoll,

who shows talent but the stars attempt to

sign Cass Daley and mistakenly get her
double's signature to a contract. When the

picture is finally completed, despite numer-
ous obstacles, the syndicate hauls O. and J.

to court and they are given 10 days to raise

money to pay production costs. A preview
auction is held and Olsen and Johnson put
electric wires under the seat occupied by
the president of Universal. When the bid-

ding reaches a million, he jumps up with a
yell and the picture is sold to Universal.

LEYENDECKER

'OUTLAWS OF STAMPEDE PASS' FOLLOWS WESTERN PATTERN
Rates 9 9 for western houses

Monogram
55 Minutes
Johnny Mack Brown, Baj-mond Hatton, El-
len Hall, Jon Dawson, Harrj- Woods, Charles
King, Edmund Cobb, Sam Flint, Art Mix,
Artie Ortego, Eddie Bums.
Director: Wallace Fox

Strictly for the Saturday matinee crowd,

tliis latest in the series is up to standard of

its predecessors. Brown and Hatton again

hide their identity as U. S. Marshals in

order to bring a gang of cattle rustlers to

justice. Story could have been bolstered

with a little more action. Romance is car-

ried on between the nephew, played by Jon
Dawson, and a ranch beauty, played by
Ellen Hall. Harry Woods is convincing as
leader of the troublesome gang of varmints.

Brown poses as a cattle buyer, intent on

a sharp deal and Hatton is a traveling

dentist. Latter's cousin loses his cattle to

the gang in a crooked poker game, which
sends the pair into action. Backed by the

decent element in the town they shoot it

out with the rustlers and succeed in driving

them from the section.

BLAIR (Hollywood)

Wftetti Mil

The wilcicatters lived nine lives in

one ... in their pursuit of wealth,

pleasure and green-eye<i girls!
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BIG:I>IGTURE

jot
The greate;'; galaiiy of radio
topnotchers ever gatheied
together in one grand enter-
tainment! It's a screenful of
talent, laughter and music!

Starrinc

RADIO'S POPULAH
ENTERTAINERS

THE HOOSIER HOT SHOTS

THE MUSIC MAIDS

CEORGE D. HAY as "THr SOLEMN

OLD JUDGE"

ISACEL RANDOLPH «s

"MRS. UPPINGTON"
Clirllll •! "FIbbir McEll ill Mo"r"

GEORGE "SHUG" FISHER

LILLIAN RANDOLPH as "BIRDir
Ciirlin •! "Ibi C»>l ClldenliiTi"

DALE EVANS
GEORGE BYROIJ

EMMA DUNN
THURSTON HALL

FltNK McDONtlD. DIrectci

Originot Story and Ser*«ft Play

by Derralt t Sluarl McGowan
Ba*«d on mn M«« by
EDWARD JAMCS

iuacliU Prodicir, Armind Schitfer

Buy War Bonds and Stamps

RE^UBO^'. PICTURE

THE NEWS DIGEST
(Continued from Page 10)

foreign sales; George D. Burrows, vice-
president and treasurer; Sam Wolf, secre-
tary. The board of directors now consists
of Johnston, Carr, Broidy, R'fUin. Arthur
B-omberg, Howard Stubbins, William Hurl-
but, Charles Trampe and Alton A. Brody.

• * ft

Offers Settlement
The Minnesota Amusement Co

,
operating

a string of first-runs and subsequents in

Minneapolis, St. Paul and throughout the
Northwest, offered settlement of an anti-
trust suit by trustees of the Minneapolis
Theatre Co. for $80„000. The theatre charged
Minnesota Amusement and major film com-
panies with preventing the theatre from
getting suitable product.
The circuit is leasing and reopening the

Minnesota Theatre, a 4000-seat house, darlc
for a number of years after its lease was
droppfd by Minnesota Amusement.

• • •

Ike Lisbon Dead
Tke Libson. old-time picture n'oneer. died

unexT)ectedlv last week after a heart attack.
Libson, at 67, was general ma^^ager for the
Cincinnati office of the RKO Midwest Corn

,

after coming out of retirement in iQS."^ to
manage the theatres he himself had built
and sold to that company.

tiibson was often recalled as the Gus
Edwards of the exhibition industry and was
responsible for the initiation of several no"/
Drominent figures into the business, among
them Oscar A. Doob, Loew's theatres ad-
vertising manager and WAC industrv
leader.

Among the industrv officials from the
home offices who attended the funeral were
Leslie Thompson and Harry M'chalson of
RKO; Jack Flvnn and J. J. Malonev of
Loew's; Roy Haines of Warners; Lou's
Weinberg of Columbia, and F. J. A. Mc-
Carthv, John J. O'Connor and Hank Linet
of Universal.

• • «

Metro Resurrects 10 Pix
M-G-M is making available 10 features

selected from programs of several vears ago
in resDonse to requests from exhibitors who
have complained of a shortage of pictures

"Not a dark house in more than
20 years of film delivery service!"

NEW .IRR<;cY

Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n

250 N. JUNIPER STREET
Pini>ADELPmA

I.OCl ST 482i RACE 4600

for subsequent runs. Metro emphasized that
no effort will be made to sell the 10 pictures,

but that they will be available in exchanges
for M-G-M customers. They will not be
handled as re-'ssues.

Pix selected by Metro are: "Third Finger,
Left Hand." with Myrna Loy and Melvyn
Douglas; "Northwest Passage," Spencer
Tracv; Marx Bros "The Big Store" and "Go
West"; "Love Crazy" s+arring William Pow-
ell and Myrna Loy; "Flight Command" and
"Billy the Kid" with Robert Tavlor; "A
Christmas Carol" with I..ionel Barrymore;
"Escane" starring Norma Shearer and Rob-
ert Tavlor, and "Come Live with Me" with
Hedy Liamarr and James Stewart.

• • «

"Snow White" Reissued
The first Walt Disnev feature-length car-

toon. "Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs"
will be re-issued in the new season under
the terms of a five-year deal just completed
between RKO and Disney. The deal calls

for distribution on a world-wide basis with
an entire new line of posters and advertising
accessories being prepared.

"Snow White" is expected to be re-issued

during the Christmas holidays, although no
definite release date has been set. It was
fi'st released in the fall of 1937.

» « •

Fnx Handles "Battle of Russia"
20th Century-Fox will handle the distribu-

tion and exploitation of the War Department
feature-length picture, "Battle of Russia"
for the War Activities Committee. Tom
Connors, Fox distribution head, announced
that the picture would be distributed with
all clearances waived and the company
would get behind "Battle of Russia" in the
same manner it does any important film.

It was stressed by the WAC that the cost

of the film would be gauged to return only
the expenses incurred for the prints, trailer

and other advertising accessories, and that
Fox was contributing everything else. Its

aim is to exhibit the War Dept. feature in

every community in the country and several
hundred additional prints have been ordered.

THEATRE GAMES

CONTROLLED BINGO GAME — 12 waj-»

in which to win, $3 00 a thousand. 16 or 79

waj-s to win, two colors, $3 50 a tliousand.

Box 281. c/o FILM BULLETIN, 1239 Vine
Street, Pliila,, Pa.

DIE CUT BINGO CARDS — S17.50 in

10,000 lots. Smaller quantities, S2 00 per 1.000,

1-75, 1-100. IMMEDIATE DELFVERY —
ORDER NOW. S. Klous. c/o FILM BUL-
LETIN, 1239 Vine Street, PhUa., Pa.

SAVE TIME. . .Energy. . .Insurance. . .Worry. . .Money

Economically Sensible for All Your Deliveries to Be Made by

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES. Inc.

HORLACHER
PHILADELrHIA

1225 or 1239 Vine St.

B.-VLTIMORE

1801 Bayard St.

W.4SHINGTOX
1633 3rd St., N. E.

NEW YORK
613 W. 47th St.

Member National Film Carriers. Inc. Miss Yolanda Clcchettl. Notary Public 12S9 Vine St.. Phlla.

FILM BULLETIN



'BLAZING GUNS' VETERAN COWBOY STARS PEP UP FAMILIAR WESTERN
Rates • • — for western houses

Monogram
55 Minutes

Ken Maynard, Hoot Gibson, Kay Forrester,
LeRoy Mason, Lloyd Ingraham, Emmett
Lynn, Weldon Heyburn, £ddie Gribbon, Roy
Brent, Virginia Baxter, Frank Ellis, Charles
King.

Directed by Robert Tansey.

Those two veteran cowboy stars, Ken
Maynard and Hoot Gibson, aided by a cast
of familiar horse-opera players, do what
they can to pep up a moss-covered western
plot and, to their credit, they make "Blazing
Guns" lively action fare. Although neither
Maynard or Gibson can hide that "middle-

aged look" from the camera, they can still

ride and shoot with the best of them ami
they never slacken the picture's fast pace

to inject a song number. Emmett Lynn
and Eddie Gribbon, as a pair of grizzly old-

timers, supply some slapstick antics and
LeRoy Mason and Weldon Heyburn, as

dyed-in-the-wool villains, also help to keep
the familiar yarn moving along. The slight

love interest is amateurishly presented, but

the western devotees won't mind that de-

tail. For the minor action spots, where the

fans who remember the stars from silent

days and the youngsters who like excite-

ment will find this enjoyable.

The story starts as the Governor sends
for his two marshals, Ken Maynard and
Hoot Gibson, and orders them to clean up

a western town where LeRoy Mason is

running things in his lawless fashion.

Mason has even been rustling cattle be-

longing to his brother and the latter is

forced to shoot one of the villainous hench-

men in self-defense. Although two previous

marshals have been killed, Maynard and
Gibson wade right in and prevent Mason
from having his brother hung. They also

secretly hire four jailbirds, who are ex-

cellent rifle shots, to assist them in clean-

ing up the town. Although one of the jail-

birds turns stool pigeon, Maynard and Gib-

son manage to stage a fierce gun battle

and, when Mason and his men are cap-

tured, order is restored.

DENLEY

'BORDERTOWN GUNFIGHTERS' BILL ELLIOTT IN SATISFYING WESTERN
Rates • • in western houses

Republic
56 Minutes
WUd BiU EUiott, George "Gabby" Hayes,
Ann Jeffrys, Ian Keith, Harry Woods, Roy
Barcroft, Edward Earle, Karl Hackett, Bud
Geary, Carl Sepulveda.
Directed by Howard Bretherton.
As western fare, "Bordertown Gunflghters"

merits a high rating mainly because it gives
Wild Bill Elliott a two-fisted role in a color-
ful and action-filled plot. Third in Elliott's
starring series for Republic, this again has
that grizzled old veteran, George "Gabby"
Hayes, getting a fair amount of laughs with
his familiar style of comedy and the lovely

Ann Jeffrys standing out in the brief hero-

ine's part. These three are neatly con-

trasted and fit well into a standard tale of

stagecoach days in lawless Texas territory.

Under Howard Bretherton's capable direc-

tion, the picture opens with an exciting

stage holdup and winds up with a fast-

shooting bandit chase ending with the vil-

lain's spectacular death fall. Ian Keith's

suave portrayal of a notorious gambler is

another asset in a western which is certain

to satisfy the sagebrush fans.

The virile star plays a Secret Service
operative who, with his pal, George "Gabby"
Hayes, rides on the scene too late to stop a
Texas stagecoach holdup in which the pas-
senger is murdered. Elliott is examining

the dead man's credentials when he is ar-

rested by a deputy, but later he is released

by Harry Woods, the U. S. Marshal, who
sends him on to Washington. There,

Treasury Department officials instruct El-

liott to return to Texas and break up a fake
lottery racket being conducted by Ian Keith.

Elliott, posing as a reckless gambler, in-

gratiates himself with Keith until the latter

learns of the Washington trip. Keith then
sends his unsuspecting niece (Ann Jeffrys)

over the border to New Mexico with lottery

money and papers, but Elliott follows and
saves the girl from being killed by gunmen.
With her aid, Elliott then traps Keith and
cleans up the lottery racket.

YORK

They made America great . . . these

wildcatters . . . men who fought like

wildcats and their hell-cat women!
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PREUU

MY KINGDOM FOR A COOK. . Charles Coburn is

seen as a cross between George Bernard Shaw and
The Man Who Came to Dinner in this Columbia
comedy. Coburn plays a famous English literateur

who comes to America to further Anglo-American
relations and almost causes a rift when he attempts
to steal his hostess' cook. Marguerite Chapman and
Bill Carter have the romantic leads. The cast also
includes Isobel Elsom, Edward Gargan, Mary Wickes



P R E U U E S

CORVETTE K-225 . . .

Howard Hawks' actionful

epic of the little ships

that have become a big

headache to Nazi sub-

marines comes to the

screen via Universal with

Randolph Scott as a cor-

vette commander, James
Brown as his sub-offlcer

and newcomer Ella

Raines as Brown's sister

and Scott's sweetheart.

For the humor, there is

Barry Fitzgerald, Andy
D e v i n e and Fuzzy
Knight. Richard Rosson
handled the direction.
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i

3"° WEEK AT TWO
B'WAY THEATRES

ommes m fm ona cmis
"THE NORTH STAR" retains New York box-office lead for the THIRD

WEEK as TWO theatres play to bulging capacity — the New
Victoria, with reserved seat- $2.20 top policy, and the RKO
PALACE, continuous.

SAN FRANCISCO blasts through with tremendous opening and follow-

up business, twice daily at $1.65 top ... as WASHINGTON^
CINCINNATI, and BUFFALO report smash openings and boom
business.

That's why smart theatre operators are tontatting RKO this

minute to negotiate tontratts for runs at regular admissions!

mm
Directed By LEWIS MILESTONE

Original Story and Screen Play by LILLIAN HELLMAN
RELEASED THROUGH RKO RADIO PICTURES, INC.



FLESH AND FANTASY
starring in the order of their appearance

ROBERT BENCHLEY EDWARD G. ROBINSON CHARLES BOYER

BETTY FIELD THOMA^sJlT^^^^^^^^^ BARBARA STANWYCK

ROBERT CUMMINGS CAJSJY^^'T"
ANNA LEE

DAME MAY WHITTY CHARLES WINNINGEREDGAR BARRIER

Directed by JULIEN DUVIVIER • Produced by CHARLES BOYER and JULIEN DUVIVIER

lali^adnay . Ellis Si. J...ph A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

Lei'sM Give! National War Fund— Which GiVes To All!



Dr. Polger and WJZ Announcer Kelvin

Keech address the unseen radio audience.

Dr. Polger explains his method of reading their

thoughts to the audience-participants.

Miss Madeline Becker, concentrating
(mentally) on her reactions to "Flesh

and Fantasy" as Dr. Polger reads her
thoughts! "A unique picture" is what
she called it.

Miss Marjorie Miller, another of the audience-

group expresses surprise when the famous mental
expert writes her "Thrilling" unspoken reaction

on the blackboard.

The osfonished audience-group discuss their reactions to Dr.

Polgar's amazing demonstration as they leave the Criterion theatre



HOLLYWOOD REPORTER, OCT. 29. 1943

BILL RODCERS, sales head of MCM,
is in town on one of his frequent visits

to the studio to look at new product.

Rodgers' visit at this time is of interest

to this column, due to the fact that,

during the past ten days, eleven letters

from that many exhibitors scattered

throughout the country have reached
this desk, applauding MCM's distribu-

tion methods and the **absolutely fair

deal'* they have always gotten from
that company.

In addition to the letters referred to

above, Pete Wood, Secretary of the
Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio

sets up the Bill Rodgers crowd for

their *'ethical business methods" in the

handling of MCM pictures.

The letters and Pete Woods* com-
ments are nothing new. We have been
told by many, many exhibitors over a

period of years that it's pretty tough to

finally make a deal with MCM, but
once you do, you can sit back in the
protection of the contract and bank on
every promise made by that company.

All of which makes MCM what it is

and wins it an exhibitor confidence
that is not shared by many releasing

organizations. It*s a big feather in

MCM's cap and in the hat of Bill

Rodgers.

^^Gosh, Mister
Wilkerson!^^

Let's all give to National War Fund— which gives to atl!
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WELCOME BACK, AL!
Much that is vital to the welfare of independent

exhibitors was discussed and decided (see News Digest

on Page 14) at the meeting of the Board of National

Allied in Milwaukee on November 17-18, but anything

that happened was overshadowed by the fact that Al

Steffes is back in harness.

This dynamic fighter for the independent had been

ordered into retirement by his doctor, but there is too

much red blood in a man like Steffes to permit him to

lead a life of ease under any circumstances. He came

back with his vast energy unimpaired, his great resolve

undiluted. He said that Allied must work unceasingly

to make itself an organization that will command, not

beg, the respect of the industry's other branches. He

warned the board members of the problems independent

exhibitors will face after the war, saying that circuit

expansion programs will be "staggering," if not held in

check by a powerful Allied.

Steffes said many things that must be heeded. But,

most important, he's back. We join the independent

theatremen of America in welcoming him. He's a

bulwark.

HAIL, COLUMBIA!
"It is because of our knowledge that we have at

all times acted in the interests of fair and just dealing

that we are willing to face the consensus of opinion of

the exhibitors of the country."—Abe Montague, general

sales manager of Columbia Pictures.

"Hats off to Film Bulletin, Harrison's and Allied for

having the guts to call a spade a spade. It's high time

7
2 9, 1 9 4 3

someone helped to inject some ethical business methods

in this wonderful industry of ours. Of course, we have

reference to your editorials regarding the high methods

pursued by Columbia for years on end."—An

exhibitor in Columbus, Ohio.

Hail, Columbia!

SLOW--BUT SURE
The report that an Eastern syndicate had offered to

invest one million dollars in Monogram Pictures Corpo-

ration came as no surprise to those who have closely

observed the consistent progress of this company. Nor

was the rejection of the offer a surprise to those who

know W. Ray Johnston.

His statement was typical.

"While I feel that the offer was quite a compli-

ment to the rapid progress made by the Monogram

organization In the past year, the Board preferred to

keep the company's growth on the slow, steady upward

course it has been pursuing, rather than to go in for too

rapid an expansion program.'*

Monogram should not need any financing, anyhow,

when it finishes harvesting Its profits from two of the

pictures now being readied for release. "Women In

Bondage" (nee "Hitler's Women") and "Where Are

Your Children" are two of the most attractive exploita-

tion features ever offered exhibitors by one company.

They should beat a merry tune on the boxoffice tills of

the nation and bring Monogram into greater promi-

nence than ever.

Ray Johnston and his associate, Trem Carr, are of

that almost extinct variety of film executive who be-

(Continued on Next Page)
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EDITORIAL BROADWAY
(Continued from Preceding Page)

lieves in building rather than bulling. There are just a few

of that kind around yet. That old-fashioned striving for

stability takes longer—but it lasts longer, too.

TWO-FRONT DRIVE
The motion picture exhibitors have never shirked

their patriotic or charitable duties, so there is no reason

to believe that they will do other than give their all to

the important dual task that faces them in January.

The industry's annual March of Dimes drive re-

cently was announced to take place January 24th to

30th. Preparations were well under way and many

theatres had already enlisted in this very worthy cause

when the Treasury Department announced that the

Fourth War Loan campaign would be conducted from

January 18th to February 15th. From both Nicholas

Schenck, chairman of the March of Dimes committee,

and S. H. Fabian, chairman of the Theatres Division,

War Activities Committee, came word that it was Im-

possible to avoid the over-lapping of dates. The calen-

dar and the war would permit no changes.

Thus, Mr. Exhibitor faces a "double-feature" drive

during the last week in January. We know that just as

they have always given so cheerfully of their time and

effort for charity and for their country, every theatre-

man in the land will give that little extra bit to make

both campaigns a complete success. That is under-

written by their past record.

PETE'S PICTURE
For a quarter of a century, Pete Harrison has been

a cliampion of the independent exhibitor. His cele-

brated 'Harrison's Reports" established and has main-

tained standards of journalism not common to ordinary

trade publications in any field. He has been fearless

and unrelenting in his fight on behalf of the "little

fellow" in our industry.

Now, Harrison has made his f rst venture into film

production In collaboration with E. B. Derr, he has

produced "The Deerslayer", from the classic novel by

James Fenimore Cooper, which is being released by

Republic. The reviews are not all favorable, but most

agree that it has plenty of action.

The important point of these remarks is that the

thousands of "little fellows" operating theatres through-

out the country have an opportunity to demonstrate

their appreciation of Pete Harrison by making his first

production effort a financial success. You can say,

"Thank you, Pete," by calling the Republic Exchange

and booking "Deerslayer".

NEWSREEL
Practically every new picture opening on Broadway dur-

ing the past month has been doing a sensational first week's
business which pulled away some customers from the longer

runs. Outstanding examples recently have been "Flesh and
Fantasy" at the Criterion which, despite some mild notices,

exceeded $40 000 for an opening week which set a new all-time

record for this 1,700 seat house, and "Guadalcanal Diary,"
aided by the Ritz Bros, on the Roxy stage, which was pre-
vented from going over the $100,000 figure only because the
picture's all-male cast has been attracting service men (almost
25 per cent of the audience) whose reduced admission price
kept grosses down. Both the Universal and 20th Century-Fox
pictures started second weeks on Nov. 24th.

Thanksgiving Day started a holiday week-end which
brought packed houses to every Broadway film attraction

—

new pictures or holdovers. The only theatre to bring in a new
stage-and-screen show was the Strand where Errol Flynn in

"Northern Pursuit" and Willie Howard and Glen Gray and His
Casa Loma Orchestra in person followed two smash weeks and
one average stanza for "Princess O'Rourke" aided by Shep
Fields and His Orchestra. . .Leading the other combination
Stage-and-screen theatres was the Radio City Music Hall
where "Claudia" started a fourth week of lobby hold-outs and
long street lines on Thanksgiving Day. An extra show, with
the doors opening at 9 A. M., was added for Thursday, Friday
and Saturday. "What a Woman," which opens here on Dec.
2nd, is the fiftieth Columbia picture to play the world's larg-

est theatre where "The Bitter Tea of General Yen" was the
opening feature when the policy of the Music Hall was
changed, in 1933, from variety to film presentations with diver-

tissements on the giant stage .. .Another Columbia picture,

"Sahara," is now in its third week of excellent business at

the Capitol where it is supported by Ralph Edwards "Truth or

Consequences" air show. M-G-M's "Girl Crazy" will have its

premiere here on Dec. 2nd with Composer-Conductor Raymond
Scott's orchestra heading the stage program. A complete
stage show, prepared at Culver City, will be brought East by
M-G-M for the Capitol's Christmas program and Kathryn
Grayson, "Rags" Ragland and other film players will be in

the troupe.
Tagging along after the other stage-and-screen theatres

is the Paramount where business for M-G-M's "I Dood It"

dropped considerably after a smash opening week. Picture,
which is supported by Woody Herman and His Orchestra and
Marion Hutton on the stage, is now in its third week but will

be followed on Dec. 1st by "No Time for Love," which is being
brought in ahead of time while the stage show is being re-

tained. . .Loew's State, which has been doing well with several
weeks of second-runs—last being "Lassie Come Home"—went
back to first-run with "The Heat's On," also a Columbia film,

and its customary vaudeville program. . .The other openings
of the past week were "Cry Havoc," the all-female M-G-M film
which followed ten weeks of strong grosses for "Thousands
Cheer" at the Astor, and "Around the World," a new RKO
musical which was suddenly brought into the Globe in mid-
week after "Battle of Russia" failed to draw crowds for a
second week, despite critical raves. The Astor celebrated
its 18th anniversary with "Cry Havoc," which was the 45th
M-G-M picture to play that house since the theatre switched
over to films in November 1925 with "The Big Parade." This
great silent picture which ran two years at two-a-day at the
Astor, still holds the all-time, long-run record.

Heading the current long runs is "For Whom the Bell
Tolls," now in its fifth month at the Rlvoli where It is being
shown ccntinuously five times daily. Oover 800.000 patrons
have seen "Bells" since it opened at the Rivoli in July with a
twice Daily policy. . Still doing excellent business at the
Palace is "The North Star" wh'ch started a fourth T^ropd-""-
week on Thanksgiving Day at both this house and at the

smaller Victoria, across the street, where it has been pla>'ing

two-a-day and holding up well at the night performances
only... "Old Acquaintance," now in its fourth week at the
Hollywood, has been doing well enough and is expected to

remain on here until "The Desert Song," long-completed
Technicolor musical, opens on Chri=tmas Eve. ..."Son o*" Dric-
ula" has just completed three strong weeks at the Rialto,
Times Square's horror spot. . .Monogram Pictures is stepping
into the big league with two Waldorf Astoria screenings and
press parties within a seven-day period. "Women in Bond-
age" was followed by a luncheon and, a few days later, "Where
Are Your Children?" preceded a cocktail party and reception
at the same hotel.

FILM BULLETIN
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M-G-M ... 1 in Second Block

'MADAME CURIE' GREAT DRAMA WILL SCORE BOX OFFICE BULLS-EYE
Rates • • • + generally

M-G-M
124 Minutes

Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon, Henry
Travers, Dame May Whitty, Albert Basser-

man, Robert Walker, C. Aubrey Smith, Vic-

tor Francen, Reginald Owen, Elsa Basser-

man, Van Johnson, Margaret O'Brien,

Lumsden Hare, Blsa Janssen, Charles

Trowbridge.

Directed by Mervyn L<eRoy,

A completely absorbing and tremendously

movitxg drama on a biographical theme.

"Madame Curie" gives Greer Garson three

acting triumphs in a row and, if properly

sold, the film will score another box office

bxills-eye for M-G-M. For this is a class

picture which will interest every intelligent

film patron, but, at the same time, it has

been so brilliantly directed by Mervyn Le-

Roy, who has incorporated all the human
interest and enough of the romantic lives

of Pierre and Marie Curie, discoverers of

radium, to make it appeal to the great mass
of moviegoers. Although the story deals

primarily with a scientific subject — show-
ing the great hardships endured by the

Curies during their years of research •
—

this picture matches the emotional power

of "Mrs. Miniver," while, because of its in

spirational qualities and dramatic appeal,

it surpasses "Random Harvest." Even the

laboratory sequences, during which many
scientific terms are employed, are made
fascinating to the average patron. The cos-

tumes and settings are always picturesque,

as well as authentic, while the photographic

shots of the French countryside are in-

credibly beautiful. Critical raves, added to

the box office pull of Garson and Pidgeon,

will make this an outstanding triumph in

the deluxers, while clever exploitation and

the favorable word-of-mouth will send

grosses soaring in subsequent runs.

An introduction spoken by James Hilton

starts the story of Marie Sklodovska (Greer

Garson), a serious young Polish student

who is befriended by her scientific profes-

sor (Albert Basserman) and given the op-

portunity to work in the laboratory of

Pierre Curie (Walter Pidgeon). Marie's

laboratory experiments and their mutual in-

terest in scientific research draw the two

closer together, but only when the bashful

Pierre believes he is going to lose her, does

he propose marriage. The accidental dis-

covery, by Reginald Owen, that a piece of

pitchblende seems to possess luminous quali-

ties gets the Curies started in solving the

mystery. After years of research, filled with

many disappointments and hardships, Marie

and Pierre manage to isolate this new
eletaent, which she calls radium. Following

their well-earned rest, the acclaim and

awards of the world of science are about to

be bestowed on the Marie and Pierre when

the latter is killed in a street accident.

Stunned as she is by the tragedy, Marie

devotes the balance of her life to the study

of the miraculous qualities of rsidium.

Greer Garson's gentle, dignified and

whoUy-convincing portrayal of Madame
Curie is certain to be a candidate for Acad-

emy Award honors and Walter Pidgeon's

shy, preoccupied scientist is always a real

and likeable figure. Between them, these

two great stars carry practically every

episode of the two-hour picture. But Albert

Basserman, as the professor who befriends

the young Marie; Dame May Whitty and

Henry Travers, as Pierre's understanding

parents, and Robert Walker, as Chirie's

fiustered young laboratory assistant, all

contribute some fine acting moments.

DEINLEY

20th GEHUTURY-rOX ... 1 in Filth Block

'HAPPY LAND' GENTLE AND HEARTWARMING FAMILY DRAMA
Rates • • -f except in action spots

20th Century-Fox
76 Minutes
Don Ameche, Frances Dee, Harry Carey,
Richard Crane, Ann Rutherford, Cara Wil-
liams, Henry Morgan, Minor Watson, Dickie
Moore, William Weber, Oscar O'Shea, Ade-
line de Walt Reynolds, Roseanne Murray,
James West, Larry Olsen, Bernard Thomas,
Terry Masengale, Bdwin Mills, James J.

Smith, Leigh Whipper, Mary Wickes, Wal-
ter Baldwin, Tom Stevenson, Aileen Pringle,
Matt Moore.
Directed by Irving Pichel.

Gentle, poignant and heartwarming,
"Happy Land" will appeal to every mother,
father, sister and brother with a service
flag in the window — and almost everyone
else. This is "The Human Comedy" told

with a greater simplicity and reality. Where
the Saroyan classic had characters tinged
with a fantastic quality, "Happy Land" has
the rare attribute of utter naturalness. The
lack of marquee names, with the possible

exception of Don Ameche, is its greatest

handicap at the box office, but is also of

tremendous aid to the story value, for few
of the characters are typed, and all fit their

roles perfectly. The performances are

uniformly excellent, with Richard Crane
standing out as one of the most personable
newcomers in years. Although it covers a
complete generation, the story never be-

comes episodic. Each phase in the life of

the father and son in the story is woven
tenderly into the next until the pattern of

the American family becomes amazingly

clear and irresistible. This will make its

greatest appeal to the family trade and

should do superbly in small towns. How-
ever, its popularity will not be limited to

rural patronage and favorable word-of-

mouth should make this a good grosser in

all spots with the exception of action

houses. The popularity of the MacKinlay
Kantor novel and Readers Digest condensa-

tion will give it a further boost.

The story takes place in a typical Ameri-

can town where Don Ameche runs his drt%-
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store, having taken it over from his grand-

father, Harry Carey, now dead more than

20 years. Ameche and his wife, Frances

Dee, receive word of the death of their son,

Richard Crane, in action. Ameche turns

very bitter, grieving that his son has been

killed before he has had a chance to really

know life and happiness. Grandfather

Carey appears to Ameche and persuades

him to relive the period in which his son

enjoyed the fruits of the American life and

family. As Ameche sees the really rich

life his son has had, his bitterness leaves

him. Later, his son's overseas buddy comes
to the town and endears himself to the

boy's parents. Ameche realizes that he has

found someone to fill the void left in his

life by his son's death.

Although Ameche is starred and fills his

role most adequately, it is Richard Crane

who will be remembered most vividly after

the picture is over. Crane gives just the

right touch to the role of "Rusty" Marsh
and a more typical American boy just can't

be found. Frances Dee returns after a long

absence from the screen to remind us that

she is a meet capable actress and one wbo
should be seen more often. Harry Carey is

his usual sincere self and Henry Morgan
shines in a bit as Rusty's buddy. Irving

Pichel has directed in excellent taste and
never allows the drama to become maud-
lin, with all its heart-throbs.

BARN
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20th COITURY-FOX ... 1 Special

'BATTLE OF RUSSIA' OUTSTANDING DOCUMENTARY FILM
Rates • • • in arty or transient houses;

20th Century-Fox
80 Minutes
Produced by the Special Services Division
of the Army Service Forces. Made under the
direction of Lieut. Colonel Anatole Litvak

and Lieut. Colonel Frank Capra.

Undoubtedly one of the outstanding docu-
mentary films of all time, "Battle of Russia"
is infinitely more absorbing and thrilling

than any fictional war picture could possibly

be. Because it offers close-up views which
show the full extent of war's horrors and
because it depicts the tremendous courage
and heroic deeds of the real Russian popu-
lace, this fifth in the "Why We Fight" se-

ries makes Hollywood versions of the Rus-
sian struggle seem pale in comparison.

• • as supporting dualler elsewhere

Judged from the box office standpoint,
"Battle of Russia" will appeal mainly to

discriminating patrons in the "arty" or

transient ballyhoo houses, while it should
provide good support for another feature

in all other situations. This feature-length
Government picture, originally produced to

be shown only to members of our armed
forces, may lack certain elements to at-

tract the entertainment-seeking patrons, but
its great educational, as well as emotional,
value, make its widespread distribution al-

most a necessity.

Produced by Lieut. Colonel Anatole Lit-

vak, under the supervision of Lt. Col. Frank
Capra, this latest in a series of orientation
films was edited from millions of feet of

film, some of which, like the first sequence
front Eisenstein's "Alexander Nevsky," was

shown before. It gives a comprehensive pic-

ture of the seven hundred years of aggres-

sion against Russia, starting with the de-

feat of the Teutonic Knights in 1242 and
continuing with the annihilatio of Charles
XII's Swedish Army at Poltava in 1709 and
Napoleon's disastrous winter of 1812, so

similar to that which struck Hitler's Nazi
hordes 130 years later. The greater part of

the footage is devoted, however, to the stra-

tegy behind Hitler's blitz that swept over
Poland, the Low Countries, Greece and
France with lightning speed and then the

strategy that brough his great military ma-
chine to a dead stop before the fierce deter-

mination of the Russian people—a feat that

General MacArthur called "the greatest

military achievement in all history."

LEYENDECKER

'WHERE ARE YOUR CHILDREN?' TIMELY EXPLOITATION MELODRAMA
Rates • • • generally; more if exploited

Monogram
73 Minutes
Jackie Cooper, Gale Storm, John Lite!,

Patricia Morison, Addison Richards, Betty
Blythe, Herbert Rawlinson, Gertrude Mic-
hael, Anthony Ward, Charles Williams,
Neyle Marx, Evelyn Eaton, Jimmy Zaner,
Sarah Edwards, John Laurenz.
Directed by William Nigh.

As the first of several juvenile delinquency
film planned to reach the screen, "Where
Are Your Children?" deals with a serious
and provoking problem in a sensational
fashion in order to attract the greatest
number of film fans. Although the melo-
dramatic story is studded with scenes show-
ing 'teen age youngsters drinking in cheap
dance halls, going on wild rides with "pick-
ups" and running amuck in a house of
detention, the picture has been realistically
directed throughout by William Nigh. The
youthful love interest has been plausibly
introduced an never detracts from an in-

terest-holding film which builds up to a
climax that carries a message for neglect-

ful parents or guardians. The timely sub-
ject, with its background of youth running
rampant in communities occupied by war
industries, and, most particularly, the at-

tention-compelling title offer endless ex-

ploitation angles to make this a box office

winner generally. In transient bally houses
and action spots this should be very big.

Sixteen-year-old Gale Storm lives with
her brother and his wife, migratory ship-

yard workers, in an impoverished section
of a California town. She meets Jackie
Cooper and goes on a date with him to a
small night club. While they are dancing,
Jackie's friends "spike" Gale's soft drink
with liquor and when she gets tipsy they
are picked up by juvenile probation officer

Patricia Morison and taken to Gale's home,
where Jackie is thrown out by her irate
brother. Gale has fallen in love with Jackie
and when he joins the Navy she accepts
an invitation from two of his pals and
another girl to drive to San Diego to visit

him. On the trip, she learns that the car
had been stolen by one of the boys and
when he is questioned by a gas station at-
tendant, the youth beats him up badly. Gale

deserts her companions and hitch-hikes the
rest of the way to San Diego, arriving just

in time to see Jackie leaving for a station

in the East. She is picked up and charged
with being an accessory in the auto theft

and in the murder of the gas station at-

tendant. While the other children are con-
victed, Jackie's testimony clears Gale and
she plans to wait for Jackie by assisting

Miss Morison in a new housing program
and day nursery for children.

Jackie Cooper, who heads the cast, does
a good acting jot) as the rich boy but it is

Gale Storm, as the honest working girl

thrown in with a reckless group of young-
sters, who contributes a fine portrayal that
will have patrons asking about her. Ger-
trude Michael again gives an incisive per-

formance in an unpleasant role and John
Litel and Herbert Rawlinson also stand out.

Although too young and attractive for her
crusading role, Patricia Morison gives a
sympathetic portrayal but Betty Blythe is

unable to make her selfish society mother,
who suddenly changes into a right-thinking
person, at all believable.

LEYENDECKER

'SON OF DRACULA' HORROR HOKUM HAS EXPLOITABLE TITLE
Rates • • • for action spots; OK dualler elsewhere

Universal

80 Minutes

Lon Chaney, Louise AUbritton, Robert
Paige, Evelyn Ankers, J. Edward Bromberg,
Frank Craven, Samuel S. Hinds, Adeline
Dft^Valt Reynolds, Patrick Moriartj', Etta
McDaniel, George Irving.

Directed by Robert Siodmak.

Horror hokum to the n'th degree, "Son
of Dracula" is made-to-order for the thrill

devotees who will crowd the action houses
and bring in hefty grosses. Where its

parent picture of a dozen years ago was
weirdly unbelievable — and extremely shud-
dery, this one is utterly fantastic — and
occasionally ridiculous. And Lon Chaney,
Jr. is unable to give his portrayal of Count
Alucard (Dracula spelled backwards) the
eerie quality that Bela Lugosi originally
imparted to the vampire role. An excellent
production, with numerous weird and

imaginative effects and some suspenseful
moments in the story will raise chills a '^oni;

many membeis of the average aa<lence.
There will be the customary audible shrieks,
but also many unexpected laughs — in the
better class theatres. However, the highly-
exploitable title — and an above-average
cast for horror films — makes this a fair

attraction for all situations.

To the isolated Southern plantation where
two sisters (Evelyn Ankers and T,oiiisr

britton) live with their father, comes Count
Alucard (Lon Chaney, Jr.) a visitor from
Europe. Miss AUbritton, a moody girl in-

terested in legends of the undead, had met
Chaney during a trip to Budapest. After
the father is mysteriously murderd l^fiss

Allbritton's fiance, Robert Paige, suspects
Alucard of relationship to the infamous
vampire, Dracula. However, Paige is un-
aible to prevent Miss AUbritton from marr---
ing her unpleasant guest and, when he
shoots at him, the bullets pass through
Chaney and kill his bride. Later, during

a night visit. Miss AUbritton appears to be
alive and well and a European scientist

then reveals that both Chaney and his bride
are vampires — bloodsucking creatures who
live oni it night When Miss AUbritton
assumes her bat-like form, she tries to per-

suade Paige to destroy Chaney and then
join her in immortality. Instead, after a
desperate struggle, Paige succeeds in keep-
ing Chaney up until after sunrise — when
he perishes forever. Paige then sets fire to

the plantation and Miss AUbritton is also

destroyed in the flames.

Robert Paige and Louise AUbritton, now
being teamed in comedies like "Fired Wife,"

di as well as possible with their melo-
dramatic roles, which isn't too well. Miss
Allbritton's long brunette wig gives her a
striking appearance. Adeline DeWalt Rey-
nolds stands out as a muttering old witch,
but Frank Craven and J. Ekiward Broxn-
berg are wa.sted.

DENT^EY

NOVFMBER 29, 1943
(More Reviews on Page 26)
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THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi'Wmmkly Bmrimw of ihm Tradm'a Ermnia

Allied Board Meets
The board of directors of National Allied,

meeting in Milwaukee on November 17-18,

heard A. F. Myers, Allied's board chairman
and national counsel, state that should the

final disposition of the New York consent
decree be unsatisfactory to independent ex-

hibitors. Allied may carry the objections to

the U. S. Supreme Court, if necessary, in

its effort to obtain just treatment for the
independent exhibitors. However, pending
a release of the final draft of the distri-

butors proposals for changes in the decree,
as promised to Allied leathers bv Tom C.

Clark, Assistant Attorney General, the or-

ganization Will wait and take no further
action on the matter.
Rotus Harvey, an "observer" in Mil-

waukee for the PCCITO, whose militant
action on changes in the Decree made that
organi2ation an important factor in the
formulation of a revised decree, claimed
that of all the potential changres to be ma'^e,

PCC felt that theatre divorcement was the
most important in producing a better situa-

tion for independent exhibitors. The present
arbitration setup was another important
factor to be changed in the Decree. Harvey
said his members advocated no attorneys
at all in arbitrati'^n hearinn's or limit the
distributors to a single lawyer.
Commenting on the proposed hike in the

admissions tax, M. A. Rosenberg, Allied
president, said that the Board felt the pub-
lic had reached the saturation point and if

compelled to pay a higher tax than at
present, the industry would face a disas-
trous loss of business.
Rosenberg also stressed the need for bet-

ter team work on matters initiated by na-
tional Allied, especially by way of obtaining
prompt action in territories on legislative
matters. The recent concerted action by
Allied and other exhibitor organizations
tvhich led to reduction in the prot>r>se'l ad-
missions tax was cited as an example of
what national solidarity could do. An en-
larged bulletin service was suggested along
with ways of improving this service and
rendering it more effective.

Col. H. A. Cole reported to the group that
the OPA is making a study of the film ren-
tals situation with the possible view of
making recommenrlat'ons for s-^^^ie "'^"'^ '

price control inasmuch as at the present
time, the OPA is prevented by law f'-^m
placing any ceilings on film rentals. Thi.s,

however, seemed remote after a reiteration
by the OPA last week-end that the Kmer-
gency Price Control Act specifically exempts
motion pictures from the definition of
"commodities" on which prices may be
controlled.

A highlight of the meeting was the return
of Al Steffes, former national president of
Allied, to active particination in exhibitor
affairs after an extended absence due to
illness. Steffes came out with his former
vigor for the strengthening of Allied through
nation-wide membership to such a point
th^t distributors could not refuse any reas-
onable demand made of them by the or-
ganization. Steffes said that exhibitors must
stop begging for relief and combine in an
organization of such power that no effort
could fail. He urged Allied to canvass
every state in which it does not now have
a unit.

Steffes backed his high-sounding state-
ments with concrete action by announcing
that he and some members nf the former
Northwest unit of Allied, disbanded some

years ago, had formed a new association in

Minnesota to be known as the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners Unit. He petitioned

the Allied board to have the new organista-

tion become affiliated with national Allied,

which undoubtedly will welcome the new
group.
The industry must take an active interest

in the solution of the juvenile delinquency
problem, not only to protect its property,

but also to forestall efforts to place the
blame on motion pictures which might lead

to burdensome and unnecessary regulation

on the theatres, said Jack Kirsch, Allied of

Illinois president and chairman of Allied's

committee on juvenile delinquency. Kirsch
described the successful work done by his

committee in enlisting the efforts of the
industry in combatting the problem, citing

recent productions by various film com-
panies as examples of the work being done.

He recommended that a questionnaire go
forward to each Allied member to obtain
his pledge to play these pictures.

Allied's Caravan Committee announced
that its plan has been so successful that its

scope will be broadened and its technique
improved. Allied members, said the Com-
mittee, have benefited greatly by the ex-

change of information provided under the

Caravan setup and that the purpose of the

Caravan had been achieved.

Among those in attendance at the Allied

board meeting and the meeting of the Wis-
consin and Upper Michigan Independent
Theatres Protective Association, which was
held immediately following the board meet-
ing at the Schroeder Hotel were: A. F.

Myers, M. A. Rosenberg, Pete Wood, Sid

Samuelson, William Ainsworth, Max Alder-
man, Ray Branch, Harry Chertcoff, Col. H.
A. Cole, Irving Dollinger, Dr. J. B. Fishman,
Louis Gold, Roy Harrold, E. Thornton Kel-
ley. Jack Kirsch, Meyer Leventhal, Harry
LfOwenstein, Martin Smith, Don Rossiter,

Harrv Walker, Al Steffes. H. M. Richey
and George Dembow were also present as
guest speakers.

The Goldman Case
Highlighted by the testimony of William

Goldman and some surprise moves bv botli

defendants and the plaintiff, the anti-tru.st

suit of William Goldman, Philadelphia in-

dependent circuit owner, against the War-
ner Theatre Circuit, and the major distri-

butors was aired in U. S. District Court
before Judge William Kirkpatrick last

fortnight.

Goldman, lessee of the Erlanger Theatre
in Philadelphia at $12,000 annually, is suing
for triple damages of $1,350,000, alleging that
he has found it impossible to secure first

run pictures for his theatre owing to the
control which the Warner Circuit exercises
over Philadelphia's first-run theatres and
the collusion of the major distributors in

maintaining this monopoly.
After only three days of testimony, start-

ing November 15, during which Goldman
was the sole witness, William A. Gray,
counsel for the plaintiff, suddenly closed
his case. The second surprise came when
defense counsel, Ex-Judge Joseph M.
Proskauer, without nroiiucir'g an- wit-
nesses, also rested, either in the belief that
the plaintiff had presented insufficient evi-

dence to warrant a defense, or because of
a reluctance to expose the film and theatre
executives to examination by Goldman's
counsel. Then, after both parties had met
in closed session with Judge Kirkpatrick
and had agreed to offer no more testimony.

Gray asked the right to enter as additional

evidence a list of Stanley-Warner theatres

showing, among other data, figures of in-

come and attendance for the chain's first-

run theatres. This evidence revealed that

the Mastbaum grossed close to one million

dollars and the downtown houses grossed

over $6,000,000 for the year ending last

August 31st.

Goldman took the stand to testify that

both Neil Agnew and Barney Balaban of

Paramount advised him of a split with

Warner Bros. Circuit and suggested that he

pick up properties in Philadelphia and New
Jersey to exhibit Paramount product. Gold-

man thereupon leased the Erlanger only to

find that Paramount had settled its differ-

ences with Warners leaving him with a

closed house and no product. Later, in

1942, said Goldman, Joseph Bernhard, head

of the Warner Circuit, promised that th"

product of a major distributing company,

which Goldman identified as United Artists,

would be available to him because Warners

was going to split with that company. These

differences were also patched up and again

Goldman was left holding the bag.

Goldman enumerated his efforts to pur-

chase "A" pictures for first runs for the

Erlanger and stated that in each case he

was stalenoated by the various distributor

defendants' commitments to Warners for

their product.

Under cross examination, defense counsel

Proskauer attempted to show that the GoH-
man theatre circuit was a very profitable

enterprise despite the plaintiff's comniai-^t

against the defendants, but Goldman claim-

ed th'it his central citv theatres, thp

and Karlton, were losing money and affect-

ing the profits of his entire chain. In later

testimony, Goldman admitted that he was
getting a good return from his theatres

generally. Proskauer questioned h'm ab'^ti*

his Pottstown, Pa., theatre particularly and

Goldman replied that it "was making good

money," but cited as another example of

the Warner squeeze play, the fact that when
he l>ought the house, from Warners, he was
forced to take another theatre, then clos»-^

and never reopened, in order to obtain the

present spot.

Charging that the Warner Circuit in

Philadelphia was d'ssipatins G'-'"'p

product by its handling in their first-runs,

Goldman cited the one-week ru" rvf "t oc-:^

Come Home" at the Boyd in Philadelnhia

and compared it to the long run the picture

enjoyed at the Radio City Music Hall in

New York.
Upon questioning by Proskauer as to the

exhibitor's position today as compeared to

the pre-war period, Goldman claimed that

the alleged change for the better in attend-

ance was particularly apparent in the f'e-

luxe first-runs, which got much of their in-

creased business at the expense of the

neighborhood houses. He claimed that

when people had more money to spend, the •

diverted a great deal of their patronage to

the first-runs, thus damaging the business

of the subsequents.
When asked just what kind of nictures

he wanted, Goldman replied, "Only the kind
that the Warner Circuit uses 'n their fl-st

run theatres." Goldman said that he had a
good relationship with the heads of tv.o

producing companies. His major complaint
was that he "wasn't able to get pictures."

Plaintiff's counsel Gray entered as evi-

dence a long list of documents, contracts.

(Continued on P-age 33)
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
November will see the windup of "Yes Sir, That's My Baby"

(formerly called "Curly") ; "The Wedding Guest Sat on A Stone."
comedy mystery based on book of the same name; "Empire of the
West," a Charles Starrett actioner and "Nine Girls," also a comedy
mystery.

. .The first week in December will find "Sailor's Holiday"
(Arthur Lake-Jane Lawrence) starting. Miss Lawrence is from
Broadway hit show "Oklahoma." This is her first film. Wallace
MacDonald is producing. Also starting around December 1 will be
"Jam Session," a musical with Ann Miller and eight bands which
Irving Briskin will produce .. .December 6 will find "At Night Wc
Dream," (Technicolor) rolling. This is based on the life of Chopin,
famous composer and tests are now being conducted for an un-
known to play the title role which requires a sensitive type.
Merle Oberon will play George Sand, famous woman novelist, who
was the great love of Chopin's life. Paul Muni will play the part
of the music teacher who was an important factor in his success.

Also starting are two minor efforts bearing the titles of "Two
Man

^

Submarine," which Jack Fier will produce, and "The Key
Man," a Sam White production. . .The picture which Harold Lloyd
had planned to produce, "Mr. Winkle Goes to War," has been
tailored to fit Edward G. Robinson and will go into work on
December 15 with Richard Wallace directing. This is based on
Theodore Pratt's best seller and has Edgar Buchanan in an im-
portant role. It will be recalled that Buchanan played Robinson's
buddy in "Destroyer".

. .Pat O'Brien, who has formed his own
production unit with Phil Ryan under the name of Terneen Pro-
ductions, starts his first picture, "Pilebuck," on January 3. Ches-
ter Morris has been cast to play his brother in this yarn about
sabotage on America's waterfront.

Rita Hayworth's next will be "Tonight and Every Night "

based on the play "Heart of a City." Victor Saville will produc-and Janet Blair will be co-starred. This will be in Technicolor
and IS down for a January 15 starting date. . ."Stalk the Hunter"
by Mitchell Wilson, is being prepared for an early February start
Locale of mysterious happenings in thriller yarn is a New Yorkmuseum. Sam Bischoff will produce ... Sam Wood is getting fourmore properties ready and starting dates will depend on ava'l-

^J^''"'^
°^ "^^""^ castings. First to get into work will probablv be

J .^'J'''^"^^''
^""^^^ ^'^ Edna Ferbei-George S. Kaufman

5 f^ Ti?*'
Bright." He has also acquired Rachael Mad-o-uxs Turnip's Blood" as a prospective film.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Six pictures in work, including "The Canterville Ghost" andMr. Co-Ed" both winding up. Latter is in Technicolor. "Kismet"

has considerable more footage to be shot and "Dragon Seed" will
continue beyond the balance of the year. About to start is "Th-
Seventh Cross" (Spencer Tracy-Signe Hasso), a story of escapefrom prison camp. For the first third of the picture Tracy speaksno lines, his emotions being expressed in pantomime. Lanaiurner again back in harness looking much thinner and lessvoluptuous than before. She's still a good bet at the boxoflice .Mervyn LeRoy is taking bows for his direction of "Madame Curie"and apparently is staying on, despite rumors to the contraryLeRoy is the real trouble-shooter at MGM and is given properties
.^'y'^*^ "° ^^^^'^ producer seems equipped to handle, such asMadame Curie." The company owned this property for several
years and most of the other prsduccrs v/orc reluctant to under-

take it. His sensitive handling of "Mrs. Miniver" not only re-
sulted in a superlative picture but also established the team of

Greer Garson and Walter Pidgeon.

Xavier Cugat and orchestra, with Lina Romay, leaves Decem-
ber 10 for New York where he has an engagement at the Waldorf-
Astoria. By that time he will have finished "Mr. Co-Ed," his

second for MGM. He will return to the studio for a third screen
assignment in February. Studio feels it has a great bet in Lina,

Romay, who is a vivacious Latin type. They are planning to

give her a big buildup. . ."Mr. Co-Ed" has a huge water ballet

with 50 mermaids as a highlight ... Fred Zinnemann, who makes
his debut as a feature director with "The Seventh Cross," served
his apprenticeship with Ufa in Berlin, as did Karl Freund,
cameraman on the picture. This combination should result in a
very unusual picture .. .Ruthe Brady, who recently made a tour
with the Hollywood Victory Cavalcade and attracted the atten-
tion of MGM executives, has been signed to a contract and gets
an important role in "Meet Me in St. Louis," next Judy Garland
starrer.

MONOGRAM
It was reported last week that the Monogram board of direc-

tors turned down an offer from an Eastern syndicate to invest a
cool million m the company in the form of preferred stock, con-
vertible into common stock at a fixed rate. In commenting on
this offer W. Ray Johnston said: "The Board preferred to keep
the company's growth on the slow, steady upward course it has
been pursuing, rather than to go in for too rapid an expansion
program."

About to get under way here is "Johnny Doesn't Live Here
Any More," first comedy to be produced by the King Bros., who
have assigned Joe May to direct. "Black Beauty" is also down
for early production. This will be adapted from Anna Sewell's

famous novel of the same name with Lindsley Parsons producing.
Last week in November will mark start of "Charlie Chan Solves
the Perfect Crime," second in the Krasne-Burkett series starring
Sidney Toler...A news release from this company spates that
Herman Millakowsky will produce "French Can Can" for Mono-
gram with Gail Patrick in the lead, but an announcement from
Millakowsky's press agent is to the effect that releasing arrange-
ments have not yet been completed.

Nicky Arnstein, former well-known Broadway character and
one time the husband of Fannie Brice, has sold to the Krasne-
Burkett unit an original story titled "Diamond Boosters," based
on a famous diamond robbery. The story will be filmed as one of
the current "Charlie Chan" series. . .James S. Burkett, Mono-
gram associate producer, is in Mexico City seeking a suitable
actor to play the title role in the Cisco Kid series to hs made by
Krasne-Burkett, He is accompanied by Fortunio Bonanova, th'i

actor. Mexican films developed Arturo DeCordova, now appeal-
ing in RKO and Paramount films and considered a real find.

Burkett is hoping to discover a similar hot personality ... "Kid
from Sonora" will be the Trail Blazers western to follov/ "Danger
Valley" and is scheduled for December production, Robert Tansey
producing and directing. Hoot Gibson, Ken Maynard and Bob
Steele will be featured .. .Monogram claims that one of the major
studios offered them $200,000 for Belita's contract which was
turned down. At any rate, it makes a good story and the English
skater-actress is a distinct asset to the Monogram roster.

Eight pictures in production, including "You Can't Ration



PARAMOUNT
Love" and "National Barn Dance," both just starting. Winding
up are "Double Indemnity" and "I Love a Soldier".. .Sonny Tufts,

appearing opposite Paulette Goddard in the latter, will next ap-

pear in "Bring On the Girls" opposite Veronica Lake. Eddie
Bracken will head the cast and play the principal comedy role

in this comedy about two sailors.

"Road to Utopia" with Lamour, Crosby and Hope is due to
start on December 6, Hal Walker directing. He is the former
assistant director who was upped on the insistence of the three
principals who felt he deserved a break. Now it's up to them to
help him make good... Due to start on December 15 is "And Now
Tomorrow," Alan Ladd's first picture since being discharged from
the Army and in which he will have Loretta Young and Susan
Hayward as co-stars. Also getting under way on the same date
will be "Tomorrow's Harvest" (Ray Milland-Barbara Britton).
Tala Birell has been cast as a member of the French Under-
ground in this tragic story of a novice and an American aviator
set in occupied France. . .Katina Paxinou has been signed for two
more Paramount pictures next year. In addition, she is com-
mitted to a third picture in place of "Tomorrow's Harvest," which
she had to turn down because of her recent serious illness.

Madame Paxinou has so far appeared only in "For Whom the Bell

Tolls" and "Hostages."
Marie Wilson returns to the screen as a campus siren in "You

Can't Ration Love". . .Elliott Reid, young Broadway actor who
appears in "The Story of Dr. Wassell," has gone into the Army.
He is the 15th actor on Paramount's roster to join the armed
forces. . .Ralph Graves, former actor, has sold an original story,
"Double Exposure" to Pine-Thomas as a Chester Morris vehicle.
In the picture Morris will play an editor of a national picture
magazine.

. ."The Sign of the Cross" will be reissued in a stream-
lined version with a modern prologue. It will be printed in sepia
and is expected to be ready for release for the Lenten season...
Richard Blumenthal, associate producer with the Paramount stu-
dio for ten years, is the latest executive to check off the lot with
no reason given.

PRC RELEASING
Although the rumor that O. Henry Briggs would step out as

president of this company has been vigorously denied. It is ap-
parent to those familiar with the situation that drastic steps must
be taken to keep PRC on an operating basis. With a crying
need for product, it seems a pity that this company's expansion
is being hindered by internal bickering. When this company gets
going it should be the source of steady product. It appears to
have sufficient financing and its new studio is large and well
equipped. It is the same lot formerly used by Grand National,
another company which started off with much promise only to
go to pieces because of internal strife. PRC should take a lesson
from Grand National's fate and really get going before it is too
late.

Arthur Greenblatt, sales head, is now in Hollywood for con-
ferences with Leon Fromkess on new product in preparation.
These two men see eye-to-eye on how low-budgeted films with
boxoffice appeal can be turned out. One such picture now being
discussed for early production is "Minstrel Man," an original by
Martin Mooney and Ray Sohrock, dealing with the old-time min-
strel shows. Gerra Young, 15-year-old singing discovery, will
have a prominent part in this. Bob Burns, who began his career
in blackface, has been approached for the lead. He has not ap-
peared in a picture for some time.

Realigning his program, Jack Schwarz will make "No Bars-
No Music" as his next picture instead of "The Devil's Apprentice."
Schwarz has engaged Valerie Taylor to write the screenplay,
which he hopes to have ready for production around December 10.
Judy Cook, national swimming champion, will have an important
role in "No Bars—No Music." She is one of a group being signed
as stock players. Schwarz plans to follow this with "The Devil's
Apprentice."

REPUBLIC
Herbert Yates has returned to New York after straightening

out reported friction between Mo Siegel and Albert Cohen. Lattc-
i-. making the recently anii-jrccd grcup of t^p-budgct fcaturos.

"The ?.Ir.n From Frisco," Republic has in prorluction
cni'hcr of its eight De Luxe specials, first of v/hich was "In Old
Oklahom.-i." Two of them, "The Monster" and "The Fighting
Ssabces," are now being edited. Planned to follow in rapid suc-
cession are "Brazil," "Atlantic City," "The Lady from Lisbon,"
"Convoy to Malta" and "The Gay Blades," all originals and all in
the process of being readied. "The Monster" is based on Curt
Siodmak's psychological mystery novel, "Donovan's Brain." "The
Fighting Seabees" is built around the exploits of this new and

colorful navy unit. "Man From Frisco" is backgrounded against

the life and achievements of Henry J. Kaiser, fabulous American
shipbuilder. Al Rogell, who directed "In Old Oklahoma," and
whose next assignment will be "Brazil," is now en route to South
America to gather story data and atmosphere. "Atlantic City"
will be localed against the resort city's famous Steel Pier, scene
of the annual "Miss America" contests. It is planned to film this

in Technicolor. "The Lady From Lisbon" will present Vera
Ralston as a ballet dancer-spy. "Gay Blades," an ice operetta,

will be her third picture. "Convoy to Malta" will glorify Uncle
Sam's Merchant Marine in the current war. This looks like a
very impressive lineup and if Republic comes through as prom-
ised some good product can be expected from this lot. Richard
Arlen has been signed to a straight three-year contract. The deal
calls for four pictures annually, with permission to Arlen to do
one outside feature each year. Beverly Lloyd, formerly under
contract to Howard Hughes, also signed. William Henry also

signed to a long term contract. This actor previously has worked
for Monogram and Pine-Thomas under a joint agreement. . .Re-
public is going in for large scale national advertising, including
Cosmopolitan, Red Book and True Story magazines in exploiting

"In Old Oklahoma." American Weekly advertisements are ap-
pearing on December 19 in 20 newspapers of wide circulation.

Life, Look and Liberty on the list which even includes the old
Police Gazette. Looks like Republic is really stepping out.

RKO-RADIO
As soon as RKO signs a few more star names it will be in

better position to turn out some super productions. In the mean-
time, Charles Koerner very wisely keeps to the action and comedy
pattern, with an eye to exploitation values. The series of horror
pictures being made by this studio on limited budgets have been
good box office bets. They are indicative of the trend here to
stick to safe and sane production for box office values and with a
minimum of experimentation. Watch for RKO to take a decided
spurt forward within the next few months.

Comedy rules among the six features now in production on
this lot. An exception is "Are These Our Children?," Val Lew-
ton's offering on the subject of juvenile delinquency, now nearing
completion. This will be rushed into release with much exploita-

tion material in preparation .. .There will be a change of policy
here with more emphasis on western pictures, never a strong
point on this company's program.

RKO mentions "Tender Comrade" as a contender for the
Academy Award, with top acting jobs from Ginger Rogers, Ruth
Hussey and Kim Hunter, whom David Selznick feels is another
Ingrid Bergman. Of course, she has to get over the difficulty of

being a native born American, but that shouldn't be too diflacull

...Tim Whelan has been signed to a one-year producer-director
pact. Will handle the first Sinatra starring vehicle. . .The Alan
Carney, Wally Brown comedy team will continue, but with less

emphasis on service angles. The Government doesn't want too
much fun poked at our boys in uniform. "Seven Days Ashore"
presents them as two merchant marine sailors on leave in a big
city, there being no taboo on members of the merchant marine.
This picture also has Freddie Slack and his Orchestra and Dooley
Wilson, the "Casablanca" pianist.

Pat O'Brien will divide his time between this lot and his own
unit at Columbia. His next for RKO will be "Having Wonder-
ful Crime," murder mystery novel by Craig Rice. Richard Wal-
lace will direct for producer Robert Fellows. . .Latter looming
more important at this studio and will handle an increasing num-
ber of upper-bracket pictures.

20th CENTURY-FOX
Two of this studio's most important '44 productions, both his-

torical, started rolling within the past forthnight. They are
"Wilson" (Sir Cedric Hardwicke-Thomas Mitchell) in Techni-
color, and "The Purple Heart" (Dana Andrews-Richard Conte).
"Wilson" takes first rank by virtue of the tremendous political

parallel between the world situation following World War I and
implications, both domestic and international, in dramatizing the

the problems which are already arising in discussions of the post-

war era after victory in the current conflict. This production is

getting the greatest personal attention from production chief

Darryl F. Zanuck. "The Purple Heart" will trace the history of

tho fr.r.irj-jc .~~/.-.rc'. rrivcn to soldiers wounded in action, from the
tir.ic of Washington down to the piOGcnt day.

Vvith the completion of shooting on "Eve of St. Mark" (Wil-
liam Eytho-Anno Baxter), "The Sullivans" (Anne Baxter-Michael
O'Shea) and "Home In Indiana" (Lon McAllister-Walter Brennan).
there are only tvvo other pictures shooting here beside the two
above-mentioned specials. They are "Four Jills in a Jeep" (Kay
Francis-Carole Landis-Martha Raye) and "Greenwich Village"
(Don Amechc-Carm.en Miranda), the Technicolored musical.

As was mentioned in last issue of Studio Size-Ups. Fred Mae-
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Murray is calling it quits at Paramount shortly and will move
over to this lot. He has signed a term deal with Zanuck calling

for two pictures a year and the privilege of doing another film

outside. . .Reginald Gardiner has been spotted in "Laura," mys-
tery-comedy slated to start soon...Elia Kazan has been pacted

here for a term as producer-director. His first production will be

"A Tree Grows in Brooklyn," the humorous best-seller. Kazan
will be only the director in this case, Louis D. Lighten having
been named producer. . .William Eythe, currently cast in "Wilson,"

will replace Randolph Scott as the lead in "Wing and a Prayer."
This formerly traveled under the title of "Torpedo Squadi'on 8"

and is a yarn about an aircraft carrier. It has been in prepara-
tion for many months and is now slated to start shooting be-

fore the end of January under the direction of Henry Hathaway.

UNITED ARTISTS
The four pictures now in production are all in the final stages.

In fact, -by the time this reaches print "Bridge of Luis Rey" will

be in the hands of the cutters and "Since You Went Away" will

be about finished.

David O. Selznick announced the signing of ace director
William Dieterle to handle future Selznick productions. Dieterle
was formerly one of the top megaphoners on the Warner lot. He
is currently at Metro directing "Kismet." His first assignment
for D. O. S. will be the next Ingrid Bergman vehicle.

Following is what will be taking place with the various pro-
ducers now active:

EDWARD SMALL: "Up In Mable's Room" in work with
Marjorie Reynolds taking over top feminine role vacated by Irene
Bennett who objected to billing. Franchot Tone practically set
for the male lead.

SEYMOUR NEBENZAL: Script revisions on "The Moon Their
Mistress" delayed starting. Should get under way before the end
of this month.

CHARLES R. ROGERS: After awarding prizes for a new
name, has decided to stick to "Song of the Open Road" as title
of his picture about American youth in a back-to-the-farm move-
ment. Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy are mentioned as
heading the cast and other names announced are Bonita Gran-
ville, Sammy Kaye and his band and a dozen new youngsters,
including Eric Sinclair and Peggy O'Neill. Reginald Denny will
play a comeback role. Picture starts rolling around December 1.

Rogers has formed a new company called Film Musical Produc-
tions and will make two musicals, first being "My Wild Irish
Rose."

MARY PICKFORD: Announced plans to produce appear to
have been publicity and that's all. "Girls' Town" has been
dropped.

ANDREW L. STONE: "Sensations of 1944" starts early De-
cember. Eleanor Powell, Sophie Tucker and W. C. Fields will
have prominent roles. Fields will wrestle a bear. Eleanor will
play a hard-boiled dancer turned press agent. Cab Calloway and
Woody Herman orchestras, plus Katherine Dunham dancing
troupe, also signed.

HARRY SHERMAN: Seeking a new actor to replace William
Boyd as "Hopalong Oassidy." Boyd to Paramount for top-budget
westerns.

Nearing the producing stage are Lester Cowan's "This Is
Your War," based on Ernie Pyle's book, {lichard Rosson will
direct. Also, "The Hairy Ape," Jules Levey'q film version of the
Eugene O'Neill play.

UNIVERSAL
With shooting on "Gypsy Wildcat" (Maria Montez-Jon Hall),

"Patrick the Great" (Donald O'Connor) and "Cross Your Fingers"
(Grace McDonald-Leon Errol) completed, only "Christmas Holi-
day" (Deanna Durbin) and "Three Cheers for the Boys" (George
Raft-All Star) are at the moment in production. Latter filip is
composed mostly of specialties and will be before the cameras
for the balance of the year at least, since shooting schedules l^ave
to be arranged to suit the availability of the f^tar names who will
appear in the various sequences.

Two distinctly program items set to get rolling presently are
"Slightly Terrific" (Donald Novis-Ann Rooney),, backstage com-
edy which Eddie Cline will direct, and "Has .^nybody Here Seen
Kelly?" (Eddie Quillan), comedy of small town life, Edward
Lilley directing.

Activity in Universal's cutting rooms has reached a new high
with 14 features in various stages of editing. These include
"Moonlight In Vermont" (Gloria Jean) which is being rushed
mto release because of its timely theme h^fed on the current
back-to-the-farm movement on the part of America's you^lti
Turhan Bey will play the romantic lead opposite Susanna Fosterm "The Climax," Technicolor comedy-drama pet to start Decem-
ber 20. He will have the role of a young musfic student, and the
locale of the story is laid in and about the Vienna opera houap of
the 1870's...The remaining three westerns, ^tarring Tex RJtter

and featuring Fuzzy Knight in Universal's series of seven for

1943-44 release, are now in preparation and cameras will roll

right after the first of the year .. .Overlapping picture schedules

has Peter Coe, recently brought out from the New York stage,

working in three productions at the same time, he having roles in

"Gung Ho!," "Three Cheers for the Boys" and "Gypsy Wildcat."

This is the young actor for whom a big build-up is planned...

"Ladies Courageous" is the new title for "When Ladies Fly" and
"Chip Off the Old Block" is new handle for picture formerly

called "The Third Glory."

Charles Boyer has returned to Universal to prepare his next

production in which he will also star .. .Walter Lantiz is asking
exhibitors to select a name for his new glamour girl character
who makes her debut in "The Greatest Man In Siam," Technicolor
short. A $100 Victory Bond is the prize with deadline set for

December 11... Maurice Bergman here to set ad-publicity cam-
paigns on group of topnbudget pictures.

WARNER BROS.
Before the cameras now at this studio are "Between Two

Worlds" (John Garfieid-Paul Henried), "Mr. Skeffington" (Bette

Davis-Claude Rains) and "My Reputation" (Barbara Stanwyck-
George Brent) .. .About to go into work are "Cinderella Jones '

(Joan Leslie-Robert Alda), which Busby Berkeley will direct for

Alex Gottlieb, and "Mask for Dimitrios" (Nancy Coleman), which
Henry Blanke will produce with Jean Negulesco directing...

"Hollywood Canteen," for which exterior and process shots have
been filmed during the past ten days, enters production November
30. Delmar Daves directs for producer Jesse L. Lasky. Jack
Benny's picture, "The Horn Blows at Midnight," starts November
29 with Alexis Smith, Dolores Moran and Reginald Gardiner head-
ing the cast. Raoul Walsh directs and Mark Hellinger is the

producer.

Thirteen writers have been assigned to work on a dozen
forthcoming Warner productions. These story properties repre-

sent novels, Broadway plays, and originals. Heading the list are
"Night Shift," a story of defense workers which Henry Blanke
will produce; "Melancholy," the story of Helen Morgan, musical
comedy singer, which Mark Hellinger will produce; "God Is My
Co-Pilot," based on best seller which Hal Wallis will produce,
and "Sergeant Schmid, Marine," built around the Philadelphia
war hero who braved his life in the Pacific, with Jerry Wald
producing. . .Latter will also produce "Night Action," a play by
Norman Krasna, who wrote and directed "Princess O'Rourke."
Helmut Dantine will play the lead.

Joan Crawford's initial picture for Warners will be "Never
Goodbye," based on an original idea by Edmund Goulding who
will direct, Henry Blanke producing. . .Arthur Schwartz, who re-

cently made "Cover Girls" for Columbia, has been signed to a
producer-composer contract by this studio. Schwartz is best

known as a song writer, some of his hit tunes being "Dancing In
the Dark," "I Love Louisa" and "Give Me Something to Remem-
ber You By". . .Robert Alda, who just completed the role of George
Gershwin in "Rhapsody in Blue," has had his option renewed...
Kitty Carlisle, Broadway musical comedy actress, signed. . .Vicki

Baum's "Hotel Berlin—1943" purchased with Herman Shumlin
set to produce. . ."Between Two Worlds" is the final title for

"Outward Bound."

INDEPENDENT
W. R. Frank has returned to Hollywood to put finishing

touches on his production "Dr. Paul Goebbels, His Life and Loves."
Instead of producing two features a year, Frank has decided to

make only one high-budget production annually. His next pic-

ture will be "Springtime In Vienna," which will star Claudia
Drake with Alfred Zeisler directing. Production is scheduled to

start late in December at General Service studios.

Herman Millakowsky, who made his bow as a Hollywood
producer with the Monogram's "Women In Bondage," will next
make "French Can-Can," musical comedy. The picture will be
based upon an original story by Maurice Dekobra, French novel-
ist, and will deal with the experiences of a young American
architect in Paris at the turn of the century, who, after first

seeing the Eifel Tower, is inspired to design skyscrapers. No
release has as yet been lined up.

World Pictures have announced that they will make a picture
called "Lady in Gray," Arthur Dreifuss directing. This will be
the first of six musicals planned to be distributed nationally by
Modern Film Corporation, headed by George Barnett, in New
York.

Jeffrey Bernerd announces that he has purchased an untitled
original by George Sayre as his next special following "Where
Are Your Children?" which he made for Monogram. Distribu-
tion plans on the new film have not yet been definitely set.

Bernerd has borrowed Gale Storm from Monogram to star in the
production, which will have an exploitation theme. William Nigh
will direct, starting in January.
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PRODUCTION
& RELEASERECO
In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc.,

appeared. "Rel." is the national release date "No." Is the release nunnber. "Rev." is the issue in which
the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship.

All new productions are on 1943-44 programs unless otherwise noted. IT) immediately following title

and running time denotes Techlncolor production.

1943-44 Features (—

)

Completed (16) In Production (3)

Westerns (—

)

Completed (10) In Production (1)

Serials (—

)

Completed ( 1) In Production (0)

1942-43 Features (48) Completed (48) In Production (0)

Westerns (16) Completed (16) In Production (0)

Serials ( 4) Completed ( 2) In Production (0)

EMPIRE OF THE WEST
Western—Started November 17.

Cast: Charles Starrett, Vi Athens, Walter "Dub" Taylor, Jimmy
Waltely, Lloyd Bridges, Netta Packer, William Gould, Sing-
ing Cowboys.

Director: Benjamin Kline
story: Not available

THE WEDDING GUEST SAT ON A STONE
•Comedy—Started November 17.

Cast: Arthur Lake, Lynn Roberts, Janis Carter, Frank Sully,
Robert Williams, Matt Willis, Barbara Brown, Warren

Ashe, Paul Hurst.
Director: Lew Landers
story: Not available

IN PRODUCTION
TItIt—RunDlng TImi

RELEASE CHART
Cait OiUlli

.Grant-Blair 9-6.
III. N*.

.4031
.4011. . .8-23

.4025

.4-5. . .6-22. . .4017 8-9

.3-23 7-9. . .3012.

Curly .

Nlm GIrIi Hardlng-Loulte 10-18.

.

1942-43
After Hitfnight with Boston Blaekit (64) . . Morrlt-Savage 12-14. . .3-18. .

tpfolntment in Berlin (77) Sanders-Chapman .. .3-8. . .7-15.
Boys trom Stalingrad Beckef-Samarzich . .12-28. .5-20.

Dttalli inder title: Restless Lady
Crime Doctor (68) Baxter-Lindsay

rtalls under titlt: The Loro W»lf In tettliind Yard
Dangerous Blondes, The Louise-Lowe 5-31. . .9-23. . .4016
Destroyer (99) Roblnson-Ford ...11-16 9-2. . .4003. . .9-20
First Comes Courage (84) Oberon-Aherne 1-11. . .7-29. . .4008. . .10-4

Details onder title: Attack by Night
Flight Lieutenants (80) O'Brien-Ford

Details inder title: He's My 014 Han
Fottllghf Clamor (68) Singleton-Lake 7-12 .. . 9-30 . . . 4020
Frontier Fury Starrett- Davis 12-28. . .6-21 ... 4205
Good Lack, Mr. Yates (69) Trevor-Buchanan 3-8. . .6-29. . .4014 9-6

Details under title: Right Guy
«t's a Great Lite SIngletsn-Laki 2-8. . .5-27. . .4018

Details onder title: Blondle Buys t Horse
kaw •( (he Northwest Starrett-Patterson . .8-10. . .5-27. . .4204
Let's Have Fun (65) Gordon-Lindsay 8-10 3-4. . .4040

Delalls under title: Shall I Tell Em7
Lest Horlion of Shangri-La Colman-Wyatt .... Reissue

tian's World (60) Chapman-Wright 5-4. . .9-17 .. .4044. .12-28
ore the Merrier, The (103) Arthor-MeCrea 9-21 5-<. . .4001. . .5-31

Del.ills under title: Merry-Go-Rtand
Harder In Tlmei Sgiaro (65) Lowe-Chapman 11-2 4-2. . .4034 . .6-28

My Kingdom for a Cook (82) Cobarn-Chapman 5-3. . .8-31. . .4010
Bitalli indir title: Withoit Notice

fassport to Suez (72) Wllllam-Savaoe

Betalls under title: The Clock Struck Twelvi

Redhead from Manhattan (63) Valai-Leavitt t-18. . .5-13. . .4024. . .7-12

tklQ Hood of the Range Starrett- Harris 9-21. . .7-29. . .4206

Details under title: Hall to the Rangers

Saddles and Sagebrush Hayden-Savage

Details undrr title: Outlaw Busters

Secret Codf. The (Serial) Kf'ly-Nagel 7-13 .... »-4 ... 4120

She Has What It Takes Falkenburg-Neal .. 12-28 ... 4-16 .. .4029

Details under title: Broadway Diddlei

Two Senorltas from Chicago (66) Falkenbnrj-Oavie 3-1. . .6-10. . .4019 .. .7-12

What's Buzzin' Cousin (75) Mlllcr-Hubbard 4-5 7-8... 4015 9-6

1943-44
Address Unknown Lukas-Christians . .11-15

t«R. The Serial... 7-16

Beantiful But Broke Davls-Frazee 11-1

Chance of a Lifetime Morris-Bates 8-9.. 10-26

e«»«r CIrl (T) Haywtrth-Broolw ...6-14
Cowboy Canteen Frazee-Starrett ....9-20
••wkoy tf Lonesome River Starrett-Atksni ....f-14
Cowboy In the Clouds Starrett- Jesters 8-9.. 12-23

Crime Doctor's Strangest Case (— ) Baxttr-Hobart 12-9

^Une Prairie Rangers Starrett-Worth 7-26 5031
Dngkkeys la Ireland Baker-Donnell 7-26... 10-7

Hail U the Rangers Starrett-Harrls 9-16. . .5201

Hoat Is On, The West- Moore 7-26... 12-2

Details Radar title: TroplMna

.5-17. . .8-19. . .4023. . .9-20

.10-19. , .4-22. . .4212.

. .9-20.

. .9-6.

.

.12-14.

. .11-1.

10-28.

.

12-16.

.

11-11..

Hei Rookie Mlllor-Parks 9-6
Is Everybody Happyt Lowis-Wynn 8-9.

Klondike Kate Savage-Bennett 9-80.

Last Horseman. The Hayden-Wllls 6-29

Details under title: Sulildo RinfO

None Shall Escape .Hunt-Knox ...

Return of the Vampire Lugosl-lnescoort

Riding West Starrett- Pattersen

Racket Man, The Neal-Bates

Beundup for Victory SUrrett-Batei 9-6

Sahara (97) Boga'-t-Bridges 2-8 . 10-14

Silver City Raiders (55) Hayden-Carroll

Swing Out the Bluet Haymes-Parks

There's Something About a Soldier Drake-Paris . . .

Vigilantes Ride, The Hayden-Pattersen

Details under title: Deadline Gone

What a Woman! Russell-Aherne

Wyoming Hurricane Hayden- Patterson

. 5003 . . 10-18
.11-4. . .5202
12-23

. .9-7.

9-20
6-28. .11-30.
.11-2

.8-23.

.11-2
.12-28.

liiiiiHBiliiii^ m \

1942-43 Features
1943-44 Features

Completed (36)

(Completed (31)

In Production
In Production

(0)

(6)

MARRIAGE IS A PRIVATE AFFAIR
Comedy Drama—Started November 22.

Cast: Lana Turner, John Hodiak, Frances Gifford, Morris Ankrum,
Natalie Schafer.

Director: Robert Z. Leonard
story: Not available

THREE MEN IN WHITE
Drama—Started November 22.

Cast: Lionel Barrjmore, Van Johnson, Keye Luke, Marilj-n Max-
well, Alma Kruger, Walter Kingsford, Nell Craig.

Director: Willis Goldbeck
story: Latest in the Dr. Gillespie series.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title— Running Time Cast Details Bel. No. §.
Canterville Ghost, The Laugbton-O'Brlen ...8-23
Kismet (T) Coloan-Dletrlcb ... 9-6
Mr. Co-Ed (T) Skolton-Wllllams 9-6

1942-43
BLOCK NO. TWO

Andy Hardy's Double Life (92) Rooney-Stone 6-15 318. .12-14
Details under title: Andy Hardy's Lut Fllni

Or. Gillespie's New Assistant (87) Barrymore-Johnson .8-24 317.. 11-1*
Journey (or Margaret (81) Young-Day 6-29 314... 11-2

Keeper of the Flame (100) Hepburn-Tracy 7-20 320 . 12-28
Northwest Rangers (63) Craig-Lundigan ....7-13 319... 11-2

Details under title: Gambler's Choice

Reunion in France (102) Crawford-Wayne ...7-13 315. .12-14

Details under title: Reunion

Stand by for Action (109) Taylor-Laughton ...6-29 31«.. 12-14

Details under title: Cargo of Innocents

BLOCK NO. THREE
Air Raid Wardens (67) Laurel t Hardy ... 12-14 3M.
Assignment In Brittany (96) Whorf-Peters 9-21 3*7.

Cabin in the Sky (98) Waters-Horne 9-7 333.

Slightly Dangerous (94) Turner-Young 9-21 3*5.

Details under title: Nothing Ventured

Stranger In Town, A (67) Morgan-Ctrlsen

Details under title: Mr. Justice Goes Hunting

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Bataan (116) TstflK-Nilil 11-14.

BuBarry Was a Lady (T) (101) thelt«n-UII 9-T

.

Harrlgan's Kid (80) Raadlck-Garian ...11-2.

Details under title: The Half Pint Kid

Hitler's Madman (84) Carradlne-Harlson

Pilot No. 5 (70) Tone-Hunt
Details under title: Skyway to Glory

Presenting Lily Mars (104) Earland-Ctrle«n

Youngest Profession. The (82) Neldler-ArnoM .

SPECIALS
Human Comedy, The (118) Rooney-Roed ...

Random Harvest (126) :«lniin-Garton .

1943-44
BLOCK NO. ONE

.S-«

.3-22

.2-22

11-16 3a4...a-ae

.7-19.

.i-io.

.11-1.

. .8-7.

.S-ll.

.3t».

.534.

.331.

.330.

.331.

.»T»

. .S-Bl

. .5-IT

. .3-12

..«-14

. .4-lt

. . .»-»

...>-•

. . .>-•

U-M

Adventures of Tartu (103) Donat-Hadson

Above Suspicion (90) Cr'wford-H' Murray

But Foot Forward (T) (93) Ball-Janes

Dr. Gillespie's Criminal Case (89) Barrynare Reid ..

Girl Crazy (99) Ro«ney-Garland .

I Dood It (102) Skeiton-Powell ..

.10-19.
11-30.

. . .2-8.

.12-14.

. .1-25.

.11-30.

..406. . .10-d

. .402...B-2S
,
.405. . .7-12

..407... 5-17

.409 . . .8-23

, .403 S-»
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Luili C»mt Htmi (T) (90) HiDmll-Swtnn .. 9-7
MiB froB Down \lnti, Thi (103) LuihUn-Btrnii ...3-8
SaliU U tki Narlnai (T) (102) Biiry-lilatar 10-5
SVlni Shift Malila (17) Satkirn-Cralf 1-11...
Whistlini la Braoklya (17) Sktlton-ltithirfor< .5-17
Taini liiai (77) Aitor-Marthall 1-25...

BLOCK NO. TWO
Cro«i of Lorraine. Tha (98) Aumont-Kelly 5-31...

DaUlU aatar lltit: A Tkaaiai* lhall Fall

Cry Ha«si (98) Sothern-Sailadan ...5-17...
Htannly Body. Tha Lamarr-Pawiil 5-17...
lott Ansal (91) O'Brien-Craig 5-17...
Madame Curie (124) Garson-Pidgeon 3-8...
Soai af latila Taylor-Pelen 3-22...

atalU »Um IMt: Im*
Swing Fe»er (80) Kyser-Maxwell 2-8...
Thoatandt Chatr (T) (126) Grayion-Killy 11-30...

Batalli ander title: Pritate Miu Jonai

NOT DESIGNATEaO
Aaarlia (T) Donievy-Richardi

UrtUwl HqrlftB (T) IHaraky-Slnme .

Dragon Seed Hepburn-Huston
Gaslifht Benman-Boyer
buy Named Jaa, A (— ) Traey-Oanni

Meat the Paapla Bali-Pawell . . .

iatianlnf Beery-Main 8-9
Two SIttart and A Sailor Jehnson-AliyioR ....9-20
Wblta ClUTi, Tka Danno-Marikall 6-U

410.
411,
401.
404.
412.
408.

.8-2]

. .8-9

. .8-9

. .5-n
.10-4

. . .8-9

.11-15

.11-15

.11-15

.11-29

.11-15
.9-20

.4-19.

.f-28.
11-15.
.8-23.

. .3-8.

.7-12.

MONOCRAMt
1942-43 Features (33)

Westerns (16)

1943-44 Features (28)

Westerns (16)

Completed
Completed
Completed

(33)

(16)

(16)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

UNTITLED
Western—Started November 22.

Cast: Hoot Gibson, Ken Maynard, Bob Steele, Chief Thundercloud,
Betty Miles.

Director: Robert Tansey.
story: Not available

RELEASE CHART

Oetalli Rel.

.5-17. . .8-27. .

. .5-3. . .10-8. .

.6-28. .10-29. .

. .8-9. .11-19. .

. .2-8. . .4-23.

.

.3-22 6-2. .

.2-22 5-2. ,

.2-22. . .7-30.

.

9-10.

.

.1-11. . .5-23.

.

.5-3 8-6

.7-26. . .11-5.

.7-12.. 11-12..

.1-11. . .5-23.

.

.5-31. . .9-17.

.

. .3-8. . .7-2.

.

.5-31 9-3. .

. ..4-5....7-J.

. .4-5.

.10-4.

.7-16.

1942-43
Title—Sunnlni TIma Cast

Biaek Market Riitleri (57) Corrlian-Maera ..

Blaiini Cam (55) Haynard-Uikiai
Balloti and Saddlai CarrJian-Haora
Ctaiaai IkytkB Starm-Lowery ...

Detaili aadar title: Colliie Swaathaart

Ctaaay Straat layi (66) Gereay-Jordan

Cowboy Cenmandai Corrigan-Moore ..

Shoit Rider (58) Browa-Hatton . .

tkaiti tka Laaea (65) Eatt SIda KIdi.

Here CoBei Kelly (64) Qalilan-Woodkary
I Eieapad fram tha Geitapo (75) Jagger-Brlan ....

Detaili ander title: Na Eteapa

Law Ridei Again. Tha Maynard-Glbton
Myitary af the Thlrtoeatk Gnait Purcell-Parrlik .

Nearly Eighteen (61) Storm-Henry
la Eitape (75) laggor-Brian

Alia raleaied ander title: I Eseapid from tha Geitapa

eyeage af the ZamkiM Lowery-Stom
Sarang Girl (70) Corlo-O'Flynn ...

Six San Gaepel (— ) Brawn-Hattan

%n Trail (fl) Trayh-irant ...
Oetalli ander title: TIma Bomb

Stranger tram Peeas (— ) Brown-Hattoi

What a Man! Downi-MeKay ..

Detaili ander title: Har Bachelor Husband

WIM Nana Stampeda (59) Gibion-Maynard .

WlHi *nt tka Ptolla (M) Coapar-Horrii ..

1943-44
BLOCK NO. ONE

Ckarlla Ckai In tha Seerat Sardce Toler-Kenyon 9-20.

Lady. Left Dance Beilta-Eilison 9-20

Melody tarado (72) Hoghet-Qaillan 5-31

Mr. Magga Stepi Oat Eait Side Kids 9-6

Spotlight Scandali (79) Fay-Giibert 9-24
Sweatboarti of the U. S. A Markel-Hovis 9-20 1-7.

aknawi Gaeit (65) Jory-Blake 10-22

Woman In Bondage (72) Kelly-Hanry 8-23. .12-24

BLOCK NO. TWO
Falla* tka Leader Eait Side KIdi 9-6

Rillian Datlar Kid Eait Side Kidi 9-6

Where Are Your Children? Cooper-Morison

NOT DESIGNATED
Arizona Whirlwind Gibson-Maynard ...11-1
Dutk Valley iangari Gibson-Maynard ...8-23.
Hat Rhythm Tim and Irene 11-15
Battawi af Stampede Pan Brown-Hatton 8-9

Raiders of the Border Brown-Hatton ....11-15
Smart Gay Valiin-Borg 9-6

Saitaa'i Daaghter Csrio-Butterwarth ...9-6.
Teaat Kid, The Brown-Hatton 11-26
Voodoo Man. The Lugosi-Carrad'ne ...11-1
Wettward Baund Maynard-Gibson . . . . 10-4

Re«.

.9-20

.11-1

.6-14

.6-i4

.6-14

. .8-9

.10-18

.7-11

.7-26

. .3-8.

.3-22.
.5 16.
.7-23.

.6-14

. .8-9

. .1-17.

. .1-31.

. . 8-27

.

.12-10.

.8-23

.7-26

.9-6

1-24

.12-3.

10-15 11-1

. 12-31

.
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1942-43 Features Completed (33) In Production (0)

1943-44 Features Completed (25) In Production (8)

NATIONAL BARN DANCE
Musical—Started November 23.

Cast: James Brown, Jean Heather, Lulubelle and Scotty, Hoosier
Hot Shots, Arky the Arkansas Woodchopper, Three Dinning
Sisters, Joe Kelly, Gene Wilte.

Director: Hugh Bennett.
story: Ba.sed on popular radio program of the same name.

Details

10-18. .

.10-18. .

.10-18.

.

.1-26.

.3-23.

. .2-9.

.1-26.

. For.

.

4-20.
.2-9.

.7-20.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Titl'—Running lime Cast

Double Indemnity Stanwyclt-MMurray

Rainbow Island Lamour-Sullivan

When I Come Back Goddard-Tufts

1942-43
BLOCK NO. TWO

forest Rangers, Tlie (T) (87) MacMurray-Goddard

Htnry 4ldrich, Editor (72) Lydon-Smith ....
K02d to Morocco, The (89) Crosby-Hope

Mrs. Wiiigs ol tlie Cabbage Patch (80) Bainter-Herbert

Street o( Chance (72) Meredith-Trevor

Detaili ander title: Black Curtain. Tha

BLOCK NO. THREE
Avengers, The (88) Richardson-Kerr

Wreciiing Crew (73) Arlen-Morris ...

My Hpart Belongs to Daddy (75) Carlson-Q'Oriscoil

Paim Beach Story, The (88) Colbert-MeCrea . .

Liiciiy Jordan (84) Ladd-McDonald

Details under title: Prelude to Glory

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Henry Aldrich Gets Glamoar (72) Lydan-Smlth

Night Plane from Chungking (69) Praiton-Driw . . .

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Five Graves to Cairo (96) TMM>Tu*«t ...

China (78) Yoang-Ladd

Aerial Gunner (79) Arlen-Morrli

High Expioiiva (62) Marrii-Parker ...

Details under title: You Can't Live Forever

Saiota for Three (75) Bhoadei-Drake

BLOCK NO. SIX
Alaika Highway (68) Arien-Parker . . .

DUie (T) (89) Orosby-Lamonr .

Henry Aldrich Swingi It (65) Lydon-Smlth

to PTMAy Wa U» (UO Calkirt-laddarl

Sukmarlne Alert (67) Arien-Barrii

SPECIALS
star Spangled Rhythm (99) Ail Star

REISSUES
Souli at Sea (93) Cooper-Raft

Ualaa Paalla (138) Stanwyck- McCraa

ROAD SHOW
For Whom the Bell Toiii (T) Cooper-Bergnan

1943-44
BLOCK NO. ONE

Saad Fellowi. Tha (70)

Haitagei (89)

Lat'i Fata If (76)
Tarnada (83)

True to Life (94)

BLOCK NO. TWO
Henry Aldrich Hauntt a Hoast (73) Lydon-Mortimer

Minesweeper (67) Arien-Parlier

No Time Tor Love (87) Coiberf-MaclMurray

Riding High (87) (T) Lamour-Poweil

NOT DESIGNATED
And the Angili Sing Lamour-MaoMurray

City That Stopped Hitler (58) Roislan Documentary

Franthman'i Croak (T) Fantaint-DiCordava .5-31..

Going My Way? Crosby-Steveni 8-23..

Hall the Cangatring Hera Braekon-Ralnai 7-12..

Henry Aldrich, Boy Scout Lydon-Mortimer ...8-23..

Henry Aldrith Plav" Cupid Lydon-Smith 1-25..

Henry AldrleVi Little Searof Aldrlch-Mortimer . .
.5-31..

Datalla iMar tItU: iMiy AMriat ImI* the Cradle

Hour Before Dawn, The Tone-Lake 5-17..

Incendiary Blonde (T) Hutton-Cordova ...11-15..

Lady In the Dark (T) Rogers-Miiiand 12-28..

Man In Half Moon Street Asther-Walker 11-1..

MIniitry of Fear Miiland-Reynold, ...7-26..

Miraeif of Moraan'i Cr»fk Donlevy-Hutton
.

.10-5..

Navy Way, The Powers-Parker 9-20..

Our Hearti Were Young and Gay Lynn-Russell ..9-6..

Rhythm Ranch Haley-Hilliard 11-1..

Standing Room Only Goddard-MacMurray .7-26..

Story of Dr. Wassell (T) Cooper-Day 7-12..

Take It Big Haicy-Hiillard .. .11-15.

The Hitler Gang.. Watson-Pope 11-15.

Timber Queen Arlen-Hughei 7-26..

Triumph Over Pain McCrea-Fieid 4-20..

Uninvited, Tha Miliand-Hussey 5-3..

Itcv.

.11-6.

.12-4.

11-20.
11-27.
12-18.

.1-29.

.1-15.

.2-12.

. .1-1.

.2-26.

.4206. . .10-*

.4209. . .10-5

.4207. . .10-5

.4208. . .10-5

.4210. . .10-5

.4213. .11-14

.4212. .11-16

.4214. .1116

.4211. .11-16

.4215. .11-30

. .7-20.

.

. .4.». .4tll. .1-11

. .8-24.

.

. .5-7. .4219. .1-11

. .1-25. .

.

.4924. .S-IT

.11-16.

.

.4222. ..4-9

. .11-2. . ..4223. . .4-5

. .8-24.

.

. .4221. . .4-5

.11-16.

.

. .4225. . .4-5

4227. .6-28

.11-16. . . .4230. .6-28

.12-14. . . .4226. .6-28

.12-14.. . .4238. .<-n
4229. .6-28

6-29. . .2-12. . .4231. . .4-11

.4254.

.4250.

...7-13.... .7-2*

Walker-Brown . . .
.1-25 4302. . .8-23

Rainer-de Cordova .2-22 4305. . . 8-23

4301. . .8-23

Morrit-Kelly . .4-5 . 4304. . .8-23

. .9-21 4303

.

. .8-23

. .4-5.

.5-17.

.6-15.

.1-25.

.5-17.

.4306. .11-15

.4308. .11-15

.4309. .11-15

.4307. .11-15

.4331. .9-20

1942-43 Features (24)

Westerns (18)

1943-44 Features (—

)

Westerns (—

)

F R C
Completed (24)

Completed (18)

Completed ( 8)

Completed ( 5)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

CRY OF YOUTH
Comedy Drama—Started November 29.

Cast: Mary Beth Hughes.
Director: Sam Newfleld
story: Not available
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RiLEASf CHART
1942-43

Title— RunnlRo Tina Citt OiUlli

Black Ra«(D, Thi (61) ZltM-NtKtr
Border Baekarat (60) NiwIII-B'BrleD

Cattlt Stamped! (— ) CraM<-St. John 8-23..
Death Ridei the Plaint (— ) Livlniston-St. John . 4-5..
Fighting Valley •'rloi-HaCartir 5-31.
rolllw Girl (72) Barrlt-eilver

Ghost and the Gueit. Tht (61) Rlco-Danii 2-S. .

tlrli In Chalni (72) Jidge-Clark 2-8.

Sangi. Inc. (72) Ladd-Wudbary ..Roltiaa..

Law of the Saddia LKIngstan-Mllet ..8-23..
My Son. the Hero (68) Kelly-Karni 12-28..
Raiders of Red Gap Ltvln|stan-Dell ....8-23..
Suspected Person (— ) Evani-Rac Forelfn..

(error House (71) Lawsti-Clva For..

Trail of Terror Newill-O'Brlen 6-14..
Underdog (65) McLano-Wynteri

Wottern Cyclone Crabba-St. John ...1-25

Details under title: Billy, tha Kid Ho. 4
West of Texae (59) •'Brion-8e«lll 4-5.

Waives of the Range (— ) Llvln|«t«*-n. Jtira 3-91.

Details under title: Lone Rider R*. 4
Details under title: Western SikoUin

1943-44
Blailng Frontier Crabbe-Manneri

ins of Rawhide O'Brien-Newili

Danier! Women at Work (61) Kelly-Brian

Devil Riders Crabbo-St. John ...9-20.

Girl frOB Monttrey Arnlda-Keanedy ....8-9.

Gunsmoke Mesa O'Brien-Newlll 11-1.,

larvest Melody Lane-Downs 8-23.

Isle of Forgotten Sim (84) Carradlne-Sonderg'rd 4-19.

Jive Junction Moore-Thayer 10-4.

Manhattan Rhythm Langsford-Wood 11-1.

Return of the Rangers O'Brlen-Mewlli 9-6.

Sobmarino Base (66) Baxter-D'Orsiy

Tiger Faoia (59) Frank Book «-28.

.8-23.

. .10-4.

Rol.

.5-31.

.

.6-15.

.

.8-16.

.

.4-30.

.

. . .8-1.

.7-26.

.

.4-19.

.5-17.

.

.6-15.

.

.8-28. .

. .4-5.

.

.9-30.

.

10-26. .

. .4-19.

.9-14.

.

10-10.

.

.5-14.

.

. .5-10.

.6-21. .

.9-1.
11-20.
.8-24.

.11-5.

. 10-4

.

Ho. Rei.

.981. . .7-U
.354. . .9-20

.362

.365
.959
.306. . .9-20

. .314. . .«-2«

.305 9-6

.129

.362

.311
.368
.315

. .322. . .7-12

.356

.316
360

. 353

.

.9M.
.6-14

11-22.

.

.8-15.

12-20. .

.459

.452

.411. . .10-4

.460

.412
.453
.402
.401

10-26.

. . .7-8.

.9-10.

.451.

.405.
.406.

.9-20

REPUBLIC
1942-43 Features (34) Completed (32)

Westerns (26) Completed (26)

Specials ( 6) Completed ( 4)

Serials ( 4) Completed ( 4)

1943-44 Features (— ) Completed ( 6)

Westerns (— ) Completed ( 7)

Specials (— ) Completed ( 1)

Serials (—) Completed ( 1)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

In Production (1)

In Production (2)

In Production (0)

MAN FROM FRISCO
Drama—Started November 24.

Cast: Michael O'Shea, Anne Shirley, Gene Lockhart, Dan Duryea.
Director: Robert Florey
Stor>": Based on tlie life and career of Henry J. Kaiser, noted shipbuilder.

MOJAVE FIREBRAND
Western—Started November 22.

Cast: Bill Elliott, George "Gabby" Hayes, LeRoy Mason, Jack
Ingraham, Forrest Taylor, Hal Price, Anne Jeffreys.

Director: Spencer Bennett
story: Bill helps Gabby clean up a town from domination by a grang of

ruffians who are holdins up miners with a phony "Protective
Assoriation."

ROSIE THE RIVETER
Comedy—Started November 12.

Cast: Jane Frazee, Vera Vague, Frank Albertson, Frank Jenks.
Director: Joseph Santley
story: Baseil on popular .song of same name about young women working in

defense factories uliile their men are fighting abroad.

RELIASfi CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Tint Cast Detalle Rol. Ha. Re».
The Flihtini teakoao Wayne-Rayward 9-20

1942-43
Blocked Trail, The (55) Tyler-Steele

Bordertown GonBghtors (56) Elllott-Jaflries

Calling Wild Bill Elliott (55) Elllott-HayM ...
Chatterbox (76) Brown-Canova ..

Days of Old Cheyenne (55) Barrr-Merrlek .

False Faces (56) Williams-Henry .

FUbtlni Devil Dofe <—) rowell -Stewart ..
(Adapted (torn the Serial of tho nme name).

Gaueho Serenade (—
) Autry-Birnette ..

Sentle Ganistor (56) McLaae-Lanaot
Hands Across the Border Rogore-Terry ...
Hoadin' for God's Coantry (78) Londlgaa-Dala
HI, Neighbor (72) Beiio-Vafuo
In Old Oklahoma (102) Wayne-Soott ....
In Old Monterey (— ) Autry-Bornette
King of tht Cnwbovs (67) Rogers-Bornette
Man from Music Mountain (71) Rogers-Terry
Man from Thunder Ri»of Elliott-Hayes
Man Trap (57) Steohenson-Loeett
Mask Marvel (Serial) (larial) . .

Moxloaii Rose (— ) Aitry-Biraottt .

.

nobody's Darling (72) LN-Caibarn . , .

•Id Barn Danoa (60) Aotry-Bornette ..
0«erland Mall Robbery Elliott-Hayat
RIdo. Tenderfoot. RIda Aatry-Birnotto .,

RMort ot tk« Rl* tnatt (35) Tyler-Steele ...

.12-28.

. .6-28.

. . 2-22

.

.12-14.

. .2-22.

. .3-22.

,
Relssae.

.8-23!

. .4-19.
. . .6-1.

. . .8-9.

.3-12.

.

. .7-9.

.4-30.

. 4-27

.

.5-15.

.5-26.

.1-29.

.

.4-15.

.5-10.

.8-26.'

.7-27.

.264.

.

.23U.

.

.2311
. .219. .

. .276.

.

. .222. .

211. .

.11-1

.5-17

.517
. .8-9

.7-26

.2303.

. .220. .7-12

1-25

. .6-28.

. .3-22.

. . .2-8.

. . .7-26.

. Raltii*.

. .5-31.
Roiseae.

. Releaie.

. . .1-8.

. .9-2.

. 4 9.

.10-30.
.6-11

. .4-13.

.'.V-ii'.

. .8-19.

10-16.

.

.11-6.

,

. . ,«-l.

. .5-19.

.224 9-6

. .201. . .8-10

11-13
.2306
. 254. . .4. IT

. .257. . .10-4

.2312
. .217. . .6-14

'.tM5.'.'.'.'.'.'.

. .227. .10-18
.2307

Santo Fe Se«aU (55)
Soaret Servieo In Darkest Africa

Soroan ll the Dark. A (55)
•atalle iidar title: A Saraam «i Hlfht

Shanty Tawn (65)
SilTer Spare (68)
sleepy Lagoon (65)
Sombrero Kid. The (561

Soaeone to Remember (80)

DoUiie andar title: Prodlfal'e Mother
Song of Texas (69)
Swing Your Partner (70)
faliitl Honey i6y)

Thumbs Up (67)

West Side Kid, The (58)

Whispering Footsteps

1943-44
Beyand the Lut Frontlor Revere-Barnette .

Black Hills Express Barry-Heath ...

Canyon City Berry-Talbot

Captain America Purceli-Gray

Death Valley Manhunt Elliott-Jeffreys .

Deer Slayer. The (74) Kellogg-Parker .

Drams of Fa Mancba (—) Brandon-Franklin

Fugitive from Sonera (— ) Barry-Merrick

Here Cemee Elmer (74) Pearce-Staart

Hoosler Holiday (72) Evans-Byron

an fraa Rio Grande Barry-Watts

My Best Gal Withers-Lydon

Mystery Broadcast (63) Aibertson-Terry .

• My Darling Clementine Albertson-Gray

Pistol Packln' Mama eTrry-Llvingston

Raiders of Sunset Pass . Revere-Holt ...

Saint Meets the Tiger (70) Sinclair-Evans

The Monster Arlen-Ralston

Three eegoiteen . .2-18 . .4-16 265 .7-26
5-3. . . .7-9.

.

. .284
Lowcry-McDonald . .7-12. .10-15. . . .229. .11-1

Lao-Lord 1-25 . .4-20. . .218. .5-3

Rogers-Carradine 8-12. . . .256 - .8-9

.Caoo«a-Day .

.

6-14. . .8-27. . . .228 9-20
.Barry-Merrick 6-29 . .7-31. . .271. 12-14

,
Craven-Paige 3-8 8-21 . 225

.

. . 9-6

Ragore-Ryai .... . .3-22. . .6-18.

.

. .255. . .6-14

Dale-Clark . . .3-8. . .5-20.

.

. . 221

.

. . 6-14

SImen-O'Keefe . . . 1-11. . . .4-6. . . .216 . 4-19

.Joyce- Eraser . . . . . . .4-5. . . .7-5.

.

.223. . .6-28

Barry- Evans .... . .4-19. . .8-23. . . .226. . . .9-6

Hubbard-Qolgley . .10-4

.7-12.

.5-17.

. .10-4.

.11-15.
. .5-3.

. 6-28

.

'.'.7li.'

. .7-26.

8-9.

.11-15.
.8-23.

. 9-20.

.11-15.

.7-26.
. For.

.

.11-15.

.9-18.

8-15.

.9-25.

.

.11-6.

.

11-27 .

.

. .7-2.

.

. . 10-4

.

. .9-28.

10-23.

.

.351.

.362.

.375.

.305

.361
.303. .10-18
.302. . .10-4

.363

10-30 304.

10-15.
.10-15. .301 9-6

R KO-R AD 10
^942-43 Features (4(1)

Westerns ' (i)

1943-44 Features (—

)

( ompleted (46)

Completed ( 6)

Completed (23)

In Productiiin (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (6)

SEVEN DAYS ASHORE
Comedy—Started November 17.

Cast: Gordon Oliver, Wally BrouTi, Alan Carney, Marcy McGuire,
Elaine Shepard, Freddie Slack and his band; Marjorie Gate-
son, Amelita Ward, Virginia Mayo.

Director: John Auer
story; Sailors on shore leave in a big city get into the usual comic aitua-

tions and hasty romances.

RELEASE CHART

Rev.

. .12-4 312

.12-25 313.
. . .1-1 314.
27 311. .11-

. . .1-8 315. .11-16

. 11-2

.11-16

.11-16

. .8-10. .1-22.

.

. .318.

.

1-25

.3-26. . . , 320 .

.

.1-25
'.10-19.

. .312. . . .316.

.

1-11

. .9-7. . .2-19.

.

. .319. .1-25

10-5. . .2-26. . ..317.. . .2-8

Title—Running Time cut Details Rei. Ho

BLOCK NO. THBEE
Army Surgeon (63) Wyatt-Tayior 4-6.
Cat People (72) SImon-Conway 8-10.
Great Glldersleeve, The (62) Peary-Darwell 10-5.
Snn Upon a Honeymoon (117) Rogers-Grant ....6-1.. 11
Seven Miles from Alcatraz (62) Cralg-Granvllle ....8-10.

BLOCK NO. FOUB
Cinderella Swings it (70) KIbbee-Warren ..

Details ander title: Seittargood Swinie It

Forever and a Day (104) Laughtoi-Heagle .

Hitler's Children (85) Holt-Granville ..

Tarzan Triamphs (78) Weissmailer-GilTc.rd

Two WhIu to Live (76) Loack-Golf

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Falcon Strikes Back (66) Conway- Randolph

Flight for Freedom (101) Rossell-MaeMurray

Details under title: Stand By to Die

I Walked with a Zomblo (C9) Doe-Conway

Ladloe' Ray (63) Velez-Albert

Tbie Land le Mile (103). Ltsihton-B'Hara .

BLOCK NO. SIX
Bombardier (99) B'Brien-Scott ...

•lidanleevo'e Bid Day (62) Peary-Oarweil ...

LmfUl Man, Tbo (66) O'Keefe-Marge

f, Loebr (100) Grant-Day 11-16 330... 5-17

•otillc oader title: From Here to Victory

l^atfron LHder X (99) Dvorak-Portman For 326.

BLOCK NO, SEVEN
•ollU Oio ihlii 111 (88) Marga-Ryan 5-17

rallM ii Daifar, The «») Conway-Brooks 5-3

.2-8 325 .3-22

8-24 , 321 . .2-8

11-2 324

.

.3-22

7-20 322 .3-22

11-2 323. . .3-2t

11-2 329. .
.5-31

2-22 327. . .5-17

2-22 328. .
.5-17

.2-8

.1-25.

, . 1-25

.

Feature . .

. . .11-29.

...1-26.
7-20.

nlHi tpltflre'e Bleeeed Event (63) Velaz-Errol 4-5.

PaltlOMi Lvoeay (61) Carroll-Warrick

t^t Ik* Hail (•») Aitalra-Loilii .

SPECIALS
B»abi (70) (T) Disney Cartoon

Nagillleent Ambersons (88) Cotten-Costello

Pride ot the Yankees, The (128) Cooper-Ruth . .

They Got Mo Covered (95) Hopo-Lamogr .

WESTERNS
Avenging Rider. Tho Holt-Edwards .

Bandit R.inger (56) Holt-Edwards .

Flfktlng Frantler (57) Holt-Summer
Betalls ander title: (on ot tho Saddio

Pirates ot the Prairie (57) Holt-O'Day ..

Red River Roblnhood Holt-Moffet ...

lagebrosn Law Holt-Edwards

Details ander title: Gun Law

.8-21.

. .7-10.

. .3-5.

. . .2-5.

.391.

.371.

.351.

.352.

.7-27.

6-15. .

.6-1.
.7-13.

.

.6-29.

.

.6-18 385.
.9-25 381.
.1-29 383.

.7-26

.7-t6

.7-«6

.7-26

.7-26

. .6-1

.7-13

.7-27

111

.3-8

11-20.
.7-23.

. .4-2.

382
.386.

.384.

.11-16

.2304.

. .166.

DLOCK NO. ONE
AHaali oe it 1 RNbio

1943-44

. . Rrown-Laidry .<-14. .40t...t-tS
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.8-es

.8-25

.•-23

9-6 11-15
407. .11-15

FitlM t»irmr. Tht UiUM-Vtlin t-8 401.

U<y TikK t Chinu, A Artkir-Wtyi* 1-11 409.

Ditilli indtr tItU: FrM Ffr All

S«»«nth Victim, Tilt CMWiy-Brtolu 5-17 404.

St Tkli It WiiklnitM Lin & Abner 6-28 403.

•italli tntt tltli: D«llir-i-y«w Mm
BLOCK NO. TWO

Falcon and the Co-Edi (68) Conway- Broaks

Gangway for Tomorrow (69) Margo-Brown 7-12

DetaMi onder title: An Amtrlcan Story

(lldersleni on Broadway (65) Peary-Burki 8-9 11-1

Government Girl (93) DeHavilland-Tufts ..6-28 11-13

Iron Major, Thi (85) O'Brien-Warrick ...5-17 406... 11-1

SPECIAL
Worth Star, The (105) Baxter-Brennan ...5-17 451... 11-1

NOT DESIGNATED
Are These Our Children? Gran»ille-Snith ..11-15

Around the World Kyser-DaHi 6-14

Corse of the Cat People Simon-Smith 9-6

Coastal Command (61) Docgmentary For 7-l(
.9-6.

.7-26.
Dangeroas Jonrney Lanchester-Feld

Days of Clory Toumano«a-Peck

Ootails ander title: One Hoar of Glory

Falcon In Texas, The Conway- Hale

Ghost Ship, The Oix-Barrett ...

Gildersleeve, Defective Peary-Martin

Higher and Higher Morgan-Haley .

International Zone Sanders-Bruce

Lot's Go Latin (T) Cartoon Feature

Marine Raiders O'Brien-Hussey
,

Rookies In Birma Carney-Brown

Show Bislness Cantor-Murphy
,

Siiiw White and thi Soven Dwarfs Disney Cartoon Featort .

Tartan's Desert Mystsrr Wolssmuiltr-Kelly ...4-19
Details gnder title: Tarian and tha Shilk

Tender Comrade Rogers-Ryan 8-23

Yellow Canary, Tko Neagle-Greeno Foreign

.11-15
. .8-23
.11-15
.8-23

.11-15

11-15. . .

,

.8-23. . .

.

11-15...

10 tH CENTURY ~FOX
194^43 Features
1943-44 Features

(—

)

(—

)

Completed (4S)

Completed (22)

In Production (0)

In Production (4)

THE PURPLE HEART
Drama—Started November 19.

Cast: Dana Andrews, Richard Conte, Donald M. Barry^ Farley-

Granger, Kevin O'Shea, Dave Willock, Sam Levene, Tala
BireU, Kurt Katch.

Director: Lewis Milestone
story: A pictured history of the famous award from Washington's time up

to the present conflict.

WILSON (T)

Drama—Started November 23.

Cast: Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Thomas Mitchell, Alexander Knox,
Vincent Price, Mary Anderson, William Eythe, Ruth Nel-
son, Ruth Ford, James Rennie.

Director: Henry King
Story: A history of the events surrounding the career of the late President

Woodrow WiLson.

RELEASE CHART
1942-4?

Title—Running Tloie Cut
BLOCK NO. THREE

Tales of Manhattan (118) All Star

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Man in the Trunk, The (70) Roberts-Holmes ..
Springtime in the Rockies (90) (T) Grable-Mlranda

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Blaek Swan. The (85) (T) Power-O'Hara
Or. Renault's Secret (58) Sheppard- Roberts

Details ander title: Burled Allva

Thnndeihlrds (T) (78) TIerney-Fosfer
Undying Monster, The (60) Howard-Ellison

BLOCK NO. SIX
aver Hy Dead Body (68) Berle-Haghoi
Time to Kill (61) Nolan-Angol

Details under title: Brasher Doubloon

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Chetnlks, The Fighting Guerillas (73) Dorn-Gllmoro ....

Details onder title: Seventh Column
Immortal Sergeant, The (91) Fonda O'Hara ...
M^rjin for Error (74) Bannelt-Beria . . .

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
Dixie Dugan (67) Andrews-Ellison ..
He Hired the Boss (73) Erwin-Blaino

Details inder title: JIO Ralst
Moon Is Down C90) Hsrdwicko-Travers

BLOCK NO. NINE
Crash Dive (T) (105) Power-Barter
My Friend Flicka (T) (89) McDowoll-Foster .

They Came to Blow Uo America (73) Sanders-Slen
Details onder title: Schmil tor Sabofeers

To-vv w, R,i. ,701 /\nn.i'.'clt.n -S:! t'on

OelnM. iinit.r till. Sirinl MHsiun

F- ^(;r{ NO. TKS
Coney hl.Tnd (T) (93) Grable-Montgomery
lltterbugs (74) Laorel & Hardy . .

Ox-Bow Incident (76) Fonda-Foster ....

BLOCK NO. ELEVEN
stormy Weather (77) Rsbinson-Horne ..

SPECIALS
Desert Victory (60) British Canmtntary

Oetalle Rol. R(. Ret.

.11-1. 10-30.

.

.313 . .8-24

.6-15.

.6-15.

10-23. .

.11-6.

.

. .319.

. .317.
. .10-5

. .10-5

.4-20.

.7-13.
.12-4.

.

12-11.

.

. .320.

..321.
.11-2
. .11-2

. .3-9.

.8-10.
11-20.

.

11-27. .

..307.

. .319.
. .11-2

. .11-2

.S-C4.
9-7.

. .1-15. .

. .1-22. .

. .325.

. .326.
.12-14
.12-14

10-5. . .2-5. . . .328. .1-25

9-21.
10-19.

. .1-29. .

. .2-19. .

. .327.

. .330.
. .1-25

. .1-25

.9-21.

6-29.
. .3-12.

.

. . .4-2.

.

. .332.

. 334.
. .3-22

. .3-22

11-30. . . .4-9. . . .335. . .3-22

•-24.
.7-20.

12-14.

. .5-14.

.

. .4-23.

.

. . .5-7.

.

..340.

. .338.

.339.

. . .5-3

..4-lf

. . .9-3

10-19. . 4-30 . .337. 4-5

.10-5

. .3-8.

6-15.

. .6-18. .

. .6-11. .

. .5-21.

.

. . 343

.

.342.

. .336.

.5-31
. .5-31
. .5-31

. .2-8. . .7-16.

.

. .344. . .5-31

. .4-16.

.

. .341. . .4-19

1943-44
BLOCK NO. ONE

••kefo MM! (TO)
Noann Cat Walt (T) (lit)
Holy Mib^lmony (87)

BLOCK NO. TWO
Paris After Dark (86)

Sweet Rosle O'Grady (76)

BLOCK NO. THREE
•l<04ia (87)

WIntor Time (82)

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Danolng Masters (63)

Guadalcanal Diary (93)

SPECIAL
Battle of Rassia (80)

NOT DESIGNATED
Buffalo Bill (T)

Eve of St. Mark, The

Gang's All Here (T)

iatalle indor title: Girl H« Loft lonlhd

Foar Jills in a Jeep Francis-Landls

Greenwich Vlllago (T) Araeeho-Mlranda

Happy Land Amecho-Dee ....

Htm* In Indiana (T) MeAllister-Brennan

Jim Eyri Welles-Fontaine

Lifeboat Bankhead-Bendix .

Lidgar, Tho •boron-Sanders

Pl» Up eiri (T)

Her Taoky, Ust af fiinfttora Faeter-Taylor

Song of Bernadette Jonos-PriM ...

Tanple* B«rl-Robinson .

The tullivant BMter-l'Bhea .

RBI8SUB
ianio • My Knee (95) Stanwyek-MtCroa

Rains Came, Tho (95) Loy-Powor

la Old Chloago (94) Power-Fayo . .

Under Two Flags (99) Colhert-Colman

.8iitf«ri>Aitftbfllla .7-30.. . .401. .7-12

.Anwhf-Tlflrniy .'.2-12.' .8-13.. . .482. .7-26

W«aII*\i ri*l(la
. nVOIIVjr~r IfflDI . . 4-9

.

. 8-27 . . . . 403

.

. .9-6

Sanders-Marshall .
.5-17. .10-15.

.

. .409. . 10-18

3-8 . 10-1 .

.

. . 408

.

.10-4

McGoire-Young ..5-17. . . .9-3.

.

. .404. . .8-23

4-5. . .9-17 . . . .405. . .9-20

Laurel t Hardy . . . .6-14. .11-19. . . .413. . .11-1

Foster-Nolan ..5-31. . . 11-5 . . . .412. . . 11-1

Govcraaont ioevneitary . .11-15. . , .414

O'Hara-Haeroa . .7-lt.

, Eythe-Baxter . . . . .9-20.

Faye-Elllsan . . .5-3. .12-24. . . .416

. .11-15. .

. .11-15.

.

. .7-26. .

.9-20.

.

.2-22. .

.8-23..

.8-23. .

Craklo-Brown 8-9..
4-19.
.4-5.

.

.8-9..

9-28 . .

12-3 415.

.10-29.

.u-ac.

.10-29.
.11-26.

.407.

.410.

.40C.

.411.

UNITED ARTISTS
1942-43 FEATURES
Balcon (Bin.) Completed
Benny (Bny.) Completed
Chaplin (Chn.) Completed
Cinema Guild (CO.) Completed
Coward (Cwd.) Completed
Disney (I>«y.) Completed
Edwards (Edws.) .. . ..Completed
Korda (Kor.) Completed
Lesser (Lsr.) Completed
Loew-Lewla (L.L.) Completed
Mayfair (Mfr.) Completed
Presshurper (Psb.) Completed
Roach (Rch.) Completed
Rogers (RffS.) < '^iinpleted

Sherman Completed
Small Completed
StrombberK (Smg.) Completed

1948-14 FEATURES
Bog:eaus (Bogr.) Completed
Bronston (Bro.) Completed
Caffncy (Cgy.) Completed
Pressburger (Psb.) Completed
Producing Corp. (P.C.) . . .Completed
Rabinovitch (Rvn.) Completed
Selznlck (Szk.) Completed
Small Completed
Stone (Stn.) Completed
Sherman Completed

( 1) In Production (0)

(0) In Production (0)

(0) In PK-oduction (0)

( 3) Iii Production (0)

( 1) In Production (0)

( n In Production (0)

( 1

)

In Production (0)

( 1) In Production (0)

(1) In Production (0)

( 1) In Production (0)

( 1) In Production (0)

( 1) In Production (0)

( 8) In Production (0)

( t) III l*ri>»li!<'ti<>ii (0)

( 6) In Production (0)

( 0) In Production (0)

( 1) III Production (0)

( 0) In Production (1)

( 0) In Production (0)

( 1) In Production (0)

( 0) In Production (1)

( ft) In Production (1)

( 1) In Production (0)

( 0) In Production (1)

( 0) In Production (1)

( 1) In Production (0)

( 7) In Production (0)

UP IN MABLE'S ROOM
Comedy—Started November 19.

Cast: Marjorie RejTiolds, Franchot Tone, Mischa Auer, Charlotte
Greenwood, Gail Patrick, John Hubbard.

Director: Allan Dwan. Producer: Edward Small
story: Based on famous stage comedy of same name by Avery Hopw»««l.

FALSE COLORS
Western
Cast: William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Jinuny Ros:ers, Tom S«idsl,

Claudia Drake, Douglas Drumbrille.
Director: George Archainbaud
story: Hopalong and his buddies befriend cowboy heir whom hearies kill

and replace with a phoney. Hoppy cracks fraud wide •pen and ex-
poses false heir. 49th In the aeries.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Till.—Runnino Time Cait Detalb Bel. No. Rev.

Brido* of San Lolt Roy '".i.-; LeJercr 10-4 ....Boi
It Happened Tomorrow Powcll-Darncll ...10-lS
Knicl(erbo«lier Holiday Eddy-Dowling ....10-4 P.C

Since You Went Away Eolbert-Cotten . . . .9-20 Szk

!iJ42"4>

Border Patrol (66) Boyd-Klrby 6-29 ... 4-2 . . . Shm .... 3-8
Siieliikin Frontier (74) DIx-Wyatt 9-7 ... 5-14 ... Shm .. 3-22

Ootailv under title: Buelitliln Empira

Oil Cnmradei (67) Boyd-Clydo 10-15. . .6-18. . .Shm .. .7-11

Hi Diddle Diddle (72) Menjou-Seott 5-3. . .8-20. .. Sto .8-23
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JohniiT Cmm Uttly (97) Cainty-GMrti
•itilli initT title MtLiol'i Fdly

Liiy (f lurliKii (91) Stanwyek-O'Shei
Betjili under titit: Th> G.Strlni Myrdwi

Ltithv Bornm (67) Boyd-Klrky ....

Prilrif Chitkia (47) Rogtrs-Btery, Jr.

Stniwhvt li Frinii (78) Morlty-Cammlnit

Stilt Doer Canteen (132) Tcrry-Wdker ...

Tixl, Milter (46) .Bendlx-Bradley .

TNat Naity Nuiiance (SO) WatitB-LMnard
VIetary Tkrcuih Air P«w«r (65) DItney Feature .

Yanke Ahoy (55) Tracy-Sawyer

1943-44
Bar.20 (54) Boyd-Clyde ....

False Colors (65) Boyd-Clyde . . . .

Jaek Landcn B'Shea-Hayward

Kanian. Tha (79) DIx-Wyatt

Datalli under title: Meet John Bonnlwell

Mystery Man Boyd-Cirrell ...

Details under title: Thondering Hoofs

lideri «f the Deadllna Boyd-Waodward

Texas Masquerade goyd-Correll

Three Russian Girls Sten-Sailth ....

Details under title: Girl from Leningrad

Timber B«yd-Clyd»

Two Worlds Lederer-Gorle ...

Details inder title: Strange Maila

Woman o( the Town Oekker-Trevor

..4-19. .. 9-4... em

.12-14. . .4-30. . .Smi.

.6-15. . .5-21. .

.

,
.6-15. . .5-21.

.

. . .For.

.12-14.
. . .6-1

. .7-13.

. .611.
. .5-28.

. .4-16.

.6-25..

. .8-13.

. . .8-6.

Shm. .

.Rth.

.Sml.

. . Ltt

.

Rch.

.Reh.

. Dsy.

. Reh.

.11-12.

.

.11-5.

.

. .7-26.

.11-30.

10-1.

.7-26.

.5-3. .

.

.7-26.

.7-26.

.

.Itim.

.Shn.

.Shm.
Rbn.

.10-18

. .5-31

.9-«

.5-17

. .8-9

.7-26

.5-31

.5-17

.6-21

.7-12

.7-26

.10-4.Shm.
Shm
Bro

.9-10. . Shm . . .6-28

.11-5... 8038.

12-24.

.6-14. . .9-17. . .8024.

.6 14. .12-17. . 8041. .

.1-24. . .11-15. . .8013.

.6-28. .10-29. . Shm.

Let Tainclt •• *Mdi-RMi t-M.
Mad tkfil. Tba Ankcfs-Brice 5-31.

Mvtkail af tiDsmik* Ritter-Haydea 9-*.

Meaniight aid CaeUe Aadrews-Carrlllt 9-6.

oaoliglit la Veraioat Jaan-Malaae 11-15.

Minmy't thast, The Claney-Aqaanctta . .9-9

Never a Doll Mameal (—) Rlt2 Bres.-Ungtord 11-19... 8830.
Patrick the Great O'Conner Ryaa . . . .11-1

Phantom Lady Ledtrer-Rainei . .. 9-20

Rhythm on Parade Errel-Jeaa 11-13
Set t» Music Jooet-Vinceat 8-9

Sherlock Holmes Faces Death (68) Rathbanc-Bracc

She's For Me Brace-McDonald

Son uf Dracula (80) Chaney-Curtis

SeUlls aader title Daetlay

Strange Death of Adalpk Hitler (72) Doaath-Sondergaard 6-28.

Spider Wemaa Rathkone-Briee ... 5-31.

Swifigtlme (er Jokiiny Andrews Sisters . ..10-18
The Impostor Gabin-Josiyn 9-6

Details under title: Passpart ta Dakar

The Third Glory O'Cennar-Blyth 9-6

This Is the Lite B'Cenner- Foster ....5-31

Top Man (81) O'Cennor-Foster .. .7-12. . .9-17.

Details in4er title: Man of tha Family

Week-End Pass O'Orlseoll- Beery .11-15
Wild-Horse Roundup Ritter-Knlght 9-20

Whea Ladies Fly Yaang-Fltigeraid 9-6

Taa'ra a Laeky Fallaw, Mr. tailtk Jones-Anken 7-12. .10-22.

.9-ao

9-10. . .8022. .10-18

.8033.

1942-43 Features
Westerns
Serials

1943-44 Features
Westerns
Serials

*^'/^:<:•:x:<-.^>y^>;•:<:^<:.
A I

(55) Completed (55) In Production (0)

( 7) Completed ( 7) In Production (0)

( 4) Completed ( 4) In Production (0)

(—

)

Completed (29) In Production (4)

(—

)

Completed ( 4) In Production (0)

(—

)

Completed ( ) In Production ( )

. 7581
.7043. . .«-14

.7014. . .5-31

.7075
.7062. .10-18
.703«
SfA
.7033. . .5-31

CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY
Drama—Started November 22.

Cast: Dearnia Durbin, Gene Kelly, Dean Harens.
Director: Robert Siodmak
story; Based on popular novel of the same name by Somerset Maughm.

CROSS YOUR FINGERS
Musical—Started November 15.

Cast: Grace McDonald, Leon Errol, Walter Catlett, Jimmy Cash,
Ted Weems and orchestra, Freddie Stack and band, Harry
Owens and his Royal Hawaiians, Ramsay Ames, Richard
Davis, Milburn Stone.

story: Not available

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title— Rnitning Time Cast Details Rel. No. Re».

Gypsy Wildcat (T) Montez-Hail ..

Three Cheers for the Boys Raft-McDonald

1942-43
Adventures at Smilln' Jack (Serial) Brown-Bey ...
All By Myself (63) Knowles-Ankers
Captive Wild Woman (60) Carradino-Ankers
Cheyenne Roundup (59) Brown-Rifter ..

Corvette K-225 (99) Scott- Brown
Cowboy in Manhattan (59) Paige-Langtord .

Bnn Winslow of the Coast Guard (Serial) . . .Perry-Barrio

Follow the Band (61) Errol-Hughes
Details under title: Trombone from Heaven

Frontier Bad Men (77) Barrymore-Paige

Get Going (59) Palge-MeDonald
Call, Ine. (61) Errol-McDonald
Good Morning, Judge (68) e'Keefe-Aibritton

Rers to Hold (94) Durbln-Cotten .

Hit the Ice (82) Akbott-Costello

Details under title: Oh, Doctor!

Honeymoon Ledge (63) eruce-Hilliard ....6-14.
Datalli under title: Sicond Honeymoon

It Comes Up Love (64) Jean-Hunter 7-20 4-9. . .7023. . . .2-8
Details under title: On the Beam

Junior G-Men of thi Air (Serial) Dead End Kids 3-9 ... 6-30 ... 7881
Keep 'Era Slugging (61) Hall Raymond 11-30 4-2. . .7040 5-3

Details under title: Bad Company
Mr. Big (74) Jean-O'Connor 3-8..

Details under title: Oh, Say Can You Swing

Next of Kin (86) P Ibeam-Sidney ...For..
Phantom of the Opera (92) (T) Eddy-Foster
Raiders af San Joaquin (60) Brown-Rltter 7-27.
Rhythm of the Islands Jones-Fraice 11-30..

Details under title: Isle af Romanea
Sherlock Holmes In Washington (71) Rathfaone-Bruce ....7-20.
»in InwM Bennell-Crawlord . . . 8-24

.

Two Tickets to London (77) Morgan-Cu'tis
We've Never Been Licked (103) Quine-Gwynne 1-25..
White Savage (T) (76) H.ill Mont« 11-2.

1943-44
Adventures of Flying Cadets (Serial) Downs-Armstrong 9-3
Arizona Trail (— ) Ritfer-Knight 9-24... 8081
«lways a Bridesmaid AndwSlsters-Knowles 1-25. . .9-24. . .8023
Calling Dr. Death Chaney-Morison .... 11-1 .. 12-10
Cobra Woman (T) Montez-Hail 5-17.. 11-12
Crazy House (80) Olsen & Johnson. . .6-28. . .10-8 11-1
«^lred Wife (73) Barrymore-Paige . . . .5-3 9-3. . .8017. . .9-20
Flesh and Fantasy (94) Boyer-Robinson . . .8-10. .10-29. . .8062. . .10-4
Frontifr Law Havilen-Hnit . . 8-23 ... 11-5 ... 8082
Gung He Scott-Curtis 8-23.. 12-31
Gypsy Wildcat (T) Montcz-Hall-Sabu .11-1
Her Primitive Man Aiibritton-Page . . .11-1
Hi Ya Sailer (62) Woods-Knax 7-26. .10-15. . .8035. .10-18
Larteay «ltk Mailt ((4) Jaoei-Carlbtt 1-2S. . .9-10. . .COM. . .f-U

Details

.10-18. .

.10-18. .

.5-18.

.

. . .3-8.

.

.12-28. .

. .9-5.

.

, . .9-7.

.

10-19 .

'.

. .2-22.

.

.6-14. .

. .4-5. .

.5-17. .

12-28. .

. .4-5. .

12-14. .

. .1-5.

.6-11.

. .6-4.

. .4-9. .

.101.
.5-21. .

. .4-6.

.

.5-14.

. .8-6.

.6-25.

. .7-9.

. .5-7.

.7-16.

. .7-2.

.7011.

.

. 7045

.

.7046.

.7044.

.7006.

.

.7003.

.9-20
.7-12
.7-26
.5-17

. .8-9

.7-ia

.7-23. . .7047. . . .9-6

.5-28. . .7009. . .6-14

. .5-7.

.

.8-27. .

. .
6-4 .

.4-16 .

.4-30.

.

. .9-25.

.6-18. .

.4-23. .

.7052. . .4-19

.7061 9-6

. 7076 . . . 6-28
.7042

.7018.

.

. .7017.

.7013.

.

.7064.

.

.7004.

.

.6-28

. lOly

.6-2S

.8-23

. .5-3

1 WARNER BROTHERS 1

1942-43 Featured* Completed (24) In Production (9)

1943-44 Features Completed (23) In Production (4)

OeUili

. . .10-18.

.

Rel. Na. Xn.

. . . .10-18.

.

6-1.

.

Far.. .

3-23. .

9-21
. .

.1-23 .

.1-16.

.

.2-20 .

.2-6

.214.

. .216.

. .209.

.213.

.11-30

.12-14

. 10-3

. .1-25

6-29 . . .3-20 217 . 2-1

. .8-24.

.

4-24. . 219 . . ,
a-5

9-1..

f-7..
.t-l*. .

..7-3. .

..tu.

. .222.

..9-31

. .<-14

3-9. . .7-14. . . .tt3. . .7-U

. . .11-16.

.

4-5.

.

12-1.

.5-22. .

.8-14. .

. .1-2. .

.220

..224.

.201

.3-17

. . .8-9

6 1>

MY REPUTATION
Drama—Started November 22.

Cast: Barbara Stanwyck, George Brent, Lucille Watson, Warner
Anderson, Robert Shaj-ne, Leona Marlcle, Esther Dale.

Director: Curtis Bernhardt
Story: Not available

RELEASi CHART
1942-43

IN PRODUCTION
Title—luanlni Time Cait

Between Tw« WorMs Garfield -Parker

Details under title: Outward Boond
Mr. tktfRagtai Davls-lalai

BLOCK NO. THREE
Casablanca (99) Bogart-Bergmaa

Gorilla Man (64) Loder Ford ..

Hard Way. The (97) Lnpina-Margaa

Truck Busteri (58) Travis-Parker .

BLOCK NO. FOUB
Air Force (124) Gartlild-Yaaai

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Edge af Darbneii. Tha (118) Flynn-Sharldan

BLOCK NO. SIX
Action in the North Atlantia (127) i«fart-MaH«v
Background ta Danger (80) laft-Marihall

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Caaitant Nynipk, Tke (112) B«irar-raatalaa

SPECIALS
Mliilen ta Mateaw (123) Huitaa-Harding

Tkii li the AraiT (T) (121) Marphy-Lulla
Yankee Daadie Dandy (126) Cagney-Luiie .

REISSUE
Varsity Show (81) (Raluaa) Powell-Waring .

1943-44
BLOCK NO. ONE

Morder an tke Watarfrant (49) Loder-Fard ...
Watch an tha Rklae (114) Darli-Laiai

NOT DESIGNATED
Adventure in Iraq (64) Lader-Ford

Adventures of Mark Twain Mareh-Smitk
Arsfnie aad Bid Laia (— > Grant-Lane ...

ConSlct Bogart-Hokart

Crime by Night WyaMa-Cawai .

Details under title: Forty Whacki
Desert Seng, The (T) Morgan-Manning
Devotion DeHsvliland-Lnpl

Oestlnatloa Tokyo Grant-Garteld

Find the Blackmailer (55) Cowan-Emersan
In Oar Tlae Lapiaa-Rearald

Last Ride, The (110) Travis-Parker

Make Your Own Bad Carson-Wyman .

Nortkera Parsult (93) Fiynn-Bishop
«'i Arquaintanee Davis-Hopkins

One More Tomorrow Sheridan-Morgan.
Passage ta Marseille Bagart-Margan
Princess O'Rourke (94) DeHaviirnd-C'mi
Sarataga Trunk (— ) Cooper- Brrgnaa

Shine On Harvest Maaa Sberldan-Hargaa
Thaak Year Lucky Stan (127) Cantor-Share .

.

The Horn Blows at Midnight Benny-Smith
Uneertain Glory Flyn-Lnkas ...

REISSUE
Cherokee Strip, Tha Faraa-Bryaa ..

Crime Schaal (—) Bogart-Goreey

Empty Holsters Foran-Waltkall

Girls en Prakatloa (—) Reagao-Hayward

Gum af the Petal Foran-Nagel
Land Beyond the Law Faran-Peny
•kiahema Kid (80) Cagnry-Bogart .

Pralria Thandar Foraa-Ciancy

Satii at tha Saddle Faran-Llayd .,

.215.

6-15
.9-18
.9-4

.302.

.301.

8-9

.8-9

. 10-9

.

304 10-4

. . .7-13.

. .11-1.

...5-17.

..10-19.

. . .6-29.

11-16.

. . .6-28.

. . 6-14 .

, ..11-S. .306... 11-1

.11-15
. .7-12.

11-16.

.

. .11-1.

. .8-23.

agi 7-20.
3-8.

...<-2S.
1-2.

...11-15.
9-6.

11-13.
11-27.

.

307 .11-1
11-15

.10-23.

.
.9-25'.

.305. . .10-4

'.'303. v. 8-23

.10-2.

.

.10-16.

.10-2.

.

.10-16.

.10-2.

.

.10-2.

.

9-11 .

.10-2. .

.10-t..

.327.

.328'.

338.
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MWmi
^ / ("Kansas" in "So Proudly We HaH")

E SHIRLEY • JESS eMER
JAMES DUNN • PAUL STEWART • AGNES MOOREHEAD • HARRY DAVENPORT • UNA O'CONNOR • SIG RUMAN

Produced, Directed and
Screen Play by DUDLEY NICHOLS

From a Story by Adelo Rogers St. John

• • • GIVE WAR BONDS FOR CHRISTMAS • • •

R K O
RADIO

r





WOMEN IN BONDAGE' MELODRAMATIC ANTI-NAZI FILM IS EXPLOITABLE
Rates • • + or better, except for class

Monogram
71 Minutes
Gall Patrick, Nancy Kelly, Gertrude Michael,
Anne Nagel, Tala Birell, Mary Forbes, Maris
Wrixon, Rita Quigley, Gisela Werbisek,
Francine Bordeaux, Una Franks, Bill Henry,
Alan Baxter, H B. Warner, Felix Basch,
Roland Varno, Ralph Lynn.
Directed by Steve Sekely.

A grim and heavily melodramatic film

telling of the New Order in regard to Nazi
womenfolk, "Women in Bondage" is simi-
lar in theme to other recent anti-Nazi pic-

tures — notably "Hitler's Children." Steve
Sekely's expert direction of a topical story
and an above-average cast, headed by Gail
Patrick and Nancy Kelly, make this one of
Monogram's most important releases to
date Where the exh'bitor utilizes the num-
erous exploitable angles this should be a
good grosser. The introductory and closing

houses

scenes are presented in documentary style

and some portions of the picture are slow-

paced, although there are many startling

episodes which are said to be a true rep-

resentation of the facts as gathered by the

author and producers, Herman Millakowsky
and Jeffrey Bernerd. The tragic note is

always uppermost and there are no lighter

moments to weaken the seriousness of the

film's message. The title, although not as

strong as the original, "Hitler's Women,"
will attract women fans, but the subject is

too brutal for the younger children. Best
returns will be realized in action spots,

weakest in class houses.

The story opens as Gail Patrick returns

to war-torn Germany after a ten-year ab-

sence and, when her husband is sent to

fight on the Russian front, she becomes
active in the new youth movement. One
of Miss Patrick's group, Nancy Kelly, is in

love with an S. S. soldier (Bill Henry), but
because of her slight nearsightedness, the

girl is fortoidden to marry him. Arrested

after she hysterically denounces the gov-

ernment, Miss Kelly escapes and is later

killed despite Miss Patrick's efforts to shield

her. Miss Patrick, whose wounded husband

has returned from the front, is then or-

dered to bear children bv her br-^ther-in-

law, Alan Baxter. Learning of this, the

husband commits suicide and, when an air-

raid is announced, Miss Patrick deliberately

shows a lighted window to guide the planes

As a result, Miss Patrick's house and the

nearby factories are demolished.

Gail Patrick, as the section leader who
has no sympathy for Nazi methc's. a^d

Nancy Kelly, as the young girl who de-

nounces Germany, are both excellent. Maris

Wrixon and Gertrude Michael make th-j

most of their best screen opportunities in

years. H. B. Warner, Alan Baxter and
Roland Varno are the stand-outs among the

male memibers of the cast.

LEYEINDECKER

'TOP MAN* DONALD O'CONNOR CLICKS IN LIVELY. TUNEFUL COMEDY
Rates • • + generally; slightly better in

Universal

81 Minutes

Donald O'Connor, Susanna Foster, Lillian
Gish, Richard Dix, A^ne Gwynne, Noah
Beery, Jr., Peggy Ryan, Samuel S. Hinds,
Louise Beavers, Dickie Love, Barbara Brown,
David Holt, Marcia Mae Jones, Borrah Min-
nevltch Rascals, Bobby Brooks Quartette,
Count Basie and His Orchestra.

Directed by Charles Lamont

In "Top Man," Universal has provided its
zestful juvenile star, Donald O'Connor, with
another lively, tuneful comedy which will
"wow" the younger fans, especially the jive
enthusiasts. The picture can also boast Su-
sanna Foster and her lovely warbling to in-

terest the lovers of classical music and the
presence of Lilliam Gish and Richard Dix
to attract the older generation of filmgoers.
A typical small town, family life plot has
been polished up with topical references and

small towns
a war-time activities background, while the

dialogue is spiced with snappy wise-cracks
and somewhat corny humor. Young O'Con-
nor and Peggy Ryan mug and clown about
to their hearts' content and to the 'teen age
patrons' delight. The love interest is the

film's weakest point, and the numerous
3ongs, plus the specialties by the Borrah
Minnevitch Rascals and Count Basie and
His Orchestra frequently toss the story into

temporary discard. But it all adds up to

iight and amusing entertainment with plen-

ty of exploitable names and features. Good
tor naborhood spots and small towns.

In the story, ,Richard Dix and Lillian

Gish are the parents of three 'teen age
youngsters (Donald O'Connor, Anne Gwynne
and Peggy Ryan) and when the father, a
flier in 1918, goes back into Navy uniform,
his irresponsible son becomes "top man" of

the family. O'<3onnor, who has become smit-
ten with an attractive neighbor (Susanna
Foster), changes his happy-go-lucky ways
and becomes interested in his studies and in

'DEERSLAYER' HAS ACTION FOR AVID WESTERN FANS
Rates • • — as dualler for western hou

Republic

67 Minutes

Bruce Kellogg, Jean Parker, Larry Parks,
Warren Ashe, Wands, McKay, Yvonne de
Carlo, Addison Richards, Johnny Michaels,

Phil Van Zandt.

Directed by Lew Landers.

A reasonably faithful, if not always pol-

ished, transcription of the James Fenimore
Cooper classic of the same name. Pro-
ducers P. S. Harrison and E. B. Derr made
the screenplay point similar problems be-

tween the early settlers facing invasion of

the Huron Indians and peaceful people of

today likewise suffering savage invasion.

Action takes place in Northern New York
and locations have been carefully chosen
with this in mind offering a welcome change
in locale from the conventional western.

ses

Much of the action takes place on rafts

and in and about the water which gives

variety to such scenes. There are some
rough spots in the cutting, causing story

lapses which will be noticed by many. How-
ever, the kids and avid action fans should
find plenty here to keep them interested

and excited.

Story which every school child knows is

that of Deerslayer, a brave young white
who has been raised by the peace-loving
Indians after his parents have been killed

by the warlike Hurons. This resentment,
born in him, flames into action when the

Hurons invade the village in which he lives

and make off with an Indian princess proni-

ised to the son of the Chief, raised with
the Deerslayer and considered as a brother.

Deerslayer warns a settler and his two
young daughters of impending danger and
learns that Hari-y March, a handsome
backwoodsman, is nearing the locality as

straightening out the love affair of his sis-

ter and an airplane factory worker, Noah
Beery, Jr. O'Connor's school pals had been

planning a musical in which Miss Foster

would have the singing lead, but when he
is made aware of the manpower shortage at

the plant, he persuades the junior college

pals to devote their spare hours to factory

work. After the plant wins an Army—Navy
"E" award, the kids stage their musical for

the factory workers. And Dix returns to

town to publicly present O'Connor with an
honorary Navy pin for fostering the plan.

O'Connor and Peggy Ryan demonstrate
their comic dancing ability several times

during the film and the Bobby Brooks quar-

tette is a stand-out with its warbling of

"Wrap Your Troubles in Dreams." Miss

Foster gives splendid vocal renditions of

such standard numbers as "Dream Lover."

"Wishing" and "Romany Life." Lillian Gish

contribues a quietly effective performance as

O'Connor's understanding mother.
YORK

guard of 65 prospective wives bound for the

Btockadie. Deerslayer manages to keeT) this

contingent out of the daJiger zone and soon

finds himself embroiled in the nction. It

develops that the younger of the two sis-

ters loves Harry Marsh who has also caught

the fancy of the older sister (Jean Parker).

Latter steps out of the picture and is sur-

prised to receive a projyosal from the Deer-

slayer. After much action on land on

water and when it appears that the tiny

band of whites and their Indian allies are

about to be annihilated by the Hurons. th'i

Deerslayer succeeds in making his way to

the stockade and arousing the armv of men
there, who come to the rescue only after

the younger of the two sisters ha^ been
killed. This leaves the older one free to

marry Harry March, while the Deerslayer

rides off to seek further adventures in the

new country beyond.

BLAIR (Hollywood)
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'THE UNDERDOG' MEDIOCRE SENTIMENTAL PROGRAMMER
Rates • • — as supporting dualler for

Producers Releasing Clorp.

65 Minutes

Barton McLane, Charlotte Wynt«rs, Bobby
Larson, Jan Wiley, Conrad Binyon, Eliza-

beth Valentine, Kenneth Harlan, George

Anderson,, Jack Kennedy, Hobo, the dog.

Directed by William Nigh.

This minor inde programmer has its ap-

pealing moments — mostly those concerned

with a little kid and his dog — but, at best,

it will serve only as a supporting dualler

in naborhood and rural spots. "The Under-

dog" starts out to explore several topical

subjects, such as juvenile delinquency and
the back-to-the-farm movement, and it even
touches on the danger of talking while

saboteurs may be listening. But Director

William Nigh has been unable to devote

naborhood and rural houses

enough footage to any of these by-plots and,

in the end, it is the boy and his dog theme

that stands out — although it has been

handled much better in other sentimental

films. Bobby Larson gives a natural per-

formance which builds up sympathy for the

youngster who bravely stands up under the

ridicule of a tough gang of kids and Hobo,

the scraggly mutt who proves to be a hero,

is a good canine actor. Barton McLane,

as a dirt farmer who finds it difficult to get

accustomed to war-time factory work, and

Charlotte Wynters, as a talkative neighbor,

are the best in a mediocre cast. Kid audi-

ences will enjoy this but their elders may
find it dull.

In the story, Barton McLane, a roving

dirt farmer, takes his wife and young son

(Bobby Larson) to a California munitions

plant town where he gets a shipbuilding

job but soon becomes dissatisfied. Mean-

while his wife (Jan Wiley) gets work in the

plant and the boy tries to make a few

pennies, while the tough kids of the neigh-

borhood make fun of him and his dog. Hobo.

When Bobby learns, from a friendly soldier,

that dogs are accepted for Army training,

he enlists Hobo, who is unable to pass the

fire and water tests and is rejected. Mc-

Lane, who ha.s been laid off, takes a night

watchman job in a waterfront warehouse

where saboteurs drug him and try to blow

up the building. But Bobby arrives on the

scene and manages to scare off some of

them with a gun before he falls in the

burning building. Hobo then overcomes his

fear of flames and dashes in to rescue his

young master. The saboteurs are captured

and Bobby and Hobo both are decorated

by the (Government.

YORK

'FALSE COLORS' FAMILIAR HOPALONG CASSIDY WESTERN
Rates in western spots

United Artists (Harry Sherman)

65 Minutes

William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Jimmy Rogers,

Claudia Drake, Tom Seidel, Douglas Dum-
brille, Bob Mltchxun, Glenn Strange, Roy
Barcroft, Earl Hod^ns, Pierce Lyden, Sam
Flint.

Directed by George Archainbaud.

In this, the 49th of Harry Sherman's

Hopalong Cassidy series, the magnificent

outdoor photography, fine production values

and above-average cast outweigh a formula

western plot — the one about the hard-

working cattlemen versus the villainous

land-owner who controls their water rights.

Although it takes almost ten minutes for

Director (3eorge Archainbaud to get the

story of "False Colors" set, from that point

on the film has its full quota of fast riding,

shooting and rough-and-tumble fighting.

William Boyd gives his standard portrayal

of the stalwart Hopalong Cassidy and Andy
Clyde again contributes some amusing
comedy moments as his stubborn old side-

kick, California. Jimmy Rogers (son of

Will) is a newcomer to the cast as the

romantically-inclined member of the adven-

turous trio and, although his personality is

mild, his name provides an additional sell-

ing point. Douglas Dumbrille as the chief

villain, and Tom Seidel, who handles a dual

role capably, are outstanding in this item

for the western devotees.

As the story opens, one of Hopalong

Cassidy's cowhands (Tom Seidel) is killed

just after the latter has learned that he

has been made heir to two-thirds of a cattle

ranch at Poncho. Seidel had drawn up a

partnership agreement with Hoppy and his

two pals (Andy Clyde and Jimmy Rogers)

and the trio go to Poncho to investigate

Douglas Dumbrille, who wants to obtain

the ranch because it will give him control

of the water rights of the entire Poncho

district, hires a roving cowboy to pose as

Seidel and sell his ranch to him. Hoppy

and his pals arrive at Poncho in time to

see Seidel's impersonator greeted by the

townspeople and by his sister, (Claudia

Drake) whom he hasn't seen since child

hood. When Hoppy tries to expose Dum-

brille's man, the influential villain scoffs at

the partnership agreement and claims it is

the trio who are the imposters. From that

point on, Dumbrille's men make things dif-

ficult for Hoppy, even to having him ac-

cused of murder, but eventually Seidel's

impersonator is exposed and the ranch is

saved for Miss Drake.

YORK

'JEANNIE' CAPTIVATING BRI
Rates • • + in arty spots • + as

English Films, Inc.

85 Minutes

Michael Bedgrave, Barbara Mullen, Wil-

fred Lawson, Albert Levien, Kay Hanunond,
Percy Walsh, Joan Kemp-Welch, Edward
Ghapnuui, Frank C«Uier, Googie Withers,

Esme Percy, Rachel Kempson, Wally Patch,

Katie Johnson, Meinhart Maur, Marjorie

Fielding.

Directed by Harold French.

Once in a blue moon, a British-made

comedy provea to be completely captivating

•B -well as thoroughly entertaining and
"Jeannie," like "Three On a Week-End"
shown in 1938, is, in every respect, a de-

lightful escapist film. This modest picture

is certain to find favor in art houses and
the class spots but, unfortunately, the ab-

nSH-MADE COMEDY
a supporting dualler

sence of cast names or selling angles,

weakens its chance to attract the great

mass of the American public. The story,

which is merely a variation of the (Cinder-

ella theme, is the tale of an outspoken

little Scottish maid who spends her small

inheritance on a vacation trip to Vienna.

All the humor — and the film is well sup-

plied with it — is derived from the country

girl's adventures in this fascinating new
world and from the dialogue which is

spiced with Jeannie's quaint expressions.

Harold French adds numerous engaging di-

rectorial touches to an essentially common-
place story and Michael Redgrave, as a
Yorkshireman who falls in love with Jean-

nie, and Albert Levien, as a polished

nobleman who makes no secret of his for-

tune-hunting, stand out in a large cast

which includes Wilfred Lawson and other

familiar British players. However, it is

Barbara Mullen, as the prim and proper

Jeannie, who shows great talent as a

comedienne — one who makes up in charm

what she lacks in beauty.

Soon after the story opens, Barbara Mul-

len, who has been tied down to taking care

of her stingy, hard-hearted Scottish father,

finds that his death has left her with a

small inheritance. Determined to travel

and see life, she departs for Vienna and, en

route, meets Michael Redgrave, a washing

machine inventor from Yorkshire who helps

her out of many diflSculties. Redgrave's

interest in a flighty blonde hurts Miss Mul-

len and she falls prey to the flattery of

Albert Levien, a Viennese count who be-

lieves her to be an heiress. When her

money is gone and the Count deserts her,

she returns to Scotland but the faithful

Redgrave follows her there.

UBTTENDECKER
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What The Newspaper Critics Say
M«riM» ir,MTS POOM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRfTlCS

•GUADALCANAL DIARY" GETS PLAUDITS FOR ITS EXCITEMENT. REALITY
(20TH CENTURY-FOX) "... Much belter than the average war picture because it sticks close to the facts . . . Simple, factual and
direct . . . Weak points are hardly visible." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST. "Almost factual film ... In its episodic style, it is a
superb collection of small insights into the experience of that first band of Marines to land, played with vigorous and graphic detail."
COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "Good because of its straightaway documentary quality . . Maintains cinematic equi ibrium
despite the presence of virtually every stock character storied thus far in world War II." McMANUS, PM. "Stirring and inspir-

ing in many vays . . . Crammed with heroic action of the grimmest sort . . . Much footage devoted to the wisecracks and stagey
chatter familiar from previous films. . .Predestined for top rank among the popular — though not always plausible — war films."

CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES. "... Powerful war film . . . Engrossing screen drama. There are undoubtedly those who do not
wish to see the raw face of war as it is shown at the Roxy,, but many more, I think, who will find it instructive and terribly moving."
"...Stark, realistic unadorned account of the bloody battle. . Comedy never seemB forced and the men wear their bravery with a
natural and gallant grace. ' CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS.

'SAHARA' CALLED TENSE. EXCITING, REAL HE-MAN PICTURE
(COLUMBIA) "...A real he-man picture. . .Tense, exciting film. . .Laudable conception of soldier fortitude in this war and it is also

a bang-up action picture, cut out to hold one enthralled." CROWPHER, N. Y. TIMES. "...Most exciting movie of desert war-
fare we have had from this war. . .Brutal story of desert hardship and desert battle. . .No girl is seen from beginning to end to soften

up the harshness. . .Belongs on the list of the year's outstanding war movies." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Bogart
in an action story like that can't miss...Drama and excitement gush more copiously than the water .. .Exciting and muscular thriller

WINSTEN, N. Y. POST. ".
. .One of the genuinely shining film legends of the war. . .In addition to its exalting heroism, Sahara

somehow manages to pack more progressive punch per reel than most war films venture to the dozen." McMANUS, PM. "...If

it had come long after its predecessors, we might have given an extra whoop or two in its praise .. .Bogart turns in a good per-

formance." CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS. ..Impact and qua'ity measure up to the importance of the subject. . .Has been rendered
credible by capturing dignity throughout. . .A worthy medium through which to show the soldiers of freedom in action. . .Holds out
no comfort to the escapists—it is a ccld reserved statement of the brutal fact of war." GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

'FLESH AND FANTASY' IT'S DIFFERENT. DIVERSIFIED, DISAPPOINTING
(UNIVERSAL) ".

. .Misses fire almost from the very start. . .Has long, sagging sequences of inconsequential action and fatuous dialogue
...Has not succeeded in eliminating the destructive non-essentials. Only thing that could have saved it from mediocrity would have
been some very extensive cutting." GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...At best, notwithstanding its novelty, is an
uneven entertainment. . .Still, it is, as they say, "different". . .Even if the stories do not come off as well as they might. . .As stuffing

and diversified as a four-decker sandwich, complete with mayonnaise and coleslaw." T. M. P., N. Y. TIMES. "...Draws a vast
amount of suspense and humor from that old boogey-boo, superstition. . .Extraordinary production and a remarkable picture. .Whether
you understand it all or not, it is immensely entertaining and a picture you will talk about. HALE, N. Y. NEWS. ".. Sure to

be one of the most discussed of the fall season, as well as one of the most engrossing. You believe or you scoff, as you please, and
have a swell time either way." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGR \M. "...I think it is simply a boresome case of two noted
talents (Charles Boyer and Julien Duvivier) having little to do and deciding to do it in a super colossal way." McMANUS, PM.

".
. Something new in the annual all-star cavalcade. . .Keeps suspense and interest lively even though the production isn't

always as imaginative or as searching as the material demands." FINN, PHILA. RECORD. "...Certainly off the beaten track
...Just misses. . .There are dramatic, touching and amusing moments, as well as mild surprise, but it is all too complicated and
loosely woven. . .Will appeal to those whose lives are guided by th3 stars or other supernatural phenomena." LEE, PHILA BULLETIN.

'I DOOD IT' CRITICS DISAGREE ON SKELTON-POWELL MUSICAL
(METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER) "...Comedy at about an 8 or 9-year-old level... Good crew and the Powell-Skelton contortions leave
small room for other people in the cast... By changing the title to I Did It, perhaps we can convey the idea that Red is wrong His
picture is not quite as bad as Red so modestly implies in that title of his." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. — " . . . Skelton's
funniest picture. . .Not all of the doings are funny, but there are two pantomimic gags that go over big with the audience. They are
well worth the price of admission." CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS. "...Looks good from a distance, but it boils down to a small
residue negotiable as merriment. . .Materializes out of the air one of the funniest scenes screened this year. Unfortunately this is a
happy Skelton accident which is followed by nothing similar. The picture returns to its dull level." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"...Gets away with murder in the name of entertainment. You will have to like Red Skelton's random antics very much indeed to
find it diverting." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Screamingly funny — with Red Skelton at his best . . . Sure to
keep audiences roaring with delight. . .Has comedy, real, hilarious comedy, and a cute story to boot... Don't miss 'I Dood It'." ROB
REEL, CHICAGO HERALD AMERICAN.

'PARIS AFTER DARK' SIMILARITY TO PREDECESSORS DOOMS IT
(20TH CENTURY-FOX) "...Grade B remake of what has come to be, since the war. a popular Grade B theme—the struggle of the
underground against their Nazi conquerors. . .Puerile and pedestrian. . .Story is very much like many of the other war films" GUERN-
SEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. " A lot of sincerity and talent is being wasted for no better reaction than 'Haven't we
seen this before?' a few minutes after the picture begins. . .That is the only major fault with Paris After Dark...A good picture

—

but only for the dilatory movie, patrons who missed all the long line of similar pictures." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"... Merely .another melodrama of the Underground and not the best of them. . .Eventually, when the audience for them has been
reduced to a thin trickle of late-comers, the fad will peter out with sbme strange hybrid like 'Frankenstein Meets the Underground'
or 'The East Side Kids in Czechoslovakia.' " WINSTEN, N. Y. POST. "...Grim tale Well directed and capahly acted...

3

stars." CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS. .
:;5-:.r-s--i-.:;...:: ... !

'SON OF DRACULA' PRETTY PALLID REHASH OF OLD CHILLER
.. .

(UNIVERSAL)
.
.Like its predecessors, is often as unintentionMlv funny as it is chilling. Despite all the accepted props, this thriller

is a pretty pallid offering." A. W., N. Y. TIMES. — ". . .Junior goes through exactly the same act the old man had. . .Might as weff
be showing the old picture all over again... If the memory of the old Dracula stirs you to pleasantly gruesome thoughts, there is no
reason in the world why you can't veer cozily close to hysterics with this new and vastly inferior version." COOK, N. "Y. WORLIV
TELEGRAM. "... .All Hollywood's usual creepy tricks are used to strike terror into the hearts of audiences. . .This second try on
the Dracula theme, like most of the metaphysical follows-ups, is disappoining." ' GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

Script is neatly turned out and is certainly guaranteed for goose-pimples and, we might add, laughs. The Rialto audience
• — yesterday took it with good-natured, audible shrieks, and the usual grain of salt." TH-IRER, N. Y. POST- " -
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GUADALCANAL DIARY

GUADALCANAL DIARY

pADALCANALJJARY

GUADALCAI

GUADALCANAL

lUADALCANAL

GUADALCANAL

lUADALCANAL DIA

Richard Tregaskis' "GUADALCANAL DIARY"

with Preston Foster • Lloyd Nolan • William Bendix

Richard Conte • Anthony Quinn

and Richard Jaeckel • Roy Roberts Minor

Watson • Ralph Byrd • Lionel Slander

Reed Hadley • John Archer • Directed by

LEWIS SEILER • Produced by BRYAN FOY

Associate Producer Islin Auster • Screen Play

by Lamar Trotti * Adaptation by Jerry Cady

William Goetz in Charge of Production

from the ttiumphant company CENTURY-FOX
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IN OLD OKLAHOMA.. For those who like their

movie fare robust—and that includes just about
everyone—this Republic offering is a juicv dish.

The showman has a two-fisted story about wild-

catters—those two^sted men who fought with
fang and claw for wealth and power in the davs
when America was growing to greatness. And the

rivals of this tale fought, too, for the love of a
beautiful woman. Robust is the word for it and the
slick showman is going to give his campaign the
atmosphere of action and adventure that is the
essence of a picture like "In Old Oklahoma " There
is a big time name in John Wayne, plus the mar-
quee value of people like Martha Scott and Albert
Dekker. Give this show a two-fisted campaign and
it will prove to be a gusher.

A Repablio PlotBre based on Thoni$ii!i Burtis' stoi-r,
"War of the WUdcats." Directed by Ajbt.-t S. RorpII.



THE NEWS DIGEST
leases, etc., as part of the evidence to back
Goldman's claims These were examined
by defense counsel, after which came their

statement that they would put up no
defense.
Morris Wolf took over the reins for th.i

defense after testimony was closed. Wolf
earlier withdrew as chief counsel, intending
to testify for the defense. Wolf and Gray
were given two weeks to file briefs and
Judge Kirkpatrick allowed them one week
more to studv the other's brief and prepare
a reply. Both sides will be permitted to

argue orally in court at the end of this

period.

Representing the defendants were the
following attorneys: Loew's —

• Stanley
Thompson; Warners—George Wharton Pep-
per, Joseph M. Proskauer, Morris Wolf,
Robert Perkins, Stuart Aarons, Howar"" S.

Levinson; Paramount — William Schnader.
Liouis Phillips, Irving Cohen; United Artists
—Schnader; Columbia—Irving Moross; RKO
Schnader; William Zimmerman; Universal
—Adolph Schimmel; 20th Century-Fox

—

John F. Caskey.
When questioned about the brevity of h's

case, attorney Gray said, "I think we made
our case. I believe we proved that a mono-
poly exists and that we are being deprived
by it of product for our theatre."

It will be recalled that Judge Kirkpatrick
was also on the bench in the suit brouefht
by Eugene Mori, Vineland, N. J. exhibitor,
against the same defendants several years
ago. Mori won his case and obtained pro-
duct for his theatre.

* * *

Higher Tax Voted by House
The entertainment industry was dealt

what many regard as a severe blow by the
passage of the new tax bill by the House of
Representatives last week. The new meas-
ure, as sent to the Senate, provides for
doubling of the present admission tax rates.
If made law, either the paying public or
the theatres will be required 2c on each
10c or fraction thereof, raising the tax to
as high as 36 per cent in some cases.
Industry leaders are still hopeful that the

Senate will realize the heavy burden this
places upon the mass of moviegoers, to
whom film entertainment today is a vital
element in the sustenance of public morale.
Leo F. Wolcott, president of Allied In-

dependent Theatre Owners of Iowa-Nebra-
ska, declared that if this new tax bill be-
comes law, "the small theatres are through."
Wolcott said that it is utterly impossible for
the average small town or neighborhood
theatre to absorb the tax and in many
sections of the country, the public will be
either unwilling to pay it or unable to af-
ford the increase.

* * *

Rodgers Asks Rows Kept Mum
Members of the motion picture industry

should "pull the window down before yell-
ing at each other" was William F. Rodgers',

"Not a dark house in more than

20 years of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n

250 N. JUNIPER STREET
PUUADELPUIA

LOCUST 4822 RACE 4600

NOVEMBER 29, 1943

(Cj:itintted from Page 14)

M-CJ-M general sales manager, admonition

to members of Allied meeting in Mil-

waukee in a speech read to the group by
H. M. Richey, Rodgers' assistant. Rodgers
was prevented from addressing the group

in person due to illness which kept him in

Minneapolis.

Rodgers claimed that loose talk about one

arm of the industry inevitably hurt the rest

of the business. He said, "Whether you like

it or not, and if you don't you had better

seek a more enjoyable vocation, we are all

a part of the motion picture business and

we must learn that to parade our family

quarrels on the street is to reduce the repu-

tation of the family in the neighborhood o^'

industries. Make no move not to correct

its faults? God forbid that the time will

ever come that we are so smug and c^r^-

placent that we think we are perfect — but

let's pull the windows down before yelling

at each other."

Discussing the blind-pricing of pictures,

Rodgers claimed that "urder our methT"
of pricing pictures we must have perform-

ance to test its box offlce abilities. Only in

that way can the unknown quality of mo-
tion pictures be equitaiblv determined." ^'^^

added that basing prices on New York
screenings would be unjust to other sec-

tions "for it might be priced many times

beyond its earning capacity, if priced be-

fore performance experience."
* * *

Decree Continues
With the deadline for the New York Con-

sent Decree's expiration past, the Decree
continues in operation until Assistant At-

torney General Tom C. Clark, the consent-

ing companies and the exhibitors can pre-

pare a satisfactory decree incorporating
necessary changes.
Again Joseph Hazen of Warner Bros,

brought the companies' propose''- changes to

C'ark, after he had rejected the distribu-

tors' earlier document in a 15-minute ses-

sion with Hazen, and was again forced to

return to New York without Clark's ap-

proval. However, this time Hazen con-

ferred thoroughly with Department of Jus-
tice officials, and apparently was much
closer to the type of changes sought by
Clark.
Although no details of the document were

revealed, it was understood that restriction

of further expansion of theatres by the
companies and an expanded arbitration

set-up were discussed.

Clark expressed confidence, after his sec-

ond meeting with Hazen, that a satisfactorv
revision of the decree would be developed.
When the distributors' proposals are whip-
ped into shape satisfactory to the Depart-
ment, said Clark, they will be discussed in

detail with the various exhibitor organiza-
tions which have been promised an oppor-

tunity to review them before final action is

taken.
* * *

No Hike for Goldwgn Pic
Sam Goldwyn revised his distribution plan

for "The Nor'h Star" a

picture available for showing at regular ad-

missions instead of roadshow scales, in or-

der to place the picture before the general

public as quickly as possible.

Goldw\'n said that although the change

to popular price openings might represent

a sacrifice of "a few million dollars" in

gross revenue, he was willing to m^ke the

change. Bookings already set at advanced

prices will revert to regular scales.
» • •

AMPA Salutes Heroes
Featuring pn address bv ^=>ostmns^pr CJen-

eral Frank C. Walker, AMPA's "Salute to

the Heroes of the Motion P cture Industry"

was held in the Hotel Astor in New York
with almost 1000 representatives of all

branches of the industry, including mem-
bers of the armed forces, present.

Walker, lauding the tremendous contribu-

tions which the industry has made and is

making toward the war effort, called upon
all branches of the trade to think now and
plan now for the return of industry mem-
bers in the armed forces

Howard Dietz and Charles Francis Coe
also voice tribute to industry ficrhting men
and women. Representatives of all film

companies, of the studios, exhibitors and
trade press came from all over the nation

to pay homage to the heroes.
* * *

Admissions Hit Record High
Topping even the record collections of

last summer, admissions taxes collected dur-

ing October for September business hit its

highest mark in history — $16,499.395 08.

With approximately 90 per cent of the

amusement taxes stemming from motion
picture theatres, the logical conclusion is

that approximately $150 000 000 was paid to

see movies during September. The figures

were released by the Federal Bureau of

Internal Revenue.

THEATRE GAMES

CONTROLIJID BINGO GAME — 12 wray»

in which to win, $3.00 a thousan<*.. 16 or 70

ways to win, two colors, $3 50 a thou.nut(L

Box 281. c/o FTUW BULLETIN, 1239 Vine
Street, Phlla., Pa.

DTE CUT BINGO CARDS — $17.50 In

10.000 lots. Smaller quantities, $2 00 per 1.000,

1-75. 1-100. IMMEDIATE DEl>rVERY —
ORDER NOW. S. KIous, c/o FILM DIIL-
LETIN, 1239 Vine Street, Phlla., Pa.

SAVE TIME. . .Energy. . .Insurance. . .Worry. . .Money

Economically Sensible for All Your Deliveries to Be Made by

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, Inc.

HORLACHER
PnrLADEtPHIA B.4LTIMORB WASHrNOTON NEW YORK

1225 or 1239 Vine St. 1801 Bayard St. 1633 3rd St., N. E. 613 W. 47th St.

Member Nntlonal Film Carriers. Inc. Miss Yolanda Clcchottl. Notary PubUc 1239 Vine St., Phlla,
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MAN FROM MUSIC MOUNTAIN. . Republic's super
cowboy, Roy Rogers, and his horse, Trigger, are seen

as themselves in this super western with music.

Roy comes to town in a personal appearance tour

and promptly gets mixed up in a conflict between
sheep and cattle men. Need we say that our hero
patches things up? Supporting the "King of the
Cowlboys" are the Sons of the Pioneers, Ruth Terry,
Paul Kelly, Renie Riano, Ann Gillis, Pat Brady and
Arthur Aylswonth. Joseph Kane directed.

DOUGHBOYS IN IRELAND ... From
Columbia comes the story of an Ameri-
can battalion in the E3merald Isle whose
relations with the local colleens are en-
dangered by a spat between Kenny
Baker and Jeff Donnell until Kenny's
vocalizing of Irish ballads sets matters
right again. Lynn Merrick is Kenny's
American heart-throb who complicates
Kenny's romance with the bright-eyed
Jeff. The cast includes Guy Bonham,
Red Latham, Bob Mitchum, Wamp Carl-
son and Harry Shannon. Lew Landers
directed.



TORNADO. . .Chester Morris is starred

in this Pine-Thomas melodrama for

Paramount release. The locale is a coal-

mining town in whiich Morris rises from

a happy-go-lucky miner to an important

mine-owner with the aid of his socially

ambitious wife. The lusty action in-

cludes mine fires, cave-ins and a climac-

tic tornado. The cast includes Nancy
Kelly, Bill Henry, Joe Sawyer, Gwen
Kenyon and Marie McDonald. The di-

rector was William Berke.

EVERYBODY HAPPY?. .. The story
of the life of Ted Lewis, with the band
leader himself playing the central role,

is traced in music from the days when
he was a musician in a Coney Island
honky tonk in this Columbia musical.
Nan Wynn and Michael Duane have the
chief supporting roles, with Larry Parks,
Lynn Merrick and Bob Haymes also

featured. His orchestra supplies the
music. Charles Barton directed the

Irving Briskin production from an ori-

ginal screen play by Monte Brice.
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SCREEN NEWS HERE

AMD IN HOLLYWOOD

Dennis O'Keefe Signed for 2'

Pictures by Edward Small

—

3 Films Open Today

tptciAi u Txtw T«u mat.
HOLXYWOOD. Calif, Nov. 24

—

Denafi OlCeeC* nu been slpied to

s twc*-plctur« contract by Edward
Small. Unltfrd Artlrt* producer,

and win piay th- male lead In "Up
In Mftble's Room " In hit e«:oad
plctun be will co-ilarred with
WilUftto Bendix In 'WalUln^ Ma-
thilda," a comedy ol Areerican «ol-

dien In Australia, to b« baaed on
an origtnal yam f>>- Prf^ Chapman
vtd Eddie Seabrook.
Fred MacMurray whose contract

with Paramount expires Ihla sum-!
mer after "Glrl»' Town," has algnad
a term deal witn Twentieth Cen-
tury-Fox calling Jor two piclurea

a y»3r. The agretment gives the
actor the privllefe of doing one
film a year for another atudia

Eddie QulUan will have the lead
in Untveraal'i "Has Anybody Here
Seen KeUy" after his role tn

"SlighUy Terrific" at the studio
Milbum Stone and Samuel Hind
also have been Mt for the former
picture. Rlcardo Cortez will re-

turn to Warners for a part in the
Jack Carson-Jane Wyman comedy,
•Wake Your Own Bed.-
Ava Gardner haa been a«cie:oed

to a dramatic role, her moat im-
portant to date, tn "Tliree Men in

WhlU" at Metro. On the
lot, "Maiaie Ooei to Reno" has
been set for tha neat fUm In the
Ann Soihem aarlaar Fox has
named Reginald Gardiner for a top
role in the forthcoming myitery
picture. "'Laur*-"
Robert Benchley la slated for

parts at Paramount in "TCaUonal
Bam Dance" and "The Road to

Utopia," the Croabv-Hope-Laraour
farca. . . . Russell Hayden has b«en
signed for the second lead In the

Pine and Thomas picture, "Gam-
bler's Choice." . . . Jane Jonea,

night ciub singer here, will be
In Paramounfs "Incendiary
Blonde."

Of Local Origl
Three midtown theatres .w)U \

ent new film attractions

morning. At the Strand, "Nort
Purtult." * Wart3#r BrotheraJ
cal melodrama, will be the
Krrol Flynn is starred i

with Helmut Danllne. JultJ
John Ridfrley and Gene J

In Supporting roles.

SUU, "The Heal'a On,'j|

bla musical, will be theT
The cast Is headed/
Moore. William Gaxjp
West, who returns

;

after an abeence <

Among the featun
Haxal Scott, the

,

Cugat and hl« c

DineharL
"Dancing Mastenj
Century-Fox c

Laurel and OUvj|
th* new attract}^

Tnidy )

Watt BrigfB.

where It U b^'l^'^ 5vi
day. re6erve4)t-^. J;^i
the Palace, whert-T,' " '

tlnuously. . . . "Clauw ,

fourth week today nt the ,

City Music Hall, "Sahara" tntei.

a third and final week at the Capi-
tol end "The Great Mr. Handel"
continues for a twelfth week at the

Fifty-fifth Street Playhouse. . . .

"Holy Mainraony" starta a week's
stand today at the Trans-Lux. Lex-
ington Avenue at Fifty-second
Street. ... A revival of the

French film "Three Waltzes," with
Yvonne Printerapi and Pierre

Frcsnay. will begin a five-day run
today at the Fifth Avenue Play-
house. . . . "Jitterbugs" heads the

all-comedy re\'lval bill, to be shown
today through Sunday, at the Laff-

movie. . . . Revivals of "His Girl

Friday" and "New Wine" are being
presented at Uie Midtown Theatre.

Carman Amaya. the flamenco
dancer, and her troupe will appear
In the screen version of "Knicker-
bocker Holiday." which Harry Joe
Brown is producing and directing

for United ArtlsU release. The
plcturlaatlon of the Maxwell An-
deraon play stars Nelson Eddy.
Charles Cobum and Constance
Dowling. . . . Charles Aalton ha
Joined the cast of Columbia's "Ad
dresa Unknown." . - . Paramount'
"n* Hitler Gang" has acquired
Frank Relcher. . . . Arrivals from
the Coaat ycaterday included

Michael O'Sbea, who has just com-
pleted hla role In "The Eve of St.

Mark" at Twentieth Century-Fox.
and Franx Waxman, composer of

the score for Warners' forthcom-
ing film, "DeatlnaUon. Tokyo.

'

THE SCREEN
Tht Kay Kyser Show

rat VOKLD orl«II»l «lon. aiid

lfrt»l liv on RannuiM; prMuetd uid

Hulih'^ntl MSrtld*Ad»m»OT.^lk/thfl ^TloS.

ittkchil Mj«c?«

>o(Tia \ C^TICU Csnofi

ByBOSLCY CBOWTHER
Music, gags and alapstick of a

sort designed to entertain our
troops at their oversea* bases fill

the hour-and-a-quarter of running-
time consumed by the new Kay
iKyter plctur*. "Around the World,:'
which came to the Globe yesterday.
jAnd. as strictly camp entertain-
ment by a grrmp of screen and
radio "names." it confronts the
civilian reviewer with a problem iii

critical tact How does one aay
thai the humor dished up by Joan
Davis and Mischa Auer is straight
off the oob without offending those
fellows who will probably think It

swell? Tfow doc« one put. dipio-
matlcally, the fact that Georgia
Carroll and Uarcy McGulre, though
nice and attractive young ladlea.
ape a shade on the artificial side?
Ami bow does one jArase a well-

dliLaste for the jltterbi
clowning of Mr. K- so that none,
bis soldier entbuclaats will ta]
as a personal Affront?

Frankly, the problem
so we are reduced to
report that "AjouDd
a middling plctu
show company's .

Mr. Kyser and hla.
out at leaat all'
of which
"RoQdle-ee-
lieve Evei
Mm Davia^
of an
sometbi
And
amili
look.

GREAT

PERFORMAMCES

lY A

GREAT

CAST!

You'll cheer every-

one of them in

M-6-M'$ heort-stirring

production.

For Service Men
The New York City Defense Rec-

rvkUoB Oomnlttee. M Park Avenue
(at Fortieth Street). msmber
•g«n<ry of the Katl^oal War Fund,

threufb th* fenerotlty ol the enter-

lalnmABt world offers a partial Kit

of free amuaementa avAltable tMay.
AftemooB tickets froni 11 A. M :

evenlDK ticketj, 4, QJO and 7 30

P. U. Apply ,1^ Park Avenue for

Otflc#r« apply to th* Officers
Bervlee CotomliW* at the HVtel
CoBunedor* for comparable services

•TAOE FLAYS
TlckaU available for matinee and

•veDlBf pwrforroaBces of many
l«(lttmat« Broadway playe throufh
the emirtMy ol lb* Lcepue of New
York Theatre!

MOT10?r PtCTIJBZS

Ajt«r State
Huaie KaU Pal^mouDt
Capitol Roxjr
Holly«»od

' "TVue to Life,"*

Picture House: "My
Fllcka." tomorew.

i7(vllle: "Thank Your Lucky
I ,

*• tomorrow. Saturday,

Donbto Festura

Sutton Ctnema: lAr. Deeds Ooes
to Town'" and "When You're In
Love,"* tomorrow. Saturday.
Loew's Lexington, Seventy-sec-

ond Street, Zi«flrf«ld, Ci^ty-thlrd
Street and Olympta: "So J^udly
We Hail"' and "Henry Aldrich
Swings It."'

Newarvela

'Grand Central
Traoslux: Broadway and Forty'

ninth-
^

Embassy: Forty-second
Park: Fortv-seventh and Seventh
33 West Fiftieth; Broadway
Seventy-second and Newark
(N.J.) NewsreeL
—For age group above 12.

MUSIC NOTES
Tonight's events: "Lucia

Laminermoor," Metropobtan 0|
House, 8:30 o'clock; Phllbari

Symphony Orchestra,
Hall, Artur Rodzinsld
and Vlsdimir Horowitz,
ist.

Yehudl Menuhin, violli

play for the men In the
HaJloran Hospital, Stat
tonight as a prelude to

in Carnegie Hall on Burn
He will play whatever thi

request, and the affair

formal.

The Choral Group of tbl

Education Committee
York will hold a rehearsal
and every Thursday night
Broadway, at Fifty-seventh

RlToU

hank«fivlBf dinner
iBviuLuoiu wiu b« dlitnbuted from
10 A M to • P M at. M Park Av*-

' nua TheM arc rcade possible
throafh the cciep4ratk.rn of th4
Hotel Aseoelatltra of New York.
Cotm and (et your tnvitaUon-
Rappy Thank<flTlDf !

-

No Paasee Required
Uoaae U<Aj« T U. C A. 3« Wcat
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%» U> P . M
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UNITY REVIVED
Metro's William F. Rodgers is certainly the most

•outspoken and provocative of all distribution executives.

At a recent meeting with the trade press, he expounded

on a number of trade problems with regard to his own

company particularly and the industry in general. His

principal theme, however, was an old one—his belief

that independent exhibitors would benefit by the forma-

tion of one theatre organization, including producer-

<ontrolled interests.

Every time new tax legislation is introduced or an

attack made upon the industry or its component

laranches, that same cry goes up. No doubt Bill

Rodg ers is sincere. Definitely, there can be no cjues-

i^ioning the value of a united industry front in combat-

ting such moves as the new tax bill. But the point has

Taeen made often enough before that the industry's basic

Ills will not be cured by removing from the hands of the

independent exhibitors the one weapon with which they

can defend their interests—independent organization.

Mr. Rodgers declared, "It is silly that the exhibitors

-don't have the leadership" that would achieve the end

he desires. We take issue with that statement and

express the opinion that it has not been the lack of

leadership in independent exhibitor ranks, but the

producer-supported Quislings who have prevented a uni-

fied exhibitors' front in the past. And by "exhibitors",

we mean those who operate theatres, not those who

produce and distribute pictures.

These so-called "unity" schemes are the result of

the disinclination on the part of people to face truths

squarely. Wishful thinking, it might be called. Unity

sounds so very cozy and agreeable in contrast to s c'l

harsh terms as conflict or disunity that many people

grasp at the friendlier word without appraising the coi-

sequences logically.

Munich should have taught all of us that unity "^t

be a snare and a delusion, far more disastrous ii

consequences than frank and open opposition.

Producers, distributors and theatre units affi' .^'^
!

with them are all part of the same industry wif'i !'• ?

independent exhibitors. Yet the interests of the

generally stand diametrically opposed to the other live?

allied branches. When producers make poor pic;ti;-:;i;

when distributors demand exorbitant film rentals; \ 'i-^i

affiliated theatres demand unreasonable clearance—tlio

independent exhibitors must oppose them with .-'I the

strength they can muster. That breaks down t';-; con-

flict to elementary factors, but it expresses quite si-T :)ly

the reason why the sort of unity this industry v Io

achieve every so often is not reasonable, fer::'jle or

logical.

Unity is possible. Yes, it is urgently nee:' '

—

'.3ui

only between one national INDEPENDENT c 'libitor

body, as the party of the first part, and the ptJ ic-; -

distributor-affiliated theatre group, as the pa : , of tho

second part. These are really the two c->-iponent

branches of the industry. At times, their int~ -^:ls ri. i

parallel. The majors would be doing themseKc: c serv-

ice if they were to encourage the developmc :^ of one

such exhibitor organization and recognize it r- solo

agency for the nation's independent theatre: to n. Or>

(Continued on Next Page)
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EDITORIAL BROADWAY
(Continued from Preceding Page)

matters of common interest, the cooperation of this

body could be of immeasurable advantage to the pro-

ducer-distributor-affiliated branch, and vice versa. A

common front of the two pov/erful all-industry groups

would present an imposing and discouraging defense to

those who might otherwise view our industry as "soft

pickings" for unwarranted attacks.

We're all for that kind of unity. But the other

kind is like having the cousin of your closest competitor

to help you formulate the policies by which you compete

with him. The independent exhibitors are willing to

talk over their mutual problems with the majors, but

they want the cousins to be seated on the proper side

of the conference table.

MO WAX.

HAIL, COLUMBIA!
"It is because of our knowledge that we have at

all times acted in the interests of fair and just dealing

that we are willing to face the consensus of opinion of

the exhibitors of the country,"—Abe Montague, general

sales manager of Columbia pictures.

"Your truthful and frank articles regarding the

practices of Columbia prompts me to want your maga-

zine so I am enclosing herewith check for two years

subscription,

"I also want to add that your articles are not

exaggerated in the least—you told the facts just as

they are—only I could add some other unfavorable

comment that you did not cover, such as taking out

dates at the last minute because they could sell the

print for more money; selling the contract as a whole,

then cancelling part of the contract, and then reselling

it for more money, etc.

"They are the only contract that I have not

renewed this season and before I do they are going to

make good on last year's deal, or they can keep I944's

product and part of I943's, too,"—From a letter by a

small-town exhibitor In Oklahoma.

Hail, Columbia!

NEWSREEL
With the majority of the Broadway first-run theatres-

holding off new pictures while preparing the usual combina-

tion stage-and-screen holiday shows, grosses have taken a

slight drop in the past two weeks although business during

the pre-Xmas period is still far above that of other years.

The only major house to bring in a new picture during the

past week was the Roxy, which started off well with 'Happy

Land," aided by Frank Pay and Irina Baronova on the stage,

on Dec. 8th. This followed three weeks of -'Guadalcanal

Diary" and the Ritz Bros, in person, the final week being

considerably below the two opening stanzas. Here the Christ-

mas attraction is expected to be the Technicolor musical.

"The Gang's All Here"... Best of the trio of new films from

the previous week was "Girl Crazy," supported by Raymond

Scott and His Orchestra and Al "Pistol Packin' Mama" Dex-

ter, at the Capitol. In its first four days, the Rooney-Garland

musical equalled "Du Barry Was a Lady" business and the

two films now share the week-end record under the Capitol's

new policy. Picture is now in its second week and will bo

succeeded on Dec. 23rd with "A Guy Named Joe."

The Paramount, too, had an excellent first week w th

"No Time for Love" especially in view of the fact that the

same stage show — Woody Herman and Orchestra and

Marion Hutton — was retained when "I Dood It" failed to

last beyond the three week period here. The Claudette Col-

bert picture is now in its second week and will stay until

"Riding High" arrives on Dec. 22nd... After four strong

weeks with "Claudia" and the customarj' Radio City Music

Hall class variety show, the world's largest theatre picked a

weak sister, "What a Woman," which gave the house its

lowest opening week in many months. The gross was still

strong enough to hold the Columbia picture a second week

but it will be succeeded on Dec. 16th by "Madame Curie"

and the theatre's gala Christmas show which has become an

institution for New York and its many visitors. . .The Strand,

where "Northern Pursuit" started a third week on Dec. 10th.

is off considerably from its opening stanza which broke all

Thanksgiving Day records in the history of the theatre under

its present stage-and-screen policy. However, Glen Gray and

His Orchestra and Willie Howard are the "in person" stars

and the entire program is expected to stay until "Destination

Tokyo" arrives on Dec. 31st.

Only newcomer in the straight film theatres, the Repub-

lic special, "In Old Oklahoma," had a good first week and
started its second on Dec. 11th. This followed a mild week
and three days of "Around the World". . ."Flesh and Fantasy"

is still going strong in its fourth week at the Criterion and
it will stay here until another Universal film, "Crazy Houss."

arrives sometime this month... a third from Universal, "The
Phantom of the Opera," is now playing a second run at

Loew's State, which has been doing above-average with first-

runs recently. "The Cross of Lorraine" played last week
following a smash seven days with "The Heat's On," both
supported by strong vaudeville shows... "Cry Havoc," which
starts a fourth week at the Astor on Dec. 13th, has not been
the smash its predecessor, "Thousands Cheer," was but it is

holding up well enough and no new M-G-M film has been
announced for this spot as yet.

Now in its 22nd week at the Rivoli, the past eight of
which were on continuous run following 14 weeks at two-a-

day, "For Whom the Bell Tolls" is still doing good business
and Paramount recently renewed its lease on the theatre.

From present indications, the 3-hour feature will continue
at the Rivoli until the end of January although 20th Century-
Fox is reported to want the house for "Song of Bernadette"
..."Old Acquaintance" ends a sixth week at the Hollj-rvood

on Dec. 13th and will continue only until "The Desert Song"
opens here on the 17th. . .At the RKO Palace, Goldwyn's "The
North Star" is still doing good business in the 6th week of
its continuous run engagement but across the street, at the
Victoria where it is playing two-a-day, the grosses have been
slipping. RKO will give "Higher and Higher," the Sinatra
musical, a one-day premiere on New Year's Eve in fifty of
its Metropolitan theatres in Manhattan, Bronx, Brooklyn.
Queens, Westchester and Newark with performances run-
ning from 5 p. m. to dawn the next day. The regular Broad-
way first-run engagement follows at a later date... Even the
55th Street Playhouse, where "The Great Mr. Handel" is in

its 14th week, expects to put in another British film, "The
Courageous Mr. Penn" around holiday time.
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RKa-RAPIO , 5 in Third Block

^HIGHER AND HIGHER' PROVES SINATRA POTENT FILM STAR
Rates • • • + on crooner's popularity

RKO-Radio
90 Minutes
Michele Morgan, Jack Haley, Frank Sina-
tra, Leon Errol, Marcy McGuire, Victor
Borge, Elizabeth Bisdon, Barbara Hale,
Paul Hartman, Grace Hartman, I>ooley
Wilson, Ivy Scott^ Mary Wickes.
Directed by Tim Whelan.

There is no doubt in this observer's mind
that Frank Sinatra will prove a gold mine
for RKO. "Higher and Higher" is a clever,

amusing musical vehicle for the introduc-
tion of America's most publicized personal-
ity of the day — and the crooner will dis-

appoint neither his legions of adorers nor
the millions who will flock to see what he
really looks like. They should know, how-
ever, by this time, that Sinatra is no Valen-
tino; he's a plain sort of young man, not
handsome, yet attractive, especially when

he smiles. He has been handled by pro-

ducer-director Tim Whelan with keen ap-

preciation of the handicap he faces as the

result of his "Mr. Swoon" title and the

screeches of the adolescent girls on his

radio program. Used sparingly, yet ade-

quately, Sinatra performs somewhat in the

easy-going Crosby manner. Several grand
songs have been given him and the quality

of his delivery is second only to that of the

inimitable Bing. When he croons "I Could
Not Sleep a Wink Last Night" and "Lovely

Way to Spend an Evening," ushers would
do well to have smelling salts available for

the more impressionable youngsters. Others
will enjoy him as this reviewer definitely

did. The male audience will be pleased by
his lack of suavity and his natural style.

"Higher and Higher" has the old plot

about the scullery maid who is dressed up
to pose as a lady of quality, but the age of

the yarn never shows. Its treatment is

sprightly and full of clever "touches," as

when the maid-gone-lady is called upon for

a speech at a ball, she unconsciously starts

to polish the rail of her box with her long

lace handkerchief. Sinatra aside, this is

good entertainment in itself.

Michele Morgan is lovely as the girl. Jack
Haley, we felt, was miscast as the romantic
lead. Leon Errol is himself as the eccen-

tric and defunct ex-millionaire. Marcy Mc-
Guire is in there punching across the songs

with just a little too much vim. The others

are all good.

There are plenty of songs destined for the

air lanes in addition to the two featured

by Sinatra. "Most Important Affair,"

"When It Comes to Love You're On Your
Own," "I Saw You First" are the best.

"Higher and Higher" is a damn nice way
to introduce a new star. Hats off to RKO
and Tim Whelan.

WAX

'AROUND THE WORLD' MUSICAL HASH. BUT ENTERTAINING
Rates • • + as top dualler

RKO-Radio
80 Minutes

Kay Kyser, Mischa Auer, Joan Davis, Marcy
McGuire, Wally Brown, Alan Carney, Geor-
gia Carroll, Harry Babbitt, Ish Kabibble,

Sully Mason, Julie Conway, Diane Rendle-
ton. Little Fred's Football Dogs, Kay
Kyser's Band.

Directed by Allan Dwan.

For a dish of musical hash, this RKO
offering is much more delectable than one

would imagine. The ingredients consist of

a liberal quantity of Kay Kyser musical

numbers with all the attendant vocals and
specialties; comic antics and gags by loose-

limbed Joan Davis; Mischa Auer's wide-

eyed Russian dialect; Marcy McGuire's ef-

fusive personality and song shouting —
these among a variety of people associated

in a band's tour of army camps "Around
the World." It is all very slap-dash; there

is only the merest pinch of a plot. Yet the

musical nurrtbers are easy to listen to and
the humor, for all its corniness, provokes
some healthy laughter. This is a "quickie"
— and how! — but it will make money for

exhibitors and for RKO.
The only semblance of plot deals with

Marcy McGuire's efforts to reach her soldier

father in America by stowing away on the

plane carrying the band. In the picture's

only serious scene (and pretty maudlin, it

is) she learns that her dad has been killed.

Through the film, Kyser's band travels

from Australia to India to China to Iran to

Egypt to North Africa. In each country,

they play a number or two for our soldiers

and their allies. There Is an abundance of

good tunes, including "Don't Believe Every-
thing You Dream," "Candlelight and Wine,"

"Roodle-ee-doo," "A Moke from Shamokin"
and the rousing "Great News." Harry Bab-
bitt and lovely Georgia Carroll render the

ballads pleasantly, while Marcy McGuire
socks across the "Moke" number. Most of

the laughs come from Joan Davis' clown-

ing and gags. Mischa Auer helps in this

department, as does Ish Kabibble. But the

funniest single scene is a double-talk item

by Wally Brown. It's a howl.

BARTON

'TARZAN'S DESERT MYSTERY' MAINTAINS PAR FOR SERIES
Rates • • • in action soots; OK dualler elsewhere

RKO-Radio
63 Minutes

Johnny Weissmuller, Nancy Kelly, Johnny
Sheffield, Otto Kruger, Lloyd Carrigan,

Joseph Sawyer, Robert Lowery, Cheetah.

Directed by William Thiele.

Tarzan seems to be getting just a bit

heavier and looser in the jowls, but his

titantics remain eternally in the Superman
division. In his latest escapade, the ape
man fights denizens of the jungle, fierce

tribesmen, a gang of Axis agents, a mass
of shuddery, gigantic reptiles, man-eating
flowers, and a spider the size of an M-4 tank.
There's action aplenty in "Tarzan's Desert
Mystery" and the kids are going to love it,

although the latter sequences may be just

a little too much for tender young stomachs.
That monkey-with-the-mind-of-a-man, G'hee-

tah, supplies plenty of laughs and has his

biggest starring role to date, seriously
threatening Tarzan's top billing. This

should serve well in the duallers and should

do better than average in the action spots

where the series has found an avid audience.

Gamboling in his native jungle, Tarzan
receives a note via parachute that his ab-

sent mate, Jane, needs some of his fever

medicine. Taking Boy and Cheetah, Tar-
zan crosses the desert where he meets
Nancy Kelly, an American showgirl magi-
cian, en route to deliver an important note

to the son of a desert shiek. This message
tells of a potential dispute which Otto
Kruger, an Axis agent, is trying to stir up
between the tribes. Upon coming to the
shiek's town, Tarzan is promptly jailed for

disturbing the peace and alleged horse-
stealing. Kruger learns of Kelly's mission
and kills the shiek's son after he has re-

ceived the note, framing Kelly for the mur-
der. Cheetah, however, recovers the note
and with the aid of Boy, succeeds in free-

ing Tarzan. Kelly, about to be hanged, is

rescued by Tarzan and the four escape hotly
pursued by Kruger and his gang. Tarzan
comes to the hidden jungle where the medi-
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cine vines are found and after thrilling

encounters with strange reptiles, etc., pro-

cures the medicine. Kruger meets his

death at the fangs of an enormous spider.

Kelly is vindicated and leaves to deliver

the medicine to Jane.

Cheetah, the monkey, stands out as the

star performer, turning in by far the best
acting job of the cast. Nancy Kelly is seen
to good advantage, also, and Johnny Shef-
fleld as Boy is capable enough. Weissmul-
ler, as usual, confines himself to action and
monosyllables, at which he has become quite

adept. William Thiele has directed in the
ten-twenty-thirt' vein to good effect.

BARN
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THE GHOST SHIP' SUSPENSEFUL HORROR PROGRAMMER
Rates • • 4 In action spots; OK dualler

RKO-Radio
69 Minutes
Richard Dix, Russell Wade, Gdlth Barrett,

Ben Bard, Eklmund Glover, Skelton Knaggs,
Dewey Robinson, Lawrence Tierney, Tom
Burton, Boyd Davis, Robert Bice, George
de Normand, Charles Lung, Sir Lancelot,

Paul Marion.
Directed by Mark Robson.

A minor horror film which starts slowly
but stresses a steadily-mounting suspense,

'*The Ghost Ship" rates the top spot in ac-

tion houses and is a reasonably good dualler
in the naborhood situations, especially in

the spots where thrill fans abound. Like
Val Lewton's stand-out thriller, "The Cat
People," this also plays up the psychologi-
cal angle although, in this case, the rea-

sons for the sadistic captain's actions still

remain somewhat obscure. In other re-

elsewhere

spects, the story achieves its purpose — to
raise shudders among the beholders — and
the eerie photography, replete with shad-
ows and foggy outdoor effects, contributes
to that end. Richard Dix, as the skipper
obsessed with authority, and Russell Wade,
as the youthful third officer who tries to

denounce him, carry most of the dramatic
moments of the film in capable fashion. The
lone feminine character, acceptably played
by Edith Barrett, remains a tragic, unhappy
figure throughout and a suggestion of love
interest, introduced by a young girl's voice
at the fadeout, is merely an awkward at-

tempt to bring about a happy ending. The
comedy relief is nil and while the action
sequences are confined to a few seamen's
brawls, the title and theme can be ex-

ploited to attract the large army of horror
devotees.

As the story opens, Russell Wade is happy
a*out getting his ticket as third officer

aboard a tramp steamei bound for Pata-
gonia and the captain, Richard Dix, shows
his authority but acts kindly toward him.
Later, when a trouble-making sailor is de-

liberately murdered by Dix, Wade knows
of it but neither the first mate or the other
men believe his story. When the ship ar-

rives in port, Wade accuses Dix at a hear-

ing but the charge is dismissed. Although
Wade plans to return to the States on an-

other vessel, he is knocked unconscious and
comes to to find himself at sea aboard Dix's

ship. Realizing he is to be the captain's

next victim. Wade asks the crew members
to help him but they think him insane

When Wade accuses Dix of still another

murder, the latter has him tied up in his

bunk. The ship's officers gradually appre-

ciate the truth and Wade's life is saved

by a deaf-and-dumb sailor who gets the

better of Dix in a knife battle.

LEYE»n>BCKER

'ROOKIES IN BURMA' SILLY SLAPSTICK PROGRAMMER
Rates O O — as supporting dualler in n

RKO-Radio
62 Minutes

Wally Brown, Alan Carney, Erford Gage,
Joan Barclay, Claire Carleton, Ted Hecht.

Directed by Leslie Goodwins.

Silly to the point of aJbsurdity and noisy
as an air-raid, "Rookies in Burma" is slap-

stick pure and simple — just the sort that

will get laughs from youngsters and, per-

haps, rural audiences. The second in the
RKO series featuring Wally Brown and
Alan Carney, this is even more broadly
played and directed than the introductory
programmer, "Adventures of a Rookie," re-

leased in early Pall. The footage is soggy
with gags like: "It looks like we passed

aborhoods and rurals

the crisis" which brings the retort, "When
did we pass it, I didn't see it?" These
corny gags and the dim-witted actions of

the two privates in dealing with the Japs
would be a libel on the U. S. Army if taken
at all seriously. The last half of the film,

with its inevitable chase — the Japs pur-

suing the rookies and their companions
through the jungles of Burma — manages
to whip up some excitement as well as a
few laughs. Wally Brown and Alan Car-
ney, who enact the title roles, are adequate
and Joan Barclay and Claire Carleton at

least contribute pulchritude, if no roman-
tic interest. Lacking in names, this will

get by only as a supporting dualler in minor
naborhoods and small towns.
Even though they're overseas in the

jungles of Burma, Rookies Wally Brown

and Alan Carney are still on K. P. duty

peeling potatoes. When the Japs attack,

the rookies and their long-suffering ser-

geant, Erford Gage, are captured and sent

to a prison camp. The Jap commander
questions the trio and, being confused by

the rookies' double-talk, is taken off gniard

and knocked out while they steal a brief

case full of campaign plans. With the Japs

in pursuit, the rookies start out In a jeep,

pick up a couple of stranded American
showgirls and then proceed on elephant-

back towards India. When the Japs bar

their way, the boys manage to steal a tank

and ride over everything to safety. Evea
though they are heroes, the rookies afpaln

find themselves doing K. P.

DENLEY

20th CENTURY-FOX ... 1 in Fifth Block

'THE GANG'S ALL HERE' LAVISH TECHNICOLOR MUSICAL. TRITE STORY
Rates • • • generally

20th Century-Fox
103 Minutes
Alice Faye, Carmen Miranda, Phil Baker,
Benny Goodman and His Orchestra, Eugene
Pallette, Charlotte Greenwood, Inward
Everett Horton, James Ellison, Sheila Ryan,
Tony DeMaroo, Dave Wlllock, George Do4>bs,
Leon Belasco, Miriam Lavelle, Charles
Saggua.
Directed by Busby Berkeley.

Another 20th Century-Fox musical —
which means some good names, lavish set-

tings, eye-4illlng Technicolor, songs, comedy
and girls — in another of those awfully
stereotyped stories. Busby Berkeley's pro-
duction numbers —

• employing dozens of
beautiful girls forming every possible de-

sign in dance routines on hippodromic
stages — have never been equalled for size

and variety. Although such elaborate ef-

fects cannot hide the weakness of the trite

romantic plot, the players manage to keep
the film going at a lively pace — except
during the extremely-lengthy routines which
some patrons may find a bit boring. Alice

Faye looks lovelier than ever and, as al-

ways, puts over several potential hit songs,

including "A Journey to a Star," while Car-
men Miranda gyrates in her torrid Latin
style, murders the King's English amusing-
ly and clicks with "The Lady in the Tuttl-

Frutti Hat" and other tunes. As if these
two stars weren't sufficient for the marquee,
there is Benny Goodman and His Orchestra
on hand to attract the swing enthusiasts.

Grosses will be big in most places, but the
terrible patness of the story will bring some
unfavorable comment.

The story employs the oft-used device of

having wealthy James Ellison fall in love
with Alice Faye, chorus girl at a New York
night club, just before his departure for

overseas duty. In order to win her affec-

tions, Ellison follows her to a Broadway
canteen where he pretends to be a lonely
sergeant craving companionship. Miss
Faye finally warms up and, after a ferry-

ride, she promises to wait for his return
from overseas. Months pass, during which
Miss Faye receives a featured spot in the
night club show and the entire troupe,
headed by Carmen Miranda, is invited to

the Long Island estate of E5dward Everett
Horton, whose daughter, Sheila Ryan, is

engaged to Ellison. The latter returns home
decorated for bravery and, being unable to

find Miss Faye, he pays a visit to his fiancee.

Miss Miranda, aware that Ellison is in-

volved with the two girls, tries to keep the
truth from Miss Faye, but to no avail.

Eventually, Miss Ryan, whose engagement
to Ellison had been strictly a family af-

fair, gets her chance to dance on Broadway
with Tony de Marco. Everything Is un-
tangled far too easily when she breaks off

the engagement to Ellison and he and Miss
Faye are reunited.

Charlotte Greenwood makes the most of
every comic opportunity as a society matron
trying to hide her early stage background.
Elugene Pallette and Edward Everett Hor-
ton contribute some laughs by repeating
their familiar screen portrayals. Phil Baker
has little to do, but shows promise as a
suave comedian, while Tony de Marco is

seen only in a short ballroom number. James
Ellison and Sheila Ryvm are little more
than adequate.

DENLEY

(More Reviews an Page 15)
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of flaming oil... fanned to a fury by

blinding ambition .

.

. driven by dreams

ofpower. .

.

POWER that went up in smoke . .

.

AMBITION thatsmolderedin the ashes...

DREAMS that were born in the embers...

all burning a path to a woman's arms

and

with

JOHN WAyNE^MARTH



-WHAT A WOMAN' VERY SOPHISTICATED, VERY ARTIFICIAL COMEDY
Rates • • + in deluxers: n. g. for action

Oolumbia
94 Minutes

Rosalind Russell, Brian Aherne, WiUanl
Parker, Alan Dinehart, Norman Vaxden,

E^dward Fielding, Ann Savage, Douglas
Wood, Doris Lloyd, Grady Sutton, Bess
Flowers, Chester Clute, Marj- Forbes, Ed-
ward Earle, Nella Walker, Clyde Fillmore,

Lilyan Irene, Byron Foulger, Ann Shoe-
maker, Frank Dawson.

Directed by Irving Cummings.

An utterly artificial comedy which leans
Car too heavily on its sophisticated theme
and brittle dialogije. The whole procedure
has such a forced and phony tone that it

will probably provide only a modicum of
amusement even for the audience which
usually buys such fare. Rosalind Russell's
sleek appearance, her crackling delivery of
lines and the lavish, oversize sets do little

more than add a high polish to essentially-
third-mte story material. Under Irving

and rural theatres

Cummings' direction, there is considerable

dashing about, but little genuine humor and,

although occasional scenes are amusing, the

situations are invariably forced. Miss Rus-
sell plays a fabulous agent and star-maker
— a ten percent woman — in a highly-

unnatural fashion, and only her most faith-

ful fans will delight in her antics. Brian
Aherne, at least gives an ingratiating,

tongrue-in-cheek performance in his cynical

magazine writer role and Willard Parker,

Columbia's 6 fjot 4 discovery, is at his best

in the early portions of the film before he,

too, succumbs to over-acting. The names
will give this a start in first-runs and the

better naborhood houses but word-of-mouth

will quickly affect business. No good for

small towns and action spots.

Assigned to do a profile on Rosalind Rus-

sell, outstanding career woman, Brian

Aherne, magazine writer, finds the fabulous

agent in the midst of a talent hunt to un-

earth a man to play the title role in a movie
version of the best-seller, "The Whirlwind."
Miss Russell hopes to dismiss Aherne b

/

giving him publicity material but he hangs

on in order to get a real close-up of her.

Through Aherne, she gets the idea to go

after Willard Parker, handsome college pro-

fessor who wrote "The Whirlwind" under a

pen name. Parker refuses at first, but Miss

Russell gets him in trouble with his faculty

and he agrees to give it a try. After the

stuffy professor's screen test is a dud,

Aherne talks Parker into developing an ad-

miration for the business-like Miss Russell.

Parker soon changes into the masterful

type and, under Miss Russell's sponsorship,

he is ajbout to entrain for Hollywood when
he confesses his love for her. When she

tries to evade him, he runs out on the con-

tract and again Aherne comes to the rescue

by persuading Parker he has a duty to his

potential screen public.

Parker shows promise and is a candidate

for he-man roles. Alan Dinehart, Doris

Lloyd and Edward Fielding make the most

of supporting roles, as do many other well-

known bit players.

DENLEY

'JACK LONDON' EPISODIC ACTION FILM NIEDS STRONG SELLING
Rates • • generally; more in action ho

United Artists (Samuel Bronston)
94 Minutes

Michael O'Shea, Susan Hayward, Frank
Craven, Osa Massen, Harry Davenport,
Ralph Morgan, Virginia Mayo, Jonathan
Hale, Louise Beavers, Regis Toomey, Paul
Hurst, Leonard Strong, Hobart Cavanaugh,
Robert Homans, Morgan Conway, Edward
Earle, Lumsden Hare, Arthur Loft, Ern'e
Adams, Olin Howlin, Sarah Padden, Albert
Van Antwerp, Wallis Clark, P.erre Watkin,
Dick Curtis, John Kelly, Paul Fung.
Directed by Alfred Santell.

Jack London's colorful life may have
seemed a natural for film adaptation, but in

Samuel Bronston's initial production for
U. A. release, the episodic treatment les-

sens the effectiveness of the author's ad-
venturesome career. Although based on the
book by his widow, the romantic portions
of "Jack London" are its weakest feature
and this fact, coupled with the absence of
.strong marquee names, will mean disap-
pointing grosses in most spots. A strong

uses

selling campaign will attract the old-timers

who read and thrilled to London's red-

blooded adventure tales, but most of the

younger generation will be interested only

in the picture for its action elements. An
attempt to tie in this biographical story of

pre-World War I days with the present
Japanese plans for world conquest gives the

latter part of the picture some timely value
and the exploitation of London's eye-

witness accounts of Jap atrocities as early

as 1904 will help boost business.

The story traces the fabulous career of

Jack London, noted author, adventurer and
war correspondent, from the time he quit

his ill-paid job in a fish cannery to turn to

oyster pirating. He leaves this dangerous
existence to sail on a sealing schooner to

the Bering Sea and, still in search of ad-
venture, next heads for the Yukon gold
fields. Out of these experiences comes a
desire to write about them and through this
he meets and falls in love with Susan Hay-
ward, a publishing house reader. On the
eve of their marriage, London heeds the
call of adventure to become a Boer War
correspondent and, later, his wedding is

again postponed by the outbreak of the

Russo-Japanese War. Although the Japs

refuse to permit Americans to visit the war
front, London manages to squeeze through

the diplomatic net and scoop the world with

his harrowing eye-witness accounts. Ar-

rested for taking pictures of Jap atrocities,

London is released only through the inter-

vention of President Theodore Roosevelt,

and he then dedicates his life to trying to

arouse his country to Japanese plans for

world conquest.

Michael O'Shea, who has appeared in only

one other film to date, makes a convincing,

if somewhat too idealistic Jack London — a

typical Spencer Tracy role. Susan Hay-
ward, who is most attractive in the early-

century costumes, makes a sympathetic

Charmian and Osa Massen, as a Yukon
dancehall queen, and Virginia Mayo, as a

waterfront girl, are excellent, although

their brief appearances leave patrons hop-

ing for more. Leonard Strong, as a crafty

Jap captain, Louise Beavers, Frank Craven
and Harry Davenport also stand out.

YORK

'THE WOMAN OF THE TOWN' TOP NOTCH WESTERN MELODRAMA
Rates • • -f for action spots; good dualler elsewhere

United Artists

73 Minutes

Claire Trevor, Albert Dekker, Barry Sulli-

van, Henry Hull, Porter Hall, Percy Kil-

bride, Arthur Hohl, Marion Martin, George
Cleveland, Beryl Wallace, Claire Whitney,
Herbert Rawlinson, Dewey Robinson.

Directed by ^€»rge Archainbaud.

This two-fisted outdoor meller will pro-
vide a field day for action fans. It etches
the actual career of "Bat" Masterson, gun-
toting marshal who later made a name for
himself as a newspaper man. Grosses
should be above average in action and rural
spots, while naborhoods will find it a strong
•dualler. The story, told in flash back tech-
nique, concerns his effort to enforce the law

in a wild Arizona cattle town and his un-
requited love for a dance hall girl Whose
hand is also sought by an unfettered young
cattle baron. The latter role serves to in-

troduce Barry Sullivan, handsome and like-

able newcomer who is destined to go places
fast. Claire Trevor is perfectly cast as the
girl of good family who has sunk to the
level of dance hall queen and Albert Dekker
is powerful and convincing as the peace-
loving marshal.
Miss Trevor, as Dora Hand, gets over the

fact that in spite of her means of liveli-

hood she can be a power for good in the
community. When the cattle baron gives
her a sizeable sum of money, she uses it to
build the town's first hospital. Masterson
recognizes her good qualities, but hesitates
to marry her until he can forsake his dan-
gerous job and get into newspaper writing

for which he has a great talent. He writes

a stirring editorial from which the title of

the picture is taken. On the basis of thi.s,

the dance hall girl gets him a job on a
Kansas City paper owned by her uncle. In
so doing, she has to sacrifice his love, since
her family exacts a promise that she will

not come there to live with him. In the
end there is a bloody gun battle between
the rough element and the law-abiding citi-

zens and in this the dance hall girl is ac-
cidentally killed by her cowboy admirer,
who, in turn, is captured single-handed by
"Bat." With his sweetheart dead and a
newspaper career open to him, the dis-

illusioned marshal on whose actual career
this story is based, shakes the dust of
Tombstone forever after burying his gun in
the same grave with his girl.

BLAIR (Hollywood)
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THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi-Weekly Review of the Trade's Events

Senate Hears Exhibs on Tax BUI
Warning the Senate Finance Committee that the section of

the new House tax bill calling for the dDubling of the present
admissions tax might very readily defeat its own purpose ol
raising an additional $163,500,000 revenue, representatives of ex-
hibitor organizations all over the country appeared before the
Senate Committee as it contemplated approval of the bill.

With a unity of purpose rarely achieved before, exhibitor
associations generally agreed to be represented by A. F. Myers
Allied general counsel and chairman of the board, and Ed Kuyken-
dall, president of MPTOA. The arguments presented by Myers
and Kuykendall were similar to those presented to the Housp
Ways and Means Committee when the contemplated trebling ol
the present admissions tax was reduced to 2c on every 10c of
admission or fraction thereof. In addition, the exhibitor repre-
sentatives stressed the possible effect of a tax increase on audi-
ences as negating the value of the exhibitors' efforts to further
the Government's propaganda and war bond programs.

Tax Discriminatory
The discriminatory nature of the tax proposal plus its effect

were stressed. The Senate was asked to retain the present 10
per cent tax or adopt a tax of two cents on each 15 cents or
major fraction thereof. "This will allow thousands of small
theatres to stay in business and continue to pay their taxes,"
said Kuykendall. "We believe this would be the limit of special
taxation that can be imposed on these theatres without irrepar-
able injury."

Myers warned that the heavy business of downtown theatres
in war-swollen Washington was not at all lepresentative of the
industry nationally, and that an increase would stamp out the
popular 15 and 25-cent admissions which contribute largely to the
admission-tax revenue. He added that the existing tax is yielding
the maximum revenue and an increase in the rate, especially on
admissions up to 50 cents "may destroy the bird that is laying
those shining eggs."

Myers Asks Committee Consult Exhibs
Urging that the committee retain the present rate, Myers

asked that should the committee feel that the admission tax
' must be increased to some extent, we wish there was some wav
whereby the experience and advice of theatre owners could be
utilized so that the provision, when drafted, may have some
flexibility and the theatres may be spared the harmful effects of
imposing taxes in terms of flat percentages."

The Allied counsel cited the negligible SVz per cent increase
in theatre admissions over a period of 3 years even though ad-
missions are not controllable under the Price Control Act. "Had
the public been able to absorb a heavier general increase I am
certain that, following the trend of the times, it would have been
forthcoming The fact that there has been such a moderate in-
crease since 1940 demonstrates that the movies have reached their
limit in the matter of admission prices."

Reeve Pleads for Small Towns
Henry Reeve, president of the Texas Theater Owners, Incmade a plea for the small town exhibitor, citing the losses already

incurred by the exodus of population into the armed forces and
war industry cities and also recommended the 2c on each 15c
plan if an increase must be voted.

Harry E. Buchanan, Head of the Theatre Owners Ass'n. of
North and South Carolina, and William F. Crockett of the Vir-
ginia MPTO also appeared and briefs were filed by R. B. Living-
ston, Nebraska Theatre Owners and David Newman of the Co-
operative Theatres of Michigan. P. J. Wood, Ohio ITO secretary;
R. R. Biechele, Kansas-Missouri Theatre Ass'n; Joseph H. Bren-
nan, N. E. Allied; Herman Levy of Conn. MPTO, and E. M. Fay
of the C. P. Theatre Co. all concurred with Myers or Kuykendall.

* * * »

Clark III

With Assistant Attorney General Tom C. Clark laid up in bed
with a severe case of influenza, action on the New York Consent
Decree, which expired on November 20, but actually continues in
effect until new action is taken, remained at a standstill. Clark's
illness has prevented the scheduling of new conferences with the
major companies or independent producers and exhibitors which
were contemplated last week. A meeting with the California in-
dependent producers scheduled for last week had to be called off
as did Clark's meeting with Joseph Hazen of Warners, represent-
ing the distributing companies, to review their latest draft of
changes m the Decree. Lloyd Wright was chosen to represent
the independent producers in presenting their views to Clark

Goldman Briefs FUed
Briefs were filed last Tuesday (7th) by counsel for both sides

in the Goldman anti-trust suit with Judge William Kirkpatrick
in U. S. District Court in Philadelphia. The legal proceduie now
calls for reply briefs to be filed by each side no later than De-
cember- 14th. Judge Kirkpatrick may then call for oral argu-
ments, although this is not likely.

William Goldman, lessee of the Erlanger in Philadelphia at

$12,000 annually, is suing for triple damages of $1,350,000, alleging

that he has found it impossible to secure flrst-run pictures for the
Erlanger owing to the control which the Warner Circuit exercises

over Philadelphia's flrst-run theatres and the collusion of the
major distributors in maintaining this monopoly.

* • * *

M-G-M Costs Up 100% Rodgers
William F. Rodgers, Metro vice president and sales manager,

and the company's good-will ambassador, told exhibitors in Chic-

ago last week that M-G-M's production costs have increased 100

per cent over a year ago, with the manpower situation one of the
most serious factors contributing to this increase. Rodgers
claimed that pictures previously requiring a production period of

seven or eight weeks now are scheduled from 14 to 15 weeks.
Rodgers also discussed a resolution by an exhibitor group

which took exception to M-G-M sales policy and claimed that he
had never been consulted on any differences that may have
existed. He said the district managers are responsible for sales

policies and that any branch manager has authority to adjudicate
contracts without referring them to the home office, but assured
if any exhibitor can get no satisfaction from the district office,

"my door is always open."
It was announced that Metro's next block will have 12 fea-

tures, six of which have already been tradeshown. With the ex-

ception of "Madame Curie," which will be given special treat-

ment, they will be released in the following order: "Thousands
Cheer," "Cross of Lorraine," "Lost Angel," "A Guy Named Joe,"

"Cry Havoc," "Rationing," "Broadway Rhythm," "See Here,
Private Hargrove," "The Heavenly Body," "Song of Russia," and
"Swing Fever."

* • * •

RKO Sues to Restrain Sinatra MOT
Testifying in a suit by RKO Radio to enjoin the March of

Time release "Music at War" in which Frank Sinatra appears,
Ned Depinet, president of RKO, said that the appearance of
Sinatra in the two-reeler would place thousands of exhibitors in

the position of taking unfair advantage of the film-going public
and would result in untold damage to RKO Radio. Depinet stated
that the film, scheduled for late December release, contains un-
authorized shots of Sinatra plus recordings of his voice, in viola-
tion of RKO Radio's exclusive contract for Sinatra's service until
January, 1945.

Depinet claimed that promises of officials of the March of
Time that they would not publicize the fact that Sinatra was
appearing in their picture would have no ultimate effect on Sina-
tra's appearance. He felt that exhibitors would take care of the
publicity.

Sinatra's first pictui-e, RKO's "Higher and Higher." has been
scheduled at 50 RKO houses throughout the metropolitan New
York area to play from dark to dawn of New Year's Eve only, at
$1.10 minimum.

« • * »

Fox 39-Week Net $7,187,098
A net profit of $7,187,098, after all charges was reported by 20th

Century-Fox for the 39 weeks ended September 25. 1943. This
includes earnings from July 9 to September 25 of $1,820,016 of
National Theatres Corp. and its subsidiaries, which became a
wholly owned subsidiary of 20th-Fox on July 9, 1943. This com-
pares with a net of $7,256,003 for the corresponding 39 weeks of
1942 without any earnings or dividends from National Theatres
Corp., but included income from England of $2,900,000 frozen in the
previous year under sterling exchange regulations, but released in
third quarter of 1942.

Federal income taxes estimated at the present rate amounted
to $18,545,426 which includes excess profits tax of $16,194,749 after
deducting the post war refund. Gross income for the 39-week
period in 1943 amounted to $116,872^88.63.

* * » »

RKO Profits Zoom From Loss to 5 Million
Leaping from a net loss of $389,853 for the 39 weeks ended

Oct. 3, 1942 to a net profit of $5,008,074 for the same 39 weeks in
1943, RKO Corp. and its subsidiaries showed one of the most

(Continued on Page 36)
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'PISTOL PACKIN' MAMA' GOOD TAG ON MUSICAL PROGRAMMER
Rates as dualler for naborhoods

Republic

64 Minutes

Ruth Terry, Robert Livingston, Wally Ver-

non, Jack LaRue, Kirk Alyn, Eddie Parker,

Lydia Bilbrooke, Georg-e Lessey, Joe Kirk,

Helen Talbot, The King Cole Trio.

Directed by Frank Woodruff.

A lively exploitation programmer making
full use of the title song which is currently

sweeping the aii-waves and juke boxes the

country over, "Pistol Packin' Mama" is

certain to profit while the song is still red-

hot. While Ruth Terry turns in a capable

acting and singing job in the title part and
the other members of the cast are neatly

typed, the story — dealing with gangsters,

gamtoling casinos and big shot Broadway
night club owners — seems dated, almost

pre-war. No less than four authors are

given credit for an obviously-manufactured

tale which is never believable but does move
at a fast pace. The Al Dexter tune, which

and small towns
has had "Hit Parade" listing for the past

fifteen weeks, is again a stand-out as ren-

dered by Miss Terry, who also puts over

two other songs, including a comedy num-
ber, "L/Ove Is a Corny Thing." An unnamed
Colored pianist also puts a lot into his sing-

ing of "I'm an Errand Boy for Rhythm,
Send Me." This is scarcely of first-run

calibre but the title alone should bring in

slightly aJbove-average grosses in nabor-

hoods where the swing enthusiasts are

plentiful.

Ruth Terry, who runs a Nevada gambling

casino and becomes well-known for her

rendition of "Pistol Packin' Mama," stops

an attempted holdup and earns her right

to the title. The news reaches Chicago and

Gambler Robert Livingston decides to go

West and change his luck at Miss Terry's

expense. The girl is attracted to Livingston

and he takes her for enough to break the

club before she discovers he had been using

loaded dice. Livingston returns East, sets

up his own night club and, during his vaca-

tion in Florida, Miss Terry gets an engage-

ment there under another name. On Living-

ston's return, Miss Terry cheats him with

a marked card and forces him to sign over

ownership of the club at the point of a gun.

Livingston stays on as manager and the

club prospers until Jack LaRue, his old

Chicago enemy arrives and insists that Miss

Terry work for him. When Livingston rt-

fuses, LaRue's men capture him and start

making things tough for him until Misa

Terry arrives with her pistols loaded with

real bullets. The ending finds Livingston

reunited with his "Pistol Packin' Mama."
Robert Livingston, former Three Mes-

quiteers western star, has been bleached

and polished up to fit the role of the big-

time Chicago gambler who also carries the

romantic end of the plot. Jack LaRue is at

his best with his familiar gangster por-

trayal but Lydia Bilbrooke does a ridicul-

ous caricature of a snooty society matron
— an almost extinct type.

LEYENDECKER

'SO'S YOUR UNCLE' MUSICAL PROGRAMMER WITH NONSENSICAL PLOT
Rates • • — as supporting dualler only

Universal

64 Minutes

BUlie Burke, Donald Woods, Elyse Knox,
Frank Jenks, Robert Lowery, Irving Bacon,
Chester Clute, Paul Stanton, Emmett Vogan,
Jack Norton, Mary O'Brien, The Tailor

Maids, The Delta Rhythm Boys, Jan Gar-

ber and His Orchestra.

Directed by Jean Yarbrough.

Latest of Universal's musical program-
mers aimed for the dual spots, "So's Your
Uncle" has a more-nonsensical-than-usual

plot broadly acted and bolstered by the

customary extraneous song specialties. The
story is almost a variation on those em-
ployed in the "Mexican Spitfire" series

wherein Leon Errol was forced to dash

through the film switching back and forth

between the characters of Uncle Matt and

Lord Bpping. Errol always made it amus-
ing, but Donald Woods, who here plays a

young playwright who impersonates his

middle-aged bearded uncle, does little to

keep the film from seeming silly to the

point of aibsurdity. Billie Burke is at her

best in the picture's fattest role, a fiuttery,

I'omantically-inclined matron. Frank Jenks

and that perpetual drunk. Jack Norton, also

supply a few comedy moments and, of the

specialties in the night club sequence, Mary
O'Brien puts over a new song, "That's the

Way It Goes," and the Delta Rhythm Boys
give a smooth rendition of the favorite,

"Don't Get Around Much Any More." Play
up Jan Garber and His Orchestra to at-

tract the younger element who will enjoy

this most.

Donald Woods, struggling young play^

Wright and actor, is struck by a car while

trying to avoid his creditors by wearing a

middle-aged bearded makeup. The attrac-

tive driver (Elyse Knox) insists on taking

her victim to her home where her aunt

(Billie Burke) is immediately attracted to

the "middle-aged" Woods and agrees to back

his play. The next few days are hectic

ones for Woods who is forced to humor
Miss Burke in his middle-aged makeup and,

as himself, pay court to Miss Knox. The
climax is reached when both women plan

to marry him and a double engagement
party is announced. Only the arrival of

Woods' real uncle, who resembles his

nephew wearing the bearded makeup, saves

the day and Miss Burke then sets her cap

for the uncle.

DENLEY

'O, MY DARLING CLEMENTINE' HOMESPUN HUMOR DELIVERED BY RADIO FAVORITES
Rates • • -f In snnall town spots: OK d

Republic
68 Minutes
Roy Acuff and His Smoky Mountain Boys
and Girls, The Radio Rogues, Harry "Pappy"
Cheshire, Isabel Randolph as "Mrs. Upping-
ton," The Tennessee Ramblers, Lorna Gray,
Frank Albertson, Irene Ryan, Eddie Parks,
Loie Scully, Tom Kennedy, Patricia Knox,
Edwin Stanley, Emmett Vogan.

Directed by Frank McDonald.

A full bus-load of homespun comics and
hill-billy entertainers is permitted to go to

town in "O, My Darling Clementine" — a
sure-fire programmer for small town houses.
The broadly burlesqued humor of such radio
favorites as Isabel Randolph (the "Mrs.
Uppington" of the Fibber McGee and Molly
program) and the Radio Rogues the har-
monizing of Roy Acuff and His Smoky

ualler for naborhoods
Mountain Boys and Girls will delight fam-
ily audiences in the rural districts, while

more sophisticated city audiences will find

it "corny," but reasonably amusing. The
story is a makeshift affair but sufficient as

a show window to display the specialties of

the air-waves entertainers and to give Harry
"Pappy" Cheshire a chance to play the sort

of folksy role his admirers expect of him.

Frank Albertson ably handles a straight

comedy part in addition to making his rom-
ance with attractive Lorna Gray moderately
believable. The songs, including the titlo

tune, are mostly standard numbers which
have remained popular for years.

As the story opens, Frank Albertson and
his small troupe of hungry travelling actors

get stranded in Harmony, a town shackled
by a bunch of ridiculous Blue Laws. The
city councilmen are under the influence of

their domineering wives and even the

Mayor (Harry "Pappy" Cheshire) is ruled

by his sister, Mrs. Uppington (Isabel Ran-
dolph). Attracted by the Mayor's daughter,

Lorna Gray, Albertson tries to give a show
for the councilmen but their wives are

adamant. Cheshire then gives Albertson

the cash to buy a worthless lot, but, through

a strange mix-up, he buys the land on which
the City Hall stands. Mrs. Uppington tries

to trick him into selling it back, but when
Albertson learns the truth he insists his

price will be putting on a musical in which
all the town characters must take part. The
show is actually a burlesque of Harmony
and, when it is performed, Mrs. Uppington
and the other women realize they have been
behind the times. Albertson then relin-

quishes the deed to the City Hall, but he
holds on to the Mayor's daughter, whom he

loves.

YORK
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'NEARLY EIGHTEEN' PLEASING MUSICAL P.IOGRAMMER
Rates • • as dualler for small towns and naborhoods

Monogram
61 Minutes

Gale Storm, Rick Vallin, Bill Henry, Luis
Albemi, George O'Hanlon, Jerry Rush,
Mildred Harris, Kenneth Harlan, Ralph
Hodges, Sarah Edwards, Robert Homans.
Directed by Arthur Dreifuss.

This unpretentious little musical program-
mer has enough amusing plot manipulations
and pleasing song numbei-s to entertain
naborhood audiences — especially the
younger fans. Although the story of "Near-
ly Eigihteen" — telling of an aspiring singer
whose age bars her from a night club job
but who later poses as a 14-year-old in order
to enroll in a kids' dancing school — puts

Rates • • in western spots

Columbia
53 Minutes

Russell Hayden, Bob Wills, Dub Taylor,
Alma Carroll, Edmund Cobb, Luther Wills,
Paul Sutton, Art Mix, Jack Ingram, Millard
Kelso, Texas Playboys, Juan de la Cruz.

Directed by William Berke.

A fast-paced western with ample shooting
and a generous display of fisticuffs, "Silver
City Raiders" gives Russell Hayden a good
start as a full-fledged cowboy star. Hay-
den, who first supported William Boyd in
the Hopalong Cassidy series and then play-
ed second fiddle to Charles Starrett in Col-
umbia horse operas, here has his own com-

a strain on credulity. Director Arthur
Dreifuss treats it in a humorous vein
throughout. Paramount's "The Major and
the Minor" was a big-league treatment of

the same general theme. This film's name
value is mild, but it gives a further build-up

to Gale Storm, who won Lasky's "Gateway
to Hollywood" contest two years ago and is

now a Monogram starlet. Miss Storm
proves to be a most promising actress —
one who can also put over a popular song
— and her recent click in "Where Are Your
Children?" is bound to give her some box
office draw. Bill Henry does well as the

bewildered dancing school owner and sev-

eral of his juvenile pupils score with lively

tap and jitterbug stepping.
Because Gale Storm, nearly eighteen, is

honest in stating her age, she is unable to

edy relief in the person of Dub Taylor,
as well as some pleasing songs rendered
by Bob Wills and His Texas Playboys. The
story has its familiar an'jles, including the
customary double-dyed villain who schemes
to oust the honest land-holders — this time
by means of a fake 18th Century Spanish
land grant. However, William Berke's live-

ly direction will keep the avid cowboy de-

votees interested throughout and Hayden
and his new side-kicks have a good chance
of building up a following in western houses.
The love interest is minor, but is neatly
handled by attractive Alma Carroll.

As the story opens. Lucky (Russell Hay-
den), a young ranch-owner, and the other
cattlemen of the Silver City district are
about to be thrown off their lands by Paul

get a job singing in a big city night club.

She then gets a temporary job as secretary

to Rick Vallin, who operates a bookie joint,

and has to pay out her last $50 when the

police raid the place. Vallin gives her a
card to Bill Henry, but when she learns he
runs a Professional Children's School, she
disguises herself as a 14-year-old and is able

to enter. Henry thinks Miss Storm shows
great promise and gets her an opportunity
to sing on a coast-to-coast radio show and
her right age is then revealed. When
Henry denounces her, she leaves him and
Vallin gets her the night club job, now that
she is eighteen. On the opening night. Miss
Storm falters and can't go on, but Henry is

called and reassures the frightened girl who
then gives a great performance.

LEYENDECKER

PLOT

brought out to Penang to investigate the

work stoppage, captures one of the tigers

and finds that the beast has been crazed
by a poisoned dart. Dan Seymour, who
has been trapping tigers in the jungle, i.s

found to be a Nazi agent whose plan was
to halt all rubber production until the Jap-
anese can take over the region. Buck also

learns that Arno Frey, a laboratory expert,

has been manufacturing the poisoned darts
for Seymour. Frey tries to escape, but is

killed by one of his own darts shot by
vengeful native. Seymour is crushed to

^death by a herd of stampeding elephants,

after which Buck returns to give a favor-
able report to the U. S. Government.

LEYENDECKER

Sutton, double-crossing land shark who
claims that he owns all their property be-

cause of an old Spanish grant. When Hay-
den announces that he is going to Mexico
to check up on the claim, Sutton stam-
pedes his cattle and tries to murder him.
However, Hayden escapes with his life and
arrives in Mexico to discover that Sutton's
land grant is a faked one. The actual Span-
ish grant belongs to a friendly old Don
whose daughter becomes engaged to Hay-
den. Meanwhile Hayden's pal. Dub Taylor,
by pretending to go over to Sutton's side,

aids in straightening out the legal complica-
tions. And, after a terrific brawl, Hayden
and the cattlemen either kill or capture
the entire land-grabbing ring.

DENLEY

TIGER FANGS' FRANK BUCK FEATURE HAS SERIAL-LIKE
Rates as dualler in action houses; less elsewhere

Producers Releasing Corp.
59 Minutes
Frank Buck, June Duprez, Duncan Renald-),
Howard Banks, J. Farrell MacDonald, J.

Alex Havier, Arno Frey, Dan Seymour,
Pedro Regas.
Directed by Sam Newfield.

Some of Frank Buck's best jungle action
and animal stock shots have been blended
with a serial-like story to make "Tiger
Pangs" fair entertainment for the young-
sters and avid action fans. This is not one
of Ruck's narrative style features so the

'-."Bring 'Em Back Alive" man attempts to
Carry an acting part with only a fair de-

gree of success. At least it can be reported
that he acts natural in the role of — Frank
Buck. Duncan Renaldo is the best of sev-

eral capable players in the cast. The plot

has been given a timely angle by the use
of scheming Nazi agents working for the

Axis in the depths of the jungle and, al-

though it's never very believable, the ani-

mal shots occasionally make it melo-
dramatically effective. The Buck nama
should still have some box office value in

the lesser houses.

A rubber plantation, run by J. Farrell

MacDonald in the Near East, is having
trouble with its native workers who fear
"Chindock" — ferocious tigers who are be-

lieved to be evil spirits. Frank Buck,

'SILVER CITY RAIDERS' FAST-PACED WESTERN

Practical
Above all else FILM BULLETIN reviews aim
to give the exhibitor the practical facts about the

new pictures, in order that they might be of concrete

Value to the theatreman when he buys, bool^s and
advertises. Exhibitors all over America kpow
FILM BULLETIN reviews are tops for honesty

and reliability!
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND TH€ SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
Two of the five pictures now in production on this lot promise

to be much in advance of the ordinary run-of-the-mill Columbia
product. They are "Address Unknown" (Paul Lukas-Mady
Christians) and "At Night We Dream" (Paul Muni-Merle Oberon).
Sam Wood, in choosing "Address Unknown" as his first picture
for Columbia release, selected a widely discussed story packed
with moving dramatic values. In the capable hands of William
Cameron Menzies, acting as both producer and director, it should
emerge as provocative film fare. "At Night We Dream" is the
slory of Frederick Chopin's life. Time is the early 18th Century
which should provide full use of Technicolor, this being a very
lush period and much of the setting the gay Vienna of that day.
Cornel Wilde, borrowed from 20th Century-Fox to play the role
of Chopin, gets his first big break. He will play opposite Merle
Oberon as George Sand, the great love of Chopin's life while Paul
Muni, who never did fancy the role of screen lover, steps into the
character category as Chopin's devoted teacher and friend. Under
the terms of the deal with 20th Century-Fox, Wilde's contract
will be shared with Colurribia and he will do at least one picture
a year for them.

Preparations are under way to start "The Road to Yesterday"
about January 15. This is the Irene Dunne starring vehicle, with
Charles Coburn heading the supporting cast. Latter is now
finishing up his role in "Knickerbocker Holiday" for which he
was loaned to Producing Corporation. He will check back at
Columbia the latter part of December and will begin getting
ready for his role in the Dunne picture ... Sometime in January
"Tonight and Every Night" should start rolling, provided Rita
Hayworth has settled her differences with Harry Cohn by that
time. It's a salary dispute, but Rita has been handed a very
sizeable bonus, so that will keep her happy long enough to get the
picture finished. Since she registers so strikingly in Technicolor,
Rita will also be tinted in her picture following "Tonight," this
being "Gone Are the Days," a story of the deep South.

Alan Woods and Lec Solomon have been signed to write the
screenplay for the Kay Kyser picture which Sam Bischoff plans
to produce. This team formerly worked on the Abbott and Cos-
tello comedies. . .Hasty war-time weddings are the basis of a
comedy romance in preparation under the title of "The Impatient
Years." Screenplay is being written by Virginia Van Upp from
her own original story. It's about a soldier and a girl who get
married after very short acquaintance and what happens when
he is discharged from service shortly after their mari'iage. . .Col-
umbia has dropped the idea of bringing in a new singing cowboy
for each Charles Starrett western.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
By the time this reaches print, four of the six pictures now in

work will have finished. These are "The Canterville Ghost"
(Charles Laughton-Robert Young), "Two Sisters and a Sailor"
iVan Johnson-June Allyson), "Mr. Co-Ed" (Red Skelton-Esther
Williams) and "Gaslight" (Ingrid Bergman-Charles Boyer). Con-
tinuing will be "Kismet" (Ronald Colman-Marlene Dietrich) and
"Dragon Seed" (Katharine Hepburn-Walter Huston).

Of interest is the fact that Spencer Tracy's latest, "The
Seventh Cross," is going into production and that the role he
plays has plenty of guts. Spencer is still M-OM's ace dramatic
star, despite Walter Pidgeon's impressive performances. . .Likely
that the latter will again appear opposite Greer Garson in her
next film. This will be a picturization of Louis Bromfield's best-
seller novel, "Mrs. Parkington." The film spans the lifetime of
the title character, with Miss Garson living through foui' genera-
tions, from the age of nineteen to eighty-four.

Ann Sothern is getting ready to make "Maisie Goes to Reno,"

eighth of the popular series. This will deal with Maisie's adven-

tures on a two-weeks vacation from a defense plant. The newest
Maisie will have Ann singing for the first time since "Panama
Hattie," since the action calls for her to join an all-girl band in

Reno... Ever since Brian Donlevy worked on this lot making
"America" he has been anxious to do another picture for M-(3-M.
He is now trying to get out of his contract with Paramount, in

which case he will move over here. . .Spencer Tracy is down to

portray Lt. Col. James Doolittle, who planned and executed the

amazing Tokyo raid, in "Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo," from Cap-
tain Lawson's book. The picture will be brought to the screen
as an authentic record of the Tokyo bombing from its inception.

Sam Zimbalist will produce.
Two interesting musical productions are in prospect here. Guy

Bolton, New York playwright-scenarist, is working on the screen-
play for "Week-end at the Waldorf," a musical version of "Grand
Hotel." which Arthur Hornblow will produce. Arthur Freed is

working on plans to revive "Show Boat," The Jerome Kern
operetta was originally bought from Universal as a MacDonald-
Eddy vehicle. Kathryn Grayson is a likely choice for Magnolia,
done before on the screen by both Irene Dunne and Laura La
Plante. Both musicals ai'e scheduled to get under way early in

February. . .Lucille Bremer gets her first good part in "Meet Me
in St. Louis" (Judy Garland-Tom Drake) now in production. She
is the luscious blonde chosen as Fred Astaire's next dancing
partner in the film which he is now getting ready to make for

this studio.

MONOGRAM
Lou Costello, funny man, will begin his directorial career at

Monogram where he has been assigned to direct the next East Side

Kids production, "Block Busters." Costello will use the name
"Lucas Tello" to avoid any conflict with his Universal connections.
His pact with Monogram calls for five pictures.

Production is proceeding on an even keel here with most of

the interest centered on "Johnnie Doesn't Live Here Any More"
(Simone Simon-James Ellison) which King Bros, are making.
While it might seem that questionable taste is involved in the
story of a girl who sublets an apartment for which keys have
been given to a number of men, Columbia handled a similar

theme in "More the Merrier." This, of course, leads to many
amusing complications .. .King Bros., in spite of their bulk, ar'e

an active pair. Seizing on the title "Mena House," which is the
name of the hotel in Cairo where the history-making conference
between United Nations leaders is reported to have taken place,

the brothers King have assigned Joe Beatty to write a screen-

play built around that exciting event.

Lindsley Parsons has set back his starting date on "Black
Beauty" until after the first of the New Year due to casting
difRculties . . . With Alaska figuring in the headlines. Jack Dietz
and Sam Katzman will assign a writer to do the screenplay for a
picture to be called "The 49th State," on which they mean to

really go to town. There is a possibility that a camera crew will

be sent on location to Alaska in the Spring to film scenes of the

actual locale. . .Interest attached to the fact that Jennifer Holt,

daughter of screen veteran Jack Holt, has been signed for the
fem lead in "Outlaw Trail." Also that in the same picture ap-

pears Jim Thorpe, famed American Indian athlete who is recog-
nized as the all-time All-American football player. . .Gale Storm
will be built up on the basis of the great amount of publicity she
has received, especially in the Hearst press, in connection with
"Where Are Your Children?". . .Frank Fay being busy with his

stage revue, James Dunn is being considered to take his place

opposite Billy Gilbert in the series of comedies planned by thi.3

(company, first of which was "Spotlight Scandals." Monogram
feels that Dunn, too long inactive, has the same style of smart
comedy that Frank Fay injects into his work.



PARAMOUNT
This company has a lot of money tied up in "Lady In the

Dark," which stars Ginger Rogers with Ray Milland, Warner
Baxter and Jon Hall. There has been considerable pro and con

discussion about this Technicolor picture by those who have seen

it. Some label it "great" and others downright "boring." At any

rate, Paramount knows that it is going to be hard to sell. That

is why the company is launching the biggest advertising, publicity

and radio campaign ever given any of its pictures to help pre-sel!

"Lady In the Dark," which is slated for general release at Easter.

George Brown, studio publicity head, is now in New York and

upon his return will launch plans for a snazzy premiere at the

Hollywood Paramount Theatre on February 9. Paramount claims

it will spend $400,000 on its selling campaign for just this one

picture. Which gives you an idea of just how much the company
is extending itself to put over "Lady In the Dark."

Paramount, impatient to get Alan Ladd's picture under way,

has advanced the starting date to December 13. The title is "And

Now Tomorrow" and the setting is a New England mill town.

Loretta Young and Susan Hayward play two sisters who are rivals

for his affections. His role is rugged and two-fisted ... "A Medal

for Benny," which Gregory LaCava was to have directed, has been

postponed. . .This studio going in for comedians who are able to

write their own material. Both Crosby and Hope are a big help

to their script writers, while Robert Benchley will write his own
lines for "The National Barn Dance." Ed Gardner will also do

the same when he makes "Duffy's Tavern" in the Spring.
.
.Six

New York writers have been signed to report to the studio on

January 1st. They are Vincent McHugh, author of the recent

best-selling novel, "I Am Thinking of My Darling;" Abraham
Polonsky, for seven years a writer on the Goldbergs radio serial;

Theodore Strauss, drama and movie critic of the New York Times;

David Horwich and Richard Nussbaum, young playwrights, and

Dwight Mitchell Wiley, author of "The Griswold Story," which
appeared in the Saturday Evening Post and which Paramount
will film.

"Till We Meet Again" (Ray Milland-Barbara Britton) final

title of Frank Borzage picture previously known as "Tomorrow's
Harvest" and "Give Us This Day"... Ann Doran, now playing in

"I Love a Soldier," given a term contract. . .Frank Faylen, who
did the jitterbug routine with Dorothy Lamour in "And the

Angels Sings," also signed .. .Cecil DeMille expects to have the

new modernized version of "The Sign of the Cross" ready for

Easter release. DeMille feels that when it was first released in

1933 the depression then setting in kept many from seeing it.

These people now have the money to spend and will welcome its

revival, the producer believes. . .Katina Paxinou is recuperating

and will return here for a role in "Marseilles" sometime next

month. Barry Sullivan will have the other lead in this story

about the scuttling of the French fleet.

PRC RELEASING
As exclusively announced in this department weeks ago, the

reorganization of this company's executive setup is now under

way. Arthur Greenblatt has been succeeded as general sales

manager by Leo J. McCarthy. Latter, a veteran in film business,

has been with the company since April, 1941, and has a wide
acquaintance among exhibitors, having at one time been with

the Blank and Midwest Theatres circuit. McCarthy, after a visit

to the studio, is back in New York and will shortly leave on a

tour of exchanges and also contact key exhibitors. There will be

other changes here with an announcement around January 1st.

This is in line with the plan to coordinate the sales and produc-
tion departments. Producers Releasing has ample finances, its

principal backer being Robert D. Young, executive head of a

number of important corporations. As soon as its organization

is running smoothly, PRC should make quick forward strides.

Leon Fromkess, in an effort to relieve himself of the great

bulk of production details, and in anticipation of the expansion
program now planned, has appointed Martin Mooney to the post

of executive assistant and associate producer. Mooney knows
story values and has produced some fine inde features. Ray
Schrock, another writer, has also been advanced to the status of

associate producer. Both men will personally produce at least

two pictures each per year.

Producers Releasing is enlarging its story department and
plans on accumulating a backlog of story material. Stories which
offer exploitation angles will receive preference. Fromkess is

happy over having the title "When the Lights Go On Again" by
reason of its timeliness. He is also enthused about "Minstrel
'Man," which will have Benny Fields, well-known in the larger
cities, surrounded by a cast of picture names. He also has another
Frances Langford vehicle in preparation and has engaged David
Bayne, well-known designer, to create an exclusive wardrobe for
Miss Langford to wear in the picture.

Of the 24 features planned by this company, six will be top-
budget with a million dollar kitty to be spent on the group, with
the coin allotted to the stories as they line up as box office ma-
terial.

REPUBLIC
This company wound up "The Fighting Seabees" (John

Wayne) after more than 100 days of shooting, a record for Re-
public. . .Most of the interest here centers on "Trocadero," the

most elaborate musical Republic has undertaken. Rosemary Lane
and Dick Purcell have the leads in this film about Hollywood's
most famous night spot. Four name bands which have appeared
there at various times are being used in the picture and various

specialty acts will also be introduced.

Roy Rogers is back on the lot with two pictures down for

immediate production. These are "The Cowboy and the Senorita'

and "Yellow Rose of Texas" .. .Action pictures still rule on this

lot. Republic announces that it will put into production soon the

first of a series of eight Red Ryder westerns, starring Wild Bill

Elliott, in the title role of the popular cartoon character. The
Red Ryder strip is distributed through NEA, the Scripps Howard
syndicate and is now published in more than 700 newspapers with

a circulation of over fifteen million.

George Sherman has been advanced to the status of pro-

ducer following his handling of "The Monster" in which Herbert
Yates feels he has a great picture. Sherman is to have his own
unit, working under Yates' personal supervision, and will make
four top-budget pictures annually. His first under the new set-up

will be "The Lady from Lisbon" (temporary title) in which Vera
Ralston will be featured ... Policy of fitting screenplays to popular
song titles will be continued. Latest in that category is "Pistol

Packin' Mama," ready for release. Frank Woodruff, who directed

this musical, reports for Army duties on December 15.

RKO-RADIO
Eddie Cantor's "Show Business," "Marine Raiders" (Pat

O'Brien-Ruth Hussey) and "International Zone" (George Sanders-
Virginia Bruce) all nearing the finish line. Sanders remains on
the RKO Radio lot to make "Bamboo Blonde," to be produced
by Maurice Geraghty. There is a strong possibility, however, that

he will make a picture for Angelus Productions before starting

"Bamboo Blonde," since this will not be ready for the cameras
until about February 15... The news reported here exclusively

that RKO Radio is going in for more outdoor-action pictures is

confirmed by the signing of John Wayne for one picture per year
for the next seven years. His first picture under the new deal

will be "Tall In the Saddle," which Robert Fellows will produce.
It is a western story with a mystery background. Negotiations
are now under way to sign another top-flight action star to make
a series for release during the current season.

Good news that Maureen O'Sullivan will return to her old

role of Jane in "Tarzan and the Amazons" which Sol Lesser is

preparing. She will appear with Johnny Weissmuller, Johnny
Sheffield and Cheeta. Kurt Neumann will direct. This will be
Miss O'Sullivan's first screen appearance in over two years... As
an added touch of showmanship, the picture will have a large

group of hand-picked beauties playing the Amazons. A special

feature will be a big aquatic show. . .Another welcome addition
to this company's roster is Joan Davis, appearing opposite Eddie
Cantor in "Show Business" and slated to make at least three
pictures a year for RKO Radio. A popular figure with motion
picture audiences. Miss Davis has also won a large radio, her
program having one of the highest of all network ratings.

This studio has always recognized the value of radio names.
Fibber and Mollie are about to start "Heavenly Days." Mean-
while, The Great Gildersleeve and Lum 'n' Abner continue on the

roster. Their followings are in the rural areas, no doubt.

Rosalind Russell checks in here just before the holidays to

prepare for her role in "Elizabeth Kenny" based on the life and
cai-eer of the famous Nurse Kenny ... Ginger Rogers also pre-

paring to make "Gibson Girl," an elaborate Technicolor picture

the setting for which will be New York around the turn of the

Century .. .Kay Kyser also down for a picture, but starting date
uncertain due to his physical condition, now precarious.

20tli CENTURY-FOX
Never before in its history has this company had such an

impressive lineup of product. Darryl Zanuck has not let any
grass grow under his feet since returning. The selection of story
properties has been both brilliant and original. On the serious
side are such productions as "Song of Bernadette," "Happy Land."
"Jane Eyre," "Eve of St. Mark," "Lifeboat" and "The Sullivans.

"

advance reports on all of which are excellent. In the strictly

escapist category we find "Gang's All Here," "Home In Indiana."
"Four Jills in a Jeep" and "Greenwich Village" all made with an
eye to light entertainment. . .With "The Purple Heart" and "Wil-
son" already in production, Zanuck is now giving most of his

attention to the preparation of Wendell Willkie's "One World."
He has already started on the selection of a cast and has also
assigned the ace writing team of Lamar Trotti and Dudley
Nichols to write the screenplay.
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other important pictures now in preparation are Cronin's
"Keys of the Kingdom," which John Stahl will direct; "Lady In

Ermine," popular stage musical, Ernst Lubitsch directing; also a

le-make of "State Fair" (William Perlberg) in Technicolor, and
Ambassador Dodd's diary "Now It Can Be Told"... On the Spring
schedule are the popular Broadway stage musicals, "The Band
Wagon" and "Something for the Boys."

One of the finest acting combinations yet achieved in motion
pictures is the merging of Tallulah Bankhead and Paul Muni as
co-stars in "There Shall Be No Night," based on Robert Sher-
wood's prize-winning stage play of the same name. Tallulah
wanted to do a comedy following "Lifeboat," but found it im-
possible to turn down the role played on Broadway by Lynne
Fontanne, with Muni in the part created by Alfred Lunt. Louis
de Rochemont will supervise and locale will be changed from
Finland to Greece. It is planned to start the picture about Feb-
ruary 1.

Another important happening here is the signing of Elia
Kazan, former actor, who made a name for himself as director
of the Group Theatre productions on Broadway. As his first

assignment under a producer-director contract, Kazan will bring
to the screen "A Tree Grows in Brooklyn," based on the best-
selling novel of that name. Starting date is late January. Kazan,
whose contract gives him the choice of directing picture pro-
duced by others and directing his own, will have full charge of
his first production. . -James Cagney is discussing a deal to make
"The Life of O. Henry" with George Jessel producing. This
sounds like an ideal bit of casting. . .Richard Jaeckel, 16-year-old
who scored in "Guadalcanal Diary," will be starred in "Chips,
the Dog Hero," story about a dog who goes to war. William
Girard will produce .. .Lloyd Nolan penned to exclusive 20th-Fox
pact.

UNITED ARTISTS
With seven pictures completed and awaiting release dates,

five more in production and 19 others being prepared, Carl Leser-
man told UA district managers that they had nothing to worry
about as regards product. . .Mary Pickford and David O. Selznick
are reported as completely fed up with Charles Chaplin's attitude
toward the company's affairs and are trying to change the by-
laws so that they may have the bulk of authority in guiding this

company's production plans.

Following is a summary of the various units now active:

ARNOLD PRESSBURGER: "It Happened Tomorrow" (Dick
Powell-Linda Darnell) should be all finished by December 15.

CHARLES R. ROGERS: "Song of the Open Road," progress-
ing on schedule. It serves to revive the famous feud between
W. C. Fields and Charlie McCarthy.

EDWARD SMALL: After casting troubles, "Up In Mahal's
Room" now shooting, with Gail Patrick taking over the role
originally set for Joan Bennett. Latter stepped out on producer's
inability to secure a suitable leading man. Franchot Tone and
Dennis O'Keefe signed. Allan Dwan directs.

ANGELUS PRODUCTIONS: "The Moon Their Mistress"
(Linda Darnell-George Sanders) should get rolling in late De-
cember. Edward Everett Horton signed for comedy lead.

DAVID O. SELZNICK: Alfred Hitchcock signed before leav-
ing for England. He will direct "House of Doctor Edwardes,"
English mystery story, upon his return.

RIPLEY-MONTER : "Voice In the Wind" (Francis Lederer-
Sigrid Gurie) completed and planning three more, properties not
named.

ANDREW STONE: "Sensations of 1944" set to get going
January 3. Musical features Eleanor Powell, W. C. Fields and a
cast of specialty acts. Stone will direct as well as produce.

MARY PICKFORD: Owns "Junior Miss" which she plans to
produce with no definite starting date set.

LESTER COWAN: Controls film rights to "Tomorrow the
World," current Broadway stage success and Ernie Pyle's best-
seller "Here Is Your War." Will announce definite starting date
within next two weeks.

WILLIAM CAGNEY PRODUCTIONS: Preparing "Port
Royal," pirate yarn, as a vehicle for James Cagney.

UNIVERSAL
Production tapering off here in preparation for holiday lull,

after which a heavy schedule will be put into work. In addition
to "Three Cheers for the Boys," which consists mostly of special-
ties, pictures now before the cameras are "Christmas Holiday"
iDeanna Durbin-Gene Kelly), "Slightly Terrific" (Anne Rooney-
Leon Errol), "Anybody Here Seen Kelly?" (Eddie Quillan-Anne
Gwynne), "The Merry Monahans" (Donald O'Connor-Peggy Ryan)
and "Weird Woman" (Lon Chaney-Anne Gwynne), all of which
should wind up this month.

In "Anybody Here Seen Kelly?" Harriett Hilliard plays the
role of Kelly, a musical comedy star. Kirby Grant has the sing-

ing lead. Ozzie Nelson, Miss Hilliard's husband, is also in the

picture. . .Gladys George has a strong role in "Christmas Holi-

day" as the owner of a sordid New Orleans roadhouse whera
Deanna Dui'ibin is an entertainer. Richard Whorf also borrowed
from Warners for an important part in this picture. . .Paul Mal-

vern's three features, now in various writing stages, will all be

made in Technicolor. Maria Montez will star in the trio titles o(

which are "Queen of the Nile," "Flame of Stamboul" and an un-

titled western. Miss Montez just finished "Gypsy Wildcat," also

in Technicolor .. .Edmund Hartmann, recently upped from writer

to producer, will produce the next Olsen and Johnson feature

"High Spirits." Milt Gross and Elwood Ullman are working on
the screenplay with picture scheduled to start next month.

Starting date of the first Abbott and Costello picture sinca

Lou's illness still uncertain. Universal hopes to have a definite

announcement regarding the popular team's return to the screen

in the near future ... Susanna Foster will next be starred in an
original screenplay "The Climax," of which Lynn Starling is

author and George Waggner producer .. .Charles Boyer, having
completed "Gaslight" for M-G-M, has checked back on the Uni-
versal lot and is preparing a new vehicle in which he will star,

as well as produce. . .Walter Lantz has three more Cartunes in

work for release by this company during the current season.

WARNER BROS.
As this is written, eight pictures are in production on the

Warner lot. Half of these are winding up and the other four just

getting under way. Pictures nearing the finish line are "Mr.

Skefllngton" (Bette Davis-Claude Rains), "My Reputation" (Bar-

bara Stanwyck-George Brent), "Between Two Worlds" (John Gar-

field-Eleanor Parker) and "Cinderella Jones" (Joan Leslie-Robert

Alda). Jack Benny's picture, "The Horn Blows at Midnight," will

be in production until late January and the same applies to

"Hollywood Canteen" which will include specialties by most of

the top WB stars. "Make Your Own Bed" (Jack Carson-Jane
Wyman) and "Mask for Dmitrios" (Zachary Scott-Sydney Green-
street) should wind up shortly after the holidays.

Warner Bros, were a bit previous in announcing they had
signed Elia Kazan to a directing contract. 20th Fox stepped in

and grabbed this talented youngster on a producing-directing

deal. His first Warner assignment was to have been "An Errand
for Uncle," by Clifford Odets, which Jerry Wald will produce and
for which a new director is now being sought. . .Much speculation

as to when Joan Crawford will make her first picture for this

company. Difficulty in obtaining the proper vehicle mostly to

blame. Miss Crawford turned down "Night Shift" for which she

was first announced.
This company following policy of developing its own stars,

as witness Jack Carson, Jane Wyman, Sydney Greenstreet, Ireno
Manning and Nancy Coleman. Robert Alda expected to zoom to

the top after "Rhapsody In Blue" is released. This studio also

expects great things of Zachary Scott, recently taken by Jack
Warner from a Broadway play and set to make his screen debut
in title role of "Mask for Dimitrios." Another Warner "white

hope" is William Prince, who made his screen debut in "Destina-

tion Tokyo" and who replaced Charles Drake in "Mr. Skefflngton"

when Drake was drafted.

Anticipating that double bills are on the way out, Warners
have lined up an ambitious program of 46 short subjects for 1943-

44 release. These are of wide variety, some in Technicolor. . .

Robert Milton, noted stage director, has been practically set to

write and direct "The Life of Tschaikowsky." Milton will make
his adaptation from Katherine Turney's original. Much of the

Tschaikowsky music will be used in the picture.

INDEPENDENT
With the scoring of "The Private Life of Dr. Paul Joseph

Goebbels" completed, W. R. Frank left Hollywood for Minne-
apolis, from which he operates his circuit of 17 theatres. . .Alfred

Zeisler, who directed the picture, and Herbert O. Phillips, who
wrote the script in collaboration with Zeisler, will join Frank in

Minneapolis. The trio will go to Owatonna, Minn., 100 miles

from Minneapolis, to attend the first public showing of "Goebbels"
on December 22. Later, they train for New York to look over
talent for "Springtime in Vienna," the next Frank production.

Edward Finney plans to make "Dog of Flanders," Ouida
classic, originally published in 1850. He has engaged Walter
Anthony to write the screenplay which will be given an early

20th Century background. Finney plans to start production next
month. He has set back production of "Inside Tibet" by John-
ston McCulley until later in 1944.

William Rowland announces that he will make a film version

of "Desire Under the Elms," play by Eugene O'Neill. He expects
to start production January 15 at the Pathe studio.

Herman Millakowsky lining up talent for "French Can Can,"
based on an oiiginal story by Maurice Dekobra. Millakowsky
made his debut as an American producer with "Women In
Bondage" for Monogram. He has set a January 10th starting
date.
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A

1943-44 Features (—

)

Completed (16) In Production (3)

Westerns (—

)

Completed (10) In Production (1)

Serials (—

)

Completed ( 1) In Production (0)

1943-44 Features (—

)

Completed (17) In Production <6)

Westerns (—

)

Completed (11) In Production (0)

Serials ( 4) Completed ( S) In Production (0)

ADDRESS UNKNOWN
Drama—Started December 1

Cast: Paul Lukas, Mady Christians, Peter Van Eyck, K. T. Ste-

vens, Morris Carnovsky, Charles Halton, Erwin Kaiser,
Dale Cornell, Peter Newmeyer.

Story: Based on a short story i)f the same name about how the Nazi doc-
trine of intolerance affects tlie lives of a group of people.

Director: William Cameron Menzies

AT NIGHT WE DREAM
Drama—Started December 3

Cast: Paul Muni, Merle Oberon, Cornel Wilde, Nina Foch, George
Cculouris, Howard Freeman, Maurice Tauzin, Fay Helm,
Ivan Triesault, Sig; Arno, Dawn Bender.

Director: Charles Vidor
atory; Based on the life and loves of Frederick Chopin, famed ISth Cen-

tury composer.

JAM SESSION
Musical—Started November 30
Cast: Ann Miller, Jess Barker, Louis Armstrong and Orchestra,

Jan Garber and Orchestra, Ted Powell and Orchestra, Al-
vino Key and Orchestra, Glen Gray and Orchestra, Charlie
Barnett and Orchestra.

Director: Charles Barton
story: Romance of bandleader ami girl vocalist as framework for bands.

SAILOR'S HOLIDAY
Comedy—Started November 30
Cast: Arthur Lake, Jane Lawrence, Shelley Winter, Lewis Wil-

son, Bob Haymes.
Director: William Berke
Story; Sailors whoop it up while on shore leave.
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••agkbays In Ireland Baker-Donnell

Hall «• the Rangers Starrett- Harris

Heat It 00. The West-Moore ...

Details adder title: Traplaana

Hey Raoble Miller-Parks ...

It Everybody Happy? Lewis-Wynn . . .

Klondike Kate Savage-Bennett .

Last Horseman. The Maydea-Wllls ...

Details under title: Sulfide Range

None Shall Eseape Hunt-Knox

Return of the Vampire Lugosl-lnescourt

Riding West Starrett-Pattartao

Racket Man, The Neal-Bates . . . .

Roundup for Victory Starrett- Bate* ..

Sahara (97) Bogart- Bridges

Silver City Raiders (55) Hayden-Carroll

Swing Out the Bluet Haymes-Parks ..

The Wedding Guest Sat On a Stone Lake-Roberts

There's Something About a taldicr Drake-Paris

VIgllantN RMa, The Hayden-Pattersen

Details inder title: Beidllne Cint

What a Woman! (94) Russell-Aherne

Details under title: Ten Per Cent Woman
Wyoming Harrieane Hayden-Patterton

. .8-9. .12-23.

.

12-9 .

.

.7-26. .

.7-26. .

.5031.

.7-26.

.10-7. .

.9-16.

.

.12-2.

.

.3201.

. .9-6

8-9 . 10-28

.

.9-40. .12-16.

. S-2»

. .9-20

.
.9-6. .11-11.

.11-14

. .11-1

. . .9-6

.5016.

. .5024.

. . .2-8

.
9-7

.9-20.

.11-29
.6-28

. .11-2

.10-14. . .5003. .10-18
11-4 . .5202. .12-13

. 12-23

11-30. . .5017.

.8-23. .12-28.

.

.11-2

^OLDV l-MA Yil
1942-43

1943-41

Feature*
Features

Completed
Completed

(36)

(32)

In Production
In Production

(0)

(6)

No Rw.

MEET ME IN ST. LOUIS
Comedy Drama—Started December 6

Cast: Judy Garland, Margaret O'Brien, Joan Carroll, Glor a

deHaven, Mary Astor, Tom Drake, Leon Ames, LuciU?"

Bremer, Tommy Batten, Harry Davenport.

Director: Vincente Minnelli
story; Based on nostalgic novel of the same name by Sally Benson about

a typical mirl-west family with three daughters.

THE SEVENTH CROSS
Drama—Started December 6

Cast: Spencer Tracy, Sigrne Hasso, Hume Cronj-n, Steve Geray,

Herbert Rudley, Kurt Katch, Jessica Tandy.
Director: Fred Zinnemann
story: The thrilling escape from a concentration camp of an assorted

.?roup led by Spencer Tracy. Taken from the best-selling^ novel by

Anna Seghers.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Titit— Running Time Cast Detallt Rel.

Cantarvllle Ghost. The Langhtan-O'Brlen ...8-23

Dragon Seed.. Hepburn-Huston ...11-15

Marriage Is a Private Affair furner-Hodiak .11-29
Three Men in White Barrymore-Johnson .11-29

1942-43
BLOCK NO. FOUR

Bataan (116) Taylor-NalaB 11-14

BuBarry Was a Lady (T) (101) JkelUn-Ball 9-7

Harrlgan's Kid (80) Readlck-Garnn . . .11-t

Details under title: The Half Pint Kid

Hitler's Madman (84) tarradlni-Marlson

Pilot No. 5 (70) rone-Hunt

Detailt under title Skyway to Glory

Presenting Lily Mars (104) tarland-Carlian

Youngest Profession. The (82) hfiidler-Arnald ...

SPECIALS
Human Comedy. The (118) loaney-RMd ....

Random Harvest (126) :alnian-6arto« . .

1943-44
BLOCK NO. ONE

Adventures of Tartu (103) Donat-Hndson

Above Suspicion (90) Cr'wfard-M'Murray

Beet Foot Forward (T) (93) Ball-Janet

Br. Gillespie's Criminal Case (89) BarryBiare-Reld ..

Girl Crazy (99) Rowiey-Garland

I Dood It (102) Skelton-Powell

Lasela Coaie Home (T) (90) MeOowell-Gwena

Man from Down Under. The (103) Laeghton-Barnes

Salute to the Marines (T) (102) iMry-Balnter ...

^Ing Shift Malsle (87) Sothern-Crali ...

Whistling la Brooklyn (87) Skelton-Rutherferd

Young Ideas (77) Astor-Marsball ..

.MS .

.»>. . .5-17

.3m. . .»-tt

.7-U.

.1-10.

.11-t.

.)>4.

.3».
..«-14

. .4-1*

.SM..
-JJl.

.

.*-S

. .8-7.

.lis.

.10-19.
11-30.
. .2-8.

12- 14.
.1-25.

11-30.

.
9-7.

. .3-8.

. .10-5.

..1-11.
.5-17.

. .1-25.

.M« )-

.>T«. .ll->9

. .406. . .10-4

. .40a...8-23
.405. . .7-lii

. .407.
, .409.

.403.

,

.410
.411.

. .401.

. .404.

. .412.
. .408.

.3-17

.8-23

8-9
.8-2}

. .8-9

. .8-9

.5-n

.10-4

. .8-9
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BLOCK NO. TWO
Crojs of Lorraine, The (98) Aumonf-Kelly . .

DHdIi onder titli: A Tkauitiid Shall Fall

Cry Ham (98) Sothern-Sulladan

Heavenly BoUy. The Laraarr-Powell

Lost Angel (91) B'Brien-Cralg

Madame Curie (124) Garson-Pidgeon

Sooi vf Ruiila Taylur-Petcrs

Malli iito MM*: Riuli
Swing Fever (80) Kyser-Maxwell

Thauaandi Chter (T) (126) Grayion-Ktlly . .

BMalli under title: Private MIh Jonti

NOT DESIGNATED
Amerlea (T) Donlevy-Riehardi

Brttdwair Rhythm (T) MarBhy-Slmnu .

Gasllfht Bergnan-Boyer

Guy Namrd Jae, A (— ) Tracy-Dunne

Meet the Peeple Ball-Ptwell

Ratiening Beery-Main ...

Twa Sisteri and A Sailor lohnson-Allyton

White Cliffs, The Banne-Marehall

.5-31.

.5-17.

. .5-17.

.
.5-17.

. . .3-8.

. 3 22.

11-15

11-15

. .11-15

. . 11-29

Voodoo IVlan, The Lugosi-Carradint

Westward Baund Maynard-Gibson

.11-1.

.10-4. .1-10. .

,

. . .2-8.

.11-30.

.
.4-19.

. .<-!•.

. .8-23.

, . .3-8.

.7-12.

. .8-9.

.9-20.

.6-U.

.11-15

.
.9-20

MONOCR AM
1943-43 Features (33)

Westerns (16)

1943-44 Featuies (28)

Westerns (16)

Complettid (SS)

Completed (16)

Completed (16)

Completed ( 3)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

In Production (1)

In Production (2)

GOLDEN TRAIL. THE
Western—Started December 6

Cast: Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton, Craig Woods,
Lloyd Ingraham, Hal Price, Marshall Reed, Jack Ingraham,
Lynton Brent, Ben Corbett.

Director: Lambert Hillyer
story; Concern.'? a flgiit for rights to a gold mine.

JOHNNIE DOESN'T LIVE HERE ANY MORE
Comedy—Started December 3

Cast: Simone Simon, James Ellison, William Terry, Grady Sut-
ton, Gladys Blake, Clarence Straight, Lynton Brent, Em-
mett Lynn, Duke York.

Director: Joe May
Story: Presents Miss Simone as tlie resident of a sub-let apartment for

which a number of doorkeys are in general circulation.

CJTLAW TRAIL
Western—started December 7
Cast: Hoot Gibson, Jennifer Holt, Bob Steele, Chief Thunder-

cloud, Cy Kendall, Jim Thorpe.
Director: Robert Tansey
Sii>r.v: Trail Blazers series.

RELEASfi CHART
fN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast
""'''leii Gibson-IMaynard

1942-4?
Black Market Rostlers (57) Corrigan-Moore
Blazing Guns (55) Maynard-Ulbson
Billets and Saddles Corrigan-Moore
Canpos RhythB Sferm-Lowery ..

Details under title: College Sweetheart
Cowboy Ceramandas Carrigan-Meore .

Shasts on the Lease (65) East Side Kids.
Here Comes Kelly (64) Qulllan-Waodbury
Law Rides Again, The Maynard-Gibian
Mystery of the Thirteenth Guest Purcell-Parrish

Nearly Eighteen (61) Storm-Henry
Rivenge o( the Zombies Lowery-Stonn
Sarang Girl (70) Carla-O'Flvnn ..

Six Sun Gesael (— ) Brawn-Hatten
Spy Train (#1) Travls-Brenf . .

.

Details under title: Time Bomb
Stranger from Pecos (— ) Brown -Hatten

What a Man! Bowni-MeKay .

Details under title: Her Bacheler Husband

Wings Ivor the racina «•) Caaper-Narrls ..

1943-44
BLOCK NO. ONE

Dstalls Rel.

11-29

.5-17. . .8-27.

. .5-3. . .10-8.
6-28. .10-29.

.

. .8-». .11-19.

.9-20

. .11-1

3-22.

.2-22.

.

'. 5-3
.'

.7-26
.7-12.

.5-31.

. .3-8

5-31.

. .4-5

. . .6-2. .

. .7-30.

. .9-10.

. . 8-6.

,

. .11-5.

.11-12. .

. .9-17. .

. . .7-2.

.

. . .9-3. .

. . .7-».

.7-16.

. .6-14

. . .8-9

10-18

. .4-5.

.10-4.

.3-22. . .7-23.

.7 -If

.7-23

. . .8-9

Charlie Chan In tbe Secret Service Toler-Kenyon 9-20. . .1-17. .

Lady. Let's Dance Beiita-Elllson 9-20. . .1-31.

.

Melody Parade (72) Hughes-UulllaB 5-31... 8-27.

Mr. Muggs Steps Bat East Side Kids 9-6.. 12-10..

Spotlight Scandals (79) Fay-Gilbert 9-24.

Sweethearts ot the U. S. A Markel-Novis 9-20 1-7..

Unknown Guest (65) Jory-Blake 10-22.

Women in Bondage (72) Kelly-Henry 8-23

BLOCK NO. TWO
Fallow the Leader East Side Kids 9-6

Mllllcn Dollar Kid East Side Kids 9-6

Where Are Your Children? (73) Ccoper-Morison ... 10-18 . 12-24

.

NOT DESIGNATED
Arizona Whirlwind Gibson- Maynard ...11-1
Deatk Valley Rangers Gibson- Maynard .. .8-23. . .12-3.

Het Rhythm Tim and Irene. .. .11-15

Nearly Eightten (61) Stcrm-Vallin

Botlaws of Stampede Pass Brown-Hatton 8-9.. 10-15.

Raiders ot the Border Brown-Hatton ....11-15

Return of the Aoe Man (— ) Lugosi-Carradine .10-18

Snart Guy Vailin-Borg 9-6 . 12-17.

Sultan's Daughter Corio-Butterwerth .. .9-6. .12-31.

TexM Kid, Tbe Brown-Hatton 11-26.

.8-23

.V-25

. .9-6

.11-29

. 11-29

.12-13
.11-1

PARAMOUNT
1942-43 Features Completed (33) In Production (0)

i!)t:>-44 Features Completed (28) In Production (5)

.(•IT

..4-5

. .4-5

. .4-5

ROAD TO UTOPIA. THE
Comedy—Started December 3

Cast: Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, Dorothy Lamour, Hillary Brooke,

Jack LaRue, Robert Barrat, Nestor Paiva.

Director: Hal Walker
.story; Takes (,'rosby. Hope and I>amour to the frozen north, concerns the

trio's adventures in Alaska. Action embraces free-l'or-alls in honky-
tonks; trips by dos sled find entanglements with roiiith and tou.!;h

characters.

TILL WE MEET AGAIN
Drama—Started November 3

Cast: Ray Milland, Barbara Britton, Lucille Watson, Walter
Slezak, Vladimir Sokoloff, Konstantin Shayne, Tala Birell.

Director: Frank Borzage
.story: Not available.

YOU CAN'T RATION LOVE
Musical—Started November 29

Cast: Betty Rhodes, Johnnie Johnston, Marie Wilson, Bill Ed-
wards, Mabel Paige, Marjorie Weaver, D'Artega and his

Girl Band, Johnny "Scat" Davis, Roland Dupree.
Director: Lester Fuller
Story: Collegiate capers among the younger, jitterbug set.

GAMBLER'S CHOICE
Drama—Started December 6

Cast: Chester Morris, Nancy Kelly
Director: Frank McDonald Producers: Wm. Pine & Wm. Thomas
.story; Not available.

RELEASf CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title— Running Time Cast Details Rel.

When I Come Back Goddard-Tufts

194^-43
BLOCK NO. FIVE

Five Gravrs to Cairo (96) T«M-TaBlr«fl
China (78) Young-Ladd
Aerial Gunner (79) Arlen-Merris ,

High Explosive (62) Morris-rariier

Oetaili under title: You Can't Live forever

Salute for Three (75) Rhoades-Draiie

BLOCK NO. SIX
Alaska Highway (68) Aricn-Parker 4227
Dixie (T) (89) Oresby-Lameur ...11-16 4W9
Henry Aldrich Swings It («5) Lydon-Smltli 12-14 422*
U PratMr We MH (IM) Caibert-tSeddard ..12-14 4ta8
Submarine Alert (67) Arlen-Barrie 4229

SPECIALS
star Si.anoled Rhytlim (99) Ail Star 6-29 . . . 2-12 . . . 4231 . . 4 11

REISSUES
Souli at Sea (93) Cooper-Raft 4254
Union Paelllc (138) StanwyeJi-MeCrea 4230

ROAD SHOW
For Whom the Bell Tolls (T) Ceapef-Bergman ...7-13.

1943-44
BLOCK NO. ONE

Good Fellows, The (70) Walker-Brown . . .

Hostages (89) Ralner-de Cordova

Let's Face It (76) Hope-Hutton
Tornado (83) Morris-Kelly . . .

True to Life (94) Martln-Tene

BLOCK NO. TWO
Henry Aldrich Haunti a House (73) Lydon-Mortimcr

Minesweeper (67) Arlen-Parker 5-17..
No Time tor Love (83) Colbert-MacMurray .6-15..
Riding High (89) (T) Laraour-Poweil 1-25..

SPECIAL
City That Stopped Hitler (58) Russian Documentary 4331

NOT DESIGNATED
And till Angels Sing L-imour-MaoMurray

Double Indemnity Stanwyck-M'Murray

Frenchman's Creek (T) Fentaina-DeCordova

Going My Way? Crosby-Stevens ....
Hail the Conquering Hera Braeken-Ralaee

Henry Aldrich, Boy Scout Lydon-Mortimer
il'nry Aldrich Pliys Cupid Lydon-Smith ....

Henry Aidrieh's Little Secret Lydon-Mortimcr

Oatalli in«ir titlat Haary AllrM IhIb the Cradle

Hour Before Dawn, Tlie Tone-Lake 5-17..

Incendiary Blonde (T) Hutton-Cordova ...11-15..
Lndy in Iht Dark (T) (iegers-Milland ....12-28..

Man in Half Moon Street Asther-Waiker 11-1..

Ministry of Fear Milland-Reynold» ...7-26..
racle of Morgen'i Creek Bonlevy-Hutton ....10-5..

National Barn Dance Brown-Heather ...11-29..
Navy Way, The Powers-Parker 9-20...

Details

.10-18.

.

..1-U

.11-1«
, . .11-2

...8-24

No.

...4ta4.

...4ttC.
4aS3.
4221.

.11-16 4225 4-5

.( 2S
C-U
.<-M
.<-M
.6-28

.7-14

.1-25.

.

.2-22.

.

.2-22.

.

. .4-5.

.

.9-21. .

. .4-5.

4302.
4305

.

4301.
. . 4304

.

4303.

4306.
4308.
4309.
4307.

.8 23

, .8-23

. . 8-23

.
.8-23

. .8-23

.11-15

.11-15

.11-15

.11-13

.9-20

.5-17.

.

10-18.

.

.5-Jl..
.8-23.

.

. .7-12.

.

.8-23.

.

. .1-25. .

. .5-31.

.

Our Hearts Were Young and Gay Lynn-Russell 9-6..

Rainbow Island Lamour-Sullivan ..10-18..

Rhythm Ranch Hatey-Hiillard 11-1..

Standing Room Only Coddard-MacMurray .7-26..

Story of Dr. WaMOll (T) Coopsr-Oay 7-12..

Take It Big Haiey-Hilllard 11-15..

The Hitler Gang Watson-Pope 11-15..

Timber Queen Arlen-Hughes 7-26..
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Triumph 0»«r r»ln MeCru-Fiild 4-20.

Unlnvltid, Tbi Milland-Huiny 5-3.

1942-43 Features (24)

Westerns (18)

1043-44 Features (—

)

Westerns (—

)

Completed (24)

Completed (18)

Completed ( 8)

Completed ( 5)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

MEN ON HER MIND
Drama—Started November 30

Cast: Mary Beth Hughes, Ted North, Edward Norris, Alan Ed-
wards, Kay Linaker, Claire Rochelle, Claire McDr;vvell,

Luis Alberni, Lyle Latell, Eve Hamill, Lane Chandler, Jes-

sie Proctor, Terry O'Sullivan, Victoria Horne, Josephine
Dillon.

Director: Wallace W. Fox
aiory: The story of a girl who .skateil the edges of convention only to find

final rrfuge in a real runiaiice \\'ilh a soldier.

RCLIASI CHART
IN PRODUCTION

TItIt—Dunning Urn, Cast DetaUt Ril. Nt. Ren.

Cry of Youth Hughes 11-29

1942-4?
llaak Ravtn, Thi «1) Zi«M-MiKay
Border Bickara* (£0) Nawill-O'Brlin

Cattli Stamptdi (— ) Cratibt-St. Johfl 8-23.
Fightins Valley •'BrIan-MtCarty 5-31
FalliM 6>rl (72) Barrle-Oliver

Ilrii In ShalM (72) Jadge-Clark 2-8.
tangi. Inc. (72) Ladd-Weedliurv ..Relxue.
law ef the Saddle LIvlngstan-Mllet . .8-23.
Raiders of Red Gap LIvlngston-Oell ....8-23..
Suspected PersoR (— ) Evani-Ro-, Foreign.

Trail of Terror Newlll-O'Brlen 6-14.
flnderdog (65) McLane-Wyn'ers
Wolxi of the Range (— ) LI«lngiton-$t. John 5-31.

Details uodw title: Lone Rider No. 4
Details onder title: Western Saboteurs

..5-31.

.

. .6-15. .

. .8-16.

.

. ...«-l.
. .7-26. .

. .5-17. .

S-15. .

.8-28. .

.9-30.

.

11-29. .

,
.9-14.

.

.10-10.

.

. .6-tl..

. .3tl...7-t«
.354. . .9-20

.362

.J55
.306. .

.9-20

.305 9-6

123
.362
.368
.315 .

.356
.316. .11-29

.M6

1943-44
Blailii Froitlor Crabbe- Manners ...8-23.
Bom ff BaahMa O'Brien-Newill 10-4
Career Girl Langsford-Wood ....11-1.
Oaagert Women it Work (61) Kelly-Brian

Detll lldiri Grabbe-St. John . .

Drifter, The (— ) Crabbe-St. John

Girl froB MoBterey Arraida-Kenncdy ..

Gunsmoke Mesa 9'Brieri-Newill

Harvest Melody (70) Lane-Downs

Iile of Foriotten Sim (84) Carradlne-Sonderg'rd

JIvi Junction Moore-Thayer ....

Return of the Rangers O'Brlen-Newlll ...

Sibmarlne Base (66) Baxter-O'Orsay

Tlior Fango (59) Frank Buck 6-28

9-ao.

!8-9.

Ill
.8-23
4-19.

.10-4

.9-6

. . .»-l.

.

.11-20.
. .

.1-4.

. . 8-24

.

..11-5..
.12-20

. .10-4. .

. . .1-3.

.11-22.
. .8-15.

.12-20.

.10-26.

. . .7-8.

. . .9-10.

.459.

.452.

.411. . .10-4

.460
.461
.412
.453
.402
.401

.407

.451
. .405. . 9-20

. .406. .12-13

OUTLAWS OF SANTE FE
Western starts December 15

Cast: Don Barry, Helen Talbot, Wally Vernon.
Director: Not set
story: Not availablu

RILBASe CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Till*— Running Tlao Cast Details

The Fighting (eabeee Wayne-Hayward ....9-tO..

1942-43
Bordortown 6anflght<ri (5<) Elliott-Jeffries (-28..
Flitting Dcfll Doge (— ) Powell ii.*art

I Adapted from the Serial ef the tame nanc).
Headin' for Cod's Country (78) Lundigan-Dala
Hi, Neighbor (72) Belle-Vague . .

Rol. No. Ret.

. .7-9.

.1-29.
.2313.

. .211.

.11-1

,4-19.

. .<-l.

.8-9.

.8-26.

.7-27.
In Bid tklahona (102) Wayne-Scott .

In Old Monterey (— ) Aetry-Bgrnette
Man from Music Mountain (71) Rogers-Terry 6-28
k-,e<iMll Rase (— ) Aitry-Buractte ...tolcMO.
Nobody's Darling (72) LM-talhern 5-31
• Id Barn Danoe (60) Autry-Burnette ...Rektue.
Secret Service In Darkest Africa Canioran- Marsh 5-3.
Sercan In tbc Dark, A (55) Lowcry- McDonald ..7-12

otalle ander title: A Scream at NIfkt
Silver Span (68) Rogers-Carradine

sleepy Lagoon (65) Can«va-Oay 6-14.
>omtifere Kjo I In (56) Barry-Merrick 6-29.
Semcane to Remember (80) Craven-Paige 3-8.

Details onder title: Prodlgal'i Mother
Thumbs Up (67) Joyee-Frascr 4-5.

West Side Kid. The (58) Barry-Evans 4-19.

Whispering Footsteps Hubbard-Quigley ...10-4..

1943-44
BoyoBd the Last Frontier Revcre-Barnette ....7-12.
Black Hills Express Barry-Heath 5-17.,
Caoyoi City Berry-Talbot 10-4.

Captain America (Serial) Purcell-Gray 11-13.
Death Valley Manhunt ..Elliott-Jeffreys 5-3.

Deer Slayer, The (74) Kcllojg-Parker . . .6-28

Drums of Fu Manchu (—) Brandon-Franklin

Fugitive from Sonora (— ) Barry-Merriek 7-1.

Hands Across the Border Rogers-Tsrry 8-23..

Here Comes Elmer (74) Pearce-Stuart 7-26.

Hoosler Holiday (72) Evans-Byron

Man From Frisco O'Shea-Shirley ...11-29.
Man from RIs Grande Barry-Watts 8-9.

Masked Marvel. The (Serial) (Serial) 7-26.

Mojavc Firebrand ''liott-Hayes 11-29.

My Best Gal Wlfhen-lydon ...11-15.
Mystery Broadcast (63) Aljtrcson- ierry . . . e-2>.

0 Mv Darling Clementine (68) Albertson-Gray .
..9-20.

Bverland Mall Robbery Elliott-Hayes

Pistol Packin' Mama Terry-Livingston ..11-15.

Raiders of Sunset Pass Rcvtrc-Holt 7-26.

Rosie the Riveter Frazee-Alliertson .11-29.
Saint Meets the Tiger (70) SInclalr-Evans For..

The Monster Arlcn-Ralston 11-15.

...9-2.
.10-30.
. .7-18.

. .8-19.
.10-16
. . .7 9.

.10-13.

. .8-12.

. .8-27.

. .7-31.

. .8-81.

. . .7-5.

. .8-23.

12-24. .

.9-18

.8-15.
.12-2.

Vis .

.

.11-22.

11-27.
. .7-2.

.11-15.

. .9-28.

10-23.
11-14.

. .M4 9-6

.2B1. .
.8-10

11-15
. 2306
. .257. . .10-4

. 13»5

.227. .10-18

.2307
. .2*4
..229... 11-1

. .256 8-9

. .228 . 9-20

. . .271. .12-14

. 225 9-6

.213.

.226.

.6-28

. .9-6

.351.

.362.
.364.

.375
.306. .11-29

.305

.361

.341
. . 303 . . 10-18

. 302 . . . 10-4

.363.

.381.

. 11-23

.

. 12-17

.

.11-6.
,12-15.

10-15.

.10-15.

. 304 . . 12-13

.308

.376

.301. .9-6

RKO-R ADIO
riEPUBLiC

1942-4S Features (84) Completed (32) In Production (0)

Westerns (26) Completed (26) In Production (1)

SpAcials ( 6) Completed ( 4) In Production (1)

Serials ( 4) Completed ( 4) In Production (0)

1943-44 Features (—

)

Completed ( 7) In Production (1)

AVestems (—

)

Completed ( 8) In Production (2)

Specials (—

)

Completed ( 2) In Production (0)

Serials (—

)

Completed ( 1) In Production (0)

BENEATH WESTERN SKIES
Western—Started December 3

Cast: Robert Livingston, Smiley Burnette, Lorraine Miller.

Director: Spencer Bennet
story: Tracking down a band of cattle rustlers and land grabbers.

TROCADERO
Musical—Started December 6

Cast: Rosemary Lane, Dick Purcell, Ida James, Cliff Nazarro,
Erskine Johnson, Dave Fleischer, Wingy Manone, follow-
ing bands: Bob Chester, Eddie LeBaron, Gus Arnheim,
Matty Malneck.

Director: William Nigh
story: Based on famous Hollywood cafe of same name.

COWBOY AND THE SENORITA
Western—Started December 13

Cast: Roy Rogers, Mary Lee, Dale Evans.
Director: Joseph Kane
Story; Roy heliis the good neighbor policy along- by making up to a pretty

Mexican senorita.

THE OUTLAW BUSTER
Western—Started December 8
Cast: Wild Bill Elliott, Gabby Hayes.
Director: Howard Bretherton
.story: Fourth in this series

1942-43 Features (46)

Westerns ( 6)

1943-44 Features (—

)

Completed (46)

Completed ( 6)

Completed (24)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast Details

Seven Days Ashore Cantor-Kelly 11-16.

Show Business .Brown-Carney 11-29..

1942-43
BLOCK NO. FIVE

rilcon Strikes Back (66) Conway-Randolph ...2-8..

Flifht ler Freedom (101) Rassell-MacMurray .8-24..

Qctail. under title: Stand Ky to Die

I Walked with a Zomlle (69) Dec-ConwAy 11-2..

Ladles' Day (63) Vclei-Albert 7-20..

This Land Is Mine (103) Uaghton-O'Hari ...11-2..

BLOCK NO. SIX
Ucmbardlcr (99) O'Brien-Scott 11-2..

Glldersleeve's Bad Day (62) Pcary-Oarwell 2-22..

LcHard Mai, The (66) 0' Keefe-Margo 2-22..

Mr. Laeky (100) Grant-Day 11-16...

Betalls aider title: From Here to Victory

(loadron Leader X (99) Dvorak-Portman ....For...

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
BekUd tke Rislii tan (88) Marto-Ryan

PtiMi li Banier, The (M) Conway-Brooke

Rel.

.325.

.321.

.324.

.322.

.323.

.3t».

.327.

.328.

.330.

.326.

.5-17. .

..5-S..

MeaioM IpltBro'i Bleescd Ivont (63) Veloz-Errol 4-5..

Petticoat LarccBi (61) Carroll-Warrick 1-25..

Bkf's lha Llalt (86) Aifalro Lcslio 1-25.,

SPECIALS
lanikl (70) (T) Disney Cartoon Feature ...

Mainlfleent Ambersons (88) Cotten-Costello ...11-29..

Pride of the Yankees, The (128) Cooper-Rutk 1-26.

Thoy Cot Me Covered (95) Hopc-Lamoor 7-20.

WESTERNS

.8-21.

. .7-10.

. .3-5.

. . .2-5.

.391.

.371.

.351.

.352.

. .3-22

. . .2-8

. .3-22

. .3-82

. .3-tt

. .5-31
.5-17
.5-17

. .5-17

. . .2-8

. .T-a<

. .7-16

. .7-M

.
.7-26

. .7-26

...6-1

. .7-13

. .7-27

. .1-11

7-27. . .6-18 . 385

.

. . .3-8

iandlt Ranger (56) . .Holt-Edwards . . 9-25 . . 381

Fllktlni Fraitlar (57) . .Holt-Summor 6-15. .1-29. . .383
Detalle oRder title: Hn of tho Saddio

Pirates ol the Prairie (37) ..Holt-O'Day ... . .6-1. .11-20.

.

. .382. 11-16

Holt-Monet . . . . . .7-13. .7-23. . . .386
. . .6-29. . .4-2.

.

. .384.

Oetalli aider titio: Gun Law
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1943-44
BLOCK NO. ONE

A<«tiilirii (f a Roiklt Brown-Laidry
FilUn Ipirrtw. Th« Gsradd-B'Hara .

La<y Takii a Chanet. A Arthnr-Wayni
•italli andir title Fraa Far All

Sivtath Vlttlm. The Conway-Brasks .

l» Thli li Waihlngton Lum I Abner ..

•tUlli andir titli: Dollar-a-yair Man
BLOCK NO. TWO

Faleaa and the Co-Eds (68) Conway-Brock?
Banoway for Tomerrow (69) Marjo-Brown

Details under title: An Amtrlcan Story

(llderileevg on Broadway (65) Peary-Burke ...
Governaient Girl (93) OfHavilland-Tufts

Iron Majar, Tin (85) O'Brlen-WarrIck

SPECIAL
North Star, Thi (105) Baxter-Brennan

NOT DKSinNATED
Art These Our Children? Granvllli-Smlth
Around the World Kyscr-Davs
Curie of the Cat People SImon-Sralth

Ctaital Command (61) Doeamentary
Daaferoui Journey Lanch«ter-Feld
Bayi at Clary Toumanova-Peck

Details under title: Ona Hoar tf Glory

Falcon In Texas, The Conway-Hale
fihoit Shia. The His-Barrett

Glldersleeve, Detective Peary-Martin
Higher and Hhhsr (90) Moro^n-Haley ..

International Zone Sanders-Brace

Marine Raiders O'Brien-Hussty .

Rookies In Burma Carnry-Brown

Saaw White and the Seven Dwarfs Disney Cartoo
Tanan'i Desert Mystery iVeissmulier-Kelly

Betalls under title: Tarian and the Shilk
Tender Comrade Rogers- Ryan

Three Caballeros (T) Cartoon Feature

YeHow Cintrjr, Tin Neagle-Greeno ..

. . .6-14 40«. . .a-ts

. . .2-8 401.

. .1-11 405

.

. . 8-ftJ

. . .5-17 404. . .8-23
. .•23

9-6 410. .11-15

. .
.7-12 407. .11-15

8-9 409

.

11-1
. .6-28 408 .

11-1"

, . .3-17 406. . . 11-1

. . .5-17 451. . .11-1

. .11-15
. . .6-14 '.12-13

9-6
... Far

9-6

.7-«6.

. . .11-15.
. . .''-23 .

. . .11-15.
8-23.

.

. . .11-15.

. . .11-15.

, . . 8-23.

.

Feature . .

4-19.

, . . .12-13

. . . .12-i3

12-ii

... 12-13

8-23.

. Ftrelgn.

1942-43 Features
1943-44 Features

(—

)

(—

)

Completed (43)

Completed (22)

In Froduotion (0)

In Production (2)

RILIASfl CHART
IN PRODUCTION

TItU— Running Tine Caet Details

The Purple Heart Andrews-Conte 11-29.
Wilson (T) Hardwicke-Mitchell 11-29.

Ral. N«.

1942-45
BLOCK NO. SEVEN

Chetnlki. The Fighting Guerillas (73) Dorn-Gllmora
Details under title: Seventh Column

Immortal Sergeant, The (91) FtndaS'Hara ...
M'rjin for Error (74) Bonnett-Berle ...

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
Dixie Dugan (67) Andrtws-Elllion ..
He Hired the Boss (73) trwIn-BlaInt

Bttatle onder title: JIO Raise

Mean ts Dawn (90) Hardwleko-Travers

BLOCK NO. NINE
Crash Dive (T) (105) Pawtr-Baxter
My Friend Flleka (T) (89) MeDrnvell-Foster

They Came ta Blow Ud America (73) Sandori-Stcn . . . .

Details under title: School for Saboteurs

Tonight We Raid Calais (70) Annabtlla-Sutton .

Details onder title: Secret Mission

BLOCK NO. TEN
Coney Island (T) (93) Grabla-Montgomery
Jlttettugs (74) Laurel t Hardy . .

Osi-Bew Incident (76) Fonda-Foster ....

BLOCK NO. ELEVEN
J»»riiy Wtafhar (77) Rablnsen-Horna ..

SPECIALS
Desert Victory (60) British Comnentary

1943-44
BLOCK NO. ONE

BaBker*! M*«i (70) Sandars-Aanabella

Htann Can Walt (T) (111) Ameche-Tlerney

Hal; Matrimony (87) Waolley-Flaldi

BLOCK NO. TWO
Paris After Dark (86) Sanders-Marshall .

Sweet Roile O'Grady (76) Grablc-Young

BLOCK NO. THBEE
elaodla (ST) McGolre-Yaang ..

WIstir Time (82) Henle-Romero . . .

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Dancing Masttrt (63) Laorel & Hardy ..

Guadalcanal Diary (93) Foster-Nolan

SPECIAL
Battia tt Rgssia (80) Government Documi

NOT DESIGNATED
Buffalo Bill (T) a'Hara-MtCrea .

Eve of St. Mark, The Eythe-Baxter ...

Gangs All Here (T) (103) Faye-Ellison ...
Bttalli onder title: llrl Ha Left Bonlbd

FoDr Jills In a Jeep Francls-Landls .,

Greonwich Village (T) Ameche-Mlranda
Happy Land (75) Ameche-Dce
Htaso In Indiana (T) MeAlllster-Brenian

Jaao lyro Welles- FontalM
LIfebaat Bankhoad-Bendix

Lodger, The Sberon-Sandert

Pin U| Girl (T) Grable-Brown ...

Rtfor Tuohy, Last of fianietan Faster-Taylor ...

Song of Bornadette Jonei-Prico

.10-5.

.9-21.

10-19.

,
.»-ll.

.6-29.

.11-30.

•-24.

. .7-28.

.12-14.

10-19.

.10-5.

. .3-8.

.6-15.

.2-8.

.2-22.

. .4-9.

.5-17.

. .3-8.

.5-17.

. .4-5.

.6-14.

. .5-31.

entary

. .7-lt.

. .9-20.

.5-3.

.11-15.

.11-15.

,
.7-26.
.9-20.

.2-22.

. .8-23.

.8-23.

. .8-9.

. .4-lf

.

. .4-5.

. .2-5 . . 328 . .1-25

.1-29.

.

. . 327

.

. .1-25

.2-19. . . .330. . .1-25

.3-12.

.

. .332. . .3-2?

. .4-2 .

.

. 334. . .3-22

. .4-9. . . .335. . .3-12

.3-14.

.

. .348. . . .5-3

. .4-13.

.

. .338. . .4-19

. .5-7. . . .339. . . .5-3

.4-30.

.

. .337. . . .4-5

.6-18. . . .343. . .5-31

.6-11. . . .342. . .5-31

.5-21.

.

. .336. . .5-31

.7-16.

.

. .344, . .5-31

.4-K.. . .341. . .4-19

.7-30.

.

. .401. . .7-12
.8-13.

.

. .4*2. .7-2S
.8-27.

.

. .403. . .5-6

.10-15. . . . 409

.

.10-18

.10-1. . .408. . .10-4

. .9-3.

.

. .404. . .B-Z3
.9-17.

.

. .40«. . .9-M

11-19.

.

. .413. . .11-1

. .11-5. . .412. . .11-1

12-24.

.414. .11-29

.416. . 12-13

.12-3. .415. .11-29

Tampica Barl-Roblnsan ..

The Sulllvans Baxter-8'lhea .
.

REISSUE
Banio On My Kaee (95) Stanwyck- MoCrea

Rains Came, The (95) Loy-Power

In Old Chienjo (94) Power-Fayo

Under Two Flags (99) Colbert-Caiman

. .8-9.

.9-20.

.10-29 407.

.11.M....410.

.10-29 40«.

.
.11-26. . . .411.

UNITED ARTISTS
l»42-43 FEATURES
Balcon (Bin.) Completed
Rennv (Bny.) Completed
Chaplin (Chn.) rornpleted

Cinem« Guild (C.G.) Completed

Coward (Cwd.) Completed
Dlsn«y (Dny.) Completed
Rdwnrde (Edws.) Completed
Korda (Kor.) Completed
Leaser (L»r.) Completed
Lo«wr-Lewln (L.L.) Tompleted
Mayfair (Mfr.) Completed
Prcssburffer (Psb.) Completed
Roach (Rch.) Completed
Rogrers (Rffn.) ro-i-v<r.i

Sherman Completed
Small Completed
StroTubherg (SmR.) Completed

1943-44 FEATURES
Bogreaus (Bogr.) Completed
Bronston (Bro.) Completed
Cajjnev (Cary.) Complrted
Pressburger (Psb.) Completed
Prodiicinp: Corp. (PC.) . . .Completed
Babinovltch (Rvn.) Completed
Rogers (R?s.) Completed
Selznlck (Szk.) romplet«d
Small Completed
Stone (Stn ) Completed
Sherman Completed

( 1) In Production (0)

(0) In Production (0)

(0) In Production (•)

5) In Produciion (0)

1) Tn Production (•)

1) In Production (•)

1> Tn Production (•)

1) In Production (0)

(1) In Prodtictlon (9)

1> In Production (•)

1) In Production (0)

^^ In Production (0)

8) In Production (0)

1 ^ Tn Prodi»ction (n)

6) In Production (0)

0) In Production (0)

1) In ProdiMfion (•)

( 0) In Produotton (1)

( 0) In Prodtictlon («)

( 1) In Production (•)

( 0) In Production (1)

( •) In Production (1)

( 1) In Production (0)

( 1) In Production (1)

( 6) In Production (1)

( 0) In Production (1)

( I) In Production (1)

( 7) In Production (0)

SENSATIONS OF 1944
Musical—Staiteii December 7

Cast: Eleanor Powell, W. C. Fields, Mimi Forsythe, Sophie Tuc-
ker, Cab Calloway and his Orchestra, Woody Herman and
his Orchestra.

Director-Producer: Andrew Stone

SONG OF THE OPEN ROAD
Comedy Drama—Started November 29

Cast: Edgar Bergen, Charlie McCarthy, Bonita Granville, Rose
Hobart, W. C. Fields, Reginald Denny, Regis Toomey,
Jane Powell, Peggy O'Neill. Eric Sinclair, Sammy Kaye
and his Band, Nick and Steve Condos, Chuck Faulkner
and Band.

Director: S. Sylvan Simon Producer: Charles Rogers
story; Teeri-asred girl star disguist-s herself and joins a group of youngsters

who travel amund the country aiding the war effort by helping to
reap crops. When an orange grove near Hollywood is imperiled by
a high wind, the kid star calls on her celebrit.v friends to entertain
and thus attract a crowd who pitch in and save the day.

RfLIASf CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Rnnnino Time Cast

Bridge of Stn Luis Roy Bari-Ledrrer

It Haaaened Tomerrow Powell-Darnell

Kniokerbooker Holiday Eddy-Dowling

SInee You Went Away C-olbert-Cotteo

Up In Mabel's Room Tone-Reynolds

1Q42-43
luekikin Frontier (74) Blx-Wyatt

Oetaili under title: Biiekskin Empire

r.lt l^emradH (67) Boyd-Ciydo

HI Diddle DIddIi (72) Menlaa-Seott ..

Johnny Cork Lately (97) C*|ney-George

De<alli under title: MeLood'e Fally

Leather Barinn (67) Bayd-Klrfcy ...

Somewhore to Franee (78) Morley-Cumminji

Tkat Nazty Nalsante (50) Watioi-Lowiard

Victory Through Air Power (65) (T) Dlsne» Feature

Yanks Ahoy (55) Traey-Sawyer

1943-44

B«(alti

. .10-4.

.10-18.

.10-4.

.

9-20. .

11-29.

.

Ral.

. .2-11.

. .2-25.

.

.1-28. .

No.

. Bog.

. Psb.

P. C.
.Szk.

Re«.

.9-7. . .5-14. . .Shm.

.18-15.

. .5-5.

.4-19.

«-15.

.

. . For.

.

.7-13.

. .«-l«.

.

.8-20. .

. .9-4.

.

5-28. . .

. .6-11.

.t-tS.

.

. .8-13.
...8-«.

.Shm.
«a.

. C«.

Shn.
.SmI.

.Reh.

. Dsy.

.Reh.

3-2?

.7-12

.8-23

. 9-t

.1-26

.<tl

.7-12

.7-24

Bar-20 (54) Bayd-Clyde ...

False Colore (65) Boyd-Clydc

Jack London (94) ? O'Shea-Hayward

Kaniaa, The (79) Dix-Wyatt

Oitalls under titia: Moot Jahn Bonnlwell

Myetery Man Boyd-Cerrell

Details under title; Thundering Hoofs

Ridtri of the Beadllna Boyd-Woodward

Texas Masauerado Boyd-Correll

Three Russian Sirls Sten-Smith

Details under title: Olrl frfn Laninrad

Tlnbor Boyd-Clyde

Voice in the Wind Lederer-Gurie

Betalls BRdw Mtla; Stranga Muilc

Woman tf the Tawn Dckker-Trevor

.11-12.

.11-29.

.
7-26.

.11-30.

.10-1.

11-29.

.9-10.

.7-26.

.1-14.

. .5-3. . .

. .7-26.

.

. .7-26.

.10-18. .

. .5-31. .

.6-28. .12-31.

.Shm.
.Shm.
. Bro.

.Shm.

.Shm.

.Shm

.Shm.
. Rbn.

.

10-4

11-29
12- 13
.6 2S

.Shm.

.R-M.

.Shm.
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UNIVERSAL W A R N I R B R O.miM
1942-43 Features

Westerns
Serials

1943-14 Features
Westerns
Serials

(55)

( 7)

( 4)

(—

)

(—

)

Completed (66)

Completed ( 7)

Completed ( 4)

Completed (30)

Completed ( 4)

In Production
In Production
In Production

In Production
In Production

(0)

(0)

(0)

(5)

(0)

(—) Completed ( ) In Production ( )

ANYBODY HERE SEEN KELLY?
Comedy—Started December 6

Cast: Eddie Quillan, Anne Gwynne, Kirby Grant, Milburn Stone,
Samuel S. Hinds, Roscoe Karns.

Director: Edward Lilley
story: Nut a\ailalile.

SLIGHTLY TERRIFIC
Comedy—Started December 1

Cast: Anne Rooney, Betty Kean, Leon Errol, Ray Malone, Eddie
Quillan, Donald Novis, Richard Lane.

Director: Edward F. Cline
.story; Not availaljle.

WEIRD WOMAN
Drama—Started December 7
Cast: Lon Chaney, Anne Gwynne.
Director: Reginald LeBorg
Story: Second in the new mystery series based upon the famous Inner

Sanctum stories.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Trtli— RDiinlni limi r,jj

Christmas Holiday Durbin-Kelly
Sypiy Wildcat (T) Montez-Hall ...
Thrw Chiiri t»r tin Boys Raft-McDonald

1942 43
Aimiiurn tf Smilln' Jiik (Serial) «rown-l«y . . .

AH Sy Myitir («3) Kntwln-Ankari .

Captln Wild Woman (fiO) Carradine-Ankers
Crvette K-225 (99) Seott-Br»*n
Fr«ntler Bad IHen (77) Barrymori- Paige
tit Gting (59) Palga-MiDtnald

ini. (61) Erral-MoDonald
Htri t« Held (94) Durbln-Coltin ..
^'<^ I" <82) Akbott-Ceitillo .

Bflalli under titit: Oh. Doctor!
Heniymoon Ledge (63) Bruoc-Hllllard

Detalli under title: Sieond HoReymosn
Junior S Men >i th« Air iSarlali Dead End KIdi
Phantom of flie Bpira (92) (T) Eddy-Foster
Balden »f San Joaqgln (60) Brewn-litter
" > Bennett-Crawford
Two TIekoU ta London (77) Morgan-Cnrflt .

We've Never Been Licked (103) Quine-Gwynne

Detalli

.11-29.

.

.10-18.

.

.10-18. .

.5-18.

.

. . .3-«.

.12-2K. .

. . .9-7. .

. .6-14. .

. . .4-5. .

. .5-17. .

. . ,4-5. .

.11-14.

,

. .6-14. .

. .3-9 . .

. .7-17 .

,

. . .8-24.

Bel.

.1-5 . .

.«-ll.

.

6-4 . .

.10-1.

.

. .8-6 . .

.<-25.

. .7-9.

.

.7-1*.

.

. .7-2.

7581
.7043. . .*-14
.7014. . 5-31

.7062. .10-18

.7011. . .9-20

.7045.

.7046.

. 7006

.

.7003.

.7-23. . .7047.

.7-12

.7-26

. 8-9

.7-12

. .9-6

.6-30. .

. 8-27 . .

..6-4 .

. .9-25

.6-18.

.

.1-25.

7881 .

.

. 7061 .

.

.7076.

.

. .7017.

.7013.

.

.7064.

.

.9-6

.6-2S
101 '

< z>
.8-23

1943-44
AdventurM of Flying eadeti (Swial) Downs-Armstrong
Arizona Trail (—

) Rltter-Knight ....
«lway» a BrWesmald AndwSisters-Knewles
Calling Dr. Death Chaney- IMorison
Cobra Woman (T) Montez-Hall
Crazy House (80) Oisen & Johnson
Cross Your Fingers IMoDoriald-Errol
''on wi.-inw Dl thi Coast Guard iSerlal) . . .Rcrry-Barrie
PIrcd Wife (73) Barrymore-Paige ..
Fleeh and Fantasy (94) Boyer- Robinson . . .

Frontier Law Hayrien-Holt . .

•^""S H» Scott-Curtis
Byney Wlldeat (T) Montez-Hall-Sabu
Her Prini.t vc IVIan Allhrltton-Payc
His Butler's Sis w (_) n.irbln-O'Brlen
HI Ya Sailer (62) Woods-Knox
Lareeny witb Mn.le (64) Jonts-Cvllsile
Mai (keel, The Anitirs-Brnet ....
Marshall of Sunsnolie Rltter-Hiyden
Moenliflht and Caolni Andrewi-Carrillo . .

Moonlight in Vermont Jean-Malono ....
Mummy's Bhest. T*e Cianey-Aquanetta
Nf>tr > Dull Moment (— ) Ritz Bros.-Langford
Patricl( the Great O'Connor-Ryan
Plmntom Lady Lederer- Raines . .

Rhythm on Parade Errol-Jean
Set te Music Jenes-Vineent

.

Sherlock Holmes Faces Death (68) Rathbone-Bruce . .

She's For Me Bruce-McDonald
Ssr iif Dracuia (80) C.aney-Ciirlis ...

Details under title: Destiny

So's Yoi'r Uncle Woods-Knox . . .

Details i|ir':- title: Let Yourself Go
Strange Death of Adolph Hitler (72) Donath-Sondergaard
Spider Woman Rathbone-Bruce

Swingtime for Johnny Andrews Sisters ..

The Impostor Gabin-Joslyn ....
Details under title: Passport to Dakar

Tin Third Glory D'Connor-Blyth
Th'i Is the Life OToiinor-Foiter ..

Top Man (81) O'Connor-Foster

Details under titli: Man of the Family

Week-End Pass O'Driscoll-Bccry

Wild-Horse Roundup Ritter-Knight ...

When Ladles Fly Young-Fltzgrrald .

You're i Lueky Fellow, Mr. Smith Jones-Aakert

1-25.

.11-1.

.5-17.

6-28.

. 11-29.
10-19
.5-3.
.8-10.

. 8-23

.8-23.
.11-1.

. .11-1.

.7-26.
.1-95.

. .5-31

. .9-6.

. .9 6.

11-15.
.9-9.

.9-24.
.9-24.
12-10.

11-12,

. .10-8.

8781
.8081.
.8023.

.8005. . .11-1

. .7-6. .

. . .9-3.

,

. 18-2S . .

11-5.

12-31. .

. 8581
.8017. . .9-20

. 8062 . . . 10-4

. 8082

11-26
.18-15.

.

.9-18. .

. .11-5.

pn04
.8035, ,10-18

. 80C8 . . . f-M

. .8038

12-24 . .

.11-19. .8030,
.11-1.

.9-20.

.11-15,
, .1-5

.6-14.

,6-14.
.1-24.

.6-28

6-28,
5-31.

10-18.
.9-6

.9-17.
.

12-17. .

11-15. .

. .12-3

.9-10. .

.8024. . .9-20

.8041

.8013. .11-21

.8042 .12 13

.8022. .10-18

. .9-6

.5-31.

.7-12

11-15.
.9-20.

.
."-6.

.7-12.

.9-17. . .S03;i. .11-29

194)}-4S reature*
19i3-44 Features

Completed (24)

Completed (2Ii)

In Produdien (0)

In Production («)

CINDERELLA JONES
Comedy— started December 7

Cast: Joan Leslie, Robert Alda, Julie Bish»>p, William Prince,

Edward Everett Horton, S. Z. SakaU, Ruth Donnelly.

Director: Busby Berkeley
Stfwy: Homely, down to earth .'itory of an ugly duckling who makes good

on the stage.

HORN BLOWS AT MIDNIGHT. THE
Comedy—Started November 30

Cast: Jack Benny, Alexis Smith, Dolores Moran, Reginald Gar-

diner, Guy Kibbee, Franklin Pangborn, Allyn Joslyn, Isobel

Elsom,
Director: Raoul Walsh
.story: Not available.

HOLLYWOOD CANTEEN
Musical Comedy—Started December 6

Cast: Dane Clark, Robert Hutton and Robin Raymond with a
large cast of stars including Bette Davis, J 'hn Garfield,

Ida Lupino, Humphrey Bogart.

Director: Delmar Daves
Story: Built around tlie activities of the popular Hollywood Canteen where

the stars entertain vi.siting servicemen every night.

MASK FOR DMITRIOS
Mystery—Started December 1

Cast: Zachary Scott, Sydney Greenstreel, Peter Lorre, Helmut
Dantine, Monte Blue, Victor Francen, George Tobias, Flor-

ence Bates, Kurt Hatch, Roman Bohnen.
Director: Jean Negulesco
story: Based on novel of the same name by Philip Wylie.

MAKE YOUR OWN BED
Comedy—Started December 6

Cast: Jack Carson, Jane Wyman, Irene Manning, Alan Hale.
Director: Peter Godfrey
story: Not available,

RfLIASI CHART
TN PRODUCTION

T tie— Roinlrig Time Cast Details Bel, Ne. Ret,

Between Tvec Worlds GarHeld-Pirker ,.,10-18
Details under title: Outward Baond

Mr. Ikeffington iavls-Rains 10-18
My Reputation Stanwyck-Brent . . .11-29

1942-43
BLOCK NO. SIX

«e!loii in tlie North Atlantic (127) BHort-Mtteey 9-7.
Biekjrmind to Danger (80) RiM-Mirshill 9-1.

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Constant Nymph. The (IIZ) •yer-rMtimf 3-9.

SPECIAI>S
Mission te Moseew (123) Hustei-Harding ...11-16,
Tills Is the Array (T) (121) Mwphy-Leelli 4-3.
Tankee Decdie Dandy (126) Cagney-Letlle 12-1.

REISSUE
Varsity Show (11) (Relieoe) Powell-Waring

1943-44
BLOCK NO. ONE

Murder on the Waterfront (49) Loder-Ford

Watch OR the Rhine (114) Davls-Lueas C-13.

.a-iz.

.

. .a«i. .f-M
. .7-3. . . .1(2. .•-14

.7-24.

.

. .txi. .7-lf

.5-22.

.

. . 220

.

.3-n
.•-14,, ..224. .

. .1-2.

.

.201 .«-i»

12-19 . . 215

9-18

.
.9-4.

.>0».

.301

(-9

10-22 . . . 8033

.

NOT DESIGNATED
Adventure in Iraq (64) Loder-Ferd ....
<».inturri of Mark Twain Mareh-Smith ...
<r..,i, igij iij Liee (— ) Grant-Lane . . . .

Conflict Bagart-Mtkirt ..

Crime by Niqht WynMN-Cowin
neiails ^(tT title: Forty Whaeki

D»>»rt Seng, Tlie (T) Morgan-Mann ng

Devotion OeHavllland-Lupin

fistination Tokyo Grant-Girfield

Find the Blackmallw (59) Cewan-Emersan .

In tur Time Luplis«-Henreld

Last Ride. The (110) ^ravls-^Jrk,^

Main Your Own Bad Carson-Wyman
Northern Pnrsult (93) Flynn-Bisho»
a.d Aro»aiiitane» Davis-Hopkins

One More Tomorrow Sheridan-Morgan.

Passage to Marseille Begert-MargM
Princess O'Reurkj (94) DeHavill nd-Cmln
S.irattsa Trunk (— ) Cioper- Bergman

»hiiie Bn Marvs.t Moon Sbarldan-Morgan

Thank Your Lucky Stars (127) Cantor- Jliare .,,

The Hors Blows at Midnieht Benny-Smith ...

Uncertain Cie.-y Fiyn-Luk^s ,,,,

REISSUE
Cherekea Strip. The Fsran-Bryan ...

Grim- School (85) B'-gart-Gorcey

Empty Holsters Foran-WalHiali .

Girls on Pribstion (63) Teigan-Hayivard

(Sons af the Peooi Foran-Napal ...

Lead Beyond the Law Fertn-Perry ...

Oklahoma Kid (80) C«gneY-B*«art ..

Prairie Thunder Ferai-Claney

Soog at the Saddle Faran-LUyd .,.

. 10-9 .304 . .10-4

. .7 13.

.11-1.

. .5-17.

10-19.

. .4-29.

11-16,

.6-28,

,

.1-1.

.ll-<. .306. . .11-1

.6-14.

.11-15.
. .7-12.

.11-16

. .11-1.

. .8-23.

; 7-20.

.
3-8.

. .6-28.

.1-2.
.11-15.

. . .9-6.

11-13.
11-27.

10-23.

.307, ,11-1
.308. . 11-15

.305 . , .10-4 i

.9-25 .303. . ,8-23

.10-2.

.

, ,12-4,

.10-2..
, ,12-4,

.10-2.

.

.10-2.

.

, ,9-11.

,10-2,,

.10-2. .

.327.

.328,

,J30,
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Allied States
^

Association

Motion Picture Extxibitors

Office ollhe General counsel

and Chairman ollhe Board

729 Filleenth Slreel.N.W-

Washington.DC

November 10, 1^^^^

Dear Mr. Deplnet:
Mars" at

I have just seen "Children of Mars
^^^^^^

tho picture «-,fi^^^ffo^Ittee
on Juven^^^^^^

a3 chaiman °f
^J;^i|ti he advocated "le ma^x

^
Delinquency,

^Ithouga ^ ^he inspir

CI t^eVic?-: wm - ffi^.^^rto 3a. axons

Ht'^Unfaftfe Miiwa^^ee meeting.

Xours very truly,

Mt» Ned E. Depinet,

RKi-R^dlo Pictures, Inc.,

Radio City,

New York, N.Y.
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SMASH from MOHOCRAM^
Graphically and tensely presented* Catching attention in

the opening scenes, it moves through episodes to point up
the destruction of morality and womanhood under the Nazi*
A strong women's picture, it also holds possibilities for exten-
sive exploitation that can lift grosses to surprising levels/'

. DAILY VARiSTY

Compares in theme, treatment and
execution with 'Hitler's Children.'

Exploitation in similar vein would
appear to promise similar box-
office results. The film reflects ex-
treme care and an expanded
budget."

. . . MOTION PiaURE HERALD

"Top offering! Title is a natural for

everyone, especially the women.'
"Endowed with fine direction and
splendid characterization."
"We know it will keep the spectator
absorbed."

. . . SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

Produced by

HERMAN MILLAKOWSKY
Associate Producer, JEFFREY BERNERD

Directed by STEVE SEKELY

Screanploy by HOUSTON BRANCH

Original ilo>y by FRANK BENTICK WISBAR

N TALA BIRELL ANNE NAGEL aun BAXTER



JACK LONDON... The very name of the famous author-adventurer is a high'.;/

exploitable item, but the United Artists admen have recognized that the ex-

hibitor faces the problem of overcoming weakness in the cast and, therefore,

have devoted much of the press sheet material to a variety of angles. These

are (1) London, the Man; (2) his early recognition of the Japanese menace;

(3) Action; (4) Romance; (5) Adventure — these among many angles. The
various campaigns have been neatly catalogued in the press sheet and th'-

showrman would be wise to peruse them carefully, for his gross on "Jack Lon-

lon" will be in very direct ratio to the amount of bally effort he expends on it.

A I'nited Artists release. Produced b.v Samuel Bronston. Directed by Alfred
S'lntell. fast: Michael O'Shea, Susan Hayward. Osa Massei». Harry Davenport,
Frank Craven, Virs^inia Mayo. Ralph Morean, Ix>uise Be«vers. Screen play b.v

Ernest Pascal. Photography bv John \V. Boyle. .-\..S.C.



What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

'AROUND THE WORLD'
(RKO-RADIO) "...Even good musical entertainment gets monotonous with nothing to hold it together. . .All right if you are just

crazy about Kay Kyser; otherwise it is a poor substitute for the 'in person' band shows around he town." GUERNSEY, N. Y. GER-
ALD TRIBUNE. "...People who cannot resist Kay Kyser and his mudcal vaudeville have an opportunity of sampling Kays
soldier entertainment. . .Very infectious, if you haven't been vaccinated." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST. "...The crusty and the

unhep will definitely not like this picture. But if thev by charce see it. they will get a fair sample of the sort of all-out madcap,

song, dance and riddle entertainment Kay Kyser has been serving up to servicemen." McMANUS, PM. "...Typical Kysei

shindig, a frolicsome show of songs, musical numbers and forty-Ieven different kinds of comedy .. .Runs about as smoothly as a ride

in a jeep but there are few dull or quiet moments in this musical pot-pourri." HALE, N. Y. NEWS. "•
• .Music, gags and slapstick

of a sort designed to entertain our troops at their overseas bases... All may look great in Algeria, but you can hear as good on the

radio almost any night." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.

•CRY HAVOC
( METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER) "

. . Playmonger's trick, demonstrating how to concoct a front-line war movie with a cast composed

almost exclusively of cutie-pies and more than that, how to do it almost entirely in a single, dugout dormitory scene, hardly ever

emerging for action. . .Likely to get mixed up with 'So Proudly We Hail.' Any similarity is strictly coed." McMANUS, PM
;

. .In certain respects, it is moving and it does draw a grim and plausible curtain upon Bataan. But it is also heavy with theatricality

and the affectations of an all-girl cast... Chief fault of the picture—a talkative and static staginess." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.

"...Astor screen is piling on one scene after another of grime, perspiration, and pain among a group of nurses in Bataan...

Most of it takes place in the confinement of the underground shelter and consists of quarrels and nervous outbursts among the over-

wrought girls." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Well-written, brilliantly performed and grimly realistic, but it does

not succeed entirely in being either a battle cry, or a trenchant commentary. . .Estimable war picture, but it is still reiterative and

numbing." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Great similarity between 'Cry Havoc' and 'So Proudly We Hail'. .
.Girls

manage to give the scene of their heroic labors a veracity that engenders suspense and wrings the heart at their tragic plight.

CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS. "...Bushel of emotion to be put in a half-pint of action. . .Miss Sullavan by sheer force of acting

personality, brings a few moments into significance. . .The picture itself is worthless repetition of movie stereotypes." WINSTEN,
N. Y. POST.

THE HEAT'S ON'
(COLUMBIA) "...Strictly a song and dance show. . .Miss West should no longer attempt to play glamorous ladies.

.
.Except M*^^

West's scanty moments, the doings are amiable and inoffensive, and the songs are very good." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
".. .Typical Mae West role. . .She doesn't let her admirers down, either. Maybe she'll even make some new ones.

.
.Merry movie

mixup and winds up in a happy, hummable fadeout. . .Film's music especially fine." THIRER, N. Y. POST. "...Mae West is

intriguing no longer. . .She serves mainly to louse up a backstage musical which might otherwise be pretty good. It has some pleasing

Victor Moore comedy and some clever music... The only trouble with 'The Heat's On' is Mae West, but since she rumbles through it

from start to finish, that's trouble enough." McMANUS, PM. ".
. .Title is a misnomer. For the heat is off, but definitely.

.

JMiss

West is nearly crowded out of her own picture by a series of dull production numbers. . .Tepid entertainment." T. S., N. Y. TIMES.
".. .Has all the ingredients of the lavish Hollywood song-and-dance festivals. . .But they have not been supplemented with

workable material. . .Flat .uninspired comedy book, and there are no songs worth mentioning. . .Except for the Scott-Cugat breaks, 'The

Heat's On' is very cool musical indeed." GEURNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

'NORTHERN PURSUIT'
(WARNER BROS.) "...Apparently Warner Brothers was reduced to a desperate extreme in finding a new story for Errol Flynn, to

judge by the one it has given him in 'Northern Pursuit'. . .Told sloppily and with little apparent confidence.
.
Action is stilted and

stagey, the tension indifferently drawn." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES. "...Fair to middling entertainment ... Rather fantastic

fable, but it still has suspense and excitement. . .Standard Hollywood equipment, but it is well enough done to remind one that spy

stories are generally better than average on the screen." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...A turkey of rare feather

indeed. It is Warner Bros.' first time-wasting war picture. . .Like a papier-mache tank suddenly turning up on the M-4 assembly line

...Piling on of plot and counter-plot reaching such absurd heights that it almost topples over into comedy from its own giddiness."

McMANUS, PM. "... 3 stars." CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS. ". . .Despite a little skiing and a lot of snow, this is one of the

flattest adventures of Mr. Flynn's colorful career." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST. "...Wildest and silliest of Mr. Flynn's ventures

into winning the war all by himself. ..If you abandon all sense and skepticism at the Strand door you will probably draw some ex-

citement from the sheer, headlong action ... Aimed strictly at audiences who will trust everything they see Errol do." COOK, N. Y.

WORLD-TELEGRAM.

'NO TIME FOR LOVE'
(PARAMOUNT) ".. .Rowdy comedy with vigor and a boisterous sense of humor. Sometimes the comedy descends into a vulgar

sort of brawl, but for the most part the doings are extremely funny. Some of the dialogue cracks must have caused the Hays office

a headache or two... 3 stars." CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS "...Once more takes up that sturdy staple of movie light comedy:

the notion that the way to a lady's heart is via a stiff poke in the jaw. . .Something in the Hollywood climate seems to impel someone

to make this same picture every once in a while. So let's heave a sight of relief thst it is out of their systems once again." COOK.
N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Several familiar ingredients. . .But when Claude Binyon puts a high polish on the screenplay

and Mitchell Leisen handles the directing, the incidentals provide compensation. . .On a superficial level, 'No Time for Love' is apt to

prove amusing in many spots and vicariously satisfying in others." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST. "...You can guess at the start

just about what is going to happen. It is the quality of the variations on an old theme which makes them entertaining. .
.A lot more

nonsense and less formulized plotting would have improved it no end. . .Escapist and diverting." BARNES N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.
"...In the simplest equating of a boy-girl-plot you ever saw, Mr. Leisen and his associates have deduced a delightful comedy

...Spicy, adult. . .First-class example of the inconsequential put to highly diverting use." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.

•GIRL CRAZY'
(METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER) ".. .Mickey Rooney and Judy Garland are almost the whole show. .. running through comedy and
song numbers with gayety and charm, making 'Girl Crazy' as pleasant a screen musical as it was on the stage. . .Chalk up another

musical comedy triumph for the Rooney-Garland team." GUERNSEY. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Custom-made for the

young folks. And though not one of Mickey's, Judy's or M-G-M's best musicals, it will do quite nicely until a better one comes along

.. .3 stars." HALE, N. Y. NEWS. ".. .Funny, fast and completely infectioas entertainment .. .Tooting away in good form is

Tommy Dorsey, and June Walker and Rags Ragland do their bit to keep the laughs good and loud. But 'Girl Crazy' belongs to its

starring team." T. S., N. Y. TIMES. "...One of the wildest hodgepodges of music, dance, cowboy whimsy and riproaring horse-

play ever to tear across a Broadway screen. . .Will no doubt play glissandos on the heartstrings of all Rooney and Garland fans."

COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. ". ..Mighty merry affair which reckons with the tops in filmusicals, principally on account
of its melodious Gershwin score .. .Choral arrangements are harmoniously appealing. Dance divertissements are tricky and gay.

Indeed the general effect is exceedingly pleasant." THIRER, N. Y. POST. ".
. .Big movie news because it revives one of the best

musical comedy scores written by the late George Gershwin. . .Practically every bit of the film's entertainment is contained in the
musical sequences." FINN, PHILA. RECORD." "...Hardly more than a collection of vaudeville gags and cliches. . .Not that it

matters. Rooney's fans laughed themselves sick, yesterday over Mickey's expert clowning." LEE, PHILA. BULLETIN.
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THE NEWS DIGEST
(Continued from Page 18)

startling comebacks in financial statements to date. Earnings
leached new h'gli levels in each of the three quarters of the cur-
rent year said President N. Peter Rathvon.

Gross profits for the 1943 period were $11,914,106 compared
with $2,302,210 in 1942. Income taxes amounted to .$4,180,000 in
1943 compared with $1,050,356 in 1942. In addition, provision for
excess profits taxes came to $720 000 this year against none last
year.

The current report carries a provision of $1,000,000 for post-
war adjustments.

Monogram Net Increases
Monogram reported a gross profit of $115,835.75 for the thir-

teen weeks ending September 25, 1943 and a net of $54,057.25 after
provision for employees bonus and federal income taxes, accord-
ing to an announcement by W. Ray Johnston, President.

This compares favorably with a gross profit of $63,620.25 be-
fore bonus and taxes for the corresponding quarter last year and
a net for 1942 of $30,739.41.

* * * »

Eight More Autry's in '44
Republic will re-release eight additional Gene Autry subjects

during 1944 because of the excellent exhibitor and audience re-
sponse to the eight Autry production released on the 1942-43 pro-
gram, said the company.

New prints, posters, press-books and accessories will be avail-
able on these productions, one of which will be released every
six weeks: "Red River Valley," Jan. 15; "The Big Show," Mar. 1;
"Oh, Susanna," April 15; "Melody Trail," June 1; "Comin' Around
the Mountain," July 15; "Ride, Ranger, Ride," Sept. 1; "Git Along
Little Doggies," Oct. 15; "Rootin' Tootin' Rhythm," Dec. 1.

* » * «

Industry Praised in Juve Delinquency Fight
The motion picture industry was praised as an outstanding

constructive force in combatting the nation's juvenile delinquency
in a hearing December 10 before a special Senate Committee on
Wartime Health and Education, headed by Sen. Claude Pepper
of Florida. Sen. Pepper paid lavish tribute to the films after
Dame May Whitty, M-G-M star, had testified briefly as to the
value of pictures in fighting juvenile crime. Pepper lauded Miss
Whitty's remarks on the value of films and noted "We agree in
full with your remarks upon the motion picture industry, "it is a
most powerful agency in molding public opinion, and we look for
real help from it. It has responded magnificently to every callmade upon it during the war period, and we are confident we will
have Its help in fighting this problem. He added that he looks to
see motion pictures used ever increasingly in mass teaching ofboth children and adults.

* * * *

Skouras Prepares for Bond Drive
In a special series of meetings on the Fourth War Loan to be

held in January, Charles Skouras, genera! chairman of the In-
dustry's division of the drive, met with his co-chairmen Rick
Ricketson and B. V. Sturdivant, to outline the pattern of industrv
participation in the Treasury's program to sell $14,000.000 000worth of war bonds.

Topics for discussion were the preparation of the press bookconfabs with the Hollywood Victory Committee, the final decision
°" ^ film program and general campaign matters. Francis Har-mon. WAC co-ordinator; Si H. Fabian, Theatres Division chair-man: Ed Schreiber, WAC publicity director, and John Flinn co-

SAVE TIME . . . Energy . . . Insurance
Worry . . . Money

Economically Sensible for All Your
Deliveries to Be Made by

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES. Inc.
HORLACHER

PHILADELPHIA BALTIMORE
1225 or 1239 Vine St. 1801 Bayard St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
IS33 3rd St.. N. E. 613 W. 47ti St.

Member National Film Carriers, Inc.
Miss Yolanda Cicchetti, Notary Public, 1239 Vine St., Phila.

ordinator of the WAC Hollywood Division, were also present at

the meetings. >(;**«
Soldiers May Appear in Fix

The government relaxed its stringent rule that no stars in the

armed services are to appear in commercial motion pictures and
advised the Motion Picture Producers in a letter to Y. Frank
Freeman, president, that any soldier on furlough may accept a

part in a picture as an extra, featured player, or star, providing
War Department approval for such appearance is given.

In a letter from Adjutant General J. A. Ulio to the MPP
board, the government stressed the point that no furloughs will

be given for the specific purposes of appearing in pictures, as is

done in England, and that a soldier working in a picture is sub-

ject to recall to active service at his commanding officer's dis-

cretion. Present regulations governing the use of uniform, etc.,

will continue unchanged and War Department approval of the

subject and treatment of the picture in which the service man
appears is mandatory.

* « « *

PEOPLE
Leo J. McCarthy was named general sales manager of PRC

Pictures, replacing Arthur Greenblatt who resigned from that

post. McCarthy has been with the company since 1941 as as-

sistant general sales manager. Previously, McCarthy was with
First National and later with Elmer Rhoden when the latter

formed the Mid-West Theatre Circuit. He joined Republic and
also produced some independent pictures before tying up with
PRC.

Malcolm Kingsberg was elected a director and a vice-president

of RKO Radio Pictures by the board of directors last week.
William M. Clark, was elected treasurer, succeeding Leon Gold-
berg, who has been assigned to the studio, and Kenneth B. Um-
briet was elected assistant secretary. Kingsberg also is vice-

president of Keith-Albee-Orpheum and treasurer of RKO Corp.
Norman Ayers, formerly district manager for Warner Bro-

thers, headquartering in Boston, was chosen by Ben Kalmenson,
general sales manager for Warners, to head the combined New-
England and New York metropolitan areas. Ayers' district will

cover, in addition to the Boston, New Haven, Albany and Buf-
falo exchanges, the New York metropolitan branch, including
Brooklyn and northern New Jersey. Ayers has been with War-
ners since 1926, serving as salesman in Washington and New
York, thence to branch manager in Philadelphia, Detroit. Albany
and Boston before he was promoted in 1941 to district manager.
Clarence £isnian continued to manage the N. Y. metropolitan
exchange.

R. E. Griffith, well-known Texas exhibitor and co-owner or

circuits embracing 345 theatres in five Southwestern states, died
at the age of 50 in Los Angeles. Over 500 mourners attended the
last rites held in Oklahoma City with representatives of every
branch of the industry present. Griffith, with his brothers. L. C.
and H. J., was long rated among the Southwest's ablest and most
pi-ominent showmen.

THEATRE GAMES

CONTROLLED BINGO GAME—12 ways in which to win,
$3 00 a thousand. 16 or 70 ways to win, two colors, $3.50 a thousand.
Box 281, C O FILM BULLETIN. 1239 Vine Street, Phila., Pa.

DIE CUT BINGO C.\RDS—^17.50 in 10,000 lots. SmaUer quan-
tities, $2 00 per 1.000, 1-75, 1-100. IMMEDIATE DELrVERY—
ORRDEB NOW. S. Klous, c/o FILM BULLETIN, 1239 Vine St.,

Phila., Pa.

POPCORN
MORE VOLUME GUARANTEED WHEN USING our

popcorn and seasoning. POPCORN CORP.,
100 N. LaSalle St., Chicago.

'^Not a dark house in more than 20 years of

film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' .-Vss'n

250 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILADELPHIA
LOCUaT 4822 R.\CK 4600

36 FILM BULLETIN



[ OLD ACQUAINTANCE. . Starrin

Bette Davis and one of her best

sparring partners, Miriam Hop-

kins, tliis Warner melodrama,

adapted from the John Van Dru-

ten stage success, features John

Loder as the man who loves Miss

Davis and is married to Miss Hop-

kins. Gig Young and Dolores

Moran have the juvenile leads, the

latter seen as Miss Hopkins'

daughter and the former as the

enamoured of both mother Hop-
kins and daughter Moran. The
cast also includes Rosco€ Karns.
Philip Reed, Ann Revere and Jo-

seph Crehan. Vincent Sherman
directed.

If-

FLESH AND FANTASY
Charles Boyer's first venture

into the producer ranks in

collaboration with Julien Du
vivier, who also directed, ha-s

galaxy of stars and three

episodes. The first stars Betty

Field as an ugly wench turn-

beauty by her love for

Robert Cummings; the second.

Edward G. Robinson and

Thomas Mitchell in a psycho-

logical murder sketch; the

third features Boyer and Bar-

bara Stanwyck in a romantic

and suspenseful sequence con-

cerning dreams. Robert Ben-

chley acts as the coordinator

of the episodes.
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A PROMISE TO A GALLANT LADY
Because you have helped Uncle Sam so unselfishly

Because thousands of men are at battle stations thanks

to your releasing them from shore jobs

Because America desperately needs more and more
WAVES to send fighting men to sea

We promise:

To get behind the WAVE enlistment drive

To show on our screens the stirring l-reel subject

"CHIEF NEELEY REPORTS TO THE NATION"
released December 2nd

To put the fighting campaign book into action and

to use the free posters and stills

That's the promise of 16,OCX3 American showmen to

the gallant ladies of the U. S. Navy!

("Chief Neeley Reporu To The Nation" is a War Aaivity Committee Infor-

mation Subject and is released through Columbia Pictures with the Press Book)

War Acriviries Committee of the Motion Picture Industry, 1501 Broadway, New York Qty


